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and also very considerable diversity of design, there being so many
varieties of them introduced into dili'erent parts of the edifice, that
thev would form quite a series of examples, and of a kind apparently
much wanted, inasmuch as they are not a little suggestive of ideas
for features in regard to which paucity and sameness of ideas prevail.
Owing to some strange perverseness, modern architects seldom bestow
any study, or indeed any thought at all upon windows, notvvithstanding that they are absolutely indispensable features in composition,
while columns are so far from being such that it is diiricult to introduce them at all, except in a portico, with any sort of sufficiently apparent motive, or so as not to appear mere expletives in design, and
And where the character so aimed
to be intended chiefly for effect.
at is kept up consistently in all other respects, such excuse may pass
as valid; but if merely a vile architectural solecism,^ one that betrays a most barbarous taste, to introduce other features, without any
sort of purpose, at the very same time that those which actually belong to the building, and which ought therefore to be made to give
character to it, and contribute towards its decoration, are
if not, as is
too frequentiv the case, left quite bare and unfinished, treated as altogether subordinate and valueless in design.
are, indeed, now getting by degrees, out of our mere " hole-in-the-wall" fashion for windows, still the dressings bestowed upon them are in general but a very
short remove from nothing
they seldom amount to more than a plain
border with a narrow moulding around it, which scarcely shows itself
at all unless the front itself happens to be of red or dark brick
and
there is nearly the same general air of blankness, and certainly quite
same
the
degree of monotony as if there had been nothing of the
kind at all. Nevertheless, we cannot be very surprized at the builders
of Ureet houses, for never attempting to go beyond that species of
quakerisni in architectural dress or dressing, by one who enjoys credit
at least for classical taste
including, we presume, a highly cultivated
feeling for all (lie proprieties and refinements of his art.
Be his perceptive taste what it may, his action is of a very feeble kind, else he
would hardly cunline himself to nearly one and the same character, for
his windows on all occasions alike, and that, too, of such kind as to
include a variety of detail.
No mutter what be the style professed
by the order,
Doric, Ionic, or Corinthian,
no matter wlu'ther his
columns be plain or Huted, his windows are invariably of the same

—

We

:

;

—

design

— no,

not design, but

—

pattern,

— the

only difference

them being an occasional extra moulding when he
liberality to the requisite pitch.
Jio.
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frigid things just alluded to, the

cm

between

screw up his

windows

of the

tropical climes

is

polar regions.
They bespeak fulness and
no
spontaneity of ideas, guslo and con amure relish, with pains-taking
there we are wrong, not " pains-taking" but " pleasure-taking" earIn addition to "effect" of a different kind, they
nestness in the task.
will, it is to be hoped, have the effect of thawing the frozen and frostJust at present, indeed, it is not greatly to be
bitten taste of others.
wondered at that they should be considered exotic in taste, being so
very much unlike what we are accustomed to see even in buildings
where the windows are made principal and highly decorative.
Certain, however, it is that the windows of the Royal Exchange do
not please every one, since by some they have been likened to pictureframes!— one of those convenient comparisons which are resorted to
for the purpose of cutting short all argument and reasons for dislike.
What it is that accuses such fatal resemblance, is not said: resemblance there certainly is so far as is in common to all chambraulh or
dressings to doors and windows, inasmuch as they serve as a framing
to the eternal

EVKN were it not so in any other respect, tlie present Royal Exchange
would still be interesting anil highly deserving of notice on account of
its windows, which exhibit great study of detail and composition,

—

Compared with the

Exchange are what the luxuriant vegetation of the

CHANGE.

ice of the

—

aperture; but a picture-frame is continued alike all round,
without any additional mouldings or ornament on its upper edge, on
the contrary it is the four angles that are generally more enriched
with ornament than the rest. The comparison in question and questionable it assuredly is, would lead any one to suppose that the windows were in the Louis Quatorze style, which may justly enough be
termed a "picture-frame" one, because it seems to be made up
entirely of fragments of picture-frames and eccentric scroll-work,
applied to every thing indiscriminately.
The characteristic differences above pointed out sufticiently vindicate the windows we are speaking of, from the charge of bearing an
awkwardly striking resemblance to picture-frames. Consequently, if
they nevertheless partake too much of the latter ch iracier, it must be
owing to their details and mouldings. Yet these are surely of quite distinct nature and very differently composed from those belonging to frames
so much so that were they applied to the latter,
of the other sort,
such frames to pictures would at once be called " window-dressings,"
admit that in
and be objected to as too decidedly architectural.
all such cases, injurious comparison does not mean to say that the
that there
merely
but
all
points,
offensive resemblance is complete in
is more of it than there ought to be, and enough to warrant the comparison being made. Whether the comparison so made he warrantable
or not must depend upon the facts and circumstances of the parbut if ever so unwarrantable, it is impossible to check
ticular instance
those lively sallies of a funny imagination which some endeavour to
palm upon us for " knock-down" argument.

to the

—

—

We

;

In the instance of the Royal Exchange, what is really meant as a
strong objection, probably is that the windows are marked by a fulness and luxuriance of ornamentation for exceeding what we are
accustomed to, and otherwise also of very peculiar character. Who

—

I
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disputes if?
Most assuredly not we, since it is on that very account
thai we here take such especial notice of them, and exhibit examples
of throe of the varieties of them.
Undoubtedly they may be said to
be in an exaggerated style, even extreme and outre, composed with
examples of the Falladian, or a rival Italian school, whose windows
exhibit little or limited diversity in regard to the general composition
of their dressings and the proportions observed for them.
Those
proportions, as is very evident, are greatly exceeded here the jambdressings, or upright border along the sides of the aperture, being
unusually wide, and ditferently composed from what is the ordinary
practice; and to the expression of luxuriance thus produced is added
that of carved and sculptured enrichment,
the first for some of the
architectural surfaces, the other for ornamental foliage, as in the
centre windows of the south front of the building. Probably it was
the embellishment of this latter kind that suggested the " pictureframe" conip:irison, yet here it is no more than what is in keeping
with other sculptured decoration in the general design.
If what is here done seems to some to be in certain respects over
done, it is easy to correct excess of tli.it kind by simplifying nor
ought they on that account to withhold their commendation from wliat
is so well entitled to it, for it is a very great matter to obtain some
fresh ideas, and to be convinced that it is possible to break through
the trammels of ordinary rules, not unsuccessfully
of course,
those who can judge only by currently established rules and standard
authorities, are not likely to praise what transgresses limits which
they have taught themselves to consider inviolable. But, we think,
on examination it will be found that although treated witli arlistical
freedom, are not justly chargeable with being ca|)ricious compositions.
Less orthodox Italian than Mr. Barry has given they undoubtedly are,
for, if the truth may be spoken, Barry has not showu himself ambitious of decided originality.
Refinement and elegance of taste seem
be chiefly his forte; and, as far as Italian is concerned, he showed his
taste in such manner as to obtain credit for originality, by introducing
into this country a species of Italian previously unknown to if, and
markedly different from the Palladian species.
One thing in the Exchange windows tliat is r:iflier contrary to Italianism, is the heads of the windows, and the whole of the dressing
above them being neither straight nor fully arched, but curved segmenfally.
To such modes as an occasional variety we do not object,
and here, perhaps, the curves serve to give an appearance of " springiness" that takes away the heaviness that might else have attended
the same composition.
Should we be able to give the design of the windows within the
merchant's area, we may then perhaps go more fully into the subject,
but must here conclude for the present, and merely subjoin

—

;

—

;

:

Aperture.
High.

Centre windows of south front

Other

.

do.

.

Centre windows of north front

11 lOJ
11 lOi
11
74

Entire Dressing.

Wile.
5

5
5

li
7i
4*

High.

16
15
16

Wide.

3 9 lOi
7i 10 o'
9

14

CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK.
FASCICULUS

LXI.

" I must have lilerty
Withal, as large a charter as the winds.
To blow on whom I please."

I. Among the odd and out-of-the-way conceits that have come into
head, I have scmetimes fancied that it would not be amiss were an
Hospital or Sanitoriuin to be established for architectural patients,
where fliey might be treated accordingly as their particular case
might require. He, for instance, who was simplieity-niad, and whose
sickly palate could relish nothingof higher flavour than the mere watergruel of the art, would stand in need of a regimen of generous stimulants to give a healthy tone to his puling taste; whereas another might
require to have a good dose of simplicity infused into him.
Some
there are whose microscopic vision allows them to see only the merest
they can tell you to the hairbreadth fraction of a " part" the
minulisE
legitimate breadth of every moulding and fillet, but are quite unable
to discern any thing more, and unable even to comprehend what is
meant by ensemble character eflfect. Others again, there are who
labouring under quite a contrary defect of optics, have no eyes at all
for detail
any common-place stuff of the kind will satisfy them just
as well as the best;
Bairy is to them no better than Nash. But it is
to be feared that no hospital could benefit either of these two classes.
It is also questionable if any treatment in a Saniloriura could bring to

my

:

—

;

—

—

[January,

common

sense, the lunatics who rave on the one
hand about Vitruvins and Palladio, or on the other, about architectural
mysticism and precedent. As for Sir R. S. it is evident enough that
lie, poor man
is hopelessly incurable.
The only thing to be done
their senses or to

!

with him

is to keep liim from doing further mischief.
Architectural descri|ition, or what purports to be such, is sometimes so unintelligible as to be quite incomprehensible
impossible to
be made out at all without some interpretation of it. If we are acquainted beforehand with the building spoken of, then, indeed, we
know what is meant to be said, but otherwise are left quite in the
dark.
A pretty strong instance of the kind is furnished by the account that has been given in an English publication of the new structure at Kelheim, in Bavaria, called the Be/reiungs-Jialle, or Hall of
Deliverance, and which is now in course of erection from the designs
of Gartner, the eminent Munich architect.
''The wliole building,"
it is there said, " will become a rotunda, of ancient Italian style, surmounted by a cupola, and surrounded with a grand archway forming a
polygon of eighteen angles"! How this maybe expressed in the
original— it being no doubt, done into English from the German
know not, but in itself it is palpable nonsense, it being impossible that
i; great archway
a single one— should surround a building. The blunder, however, here happens to be of a kind that may beeasily accounted
for and rectified, there being no doubt that what is meant
not in
deed by the translator since he stands convicted of ignorance is that
that polygonal part of the exterior consists of eighteen sides, each of
wdiich has a large arch or arcade, whereby a continuous arcade of
eighteen arches is formed around the entire building which issurelya
very different malterfrom a single "large archvaij," the last-mentioned
term expressing some sort of arched galcmay. That explained, some
idea is afforded of tliat inaiu division of the structure; but then again
we are left quite at a loss to understand what can be the design of
the basement or substructure ou which it is raised, for all that we are
told concerning it is, that it consists of" three great divisions," whose
added heights amount to 24 feet. Hence the probability is that the
substructure is a solid mass, and the divisions formed by so many terraces, with flights of steps from one end to the other,
probably after
the manner of those of the " Walhalla," so that the basement spreads
out below, far beyond the superstructure.
Yet surely a word or two
just to say so, and to inform us whether the basement itself is square,
or of the same form as to its plan, as the body of the edifice, would
not have been superfluous.
The diameter of the building is said to
be 236 feet, but whether this includes the greatest extent of the basement, below, is not specified nevertheless that such is the case may
be presumed, the diameter of the "cupola" being stated to be only
as it is
lOU feet, than which the rotunda or "spherical large room"
termed within, is probably no more, atleast not as measured within
corresponding
the columns. These last are eighteen in number,
with that of the angles of the polygon, but they seem to be exceedingly
low in proportion to the space covered by the dome, being only 24
feet high
and as they are also
if that measurement be correct ;
stated to be four feet in diameter, we mustconclude that they are of the
Doric order another circumstance that might just as well have been
distinctly specified;
although such order is not the most suitable for
a circular plan, and one covered by a hemispherical vault, more especially as a considerable degree of Roman magnificence seems to characterize this interior in all other respects, a "Victoria" being placed
before each column, the floor being a mosaic marble pavement, and
the eye of the dome (which is 25 feet in diameter) a "gorgeous window," which epithet would lead us to suppose that it must be filled
with stained glass.
III. Of architectural description it is not easy to find a more complete and satisfactory specimen than that of the Royal Exchange,
which appeared in the "Times," and was thence transferred to this
Although of newspaper extraction, it is very far above the
Journal.
average of newspaper quality, particularly on such a subject. It is
in many respects as precise and definite a description of the kind as
is usually the very reverse
vague, indistinct, and full of gaiis. One
is able to follow it, pencil in hand, and sketch out at least all the
separate elevations. Well worthy was it therefore of being preserved in a far more convenient as well as less perishable form than

II.

—

—

—

—
—

:

—

;

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

that of an article in a daily newspaper.
IV. As an instance, on the contrary, of what may be called "desciiption non-descriptive," is that which an eminent travelled critic
has given of the portico of the Glyptothek at Munich, nothing further
The'
resjiecting it than that it has twelve columns of the Ionic order.
number ol columns stated correctly, but the slightest architectural knowledge would have apprised any one, that unless their arrangement also
was explained, a most erroneous ide.i of the sort of portico might be
conveyed. Although they are all dissimilar in plan, in every one of

the

following examples the portico has twelve columns,

y'u.,

the

—
;
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Chamber

of Di-puties
Gallery, and the new
ca.s7i//(, or has all its
dipruityle, or with ten

Paris, the London University, the National
Roy.il Exchange.
The first of these is rforfttwelve columns in front tlie second decastylc

at

;

—

consecoUiiiins in front, and two intercoKinins
quently one column, on racli flank while bolli the otliers areoclasli/le
making
altogether
diprostyk, with the addition of two columns within,
But if they so far agree in plan other resemblance is out of
Imlve.
the two last examples diflering materially in regard to
the question,
the position of the inner colunnis, which in the first of them are placed
parallel to the two centre ones in front, so as to form a dishjie in aiilis
recess; whereas in tlie other the two inner columns are put behind
the third column from each angle of the front, and their architraves
extend from front to birk, or across the plan, which is thus divided
into three compartments in the proportion of three to two; that is,
the centre one is equal to three intercolunins in width, and each of the
others to two. Of these examples then, no two are alike, although
and what is more, the Gly()tothek
all agree in having twelve columns
tlienfore, even to
portico ditVers decidedly from every one of them
be told that it is oclastyle would still leave it quite doubtful how the
remaining four columns are disposed. The most obvious supposition
would be that there are two on each flank, making it triproatyle, or
whereas, it is in fact »io;(0/)ros<;//f, or
projecting three intercolunins
projects only one intercolumn, and has within a second row of four
columns in anlis, or five open intcrcolurans, dividing the inner or reIt is nol,
cessed portion of the plan from the outer or projecting one.
indeed, every one who could explain this technically, but that any one
who had seen the portico should merely say of it that it has twelve
columns, without taking notice of so important a circumstance as that
of four of them being behind the others, is assuredly strange.
V. At present, the new streets from Leicester Square and Oxford
In favour
Street, to Holborn and Bloomsbury, promise very poorly.
of what has actually been done or is doing, little more is to be said
than that the fronts of the houses will not present the appearance of
so many separate upright slices, nor will the windows be so crowded
together as is usual in shop streets; but beyond that, little or no imperceive the old faulty system
provement is as yet discernible.
of putting cornices hentalh the uppirmost windows, instead of over
them, still adhered to, although such practice may fairly be termed
nonsensical, as being contrary to architectural me.initjg, because a cornice so placed does not express its purpose as the eaves of the roof.
Subordinate cornices, or string-courses partaking of that character,
arc certainly allowable enough, but then, in order for them to be subordinate, there must be a principal one, crowning tlie entire elevation.
if that be omitted, all that is above whatever other cornice there may
be, looks quite unfinished, and produces an air of poorness and meagreuess that is net to be overcome by embellishment applied elsewhere. It was to be hoped that what had been done in Maddox
Street would have been looked at as exhibiting a specimen of street
might at least endeavour to get
architecture of superior quality.
out of the old track, and new streets of the kind in question certainly
aftbrd opportunity for making such attempt, because should it prove
unsatisfactory in itself no very great harm is done, and even comparative failure might yet give us something far better, and at all events
more novel, than what we are now likely to obtain. If we are not to
experiment ilize upon such occasions, when arf we to do so at all? and
if we do not do that, liow arc vvc ever to arrive at, or in any degree
approximate towards, what is urged upon us by some as one main desideratum namely, a style of our own ?
Vi. In regard to that same "style of our own," it does not seem as
if we were likely to get it in practice, even from any of those who
warmly advocate it iu theory.
are told that both construction
and materials ought to be allowed to show themselves more undisguisedly, and to be made to subserve to characteristic design and decoration ; yet no one cares to make the attempt, at any rate not so as
to exhibit any really fresh elenicnls of design, capable of either serving as llie groundwork of a fresh slyle, or of being amalgamated with
any existing style. On the other hand, there seems to prevail among
us a feeling diametrically opposite and op[iosed in tendency
a most
obstinate determination to resist all attempts at further progress, to
move, if at all, only in a retrograde direction, by falling back upon
" precedents," and adhering to them with the most slavish literality
neither is that all, it being further demanded of us that we should
attach an esoteric and mystical value to certain styles and architectural convention ilisuis peculiar to a creed we reject, and to forms of
worship we have divorced ourselves from. So long as it be only backwards, innovation is absolutely meritorious, it is then praiseworthy
revivalism.'
are told, by implication at least, that so far from
hankering after any thing new, any thing precisely adapted to our present purposes and wants, and distinctly stamped as belonging to our
own age, we ought to take refuge in despair, and congratulate ourselves
:

—

—

;

;

;

We

We

—

We

—

upon our utter incapacity of accomplishing anything of the sort. And
most assuredly will the prophecy of such incapacity be fulfilled, if we
an attempt, however, be it repersist in never making the attempt
membered, not to be made by every one or any one, but those who have
within tlicni some spark of original mind and the flame of geniality.
Almost every preceding period or century, which has had any architectural slyle at all, has had one that has been more or less peculiar to

—

Of the nineteenth century, on the contrary, future historians
itself.
of art will have to speak as that of mere imitation in architecture
one which contributed nothing to the stock bequeathed us by former
ages, and which even took vast credit to itself for dealing exclusively
At no other period do we observe anything
in second-hand ideas.
ary direct imitation, return to, and re-assumption
like retrogression
of a style that had been laid aside, as having, according to one of

—

Neithe queer cant phrases now in vogue, "performed its mission."
ther Norman nor any subsequent style was ever employed when once
laid aside, not even for occasional purposes, or at the dictates of individual taste. The Elizabethan architects did not ever think of erecting
mansions aiming at t'.ie character, at least at the titles, of either feudal
Although they both borrowed in their turn, neither
castles or abbeys.
Rome copied Athens, nor Byzantium, Rome. Again, even on the socalled "revival" of ancient architecture in modern Italy, more of the
a style
spirit of free imitalion than of direct copying was manifested
of different ti xture from that of any former was then wrought out
woof
and
warp
of a
antique and modern were worked up together as
new species of tissue. And of what was thus elaborated we may now
behold specimens both in Fall Mall and St. James's Street, astylar
in the one, columnar in the other.
VII. It is rather overweening antiquarian taste with its prejudices,
than real architectural sympathy, at the present day, which causes so
much stress to be laid, as is now done, upon strict, even bigotted adherence to positive precedent in all matters architectonic. Nor is
it
this greatly to be wondered at, since antiquarianism is no Janus
It relooks only backwards, till it is petrified into a pillar of salt.
ideas
of
its
own.
It
can
nounces all claim to vitality of ideas or any
imagine nothing but what has been will not even receive anything
else, but maintains that the " has been" is what always ought to be.
it has no other touch of critiIt judges of everything by precedent
cism where it does not grope about in dark places with tliat,it can see
and itstands aghast!
into
the
broad
daylight,
Bring it out
nothing.
;

;

—

;

—
—
;

;

completely bewildered by objects which it is utterly unacquainted with
and mortified to find that its own link, which showed so brightly amid
surrounding gloom, does not look very much like the irradiating flame
Of course all this will be set down by a certain set for
of genius.
exceedingly profane, (reasonable, and heretical— scurrilous, scandalous.
Perhaps 1 shall be charged with endeavouring to decry and depreciate
I certainly think they might
antiquarian and archffiulogical studies.
be pursued somewhat more ration illy, and with less of that niinule
and micrological pedantry, than they usually are. It is good to know
all that has been done, but it is foolish to abide by it obstinately, and
to refuse to tolerate anything that is not recommended by the sanction
Studying is one thing, and copying another
of antiquated precedent.
of the first we cannot, perhaps, have too much, of the second hardly
loo

little.

VIII. One very great fault in the generality of papers upon architectural topics in miscellaueous periodicals is, that they almost invariably set out with a quantity of tedious

humdrum

about architecture

and progress merely repeating what has
been repeated ad nauseam before, without adding a single fresh idea
or remark.
The avowed and immediate subject, and which therefore
ought to be treated as such, is sometimes smothered altogether by irrelevant and useless matter of that kind, so that if you skip in order
to come to the matter in hand at once, you perhaps find that yon have
to skip to the very last page of all, and then find au apologetic phrase
of "want of room," " cuir limits," and so forth, in excuse for saying
nothing further at all.
Writers of that class must always drag in some
and the
schoolboy impertinence, or anile rigmarole and twaddle
mention of the Royal Exchange would fur them be the signal to begin
to cackle about Pericles and the Farthenon.
itself, its

principles, origin,

;

;

;

We

SIR
Sir,

JOSHUA REYNOLDS.

— As Mrs. Gwatkin

has kindly allowed

me

to

publish the re-

mainder of the extracts made from Sir Joshua's private memorandum
book,

I

will proceed.

Extracts.
July 7th,

17G6.— Mr. Pelham, painted

in

lake and white and black
1*

—
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and blue. Varnished with gum mistic dissolved in oil with sal. saturniii and rock alum, col. }'ello\v, lake, and Naples and black mixed
with Varnish.

Miss Kitty Fisher

May,^ 1770.

own

picture

— canvas

unprimed, cera

finito,

con

vernice.
18.

— Face cerata — drapery painted con cera e poi V.

(varnished.)

— My

[January,

June 12tb, 1770.

— Paese cLandscape), senza

e turchino, e biacca

rosso,

eon giallo nero,

— cera.
10.

—

Lord Villers given to Dr. Barnard, painted with vernice
cera et Venice turpentine, uiesticato con gli colori macinati
oarmine in lieu di lacca.

1707

fatto di
in olio,

—

The NicEBan Nymph with Bacchus principato con cera solo, finito
con cera e copivi, per causa it cracked'. Ditto, St. John' {Very
likely.— B. R. H.]
20.

—

— Count Lippe, senza olio in finishing.

Otle
Interamente con copivi e
parato con olio e biacca.

(Exhibited at the B. G. since; had stood well.)
5.

My

Lady Melbourne.

own, ditto— Mrs. Goddard, ditto.

Miss Cholmondely

— con olio

cera— in

— Ditto, sopra una

testa [sopta

tela di

fondo

un fondo pre-

(a lavv canvas).

22.

e vernice

con Yeo's lake and niacgylp.

Hickey.

— Venn, carmine azzuro (Venice turp.

e cera).

maniera de servirsi de Jew's pitch!
my mode of using Jew's pitch.)
Lake, verm, carmine azzuro e nero; vernice Ven, luip.
(Varnish Venice turp. and wax)!!
Stabilito in

am

(1

Mio

proprio, given to Mrs. Burk, con cera, finito cpiasi, poi con
finito interamente, poi cerata senza colori.

mastic ver.

picture with cera et cap. solo cinabro ; glazing
varnish of mastic solo Yeo's yellow, vermilion and blue.
Oft'e's

—

— senza

silting too yelluw.

glazing di cinabro e turchino senza cera.
11.

Cinabro, lacca, ultramarine
April 3r(l, 17(1','.— Per gli colori.
])rima in olio, ultimo con vernice solo, c giallo.
senza giallo

Mav

— —On

17, 176'J.

a

grey ground,

first

i-

nero,

verm, lake, white,
last, senza olio, yellow

sitting

third ditto, ultramarine ;
;
ochre, black, lake, verm, touched on with white.

black; second, ditto

My

own,

|

e ceia.

acqua (water) e goinma dragona, verm, lake, black
without yellow varnished with egg after Venice turpenFirst

April 27, >
1772. j tine!!!

1768, probatum est.)

2nd

—

—

23.
olio,

Sir Charles and Master Bunbury, 1768.— July 29, 1768— in vece di
(Nov. 28th,
nero, si puo servire di Itirchino e cinabro, e lacca giallo.

The

established in

;

—

Egg after a resin! B. R. H.
have still enough for a third letter on this interesting subject,
likely
to
show the student the fatal consequences of such
which I think
It was certainly an infatuation which
eternal change of material.
would have ruined any ordinary talent, and it very nearly seriously
injured .Sir Joshua's repute, though the perpetual appearance of splendid things, in spite of his cracked aud faded works, proved he had
Every picture which
generally bcnefittid by his daily experiments.
Reynolds spoilt was a loss to the world. Your readers must feel
greatly indebted to the liberality of Mrs. Gwatkin.
B. R. H.
London, December 13///, 1S44.

Good Heavens

!

I

—

P. S.
I have copied every word literally, and
any false concords or mis-spelling.

am

not answerable

lor

12.

—

Mrs. Boverie. The face senza olio and the boy's head, the rest
painted with olio, and afterwards glazed with varnish and colour, except the green, which was glazed with oil and then varnished the
vail and white linen finished senza.

—

THE APOLOGY.
Sir Joshua Reynolds' M. S. Diart.

13.

July 10th, 1760. —My own picture, painted first with oil, painted
with lake, yellow ochre, bine and black, cop. e cera vernice. Doctor
Johnson and Goldsmilh, first olio, after with copaiva with colori but
without white, the head of Goldsmith with cop. and white.

—

Mrs. Horton. Con copaiva .senza giallo, quandu era finito, di pingere con lacca e giallo, quasi solo, e poi glaze with ultramarine.
stabililo in maniera di dipingere
established in my mode of painti ng.
_
rapture of the moment, he details
the
After saying this, from
the manner in which he is established, as follows.
,

June 2Lnd,

is

,„

1/

/U.

f

Sono

^

j

'•

If

knaves and fools 1 lash, 'tis mine to spare
liieast of worth and head of silvered hair."

The

—

In a firm reliance on the word of Sir Martin Archer Shee, as
Sir,
President of the Royal Academy, an artist, a gentleman, and the asserted personal friend of Sir Joshua, my pen threw a doubt and slur on
the authenticity of that, however vacillating and mistaken, still unquestionably iilnslrious man's autographic remains, and gave unmelited pain to his respectable relative Mrs. Gwatkin, to whom I tender

my humble apology and regret.
have seen the lea/ she transmitted to London, aud compared that
leaf with a copy made many years ago by another person, and placed
in my hands three weeks before 1 saw Mr. Haydon's letter in your
here

^^^^

I

what

Journal.
(First and second
\f cilhcr will do he was ncjt established.)
painting, cithtr oil, or co[jaiva
Secoudu medesimo— ultimo con giallo okero, e lacca, e nero, e ultraritoccata con poco biacca c gli alteri culori.
marino, senza biacca

Primo e secondo, o con

olio,

o copivi gli colori.

—

own, given to Mrs. Burk.
This he says is now his fixed manner.

My

16.

—

Feb. 6tb, 1770 Primo olio, biacca e nero (first oil, and black
and white) secondo biacca e lacca (terzo) lacca e giallo e nero senza
;

biaacc, in capivi.

I have ascertained also that six correct copies are in existence, viz.,
the one spoken of by Mr. Haydon as made by Sir William Beechy,
one made by Mr. Dinsdale, as a /ac simiit; from Mr. Eastlake's, and
four others in the hands of Royal Academicians, who have held them
under Sir Martin's nose many years, viz. Mr. Eastlake's, Mr. Pickersgill's and Mr. Dyce's (both made from the first), and one in the hands
of Mr. Phillips, the history of which I am not acquainted with.*
Now to suppose Sir Martin ignorant, two years ago, of their existence
I must leave the discovery of
or their authenticity would be absurd.

1

liave strong reason

to believe

Mr.

Phillips

made

the

first

copy since Sir Joshua's

—

—
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the animus of his assertion, therefore, tn abler he.ids. I can e.isilv
conceive the mere cxclaui.xtion of Reyiiukls, thai he would give "u
thousand guineas to know this and that," vvoiilJ be more readily made
by the iiian atcustoined to kei-j), and therefore lo rely upon, a diary,
than by persons wlio keep none and exercise inenioiy
iinci, while I
abstain from any uncourteous language, I do say, if Sir Martin lotre
ignorant of the cxi^tenc^' and .luthentieity of these four copies, on the
one hand, or knowing and feeling the fact, could fail to appreciate the
worth of what may justly be compared to the in iriner's compass in
its applications to painting, few, very few could envy his head or
heart; and it is witli genuine sorrow 1 confess an error arising out of
a natural and manly reliance on his word.
The instant 1 discovered the fact I suggested to a friend an immediate hint to Mr. Eastlake, in his public capacity, that cither the Royal
Academy or the British Museum ought to possess the Diarv, if " it
could be bought;" and I am happy one satisfaction, at least, arises out
of the business,
a shabby attempt to put it down ends in fixing irrevocably its unquestionable truth.
;

—

Mr. Haydon, in speaking of me, Wilhclin de Winlerton, says, an
"intelligent correspondent"
does ho consider this a compliment?
It is, I confess,.! wee bit something, as Wilkie might have said, higher
on the easel of creation than the animals he describes so boldly but,
while new [irint dresses and tyro scribes are the creatures for commonplace, my poor tatterdemalion vest, after thirty years' hard wear,
would have been more appropriately spoken of, and to, by a free
comment on anything I may have written respecting his Art.

—

;

I

am,

SiQ.,

WlLHEL.M DE WlNIEUTO.N.
December

U)lh, 1S14.

Brazen Serpent,' used iiiHiiitely less oil, and yet his pictures are not
only more perfect, but defy the picture cleaner's solvents
simply because he used Hiorttur|ientine, or naphtha, and glazed with some say
copal
I say amber.
This must not be doubted, because such |)ainting, in the tighter portions of many, flatten skies, easily rubs out, and is not Kolid.
Reshious
matter (solid turpentine whitli, in nature, is often mixed with gum,)
was also much used one hundred i/ears before his day, as well as subseand resinous matter gives as much solidity as any oil, an
([uenlly
example whereof I examined from the easel of a pupil of Georgione,
which was so perfect a mass of resin the whole picture might hive been
crumbled into dust, like mastic varnish; a state no painting, however old,
could reach if painted with excess of oil mil 1 am strongly induced
to believe, that to a knowledge of this f ict, but a misapplication of
the principle, we owe more than half of Sir Joshua Reynolds' line tone,
colour, and eltect being lost in multitudinous cracks.
Sir Joshua was
not aware, also, that the law which governs the drying of oils, and
resins dissolved in oils, is inverscd in the drying of liquid resins, or
resins dissolved in spirits, as I shall fully devclope in my next jiaper,
simply premising here, by way of elucidiition, the more hard and
fiercely drying the forimr are the more they are (lis|)ose(l to crack;
whereas, the more soft and destitute the latter in drying power the
greater is the cracky tendency.
Holding these opinions, I taught them, and was laughed at as
the best compliment due
even after I pointed out the superior
permanence of house-painters flatten, and caused a room to be so
painted by a very worthy man, the late Mr. James Newman, at
his country residence. Whetstone House, at the time another was
painted in Soho .Square with oil; and the result answered my expectations fully; the one became whiter, and the other a filthy yellow.
Again, in ls21 I s.iw a most respectable picture cleaner residing with
me, rub oflF some of the permanent skies while the oil saturated ones
were changed even where ultramarine had been usrd still did art
reject the proft'ered boon, and artists laugh at ine
Mr. George Saunders
alone listened respectfully and acquiesced.
Now what are the properties required ?
Simply those De Winterton has presented to your
readers, but, of course, in justice to the limits of your pages, in general

—
—

—

;

;

—

:

:

ON THE

OILS

HITHERTO USED

IN

PAINTING;

AND THE NATURAL A3 WELL AS REQUIRED PROPERTIES OF ALL
OILS FOR ITS USES.

No.

:

—

I.

—

Sir Nearly thirty years devoted to this subject have taught me
that the statements and opiuions of your correspondent Wilhelni de
Winterton, emanate from no trifling degree of thought and more experience; twenty-five or six years ago I broached both in public and
private the fact he now proclaims, that fine and pure oil excelled

every mixture of varnish in beauty and eflecf, provided such oil were
not nsed in excess and that the principle of permanence in oil paintwhile paintings in
ing, was to be looked for in such a source alone
water had no resource but pigmental permanence or outer varnish.
I have expended some hundreds on the subject, especially in fruitless
attempts to render the permanent white used in water more opaque,
;. e. fuller of bodv or covering power, and expended them in vain; but I
have no hesitation in asserting that, had I succeeded to my heart's
content although my purse might have been immensely profitted
for all painters incessantly cried hourly for a permanent oil white
the
thing would have been worthless and deceptive in itself inasmuch,
that is, the oil
like ultramarine it would have practically changed
would have risen and changed and, as a consequence, a permanent
white would have appeared yellow, as that pigment appears green
from the same cause.
Your correspondent is also right with reference to the acute and
correct observance of fact displ.iyed by the old masters in painting,
who, like their contemporaries in jdiysic, were keen observers of facts,
not flippant teachers r.f airy nothings; and, as a proof, I instance
Leonardo da Vinci, who had observed the rising of oil and its subsequent discolouration but, taking up a mistaken idea of the cause,
viz., that the husks of his nuts give out a dark colouring matter — he
blanched them after soaking in hot water by rubbing oft' the skins, as
the apothecaries blanch almonds prior to making a milky emulsion by
heating them with water in marble vessels— he fell then, upon a
remedy worse than the disease, for believing implicitly in the purity
of bis oil— subsequently procured after the manner of the Persians,
who extract the attar of roses, viz., by pouring boiling water on his
bruised kernels and skimming off the ascending oil— Leonardi used
more oil than other painters of his day, and hence his pictures rank
by no means high as to permanence Wilkie, when it Italy, described
his Last Supper as awfully gone, when i fresco painted in the same
building, long antecedently, remained fresh.
It mu«t be remembered
too, that Rubens, at any rate after, if not before, he painted the
;

;

—

—

;

;

:

language only.
The hasty opinions of M.Merimee, like him, I regret our object
is not to brighten colours, but to render them permanent
to dry them
rapidly in this, and all similar climates, without rising and without
horn, which cannot be done except by approaching these ancient skies
and this flatten in elementary power but to oil.
Nut oil, I believe with him to be worthless, except to grind colours
ill which are intended to
be kept
because it does not dry: poppy
and linseed oils are those obviously indicated by common sense, because they do dry
to which may be added, in this and similar climates, oil of henipseed (if properly made), and in hot ones castor oil,
not that of olives, very generally used in Italy to prevent drying; it
and wheremust, however, be carefully used or it will beget tack
ever an Italian picture of the higher order has failed, it has cither
been from excess of oil, or the use of olive oil as a check upon drying.
Some silly offspring- of the easy chair of an institution has suggested
to English artists the separation of the oil inio elain and steiriiie, its
elementary principles without a vestige of practical know ledge or
rational motive
supposing the fatty, but more solid sleirinc injured
till' oil
wliereas the elain, once separated, (/r/es much uvrsc, and is of
an inferior colour
horns as fully, and deteriorates as
rises as much
perfectly as before so nuich for the worth of institution gentry, the
moment they leave the mere schoolmaster's chair. Alas! you might
as rationally expect the pedagogue who teaches the elements of navigation to practically steer a ship
what would be the result 1 and yet,
these men are laughably enough looked up to, on practical matter-,
and strutting in all the false plumage of the daw, in which you have
ridiculously decked their backs, are prrmitted often to spoil the best
of arts, and damn the best of [ilans.
Such men, Sir, like the pedagogue, may be highly and miquestionably respectable in their sphere, but keep them in it in the iiime of
all the saints— out of it they remind you of Scaliger, and Den John-

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—
—

—

—

—

:

;

son's

"Word

catchers, youth cheaters, vain-gloryosophers,
For such are your seekers of virluc-iihilosophers."

1
Some persons, and gilted men too, assert thnl, tn a blind reliauee on the " stiljseqiient" practice of Uiibens, and llie invulnerable powers of llis "glaring," the picture
cleaner has spoiled this picture by taking oft all that liner linishiug which 'once existed.'
Others, and accomplished men also, say. The Brazen Serpent • never had been glazed at
all ;• and I am not so truly presumptuous as to give an opinion.

A

note to Haydon's Lectures shews us some ot the minor fry of theory liave infected
too, ul)out olein ami steirine ; why, so far from being * siccative;' the discoverer of
elain or olein many years ago stiggcBted it to watchmaliers as a substituti: for oil of the
liini

beu nut, because

it

would not dry

I
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Or of Heylyn tlie geographer who, as such, was a valuable man, and
of great knowledge as a teacher, yet lost himself in the bvc path of
a wood at home ; but enough, we require a new class for the amphibicc, for at this moment the poor Germans are bewildered and bewildering themselves on the subject of oils. One Fernbach, who calls
himself a painter as well as a cliemisi, full of the elementary fractions
and elements of fractional elements of matter, with which Leibig is
muddling the brains of man, has published his lucubrations, and a
lucubration is no joke. The national character of the man is
obvious; a German is a hard-working, word-catching, matter-spinning pioneer, but attempt to follow his practice and you are as absurd
as the fool who without being able to swim, because of some learned
crochet just acquired at one of these gingerbeard rostrums, takes a

German

bath in Lake Huron and finds his just level some hundred fathoms
below the earth's surface.
Fernbach is a goose. Seeing that all oils have something like acid
characteristics, that is neutralizi' alkalies and form soaps, determines
at a leap that this oleic acid, which he has pre-supposed, is the source
of pictorial change; and like the wooden leg invented by a talented
Dutchman, Mynheer Von Wodenblock, of Amsterdam, the springs of
which, if once touched, set in motion a more than monster of Frankenstein power, which tlienceforlh strode, in defiance of his skill, over
mountain and moor, sea and land, to the end of lime, M. Fernbach
proceeds at a similar pace, and, cxojiivio, teaches painters what colours
Now, of all the monsters the freaks of
to use and liow to use them
nature have generated; a stupid Scotchman orametaphysicalGerman
the most defy description.
Pictures change, in oil, from the simple cause already explained,
and by the mere oxygenisement of that oil which has not sufficiently
rapidly become dry or fixed hence the time for rising and formation
And here I appeal to your correspondent, B. R. Haydon,
of horn.
who iisex a very pure, simple, and non-tampered with oil, and yet it
Pictorial change, then, can in no other may be avoided
rises and horns.
than by the means suggested by me to the Secretary of thi' Royal
Commission of the Fine Arts for conditional publication or, for I by
no means play the egotist, means acting by similar modus operandi in

—

!

—

;

'

drying.
To dable with oils

Oil bleached by light
is absurd and fruitless.
it becomes as limpid and as colourless as water, rises as
to bleach it, theresoon and horns as much as oil untouched by Art
fore, is but a trick of trade, a change of the mere glowworm's light to
the true ignis fatuus flame of the moor.
Oils, Sir, may be bleached in two opposite ways
by a pellet of
potassium, weighing three grains only, loosely rolleil in white-brovvu
curl paper, to every quart, and exposed corked to light, but here it is
bleached by abstraction of oxygen from its elements, its drying powers
are injured while the painter wants them increased; or by passing
chlorine into them, agitating them with the gas over water, and ultimately separating the oil, here the object is bttter efTected because
brought about by abstracting hydrogen and leaving oxygen in excess
something like this is done by Messrs. VViusor and
in its elements
Newton the result is beautiful to look at, but deceptive as I have
just shewn ; besides, the instant you use it, with eight pigments out of
ton it begins to go back again by an unerring law of nature, and skins
more, also, wh<Te oxides of lead or other metals are used. I may,
then, ask cui bono? let the smatterers who bleach oil, or those who
oxygenise it, reply if they can.
Your correspondent, De Winterton, is also right iu saying that the
sulphate of zinc is some excejition to the rule, when really anhydrous,
as all pigments aud dryers ought to be
it partially bleaches oil as it
dries; but I am now prepared to suggest a much superior power, and
which shall fully render flake white, iu practice, equal to ultramarine
and Heaven knows my interests therein may be unable
in ordinary oil
to prevent the collapse of a nut's shell, I shall therefore publish what
alone, until

;

—

—

—

—

;

1

know.
These may be taken as axioms

all native oils dry iu something like
the ratio of their quantity of mucilage and in proportion to their oxygenisement, or their aftinity for oxygen; all oils, by age, become oxygenized spontaneously a state miscalled fat when they are approaching the characters of varnish, and as an inverse proof, all tacky
varnish if de-osydized by potassium (treated as described) becomes
recdly J'al, that is, oily and flows well without tack
all oils dry by the
formation of sAvh, which becomes horny and yellow, hence, the use
of Mac Gelp and boiled oil, which have an increased skiuning power,
is sheer blindness and infatuation, besides the use of a dirty solution
of lead, repeated layers of which form a near imitation of caoutchouc.
:

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

W. MaRRIS

In which

good, rf UIO out of ^160, and the further loss of more
than ^80 in expenditure on this subject alone, without any rsference to the cost of fniitlese attemi)ts at effecting a permanent barytic oil white, which I do not regret because,

bad

it

I

sacrifice, for public

been effected,

it

would bare been

trertblc9«.

DlNiDALE.

December ISM, 1844.

WESTMINSTER IMPROVEMENTS.
JVith an Engraving, Plate II.

—

know

of no other means of bringing this important subject
fairly and eft'ectually before those who can judge of its character, than
by detailing what is required and what is proposed to be done, in the
columns of a scientific journal, where the object itself, and not the
interests connected with it, is reviewed, and where harsh terms are
not likely to become substitutes for reasoning, I therefore beg the
favour that you will lay before your readers the following statement
of what is proposed to be effected in Westminster, and a few remarks
relevant to the subject in general.
Accompanying this communication are two plans, shewing the same
parts of tlie city of Westminster, but having on one the line of street
which I have laid down, and wliich has received tbe sanction of the
Metropolitan Improvement Commissioners, and on the other the line
|)roposed by Mr. Penuethorne and those by the inhabitants of Totliill
called the
Street.
The line laid down by myself is marked
South line that by Mr. Pennethorn, B B B, and the one which now is
opposed to mine, laid down by the inhabitants of York Street, is
marked C C C, called the North line.
The line I propose,
the South line, is nearly similar to that
suggested by Mr. Rigby Wason some years since, differing only in its
sinuosities, which have been arranged in their present form to avoid
expensive public buildings and manufictories namely, the Workhouse at the East end, the Westminster Bridewell at the West,
Wood's Brewery and Bryan and Price's Manufactorv in the middle,
these are I'ocks a head, but it is the Workhouse only which obtrudes
itself objectionably, had it not been there the opening of the West end
of Westminster Abbey would have been all that could be desired, as
it is, the opening will have no nu-an eft'ect, the towers will be seen
along the whole line, and the whole end of the abbey will sudderrly
break upon the observer some distance up the street, forming one side
The lines of a street gently curved, it
of a magnificent quadrangle.
is well known, are very much more striking than those of a straight
street, and much more opportunity is afforded on a curved line for
architectural eflect and observation, so that I cannot, otherwise than
for the abbey's sake, regret that the Hue is not straight between its
termini, particularly as ihe radial lines of party-walls and the frontages
I
will be practically straight, and ventilation will not be impeded.
would refer to the effect of the High Street, Oxford, and the Boulevards, at Paris, for the superiority of turned lines in wide streets over
those that are long and parallel.
I am sensible that an ellbrt should be made to satisfy the public in
respect of the abbey, but the sum allotted for the whole street would
barely suflice to purchase the property in the way, and the question
remains, whether the lengthened view of the end of that building, or
indeed the gothic of Wien, is worth the large sum necessary for its
attainment. Perhaps those who have raised this objection, apart from
a consideration of the circumstances which oppose its remedy, may
after this (Explanation be induced to relinquish opposition, and assent
that a large amount of good should not be relinquished because the
whole amount they desire is unattainable. It has been said that Arabella
Row is the opening to which the street should be directed, but I have
the environs are, it is well
not heard so fiom any practical men
known, extending rapidly to the North-west, and in that direction
improvement should follow. With respect to Mr. Pennethorne's line,
B B B, that gentleman, like myself, saw the futility of designing a
street which should cut through the workhouse, and his much greater
Sir,

I

AAA,

;

AAA,

—

;

even aquick curve
expensive straight one.
of property
owners
and
The lines C C C, suggested by the residents
in York Street, and must be considered highly effective, for they not
only include the improvements of my line B B B, but also the entire
experience
in his line

>

[Janxjart,

and a very natural one of practice, viz. to use
There is an
dryers only with non-drying colours now a proper dryer and vehicle
ought to be used also with good dryers, as for example flake or Kremnitz while
without adding a dryer so as to lrans/,v it rapidly its necessary action on the oil, combined with its gravity, increases the disposition to skin, hence ils'rapid failure and horn, and it is but
sheer supererogation to add, he who n)akes a Mac Gelp irith any
bleached oil deceives himself; and he who uses any Mac Gelp at all,
or boiled oil, wants his eyes couching and his perceptions bleaching
by my hitherto endless waste of time, money, and mind.
1 am, faithfully yours,
error also,

in

these matters induced

when economy required

him

it,

to prefer

to an

—
THE
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demolition of all tliis pmt of Westminster, requiring an expenditure
The plan is a bold one,
of at least i'SOO.OOO instead of X'5<1,0liii.
and when it is viewed as the production of tradssnien in the neigliThe juincipal f.Mtnr.s
asperity.
viewed
with
bonrliood, will not h"
are the rut de sue in Dean's Vurd, and the ingenuous avoidance of the
Houses of FarlianienI, which all i.ther lines have designed to open.
On the plan which sh.iws the lini- A A A are marked some sugg.'sted
iinpiovemenls, w hicdi may be carried out at a comparative small eos(,
and which would elleot II iliy open the New Houses of Farliamejit, forming
drives for carriages aKen.liiig there: tlu- principal line would command
All discussion of the merits or demerits of the
Victoria Tower.
proposed street nuist had to good, and when it is carried on by those
who aro really disinterestedly interested in the subjc^ct, even its immediate proiiiolers should not be disappointed at objections, unless
of the right to oiler explanation to remove them. One
great outcry raiseil against the line about to be carried to parlianuint,
IS on account of its course tluoogli the churchyard jn tbc Broadway,

when deprived

and a pari id' the press has been set to woik to protest against such a
desecration, although in other cases a sturdy advocai,. fui- ['^g removal
of the dead from crowded neighbourhoods, bu' "o interests clashed
on these occasions.

ignorance. Seventy houses are occupied by some 800 of a class, whose
success in crime enables them to live and dress in a manner which
does not disgsut the common ol)server. Fifty other houses are occupied by the lowest thieves and the most wretched and abandoned of
women, some five hundred in number. Korly other houses are either
unoccupied, or occasion ilh- resorted to by the utterly destitute, or by
those who. having tilled tli(?ir measure of crime, seek to elude the
law's last vengeaiure. Such is the distri<t through which the proposed
street 15 B B is designed to pass
anil thus a great object would
be attained, namely, the annihilation of a dense mass of infamy.
object
altained
would
be but the improvement
other
the
In the
it
but
the
iiaviug notliing to disgrace
iif
a neighbourhood
A reference to the plans will
neglected wauls of the poor.
show the direction of both lines and it must be observed that in
each project only one 'street can possibly be carrieil into execution
with the allotted funds, and also that the cost of the northern line
would put it far beyond the sum allotted.
Having laid before you a description of the district through which
the B B IJ line is proposed to be carried, 1 will lay before you a concise statement in repudiation of the charge current that the scheme
;

is a

job.

well known that Mr. Uigby Wason, and other gentlemen, have
many years laboured to alter the condition of Westminster, but it
not generally known that Mr. Wason, Mr. Ashton Yates, and Mr.
Kiidiard llushton Preston, to promote the measure did, with the sanction
and privity of Lord Duncaunun, the then Chief Commissioner of Woods
and Forests, conjointly, purchase in aid of the schenu> an intervening
l)roperty on the line, and that this purchase now enables them to carry
out the "measure, and for a sum much less than one-half what Mr. Pcnnethorne estimated for a street 20 feet less in width, having the same
To the liberality and persevetermini, but much more circuitous.
rance of these gentlemen may be attributed the advancement now made
and I refer your readers
line
of
street,
in the arrangement for this
It is

"Dat

veniani corvis, vexat censura colunibas."

for

were

I
Willi respect to the cluuchyard, I ilesire to
give the commonest narrative of the horrors of that place, and its
management, your readers would give me credit fur plagiary from De
Koe suHice it to say that the subject received due consideration in
tiie proper quarter, and that the measure has received the sanction of
Many dilliculties have been vexatiously thrown
tlie Bishop of Loodon.
in the way of our proceedings, but such is usually the case in these
matters, an<l I have recorded only those whicli appear to have some

be silent, for

to

;

sort of justification.

A sketch of the present condition of tlie part of the city of Westminster now about to be improved, will set at rest any question as to
the necessity for improvement, and leave for consideration only where
the axe should be first laid, and ujjon what course a new line of street
Upon this question there is a division, one
should be eflected.
parly insisting that vice, tilth, and misery should be at once uprooted,
tliorougli
ventilating
line, which should ertectually drain
that
a
and
another parly desiring to make rethe district, ought to be carried
spectability still more respectable, advocating the improvement of
old, rather than the creation of new thoroughfares, and asserting their
claims as rate-payers to the first draught from the cup of public
bounty.
This difference of opinion, or rather this struggle for preferinent,
has existed for some years, and those who advocate the improvement
of York Street and Tothill Street, rather than the new line of street
now proposed to be made to the southward of these streets revive
part of a plan for which the Dean and Chapter of Westminster obtained an act of parliament in the year 1S41, and subsequently abandoned as impracticable, while those who promote the other course
adopt the plan recommended to Parliament by the Committee of Improvement of the years 1832, 1S34, and ]33o, by the^ report to the
Lords Commissioners of the Treasury in 1837; and, finally, after due
consideration by the Metropolitan Improvement Commissioners, in
1844.
The line adopted by the Dean and Chapter failed for want of funds,
the one often recommended by the Surveyor of Woods and Forests,
was as often strangled in its birth liy strings of figures, easy to write,
difficult to read, and impossible to meet in pounds sterling.
These
two plans are neither incompatible nor antagonistic, and possibly the
one vvill eventually be the means of effecting both, but r)0,UUO/. is now
offered for the one, and a scramble is called for first chance by the
promoters of the otlier. The field of contest is a district, having York
Street and Tothill Street for the north bonndar}', and Great Peter
Strict for the south.
York Street and Tothill Street are closely contiguous to St. James's Park ; they are respectably occupied and well
veiililat<'d, but York Street on its south side is clused in by courts and
alleys, ilen^ely occupied by the labouring poor.
These courts and
alleys are boiuided on the south liy the Broadway, and beyond this the
neighbourhood is more open and less densely populated. Through
this part runs the line C C C.
At the Tothill Street End, on the South side, commencing at the
East, is a mass of infamous property, extending in a South-westerly
direction to the Horsefcrry Road, containing the Almonry, Orchard
Street, Duck Lane, Pye Street, and intersecting courts and alleys, too
numerous to mention, the resort of criminals, the very focus of vice, and
the foul spring of early depravity,
where disease and want, rife as
they are, lose their horrors in the contemplation of human souls
withering in a fearful pestilence of blasphemy, crime, violence, and

—

:

—

is

evidence given before the Metropolitan Improvement Commissioners during the last session of Parliament as the best corrobo-

to the

ration of this statement.
In conclusion, the objects of the proposed line of street
1st. To destroy the infamous part of Westminster.

2nd.

are.

To drain and ventilate it.
To form a direct and handsome

line of communication, 80 feet
wide, between Westminster and the north-west suburbs, and
to open the Houses of Parliament.
4th. To provide healthy and commodious dwellings for the poor.
The first object would most obviously be secured by the plan laid
down. As respects the second it must be observed that many parts of
the line are now below high-water mark, and that none are much
above it, that with regard to ventilation by the plan suggested, both
sides of Y'ork Street and Tothill Street would be ventilated instead of
one side only; and also the district South of the line extending to the
Horseferry Road, Palmer's Village, other parts also, now below drainacre and unwholesome, would be likewise improved.
With respect to the required communication, it may be said thai
there is now no safe way at night from the Houses of Parliament to
the four or five thousand new houses in Belgrave Street and Hyde
Park Gardens, except by Charing Cross. With respect to the poor
on the line, all will agree that their claims should be well considered,
they have received notice thatj habitations will be provided for
them, properly drained and ventilated, at a moderate rate. Finally,
large part of
it may be observed, that the projectors give the public a
the line of thoroughfare, and that were they not to do so, the street
could not be opened for the small sum for which we have undertaken
I am, Sir, yours, ^c.
to complete it.

3rd.

Torrington Slnet, RiisuH Square,
Dec.lO, 1844.

Henry Robeiit Abkauaii.

THE OXFORD CHORISTER'S SCHOOL COMPETITION.
— If all the circumstances stated by " A Constant Reader" be

Siii,

correct, 1 think they go to inculpate very strongly the high characters
of the parties who had to make the selection in the competition alluded
to; nor is it any excuse for them to attribute to a want of knowledge
of business on their part, what seems to have been nothing more or
less than a want of honour, honesty, and fair-dealing, and even a disregard of appearance. What are we to make of the very startling
fact that in open violation of the implied contract with the rest of the
competitors, Mr. Derrick was allowed to send in his drawings at least
two weeks after the time specified, and when he had or might have had
And the presumpaccess to the designs of Ins less favoured rivals?
tion that he did not scruple to avail himself of the latter opportunity

—

—
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being evident tliat he was not influenced by any high sense of delicacy, otherwise it would have deterred him altogether from entering
into 1 competiton whose terms— made binding upon others lie has
evaded. What renders matters worse, and appearances all the more

it

suspicious,

is

an awkward
in his

own

This has at least
that Mr. Derrick is an Oxford man.
look ; for although we are (old (hat no man is a prophet

coimtry,

many

a

one

is a

great

would not be thought much of out of

man

i(,

in his

own

parisli

parish pride and

who

parish

favour being not without their influence.
So far then as Mr. Derrick is concerned, he must rest under a most
humiliating imputation unless he can now come forward and boldly
contradict what has been asserted with respect to his sending in his
full fortnight after the expiry of the time attbrded others.
is it he alone who must put up with the discredit resulting frnni
such transactions, since it must be shared by those who sanctioned it,
and who are thereby guilty of a gross breach of faith, of shuffling and
double-dealing. And if they have so far notoriously criminated themselves, what pledge have we that they were strictly impartial in all
the rest of the business, and dealt out even-handed justice without
favour to any one? It is mere cant to talk upon such occasions of the
honour and respectability of parties whose very honesty is called in
question. Their position in society may give them what is called
"respectability," but their honour stands impugned dt facto ; and
however it may regulate their general conduct, that is no excuse for

designs a

Nor

—

disregarding it in particular cases. It is but sorry consolation for
being duped, to know that you have been duped by men of fair chapeople who stand well with the world and its opinions.
There ought not to be room for even any suspicion of foul play and
racters

—

underhand dealing.

A

very strange disclosure would, I fancy, take place could we sometimes compare designs that have been rejected at competitions, wilh
the building executed from the selected one. The taste, if not the
honour of those who made the choice, would frequently be sadly
reproached, and stand convicted of gross error. Either such would
be the case, or in many competitions there could have been no sort of
talent and taste whateyer, if we may judge from the thing on which
"the pippin of [ireference" had been bestowed, of course, as being

—

the very best.

Competitions being for the most part managed so very unsatisfacadvice given by their friends to architects is; " Have
Yet that dift'ers little from
nothing at all to do with competion."
" renounce every opportunity, every chance that presents
saying
The counsel is fitted only for those who
itself to you in such shape."
have no occasion to go in quest of opportunities.
As to the Institute. instead of asking what it can do, the most proper question would be- " what has it tried to do towards remedying any
Its other labours for
of the abuses complained of, in competition ?"
the weal of the profession, and the interests of the art, do not appear
to be so onerous and so extensive as to prevent its troubling itself
about such " petty matters." It might at least express a desire to
receive conununications and evidence upon the subject, and to take
into careful consideration whatever could be suggested as a likely
Will the
mode of reforming the present system of competition.
Institute ever do this?
Yes: but when! on the iWuly -itcoiul of
January.
James.
torily, the usual

:

—

—

—

—

[January,

I address you in my personal character, having no opporlunity of consulting the commiKee, which has broken up for (he vacation.
I

remain.

Sir,

your obedient servan(,

Thomas Thorp.

We

must confess ourselves

the highest degree puzzled to conceive any thing that may issue from the press anonymously or not, as
being likely to embarrass the deglutition of the Venerable gentleman
who rejoices in the office of President of the Cambridge Camden Society.
If the work to which reference is made in this letter, be the
production to which a review appears in another part of the Journal,
we are at a loss to discover any thing in its pages which has not
already been virtually set forth again and again in the "Ecclesiologist"
and other publications, the full responsibility of which the Reverend
Archdeacon will hardly pretend to disclaim. More than this, we fear
lest the Venerable President should lie open to no light charge of ingratitude in dealing this unkind cut to the " writers known to be officially or otherwise connected with the Society," who have certainly
during the last three years stuck at nothing, true or false, clean or
dirty, to promote the objects of (he Society, and therefore, we might
be justified in presuming, objects not disapproved by its President.
Taking it for granted, however, that the pupils of the Reverend
Archdeacon have stretched a point beyond the limits to which
he must be supposed to have confined them in their recognized publications, he ought to recollect that during the period which has
elapsed since he organized them into a Society, their beards have
grown from hobbledehoys they have become men, in years, if not in
discretion
and they must have profited little by the sort of encouragement given them by their tutor, if they do not conceit themselves
to be as good men as himself.
Moieover, what result (we ask) could
he expect from a Society founded on false pretences? Its very name
is a false pretence.
can vouch that numerous communications
have been opened with the Society, especially by clergymen in distant parts of the country, under the mistake that they were corresponding with a long established and honourable association the
Camden Society very dill'erent from the official staft' who take upon
themselves to exercise the functions of the other Camden Society at
Cambridge and we presume the success of this ingenious manoeuvre
is the success boasted of in the preface to the collected volume of the
"Ecclesiologist."
False pieten:es have been the staple commodity
of the Society.
Its ostensible business has been the improvement
of ecclesiastical architecture
its
real and notorious object to
promote the views of one of the hostile divisions of the church.
Influenced by parties who are concealed behind the show box, and
pull the strings by which managing committee are made to dance,
their whole powers have been thus \inreini(tingly directed almost from
On this part of
the foundation of the Society to the present time.
are of no party, and lament that
the subject we shall not dilate.
any question connected with the church should be disgraced by such

—

in

—

We

—

;

—

We

advocacy.

There is yet another pretence which we know to have been professed
for promoting the original establishment of the Society
viz., that it would aftbrd a laudable occupation for the leisure of the young gentlemen of the University, and it is
but justice to the Archdeacon to admit the excellence of this motive, and
the degree of success which lias attended it. Since the establishment of
the Society we have not again heard of any posting of the names of Fellows for non-attendance at Chapel, or of discussions out their moral qualifications for the office of Proctor,
and the pages of the Eccles/olognt
give abundant evidence that it has acted as an outlet to a spirit wdiich
could not have failed to vent itself, probably in the shape of sedition
and nastiness, in periodicals of another class. On the other hand, (for
every question has two sides,) it may be doubted whether it is perfectly just to check the torrent of insolence and scurrility merely to
turn it in another direction, and whether it is quite fair toward the
young men themselves, to encourage them in a course which they may
be tempted to follow at a more responsible period of their lives, and
which may entail upon them the punishment, legal or illegal, which
is apt to overtake a taste for writing and editing " Eccltaiologists."
by the Venerable President as a motive

—

—

THE CAMBRIDGE CAMDEN SOCIETY.
Our

readers
a camel."

may have heard

We cannot help

tration of this curious

of "straining at a gnat and shallowing
thinking the following letter a livelv illus-

phenomenon:

To the Editor of the Camlridge Chronicle.
Sir

— It having lately become

a

common

anonymous publications

Trinily College, Dec. 13, 1844.
and one not unlikely to

practice,

trom the press, purporting
memberB) of the Cambridge Cjinden Society," I (eel it to be due to tlie society and myself, willi your permission, to
remind the readers of any works so |<ublished, that these are in no way to be
considered as having the approval or sanction of the society, or of any of its
members.
I might extend this remnrk to publications, not anonymous, issued by
be imUattil,

to be written

writers

my

for

by

known

to

•'

A Member

Ije

oHieially

to issue

(or

or otherwise connected with the society

tion,

;

but

communication has more immediate reference to a new publicawhich has just met my eye, and of which I should be sorry (o leave any

preseait

but as to

my

sentimsnts of disap^u'otjitia

i.

We

beg to be understood, that these remarks are meant to apply
only to that class of the members by whom the Cambiidge Camden
The general list of the Society
Society is worked at head quarters.
includes the names of many who must be totally ignorant of its real
proceedings, and it is notorious that many of those whose high cliaracters ;uul reputation were mainly influential in enabling the President
to found the Association, have long since quitted it in disgust; a fact
for which the reader may search in vain among the reports pretending
the transactions of (he Committee at Cambridge, in which
beg also to be
nevertheless all accessions are carefully recorded.
understood that whatever we may liavejelt bound to say, we entertain
Whether he respects
the most profound respect for the President.
to detail

We

QUEEN

ELIZABETHS

HOSPITAL

BRISTOL

—
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when he permits his gown to be made a screen for the
writers of the "Ecclesiologist," is a question it does not become us to
handle.
That our readers m;iy judge whether we have talien a candid view
of the President's unkind reflection on tlie writers to whom lie alludes
in his letter to the "Cambridge Chronicle," wo propose, in a future
number, to extract a few " he.uilies" from the authorized publications
of the Society, which \vc have a right to suppose have been issued
with his concurrence.
himself

suming thus much, — that if the opinions of Mr. Paley should appear
to the Society, of which he styles himself secretary in his title page,
to tend to superstition, innovation or schism, it, as an academical and
for the most part clerical body, would take some means of expressing
their disapproval.
That the writer imagines his doctrines of a somewdiat novel and
I'xciting tendency may be inferred from his commencing his preface
with the following passagi'
It is very posbiblc, and somewhat lo be feared, that the following tale, if
attracts any notice at all, will excite the wrath of one party, the ridicule of
another, and the suspicions of a thiid.
13y all three it will probably be called
popish, superstitious, flippant, satirical, and a great many other hard names
of the like kind.
Now it is clear that a hook must be very bad indeed to deserve all this ;
and an author must either have some sinister end in view, or entertain an
overweening opinion of its merits or usefulness, to risk the danger of such
abuse.
I', vii.
it

COMPETITION.
[0/ letters

received

bij its

on this subject

ice

insert the following.']

— Complaints

on the subject of competition are, I find, again
Tho case of the Choristers'
rife, and apparently not without reason.
Schools, )xford, is not free from a very strong and ill-flavoured stain
to be removed only by Mr.
of the suspicion of singular unfairness,
Derrick's now rebutting what has been alleged against him as regiirds
his tiking what was a decided advantage over tin- other competitors.
Nor is it merely his taking it that has a strange appearance, it being
quite as unaccountable, if not more so, that he should have been alloKid to take it. If this last circumstance does not look like direct
connivance and favour, I do not know what can be so called.
Another case of little or no moment perhaps in itself, yet more
th>in a little edifying and instructive, as showing with what sort of
honour competitions are conducted is that of the " Hardy Testimonial," the design chosen for which was one by Mr. H. Dyke Ackland,
an amateur architect not that his being so was particularly excepThis is really
and, moreover, actually one of the committee
tionable
quite staggering so outrageously gross as to be hardly credible, except it be contirmed by not being formally contradicted.
If nothing further is to be hoped for, hoped it may be that such exposures will do some good preventively, and also by forcing attention to
Yet the merely pointing out such instances will not lead
the subject.
It is highly desirable that some stir should be
to present remedy.
made about them, and the matter be taken up by the profession geneespecially those of influence in it
and not left entirely to indirally
viduals, who are besides immediately interested parties in the respective cases, they being the aggiieved ones.
As one salutary check upon what are now secret and irresponsible
committees, the profession should agree, and make known their determination, not to enter into any competition unless all the names of
the committee were given in the programme,ZBd should further stipu»
At
late that it should be afterwards made known how they voted.
present it is quite impossible to know by what sort of majority a demuch less on account of what particular merits, real
sign is elected,
although the only reason for withholding reasons that
or supposed,
would justify the choice made, appears to be the utter inability to
assign any that would pass as such.
I remain, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
T. H. T.
Sir,

(

—

—

—

—

—

.'

—

—

—

—
—

RBVIE'WS.

culously forth from

It was surprising to observe how perfectly the masons appeared to understand their business without either drawings or a word of instruction. You
might see a shapeless lun)p of stone left at the top of a column gradually
expand under the magic touch of the artist's chisel into the most exquisite
bunches of (Jowcrs, « hich seemed to start into life from out the solid mass, and
to curl and creep and cluster in a thousand fantastic knots and interlacing
Then the doorways were amazing to behold. The highest
excrescences.
powers of a n»ver-failing genius seemed to be exerted in their design and

enrichment. They freely invented ; in fact, scarcely any two details were
yet all were perfectly consistent in general appearance
actually the same
:

and contour.

—

I".

29.

Robert Grostete, bishop of Lincoln, consecrates the church, and is
entertained by Sir Aubrey. The following incidental description of a
visit paid by the bishop to the warlike knight's daughter, the Lady
Etheldreda, is, we think, (barring the theology) very beautiful.
Ascending a steep staircase through a low Norman arch, and between
narrow walls, the Lord Kynastone knocked softly at a small door. It was
opened by a female servant and the Bishop and the Abbat found themShe was young,
selves unexpectedly in the presence of the Lady Ktheldreda.
and very fair but an air of placid melancholy, and perhaps ill health, or the
She received the guests
effects of protracted study, sate upon her brow.
with that respectful courtesy and all'ectioiiatc regard which is felt by a devoted daughter of the Church towards its saintly ministers. As she knelt to
receive their united blessing, her eye was instinctively turned towards a small
silver crucifix which stood upon a stone bracket in the wall; and the good
Bishop failed not to note that the ground bafore it was worn by the knees
She was pleased, she said, that they had condescended
of this holy maid.
lo visit her little oriel, which she had not hoped ever to see thus highly
honoured but it would he yet dearer to her from that day. Yet to view
such a bower and such an inhabitant might angels have come as, perhaps,
;

—^

Tale treating of ./indent and Modern ArThe Church Restorers.
chitecture and Church Decoration. By F. A. Paley, M. A., Honorary
Secretary to the Cambridge Camden Society. London John Van
Voorst.
:

promised to again consider the views advocated by the Cambridge Camden Society, and the publication of the work before us
gives us the opportunity of doing so. This work, the production of
the Secretary of the above Society, professes to give an account of
the foundation of a Saxon church, its successive additions, alterations
and perfection, its mutilation at the Reformation, its subsequent degradations, and tinally its restoration by a "youthful Ecclesiologist."
must pri'misi^ that, the work being published by the writer on
his own responsibility, and not in his official capacity, our remarks
can only in a limited sense be considered a criticism of the opinions
of the Camden Society. Nor do we consider ourselves entitled to the
same liberty in reviewing the publications of a writer who avows his
name, as those published by a society collectively and anonymously.
At the same time, tii«re will, we suppose, be no objection to our as-

We

spot chosen fur the church is indicated by a spring bursting miratill' ground, whereon sonic " sacreil relics"
they
had brought with them rested. Of relics Mr. Paley seems, both here
and elsewhere, to have considerable admiration. In the present instance they consisted of part of " the precious body of the holy saint
and martyr Winifride," of whose name, by the bye, we can find no
mention in the calendar of our prayer books; but then, as we have
said before, the compilers of the prayer book did not know half so
much about church matters as we do, and it was this feeling no doubt
which induced Mr. Paley to speak as he has done, notwithstanding
that the twenty-second of the articles of religion declares " the adoration of reliques" to be " repugnant to the word of God."
The story goes on to tell us, that many years alter the first foundation of the church, a certain Sir Aubrey de Kynastone came into the
parish, and possessing a much stronger predilection for monks and
masses than the hard fighting gentlemen of Henry the Third's time
usually get credit for, rebuilt the church with far greater splendour
than it could originally boast of. The description of the church certainly displays great architectural knowledge, though rather prolix.
Let the masons of our own time read the following passage on the
construction of the church, believe (if they can), and be ashamed.

Tilt"

;
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We

—

The story of the book, for there is a story, opens with an account
of a band of Christians flying from " the murderous Danes," and building A Saxon church of simple construction at a place called Letherton.

;

:

they often did.— P. 41,

-12.

The edifice increases in size and beauty until the time of the Reformation, at which time it is owned that the church "had become
Of the Reformation,
venial and corrupt, and careless of her charge."
nevertheless, Mr. Paley seems, from the following passage, to have
but small admiration.
Even yet we view with iiidill'crence the sad scenes of this feaiful havoc,
and talk about the " glorious Ueloiniation." I'erhaps we never think that a
P. (i2.
urse can have attended such worse than heathen impieties.

—

—

Little cared tin goilless jiofscssors of the Cluircirs

lands for (he solemn

anathema which She had pronounced of old on the heads of the spoiler,..
But the judgment cams, and fearfully and visihly it fell. Great families one
hy one hecaine rapidly extinct, .\wful deaths, grievous visitations, fruitless
Trnperty
marriages, were the peiiallies which attended sacrilegious wealth.
The finger of God was
passed from hand to hand, hut remained with none.
manifested against the deeds of that day but man in its blinduess saw it
;

not.— P.

We

63.

dare s;\y not.

George Fox,

in

liis

tliary,

records

vvitli

great

coinpl.icency the fate of sonic of those who opposed his labours to advance t^iiiikcrisin. The justices who imprison hitn are "cut ott," or
by (he death of a wife " left willi fourteen motherless ;" one gaoler is
"cut off in his young days," another " in his wickedness," and others

"mined

worldly estates."
view the calamities, or supposed calamities, of
the
of
church, " venial and corrupt and careless" as he
reformers
(he
confesses it to liave been, in a similar self-congratulating, amiable
Did he ever liear of tlie Tower of Siloam :
spirit.
The history of Letlierton church subsequent to the Reformation is
traced in most pathetic terms. The Puritans continue the spoliation
commenced at the Reformation, and the degradation of the sacred
editice goes on to the commencement of the present century.
At that
time the church fortunately comes into the hands of a rector whose
son is addicted to church architecture, and is a member of the Oxford
Architectunil Society.
(It vvotild have smelled of the shop, we suppose, to have made liini a Camdenian.)
Tlii» young gentleman, who
adopts the chronological notation invented by Dr. Pusey, and dates a
certain letter to his papa, "Oxford, the Feast of St. Matthew," set
about restoring the cliurch, something in the same fashion as the Cambridge Camden Society have rtslcred St. Sepulchre's at Cambridge,
and so the story ends.
Having thus analyzed the book, we shall give a few extracts to exhibit some of its peculiar tenets.
The following show the writer's
notions of chancels.
in their

Mr. Paley seems

to

A screen of wood was placed in the chancel arch to divide the people from
the throne of ihe adorable Mysteries.
Does the chancel convey to a religious mind no esoteric meaning
Is it a
mere oblong projection of the nave towards the east ? Do we not instinctively feel tlict while the nave is, as it were, the vestibule, the chancel is the
palace of the Great King?
Can v\e sec its solemn screen its moat ancient
cancclli across the entrance arch,
without hearing the Church say to the
.'

—

—

far shall titou come and iiti further
The vse of lie
chancel is just the same to us as it was before the Reformation
namely, to
receive the clergy as distinct from the laity; the communicants from the
non-communicants the priest who offers prayer, from the people who follow
and join in it. The chancel is the choir of the angels ; the Church triumphant
the Holy of Holies.
It is the feature which essentially distinguishes
the form and character of a church from a secular building.
It holds apart
from the vulgar ga^e the seat of the blessed Mysteries. P. 105.
careless intruder,

(liiis

.'

I

;

;

;

—

It is singular, that in promulgating these tenets, Mr. Paley has forgotten to support them by texts of scripture, or passages from the
prayer-book.
He is content with bare assertion even arguments of
common sense are deemed superfluous.
The next peculiar doctrine of this book is faith in modern miracles
Our readers will perhaps scarcely credit that the tales of the marvellous, so prevalent three centuries back, are here set down as sober
truths.
On the first perusal, we charitably imagined that we had
mistaken Mr. Paley's meaning, and that the stories of miracles were
merely introduced to givw an antique air to the book. The following
description, however, of a case far exceeding any in the annals of
hydropathy, which occurred "very recently at the Holy Well of St.
Winifride, near Chester," is conclusive.

—

!

A

;
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are

—

young

was grievously

with that almost incurable
brought, truly in faith,
The bone, I believe, was
quite diseased
at least the pain and suft'ering were so severe that the poor
lad could only hear to sit at the well and pour the blessed water with his
hand over the joint. In a week he could walk in a month he was perfectly
recovered by these means alone.
People said cold water must be a specific
for white swelUngs; and perhaps, if they had said the cold water of St.
Winifride's well, lliey would have been right.— P. 163.
Irish lad

afflicted

disease, a white-swelling in the knee-joint.

from a very great distance

He was

to St. Winifride's well.

;

:

[January,

Europe. An idea is getting prevalent that the steam engine and the
printing press are sadly inimical to miracle stories. James Watt has
banished more ghosts than James the First. Mr. Paley, however, has
evidently no faith in the march of intellect, and all that he does not
wish to float onward with the stream of time the retreats of a college
secure him from the full force of the current, and like the countryman
in the fable he is fondly waiting for it to come to rest.
It is hopeless
to argue with him; it is useless to satirize him
who would waste
good jokes on those who cannot feel them who would satirize a
gate-post?
can only wish our good tide-waiter prosperity and
patience, and bid him not to be so very spiteful against those whom
he suffers to shoot ahead of him.
cannot accede to the criticism on the Fitzwilliam Museum, expressed incidentally in the following passage
;

;

—

We

—

We

The middle ages had

most respects the same requirements as ours
and amusement, were
builders of that time (had
retaining expensive and perfectly useless parts merely to keep up the necessary efl'ect.'
Would they
have added an imposing stone portico, of no manner of use in the world, to
a clumsy square body made up principally of brick, cast-iron, and plaister of
Paris, merely to make a street elevation, as we have done ia the new FitzWilliam Museum at Cambridge ?
P. 191
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:

vast halls, great houses, places for worship, business,

much wanted then as now. But would the
they known them) have copied pagan temples,
as

—

Though we

readily concede that "architecture is in its origin and
consistent development the expression and the type of the purpose
of its use," Ihe above censure of the Fitzwilliam Museum seems to us

by no means an obvious deduction from this canon. The edifice crithough doubtless in many respects faulty, will hardly be conone, but a rule and square critic, for the magnificent
portico which forms its chief beauty.
The use of this architectural
member, in those great prototypes the Grecian temples, must have
been to defend the worshippers from the scorching heat of the sun
and the inclement weather. To the same purpose the portico of the
Fitzwilliam Museum is applicable. The obvious origin of the columns
of the portico was the necessity of supporting the gable of the roof.
But can it be asserted, that in buildings like the Parthenon or Temple
of Theseus, there existed the same absolute necessity, as in more
primitive structures, for supporting the roof by a portico? When an
area within that occupied by the columns became enclosed by an inner
serviceable inwall, the portico became a projection, an appendage
deed for some purpose, but certainly not for that for which it was originally intended.
At the later period of the art, the part supported
That part
that part only of the roof which was immediately above it.
of the roof was, however, we apprehend, of no service when an inner
area was enclosed, but as a shelter to persons entering or quitting the
building;
and for precisely the same service the portico of the Fitzwilliam Museum is available. It cannot, therefore, be condemned on
the ground of utility ; the real fault lies in the ugly structures jirojecting above and by the side of the pediment of the Museum, and which,
it follows from the above observations, vitiate the original idea of a
ticised,

demned by any

—

—

portico.

The maxim

that Grecian architecture is wholly inapplicable for
is insisted upon in the present work as strongly as
are told that "pagan archi/cclare must
die the death;," and the writer considers such arguments as the following sufficient to bear out his opinion

modern purposes,

in the " Ecclesiologist."

We

As many persons ask h'% Grecian and other antique styles may not be
used at least for modern secular purposes, we will endeavour briefly to
answer them. All architecture whatsoever is in its origin and consistent
development the e.rpressiou and the type of the purpose of its use. That is
to say, the architecture of every age and every nation owed its existence and
formation to the requirements of the religion, or other objects for which it
was intended. Thus, a Grecian temple contained arrangements adapted to
the worship of a heathen deity, or the reception of the worshippers, and
ornaments and members possessing manifest fitness as parts of a whole
material, cHmate, mechanical skill, and other subordinate influences being
taken into consideration.
In Christian architecture, in which this principle
was invariably carried out to the fullest extent, we find in the same manner
a definite use for every single part of a secular as well as of a religious edifice.
Now the question is this can ice retain (he form irrespective of the nse,
without violatinff the fnudamenial principles of architecture
Clearly we
cannot.
If we alter or curtail the form, we lose the true proportions and
effect, and thus travettie, not imitate.
If we retain it, and copy exactly the
ancient temples, we waste money and space on mere show.
One or the
other of these alternatives »1HS< attend the practice of modern architects;
and an examination of any pseudo-Grecian building in the kingdom will
The style is manifestly unfit for us.
readily prove this.
:

.*

The Lady Etheldreda

has a withered limb restored by touching relics,
several sober pages are occupied by tales of bodies of monks laying
ill their graves centuries without decaying; "miraculous cures performed at Gutherin, Shropshire, and Holvvvell;" mysterious disappearances and dreadful apparitions. Had Mrs. Radclifte lived to read
this book, she had well nigh diad of envy.
For ourselves, we thought bat miracles ware long passed the few
that have been got up of late years have turned out anything but well.
The Cock Lane ghost was laid, Johanna Southeote proved a failure,
and the Man.in the Iron Mask has ceased to torture the curiosity of
I

;

We

fully concur with the writer that the very essence of architecis the exhibition of form in strict dependence upon, and subservience to use taking the word "use" in its most extended and liberal
signification.
But were the requirement! of the Greeks so entirely

ture

—

—
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diverse from tlioae of the modi'rns, that the arcliilerfure of the former,
Did not
as regards utility, be altogether inaclequite for the l.itler?
tlie GreeliS require rooms for sleeping, rooms for lating, rooms for
courts
Did they not need tlieatri'S,
of
studying, as well as we ?
The same defence
justice, prisons, and palaces, just as we do?
against the heat of summer and the severity of winter? for, indeed,
Had
the severity of winter was felt at Athens almost as in I^omlon.
we, indeed, adopted the architecture of a people who never needed
one
hand,
or
a
sun
on
the
of
land
of
the
the
rays
protection against
where ice and snow were unknown on the other; vvere we to imitate
the dwelling places of the tropics, where every cool refreshing breeze
open trellis and shaded lattices;
is suffered and courted to enter the
or again, were we to import the Norwegian hut, with all its defences
and
the oitterness of arctic cold, we
storm
of
the
fury
the
against
might well be accused of inconsistency. So, also, if the habits of the
we
copied
totally dirt'ered from our own,
architecture
people whose
we should obviously be liabh' to the same charge. But our models of
from
Lillipnt
nor from Brobdignag, nor
architecture are taken neither
from the land where Munchausen tells us the people fed themselves
once a month by means of holes in their sides. Houses constructed
after such types would certainly be as useful in England as mangles in
New Zealand, or umbrellas in Egypt. But the people whose architecture we endeavour to imitate, ate and drank and slept as we do, were
as civilized as we, and, in a word, seem to have strutted about this
world-stage and to have acted their parts, (in tragedy or comedy is
might happen,) in much such fashion as ourselves.
seem, tlierefore, sale in concluding that the architecture which
would satisfy the wants of the Greeks would be neither totally impracticable nor totally inadequate for ourselves; and therefore no
obstacle need arise to its adoption on the score of utility.
If we view church architecture as we have done secular architecture,
wa shall come to nearly the same conclusion respecting the adoption
of the Greek model. It has never, we think, been shown that christian
architecture is a necessary part of Christianity ; that the rubric can
be complied with and the sacraments duly administered in amediceval
Had Christianity and christian architecture been necessarily
edifice.
comiected, they must have been also coeval, whereas the latter was
not invented till centuries after the establislmient of the former. If
christians can only worship properly in buildings of one particular
form, we can scarcely imagine that that form would be left to be devised by human skill ; it may be imagined rather (we speak reverently), that both the religion and its appropriate architecture would
dare not quote
be subjects of the same Divine revelation.
scripture in this place, but our readers will surely remember passages
which plainly show that there are no temples in which exclusively
men ought to worship. As if forms of doctrine were identical with
Preposterous creed! It is heathenish deforms of construction
rived from the temples of Jupiter and Minerva, the minarets of MihoAmong idol-worshippers it is no
met, or the pagodas of Vishnu.
more than a vain foolish thought, born of ignorance and nurtured by
superstition; in a christian land far worse, it is insidious idolatry!
Let, not, however, our architectural tolerance be misapprehended.
While contending that there are many cases in which classic architecture is admissible and even to be preferred for ecclesiastical purposes,
we cannot deny that the niediasval styles are best adapted for general
employment. Setting aside the facility of adaptation, so admirable
an attribute of Christian architecture, we cannot help seeing that its
uationalily, its apparent antiquity (to the unaccustomed eye, a Grecian
structure must appear modern) and the consecrated associations attached tu it uuist demonstrate to the must coldly calculating judge, its
manifeat reciprocity for religious purposes. Speak to an Englishman
of the secluded hamlet, and his mind instantly pictures the tapering
spire, the massive buttresses, the muUioned windows of the hamlet
church. How the mind loves to wander back to some well remembered spot where

We

We

—

I

" The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep."

How

strange and cold would seem in such a place the noblest monuments of Athenian art
But the old village church has Afteling in ils
stately simple beauty
a poetry— a religion which attracts the affectionate revirence of the untutored peasant, and makes it the last stronghold of happy recollections. The village churches
They are among
the best things we have to boast of. Our village churches, our
Shakespere, our Martyrs of the Reformation, and a few more such
glories makt up Old Engluul.
Still, still there are exceptions.
The crowded cilies and busy
haunts of men have nurtured but indifterently our national architecture.
Like sickly vegetation it fares but ill in the unwholesome stinted atmosphere of populous towns. From the metropolis, excepting one
or two noble edifice* too vast to be entirely dentroyed, our ancient
!

—

!

churches have almost

n

disappeared and bean suceeedej by hideous
caricatures of classic architeclure. The instnncas of attempts
to rebudd on the ancient Christian model seem seldom successful buildings so constructed are either too bad for criticism, or
at best exhibit
an air of parrot-like imitation, llie downcast look of
a dog which has
been beaten into performing a trick which it cannot understand.
There are one or two reasons whv modern pointed architecture is
seldom ellective in great cities. One of those is that while the classic
architecture abounds in long horizoulal lines, and attains but
a small
elevation, the (Jhiistian mode of construction is characterised
by vertical lines, high roofs, and towering spires.
The buildings of the
latter kind therefore require for the most
part to be viewed from a
distance, ami seldom appear cireclivelv unless when constructed
in an
open unencumbered silualion. In I.ond<;n, however, it is frequentiv
necessary to build churches in situations where little more than
the
front elev.ilion is conspicuous.
The classic architecture, moreover, is
more essentially artihcial and harinonizas better with a surrounding
crowd of artificial objects. The Christian styles, on the contrary, if
not suggested (as some say) by nature, are at" least perfectly assimilated with it, and never appear so nobly as in amid rural
scenery.
These considerations, supported by numerous examples, satisfy us
that mediaeval architecture should seldom be imitated in large
cities
except in very unconliued situations. In all other cases we feel convinced that it is far better to take some one of the beautiful Athenian
models, which (and they are sullicienlly various) appears most suitable, to copy \i/ailhfully and correctly, anil to make no more
alterations
in the original design than are requisite to adapt i( lo modern
purposes.
No one can view true Grecian architecture, can even turn
over a book of plates of Atheiian edifices, without being delighted
with their stately magnificenoe. They may be readily adapted for
the celebration of the church service' in strict accordance w itli the
Rubric— and as for the objections about the chancel being -'the
holy of holies," and the middle aisle " the pathway of meek devotion,"
that is, mere goose-gabble.
Doubtless the objection against the emjiloy ment of the classic mode
is produced in many of the more temperate members
of the Cambridge Camden Society by the wretchetl specimens of the art exhiall

:

bited in this country.
It it a huuiiliating confession; but there is
scarcely an edifice from St. Paul's downwards in which the true feeling and spirit of classic architecture are not more or less violated.

Columns, which should be the main support of a building, supporting
nothing! Pediments, which should be the continuation of the main
roof, overwhelmed by hideous elevations courteously called spires!
Architectural pepper-pots, immense inverted porringers of stone,
candle-extinguishers done in jjlaslerl
How remote are all thess
things Irom true classic architecture
Here and there a correct pediment or a row of symmetrical columns is stuck on
(" Assuitur pannus splendidus uniis et alter,")
and for the rest, the architect deems himself at perfect liberty to indulge his own miserable fancv, without paying the very slightest regard to unity or even coiigruity of design.
As the question respecting the exclusive employment of Mediteval
Architecture is one of the principal and most inieresting features of
the book before us, and of the authenticated publications of the Camden Society, we offer no apology for some further considerations of
the subject.
The two chief requisites necessary in :uiy kind of architecture employed for ecclesiastical purposes in this country are manifestly these,
suitability for the end proposed, namely, the celebration of services of the Church, according to the precepts of the rubric,
and secondly, intrinsic beauty in the style adopted. Concerning th»
first of these requisites, we deem it unnecessary to eulogize ; it can
scarcely be maintained that in all the edifices professedly constructed
on classic models the rubric has never been complied with ; and even
if this be granted, it still ct'mains to be proved that these edifices
cannot be altered so that the Church service may be duly celebrated
within them.
One or two observations may, however, be acceptable respecting
the intrinsic beauty of the styles adopted. There is an opinion among
many who have only cursorily examined the subject, that the Classic
and Christian styles owe their appannt beauty to the circumstance of
our eyes being, so to speak, disciplined into taste for them, and that,
therefore, the architecture of Turki'y or Hindostan is as truly beautiful when viewed by a Mahomedau or Hindoo as the European styles
to a Christian.
Now the error seems to be the assumption that the
appreciation is sokly the result of habit, and in no way dependent on
natural causes ; on the contrary, we wish to show that there is a real
abstract principle of beauty independent of accidental circumstances.
I

—

In literature it
definition of this principle is an impossibility.
called poetry ; but pcrva<ling as it does every art and even sciences
we may fairly say that there is ^ poetry of painting.

The
is

the most exact,
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a poetry of sculpture, a poetry of architecture, a poetry of music, a
poetry of science. The definition of "poetry" has been frequently
attempted and confessedly hitherto without success. The reason of
It is impossible to resolve
this ill success appears to us obvious.
Poetry,
into simple elements a fundamental principle of the mind.
using the word in the general sense as tlie appreciation of beauty, is
conceive
and
we
seven
senses;
of
the
one
as
elementary
in nature as
unpossessed
it as impossible to give an idea of poetry to one totally
of it, as to realise the idea of music to a deaf man, or to explain

Whence

the feeling of poetry arises
;

is

a question too metaphysical

The form may, perhaps, be born with us and in us
but, however this may be, it is obvious that both it

and they will be powerfully affected by subsequent impress/ons.
Concerning the poetry of form, and especially architectural form, to
which we are here to confine ourselves, it seems plain that, as ideas
of form are received from the view of external nature, nature must
be the source, or at least the standard of architectural beauty.
Here a question arises. Is it to follow then that the exact imitation of nature will produce the beautiful in art ?
By no means. One
great source of our pleasure in viewing nature is the obvious subserviency of every part of her creations to the object in view. Exact
imitation of nature in art would be continually repugnant to this great
source of a perception of the beautiful utility. Here, then, another

—

—

great principle comes to our aid, idealization. By it, instead of
exactly imitating nature, elaborate as it were, all accidental accessories, and borrows only those ideas (independent frequently of actual
forms) which idealization teaches us are the elemental sources of
It is somewhat difficult to give separate examples of idealibeauty.
are taught by
zation
take, however, the case of architecture.
nature that one source of beauty is distant perspective another, symmetry; another, alternation of light and shadow: all these sources
of the beautiful have been naturalized by poetical architecture. Of
course, in the embodiment of beautiful in architectural form, ten thousand other ideas must be received and modified from nature. Tliese
ideas will, for the most part, be so impalpable they will be instilled
into the human mind unconsciously, not by any reasoning process but
by the mere powers of perception. The instances, however, which
we have adduced are sufficiently obvious to allow being reasoned
upon, and therefore answer our purpose as illustrations of the mental
operations which in every branch of art extract the heau ideal from

We

;

;

—

nature.

Now,

we have been

successful in sliowing by the above brief exthe beautiful is not an accidental feeling of the mind,
but is borrowed from a fixed source by fixed principles, we are in a
position to admit the testimony of observation respecting the intrinsic
beauty of classic and christian architecture.
might, perhaps, be
able to show by reason, independent of the aid of testimony, many
instances in which the elementary and natural principles of beauty
are practically and systematically violated in all but those two modes.
The subject, however, would be a distasteful and prolix one, and if

position

if

—

tion to the work, it being in insufferably bad taste,
by far too much in
the strain of Macassar oil advertisements. What we have to say is,
that this "Grand National Exhibition" is itself now cut short, for
without any previous intimation to that effect, it has been suddenly
wound up, not like a clock in order to be kept going, but in order to
bring it to a stop at its 38th number. Most assuredly this has not
happened because materials for it were exhausted, since many of
the very best and most interesting subjects of all, at the same time the

—

most

fresh,

and which were probably looked forward

to

with eager-

ness by many, have been left untouched, while a considerable propor-

touch to any destitute of that sense.
for onr purpose.
as the senses are

[January,
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the above views be correct, we shall have no difficulty in admitting
the innumerable and concurrent testimonies of indisputable authority,
from the enthusiasm of the poet to the untutored admiration of the
unlettered, in adjudicating the beauty and sublimity of these noblest
effort of human genius, classic and christian architecture.
Hera we close onr review. The Camden Society are about, we
believe, to publish their periodical in a new form.
" Qualis ubi

in lucem coluber mala graraiiia pastus
Nunc positis exuviis, nitidus que juventa
Lubrica convolvit sublato pectore terga."

tion of those which are represented have little to recommend them
as architectural scenes, neither are they at all set off to advantage

by any beauty of execution. This last consideration, together with
the want of judgment and taste shown in selecting subjects for the
pencil, may the better reconcile us to that being abandoned which,
although an excellent idea in itself, was very badly carried out.
On the other hand, the consolation so derived is greatly diminished
by the apprehension that what has been so ill-done, will now prejudice against and deter from any other series of similar subjects being
undertaken. It certainly ought not to do so, because there is room
for something much better ; yet if \\m field is left open, the market is
not so,
at least will not seem to be so to those whose business it is
to supply it
and thus it not unfrequently happens that by pre-occupying the ground inferior publications stand in the way of better ones
for a considerable time at least, and prevent their being brought
out.
have heard this remarked with regard to Gwilt's Encyclopaedia,
that it blocks up the way against wliat might be more judiciously planned, and much more satisfactorily executed.
As to the "Interiors," the work seems to have been carried on
without any plan at all, or as if it were intended to be carried on indefinitely so long as any subjects could be found for it; since had not
such been the case, greater care and discretion would, no doubt, have
been shown in selecting them, in order to secure the appearance of
those which are of greatest intrinsic interest, whereas a course directly the reverse has been pursued.
That the " entire scheme has
not been realized," is admitted in the wrapper advertisement to the
last Part; yet when we find assigned as a reason for the discontinuing
there called the completion of the work
that " to have carried
the undertaking further, would have been merely adding to examples
without extending the classes of the London Interiors," we cannot
help considering it a lame one; inasmuch as there are several classes
which are now not represented at all, for instance, bazaars, shops
and show-rooms, the Pantheon Bazaar with its picture galleries
and its Conservatory, the new Saloon at Williams and Sowerby's,
Oxford Street, Brown's Gallery in University Street, the Pantechnicon,
new Exeter Change, &c., which would have furnished many views far
more pictorial than most of those which are given. As to the literary
part of the work, we have already expressed our opinion not unfavourably in the note at page 253 of our present volume, where we
gave some extracts from the description of Goldsmiths' Hall. At
some other time we may perhaps bestow further notice on the architectural remarks and opinions which occur in the letter-press.
In
the mean while we give as a specimen of their free uncompromising
tone, the concluding sentence of the very last article, when speaking
of the British Museum the writer says: " The idea of thrusting forward two ranges of mere dwelling houses as wings to the main building, when the most dignified and classical character ought to be kept
up throughout, seems to us such a solecism in taste, that were it not
for the approved adage De giistibua ^c, we should bestow on it some
exceedingly harsh epithet; at all events our taste differs antipodically from Sir Robert Smirke's, and for that, though without thanks
to hiin, we are thankful."
Poor Sir Robert, and poor British Muwhat between Barry and Tite, between the Palace of Westseum
minster and the Royal Exchange, both Smirke and his building
will now cut but a sorry figure.

—

;

—

We

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

With all their talents and knowledge we have many reservations in
wishing them prosperity in their undertaking. If any one of their
body should chance to read these remarks, he will, doubtless, set them
down as the production of an iconoclast, an admirer of penny litera-

!

—

ture, a dissenter, or

a republican (for people have a strange way of
coupling these together). But the present reviewer is neither one of
these.
He certainly has a great admiration of steam-engines, but
prefers a cathedral town to a manufacturing one, he reverences old
customs, confesses to folios, and indulges in black letter; and yet for
all that h? cannot believe in modern miracles, nor
deem the Reformation " heathen impiety."
He would yield to no Camdenian in true
reverence for the Church, but he cannot feel in a Chancel the awe
of
a Brahmin entering the shrine of his idol-god.

METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS ACT.
This A.ct will come into general operation on the first day of the present
year; it embraces many very important provisions that were not contained in the old Building Act, such as relate to health.
It enacts that
every new building must be provided with drains, and if practicab'e to lead
into a sewer if within 100 feet, and that the basement floor must be of such
it also provides that rooms in the basement
level as will admit of drainage
to be used as separate dwellings, shall have a fire-place and a window, also an
area on the outside, the paving of which must be at least 3 inches below the
It also regulates tlie width of streets and alleys
the
level of the floor.
former must not be of a less width than 40 feet, and alleys and courts less
than 20 feet.
;

^ V YVTirrf "*''*
X aXVIII.

" ^™'"^ National Exliibition,

^c 4c

Parts

I—

Notwithstanding that it is a curiosity in its way, we have cut
sbor
the very prolix title-page, which we must say
is no great recommenda

;
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Besides tlic appointment of additional districts and surveyors, there are
two ofticial referees appointed to whom mo&t important duties are assigned,
and under whose special superintendence are to be placed all buildings of
the third class.
The Act extends to the following parishes, which
the old Building Act
Lis/

Bromlej

of the New Diatricis ami

— John

—

in

Siirvei/ors appointed.

MiuuLESKX.

In'

—

The following
and

—

Kent.

WALLS.—

Collis.

extracts and illustrations from the Act explain the different

classes of buildings,

and also the construction of the

walls.

FIRST OR D'WEI.IiZNG HOUSE CZiASS.
SCHEDULE (O— Part

II.— (SeeSec.5.)— ConJltiona for determining the Rales to
which Building's of llie First or Dweliing House Ciass are to be deemed to belong,
and tlie Thiclcness of the Externai Walls and of the Party-Walis thereof.

FIHST RATE DWELLINGS.
70

If the Building be in height more
feet, and not more than 85 feet.

than

If the building cover more than 10 squares,
and not more than 14 squares.
Ifthe building contain 7 stories.

EXTERNAL

WALLS.— The thickness
must be at the least 21i inches from the
top of the footing up to the underside ut
the floor next but thiee below the topmost floor; and at the least 174 inches
from the under side next but three below
the topmost floor up to the under side of the
floor next below the topmost floor ; and ut
the least 13 inches from the underside of
the floor next below the topmost floor up
to the top of the wall.
IIPARTV WALLS.— The thickness must
be at the least '21i inches from the top of
the footing up to the underside of the floor
next but three below the topmost floor ; and
at the least 17^ inches from the underside
of the floor next but three below the topmost
floor up to the underside of the floor next
below the topmost floor and at the least
13 Inches from the underside of the floor
next below the topmost floor up to the top
;

of the wall.

FOOTINGS.— To bolhexternal and party
walls the bottom of the fooiings must be
174 inches wider than the wall standing
thereon, and
inches high. The top course
must be 3 inches below the surface of the
ground adjoining and \) inches below the
surface of the lowest floor. See Schedule
U., p. 56.— (See Diagram, page 62.)
PARAPETS to external walls must be
»i Inches thick and one foot high above
the highest part of the gutter. See Schedule D.. Part lli., p. 6i».
OF PARTY
must be 18
inches above the roof measured at right
angles, and 2 feet above highest part of
gutter. See Schedule D., Part iii., p. 61.
BACKS.— To be 13* inches
thick in the lowest story and 8* inches la
every other story To bethe same thickness
between when built back to back in walls
not being party walls the thickness may be
44 inches less. See Schedule F., p. 63.

U

TOP

WALLS

CHIMNKY

—

-,

—I

cover

us to hrst rate.
13 Inches thick
p.

than 52

Or if It cover more than d iquareSf and
not more than 10 squares.
Or if it contain 6 stories.'
The thickness
must be at the least 17j Inches from the
top of the footing up to the underside of
the floor next but one below the topmost
floor; and at the least 13 Inches from the
underside of the floor next but one below
the topmost floor up to the top of the walL
PARTV
The thickness must
be at the least 17i Inches from the top of
the footing up to the underside of the floor
next but one below the topmost floor; and
at the least 13 inches from the underside of
the floor next but one below the topmost
floor up to the top of the wall.
- FOOTINGS.—To both oxternal and party
waits the bottom of the footings must be
13 inches wirier than the wall standing
thereon, and S inches high. The top
nuist be 3 inches below the surface of the
ground Adjoining uud 9 inches below the
surface of ^the lowest floor. See Schedule
D., p. 58,

EXTERNAL WALLS.—

—

Deptford

rates

must be

If the building be in height more
and not more than 70 feet.

Surrey.

In

CHIWNEY BACKS

feet,

Camherwell William Crawford Stow.
Clapham, ami part of Battersea Richard I'Ausou.
Streatham John Mullius.
Tooting and Wandsworth Alfred James Hiscocks.

—
—
Greenwich — Brown.
Lewisham — Badger.
Woolwich — George Aitchison.

and

TOP OF PARTV WALL as first rate,
SECOND RATE DWELLINGS.

—
—
—

Charlton, Kidbrook, and Lee
Martyr.

If It

i

?

than \4 squares.

Oi-

Ihltkness must be at the least 2ii inches from the top
of the footing up to the underside of the floor next hut two below the topmost tloor,
und lit the least 17^ inches from the underside of the floor ne^l but twohelow Iheiupmo8t floor up to the top of the wall.
I'AUTY WALL'S.— The thickness must be at the least 21i Inches from the top ot
the footing up to the underside of the floor next but three below the topmost floor und
at the least 17i imlies from the underside of the floor next but three below the top.
most flour up to the underside of the topmost fluor ; and at the least 13 inches from
the underside of the topmost floor up to the top of the wall.

FOOTINGS

Hornsey Alfred Bartholomew.
Kensington North Thomas Leverton DonaMson.
Kensington South Charles Beachcroft.
Stoke Newington William Lovell, Junior.
Tottenham— John Henry Taylor.
I.v

Or

EXTERNAL WALLS.— The

PARAPETS to external walls
highest part of gutter.

—

—
—

it be In height more than 8S feet.
i-ontaln more than 7 stories.

;

Bljtli.

Fulham Andrew Moseley.
liampstead
Henry Edward Kendall, Junior.
Hammersmith James Charles Christopher.

—

KXTRA FIRST HATE.
If
If it

were not included

13

Ground

4ti.

uud one foot high above the

u
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SECOND BATE WAREHOUSE.

I f the building be in height not mora than
36 feet.
Or if it do not cover more than 4 squares.
Or if it do not contain more ttian 4 stories.
WALLS.— The thlckneaa
must be at the leait 13 inches from the top
of the footing up to the underside of the
Hoor next beloiv the topmost floor; and at
the least 8^ inches from the underside of
the floor next below the topmost floor up to
ttia top of the wall.
PARTY WALLS.— The thickness must
be at the least l:{ inches from the top of the
footing up to the underside of the floor next
but one below the topmost floor; and at the
least 8i inches from the underside of the
floor next but one beloiv the topmost floor
up to the top of the wall.'
FOOTINGS.— Tobothexternal and party
walls the bottom of the footing must ba at
the least tl^ inches wider than the wall
standing thereon, and 6 inches high. The
top course must he :< inches below the surface of the ground adjoining and 9 inches
below the surface of the lowest floor.
BACKS to he] «i inches

EXTERNAL

If the building b« in height
more
feel and not more than 66 feet.

EXTERNAL WALLS.— The

must I,

Floor next be-

low topmost

than 44

thickness

,t ,he least 21* inches from Ih
"top
01 the footing up to the level of .'.8
leet below the topmost ceilingi and at
the least
inches
from the level of ,'p8 feet helow
1/i
the topmost ceiling up to the level
of 22 feet

below the topmost ceiling; and at
the least
inches from the level of 22 feet
helow the
ceiling up to the top of the
wall

M

topmost

CHIMNEV

thick.

Floor next but

one below
topmost floor.

Lowest Floor.

PARTV WALLS.-The thickness mukt
be at ihe least 21 i inches from the
top of
the footing up to the level of 68
feet below
the topmost ceiling; and at the
least 174
inches from the level of 68 feet
below the
topmost ceiling up to the level of >>
fjet
below the topmost ceiling ; and at the
Last
lo inches from the level of 22
feet below
the topmost ceiling up to the top of
tbe
FOOTINGS as first class, p. 49
PARAPETS to external walls must be 8i
inches wide and 12incht3 high above hiirhest
"
part of gutter.

TOP OF PARTY WALLS

Party.

as first rate,

p. 52.

SECOND OR VTARCHOUSE CLASS.
ScHF.nui.E

(C.j— Part ill.— (.s-^^

Footings

Sec. 5.)

Conditions for determining the Rates to whidi Buildings of the Second or Warehouse
Class are to be deemed to belong, and the Thickness of the External Walls and of
the Party- Walls thereof.

External.

Party.

S

THIRD HATE WAREHOUSE.

FIRST RATE WAREHOUSE.
if the building be in height

mora than

f>Ct

feet.

EXTERNAL

WALLS.— The thickness
must be at the least 2G inches from the top
of the footing up to the level of 76 feet below
the topmost ceiling; and at the least 21.^
inches from the level of 70 feet below the
topmost ceiling up to the level of SG feet
below the topmost ceiling ; and at the least
17i inches from the level of 36 feet beloiv
the topmost ceiling up to the top of the wall.
PARTY WALLS.— ThB thickness must
be at the least 26 inches Irom the top of the
tooting to the level of 76 feet below the topmost eeiling; and at the least 21^ inches
from the level of 76 feet below the topmost
ceiling up to the level of 35 feet below the
topmost ceiling and at the least 17^ inches
from the level of 36 feet below the topmost
ceiling up to the level of the topmost ceiling ; and at the least 13 inches from the
level of the topmost ceiling up to the top of
the wall.
;

FOOTINGS as first class, p. 48.
PARAPETS to external walls must be
13 inches thick and 18 inches high above
highest part of gutter. See Schedule D,,

If the building be in height
more
feel and not more than 44 leet

than 22

EXTERNAL WALL.S.-The

thickness
inches from the
top of the footing up to the level of 28
feet
below the topmost ceiling and at the least
inches from the level of 28 leet below
the topmost ceiling up to the top of the

must be

at the least

U

1.'^

;

wall.

PARTV WALLS.-The thickness must
1 7i inches
from the top of
the footing up to the level of 28 feet
below
the topmost celling; and at the
least 13
Inches from the level of 28 feet below
the
topmost ceilinp up to the level of the top.
most ceiling ; and at the least 8* inches
from the level of the topmost celling up
to
the top of the wall.
FOOTINGS as first class, p. 60.
be at the least

of'"

PARAPETS as second rate,
TOP OF PARTY WALLS

p. 52
as p. 62.

p.S8.
TOP OF PARTY
must be 18
Inches above roof meaBured at right angles,
feet above highest part of gutter.

WALLS

and 3

Footing!.

FOURTH RATE WAREHOUSE.

214

If the building be in height

than 22

not more

feet.

EXTERNAL WALLS.-The

thickness

must be

at the least 13 Inches from the top
of the footing up to the level of 9 feet below
the topmost celling; and at the least sj
inches from the level of 9 feet below the
topmost ceiling up to the ton of the wall.

Ut Rate

381 ...
ootings.

PARTY WALLS.-The thickness must
be at the least 13 inches from the top of the
footing up to the level of 16 feet below the
topmost ceiling; and at the least 8J Inches
Ironi tht level of 16 feet below the topmoit
ceiling up to the top of the wall.
FOOTINGS as first class, p. 61.
PARAPETS as second rate, p. S2.
TOP OF PARTY
as p. 62.

WALLS

k

XExternal.

tud

CeiUng.
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THIRD OR PUBLIC BUILDING CLASS.
ScHF.nrt.E(C) Pabt V.— «.-7'i«//.> '"r ilrl.rmhihr^
In
Building of (he Third or P"hli, Huildiiiij Cl.us
i.s

llu-

Ih

Italc to

d,;imd

which

m>i,

la bclmig.

If any buHdlog of the Ihiril or luibli. l.iilliliiiR riasa i:oiif.i|Hm(i In form or struitmi;
or ilispositloii Willi a ilwcllior-lo'"'*''. "on llu' ..ilo lliouol Is to Ipo ilotcnnliu-d liy the
»< .!..»«
xml Ihi' tliliknrsses ol the
u. llmr
uniiie rules US the riit.'s ol llu- losi
<\ ili.' "i^ln. "l
11" io..iIiikii llicrcol, are to lie at the leant
iiiiil
party-millB
lour Inches more than is lau l.v n .luiu ,1 m, iIk^ .xlvni.il iind imily-walls, iinil the
chvellinB house class, onor
i.ilr
ol
hrst
the
footlncs thereof, ofbaihliiiKS ol llo' s.uiic
less the ollielal referees, on spielal siijiervlslou In each ease, shall olhcrwia* aiipoiiit.
But If it coiresponil hi lorui or striu lure or ills|iosltloii with u warehouse, or any hulhling of the seiond elass, then the rate thereof Is to he ileterinlneil by the same rules as
the r,ites of the seeoiiri or narehuiise elass i ami the thickness of the external anil
liorly-walla, ami lh« width of llic fuuliiiRS thereof, are to he at the least four inches
more than Is hcichy rciiulnil lor the external and party-walls, and the footings Iheieol
ol hutldings of the same rale of the second or warehouse class, unless the official reBut if it do not
ferees, on special supeiviaion in each case, shall otherwise appoint.
correspond in form and structure, or in either, with bnlidings of Ihc lirst or second
classes, or any of them, then sneh hnlldtng Is to he sutiject, as to Its walla or other
caiislructlon, to the special ajiproval of the official referees.

16

In order (o put on tlic ridge the wood ridge piece should be kept up about
nn inch clear of the sialinj,', and bevelled off on each side so that Ihe upper
edge of Ihe under pait of the slale ridge should bear solid on the l)cvel of the
Hood ridge, llie lower end will then Uar tight on Ibe slating when screwed
on. The part of Ihe slate ridge which has Ihe roll is to be bedded on the

.

Fxtertial

oilier in oil

be secured,

The

cement.
if

re(|Uircil,

under

»o"d ridf;e
The roll pari

llie

ero.ss sijnarc joints

by putting a small

(of those not rabbeted), arc to

sirip ol le.id or

ainc across the

joints of the slale ridge.

secured by a small cupper dowel placed into a hole in the
end of the roll made for that purpose. It will l« necessary to secure the
smaller ridges, by screwing on llie part that lias llie roll to the wood ridge, as
a bolt in
»itli oil

is

Tin screw holes should be filled
llic end would not be sudicient
cement fust, then screwed, and the head of the screw filled up with

the oil cement.

The sizes that are generally used TBry from 2j to 4J inches for the circumference of the roll, and from 4J to 5] inches wide for Ihe hooping part the
price varies from "id. lo IIW. per foot run, if the juinis be rabbeted Id. per
;

ATTACHED, DETACHEU AND 1N.SULATRD BUILDINGS AND OFFICES.
.'ciiEDULL (C.) Tart \ll.~Hulis ronn-riiiiif; ullmhrd aud delached and insulaled Bttildinax, as In Ihe Units and Walls Ihercnf.

ATTACHED

;

INSULATED nUILDlNGS AFTERWARDS DIVIDED.— Provldedalways, that

any such liutlding b^ hereafter divided into two or more dialinct buildings, and the
several parts of such building so divided be not at the aforesaid distance from each
other, and fioin other buildings aud ground, then such several parts must be separated
from each other by such party-walls as are herein prescribed for the rates to which
such several parts, if adjoining, would belong. And if such reiiuisites be not observed,
then such several parts of such buildings in respect of which they are not so observed,
shall be deemed a public nuisance, and as such he taken down, according to the provisions of this Act in that behalf.
TOLL-HOUSES, &c.— And with regard to certain buildings which shall be built
for the purposes of trade or the collactiou of toll, if such buildinga be situate fifteen
feet at the least from any other building, and da not cover an area of more than one
square and a half, and the height thereol do not exceed twelve feet from the ground to
the h1>;hest point of the roof, then every such building may be Inclosed with any materials whatsoever ; but the roof thereof must be covered as herein directed with regard
to roofs, and the chimney and flue (i! any) must be built as lierein directed with regard
if

chimneys and

and

if

square

roll

ins'ead of round Id. less.

Specimens of the

AND

OKKICES.— With regard to buildings or ofticea
BUII.DINfiS
now built or hiTearter to be built (except greenhou'ies, vineries, aviaries, or such like
buildiog!i\ and thai, whether such buildings or offices be attached to or detached from
the buiMioKS to uhiih they belong. Every such building Is to be deemed, in respect
of the Mails llicieol, and all other lequisUes.las a bulUiing of the rate to which it would
belong u it bad l«co lioilt separately.
INSri.ATEI) KUILDINUS.— And with regard to buildings of the first or dwellinghouse class, and of the second or warehouse class, which shall be Insulated, so far as
relates to the dist.iiice tliereof from a public street or way,— every such building must
be distant from any public street or alley one-third of the height ihercof at the least ;
and if tlie building do not exceed twenty-four feet in height,— then it must be so distant at the least eight feet and with regard to such building, so far as relates to the
distance thercoriioni any oilier building, or from ground not in the same possession
or occupation thtrcwith. or c-'unected therewith only by a fence or fence-wall, It must
be distant from such other building or such other ground at the least 30 feet ; and if
such building be so distant from a public street or alley, and from any other building,
or from ground not in the same iiossession or occupation thereof,— then such building
is not to lie liable in respect of tlie dimensions and materials thereof to the rules and
directions of this Act.

to

foot extra,

ridge m.ay be seen at Messrs. Sharp's Yard, Tooley Street.

flues.

THE UliTUIBUTION.
This vessel io a first-class war steamer of 1641 tons biirtlien, built at Chatham, for her Majesty's service ; she has been fitted with engines of 800-horBe
power, by Messrs. Maudslays and Field, the largest power, we believe, that
They are on the double cylinder
has yet been applied to any war steamer.
principle, patented by Messrs. Joseph Maudslay and Field, and described in the
Jijiinial, Vol. III. for IH'IO.
There arc four boilers on the flue principle set
The beginning of last month the engines were tried
in pairs, back to back.
in the West liwlia IJocks, in the presence of the Lords of the Admiralty and
several scientific genllemen, they worked beautifully, and were Ihe admiraThe following are the dimensions: Length of
tion of all parties on board.
the vessel between perpendicular, 220 feet; breadth, 10 feet 6 inches; depth
of hold, 26 feet 1 inrhcs length of engine-room, 75 feet. The engines have
two pair of cybnders, 72 inches in diameter, 8 feet stroke, performing 15

—

;

strokes per minute, diameter of paddlcwhcel 34 feet, and width 13 feet.

lELlZABETHAN FURNHURE.
Jbshnri of a Paper rrnd nl Ihc General Mceling of Ihe Decorative Arl Society^
I'rhrnnnj Wlh, hi/ Gi-.ORGti Kn.nES. On Ihe Style o,f Furniture in Use daring
Ihe licii^ns of Elizabeth and James I., and its npplicabilil;/ to Modem Purposes.

The great prevalence of the Elizabethan

style,

both

in the exterior

and in-

terior decorations of the present day, renders ihe subject one of great interest

WILLIAMS' PATENT SLATK RIDGES
This invention
superior, as

saves a roll

is

an excellent subslitule

AND

MIPS.

for lead, anil \io are of opinion is

not liable to be ilerangcil by liigh wimls, it is cheaper anj
The annexcJ engravings sufficiently explain the prinin \vooJ.
it

is

ciple.

and importance to all those connected with decorative arl.
It was at first my intention to give a brief sketch of the stale of domestic
and the progress of improve-

interiors previously to the time of the Tudors,

ment

in

the arls connected therewith

i

but finding that even Ihe slightest

would occupy more time Ihan couM Ijc devoted to the subject, I will content myself with a slight reference to Ihe reigns of Henry VII.
and bis immedialc predecessors, and then pass to that of his son, during
which, were inlroduccd those changes, that caused so material an improvement in the domeslic decorations of the age, and Ied,to Ihc formation of what
we call the Elizabethan style.
approach

to dulail

From the time of Henry IV. to that of Henry VI., the style of furniture in
use in England was of a rude substantial character, occasionally varied by
sumptuous and splendid novelties introduced from Italy and the East such
exceptions, however, proving more forcibly the utter want of comfort in the
;

general arrangements of the period.

The princes and nobles wasted

their

revenues either in loreigu or domestic warfare, or in the e.xercise of the most
wasteful and lavish hospitality, without seeking or estimating the comfort

which is so essential an ingredient in the enjoyment of modern existence.
During the succeeding reigns of Edward IV. and Richard III. some improvement was undoubtedly taking place; but it is not till the accession of
Henry VII. that any material change is perceptible. That wise prince, with
the view of breaking up the remains of the feudal system and controlling
the power of his noble: endeavoured lo lead their minds to the re-edifying
and decorating of their mansions and halls hoping by inducing Ihem to exhaust their wealth in such pursuits, to deprive them of the means of keeping
up the large bodies of retainers, by which, in former reigns, ibey had arrived
,

;

a height of power, as lo become formidable neighbours of royalty, and
keep the occupant of the throne in a constant state of apprehension.
The general introduction of rliimneys, which took place about this lime
was, therefore, a material improvement for health as well as convenience.
there
Hollinshed mentions in his chronicle, that wilhin his own remembrance,
uplandish
were not above two or three chipineys " if so many, in most of the
towns of the realm (the religious houses and manor places of their lords alat such

A. Ridge side with roller. B. Ditto loose, to fit under ditto. C. Pin hole
end of Ihc roller. D, Screw hole to fasten the under piece to the ridge.
E. Rabbeted joints. F F. The dotted part shews ths form of the squarei

in the

E

top
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ways excepted, and peradvcnture, some great personages,) but each man made
his fire against a rere-dosse in the hall,

where he dined and dressed his

meat! " In spite, however, of their mean dwellings, their mode of living was
not in a similar style, for we find continual expressions of surprise from
foreigners of the time at the abundant hospitality exhibited by men who were
conlent to live in houses of" sticks and dirt."
The style of the interior decorations of this period took its character, such
as

it

had, from the architecture of the exteriors and, as that gave way benew fashion introduced from Italy, so the characlcr of ihc interior
up was changed with it. The Tudor style of architecture which pre;

fore the
fittings

vailed in the dwellings of the nobility and clergy, was an elaborate alteration
of the Gothic, the principal characteristics of which were numberless gables,
groups of bulbous turrets, and clusters of chimneys.
In fact, it is not till the reign of Elizabeth was somewhat advanced, that
we need look for anything like an approach to the comforts and conveniences
of modern times; but by her practice and example an impulse was given,
which spreading through the nobility and gentry, reached at length to the
middle classes for we are told by Harrison, that farmers and even mechanics
were then able to " garnish their cupboards with plate, their beds with tapestry and silk hangings, and ilheir tables with fine napery." This appears
somewhat incredible, and should be taken with some grains of allowance,
although Harrison is generally considered a most faithful and trustworihy
It cannot, however, be doubted, that the household furniture and dowriter.
mestic comforts of the middle classes were now greatly superior in many
;

respects to those of the nobility in the preceding reigns.

But

classical taste in architecture

was reviving

[January,

may

reasonably be doubted, as she appears to have patronized
them chiefly when ministering to her vanity, if we may judge from the multiplicity of her portraits; which, however, she forbade to be executed by any
but "special cunning painters," a proclamation to which eflfect she issued in
the fine arts

1563.

Tbe style continued to flourish during the whole of the reign of Elizabeth,
and seemed to have reached its utmost point of perfection at the commencement of James's reign, from which time we may date its decline as the artists
of the day, in their search for variety, grafted upon it all manner of incongruous ornaments, every one thinking himself privileged to introduce whatever ideas his wayward fancy might suggest, thus inducing combinations
which Walpole, in after times, somewhat harshly stigmatized with the name
of " King James's Gothic."
It is worthy of remark, that while the architectural taste of the time was
declining, the domestic fittings-up of the interiors were increasing in comfort
and accommodation. It continued in this progressive state till the accession
of Charles I., whose well educated mind and refined taste led him to the adoption of an entire change.
Having now arrived at the period when Inigo Jones, by the revival of a
classical spirit, and the introduction of the architecture of the Palladian
school, had virtually put an end to the Elizabethan, we may conclude this
imperfect historical sketch of the progress of the art, and pass on to the de;

of the fittings-up of Elizabethan interiors.
Before proceeding to describe the moveable furniture of the time,
first to notice the flooring, ceilings, &c.

tail

and,
spreading as from a centre among the other nations of Europe, was pervading
the public mind. The Gothic, however, being more firmly established in those
nations, still struggled for supremacy, and the dispute ended in a compromise
between the two styles, the Classic and the Gothic, combining in what we call
in England the Elizabethan style.
at this time in Italy,

This blending of the Classic with the national style was attended with better
eflect in England than in France and Flanders ; our buildings having escaped

From

of various colours, and laid in chequer-work:

was "
floors

—

the Hall at Hampton Court
floored with painted tyle :"— they were also of stone ; and when boarded
were adopted, they were of coarse substantial workmanship sometimes,
;

instead of crossing, laid parallel only with the joists,
them for support.

The doors also were

of a

and not depending on

rude character, being seldom framed, as they were
;— but, in Elizabeth's time, doors of all kinds

usually covered by the arras

were panelled, as well as the ceilings and wainscottingof the

The introduction of this new style may be attributed to the desire evinced
by our Henry VIII. to rival his contemporaries of the continent. Being himself in some degree conversant with architecture and the fine arts, with the

decorated with painting and devices.

purpose of embellishing his court and improving the taste of the age, he ini.f eminence ; among others, RaflacUe and Titian.
These celebrated men, however, did not choose to exchange the high consideration which they had attained at home for the doubtful courtesies of so
but he obtained several Irom Italy and Flanders.
capricious a monarch
vited several foreign artists

:

It is impossible, in treating the subject of Interior Decoration, to avoid recurring frecjuently to the architecture of the time, from which it copied its
pecMliar character, both as to solidity of structure and elaboration cf ornament. A recent author observes, " the characteristic of the scroll ornaments

which enter so abundantly into the decoration of this period, has been weli
described as an intricacy of design which defies explanation ;' but the knobg
and bosses, with the fanciful cut work round them, peculiar to the Elizabethan
style, Were evidently intended to represent jewels.
They are clearly alluded
to by Laneham, in his account of Kenilworth Castle, as
great diamans,
rubys, sapphyrs, pointed, tabled rok and round, garnished with their gold,
'

'

a poor substitute, even with all the help that blazonry could afford, for
tlie precious marbles and pieire dure of Italy.
In the more sculptureil dcco.
rations, the taste of the age displays itself no less in the subjects than the
;'

and the staple commodities of armorial bearings and devices are mixed
figures and allusions, allegorical, mythological, and classical. The
chimney-piece, occupying the whole height of the room, and forming part of
the general design when it possesses an architectural character, is generally
;

up with

made

a focus for the display of decorations of the kind."

grand and imposing
gant allusions and conceits.

executed in a

Even

in the

These were often
style, but more often deformed by extrava-

plans cf the buildings, propriety was often sacrificed to this

prevailing folly. Many of the mansions of the time were built with two projecting wings and a porch in the centre, the groimd plan of which was similar
in form to the letter E, and is supposed to have been intended as a compli-

ment

be

Elizabeth's reign, the floors were of different materials.
a very early date, we find them described as sometimes paved w ith tiles,

the disfigurement of the high pointed roofs, which form so striking a feature

style

may

Previously to

in the architecture of their cities.

&c.

it

advisable

Queen Elizabeth.

walls,

and often

The elaborate fretwork of some of the
ceilings of Ihe time, ornamented with bosses and pendants, is admirable both
in design and execution
and the framed roofs of the great balls were so well
put together, and of so ornamental a character, as to lorm one of the principal features in old houses. The roof of the Great Hall, at Hampton Court,
is an admirable specimen (though partaking more of the Gothic than the
Elizabethan), and has the advantage of being easily accessible to an enquiring
;

observer.

Glass windows were another prominent feature in these dwellings.
material, though early introduced into England, was so costly, that

This
it

was

not unusual to take out the window-lights on the departure of the master of
the house, and lay them up for safety ; but in Elizabeth's time it was in gene" You shall have," says
ral use, and was sometimes carried to great excess.
Lord Bacon, " fair houses so full of glass, that one cannot tell wheru to be
come to be out of the sun or cold." And Lysons mentions a window, at C'ollacombe, in Devonshire, containing 3200 panes of glass.
Stained glass, also, was a favourite ornament of the superior rooms of manand palaces, adorned with figures in the most splendid clours. It
was known as early as the thirteenth century, and was much cultivated in Ihe
reign of Henry HI.
Carpets not having at this time come into use in England, except as the

sions

coverings of tables, or occasionally as foot cloths for the throne, &c rushes
and sweet herbs apiwar to have been tbe substitute, both in public and private
houses. Though the private rooms and rooms of state were sometimes matted
,

yet rushes were the general strewing Queen Elizabeth's Presence Chamber
even was strewed w ith them and we meet with constant reference to them in
old authors.
Footing must have been very insecure on such floors, though
it appears they were used even in ball rooms.
One of tbe principal articles of furniture among our forefathers was the
" hangings" of the walls, or tapestry or arras, some varieties of which had
;

;

The Bayeux tapestry is considered the earliest in
illustrative of William the Conqueror's descent upon England.
of arras was derived from the town of that name, which was the
principal seat of its manufacture in Flanders. The weaving of tapesty was

been known in early times.
existence,

Far-fetched as this may appear, it is perfectly in
accordance with the taste of the age. John Thorpe, an architect of great
eminence during the reigns of Elizabeth and James, left behind him a large

The

and valuable collection of drawings and designs for houses, which have been
engraved and copiously illustrated by Mr. J. C. Richardson. Among these is
one for his own house, the plan of which forms Ihe initials I T. Philip II.
built the Eseurial in the form of a gridiron, in honour of St. Lawrence
and
mystical allusions abound in the plans of churches and castles both at liome
and abroad.
Such absurd fancies as these could not but be prejudicial to the art still,
however, it flourished, although the encouragement it had received from Henry
stems to have been in some measure withdrawn by Elizabeth, whose taste for

and before, York and Canterbury were adorned with pictures and tapestry
but the art seems to have been lost during Ihe civil wars of York and LanIt was afterwards revived by Wni. Sheldon, in the reign of Henry
caster.
VIII., and became of considerable importance under James I., when a manufactory was established at Mortlake, the king himself taking such interest in
it, as to .advance £2000 towards the undertaking, and an artist named Francis
Cheyne was engaged to furnish original designs.
The tapestry appears to have been simply hung upon the walls. " The
usual manner," says Percy, in his preface to the Northumberland Household

to

;

;

title

known

in this country at an early period.

.Sirutt

says that in Alfred'sreign,
;
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Book, ' of lianging llii: rooms in the oUl c<isiU», was only lo covir llic nakiJ
stone walls with tafifslry or arras, hung iipun tenter hooks, from which they
were easily taken down upon every reniovat."
The walls of tin- (iallnry at York Place, the residence of Cardinal Wolsuy,
Men "handed «ith cloth of gold and tissue of divers makings, and doth ol
nlver likewise on l>olh the sides, and ricli cloths of bmidkiii, of divers colours.''
That ta(icsliy had long Ijccn in common use, and that the execution of much
of it was very inferior, is proved by the frequent allusions lo it in old authors

;

and the uncouthness of the (igurcs with which
of ridicule willi the wits.
"

it

was wrought was a subject

Sliakspcrc, for instance, compares a person to the

shaven Hercules in llic sinireh'd worm-eaten tapestry."
The story of Hercules seems to have been a great favourite with tlie weavers,
other fabulous subjects. Historical scenes, likewise, both sacred and

among

profane, landscapes and hnnting pieces continually occur, as well as heraldic
representations
but, besides these cummon tapestries, the more splendid
;

rooms were furnished with cloth of gold, velvet, and flowered brocade.
A cheaper sort of hangings was used, under the name of 1" painted doth,"
being in fact, nothing more than canvas painted in tempera or oil with various
Falstafl, in the enumedevices, mottoes, moral proverbs, and wise sayings.
ration of his ragged regiment, describes some of his fallowers as " slaves as
ragged as Lazarus in (he painted cUilh," and Beatrice playfully boasts of
having borroweil her pithy answers from the "painted cloths."
Hangings, also, of embossed leather were introduced about this time from
Spain, ornamented with figures of various kinds in gold, silver, and colours,
and were mostly used for the smaller rooms. Some specimens of these still

looms, called

tlic

'

t:i'

at

17

" gallery,"

chambir," (he

and the 'parlour" or

privy room," appropriated to the use of the proprietor and Ins guests. The
furniture here was of a more co.stly character; we read of high-backed carved
chairs, joined stools with cushions covered in various rich materials and
fringed, foot-8(ools, turned chairs, and "lyttle guilt chairs for the women,'
curtains over the » indows and doors, high screens of many folds wilh tapeslry cloths lliroivn over Ihem, long tabli's and square tables wilh ricli cover-

ings,

and smaller tables of rare woods, sumclimes prepared

gammon, a

small tapestry carpet before

I

lie

fire,

for eliess or back"conversation stools" with

ornamented ends and backs, varieties of cushions and window pillows, carved
cabinels, coffers and chests of cypress and ivory, and andirons of dilVcrcnt
nielils on a raised hearth, with llie other fittings of the fire-place.
We cannot aflbrd much space to go into the detail of these matters, but a
few may be nolicel.
Ihc tables appear to have had but little variety and their workmanship
was in general of a rude character, being concealed by the rich coverings.
We have described them above as oblong and square, and we find round tables
;

on

and daws mentioned by the writers of

pillar

(he time.

There

is

an elegant

one in Montfaiicon, and several are engraved in .Shaw's work. They could
not have been very uncommon, for in Henry IV,, the hostess speaks of Falher " round table by a sea-coal
Chairs and settees were in some variety, as

stafl 's sitting at

fire."

remarked.

bcfiire

There was

usually a canopy or cloth of state over the chair of Ihc noble master of the

Malvolio, in his dream of greatness, imagines himself "silling in his
is described by Menenius as " sitting in his state, like
for Alexander."

house.
state,"

and Coriolanus

remain.

a thing

made

was presented to
House of Commons from the chartered Society of Painters, complaining
of the decay of the art and praying a redress of their grievances. It con-

have accounts of arm-chairs wilh stuffed backs and sides, and others
" Flemish" chairs, " scrolled" chairs, and " turned" chairs, in ebony,
walnut, cherry-tree. &c., with long panelled backs; and low arm-chairs
adorned with ivory knobs and inlayings, of Flemish or Italian manufacture
but the more usual seats were stools with rich cushions.
The pillows and cushions with which the stools and window scats were furnished, may be considered as the precursors of our modern Ollomans, and
seem to have afl'orded a favourite field for Ihc display of the taste of our ancestors
they w ere variously shaped and richly ornamented with embroidery,
sometimes of gold, silver, and pearl. Shakspere mentions "Turkey cushions
bossed wilh pearl," which wou'd imply that they were often imported from

In the si'venleenth yearrof lEIizabcth's reign, a petition

the

cludes with the following passage, " These walls, thus curiously painted in
former ages, the images so pciicelly done, do witness our forefathers' care in

cherishing this art."
Painting on walls in England

is

of high anticjuity

many

painters in his service, and Chaucer has

;

Henry HI. kept several

allusions to the painting on

the walls of his time.

sometimes divided about lialfway,

tlie

;

;

" More

lights,

ye knave?, and turn the tables up."

At the end of the hall, on a platform or dais raised by three or more steps,
was the scat of the master, at the "orsille" or high table under a canopy or
" cloth of estale," as it was called, with his family around him and his retainers at two tables down the sides.
The cupboards were in many respecis the prototype of our modern sideboards. They were of different kinds, some of common boarding, supported
by

trestles,

with'carpet or tapestry coverings

for the display of plate,

;

others were framed in stages

and richly carved, and were then generally called

court cupboards.

Of

and the other services of the table it will be beyond our
subject tt) take notice
but those who would wish more information on this
point cannot do better than consult Hunt's valuable work on Tudor architecture, from which many of the details in this part of the paper have been
the plate itself

i

taken.
of tables, previously to the Tudor period, bad been of car" In the Iblh century," says Kosbroke, in his Encyclopedia of Anti-

The coverings
pels.

i

:

upper part being decorated with figures relieved in plaster and painted in their proper colours on
the while ground, and tlic lower division either covered with panelled wainscot, or hung with tapeslry.
On the vacant spaces were often suspended the antlers of the deer, affording
at once an ornament for the walls and a subject of conversation for the host
and his guests; and a great hall was scarcely considered complete without
the display of suils of armour and warlike weapons.
it consisted chiefly of oaken tables
Tiie furniture of the hall wasbutscanly
and benches, cupboards for jilate, glasses, &c., a rere-doss for the fire in the
centre of the floor, a fire-fork and tongs.
The tables were of clumsy make, on massive shaped standards, morticed to
the floor others were hinged for the convenience of folding, and supported
by trestles. Capulet says
Tlie walls were

Me

called

we find carpets of English work, willi arms in the centre, a square
carpet-cloth for the table willi arms one large carpet for a coop-board ; and
carpets fringed with crewel ;'' but in Elizabeth's time, fine linen or iiapenj, as
quities,

;

was called, was generally used by the higher classes. At Wolsey's feasts
we read of " fine damask table-cloths, sweetly perfumed." Many of these
were of most expensive make. In Ben Jonson's " Silent Woman," one of the
characters complains of a table-cloth being stained which had cost her £18.
The remaining furniture of the hall consisted sometimes of shove-groat
tables and shovel-boards, the latter of which were sometimes made of rare

it

woods, and may be considered as the billiard tables of the age.
There were also boards for playing dice, eribbage, trictrac, (similar to
draughts) and trou-niadame, a kind ot bagatelle.
In the houses of noblemen and rich commoners there were generally superior

the East.

The cabinets were of massive form, with heavy turned pillars, both these
and the panelling overloaded wilh elaborate carving; but the interior fittings
and comfortless style.
The chests were generally raised upon feci, and profusely ornamented with
carving. They were often made of cypress wood, which was esteemed as
having the property of neither rotting nor becoming worm-eaten. Some
commentators on the Bible have considered it identical w ith the Gopher wood,

in a very rougli

Noah framed the ark.
The ivory collers for holding jewels were small, with silver and gilt locks,
and ricjily decorated. Shaksixrc has an illusion to these chests in Twelfth
Night:
"
The beauteous evil
of which

Are empty trunks, o'er fiourished by the devil."
Standing and folding screens were sometimes painlcd, but more generally
mere frames, over which rich coverings were thrown though some were occasionally used which are desciibed as " little fine wicker screens," in frames
;

of walnut-tree.
walls, or " painted tables," as they were called, and
we must pass over.
Table clocks were used, richly chased and gill; they sometimes hail a
double set of hours, that is, were numbered from one to twenty-four.
Looking-glasses \i ere lo be found in a few of the houses of the time, but

The pictures on the

the musical instruments, such as the virginals,

w ere by no means a general ornament, being confined chiefly to the best bedchamber. They were principally imported from France. In the privy-purse
exivnses of Henry Vlli. in 1.532, we meet with payment lo a Frenchman for
"certaine looking-glasses," and at Goodrich Court is a fine specimen of one
of llic time of Queen Elizabeth, which has been engraved by Mr. Shaw. It
is dated 1359.
Small mirrors were carried about.their iiersons by the fashionables of the day.

Among the presents to Queen Elizalwlh, we find a "standisli of ebony
garnished with silver, wilh two boxes of silver for ink and dust, with a looking-glass in the inside of the cover," and Wdsey is said by Slow lo have
used a slandish of silver gill. Elizibelli also received as a present " a desk
on wilh divers devices, and a pair of tables and chess-board, three
boxes for the compters, and forty compters."
must not be supposed that all these luxuries and conveniences were to

lo write

silver
It

time even in the courl itself
there was a deficiency, as ajipears from a whimsical passage in llarington's
•'
NugsE Antiqu.e." He comidaiiis of the hardness of the seals, and in(|uires
be found in every nobleman's house of the

if it

:

would not "as well become the slate of the chamber lo have easye
and lyned forms and stools for the lords and Icdyes to sit on, as great

ffuilted
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planke Jurms, that Iwo yeoman can scant remove out of
waynscot stools so liard, that since great breeches were layd aside,

and
men can

" To raise the

their jilaccs,

scant indewr to

on."
Tlicre was one room, also, which does not occur in every mansion uf the
but where it docs it seems to have been highly
time, namely, the library
considered, so much so, as to be entitled " Paradise." In the descriptions of
sit

Piich panel in achievements clothing,"
he should be careful not to expose himself to the charge contained in the
of the verse, by adopting the

" Huge windows that exclude the

;

old houses "great and lilUc Paradise,'' freijuently occur. At Wn-ssil Castle,
Yorkshire, an ancient seat of the Pereies. there was " one thyng," says Leland, "I likid e.\ceeding1y in one of the lowers; that was a study eallid
'

Paradise,'

wher was a

about

closett in the middle, of eight st|uares laltiscd

at the top of every square was a deske ledged to fit bookcs on and cofcrs
within them, and these seemed as yoined Iiard to the top of (his elossctt

and

and yet by pidling, one or al would come down briste high in rabattes and
serve for deskes to lay bookes on."'
In noticing the fittings-np of the bed-chambers, we need mention little
except the bedstead and bedding, as the chairs, stools, &c were very similar
,

to those of the other rooms. To this we may add that the bedsteads were of
a massive character, with the pillars, headboards and canopies, or spervers,
elaborately carved and variously painted in lively and decided colours,
hatched with gold. The pillars were sometimes surmounted with gilded vanes,
The hangings need not be farther described, than as being of the richest maThe art of
terials, oflen worked by the hands of the ladies of the family.

needlework was the fashionable pursuit. Henry VIII. 's daughters, Mary
and Elizabeth, were good needlewomen, and Anne Boleyn embroidered the
They were bequeathed from one generation
tester of a bed for her husband.
to another, and often, indeed, entailed.
.Some of the state beds of the time exhibited the utmost magnificence, and
were distinguished by liighllown appellations. M'olsey had one calleil the
"Infantilege" and another called the "Sun."— The bedstead was generally
placed on a raised step, and was sufhciently high to allow a smaller one on
castors to be rolled under it in the day time, forming the "standing-bed"
and " truckle-bed" alluded to in the Merry AVives of Windsor. The latter
is sometimes styled " trundle" bed.
There seems to have been no want of well-stuffed wool mattresses, down
beds and bolsters, blankets of fuslain or wool, and sheets of fine linen but
in the counterpoints or counter^'dHcs, as they were afterwards called, from
being worked in diamond or'square figures, the utmost magnificence was disJilayed;— coverlets of satin damask, velvet and the richest furs are of constant occurrence in old wills and inventories.
and
Larj^e heavy wardrobes, with curtains to draw, were another article,
large trunks called trussing-chests were used as depositories of the bedding
;

;

—

Beside the bed lay a narrow -carpet of tapestry,
were not wanting in the chamber.

—and rich chairs

here conclude this

list,

for the inferior

offices

demand our attention.
In considering the proper manner of adapting the Elizabethan style to the
it may be necessary in the first place to divest our-

scarcely

use of the present day,

selves of whatever predilection

The influence

we may

feel for

any other

of taste or the prejudice of education

style of deciiration.

may

lead

some

to

con-

disadvantageously with the classic style, and it would be scarcely
Comparisons are proverbially invidious,
fair to expose it to so severe a test,
and we must judge it by its own merits alone, without reference to those of

trast

it

others.

An

excellent study of the general

features of this style

is

to be found in

'•
English mansions of the olden time."
not alone for the faithful delineation of the mansions themselves that it
The appropriate furniture of the apartments, and the
picturesque grouping of the figures, represented as engaged .in various occupations or sports, exhibit the most perfect acquaintance with the habits and
customs of the diflerent periods, and bestow a charm on the whole, which
mere architcctuial details alone would never have imparted. As the work,

Mr. Nash's admirable work on the
It is
is

passages (hat lead to nothing."

it
for even in the best specimens that
something
appearing which detracts much from our admiration. Turn for instance to
Richardson's work, and ob>erve some of the illustrations of Claverton House.
Nothing can be in better taste than some of Ihe details (The Screen, Plate
;

are left us, in the midst of all their beauties, there is continually

viii.

—The enriched Columns of

Plate

xi.

—The Pilaster,

so truly valuable.

Plate xvi. Sic.)

:

but

on the other hand examine the barbarous figures in the carving (Chimneypiece of Hall, Plate xv. &c.)
no one can look at them with any pleasure,
except as a curious object of anticjuity, and with the same mi.xed feelings
which are excited by the strange attempts at [lerspeclive in a highly-finished
Chinese painting. Not even the most enthubiastic admirer of the Klizabethan
style can defend such outrageous representations, or wish them adopted in
modern im'tations Mr. llowitt in his " Visits to Remarkable Places" describes
in an amusing manner some uncouth specimens of the kind, which he saw at
Complon Wynyates, an Elizabethan mansion in M'arwickshire.
The multitude of small square panels introduced on Ihe walls is also a sad
disfigurement: look in Richardson at the illustrations of the Duke's House,
Bradford, and more particularly at the .'^tar Chamber, which fully confirm
these remarks. That splendid structure, Holland House, with all its beauties,
is in some parts liable lo the same charge.
These objections may be considered presumptuous
it is by no means, however, in a spirit of cavilling
that they are made, but solely from an anxious desire to arrive at Ihe best
;

;

mode

of carrying out the style efl'ectually.

In fact, the pruning-knife appears to be the principal requisite, for the very luxuriance of the style is its
greatest fault.

It

too elaborate, the ornaments too complex and redunis often lost sight of in too great an attention to

is

dant, and the general effect
details.

The barbarous representation of the human figure, alluded to above, in the
carved relievos of chimney-pieces and panels, was also one of the great defects ot the arras hangings.
Some of the taiicslry of the age was doubtless
of the best execution indeed the very factof Rafiaelle having been employed
to design Cartoons for the purpose of being worked sufficiently attests it
but there can be little doubt that by far the greater part was in a barbarous
style
forjudging from the quantity of rubbish that has descended to us, ive
;

;

The

a tolerable estimate of

what has perished.

revival of a taste for this article for covering walls cannot be desired

manner

they can be decorated in a better and cheaper

rooms and the

rest

light,

Interiors committed to us shoulil studiously strive to

avoid the redundances that disfigure

and seals

The dressing-table w as also elaborately furnished with rich coverings, and
over it sometimes hung a mirror of polished steel in velvet frame embroidered
with gold.

We may

And
So we ourselves in the

may make

for removal.

[January,

ceiling's fretted height,

hanging and painting, with the facilities they afford
and the recent revival of fresco-painting will be quite
"fly bitten' tapestries.

;

;

Ihe varieties of paperfor continual renewal,

sufficient

without these

They have, however, admirers, and haveof late been

introduced somewhat largely into this country

;

— many specimens have been of

good design and most brilliant colouring but it is impossible for Ihe most skilful hand torepresentihe human figure, orevenlandscape, in tapestry orneedlework with half the effect that would be given by the jwncil and colours of
the artist. The nice gradations of nature cannot be produced by the materials
employed, and the general effect of the representation is consequently crude
and raw.
There is one description of hangings used by our ancestors, which has been
recently revived in France and imported into this country namely, embossed
leather.
From the great control the manufacturer has obtained over this
article, there is little doubt of its being capable of introduction with good
cflect
but there is a limit to its capabilities, and Ihe attempt to execute it in
high relief has proved a comparative failure.
The representation of festoons of fruit, flowers, &c., in the same material
(the " Pi II II en plastiijiic," as it is aftieetedly called, when an English name
might as well be used) has obtained much patronage of late years. It is susceptible of l»ing used with advantage as an enrichment, taking care not lo
;

—

;

overdo

it,

but there

however, includes mansions of all dates, those who consult it with reference
to the Elizabethan period must be careful not to confound the examples with
those of later date. Another work of similar kind, and entitled to equal consideration is, the " Baronial Halls," now publishing by Mr. S. C. Hall, which

of appearance

by some of the best artists of the day.
To those who are prevented visiting the mansions themselves, nothing betcan be recommended than the study of superior works like tliese, from
which the modern adapters of the style may select those particular beauties
which give it its distinctive character, and at the same time learn to avoid its

is

is

carving in wood, lo

nounce

it

room

improvement, as a metallic harshness
which renders it very inferior lo good
which some of its admirers have not hesitated to jwois

great

perceptible about

for
it,

fully ctjual.

How

An architect would be justly exposed to ridicule, who in designing a mansion in this style should borrow its faults instead of its beauties, or adopt its
more elegant features only to misapply them. While with praiseworthy am-

far the use of this article can be justified in an Elizabethan interior
however a matter of consideration. It has no precedent in the edifices of
that age, the more perfect imitation of nature which forms its principal recommendation not having been introduced until nearly the end of the seventeenth century by GrinUng Gibbons and his contemporaries. But the efiective manner in which it would harmonize with the more elegant features of
the Elizabethan might almost reconcile us to the anachronism.
There is another feature of the Elizabethan style, that is, the introduction
of elaborate open work in panels, friezes, &c., which modern improvement in
mechanics renders easy of adoption, thereby affording a handsome and cha-

bition aspiring.

racteristic

is illustrated

ter

peculiar faults.

mode of decoration

at a cqpipatatively small expense.

When

J
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tlie

paiis are sliglilly rclieveil with carving, llie i-dVct

more iiromincnt

is

;

greatly enliance<l.

kind exhibits a wonderful
play of fancy in the artists of the lime, reminding us in some degree of the
in socking for
occasionally,
Imt
the
Kast
of
light and graceful araljcs'iues

The

intricacy

19

ment in the selection of his models, with a view of adopting only the more
for as this style has a very magnificent cHect when proexcellent features
perly treated, so there is none more ridiculously oltensive when imitated

i.f llie

pattern in old workb of

tliis

without taste or discrimination.

;

hecamc stiff and heavy, teeming with
abrupt turns and sudden transitions, and producing a feeling of « onder rather
than pleasure. It is lure Ihit judgment is most reijuircd on the part of the

new combinations,

their scroll-work

for there
imitator, leading him to adopt the beautiful and avoid the absurd
fatal facility
is no style, not even the Louis Quatome, that afi'ords a more
than the Elizabethan for the exercise of bad taste.
The knobs and bosses and the imitative jewels vihich abound in the ornamental work of the age may also be used with good efliici, and the introduction of emblaxuned letters and armorial Ijenrings will give a richness to a
piece of furniture eminently characteristic of the style.
The carved enrichments so abundant in old houses have been much sought
by our modern adapters. We cannot but observe with p:iin the gross absurdsometimes by their want of taste, but
ities into which they have been led,
;

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
TIIK

The immense quantities of
often, it is be feared, by want of principle.
rubbish imported of late years from the cimtinent is really amazing. Engthese respects much in the
foreigners
in
regarded
by
been
have
to
seems
land
way savages were estimated by our early navigators, in whose eyes a worthmost
valuable article. Ship,
equivalent
to
the
bead
was
glass
less button or a
loads of brackets and panellings, r.iils and staircases, the refuseof old Flemish
houses, disfigured, instead of ornamented, with the most barbarous carving,
more

The sight of some of our old curiosity-shops is
sickening to the eye of taste. It is possible there may be a few valuable articles concealed among the heaps of rubbish, but they are like Gratiano's two
grains of w heat hid in two bushels of chaff.
Many of the points of the Elizabethan style, in thsmselves beauties, cease
to be so, if introduced out of place, or too often repeated in the same room

mercenary speculators.

or the same set of furniture. Spiral pillars, for instance, are in themselves
elegant and very characteristic of the style, but the excessive use of them cansee them often repeated perpendicularly^
not be too much deprecated.
horizontally, diagonally, till the eye becomes absolutely fatigued. The per-

We

be safely recommended as the only one warranted
Handsome as they are, however, there is one manner in

may

by correct taste.
which they are introduced in old houses and articles of furniture, that had
it is when a large spiral column is supbatter be avoided in modern use

—

ported by two, three, or four smaller ones, in defiance of the ordinary principles of almost every order of architecture.

In adapting this style to modern articles,

it is

not enough, as

if

often done,

to introduce a few Elizabethan features in the detail, leaving the form and
mouldings framed after the Grecian. \Ve must all have often observed with

pain the exhibition of pieces of furniture professedly executed in this style,
the only genuine feature of which is perhaps a clumsy shield-like panel, or a
couple of distorted brackets, the rest being a barbarous mixture of Grecian
Such combinations are most ofl'ensive to the
foliage and French scroll-work.
eye of

taste.

SCOTTISH

SOCll';rV

OF ARTS.

The following communications were made:— 1. Description of the Climbing
Machine, used in examining a Rent in the great Chimney at St. Rollox. By
Professor Gordon, University of (ilasgow, and Lawrenre Hill, Kscj., civil engineers.
Communicated by David Stevenson, Esq., Vice President. A model
and draw ings w ere exhibited. he great chimney built by Messrs. Tcnnant, at
St. iiollo.x, for carrying olT the noxious gases from the works, and dispersing
them at such an elevation that ihey may bediluted before descending to the surrounding houses, measures 440 feet in height from the surface of llie ground
The foundation courses are l.'i feet in depth, so that the whole height of the
building is 4,5.') feet it is 40 feet in diameter at the ba.sc and 13 at the top.
There are lij millions of bricks in it, and the whole work was completed in six
months, without accident. It was finished in June 1812, and in May 1844, a
rent was discovered in it on one side about 3G feet long, and extending from
a point 100 feet from the top downwards. It gradually increased during June
and July, and then a similar one was discovered on the opposite side. This
created some anxiety, and it was considered advisable to examine them, but
a difficulty occurred in reaching this point, 280 feet from the ground. Scaffolding was first thought of, but the expense of this would have been great; a
balloon was proposed, but that also, for obvious reasons, was not carried out.
Professor Gordon and Mr. Hill have solved the difficulty by the invention of
their climbing machine. By this sim|ile apparatus, a working model of which
was exhibited to the Society, two men worked themselves up at the rate of 30
feet a-day, gaining the desired elevation in nine days. The machine consists
of a cradle, which was lioisted up through different stages of five feet in
height, by means of two ropes, one on either side of the cradle, these ropes
were attached by hooks to lew ises driven into the building, in advance of the
cradle as it travelled upwards, and passing round pulleys fixed to the cradle,
The height of the
it was worked up by means of an ingenious apparatus.
lewises being' gained, safety chains were made fast to them, and the ropes
being unwound were hooked to other tw o lewises fixed in the wall five teet
above the cage or cradle, and it was again hoisted tluougli another stage,
and so on to the height of 270 feet. The cracks were examined, and supposed
to be produced by heat
they were plastered up, and another ascent is to be
;

use.
To the
the least regard to propriety of design, into articles for modern
disgiace of the national taste, these wretched combinations, oll'ered under the
name of Klizakethan, have met a ready sale, and realized a good profit to the

:

I.

'1

have been brought over by speculating individuals, and worked up, without

pendicular position

ROYA

The whole form and outline should be changed, and assimilated,

much as modern convenience will allow, to its Elizabethan model. But in
imitating old chairs, sofas, settees, &c., we should not olavishly follow them
for their high backs and shallow seats are scarcely compatible with modern
as

;

the necessary alterations in these cases must be left to the
ideas of comfort
We may observe that pinnacles, crockets, and
sharp points should Ik avoided, as being likely to prove destructive of female
;

judgment of the adapter.

;

made soon

increase, when means will
The succeeding ascents will be rendered comparawas taken to fix a pulley in the chimney, at the
site of the cracks, through which a rope passes communicating with the ground
A process has been discovered by which the gases evolved in the progress of
the works can be disposed of without passing them up this chimney
but
120 tons of coal are consumed in the St. Rollox works daily, the whole products of which pass up the great chimney, drawn in some cases through Hues
to ascertain if they are continuing to

be taken to secure them.

tively easy, as the precaution

;

400 yards long.
2. Verbal Description of a Self-Registering Barometer, invented by Robert
Eryson, Esq., F. R.S. E. The instrument was explained and exhibited in

apparel.

action by Alexander Bryson, Esq. This barometer has been in action since 22il

Care also should be taken to avoid introducing the ecclesiastical style into
household furniture. Hunt, in his valuable work, observes that " church and
house architecture were not so dissimilar in character as church and house
furniture. Making, therefore, dining room seals diminuli\e.s of cathedral

June, 1843, and has registered at every hour, day and night, the height of the
column of mercury. Since its commencement it has registered upwards of

and machicolaling bedsteads, as has been the
more glaring incongruities than mingling ecclesiastical with

the instrument when he gives the second portion of his communication, viz.,
the results of the observations, wilh the light tiirown by means of them on
barometic diurnal variation. Thanks voted and referred to a committee.
3. Sir George S. Mackenzie, Bart., exhibiied another si^cimen of Mr. Clieverton's Sculpture in Ivory, being a bust of the late Professor Playfair. It
was much admired on account of the accuracy of the likeness, and great delu

stalls, crenellating

practice, are

still

domestic features

footstools

in the construction of

one edifice."

remarks of Hunt's should not be disregarded, although they refer
than the Elizabethan, for the principle is the same in
but we may take this opportunity of recommemliug that in the follow-

The.sc

more
loth

to the (iothic
;

ing-out of the Elizabethan, so as to give it a distinctive character, care should
be taken to lean ntther to the Italian than the Gothic.
The state beds of the age of Elizaljcth are ill many respects worthy of admiration, and afford good examples for imitation, with some exceptions. The
supporting pillars are often outrageously heavy in the design, and the carving

both of them and ihe headboards is sometimes overdone. The sameremarks
will apply to the supporting I'lames and standards of Ihe tables, &c.
In concluding this imperlea essay it may be advisable once more to remind
the

modern

imitator of this style of the necessity of exercising a careful judg-

12,000 observations which have been tabulated, and were exhibited to the
Mr. A. Bryson stated that he would givi' a written description of

Society.

cacy of the sculpture.

Thanks

voted.

Account of the Prussiatype, a new Photographic Process. By Mr. R. K.
Smith, Blackford, Auchterarder. Specimens were exhibited. In reference to
this new process, it was observed by a member that it promised to be a very
useful and simple method, inasmucli as by it positive pictures are at once produced without the necessity of first having a negative one and that thus the
pictures were likely lobe sharper than where negative pictures are first used,
providing it shall turn out on trial that the photographic paper prepared in
4.

;

this

way

is sullicierilly

sensi tiyc,

3*
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[January,

In the same year, the old or north harbour (Fig. 1),
was commenced. With the exception of the pier heads, which were founded
by the author, for the contractor, at a depth of 4 feel below low-water mark,
the outer walls were all constructed above that level, on a bed of bine clay
mixed with stones. The works were of ordinary construction, having behind
the face-walls clay puddle, within which, sand was used as hearting.
A mass
of boulders, whose tops reached the level of half tide, lay outside the pier
heads, and protected them from the action of the sea.
This harbour was
finished in 1811 at an expense of .£10,400.
The bed of Wick Bay is sand to a considerable depth this sand, when
disturbed by storms, is driven in great quantities to tiie head of the bay,
where the river empties itself into the sea; with freshes, in easy weather,
the river carries the sand, thus lodged near its course, towards the harbour
entrance.
The north harbour thus soon became nearly fdled with sand, from
the nature of its situation and the position of its entrance, and owing to this,
and the very small rise of tide at this place, the depth of water iu the interior, with ordinary spring tides, did not exceed 8 feet 6 inches.
designs of Mr. Telford.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
March

12.

— The President

Town and Harbour
"Account of

from

the

Town and Harbour of

ttieir origin

in

1803

to

in the Chair.

of Piu.teney-Town'.
Piilteney-Toivn (Wicli, Caithness),

year 1844."— By James

t lie

Bremneb, M.

Inst. C. E.

Pultenev-Town and Haihour, situated in N. latitude 58^ 20' 45" and W.
lonf'ilude 3° 3' 56", are the property of the British Fisheries Society, which
was°established under Acts of Parliament, for the purposes of extending the
They were under
fislieries, and improving; tlie sea-coasts of Nortii Britain.
these Acts, empowered to construct this harbour, which, with the town, was
planned by Mr. Telford in 1803 both are located npon the property of Sir
George Dtnihar of Ilempriggs, and are separated from the bnrgli of Wick by
the river, which is spanned by a stone bridge of three arches, with a clear
water-wav of 156 feet it was built in 1S05 by Mr. G. Burn, also from the

;

;

:

Plan of Pulteney-Towii
Harbour, witli improved
improvements. By J.
Bremner, M. Inst. C. E.

The

rise

(Figs. 2, 3,

:,

f /

^C

of tide at Pulteney-Town, as

and

4),

is,

shown

with neap tides^ 5 feet

in the

accompanying sections

i

Fig. 4.

with ordinary springs 9 feet

;

Fig. 2.

Cross ^'etlion nt Norlli

Piei

Fig. 3.

Cross Section of Proposed Pier.
and, with extraordinary springs, from the point of the lowest ebb,
How, is 13 feet. From this some idea may he formed
of the ditlieulty of making a harbour, sufficient for the ingress ami egress of
5o that (o obtain a suftithe ordinary size of vessels, even with spring tides
cient depth of water, it was requisite that the piers should be forujed under
low-water mark. To account for this limited rise of tide is not ditiicult.
The Bay of Wick is only 1 7 miles from the east entrance of the Pentlaud
Thisfrilh.or
Frith, which separates the Orkney Islands from the mainland.
strait, being only 7 miles wide, is quite inadequate to communicate each tide
to the Moray Frith, the rise and fall of the North Atlantic ocean on its
western side. From this source, the tide in it flows for 7i hours at the rate o

6 inches

;

to that of the highest

;

I

Cross Section

ol rionlli

I'u]
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miles au lionr wliile from tlie Moray Fi itii, at tlie north side of the mouth
1
of which Pulteney-Towii is situated, it ebbs only 4.J hours, on account of the
harrier formed liy the Orkney Islands; accordingly, vessels hound to the
eastward find no clitliculty in gelling through this strait while those proceeding westwar<l having so limited a tide, arc often p\it hack from near
Cape Wrath in altcnipting to get round it. The north hnrhonr was lirst used
by coasting ve.sils, which at that time were of a very small size, from freights
After
being so high as to enable the smallest class of vessels to pay well.
1

;

;

the conclusion of the continental war, however, freights were lowered so
that small vessels, for which this harbour was only fitted, could no longer be
This occasioned the use of vessels of a larger draught
of water, which rendered the north harbour almost useless.
The practice of partially loading in the harbour, and liuishing in the hay
by means of boats, was not only attended with extra expense, but also, in
many cases, with the loss of lives ami properly, owing to the very great exposure of Wick Day. This, together with the cost of removing the sand that
accumulaleil in the harbour, and the rising prosperity of the town, led to the
This prosperity was chiefly
erection of the south harbour in deeper water.
induced by the success of the herring fishery, for which I'ulteney-Town has
perhaps
the largest fishingit
now
reputation,
and
is
always sustaineil a high

lucratively employed.

port of the kind in (ireat Britain.

—

Construction of thf llARnorn. The survey for the south harbour
was made by Mr. .1. Mitchell, ami bis plan for it, after being revised by Mr.
The contract, which embraced the present
Telford, was adopted in 182:{.
quay, and 17.') lineal feet of the south pier from the inner angle, was let to
the author, and in 1825 he was directed to extend this pier 100 feet further
and in I82G he was again called upon to construct an extension of the south
pier to its present length, a great part of it being from 4 feel to 8 feet under
In the same year, the author entered
the line of the lowest spring tides.
into a contract for building the north pier; building and embanking the
jetty
making au opening from the south to the north harbour; and closing
in the old entrance of it; and for completing tlie harbour as it remains at
;

;

present.

In preparing to carry on these works, two powerful barges of 40 tons and
60 tons burthen respectively, were built; one of them having one crane, and
liy means of a double line of
the other two cranes on a new construction.
railroad to the quarry, a plentiful supply of slone was procured at all times.
to carry stones from a part
I he barges were also, in good weather, enabled
of the hay about a mile without the harbour, and were worked with safety
and expedition, by means of track-lines laid out in the direction of the loading place. The importance of having a large supply of materials for a work
of such magnitude and hazard, will at once be seen, when it is stated, that
Aware
only about 24 weeks in the year arc fit for carrying on such works.
of this danger, and of the heavy nature of the work of forming the last 100
feet of the south pier, the author had a large number of masons, quarriers,
lightermen, and other men employe.l night and day in the season of 1827,
and had made rapid progress towards its completion. All would have been
finished by the 20tbof September of that year, but unfortunately on the 10th
of that mouth a violent storm arose, and, notwithstanding the temporary
blocking up, which was used as a precautionary measure, about 100 feet of
the pier head were swept down in one tide, to the level of low water. From
having to bonil the last portion properly with the end of the former, this
joining was laid open, and 20 feet within it was also laid in ruins by the nr.xt
tide.
The stones were carried to a distance of nearly 100 feet from the
work, by the force of the sea, and chiefly into deep water.
To prevent the breach from spreading, and causing the destruction of the
whole work, 50 shipwrights, and .300 masons and labourers were employed,
in placing neariy 40 tons of chain cables round the open end, and upon the
pitching of the roadway, and fastened them securely inwards this was accomplished in two tides, although the storm did not abate. Very large stones
were afterwards laid on the open end this proceeding, with due attention to
the chains, was the means ot avoiding the destruction of the whole work,
during the stormy winter that followed as it was, the loss sustained in the
two tides amounted to 5,000/. The cause of this failure, may justly be ascribed to the great slope and the low parapet, by which the sea was thrown
a portion of
bodily upon tlie roadway, the pitching of which first gave way
;

;

;

;

the hearting then followed afterwards the front wall fell, until at length all
support was removed from the pitching stones of the slope, and they also
;

were carried away.
In order to prevent such an occurrence in future, a wall of large rough
stones was built under the parapet, as shown on the cross section of the south
the roadway pitching was, in addition, wedged firmly with fir
pier (Fig. 3)
wedges, on which cills of 1 J inch hoards, going along the roadway, were
on these cills, boards 1 inch in
spiked down at intervals of 10 inches apart
thickness were fixed and closely joined together, the outer ends laying to the
foot of the parapet, while the inner ends reached half way over the coping of
the front wall, so tliat the sea in falling from the parapet, was not allowed to
;

;

touch the pitching.
Early in the spring of 1828, preparations were .made for rebuilding the
so much difficulty was experienced in
the erection of machinery and clearing out the old materials, that it was
found easier to quarry most of the stones afresh, than to drag out of deep
water the stones which iiacl been carried thither by the sea.
The machinery used by the author, consisteil of four jib cranes, which v\ere
set in strong frames of timber, of suflicient height to build the front wall and

work which had been thrown down

the parapet.

There were

;

also Jtwo radiating

beam

cranes, each

110

feet

in

21

length working upon rails supported by posts built into the slope, moved,
round by a small rope tackle on each side, and having a travelling carriage
on each for the crane chain. These cranes took in the whole range of slope,
without being moved, and were very ellicient.
The stones used for the construction, were of hard quality and naturally
they varied in dimensions from ;5 feet lo 20 feet
well shaped for the work
''
feet to 8 feet in breadth, and 8 inches to 15 inches in thickin length, by
ness.
In tlic slope they were set on edge, and the courses were placed
diagonally; in the front wall they were laid Hat, the beds being perpendicular
lo the line of face.
In laying the foundations under water, the two-crane lighter was parlicn.
larly useful, one crane being used for clearing away the sand, hy means of a
bag and spoon, while the other set the stones in their places. The foundation course of the slope, consisted of large blocks of stone, each from 15 tons
to 20 tons weight, anil it was fur floating these stones, that the author first
used the casks, of which he presented the description to the Institution.
In the month of September in the same year, the whole length of 120 feet
of pier was completed, and since that period not a single stone has been removed hy the sea.
The parapet of the south pier being only C feet in height, with a flat slope
on the outside (Fig. o). was but ill adapted for artbrding a shelter on the inin fact the sea broke over it at high water as over
side of the pier in storms
After many representations on the part of the author, it
a half-tide rock.
was resolved to raise the iiarapet to the present height of 14 feet (Fig. 3),
which was done in the following year. The necessity for this, appears from
the fact, that even now, during storms, the spray is carried a distance of lOU
If the slope had been less, the force of
feet, after passing over the parapet.
the receding wave would have been increased, so as to counteract the force
of the wave, on meeting it, before touching the slope; at its present inclination of 3 to I, the receding wave only adds to the bulk and violence of the
;

;

approaching wave.
During the year 1830, great progress was made with the north pier and
the interior works. The harbour was excavated to the level of low water of
ordinary spring tides, and the material obtained was used in the hearting of
A very slight batter was given to the hack wall, because the sea,
the jetty.
in running along the face of the pier, at an angle of 45 . exerted but little
force against

it.

The south harbour was completed in 1830, and 20,900/., including the
opening connecting it with the north harbour, closing the old entrance, and
all repairs for three years after its completion ; the quarry was near, and
labour was cheap, or nearly double the amount would have been expended.
The effect of the north pier, in contracting the bay, has led to a large accumulation of sand on the north side of the river, which is a proof, in the
author's opinion, that if the sea he carried past the entrance of any harbour,
in this case, great change was
the sand is, necessarily, carried past with it
produced by the junction of the two harbours. The north harbour was rendered much more convenient and safe, and less liable to be sanded up it
was soon after deepened, and the pitching of its roadways partially rehiid.
It is still to be regretted, that in stormy weather, the south harbour does
not aflbrd proper shelter, and considering that it is surrounded (excepting a
slope of 300 feet in length), hy perpendicular walls, which add to the recoil
Besides this evil, it is liable
of the sea within, this is not to be wondered at.
to become partially sanded up, probably from the etlects of the river running
;

;

against the projection of the soulli pier, beyond the projection of the north
pier; the removal of this sand has been attended with some cost and trouble.

Casks used por Floating Large Stones.
Caslis iixecl for FInatimj Large Stones, to construct Sea
ll'afer."
By James Bremner, M. Inst. C. F.
The ordinary mode of conveying stones for harbour work, is by means of
two large boats, with baulks of timber lashed across them, from which rope
These tackles are hooked on to " lewises" insetted
tackles are suspended.

" Description

of the
Deep

ll'atbs in

and tightened at low water. When the tide flows the stone
and it can be conveyed to the spot where it is intended to be laid.
Stones weighing 40 tons each have been thus transported several miles, without dirticulty, in good weather; but it has been found, that the boats were
soon strained and became leaky, and on an exposed coast, when had weather
came on, they were liable to be destroyed; the author therefore devised the
plan described iu the paper, as a substitute for the united boats.
About eight years ago, the author was consulted as to the improvement of
the harbour of Banii', and the repairs of the sea slope of the north pier, ilie
He found, that the previous aifoundations of which had partially failed.
tempts at preventing the destruction of the pier, by laying down stones of
from 2 tons to 4 tons in weight, brought from a quarry in the neighbourhood,
had been quite ineflectual, as such materials could not withstand the force of
the waves,
lie had observed along the shore, at several miles westward of
the harbour, iu almost inaccessible situations, ranges of large rough stones of
hard quality, weighing from 25 tons to 40 tons each, and be deierndned to
It would have been almost impossiuse them for the repairs of the work.
ble to get the boats near them, so he resolved to use casks for the purpose,
somewhat
similar circumstances, at I'ultencyunder
as be had formerly done,
into the stones,
floats,

I'uwn harbour.

There was but little novelty in the construction of the casks (Figs. I and
which were of tir timber the ends had each two cross boards inside

2),

;
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with four props fitted between tliem, and there was a slip feather at each
there were also interior hoops of timber, strutted
joining of the end boards
from the centre by spokes, hke tliosc of a wheel, in the situation of the
;

Fig,

1.

[JA^tJARV,

by which was equivalent to lifting 12^ tons. AVhen rough weather came on,
the casks were easily disengaged, and were rolled to above high water-mark,
without the least injury. Even in a heavy surf stones have been buoyed out,
by means of a long towing-line fastened to the casks. The strength and
tightness of the casks were very remarkable
after being used for 24 hours,
scarcely a gallon of water was found in each cask.
This must, in some measure, be attributed to the swelling of the wood.
Four casks were used, and with them a length of 400 feet of the foundation was eft'ectually secured, in the course of a few months, and not a stone
has since been removed.
;

l

l

1

1

I

To ensure still further the stability of the stones when laid, the author
proposed to have a chain cable passed through a lewis in each stone, and
permanently fastened to the pier, so as to connect the whole together.
The application of these casks has not been confined to floating stones.
In Band', as well as in Macduti" Harbour, great inconvenience was felt, from
the want of a sufticient depth of water. In case of a vessel being fully loaded
up in the harbour, and the depth of water being insufficient, four of these
casks were attached, by means of chains previously passed under the vessel's
keel ; with the flowing tide, a lift equal to 44 tons, was given by the casks,
which were afterwards easily disengaged, when the vessel was outside, in
deep water. To a vessel of 100 tons register, a deficiency of la inches in
her draught of water, has been supplied by these means, the want of which
water would otherwise have occasioned detention and loss.
The author believes, that casks would be found equally efficacious, in removing stones from the beds of rivers, &c., as from dangerous and exposed
parts of the sea-coast.
The cost of each of the casks was 8/., ond they were not at all injured by
The charge for labour, in making lewisthe work they were used upon.
holes, fixing on the casks, and removing the stone three miles, was only
them into their proper places anil
l.v. Crf. per ton, which included lowering
towing back the casks; in short every expense, except that of finding casks

—

\-

and lewises.
The lewises used
serted was 2 inches

(Fig. 3),

were of the simplest kind, the shank part in\\ inch at the

in diameter at the bottom, tapering to

Fig.

^
'

_»

3.

jl^

..^sr

where a ring was welded into an eye; into this ring, the chains were
fastened, before letting in the lewis, which was done by means of two guide
rods of iron, close to the mouth of the jumper-hole the wedge was then

top,

C..A

;

by means of a pair of long-handled tongs a punch bar of iron
Although the lewis-holes were
its top to hammer it down.
perfectly cylindrical, not a single instance occurred of the lewis being drawn
out, even when raising the heaviest stones.
The author thinks, that the slope of Banff Harbour, which is horizontal
to 1 perpendicular, is much too flat, as no superincumbent weight being added
to the foundation course (on which the whole slope abutted), the stones
were liable to be moved outward, by the heavy recoil of the receding waves,
acting at low water on their surface and on the inner bed joints.
This was
the case with the new pier at Banff, which was designed by the late Mr'
Telford, and has also been foimd, in many other liaibours, to be a cause of

inserted,

;

being set on

by which the stone was borne ; the whole was hooped outwardly
made in the strongest manner, consistent with lightness, to

chains,

with iron, and

resist external pressure.

Where any

."i

of the stones were under low water,

wooden frames were used

casks were towed to the
spot, and at low water were attached to the stone, by means of chains passing thvough the lewis rings and over the casks.
At the top of each cask,
tlie spindle of one end of the chain, was passed through the ring of the other,
pulled tight, and fastened backward, by a small hempen line, to the chain.
Oil the flowing of the tide, which rose at that spot from 10 feet to l.'i feet,
the casks and the stone floated together, and were towed away by means of
a lioat
the stone was then moored over the spot where it was intended to
be laid, and at about half ebb, by means of a loug-handled knife, the small
lines, by which the chains were attached, were cut; the casks rose to the
surface, and the stone, being guided into its position by boat-hooks, fell into
its destined spot
the chains were then drawn away, and the casks were
again fixed on, at low water, to the next stone to be floated.
The advantages gained by these means were obvious. The coast was too
rugged and ilangerous to admit of a crane-lighter being used, and if it could
have been worked the stones were much too heavy to be lifted on deck, and
even then, there would have been some difliculty in moving a lighter such a
distance.
The stone displacing its own bulk of water, left not quite 13 cwt.
per ton for the casks to lift ; the sjiecific weight of water and of the stone
being 3C cubic feet, and l.l cubic feet respectively to the ton.
Each cask
weighed 2.'> cwt., and displaced 445 cubic feet of water so that two casks
lifted a gross weight of 34 1 tons of stone, the displacement of water caused
in boring the holes for inserting the lewis.

I'lie

;

:

;

The author suggests, that a curved slope of 1 to
constant outlay for repairs.
1, reckoning from the top of the parapet to the foundation, should be used,
and he has found that even a less slope than 1 to 1 answers very well, even
in very exposed situations, if the foundation can be let into the rock.

Fareham's Railway Switch.

A

model was exhibited of Param's Railway Switch.

The object of this invention was explained to be, that by means of an
apparatus attached to the locomotive engine and under the command of the
driver, the switches of the railway should be moved into such positions, as
would be necessary to divert the train into the required direction, and thus
render it unnecessary to have persons in attendance, to place the switches
In the arrangements of this apparatus,
correctly for the next coming train.
care was taken to avoid too sudden contact between the switches and the
It was stated, that if any obprojecting arm which caused the movement.
jection existed to placing the control of the switches under the engine-
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driver,

coidd

part of the a|)paratiis touUI lie suppressed, and tlie switches
baiiil from the side of llic railway as at present j but
stated that system to be less useful and ccrtaiuthaii Ids plan.

tliat

be woikcd by

Mr. Faram

March

11).

— The TuKsiuiiNT

in the Chair.

Formation of thk Town L.vnds ok Mussei-burgh.
" DencriptioH of the furmatiim of the Toivn-lamU of Muuetburgh, on the
Uy Jamks IIav.
firth of Forth."

low alluvial land at the mouth of the
whieh eouiprehends Ihc town-lauds of Miisselburgli, to the extent
of at least -100 aeies had been gained from the sea, in the space of about
three hundred years, by the gradual operations of nature, unassisted by art.
If an excavation be made to the depth of a few feet, in ground that has not
been [ireviously disturbed, gravel and a few shells are found, the latter not
fossilised, but iu the same state in which they are found upon the beach at
this time; and in cutting a drain to a depth of 7 feet in this deposit, at a
quarter of a mile from the sea, the author found a piece of wrought-iron,
which was surrounded by a concretion of shells and gravel, clearly proving
He also mentions several facts, from
that the sea had recently been there.
ancient charters and leases, showing that the spot, where the present townformerly
have been beneath the level of
must
exist,
Musselburgh
lands of
The causes which eonliibutc towards producing these changes are,
the sea.
rain,
brings
down with its floods, the
swollen
by
when
river
lisk,
that the
detritus of the hills through which it passes, which, with the soil washed
arrested,
when
it meets the tide, and is
low-lands,
is
banks
of
the
the
from
thrown on the beach; then, by the action of the high north winds, the sand
is carried up from the gravel, anil raises the land several feel above the level
Another cause is, tliat
of the sea, and iu some places as much as 12 feet.
along the I'irth of Forth, and particularly between Leith and Newhaven, the
sea has made great encroachments, and about a mile west of Musselburgh
many acres of land have been swept away, the lighter portions of which, arc
carried eastward by a current setting in that direction, and are lodged near

The

autlior states, that the delta of

river lisk,

the

mouth

of the Esk.

lIvDRAULic Traversing Machine.
" Description of the Hydraulic Traversinij Frame, at the Bristol Terminus
of the Great Western Railwarj." By Arthur John Dodson, Assoc.
lust. C. E.
this machine is to transport the railway carriages, from tlie
of Ihe terminus, to the departure side, or to any one of the
lines, without the use of tuiu-tables, which cannot
always be conveniently or safely introduced, and also without any intersecThe apparatus consists of a wrought-iron
tion or derangement of the rails.
frame, connected by cross and diagonal pieces, and supported upon eight
At the four corucrs of the frame, cast-iron hydraulic
cast-iron wheels.
presses are tixed, and at one end of it, two force-pumps are placed, conUpon the
nected with the presses by copper pipes and gnn-metal nozzles.
wrought-iron plungers of the four presses, two additonal frames rest these

The object of

arrival side

several intermediate

S3

To explain this view,
nut in the nature of the ground iu which It occurred.
the formation of the oolitic district, so far as it relates to engineering purposes, is described generally, and a more particular account is given of the
valley of the liox brook, iu which this slip took place.
The Ashley cutting is situated about 5 miles on the London bide of Bath,
at the base of Kingsdowii Hill, the level of the rails being about 2'i feet
above the level of tlie Box Brook.
In Mr. Lonsdale's account of the oolitic district of Bath, the valley of the
Box Brook is styled, a'denudcd valley of the lias, or in other words, that the
action of denudation has ploughed into, but not through, the lias, whereas
The valley is one of the two
it has completely eroded the superjaecnl strata.
plains, which separate the parallel ridge of the great or upper oolite, which
occupies, with few exceptions, the sunmiits of the hills in that part of the
country. The extreme height of the range of hills at Lansdown, its western
feet above the level of the sea.
extremity, is about
The suininit of
Kingsdown-hill, behind the cutting, is rather higher than Box-hill, over the
tunnel ; and from the several heights given by ihe author it appears, that the
country slopes gradually from Kingsdow n-liill ti> the railway, at the rale of 1
in 11, exposing a slope of 1000 feel in length, to the ilecomposing action of
the atmosphere, and to the collection of water. I'rom the appearances of this
locality and other observations, the aulhur contends (hat a considerable
accumulation of drill from Ihc high lauds behind the cutting, had, in the
course of time, settled at the base of the hill, whereby llic original contour
of the valley of denudation had been altered ; that this had been caused by
the unremitting action of water and the atmosphere snioulliing down the
projections, and (illing up (he cavities with the unequal ellVcts of water upon
strata of dilTerent degrees of hardness, had left upon the slope; and that the
mass of loose stuff, through which the cutting was partly carried, was formed
from the slojie behind it, in the manner described, and was not part of the

SH

original stratification.

On the north' side of the valley, the upper oolite was generally wanting,
having been carried away, except from the tops of isolated hills, such as
Banner Down and Lansdown, which lie between the sea and the southern
and uiore continuous range. Owing to the slightness of the strike of the
country towards Bradford, it is contended that all the surface-water found its
way down the slope of the hill, or the line of steeper descent, little or none
being absorbed inlo the body of Ihe hill; that as even in winter very few
streams were visible, the vast quanliiy of water discovered in the cutting,
must have entered the surface above, and percolated the ground for a considerable distance, and at last found its way into the Box brook, whence it
carried considerable quantities of sand and silt, causing the subsidences at
the surface which were everywhere visible. In excavating the eastern part
of the cutting, holes of 12 inches to 18 inches diameter were found in the
loose ground; these had been evidently formed by the action of water, which
llowed from themju clear uninterrupted streams. That great changes of the
surface had occurred, was further evident, from the circumstance of finding
at a deiith of nearly 10 feet two human skeletons, whose bones were scattered and rubbed, as if they had been carried thither by the settling of a
semi-fluid mass.
The wood-cut (Fig. 1,) shows a cross section, giving the form of the oriNouiii.

Viix.

I.

sueiii.

;

arc attacbed to the lower frame, by four sets of parallel-motion bars, to
ensure their rising perpendicularly. The action of the machine is described
An opening being made in the train, the apparatus is pushed on
to the line of rails, and the carriage required to be moved is placed over it
when the frame is quite down. As soon as the carriage is brought directly
over the apparatus, a man works the larger pump acting upon the four

as follows

:

—

Cross section ot Box Valley, in the lino ol llie slip,
showing the alteration In tlic loutour of tlie valley
Ijy the aetumuliitiou ol llic drift.

hydraulic pres>es, which raises the frames until they are in contact with the
the smaller pump is then worked, until the
axles of the carriage wheels
The whole apparatus,
flanges of the carriage wheels are clear of the rails.
with the carriage suspended upon it, is then easily transported to any of the
lines of rails, and by unscrewing the stopper, which allows the water to flow
back from the presses into the cistern, the carriage is lowered on to the
rails ; it is then pushed back, and the apparatui is rolled over, ready for recommencing the operation, the whole transit not having occupied more than
;

a minute and a half.

Mr. Dodson stated, in answer to questions from the President, that this
hydraulic traversing frame had cost about 220/. that it was the only one of
the kind al present in use on the Great Western Uailway, but that in consequence of its action being so much approved, several others were expected
to be erected.
Mr. Brunei said, that the macldne in qneslion was made by Mr. A. Napier,
of Lambeth it was extremely well constructed, and he intended using others
He expected they would be less expensive than the one
of the same kind.
described, which was the first that had been made.
:

;

Land Sup

in

the Ashlev Cutting.

ginal valley, the strike of the strata, the position of the cutting, the drift as
supposed by the author, and the joints which traverse generally the secondary
stratification.
The position of the cutting with regard to these is shown as

being partly in the lias marl, and partly in the drift. The author ascribes
Ihe movement of the ground, entirely to the weight of the saturated drift,
cither forming a joint in the marl, its tendency being down the slope AB,
after the removal of the ground for the purposes of the railway, had destroyed its equilibrium, or acting upon a joint already in existence, so as to
detach the mass, and force it towards Ihe brook.
In Fig. 2 is seen a section of the valley at right angles to Fig. 1, with the
dip of the same strata, and the direction of the valley towards the sea.
From a joint consideration of these two sections, it will be seen, that the
drift in which the cutting is situated, is based npon the slopes .VB Fig. I and
CD Fig. 2. It was in a direction, compounded of these two, that the
,

' Account of the Land-Slip in Ashley Cutting, on the line of the Great
By John Geale Thomson, Grad. Inst. C. E.
IVi'slern Railway."

The object of the author of this paper is to show, that the land-slip which
he deacribes, had its origin in a peculiarity of the geological poution, and

ground was observed to move, and it was accordingly attributed to a sliding
motion of the drift, upon the surface of the marl, which idea appeared the
more feasible, as the liriil indication of the movement, was the separation of
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an immense unbroken mass from the side of the hill, and not of a gradual
oreaking back of the groimd, as generally happens, where the slip is attributwant of consisteniy in the stuff itseif. Subsequent examination

able to a

[January,

The necessity of attending to geology, as connected with engineering, is
insisted upon, as the author contends, that in almost all instances, the actual
surface of the country forms hut a jioor criterion, for judging of its original
The paper concludes, with examination

formation.

into the effects of water

clay, when in the ground and under pressure, and when exposed to the
The author attributes the disintegration of the
action of the atmosphere.
clay by water, in the latter case, solely to the degree of pressure it is subject
to, and cites some instances which came under his observation, in support of

upon

this opinion.

The account embraces a record of the work, extending over a space of
more than two years, so that it is impracticable within the limits of an abmore than an outline of it.
Mr. Lowe remarked, that the paper which had been read showed how intimately the science of geology was connected with that of civil engineering,
This could not be too
and of what essential asistance the study was.
strongly insisted upon, and it was very desirable that resident engineers on
railways should communicate to the Institution plain, but detailed accounts
of the events which occurred daily under their notice, and which, when illustrated by drawings like that which accompanied Mr. Thomson's paper,
would form invaluable records.
Mr. Sopwith said, that the detailed account given by Mr. Thomson, derived
additional interest from the circumstance of its relating to the district, and
to the same series of rocks which first led to the examination and arrangement of the strata of the British Isles, bj Mr. Smith, who bad been justly
stract to give

and experience, however,

satisfied the

author that the origin of the niov

ment was seated deeper, and that a mass of the lias had separated from th^
and this idea was
hill, somewhat in the form of the curve XYZ, in Fig. 1
;

subsequently verified, by the rising of the ground on the north side of the
The drift is stated
railway (where it is supposed the curve came out) at X.
to be in a highly saturated condition, owing to the great extent of its surface, its peculiar property of holding a considerable quantity of water, without falling to pieces, and to its being seated upon the lias marl, which is
Hence it is contended, that the surface of the marl is the floor
impervious.
of the water.seam, and the point to which drainage must be applied to be
and it is stated, that the weight of the drift was considerably reeffective
;

duced, by the means which were adopted to drain the eastern or upper half
of the cutting, to which, in the author's opinion, inui!t be attributed the nonextension of the slip, beyond the part primarily affected.
The author then proceeds to describe the means adopted with regard to
the moving ground, as well as the precautions taken afterwards, to prevent a
He states that
similar disaster taking place, where the ground was still firm.
the removal of the broken ground, to a blope of l.J to 1, was finally had
disfor
considerable
1
&
a
slope
A13,
Figs.
3,
recourse to, laying bare the
tance, and that all efforts to draw off the water from the drift, after it had
or
faggots
with
nibble
stone
Drains
filled
useless.
broken up, proved totally
but in most cases without effect, as they soon became choked by
the movement of the ground the further causes of their failure are commented upon in detail, as well as the benefit derived from the experience
which they afforded, in pointing out the proper mode of treatment to be
pursued in future. The mode of proceeding which was at last adopted, and
which is stated to have been perfectly successful, is showii in Fig. 3.

were used

;

;

FiK-

.Numii.

3.

sotTii.

named the father of geology.
The vast masses of drift which frequently covered
had only recently become a subject of investigation

the regular stratification,
:

and Mr. Thomson had

not only described the extent, nature, and effects of drift in this instance,
but he had also investigated with care the sources whence it originated.
This would often be found a study of practical value, as throwing a light on
Mr. Sopwith instanced the
the nature of the material to he dealt with.
drift near the mouth of the river Tyne, which contained limestone brought
from a distance of full thirty miles, and granite from more than seventy
miles.
The effect of masses of granite in displacing the stratified rocks was
also shown on the banks of the river Tyne, where the front of a quay that
was nearly perpendicular when built, was now, by the cH'ects of the super-

The fact,
ballast-hill, in a nearly horizontal position.
that the surface contour of a mass of drift, bore no relation to that of the
harder rocks beneath, was now well known and in the locality described by
Mr. Thomson, rocks reposed, in what was called " unconformable position,"
upon the local strata. The paper just read, was a striking illustration of the
value of tlie railway sections, lately collected and placed in the Museum of
Fconomic Geology.
Mr. Slate said, that there were some remarkable deposits of drift in the
They had completely filled the spaces, which must
Staffordshire coal-field.
have been left, when the great down-tlirows or faults occurred. Between
Dudley and Birmingham, the coal and all the other strata had been thrown
down vertically nearly 100 yards, and yet there was not any appearance of
irregularity on the surface of the ground.

incumbent gravel of a

;

Cross section, east ol the slip, higher up the valahowiug the headings, jh«lt8, and bench'mgs.

ley,

March

26.

— The I'hesident

in the Chair.

Railway Cuttings and Embankments.
"

On Railway
in the

Cutlimjs and

London Clay o«

Embanhnents ; with an account of some
of the London and Croydon Ra.lway.''

the line

Charles Button Gregory,

Slips

By

Grad. Inst. C. E.

The formation of railways involving usually the excavation, removal, and
employment of large qnantities of earth, requires particular attention to the
and the skill of the railway engineer is
practical geology of the soils used
tested by the application of his knowledge of the subject, to the safe and
proper forms and proportions, of cuttings and embankments.
The material nature of every soil, assigns to it some particular slope, at
which if will remain in repose and this is not only as variable as the soil
itself, but it is also modified by every variety of circumstance to which it is
The principal change, however, for which provision is to be made,
exposed.
is the influence of the alternations of weather, which will seriously diminish
;

;

first, in removing a considerable portion of the drift, from
the area occupied by the cross section of the cutting, before the marl at its
bottom was touched and, secondly, in driving headings from the valley into
the hill, and connecting them by shafts sunk to meet them, from the high
ground south of the line of railway, which in their progress downwards,
necessarily pierced the water-bearing strata.
These shafts and headings
were afterwards connected, by headings driven on the surface of the marl,
parallel to the railway, and thus the water was by degrees drawn oft' from
the drift, and its quantity sensibly decreased.
Upon the eastern part of the
cutting, three benchings were cut, so as to bring the general line of the
slope of the cutting, within the point B on the ridge, w liich is formed by the
valley slope and the strata, and hereby, it was thought, a firmer base would
be obtained.
Upwards of 1 ,500 yards of shafts and headings were driven, at an average
cost of about thirty shillings per yard forward.
The drift is stated to stand
at present at a slope of 2 to 1, which is assumed by the author as a confirmation of his opinion, that the ground was radically favourable for railway
operations, but that it was affected by local peculiarities, which it was originally impossible to have foreseen.

It consisted,

the durability of a material, possessing in

;

itself,

considerable statical strength

and tenacity.
All

unstratified rocks,

which are equal

in their substance

and

free

from

may be excavated, so as to leave the sides of the cutting perpendicular
or nearly so, and the matciial excavated may form an embankment, nearly
In some such eases a tunnel
approximating to the form of a rubble wall.
may be formed, by merely driving a heading through the rock, without the
Many stones, whose strength and texprotection of an arch of masonry.
lure would enable them to stand at any slope, are still affected in their durawith these, provision mnst always
bility by moisture, and especially by frost
be made for exfoliation to take place, without injury or obsliuction to the
works, by leaving a full margin at the foot of the slopes, trimming thera back
at a greater inclination, or forming steps or benches, upon which the falling

faults,

;

materials

may

rest.

Stratified rocks,

whose beds are horizontal, admit of a slope next in steepbut in working through dipping strata and through

ness to the unstratified
1

;

the shaly beds, which frequently

lie

above solid rock, care

is

necessary, not
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to leave the soil in an unstable
equilibrium,
readily destroy.

which the presence of water

Chalk is a material, which, in those parts
where it first crops out, that is,
stratum, has frequently given much trouble,
from its in'
!!„!>! '"''"f,"'^
f'-fq''«'«;y of pot-holes of loose
gravel, which, when unduly
rZlJ, ""?K
charged
w, h water, have at times broken
awav the surrounding chalk, when
near the edge of a cutting; lower
down, where it is more compact chalk
will st,and at a very steep
slope, allowance being still necessarv for
the eftect
of wea her.
riie fear sometimes fell, of deep
chalk cuttings, is one for
whic 1 there would appear to be but slight
cause, the very fact of their depth,
usually involving their greater
solidity.
There is nolhing in the nature of
pure chalk, which should render it liable to
heavy falls, excepting where it !s
exposed, unprotecte.l, to some constantly
[undermining action, such as that
of the sea breaking at the foot
of clilTs.

j"g

isbes.

neouCu.
•

'"''•

'"'=^P

'•

m,
Z
f m^rK T
inlr'r

^f

"""

s'^"*"' ""=

»«»'

^oliJ are gravel

and sand,

°"S ?"'' "^''^"^ """ '^"P'-' »f excavations may he left steep,
u^",'""''!"S.a''J unsubsiding qualities render them the
most suitable
!

ex.t,,!^l'.

"

.

'

r

permanent way.

'
The other soils of this class
1°"'' "^ "^' ''"" """
»"'' '^"'"^i»"s
others, of
;
"''"'= q^'^l'^""'!^ ""d peat are soil
'"''J'f' '" "''"'
of

n"^

«™

'

D overb.niwtreacherous character.
a proverbially
'

""','"'/' "^"''•'' "'" P''"?"
vJi^^'TZV!
'''iVr''
imits al.o
e height
of embankments and the depth

'"elination for slopes,

I

of cuttings.
It would
impossible however, in a general sketch
to give any definite nles
for either, as they depend on
minute differences of soil, as well as the va
>aiiuus
ion
concomitant circumstances of the case.
In rock cuttings, many instances
may be adduced of the sides of excavations ditrcring very slightly from the
|,erpendicular, while the correspoi ding
embankmen may have slopes of about
J horizontal to 1 vertical.
Excavations in chalk are commonly made
(when the chalk is solid,) with slopes
^'°'" ''^'"g -"eased when iL materia
%*" '
bo1e"'Fmb
loose.
l"^
*°i
\'t"''
Embankments
in chalk may have slopes from
I
to 1 to 1 S
to ]
Excavations in gravel will stand sometimes
at a slope of J to 1
but more
frequently at
to 1.
Embankments of gravel, if good, will stand wel/ at
or 14 to 1.
Lxcavations and embankments in strong
sand will stand at in
clmat.ons rather greater than in gravel. Very
few clays can be trusted, eitl
e^
in excavation or embankment, at a less
slope than 2 to 1.
Both quicksand
and peat require the aid of draining before
excavation is praetica le and the
great quantity of earth which th.y invariably
swallow up renders b; forma!
tion of an embankment upon cither
a work of great difficulty,
unless The
surface to bo covered is previously prepared
by means of fascines or hu
"uruies
dies
to support the superincumbent mass.
In materials of a rigid and unyielding character
(such as rock and chalk)
the practical limit to the depth of a cutting,
or to the height of an em lank
ment, goes far beyond that point, at which a
tunnel or%iaduet would be

he

there is a limit of safety, in the
heiKbt of en Tnl
ments and the depth of cuttings. The
reason of't'bis L
the r ' "inof an unyielding sod, will admit of
mass lying upon mass, like a wall, until
«'""?
'" ""^'' "" ''^'^« bvthcsuperincunle
.VM'^,N'"""'n-"
weigh
while a yielding sod has not sullicient
tenacitV to support its own
weight, to any great height, but sinks
down bodily and spreads out at the
Ides.
Gravel or sand will not. in general,
permit with perfect safely a cu!
ting of much above 70 feet to 80 feet in
depth, or an embankment rnuch ex
ceedmg ,^,0 feet or fiO feet in height and i,l clay
the lin its of afetTa
fir'
more contracted
In some cases, an embankment
mav be carried to a much
greater height than it otherwise could, bv forming
it' in several lifts abovs
each other and thereby allowing time for the
weight toseUle^adua Iv, and
to distribute Itself equally over the base.
The speading of the foot of the
embankment may be frequently prevented by cutting
stc^sTu
po tion of the
'"'""'"^ "^ '
"^ '°'"' """' "^id soil, in Ihe form of a
'^

oS

;

r

;

;

h, wbi/)
^1,T^« ,,

dimin^

In yielding soils

;

The diluvial strata are, from their nature, the
least compact, and therefore
require the greatest slopes in excavations
and embankments the alteration
distorted the original horizontal strata,
renders them more liable to further
change of form by facilitating the operation
of water the element to which
"??',"'" '!fP''f' <""• ""<• *° ^'''ose continued action they seem
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more economical
In such materials, too, it does
not hccoiue necessary to
augment the mehnation of the slopes, with an
increased height of et^baU.
ment, or depth of cutting; a step which
is essential in soils of
a
character, and becomes more necessary
in proportion as the rigiditv

will

revetm;nt"
The consideration of the variable law, which regulates
the slopes required
depth of the cutting, or the
Slit of
an embankment (increased height or depth requiring
increased inclination of
slopes), may, perhaps, fairly lead to the conclusion,
that where the height or
depth IS considerable the inclination of the slopes
should not be in a regular
straight hne, but rather in a curve, so as to have
the greatest incHnation at
the bottom, where there is the greatest pressure,
and the least at the on
this system would approach nearest to the
analogy of nature, where riRid
angular lines are found only in the unyielding
rocky crags, while all the
slopes of the more yielding soils are undulating.
In partial illustration of these preliminary
remarks, the author then proceeds to give the result of his observations on the
soils upon the Croydon
in yielding mate.ials, according to the

,
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railway, and also toplace upon record,
occurred on that line.

some account

which have

of the slips

London and Croydon railway, has laid open a complete section of the London clay, down to its junction with the plastic clay
The line commences, at the Loudon end, upon the more recent
(Fig. 1).
The first embankallurial formations, with a considerable depth of peat.
ment, after leaving the Greenwich railway, lies upon the peat, which is there
The formation

of the

about 10 feet id thickness, and beneath it are 4 leet of loose silt, and 4 feet
of shingle on tlie top of loose chalk, the whole full of water, to within 3 feet
The greatest height of the cmljankmeiit is about 25 feet, and
of the surface.
in widening it during the past year, for the junction of the Bricklayers'
Arms branch railway, it was found necessary to cut tlie old bank into benches,
and to pound up a strong footing, to prevent lateral spreading of the new work.
Although the railway has been opened more than four years, this embankment is continually subsiding, and the amount of packing' required, is about
double what is needed on any other equal length of the line.
Passing the New Cross station, the line enters a cutting rather more than
two miles in length, tlirough clay, which material continues in variable qualities, until a short distance from Croydon, where the gravel appears.
Immediately beyond itie New Cross station, the cutting (Fig. 2) deepens,
and at a distance of about a quarter nf a mile, its depth, at the centre line, is
'

about 75 feet, giving, however, a depth of upwards of 80 feet to the western
lido, from the ground rising rapidly in that direction.
The permanent way lies upon the top of the plastic clay, and is nearly level
with the bands of stone, sand, shells, and shingle, which immediately cover
that stratum.
Above this, again, is the strong blue London clay for a depth
of 15 feet to 20 feet, and at the top is a yellow clay of a silty character, intersectcd with strata of septaria, and abounding in soapy earths and various
mineral salts, rendering it extremely pervious to water, and more easily
affected by its action than almost any other soil.
On Tuesday the 2nd of November, 1841, at about 8 o'clock, p.m., a movement was observed in the highest or western slope of this cutting, which is
on the inside of a curve some of the clay, washed by the continuous heavy
rain of that season into a semi-fluid, crept down towards the rails from the
lidc of the slope, which had previously been subject to frequent surface slipping.
It was soon seen that the stratum of yellow clay was in motion from
top to bottom, and in the course of four hours, a mass containing about
50,000 cubic yards of clay, had separated itself from the hill, and had sunk
down, so that the back of the slip rested in a self-formed basin in the slope,
while the front had slipped forward on the glass-like surface of the blue clay
and had overwhelmed the line of railway for a length of 120 yards and a
depth of 10 feet or 12 feet, while large detached blocks of blue and yellow
clay, had been forced up from below, and beetled over the lower part of the
slip, ready to follow it (Fig. 2).
In the removal of this slip, the exigency of the case required that economy
of work should, in many respects, give way to expedition.
Stages were
erected at each end of the slip, sufficiently high to allow the earth wagons
to run under them and to advance gradually into the slip, as a way was made
for them, by working a •' gullet" down to the rails.
The wagons were then
filled, partly from the gullets, partly by casting from the slope, and partly by
barrow roads leading to the stages. Two sets were thus employed at the
north end of the slip, and the earth was conveyed by locomotives, to the
sides of the nearest embankment, while two other sets drawn by horses,
worked the clay from the south end of the slip, to a distance of about a
quarter of e mile, where it was wheeled out to the spoil-bank.
The work of
removal was continued by a large force, day and night, and on November
18th, both lines of railway were cleared.
On the night of the 22nd of
November, the large mass of slip, still remaining on the floor, travelled forward and again covered both lines of rail. On the night of the 26th of
November, a heavy movement took place on the east slope, which had
meanwhile been subject to a considerable sloughing. The large mass in
motion came down over the rails, and the line was not cleared until December 23rd, when the trains again ran through.
On the morning of the 7th
of January, 1842, the line was again obstructed by an extension of the slip
on the west side (in a southerly direction), and as it was found that a still
greater quantity of earth was pressing forward from behind, a temporary
bridge, of timber, was constructed across the line, at the south end of the
slip, in order to carry away the top weight to an adjoining spoil-bank.
During the whole of this time, relays of men had been unceasingly at work,
day and night, in the clearing of the railway, which was at lengtli effected,
and after the 10th of February, 1842, the trains ran through regularly.
The sudden and extensive failure of so large a quantity of earth, in works
constructed with every appearance of solidity, and in which, previous slips
had been confimd to the surface, without giving any indication in the mass
itself, was naturally a subject of great interest
and a careful study of the
character of the soil was necessary to throw a light upon the operations of
:

;

nature

in this instance.

'<"bp slopes having generally remained for some time in a stable condition,
at the inclination at which they were formed, it may be inferred, that some
fresh action must have been developed, by which the equilibrium was de-

stroyed.
In most cases of slipping, this action is found to arise from the
solvent property or statical force of water; and to this cause principally
must, in tlie author's opinion, be attributed the change of form undergone
by the soil of the New Cross cutting.
The main body of the excavation is in two different sorts of clay the blue
clay at the bottom is stiff and insoluble homogeneous in its character and
,

impenetrable by water the yellow clay above, is separated from the blue,
by a clearly defined line, excepting occasionally, where masses of the blue
clay of an imperfect and mixed character run up into it.
The yellow clay is
extremely unequal in texture, mixed up in all directions with silt, ochre,
fuller's earth, iron, lime, and bauds of septaria
it is also intercepted by
innumerable faults or breaks, running in all angles, from the top to tlie bottom through these breaks, and the soluble particles of the earth, water
had gradually found its way, owing to the imperfect drainage of the adjoining
fields, and an unusually wet autumn and winter, and had saturated the whole
mass, until it became overcharged with moisture; the greatest quantity of
water accumulating on the top of the blue clay, through which it fouud no
;

;

;

outlet.

This saturation had, doubtless, been
succeeding summers and winters

effect of

much
;

assisted by the alternating
the soil being charged with mois-

ture must, during each winter, have expanded materially in hulk, and this
expansion taking place laterally, had probably caused a gradual and indefinitely small movement towards the unresisting opening left by the railway
cutting the warmth of the succeeding summer, while it dried much of the
saturated mass, could not bring the particles back into their former position,
and thus additional cracks would be formed, admitting greater quantities of
water, so that year by year the evil would become greater, and the tendency to
slip gradually increase.
Again, the clay, which, in a dry state, is comparatively tenacious, becomes when wet almost a semifluid, and would thus be
unable to support its own weight, or to maintain itself in slopes so steep and
so high as in its natural state.
These two causes combined, would leave the
whole material in a very unstable equilibrium, shaking by every passing
train, until at length the balance was destroyed, perhaps, by the hydrostatic
pressure of the water, which percolated through cracks at the back, or under
some of the larger strata of septaria, and the mass, aided by its gravitating
powers, sank dowu and travelled forward on the top of the blue clay, where
the accumulation of water had formed a highly lubricated surface, and aided
;

descent.
In the case of the first slip at New Cross, this movement was materially
by the natural dip of the strata from west to east, and by the fact of
the western slope being on the inside of the curve, thus leaving the slope less
its

assisted

supported laterally.
This slip has been ascribed, in some degree, to chemical action, which,
although not the only cause, nor, it is presumed, the most eflfective one, may
probably have assisted the action of water. The lower part of the yellow
this is declay and the upper part of the blue clay abound in iron pyrites
composed by the action of the weather, and the sulphuric acid disengaged,
enters into combination with the carbonate of lime, which is found with septaria, thus forming crystals of selenite which here exist in great quantities.
;

it alters the bulk of the component mabe supposed, in a measure, to assist the separation of the clay j
innumerable breaks or faults in this soil are found to be covered
with the crystals, in minute flakes or spiculie, between which the water
would have a clear passage.

The

terials,

act of crystallization, while

may

in fact the

From this consideration of the causes of the movement, and the account
of the manner and extent of the slips themselves, the author proceeds to
notice the various modes of treatment which have been adopted, both at
New Cross and elsewhere, under the instructions of Mr. C'ubitt (V.P. Inst.
C.E.), the consulting engineer of the Croydon railway.
Since the slip of November, 1841, above 250,000 cubic yards of clay have
been removed from the two sides of the New Cross cutting, at the precise
place where the slips took place.
By the aid of the Inspector-General of
Railways, the Company has been enabled, by obtaining possession of the
necessary ground above, to trim back the slopes to what is considered a safe
position,
This has been done in the form of benches and intermediate
slopes on the west side the slope is divided into four parts by three benches,
and on the east, into three parts by two benches. These benches vary in
dimensions up to 65 feet in breadth, and are so arranged that they leave the
least heights of slope at the bottom, nearthe railway, and the greatest heights
near the top these slopes being generally at an inclination of about 2 to 1.
This arrangement, although not a curve, brings the general form of the
whole slope into accordance with the conditions previously alluded to.
Drains are formed in the benches and slopes to carry off the surface water,
and although some slight slips have taken place, there is now no further
symptom of greatly extended movements.
;

;

of clay in which this slip took place is found in all the
Croydon railway in some places it is of a more solid chaas at Forest Hill, it is very silty and untractable.

The same nature
cuttings on the
racter, while

;

in others,

So pervious, indeed, is the soil at Forest Hill, that after much rain it runs
into mud
and after in vain attempting a complete system of under-draiuage
or soughing, by means of horizontal drains round and through the bottom of
the slip to the face, and vertical drains from the top down to the back drains,
a wide bench was cleared, about 20 feet up the slope, and varying up to 70
feet wide by running upwards of 100,000 yards of clay to spoil
and at the
back of the benching a retaining wall of gravel, varying from 5 feet or 6 feet,
feet
12
height,
nearly
double
the
same
dimensions
to
10
or
feet
in
and
in
up
width was formed, with a good footing into the solid earth below, to support the slipping earth behind.
The clay taken out to form this wall, was
thrown up in front of it for additional weight and although the earth is
still in some degree slipping away at the top, the foot has remained firm,
excepting once, when a slight movement was perceived and was immediately
;

;

;

;

,
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two gravel buttresses 12 feet wide, from the weak
point down to the bottom of tbe slope.
Other tlips have occurred in the cuttings and embankments, the greater
number ot which were treated in the following manner (Figs. 3 and 4.)
Parallel trenches were cut completely through the slip from
stoppfd by

buildiiif; in

Fig. 3.

toiting, introduced into a slip.
footing.
R, Level ol rails.

unterlorts
unterforts.

T.

Top

F

1

of slope

S.

Back of

slip.

Fig. 4.

top to bottom, finishing in the
earth behind, care being
taken to cut footings in the soil
perpendicular to the face of the
blope.
The opening thus prepared, was filled with gravel
solid

rammed

in

tight,

and

in

to the front.

The thickness

of

was from

Section of Gravel counterfort, and footing, introduced into a Slip.
feet to 12 feet, according to the sizn of the slip, and the same circumstance regulated the distance between the buttresses, which were united and
mutually supported at the foot by a retaining wall or footing of gravel (Fi
running the whole length of the slip the top of the slip was pounded tight,
and the lace trimmed olT. This plan has been perfectly eft'ective, at once
supporting and draining the slip, while it was a far less expensive method than
removing the slip and trimming back the slope, and avoided ths necessity of
so many obslructious to the tratfic of the railway, which would have occurred
in removing the spoil along the main line.
Water in these and most other cases appeared to be the ultimate cause of
all the slips ; the drainage, therefore, of the slopes, as recommended by the
author, in both cuttings and embankments, is a consideration of the utmost
importance, and where, as in the system above-named, it can be united with

6

;

Papworth,

Esq., V. P., in the chair.

.lames Walker, Esq., F.R.S., Prcsii^nt of the Institute of Civil Engineera,
was elected an Honorary Member.
A model and drawings were exhibited of thcmode adopted by Mr. Murray
in moving tlje lighthouse at Sunderland.
A paper was r(;ad by Mr. J. J. Scoles, Fellow, '0»t /Ae .Vonumenls existing
t'l the
I'allei/ nf Je/w.tophat iienr Jemsiitem.'
These monuments might possess little interest if viewed merely with regard to their dimensions
or archilectural merits, but as they are almost the only buildings of any antiquity
remaining in or about Jerusalem, and as tradition has invested 'them with
the names of Absalom and Zachariah, it becomes an object of some interest
to the archcEologist to ascertain, if jiobsible, the pei-iod at which they
were
really executed.
In style, they are strangly mixed, the Greek orders being
blended with the Egyptian character and form.
Ihc most remarkable, " the
I'llkr of Absalom," exhibits engaged columns of the Ionic
order, Doric
frieze, an Egyptian cavctto cornice, and a high conical roof, the
whole being
" The Tomb of Zaehariah "
excavated and detached from the sidid rock.
is
of the same general character, but less decorated, and surmounted by a pyramid.
There are several other tombs, but their features are less peculiar.
One excavation, however, exhibits a pediment decorated with foliage of
Greek character. On reviewing the architectural details, Mr. Scoles was of
opinion that they are to be referred to the period of the Roman dominion in
Syria and Egypt.
The pyramidal form was very frequently used by the

Romans

in

monumental

structures.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS,

some

cases with gravel and clay mixed,
a rubble or bush drain being
previously laid in from the back
this gravel buttress (G)

Dec. 10.— J. B.
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On

Tuesday, December 10, being the anniversary of the foundation of this
national institutiou, the usual meeting was held in the evening, for the purpose of distributing the premiuius to t!ie students for the works performed
by them within the walls of the academy during the past year. The present
is the distribution of what is called " the intermediate year," the grand distribution, which includes premiums fur original composition, being " biennial."
About 9 o'clock the Piesident (Sir M. A. Shee), accompanied by the principal members of the Royal Academy, entered the large exhibilion-roo,ii
having assumed the chair, he, in a few prefatory remarks, complimented the
btudents generally on the exertions they had made, and the ability they had
At the same time, he regretted to say, that in
evinced in the competition.
some classes a proper zeal had not been manifested. In the class of painting
there were hut two competitors ; in that of modelling from the antique, but
two also while in the class of die-sinking there was no candidate at all. He
exhorted the students to exert themselves in the competition in the intermediate year, as well as in the more important award of prizes which took
They should recollect that mediocrity in art was noplace every two years.
There was no medium in the fine arts between admiration and conthing.
tempt ; and the well-known sentiment of the poet on this subject was founded
in truth and observation of nature
;

;

;

a means of opposing weight to weight,
cure is permanent and complete.

it

may

fairly

be presumed that the

"

Of all vain fools, with coxcomb talents curst,
" Bad poets and bad painters are the worst."

(To be continued.)

The premiums were then distributed in the following manner
To Mr. W. Gale, for the best copy in the school of painting, a silver medal
and the lectures of Professors Barry, Opie, and Fuseli.
To Mr. Healing, for the next best copy, a silver medal.
To Mr. W. Gale (the gentleman mentioned above), a silver medal for the
best drawing from the living model.
To Mr. k. Gatley, a silver medal for the best model from the life.
;

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
Dec.

2.

—

J. B.

Papworth,

Esq., V. P., in the chair.

This was the opening meeting of the session. B. Green, Esq., of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, was elected a fellow ; and prizes ( books ) were presented
to Messrs. Baker and Deane, students to the Institute, for the best Architectural compositions, and for the best series of sketches, on subjects proposed
by the council.
Some beautiful drawings were exhibited illustrative of the painted decorations in the church of S. Francesco di Assisi, and a description was read
communicated by C. H. Wilson, Esq., with some observations on the polychromatic decorations of the early Italian churches in general.
The church
at Assisi was the work of Jacopo I'Alemanno, father of the more celebrated
Arnolfo da Lupo, and is remarkable as one of the most perfect e.\amples of
an architectural monument of that age, completed by the painter. The enlire church, withinside, is covered with color, the work partly of Greek artists, and partly that of Cimabue, Giotto, Giottino, and Guinta Pisano, and
their assistants, constituting it a most precious monument of the art of those
early times. The importance and merit of these works by Cimabue, have been
recognized by all the writers on art. The fervour of Italian art, had given
vitality to the inanimate forms of the Greeks, and the figures introduced are
greatly superior in style, although the arabesque decorations with which
they are combined, are altogether liyzantine in character, and decidedly inferior totho^e of earlier ilate in St. Mark's, at Venice.
In the ornaments of
Giotto and his school in the Scovigni, and Chapel of St. George, at Padua, in
those of Spinello Aretino, in St Miniato, at Florence, and elsewhere, and in
the works of Fra Beato Angelico, we have indieationi of a more refined taste

and of progress.

To Mr. G. Lowe, a silver medal, for the best architectural drawing of St.
Mary's, Woolnoth.
To
To
To
To

Mr. W. Dean, a silver medal, for the second best drawing of the same.
Mr. Healy, a silver medal, for the best chalk drawing from the antique.
Mr. Roan, a

silver

medal, for the second best drawing.

Mr. A. Brown, a silver medal, for the best model from the antique.
After the distribution the President addressed a few words to the students,
To them, the rising
again urging them to continued exertion in their art.
generation of artists, he observed, the country looked for the maintenance
It could not now (he continued) be
of its character in the world of art.
said that opportunity was wanting to stimulate and encourage the exertions
The Royal Commission of the Fine Arts was
of the artists of this country.
about to complete what it had so well begun, and it was not to be supposed
but that the artists of Britain would respond to the advances of the Government, and by their works

reflect

credit on themselves

and honour on their

country.

The meeting then

separated.
In consequence of the grcit merit of the copies in the painting school and
of the architectural drawings, two medals instead of one were awarded in
each of these classes. Stanthrd.
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REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.
(Under

tbis

head we propose giving abstracts of the specifications of all tbe most im.
If any additional information be required as to any
tliey aie enrolled.
may be obtained by applying to Wr. LAXTON at the Office of this

portant patents as
pa'.ent, the same

JOURNAL.)
PILBROW'S ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAY

James Pilbrow,

AND CANAL PROPULSION.

and

vessels

ments, one to every 10 miles being sufficient, instead of one to every 3 miles,
thus saving 23 engines, &c., out of 34 in 100 miles. ITO reason why a less
number will be required on this plan than tbe other is, (hat there being no
long valve the leakage will be so diminished that it will amount to less

than now in one

in 10 miles

of Totlenham, civil engineer, for " Certain imiirovement.s in

new method of propelling carriages on railways and common
enrolled Novcmon lii'ers and cnnn/s."— Granted May 17

the machinery Sor^ or a

roads,

[January,

valves," at crossings of roads, lanes, &.C., or any necessity for
bridges fur cross lines, roads, lanes, &c. In having fewer engine establish-

".'.ection

;

We

liosed will not leak so

are indebted fur the following description to a pamphlet just issued by
Mr. Pilbrow tlic invention is one of great importance, and appears to be
very ingeniously contrived, and as such it deserves attentive consideration.

are

Mr. Pilbrow observes that his syslem has the following advantages over the
present syslcm.' In having no discontinuance of the " main," and therefore no

tion being as

;

estimated that

power out of the

the loss to 15-horse

Ltr, 1844.

it is

;

now

the leakage eijuals five-

power per mile, and therefore should there be but one engine to lOmiles
of main, 50-hoise power out of the 100 would be lost for leakage alone, so it
is found absolutely necessary to have one engine every 3 miles, thus reducing
liorse

ground

much

as

Wliy the pinion-valves as pro-

100.

the long valve

is, first,

because the surfaces

and are pressed together by the weight and fall of the
pinion, (and the more used the better they will stop); and, secondly, on
truly,

account of the small quantity of surface or space that can leak, the propor1 to 20 between the two systems, for the
pinion-valve or sea

Fig. 1.

being but about 9 inches in circumference at the aperture where the air is
1 5 feet
admitted, and being only two of them to every 30 feet of main
whereas, the present long valve would be the whole 30 feet exposed and liable

=

iC?
<=

;

lience,

ferent parts of a

long

Description.
to

— Fig.

1

to

line,

gradients, or traffic, which

is

suit

any irregularity

in the

general level or

often greater at one part than at another.

represents part of a pipe or tube (in section) supposed

be lying along a railway between the

known

rails,

similir to the tube as well

in the various plans hitherto devised

for the propelling of carriages
or trains on the "atmospheric principle ;" but here it is proposed it shall lie
in

a hollow or channel dug in the

e'lrth,

and fastened also

in

any convenient

manner

to the sleepers.
At intervals (say at 30 feet or nearer) along this
tube there are affixed pinions or small cogged wlieels, as shown at c, and d.
Fig. 2 made or cast in one solid piece of iron, the upper portion r, having

cogs or teeth around it, and the lower portion (/, being made the same, so
that the cogs may correspond in both. The tube has a projection cast or
otherwise made upon it, at the required places proposed to place these

v////y///////^/m//////////m^^^^^^

and also has an opening in it to allow of the lower portion of the
pinion d, to enter and project a short distance into the hollow of the tube, as
at d, the upper and lower end of the spindle, or the pivots of the
pinion working in holes or bearings made for that purpose in this projecting

jiinions,

shown

case or box, as at h

the box having a support carried up as a
but that part
between the toothed portions/loes not touch, but passes
through a hole or passage made in the tube and " box," which is larger than
the spindle, as aty
but there is a flat or conical part, as at k, which is allowed to touch, as will be explained hereafter. These pinions, therefore, are
free to turn, when acted upon in any proper manner for that purpose, and
are partly inside the tube and partly out. It is proposed that a piston be
made, to fit as nearly air-tight as possible into this tube, and having attached
to it behind a long bar, or piece or pieces of iron, or other suitable material,
having cogs along its edge or edges, to correspond and fit the cogs of the
pinions. Fig. 3 is a side view of such a piston and appendage /, is the pistun head, and from thence to m, the line of cogs n, is a wheel or roller
placed near the centre of the rack, to support it in its proper place, and to
obviate friction in its progression. Fig. 4 represents the end front view of
the piston, and fig. 5 a section of the rack portion. The cogs do not pass
quite through or entirely down, but along the lower part there is a plain
piece as shown at o, o, which at the piston end declines or approaches the
bottom, forming a small inclined plane as shown at d d, fig. 3, there being no
cogs at the commencement this "piston rack" is to be sufficiently long
to reach two or more of the pinions in the tube, that it may never be entirely
free, that is, will touch one before it leaves another
the pinions then being
so arranged" that they project at about the middle or horizontal diameter of
the lube, and the rack being arranged in the same (position as to the p ston,
so that when the piston is placed in or allowed to pass along the tube, the
' rack" or cogged edges will act upon, and be [in gear with that part of the
i,

;

ol the spindle or axis

;

;

;

;

;

V/y^////*
V

We

.

->/;»

/ .V//W///////////.

are indebted to llie Editor of the

ood engravings.

"Mechanic's Magazine,"

for

the
uo» u.
of the
mv
= use

j

even were the pinion-valves to leak as much as the long
valve, surface for surface, this plan would only leak 21 -horse power instead
of 50-hoise power, in 10 miles!
In h.iving no necessity for "cranes," or elevated rails, for the taking on
and ofl' carriages, as that would be done in the usual manner, 8ic., and this
arrangement will permit of the " main" being varied in its diameter at difto leakage
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.

d, and if a vacuum be formed by pumping out, or exhausting the
from the front of the piston in the usual and well known manner by air
Iiy steam engines or otherwise, the pressure of the natural
atmosplierc will urge tlii« piston onwards towards the vacuum, if permitted
to do so, and conseijuently the rack with it, and that being in gear with the
pinions, cannot advance without turning them as it passes, and also thereThere
fore that portion of them which is outside, the tube, as at q, q, Fig. 1.

pinion at

air

pumps worked

may be pinions on each side of the tube, opposite eacli other, as shown in the
enlarged section fig. 9, if advisable, wliich wil) render it necessary that the
" rack " should be double, or cogged on both edges as shown and hereafter
;

and consider this to be the case throughout the following
"
deicriptiou, as being the most comprehensive form, although si7ig!e " racks
and " pinions" may be found generally the better plan in practice, when the
difference is merely the use of one pinion instead of two, as before described,
and the " racks" being cogged only on one side, the " carriage rack " in such
case must have a guide to keep it to the pinion, which guide may be a plain
upright, or a plain or uncogged pinion, in the place of the pinion so removed.
To the under part of a railway carriage, in any convenient manner will be
attached a limilar "ratk " to the " piston rack," (but without the piston or
plain part as at o, o, in fig. 3,) which is called the " carriage rack," such a
rack is shown in the annexed figure, fig. b, the front end is tapered or pointed
to render easy its entrance between the pinions, and fig. 7, a front view, and
fig. 8 a sidt view
s, is one of the places where it is attached to the carriage.
The rack is made precisely to correspond with the internal or " piston-rack,"
and will be the exact width the pinions arc apart, so as to be in gear like the
"piston rack," with the two opposite pinions at one and the same time
this rack also is the length of the other, so that it may reach two or more of
I

shall describe

;

a transverse section of the
tube, with opposite pinions, showing also a section of the carriage rack t, t,
"
and a section of the
piston-rack" at ti
both racks being in gear respecthe pinions or pairs of pinions at once.

Fig. 9

is

,

tively with the pinions v,v,v.v.
The boxes or projections, ic, which contain
*he lower part of the pinions, will have a hollow or chamber, to permit the
freely,
but to be made and put on to the tube air-tight,
said pinion to revolve
having but one opening into the inner part or chamber, viz. alj. (Figs. 2 and
9) through which the spindle of the pinion passes. To admit of the pinion
being put into its place, the box must be made to separate and go together at
a vertical joint abova j, and by bolts ?/. and air-tight. To make the passage

of the spindle from the exterior to the interior of the tulx' air-tight, to be
so, upon the spindle of the pinion (l«low the upper cogged part) is a flat
sliuulder,

era conical or bevelled one, at an angle of about 10°, as shown at

\±

,

k,

29

s

(Fig. 2) and the upper edge of the passage through which the spindle passes,
is also bevelled, and both truly ground, so that when the spindle is down
and becomes air-tight, in the

.7.

in its place, the conical part of the spindle fits

manner of the common valve known by the name of the " spindle or conical
or,
valve," and thus prevents the passage of air through or by this passage
making the part conical, make a simple flat shoulder ground true
to the edges (horizontally) of the upper part of the passage. Another method
is a combination of these two, as shown by fig. 9, where, instead of the flat
;

instead of

is a flat plate or disc, through which the spindle passes, having a
part ground to a corresponding surface in the plate, as at i. This
for the purpose of preventing much friction, when the
is

shoulder,
conical

modification

passage
pressure

is
is

required to be large, in case of the pinions turning round when
upon them, thus permitting the smaller circumference of the two

flat one at its outer edges, where
That the pinions may be lifted up,
will lie upon the "pinion box."
and therefore the valve part also from its seat, (as shown by the pinions
" in the tube
in fig. 9) the pivots are made long enough and the " chamber
and " box" large enough to permit of it. When the pinions are lifted up, a
and to make this
free passage is allowed for the ingress of air into the tube

(the conical) turning instead of the larger
it

;

passage under these circumstances as lar,L;e and free as possible, several side
" piston rack" is
Passages may be made also, as shown at 3, fig. 9. when the
within the tube in its desired situation, and the cogs of the pinions in gear
with those of the rack, the lower surface or end of the pinion cogs 4, will
" piston rack," which
rest upon the plain piece (before explained) on the

and thus, if this rack
for the cogs or teeth
a line rather higher than the pinions are placed

makes a kind of shelf or ledge
be so arranged as to

move

in

;

up when it passes
(as in fig. 2) it will cause them
them, so avoiding the friction of the air-tight shoulders, and permitting air
be essential to the efficacy of
to enter into the tube during this action as may
the apparatus, as will be hereafter explained.
The '• carriage rack" may be attached to the under part of any railway
carriage (the first carriage of a train) by any suitable means but the niventor prefers the following mode of doing it, which will be understood by
to be lifted

when down,

;

firmly fastened to
reference to figs. 6, 7, and 8, the two parts 5, 5, arc
piece of timber supported by and suitthe under part of the carriage, or to a
in the under part of these supably attached to the axles of the carriage
rack are fixed suitable proports is|formed a groove or slot, 6, 6, and upon the
through which bolts, 8, 8, are passed, going also through the
,

jections, 7, 7,

support. These bolts, then, resting at the bottom of the .slots,
little lateral play being
support the rack in the horizontal position shown, a

slot in the
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by this arraiigfment the rack, if meeting wilh any resistance sudany of tlie pinions in passing them, (tlie momentum of the carnage
thereby
urging it on), would cause the rack to be pushed up these slots, and
and
getting above the pinions, Cif made sufliciently efl'ective for this purpose)
of the
part
so enabling it to pass the obstruction without concussion to any
allowed

denly

;

m

apparatus outside the tube.
The operation of this invention, or

manuer of its working, is as follows.
in
or lube, as before described, of sufficient diameter, being laid along
by suita hollow between the rails of a railway, and being exhausted of air
described
arranged as
able means, as arc well known, and hiving the pinions
rack attached is placed
at intervals throughout its length the piston «ilh its
from where
in this tube in the manner before explained at the farther end
rack being
the air has been, or is being exhausted or withdrawn, the piston
a railway carriage, having a carriage
in gear with the pinions i/iside the tube

A pipe

;

;

rack attached to

it,

as described, being placed

upon the

rails, as

shown

in fig.

gear correspondingly with the upper part
of each rack being
of' the same pinions, that is to say, the relative position
end to end
the same, the piston rack being precisely under, and matching
rack being
with the carriage rack, (unless, as in the latter plan, the piston
then
cannot
longer than the other is a little in advance of it), the one rack
being
these
and
pinions,
the
turning
without
forwards
backwards or
10, this carriage rack being also

in

move

must move also, and in the same direcTherefore, if the vacuum has such an effect upon the piston that it
tion.
same way
advances, then will the rack upon the carriage be aflectcd in the
and keep
by and through the medium of the pinions, and will advance also
enough to
being
long
racks
other,
the
the
with
e.'jactly
its relative situation
also in gear with the other rack, that

reach as described at least two pairs of pinions at one time, the next in adlong
vance is acted upon before the one acting has ceased, and therefore as
will do
as the power applied continues, and the piston advances, the carriage

[January

!

The trains having both arrived, each train would be urged on to the
commencement of the opposite " main," where the fresh pistons having been
already inserted, ami the vacuum formed, the carriage rack coming into gear
train.

first pair of pinions, and the piston released, the train would start
its journey. Thus the pistons would never leave the main, or enter another
but at a very slow pace, and at a place for stopping; and also that the same ,
piston is not required to go on the whole journey, but a fresh one every
twenty miles, leaving the other to be examined.
M'hen this mithod of propulsion is used upon common roads, the tube
will l)c sunk or buried along the side or centre of the road, and its operation

with the

on

would be as betore described, there merely being the absence of the

rails.

used as a means of propulsion upon rivers or canals, the tube may
and laid either at the edge of lb* water, or upon piles or posts
along Its centre, the " rack " being affixed to the bows or side of the vessel to
be propelled, to which may be attached any others that are intended to be

When

be smaller,

drawh with

it,

thus making as

tion in other respects

it

were a train of vessels

:

would be the fame as described

the general operafor carriages

upon

railways.

RAILWAY AXLES.
Hill, of Harts Hill, Dudley, in the county of Worcester, ironmaster, for "Improvements in the mmuij'aclure of railway and other axles, shafts,
and 6orj."-Granted May 14 ; Enrolled Nov. H, ISii— Reported in the Lon-

Edward

don JmtrnaL

The improvements consist in forming the central parts of such articles of
which exhibit in their tranverse section the figure of a cross, as shown
the annexed engraving, at fig. 1. The spaces a, «, are to be filled wilh

bars,
in

the'same to the end of the tube, neither arriving before or after the other,
but together, as they cannot sepnrale, nor can one move vr slop without the
other.

As

it is

necessary and important that the atmosphere sliould be admitted

as nearly behind the piston as possible, the pinions arc lifted up by the advance of thi- piston rack or the cariiage rack, and the air will enter through
the space alloweil by the lifting of the conical or Mat portion of the arbor or
thus would there always be at least two or
axis of the pinion, as described
more such passages open, as the rack acts upon the one before it leaves the
After the rack has passed by, the pinions by their own weight fall
other.
;

make an air-tigbt tube ready for the next exhausan air pump be set to work at ihc other end, and the direction
tion, when,
of the pislon and rack changed, and placed again as before into proper gear,
the carriage would return in like manner.
Fig. 10 represents a perspective view of a portion of an atmospheric railway of this description, crossed, on a leoel, by a roadway, and another line of
into their places, and thus
if

atmospheric railway, by which

it

will

be seen that there

is

plenty of space

between the pairs of pinions for the crossing, and that the mains being sunk
beneath the surface of the ground, or under the sleepers of the rails, they
are entirely out of tlie way, the carriage rack passing on from one pinion to
another over such roads, without interfering— showing .also, that where it
may happen that two tubes arc re(juired to cross each other, one will pass
beneath the other, the upper one keeping its level course, the lower one
taking a gradual descent or dip under it, Ihc pinions keeping their necessary
level at the upper part by being lengthened, at such a locality, in the axes
and supports, as shown at a. The first or -[rack carriage," of a train, is
shown advancing upon this cross line as it would appear just previously to
its taking the pinionsatn.
As there will not be on this plan, even in a single Hue of rails, any discontinuance of the main tube but at a place arranged for trains to meet ^and
cross, which will always be at & station, (and for general purposes not less
than twenty miles apart) it will be only at such places that the main will reThe end of the main would
quire any kind of valve to close its open end.
simply re(|uirc a disc of iron or wood placed against the open end, with a

other bars

By using
produced

the shaft

6, i, fig. 2, if

the shaft

fig. 3. if

is to

be square,

is

to be cylindrical, or wilh the barsc, c.

and the whole

is then welded together.
any desired form may be
two or more filling-pieces

filling-pieces of various shapes, shafts of
;

and instead of ouly one

(of .smaller dimensions)
pieccs of iron, steel

filling-piece,

may

may

be inserted into each space a. Instead of fiUingbe used, in combination with iron, either in forming

the centre bar or filling-pieces.

It is

not necessary that the bars b,r, should

may be formed suitably for leaving the parts near
In some cases, the shaft or axle may consist of the centre
bar alone, Ihe spaces a, being only filled in at those parts where the axle turns
in bearings
or the centre bar may be made strung enough to admit of those
parts being turned which are to work in bearings, without any filllDg-pieces
being required. The palenlce does not claim the rolling of bars of angle iron,
each offering in its transverse section the form of a cross, that having been
done before, for other purposes. But he claims the mode of manufacturing
fill lire

spaces

a,

as they

the centre hollow.

;

railway and other axles, shafts, and bars, by applying, as the central part
thereof, bars, each offering the figure of a cross in its transverse section, as

above described.

ENGINE AND MACUINERT FOR DRAINING
John Tavlor, of Duke Street, Adelphi, in the county of Middlesex, gentleman, for " certain new nurlianical combinations bi/ means of ivhich economy oj
power and of fuel are obtained in the use of the steam engine,''
26; Enrolled Nov. 2, 1844. (Being a communication.)

— Granted May

composition to make an air-tight joint when the vacuum is to be made
by the air pump, the disc or valve h ill fall or be pushed aside when the piston arrives at tlie end, and will require no more attention, excepting being
replaced, or closed by the time this engine is again required to work.
The pislon would, when it arrives here, cither partially or wholly leave the
tube, alter displacing the disc or door by its remaining mumenlum, and the
train with the " carriage rack" will pass on, and take one of the sidings and

These new mechanical combinations consist in the application of a double
acting steam engine, in combination with two or more " stoops," to the purpose of draining or irrigating lands, or lor raising water for other purposes
from one elevation to another. The principal features in this invention couBist in the peculiar arrangement of the various parts of the machinery or apparatus employed, viz- the beam of the steam engine is made of a triangular
form, the base of the triangle forming the beam, and at the top or apex of

be stopped by the attendants by breaks as usual but the operations of the
stopping would have been begun before arriving here, the train now only
moving slowly and with sufficient momentum to carry it to th place re-

and in centre of the beam and may be termed an inverted pendulum, the object of this weight is said to be to counteract the inertia of the moving parts

little

;

quired, or middle of the siding.

the main,

and

When

are out or withdrawn,

the piston and rack reach the end of
proposed that there shall be placed

it is

at each of the tw o ends of the mains, a receptacle or trough mounted upon
four wheels or rollers, so that the piston coming on to it, could be imme-

removed for inspection, &c., and another pislon newly greased, &c„
brought and placed with its head in the tube ready for the next leturning

diately

the triangle there

is

a heavy counterbalance weight, which

of the engine and the other parts of Ihe machinery at the

is

situate above

commencement of

the stroke, the engine in this case being worked with steam of very great
pressure, which is to be cut olf at an early part of the stroke and afterwards
worked expansively the beam of this engine is provided with a connecting
rod as in those of ordinary construction; the lower end of which is attached
,

to the

end of another beam similar to thatlaboyedescribed, and having an in-
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verted

tioned

pendulum or caunterLialaiice weiglit, rtnil to eadi end of lliJs last-menbeam there is attached by a pin joint a vertical rod, the lower i-mis of
manner to the " scoops" which are intended

wliich are attached in a similar
to raise the itater

from one clevaCioo

to another.

These scoops consist of a

Firstly, take 32

sheet brass, and

parts of copper,

mix

or combine

the copper in a crucible or other

l.'i

them

31

parts of block tin, and one part of
manner— fuse or melt

in the following

si\it:ible vessel

or furnace, add to

it

the sheet

tirass and afterwards the block tin. then pour oil the alloy in mgots.
This
alloy forms what the inventor calls " linrdeuing metal." He claims this nove
and peculiar use of these metals to form his "hardening metal," but the

quantities

may

be varieil to give the alloy

various other metals

may

any required degree of hardness, or
tcj efi'ect the same

be added in small quantities

purpose, but he likewise claims the
and block tin.

The above constitutes the

first p.irt

u.se

of these in connection « ith copper

of the process he emjiloys in the

manu-

facture of his ultimate alloys.

Secondly, take two parts of the hardening metal previously described, 19
parts of zinc or speller (or so many parts of calamine as shall be equal to the

m

and 3 parts of block tin, and mix or combine these
manner— fuse or melt the zinc, spelter, or calamine in a crucible
other
suitable
vessel
or
or fuinaee, which must be sulliciently large to consaid zinc or spelter,)

the following

tain along with the zinc or speller the

hardening metal lueviuusly described,

and the block

tin last specified.
The hardening metal may be fused or melted
crucible or other suitable vessel or furnace and then mixed or
combined with the zinc, spelter, or calamine, the alloy must be well stirred
with a suitable implement, in order to render the combination of these two

in a separate

metals or semi -metals as complete as possible, then add the block tin in order
to give the ultimate alloy or alloys the requisite degree of ductility or toughness, the whole must again be well slirred with a suitable implement in order
tu render llie combination of this the ultimate alloy or alloys as complete as
It may then be east or emjiloyed in the u-ual manner in the various
possible.

trough which may be made with a flat or curvilinear bottom, and somewhat
deeper at one emt than the other, that end which is the deepest being attached to the vertical rods which are in connection with the working
beams, the opposite end of the troughs being attached, by means of axes,
(upon which they move,) in any convenient manner to the embankment, the
height or level of which is eijual to that at w Inch the water is intended to be
raised; at the bottom of these troughs and at the outer end thereof there
are a number of valves opening inwards.
From this description it will be
seen that at each stroke of the engine one end of each of these troughs will
be raised and lowered alternately, in such manner that when the engine is at
or near the end of its stroke the end ot one of the troughs or scoops will be
immersed in the water intended to be raised, w liicli will pass through the
valves and into the scoop, the engine being provided with an hydrostatic
catch or cataract, the object of which is to keep the engine and other appa-

forms required for the construction of machinery. While the zinc or spelter
is Ijeing fused or melted the surface of it should be well covered wilh a coating of powdered charcoal, in order to prevent the volatilty of llie semi-metal.
The inventor claims the use of these metals and seml-metals above described to form his ultimate alloy or alloys, but the proportions may be varied
to suit particular cases, and a variety of other metals may be added in small
quantities, the use of which he also claims, though not alisolulely necessary

form his ultimate alloy or alloys. He further claims the use of the semimetal zinc, spelter, or calamine, as the basis of his ultimate alloy or alloys,
and although he has found the manner of combination above descrilx-d the
to

most effective in preparing the alloy or alloys, which he substitutes for brass
and copper in the construction of machinery, he claims the use of the .said
alloy or alloys although combined in any other manner or proportions, whatever such combination or alloy, being made either in the exact proportions
herein set forth, or in any other within such limits as are substantially the
same and will produce a like result.

ratus, for a certain period, in a quiescent stale at the termination of each

stroke, for the purpose of allowing the scoops sufficient time to

fill

and empty

with water. From what has already been slated, it will be clearly understood that during every stroke of the engine one end of each of these scoops
will be lowered for the purpose of filling «ilh water, »hich as the scoop is
raised or turned upon its axis flows out at the opposite end of the scoop, and
over the embankment into a trough or canal to be conveyed to the place

COATING OF IRON WITH TIN, &C.

Edmund Morewood,

7, 1844.

The

desired,

This invention, therefore, consists in the application of two or more scoops
working alternately, in combination with a double acting engine working
expansively and provided with counterbalance weights in the manner above
described, together with the application of the hydrostatic catches or cataracts for preventing the recoil of the piston

immediately upon

its

terminating

part of these improvements relates to a

mode

of coating articles

This part of the invention

is

confined

to the combined process of casting iron in metal moulds ami then coating
such articles with molten metal, the process being conducted by first cleansing the surfaces in the ordinary manner, and then coating them in a manner

hereinafter to be described.

of the invention, the patentees provide an iron box or trough, about 7 ft. long
and of sufficient width to contain the plates of metal to be coaled; this box

ALLOYS OF METALS.
James Fenton, of Manchester, engineer,

for "

ati

Tmptoved combination or

alloy or improved combinations or aUotjs of metals, appl'cafile to i>arioits purposes

for uihich brass and copper are usually employed in the construction of viacltinery.^'
—Granted May 30 Enrolled November 30, 1844.
;

The improved combinatinns

or alloys of metals are intended to be used in

the construction of machinery in general in those places and situations where

brass and copi>er are usually employed, and is designed as asubstitute for such
metal in consequence of not being liable to beat and other destruclive results

caused by friction and ordinary wear and tear, also by greatly decreasing the
C9nsumption of oil or grease, and being of much lighter weight in the same
bulk of mel.al. All these advantages will be sulliciently evident to the practical engineer and mechanic, as well as the great variety of purposes for
this impruvicl c(jmbination or alloy of metals

may

be employed in the

construction of machinery, such as steps, bearings, pedestals, journals, bushes,
boxes, connecting rod ends, cocks, taps, (Sic, and also as a substitute for

a.xle

the more elementary parts of machinery, (fornjcrly made of brass or copper,)
such as rollers for calico and other printers, bowls, &c.
The inventor describes the manner of carrying the same into practical
eftect in the

first

of cast iron with tin or other metal.

The second improvement relates to a mode of treating articles of iron before
submitting them to the melted metal to be coated. In carrying out this part

the itroke.

which

of Tliornbridge, in the county of Derby, merchant,
in the same county, gentleman, for " Im-

and George Rodgers, of Stearndale,

provemeiits in coating iron wilh other me^n/s."— Granted June 8; Enrolled Dec.

manner

following.

provided with a number of ribs or bars so as to prevent the plates from
touching one another; in the bottom of this box is placed sal ammoniac to
the depth of 3 or 4 inches, a fire is then lighted under the box. the heat of
u hich causes the sal ammoniac to give off vapour to such a degree as to exclude all atmospheric air after this process the sheels or articles of iron may
be immersed in melted metal for the purpose of coaling them in any convenient manner.
The third part relates to a mode of treating tin which has become injured
in the process of tinning.
In coating iron with tin by the ordiniry process
is

;

is considerable w.aste owing to its passing tlirough the oil or tallow employed in the tin bath
this part of the invention, therefore, consists in submitting ihe waste or spoiled tin to a red heat, and then allowing it to cool
after which it is to be placed in an earthenware vessel and covered with muriatic acid of commerce, which in an ordinary temperature must remain about

there

;

two days, at which time the acid will have become sulficiently neutralized,
and may then be drawn ofl' by this means the inventors obtain chloride of
tin which they employ in the process of tinning metal.
The fourth improvement relates to a mode of coating sheets of iron with
;

lead, or alloys of lead

and

tin,

the latter being in the proportion of (not ex-
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ceetling) 15 per cent.,

by means of a

flux containing sal

ride of zinc without the aid of tallow. In carryinp; out this part of the invention the patentees prefer to use a flux composed of 3 parts of sal ammoniac
and one part of chloride of zinc, withuut any oil or other fatty matter; the

sheets of iron

may

be dipped in the bath of molten meial in the ordinary

manner.

[January,

George Mlllichap, of Birmingham, for " Improvements

ammoniac and chlo-

trees."

— November 25.

in the construction of Bxle-

William Oxley English, of Kingston-upon-HuII, distiller, for "Improvements in the
and tar, and rectifying volatile spirits and oils.— November 25.
William Alsop, of Tahernacle-waJk, weaver, and Thomas Forster, of Streatham, manufacturer of India-rubber fabrics, for " Improvements iu the manufacture of elastic fabrics,
and in making articles from elastic fabrics, and for weaving fabrics for the driving bands
of machinery, and for other uses." November 25.
Narclsse Leray, of Paris, merchant for " Improvements in covering the tops of bottles
jars, and other vessels."
(Communication.)— November 28.
Louis Antoine Rltterbandt, of Gerrard-street, Soho, doctor of medicine, for certain
" Improvements in preventing and removing incrustation in steam-boilers and steamgenerators."— December 2.
James Wrigglesworth, of Bedford street. Strand, chemist, for an" Improvement or
Improvements in steel pens." December 2.
William Henry James, of Clement's-lane civil engineer, for certain "Improvements in
carriages for the conveyance of passengers and goods, and in the means of working the
same." December 2.
James Winter, senior, of Wardour-street, Soho, upholsterer, James Winter, junior, of
the same place, upholsterer, and William Lane, of Bedford-place, Kussell-square, Middlesex, gentleman, for an " Improved scaffold or mode of scaffolding, applicable also as a
fire-escape for lite and pioperly." December 2.
James Nasmyth, of Patricroft, Lancaster, civil engineer, for certain " Improvements in
machinery or apparatns for hewing, dressing, splitting, breaking, stamping, crushing, and
distilling of turpentine

—

The last part of these improvements relates to an after coating of lead or
alloy of k-ad, that is to say, coating articles which may have received a previous coating of zinc or alloy of zinc. In the case of iron wh'ch has received
tin or some other metal, and afterwards to receive a
coating of zinc, the inventor proceeds by melting the metal in an iron pot
surface
its
with a suitable flux, which may be composed of
then
covering
and

a previous coating of

two parts of chloride of zinc and about one part of oil or tallow the articles
to be coated are then to be immersed in t)ie metal and allowed to remain until
they become the same heat as the metal, (care being taken that the metal is
;

not too hot so as to melt the previous coatings,) they are then withdrawn,
into water, and then brushed with sawdust to

and shortly afterwards dipped
remove the flux,

—

—

—

pressing stone or other materials."

The Ancient Frescoes in East M^ickham Church.— The churchwardens
have entirely deatroyed these interesting remains. Great eftbrts were made by the British
ArchEeological Association to preserve them, and letters on their behalf were forwarded,
by order of the Assouiation when at Canterhnry, to Archdeacon King and the Bishop of
Rochester, but the result has proved the inefficiency of the Association's exertions. It
was urged by the churchwardens and the ecclesiastical authorities that the paintings were
not worth saving; tut several eminent artists had pronounced thera to be fine examples
of church decorations of the 13th century, and it was hoped that least the better preserved portion would be spared, and that other paintings in the church, from which the
whitewash had not been removed, would have been examined.
curious instrument, the invention of M. Schwil^ue (the
The Toposcope.
mechanist of the far-famed clock of Strasburg cathedral,) is about to hit established on
the platform of the same edifice its object being to determine, during the night, the true
position of lighted objects in the distance, false impressions on the subject being often of
disastrous effect, as, for example, in the case of conflagration. The apparatus in question,
to which the inventor has given the name of Toposcope, Is composed, according to the
description, of two graduated circles, with sub.divisions marked by an infinity of numbers.
These circles, by their rotatory movement in inverse directions, furnish a multitude of nu
merical combinations. A telescope, moving with the upper circle, is fitted to the apparatus
and on directing this to the place of the disaster, the instrument Itself furnishes,
in measured numbers, its distance from Stiasburg cathedral.
Singular DisrovERY.— On Thursday morning, Dec. 12, as some men were
employed digging for the purpose of forming a new sewer in the New North-road, Hoxton, they discovered, at a depth of about 20 feet below the surface of the ground, a remarkable Roman structure. The first presentiment they had of approaching something
wonderful was to find themselves standing upon a hard flat surface, instead of the usual
rough earth and stone. The fact was immediately communicated to the siirveyor, vvho,
After some little delay, it was
in company with about a dozen men, repaired to the spot.
detei mined that the tiles, &c., should be taken up, and for that purpose six men were selected to descend, who, after some considerable delay, succeeded in raising several large
pieces of stone and tile, underneath which was discovered a small cellar or vault, the di.
niensions of which were 3 feet in length by 23 feet in width, and ;i feet 7 inches in depth,
strongly tiled throughout. Several small vessels of earthenware were found, as also a
small urn, supposed to be of gold. The excavation was immediately covered over, and
men placed to guard it until this day, when it is expected some determination wilt be
come to by the parochial authorities. A more wonderful specimen of ancient Roman
architecture has never been discovered, and a view would amply repay the exertion of a
journey thither.— 'Times.'
British Enterprise. Some curious particulars are given in a Montevideo
journal, of a British enterprise, one of whose remarkable features is a ship sailing on a
In 1826, says the account in question, Messrs. Rundell
level of 18,000 feet above the sea.
and Bridge, the London jewellers, purchased the gold mines of Tlpuani, and the emerald
mines of Illimani, and sent over Mr. Page as their agent. These mines are situate on the
banksof the Lake Chiquito,2-)y English miles long, 150 in breadth, and hitherto unfathomed in many parts. In the neighbourhood of Tipuani, are other productive mines,
belonging to General O'Brien and an Englishman of the name of Begg. The only vegetable produce of the district is a species of red potato called chusnia, and a few nutritious
plants; but to the east of the Lake, at Copacasana and in the vallles of the Bolivia, are
cultivated maize, barley, and fruit-bearing trees. The difficulty of feeding, from their own
scanty region, the large body of Indians working in the mines suggested the idea of building a vessel for the navigation of the lake; and General O'Brien, and Messrs. Page and
Begg determined to make the attempt. Mr. Page purchased an old brig, in the port of
Arica, stripped her of her anchors, sails, and rigging and succeeded, with extreme diffiLulty, in conveying the hull to the mouth of the Apolobambo, whose waters fall into the
Chiquito Lake. Thither he brought workmen from Arica, built stocks, and after two
years of painful and unceasing labour, succeeded in launching his vessel on the Lake, and
opening a regular communication with the produce of the vallies of the Bolivia. The
brig is well found In all things— save for her want o( anchors, which it has been impoBsible to cany to such a height.
General O Brien and Mr. Begg are reported to have executed other works of a boldness not less surprising. They have transported a steamengine across the Cordilleras— dug, through the metalliferous hilts ot Lacaycota, a canal
2,000 feet in length, traversed by nine locks, and laid down a railroad at its extremity, for
the conveyance uf their ore. In this Lake Chiquito is the island of Titicaca, assigned by
tradition as the eiadle of the earliest Peruvian civilization, and the sacred burial-place of
the ancient kings of the country.

—A

;

—

,

—

—

—

in the construction of, casks, barrels, or other vessels intended to contain wine, beer,
fermented liciuors, or other hquids or substances which are liable to fermentation
or decomposition, from exposure to the action of the atmosphere." December 7.

—

James Smith, of Cross Keys Hotel, Wood-stroel, engineer, for " Improvements in
printing or ornamenting various fabrics."— December 7.
William Wood, of High Holborn, manufacturer, for "Improvements in printing,
dyeing, staining, or producing marks or patterns in or upon woven, felted, or other
fabrics."

;

—

;

IiIST

OF N&MT PATENTS.

GRANTED IN ENGLAND FROM NOVEMBER

25, TO

DECEMBER

21, 1844,

Six Months allowed for Enrolment^ unless otherwise expressed.
John Barker Anderson, of Great Suffolk -street, Surrey, for ** Improvements in the
manufacture of soap."— Sealed November 25.
William Clark*, of Nottingham, lace manufacturer, for "Improvements in the manufacture of ornamental lace or net."— November 2b,
Benjamin Baillie, of Henry-street, Middlesex, glaxier, for " Improvements in regulating
the ventilation of buildings."

— November 25.

Ebenezer May Dorr, of Ludgate-hill, for *' Improvements in the manufacture of horse
shoe nails." (Partly a communication.)— November 'lb.
I 'John William Buckle Reynolds, of Lyniington, engineer, for " Improvements iu obtaining motive power for working locomotive carriages and other machinery."— November **6,

—

Ueecember 2.
Rene Joseph le Comte du Colonibier, of Chancery-lane, London for " Improvements in
machinery for splitting and cutting skins and hides." December 2.
John Jeremiah Rubery, of Birmingham umbrella manufacturer, for " Improvements In
the manufacture of umbrellas and parasols."- December 2,
Josias Christopher Gamble, of St. Helen's, Lancaster, manufacturing chemiBt for
" Improvements in the manufacture of sulphuric acid." December 4,
Benjamin Seebohm, of Horton Grange, York, merchant, for an "Improved mode of
manufacturin g certain descriptions of chains." December 4.
John Ronald, of Glasgow, merchant, for an "Apparatus for boiling sugar-cane juice
and other liquids." December 5.
John Ryan, of Liverpool-street, surgeon, for certain "Improvements applicable to, or

— December 7.

Alphonse le Dlirede Normandy, of Dalston, gentleman, for " Improvements In purifying
and in converting lac into shellac." — December/.
John Fisher, the younger, of Radford Works, Nottingham, gentleman, and James Gibbons, of New Radford, merchant, for "certain Improvements in the manufacture of
figured or ornamented lace or net and other fabrics." December 7.
William Willcocks Heigb, of St. James's. square, M. D., for " his Invention of the
hydro-mechanic apparatus, which by a certain combination of hydraulic and mechanical
lac,

—

apparatus and well-known philosophical principles, is intended to supersede the use of
fire and steam in working and propelling all kinds of machinery and engines."
Dec. 7.
Charles Louis Felix Franchot, of Paris, Engineer, for " Improvements in engines to be
worked by air or gases." — December 12.
Joseph Welger, of Vienna, Doctor of medicine, for "Improvements in the amalgsmation, alloying, and soldering of certain metals."— December 12.
William Kenworlhy, of Blackburn, Lancaster, cotton spinner, for " Improvements in
looms for weaving."— December 12,
William Malins, of Mansion House-place, ironmaster, for " Improvements In constructing roofs and other parts of buildings of iron or other metals, and In the preparation of
the materials of which the same are or may be constructed."— December 12.
Sebastian Mercier of Paris, manufacturer of piano-fortes, for " Improvements In pianofortes."— December 12.
Robert Heath, of Kidsgrove, Stafford, coal agent, for " Improvements in heating ovens
and kilns used in tbe manufacture of china, bricks, tiles, and other articles of earthenware."— December 12.
for " Improvements in apparatus for preparJoseph Lockett, of Bfanthester, engravi

—

ing to be engraved or turned, such copper
used for printing or embossing or calende:

other metal cylinders or rollers as are to be

—

December 12.
g calico or other fabrics."
combing
John Perry, of Leicester, wool comb manufacturer, for " Improvements
December 12.
"
Moses Poole, of the Patent Office, gentleman, foiImprovements in the construction
of fids for ship's masts, and in the means of sellwig up ship's rigging." (Being a communication.)— December 12.
George Fergusson Wilson, of Belmont, Vauxhall, gentleman, George Gwynne, of Cavendish-square, gentleman, and James Pellans Wilson, of Belmont aforesaid, gentleman,
for " Improvements in treating fatty and oily matters, and in the manufacture of candles."
December 12.
Warren de la R>ie, of Bunhill-row, manufacturer, for "Improvements in covering the
surfaces of paper and other materials with colour and other substances."— December 12.
Robert Walker, of Saint Helens, Lancaster, colliery agent, for " Improvements in apparatus for fiddling coals at collieries."
December 18.
Robert Knowles Waller, of Manchester, candle-wick manfacturer, for " Improvements
In the manufacture of platted wicks, and In the manufacture of candles."— December 18.
John Wheeley, of Stafford, manufacturer of iren, for " Improvements In the manufacture of iron spoons." December IS.
Nathaniel Fortescue Taylor, of Vauxhall, engineer, for ," Improvements in apparatus
December 18.
for measuring gas."
Arthur Wall, of IJisterne- place. Poplar, surgeon, for " certain Improvements In th«
manufacture of steel, copper, and other metals." December 18.
Edward Hammond Bentall, of Heybridge, Essex, iron-founder, for "Improvements in
Implements or apparatus for sowing or depositing seed or grain." December 18.
James Thompson, of Cornwall-road, Lambeth, baker, for "certain Improvements in
the preparation and application of various farinaceous products, and for machinery used
December 2it,
in manufacturing the same."
Benjamin Biram, of Wentworth, in the county of York, gentleman, for cei tain Improvements in oscillating engines, worked by steam, water, or other fluids, which are also applicable to the raising or propelling of fluids." — December 21.
Charles Johnstone, of Saint Helen's, Jersey, engineer, for "^certain Improved arrangements for raising ships' anchors, and other purposes." December 'Zi,
wool."

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
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OUR MODEUM MON'UMENTAL nUILDlNGS, AND THE
NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.
So miiny cluiiigcs lirive already been rung in llje newspapers on tlie
subject of th.' Royal Exchange Ibat we seem to come limping a day,
or ratlK r weeks, after the fair, or else to be attempting to collect
cream from "thrice skimmed sky-blue."

That the newspapers got the

;

start of us is not to be denied, yet what they chiefly hel))ed them-ielves
to was rather the mere froth than the cream of the matter,
fussy

—

reports of the fuss and fussiness attending what, by strange misnomer,
"Opening" of the Exchange, for after that grand and
solemn house-warming the building was shut up again even sealed

^vas citled the

—

—

order to be completed, an inilispensable process,
ive bei'n forgotten during the vast hurry and eagerness of civic K'valty.
However, the eitinens took good care to convince her Majesty that however unfinislu'd some otlier parts of their
edifice might be, its cuianie was complete.
All the nine-days'-wonder
interest of the inauguration aflfair is now entirely evaporated, therefore we shall not think of bestowing other admiration upon it than we
have just expressed as to the haste wilh which it was got up. Neither
shall we touch U|)on any of those staler matters which the newspapers
runiniagod cut and furbished up as being ()propo3 to the occasion.
Of Sir Thomas Gresham all we say is rtquitscat in pace, we are not
going to resuscitate, alias biographize, that worthy; nor shall we
trespass upon the province of the Illustrated News by giving a view
of Holt School as an illustration of Mr. Tile's Royal Exchange.
Nay,
we shail not even so much as enter into the pedigree and family history of the predecessors of the present structure, leaving them to the
Dr. Dryasdusts who haunt the British Museum, and contenting ourselves with remarking that both its grandpapa and papa went out of
the world in a blaze and that not a merely poetical a;;d figurative, but
in other words, lliey were carrieil
a literal and good earnest one
and violent inflammations of the bowels which
oft" bv those sudden
liermelically

albeit it

seems

in

to

li

;

—

literally

was be-dociered, it w'as altogether deprived of such expresand the design ])atched up as we now behold it, when the best
that can be said of it is, that it is consistently insignificant and insipid
throughout. Of course anything of such size will pass with the vu'gar

structure
sion,

from those

feu Houses

!

—

—

—

—

—

—

!

—
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may even aspire to obtain the epithet of magnificent
critics who are in the habit of flinging about their highflown terras of admiration so freely and so much at random that their
praise is mere brummagem.
What most forcibly strikes the observer
is that the building sceins to have been executed altogether as a mere
Jul), with just the kind of taste, and as much of i', as was to be had by
" contract;" beyond that, not a soul, neither the architect nor any one
else, appears to have cared for anything, so long as the "mateOf one thing alone is it
rial" purpose of the structure was answered.
characteiistic, namely the easy and short-sighted indilferenee as to
art
prevailed
at the time of its
of
architecture
and
wliicli
matters
for grand, and

of I'arli.iment, which, thanks to the imperturbable composure evinced
by Mrs. Wright on the occasion, made a n]Ost glorious flare-np. What a
woman that same Mrs. Wright slie deserves to have a statue erected
to her in the New Palace of Westminster, if not at the public expense,
at that of the architect himself, as being his greatest benefactor. Had
not that most worthy dame resisted the apprehensive hints and precautions her nose might have suggested to her, the fire might have been
timely detected before it broke out, and comparatively very little
damage would have been done. As good kick would have it and
we challenge Charles Barry to contradict us it \^'as as it was, otherwise we should still have been looking at James Wyatt'sgothic, almost
twin brother to that of the front of Guildhall. As to fresco painting,
that would never have been so much as dreamed of had the old
"Houses" remained in slalii quo; what an impulse ihi-n has been
given to art if merely as regards the talking about it and what results may eventually be produced, all in consequence of a lit:le laudable
indiscretion and want of vigilance. Laudable, no doubt, in the opi uioii of
architects, whom we take to be fire-ivorshippers at heart, and Vulcanists in secret, except when they happen to be of the pontificial
because the aquatic strucorder pontifices alias bridge-builders
tures of these latter are not at all liable to fall a prey to the flames,
BO one having as yet succeeded in setting the Thames on fire, often
as the attempt has been made.
After this opening apropos, we come to our professed subject, and
shall enter into the heart of it at once, without repeating what is sufficiently well known already, the newspapers having taken the trouble
in saying which we also acknowledge
of description olV our hands,
that the descriptions of Mr. Tile's edifice which appeared in the
Times and Morning Herald were most satisfactorily drawn up, and
most unusually circumstantial. Under any other circumstances, they
would, we sus|)ect, have been considered by far too minute and tedious,
but the royal visit cast a nimbus over the building itself and all belonging to it. For ourselves we prefer contemplating it in a less
glaring light, and considering it soberly with regard to its own intrinsic interest and merits alone, and as matter for critical opinion and
Well! the new Royal Exchange is for a certainty no
speculation.
Parthenon, not even a bit of it— no make-believe Greek Doric temple
after the fashion of the notable "Durham Testimonial" lately erected
on Painshaw Hill— a curosity, by the bye, in its way, it being not only
according to such architectural type, but also according to that of a
"shocking bad hat," viz. one without a crown to it, the Durham Doric
affair having no roof at all to it, although it has a pediment at each end
Neither is our London Exchange such a piece of classieality as the
that architectural compound of the veritable modern
Parisian bourse

—

whose

centre, consisting of a single row of nine lofty
arched windows, at least plainly enough indicated that there was the
"Long Room," but when afier its falling down that portion of the

the river fafade,

—

gentlemen of their speci<'S are so liable to.
Such was the splendid fate, a la Scmclc, of the

33

and pseudo-antique, produced hy paltisadivg a building full of arched
doors and windows all around with Corinthian columns, whereby the
latter look as if they had been added afterwards to what was never
intended to enact Corinlhianism, and support the character of a
Grecian peristylos. Nor is it such another piece of be-Corinthianized
quakerism as is ihat other building in Albemarle Street, which is
similarly dignified by the epithet " Royal."
For what it is not let us
then be grateful grateful, too, for what it is, since it turns out to be
very much better than we had reason at first to expect, and so very
much superior to any other public edifice that has been erected in the
metropolis from the commencement of the present century. Among
those of late date scarcely one is really monumentil in character, or
noble in expression.
Even magnitude is in many instances made to
strike as littleness, owing (o littleness of manner, while embellishment
is so niggardly and awkwardly applied as to (iroduce a more naked
and starved appearance than there would be w-ithont any at all.
As a piece of architecture, the Jlint is of the most common-place
design and humdrum quality, and is so tcjlally devoid of any indication of its purpose that it might pass for anytliing save what it is,
Ditio, with regard to quality, may be said of the Custom House,
which, notwithstanding that there is plenty of it, is marked by nothing
so much as insignificance, feebleness, and even paltriness of style.
Wretched as the original design was, wholly unworthy of the occasion and opportunity, there was at least some sort of physiognomy in

With the example of Dublin to stimulate to emulation
pile on the banks of the Liffey happened just then
be utterly forgotten London was content that its Custom House
sl'.ould yield undisputed arcliitectural precedence to that of the sister
The latter city, however, exhibits iu its Post-office a sad
capital.
falling off from the general beauty and excellence of its public buildFrancis Johnston was an estimable man, quite as munificent as
ings.
ol(l Soane, although his munificence was of a less trumpeting and fussy
sort, for he erected in Ins life time, at his own privLite expense, the
building for the Royal Hibernian Academy, but he showed himself, as
we are sorry, yet as truth and regard for ait compel U5, to say, little
better than a mere botcher in architecture when he applied a maeroxhjlc Ionic order
one, moreover, aflecting a a very unusual degree of
decoration, even the frieze being enriched
to what is quite an ordi-

being erected.

— unless the noble
to

—

—

—

nary house front, thereby producing a sadly tasteless jumble of fullof the would-be poetical and the veritable
dress costume and dishabille
Were all the rest knocked down and the portico alone left
prosaic.
standing, we might then give the architect credit for a fine feature in
what we should presume had been equally dignified in all other respects; which remark applies to a great many other building-;, and to
The India House for one, is in
not a few in our own metropolis.
there
jiretty much the same predicament as the Dublin Post-office
likewise, we behold an hexastyle Ionic, which for sumptuousness of
being
unique,
it
called
be
character and prodigality of decoration may
the only thing of the kiiid we have where sculpture has been ap|ilied
Taken by itself, apart from what is alongside of
to the same extent.
and immediately behind it, the external elevation of the portico is
fully enriched— almost to overHowing-both frieze and pediment are
sculptured, and groups of statuary crown the acroteria of the latter;
yet all this pomp of architecture shows itself but as a splendidly embroidered pinafore upon a very homely dress. Iu sad and sober truth
confessed that modern porticos are seldom other than so
it must be
many architectural pinafores, consisting of only a single range of
columns let them be four, six, or any other number attached to the
front of a building, but not f/it, on the contrary frequently contrasting
witli it so oddly and so harshly as to show utter disregard of all keeping and consistency of character, with a parading display of cheap

—

;

—

—

classieality— now almost vulgarized by being hackneyed

ad nausiam
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Notwitlistanding, that ns treated by tliem, the idea of a portico
ahnost excludes all idea of design, composition or combination, most
arcliitects are apt to pique themselves chiefly upon such borrowed and
second-hand feature, and upon that kind of taste and correctness in
regard to it which is altogether mechanical. However, we seem content to accept the negative merit of accuracy in lieu of either inventive
talent or artistic feeling; and further, to accept a portico, and nothing
but a portico, as equivalent to an entire structure. Were not such
the case, hardly would its portico have obtained for the Post-olhce
the reputation it has done; because, althougli it is certainly a superior
thing of its kind, and one of the largest in town, the building itself is
anything but worthy of that appendage to if, which, to say thetruth, cause
it to cut much such a figure as a jackdaw witli a solitary peacock's
feather in its tail. All the rest of the building can be described only
hy negatives. Even were its facade some degress better, and all of a
])iece in itself, still the whole \vould be but a very one-sided sort of
alfair, because although every side is to be seen, the posterior one and
nil, the architect seems to have relied upon obtaining for them the
loan of Gyges' ring, and accordingly gave liimself no further concern

about their nakedness.
In that respect, it must be confessed the Posf-ofSce does not stand
alone, there being many other public buildings of that half-breed
wherein, instead of being uniformly kept up and carried out, architectural pretension is either greatly abated or renounced altogether for
such parts of the exterior as are not immediately in sight. This is
in what would else be one of the most imposing
masses of architecture in the metropolis so long as Wellington-street
and Watcrloo-biidge were not in existence nor even contemplated, it
mattered not in how slovenly dishabille the back of the westernmost
range of the buildings of Somerset-place were left, they being at the
time totally shut out from view, consequently it is no reproach to Sir
William Clianibers that he did not make fit to be seen what it was
then impossible should be seen at all. Whereas now, in consequence
of its being completely and most conspicuously exposed to view, that
converted
side has been turned out from its original concealment,
from a hack into a front not indeed nominally such, most assuredly
no facade, nevertheless a front it facto, and as to situation. The consequence is, its present condition greatly weakens the impression
which the river front is calculated to produce of itself, quite destroys
all illusion, and causes that which should be " imposing" to appear
little better than an imposition.
There, indeed, we behold a splendid

the case for Instance,

:

—

—

architectural/acf, but it is impossible to entertain the idea of a magnificent architectural mass and ensemble, when we also perceive of
what rude, misshapen, mean and vulgar kind the rest of the mass is.

And

perceive it we needs must, because that miserable West side comes
immediately in contact with the principal facade, and is not only seen
combination with it there being no otherland view to be obtained
of that part of the building, than from the Soulh-west,
but it shows
itself the more distinctly and in full face, of the two.
Hence monumental character is entirely forfeited where it might have been or
to speak more accurately, where it might be most forcibly expressed,
whereas so long as that West side shall be suffered to remain in its
present state, it is a gross deformity in itself, and a glaring contradic-

—

in

—

—

tion to the architectural pomp affected for such other parts of the
general exterior of the buildings as are visible. The immediate
proximity of Waterloo Bridge only serves to render matters all the
worse, inasmuch as strangers cannot go to view that monument without being struck by the unfinished beggarly appearance of the other.

For our own

part, we think that the architectural reputation of the
British capital would be better consulted by completing such a pile
of building as Somerset Place, than it is by sticking up dowdy York
and Nelson columns, as if in evidence of bankrupt imagination.
much-wanted lesson for some other public buildli;gs maybe taken
from one which albeit by no means to be commended lor its design, or
held up as a model of refined taste, has nevertheless one merit in which
they are deficient, namely that of architectural consistency of being all
of one texture throughout, and not a patchwork dress of embroidery
in front and " filthy dowlas" behind.
Although it faces what is so

A

—

narrow as to be a mere passage rather than a lane, the South side of
the Mansion House presents an elevation conformable in its design
with the others, and of the same material, therefore it is at least
stamped by integrity of architectural character. So far it is irreproachable,— free from that contamination of grudging meanness which
so frequently causes what is meant for grandeur to appear little better than hypocritical pretence, and finery concealing sluttishness and
rags.
Besides the so-much-abused Mansion House— to which people
seem determined to allow no merit at all,— we have very few buildings exhibiting the consistency and completeness which are almost
essential to all structures of a monumental class.
So few indeed are
tliey lliat they amount to scarcely a handful, since
they may all be

[Fkbruary,

reckoned up upon fewer than five fingers, viz., St. Paul's, the Mansion
House, and the Bank, and there our catalogue would terminate, could
we not now add to it the new Royal Exchange.
Here then we are arrived again at that edifice, after our long, and
tortuous^some may call it tortoise-paced, prolegomena. The Exchange does exhibit and that, too, in a very striking manner, — what
is generally more or less disregarded, notwithstanding its very great
importance, namely, well-regulated architectural economy in regard
to keeping, and the duly apportioning decoration over the whole.
Equal care has been bestowed upon all the elevations, and, although
with some variation as to design, the same character prevails throughout three of them, while the remaining one is differently treated for
the purpose of distinguishing it as a portal facade to the edifice. Of
course all the designs for the Exchange conformed with the conditions of the site, and whichever had been adopted, we should have
had an insulated building of just the same extent as the present one,
and showing four architectural elevations. Yet though as far as those
circumstances alone go, no particular merit can be claimed for Mr.
Tite, we think that he has availed himself of them more happily than
was done by others. Unless our memory deceives us at this distance
of time, in most of the othei designs the chief architectural pretension
was thrown into the West front and confined to that part so that there
was more or less of falling olTin tlic rest, the other sides being made
quite subordinate and of little interest in themselves. Most certainly
we should have been exceedingly sorry to see adopted for execution
that design of all others to which the three professional gentlemen
who were called in to act as umpires in the first competition, assigned
the highest premium, although upon what grounds we cannot conceive, for if any reasons were alleged in support of such choice, tliey
were not suffered to transpire, consequently we and the rest of the
public went without the instruction we might have derived from a

—

—

well

drawn up

report, clearly setting forth the peculiar

tions of the design

say

so especially singled out.

Its

recommenda-

merits

— we cannot

beauties— were of such an occult nature as greatly to need
liaving some light thrown upon them, but professional men are apt to
be very reserved and very shy of enlightening the public upon matters relative to their art, and some of them growl because "literary
idlers" like ourselves presume to fill up the ranks that they dcsett, by
its

dealing in Lirchitectural criticism.
However, instead of conjecturing what could liave been proposed in
favour of the design alluded to, let us be thankful for having escaped
it, and by no means unthankful for having got so noble a structure as
Mr. Tite has produced. Our apprehensions as to one point are now
removed: it was matter of doubt with us wliether the peculiar form
of the plan
the obliquity of the s'.des to the ends,
would not be attended with an awkward effi'ct, but now find that as far as the exterior
is concerned, that circumstance proves no disadvantage
on the contrary, it is, perhaps, highly favourable in one respect, because had
the West end been as wide as the East end, it would probably have
been treated just like the others, and there would have been no portico at all, or if portico there had been, it would have shown itself
very differently from what it does now wdien it projects from what is
just a suflScient mass behind it to serve as a quiet backgrovmd to it,
and give it relief; whereas greater extent of that front might have
occasioned the intrusion of shops on each side of the portico at least
of windows, wdiereby composition and character would have been very
dissimilar from what they now are, and would have partaken of that
standard modern-antique physiognomy whose leading trait is a portico applied to rather than combined with a line of front behind it.
admit that the edifice would have been more homogeneous would
have been stamped by singleness of character and uniformity of design throughout, had the West front been treated similarly to the
others but then uiiless the plan had been rectangular, not only would
the obliquity of the sides have been rendered more manifest, and disagreeably so, but that front the most exposed of them all, and so for
principal as to situation, would have looked insignificant in comparison with the others. Some distinction and importance might, indeed,
have been given it by placing the tower at that end, had which been
done, besides overshadowing the Merchant's Area, by excluding from
it the afternoon's sun, the campanile would, we suspect, have had a
very unfavourable effect upon the Bank, if brought into such immeAt all events we should then not have had
diate proximity with it.
the additional piece of architecture we have now obtained,— the portico facaile, which if it does not strictly accord in expression with
the other fronts, neiiher interferes with nor is interfered with by

—

—

;

—

—

We

;

them.
In its ensemble this portico may be termed unique, inasmuch as it
decidedly distinct from all previous specimens of the kind in the
metropolis, and furthermore distinguished from them by qualities and
circumstances of powerful effect.
do not say that it displays any
is

We
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we Jo not deny that it boars a general ami absolutely
inevitable resemblance to all other examples ancient and modern, because all alike agree in consisting of a colonnade crowned by a pediment, except in those very rare instances where the semicircniar plan
by far the
is adopted, as in the two porticos of St. Paul's transepts
most tasteful pieces of composition Wren ever produced, and the niost

great invoiUion;

—

noble in style.

Resemblance of that

sort

is,

however, a very difterent

thing from' either actual likeness or mere repetition. However diverin other respects, all arcliitectural features of the same kind
must have something in common, let the style be what it may. One
spire, for instance, will bear a generic similarity to other spires, other-

sified

wise it would be something quite dilfrrent from a spire, and would
No doubt some other arrangement of
not answer to such name.
columns tlian that of a portico might have been adopted, one at any
not to say superior in etTect
rate more novel, perhaps quite equal
that is very easily said, but those who start invidious objections of
the kind seem to have themselves no idea of what that something
should be, else they would probably give their ideas some intelligible
Dismissing all such unsubstantial, vague, and indotinite
shape.
"might-be's," and " mighi-have-bein's," our purpose is to consider the
portico as it is, and without claiming for it originality, wo are neverth<'les3 disposed to hail it as a welcome novelty of its kind.
grant that it keeps in the usual track, but then it advances very much
far beyond the point at which other archifurther in it tlun usual,
What has been done now for the first time
tects have stood still.
might
certainly have been done over and over
at
least,
country
this
in
the only cause for surprise is that it should not have
again, before
should have gone on contentedly,
architects
that our
be(~n done,
giving us little more than so many external semblances and mere
shadows of porticos, things which proclaim their own inefficiency of
purpose, and renounce even the appearance of utility, being generally
so shallow as quite to contradict the idea of shelter, and being sometimes so tastelessly not to say barbarously applied, as to look more
like unmeaning and cumbersome excrescences than organized and integral parts of the buildings they belong to: they have the unhappy
look of being intruders where there is little or no room for them, and
where they are accordingly squeezed up as much as possible in order
to be no more in the way than can be helped.
In discussing the merits of the Royal Exchange portico, we shall
not lay much stress upon the superiority to others, which it derives
from greater amplitude of dimensions: it is sufficiently obvious that
caleris paribus, columns forty-one feet high will make a more commanding appearance than such as are only thirty or five and thirty
that an octastyle
or eight columns in fiont, beinealh a pedifeet;
ment, produces a richer and more majestic appearance than an hexa8tyle,or what hasonly six columns so disposed. Though circumstances
of that sort have their weight and influence, and add to the aggregate
impression, they would not of themselves excite our admiration,
Tery possibly might even increase our dissatisfaction, did we find the
grandeur intended to be so produced maimed or nullified by inherent
ignobleness of style and vulgarity of ideas, in other respects. Had
the portico in question little other excellence than that of its external
elevation and imposing scale, a foot rule would serve nearly as well
as a pen to describe its beauties.
Our admiration, therefore would
Lave been considerably less had this part of the structure been executed according to the architect's first designs. By a most miraculous
piece ofgood fortune one exceedingly rare indeed in architectural
history, instead of being required to prune and pare down his original
ideas, Mr. Tite was very liberally allowed to develope and expand
them, and so to amplify his portico as to render it, although still the
same in front as at first, of markedly dillerent and highly improved
character.
Whether tlie alteration was suggested lo, or by Mr. Tite,
or whether it was at all in consequence of the |iretty general and
strong approbation that had been expressed in favour of Mr. Donaldson's design, on account of the classical character of its portico,
we
know not, but, although in its present form the portico does greatly
resemble the one proposed by the latter gentleman, more especially
in those peculiarities which so eminently (Tistinguish it from what we
have hitherto been accustomed to, the likeness does not afford any
charge of plagiarism, since the other idea was only founded upon the
example of the Roman Fantheou. It would be a difficult matter to
establish and protect by patent any property of ideas in architectural
design,
or could it be accomplished, it would be well that the profession should be restrained by severe pains and penalties from pirating Sir Robert Smirke's ideas of classical taste and Grecian style.
However derived, it is quite sufficient for us that we have at last
got Buch an example as the portico of the new Exchange, one whose
inttrior, a part generally treated as if of no account, and at the best
little more than a blank as to decoration, is strikingly replete with
picturescjue vffect, with varied combinutious uiid play of perspective,

—

—

We

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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We

and is further set off' by brilli int contrast of light and shade.
hero
perceive something of the poetry of architecture, certainly of its
pictorial quality, since this interior would be an admirable subject for
the pencil, were it not also one that quite baffles its powers of rejiresentation."
For very much of this character the portico is indebted to the inner columns, which although only two in number tell
for a very great deal by their value in the design.
By their position,
these columns distinctly mark out the plan into three divisions, the
centre one of which is wider tli:ui the others, and of greater extent as
to lenglh, the portico being there recessed within the general line of
its b.ickground, and lliruugh the open arched portal the inner quadrangle, or Merch lilts' Area, shows itself in the distance, which vista
produces a very unusual species and degree of scenic effect. The
inner columns, and all the other circumslancrs of jilan and arrangement which we have mentioned, give to this jiortico the charm of
apparent intricacy combined with perfect regularity, and of architectural uniformity without formality.
Nor is this all, for we should
Ifave one remarkable feature of its design and embellishment unnoticed were we not to point out for admiration the richly coffered
vaulting of the ceiling. This last is qui e as much a noveltv in its
way as anything else in the design, for it exhibits a degree of finish
and sumptuousiiess of character that in direct, almost might we say
startling, contrast to the sort of apology for or pretence to coffering
any thing but Corinthian in taste in the ceiling of the portico of the
National Gallery, which has only very shallow coffers, without even
so much as a moulding of any kind to them, and the look of beggary
and blankness thus occasioned is further increased by the ceiling being
so very low, that it is almost on a level with the soffits of the architraves, or the tops of the capitals of the columns.
Finish was certainly not Wilkins' forte, and microscopic as was his taste in some
respects it seems to have concerned itself chiefly about cohiuins and
intercolumniation, to the neglect of nearly all besides in design.
To return to the Exchange it may be thought strange that where
there is so much richness and decoration in other respects, the architect
should have bestowed rather less of the latter than is now usual upon
his columns, their shafts being left unfluted.
Fluting, however, is not
indispensable, not essential to completeness, nor does the omission of
it occasion the appearance of positive nakedness and want of finish.
Although left quite plain, the shafts of columns will always tell in
a building, because of themselves they amount to decoration; and in
a climate like ours and in a London atmosphere they show themselves,
perhaps, with greater relief and breadth of effect when they are not,
than they do when they are fluted.
At any rate, whenever such
further enrichment is applied to the'coluinns, a corresponding or even
increased degree of it sliould be applied to entablatures also. If the
one aie to be fluted, the mouldings of the others ought to be carved,
and the soffits of their architraves embellished. It would further follow, from analogy and from regard to due proportion and distribution of decoration, that if an extra degree of ornamental finish be
bestowed on the shafts of the former, it should be extended also to
the corresponding division of the entablature, whence we should lay
it down as a general principle that fluted columns require a sculptured
frieze,
at any rate such ornate finish in the collective entablature as
will render the entire order of a piece, by proportioning the character
of one of its main divisions to that of the other. Such, at least, is
our doctrine fully supported, as we think, by the fundamental and
almost instinctive princijiles of taste ; and let whatever may be
thought of it, it cannot be called the mere repetition and dressing-tip
again of what is inculcateil as matter of course by the initiatory precepts of the art.
No such broad theoretical maxims are laid down in

—
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architectural treatises, much less in the application of them shown iu
architectural practice.
Nevertheless, the lattersupports and confirms
them by making manifest, sometimes even painfully so, the ill consequences of not attending to what is so obvious in itself, that almost
the least disciplined notions of architectural consistency might inculOf
cate it spontaneously, without precepts or authority of any kind.

become almost the universal and ordinary practice to
display almost the very two extremes of character in what are into constitute conjointly one consistent or&rand uniform whole,
for while all the decoration tliey are susceptible of is bestowed upon
columns, the very parts which least of all need extra embellishment,
all that is above them is treated as if meant to be be in contradiction
to them, plain architrave mouldings, naked friezes, stunted and otherwise mean looking cornices, and blank pediments being exhibited as
late years it has

tended

1 Even the most correct perspcctivo of I lie portico externally can b'lt very InnJequatcly
express, or rather only hint at the design of the interior, therefore hardly need we say that
the general views published of the building— apparently one and ail made from the very
same sketch, convey no idea whatever of the characteristic peculiarities of this example.
In a geometrical elevation, again they disappear; the inner columns are completely concealed by those in front, tlie vaulting ond lis curiclimeuts cannot be Been, uod th« whole
is shown iu a state uf rl^id lilelessness.
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tlie nitablalure nixl compleraenfaiy portion of fluted-columned order.
altliougli tliere is hardly occasion for
I'"ur an instance of sue!) order
pointing to any one in particular wlien tlicy are, unfoilunately, so numerous, we may again refer to tl;e portico of tlie National Gallery,
in vvliich the richness aimed at liy the columns and the close intorcoInmniation, is neutralized by the general poverty of the entablature.
The latter may be very well in itself, and suitable enough wliere plainness would be a propriety, and in accordance with the rest of the
design, but placed as it is in juxta-position with elaborate ornateness,
its plainness becomes oftensive meanness, and the whole composition
Almost
little better than a discordant jumble of conflicting qualities.
might it be imagined that Wiikins never saw the portico to which his
columns originally belonged, we mean that of Carlton House, an
example which of all others then existing here we could least alTord to
spare, it being by very far the most complete, the most perfectly
finished up in every respect, (with a liighly enriched frieze and cornice,) and being strikingly majestic ana grandiose in its ntstmhle, not
a little picturesque withal in its plan, and further distinguished by
having inner columns, very differently disposed, however, from those
within the portico of the Exchange, they being so jdaccd as to divide
and
oil'that part of the plan which was recessed within the building
which rendered the whole portico very nearly as deep as it was wide
—as a sort of pronaos or inner loggia, whose floor was on a higher
level, there being a flight of steps up to it, which last circumstance
contributed not a little to picturesque variety. Still, one sad draw-

—

—

—

—

back there was, upon all this assemblage of architectural pomp and
beauty, one, however, which did not accu«e Holland of either negligence or want of taste, it arising solely from architectural correctness

made

being

to give

way

to convenience, for in order to

render the

"practicabh" for carriages, instead of its being made
triprcstyle, or with three intercolumns on its flanks, as it else would
have been of course, two of the intercolurani were laid into one,
thereby producing the disagreeable appearance of a wide gap, as if a
column bad actually been taken away from each of those sides. The
convenience was imdoubtedly very great, yet dearly purchased and
the only tiling that could reconcile the eye to such defect, was that
the interior of the portico was more exposed to view. After all, the
portico of Carlton House— though hardly ever mentioned, while that
of St. Martin's church continues to be cried up, even at the present
day, as a sort of prodigy, at least as perfection was the finest example
of its kind we had,= unrivalled, until now in some respects surpassed
by that of the new Royal Exchange.
Resuming our remarks upon tins last, we venture to give it as our
opinion that it world not have been amiss to try the effect of a little
polychromatic decoration within the portico, if only by way of experiment, and at first with colours that might have been easily expunged
Painting cf the kind in
in case of the result proving unsatisfactory.
that situation would be equally protected from the weather, and stand
Introjust as well as within the ambulatories around the open area.
duced into the portico^ not that we wish to have seen it there after
just the same fashion, and to the same extent and degree, polychroray
would have been a more decided novelty in itself, and also appropriately characteristic of the particular building, as announcing in the
principal entrance to it the style of decoration adopted for the public
part of the interior. Nay, the effect of colour within the portico
might be tried with the greatest facility and without the slightest hazard
tliere being a model of that part of the building upon a sufficiently
large scale for an experiment of the kind, or a still larger one might,
It would bo a futile obif necessary, be prepared for the purpose.
jection to say that it is now altogether too late to think of such additional finish to the portico, since it is of a kind that might still be applied, should previous experiment justify its being attempted, the
portico

;
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—

—

other consideration being that of extra cost, an

o/ily

exceedingly

one with the citizens, if we may judge by the alacrity with
which they expended their money upon temporary decorations, and
the fittings-up for one day that were meant to be puUings-down the
trifling

next.
All that we desiderate further for the exterior of the portico is two
So
statues for the pedestals that close the ends of the flight of steps.
placed, they also would be a novelty, for we know of no instance in
this country where figures of the kind are introduced after that manner as accompaniments to a portico, and so far more effectively than

We

2
might seem to be altogether ignoract of the existence of such an acquisition to
the portico clnsB as is that of Ilie Fitzwilliam fliuseum, Cambridge,— so capacious in its
were we to pass it byentireiy, but tliismere
Interior, and picturesque in its arrangement,
mention of it thus in a corner must suffice on the present occasion.
3
liave seen it mentioned that the frescoes within the colonnade of the Berlin Museum were ** inaugurated** on the 15th of October last, but without the sli htest remark
as to the effect produced by them, on the architecture, or to Inform us whether the range
of Ionic columns In front is at all improved or not in appearance by such pictorial Ijackground to them.

—

We
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when placed on the acroferia of a pediment, where as statues they
cannot be properly seen, but show little better than so many oddly
shaped pinnacles.

Put in advance of the portico, statues would increase the general stateliness of its appearance, and combining in
perspective with the columns would produce a very unusual degree of
picturesque richness. Of the portico we may now at length take our
leave, with the remark that the sculpture is of more value as an accessory to and filling up of the architecture, than for any particular
merit as a work of art.
The other elevations of the exterior will not detain us so long, for
instead of speaking of them sepaiafely, we shall make a few general
observations suffice for all.
And looking at them we cannot but regret
that it was deemed expedient to incorporate shops with such a structure,
a regret in which the architect himself, no doubt, sincerely
joins us.
do not so much object to them on the score of their
being shops for retail business, and in such capacity beneath tlie
dignity of a Palace of Commerce, as because they cut up the architecture, destroy all breadth and repose, cause the lower part of the
structure to appear too slender and weak, and the upper to luok more
massive and heavy than it otherwise would, and all the more so
because the shop fronts are, almost of necessity, in a light and what
may almost be called a fragile style.
think, therefore, that the
building showed itself ratlier to advantage than not, in the interim
between the scaffolding being taken down and the hoardings removed,
when only the upper half was visible. There is hardly any appearance of piers at all to the arches, merely strips on each side between
the arcades and the pilasters, consequently the whole of the lower
pait has the look of being crowded and squeezed up, more so, perhaps,
than would have beon the case had the pilasters been omitted and the
piers unencumbered.
Had it been possible not only to get rid of the
shops, but to dispense with windows altogether on the ground floor,
making the lower parts solid masonry with jointed rustics, as is
actually done in the Royal Exchange at Dublin, the general character
of these elevations would have been incomparably superior to what it
is at present, and withal, markedly distinct from anything we now
have. At all events, shop windows might surely have been omitted
in those curved portions of the exterior which connect the north and
south sides with the east end ; for arches on a curved plan have any«
thing but an agreeable efl'ect or appearance of strength.
If these strictures amount to rather serious dissatisfaction we cannot
help it ; our censure must be taken along with our praise, or if the
latter be not worth having the other may stand for nothing.
As soon,
however, as we get over the shops, we can resume our benignity, and
speak in favour of the upper portions of the elevations, without going
against the grain of our critical conscience.
Here there is certainly
no lack of ornament, for it is indulged in even to profusion as regards
"to
the windows; but when we say
profusion," we do not therefore
mejn to faulty excess. It is something to find that windows can be made
to take a far more decided and important part in architectural design
than they have hitherto been allowed to do : and that instead of being
made to look as if they were ashamed of showing themselves at all
they here display themselves in peculiar "bravery."
have heard
them compared to picture frames one of that cheap sort of comparisons which are employed from lack of critical argument
but we
have yet to learn what it is that constitutes that particular, and of
course very discreditable resemblance. If we are to judge by comparisons and resemblances, we might with quite as much truth and
propriety say of the windows wdiich our ultra-Greek architects exliibit, that they too resemble frames
not indeed picture frames, but
the straining frames on which picture canvasses are stretched, they
being about as plain and free from all ornament. The windows of
the Royal Exchange manifest considerable study of detail, ability of
invention, and diversity of design, far more of them all three than
one of the notables in the profession has expended upon all the buildings he ha.s erected, and they are surprisingly many, when we consider
how small his practice would have been had it depended chiefly upon
his talent, which has procured for him no more flattering distinction
than the epithets of "Machine" and "Milk-and-Water," the ideal of
respectable and intolerable mediocrity.
wish that lie could be
exchanged for any body else, or if for nothing it would still be a
bargain.
own that the windows, and some of the other decorations of the
Exchange, are calculated to horrify architectural precisians and
puritans,
those who eschew all innovation as contagion, and denounce
as illegitimate whatever deviates from their own formal rules for
producing frigid insipidity.
leave to others to enter into logomachies as fierce as they are finical about mere names and words, for
we are always ready to accept as legitimate in art that which is meritorious anti satisfactory in itself, and if it comes to us without producing a licence from precedent, we welcome it all the niort; as an
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the edifice we are speaking of, we
admit tli.it its style cannot be rallfd pure, and that it may without injustice be termed hc.ivy, but if without injustice so also without reproach, for of heaviness it has no more than befits its cliaracter ; or if
that term must be exciusively employed as one of censure, substitute
"boldness" and " massiveness" in lieu of it. Perhaps we could find
no more expressive and appropriate epithet than v\h.it we chanced to
hear applied by a person who, after looking at the hui ding fur some
time, addressed his companion with tlie exclamation of " Well, now
entirely

new

aoquisilion.

As

to

what I call a jolly style!" Jolly it certainly does look in
comparison with the meagre, starved-visagcd buildings we are accustomed to behold.
There is an expression of both stateliness and
sumpluousness qualities which we do not meet with so very often as
to have to complain of being surfeited with them.
Afllucnce then'
is, too,
exuberance of ornament, and much of it may be said to be
ex.igger ited yet even such excess becomes quite a merit in comparison with the opposite faults of feebleness and nakedness.
Simplicity, or what has been so calhid
and a plausible name goes
a good way in such matters
has been greatly overated by us, and the
ufTeclation of it has led to the adoption of what cannot so properly be
Called a style, as an extinction of all style, patched here and there,
perhaps, with a few broken bits of Grecian and Roman. It is full
time to have done with that and we not only hope but lliiiik that the
new Royal Exchange will help to banish it henceforth from our public
buildings at least, and such others as make auy pretension to architecthat's

—

;

—

—

;

tural display.

Concerning the interior of the Exchange we cannot speak as yet so
we could wish, nor can we now speak of it so fully as it would
be in our power to do, were we not apprehensive of being thought to
claim too much space for our remarks, wherefore we must confine
them to that part of the interior which is of chief architectural interest, and to which alone the public will liave access.
The Merchanls'
Area of course constitutes the Exchange properly so called; yet
although it is so far, tlu' very body of the plan, and heart of the building, its architecture is exttrnal, the place being only an open corlile
or piazza surrounded belov*' by arcades forming spacious ambulatories.
Somewhat strange it certainly is that the meichants should not have
availed tlieuiselvoa for their new edifice of the opportunity of rendering that part of it where they assemble for business more commodious
tl'.au the former one by roofing it in so as to protect the whole of it
from the weather, as might have been done without converting it into
what Would have resembled merely a spacious room or interior of the
usual kind.
There would not have been any necessity for deviating
from or disturbing the present design, since the four elevations might
have been just the 3;:me, excepting that there might be required to
have been added to them a clerestory with open unglazed arches,
which together with skylights or open glazed compartments would,
we think, have atforded quite as much light and ventilation. There
was not very far to seek tor a practical instance and test: Hungerford
Market supplies one. That holds out a sulliciently suitable idea for
a Merchants' H.dl, and might have removed wdiatever apprehension:!
were entertained that by being covered in the area of the Exchange
would be too much darkened.
However, we shall not pass censure on the merchants for adhering
to the plan of their former building,
the only one, perhaps, according with their notions of an exchange, and therefore not to be exchanged for any other. The inconvenience attending it, if it be not
an entirely imaginary one fancied by us
will be felt by them, not by
oursr-lves, who are very well content to behold what is a much greater
architectural rarity here than a spacious covered-in room of any kind
would be, namely, an open coitih of uniform design aud entirely closed
in on all its sides.
can not call to recollection any thing that we
have at all similar in character, for even the inner court or quadrangle
of the British Museum is of quite a dili'erent one, and still would be
so were it just in the same style, and precisely in the same taste, instead of being in those respects the very reverse of the other." The
inner court of the Museum is very far more spacious than that of the
Exchange, its area being no less than nine limes greater, from which
many would at once infer that the effect must be about nine times
grander, whereas it is really just an inverse ratio. Beyond certain
limits, increaseii I'xtent of space dimiuishes the efijct of the architecture around it, unless the latter be augmented in the same proportion
contracted space, on the contrary, enhances its effect. Thus, the corfully as
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4 Tliat any archllpclural char.ittcr or finiiili at all sIioulU have been bestoweil upon a
part of the Museum, wliich Is all but entirely shut out from notice, seems to ua somewliut
at variance with that ceonumy which h;i3 tonsidtred bare hriek walls sullkently ornamental and dignitted for the whole of the exterior except the South front— the smart
pinafore to an uncuutli mass of meanness if not of positive ugliness. The columns, unUe,
&c., now secluded from view, within that court, would have just sufiiced to decorate and
fact with stone eleven hundred feot of the exterior.or ralher more than both the East uud
\\n\ sides!— Surely this does not indicate the must judldons luaua^'emeut,
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within.thc Exchange lias the proportions of a lofty hall, and architectuial character predominates in it ; but in the other case, the proportions become tlios;- of a very low room, the architecture loses much
of its consequence, impressivencss of ensemble is greatly weakened if
not destroyed, and the general appearance difTcrs but little from that
of so many distinct tlimigh uniform buildings ranged on the sides of
an open space. Difficult as it is for us to express our meaning clearly,
tile

we may perhaps

illustrate

it

— though somewhat fancifully — by saying

that the Exchange cortile has u certain peculiar and rich architectural
tl.ivour— a choice and peregrine relish almost unknown among us.
Spacious as it would be for a room, the Merchant's Area is small
we do not say too smah as a court, for although the entire plan, including the arcades or ambulatories, is liJS feet by HI, the court itself or open part does not exceed llGby t;0 feet.
It is accordingly
treated diflVreutly from the exterior, for a single large order, as in the

—

latter,

would have taken

off

from

its

apparent

size,

and have been

ratlitr

overpowering; wherefore the elevations are made to consist of two,
the lower one Uorie, the upper Ionic, and we hardly need add, of
Italiin character.
Here, too, there has been a considerable deviation
from and improvement upon the original design, it being at first intended to leave the lower order quite open without any arches between the columns, in which case, besides that the colonnades would
have had a poor and stragging elFeet in themselves, unless the intercohimniation could have been reduced by increasing the number of
the columns, there would have been a most disagreeable expression
of weakness in the whole of the lower part in comparison with that
above it, which expression would have been any thing but miticrated
by the very unusual d.'pth of the ambulatories within. The culumns
being attached to piers, and, thus contracted, the openings converted
into arches, the whole has now an air of adequate substantiality and
compactness, and the ambulatories themselves are less exposed to the
weather.
should however have liked to see moulded archivolts
to the archr.s, as such a degree of finish seeins wanting in order to
bring them more into keeping with the very ornate cliaracler of the
other features. Ornateness to an unusual degree
such as may be
callod even floridness, certainly prevails in the upper order, whose
v.indows are even still more remarkable as composition, than any of
those on the exterior; each windosv occupying the plafond (plat fund
or back of a largo niche-like recess, coved and panelled.
The window
itself has rich dressings, and is surmounted by a pediment; and the
arch over it has a sculptured keystone in the form of a cart"uche.
Tliiis the general composition of llic upper order presents a series of
arched compartmrjuts between the columns, corresponding with the
open arcades below. Decoration has been applied with uiigrudgiug
hand, and such is the variety and complexity of details that repeated
examination is requisite for noting all its particulars. In many of the
other designs which were sent, tlie interior court was, on the contrary,
marked by excessive plainness, as if appearance was there of no moment. .Such, if we mistake not, was the character of Mr. Donaldson's,
and if such really was the case, it woidd have formed a more striking
than happy contrast to his splendid portico.
In the edifice actually
erected there is, fortunately, no suc^ anti-climax, no falling off in
point of richness.
However high expectation m.iy be raised by the
portico, there is no danger of disappointment being felt on entering
the cortile, whose effect is considerably enhanced by its not coining
immediately into full view, on passing from the other, but ludng approached through an intermediate space, in comparison with which
it forms a wide and brilliant expanse,
brilliantcertainly in iiolvchroinic embellishment, to quite an unprecedented degree, ic,
we were
going to say surpassing every thing else of its kind, but we have at
jiresent nothing else of the kind, except it be in the Temple church.
are aware that Mr. Saiig's decorative encaustic painting in the
ambulatories does not satisfy every one, nor can it be considered more
than mere decoration, without pretension to pictorial art
still it
serves to shed a glow of warmth and splendour over the place
and it
is highly creditable to the committee that they should have shown
themselves willing to adopt improvements and additiims both in this
and a variety of other respects, so very far exceeding what was originally contemplated.
One strong proof of their desire to render their
edifice complete at all points, in decoration, was the introduction of
tessellated pavement for the flooring of the Jtea,
which was tasteful
and classic in design, and no doubt singular, striking, and superb in
effect.
But, tilas,! th.it was but a transitory gleam of splendour, no
other trace of which is left than an engraved delineation of it ujion
paper.
Whether or no the mischief is at all to be attributed to tlic
hurried-on 'Inauguration' and to its being then trodden upon by a
concourse of persona, before the cement had had time to harden, it
was found necessary to take up the tessellated pavement again, aud
replace it by one of asphalte. This soltmn failure is greatly to be regretted, not only on account of the Exchange itself, which has thereby
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been despoiled of a magnificent piece of decoration, but because it is
prejudice against, and deter from, again attempting tesselat least upon anything like tlie same scale.
lated flooring
have
not yet taken our readers over the whole edifice, but, alWe
though mueli that is highly attractive and wortliy of notice remains to
be spoken of, viz., the apartments constituting what is called 'Lloyds',
which are unusually spacious, and in some respects of novel character
also,
we must be excused from conducting them upstairs, lest the
Editor's patience should be exhausted, and he kick us and our article
down stairs without any ceremony. So instead of looking at those
rooms, it behoves us to look to ourselves, and to see that our paper,
does not grow to such dimensions that no room can be found for it,
but it must be exchanged for some other, which sort of Exchange
we most assuredly should not admire at all, nor should we call it a
Royal one, though made by Regina herself.

liliely to

—

—
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have produced impasta and luminosity which Reynolds tried

in vain

But, to return systematically to my last paper.
said, must not be tampered with.
A simple, pure,
vegetable oil such as linseed or poppy, bleached,' if you please to
ble;ich at all, in defiance of my experience, by the sun alone, (although
in this climate you never can gain the state called by Cennini baked
a state quite opposite to tliat of buikd oil.)
A simple oil, I say, joined
with a pure resinous vehicle, a proper dryer for this climate, and such
a glazing will defy time; and, I repeat, with these, good flake or
Kremnilz white is more jiermanent than ultramarine in ordinary oils
and JVTacgelps : for the one will not change, as a white, while the
other does, in effect, change as a blue (however permanent in itself^,
when covered by an acquired yellow.
It becomes clear therefore, painters who love their Art and look for
fame, for I do not address such vulgar drivellers as said the other day
publicly, " he cared not, so long as his pictures outlived the exhibition and brought him the price, if they died away the next day;" and
some months ago to another " what care I, Ihey will stand my time"
such beings are too grovelling, too heartless to feel the lash, or I
would broadly give the " local habitation and the name." Painters
who seek the laurel wreath of posterity must dash off their ancient
prejudices
spurn idle empirics who advertise this and that colour or
mixture, and inverse their ideas of permanence, choose simple pigments few in number, torture less with the brush, depend wholly and
solely on vehicle, and use less oil and tliat simple and pure, lieedless
use a proper dryer with every lead or tender colour
of shop limpidity
as well as with lakes or blacks, and cease to be deluded by body,
however convenient it may be. They must cast aside all Macgelps
sold in the shops, however puffed off, and make their own of copal or
glassa, which is infinitely better, and remember the empirical addition
of copal to brighten colours, however learnedly vaunted by Merimee,
only betrays a total ignorance of all practical desiderata and the simple principles of permanence.
Their oil will then not retrograde, as
it now does, by an unerring law of nature, and their pictures will not
die away or crack, but remain gloriously steadfast, rich, flowing and
to aehieve.

Oils,

I

have

—

—

—

ON THE OILS HITHERTO USED IN PAINTING;
AND THE NATURAL AS WELL AS REQUIRED PROPERTIES OF ALL
OILS FOR ITS USES.

—

No. IL
Lanzi" might well say, " Much will he do for the Art who can tell
us with what gums, with what mixtures these Greeks painted ;" and
as justly assert, after all his indefatigable enquiries, " Correggio's
vehicle is lost and inimitable ;" for, after years of labour, I came to
the conclusion, that no one oil, no one agent, as a vehicle,^ could effect
the desired end ; and, therefore, by combining the elementary principles of the best terebinthinaties, so as to dry without the rising of oil
and thereby prevent lowering and yellow iiorn, I gained as far as I
could judge, tlie chief desideratum of the Art, and subsequently joined
tlie powers of glassa, which I saw clearly had been used by
Correggio and Rubens so as to glaze with that splendid, ever-flowing
power, which I honestly believe no other earthly agent at all approaches but the difficulties of the subject in its enforcement, no
man can possibly conceive. I have now before me six quart bottles
of the same agency, varied to suit first one caprice, then another, until
nothing short of the most minute diary could have prevented confusion
and loss of first principles, and this only between the dates 1341 and
1844, and two of the finest elementary matters were actually rejected,
one to please a colourman's^ caprice because of its colour, the other
because of its smell, in defiance of all my experience and assertions;
although, I am now prepared to prove by the living testimony of an
artist of no ordinary' qualifications, that an Italian experimentalist
of note now living, extracted the one from an accredited picture
of Correggio, which my friend saw, first in the state of powder,
next after evaporation of its solution hi its original form; and
that in searching the public archives he found evidence of the expenditure for glassa, &c. And further that my friend under his
instruction learned to overcome its difficulties,'* used it, and continues to use it with unquestionable effect; nay more, the employers
of Corrgegio," paid for similar articles for Correggio's use and three
powerful agents out of five, acquired by me from sheer thought,
labour and cost, in a word from practical deduclion, were proved,
to ray conviction at least, to have been actually used by this hitherto
inimitable painter; and that with one alone a mere dauber could

to this

;

;

1 Lanzl, Vol. I.
a So Utile do varnish makers

know or even colourmen what a vehicle requires, I am
to retrace my steps, and the vehicle is now prsciaely what my landficape
by Birch was painted with, and Insert those agents In t845 which in 1H42 Wassrs. New-

now compelled

m«Q'fl rejected.
a That is a necessary caprice of trade; the tradesman keeps what will sell— what the
majority dsmands, and he considers such demands his desiderata.
4 Mr. Salter, the painter of the Waterloo Banquet, of 5(j, Pall Mall, wha knows more
of vehicle than any man I have met witli in thirty years.
a He who found the ag8nt(l8'i7), from an ancient book, was taught by him who discovered it by analysifl of a piece of a real Correggio * to use it.* Mark the similitude of our
labours and circumstances— a practised painter could not use it well until taught by the
philosopher; a colourman and amateur painter rejected mine first as too dark, second as
of a bad smell Mr. Birch's brushes stuck fast in my landscape two years ago, as too
fiercely drying; Mr. Easllake could not get his first specimen to * dry at all'— yet do we
agree.
fl
This will he better given in full and ' formally* by my valuable friend in a communication to the Royal Commission of the Fine Arts, and In deference to whose " equal right
to fame" I use the now obsolete term " glassa," (which I take to have been a trading term
synonymous with what was termed gutta succina), the pure gum fornis of the Monk TheopbUua, which Merlmee, as a crotchet, identified with copal,— but which no more referred
to an absolute "gum" than the old name of catechu, a vegetable extract, viz., Terra
Japonica— referred to any earth. I would neither forestall my own " past" communication to the Secretary of the Royal Commission of the Fine Arts, nor any my friend may
intend to make, for this is a second advent of painting, au absolute resurrection of the
vehicle of CorreEgio,
;

—

—

fresh.
I have alluded, in my last paper, to the non-use of dryers except
where a lake or black required forcing, let them remember lead re-

quires forcing also, simply because it wants also fixing as rapidly as
possible, and so with vermilion, &c., or its gravity assists the oil in
rising, which it does into cups or valliesfrom which the skin radiates,
and tiiis skin wdiicli Fernbach mistakes for an oleate of the pigment
contains no pigment at all, it is a mere film or artificial caoutchouc
(or Indian rubber) and the pigment is always found beneath after rubbing it off with pumice, beautifully pure but full of vallies. Fernbach
in fact rides a silly hobby," that of theoretic chemistry from a bad
school, with nomenclatuie for a vest and his saddle a sort of Liebig
skin.
I am amply disposed, however, to "render unto CiBsar the
things which are Cffisar's, and unto God the things which are his."
M. Fernbach is said to possess some secret vehicle on which he sets a
high value, and that the book, therefore, he has uishered into the
world contains it not, but that this vehicle smells strongly of the
copaiba balsam here the enquirer has shaken Liebig's nonsensical
elementary science off, and gained a grand point. Copaiba was used
by me twenty years ago, and every other natural balsam and gum resiu,
not only known to modern medicine, but many which modern medicine
Copaiba was recurred to again by me
scarcely knows the name of."
four years ago. With copaiba, as one agent, I had a landscape painted
by a Mr. Birch'" two years ago and two quarts now stand as refuse
Copaiba I first used twenty years ago with an esin Soho Square.
sential oil to imitate a balsam long forgotten, but of great solvent
powers, viz. the beautiful Balm of Qilead (Balsamum Gtleadensis) of
which I possessed a brilliant specimen from the cabinet of the late
Dr. William Harris, the well-known bibliomaniac. Copaiba was used
by Sir Joshua Reynolds, as I see by liis diary ; and whoever possesses
at this moment Sir Joshua's portrait of Goldsmith can amply test my
experience, if painted, as he states in the diary, with copaivi, as
he calls it, and lead, it will be found the hand has the colour good,
impasta fair, but too fixed, too solid, that is not floating as if fixable
and finally, full of cracks, this will surely be if the
but not fixed

—

;"

—

—

See further of Rlr. Salter's beautiful alcoholic treatment In the sequel.
Let a painter be well read
9 And Salter has profited by not following the same path.
and versed in the nature and history of what he uses, hut never a chemist (affected to be),
nor ever trust the oxygen and hydrogen gentry of the mere teacher's chair, these men are
Incubi and Ignes fatul, out of their sphere they laugh at your folly while you quote their
trash. Obviously they are theorists,— practically know nothing. The worst physicians,
toxicologists, painters, and farmers I ever knew, were these amphlbire of science.
Not one in every thousand ever heard of some common dispensatories not five hundred years old. I could prescribe with 8 or 10 synonymes and medicines the majority
never heard of; and I name It only to exemplify the fact that modern chemistry, byenamed philosophy, Is the owl on the donkey of Pope's Dunclad, and its motto " oU des.
^

peiandum."
a u Of Brewer

Street,

Golden Square,

THE

1845.]
lead wore used

in

CIVIL

powder or ground
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in oil, but

no excess thereof; this

terebintliinate being a grand preserver of lead, simply by a resinous

preventing

shield

tlie

rising

Copaiba was used by me
Sir Martin Archer Shee,but I fancy

of the

oil.

some specimens given by me to
thrown away, two years ago in pure detestation of the classics of his
art, and what ho emphatically termed "black pictures of the greatest
fools upon earth, the connoisseurs." Finally, copaiba wan used by Correggio, which, as I before said, was one of the three agencies used by
me, and is the only good diluent, in delicate proportions to be gained
only by practice, of solutions of glassa, which again the varnish makers
know nothing of — tlnir only method of treating it being by ordinary
in

its chief and strictly characteristic traits; nor
can any living artist, excc|)t my friend Mr. Salter, use its solution
without being taught from the results of practice. This glassa was
my rejected article for "colour" copaiba for its "smell," which
greatly to my cost I mixed and modelled, steamed and distilled in vain,
Copaiba, however, can only be used in certo please the colourman.
secondly, betain given proportions ; first, because it begets tack
cause containing extractive it is disposed to turn brown by light,
whereas the painter requires, if possible, such agent or such quantity
Copaiba proves the concluding portion of
as shall bleach by light.
my last paper, which Reynolds was ignorant of, viz. an " iiiversed law
0/ drying," for it is na/H/'d/Zy a bad dryer, and yet rvilh lead alone
cracks more than most of the hardest gums.
The mere varnish ni.iker would reject this, as he would all soft gums
(as they are called), but he knows nothing of vehicle, in which it canAnd, the glorious property of glassa next to its
not be too soft.
'^fow," which the innocent colourman rejects, however beautiful in
working, almost as iuveterately as he does its dark colour, at tlie very
moment he recommends Macgelp with much more colour, because " it

practice whicli destroys

—

;

does flow," will not stand out or stand up. Now, in the lirst place,
every true artist knows Macgelp is infinitely more valuable for its
"bearing out" (for a time only), than for its "standing out," though
useful.
And these genii of the shop little know that this inherent jlom
of glassa, this inimitable resemblance of molten glass can be checked
at our pleasure, and stand out in the highest pile upon pile, the tinest
Still has the
imitation of muslin threads or crystal ramifications."
use of glassa its obvious limits; it cannot be used empirically; it has
no preservative power with lead, and has also some disposition to
brown and flowing surpassingly would with oil dispose it to rise
because of this flow, if not modified by the dictates of practice.
I had intended to trace the various oils used in painting from Plutarch's day to that of Pliny, from Apelles to Andreas Rico, and the
gradual changes from the " cera Punica in oleo liquefacta" to wax,
Oil and resin with lesser quantities of wax, until soluoil and resin.
tions of resiu in oleo de sasso, or spirituous vehicle made the picture a

—

;

—

—

brittleuess, as in the Rico picture of the Museo Mediceo
described by Lanzi and Tambroni or the pupil of Georgione examined by me, wliich picture, though evidently painted with oil as
the vehicle, was a mass of resin, as mentioned before, and blackened
considerably from the action of a very slight absorbent and bad gesso
and ultimately, as the zenith of vehicular progress, to
ground
Correggio's resinous vehicle combined with glassa glazing and splendid
but as I know Mr. C. L. Eastlake, with one of the
imperisliability
best artistic libraries in England at command, great artistic powers
and experience, and a brain iiitinitely better adapted to special research, and moreover a better linguist, has it in hand or in perspective, I retire gladly to what I am more au fail in giving, mere
practical experience.
I have made more than five hundred distinct experiments on panel
during the last year, and can preserve lead as I please. I have used
every artificial precipitated silicate, (not to be confounded with the
impostures called silica and glass media, mere trash conglomerated
during the borax mania, a large parcel of which I analyzed for a gentleman three years ago,) and 1 must here defend Mr. Field against
the flippant remarks bc^rrowed by Mrs. Merrifield from the Davy and
Merimee and Taylor school. Soft glass containing lead I have detected in several pictures; in others pumice and burned bones; and
as Cennino Cennini used, and almost every other great painter of
whom we have any record, this glass in grinding, as a separater of
particles, it is almost impossible, in such a day of close experience
and personal manipulation, that the powers of this vitreous silicate as a
besides, we have incontestible
fine dryer should iiave been neglected
evidence that it was used for another purpose, viz. to produce rough
and sparkling particles in the middle painting. Ground lead glass
with an artificial silicate most assuredly preserves and bleaches lead
in oil, and prevents by fixation the rising thereof.
Strass, or paste for Paris diamonds, flint glass alone, every sort of

mass of sheer

;

;

;

;

common, Brazil crystal, aqua-marine, and diamond dust, I caused
much labour three years ago, and found none possessed of this power in the manner and quantity of artistic painting;
if, therefore, the allegations of certain house painters and their colour
makers be true, with reference to flint and gieen bottle glass after calcination, it must be from the greater quantity used in the one and
mixed with more boiled oil, and in the other the probable presence of
iron and manganese both quite incompatible with artistic use.
Oil, I have again and again asserted, mvist not be tampered with ;
and I have shewn the fallacy of bleached oil, and if corroboration were
wanted I hiive given enough in pointing to Leonardo da Vinci,'
whose oil was beautiful, but hi' ni^ither produced Correggio nor Anselnu nor Rubeus's general elfect, neither the combined impasfa and
permanence of the one, nor beauty and permanence of the other. I
have shewn the fallacy of chlorine bleaching, though elegant and creditable to the bleachers; I am bound, however, to give an apparent
Mr. Salter by a peculiar alcoholic action
exception to my own rule
does good, not in bleaching, but in the abstraction of dirty mucilage
and water, and although I have used some hundreds of agents and
nitric ether among them, I cannot recollect 1 ever used alcohol, and his
judgment, tact, and manly perseverance, in using that which gibes and
flint in

to be levigated with

—

In two
jeers had turned many a man from, redounds to his credit.
centuries will his pictures be such as Wilkie's are not now, and in
fifty years will be less.— Ere that time they will be, on the contrary,
a crackling memento of genius in decay, for Wilkie tried the trick of
the Flemish school, viz. to produce by asphaltum and Macgelp an

imitation of this flow and brilliance.
The empty assertions which blemish Mrs. Merrifield's translation of
Cennino Cennini, borrowed from the theoretic schools, I trust in ansuch as " fFe know ultramarine can
other edition she will erase,

—

preserve other colours," when it cannot preserve itself (in oil) ; "soda
has great preservative power," because, forsooth, soda exists in ultramarine, in whicli she forgets soda, as in glass, is a vis inertue of matter, so much so, fluoric acid sooner attacks its silex than its soda ; and
if it were not, if it were free, that is active, it would be a filthy, deAnd if it
structive, efflorescing, baneful agent, the curse of the Art.
could preserve any green, dependent on alkaline agency, in the same
especially
those
mure
pigments,
))roportion would it destroy all other

dependant on acid agents for their tones.
But enough, alkaline lixivioe never ivere used \n oil painting at all ;
thev vfere used after a certain period of wax painting and during the
transition of the Art to oil, more as a remanet of old practice than
anything else, and when olive oil was actually used, the grease of
which it did somewhat subdue but a soap picture does not now exist,
nor did such exist at the time Andreas Rico, the Cretan, painted in
Candia with oil surcharged with olibanum thus, or some other gum
resin, and certainly not since, without Mr. Pyne has painted one in the
I never saw
borax vehicle and plaster of Paris to astound the world
one, however, and his good sense has perhaps retouched his pictures
for like the
eye,
human
from
them
in plaster and Macgelp'^ to secure
cheeks of a female mummy they would assuredly blush to be seen by;

;

man.
Cennini had observed, like da Vinci, the rising of oil, and recomof ultramarine with all white ; this was wise, just what
not because il could
a practical man might be supposed to teach
preserve the lead, but because it would cover its yellow as the
her linen vests.
change
of
laundress's powder blue does the visible
Let us now take cause and ertect in juxta-position: let us see the
and, the
sources of permanence in various pictures, of various styles

mends the use

—

;

obvious sources of modern failure.
T/ie Causes of Permanence in Ancient Pictures.
Better grounds, as the result of hard labour, much thought, keen
observance of cause and eftect, and by necessity a better adaptation to
the style and tempera or vehicle used thereupon.
2. Fewer colours, and less of that which Cennini calls "torturing
\.

with the brush."
3. More transparent colours.'" Aye, and if less vivid, more faithful;
changeable in themselves, not having been alcliemically changed
or brightened, they could not retrograde.
4. Resinous preservation the sine qua non of the Art.
fur, less

I 2
Whose method of preparing it, mentioned in my last, was found in his own handwriting, vide Beneral edition of his worlfs by C. Amorelli, Milan. 18114. «'liether Regaw's
trunsiatiou, (so scarce, 1 Iiave not seen one for many years,) contains the account I
liiiow not.
la Huw tlie lalentid editor of tlie Art Union can have permitted such at)snrdltles,
Corcrudities, and empiricisms to have stamped tliem "fame" in his init I know not.
Heaven and earth can lluidity
rcgio produce impasta in Macgelp and plaster of Paris
be shown by lixidity ? Can yellow-horned plaster looit the transparent beauty of his
Kiel oh tie
deepest, dari{est shade?
1 » Old La I'orle laughed at me, in 1828, over a picture of Uoininicheno of S. Bergcr,
Esil'9., at ilacliJiey, in asserting this obvious fact.

ulil

!

1

I

1

tual

Aye, or as Mr. Salter says, a "bundle of ligliteil matchea, anliii, firm, distinct, and
strips of wood,' with drops of fiery, flotvln^, liquid brimstooe
!

'

'69

!
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Sun diiod oil, tlie real antipodes of boiled oil.
Sun dried varnish, bringing the picture to justa-position with
modern j ipanning.
uUramarine
7. The well recommendedp racfice of Cennini, of mixing
5.

C.

lead white.
rapid fixing of the leads and oxides, before their action on
difference of climate.
colours
9. The use of soft or lead glass, first used to divide the
grinding only, but subiequently, ex necessitate rei, as a dryer, and bv
inferior masters pumice instead.
perfect superiority of the glassa varnish over all others, from
10.
the very qualities a modern varnish maker would laugh at Correggio
and Rubens as the proofs, not forgetting Michael Angelo Anselmi.
Togetlier with the casual aid gained, by the same means as in
water, from density of mass, as in Chinese painting, Chilian pictures,
Egvptian mural decoration, &c., and as exemplified in the famous early

with
8.

oil

all

The

became detrimental, from

m

[February,

6. A bad atmosphere; often the worst of lights, and therefore demanding the more knowledge of the true source of permanence and
the prevalence of coal fires.
7. An absurd reliance on alleged permanence of colour, in defiance
of palpable examples in pictures abounding in lead, and of bleached
;

oils.

And finally, a reliance on the so8. Varnishing too early by half.
called chemists; as if the teacher of the elements of chemistry knew
a particle, practically, of what the painter requires.

W.

A

January

Mareis Dinsd.^le,

10th, 184o.

:

Mediceo, in
liic'lure by Andreas Rico, now preserved in the Museo
whicli little or no blending appears, poor composition and defective
drawing, but a mighty purity and imperishable splendour of colouring
jireas to permanence alone; and which picture chi|>s off in scales,
cisely as the landscape painted for me by Mr. Birch does now, only
two years after date. And some little gained empirically, at times,
picture, a
in Cennini's day, by using different tempt ras in the same
practice liowevernot advisable; and, permanence, again, in the mixed
cantial,
consider
which
all of
1
style of water painting glazed in oil
because not inherent in, or necessary to legitimate oil painting; and,
(Michael
excepting the pictures of Correggio or his pupils, or Anselmi
Angelo), we have no examples of such an accumulation of so many
;

causes of permanence.
Let us now turn to the moderns for. In -difiance of the actual degree
of brightness and permanence of the school of Van Eyck, and the
absurd encomiums frittered away by tritlers over Ids own accredited
pictures, I broadly assert that no one picture exists of the Flemish
school to be compared with Correggio's, they arc dross to pure gold;
and Rubens, with all his beauty, with all the taking splendour of his
style, lias no permanence but what the poor German clock makers of
pure
the Black Forest, however rudely, very nearly approach

—

SIR

JOSHUA REYNOLDS.

— enclose some further memoranda, from Sir Joshua's book.
poi verniciata
17G7. — Lord Townsend, prima con Macgylp, poi
I

Sir,

olio,

con vermilion.
Dr. Armstrong, painted
poi cera e vernicio.

Speaker

—the

first

in

olio,

poi verniciato, poi cera solo,

face colori in olio, mesticato con Macgylp, poi ver-

niciato.

Cielo (sky), con Macgilp e poi per tufto verniciato con colori in
pulvere (in powder), senza olio o Macgylp. (Delicious. B. R. H.)

—

Master Burk,

finito

cou vern, senza olio o cera, carmine.

Dutchess of Ancaster, prima Macgylp, secunda

olio, terza olio.

A

white ground, a brilliant and universal light from within, a thin
resinous vehicle, and a glaze of glassa, will give permanence to any
lake, either vegetable or animal, if that lake be not, in itself, in deliaiice
of nature's laws, that which it should not be— that is to say, if a
cochineal hike, as Gay Lusac and .Alorveau made it were purple toned,
whereas no vehicle can perpetuate the gossamer tint and yellow tone
of the beauty certainly, but deceptive syren scarlet lake; hence the
error into wliich even Mr. Field and many other valuable men have
fallen, whose names I mention only with resi)ect, namely, that cochineal
lakes are inferior to kermes, lac, or madder, from some inherent defect

Bleached oil will yellow ; bleached linen will dethe same cause and by the same rule, to udiich the
painter adds a dozen auxiliary causes, but we will examine them in
the same tabular form.

in the cochinellin.

teriorate from

The Causes of Failure in Modern Pictures.
painting grounds, made for show and sale,

to suit the
1. Inferior
caprices of the worst of painters and worst of judges, by men totally
ignorant of the real requirements of the Art, and who actually laugh
those qualitied men who, by years of
at the demands of the minority
men who consider
labour and enquiry, know what they o?ight to have
any ground, even though it yellows before the month is out, will do, if
and
be
daubed
over.
it can but leave the shop
2. An intinity of colours which, tortured into each other without
any knowledge of what Bacon would have called their sympathies and
antipathies, become a muddled conglomerite.
3. A mania for body, as if one dense dab could imitate the cloud
which is almost black and yet transparent ; a fine example of which
is seen in the moons of what are vcleped moonlights, and the so called
moonliflits of what no more resembles light than chalk resembles
Nature has no body colours, neither in an Italian sunrise nor
clieese.

—

when,

in

The

—Mr. Basset —Asphaltum and verm, solo glazed and
—Naples — cinnabar — red lead, Cologne earth and black.

April 29, 1776.
retouched.

May

3.

(These two above remarks are crossed out by Sir Joshua.)
June, '7G.

Dnke

— Blue, light red, verm, white, perhaps black.

of Dorset, finito cou cera solamente poi vernicato con cera e

turp. Venetia.

1778,

)

j

Hope, cera solamente.
La meliu maniera, con cera mesticato con

—

3,

turp. di Venetia

ma

di panni cera solamente.
Strawberry Girl, cera sol.
Doctor Barnard
1, black and white;
varnished and retouched.

Juslitia,

2,

verm, and white (dry);

Farther irregular extracts.

"

miserable abuse of boiled oil and Macgelp, dryers and
oxides, which increase the disposition to skin, yellow, and horn, the
tine bleached oil of the quack, of which Wilkie will be, like Reynolds,
His abuse of Macgelp and asphaltum will leave his
a sad proof.
pictures, in a few years, like the Algerine pile of sculls, the crumbling
memento of human genius in decay.
5. A total ignorance of that manipulation which taught the grand
secrets of the Art.
4.

senz',

This dry rubbing in of colour in powder, over a sky whilst it was
tacky and gummy, produced a gemmy splendour as if sprinkled with
gold dust. Sir George Beaumont told me, once when Sir Joshua had
placed a woman's portrait by the fire to warm, some soot fell down on
the fire, splashed out and sprinkled the neck all over. Sir Joshua on
turning it round and seeing the condition said "It will make a capital
half tint," and immediately rubbed the whole into the neck, and turned
it into an exquisite tint.
The following extracts are selected, and not regular.

—

northern forests
" The western waves of ebbing day
Roll o'er the glen their level way,
Each purple peak, each flinty spire

Lady Amelia Carpenter, Mrs. Chohnondely, with Macgylp
olio.

Samuel + red, flesh glazed with gaiubo. and verm.
and lake, sky retouched with orpinient.

—

Drap, gamboge

Appresso Perino del Vago Saint Joseph depinto con verm, e nero
velato con gamboge e lacca, e asphaltum, poco di turchino nella barba,
panni turchino e lacca.
My own Picture sent to Plimpton, cera, poi vernicato, senza olio,
colori, Cologne earth, verm, white and blue, on a common colourman's
cloth, first varnished over with copal varnish.
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Town-liiiU nt Plimpton,
of taste b;"lieve tliat
of respect, to tlie corpoactually
ration of liis nativi' placf, for having elected liim mayor,
and
sold, brought to town, olFered to the National Gallery and rcfuHid,
what is now become of it nol)ody on earth knows
Everybody concerned in this transaction ought to lose one tar !

(This very

1809,

fine

her.dWilkie ami

per/let pnscrcalioit.

iJi

this portrait, given

Ijy

I

saw

in the

Would any

Sir Joshua, as a

mm

mark

km

—

B. R. H.)

Miss Molesworlli— Drapery painted wilh

oil

colour

first,

after cera

alone.

Miss Ridge, ditto.
Lady Granby, ditto.

—

(Seen by
on raw cloth senzi olio, Venice turp. et cera.
George the year before it was burnt at Belvoir, and said by him

PriDcepe
Sir

perfect.— 13. R. H.)

to be

—

—

Aug. 1770. Hope My own copy, first oil, then Venice t. e cera,
verm, white and black, poi varnisht with Venice e cera light red and

—

black.

17S1.— Dido, oil. (In beautiful condition.— B. R. H.) Mannercolours to lie used, Indian red, liglit ditto, blue and black, finisht with
varnish without oil, poi ritoccato con giallo.

fessiond brethren that might be compelleil by untoward circumstances
it is hard to determine,
for the greatest acts of nieanness and injustice are daily anil hourly
committed, by those w ho preside over the management (God save the
mark I) of that ill paid and insulted branch of her Majesty's service.
Let any one acquainted with the mimitix and detail of the architect
and surveyor's profession go into the engineering ollice, at an extensive
station, and there inspect the work performed by that abused and ill
paid public servant ; let him watch the deep feeling of disgust with
which he performs his laborious duties, goadi'd by the annoyances of
those who (ri!ceiving seven or eight times the clerk of works' daily
pay), know little or nothing of the work to be performed, or one half
the mental labour to prepare those documents to which they allix their
names, and which, from ignorance of the time and attention requisite
to bestow on matters involving not only theoretical but practical
knowledge of an honourable and highly intellectual profession, are
hurried on with that precipitation which renders the duty of the
working part of the department one of the most perfect slavery. The
public work is thereby performed without proper consideration; and
if any censure is to be attached to the parties who execute such
works, the poor clerk of works is made the scape goat; if any praise,
But this is not all,
the military engineer will take care he has that.
perhaps certain features of a design are agreed on, the affair is then
perhaps
a
poor,
humble foreman of works
given to a cleik of works, or
who has to prepare his designs, specification, workat Gs. per diem
ing drawings, and detailed estimate, and superintend and measure the
work; and all this, which involves knowledge of a first-rate order, for
Let us hear no more of the govern(is. or perhaps ?s. Vid. per diem
ment patronage of the fine arts, when such dirty shifts as these are
The public, or the profession,
ri sorted to for raising public edifices.
little dream of the insult and degradation men of first rate talent are
having
embarked in a service, the
endure;
and
who
to
fated
often
nature of which they were utterly ignorant of, are compelled to remain
having
quitted the walks of
in it, not from any iiking to it, but from
that profession in which they were brought up, and having, by an
True, indeed, is it
iScnus/aliius, been led to enter the public service.
that worldly minded motives influence the English people, to the exclusion of all others, and this is the cause vUiy they so shamefully neglect men of genius and talent, and prefer those in whom worldlymindedness is the ruling principle ol character. Many a man, whom
the world applauds anil honours, gains his distinction from the position
in which fortune has placed him in society or oliice, and is indebted for
the foundation of his fame and fortune to another of more genius but
This is a sad state of things, but it is
less knowledge of the world.
too true; anil those of rank, fortune, and power, it is much to be
lamented, are ever ready to countenance not only apathy, bat total into enter their department, at a less rate of pay,

!

!

!

Thus end the

extracts, and a

more interestiug

collection can hardly

be imagined.

They shew Sir Joshua's eagerness for improvement, and the restless
uncertainly of his mind. Whilst he used every gum, and every spirit,
and every oil, which earth produces, to get the brilliiuit body of Titian's
colour, Tiliao had gone on quietly on one species of white ground,
viz. calcined pipe-clav and clialk '{vide Haqum's report on removing
Pietro Martyre from the wood), had never used anything but limted
at immediately,
simple use of the simplest material, guided
by his exquisite feeling for tone, and leaving time to settle and consolidate his surfiice, substance, and touch.
I earnestly hope these extracts will not induce one student to cease
drawing hands and feet, head and body, or proceeding to master the
skeleton, muscles and construction, which great and solid principles
may now be said to have taken root all over England, and that they
will never indulge in sucli tricks and schemes till they can do so on
the firm foundation of drawing, and when that element is mastered
they may indulge in the wildest flights with security, and perhaps
honour.
B. R. Haydo.v.
oil

;

all

that

was owing

geminy splendour, which Reynolds aimed

in Titian to the

ON THE EMPLOYMENT OF MILITARY ENGINEERS ON

—

ARCHITECTURAL WORKS.
"A

Civilian" which appeared inyour Journal
Sir,
In the letter by
for May, 184 1, after alluding to military engineers in the Ordnance

and Admiralty departments, mention is made of "an humble, ill paid
individual, usually emanating from the carpenter's bench, and rising
through the grade of Foreman to what is called Clerk of Works"
Happening to know something of the internal arrangements of the
engineering branches of the public service, it may be as well, for the information of those who are studying the several branches of the building profession, to state what were a few vears ago, and what are now,
the regulations in regard to the " civil" branch.
Formerly, a gentleman who was candidate for the situation of Clerk of Works was
required to possess qualifications which could only be possessed by a
well educated architect. That i>rofession, like others, has overgrown,
and many men of talent were tempted to enter the service, under
prospects held out to them of future preferment and reward. The
engineering branch of the service ^lrogre^sed in intelligence, from the
description of persons by whom the situation of clerk of works was filled;
but whether the military branch of it found they could not mould men
of talent and education to their purposes, and drive and insult them
as they pli'ascd, or whether they had recourse to that change in the
mode of admission to the department, which was made on the recomnii'ndation of a committee, sucli as usually manages these matters,
for the purpose of obtaining the valjiable services of any of cur pro
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!

difference, to the sufferings and privations of

men of known professional

talent.

There are many highly estimable men who have direction of the
engineering department of the public service, but there are also those
who have called down the curses of their fellow men on their heads.
was so obnoxious, from the
It was once related that a certain
tyranny and oppression exercised towards those under him, that four
individuals absolutely went on their knees and called down the most
horrid curses from Him, wdiom nature shudders at addressing as any
other than a God of peace and love. This is, indeed, an awlul picture of any branch of her Majesty's service, and in a country laying
claim to civilization, but it is nevectheless a true one.
The statement of " Civilian" in your Journal of May, 1841, is one
which every man acquainted with the working of that branch of the
service to vvhich he alludes must admit to be faithfully drawn; and
" Veritas,"

who

replies to

him

in

June following, might luve saved

himself the trouble of showing out his figure, which there is little difficulty in discerning to be warlike, although he states he is a "Civil
Engineer."
Personal abuse ought never be resorted to, and it is with no wish to
wound the feelings of any indiviilual that these statements are made,
but from a wish that the profession, of which the writer is an humble
member, should know liovv matters are managed in the engineer
branch of the service, and that they should serve as a beacon to those
v%lio may make wreck not only of all worldly comfort, but of that
liap|)iness and peace of mind compared with which all the honours,
riches, and enjoyments of this world are as nothing.
Bills are brought into parliament to emancipate black slaves, and
twenly millions of money given from the pockets of the Country for that
purpose! The poor labouring classes of the United Kingdom, who
work so many bonis wilh their hands, and are subjected to such pain
and privation ha\e very justly attracted tlii' sympathies and interest
of the country.
Are men whom their God has endowed with a higher
order of iutclkct than either of these classes, (who are bound in the worst

6
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stutp of slavery,

tliiit

which

encliains the very heart's hest feehngs, and

renders them beings (if tliat degraded and subservient charaottr to
Iheir fehow men, lliat they begin tii doubt wliether tlidse who thus
goad tliem be not somelliiiig below the sphere of that mortal whom the

God and Fatlier of all has endowed with the faculty of reason,) to
drag on a wretched existence in the service of their country, without
one cheering consohuion, not even that which long and faithful service
ought to secure to every good servant comfort and peace of mind in
liis declining years ?
There is One who will exact from us submission
to his laws; nut only that we should render him perfect love and
obedience, but that our fellow men should receive at our hands ample
justice, and kind and charitable consideration in every relation of

—

life.

ZOPTORUS.

Jamianj

1,

1813.

[Fkbruart,

Mr. Bruff remarked, that the timber viaduct at the Colchester embankment, was only adopted in consequence of the extreme subsidence of the
material, which had assumed a slope of 6 to 1
he had seen tbe same material, which was plastic clay, stand well at a slope of 2 to 1.
If an embankment was formed with that material in a wet state, it would inevitably spread
at the foot.
The cuttings of the Eastern Counties Railway had remained
open for 2 J years, but owing to the nature of the soil, the water would not
drain from them.
;

Eastern Counties Railway.
Mr. Prirprs corroborated the statement, relative to the use of the timber
viaduct on the Eastern Counties Railway
it was only an expedient to enable
the railway to be opened, at an earlier period than it couhl otherwise have
been, in corrsequence of the subsdence of the embankment, which however
now stood very well. He approved of the formation of embankments, by
depositing the material in thin layers, and by several lifts ; the embankment
;

was by that means rendered sounder and less liable to slip. Dry shafts and
many slips, but be thouglrt that sutficient
time had not elapsed since their adoption, to enable an unqualified approval
of them to be given.
The pipes which bad been inserted into tbe clay slopes,
did not appear at present to draw away much water.
gravel counterforts had prevented

ON

SLIPS IN CUTTINGS

(From

the

Mhmtes of the

AND EMDANKMENTS.

Instilulion

of

Mr. Bhaithwaitf, said, it should be remembered, that the soil at BrentHill, was very different from that on the Croydon Railway.
The
Brentwood sand was so full of water, that when it was opened it appeared
semifluid, like a quicksand
the gravel counterforts, which had been effectual
in stopping the movement of the London clay, would have hut little effect in
sand of such a quality as he had described.
He had seen much of the Loudon clay in sinking wells, and it was note

wood

Civil Engineeis.J

;

(Conlimtedfrom pngc 27.)
Mr. Cowi'Eit said, that he should he inclined to attribute the slips to the
expansion of the clay, from the action of water. He had recently examined
the retaining walls, on the London and Birnungham Railway, in the cutting
near the fusion Square station, and liad found they were, in several places,
forced forwards, apparently by some action behind them.
This action was
irregular, for its effects appeared indiscriminately at the top, at the bottom,
and in the middle of tbe retaiinng walls, which were built of brick, generally
aliout 5 feet 6 inches thick at the bottom, and 2 feet 6 inches at the top,
with a curved face.
Wherever the wall had been removed, for the purpose
of rebuilding it, the face of tbe clay behind appeared to stand quite straight,
without any fissure. He was therefore induced to think that water descended
to various depths, according to the degree of perracahility of tbe clay, and as
far as its action extended, expansion took place.
If the whole mass had expanded, from having been exposed to the action of air, before the face was
covered with brickwork, the entire wall would have been moved forward,

which was not the

case.

General Pasley said, that from bis observation of tbe usual character of
he was induced to think, that the slopes were generally too steep 2 to
had been considered sufficient for almost all kinds of earth, although Sir
Henry Parnell, in his Treatise on Uoads, said, " When it is necessary to make
a deep cutting through a lidl, the slopes of the banks should never be less,
except in passing through stone, than 2 feet horizontal to 1 foot perpendicular; for altliough several kinds of earth will stand at steeper inclinations,
a slope of 2 to 1 is necessary, for admitting the sun ami wind to reach the
road."
The same authority stated, *' in the Loudon and plastic clay formaslips,

;

1

to well-sinkers, that even in the absence of moisture, if the London
was left exposed to the air for a few hours, expansion took place, and
by this expansion the walls of
the surface of the cutting began to fall away
wells were frequently fractured, unless allowance was made for it.
He could not agree with Mr. Cowper, as to the cause he had assigned for
the partial action upon the walls of the Euston Square cutting.
TheLoirdon
clay was impervious to water, therefore it could not arrive at the different
rious

chiy

:

parts of the wall, unless tbe line of junction between that clay and rbe pervious superstrata, was very irregular in its course, as compared with the inclination of the railway.

General Paslky coincided in the opinion, of the difficuUy of working a
material like the Brentwood sand, which was mixed with silt and qrricksand.
and demanded more than ordinary care he thought that such ground should
not be worked upon at all in wet seasons.
He believed, that in nrany cases,
slips had occurred irr consequence of the too great proximity of side cuttings,
by which the ground between them and the foot of the embankment, was
too much weakened.
He had in some cases recommended, that the side
;

cuttings should be

filled

up

in order to consolidate the

embankment.

Croydon Railway.
Mr. Gregory believed, that the expansion of the clay was in some degree
(hut not entirely), the cause of slips.
'Jhe blue clay was impervious to

sandstone and marl strata alternating (when

water; the yellow clay permitted the water to traverse it freely, by the
natural joints and fissures in it, and also by those which were formed by the
drying action of the air upon its surface.
When the face of the bed of the
blue clay was softened by the action of water, and its surface became lubricated, there was not any longer sufficient friction between the strata, to retain the weight of the superposed yellow clay, the mass of which, on the
slightest impetus being given by expansion, travelled forward down the inclined strata, which in the ease of the New Cross cutting, was towards the

line of the licaring of the strata),

railway.

it will not be safe to make the slopes of embankments or cuttings, that
in height, with a steeper slope than 3 feet horizontal to 1 foot
perpendicular.
In cuttings in cbaik, and chalk marl, the slopes will stand at
In sandstone, if it be solid, hard, and uniform, the slopes will stand
1 to 1.
" There are many instances of slips in
at i to 1, or nearly perfiendicular."

tions,

exceed 4 feet

tlie line of road is parallel to the
where the slopes are as mrryh as 4 to 1."
General Pasley had arrived at the conclusion, that 3 or 4 to 1 ought to be
given, in order to insure good work ; he bad, therefore, aulhni\zed the railway companies to take possession of land, to increase tbe inclinalkm of their
slopes.
It was remarkalile that the slips rarely occurred during, or immediately after, the formation of the cuttings
it would appear Ihereforr probalrle, that the moveme'ni was caused by the comliined action of the air upon
the surface, and that of water, whi.h had percolated through the upper strata
and acting liehind it, forced the earth forwards in the line of least resistance.
He believed, that a series of gravel counterforts, with a revetment at the
foot, was the most eft'ectrral method of irreventing slips.
On the South
Western Railway, hard chalk had lieen used «ith good efToct, instead of
gravel, for that purpose.
The perfect drainage both of the surface of the
ground, on either side of tlie cuttings, and of tire slopes themselves, was of
the ntnrost importance.
On the Eastern Counties Railway, shafts had lieen
sunk at infervals in the sinews, and tilled up with dryrublile; fronr their
bottom's, iron pipes proceeded to the face of the cutting (tig. 6)
these had
proved effective in drainirrg away the water.
With regard to einhankments,
be was of opinion, that it more altentnin was paid to lorming them only in
propitious weather, placjiig the material in thinner layers, in a concave form,
and draining them well, as the work proceeded, the result would be more
satisfactory, and less expensive, not only in the first cost, hut in suhsequently
avoniin.: sbps.
He Ihoughr, that in situations of difficuUy, advantage woulil
arise from the employment of wooden stages, like those which had been used
by Mr. Jolin 13rarrhwaiie at the Colihester embariknrent
the trcffic of the
railway wa> there carrieil on. over the wooden viariiret, untrl the srrhsidence
of the earth had ceased, when the timber work was either cut off, or drawn
out, as tbe corrtractur fuuod least expensive.
;

;

;

lie had tried the insertion of pipes into the sides of cuttings, and almost
kind of diaiuage, without effect, and he was of opinion, that the
general saturation of the mass, was tbe cause of the slip in the New Cross
ever'y other

cutting.

Mr. Hoof said, he had executed the greatest portion of the works on the
Croydon Railway bis experience induced him lo agree with Mr. Gregory in
the statements contained in the paper, and in the reasons he Irad assigned
;

for the causes of the

New

Cross

slip.

Loudon and Birmingham Railway.
Mr.

DocKRAY

doubted the advantage of the benches in tbe face of the
he thought, that they not only caught and absorbed all the rain, but
from the drains of the upper part of tbe
cuttings
a well-drained slope, at a regular angle from the top to the bottom, would, in bis opinion, act better.
He bad observed, that the slips on the London and Birmingham Railway
generally commenced, either in the line of the fence difcb, or in that of a
catch. water drain, or at some natural or artificial obstruction, which prevented the free passage of the water, over tbe surface of ihe slope, into the
liallast drains.
He considered it of great importance that the surface water
should be carried off as rapidly as possible, and that it should not be per.
milled to lodge on the slopes, or in the drains; from whence it could only
escape, either by evaporation, or by absorption into the ground
it wai to
the gradual operation of this latter cause, that he attributed most of the slips
slopes

;

also a great portion of the water,
;

:

in clay cuttings.

In repairing such slips Mr. Robert Stephenson had used a plan, (fig.
which had hitherto proved very successful. He regarded tbe slip aimply

1,)

a
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down an

1 maas moving;
counteract that

indineiJ plane,

tendency by

friction.
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Primary rocks were subject to the same eflTects, and in sinking through
porphyritic rocks, fissures were frei|uently found, filled with foreign matter,
which swelled and forced in the sides of the shafts, when such an event was
least expectcil ; such occurrences could not he guarded against, as the direc
tion of these fissures was usually parallel willi that of the shaft.

by its gravity, onH he proposed to
This was efTectcd by dividing tlie

Mr. Taylor agreed in the neceskily for the precautions which had been
mentioned, in cuttings and other railway wiirks, and that It was generally
only in such strata as day-slate, granite, or other primary rocks, that works
could be left without artdicial protection.
He had driven, on the line of the
Tavistock canal, a tunnel of 1 J mile liuig, through clay-slute, and granite,
which stood perfectly without any internal arching.
Mr. Smith

said, that

although he had hut

little

experience in the forma-

embankmenls, he had devoted much attention to surface
been surprised at the visible want of Ihe precantinns,
which he conceived neces?ary, Ir prevent the saturation of the slopes, and
The liaek drains, which were frequently
their consequent degradation.

tion of cuttings or

He had

drainage.

carried along the top of cuttings, were ohjeciionahle, anil were likely to caufe
Slips were also, piobahly, laiised by the alteri'.ale contraction and
slips.

—

From experiexpansion of the clay, under e.\|Misure to changes of weather.
ment it was asei'rtained, that clay occupied fth or ^th less >paee when dried,
It could be iinagined, that during the summer, the comthan when in situ.
bined effect of the sun and tht- wind, formed cracks on the surface ; the
cnimbliug of the edges of these fissures partially filled tlicin the rain whieli
fell in the winter, or was biought by the catch-drains from the neighbouring
land, tended to restore the clay to its original bulk, hut the fissures being
prevented from closing, by the crumbled clay within them, which also
swelled from the wet, the whole mass expanded in the line of least resistThis process being repeated, during
ance, which was towards the cutting.
The best method
several succeeding winters, would at length cause a slip.
of prevention would, be thought, be a greater attention to surface drainage
This had
in the line of the slojie, so as to carry off the water very rapidly.
been attempted, by working the surface into jiarallel furrows and ridges,
from the top to the bottom of the slopes hut neither those, nor the covered
The latter were not deep enough, they should
drains were alone elfcctual.
be 5 feet or G feet beneath the surface at the bottom, and 3 feet at the top
of the slope, and not more than Ifi feet apart, so as to he suflieiently close
together, to collect and to carry off all the water that was nut conducted
down the slopes, by the furrows on the surface. The gravel countcrforia
formed driiins, and thus, he conceived, were more beneficial, that by increasing the friction between the masses, which could have but little eft'ect, when
If einhankments eould
once the mass of material was thoroughly satinalcd.
be formed in very thin 'concave layers, equally spread and hiaten riown, in
dry weather, while the clay was in hard lumps, leaving interstices, which, for
:

A
The

(lotted

Counterfort.

Una representa the

litcit

peured before the ereetlon of

of the slij
couoiei

tile

;

Section of the Sk.pe in

llie Biliivortli

Cutting,

London nud Birninlghum

Ituilwuy.

sections, by excavating perpendicular cbases, 5
and passing completely through the slip, down into ihe solid clay
below; these chases were 15 feet apart, and were filled lip with nililde
masonry, or with chalk or gravel, well rainnied down, so as to form a solid
immoveable mass. Thus the slip was divided into a number of isolated por-

slipping mass into vertical

—

feet wide,

—

each side of whicli came in contact
with the siile of a counterfort, and the friction lietween the masses had, in
every case, proved sutiicient to retain the slip from further movement.
This mode of repair was first adopted about 5 years ago. and had since
been extensively userl, in repairing the numerous slips, in the slopes of the
cuttings of the London and Birmingham Railway.
tions, of comparatively small dimensions,

would permit any water falling upon it to traver,se freely, until
He
the whole mass was consolidated, there would he liut little subsidence.
was aware that this plan was too expensive, but the nearer it could he approached, Willi due regard to economy, the better would he the effect;
whereas, by the present system of maldng embankments in all weathers,
when frequently the whole mass was so thoroughly saturated, that it could
never dry, nothing hut failures could he expected.
a long lime,

Mr. Gregory stated, that similar counterforts, with a revetment of gravel
along the foot, (I'igs 3 and i, January numlier) liad been tried with good
on the Croydon Railway. lie had understood, from military engineers, that thin revetments with long deep counterforts, bore a heavy fire
better than thick revetments without them,
lie was well aware, that slips
were frequently occasioned by catch-water drains on the face, or at. the top
of slopes; on that account, his attention was constantly directed, to uniuterruptecNy keeping up the surface drainage of the earth-works under his
charge.

effect,

Gener.il I'aslkv said, that be always supposed the gravel counterforts
were intended to act as drains, at the same time that they gave increased
and broke the continuity of the mass of earth, limiting any sUp that
might occur, to the extent of space between two counterforts.
Mr. IIawkshaw thought, that arbitrary Ihnits could not be assigned for
the different conditions under which the same strata
slopes in given strata
appeared, in different localities, precluded any general law. Clay, which in
a wet situation required a slope of 3 to I, would in another position, stand
well at 2 to 1.
In the Andes (South America), he had seen gianite in such
a decomposed state, that it would have been very unsafe to have left perpenThe drift formation of Lancashire
dicular sides in a cutting through it.
might also be instanced. Sand was found, on the line of the Manchester
slopes of 30 feet high, at an instood
well
iu
Railway,
which
and Bolton
clination of 2 to 1.
These slopes were kept perfectly dry by drains, running
In mining
of their faces.
bottom
top,
down
to
the
intervals
from
the
at
The floors of old
operations, the expansion of cliiy was well understood.
mines were always expected to swell up. In the tunnel on the Manchester
and Bolton Railway, the timbers were frequently broken by the expansion of
the clay, although it appeared quite dry.
Mr. Soi'wiTH instanced the 'creep' in collieries, which had been attributed to this expansive action, but be rather thought, that the complete
closing of old mines, was owing to the weight of the superincumbent rocks,
which acting upon the pillars and walls, forced up the floor. 'Ihe subsiding
of the surface, which was so frequent iu mining districts, corroborated this

friction,

;

Gtological, Chemical,

and Mechanical Action of

IValtr.

Mr. Taylor

believed, that the mechanical action of water, produced many
of the effects which had been mentioned, hut the chemical action upon clays,
and even upon solid rocks, must not he overlooked. lie would instance,

well-known action of the air upon shale, which although so
tough and hard under ground, as to require the agency of gunjiowder for its
excavation, became, after a few weeks' exposure to the air, tlioroughly decomposed. Decomposed granite, called by miners 'pot grawen,' was extremely troublesome in mines
it consisted principally of feltspar and potash,
and was the China clay (Kaolin) so much used in jiotteries. This suljstance
would appear to have been formed, by the decomposing action of the air, or
of chenucally-formed oxygen.
Pyrites, which appeared to have abounded
in the strata of the New Cross cutting, not only had a natural tendency to
decomposition, when exposed to the action of air, hut also affected every
thing with which it was in contact.
particularly, the

—

;

—

It had become fashionable to account for all changes, by attributing them
to the agency of electricity, and since the interesting researches of Mr. Fox,
of Falmouth, there was much reason for believing, that electricity was capable of producing these wonderful changes.
It was easy to understand, that
as soon as chemical action began, electricity might lie generated
its flow
;

would be conducted through the

and veins of mineral substances
decomposition of the existing material proceeded, and other forms were as-

sumed

;

this action could not

fissures

;

he continued, williout a corresponding altera-

mass, and when it reposed on an inclined bed, of
which the surface was covered with a semifluid film, such as the London clay
was described to be reduced to, by the solvent efTcets of water, the slightest
expansion or contraction would suflice to set the whole superstratum in motion, and to produce the slips.

tion of the bulk of the

—

view.

Beneath the village of Wallsend, there was a tract of coal, which the late
Mr. Buddie hesitated to get. but at last he decided upon continuing the
working in that direction, and the whole village had subsided nearly 2 feet
vertically
but by care in the workings, it had occurred without materially
damaging any of the buildings.
Mr. FonsTUR said, although it was well known, that in mines which were
carried to a considerable depth, the 'creep' would occur, and the floor of
undisturbed clay appeared to rise, he believed it to be an erroneous idea, and
that in consequence of the partially supported weight of the strata above,
0*
;
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the roof sunk down, causing the centre of the floor to form a ' horse-back,'
Wlien some old mines, in which this had
as it was termed by the miners.
were entered and worked after a lapse of years, the indurated clay
of the floor had supported the roof, while the coal, which had been formerly
left as pillars, was subsequently cut away.
In the Primrose
It was true, that when the lloor was soft, it would swell.
Ilill, and the Kilsby tunnels, if the cutting was left for a few days, without
completing the brick arching, the timbers were broken. The expansion ap])eared to be nearly the same, whether it was caused by the air, as in the
occiirreil,

former case, or by the water, as

Mr. Thomson remarked, that

in the latter instance.
in

the

Box Tunnel, it was usual to allow 6
work and the timbers, and that

inches for expansion, between the face of the
space was scarcely sufficient.

Mr. lircK said, that in the Heaton Norris cutting, which was chiefly
through sand, containing much water, he had completely drained the slopes,
and had stopped the running of the sand, by building at the foot, a retaining
wall about 4 feet in height and from 2 feet to 3 feet thick, with a hacking
of 2 feet in thickness of cinders.
He was induced to do this by observing,
that cinders were constantly used in the neighbourhood, for forming drains,
and he had generally found, that from careful observation of local habits,
valuable hints might be gained.
Mr. SiMPsox, had devoted much attention to embankments and cuttings
London clay, and had found it very treacherous and dithcult to manage ; he liclieved that an inclination of 4 to 1 was not too much for a slope
of any considerable height.
He remembered the embankments of a reservoir near London, which had
been originally constructed with insufficient slopes ; within a few months
after tliey were finished large masses slipped down, and it was feared, that
the whole must have been destroyed.
At first, attempts were made to repair
the slips with mingled gravel and sand, but although the slopes were then
foimed, at an inclination of about 3 to 1, they did not stand ; after 3 years,
they were made up with gravel and clay, mixed with materials from the
dust-yards of the metropolis, containing a mixture of all kinds of substances
this was of a dry, "porous nature, and the slopes had stood well since, although they were subjected to very variable pressure, sometimes having a
bead of water of 20 feet upon them, and the next day much less.
In constructing embankments, it was his custom to have a footing of
brickwork, resting against a toe of concrete, and with careful attention to
the drainage, he found this plan always successful.
He attrihute<l the first motion of slips in railway cuttings, to the action of
water, and unless the water was diverted by complete I)ack drainage, and
that on the surface and within the slopes, was carried lapidly away, the
slopes would never stand, even at the inclinations which had been mentioned.
The expansion of the London clay was certainly very remarkable he had
seen at Richmond, a well of 4 feet diameter, completely closed in one n'ght,
by the swelling up of the bottom, althougli there was not any water in it.
in the

;

Mr. Cluttekbuck observed, that slips in railway cuttings appeared to be
caused, sometimes by the geological condition of the soil, when acted upon
by water, and sometimes by what might be termed its chemical condition ;
the latter was produced by the air, causing such a disintegration, as rendered
and consequently more liable to be acted upon by
railways passing from Loudon must, more or less,
the sand beds of the latter formation
rested upon the chalk, and if those sands were washed away or shaken, a
slip of the superstratum would necessarily fidlow.
The plastic day above
the sand beds, was deposited in layers, in which a certain order of superposition might be traced
be bad recognized a striking similarity between
those beds under London, and at the outcrop near Watford the distinct
layers were known, and names were given to them, by those persons who
sunk shafts for getting the sand it was understood, that their security in
working the sand, depended on the thickness and strength of some of the
beds; to their inequality of strength, might probably be attributed some of
it

its

more pervious
mechanical

to water,

force.-

— All

London and

intersect the

plastic clays

;

;

;

;

the slips that occurred in that formation.
The plastic clays were usually covered by a stratum or bed of silt, containing shells, sharks' teeth, ac, and upon the silt rested the strong blue
London clay the most inveterate slips that he had observed on the London
and Birmingham Railway, occurred in those localities, where the silt was
covered by a thin outcropping bed of the London clay, not sufficiently thick
to resist the infiltration of water; the silt thus became saturated with water,
and slid from the surface of the tenacious plastic clay lying beneath it.
The cutting at Brentwood passed through strata, which he believed to be
silt, covered by beds, or layers of loam, sand, and gravel, all more or less
pervious to water; thus causing slips, which were attributable to the geological condition of the soil.
In the London clay, where there was no superficial deposit of gravel, the
slips, he thought, might be traced to its chemical condition.
A distinction
was often made, between the yellow clay on the surface, and the blue clay
beneath this difference of colour, was caused by the state in which the iron
existed in the soil
when excluiled from the action of the air, it was found
as a protoxide; and in the upper beds, when subject to that action, it became a peroxide; hence, the difference of the colour and, as he conceived,
the cause of a certain amount of disintegration.
The air was admitted, by
the cracks formed in the clay in drying, or by the roots of trees or plants
(whose course might be traced by the difference of colour in the clay) ; by
;

;

;

[Fkbruary,

The water which fell
the working of the earthworm, and by other causes.
on the surface, carried particles of sand and other substances into the fissures, rendering the clay, in some measure, permanently pervious to water
it was to this percolation of water, through the upper or yellow beds of the
London clay, that slips, such as that as New Cross might, he conceived, be
attributed.
It was the practice, on many railways, to cut a back ditch between the
boundary railing and the quickset fence this appeared to have caused many
slips.
The bottom of the ditches being exposed to the action of the air
would, when they received a flush of water, permit its infiltration below the
top of the slope he bad remarked, that many slips occurred, about 1 foot
or 2 feet below the bottom of these ditches, which was about the angle, at
which the water would drain towards the face of the cuttings.
In some cuttings, apparently with the object of economizing space, the
slope was carried to the edge of the quickset fence; where that was done,
the slips seemed more frequent, than where the ditch was further removed
from the edge of the slope.
;

;

Henry Delabeche

said, that he viewed railway works with great inopening a large field for the economic geologist. The causes of
which had so frequently occurred in cuttings, deserved careful investigation, and great benefits would result, not only to the scientific world,
but in the practice of engineering, if those who had charge of such works,
carefully watched and recorded every event connected with their progress
such as the nature and position of the strata, their amount of natural drainage, the eflect of weather, and all other points calculated to produce any

Sir

terest, as

the

slips,

changes.

With respect to the origin of slips in general, but more particularly of
those in the London clay, Mr. Clutterbuck had treated the subject so well,
and his remarks contained so much truth, that there remained hut little to
be said.
Whether the attention was turned to cliffs on the sea coast, to mountain
cuttings, or to artificial embankments, it would be seen, that in the majority
Wherever theie exof cases, the slips were caused by the action of water.
isted a soft vein, beneath strata with fissures which enabled the water to
percolate, the substratum became mud, and being squeezed out by the superposed weight, caused the whole mass to slip.
There were many instances of this kind in the oolitic escarpments near
Bath. They were extremely interesting, from being the scene of the labours
of Mr. Smith, who had justly been styled the father of geology in England.
In that district, Mr. Smith had cured and also prevented many threatening
slips, by introducing a system of surface drainage, at the same time tunnelling into the face of the escarpment, to drain the beds, and to prevent the
water from reaching the softer strata beneath.
.Vt Lyme Regis, the strata, having a certain degree of inclination, became
saturated with water, the softened mass was forced out from the lower parts,
and caused the slips which so frequently occurred on that coast.
It was evident, that the various angles at which difl^erent earths would
stand, depended, in a great measure, upon the relative tendency of the mateform mud.

rials to

The Directors of the Eastern Counties Railway had requested him to visit
The
the Brentwood cutting with Mr. John Braithwaite, their engineer.
strata in that locality were nearly horizontal, and although the material cut
through, would have been easily set in motion on an inclination, he was of
opinion, that the banks would stand well, if they were perfectly drained.
The ground was, however, very full of water it was also of a very tenacious
nature
but he had oliserved much water running out from beneath the upper and dryer beds.
A good system of drainage was the only preventive or
cure
Mr. Braithwaite was so well convinced of that fact, that be planned
and executed the dry shafts which had been mentioned the credit of all the
good they had produced must be given to Mr. Braithwaite.
Sir Henry Delabeche did not attribute much advantage to the friction of
the gravel buttresses; their weight, force, and friction, might retard a slip for
a time, hut unless the buttresses entered the water-bearing strata, and served
;

;

;

:

would not be eflicacious.
The London clay was not homogeneous ia its nature; it was more or less
abounded with fissures in all directions many of these were
filled with a slimy substance, which was easily converted into mud by the
percolation of water, and hence slips so frequently occurred, where cuttings
were made througli the dip of the London clay, as at New Cross. Surfacedrainage was nut sufficient for such strata; the main springs must be tapped,
and regular drainage be established, otherwise slips would be of constant
as perpetual drains, they

pervious, and

;

occurrence.
The rocks of Rossberg (Switzerland) and the Undercliffat the back of the
Isle of Wight, might also be quoted, as instances of the same action of water,
in converting the lower beds into mud, upon which the superstratum slipped,
in spite of all attempts to restrain

it.

Captain Moorsom had seen several instances where, in forming embankments of gravel upon a clay bottom, the wet substratum had been squeezed
out, and had caused the foot to spread, until it was stopped by weighting it,
and thus re-establishing the equilibrium.
He thought, that back-drainage was essential, and he had rarely found
it unsuccessful, if it was commenced far enough from the edge of the cutting.

It

should be so contrived, so as to allow the surface-«ater to flow
He had repeatedly found tapping and under-drain-

rapidly and freely away.

ing iueft'ectual, unless the surface-drainage was tboroughlycompletcd.
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used benching with good effect, where an ovcrlny of wet gravel
rested on day
the method he adopted was to remove the gravel in the upper part of tlie slope, sulticicntly to enable a good catch-water drain to be
formed, along the bench in tlie clay, as shown at A, Fig. 2.
liad

intercept the water which flowed thither, either from
tprines
" or bv
•'
tration.

;

infll

At the bottom of the drain was placed a round pot drain
(C ) covered
with a tliickness of brushwood, (I),) and the remaining
depth was filled in
with gravel or rubble.
For positions where it was practicable
to cut the
back-drain, he recoriimended this system.
With reference to llie depth of cuttings and the angle
of slopes, iu various
matertals and under dillereut conditions, he thouglit
that each case must he
regulated by the particular nature of the soil,
the facilities for draina-^e
and the means adopted, besides many other local
consideration, so that
It was nearly impossible to lay down any
arbitrary rules on the sul.iect
In one situation, he had seen a cutting throuKh
cravel and sin,l \t,^A
excellently at an inclination of li to l%l.hou!h
tircutting w, 86 ?eet
deep and on one side was placed a spoil-bank of
21 feet in height, makin"
no feet in all forming a regular slope. In another position,
he had rnade ,
57
through

Fig. 2.

cutting of

This plan he considered very effectual in certain positions, as a means of
Slopes of 1 J to 1 for a maximum height of 40 feet, which
preventing slips.
had been so constructed, had stood well for upwards of :> years.
In other situations, after sHps had occurred, he had used back-draining
witli good effect, where tapping and leading-drains had failed.
The method
pursued, (Fig. 3) was to cut a drain at the back of the slip, (13,) so as to

feet in depth,

gravel,

which stood well atalTope
of

1

Eastern Couiilks Railway.

Mr BnuFF stated that the timber staging erected on some
of the Eastern
Counties Railway embankments, had not been resorted
to for obviatin,, tl,»
formation of the clay banks in wet weather, but was
merelv contrived for
expediting the work, so as to admit of the railwav
being opened to the nut I>
at an earlier period than would have been possible
had solid embankments
been first formed. The timber stagmg was erected on
thrre embankments
which could not be completed in time, and on another
where the nature of
the material, in its then wet state, would not admit
of its beins formed tn
more than half its height; all these embankments had,
however: since been
"
filled up to the regular level.
The cutting through lirentwood Hill, presented some
features in the eve.
cution difierent from those on the Croydon Railway
he presented to the
Ins itution a copy of the contract plan of the
Eastern Counties Railwav with
such amendments and additions as were considered
desirable, during the
^
progress of the works, and since their completion
The drawing gave a ground plan, (Fig. -t,) exhibiting
the position of the
cutting, spoil-banks, ice, with longitudinal
and transverse

Fig. 3.

—
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;

sections (Figs. 5

Fig.'

Brentiviiofl Ilill Cuttiii(j.

and C) of the cutting, showing the extent of the excavation and the slopes,
the benchings, culverts, wells, drain-pipes, and gravel counterforts.
The nature of the material of the cutting was sand, sand with loam, gravel,
and

silt.

The great difficulty experienced in draining the slopes, had arisen from the
slimy nature of the silt, from which the water could 'not be separated.
Its
power of bohling water might be imagined, from the fact of a face of nearly
00 feet of slope, being expo'^ed during 2 years, without producing any sensible effect in the drain:ige of the material.
The silt had a constant tendency to How away with the water, and great
attention was directed to that point, in order to prevent the slopes
from being
injured.

The provision

for

upholding and draining the slopes comprised in the conbenching 10 feet

tract, consisted of a fence ditch at the top of the cutting,
a

wide, half

way down, and

the ordinary side drains at the foot, with drain
pipes, running in various directions, along the face of the slopes.
To this
was subsequently added a culvert, on the benching on each side, with

proper
outfalls; then the wells (Fig. 10,) were adopted, and lastly
gravel counter.
^orts.
The wells were not placed with any rcgiilaritv, but were sunk at (he

Eastern Counties Hailway.

wettest parts of the slope ; they were steined as in the ordinary well work,
until within a distance of about 3 feet from the bottom, where an inner ring
of brickwork 4i inches thick, was built in cement.
The bottoms of the
wells were not bricked, but each had an outlet pipe of about 2 inches
diameter, into the open drain below it.
There were twenty of these wells,
in the upper port of the north slope, ranging in depth from 15 feet to 20

and 3^1 feet in diameter. In the lower part of the same slope, there
were twenty-five wells of the same diameter, but (uily 10 feet deep. In the
same slope, seven gravel counterforts of a prismoidal shape were afterwards
added they were formed by cutting out the requisite cavity, and harrowing
in dry gravel from above, without pounding.
Neither wells nor counterforts bad liecn adopted on the south slope, which
was on the lower side; the cutting being through ground slightly inclined to
feet,

;

the south.

These plans for draining the cutting were, Mr. Bruff believed,
by Mr. John Braithwaite.

Mr. Phii'I's had tried a somewhat different plan.
cut along the wettest part of the slope, as deep as
without

much

shoring of the sides

;

all

designed

narrow trench was
could be excavated,

.\
it

a small ciilvcrt was laid in the bottom,
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TraiiBTerse Section.

;

;

;

;

—

CuUings and Embankments Great Western Railway.
Mr. CoLTHURST exhibited and described, three sections of the embankment across the valley of the Brent, at Hanwell, on the line of the Great
Western Railway, (Figs. 7, 8 and 9.) 'ihe embankment, which was formed
of gravel was 04 feet in height
it rested on vegetable soil, beneath which
;

5.

—Brentwood

having an outfall into the open drain at each end. On the lower side a
puddle wall was raised, and at its back, a dry rubble wall with straw above
it, to prevent the sand and loam from washing into and choking the interstices.
This plan was simple and inexpensive, and was stated to have answered its intended purpose. With respect to the general question of slips
in cuttings, Mr. Bruff was convinced, that want of thorough drainage was
the proximate cause.
In the Brentwood cutting there had been two slips,
which, in his opinion, arose from the surface water being checked by the
spoil-banks, and being allowed to soak through the surface down to the
slopes.
In most cases where slips occurred in side-lying ground, it would
be observed, that the upper slope almost invariably gave way first. In embankments on side-lying ground, slips generally occurred first on the lower
side, which might be ascribed to want of friction, as well as to the agency of
water.
The eft'cct of a drain above and near to a slope, in an excavation,
had not hitherto been sufticiently attended to in inclined ground, a rubble
catch-water drain should, in his opinion, be formed parallel to the whole
length of the cutting, at a distance from the upper edge of the slopes, varying with the depth and nature of their material in a depth of 20 feet, he
thought that it should be set back at least the lengtli of a chain. Spoilbanks placed near to the slopes of cuttings, also appeared to him to be injudicious
in the cases of the Croydon and the Blisworth slips, which had
been mentioned, be had no doubt, that the spoil-banks contributed as much
to produce slips, by checking the drainage, and by the increased quantity of
surface-water they threw into the slojies, as they did by their great superposed
weight on the edge of the banks. It was a curious fact, which he deemed
worthy of notice, that serious slips seldom occurred, until 2 or 3 years after
the completion of the earthwork the large sums usually left by contractors,
to cover one year's risk of maintenance, might therefore, he conceived, be
dispensed with.

[Fkbruart,

Hill Cutting.

was a thickness of 4 feet of alluvial clay then occurred a bed of gravel,
varying from 3 feet to 10 feet in thickness, resting upon the Loudon clay,
which was traversed in all directions by slimy beds or joints. The surface
of the country sloped gradually towards the Brent, which was at a level of
about 20 feet below the south side of the embankment. Tbe subsidence of the
embankment commenced during the night of the 21st of May, 1837 ; the
next morning the foundation was discovered to have given way, and a mass
of earth, .'lO feet in length by 15 feet in width, was forced from beneath the
north or lower side of the embankment, towards the Brent.
For four months
this protruded mass increased in dimensions, and the subsidence of the embankment continued, until the surface assumed an undulating outline, which,
on being cut through, showed that tbe suljacent beds corresponded accurately with the curvatures produced at the surface by the disturbance.
The
state of the seams or strata beneath the surface, was ascertained by sinking
trenches at right angles to the embankment, to the full depth shown in the
sections. Figs. 8 and 9.
The symptoms of failure in the embankment, at this period, were confined
to a subsidence of about 15 feet, with a fissure extending all along the top
of the south slope, at the side opposite to where the foundation had yielded.
From the dip of that fissure, Mr. Colthurst inferred the nature and inclination of a rupture of the ground under the embankment, as shown in tbe sec;

tions. Figs. 8

and

9.

Immediately on the commencement of the slip, Mr. Brunei directed a terrace to be formed, on the swollen surface, at the north foot of the embankment; the weiglit of the mass thus placed, succeeded effectually in stopping
tbe further progress of tbe subsidence, wliich up to that period had exceeded
30 feet. The swollen ground extended over nearly 400 feet in length, by
about 80 feet in width, and was elevated nearly 10 feet, with a horizontal
movement of about 15 feet. The general disturbance ranged to a distance
of 220 feet from the foot of tbe slo|)e, towards the river Brent, the south

bank of which was forced forward about 5 feet.
The section. Fig. 7, showed the position of the strata, at the time of the
forming of the embankment.
Tbe section. Fig. 8, showed the state of the strata, when the sliporswoUea
ground was being covered by the terrace on the north side.
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Fig. 1.
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Hnnwell, Great Western Railway.

acclion, Fig. 9, gave the form of the terrace, and of the ground beneath
during the further suhsidence; hut all under the cmhankment in Figs. 8
and 9, must he considered as inferential from the appearances ahove. The
rupture of the ground beneath the embankment, was indicated by the crack
near the upper part of the south slope.

The

it

In a letter received recently from Mr. Bertram, one of the engineers on
the Great M'estern l!oil«ay, it was stated, that the Brent embankment had
indeed from the nature of the material
Kuhfided very little for several years
there was naturally less sinking than in loosely formed clay embankments;
a coating of ballast from G inches to 9 inches in thickness, applied once a
The slips which occurred in emvear, was found sufiicient for all purposes.
iiankments formed of clay, occasioned trouble at first, by their immediate
Mr.
cflfect on the road ahove, and the difficulty of adding material to them.
Bertram had found in many such instances, in the London clay district, that
a temporary measure, of forming the softened mass which had slipped down,
into large raised beds or ridges from 8 feet to 12 feet wide, by dressing with
the spade, surface punning, &c., had the effect of keeping rain-water out,
allowing be raised parts to dry, and retaining the mass in its place, until
better weather and matured arrangements, permitted the more permanent
proceeding, of forming an extended footing and working up the mass with
additional material, so as to fill up the space with an increased slope.
When the Acton cutting slipped about three years since, Mr. Bertram was
induced (from the difficulty of bringing gravel to the spot, and the quantity
of surplus stuff in the cutting), to try burnt clay for the drains, for forming
an open backing to collect water, and also for mixing with tlie soft clay in
punning up agaui from what he then saw, he gave a decided preference to
that material, over any kind of gravel, for mixing with clay, to retain it in its
place.
When gravel was used, there was generally a slight subsidence and
opening at the top, hut witli burnt clay neither occurred. The usual system
pursued, was to form with that mixed material, continuous abutments and
revetments, upon the original face, and in all cases to make sure of thorough
drainage from the back.
He had always been able to trace an immediate connexion between the
Those courses were not sufficourses of septaria and the slips at Acton.
;

I

;

At Ruscombc, he Iiad removed the gravel stratum from the top, laying
bare and well draining the surface of the clay, using the gravel as a footing
up by
or buttress below, at such portions of the cutting as had been forced
previous slips; when there was under drainage from longitudinal culverts,
well.
very
that plan answered

At that portion of the Sonning cutting, which slipped so suddenly 2 years
bank
ago, the stratum of gravel was fouiul to be broken into, by an upraised
rescror dam of clay, at G (I'ig. 10), which after much wet weather, kept a
down to the
voir of water penned back, until it broke out the mass of clay,
the dam G had been cut across at difnext stratum at D, and so out at E
that was
ferent points in the slope for the purpose of drainage, and when
became particularly dry. A drain was
cutting
done, all that portion of the
;

led from the back of the dam G in ilressing off the slip.
bring away a great deal of water, which previously had
over the lowest point of the bank.

in that immediate vicinity, and in the formation of a deep sewer,
soil pit 20 feet in diameter, and 20 feet in depth, at the side of the
Brent, he bad ample opportunity for examining the strata, and it ajipeared
to him, that had a trench been made in the direction of, and at the foot of
the embankment, the marshy piece of land where it was situated, would have
been sufficiently drained, to enable it to carry the weight of the mass laid

Asylum,
with a

upon it.
The trustees of the Uxbridge road had their great store of gravel m fields
therefor
to the west of this embankment, and excavations had been going on
about half a century.

The

springs in that neighbourhood, accumulated in a

^

_^dF

:

y'

'.<^M

Pg.lO.
A, .Snoil bank.
B, GraTtl.
C, Clay.
I), Brii k.ranh, nith lonmy sind.
E, CUy rarleimted ivllh uatcr-markl.
K, Dark coloured clay.
G, Upraised bank or dam of clay.

'pction of Sonnin 5 Cuiiius, Great

outlet,

Mr. Sibley thought, the causes of the subsidence of the llanwell embankment were very obvious. In laying out the foundations of the Lunatic

he had made many surface and deep
ciently open to act as natural drains
drains leading from them, but the quantity of water drawn ell', was not equal
to that which was obtained by the means before described.

TransYcm

Tliat continued to

some other

Weatetn Railway .—The dotted

lines

show the form of the

tllp.)

,fm\j^mW^!^H'^,
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was formed by an escarpment of clay, skirting the river
part of the waste water, together witli the percolation from the rewas permitted to traverse the site of the embankment, rendering the
ground marshy, even in the driest seasons. The late Mr. M'Intosh had
frequently told him, that a larger quantity of material was used in maintainreservoir, wliicli

Brent

;

servoir,

ing, than in constructing the

Hanwell embankment.

Wr. Coi-THDRST, in answer to questions from members, explained, that the
fissures shown in the clay, beneath the embankment, were assumed from the
form of the depressions of the surface. The sections of the ground were
taken weekly, during the whole time of the susidence, so that he contended,
The spreadthe form of the substratum might be assumed as being correct.
ing of the lower side of the embankment, displaced the bank of the river
lirtnt for some distance.
Sir IIknby Delabeche remarked, that if the sections (Figs. 8 and 9),
which were exhibited, approximated to truth, it would appear, that the embankment was formed upon a fault of greater magnitude than usual. The
consequences were inevitable; when the fault yielded, the embankment sunk,
and continued to subside, until the mass was stopped by weighting the foot,
and thus restoring the equilibrium.

Mr. CoLTiiuRST said, that th.e slimy beds, and the fissures, which ran in
the clay, were most difficult to be guarded against, and they
were, he believed, the principal causes of slips and subsidences.
all directions in

Mr. Rraithwaite said, that from the observations of Sir Henry Delabeche, it might be inferred, that slips and other movements of earth, were
more frequently due to mechanical, than to chemical action, although in the
case of the New Cross slip, the latter cause had been much insisted upon.
Mr. John Braithwaite gladly availed himself of the geological know
ledge of Sir Henry Delabeche, and his approbation of the measures pursued
was highly gratifying to him.
With respect to the Brentwood cutting, although the strata were nearly
horizontal, and it might have been imagined, that there would be little
tendency to slip, yet from the ground being so full of water, more than ordinary attention to its drainage was required, fur it was so retentive of moisture, that a drain had but little influence at a few yards from it.
The draining shafts which were sunk, had operated well, to the extent to
which they were carried, and he believed that generally, the mode of treating the Brentwood cutting was considered successful.
He bad understood, that the trenches which bad been alluded to, had not
been extensively used.

Mr. Phii'ps explained, that the trenches and the wall with dry backing,
were tried under his direction merely as an experiment, prior to the examinaThe dry shafts were subsetion of the ground by Sir Henry Delabeche.
quently sunk, and the only doubt he entertained was, whether there was a
sufficient number of them to drain the bank effectually.

Henry Delabeche

be any doubt of the ground
being completely drained, if a sufficient number of shafts were sunk to intercept the water, but then the question of their cost must be considered.
Sir

said, there could not

Mr. J. Green, in answer to questions from the President, stated, that his
experiencs did not enable him to lay down any rule for the prevention of
They were generally to be attributed to
slips in cuttings or embankments.
tlie presence and pressure of water, acting upon the substratum; the method
of discharging the water must depend on the direction and the nature of the
strata; in all ordinary cases, he conceived, that with proper application of
the known methods of drainage, successful results might be attained.
He
had not made any particular observations, as to the relative duration of the
tendency to slip, exhibited by the slopes of embankments and cuttings, in
but he conceived, that in a canal, the weight of the
canals and railways
water acted as a support to the internal slopes, and tended also to counteract
the upward pressure of water in the substrata.
He had frequently observed
this in cuttings, with embankments on the sides ; while the canal was full of
water, the banks stood well, but when the water was drawn off, the banks
subsided, and the bottom of the canal rose up.
A curious instance occurred,
in forming part of the Exeter sliip-canal, through mud lands in the estuary
The embankments on the sides of the cutting, remained firm,
of the Exe.
so long as their weight only just balanced tlie upward tendency of the water,
but when the increased weight
in the substratum of the bed of the canal
of the mass, destroyed the equilibrium, the embankments sunk down, and
the bottom of the canal was forced up in proportion.
This occurred in several places, even after the works had preserved a perfect section for some
months, but the canal had not then been filled with water. It was found on
examination, that at a few feet only below the bottom of the canal, there
existed a bed of peat, which, although capable of resisting the weight of the
banks for a considerable time, at length gave way ; thus the embankments
sunk down, the bottom of the canal rose up, and it became necessarv to
drive strong piles in the line of the bottom of the canal, on each side, in a
lateral direction, and to support these piles by rough inverted arches of
stone, at intervals of about 20 feet, for a considerable distance, after which
the banks being slowly raised, stood well.

—

;

—

;

—

The President said, it must have been observed by all engineers, that
embankments and cuttings of canals, the slips generally occurred,

in the

within the first 6 or 8 months after the works were completed but in railway works, the slips constantly occurred even after years had elapsed. He
;

[February,

many of the railways, upon which he travelled habitually, that
the slopes were almost as frequently under repair, after being open for many
years, as they were within a few months of the first opening.
He was decidedly of opinion, that although water might be the primary cause of the
slips, the vibration caused by the passage of the trains, was the more immediate cause.
When, as had been so ably explained, the lower beds became converted
into mud, and the adhesion of the particles was destroyed, the mass only required a slight impulsive force, such as the vibration consequent on the passage of an unusually fast or a very heavy train, to set it all in motion and to
cause a slip.
Some of the methods proposed for the formation of embankments, such
as only constructing them during suitable weather, and with thin layers of
material, regularly laid and pounded, &c., might be used in the construction
of reservoirs for retaining water but they were not compatible with the
manner in which extensive works required to be carried on, independent of
the extra cost they would occasion. Experience bad shown him, that the
best method of constructing a heavy embankment was, to run forward two
tips, parallel with each other, forming the outsides of the bank, and leaving
a void in the centre, which was subsequently filled up.
The greatest amount
of pressure, was thus brought to act vertically upon the material, and the
two sides having become somewhat consolidated, were better able to resist
the pressure, and they had not any tendency to slip away. This method
bad been ably treated by Mr. J. B. Hartley, in a paper read before the Inobserved on

;

stitution in 1841.

He had not found any difficulty in inducing contractors to adopt that
method when proper precautions were taken to insure thorough drainage,
he believed, that embankments would generally stand well, although made
in the wettest weatht-r.
Moisture would only cause the mass to become
more consolidated, and when once that was the case, but little water would
;

subsequently percolate.
He concurred in the opinion, that the gravel counterforts acted rather as
drains, than as supporting buttresses ; for he believed, that they stood generally at a steeper angle, than the slopes which they v,-ere supposed to support.
Jlr.

Clutteubuck

said, in confirmation of the President's opinion,

been told by the persons who worked

he had

the sand-pits, under the plastic
that they were afraid to
remain under ground, during the passage of the heavy luggage trains, on account of the extreme vibration of the earth.
clay, near

Mr.

the

in

London and Birmingham Railway,

Green was

convinced of the correctness of the President's opinion,
upon banks saturated with water. He had seen

as to the effect of vibration

instances even in canal embankments, where, at the head of locks, the vibration arising from the sudden and careless closing of the lock-gates had pro-

duced slips.
He did not think any commensurate benefit would result, from the extra
expense of pounding the earth in embankments, as had been suggested. The
degree to which earth might be safely consolidated by pounding, could only
be determined by great attention to the nature of the material, and to the
circumstances under which it was used. He had known much injury caused
by the earth-backing for walls, being too much pounded, when, from defective drainage, the expansion of the earth had subsequently thrown the walls

down.
Mr. Hughes presented a specimen of Watson's drain pipes, described in
the Journal, Vol. VII., page 49.

RAISING SHIPS.
" .Jn Account of the Plan employed for raising the Innisfail' Steamer, sjink
in the river Lee, near Cork."
By Georoe Preston White, Assoc. Inst.
C. E.
(From the Minutes of the Proceedinys of the Institution of Civil
'

Enrjiueers.)

The

" Innisfail," a steamer of

400 tons burthen, and 180

h, p.,

sunk

iu

the

river Lee, in consequence of having run foul of an anchor, with such force
as to tear a plank of C4 feet in length, and varying from 8 inches to 10 inches
in breadth, out of the

bottom close to the

keel.

As the

vessel lay right

athwart a narrow part of the channel, it was necessary to take immediate
steps for its removal.
The Directors of the St. George Steam Packet Company being aware that Mr. William Preston White, the Harbour Master of
Cork, had succeeded in raising several large vessels, solicited his assistance
to remove their steamer.
The method he had adopted on former occasions,
was that of slinging or weighing, which is done in the following manner:
After the position of the sunken ship has been ascertained, a chain cable is
passed round it by means of two vessels, which are placed near the bow, with
the cable suspended between them, so that its centre shall sweep the ground,
and it is moved to and fro until it comes in contact with the stem of the
su]d<en ship.
The two vessels are then moved astern, the ends of the chain
are brought together, and passed through an elliptical ring, which is loaded,
in order that it may fall close to the stern, and the cuds are secured to the
vessels.
The main chain being secured in its position, bridle chains are
these being attached to other vessels
affixed to it at intermediate distances
alongside, all the chains are strained at low water and as the tide flows, the
sunken vessel is raised from its bed, and is brought to shore. Jf the vessel
cannot be left high and dry at low water, the operation is repeated as often
;

as circuiustaaces

may

require.

TriE CIVIL
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In this way Mr. While has succeeded in raising four sailing vessels and
Tliis plan, however, did not
three steamers, besides numerous smaller craft.
succeed in the ease of tlie Innisfail, owing to ilie narrowness of the channel,
which prevented the emplojment of ships of sulhcient tonnage for weighing.
At the suggestion of ^ir. A. S. Deane, a colTerdam was constructed at the

which had icceived the injury, and to prevent any lealiage
few loads of clay ballast were deposlteil. The coft'erdam

side of the vessel

at the other side, a

was formed of deal planks 12 feet long by 3 inches thick, secured by wales
and cross-pieces. On examining the bottom, after the water had been pumped
out, it was found necessary to excavate to a depth of about 2 feet, in order to
arrive at the leak
as the excavation proceeded, the vessel was shored up and
when the spot was discovered, elm planks of 1 inch thick and 12 inches in
breadth were nailed over the whole length of the leak, first covering the hole
;

with strips of

flannel,

soaked in

tar, in

make the patch

order to

water-tight.

means the vessel was raised in the course of ten tides, and it was
and steamed down to Passage, a distance of about 7 miles, in order
to undergo a thorough repair: the total expense of the work, including the
cotferdam, was .i'350.
I!y this

floated

SUNDERLAND LIGHTHOUSE.
"

Account of the removal of the Light -house at Sunderland."* By John
MuiiRAV, M. Inst. C.E. (From the Minutes of the Instilutlon of Civil

An

Eytgiiteers.J

Sunderland is rated the fourth port in the United Kingdom, as respects
The shipment of coal, which is the
the aggregate amount of its tonnage.
principal business of the place, amounts annually to about 1,300,(100 tons.
Lime is also extensively shipped for Yorkshire and Scotland. There are
various manufactories in the town and neighbourhuod, and the building of
The population of the united towns of
ships is carried on to a great extent.
Sunderland, Bishopwearmoutb, and Monkwearmouth, amounted, according
to the census of ISll, to 57,057, including about 4000 seamen.
The harbour has been, since the reign of George 1., under the control

and

by Parliament. For some years
from the shipment of coal, has
amounted to about .1' 10,000 per annum. The funds so collected, have been
the
removing
shoals,
rocks and other obstructions
expended in deepening
and building piers at the mouth of the river. These piers, having been originally executed in a superficial manner, soon showed symptoms of decay,
and it was found necessary to rebuild the eastern or seaward portion of them.
The late Mr. John Rennie was consulted and his advice was, that the piers
should be prolonged with solid masonry into deeper water. 'J'he South pier
has, in consequence, been rebuilt in a substantial manner with ashlar masonry, in blocks of stone, varying from 5 to 7 tons in weight, properly backed with a glacis of rubble stone. The eastern part of the north pier, during
the last ten years, has been taken down, under the author's superintendence;
a new pier has also been built, in the direction suggested by Mr. Rennie, and
approved by his son. Sir John Rennie. This pier has been executed in the
strongest manner and with excellent materials, forming altogether a handsome and substantial piece of masonry. The most beneficial effects have
been produced by the adoption of these plans the channel to sea has been
straightened and deepened by dredging, and the bar has been lowered and
kept iu a stationary position, so as to give 4 feet of water upon it during low
water, or 18.^ feet at high water of ordinary spring tides.
Near the termination of the north pier, there was built, in 1802, by Mr.
Pickernell, then engineer to the Commissioners, an octagonal Light-house of
polished stone.
Its height was 00 feet 2 inches from the base to the cornice, terminating with a lantern, the cupola of which was IG feet above the
cornice, making a total elevation of 76 feet 2 inches above the pier.
Its
breadth was 15 feet at the base and 8 feet ti inches at the cornice, having a
spiral staircase up the centre of the buihling.
was
It
subsequently lighted
with coal gas from nine patent burners with parabolic reflectors.
In the beginning of the year 1841, before the works at the north pier
head were terminated, an alarming breach was made by the sea in the projeeting part of the old pier (Fig. 1), on which this Light-house stood, and it
jurisdiction of Commissioners, appointed

past, the average revenue, arising principally

;

becauie imperative, either to take down the building immediately, or to repair the pier in an expensive manner.
On the 7th of April, 1841, the advantages of having a new Light-house on

the high ground near the fort, on the south side of the river, and the diffiremoving the present one from its then critical situation, were discussed at the 15oard of Commissioners. The result was, that the author received directions to prepare the materials necessary for carrying into effect the
project he had suggested, of removing the buihling in an entire state, on a
cradle of timber, to the eastern extremity of the new pier.
In consequence of the breach before alluded to, it w as necessary to remove
the Light-house in a northerly direction, on to the new pier, before it could
be taken to the eastward and its axis required to be turned, in order to make
it correspond, or be parallel with the altered direction, east and west of the
new pier. The raised platform of the new pier head, where the building
was proposed to be placed, being 1 foot 7 inches higher than the oiiginal
site of tlie Light-house, it became necessary, in providing a proper height for
the entrance doorway, either to descend a few steps from the platform, or to
culties of

*

Some account

IMl, psge ZK,

of tlic removal of

i'i'o,

and

Lighthouse ippoared in the Journal, Vol, IV,
with u view of lh« l^isUtboute,

tfiis

ilfS, togctUt-r

4!)

the base, and consequently the whole building, to the proper level.
It
was deemed advisable to adopt the latter course.
The first of these operations was to take the building northward. On the
loth of June, the masons began to cut apertures on the north and south
lift

sides of the building, for the

reception of the cradle or platform of timber
(Figs. 2 and 3)
the two niiildle balks were threaded through consecutively
and the apertures were made no larger than absolutely necessary for that
purpose.
The upper course of stones below the torus moulding was not disturbed, and the bottom of this course was made to rest immediately upon
the cradle timbers. The upper surfaces of the beams, where they were in
contact with the masonry, were covered with thin sheet lead, to equalise tho
Uhen the timbers were threaded through the building, screws
pressure.
were applied beneath them, until they were closely pressed to the course of
masonry, and uprights of timber were then inserted and firmly wedged up,
which allowed the screws to be removed. Less difliculty was experienced iu
inserting the next timbers, which were parallel to the other pair, and suppotted the external masonry they were covered with lead like the others,
screwed up and shored with timber uprights and wedges in a similar way.
Care was taken to place all these shores in such positions, that thev should
not interfere with the insertion of the lower transverse tier of timbers.
An aperture was next cut on tlie eastern side of the base fthc entrance
door on the west side not requiring any), to admit the two transverse beams,
which were firmly screwed up underneath the beams previously inserted, anil
then shored with u]irights and wedges to relieve the screws. Other timbers
were next inserted and shored up in pairs, in a similar way to the others, and
when all these were secured, other apertures were cut through the building
The next operation was the insertion of the
to admit the upper timbers.
The centre timbers immediately below
timbers, with rails fixed upon them.
These were firmly bedded on the stone
the upper beams were fixed first.
pavement of the pier and upon the solid [masonry of the new work. The
sheave balks to each, were then threaded threaded through the building and
firmly wedged to the timbers above, and to the rails below, by a series of
wedges. The other rail and sheave balks were placed in a similar manner,
underneath each upper timber and in the order in which they were inserted
Finally, when all these wheels were brought to their bearin the building.
ing, the small portions of the original masonry, left in the four corners of
the building, were cut away at one time and the two remaining intermediate
upper timbers were threaded through and secured.
While these works were in operation, the octagonal shaft was tied togeTwo planks, 44 feet in length and 3 inches
ther in the following manner.
in thickness, were suspended from the cornice at each angle of the shaft and
then lashed closely to the masonry by ropes and wedges. Five horizontal
tiers of iron straps, 2i inches broad, and |ths inch thick, were made to embrace the building, and these were drawn closely up by screws to the abovementioned planks and filling-ia pieces. Immediately above the cornice and
on a level with the light-room floor, eight apertures were made through the
walls (which were here only 10 inches in thickness), and pieces of timber
were pushed through the apertures from the inside and drawn back again
Strong plates of malleable iron covered the
till they met in the centre.
joints above and below the timbers and screwed bolts passed through the
This upper platform was connected with the cradle below by a large
whole.
chain, passing round a strong bar of iron at the top of the platform, and
round a similar bar of iron on the lower side of the cradle, and the chain was
drawn tight by a large screw.
The upper platform was further connected externally with the cradle, hy
eight main uprights of timber, 12 inches square, tenoned into the horizontal
timbers at the cornice, and brought close to the masonry of the buildiog at
the base, and secured to the cradle and upper platform by stirrup-straps and
bolts.
The uprights were united togetiier by three tiers of chock-pieees.
Three iron straps, 3^ inches broad, and 1 inch thick, passed round the chockpieces and uprights, and the whole was drawn closely to the building hy
screws.
The raking braces were next erected and their feet passed between
the timbers of the cradle and ciU-beams fixed thereon, so that the whole
framing could be firmly bound together (Fig. 4.) The four diagonal beams
and ledges, fixed to the raking braces, further prevented any of the timbers
from springing or twisting.
Up each angle of the building, above the cornice, battens, 2J inches
thick, were fixed, with two tiers of horizontal junction pieces, kept together
by binding screw straps. The dome of the building, which is of iron,
covered with lead, was fastened by chains passing round the summit
and the upper cornice, and continued down (to the projecting timber
of the upper platform, each chain being tightened by screws.
The large
plates of glass of the light-room were taken out, and window sashes, with
ordinary crown glass, were put in their place. The light, however, was
exhibited nightly, as usual, dnring all the operations of removal a lead
pipe, lengthened as required, being connected with the gas-works on the
;

;

;

pier.

On

2nd of August everything was prepared

for drawing the building
screws were strongly fixed to the
building and chains were attached to them
and to the cradle upon which the Light-house rested. These screws were
worked by twenty-four men. Four forcing screws, worked by three men to
each, were applied behind the cradle, to assist in propelling it.
The total
number [of men employed on the occasion was forty. The cradle was supported on one hundred and forty-four wheels, which travelled on eight paral-

the

northward.

For this purpose,

five pulling

glacis of the pier, north of the

lel

lines

of

rails,

but the extreme ends of the cradle were supported and
7

so
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moved on slide balks only. The operations for the removal northward were
commenced at half-past 3 r.M. and at a few minutes after 8 p.m. it was safely
landed on the new pier. The distance travelled was 20 feet 5 inches.

On the 7th of August the building was drawn, in a similar manner, to a
further distance northward of 8 feet 1 inch.
The cradle was then shored
with timber uprights, which allowed the railway and sheave balks to he
withdrawn and reversed, for the purpose of taking tlie building to the eastward. It is unnecessary to describe the process of placing these railway and
sheave bulks in a direction bearing east and west, as it is merely a repetition
of the same operations previously mentioned.
Some diHiculty was experienced in taking the building round the curve, which was a portion of a circle
of 64 7 feet radius.
The rails on this curve were laid level, to the point at which the tangential
lines of the rails commenced and from that point, to the new pier-head, they
had a gradual inclination of 1 in about 225, making a total rise of 1 foot 7
inches above the original base of the building.
This was accomplished, on
the raised platform, by different heights of timber beams and on the unfinished part of the pier, between the platform and the coping, by large stones
set in mortar, on which the railway beams were solidly fixed.
The series of wedges in the sheave balks not oiily allowed them to be
removed when required, but were otherwise of great use, for by slackening
the wedges on the east side and tightening those on the west, the building
was retained in a perpendicular position, when the rails were on the inclined

plane.

On one portion of the raised platform of the pier the pavement was completed with large Yorkshire landings, from 6 inches to 8 inches in thickness.
It was questionable whether they would be able to bear the great pressure of
the building; but it was determined to try it, as the stones had been laid
with the greatest care on a proper bed of rubble stone, and the joints run
with pozzolana mortar. As a precaution, planks were laid upon the pavement, to equalise the pressure, and particular attention was paid to have the
rail balks securely and thickly wedged upon the planks.
Under the great
load of the building very little impression was made upon the paving in
some few instances the joints of the mortar were cracked, but no .«tone
whatever was broken. This is particularly noticed, because every practical
;

man who inspected the pier was of opinion that the stones would not bear
the pressure.
The cradle was supported on what are termed by ship-builders sliding
balks ; that is, the lower side of the travelling beam was convex, fitting into
and sliding along the concave surface of the lower beam, which was sohdiy
fixed upon the i>ier.
These beams were greased with a mixture of soft soap
and black lead, to diminish the friction. The sliding beams were connected
with the cradle by a framing of timber, which formed part of the moving
mass, with the view of saving expense, as it avoided the necessity of raising
the surface of the pier to the level of the railway beams.
The principal
weight of the building was, however, thrown upon the railways, and, comany consequence on the sliding balks.
Immediately underneath the area of the building the cradle wheels were
placed close together, but outside the area of the building they were separated from each other (Fig. 3.)
Each of the wheel plate castings had the
under surface covered with a piece of felt dipped in tallow, and it was then
secured to the sheave balk by a tapering wedge (Figs. 5, 6, and 7.)
By so
paratively, nothing of

[Fkbruary,

doing, the timber was not injured with bolt holes, and the casting conld at
any time be easily taken out and replaced with another, had any accident
happened to it. The spindles of the sheaves were very accurately turned,
and the sheaves were likewise thrned, to take off all irregularities from their
surface.
The rails were secured to the timbers by short spikes, formed with
a head turned at right angles with the body, which allowed them to be easily
drawn without much injury to the timber, when the rail had to be removed.
The cradle beams were all squared and planed, to distribute the pressure
over the whole surface.
They were of .Vmerican oak, which is a very solid
wood, and, as it could be procured straight in long lengths, it was preferred
to any other timber.
The rest of the timber employed was Memel red and
yellow pine. During the latter part of the operations tlie cast-iron rails
were laid upon a plank of African oak, 1 ^ inch thick, fixed upon the railway beams, as it was feared that the great weight would press the rails into

the

Memel

timber.

The method employed in taking the building to the eastward, was different
from that which was first attempted in moving it northward. The slow
process of drawing the cradle forward by screws, was abandoned, and recourse bad to three ordinary winches.
Each was worked by six men, with
one man to hold on the tail-rope, which before arriving at the winch, passed
tlirougb a twofold and threefold sheave block.
The total number of men
employed at the handles of the winches was eighteen, and the power of them
when so applied, may be reckoned at 562^ Ih. The radius of the handles of
the winches being 14 inches, worked a cog-wheel of 4] inches diameter,
turning a spur-wheel of 30 inches diameter, and a barrel of 10 inches diameter.
The additional power of the twofold and threefold sheave blocks makes
the whole power of the eighteen men, applied in the manner stated, to be
52,480 lb. The gross weight moved was calculated to be 757,120 lb., or
338 tons. The distances traversed were determined by the various lengths
of the railway beams, which were taken up and relaid forward, to save expense, but wbich of course prolonged the time of taking the building to its
destination.
The greatest speed with which the mass moved, was at the rate
of about 84 feet per hour, the winches beiug advantageously placed
but the
The greatest distance accomaverage actual rate was 333 feet per hour.
phshed at one time was 40 feet 7 inches; the average distance being about
28 feet. The actual time employed in moving the building to the eastward
was 13 hours 24 minutes; that distance being 447 feet 1 inch, to which, if
28 feet 6 inches be added, what it was taken north, will make the total dis;

tance traversed 475 feet

7 inches.
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wnches

to pull the cradle forward.

The outer

IiMPROVED LEVEL,

part of the cradle, which

bore the weight of the raking braces, was, to save expense, supported on
sliding balks.
On one occasion, when the ropes were tightly stretched, a
few blows given to these shding balks caused the cradle, with its enormous
In conseweight, to start suddenly forward a distance of nearly two feet.
quence, they were always tapped afterwards, whenever the cradle encounM. le Bas experienced the same difBculty
tered any obstacle to its motion.
in moving the Luxor ohelisk, both in Egypt and at Paris, where a great force
was employed to drag it forward. The huge rock of the statue of Peter the
Great at St. Petersbnrgh was moved on balls of brass, turned very accurately,
and running in brass channels yet they frequently stuck fast, and required
the attention of a man to each, with an iron rod, to keep them in motion
and equidistant from each other. The use of railways, with wheels moving
in carriages fixed to the cradle, undoubtedly saved trouble and expense, and,
to a certain degree, reduced the friction.
,
At the time of building the new pier, preparations were made for the site
of a light-house, by piling an area of about 20 feet square in the centre of
the head, founding upon the piles, and bringing up along with the other
work, a mass of masonry, in large blocks, properly squared, and bedded solidly in pozzolana mortar.
The foundation was therefore in readiness for
the reception of the building. On the 4th of October it was brought to its
destination. Timber uprights were immediately wedged up under tlie cradle,
which permitted the different sheaves and railway balks to be withdrawn.
Upon this being done, the masons commenced operations by building on the
foundations above alluded to, pillars of stones, with retreating courses,
striking the shores, from time to time, as these pillars took their bearing under the original masonry.
The mortar used was made from blue lias lime, with a mixture of sand and
The chief difficulty arose in
pozzolana, and was laid in very thin joints.
making good the last course, as the joint bad to he made rather thicker than
usual, for the admission of the masonry.
The stones of the course, before
insertion in the building, had their upper surface covered with thin sheet
lead, firmly beat down ajul lapped for a breadth of two inches over the back
jiart of the stone.
This was done to equalize the pressure, and to prevent
the external masonry from being flushed by the weight of the building it had
Tlie joints were run with grout through the funnel of a tube,
to sustain.
carried up a few feet in height, to give additional pressure.
They were previously closed all round with Roman cement, excepting a few apertures left
on purpose for the air to escape, and which allowed tiic grout completely to
Great care was taken to make the masonry sound and perfect,
fill the joint.
Iiy properly bonding the joints, both internally and externally, by which
means there is not any indication of the building having ever i)een displaced.
The masonry was completed on the 12th of November.
Before cutting into the light-house for the insertion of the cradle, the different corners of the base were accurately levelled with an instrument and
trial was made whether the building was exactly perpendicular by a plummet.
From time to time, as the building was moved forward, other trials were made
for the like purpose and also after it bad been brought to its destination on
the new pier head.
In all cases it was found to be as at first.
No settlement was ever perceptible, even where the new masonry was placed, on withdrawing the cradle nor has the slightest crack appeared since, in any part
of the building.
The timbers and the chief part of the other materials employed, were used
in other works, then carrying on by the Harbour Commissioners, and the
men who worked at the winches, when they had accoiuplished their task,
were taken off to other work connected with the building of the pier. The
cost of carrying the work in' question into execution, amounted to i"827.
The building was erected in 1802, at an expense of upwards of £1400. If
to £827 be added A'280, the estimated cost of a light-keeper's dwelling, gashouse, and other apparatus, it would have made .f 1107 as the total expendiThe estimated cost of building a new light-house
ture of this department.
on the high ground near the Fort, with a tide light on the north pier, dwellings, and other contingencies, amounted to £2000; consequently, by adopting the removal of the building, as is above mentioned, there was a saving of
.£893, and no inconvenience was experienced from the want of a harbour;

;

light.

Since the completion of this undertaking, the author has had the honour
to receive the thanks of the Board of Commissioners for bis exertions and
a piece of plate of the value of £100 has been unanimously voted to him as
a further acknowledgment of his services on that occasion.
;

Some Account of Levelling Instruments, with Descriptk
Improved Form,

By Thomas Stevenson,

s

great dock at Alexandria

lias,

Civil Engineer,

i

of one of a

Edinburgh.

The improved spirit-level about to he described, was made for me in 1840
by Mr. Adie, and afterwards described in a letter to the Institution of Civil
Engineers

Vol. IV., pp. 357 and 373.)
have bad two levels of the common construction altered to
the new form. On a late occasion these instruments were e-f hibited to the
Royal Scottish Society of Arts; and as no drawings had been laid before Ihe
public, that Society requested me to prepare a description with diagrams,
that these might be pnblished in their Transactions. In accordance with
their request, therefore, 1 have drawn up the present description
and have
(see Journal,

Since then

I

;

many early writers, to ascertain, as well as I could, the history
of one of the most important of geodetical and engineering instruments.
also consulted

There unfortunately

e.xists

a great deal of conUicting evidence regarding

the true inventors of the dillerent parts of the spirit-level.

hardly two authorities

who

Indeed, there are

agree upon the

suliject.
Tlie original form seems
have been' that of a plummet, and is described as " inslrumentum quo
pliimbo rt filo et giiomone pendente, reclio, sive oblirjuitas operis perpendi-

to

tur.

''

The great lliiygens appears to have been the first
level of liis, which was constructed on the principle
noticed, in the

life

prefixed

to

to apply the telescope to a
of the

plummet.

his works, s in the following terms

This

:

is

— "Ibi"

(Lutetoe) " vixit ab anno 1GG6 ad' annum IG81. Durante hoc tempore pulclierrima subtilissimaque multa in mathcmaticis delexit. veriaque ex lis
operibus conscripsit, quce nunc in unum corpus coUecta, quid in variis Mathcseos partibus pia-.stiterit, sub oculis ponunt. Praeter ipsius jam memorala
inventa praiclara, inter alia duo insigni usu eminent. Libellam telescopio

munitam ita construxit ut ipsi prae ceteris, fides liaberi possit," Ste.
The honour of having first applied the air-bubble to the determination of
horizontalily seems to be due to that universal genius Dr. Ilooke. From all
that I can gather, it appears that his invention must have been made subsequent 10 25ih March, 1674, and prior to the year 1675, as, in his " Attempt
tn prove the Motion of the Earth by Observations," by date 25ih March,
1C74. he describes a new method of slillhi^ the plummet by immersion in water.
While in his " Animadversions,' " published also in 1674, after fully describing bis invention of the air-bubble confined in a lube, he speaks of its peculiar advantages, and great delicacy of movement, and remarks,— " This can

performed by the ordinary way of plummets, without hanging
from a vast height, which is not practically to be performed without almost
infinite trouble, expense, and difficulty," &e.
Hutton, in his Mathematical Dictionary, remarks, that the applications of
the air-bubble to the level ''is said to be due to M. Thevenot ;" but with
what justice I cannot say, having been unable to meet with any reference to
this instrument in the writings of that author. Thevenot was born in 1G2I,
hardly be

and he died in IG;)2.
I have been unable to discover who was the inventor of the circular level,
which I imagined had been of recent date but Suitzer, at page 91 of his
Treatise on Water works, which was published in 1734, remarks, Ihat the
circular level was then employed in the construction of the surveying instru;

ment

called a Plane-table.

According to Sir John Herschel, tlie cross-hair, which gives so much accuracy to all astronomical as well as levelling instruments, was the invention
of Gascoigne, a young Englishman, who used it in 1640. He was killed at
the age of 23. at the battle of Marston Moor.

M. Le Bion° a))pe3is to have been the first to conjoin the telescope of Iliiygtvs with the air-bubble of Dr. Hooke and this must have been subsequent
to the year 1684, as such an instrument is not shown in De La Hire's edition
of Picard's Treatise on Levelling."
But it was not tillSisson's improvements that the level could be considered
;

any way an accurate or philosophic instrument. All that were made
previously to his time were coarse instruments, adjusted by a ball and socket,
and in other respects rese:nbling the common perambulatory survey-level,
which, from the nature of the construction, can be levelled in only one direcas in

tion,

ENOiNnr.KiKG IN Egypt.— Mehemet Ali

after a labour of eight years, and a cost of half a million sterling, been opened ;— to the
great satisfaction of the Pasha, who came from Cairo for the occasion, anil caused the in-

[February,

and cannot be reversed, or moved even in the slightest degree, without
Sisson may, therefore, be considered as the inventor
common use. The miin feature in his improvements

requiring readjustment.

of the instrument in

auguration to be accompanied with great ceremonial.

'Ihe engineer, If. Mongel, a
Frenchman, haa, it Is said, received from Mehemet Ali direclions to take all necessary
measures for the one other great work which that prince has so much at heart— the construction of the liarrage of the Nile. The site now fixed upon is the point of junction of
the nosetto and Damletta branches of the river— about ten miles below Cairo. The work
will consist of two bridges, one over each liranch, joining each other at the extreme point
of the Delta. One arch of each bridge will be muile with a lock, for the purpose of navigation.
In the centre of the Delta, and on the sides of the bridges, will be opened several
caaals, to which the water of the Nile will be allowed ingress, as may be required.
It is
slated, as an example of the saving to be eftected bv this barrage— that of the 60,000
saklahs, or Persian water-wheels employed In Lower Egypt, and worked by not less than
l."iO,000 bullocks, not more than 10,000 iilll be required to irrigate the lands situate
at a

great dlstancefrom the canals or above their level.

1

Plin. Lib. 7.

2 Polydori Virgilii de Tlerum Inventoribus Libri Octo. 12mo, p. 258. Urbini, IMO.
a Christ. Hugenii Op." Var. Lugd. Bntav. 1724.
4 Animadversions on the first part of the Machina cicleslis of the Hon., learned, and
deservedly famous Astron. Johannes Hevelius, Consul of Dantzick, together with an ex.
plication of some instruments made by Hob. Hooke, Prof. Geora. in Uiesh. Coll., aud
I'.R.S. Lond. 1674, p. HI, -et seq.'
3 Traiti- de laConslructlnn et desPrincipanx usages dea

Par N. Le
Haye, 1723.

rrMi
Hire, I2mo.

lilon,

du Nivellement Par M.

A

Instrumens de Sfathematique.

Ing^uieur du Koi i)Our Ics Instrumens de Math.

Paris, 1(;84.

Pical'd,

Nouv. Edit. A La

mis en lumlerc paries solus

deSI.DeLa
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With

wa3 the inlroduction of tlio four screws called Ihc parallel plalc-srrrws (D, in
I liavc ln'cn unable to find out the date of Sisson's improvetile Diagram).
ment anil, indeed, the only notice I can find of him is the folluwinR in
S« ilzi-r's System of Water-works " The invention" (alluiling tci the instrument w)th parallel [ilatc-screws) " as I take it (for I am not as yet well acquainted with that sjentleman), of William Sisson, at the corner of Beaufort
Buildings, in the Strand."'

Since the time of Sisson, the cclehrated Ramsden introduced a tangentscrew and clamp, for moving the instrument with accuracy through small
Messrs. Troiighton anil Simms also
distances in an azimuthal direction.
several improvements in the arrangement of the various parls of the
and Mr. Ciravatt has of late years added a cross-bubble for fa;

instrument— or that adjustment which is
and an enlargement of the diameter of the
object-glass, so as, by the admission of a greater number of rays of light, to
allow of the telescoir being shortened, without impairing its optical powers.
the screw for adjusting
A D is the telescope. C C the compass-box.
the legs of the tripod

;

—M

—

the focus.

—

D, the

L)

II II,

parallel

lion.— F, the new

—

G, the spherical or circular level.
plate-screws of .Sisson. K, the old ball and socket mo-

the tubular spirit-level.

—

ball

and socket motion.

made

is

quite independent

sets the legs of his instrument,

and may

to levelling will fully appreciate.

In levelling over

cilitating the raHif/i-scZ/iny of the

made with

hi'

them without regurd to the inclination of the telescope to the horizon.
Looking first to the circular level ((i), and releasing the clamii (N) of the
ball and socket (1'"}, he, with one hand, moves the head of the instrument
till the bubble is in the centre of the circle, an ojioration which is done almost
instantaneously." The socket-screw (N) is then clamiied, and the telescope
bubble (IIHJ is brought to iheabsohdc level by a tlight touch of the par.illtl
plate-screws (D). In this way the legs of the tripod never need to be moved
after the instrument has been placed on the ground, and the parallel platescrews have almost nothing to do— advantages which all w ho are accustomed
|ilace

:

made

the instrument thus improved, the observer

of the level of the ground where

;

instrument
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— N, clamping-screw for ditto.

mountainous

districts, it

desirable to selecl a station where the ground

very often happen.s that it ia
^is so rugged and precipitous

as to render it difficult, if not impossible, to find

three points for the extremities of the legs of the instrument to rest on, which shall be on such levels
as to bring the telescope within the range of the parallel plate-screws
but
wherever the instrument can be made to stand with safety, the babble of the im^
proved level can be adjusted, and adjusted in exactly the same time, and with fjraetly the same ease, as ij the instrument were placed on level ground.
;

Another advantage

of these

improvements

is

the removal of a great prac-

which is often experienced on sloping ground. The instrument
being set and properly adjusted, the observer, on looking through tlie telescon', may dl.scover that he is not within the range of the levelling stall'; in
tical difficully

T1.r-—

oihcr words, he has chosen a station too liigh or too low to admit of his
seeing any part of the stalf within the field of the object-glass. The only

,.-f

remedy for this is to chouse a new station w here the instrument must be
again set up and levelled, at a great expense of time and trouble. In order
to remedy this, it was my intention atone time to have fixed on the telescope
a French level, on the principle of the jdummet, in order speedily to discover
before

making the adjustments, whether the intended station were within the
But the instrument can be roughly set with so
staff' or not.

range of the

much quickness by means of the additional ball and socket, that
plummet may be considered as being now scarcely necessary.

the French

In my
I pointed
out the advantages which would result to the surveyor were the theodolite
provided with a second ball and socket motion but no opportunity of trying
letter to the Secretary of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

;

this has as yet occurred.

Edinburgh, 1844.
8 lu the annexed plan the instrument 8 shown off tlie level, go tha neither the airhubbleofthecirculurlevcKGjis in tho ei ntre of the clrele nor does he air-bubble In
tlie tube (H HJ correspond with the tile mi ilea made on the ^Usa,
;

l

REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.
(Under tliis head we propose giving abstracts of the B])ecilicati(ina of all the most Ini.
portant patents as tliey are enrolled. If any additional information be required as to any
patent, the same may be obtained by applying to Mr.
at the OlBce of this

LAXTON

Having thus endeavoured
has undergone,
improvements.
level

shall

1

to

to nolico the nature of the presen

a circular, or to speak more cor-

which was introduced by Mr. Gravatt.

level over the

'

CONSTRUCTIO.V OF HARBOURS, &C.

Tlie first of these is the substitution of

rectly, a spherical level (G), sluggish in its motions, instead of the small cross
level,

JOURNAL.)

describe the successive changes which the

now proceed

common

form,

is its

peculiarity

The advantage of the circular
in at once showing the devia-

jAMtis
neer, for
in water,
2'2,

tion of the instrument

from horizontality in both

directions, instead of only

*^

IJolore describing the

the clumsiness of the

next improvement,

common

level consists

it

may

be proper to state, that

in its being at all

dependent on
the setting of the legs. This arises from the circumstance of the ball and
socket motion (K) being controlled in its action by the parallel plate-screvv.s
of Sisson {DJ, the consequence of which is, that, in using tlie common level,
care must be taken to set the in.slrument very nearly level by the ctjr, so as
to be within the range of the parallel plate screws (DJ, otherwise it is impossible to adjust the instrument.
And although to the practical man, the
trouble attending this may be comparatively small, still he will admit that it
is one of the most irkscjme jiarts of the whole oj eration of levelling
to say
nothing of the time that is lost
adjusting the instrument afterwards willi
the parallel jilate-screws. What appeared to be wanting was a molicm for
the preliminary, or rough-scllhg, intermediate in nicety between those of the
;

m

parallel plate-screws

and of iho

legs.

In order to gain this end, a ball and

socket motion (F), having a clamp (N),

and socket (K), « hose action

my

improved

level

is

is introduced in adilition to the hall
limited by Sisson's parallel plate-screws (DJ

has two ball and socket movements.
of Water and Waterworks.

Dy Stephen

Switzi

ulB. 4to

in the

county of Caithness, civil engiand buildings
Granted May

certain arrangements fur constructing harbours, inert

far cleansing harbours and for raising sunken vessels."

—

Enrolled Nov. 22, 1844.

One part of the invention

one.

so that

Bremner, of Puultney Town,

or other structure

may

consists in certain arrrangemenis w hereby a wall

be built near a quarry or other convenient spot,

and
in the site in which it is to remain permaFor this purpose a floating structure or vessel is built in compartments of two distinct kinds, wheicof one set is intended to contain the wall
and the other set to afford the buoyancy requisite for sustaining and floating
the wall or the other structure so as to admit of its being transferred from
ire place at which it is built to the place in which it is to be deposited. The
of compartments for giving buoyancy or floatation to the vessel is genei
rally arranged around the interior of the vessel, 30 as to suiround the compartments for containing the wall they may be of any convenient number
and size, each is to be furnished with the means of leltingin the water when
rcijuired, and at other times to be jierfectly water tight.
The total aggregate
contents of the compartments of floatation, must be varied accordingly to the
weight of the wall or other structure which is to be transported, the principles upon which the leqnisitc sustaining power is to be obtained being well
understood by engineers. The compartment of the vessel containing the wall
or other structure has a moveal/e bottom, which during the building of the
wall and the floating of it out to the proposed site is sustained and kept close
to the vessel by chains, and caulked or rendered water tight by any of the
various metliods w ell kiionii to shipwrights; upon tlii.'i bottom, which is called
floated to a distance,

and placed

nently.

(

;
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the
a slip bottom, the wall or other siruclurc is built. The constriiclion of
of the site
slip bottom may vary according to the nature of Ihc structure and
vessel
tlie
is
ciimplete
u\ion which it is to be placed. This structure leinf;
Ihc surface of
floatc I out to the spot at which the wall is to be deposited

[Fkbruaryj

small wheel b such points will describe straight lines at right angles to one
another during the revolution of such wheels.

;

the gruLind upon wlrch the structure is to rest having been carefully levelled
and prepared in the usual manner so as to correspond vvith the slip bottom
upon wliich the structure has been built, the float is brought over the site
and sunk by admitting the water into the compartments of floatation, or
sustaininto such of the compartments employed for giving buoyancy to and
ing the load as may Ijc necessary. The float having been sunk into the reotherstrucor
wall
quired position, so as to place the bottom sustaining the

ture upon the prepared sile, the chains or other means by which the slip bottom was retained in its place during the building of the wall or other structure being released, the wall is left deposited on its permanent foundation and

the float rises irav.ediately to the surface. The vessel or float just dcscrilied
be constructed with rounded ends, and finished, both as regards the exterior and interior of the compartments of floatation, according to the mjst
improved method of ship buildii-g. The nature of this p:irt of the invention

may

is

farther explained by the engravings in Plate 4.
1 shows a transverse tection of the vessel or float, with a set of wall

Fig.

it, also the plan of attaching the chains to the transverse beams and
screw bolts for the slip bottom beam ends, which are all to be detached as
soon as the vessel is settled and the wall set on its foundation the vessel
being then relieved is ready to be employed again for a similar purpose. Fig.
5 shows the deck or surface of the vessel, fig. 1, for carrying out a wall to be
founded in water, or on sand where the water dries. Fig. 2 shous a
transverse section of both walls, finished with beams, chains and heart-

built in

;

A higher parapet may be built at pleasure. Fig. G shows
one of the vessels hauled stern on to the end of a portion of the wall
formerly built, and is moored with seven chains and anchors, and in the
The chasms m the bottom of
act of depositing another length of the wall.
ing inserted.

the river are

first

made

level

by depositing rubble.

Fig. 3

is

a transverse

section of a vessel, having the compartments for buoying out both walls as
ttprespnted, and leaving cross beams of two feet at botti.m, by which means
two feet of masonry is allowed to rest on the foundation, and then a beam

which runs several feet on each side, into which screw bolts are screwed into
the outside vessels to keep them together as well as the chains to the top
beams until the vessel has made the foundation, when all is scutlletl and detached, and the outside relieved and hauled off; the longitudinal beams and
makes it to a certain
extent as one solid rock, and calculated to resist the most ex|iosed situations
or heaviest sea. Fig. 4 is a transverse section of the above, finished oflf and
hearted in with the extra batter above low water; when the action of the sea
is more powerful than below, the parapet may be made any necessary height
cross

beams

are all boiled and chained togetlier. which

and more Latter to the sea wall if required.
Another part of the invention consists in the application of a vessel constructed in ctmpartments as already described to cleansing harbours. It is
evident that a large quantity of water

may

be transferred to the place at

which its scouring eflects are required, and confined until low water and the
slip bottom being let go ihe water may be suddenly discharged so as to produce an excellent scourer for cleansing the harbour.
Another part of the invention consists in certain .arrangements for driving
the piles occasionally required in constructing buildings in water or lighthouses liU sand banks.

Another

jiart

of the invention consists in the application of the float or

sunken ships or barges. Tlie float (similar
brought immediately over the ship or barge to be raised, so that the
masts may come up through the centre eom[iartmcnt of the float, the ship's
bottom being altogether sea over, where chains are placed about the sunken
ship and made fast to the float.
The Patentee dees not claim the exclusive use of any of the several parts
or arrangements described, except when they are employed lor the purpose
of his invention which he declares to consist in the application of the arrangements before described for the purpose of .constructing buildin-s in water,
cleansing harbours and raising sunken vessels.
vessel above described to raising

to

Fig.

Fig. 3.

1.

sliown an elevation of the arrangement of levers for connecting
two shafts together so that they may revolve at different velocities. Fig. 3 is
In

2

fig.

is

a plan of one of the shafts which
of the apparatus.

In

fig.

2 a

ported by suitable bearings

arm

d,

;

is

provided with a crank forming a portion

a crank, fixed upon the end of a shaft b, supc is the crank pin which supports the triangular
is

through each end of which there are pins

the

e e, in

same plane with

the aforesaid shaft, these pins support two connecting rods /, /,', the lower
end of the connecting rod /being attached to the crank
shewn in the plan,

/

the lower end of the connecting rod

g being attached

to

the crank pin e' of

which carries one end of
the connecting link i, the opposite end being attached to the centre or middle of the connecting rod e by the pin _;
k is the a.xis of the shaft which is
to receive motion from the shaft b, or vice versa ; consequently, if ^ be double
the plan

;

6 is a pin fixed into the end of the shaft

;

the length of the connecting link

and

i

the point g' will describe a straight line

1 1,

we suppose g to be attached at its lower end to the crank pin g', and
also the rod/to the crank pin/', and that the axes b and h revolve in suitable
bearings, h- will make Iw-o revolutions whilst b makes one revolution.
There are other modifications of the above apparatus shown, for which the
inventor claims machinery described for connecting axes or shafts to revolve
in

if

connection at

difl'erent velocities.

fig- Gj, is

l.MPROVEMENTS IN IRON,

Thomas Lever Rushton,
turer,

21

;

of Bolton-Ie-Moors, Lancaster, iron manufac-

— Granted June

for " certain Improvements in the manufacture ff iron,'*

Enrolled December 21, 1844.

The inventim consists of improvements in the manufacture of malleable
iron in reverberatory furnaces, and the manner in which the same are to be
carried into efiect is fully described

and ascertained

in the following state-

ment.

In the manufacture of malleable iron from pig or refined iron
been the custom to throw

hammer

slack, roll

it

has long

scale, red oie, calcined iron

stone, or other suitable maierial, consisting principally of oxide of iron, into

CONNECTING CRANK,

profecling the sides and botiom
and with a view to feed or add to the weight of the product, owing
decomposition of their oxygen by the carbon contained in the pig
iron.
The additional yield has however hitherto been only partially efiected
owitgtothe small quantity of carbon contained in the pig iron generally
the puddling furnace for the purpo.sc of

Elijah Galloway, of Nelson Square, Blackfriars's Road,

in the

Surrey, for " Machinenj for ronneclhig axes or shafts, loherehy
they revolve at tVfferent wfcci/iis.''— Granted June 12
Tills

;

when

Knrolled Dec.

machinery or apparatus for connecting two shafis so as

to

county of
in motion
9,

1E44.

cause the

thereof,
to the

same

used for the purpose.

manner.

mixing the hammer slack,

to revolve at difl'erent velocities is illustrated scmeHhat in the following
Let a. b, fig. 1 represent the pitch-line of two wlieeis. the wheel a
being twice the diameter of the wheel b; then for every revolution of the
M-hee! a the wheel b will make two revolutions, and if a tracing point be attached at // it will describe the straight line a a' upon the face of the larger
wheel, and if another traing point be attached at the opposite side of the

The patentee's improvement

in this respect consiits in

roll scale, red ore, calcined iron stone, or other
oxide in a finely pulverized state, with a proportion of finely pulverized char-

coal, coke, or other suitable

carbonaceous matter, (which should be as free

as possible from sulphur^ ^and introducing ihe mixture

into

the iuinace

before, or along with, or immediately after the chai-ge of pig or refined iron.
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TlicmixHirp of ore am! carbonacooiis matter is from time (o time turned
till llic iron is melled. and biith are then norkid together in llie usual
TIh' process is similir to that described by Mr- William Neale Clay,
ill tlie speeilication of Iiis
patent for improvements in the manufacture of
iron, enrolled the 30lh September, l&IO, but the proportions I use vary from
17 up to (but not including) 28 jier cent, in weight of carbonaceous niattor to

ture of iron, from certain

having long been done in the manufacbuthe claims the use of clay as an iiigre
i
state, mixed with certain ores and carbonaceous matter, also pulverized for the manufacture, both with and williout
ores, that

over

ture of pig iron from such ores,

way.

to be

tlie

ore or oxide, aecordinp; to circumstances, wliilst his invention is confined
in quantities not less than 28 per cent, by

combining carljouaccous matters
weight of the iron oies employed.
to

The proportionate weights of carbonaceous matter and ore or oxide which
within the limits above named, the inventor uses, depend upon the qiianiity
of carbon or oxygen they respectively contain, the description of pig iron

55

employed

in a pulverized

pig or rrfined iron, of malleable iron in revcrberalory furnaces.
his last

Ill

improvement he does not claim

to

have

first

applied a portion

of tap or flue cinder, or other silicate of oxide of iron with lime or carbonate
of lime and rich iron ore, cliy, and carbonaceous matier, all ihese have been

long used in the manufac.ure of pig iron, but he claims the manufacture of
malleable iron from the cumbination of those substances, pulverized (both

with and without pig or refined iron in revcrberatory furnaces^ as before
decribed.

used with thorn, and the relative proportions of pig iron to the mixture; he
has found the follo«ing proportions give very excellent quality and yield of

ELECTRIC TELIlGRAPII.

of No. 4 pig iron, the inventor ailds 841b. of Lancashire
hematileore pulverized, and mixed with 201b. of powdered coke.

Hf-nrv IIuiGirroN, of Rugby, Warwick, Master of Arts, Clerk, for " cvrlnin
Improvements in electric le!egrapl(S.''—Gr»nled July 10, 1844; Knrollcd Jan.

iron— to 1480
If

No.

1

lb.

pig iron be used a still less proportion of carbonaceous matter
charge of pig No. 4 be reduced to 420, and the ore in-

will Juffice, but if the

lol8l)lb. the coKe should be 481b.

creased

Iiimself to the definite quantities,

nor

llie

The inventor does not

limit

precise proportions of iron, carbon-

aceous matter, and oxide heic given, as they will necessarily dilTer according
to circumstances, but as a general principle, if the pig iron to be used be of a

very lUiid or highly carburetted description, sueli as is generally designated
as No. 1 in the tr.ade, tlien the proportion of carbonaceous matter to roll
other oxide of iron, should be proporlially less than if w bite
or plate iron be employed, and the proportion of carbonaceous matter should
vary according to the relative proportion of ore or oxide used wi:h the pig
scale, red ore, or

it being advisable to use a larger relative quantity of carbonaceous
matter with the ore or oxide w hen the pig is comparatively reduced in weight
than when more pit; is used ; it may also c .added ;hat when the mixture
amounts in weight to one- fourth of the weight of pig iron charged, the mixture should be introduced into the furnace sooner than the pig iron, and
turned over until it beginsl to adhere to the workman's " rabble" or tool,
when the pig may be charged, but smaller proportions charged with the
pig iron will generally come round by the time it is melted. The iiivenlor
does not prefer in any case introducing the mixture after the pig iron. The
second improvement consists in the addition of clay, argillaceous ironstone,
or other substance containing alumina to those ores or oxides which manufactured by the aid of carbonaceous matter into malleable iron in revurberatory furnaces, produce iron of the quality usually denominated red-sbnrt.

iron,

I

clay or other substance to boused should, like the ores and carbonaceous
matter, be ground fine and dried before mixing, and a larger ndative propormatter to a given quantity of ore should be employed

10, 1845.
is to adapt a system of telegraphing to common
l''or this purpose the inventor uses an Armstrong's
powerful electric machine, and with it charges a
Lcyden battery. He employs an instrument, difl'cient modifications of \s liich
are described in the specification, and Hhich regulates the number of discbarges sent, the intervals of time at which they are sent, and the nature of

The

object of the invention

or fnctional electricity.

liylro-electiic or oilier

the discharge, that

say. positive or negative,

is to

charges any one of a number

of

than

if

no clay were added, as the clay
up some of the carbon,

in

addition to

its

capability

when

by diminishing the contact of
the carbonaceous matter with the ore or oxide, prevent so complete a decomposition as would otlier»ise take place, so that generally more than 28 per
cent, ol carbonaceous matter will be required to the ore when clay is usedThe proportion of clay to be used will vary with the nature of the ores employed, but from 4 to lU per cent- in weight of the ore employed w ill sufTice
with the Lancashire hematile ores. If too large a quantity of clay be used
fused, of taking

will

the tap cinder will be very sluggish, and that ball when under the hammer
showers of darkish red cinder sjiarks, and if too little be
added the iron will retain some of its red-short quality. The inventor has

portion of clay, chalk, carbonaceous matter, and rich iron ore, or

some of

them either with or without pig or refined iron, in reverberating furnaces, into malleable iron. The same process
of pulverizing, drying, and mixing the several materials, as well as their
treatment in the furnace, as before described, must in this case be pursued.
these substances, and manufacturing

To 150
150

lb-

lb.

of tap cinder containing 71 per cent, of protoxide of iron,

of Lancashire hematile ore, 201b. of ground Worsley

of chalk, and 100

lb-

fire

add

clay, 201b,

of coke dusl-

The inventor does not however limit himself to these or to any proportions
of the constituents, when tap or flue cinder are employed as above, nor does
he necessarily use iron ore with the cinder, though it is more advantageous
to do so.
The inventor docs not claim to have discovered the manufacture of malleable iron in reverbcratory furnaces, either with or without a portion of pig,
or scrap, or refined iron, nor the advantage of pulverizing the ores and carbonaceous matter, but he claims as his first improvement the manufacture in

revcrberatory furnaces

ill

manner hereinbefore mentioned

by means of ores and carbonaceous matter mixed
before, defined

in

and combined with a portion of pig or

of malleable iron,

proportions, limited as
refined iron.

In his second improvement he does not claim to h.ave discovered the advantage of using a portion of clay or argillaceous iron stone in the manufac-

shows that in 10 dismay be made, or in

necessary.

if

The method of observing tlie signals at the place to which they are sent
by means of two wires, llie one communicating with the place from which
made and the oiher with the earth, which are placed perpen-

is

dicularly to a sheet of paper or similar substance, « bicli

is

moved along by

clock work, so that each discharge sludl pass over the surface and through
the substance of the paper,

making a

the «ire from wliich the

hi le close to

negative electricity proceeds.

This paper

which

the electric spark, and moistened,

is

easily

decomposed

l.y

is

coloured with cliromate of lead,
if

necessary,

Thus the sparks
leave on the pajicr a kind of printed register of the signals which liave been
made. Otlur methods of observing and registering the signals are described,
where the electricity, alter having traversed a great distance, is too weak to
witli sulphuric acid

facilitate the

to

passage of the spsrk.

protluce the ell'ects just described.

GOLD PAINT.

Henry

Besse.mee, of Baxter House, St. Pancras, in the county of Middlesex,
new pigment or paint, and the method of prepariyt^ the same ;
part of which method is also applicable to tlie preparing arid treating of oils, tuv'
peiitine, varnishes, and gold size, when employed to Jix metallic particles and metal
Granted Jan. 13; Enrolled July,
leaf or as a means of protecting the same.''
engineer, for " a

—

13,

1841.— (Reported

in the

London Journal.)

The new paint, which constitutes the chief part of this invention, is made
by mixing metallic powders, (known as bronze powder,) with gum-resins, oil,
and turpentine, in such proportions as to form a fluid, capable of being used

same way as oil paint.
The following is the mode of preparing the paint
Into a copper or other
pounds of gum copal are thrown, and the

in the

:

will emit continued

found the ground-fire clay from \Vorsley, near Leeds, very suitable as a substance for effecting this improvement. The last impro.emcnt consists in combining a portion of the tap or flue cinder of puddling or ball furnaces wiih a

lie

tluin 16,0CJ0 signals

the signals are

The

tion of carbonaceous

more

30 discbarges any one of more than 1000 millions

—

vessel placed over a brisk fire, 8

so regulated that the gum will fuse in about 20 minutes. An addition
then made of '3 gallons of drying linseed oil, heated to nearly the boiling

heat
is

point

is

;

the oil being introduced in small quanlitics, and the mixture well

stirred up.

The mixture

impurities that

may

is

now

boiled for about two hours (skimming oil' any
which it is allowed to cool to 150" Fahr.,

arise); after

and 25 gallons of turpentine, healed

to

150° Fahr., are slowly introduced,

and thoroughly incorporated with the mixture, by stirring 1 gallon of slaked
lime, or other alkaline matter, is then added, and the mixture allowed to rest
for three days.
M'hen this time has expired, the fluid portion of the mixture
is drawn oft" from the lime, which will have subsided, and is then mixed with
;

the metallic powder, in the proportion of five parts, by weight, of fluid, to four
parts of powder. The metallic powders preferred by the patentee, are those
manufactured by the process for which he obtained a previous patent.
That part of this invention which is "applicable to the preparing and
treating of oils, turpentine, varnishes, and gold size, when employed to fix
metallic panicles and metal leaf, or as a means of protecting the same," consists in neutralizing the acids that are combined with those materials, by the

use of lime or other suitable alkaline matier.

The acids in gold size, and such varnislies as are employed to fix metallic
powders and metal leaf in japanning, paper staining, painting, &c-, are neutralized in the following manner
One pound of slaked lime is ground, by
:

means of a mullar, with

as

much

—

of the gold size or varnish as will reduce

to the consistence of ordinary oil paint,

and

this

mixture

is

added

it

to the gold

size or varnish, in suitable

proportions for neutralizing the acids contained

therein.

turpentine, or such varnishes as

In treating

oils,

may

be used to
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matter^
protect the metallic powilcrs or metal leaf, tlic lime, or other alkaline
which is adilcil to ihem (for the (mrpose of neutralizing the acid), must be
si'par.iled by fillration ; hut if any of the oils or varnishes
should not be sufliciently fluid to pass through a filler, they are made so, by
of spirits of turpentine, which is afterwards separated from them

suhse<|iieiitly

tlie .addition

by evaporation.

The patentee claims, as his invention, firstly, a pigment or paint, consisting
of briulit metallic particles, combined with purified gums, oils, or spirits, in
such manner, and in such proi>i>rtions, as to form a painting fluid. Seiondly,
the purpose of
tlie method, hereinbefore described, of preparing a fluid for
mixing with metallic particles or powder (known as bronze powder), and
forming thereby a pigment or paint. Thirdly, the combination of lime, or
other suitable alkaline matter, with such gold siie or varnish as may be uscrl
Fourthly, the use uf lime, or other
in fixing metallic powders and metal leaf.
suitable alkaline matter, for the purpose of neutralizing the acid contained
in such turpentine, oil, or varnish, as may be used as a covering or protection
to metallic powders and metal leaf, and the means, hereinbefore described, of
effecting the same.

IMPROVED STKAM BOILKR.
William F.mrb.\irn and John Hetih-.kinoton,

of Manchester, Engineers,

{or " certain Improvimc-tils in stalionary aleam boilers, anil in the furnaces and
1844.—
flues connected tlicrewith."—Giaiiled April 30; Enrolled October 30,

With Engravings, Plate V.)
The engravings Plate V. shows an ini\jroved boiler, by Mr. Fairbaiin of
Manchester, wherein is embodied many important (lualitics, both as regards

(

the

economy

smoke.

what

of fuel, and

is

almost of eijual import.ance, the prevention of
and contains two circular tubes or flues,

It is perfectly cylindrical,

varyin^' from 2

ft.

in. to

fi

2

It.

9 in. diameter,

which extends from the front

For a distance of 6 or 7 feet from tlie
to the further extremity of the boiler.
front, the flues are made elliptical in order to receive the furnace and grate
over the fire, but to increase the
for
space
bars, and to give room not only
capacity of the ash

pit,

and

to

admit a

sufi^cient

supply of air under the bars.

this principle of construction, it will be observed that each furnace is surrounded by water in every direction, and to prevent injury to the plates, the

On

than 5 to SJ inches wide. These water
spaces are of considerable value, as the flues from their curvilinear form recede
horizontal
centres, and by these means the
line
of
the
the
at
other
each
frcm
water spaces are enlarged above and below the furnaces, and much greater
durability
regards
the
and wear and tear of the
security afforded both as

water spaces are

in

no instance

less

parts.

Another advantage

is

the facility with

which the sedimentary deposits

take place, and as these deposits are not immediately over the furnace, but
close to the discharge cock, where the temperature is lowest, it follows that
less risk is incurred, and greater security afforded than could possibly be at-

[February,

which are so strikingly exemplified in the circular boiler from the
rotundity of the flues, which in the event of accident or neglect expose much
less surface of dry plale to the action of the fire.
As the evaporative powers of a boiler depend upon the quantity of fluesurface which it contains, we may probably venture in this place to trace the
comparative merits and peculiar advantages belonging to the old and new
tion,

it is not cur intentinn to enter upon a strict analysis
and by comparison to ascertain
most economical form of construction. It is well known, practically and experimentally, that the evaporative powers of a boiler follow a
certain ratio as compared with the amount of flue surface exposed to the
action of the fire, and also as respects the relative area of grate bar surface
in evaporating a given quantity of water and producing a certain eflect
Now, if we take as the maximum quantity 12 square feet of flue, and 100
square inches of grate bar surface to the horse power, we shall then liave the
comparative values of the wagon boilers and that now under consideration.
Taking boilers of the same dimensions as before, we shall have for the
wagon boiler 502 square feet of flue surface, and for the improved circular
boiler .529 feet. This gives an excess of 27 feet, which taken at 12 square
feet to the horse power gives 41'8 for the wagon, and 44 horse for the cylindrical boiler. But this is not the only advantage of the improved form, as
the position of tlie flues are much more favourable in the latter as an absorbent than in the former, where a great proportion or the whole of the side
flues are vertical, and in a less favourable position as recipients of heat.
In this comparison it is assumed that the area of grate bar surface is the
same. Having stated this much, it will be necessary first to describe the
drawings, and subsequently to state the process by which tlie results already

In this enquiry

forms.

of principles, but simply to enquire into facts,
the best and

noticed are obtained.

Description.— TJi/crcHce

Engravings.— Y\^.

to

1

represents a plan and

boiler with double flues and double furnaces,
2 and 3 a transverse section and end view. In these representations it will be seen that the gases emitted from the furnaces n, a x,
are conducted along the internal tubes into the return flue b
from b they

longitudinal section of the

and

figs.

;

cross under the boiler below the ash-pit into the flue c, and from tlience along
the opposite side of the boiler into the main flue d, which communicates with

From this description it will be observed tiiat the gases do
not unite until they have reached e c, at the end of the boiler. At this point
a change immediately takes place in the gaseous products, and that from one
of two causes, as follows. Suppose the furnace o .r to be newly fired, and
the chimney.

the fuel in furnace a in a perfectly incandescent state, it then follows that the
gases passing from a will not only be different in their constituents to those
from o .r, but they are at a much higher temperature, and both furnaces
having received air as a constant quantity through the fixed apertures
f, it
will be seen that in the event of a surcharge of air on one side and a diminished

/

supply on the other that their extremes are neutralized by the excess of oxygen, and the increased temperature which effects ignition at the point e,

tained in the old construction. These advantages are peculiar to this conand on reference to the engravings Plate V„ it will be seen that these

w here combustion lakes place.

struction,

All that is therefore necessary is to replenish
the fires alternately every 20 minutes, in order to eflect the combustion of

deposits can never be injurious, as exclusive of the cock, which is placed at the
There is in
lowest point in front, for discharging the sediment as it settles.

the gases without the least appearance of smoke. These, ami the increased
recipient surface, are the leading properties of this boiler, wliich compared

addition a manhole for cleansing and thoroughly securing the interior as often as accumulation takes place.

with others having single flues, is found to be greatly superior, either as regards the combustion or the economy of fuel.

Another feature in this construction, is the perfectly cylindrical form of
every part, which (with the exception of the two furnaces being slightly
elliptic,) gives the strongest form, and thus ensures safety under any pressure, not exceeding 401b. on the square inch.
This appears to be a great improvement over the square and wagon shaped
boilers, which, with the same thickness of plale, cannot be worked with safety
above 10 lb., without the introduction of heavy stays to resist tlie pressure

and

retain the boiler in shape.

Objections h.ave been taken to the cylindrical boilers with internal furnace
and large single flue, as constructed in Cornwall. It has been alleged that

the boilers are insecure, from the small quantity of water which they contain ;
that the security does not depend upon the cubical
it is, however, well known
contents of water contained in the boiler, but from the depth and area
If for example a wagon boiler is taken (having
of its surface over the flues.
interior flue,) 24 feet long, and (i ft. 6 in. wide at the water line, with 9
inches depth of writer over the flue; and again, if we contrast with this a
boiler of the circular form of equal evaporating powers, of the same dimensions at the water line, and with equal depths of water over the flue, it is
evident that 'n case of neglect or injury to the feed pumps that the rate at

an

will be reduced will be the same.
This is easily proved by
the quantity of water evaporated, which in both cases, being equal to
24 " (3'5 X 7.'J 117 cubic feet. 117 cubic feet of water must, therefore be evaporated in both cases before the surface of the flues is uncovered. In fact

which the water

=

the only advantage gained even in this respect is, the wagon or square boiler
being less subjected to danger arising to the plates from the fire not being in
the flue, as the heat in this case is considerably reduced before it reaches that
iiatt,

but this

is

more than compensated by the increased

iiowcrs of evapora-

BORING APPARATUS.
EonERtBEART,

of Godmanchester, Huntingdonshire, gentleman, for "

provements in apparatus for boring in the earth and in
1844; Enrolled Jan. 1845.

— Granted July

slone,'^

Im12,

This invention has for its object the so arranging of apparatus used when
boring in the earth and in stone, tiiat the parts cut or moved by the boring
tools may be constantly removed by a flow of water.
It is well known that

when boring

in the earth
that the tools and apparatus employed are
being raised, in order to bring up the soil or matters cut or
tools, w hich renders the practice of boring very expensive ; and
the inventor has discovered that in many cases he can employ a current of
water to bring up the soil or matters cut or moved by the tools, by which the

constantly

moved by the

work of boring may be carried on for a great length of time without lifting
the apparatus and tools, and the only cases in which his invention is not apwhere the soilthrougli which the boring is desired to take place
not retain water, so as to allow of a constant current being kept to flow

plicable are

w

ill

upwards in the boring: for this purpose the patentee has an apparatus for
boring in the earth. An excavation is first dug, which during the boring is
kept constantly full of water, the boring is made by any suitable tool fixed at
the lower end of a tube acting as the bar for giving rotary motion to the tool,
and at the same time it acts as one of the limbs of a syphon, through which
there will be caused a constant lising current of water to cany up the soil
and matters cut or moved by the tool below. The tube is made sipiare, on
the outer surface a bar is fixed at any part, by which manual or other power

may

he applied to turn

it.

The tube

is

composed of many

pieces,

which are
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successively aiKlcd, as ibe buiing
sucli

manner

is

increase J in

the turning of the tube wlien at

lliat

At the upper end of

screw joints.

tube with water before starling to

llie

tube tliere

W(irl\;

as tho

is

by screw
work tcmis to lighten the
joints, in

ileiHli,

pump

a

means

in orilcr to

fill

the

of giving motion to

suspended by means of
tlie bar which embraces it, such bar being supported by chains passing over
pulleys and having weights applied thereto. Connected to the upper part of
the tool or cutter used, the upper end of the

the

mbc

so that

is

it

the descending limb of a syphon,

can

rise

The descending

and

fall to

accommodate

tube

is

made with a water

itself to the

Reference

h

Engravings, Figs.

57
1

and

2,

Plate IF.

A, piston rod; B, stuffing-box with a ball and socket join!, E; C,
plate under the cover sliding in a groove, I and T; C,
small plate
of bell metal covering the opening in the cover, to prevent dust or

C

dirt getting in

;

H,

H', piston

with metallic packing;

J,

steam chest;

and L, steam valves.

tight joint

Bourdon's Exi>ansive Qearikg.
M. E. Bourdon's expansive valve dillers from tliose already de-

descent of the tube.

of the syphon apparatus enters into a reservoir, into
which the current of water passing through the tube and descending limb
of the syphon enters constanily, carrying witli it any soil or matters which
liave been cut or moved by the tool or cutter ; and there will he a cimstant

scribed, (See Journal, vol. vii., JSM, p. 326,) by the disposition of the
parts forming the steam passages, so that the admission of the steam
will be instantaneously cut offon entering the cylinder, the engravings

(low of water through the tube so long as the water stands in the e.\cavatiun
at the top of the tube at a higher level than in the reservoir, and it is by

tion through the

leg

having a constant current of water down the boring outside of the tube that
the earth and matters cut and moved are carried up and it will only be desirable further to remark in respect to this part of the invention, that the
direction of the currents may be reversed by any suitable supply being constantly caused to descend down the tube and ascend up the cutting, but he
;

believes the

means of obtaining a constant (low herein described

to be the

best for carrying out this Invention.

EXPOSITION OF FRANCE, ISH.
(H'llh Engravings, Plate III.)

We continue

our account of the rec'-nt Exposition at Pari?, but we
must observe that we do not hold ourselves responsible cither for the
Tlie descriptions
originality or utility of the inventions described.
will, however, be of interest to our readers, as illustrating tiie progress
and present st.ite of engineering in France.

M. Stoltz's Engine.
Tllis engine is of great simplicity ; it has neither cocks nor valves.
Tlie cylinder oscillates upon an axis iixed or tho lower end of the
cylinder, in the bottom of which are openings for tlie admittance of
the steam and exhaust passage, which opens and closes with tlieoscilUtion of the cylinder. Fig. ], Plate IV., represents an elevation of

the cylinder, and

fig.

2 the expansion valve gearing.

M. Legendre's Oscillating Engine.
M. Legendre exhibited an engine on anew plan;

instead of the
rod only, this arrangement very much
lS3t'), Mr. Francis
Humphrey, in
Engl.ind, applied an oscillating piston rod, which vibrated in a trunk
that was attached on tlie top of the piston and moved through a
studing-boxin the lid of the cylinder, (Ste Journal, vol.3, 181u, p. H2),
as applied on board the Dartford steam boat; one great objection to
this system was on account of the large area on the top of the piston
occupied by the trunk being rendered ineft'ective, and consequently
the pressure of the steam on the two sides of the piston was unequal,
and caused an irregularity in the movement of the engine.
In M. Legendre's engine the piston rod is articulated to the crank
and the other end to the top of the piston by a vibrating joint,
wliich enables the power to be transmitted direct from the piston to
the crank. In the cover of the cylinder there is an opening or slot of
sufficient size to allow the piston rod to vibrate freely, but this opening
is closed by a ball and socket joint being attached to a sliding plate,
transversely in the thickness of the cover in grooves or guides; the
radial movement of the rod is secured by the ball and socket stuffingbox, which is connected by two small steel axes to the traversing plate
tllis allows sufficient play for the piston rod to move the crank freely.
It is stated that one of these engines was constructed in lb 13, and
that it has proved there is not the least escape of steam in the traversing plate or the bill joint stuffing-box, although the pressure of
the steam has been from one to five atmospheres.
When the vacuum
was produced under the piston the pressure of the steam against the
plate was sutiicient to make a perfect joint, and when over the piston
the packing in the stufling-box kept the plate in perfect contact
with the underside of the cover.
cylinileroscillating

simplifies the

it

istlie piston

moving

parts.

In

The engravings show an engine of 10 to 12 h. p. to which the system
has been applied. The engine it appears is well adapted for steam
boats, as a steam vessel with engines of this description of 200 h.
p.
has been lately constructed for the King of Naples.
M. Legendre took out a French brcvU for this engine Jan. 3. 1S42,
and in consequence of some additional improvements he took out another brevet Jan. 23, lb44 Mr. John Harvey has also taken out a
patent in England anti Mr. Parkyn in America for the same engine.
;

and 2 will sufficiently explain its construction. Fig. 1 is a secmiddle of the valves and passages, and lig. 2 a view
of the face of t'.ie valves with the plates for closing the steam
passages. A, is the cylinder with the passages; B, valve box;
C,
slide valve pierced with four orifices in pairs; D, D, small
plates for
closing the orifices, turning on axes of steel ; E, a regulator, the extremities of which are terminated by pallets, it oscillates on .i conical
figs. 1

which passes through the outside of the steam box, and is then
attached to a small lever for the purpose of regulating it by hand or
by apparatus attached to the working parts of the steam engine; F, F,
two stops, the lengtli of which determines the opening of the orifices
for the introduction of the steam at each stroke; G, steam pipe.
The
movement of this apparatus is very simple; if the regulator, E, be inclined one way so that the pallets do not come in contact with the
moveable plates, D, D, the steam will enter during the whole stroke
of the piston, and if inclined in the opposite direction the orifice will
be closed: the closing of the orifices will take place more quickly
when the pallets are made to come in contact with the plates, D, D.
By these means the expansion can be regulated so that the steam can
be cut off from g^^ to i the stroke of the piston.
When it is requisite
to expand from five to seven-tenths, fur example, it is sufficient to
employ an eccentric cam regulated so as to permit the steam to enter
during those limits.
axle,

Farcot's Engine.
and 2, Plate HL, was one of the most remarkable exhibited by M. Farcot.
It was in the form of a hollow column,
possessing the properties of simplicity and stability. This hollow
framing, cast in a single piece, gives a greater degree of firmness than
is to be found in framing with four pillars.
It is one of the best plans
for engines where the shaft is above, and susceptible of many applications, and particularly for engines of a few horse power.
It would,
however, be desirable to adopt for the machinery an arrangement more
accessible, for it is often necessary to get at the machinery, and the
This engine,

fig^;.

1

interruptions should be as short as possible.

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE.
./I

Brief Fiew of the General History of jlrchi lecture, from the Earliest
Periods of i^gyptian Art to the Middle of the XFI. Century. By

Thomas Leverton Donaldson. (Read at the Royal Institute of
British Architects,) Monday, January 13.
To those, who devote themselves to the profession of architecture
'

with a real love for the pursuit, instigated by a passion to follow out
a noble study from the delight it affords, whether considered as an art
or a science, or from its intimate connection with tlie history of all
periods of the world, and its illustration of the habits and feelings and
intellectual developements of every nation, it is apparent, that the
satisfaction derived from the contemplation of the individual monuments of those, who have preceded us, falls far short of all the interest
with which those monuments are ca|)able of being invested, unless we
associate with those impressions other considerations connected with
the purposes for which they were erected, with their history and with
those elements, beauty and propriety, in an esthetic point of view,
which give a finished charm to the majesty and proportions which
they exhibit.
It is not my purpose at this time to follow out so vast a subject, but
I am anxious to invite your attention to one part of it, and to
ascer-

[We are indeblcd to Protessor Donaldson for the liberal use of liis rough notnj
the toiiclusioa of which ivc shall present in our next number. In availing ourselves o'
this permission, wc would urge upon the members of the Institute and
the jirofession
generally the iiropriety offolUnving the laudable example of Mr. Donaldson, and by their
labours contribute to the reputation and usefulness of the Institute. Few can plend the
excuse of want of time or pressure of professional occupations so strongly as Mr. Donaldson, yet few ore so ready to devote their time for the pubUc advantage, mid the
interests
of the profession to which they belong.]

8
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tain your opinions

been

floating

upon

upon some crude ideas, wliiok have for some time
my mind as to the continuous stream of architec-

tural Iiislory, by wliich, as

may be perceived

to

appears to me, an intim.ite connt'xion
exist betwenn the architecture of all countries
it

—

and every period a direct succession in which the monuments may
be traced up to one common source, varied it is true by the taste a.id
caprices of tlie several nations, but containing features and principles
monuments not owing their existence as works of art
in commen
to chance principles and forluitous combinations, but founded upon
existing types modified by local circumstances.
The diagram by which I propose to illustrate this view of the subject Is like a river with its various branches, ultimatply swollen
into an ample stream with a common exit.
This you are aware is a
common mode of illustrating historical (acts, and has been partially
adopted by M. dp Caumont m his able work on Gothic architecture.
In the present instance it will be more largely applied and by giving
distinct tints to the styles of architecttire of v.irious countries and
inodifii'd tones to those affected by confluent influences, we shall mark
distinctly the grarlual progress of our art fmrn the earliest existing
monuments to those of a recent era. On each side of this stream of
architecture are columns containing dates, the one having the names
of the leading characters in each century, who mark certain epochs in
archiiecture, and the other some leading historical events having reference to the same leading sulijecf.
Having thus alluded to the more prominent features of the sheet
before you, we will now proceed to consider the subject in question.
The earliest authentic histnry of any ancient nation is that of
the Jews
and from the reverence with w hich it must be regarded by all here, I nt-ed not insist upun the authenticity of the leading facts but with regard to the dates much variety exists among
chronoUigists.
shall not venture to enter upon such debateable
I
ground, but shall assume at once the dates generally accepted.
shall, therefore first consider the corresponding epochs of Jewish history, and the computed dates rf the existing monuments of Egypt,
;

;

;

We

which are held indis|iutably as the earliest architectural remains, which
the destructive hand of time has spared.
The Tower of Babel is supposed to have been built about 2247 B.C.
or 100 years after the waters of the flood had retired and left the face
of the ground dry. To the Great Pyramid is assigned the date of
2100 B. C, about 100 years before the death of Noah, which took
place in 1998 B. C.
These are the three most striking events of the first period of our
table.
find the descendants of the tliree sons of Noah so multiplied within lUO years as to be able to build a lofty tower of such
magnitude as to excite the displeasure of the Almighty, from the presHm|)tious imitation of the builders to make it reach even unto the
heaven. This must have had a widely extended base, and v\ as doubtless built in steps in order to afford facility of access to enable them
to reach the top, and we learn also that it was built ot burnt brick
coincidence the more remarkable as we find that material mentioned
in the .Scriptures in reference to the occupation of the Jews under their
hard task-masters in Egypt and some of the less pyramids of
Egypt and Nubia are built of the same furm and materials. Caoina
leaves undecided the question as to the priority of Thebesor Memphis
in regard to their origin, being unable to decide between conflicting
authority of ancient authors.
Manethron records Tosorthrus or Sosortlms, the successor of Necherophes, the head of the third dynasty, as the discoverer of the art
The same writer also attributes to Sapliis the erecof sawing stones.
tion of the prior pyramid, referred by Herodotus to Chenps.
The tombs of Beni Hassan seem to have been excavated 1000 years
before the Trojan war (1180 B.C.), and they may be considered as the
earliest types of the mystic styles which pervaded all the monuments
of Upper as well as Lower Egypt. The Temple of Aboo Simbel is
one step in advance upon the sepulchral avenues of Beri Hassan.
Here the excavated chamber* ore enlarged and greater developement
given to the antechamber ; and again, the Temple of Guircheh is a
still greater expansion of the primitive idea.
The original tomb had
subsequently added to it a fore court and a front pylon or entrance
gate, which obtained in all the later temples of any note.
These three steps in Egyptian architecture mark the progression of
the ideas of the people in that art. Their first construction, or as it may
be rather called architectural formation, was a long and narrow passage with occasional enlargements to receive tbe embalmed remains
of the dead.
A mysterious and of itself an obscure abode of the departed. But the Egyptians did not stop short here, these were abodes
of the departed, which might vie with tlie dwellings of the living.
The pillars were left to uphold the roof, as in the excavations
of our coal, gypsum, and stone quarries; the ceilings now Hat,
now curved, now inclined to a pitch, and the walls were covered with

[Februart,

a profusion of sculptured incisions, painted in various brilliant colours
and representing in splendid series the deeds of the king or hero, his

judgment and

glorification.
These pillars were with the Egyptian
the original types of their after columns
massive, short and simple
in their jjarts.
The same piers more profuse are at Aboo .Simbel, and
more embellished, having standing and attached figures of deities in
front. The whole surfaces of the interior are covered with sunk sculptures, also enriched with dazzling tints, and the front rendered Important and magnificent by the four gigantic sitting gods, who seemed to
guard the portal of the sacred excavation, and to preside over the
destinies of the river which flowed at their feet.
The Temple of
Guircheh seems by its propylon and fore court to keep the respectful

—

still more remote from the fane, and to induce a preparamind ere he enters the hallowed mysteries of the place. We
the four colossal attached figures in front of Aboo Simbel removed

worshipper
tion of
find

here to the front of the propylon, detached and independent of the
wall
and tlip solar ray, the emblem of their great divinity, embodied
in the obelisk, an additional symbol in the round of mysterious devices in which the Egyptian priests enshrouded their theology.
In all the endless successive dynasties, and the dominion of varied
conquerors, piles of gigantic dimensions, groups of enormous extent
and colossal proportions, rose on the banks of the Nile; each ruler
seemed ambitious to mark his reign by a stupendous monument of his
glory, or to jiropitiate the favour of their cherished gods by successive additions to their vast temples, or by pompous accompaniments,
such as propylon, courts, obelisks, colossi, and paved ways bordered
with endless avenues of multiform sphinzes Carnac and Luqsor,
above a mile apart, were united by a stone platform of such a character, and other ways diverged from various parts of the precinct to the
several quarters of Thebes. The square pillars of the caverns of Beni
Hassan were gracefully rounded in the porches and halls of Carnac
and Luqsor at Thebes the Egyptians called in aid the elegant forms
to be found in the plants of the Nile, or in the vegetable productions
on its banks the bud of the lotus and its developed flower gave features for the general outline of the capitals of the columns, and the
)ialm tree and bundles of reeds occasionally suggested an idea for the
shafts of the pillars.
I have been led to dwell somewhat at length upon these leading
features of Egyptian art, as they seem to point out the original types
;

—

;

—

of classical architecture.

We

—

—

REVSE^VS.
Ancient and Modern Archiiecture. Edited by M. Jules Gailhabaud.
Series the Second. London: Firmin Didot. Parts 21 to 26.

We

have so often had occasion to speak in praise of this useful and
valuable serial, that we are almost inclined to fear that our readers
may consider we award our approbation with little discrimination, or
as a matter of course.
must however, again perform our duty,
and express the pleasure we feel in its successtul progress as testified
by the parts before us. When the first series was completed we expressed our hopes that the work would not thus close ; a new series
has since been carried on, and we are pleased to find our hopes so fully
realized.
The present series contains so much matter ef interest, and
so much instruction that it would have been a subject of great regret
had M. Jules Gailhabaud paused in his labours. The numbers now
before us have many examples of early Italian works, which may be
advantageously studied by the church architect, and there are also
many other features of interest.
find the church of St. George at
Valabro, a most ancient monument, given with many details; the
Mosques El Moved and Hassan, at Cairo ; the ancient Greco-Italian
church of San Miniato, near Florence, given very minutely ; the Amphitheatre of Pola, and the Acropolis of Mycenae.
The Basilica of St. George of the Velabro, being a very curious
example, and illustrating many minute points in connection with an-

We

We

cient ecclesiastical

extracts from

and architectural practices, we have made some

it.

" Between the Tiber and the Capitol, in a place formerly called ad
Vdum aureum, ad f-'ehim a(in,corrupted into f clabrum and Velavrum,
in the midst of edifices which, from their architecture and general
structure, must be attributed chiefly to the first ages of Rome, stands
a little church, built in the seventh century by Pope Leo 11., with materials taken irom the ruins of the Civil Basilica, erected by Titus
Sempronius, on the site previously occupied by the house of Scipio
Africanus. This church was originally dedicated to St. Sebastian and
St. George the Martyr, as we are informed by the librarian Anastatius,
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in his life of its
,

founder

:

"

Hitjtts

alumni

ponlijicia jussu ecclesia jiacla

VtUim aiireum in honorem bead Stbasiiani <edificata est, ncc non in
homrtm Marbria Gtorgii." (Vita Sancti Leonis, pajiae II. p. LVII.)
" Tlie church near the Velum aureum was built by the order of this
venerable pontiff', in honour of St. Sebastian and St. George the Martyr." Vasi, Ugonio, Piazza, and Panvini, are of opinion, notwithstanding this positive assertion of the librarian, that the church was already
in existence in the time of Gregory the Great, and that he made its

name the title of a cardinal deacon, and had it renovated by the Abbe
Mariniano.
In 745, Pope Zacharias, who was of Greek extraction, and professed
great veneration for the patron saint of this church, made considerable
repairs, and removed there, in solemn procession, the head, spear, and
helmet of St. George, which had been found in the Latran Palace, accompanied by a Greek inscription stating their identity. These preAt the beginning of
cious relies are still preserved in the church.
the ninth century, the edifice having sull'ered greatly from the injuries
of time, Pope Gregory IV. rebuilt the portico and ornanieiileil it with
paintings; the apsis also was repaired from the foundations, and the
sanctuary was restored to its original state. The Pope Gregory, as
the librarian informs us, in addition to these proofs of his munlfici>nce
towards the Basilica, supplied it with sacerdotal vestments, and other
Ugonio tliinks the church must at some very early
decorations.
period liave belonged to a Greek congregation, as in his time there
were many Greek inscriptions on the pavement, but so efTdced by the
crowd of worshippers frequenting the church, as to be almost illegible.
This opinion appears so much the more i)robable, from the fact that
St. George, who was of Eastern origin, is held in great veneration by
the Greeks, who entitle him "the Great Marshaller of Combatants,"
TuiK oflAriTui' o Me7t« Tofiapivi'. and in all ages have raised the most
magnificent temples to his honour. There was a ceremony performed
every year in the church of the Velabrum, which shows that the
Latins also attributed to him military functions, calling him "the Dispenser of Victory," /''/c/ojiarHW /ur^(/(/r. Un the 2yrd of April, St.
Georoe's day, the gonfalonier of Rome, followed by the magistrates,
used to carry the national standard in grand procession to the church,
where it was blessed during the celebration of mass, and then carried
back

to the Capitol.

In the last century the church of St. George in Velabro belonged to
the barefooted Augustines; Pius VII. afterwards gave it to the congregation of the children of Sancta Maria in Piunlo, to which it still
belongs.
The rich presents of Pope Gregory IV. have long since disappeared
and the church is now one of the poorest in Rome, but it has lost nothing of its interest as a religious edifice of the early times of Christianity, and as such we shall now proceed to describe it in detail.
The ground plan is in the form of the Latin basilicas, but nut quite
so long as usual; it presents on the southern side a defect of parallelism difficult to explain divided into a nave and two side aisles, the
nave alone is terminated at the eastern extremity by an apsis, or
semi-circular tribune ; a porch with four columns in front, and very
wide openings on its north and south sides, precedes the edifice; on
the north, it is supported, as is also the steeple, on one of the pillars
of the little arch, which the goldsmiths of Rome erected to Septimus
Severus.
The facade is surmounted by a pediment, supporting a cross. The
roof, which has the same pitch as the pediment, was rt-built about the
middle of the fifteenth century, in the pontificate of Sixtus IV., by
order of Cardinal Riario below the pediment is a circular opening,
or oculus, which lights the nave. The porch extends nearly the whole
length Uf the fayade it is composed of four monolithic columns, with
Ionic ca pit.ds passably executed, and of two large corner pillars
crowned by mouldings and fragments of antique sculpture, forming a
reticulated frieze.
All this order stands on a plain, continuous stylobatum, which is interrupted only before the church door, and at the
extremities of the porch. The entablature over the columns is rather
heavy in its proportions. The architrave, crowned by a double mouldUnder the sotlils, between the capitals, a
ing, bears an inscription.
number of rings are still left, to which the curtains were suspended
that used to hang in the intercolumnialions, for tlie pur|)Ose of keeping the scorching rays of the sun olF the penitents, who waited under
the portico until they were allowed to enter the temple.
The frieze is plain, except at its extremities, which are decorated
with two lions' heads, memorials of the ancient custom of administering justice at the church door, inter Itonts, between the lions.
The
upper cornice, consisting of bricks, marble mullions, and composition
laid on burnt clay, is heavy, and with the frieze (which is too high)
helps to give the whole a clumsy aspect, as we have already remarked.
The porch is covered with a high roof, the wood-work of which is
visible from the interior.
;

;

;
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The

present porcli is not the one built and ornamented with paintGregory IV. the old one having fallen to decay, another was
by one of the priors, named Stephen, who lived about
the twelfth century, if we may judge by the form of the letters of an
inscription then engraved on the architrave.
Stcphanus ex slellii
ciipiins) capture snpcrua.
Eloquio rants, virtutum lumine clarus,
Expaidens aurum atiidiiil renorare proriaiilum. Sumptilius ex propriig
Clericiis he ciijitu prior ccclesire/uil hujus
te- fecit, aaucle Georgi.
Jhc locus ad Vdiim pranominc dicilur anri. This portico having become dilapidated, it was repaired by order of Clement I.X.
As we have already said, in describing the plan, one of the angles
of the porch stands on the arch of Septimus .Severus the steeple also
stands on another part of the same arch, and from the ch.se analogy
between the cornices by which it is divided into five stories, and tlie
cornice on the porch, it ought perhaps to be attributed to the same
epoch. Most of the steeples in Rome were erected in the twelfth
century, before which time they were but rarely seen; from these
ficts, we may therefore infer the date of the one added to this church.
All the arches in the different stories are semi-circular; the lower
limbs of those in the upper stories rest on marble columns with heavy
capitals, in the style common to those executt'd at the date we think
ourselves justified in assigning to this part of the church.
The porch of St. George in Velabro is paved in what is called opiti
spicatum ; in the middle is a, large door leading into the nave; the
doorfiosts and lintel are three fine fragments of antique sculpture.
The two leaves of the door are hung to a wooden frame. The body
of the church contained originally a nave and two aisles, divided by
sixteen columns, in two rows; only fourteen, however, are now visible,
as by the erection of a steeple on one side, and a little vestry on the
other, two of them are enclosed in the masonry.
Ten of these columns
are of gray granite, and four of Parian marble.
The capit.ils are extremely irregular, being mostly Corinthian on the left, and Ionic on the
right, of the nave; some of them being narrower than the wall they
support, the lower limbs of part of the arches are bevelled off to the
same width.
Windows arranged symmetrically over the iiitercolumniation light the interior of the church above them runs a plain
cornice supporting a wooden ceiling, tot.dly devoid of ornament.
The side aisles are decorated with little altars in very bad taste. In
the middle of the southern aisles is a door opening into a very narrow
garden, used as a playground for the children of the congregation.
I'lie northern aisle had a similar door, which is now walled up. These
two entrances, thus placed on the transversal axis of the building,
confirm Ugonio's opinion alluded to above ; and, in fact, this practice
of having doorways in the sides is still very common in Greek
ings by

;

built in its place

—

—

—

—

;

;

churches.

The Composite
thirds

capitals of the pilasters are of a style and execution
pil.isters at the back and about twois a little square window with a very close

Between the two

very unusual.

of their height,

All the ititervals between the pilasters are filled with an
lattice.
A complete entabl.iture
elongated compartment extrt-mely simple.
wilhuut ornaments in its mouldings runs along the base of the semiacross
the anterior face of
and
is
prolonged
the
pilasters,
cupolaabove
the apsis to the side-walls of the nave.
Over the cornice and under tlie great vertical circle of the vault,
there is a painted ornament tastefully composed and in perfect harmony with the rest of the decoratinn it encloses a large religious
In the
subject, which occupies the whule of the hemispheric part.
centre of this picture there is a colossal figure of Christ, with a cruciraised,
and
his
left
ferous aureola about his head ; his right hand is
On the riglit of
his feet stand a terrestrial globe.
holds a scroll
farther, on the same side, stands St. George,
Jesus, is the Virgin Mary
On
in warlike costume, holding his standard and leaning on his horse.
the lelt, is St. Peter, with the keys of Paradise in his hand; near him,
a
sword.
on the outside of the picture, is St. Paul, begirt with
Though the church of St. George in Velabro has undergone many
;

;

;

in the long lapse of centuries since its erection, and some
have even been built quite new, the primitive character of the
remains unimpaired. This uninti'rrupted adherence of successive artists to the Latin style in the erection of churches, is one of

renovations
parts

edifice

the most curious facts in the history of Christian architecture at
Rome; especially when we reflect that, for more than six hundred
years, all Europe has been covered with buildings in the Norman and
pointed-arch stvle. But we shall often have occasion to repeat this
observation when we come to describe the Christian edificeg of Rome
which were erected before the sixteenth century."
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Ecdaiastical Archtecture. Decorated Windows. Edited witli descriptions, by Edmund Sharpe, M.A., Arcliitecl.
London; Van
Voorst.

Part

I.

Tliis is one of tlie works we announced some time ago as forthcoming from Mr. Van Voorst's library, and calculated to be of some inteThis opinion is not diminished by the appearance
of tlie first part, which contains eight authentic examples of windows
in the decorated style.
The examples are well chosen, and have interest in themselves, and tliey are brought out with the finish which
usually characterizes Mr. Van Voorst's works.
would, however,
particularly call attention to some points of considerable importance,
and which would greatly improve the series.
would suggest that
at the bottom of the drawings the contour or section should brt given
of the mouldings, and that in the drawings, the jointings of the stones
should be accurately marked. It is also desirable that the dimensions
of the parts should be given, and not merely the rough measurement,
of the opejiing of the windows.
do not perceive that Mr. Sharpe
has in any case given the age of the churches from which the examples are taken.

rest and utility.

We

We

We

A

Thermometrical Table.
1845.

Mr. Taylor

By Alfred

S.

Taylor. London:

Willats,

lecturer on chemistry in Guy's Hospital, and he has
published a table with accompanying description, which by inspection,
gives the corresponding degrees of tlie scales of Fahrenheit and
Reaumur and the Centigrade scale, at the same time that it exhibits
a most copious list of the temperatures by which various substances
are affected. It is calculated to be highly useful, is very elaborate,
is

[FsBRUARTj

ference to those niceties of adjustment and minutiis of construction, the
due elucidation of which constitutes the chief value of a practical
treatise."
There appear to be some remarks made on the bailers of
one of the leading engineers of the day, as if written in spleen, which
we consider perfectly uncalled for, as the boilers of that firm are well
known to have been generally most successful, and we believe have
opened the eyes of steam boat proprietors as to the wasteful expenditure of some boilers made in the north.
It would be offering a good
service to the public, if the "Club" will favour them with tlie
actual consumption of fuel per trip of the Tagus by the old boilers
and the new boilers. If we find the result in favour of the former we
shall th<'n be disposed to agree with their remarks ; but from what we
have heard we believe the result will be greatly in favour of the newr
boilers.

we lave thought proper to make,
of valuable information, and the numerous
have been shown may direct the attention of
engineers to those that have been found good, and ascertain more
about them. They may also, by being brought together, prevent persons from taking out patents for boilers which have been long in use.
The last number, we observe, concludes the account of the varieties
of boilers, which is followed up by some excellent remarks on boilers,
from which we make the following extract.
Notwithstanding the observations

there

is still

a great deal

examples of

boilers that

We have already stated that a cubic foot of water raised into steam is
reckoned tquivalent to a horse power, and that to generate the steam with
an allowance of one square foot of tire bars, and one square
yard of effective heating surface, are very commonly made in practice, at
least in land engines.
These proportions, hov/ever, greatly vary in different
cases
and in some of the best marine engine boilers, where the area of firegrate is restricted l)y the breadth of the vessel, and the impossibilitj' of firing
long furnaces effectuafly at sea, half a square foot of fire-grate per horse power
is a very common proportion.
Ten cubic feet of water in the boiler per
horse power, and ten cubic feet of steam room per horse power, have been
assigned as the average proportion of these elements
hut the fact is, no
general rule can be formed upon the subject, for the proportions which
would be suitable for a wagon boiler would be inapplicable to a tubular
boiler, whether marine or locomotive; and good examples will in such cases
be found a safer guide tlian rules which must often give a false result. A
capacity of three cubic feet per iiorse power is a common enough proportion
of furnace-room, and it is a good plan to make the furnaces of a considerable
width, as they can then be fired more efl'ectually, and do not produce so much
smoke as if they are made narrow. As regards the question of draft, there
sufficient rapidity,

;

and from Mr. Taylor's high character, we have every reason
it is very accurate.

to

pre-

sume

Papers on Subjects connected with
Vol.7. London: Weale, 1845.

Corps of Royal Engineers-

the

;

This work prospers under its editor, Ca|)lain Denison, and the present volume contains many valuable and practical papers, although it
is to be- observed that they are not for the most part on military works
or works executed by tiie Royal Engineers, but are descriptions of
civil engineering works, executed by civil engineers.
do not
complain of this as detracting from tl'.e work, or detracting from the
character of the Corps of Royal Engineers on the contrary, the number of valuable civil engineering papers greatly enhances tlie nature
of the Work, and it shows the deep interest tlie Royal Engineers take
in every branch of their profession.
Through want of sp ice we defer
our remarks upon the papers until next month,

We

;

A Treatise on

the

Steam Engine, by

the ./Irtizan Club.

Parts

1

to 7.

Longmans and Co.

is a great difference of opinion among engineers upon the
ferring a very slow draft and others a rapid one.
It is
question of draft is virtually that of the area of fire-grate,
of fuel consumed upon a given area of grate surface, and

subject,

some pre-

obvious that the
or of the quantity

the weight of fuel
burned on a foot of fire-grate per hour varies in different cases in practice
from 3^ to 80 lbs. Upon the quickness of the draft again hinges the question of the proper thickness of the stratum of incandescent fuel upon the
grate for if tlie draft he very strong, and the fire at the same time he thin, a
great deal of uncombincd oxygen will escape up through the fire, and a need;

We

purposely deferred offering any notice of this work until several
numbers had been published, as the early ones did not offer any
Dew materials connected with the steam engine. In fact, they may
almost be considered a reprint of Mr. Farey's work on the
steam engine, the greater part of the illustrations being identically the
same. To this we should not so much object, if the "Club" had
acknowledged the source whence they were taken, but this has been
most cautiously avoided neither does it do Messrs. Longmans much
credit for having sanctioned sucii a wholesale application of materials,
from another work without some kind of reference or acknowledgment.
It may be very true that Mr. Farey's work is Messrs. Longmans'
copyright, and it might be said they had a right to do what they
pleased with their own, but we deny the application of this when they
engage a professional gentleman of high character to write a work,
which he does not undertake entirely for the sake of the few
pounds he may obtain, but in which he has his reputation at stake
and hopes to increase his fame; on such a view we maintain it is
neither acting fairly towards Mr. Farey nor towards the public in thus
making, without acknowledgment, use of his materials and drawings.
With these preliminary observations we shall proceed to the consideration of the later numbers.
The three numbers last published are fully illustrated with woodcuts, showing boilers of every description
many of these cuts appear
more like sketches than drawings laid down to scale. In fact, no
engineer could set out a boiler from most of them; they do not tell us
what is the thickness of the plate iron, how put together, how the tie
bolts are applied, in fact scarcely any details are shown. It may be
said, who wants such information ?
reply, most readers who may
have been tempted to purchase the book from the prospectus issued;
which tells us "A popular treatise is, by its very nature, unsuitable to
the uses of the operative engineer, as h necessarily excludes all re-

less refrigeration

whereas,

if

the

of the contents of the flues will fie thereby occasioned
be thick, and the draft be sluggish, much of the useful
;

fire

be lost by the formation of carbonic oxide.
The length
of the circuit made by the smoke varies in almost every boiler, and the same
may be said of the area of the flue in its cross section, through which the
smoke has to pass. As an average, about one-fifth of the area of fire-grate
for the area of the flue behind the bridge diminished to half that amount for
the area of the chimney has been given as a good proportion, but the exampies which we have given, and the average flue area of the best of which we
shall furnish, may be taken as a safer guide than any such loose statements.
\¥lien the flue is too long, or its sectional area is insufficient, the draft hecomes insutlicient to furnish the requisite quantity of steam whereas if the
flue he too short or too large in its area, a large quantity of the heat escapes
up the chimney, and a deposition of soot in the flues also takes place. This
last fault is one of material consequence in the case of tubular boilers consuming bituminous coal, though indeed the evil might be remedied by blocking some of the tubes up.
The area of water-level we have already stated as
In many cases,
being usually about 5 feet per horse power in land boilers.
however, it is much less but it is always desirable to make the area of the
water-level as large as possible, as wfien it is contracted not only is the waterlevel subject to sudden and dangerous fluctuations, but water is almost sure
to be carried into the cylinder with the steam, in consequence of the violent
agitation of the water, caused by the ascent of a large volume of steam
It would be an improvement in boilers, we
tlirough a small superficies.
think, to place over each furnace an inverted vessel immerged in the water,
which miglit catch the steam iu its ascent, and deliver it quietly by a pipe
The water-level would thus be preserved from
rising above the water-level.
any inconvenient agitation, and the weight of water within the boiler would
be diminished at the same time that the original depth of water over tlie furIt would also be an improvement to make the sides
naces was preserved.
of the furnaces of marine boilers sloping, as shown iu the sketch, instead of
vertical, as is the common practice, for the steam could then ascend freely at
tlie iustaut of its formation instead of being entangled among the rivets and
effect of the coal will

;

;

;

;
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landings of the plates, and superinducing an over-beating of the plates by
preventing a free access of tlie water to tlie metal.

Then follows, with cxtriicts, some remarks on Mr. Parkes' table of
experiments on steam boilers, )mblislicil in the Transactions of the
Institution of Civil Engineers, and also Mr. Wicksteotl's experimental
enquiry, both of which have already occupied tlio pages of our Journal
It then proceeds with some observations
at the time they appenred.
on tlie strength of boilers, giving some tables on the tenacity of iron
been highly desirable in this case if the
copper;
would
have
it
and
From the observations on the strength of
authorities were given.
boilers we take the following:
The

difference in strength

between

strips of iron cut

in

the direction of

the fibre, and strips cut across tbe grain, was found to be about C per cent.
Repeated piling and welding was found to increase
in favour of tbe former.
the tenacity and closeness of tbe iron, but welding togetlicr diftcreiit kinds of
rivetiing plates was found to
iron was found to give an unfavourable result
;

occasion a diminution in tbeir strength, to the extent of al)out one-tbinl.
Tbe accidental over-heating of a boiler was found to reduce its strengtbfrom
65,000 lb. to 45,OnO lb. per square inch. Taking iuto account all tbcse contingencies, it appears expedient to limit tbe pressure upon boilers in actual
use to about 3,0001b. per square inch of iron and in cases where tbe shell
of the boiler does not ati'nrd this strength, either stays should be introduced,
or the pressure within tbe boiler should be diminished. Tbe application of
stays to marine boilers, especially in tliose parts of tbe water spaces which
tbe
lie in the wake of tbe furnace bars, has given engineers much trouble
^ plate, of which ordinary boilers are composed, is hardly thick enough to
retain a stay with security by merely tapping the plate, whereas, if the stay
be rivetted,thc head of the rivet %vill in all probahility be soon burnt away.
The best practice appears to be to run tbe stays used for the water spaces in
this situation, in a line somewhat beneath the level of the bars, so that they
may be shielded as much as possible from the fire, while those which are required above the level of tbe bars should be kept as nearly as possible towards
the crown of tbe furnace, >o as to be removed from the immediate contact of
the fire; screw bolts with a fine thread tapped into the plate, and with a thin
head upon the one side, and a thin nut made of a piece of boiler plate on
the other, appear to be the best description of stay that has yet been conThe stays between the sides of the boiler shell or the bottom of the
trived.
boiler and the top, present little difficulty in their application, and the chief
thing that is to be attended to is to take care that there be plenty of them
but we may here reniaik that we think it an indispensable thing when there
is any high pressure of steam to be employed, that the furnace crown be
This is done in tbe boilers of the Tagus and
stayed to tbe top of the boiler.
Infernal, constructed by Messrs. Miller. Ravenhill, and Co., and we know of
no better specimen of staying than is aflTorded by those boilers.
;

;

;

******

arises from insufficient steam room, an inadequate area of water
water in tbe boiler the last of these instigations
be remedied by the use of collecting vessels, but the other defects arc
only to be corrected either by a suitable enlargement of the boiler, or by inClosing the throttlecreasing the pressure and working more expansively.
valves of an engine partially will generally diminish the amount of priming,
and opening the safety-valve suddenly will generally set it astir. \ steam
vessel coming from salt into fresh water is much more liable to prime than if
This is to he
she bad remained in salt water, or never ventured out of fresh.
accounted for by the higher heat at which salt water boils, so that casting
fresh water among it is in some measure like casting water among molten
metal, and the priming is in this case the elfect of the rapid production of

Priming

level, or the use of dirty

:

may

steam.

One of the best palliatives of priming appears to be tbe interposition of a
The water appears
perforated plate between the steam space and the water.
to be broken up by dashing against a plate of this description, and tbe steam
In cases in which an addition is made to a
is liberated from its embrace.
boiler or steam chest, it will be the best way not to cut out a large hole in
tbe boiler shell for establisliing a communication with the new chamber, but
to bore a nund)er of small holes for this purpose, so as to form a kind of
sieve, through which a rush of water cannot ascend.

Part VII. concludes with an enquiry into the area of steam passages,
wliich is one of the utmost importance, and as it is not concluded we
shall defer any examination of the formulas until another opporfunitv.
must observe in conclusion that with each number there is given
an engraving of a steam engine, which does not refer to the letterpress, but they promise that wlien tbe subject of the engine is brought
forward it will be more fully and properly illustrated than the boiler
has been.

We

Iron Tubing.— M. Hector Lcdru laid before the meeting of the Paris Academy of Sciences some specimens of cold-drann irou and oilier lubiiii;. A lew years apo
the only tublnp made In France, for pas niid otllef purposes, except lead tubing, was iiiuiii*
by hnnd. In l':ngl:ind iron drawn lubinK (I'y heat), without soldering, w-as first luade, aiid
was imiiorled, liy special pcriuissioTi, Into France, ou account of its vast superiority 'over
band.made soldered tuties. Within the lust two years the French have, in this branch of
mannfacturc, eclipsed the Kngliih, for they now, by pressure, draw tubing cold, and it is
la every resptct perfect—indeed, much more perfect tUau tbe bot-dranu tubing.

NF,\\-

We
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PROJECTED RAILWAYS.

give below the decisions of the Board of Trade witli regarH to
which we have arranged on a more convenient plan.

We

railways,

regret exceedingly that want of space deprives us of the opportunity
of exposing the gross errors and H.igitious transactions of the Railway
Department.
have repeatedly deprecated tliese interferences
with private enterjirise, for we are convinced that the results will
prove of most serious injury to the community and to the engineering
profession
as it is, the railway engineers are idready at the mercy of
tlie government olTitials.
The decisions show a want of sound principles wliic!i justifies our previous doubts, and makes us very mistrustful as to the propriety of allowing powers so exorbitant to remain
in such hands.
The partiality exhibited towards the old companies,
the disregard of public interests, and the inattention shown to the
most meritorious plans, are features which eminently characterize tlie
proceedings of the Board. The rejection of the Salisbury, Exeter and
F.dmouth line is a prominent instance of mil-administration, and has
no grounds on which it can be justified. Here is a railway proposed
to pass along the existing mail route, protecting a vain, ible line of
tratiic, communicating with important towns, and having for its terminus the packet port of P'aliuouth, and the large and wealthv mining
districts of Cornwall.
The saving in the journey to Falmouth would
be 46 miles, one hour and a half, and 10s., and yet all tliese facts are
overlooked, and because there is a line of railway from London to
Bristol and another from Bristol to Exeter the public interests are to
be totally disregarded. Many cases of great ilagrancy might be adduced, but the rejection of the Salisbury and Falmouth line furnishes
a case which out-IIerods Herod in the way of government meddling
and niismaiiagemeut.
question even whether the Continent could
produce any |>arallel to this proceeding, which is equally mischievous

We

—

We

and unjustifiable.
would seriously urge upon engineers the position in which they
now stand and the (irospects before them. The railway engineers are
in a state of thraldom, the mining engineers are threatened, and the
marine engineers have reason to apprehend a new attack. Three or
four years ago it would have passed belief that such things should be
meditated, it is even now almost incredible that they have been carried into eftisct.
It is painful to reflect that our most eminent engineers, men who have given the profession an universal reputation,
should now be dependent for employment on the hat of a military engineer, necessarily incompetent, and that their plans, estimates and
designs are to be subjected to the judgment of such an individual.
At present the chain is but light, yet the Stephensons, Brunei, Locke,
Cubitt, Braithwaite, Rastrick, Macneil, and Vignoles, are as efTectually exposed to dictation of the Board of Trade, and as completely
at its mercy as it is well possible to conceive.
The chain may be
drawn tighter, the Board of Trade may become more exacting anj
more meddling, but our engineers have bad the bit put in their mout
and it is with the Board of Trade to pull the reins. The ultima"',
designs of the Board of Trade are, on their own confession, to buy ute
all the railways in the country and possess themselves of them, and
p
then follows that the engineers will become the members of an Englisit
Corps dds Ponts et Chausst>e!, a result which no well-thinking mah
will desire to see produced, for it must both morally and pecuniariln
injure the profession, and through them the public.
expect ally
therefore, as engineers and as shareholders, to make the firmest stanu^
in behalf of the rejected lines and against the Eo-ird of Trade.
Ther
must be no tampering, no paltering, no hesitation, no dependencee
no reliance upon anything, but the certain effects of a strong pressure,
from without.

We
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Districts

— Counties of Cornwall and Dvvoit.

In favour of the—
Cornwall Railway (Plymouth to Falmouth),
West Cornwall Railway (up to the June*

Against the

—

Cornwall and Devon Central Hallway,
Great Western and Cornwall Junction
It.iilway

;

tioD with the Cornwall Itailvvay),
Saint Ives Junction Railway j

And

recommendin<f the postponement nntii a future period oj the
North Devon (Crediton and Barnstaple) Railway,
Kxeter and Crediton Itailway,
Torquay aud Newton Abbot Itailway,

Districts of Berkshire, Hampshire,

Jf'iltshirc,

Dorsetshire,

—

Somersetshire,

and

Devon, tying intermediate between the Great Western, Bristol, and Exeter, and
London and South H'cstern iiuihvaijs.
In favour of the—
Reading, Basiugstoico, and Hungerford
Railway (Great Western),
Wilts and Somerset Railway— subject to
the condition of applying to Parliament in a future session for an iinproved line of communication towards

Bath and liri-toi,
Bristol and Kxeter— Durstonand VeOTlL
Branch,

SouthamptoQ and Dorchester Railway

.lu'aiust tlie—
Basingstoke and Didcot Junction Railway
(London and South Western),
London and South Western— Salisbury
to Yeovil,

London and South Western— Hook
Deviation,
Salisbury, Dorchester, and

Railway,

Pit

Weymouth
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Ju favour of the

Railways

—

to

Portsmouth.

Against the
BriKhton and Chichsster— Portsmouth
Extension,
Direct London and Portsmouth,
London and Portsmouth, with Branches

-,

to

Fareham and

Shoreham-brldge,

Reigate.

In favour oj the

The Metropolitan

—

District.

—

Against the

Metropolitan Extension of the Loudou
and South Western,
Richmond and West-End Junction,

GroBvenor Railway,
Great Western, Uxbrldge, and Staines

Staines and Rlclraiondi

London

Junction,

and

Brighton— Wandsworth

Branch,

London and South Western— Epsom
Branch,

And recommending

the postponement until a future period of the

Epsom and

—

Dorking,

London and Croydon— Dorking Branch,
London and Urightcm— Dorking Branch,
South Eastern Branch— Reigate

The

District of

Dorking.

Against the—

South Eastern— Maidstone and Roches-

Central Kent,

London

—

South Eastern branches to Deal and
Walmer. and extension and deviation
to Margate,

to

North Kent, and in the District ^of Kent and Sussej: between the
South Eastern and Brighton Railwau.

I„f,wou,-qfth,—
ter,

—

branches.

South Eastern— North Kent. Hungerford-bridge to Chilham, with branch
to Sheerness, subject to any modincatlons which may appear to be desirable
for the naval and military establishments of the tounti7; and reserving
consideration of the brauch to connect
Greenwich and Woolwich

Rye, and

St.

ctptlon of so

Croydon

— Orpington

Leonard's (with the exmuch of the line ag lies

between Tunbridge and Tunbridgewells,)

South Eastern— Headcorn and Rye.

Districts of Norfolk

—

and

Branch,

London and Maidstone,
London and Ashfurd,
London, Chatham, and Chilham,
London, Chatham and Gravesend,
London, Chatham, and North Kent,
Rye, Tenterden, and Headcorn,
South Eastern— Tun bridge to Hastings.

South EHStern Ashford to Hastings,
South Eastern— Hungerford-bridge to
Tuiibridge and Paddock-wood and

and

Suffolk.

—

Against the
Diss and Colchester,
Eastern Counties— Colchester and Bury

In favour of the
Bury and Ipswich,
Ipswich and Norwich Extension,
Lyiin and Ely

Extension,

;

London and Norwich Direct,
Norwich and Brandon— Diss Branch,
Wells and Thetford

And recommending

the postponement until a future period of the
Dereham and Norwich,
Norwich and Brandon — Dereham Branch,
I-ynii and East Dereham,
Diss, Beccles, and Varmouth.
Diss and Colchester— Redbam and Loddeu Branches.

—

Direct East

TUstricls completing the eastern line of railway communicaiiou to

In favour of tfie—
Newcastle and Berwick Railway, with
Branch to Kelso i

Scotland—

Against the—
Northumberland Railway, with Branch
from Berwick

to Kelso.

IRELAND.
Districts north

—

and ?wrth-west of Ireland.

In favour of the
Belfast and Ballymeua,
Dublin and Btlfast Junction, with
Brauch to Drogheda and Kells,
Dublin and Drogheda— Howth Branch,
Ulster Extension— Portadown to Armagh,
and of the
Dundalk and Ennlsklllen (with the ex-

—

Against the
Great North Western

(Irish),

Northern Railway, inland

line

(Armagh

to Dublin).

ception of the Monaghan Branch),
Enniskilleo (with the exception of the portion of the line between

Newry and

Newry and Armagh)
subject to equitable arrangements for
the construction and joint use ol the
line betwtten Enniskillen and Clones
common to the two schemes ; and also
for improving the railway communication by the Belfast Junction line to
Newry. and fur securing due facilities
to the Newry traflic;
C.

DALHOUSIE,
W. PASLEY,
a. R. PORTER,
S. LAING.

D. O'BRIEN.

—

PflEsnuvATiON OF TiMEER. In llic Shipping Gazette of the 1st inst., there
Is, in the shape of an advertisement, the following recipe
" Introduce into the poros of
the timber (by means well known) a solution of sulphate or of muriate of iron. The solution may be in tlie proportion of about two pounds of the suit lo four or live gallons of
Charles Toplis. London. Jan. 1st." The following number of tho samo journal
Wiiter.
toniainaa long explanatory later from Mr. Toplis on the subject, in which he snys,
•'The object ot the above brief notice in the form of an advertisement was merely to afford
me the ready means, should It at any time hereafter be desirable, <pf establishing theexaet
date of ray publication of this process to the world."
are sorry to disturb Mr. Toplis's self-complacency, but it Is proper he should be informed that the same thing has
besn proposed oftea bei^gre. Oi the efficacy of the process we have no doubt.
:

—

RAILWAY FROM DUBLIN TO THE PORT OF GALWAY.

—

Guildford, Chichester, PortBmouth, and
Fareliaui Brunch

—

—

We
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To Thomas Bermingham, Esq.,

late

Chairman of

the

General Irish Railway

Committee.
dear Sir,— In consequence of your protracted illness, I was only too happy to have
been atTorded the opportunity of taking your place, and examining most minutely,
as you
requested me to do, the proposed projects for connecting the bays of Galway and Dublin
by railway, and so in fact making Ireland the high roiid between the Old
and New World.
I hitve carelully examined the country; have been
alongthe Aoyal Canal to Mullingar and
Longford; down the river Shannon to Athlone, Bsmagher and Portumna; have visited
the Bay of Galway and its important town ; the Isles of Arran, which form a landmark
as
well as a great slielter to the bay; and have seen a most extraordinary phenomenon,
a
sheet of fresh water raised about 20 feet above the level of the
sea, which might be turned
to great advantage.
In sheltering vessels bound to Galway the situation of Mutton Island, upon which
i»
the lighthouse, is particularly favourable, you can almost ride across to it from the maiu
and, a distance ot about a quarter of a mile, at low water if, then, the able-bodied popu;
lation of Galway were to be employed in making this a complete
breakwater, and if the
same wofii were carried on beyond the lighthouse some short distance, you would have
the most perfect bay in Europe ; the holding ground is excellent, and a glance
at the map
of Ireland will show at oncu Sline Head on the one hand and the Isles of Arran and
Black
Head on the other, sn that, in fact, if this breakwater were added the whole bay is completely sheltered. Messrs. Bald and Henry have gone into the calculation of expense for
such a breakwater at not exceeding fi,()<JO/., and I feel sure that they are right ; how, th^n,
could we spend 6 or 10,000/. better than by making such a bay at the termination of the
u ^Ptern Badroad, running along a level unprecedented for the distance of 120 statute miles,
and thus bringing the quickest and most direct communication between London and New
York. I am not surprised at your ardour in this cause ; I am only surprised that this was
not the first railway that was made in Ireland.
I returned from Galway by the Grand Canal, so
that I feel myself perfectly master of the
capabilities of the country, and should be quite ready to give my testimony before any
Parliamentary Committee or, if called upon, before the Board of Trade. I was much
struck with the magnilicence of the river Shannon and the public works carrying on upon
it~both canals are splendid water communicaiious, and if the interest of the railway and
canals could be brought together, a vast deal of loss to the original shareholders and gain
to the public would doubtless follow— how that can best be done is what I will endeavour
shortly to explain. The proposition made by one highly respectable party of making a
railway along the Royal Canal, devititinf^ a little from its bank as circumstances may require, fruui Dublin by Mullingar to Longford, with a branch to Athlone, and through a
most populous and rich country, I hiyhly approve of— and it would appear the public
think so too, as their shares are stated at a premium in the public papers— this company
have closed a very fair bargain with the Royal Canal Company, therefore they stand now
in a most favourable position, and in rather a novel one- that is, having a railway and
canal puiling together— howevvr, the public interest requires that this company should
undertake to carry on the line ' the whole way to Galway,' otherwise the work will be only
hMit done; great dissatisfaction will be felt by the whole province of Connaught, and the
county and the county of the town of Galway in particular, and with every reason.
The line projected L^y Capt. Moorsom, for the Great Western Company, from Sailing to
Galway would, for the distance from Athlone to Galway, be an excellent line; it passes
thruuuih or very near the town of Ballinasloe (the great Connaught cattle market), and
the residence of Earl Clancarty, a resident nobleman and one of our best hinried proprietors, who has improved his town of Ballinasloe and attended to the comforts of the
traveller, and has expressed his determination to assist any railroad company which shall
go the whole way to Galway; it also passus near Loughrea, through a very fertile and imrruving country, and with a little deviation might then be brought to near the district of
Tuiiin, and thus enter Galivay Irom that side instead of keeping along the coast, but these
are alterations which could be easily made, and doubtless would be made if pointed out to
that talented engineer. The terminus of the Royal Canal, at Dublin, is particularly
favourable to that for a railway, and it must be borne in mind that by adopting the hne
of the Royal Canal, we establish a main trunk for the north-west as well as the west, how
easily, then, could a branch line be made along the level, which, by the important survey
of Mr. Mullens, made purposely for tlie canal, who most haodsomwiy furnished me with
the Information, is of 30 miles in leugth without requiring a lock, atid this would
be in the very line for a branch to Cavan and Enniskillen, we should by this line bring the
feeding countries of Leinster in quick communicrtion with the breeding countries of Connaught, and aflurd a great convenience to the frequenters of the fair of Ballinasloe, and
the others in that province ; imagine, then, a line of railway from Galway to Dublin, crossing
the rivers Liffey and Boyne, the great lakes of WVstmeath, through the Bog of Allen,
across the Shannon (navigable for 250 miles for steam) and the river Sue, and terminating
at the Bay of Galway, and the Lough Corrib, Lough Marsks and Conn, the immense
Conamara lakes abounding with fish ; then imagine the distant though not remote regioui
of Conamara and Joyce country, all beautifully situated, calling out for cultivation, the
supply of the towns with cheap fuel from the great bogs, the water power for sites for
mills every where on its course, and peculiarly Sue at Its termination; imagine further,
the branches under 50 miles each will connect by railway with Cavan, Lough Erne and
Euniskillen, Sligo Bay, Westport and Clew Bay, and the mouth of the Shannon by the
Fergus with Ennis— branches which are sure to follow the parent trunk; here, then, is a
work which presents the extraordinary advantages of uniting by railway communication
six uf our principal western porta with the capital, giving steam communication by land
apid on rivprs and lakes for full .'lOO miles continuous, encouraging the fisheries, both deep
sea and fresh water, also tlie cultivation of the wastelands, the employment of a peasantry
proverbially poor and not halt employed, the quickening the communication between the
Old and New Worlds (for in all the parliamentary enquiries and statements as to the Bay
of (Jalway, and objecting to its being so much inland, the employment of steam tugs has
been totally lost sight of, which renders her situation far preferable to any other port in
the British dominions), add to alt this that it passes through the most peacable iiart of
Ireland, where agriculture is making vast strides in improvement, and I think I may
safely assert, that when for the sura of one niilliou and a half sterling, the purchase of a
magnificent canal 80 miles in leugth, with all its buildings, land, &c., and that a railway
of about 120 statute miles can be made, there is no doubt that large dividends will arise to
the shareholders at present, and that every probabdity that before 10 years pass over the
value of thtfir shares will be doubled. I must add that this line of railway will pass
through or contiguous to 14 couniies, or one-third of Ireland, be of immediate advantage
to 00 principal towns, several of which in the time of the old post-office charges were set
down as contributing more than 500/. per year each to its revenue and, moreover, without
alluding to the trade of Dublin, it is shown by public documents that the revenue derived
from the Port dues and Customs of the seaport towns and others to which this line will be
a nittin road were but little, if any, short of 500,000/. per annum, thus giving the Eicheqiiar a deep Interest in the undertaking.
I may further add; that but one opinion was felt along the whole line of country by the
population, rich and poor, viz. that the work would be highly remunerative, and that It
wa3 calitfd for by every principle of justice, especially as the south and north were provided fur, and that theautlmrs of the undertaking should meet with every assislance from
the country. Having said so much upon the general advantages of the line, I may be
allowed to remark, that however important the town of Athlone may be. which I fully
admit, and it« position as a military station, still I do think it will be more for the interest
of the company and the country at large to pass the Shannon at Lanesborough instead of
Athlune, it is so easily passed there and the main trunk can be so much further extended.
After passing Lanesboruugh the line can be run near the town of Roscommon, and with a
gentle curve approach Athlone at the Connaught side and so wind its way to Ballinasloe,
Loughrea, &c.. as before ; but this being matter of detail, 1 merely Ihrow It out /or the
couaiderutlou of Sir John MacfieU and Capt, Mooraom.
I\fy
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It is time I should speak of the Great Western line projected from Sailing or Portorllngton (with a highly Influential proprietary). proposlnR to go the whole way to Galway, this
ilrcumsennce should doubtless entitle them to public support. Nolwithslnndinn all I
have said in favour of the ttullingar and .Mhlone company, and hinlily as I a|)prove of
their line, still I would ihrow all those advantages overboard for the one faet that they go
all ihe way to (j.ilway, theit line from I'urtnrlington would he short, not I believe more
than 70 miles In length, nod they cerUiiily have this In their favour, that they will give to
the entire province ofConnaught the advantage of conimunlcatingwlth the southern ports
as well a< the eastern, when the projected railways In the south shall he, as there ii every
probability they will be, canipleted. Should Iheo this Influential company malie satisfaclory arrangements with the Grind Canal Company, somewhat similar to that made by the
rival company with the Iloyai Canal, I think they will be entitled to public support, hut I
cannot but observe the Interest of the country st large will be more benelitled liy these
two parties coalescing and completing together the luic I have just mentioned, and as It
must be evident that to open a communication between the west and south nnist be of
the greatest consequence to both— there is a line for a railway which passing through a
most populous country would be an eicedlngly paying line, and therefore I hupe that lids
Influential company, the Great Western, will take It up, I mean the «n« line of country
left by the southern or Cashel line without a railway, joining the Cashel trunk line somewhere near Italhdowney, and passing by or near tho populous towns of Koscrea and I'ar.
sonslown, then crossing the Shannon at Jlelechford (where the government works are so
grand), between the rising town of Portunma and the Important town of Uana^-her near to

Kyreport, and so meeting the projected line to Galway somewhere between Longhrea and
Balllnasioe. This line can be projected along a most level country, following in a prent
measure the course of the river Bres. and in the report allufled to, by fifr. Bernard Mullens
to the Grand Canal Company, wl'l be fouTuI a most favourable opinion, given by that celebrated engineer Nr. Rilialiy, on the very subject, for it is there stated that he laid out a
line of canal from the main trunk of the Grand Canal near Shannon Harbour lu Portariington, a distance of 10 miles, without a lock, and pointing out the grsat advant.ige
which this communication would bestow, being far preferable to the proposed extension
from Mount Mellick to Rosclen perhaps, then, with such an opitnon and such levels It
might be more valuable to take the railway from Parsonstown, along that level line to
Shannon Harbour or Banagher, and at an exceeditigly cheap rate a railway could be made
In the direction of the Grand Canal to Balllnasioe, and thus we should gain a quick communication for that cattle market and the Galway district with the south, and at an exceedingly cheap rate it Is well to observe, that though the river is broad here still there
Is a fine new bridge just built at Banagher, and as time Is not very valuable in those parts
at present, the delay would be but trifling to take the railway carriages across the present
bridge with horses, and thereby save the enormous expense and inconvenience of another
bridge across the shannon; this, again, would be another brunch line under 6U miles In
length, which woidd give to the county of Galway and province of Coimaught the advan.
tage of two railways, and thereby opening a communicivtion both with the southern and
eastern ports, and also tontribute to keep down the rate of travelling, as the directors of
the southern line, to which this would be a branch, would be naturally interested io getting
as mucli trade as possible to their line, and both these lines would not be more than the
wants ol such an extent of country (one-third of Ireland), would require.
Hoping, therefore, tiiat you will excuse the hurried nature of this cummunicatlou, and
that it may have the etfect which I know you have so much at heart, of uniting all these
partiei In the one object of making the line across Ireland complete,
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should like to liave seen them Vice Presidents, not that we have
any objection to the scientific qualities of those who now fulfill that
Office, but we desire to see the same spirit carried out with them as
with the President.
At the annual election Mr. Walker was again elected to fulfill the
important office of President, but finding that the election was opposed by a powerful minority, he, in order to prevent any dissension
in the Institution, very honourably resigned his post. At a subsequent
election Sir John Uennie was elected President for the ensuing year.
Now that the elections are over for the present year, we sincerely
trust that the members will come forward and testify their iipprobation of Mr. Walker's conduct in the chair during the manv ye.irs he
has so ably occupied it. The following are the officers for the ensuing
year; new members of the Council are in italics.
President Sir John Ramie.
Vice Presidents William Cubitt, Joshua Field, James M. Rcndell,
and James Simpson.
Francis Giles, George Lowe, Joseph Miller, William C.
Council
Mylne, Robert Sibley, John Taylor, Jsambard K. JJniuet, Baijamin
(Jtibitt, Joseph Locke, and Robert Skp/mison.
Associates
Thomai GrisftU and jlndreiv Murray.
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I

remain, with

much

respect.

Yours

faithfully,

OLIVER BYRNE.

On
and

Tnesilay evening, 28lh

S[ilen(liiur,

a Conversazione on a scale of great brilli.ancy
was IieM at the Society of Arts, in the Ailelplii, muler the
ult.,

dhvctlon of tlic Vicc-Prosiilents, by whom the carils of invil.ition wcie issued,
and under the immediate arrangement of Mr. Whishaw, the indefatigable
wcrctary of the institution. To lender the meeting as agreeable as possible

numerous

and gentlemen present, a vast number of works of art,
specimens of natural history, and artificial pronumber of
models, &c., was c.vhibited. The rooms were well lit up for tlie occasion, so
that the celebrated paintings by Barry were seen to great advantage. UeIresliments were served with the greatest liberality, and music lent iis aid to
to llie

rare

books of

ladies

engraving.'^,

ductions, was exposed en the walls and tables; and, in addition, a

Ijy llie introduction of a grand pianoforte fitted with the
and performed by M. Benedict. Amongst the coni[iany was the
New Zealand wlio is in ibis country to be educated, be is a sturdy
well-built young man, wiili a good-nalured cast of countenance, but without
much intellcclual developement. He uas in his native costume, and was one

the entertainment,
eolian

native of

PROFESSORSHIP OF ENGINEERING.
be seen by a notice elsewhere thnt there is a vacancy in the
Professorship of Engineering at University Colli'ge.
take this
opportunity of calling upon engineers of standing, to take care
that the appointment is atloquately fille,'!.
For the honour of
the profession it is incumbent this should be done, for there is an
evident disposition on the part of public authorities to refer questions of importance, to the professors at the colleges.
trust to the
spirit of the engineers to see that they are adequately represented on
this occasion, and that nii;n of eminence and competence will come
forward to fill such au honourable appointment.
It will

We

We

of the lions of the night.

The company continued

to arrive

thronged

to excess

nearly 11

;

;

The Great
ocean.

She

Britain.

—This vessel has at

left Bristol

on the 2tth

ult.,

length been launched on the wide

at 7 o'clock, a.m

,

and

tering a very severe gale olf Land's-end, which the papers

INSTITUTION OP CIVIL ENGINEERS.

till

which time the whole of the spacious rooms of the Society were
there could liot have been less than 1000 visitors during
the evening. The lonvcrsnzinne was on the whole better th.m such ihings
usually are there was more to amuse, and more to be seen, than is generally
the case on such occasions. If the .Society continues the same liljerality in
their proceedings which have been already exhdjited this season, it cannot fail
gaining back that ascendancy among the scientific societies which it maintained so honourably for many years.
o'clock, at

after

tell

encounwea-

us she

wonderfully well, in fact scarcely any other steamer they say could
lury of the elemenls, arrived at Blackwall on the '2(ith
about 4 o'clock, where she is now moored for public exhibilion, this we
consider is a sad example for a public company to adopt. We have not had
time to visit the vessel since her arrival, we must iherefore postpone the particulars until next month's Journal appears. We were unable, although kindly
invited, to attend the trial trip at Bristol.
In the published particulars of
could not help observing the difficulty there appeared to be in
it, we
keeping up the number of strokes to any regularity, we strongly suspected
the cause was fur want of steam, ,as we stated would be the ease when wo
analysed the boilers in our .Tournal (Vol. V. 1812, p. 357, and Vol. VI. 18-13,
p. 7!),) upon making enquiries ol an eminent engineer who was on board at
the time of the trial we find that was the fact, notwithstanding that lour additional fires were lighted the sleam could not be kept up sufhcieiitly for Ihe
engines, otherwise there would have been a greater uniformity in their working and a greater velocity otitained. Tlie engi.;es, our informant stales,
worked admirably. We must direct the special attention of engineers to our
previous remarks just referred to.
theretl

There has been a considerable

made among

the Members of
annual election of Officers
heretofore the offices of President and Vice-Presidents were filleil by
the same persons year after year ; in fact they were considered as
officers in perpetuity, though nominally elected annually.
The same
might be said with regard to many members of the Council who have
held their position for many years, to the exclusion of some of the
most eminent of the profession. There is no doubt that this exclusive
system was carried beyond its proper limit, which has ultimately led
to the change in the present year.
cannot say that we altogether
admire the manner the change has been brought about, because there
appears to have been a regular set made at the eminent President
who had filled the chair so honourably and efficiently for many
years.
do not object to a change in the system being made, but
we object to the manner in which it has been done; we should have
preferred its being carried out more radically, and that the whole of
the Vice-Presidents and thosi' of the Council who have held their seats
for many years should have submitted to the change, for it now appears, as if certain parties, in order to r('tain their own posilions in the
Council, determined to sacrifice the President.
do not say that this
•was the fact, but judging from the whole proceedings, many person» we have no doubt, will look at it in that light.
An inroad has
been partially made, and in consequence, some members, etuinent in
the profession bavo been admitted on the Council
we must say that
this valuable Institution, relative

stir

to the

;

We

We

We

;

hitve withstood the
ult.,

South Devon R.\iLWAr.

—The lenders for

twenty. four engines

—

— si-\teen of

4.^-inch cylinder, or about -1.^ h. p., and eight of Vi h. p.
were received In the early part
of the week, at Kxeter, by Mr. Urunel, ami the authorities of the South Devon Hallway,
which Is to be worked on the atmospheric ]irinclple. The contracts were taken by Bout-

ton and Watt and Messrs. llenule— the amount, from 40,000/. to 60,000(.
Cornish engineers and founders were lu atteudaace.

Th«

principal
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[February,

and registering the progress and direction of ships and other vessels
for ascartaining the temperature in the holds of ships and other ves*
and for taking soundings at sea." December 31.
Moses Poole, of the Patent Office, London, gentleman, for " Improvemenls in preparing
or treating hemp, flax, and other textile plants." (Being a communication.)— Dec. 3l.
James Home, of Clapham Common, Esq., for *' certain Improvements in injecting infor «ecertainlng

METROPOLITAN IMPR0VEMKNT3.

thraugh water, and

The twenty-first report of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests has just been
printed, from which it appears that in respect to the metropolis improvsments th« Commissioners hnve completed purchases to the amount in the whole of 4:u,SS-if. l.'^5. lOd.,
and have contracted for further purchases to the amount in the whole of UiI,H17/.15s. lUd.
and, besides these, the purchases now remaining to be made, in order to clear the whole
of the ground required for completing the several lines of improvements, it is estimated
will cost the further sum of 54,256/. 5s., or thereabouts.
In the line from Oxford Street to Holborn the Commissioners have completed purchases
to the amount of 2U,li8-l/. 14s. lOd., and have contracted for turther purchases to the
amount of 50.969/. as. 4d. ; and besides these, theie remain to be made purchases estimated to tost the sum of I J.57U. 15s., or thereabouts.
In the line from Bow Street to Charlotte Street, Bioomsbury, they have completed purchases to the amount of 70,y53/, ISs. 3il., and have contracted for further purchases tn the
amount of ii.OUD/. lis. yd., and bosides these, purchases remain to be made to about
17.595/.

In the line from the London Docks to SpitalGelds Church they have completed purchases to 9ti, 742/. 168. lid., and contracted for further purchases to aO,2oU/. Ss. 7d. and
there remain to be made other purchases, estimated to cost 6,740/.
In the line from Coventry Street to Long^ Acre they have made purchases to 77,Q78l. 5s.
lOd., contracted tor others to 89,'2i)2l. 123. 2d., and besides, purchases will be required to
about y,097/. 10s.
In the line from East Smithfield to Rosemary Lane the commissioners have completed
purchases to 1420/., contracted for further purchases to 12,200/., and besides these, others
will be needed to 7,252/.
The commissioners, it appears, borrowed some time ago the sum of 500,000/. from the
Equitable Assurance Company, upon the security of certain portions of the land revenue
of the Cruwn, and money was also procured from Exchequer-bills and the sale of materials.
The funds are now nearly expended in the sums mentioned, and the commissioners
are taking measures for obtainiug a further loan of 250,000/. for the purpose of completing
the improvemeuts in the metropolis.

—

sels,

struments, whicli are also applicable to various pneumatic parposei."— January 2.
William Hannis Taylor, of West Strand, gentleman, for " certain Improvements In propelling."

— January 2.

Thomas Russell, of Kirkaldy, Fife, iron founder, and John Peter, junior, of the Kirkland Works, of the same county, for "certain Improvements in flax spinning and flax
spinning machinery, which are also applicable to the manufacture of other fibrous substances." January H.

—

Henry Lund, of the Inner Temple London, Esq., for " Improvements in the manufacand parasols." Jan. II.
John GoUop, of Charles Street, Middlesex, engineer, for " Improvements In spring
hinges, in spring roller blinds, and in applying springs to easy chairs and carriages,"

—

ture of umbrellas

January 11.
Robert Griffiths, of Smethwick, near Birmingham, engineer, for " Improvements in the
manufacture of bolta, railway-pins, spikes, and rivets." January 11.
George Spencer, of Hungerford-street, West Strand, engineers' draftsman, for "Improvements in propelling vessels on inland waters." January U.
George Bell, of Pembroke-road, Dublin, merchant, for *' Iraprcvements in drying malt,
grain, and seeds."
Jauuary 11.
Stephen Perry, of Woodland-place, St. John's Wood, gentleman, for " Improvements

—

—

—

in the application of springs to locks and other fastenings, to paper-holders, to candlelamps, to blinds, window-sashes and doors, and to seats and elastic surfaces for sitting
and reclining on." January 11.

—

William Tudor Mabley, of West Larcbrook, Somerset, engineer, for "certain Improvements in the manufacture of buttons from horn or hoof, and other matters requiring
similar pressure, and in the manufacture of other articles in dies from horn or hoof, and
other matters requiring similar pressure." Jauuary 11.
Squire Diggle, of Bury, Lancaster, machine maker, for "certain Improvements In looms
for weaving."
January 11.
John Ross, of Woodbridge, Suffolk, dissenting minister, for " Improved machinery for
platting or braiding straw, grass, and other materials, principally designed to prodace
what is called or known as Tuscan or Leghorn braided straw, for hats and bonnets."
(Being a communication.) January 11.
Henry Cartwright, of the Dean, near Broseley, Salop, farmer, for "certain Improvements in the construction of paddle-wheels." January 11.
Samuel Porrit. of Endenfield, Lancaster, manufacturer, for "certain Improvements in
machinery or apparatus for preparing and carding wool." January 1 1.
Thomas Kensley, of Bermondsey, tanner, for "certain Improvements in the manufacture of leather, part or parts of ^^hich improvements are also applicable to other useful
purposes." January 11.
Henry Charles Lacy, of Kenyon House, I\Ianchester, Esq., and George Watson Buck,
of Manchester, civil engineer, for " A new manulacture for and method of sustaining the
rails of railways."
January 14.
Edwin Lucas, of Birmingham, machinist, for "certain Improvements in the manufacture of chairs." January 16.
William Hunt, of Dodderhill. Worcester, brickmnker, for " Improved apparatus to he
used for burning coal; also improved apparatus to be used for applying heat to effect
evaporation of certain solutions." January IG.
John James Osborne, of Macclesfield, gentleman, for " Certain improvements in the
manufacture uf iron and steel, and in the furnaces to be employed for such or similar
manufactures." (Communication.)— January 10.
Henry Adolphe Dubern, of Paris, merchant, for "Improvements in atmospheric railways." (Communication.)— January 16.
Paul Godefroy, of Ludgate-hill, merchant, for " Improvements In printing calico and

—

Cologne Cathedr.4L.— The model of the

pulpit intentleJ for this etlificp js
exhibiting at Berlin, and astonishing the public by its beauty tnd magnificence. The
pedestal Is a bundle of columns, about two feet in height, imitaiinit in their clusttring the
huge pillars which sustain the building. These are terminated by a capital of acanthus
leaves and scrolls artistically disposed, out of which spring a system of ribs that embrace
the pulpit, developing them.selves in e.xaet resemblance to those which climb towards the
keystones of the vault. Bas-reliefs, and niches containing the figures of the beneiactors
of the cathedral, or saints more especially revered by the diocese, constitute the principal
decoration of the monument. At its base Is the Archbishop Conrad of Hochstaden. and
higher up, surrounrilug the pulpit, the twelve Apostles, and our Saviour beaiing the
banner of the redemption, and blessing his disciples. The canopies, beneath which these
figures stand, form so many little steeples of florid workmanship, In whose upper portions
are sculptured the arm* of the principal German cities. The pulpit is covered by a sounding-board, on which sit the four Evangelists, with their recognized attributes. Over them,
and the cupola is closed in by a crown of flowers,
in a curved niche, Is the Holy Virgin
on which Sculpture has lavished its resources. The pulpit is ascended by a spiral staircase winding round the pillar before mentioned.
Arago prethe Academh dcs Scknces, Paris.
SuDMARKNE CURRENTS
sented, In the name of M. Ami^, two instruments, one to ascertain the direction of submarine currents, the other to measure their speed. These instruments were accompanied
by an account of several experiments which had been made with them. It slates, amongst
other things, that the gre-itest speed of the currents on the coasts is on the coast of Africa
between Alpiers and Bona, and not, as is generally supposed, between Gibraltar and
Algiers, and that in the Straits of Gibraltar there arc three parallel currents. Near the
coasts the direction Is from east to west, xvhereas the central current proceeds constantly
from the west to the east the latter is 7 miles wide between Trafalgar and Cape Spartel.
The width of the strait, .It its narrowest part, is 12 miles; between Trafalgar and Cape
Spartel it is 27 miles; and 15 miles between the Point of Europe and Ceuta.
Railway Indicator. There has just been published, in Pans, an account
of an instrument for indicating the speed of trains, and registeringanyundue excess this
will act as a wholesome monitor to engine drivers, and lessen the risk of railway travelling, by rendering It impossible to escape detection, where a dangerous velocity has been
attained. This contrivance consists in a governor, such as is commonly used in steam
engines, and set in motion by the customary gearing from one of the axles of the locomoTo the vertical sliding portion of the governor an Index is attached, which passes
tive.
along a graduated vertical scale, and, by the height to which it reaches shows the degree
of speed attained; any excess of speed produces a further elevation, and brings into play
a second index, which is unconnected with the first, and which, on the fall of the governor,
remains at its maximum height a standing testimony against the negligence and recklessness of the engineer. As a further precaution, it is arranged that one of the balls of
the governor carries a hammer, which strikes a bell, and loudly calls for the attention of
the driver. To prevent tampering with the indications of the instrument, the second, or
tell tale index, Is locked up, and the key remains in the possession of some superior officer,
who, alone, at the termination of a journey, can replace it in its original position, ready
'Scotsman.*
for a new indication.
Bronze C.\sting. The Journal dcs Delats states that the gif^antic head of
tha statue of Bavaria, a bronze statue, which is to be sixty-eight feet high, was withdrawn
from the mould in ivhlch it was cast at the royal foundry ot Munich on the evening of
the 14th ult.. In presence of the King and Queen of Bavaria, and a considerable number
of distinguished perionages. The beauty of the head of Bavaria, which is the work of
the celebrated Schwanthaler, excited such enthusiasm amongst the spectators that they
joined their voices tu a chorus of 300 of the Philharmonic Society of fliunich, who chanted
a hymn composed for the occasion by the Baron de Poissel, director of the Theatre Royal
of Munich.
Gigantic Locomotives. Four of the largest locomotives ever conslructed
are to be built for the Sheffield and Manchester Railway. The cylinders are to be 18 in.
diameter, the stroke 2 feet, six wheels, and all six coupled. The weight of the engine
alone, when loaded with fuel and water, is 24 tons. It is calculated that ou a level way
they will draw separately from 1,009 to 2,000 tons.— 'Tyne Mercury.'
;
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ofhenvlse expressed.

Ix)iiis Joseph Wallerand, of Basing-lane, merchant, for " Imjirovements in dyeing or
staining various kinds of fabrics." (Being a communication.)— Sealed December ^iO.

William Betts, of Smithheld-bars, distiller, and Alexander Southwood Stocker, of the
same place, gentleman, for " certain Improvements in bottles, jars, pots, and other similar
vessels, and in the mode of manufacturing, stoppering, and covering the same."
Dec. 30.

—

Alexander Bain, of Charlotte-street West, engineer; for

•'

Improvemente

in apparatus

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

other fabrics.—-January Ifj.
Louis Joseph Lecour, of Leicester- square, for " Improvements Id apparatus for movlDg
the warp in looms." January 16.

—

Augustus William Gadesden, of Woburn- square, gentleman, for "Improvements lo the
manufacture of sugar." January 16.
James Palmer Budd, of Yatalfyera Iron-works, Swansea, merchant, for " Improvements
in the manufacture of iron."— January 16.
Edouard Loysel de la Lantaia, of Walsingham-place, Kcnnlngton-road, engineer, for
" Improvements in making infusions of tea, coffee, and other materials."— January 16.
John Cox and Geoige Cox, of Georgic Mills, Edinburgh, tanners and glue makers, for
" Improvements in tanning and leather-dressing."— January 16.
Isaac Abraham Boss, of Bury-strcet, London, merchant, for certain *• Improvements In
the manufacture of parasols and umbrellas." January 16.
Felix Moreau, of Ghent, in the kingdom of Belgium, engineer, for " Improvements in
the manufacture of corks and other similar articles, made of cork, wood, or other materials,
and the application of certain of the refuse matt-rs to various useful purposes fur which
Ihsy have never heretofore been employed."— January 18,
Edward Brown Wilson, of Kingston-upon-Hull, merchant, for certain *' Improvements
in machinery for twisting, running, and spinning cotton, flax, silk, wool, and other
fibrous substances." January 18.
John Seller, of Whitby, gentleman, for " Improrements in machinery to be used for
drain-cutting and subsoiling."— January 21.
Thomas Turner Cbatwin, of [Birmingham, button manufacturer, and George Seymour,
of the same place, toolmaker, for " Improvements in propelling vessels."— January 21.
Thomas Noton, of Deanston Works, Perth, manager of cotton works, for " Improvements in power-looms for the manufacture of cloth from cotton, wool, and other fibrous
substances."- January 21.
James Traver, of Davontry, Northampton, iron-founder, for certain " Improvements in
machinery, or apparatus, for cutting, grinding, and dressing vegetable substances."— January 21.
William Schnebly, of Lambeth, engineer, for certain " Improvements in machinery for
letter pressor surface printing."— J«nuary 21.
William Yates, of Manchester, upholsterer, and Denis Dolan, of the same place, scagliola maoufacturer, for "certain Improvements in plastic manufacture, or composition,
part of which is applicable to decorative and useful purposes, and part as a fire-proof
cement, or plastic." January 21.
John Smith, of Highbury-grange, Islington, merchant, for " Improved means and apparatus for shaping hats." (Being a communication.)— January 21.
John Clay, of Edgcley, Chester, corn dealer, for " an Improved apparatus for consuming
smoke."— January 2J.
George Josi^ph Gieen, of Birmingham, manufacturer, for " a certain Improvement in,
or addition to, harness, or harness-furniture."- January 23.

—

—

—

—

Peter Borrle, of Princes-square, St. George's-in-the-East, engineer, for " Improvements
aod fitting, or equipping, of ships or vesseU,"— January 'id»

in the construction

MAUSOLEUM

AT C H A R L OTT E N B U RG H.
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CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK,
FASCICULUS LXIL

MAUSOLEUM AT CHARLOTTENBURG.

'•
I must have liLerty
Withal, as large a charier as tlie winds,
To blow on whom 1 please."

(JVith an Engraving, Plate IV.)

The Roval Mausoleum in tlie p^irk of Charlottenburg has long ln^cn
an object of d<'ep interest, both us ti'stifying tlie conjugal piety of the
late Frederic William III. of Prussia, and on account of its enshrining
within its walls a masterpiece of modern sculpture, which if not perhaps
the very finest production of Ranch's chisel, is the one which most impresses the feelings of the spectator— the exquisite recumbent statue
of the lamented Louisa of Prussia. Thirty years after the death of
his consort, died Frederic William (June, 1840), and according to his
express directions was entombed in the same sepulchred chamber, hi
consequence of this, the present king ordered another sarcophagus to
be erected similar in design to that of the queen, with a figure of the
late monarch executed by the same artist, and further ordered the
building itself to be enlarged by the addition of the chapel, d. The
works were completed within about a year and a half, and the mausoleum solemnly opened again on the 7th June, IS 13. The sarcophagus
and fifure of th'- king, however, were not then finished, therefore only
a temporary plaster model of it was placed where the marble one is to
•tand
or perhaps now actually stands.
Who was the first architect of the Mausoleum we are not informed,
for almost everywhere alike, it would seem, an architect's name is
of no importance or interest- but as the account which accompanies
the plan, &c., proceeds from Bau-inspector Hesse of Berlin, we may
take it for granted that he was the architect employed in enlarging
and redecorating the structure, in which last respect it has undergone
The tetrastyle
at least great change of materials.
material change
Grecian Doric portico, which was orignally of sandstone, is now entirely of highly polished granite, and each of the columns formed of a
and
single piece, or rather all the four were cut out of a single block
The first space or vestithe doors within the portico are of bronze.
bule portion of the plan, marked B, is 20 feet by 17 feet, and lower
than the rest, up to which is an ascent by a flight of steps on each
side, and between them a centre flight leading down to the crvjit or
This difference of level contributes greatly to the striking
vault.
effect of perspective, which is further enhanced by that of light falling
down in the distance behind llie columns. By this means also although
the whole interior is disclosed on first entering, it is not fully revealed,

—

—

—

—

;

but a well-defined interval is interposed between the body of the
Mausoleum and the portico. The flighls of steps are of Silesian marble, and the four columns in the space, e, (which is 20 feet by IG feet
within the coIumns,)are of a green and red marble, with white basrs
and capitals; and were brought hither from the royal chateau of
Oranienburg. The other four columns, which divide c from t/, are of
Poldevere marble from quarries near Genoa, selected so as to be as
nearly as possible of the same colour as the others.
As is shown by
The
the section, the division c of the interior is lighted from above.
darker parts of the section describe the original portions of the building, and those of a lighter tint the additional ones.
Tli> part d, (33
feet by 20 feet and 25 feet high,) is paved with black and white marble, has its walls encrusted with Silesian marble, veined with green
and violet on a greyish ground, and is lighted by five windows in the
upper part of the wall at each end. The walls are further adorn'-d
with a border of lapis lazuli, on which are inscribed suitable texts
from scripture in letters of gilt bronze and the tribune or recess \i
painted in fresco on a gold ground. 'I'hus, notwithstanding that there
is comparatively little to be shown in a nitre outline section, there
must be great richness and effect as to colour, as well as to perspective, and light and shade,
merits which the section alone would nut
convey an idea of, without some verbal explanation and description,
whereas, aided by these it is now capable of affording a complete
picture to the imagination.
As now altered, the structure it will be observed is just double its
former size, the new portion, d, being equal to 6 and c, but placed
transversely to it, and also loftier, both which circumstances very
greatly improve the exterior, by producing variety and contrast of
well-opposed masses, while at the same time sufficient simplicityeven to severity perhaps— is preserved. Nur is such disposition of
the two main divisions of the plan less favourable to internal effect,
inasmuch as the further part expands both sideways and upwards, and
the combination of diflerent heights as well as different levels is singularly ett'ective and piquant.
In fact, barren as the design looks at
llie first glance, it will be found upou inspection to contain the elements of a more than usually scenic piece of interior architecture.
;

—

L 'Tis strange there should uniformly be so much gratuitous
hypocrisy, and nauseously canting humbug respecting the moral inFudge anil very silly and useless fudge,
fluence of the fine arts.
too!
In the first place it amounts to an acknowledgment tha art
is not worth cultivating for its own sake; that the people of this
country care nothing for art have no relish for it, and can be brought
to encourage it only by being persuaded of its innate "goodTUin" and
moral efficacy ; or else an appeal in behalf of it must be made to that
very sensitive part of them their pockets, and they must be conI

—

—

is capable of greatly increasing their commerce, bf
improving their manufactures, mammon being fonnd to be here the
most eloquent advocate for art. In the next place, the " moral influence" argument will not " hold water at all." History fl.itly gives the
lie to it at once, because if such argument were at all more than mere
moonshine, the court of Leo X. would have been the most moral court
quite a pattern one, whereas it was notoriously the rein the world
Still
verse, and so was that of the arch art-Mecanas, Louis XIV.
that such should be the case does not aft'ord, f contra, a positive arguwhether
questionable
all
be
ment against art although it may after
On which
art be particularly favourable to the "severe virtues."
account, the more prudent course is not to provoke a too nice and
sifting inquiry into the real influence of art, by crying it up as of marLet us have as much of art as we can
vellous efficacy for moral good.
Of cant there is
get, and as little maudlin eant about it as possible.
quite enough already served up to the public in every imaginable
shape. Religious cant does not amount to a tenth part of it. There
is your cant political, and your cant literary; there is your aristocratic
cant and your utilitarian cant; the vulgarian cant of would-be genBut, if we
tilitv, and the hysterical cant of would-be benevolence.
can'preserve nothing else from it, let us at least endeavour to keep
art intact from cant, and from the humiliating humbug of hollow,
Salvator Rosa's energetic satire, "La
make-believe enthusiasm.
Pittura," does not say much for the so-inuch-talked-of moral influence
of Art at all events Ae was not addicted to humbug.
II. Nothing can be more truly impolitic than for professional men
to sneer, as they are apt sometimes to do, at those who take up the
study of architecture merely as an intellectual and esthetic pursuit.
Rather ought they to feel flattered by their art being looked upou in
such light; and if they at all understood their own interest, not perhaps as individuals, but as a body, they would do all in their power to
encourage such a taste, and to promote the dift'usion of it as widely as
Nevertheless, they either are incapable of perceiving or
possible.
else obstinately refuse to see the advantage that would hence result

vinced that art

—

—

;

them, unless just when they happen to feel the sad inconvenience
that attends their being at the mercy of committees who are utterly
Then, indeed, there is sad
unable to judge of architectural design'..
lamentation about the ignorance and utter incompetency of the judges
who decide on such occasions ; then a sort of glimmering comes across
to

the professional mind, just enabling it to discern that it might be as
well if the non-professionals who compose such committees, and accordingly possess great power and influence for either the advancement 01- retardment of the art, were capable of fully appreciating the
drawings submitted to them, and no less willing than able to bestow

upon them an impaitial and patient examination.
that such persons— no matter what their rank

is it

Yet what wonder
society— should

in

be generally quite incompetent, if, as non-profession.d», they have
hardlv any right to qualify themselves properly for the office they
Instruct the public, and then there will be no great diffiundertake.
culty of finding sufficiently capable persons for committees at competions ; and the belter instructed and more intelligent they are, the
mora impartial would they be likely to prove, and less liable to be
swayed by sinister motives, because they would theu be more earnest,
There
and feel really interested in the best design being chosen.
would, besides, be far less danger than at present of having to encounter stupid obstinacy the well-informed man knows his own deficiencies, knows where he ought to yield to the professional one, because he is capable of understanding, and is therefore ready to be convinced by, his arguments, when they are well supported whereas stupidis
ity, which is generally accompanied by an equal degree of obstinacy,
not to be siirred bv any argument or reasoning whatever. Yet, so
;

;

from hearing any cry of "Instruct the public in architecture," we
frequently detect a suppressed feeling of jealousy on the part of
professional writers towards those who attempt tp bring architectural
topics more immediately before the general public, conveyed in a
far

may
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attractive and popular shape than that of formal treatisps and
Yet they cannot reasonably complain of ground being trespassed upon, which they themselves willingly abandon to all who
choose to enter upon it. No doubt there is a great deal of absurdity
no small number of crude superficial opinions served up to the public in that f.ishion; and why ? because however ignorant and superficial such writers may be, the public are still more ignorant, consequently unable to detect the shallowness of those who " set up for
This last phrase has been employed as one of peculiar recritics."
proach bv a certain professional writer, who seems to hold all criticism
illegal and contraband that does not bear the lawful professional mark,
which is assuredly greatly overshooting the mark, and almost tantamount to interdicting criticism altogether. From whom do we get
criticism on art at all, if not from those who voluntarily come forward
and "set up as critics," without other licence for doing so than their
own ? Condemn and expose bad critics, but to rail at the whole race
indiscriminately is extravagantly absurd, and also perfectly useless.
It would seem that some are possessed with such a horror of criticism,
that while they carefully abstain from it themselves, they will on no

more

theories.

—

account tolerate it in others. Strange, then, that professional men
should care at all for the good opinion of those who, if some among
them are to be believed, are no better than pretenders, and whose
praise ought therefore to be held as valueliss as their censure. Yet
somehow or other it happens that praise even though it should come
from a blockhead is always acceptable, and will be received as legal
tender without being very nicely examined. So long as he deals only
but
in that, a man mav pass tor a very judicious and discerning critic
when once he begins to censure, or even to qualify his praise by noting
defects and imperfectiens also, his judgment is disputed.
III. As in a good many other things, Nominalism is the source of
no little mischief, error, and hum'iug in architecture. Jt puts us off
with mere delusions words, names, and titles, instead of realities.
Because the style which a building must be described as belonging to

—

—

;

—

—

—

is good
for want of other means of indicating the mode it affects
in itself, it nominally ranks as being q/' it, although it may be a positive
Notwithstanding that the contrary opinion seems to
disgrace to it.
is no talismanic power in the name of a style.
Grecian,
Roman, Italian, Gothic, may be all alike rendered detestable, thoroughly
mean and jialtry and when that is the case the excellence of the style
adopted only renders failure in it the more ignominious, proving that
he who has attempted to use it has neither understood it nor had the
The name of a style is of infinitely less importleast feeling for it.

prevail, there

;

ance than the manner in which it is treated. Instead of taking one
that is good merely to emasculate, impoverish, and vulgarize it, it
would be far better to make use at once of what is considered a poor
It matters little
one, and try to infuse some spirit and quality into it.
what style an architect employs, if out of the very best he can only
produce what is decidedly unsatisfactory. Before determining upon
what style he shall select, an architect would do well to ask liiniself if
he can treat any style at all with geniality. Unless he be content to
be nothing more tlian a mere builder, geniality is a sine qua non prereq\iisite for him who would not unworthily write himself architect.
Genius, indeed, we have no right to demand, because it cannot be
commanded even by the most diligent and the most zealous, but
intense relish for his pursuit, earnest and fond application
geniality
to it, generous and enthusiastic devotion to it, may not unreasonably
be looked for in him who enlists under the banners of Art, which is presumed to admit into its service only volunteers. A coward in a red
coat is less pitiable and contemptible than he who enrols himself in
the ranks of art, though conscious of his own disqualifications, and
animated by no higher stimulus than the hope of pay and plunder.
IV. Onerous and odious as the window-tax may be, it cannot as
those who declaim against it would fain make us believe be alleged
against that it operates to the disadvantage of architecture. Absurdly
anomalous it is, no doubt, there being no reason wherefore a special
tax should be levied on those parts of a honse more than any other
than on doors or fire-places, wnicli are equally indispensable, and the
number of which in a house afford just as good a criterion of its occuIf tax of the kind there must be, it
pier's ability to pay accordingly.
would be good policy to take it off from windows and clap it upon
doors f^double doors or folding doors reckoned as two), because were
windows unt.ixed there could no longer be room for any sentimental
lamentation about the inhumanity of making people pay for enjoying
the "Light of Nature, the enlivening, the pure, the h.oly light!"
In regard to which flourish of superfine sensibility, I may observe,
that to so very prusaic a creature as myself, it seems that it depends
upon a variety of other circumstances than the mere number of windows whether the said " holy light" be particularly " pure " and " enlivening" or not. Although one side of a room were made all window, there would be nothing particularly enlivening in having an un-

—

—

—
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interrupted prospect looking into a narrow, dismal, and stinking alley,
into which fresh air never finds its way, though such gratification were
attended with the additional delightfulness of a person's knowing that
he was fully exposed to the constant surveillance, inspection, and
sympathetic watchfulness of his opposite neighbour, window-blinds
and draperies being of course totally out of the question. If the poor
are ever to enjoy them in their dwellings, light and fresh air must
first of all be admitted into the places where such dwellings are now
squeezetl up and crammed together to the all but utter exclusion of
both.
The dismal lanes, and courts, and alleys inhabited bv the poor,
stand in need of thorough ventilation both physical and moral, nor is
the latter kind of it that which is least of all needed ; yet neither the
one nor the other, it seems, is likely to be promoted by the Society for
Improving the Condition of the Labouring Classes, and its model
houses packed together within " blind" courts and alleys. But there
must always be a certain degree of humbug and cant afloat, and the
cant which is just now uppermost with the public is that of providing
a panacea for the poor by affording them light and ventilation in places
so densely built that it is almost mockery to talk of their having either,
unless such districts can be thoroughly thinned out
half the houses
or more knocked down in order that the rest may get a little sunshine and fresh air. If a system of" thinning out" and dispersing the
present liorriblv accumulated masses of poverty be impracticable, no
effectual remedy for the evils complained of can be supplied.
V. If there be any justness in the preceding remarks, it further follows that even in houses of a superior kind, regard is to be had to the
express situation, if a certain fixed proportion of light is to be adas seems to be gener.dly considered
milted into all the rooms alike
desirable.
There is therefore something like quackerv in the rules
pretended to be laid down by some writers, for regulating the number
and size of the windows of a room according to its cubic dimensions.
Either there can be very little difference in the size and proportions
of the several rooms or what woulil be proper for some of the rooms
would not suit others. Besides which the sciupidous secundum artem
nicety which is affected, is, after all, disregarded if a variety of other
circumstances, be not also taken into account,
imprimis, external
situation, fur it surely makes some diflerence whether light be at all
obstructed or even moderated by opposite buildings, or not; neit, aspect, because if we are to come lo such very nice calculation, windows
of tliat size which suit an East aspect do not answer equally well
for a West one; thirdly, the position of windows
whether at one
end or along one side of a rooEii, whether on a level with the floor or
raised only two or three feet above it, or in a lofty room placed high
up over head, just beneath the entablature or cornice; again, whether
they be in the side walls at all or in the ceiling as a lantern or dome
skylight,
in which last shape a much smaller proportion of window
aperture is required than in any other.
VI. So far from operating at all to the prejudice of architectural
design, the window-tax is a most decided boon and blessing to it
that is, supposing it does ever cause fewer windows to be made in a
front than otherwise would be.
If
as seems to be the vulgar notion
"frequency" of windows and comparative narrowness of spaces between tiiem be a merit in architecture, then are the " Terraces" in

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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the Regent's Park, and other similarly genteel- named ranges of
houses beskirting the metropolis, in better and more ratiouaf taste
than Barry's and Basevi's Clubhouses, which are in comparison
with them, of course very sulky-looking not to say prison-like without, and dismal and gloomy within.
Neither Reformers nor Conservatives seem to have any very inordinate affection fur "the holy
for what Friend Joseph calls "God's eldest daughter."
light"
On
the contrary, we might suppose them of the other sex, who, if they
are not grossly belied, are led by instinctive policy to prefer artificial
light to "the light of nature."
Tlie Conservatives' new building does
not, indeed, look very much like a eonscroalonj.
There are comparatively few openings for daylight either in that or the Reform Clubhouse and the buildings are in other respects far more massive and
substantial than light in style.
Nevertheless, in spite of their pronounced Italianism, vvliich ought, according to some learned wiseacres,
to disqualify them entirely for this tramontane, hyperborean climate
of ours, they are not sucli exceedingly owlish places within as might,
The rooms are passably lightsome and cheeiful
a prion, be imagined.
"considering;" the atmosphere within them is not quite of the kind
to bring on a fit of the blue-devils,
wdiich is rather to be mortally
regretted than nut, because it is most mortifying to the solemn twadPityl that a little
dlers whose puny theories it completely upsets.
more light cannot be admitted into some gentlemen's Haltic storeys

—

—

;

—
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first artists, the poverty of tlie people, did not allow
themselves of the stone and marble which are to be found
throughout Greece; and at a period when some of the most glorious
edifices of Memphis and Thebes had their propylea, obelisks, columns,
and statues, the Greek worshipped his mountain god in a log built
fane formed of the pines cut from the summit of Parnassus, Taygetus,
or tJita.
But under the Atrida; a great step was made, and solid

them
Ctnlitnj.
the
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{Continued from page 5S.)

We

now quit the bunks of tlie Nile, li-aving its patient and l;iborio\is
people, with wliosi- power, m;igiiiticence, ami intelligence all antiquity
we quit its pyramid?, its tombs, its temples and wondrous
is filled
monuments, struck with a sense of their majesty, tlioir overwhehniiig
size and profuse embellislnnent, and considering the refinement to
which their arts and manufactures were carried, and the extent to
\Thich their commerce penetrated, we might well deem (had not experience taught us the contrary), that human intelligence could not
have risen to higher flights of imagination or more perfect productions
13ut we learn that a people of much later origin, or at least
of skill.
of a much later date of civilization, caught from the Egyptians the
and penetr.ited by their monuments
tirst germs of art and science,
were seized with a higher inspiration of the imaginative faculties,
wisdom,
and throwing oft" the formal
precepts
of
sounder
enunciated
shackles of suiierstilion and mysticism sought a new world of art and
and
have
been
regarded as the masters of
science in nature's self,
future generations in the canons of art, of letters, and of science.
You roust feel that I allude to the wondrous Greeks. Yet although
I am conscious that they owe most of the first elements of their future
greatness to the lessons acquired by their philosophers, their artists
and historians on the banks of the Nile, still we cannot but allow that
they must have been influenced also by the arts and manuf ictures of
other people of high antiquity, such as the Phoenicians, Assyrians, and
other mercantile nations, whose ships oft sought the coasts of Greece
in search of commercial wealth or as an asylum from the overgrowing
population at home, or the tyranny of their rulers or predominant facBut although we know how skilful those nations were in the
tions.
arts of commerce and the useful productions of life, still we have no
monuments of art now remaining to attest their genius in those finer
productions of the human genius which raised the Egyptians, and
subsequently the Greeks, to so high a scale in tlie intellectual world.
'Tis true we hear of the masses laised at Babylon, at Nineveh, and
Sidon, and Tyre, but they are rather mentioned for their vastness and
and they are
constructive skill than for their beauty as works of art
quoted by the Greek writers rather upon the authority of other travellers, than described as monuments which iliey tliemselves saw and
studied and described from actual inspection. It is true, that like
Memphis and Thebes and all other great cities, Babylon and Nineveh
were situate upon the banks of rivers, but the Euphrates and Tigris
had not, like the Nile, their discharge in the Mediterranean, and consequently were not accessible to Greek commercial enterprise, it was
only later, when Greek courage and Greek discipline rendered them
the terror and admiration of the then^kuown world, that their armies
penetrated as conquerors or allies to inland regions, and brought home
the refinements and luxuries of central Asia.
The earliest practisers of our art in Greece were the Pelasgi, whose
origin is lost in the darker periods of Greek history. Their skill
seems to have been principally applied to the construction of their
city walls, the first object of necessity to tribes (if 1 may so call them),
who were little better than hordes of robbers, constantly carrying their
predatory incursions into each other's territories and plundering friend
thosi- nearest being the most dangerous.
or foe
Argos is generally first named as being founded by Phoroneus, son
of Inacus, from whose son, Argos, it derived its name.
Uanaus travelling from Egypt rendered bimself master of the throne of Argos
and Sicyorn, founded by Egialeus a supposed other son of Inacus,
usually mentioned by Greek chronologists as the earliest date of Greek
civilization, and first notice in history as a people.
Three hundred
years afterwards the sacred rock of the Parthi-iion was selected by
Cecrops for a city, called after him Cecropia and subsequently named
Athens. He established laws and erected a court of judicature cdled
Areopagus, after the models, as we are expressly told by Tlmcydides
(lib. 2), of the tribunals of Egypt.
The next striking event was the
Argonautic expedition, headed by Jason, Castor, Pollux, Hercules,
Telamon, and Orpheus, which visited many nations and enriched
themselves by the experii nee gained in tin ir visits to the cities of
Asia Minor. Mycena; now assumes an important place in Archaic
history.
Its Tyrant Euristheus compelled Hercules to undertake his
twelve labours, iii the performance of which he visited various foreign
parts.
In these remote times we find the origin of that distinct iliflerence of character which pervaded Greek art in coutradistincuon to
that of Egypt.
The earliest temples were built of wood the igno?
;

—

—

—

to avail

masonry of horizontal courses was introduced.
Other cities had like treasuries, as that of Minyas

at

Archomenes,

the first according to Pausanias erected for such a purpose, and probably erected by some artist who accompanied the colonists who came
to Greece from t^gypt and Asia Minor.
now learn for the first
time the use of bronze, as those chambers were lined by that metal,
and frequent mention is made of kings who hid themselves from their
enemies in bronze chambers, which were probably of this form. Euristheus used almost always to hide himself in his bronze chamber
whenever Hercules returned to Mycenae after accomplishing one of his

We

labours.

Mr. Donaldson then alluded to the Greek nrgration to Asia Minor,
impulse given by the siege of Troy, to architecture and its stats
time of Homer. He then analysed the origin of the Greek Doric,
as derived from timber construction, and the difference of its entablature, with architrave, frieze, and cornice from the Egyptian entablature.
It seems to be certain from the evidence brought forward by Canina
that the Ionic as well as the Doric was invented before the Persian
invasion of Greece by Xerxes; and in fact the example atSamos, given
in the works of the Dilettanti .Society, so peculiar in its design, proves
a very remote epoch, not a decline of a previously well-conceived and
highly finished example but the first rude attempt at somewhat not yet
may hence conclude that
matured and perfect in its conce|)tion.
in the period between t!:e Trojan war and the Persian invasion the
Greeks, although distracted by internal wars, still pursued the art
with perseverance, and following the right traces. They seem to
have made a point of studying nature as the source to direct them in
the principles of art; and as in those of painting and sculpture they
sought in the finest forms of the Grecian youth and in the exquisite
figures of the athletes and runners in the sacred games, the proportions
of their heroes and their gods, so they r<'curred to the productions of
the vegetable world and the parts of the log hut or wooden temple for
the principle features of the orders and graceful details of the mouldings which gave a charm to, and relieved the heaviness of, their sub-

to the
at the
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may assume as certain that the Corinthian
order had not yet been discovered; for otherwise we should find it
doubtless employed in those edifices, at least in some parts, erected
immediately after the Peisian invasion. Nor probably hiid the Ionic
yet established its claims, as I said before, to be considered a perfect
conception, for unless restrained by a superstitious veneration for antiquity, or an attachment to established forms, we might suppose that
the Theseum and Parthenon would have been raised in all the suinptuousness of the more enriched parts of the Ionic. That the Doric
was perfect in all its parts at the Persian invasion we may infer from
the fragments of the large Doric order, whose blocks form part of the
citadel walls o( the Acropolis of Athens, and which seem with all
reason to be the ruins of the original Parthenon destroyed by the Permav judge
sians and worked up when the citadel was rebuilt.
also from the fact that the temples of Sicily and Magna Grecia, which
appear probably to have been erected soon after the settlement of
those colonies, contain all the parts of the more refined productions
of Ictinus, although of more massive proportion', of ruder workmanThe Doric example at
ship, and with some greater crudity of detail.
Corinth, apparently the prototype of the Sicilian and Magna Grecian
temples, is the expression of a masculine and fierce sentiment; the
Athenian models the emanation of a gentler and more refined feeling.
This pervaded the entire of Attica, at Eleusis, Rhamnus, and the
Promontory of Sunium, as the other did Syracuse, Girgenii, Selinus,

stantial conslructions.

We

Pestnm, Metapontum.
Tracing then the development of the Grecian character from their
state of barb.irism, their gradual acquirement of the arts of civilization, their commerce and wars with other nations, we find them progressing in the cultivation of the arts of peace, creating two new original orders distinct in their original types and peculiar in sentiment,
and all this before the Persian invasion, when most of the temples and
other edifices in Attica were destroyed, and before the epoch of
Pericles and Ictinus, wdiose productions are too often regarded as the
first examples of those onlers.

The conquest of the Persians driven from Greece, and the riches of
which they were plundered, inspirited the Grecians to turn all their
energies to produce those 3|ilendid and perfect works of art, the admiration of all succeeding ages.
From that time there was a rapid
and progressive improvemegt, the natural result of which, and of the
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desire for novlfy, was the invention of the CoriiiUii.m order by C.iliimaclius.
It is, liowever, a remarkable circumstance, considering the
beauty of this invention, that the ancient Greelis do not appear to
have employed it as the principal order of any of their temples until
the peiiod of the Roman rule in Greece. The only perfect example
which we have is that of the Choragic monument of Lysicrates, in
which a playful fancy, as was natural in such a monument, had more scope
than would have been allowable in a monument of a severer character.
Scopas introduced it in the interior of the Temple of Minerva in
Tegea ; but no Corinthian edifice of a large scale remains at this time
of the purer epochs of Greek ait. The same may be said of the
Ionic.
The little Temple of the Ilissus, the moderately sized triple
Temple of the Acropolis, the casual introduction of the luuic columns
in the propylea of Athens and at Eleusis, do not announce a grand application, a hearty adoption of the Ionic order by the Greeks of
Europe, whereas it was the prevailing order in the colonies of Asia

Minor.
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art to perfection; but the one appears to hate attempted to describe
and the other to have profitted nothing by what
he did see: rejecting all that was good in the imperfect examples
which were presented to him, he retained in his own productions all
the faults by which those examples were distinguished from their
types, adding not a few of his own beside.
Blind leaders of the blind
then, can it be wondered that they should lead those who blindly submit to be guided by them into the ditch ? or that architecture can
never flourish until we shall throw off their trammels?
Two examples are given of the New Order, perhaps the one with
the single torr.s might suit a column on a gradated pedestal (as in the
Doric) and without any other base and the double torus might have
one with the base of the voluted orders; but in either case the shaft
must be fluted, nor is this necessity to be regretted, for unfluted columns
are under any circumstances in ornamental architecture to be condemned as deficient in that alone which gives them beauty the variation of light and shade.
With respect to architrave, frieze and cornice, nothing new seems
to be required
any of the many Greek, or some of the early Roman
examples may be taken, giving the preference to those used with the
voluted capitals but if triglyphs be exhibited on the frieze, I must be
allowed to protest against the introduction of more than two metopes
between centre and centre a departure from which rule has rendered
modern Doric a vile parody which ought to be scouted at and rejected
by every person of good taste. With the Greeks (as I have often before remarked) triglyphs were the index of proportion with us, (too
often) a mark of the want of it, and of the bad taste of the projector,
who not being satisfied with making his intercolumniations too wide,
must needlessly indicate that he has done so. There are two things
necessary to be attended to in a Doric composition great size and
due proportion, without the latter it may be a mass of deformity, and
without the former mean and insignificant, but in neither case can it
gratify the eye, or excite the admiration which results from an inspection of the ancient examples. Modern architects feeling this,
have recourse to the pseudo Doric of Palladio, in cases where the
Doric is too heavy, and the voluted orders are too light for their purpose for such cases it is hoped that the examples now given may be
found to answer better.
This new order might be called Victorine, in compliment to Her
Majesty. As I am not a practical architect, I shall leave the suggestion in the hands of the profession, in the hope that it may be improved and completed, and thus rendered more worthy of the name I
wish it should bear.

what he never saw

—

—
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NEW ORDER OF

ARCHITECTURE.

;

—To

suggest a New Order of Architecture has long been a
desideratum, particularly with those who seek after novelty. It is
possible, but not probable, that an invention shall be realised which
can compete with any of the three bcantiful orders which we have
already perhaps, however, the accompanying sketch may be received
It is not presented as
as a variety not unsuitable on some occasions.
altogether new, for the hint of the lotus-leaved capital is taken from
the ornamental base of a column from the ruins of Persepolis, and it
may also, in some measure, be considered as an attempt to Grecianise
one of the Egyptian capitals.
Sir,

;

;

—

—

Henry Fultox.
Clonmore, February, 1815.

The example will admit of the abacus and zocco being made either
thus differing in respect to the former from the
circular or square
Corinthian and the Ionic, and perhaps also the Doric order. With
regard to massiveness, it is intended to occupy a place betvfeeu the
light Corinthian and Ionic and the more ponderous Doric
in short, as
a substitute for the degenerated and emasculated Doric of Messrs.
Vitruvius, Palladio and Company.

—

;

ROYAL EXCHANGE—WINDOWS OF THE MERCHANTS'
AREA.
C Witli an Engraving, Plate F.)
It is with no small satisfaction that, fulfilling a conditional promise
on our part, we now give the design of the windows (they being all
alike), in the upper order within the open cortile, or Merchants' Area,
of the Exchange, for they are not only of very unusual character, but

afford verymuchroom for study. The other windows' were notshown
much advantage as theydeservedtobe, because in order to exhibit
several of them on the same plate, no more of them was drawn out
In the present enthan sufficed to explain the respective designs.
graving, on the contrary, not only is the whole of the window-dressing
but the entire composition, including the order itself, is fully exhibited,
the drawing comprising one intercolumn of the upper part of the
What has here been done is so far from being arbitrary
elevation.
that it is strongly motived the problem was to assimilate the general
composition of the upper order with that of the lower one, consequently the open arcades in the latter dictated something analogous
for the other, that is to fill up the infercolumns with arches, for had
not that been done they would have looked blank and heavy also.
Had larger and loftier openings for the windows been required, they
would, almost as a matter of course, have been treated as a scries of
arched Venetian ones, set within the arcades, which notwithstanding
Mr. Gwilt's furious protest against a number of such windows in the
same design would have had a pleasing effect, as may be seen in the
south-west cortile of the Bank of England, by Sir R. Taylor. Here,
however, windows of only 4 feet '2 inches in breindth by 9 feet 4 inches
to so

:

—

—

As it has been held that "the art is taught by Vitruvius and adorned
by Palladio," we may trace to the reception of this doctrine all the
enormities and bad taste exhibited in the productions of those who
follow the anilities of these great masters. Both of them indeed professed to follow the principles which guided those who brougt the

figures of reference in the former plate were Dot eiplaiued at the time, we
opportunity of supplying that omission. Fig. I sliovvs one of tile three central
0' .he south front; figs. 2 and 3 one of the tliree ditto of north front; and fig. 4
out of the tcu side wiadons of the south front.
1
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windows
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ia height weia required witli arcades of lu feet by 19 feel.
I'lidoubtedly, the present vTindows
und t.cken by llieniselvcs they are
of pleasing and unhackneyed character
set
wilhin
miglit liavc been
the arcades without otiier filling up
whereas, greater degree uf richness, accompanied by great jilav of plan and diversity of surfaces, has
been obtained by converting the an-ades into large niches or coved
recesses, cut by a plane or vertical pta/vnd, occupied by the window
and its immediate dressings.
perceive the same idea, though
very differently treated in detail, adopted by Wren in some of the
windows of St. Paul's, which may satisfy the scruples of those who
can admire nothing unsupported by some sort of authority or precedent, but does not at all detract from the merit of what has hen' hern
done. If there be anv part which we wish had been treated somewhat

—

—

;

We

differently, it is tlie

window-dressing or chambrault

itself, for

although

exceeding!)' well composed, taken by itself, it appears to us that it
would liere have been better without the pediment, because the pediment cuts into and obstructs the small arrli or lunette of the plafond
somewhat disagreeably, and occasions some confusion of lines. The
window might perhaps have easdy been raisi-d a little, so as to bring
its cornice on a level with the impost mouldings of the arcade, ami the
hinettes might have been filled in with a series of medallion portraits
of English sovereigns,— yet they would perhaps have hardly been seen
tliat height.
Those who remember the design
of the upper part of the quadrangle of the old Exchange, or can turn
to any prints of it, will not admire tlie present design the less for comparing it with that truly hideous piece of architecture so excruciatingly detestable that it in impossible to believe Wren was at all concerned with it, and to attribute it to him is only to disgrace iiis repu-

sufficiently distinct at

—

tation.

*»*

In tlie general description of the building, given in a former
Journal, we enumerated the tradesmen employed, but
omitted the naities of Messrs. Bunnett and Corpe, who furnished the
patent revolving iron shutters to the whole of the shops.

number of the

MECHANISM FOR MULTIPLYING MOTION.
This subject has recently received much additional importance
from the invention of the Archimedean screw for propelling steam
vessels.
It has been found by practical experiments, and has also boen
shewn independently by mathematical investigation, that the utility
of the propeller depends in a great measure on tlie rapidity with

which it revolves. Now the ordinary method of converting the alternate motion of the piston rod of a steam engine into a circular is by
a crank ; the number of revolutions of which equals the number of
complete strokes of the piston-rod, as every time the piston-iod
ascends from its lowest to its liighest position and drscends again, it
produces one complete revolution of the crank. The revolutions thus
produced are, however, found to he too slow for efiiciently working
the Archimedean screw without the intervention of cog-wheels or
straps, which are therefore employed to multiply the number of revoThe employment of cog-wheels is, however,
lutions of the crank.
liable to many serious objections the friction of the cogs against each
other causes them to wear away, and therefore work untruly tliey are
also liable to constant breakage
and lastly, the noise which they
cause in working is a serious impediment to their general adoption.
The last objection has been in some measure met by the use of wheels
with wooden cogs, to which however the two other objections apply
with increased force. The following method of multiplying motion
by a system of cranks only, is by no means offered as a complete solution of the important mechanical problem, but as nothing of the kind
has been hitherto suggested, it may possibly contribute something
towards tlie object in view.
Each complete stroke of the piston-rod, it was said abovi', produces one revolution of the crank the following is a method by which
it may be made to produce two revolutions.

end of the piston-rod, (the rod itself is
sake of distinctness,) which end is capable of moving
from A to A,. It is here supposed that the end is
contined to this coursi' by a groove or guide, as indirect action engines.
A., is the middle point between A and A^, opposite to this point is
aiiother groove B, B^, at right angles to A, A^, and about half its
length.
In this groove works one end, li^,, of a rod, the other end
being connected with A^,; now it will be seen thatwhi'u A^ passes
from A to A ,, li^ passes from B to B^ and back again, and that therefiire one vibration of A^ corresponds to tmo of B^,.
For when A., is
at A tlie rod is in the position of the dotte<i line, and as A^ advances
from A to Aj, B^ ascends from its lowest to highest position, but it
begins to descend again when A^ has passed the middle point A,, and
finally is at its lowest position again when A^, is at A^.
The same
happens on the return of A^; so every complete motion of A„ produces two of B^, and therefore a crank attached to B^ would revolve
tivice as often as one attached to A„.
It is obvious that the means, by which the alternate motion of A^ produces a double movement of Bj, may be used to m ike B^ produce
a double movement in a third crank, and this again in a fourth, &c.,
so that we have here a method of multiplying the number of
Ill

tig.

omitted

I,

A.J represents the

fur the

in a straight line

strokes of the rod (and therefore revolutions of the crank), bv
2, i, 8, 1''), &c., that is, in mathematical language, bv any power
of 2. But in practice, after two or three multiplications the machinery would become too complicated to be efficient, and there is
also another defect in the mechanism, owing to the extent of motion of B* not being more than half as much as A..; indeed it will
be exactly half as much (as may be seen by the slightest knowledge
of geometry), when B, the end of the second groove, is brought close
up to A,, the middle part of the first groove. Novf if many grooves
were used, this diminution of their successive sizes would be so often
repeated that the last rod would not have sutBcient extent of motion
to turn a crank of any useful size.
This evil may, however, be overcome, or at least palliated. It will
be observed in fig. 1, that it is not absolutely n-cessary that the groove
A, A.„ iihonld be straight ; the action would be precisely the same if
the groove were an arc of a cir 'le, or, which is tlie same thing, if the
point Aj, instead of being the end of a piston rod, were the end of a
beam, with one extremity turning on a pivot and the other moving
l)ackwards and forwards from
to A_, in an arc, the motion of the

A

second rod would be

tlie

same.

This

is

exemplified in the next

figure.
Fig. 2.

;

;

;

—

Fig. 1.

In fig. 2, a beam C D, moving about a pivot at C, one of its endi, is
connected at B with a rod, of which the end A moves, as before in
a groove.
The extent of motion of D, from E to F, is nearly
as great as that of A, and another connecting rod might be attached to
D to again multiply the motion. By such a contrivance as this the
multiplication may be continued several times without an inconvenient
diminution of the extent of motion.
This method of multiplying reciprocating motion may be applied
directly to rotary motion, without the intervention of additional
machinery. Figs. 3 and I exhibit a scheme for this purpose A is,
as in jfig. ], the end of the piston rod, moving in a groove between
A^> and A., (it is immaterial whether the groove be straight or A be
moved in arc by the end of an engine beam); C, the centre about
which the crank revolves, is opposite A^, the middle point of the
motion of A. Figs. 3 and -1 shew this crank in its different positions,
thi' same letters referring to the same tilings in both
figures.
A, B,
is the rod connecting the crauk with A.
will trar- the progress
*f' he crank by referring alternately to the two figures.
fig. 1, in

;

We
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and connecting rod be in tlie position A, B, C,
3; the crank revolvirg in the direction of the arrow, and Amoving

First, let the crank
fig.

B

[March,

A, the point Aj of the second beam Aj Cj
dotted arc twice, owing to the connection by the

for every oscillation of

;

will oscillate in its

Fig. 3.
Fig. 6.

Aj Ao

rod

;

towards A„; wh(?n it reaches A™ the position will be that of the
dotted line A^ B„ C, the crank and rod being in a straigl}t line the
momentum will carry the crank on, and as A^ now begins to retrograde, Tiken it reaches some point A, the crank will have arrived at
the position Bj C. The next position is A^ B,, C, tig. 4; and the
next Aj B, C, the crank now being coincident with the rod. The
next position is A,; B^ C ; and before A reaches A, the crank will
have completed one whole revohition. We need not trace the motion
after the position A, Bj C; it will be readilv seen that when A retnrns, the motion continues as before, and when A has got back to
A^ the crank and rod will again be in the jiosition Aj B^ C, and
another revolution will have been accomplished.
Hence one complfte vibration of A will correspond to two revolutions of the crank.
The only dilTerence betvfepn this crank and the
ordinary crank now actually used is its position ; here the pivot about
the
crank
revolves
is opposite the middle point of A's course;
which
at present it is put in a continuation of the line of A's course, and
therefore there is only one revolution for every stroke.
Fig. 5 representi a combination of the idea of figs. 3 and 4 with
;

similarly, for every oscillation of the second

beam, the

and lastly, from what we have said
before, it will be seen that for everv oscillation of the third beam the
crank D, E, will revolve twice
the motion will therefore, on the
whole, have been multiplied eight times.
Having considered various methods by which reciprocating may
produce multiplied circular motion, we may proceed to a method by
which circular motion may produce multiplied circular. The method
is extremely simple.
B fig. 7, is a crank revolving about A, and

beam A„ C,

will

oscillate twice

;

;

A

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 5.

D

A

of the same length as
B itself, with a.
connected by a rod B
smaller crank C
about two-thirds or one-half the size of
B
C
revolves about C, and the distance
C
C D. For every
will revolve twice.
revolution of
B, C
It is rather difficult to shew this by diagrams, but if the reader will
exercise his ingenuity in tracing the motion by the successive positions of the two cranks represented in the above figures, he will see
The same letters mean the same things
the truth of the statement.
in all five figures, and the cranks are supposed to move in the same
direction as the hands of a clock do.
In fig. 7 A B is just past its highest position and begins to descend ;
begins to descend also.
(When
B is in the dotted line i,
C lies along C A.)

D

A

D

that of fig. 1.
requires but

In this case the multiplication is four times; the figure
in its groove
explanation for every course of

—

little

A

B will move twice in
C D revolves twice, and

its groove, for every course of B the crank
therefore four times for every stroke of A.
have said that it is quite immaterial whether the alternating
points move in straight grooves or be attached to beams describing
arcs; citlier plan niav be used exclusively, or the two combined in any
way found convenient. Fig. G represents a case in which there are no
grooves ; the multiplication is here eight times. It must not be supposed that thf mechanism is complicated because a great many lines
appear in the figure the dark lines represent the whole machinery,
the dotted lines lines merely show the different parts in their extreme

We

—

positions,

Aj Bi

is

the prime

moving beam, oscillating about the pivot

A

=

D

A

CD

A

A

D

In fig. 8,

A B

is

still

descending;

C D

is

also descending,

—

till

it

reachfs its lowest position C, (/, alter which it rises A, B, however
continues its descent.
In fig. 9, A B is now almost at its lowest position, and C D has
risen almost to its highest again.
When A B is actually at the lowest
point, C D will have completed one revolution for the half revolution
uf

AB.

THE

18-15.]

A B

In fig. 10,
rRvolution.

is

CIVIL

just on the rise, and

C D commencing

il3

"The

second

President," (spe. iking of the dissolution of the society), "la.

boured under .-vident embarrassment. His address was feeble, perplexed, and, strange to sav of him, uncandid. Much complaint was
made of injustice, oblo(piy, misrepresentation, l)ut with no graceful
confession of the slightest fault or oversight on the part of the managers of the society.
He enlarged on its services, but let fall not a
word as to any impropriety in its authorized publications, or any imprudence in any uf its accredited agents. No apology was made for
the publication of a Romish Calendar by one of its secretaries, or of
its being printed, through the confidence placed in him as such, at the
Press of the University. Surely this gentle dealing savoured rather
of the partiality of the lover than the discretion of the master. It was
to be

Fig. 11.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 9.
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"

To her

And

faults a little Idind,

to her virtues very kind.

"But what necessary connection had the conclusion of the address
with the premises? The society, or rather some of its officers, have,
in the estimation of certain dignitaries, committed grave errors.
has risen a little more, and C D has gone through
a quarter of its course.
further; the course of A B
It is not necessarv to trace tlie motion
descent, except that it pulls
in its ascent is exao'tlv tlie same ;is in its
arrived again at its highest
has
A
B
When
CD.
instead of pn^^hiiig
In

fig. 11,

A B

have passed through two revolutions.
This is perhaps the most convenient of thpsp ujethods of multiplymade to
iu" motion the axis of the second crank C D might be
ca7ry another of the same size as A B by which a fresh multiplicamultiplia
third
the
first;
to
similir
exactly
produced
be
tion might
It
cation niight be produced from the second, and so on indefinitely.
may be ohserved that a combination of the method of these last four
figures with that of fig. 5 would afford a very easy plan of multiplying
the original motion eight times.
The above methods would, in many cases, multiply motion a sufficient number of times without being' liable to the objections which
point,

C D

will

;

apply

to

cog-wheels.

In conclusio[i,

it

may be observed

that the

This might
perhaps be suffi-

mechanism here described involves no wasle of power.

be demonstrated fur each particular case, but it will
cient to remind the general reader of the common principle of mechanics—that increase of velocity compensates for diminution of
power.
The number of revolutions of the steam engine crank is usually
mulliplied 4 or o times by cog-wheels, for ihe purpose of driving the

Archimedean screw.
H. C.

THE CAMBRIDGE CAMDEN SOCIETY.
Tliose who maintain the vulgar notion that " honesty is the best
policy," will feel no surprise at the announcement of the dissolution
of the Cambridge Camden Society, a proceeding recommended by the
Venerable the President, as "an act of dutihilness and an act uf
grace,"
fine words, if it were possible to attach to them any meaning.
The proximate cause of this movement appears to be the retirement of several of the most influential patrons of the Society, disgusted by the persevering misconduct of tlie managing committee, or
of the individuals who are permitted to exercise its functions, and
more especially by a late obnoxious publication smuggled through the
University press, in the name of the Society, imder most aggravated
circOmstances of bad faith. It will occur to most unprejudiced people,
that it would have been more to the purpose if those who have thus
worked out their own disgrace and the dishonour of the Society, had
dissolved themselves, instead of dissolving their constituency ; and
whether the members in general may or may not take this view of
the case, yet remiins to be seen. Feeling that Cambridge, of all
places in the British empire, is one best calculated to establish ami
support an efficient Architectural Association, we should most sincerely regret the dissolution of the Camden Society, could we belii've
it possible so to cleanse it as to render it available for the avowed objects for which it was originally instituted
but we fear its odour has
become too rank to admit of purification by any means. So the sooner
it is dead and buried the better
the sooner will a more worthy successor occupy its place, profiling by past experience not to be made
the tool of a party, or to suffer its management to pass into the bands
of a clique of overgrown school-boys.
Our general sentiments on this subject are so well expressed by a
correspondent at head quarters, in a late number of the Cambridge
Chronicle, that we cannot do belter than quote a portion of liis letter.

—

—

—

Therefore the society, constituted for useful and pr.iiseworlhy ends,
must be dissolred. Is, then, no other course open? Cannot its
management be amended ? Is its origin.il and proper uliject insepaIs the
rably connected with the course uf proceeding objected to?
Study of Ecclesiastical Architecture" to wliicli these high personages
unless
pursued,
in
not
capable
of
being
connexion
favourable,
with
are
Cannot useful
the encouragement of Popish absu.dities or errors ?
hints be given to churchwardens fur the preservation of the ancient
and sacred edifices entrusted lo their charge, without intruding into
Cannot a design be furthe office and duties of the Archdeacon ?
'

nished for a Church at Hong Kong, unless a Romish Almanack be
simultaneously printed at the Pitt Press, by a secretary of the society,
or the envelope of the plun be stamped with the effigies of Saints of
the Romish Calendar?
" The disiolulion of the society, hy its own act, because of complainti
made on grounds here hinted at, amoutitu to a coii/'essiou on its part, that
it considers its avowed ohjtct not north carrying out, unless it can be
made the means of promoting ol/ur ends not avotced; and nhich, if they
had Uenacowtd, the society would never have been composed of its present
inemiers.
I cannot believe that the members at hirge will acquiesce
resolution which can only be justified by such a confession on
ill a
their part.
Such indeed are, it seems, the views of the committee.
But the existence of the society cannot depend altogether on them.
However gifted and industrious, they surely are not the only members
If they are unwilling
qualified to conduct the affairs of the society.
tu submit to reasonable check and control, and to confine their labours
within due bounds, let others more discreet be substituted in their
place, who will carry out the legiliiniite aims of the society, without
giving its apparent sanction to opinions lending to disturb the peace
of the community, and to endanger the well-being of the Church."
The passage marked in italics, exposes most correctly the whole
animus of the parties acting in the n.ime of the Society. Why canAre they ashamed or afraid ? That
not thev avow what they mean?
they are either the one or the other must be the inevitable conclusion
of every one accustomed to call things by their right names. They
have as much right to hold aiid to |)iiblisli their ojjinions as other
people, and in the name of common honesty let them do it without
interfering with pursuits in which they have no real concern, anil with
which they have meddled only to bring them into disrepute and suspicion.

To those who prefer the crooked path to the straight, it will be a
know, that the Ecclesiologist, although its cessation as
the organ of the Society forecasts a shadow of the approaching catastrophe of the Society itself, is still destined to flourish under the
guidance of the component egos of the ?oe who piously drank the beer
Farewell therein the wheelbarrow (see the Ecclesiologist, No. 4).
The new series
fore to the Ecclesiologist of the Camden Society.
may at a future opportunity ofi'er something for comment. For the
present it maybe sufficient to observe, on the authority of the preface,
that its " tone and principles" are to be " the same," and " its objects
identical" with those of the preceding publication, and as considerable importance is attached to a motto, (see page 29).
most
respectfully beg leave to suggest a most appropriate one from a celesatisfaction to

We

brated political ode
" lluw

clear, convincing, eloquent

The ready

lie

!

and buhl,

with manly courage told

Which spoke in public comes with
And lieaid by hundred is belicveds

!

greater force,

of course."
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lower down than on the present system, thereby diminishing the
chances of being thrown off the rails.
Mr. Kollmann estimates that by the adoption of his system the
expenses of forming and maintaining a railway will be reduced at
least one half.

KOLLM ANN'S RAILWAY IMPROVEMENTS.
(Wilh an Engraving, Plate VI.)
Sir,

—TIr' great importance which belongs

to all subjects

connected

with improvements

in the construction or working of railways, induces
hope that the accompanying sketches and description of Mr.
Kollmann's railway improvements miiy prove acceptable to your
readers, at this time especially, as I do not remember to have seen any
notice of the subject in the pages of your useful publication.
Whether or not the acknowledged defects in our present railway
system will be so completely remedied by the adoption of Mr. Kollmann's inventions as he anticipates, is a question which perhaps actual
experience will soon furnish the most satisfactory solution of a bighlv

me

Observer.

to

ARCHITECTURAL GLOSSARIES.

company having been formed, and

a suffi-

cient capital raised for that purpose, and negociations entered into for
carrying out the system on a new line of railway of cousiderable importance.
The defects in the present system which Mr. Kollmann proposes to
remedy are 1st. The inconvenience of having the line of centres
through the wheel axles rigidly maintained at right angles to the
engine or carriage framing.
2ijd. The necessity of coupling the
wheels so as to preclude tlieir running independently of each other
necessity
uf using flanges to the wheels, preround curves. 3rd. The
cluding the use of cheaper materials for the rails if desirable. 4th.
The defective action of the coned wheels at present universally used.
5th. The want of the means of ascending steep inclines without the
use of assistant engines. Gth. The great danger of running off the
rails (from the causes named), at high speeds, and the difficulty of
bringing the centre of gravity low down. All these defects Mr. Kollmann conceives he has obviated in the plans, to describe which is the
object of the jiresent paper.
1st and 2nd Defects.
It will be sufficiently obvious that when the
axles of the wheels are rigidly maintained at right angles to the carriage framing, that in passing round curves a sliding motion of the
wheels must be engendered, owing to the greater distance which the
outer wheels must travel as compare 'vith the inner wheels, resulting
in a loss of power (from tlie consequent friction), and causing injury
to the rails, wheels and machinery, and making additional strength
necessary and as this inconvenience .vill be the greater the sharper
the curve, great difficulty is often experienced in laying out a line of
In Mr.
railway, from the difficulty of avoiding particular localities.
Kollmann's engine the wheels all run on separate axles, and each pair
retained
figs.
1
and
wheels
is
in
a
frame,
Engraving,
of
{Ste
2, a a,)
working on the two pivots, //, or turnplates as a centre, these two
pivots are connected to the corresponding ones on the other frame
To the lower part of the
axle by the upper and lower perches G g.
frame axles are attached, the bearing frames of the horizontal guide
wheels b b b b, which wheels, as the drawing sliews, work against a
middle guide rail, thus controlling the action of the beiiring wheels
and compelling their axles to work in a line radial to the centre of the
curve this arrangement also removes the 3rd Defect, admitting of the
use of flat peripheries to the wheels, which may obviously be run on
any material having a suitable surface, such as wood or stone.
•1th Defect.
It cau be easily shewn that the use of coned wheels
occasions great loss uf power, wear and tear of machinery, and danger
If coned wlieels be used, the rails must be inclined
at high speeds.
to give them an equal bearing, or the wheels will only have a bearing
at one point, which very soon destroys both wheels and rails; nearly
all engineers therefore now incline their rails, by which this inconvenience is produced, that as all the parts of the cone bearing on
the rails revolve at different velocities, only one point can have a
true rolling motion, all the rest must therefore have a constant rubbing
action, and occasion loss of power and uneasy motion, as is shewn by
Lecount, Treatise on Railways, Ency. Britt., who after demonstrating
the extent of loss of power from this cause, states that the more perfectly the principle is carried out the [nore friction will be caused
another fertile cause of wear to the machinery and uneasy motion is
the unavoidable variation in the levels of the opposite rails, occurring
from various causes, which destroys the equilibrium of the cones, and
causes a continued rolling motion from side to side, increasing with
the speed, and causing considerable friction. This is entirely obviated
by the use of horizontal guide wheels and flat bearing wheels, and

—

—

1

;

;

—

;

them but little play.
5th Defect.
By the use of the small driving wheel e, keyed to the
the
shaft of
driving wheel (f, and an additional side rail on inclines,
shewn by the dotted lines, fig. 2, the engine is enabled to ascend
steeper gradients, and yet to preserve its power of rapid motion along
levels and lesser gradients.
Gth Defect.
It will be evident that by the peculiar arrangement of
the frame axles that the engines and carriages may be brought much

allov;ing

—

have

lately seen the Glossary in Gwilt's Encyclopaedia, recommended tditonalhj as the best of the kind, an opinion to which I
strongly demur, since it appears to me to be very defective, and otherwise not a little unsatisfactory. In proof of its defectiveness I may be
allowed to point out some of the terms which are omitted, although
they require explanation f.ir more than many which are introduced,
and if some of them are not in very frequent use, they are far more
likely to occur than a great many which are given by Mr. Gwilt, but
which are never used by English writers at all. Among the terms
omitted by hira are: Antefixse
Astylar; Bed-mouldings; Bird'sbeak moulding; Bird's-eye Maple (the names of other woods, Deal,
Mahogany, Oak, c&c., being given); Boudoir; Columniation Compass-window; Dia\iering; Diocletian window; Fan-tracery; Flamboyant; Flange; Foliation, foliated; Half-timbered; Hood-mouldings;
Loggia; Lombardic; Lucarne Pargetting; Polychromy ;
Intonaco
Raffle; Renaissance; Riser; Rosewood; String-course; Supercohimniation; Terminus (of a Railway); Three-quarter (columns);
Sir,

—

respectable and in6uential

[March,

I

—

;

;

;

;

Tholobate; Velum; Veranda; Water-leaves; Walnut-tree wood;
Weather-mouldings.
Now the very first term in this list accuses Mr. Gwilt of strange
negligence in passing it over, it being of very frequent occurrence,
and just the kind of word for which a glossary is likely to be consulted by those who most need the assistance of one.
The same remark applies to the second one, perhaps to the third also; at any rate
if "bed-moulding" was thought sufficientiv to explain itself, it might
have been presumed that " bed-chamber" was not so cabalistic and
mystic a term as to stand in need of interpretation. Still, the last
was probably introduced for the purpose of tacking to it the highly
sapient or sappy remark, that " its finishings of course depend on the
rank of the party who is to occupv it"
Of course, good Mr. Glossarist; if people want a spare sleeping-room for '-a poor relation"
they are not likely to think of fitting it up like a state bed-chamber.
Though he is no doubt to the full as well qualified, Mr. Gwilt is less
ambitious of displaying his erudition in etymology than Mr. Brittou
was, and so far shows greater discretion, because although he is never
quite so funny as was the latter gentleman in some of his derivations,
he is sometimes rather unlucky for instance, when he derives "Cemetery" (Ca;mc/er!u»i), from Kfiiuas "to He," instead of Koi^ou "to
sleep," which latter origin gives the term a most impressive signification, a cemetery being a place where mortals sleep the sleep of
death
To say the
I do not, however, wish to send Mr. Gwilt thither.
truth, we can't yet spare him ; he must live to revise and mature his
yawning
Glossary and Encyclopaidia, and to fill up all gaps and
chasms
In
in the latter will furnish him with labour for many years to come.
the opinion of some his book may be a prize, but I am sure it is one
!

;

many blanks in it. Ni>t a syllable of information is
derived from it in regard to the architecture and architects of
Scotland, Ireland, and the United States.
No doubt information of
the kind is not to be found accumulated in such heaps that it can be
readily transferred from one book to another without any trouble; it
must be looked for in holes and corners, a hundred volumes muH be
ransacked in order to get at the materials for a few pages. By such
means alone is it that the common stock of knowledge on any subject
can be enlarged from time to time by really fresh additions and it is
but natural to expect that any work calling itself an Encyclopjedia
should bring down information on the subject it treats of to the very
time of publication. At any rate, as a lexicographer, Mr. Gwilt ought
to have distinguished between the terms " Intercolumniation" and
" Intercoluniii," instead of which he discards the latter altogether.
I remain, &c.,
P. Hill.
that has a great
to be

;

—

—

Continental Scientimc Mekting.— The ihirteenth meeting of the French
Congress is to be held at Rhcims, some time between the first and
M. Gousset, archbishop of Rhcims, and president of the academy in that city, is to be president of the managing committee.

Scientific

tenth of September next, and to last, us usual, ten ilays.
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working the macliine, the pulley, A, figs. 1 and 2, revolves in the
direction shown by the arrow
the' clutch having been engaged by
thy lever, the shaft and the cone, on which the ram-chain is coiled,
will revolve also, and raise the ram by the clipper, until it is disengaged by the slips on the guides. The ball, I, which is fixed to the
In

the Piling Machiue used al lie Montrose Harbour
Works." By James Milne. Communicated by Geouge Thomas
Page, Assoc. Inst. C. E. Read at the Institution of Cirit Engineers.

"Detcription of

The method of applying a portion of the powi-r of a steam-engini-,
io driving piles, was successfully employed by Mr. James Milne, in
the progress of the Montrose Harbour works.
The upright guides are of tlie ordinary construction. The ram,
which weighed 12 cwt., was first worked by eiglit men, with a crab
fastened to the base. The clipper, or clutch, with its slider, is similar
to those ordinarily used, except that the upper extremities of the
clipper, are made of sulTieient length to allow the slider to rise 15
the ram chain,
inches, after the ram has been disengaged by the slips
which is shackled to the clipper, passes over a pulley at the top
other
part
of
the machine by
of the guides, and is led oft" to the
another pulley in the base of the- guides. The hoisting machinery,
figs.
1
and 2, which is substituted for the usual crab winch, is
fixed upon a framing, which is placed at a given distance behind tho
;

guide frames.

;

chain, is at the same instant nearly close to the lever, and as the clipper
with its slider is allowed to rise about 15 inches further, the ball then
strikes the lever, pulls it back, and thus disengages the clutch ; the
shaft and cone being then at libi'rly, the vi'eight of the clipper and
slides (nearly J cwt.J uncoils the chain from the cone, the clipper

therefore immeiliately descends again, and catches the staple in the
top of the ram, when the man in attendance pushes forward the lever,
and engages the clutch for another stroke, by a slight addition to its
present gearing, the machine itself might be made to perform this reengaging operation also.
The crank on the end of the shaft, B, figs. 1 and 2, and the ratchet
wheel and pall on the large end of the cone, are used for coiling the
ram-chain on the cone, in order to fix the ball, I, to its proper place.
The cone is preferred to a cylinder, as it increases the velocity of the
ram as it ascends, and thereby, considerably frees the machine from
any jerk in starting and also when working a lighter ram, the chain
can be coiled upon a larger diameter of the cone, and the speed is increased, in the same ratio as the weight is diminished.
When piling in a straight line, the plate for the bottom guide pulley, fig. 3, is fastened to the base of the upright guide frame and is
moved round the bolt at A, as a centre to the dillerent angles in which
the ram-chain is led from the engine.
;

3.— Swivel guide

Figr.

pulley.

driven from the steam-engine, by a pulley of 4 feet
10 inches diameter, making 35 revolutions per minute, which gives
motion to the pulley. A, figs. 1 and 2, of 3 feet 6 inches diameter,
causing the shaft and cone to revolve with a velocity of 4S-33 revothis, with the 12 cwt. ram, which is worked from
lutions per minute
the smallest end of the cone, gives about seven strokes per minute
from the height of between 10 feet and 12 feet; or six or seven times

The machine

is

;

as

much work

as could be

accomplished by manual labour.

COCKERELL AND COLONNA.

—

Sir What could Professor Cockerell possibly mean by recommending with such outrageous admiration as he did in one of his Lectures,
he lived
the strangely fantastical performance of the old Dominican
Fra Francesco Colonna, surnamed Potifilo ?
to the age of ninety-four
Does the Professor meditate an English version of it with a commenCurious it certainly is, highly curious but in my
tary of his own ?
poor opinion it is any thing but calculated to promote an intelligent
study of architecture. In order to give some idea of the learned
Dominican's acuteness and reasoning, it will be sufficient to instance
the reason he assigns for the lower part of the flutings of columns
a reason
being sometimes filled up with what is called "cabling;"
so marvellously monstrous that I should feel some scruple as to noamong
circulates
lady
readers.
Journal
your
that
ticing it, did I suppose

—

—

;

—

Fig.

2.— Plan.

A

pulley A, figs. 1 and 2, runs slack upon the shaft B, and is driven
by a rope connected to the steam-engine. In a seat turned in the
centre block of the pulley A, is a friction strap C, the extremities of
which embr.ice the prongs of the clutch D, when it is engaged as
shown in the wood-cuts this clutch slides laterally on keys sunk in
the shaft, and is engaged and disengaged by the lever, E. The cone,
F, is also keyed to the shaft the ram chain passes through the double
part of the lever, E, and through the aperture in the flange of the
cone (as shown in fig. 2), where it is fixed by a pinching screw at G
the ball I, slips along the chain, and is fastened by a pinching screw at
any part, giving the required length.
;

;

;

By the cabling or rods inserted in the flutes, the learned ancients, he
gravely tells us intended to express or symbolize the male sex, the
flutes themselves plainly answering to the recipient parts of the other
sex, and they are continued to so much greater extent " perche quilla
Was there ever such
lubrica natura excede la virile in lasciria" 1.'!
monstrous extravagance, and gross bestiality of imagination!
real
meaning and sigas
to
the
ill-inforined
so
was
Pity that Wren
nification of cabled columns, for had he been properly enlightened as
profane
and
scandalous things
such
to it, he would not have introduced
Yours, &c.,
into St. Paul's.
Co.m.mon Sense.
Piccadilly, Feb, 17 Ih.
10
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AMSTERDAM AND ROTTERDAM RAILWAY.

[MarcH)

and is formed by three series of planks, crossing each other in the
form of trellis-work there are three openings, of which, those on
either side are each 32 feet 4 inches span, and the centre one is 111
feet G inches span; the trains pass witliout causing any vibration.
The next step, was to make a contract for the trussed timber
bridge, figs. 14 to 17, to cross the canal and the towing-path, at an angle
of G0°, near Leyden, for which the span was required to be 56 ft. 5 in.
Near this spot is the Warmonder Leede' one of the navigable
canals, which at the same time acts as a drain, for conveying water
from the interior of the country, into and out of the Lake of Haarlem,
by the dykes of Katwyk, as well as serving for commercial and agricultural purposes.
The regency of Rhynland, insisted that the bridge
to cross this canal, should have five openings, each 20 feet 10 inches,
of which, the centre one should have a swing bridge, figs. 14, 16, 17,
This is of a novel confor the facility of the navigation of the canal.
struction, on the system of a sliding bridge; it is built of timber, and
the [ilatform is easily moved by one man.
The nature of the soil, from the 'Warmonder Leede' to the town
ofLeyden, was such as to render it necessary, to form the railway on
fascines or faggots.
This plan was also necessary, on all the first part
of the line; and even at the Leyden station, the whole of the buildings were erected upon a similar foundation, which appears to answer
very well.
Beyond Leyden, the railway crosses the Rhine at an angle of 82°,
by a trussed timber bridge with five openings ; the three centre ones
have each a span of 32 feet 10 inches, and the two side ones are each
;

^^

Account of the Railway from Jlmsterdam

to

Rotterdam, and of the

principal works tqjon it." By the Chevalier Frederick Willk.m
Conrad, M. Inst. C.E. ; transluted from the French by Charles
Manby, Assoc. Inst. C.E., Secretary, and read at the Institution of
Civil Engineers. ^

This railway, the first that has been constructed in Holland, is due
to the enlerprize of a public company, called "The Railway Company
of Holland ;" whose affairs are managed by a council of administraThe difficultion, consisting of five commissaries and the engineer.
ties of construction, arising from the peculiar physical character of
the localitv, were amongst the least that the company had to contend
against; the directors were however satisfied, that the utility of the
undertaking would be fin, illy understood in the country, and that by
perseverance, all obstacles would be overcome.
The company was formed on the 8th August, 1S37, at Amsterdam,
and within a short period, the statutes received the royal sanction
but no sooner had the contract been made, for the execution of the
first division, from Amsterdam to Haarlem, than numerous law-suits
arose, owing to the hostility of the proprietors of the land, over which
it was intended the railway should pass; the consequent difficulty of
exprojiriation, and serious discussions with the engineer, to whom, at
that period, the execution of tlie line was entrusted, and which terminated in his resignation, caused great delays, which were prejudicial to the undertaking.
At length, the Government, at the request of the council of administration, appointed the author of this paper 'Engineer Director,'
and he entered on his duties in March 1S39. After a minute inspection of the line, he found it necessary to complete the first division,
between Amsterdam and Haarlem, according to the designs of the
former engineer, but to adopt different and more eligible plans for all
the other divisions. This first jjart was opened on the 20th September, 1S39, and the dispatch that had been used, enabled the council to
announce, at the general meeting held in April 1840, their intention
to continue the execution of the remainder of the line, without delay.
The assent of the government being granted, the greater part of the
year 1840 was occupied, in gaining the concurrence of the regencies
of the difi'erent towns and the 'polders,'^ through which the railway
would pass, and in effecting the expropriations.
In the beginning of the year 1841, the first contract for works was
made, including the bridge over the river Spaarne at Haarlem, fig. 5,
This bridge, which is of iron, has six openings, the piers are of brickwork, faced with cut stone. The two middle openings have an iron
swing bridge, see figs. 5 to 10, of a very simple and solid construction,
which opens and shuts both openings, at the same time, to render the
passage of the vessels as rapid as possible, as between fourteen and
fifteen thousand pass through annually.
Tlie principal beams of this
swing bridge, fig. 7, are each upwards of 75 feet G inches, and were
cast in a single piece; the whole bridge weighs upwards of 110 tons,
and the machinery for moving it is so perfect, that one man turns it
easily in two minutes.
There is also a method of holding the bridge
firmly shut, during the passage of the train, at wdiich times alone it is
closed, and a self-acting signal is attached to it.
During the construction of this bridge, the channel of the river was diverted, that
the navigation might not be interrupted, and the whole was completed
There are also five fixed bridges, of the same style of
in one season.
architecture, ove.r the canals within the town of Haarlem, the station
at which place is neat and simple.
After much difficulty in obtaining possession of the h;nd for the
railway, a contract for the cuttings and embankments, at a given price
per cubic metre was made, to be executed as fast as each individual
portion should be obtained, cither by private purchase or otherwise
;
by this means, much time was saved, and the line was completed to
Hellegom, during the season of 1841.
At Vogelenzung, near Bcnncbrock, the canal ofLeyden, and the
high road, are both crossed by a trellis bridge, figs. 11, 12, and 13, in
length 177 feet at angle of 30" with the canal. This bridge is built
entirely of red deal, excepting the roadway beams, which are of oak,

We

are indebted to the Edilor of
1
.1,. „.„„,i ongraviiigs illustrating this

the

" Railway Chronicle," for the principal part of
which originally appeared in that valuable

article,

StJtres.

n Amsterdnm to Hanrlem
Haarlem to Leyden
I-eydou to the Hague
the Hague to Rotterdam
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One [of these latter, is for the navigation of
19 feet 8 inches span.
the river, and is furnished with sliding platforms, opening both ways;
they are easily managed by one man.
It was not until the end of the year 1841, that the Company obtained possession of part of the line of railway, at 'Sloterdyk,' in the
first division, after a law-suit of four years' duration, relative to the
expropriation, and after being obliged to pay a large sum to the proprietor, for the permission to pass temporarily during the law-suit;
without which, the first division, between Amsterdam and Haarlem,
could not have been opened.
These difficulties were encountered
throughout the whole line, to such an extent, that at a short distance
from Leyden the obstinacy of a single landowner entirely stopped the
progress of the works, and obliged the Company to build a temporary
station for that town ; v\ithout this step, tlie opening of that part of
the line would have have been retarded for three or four years, there
being no legal means of accelerating the process of expropriation.
The line was then opened from Haarlem to the immediate neighbourhood of Leyden.
In the course of the year 1842, the whole of the second division,
and great part of the third, were completed. Several aqueducts, five
large bridges, and a number of small ones were built ; the latter being
all over navigable canals, were made to swing on simple brackets
the
permanent station at Haarlem was completed the foundations were
laid of those at Leyden and Amsterdam; and the workshops for the
repairs of the engines, &c., were finished.
These circumstances are
only mentioned to show, that considering the delays occasioned by the
defective jurisprudence in the matter of expropriation, more than
common diligence had been used to enable the line to be thus far
;

;

opened.
After the opening of the second division, several of Stephenson's
patent locomotive engines were added to the stock of the Company, and after ample trial of their qualities, they were considered to
be the best engines in the service.
A part of the third division was opened as far as Voorschoten, in
the month of May, 1843, and thus, with the aid of omnibusses and
diligences, the line was completed as far as the Hague, although,
owing to the legal difiiculties already named, the swing bridge to
cross the Hague and Delft canal, could not be constructed, nor the
permanent station ot the Hague be built. These latter works have
onlj' been completed in the last year (1844).
Such were the difficulties the Company had to contend with, from
the delay caused by the defective state of the law of expropriation,
and the rapacity and prejudice of the proprietors over whose land the
line had to pass, that it was only on the 6th December 1843, that the
railway was completely opened for public use, all the works, as well
as the dirt'ereut stations being- completed, and a simple and eflfective
system of management established.
The stock of the company now consists of thirteen locomotive
engines, with their tenders complete, and one hundred and three carriages of three different classes, which number will be considerably

new

increased.
From the opening of the different divisions up to the Ist. December
1843, the locomotive engines have traversed a distance of 239,786
English miles, and 1,513,935 passengers h-ave been conveyed.

\
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In consecinonco of the ililliculties

experienced througli tlie defective
its revision was presented to tlie

law of expropriation, a petition for
States General, and, from ils lavourable reception, it is presnmeil,
that such a law will be passed, as will facilitate the formation of railways throughout the kingdom, and will cause the speedy extension of
the present one as far as Rotterdam, thus uniting two cities bo long
celebrated in the annals of commercial enterprize.

1

Fig,

1.— Plan of rail, longitudhiul

timbcrfl, sleepers, nnil

wedges.
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silnations wliere the railway traverses pools of water, the fascines alternate with beds of rubble,' and arc hold together by stakes and wattles, until the weight of tin; earth is laid upon them and
the mass is
consolidated.
The earth-work is chiefly composed of sand from the
sea-beach, and is covered with turf.
The station at the Amsterdam terminus is a semi-circular building
of brick and cut stone, with pri.jecling wings, and sheds on iron
columns, founded on piles in the usual Dutch manner. The station at
the Haarlem terminus is also of brick and stone, but is not founded on
piles, as the ground was sunicicntly solid to bear a building.
The
Leydcn station, which is of the same construction as the others, stands
on such bad ground, that it was necessary to construct a raft, placed
upon oak piles, to receive the foundation of the building (Fig. -1.)
The station at the Hague resembles tin- others, but being conslructed
on good ground, piles were not necessary.
The bridge over the Spaarne at Haarlem (Figs. 5,0, 7,8, 9, and 10)
consists of six arches of 2G feet 3 inches span each ; four are fixed,
and the other two are occupied by a cast iron swing bridge, which
generally remains open for the convenience of the navigation, and is
only closed at the times of the passage of the trains.
The machinery
for turning this bridge (Figs. G, 7,8, 9, and 10), and forsimultaiieously
opening or shutting both arches, is situated on the centre pier, which
is constructed, like the others, of brick and cut stone, upon piles of
fir.
self-acting signal is attached to this, and all the other swing
bridges, in order to show their position.
The bridge-keepers reside in two small wooden lodges, built in the
river, opposite to each end of the centre pier.
The bridge being
equally balanced upon the pivot, the labour of working it is small, as
compared with that required for working a half-arch swivel-bridge;
and it possesses the far more important advantage of perfect stability

A

cz

~L

and freedom from vibration, when once fixed between
^"'g'

^'.—Section of sleepers, showing the joint-plates, and

mode

of idstening the

rails,

ils

bearmgs

an indispensable condition for a railway bridge.
Fig. 5 is a side elevation of the bridge, showing the two centre
openings and the piers of brickwork with stone facings. The foundation piles of the piers are from 8 inches to 11 inches square, and 2G ft.
3 inches long. On these piles, are laid flie longitudinal beams of a
timber apron, which traverses the whole of the openings, and extends
above and below the bridge, to the extremities of the cut-waters, and
on these are placed the transverse bearers of the piers. The whole
All above the dotted line iu the
of the foundation is of white deal.
figure is iron-work.
Fig. 6 is a plan of the iron framing of the swivel-bridge, consisting
of five long girders, connected by transverse and diagonal pieces, supported by six rollers, working on a circular rail or bearing-plate j concentric with the latter, is a lixed circular rack for a travelling pinion,
shown on a larger scale in Figs. 8, 9, and 10.
Fig. 9 is an elevation of one of the piers, and a section through the
roadway. The brickwork on the facing is 14 and 2 bricks thick, of
and
bricks of the best quality (clinkers) set in strong tarras cement
the inside is of bricks of inferior quality set in bastard tarras cement.
Fig. 10 is a transverse section of the swivel-bridge, showing the
transverse pieces bolted, through their flauches, to the girders. The
operation of working the bridge will be at once understood by an examination of this figure, in connexion with figs. 7 to 10. The antion
of the hand-wheel is transmitted by bevelled gear to the shaft of the
travelling pinion, and the bridge is thus made to revolve on its centre,
supported by the six rollers. The bushes of all the roller axles are
adjustable, by an ap|)aratus shown in figs. 8 and 10, by means of which
they may be screwed down to a point, at which each roller carries its
due share of the weight.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the machinery for securing the bridge, when
closed.
The pinion on the axle of the hand-wheel, fig. 9, works the
long connecting rod is jointed at one end on an arm
sector rack.
of the rack, and at the other on the arm of an axle, which carries three
The hollow in the section of each roller,
eccentric or cranked rollers.
:

Fig.

4.— Section of the foundation

for the walls of the

Leyden

station.

used in the permanent way (Figs. 1, 2, and 3) are of a
bridge form, weighing GO lb. per yard they are fixed by scrmvs, upon
longitudinal timber bearings of Riga timber, caulked down upon
The ends
sleepers of the same timber, and secured by oak wedges.
of tiie rails are fastened by nuts and screws, through the longitudinal
bearings, with joint plates and cramps.
This method of fastening is
stated to be Tery complete, and the motion of the carriages over the
joints is without shock.
The gauge is G feet G inches from centre to
centre of the rails; and the cost of each single line of railway laid is
£2394 lOs. per mile. The dimensions of the various pieces, their
number, weight, and price are given in the paper in minute detail.
The general width of the top of the earth-work for the rails is 29
The inclination of the slopes of the i-mbankment, is
inches.
feet
twice its vertical height. The side benches vary in width between 3
The ditches are 13 feet in width, and the
feet 3 in. and G feet G in.

The

rails

;

ballasting is
In marshy

more

composed of sea-shells (schulpen).
spots all the earth-works are laid

upon beds of fascines,
In those
or less extensive according to the nixture of the ground,

A

corresponds to the convex section of a bearing-block, upon which it is
brought down, by an alteration in the position of the crank which carWhen the bridge is secured in this position, the eliect of
ries it.
which is to give it a firm bearing at each end, by distributing the
weight over the two ends and the centre, it is evident, that it can
have no lateral motion, and still greater security is given to it by the
bo:ts, which are shot into their mortices, by means of a projecting arm

on the connecting rod.

The

foUowinjr
are the principal dimensions:—
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Thickness of the centre pier

„
„
Lengthof the

ii on swivel-bridge
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.
of
Length of the middle girder
Intermediate
pair
„
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,,

.

.
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piers nearest to the centre on each Bidi
.
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.
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BRIDGE OVER THE SPAARNE AT HAARLEM.

Fig.

B.— Elevation

Fig,

Pjg.

of the centre pier, and part of the arches.)

C— Planjof the Swivel Bridge.

8.— Plod of half of

the (wing bridge, Ihowiug its machinery.

[March,

J
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Fig.

9.— Section of the swing

bridge at the centre pier,

Fig 10.— Section of the swing bridge, showing
the machinery for opening and closing

TIMBER LATTICE BRIDGE AT VOGELENZANG.

^'^ Si>^J^jS

3^^S^
Fig.

12.— Plan of the platfonn, showing the

tiusslng.

Fig.

TRUSSED BRIDGE OVER THE RHINE AT VINK.

Fig.

14.— Plan showing the

sliding plutfofms.

13,— Transverse

section.

it.
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TRUSSED TIMBER BRIDGE OVER THE RHINE AT VINK.

Fig. 16.— Elevation.

Fig.

17.— Eccentrics

for fastening the platforms in their situations,

TURN RAIL

BRIDGE.
^O

Flg< 18,— Eteratlen.

I

pig. 19.— Plan,

[March,
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The single swivel bridge over the Delft canal, at the Hague, is of
cast iron, and spans the canal at an angle of 72°, with only one opening
of 20 feet 3 inclies.
The piers are of masonry founded ou piles. Its
cost was 31,U0U florins (= £2583).

Ft. In.

Deptli of the girders at the centre
nt the ends .
,,
Thickness of the three middle girder!
outside pair
,,
pliinlting
oq1<
_
„ of tile platform

The
at

castings

were made

4
1

2i

at tbe foundry of Messrs.

U
.03
Dixon and

Co.,

The cost of this hridge was 83,000 florins (=^£00 10 138. 4cf.) All
the details of dimensions and cost are given in tht> paper.
The timber bridge at Vogelenzaiig, figs. 11, 12, and 13, is built on
the American trellis-work system; it is 177 feet 2 inches long by 32
feet 6 inches wide, and spans the high road and the canal, with its
towing-path, at an angle of 30° with the latter. The piers are of
consists of three ribs of lattice-work, one on each
platform and one in the centre, between the two

of rails.
Each series consists of battens of red Riga deal, 3
inches thick and 12 inches wide, crossed at an angle of 45° with the
horizon, and therefore at fight angles with each other, as shown in
the elevation, fig. 1 1, and well fastened, at each crossing, with oak
trenails.
More than one-third of the depth of the lattices is below
the platform; and its general stability is very much increased, and
lateral vibration is prevented, by the diagonal trussing shown in the
transverse section and plan, figs. 12 and 13, of the platform.
The
transverse oak bearers, 10 inches square, on which the planking of
the platform is laid, are placed at intervals of about 3 feet, every
alternate one being trussed, as shown in the section, fig. 13, and the
truss bound togetlier by a pair of iron screw-bolts, 4 feet long, placed
between the longitudinal bearers of the rails. The planking of the
platform is of white deal, 3 inches thick and 20 inches wide ; and,
excepting this and the oak bearers of tbe platform, the whole of the
timber-work is of red Riga deal.
The following are the principal dimensions of the parts :—
lines

Ft.

Length of the bridge
.
Total width of ditto
WIdtll of side openings
middle opeuing .
.,
Height of the platform
lattice above ditto
,,

Depth of the

1/7
32
29

6

111

6

lattice below- ditto

This construction is stated to be very satisfactory, and to have cost
only 40,000 florins (= £3833 Os. Sd.)
The trussed timber bridge over the Warmonder Leede cios?es the
river at an angle of 50^
It has five openings of 20 feet S inches each
through one of these the navigation is carried on, and it is closed when
the trains pass by a sliding platform moving diagonally upon rollers,
which is worked by one man, and by very simple mechanism, like that
of the double platform bridge at Vink, figs. 14, 15, 16, and 17.
The heads of the piles for this bridge required to be eut of, and a
tenon to be worked upon each, below the water line; this was done
by a simple apparatus, consisting of a deal box, figs. 15, and 10,
well put together and caulked, so as to be water-tight
it was
feet
G inches long, 4 feet 3 inches wide, and 3 feet 3 inches deep.
Through
the centre of the bottom there was a hole, large enough to admit the
head of a pile, A. Around this hole was nailed the open bottom of a
Two cords, C C,
sack, B, of stout canvas, strengthened with leather.
were made fast, by one end of each, to the box, and the others were
passed through pulleys in the sides.
When a pile was required to be cut off, the box was put over it,
and by weights within it was caused to descend as low as was requisite ; by means of the two cords, the lower end of the sack was then
drawn round the pile. A, so as to form a water-tight joint; by a small
pump, the water was then emptied from the box, into which a workman descended, turned back the canvas sack, B, and after sawing otf
the pile cut the head into any desired form. This system is stated to
have been used wherever the piles were required to be cut off under
water, and to have been very successful.
The cost of the bridge over the Warmonder Leede|was 44,600 florins
;

:

13s. 4(f.)

The

trussed timber bridge, which crosses tlie canal and the towing
path near Leyden, at an angle of 00", is fixed, and has a span of Sli
Its cost, with some accessory works, was 34,800 florins
feet 5 inches.

(= £2900).
The trussed

timber bridge over the Rhine, near Vink, beyond
angle of 82° with the stream it has five arches,
three of which have openings 32 feet 10 inches each, and the two side
arches are 19 feet 8 inches each one of these later, which is intended
for the navigation, is closed by two parallel platforms, wliich slide
diagonally in opposite directions, figs. 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21; when
opening they are moved simultaneously by one man, with very simple
machinery. The cost of this bridge was £3133 Os. Sd.
is

numerous canals, whose trafloc
was consequently lequisite to provide a cheap
and simple modi' of crossing them ; the aulhor therefore devised the
form of bridge shown in figs. 18 and 19, and has called it "the Turn.
rail

for

it

;

bridge."

Four limber bearers, 12 inches deep by C inches wide, carry the
two lines of rails they are jointed on to heel-posls of oak, shod with
iron, which turn upon centres, on plates set in the masonry of the abut;

The bearers are further supported by brackets of cast iron,
and each pair is connected by two bars, turning on joints, to
preserve the parallelism of the rails. Each pair opens outwards, for
the passage of the boats, and when they are closed, the ends of the
bearers rest in recesses prepared in the masonry for their reception,
fig. 19, in order that the ends of the moveable rails, shall coincide with
those of the fixed ones. This form of bridge is very cheap, and is
found to answer well, for a span not exceeding 10 feet.
The relative proportions of the fares, per traveller, reduced to
English money and distance is
1st class, l-OOrf. per mile; 2nd class,
1-d'id. per mile ; 3rd class, Sdd. per mile.

at an

;

;

tig.

18,

—

COMPETITION.

— Not

being myself a professional man, I have no personal interest whatever in Competition, therefore at any rate I shall not be
supposed to speak from any private views of ray own, or with the
feelings of one who has been unsuccessful and disappointed.
Consequently the light in which I look at Competition is only as to its
operation for real good, for the advancement of architecture itself,
or not.
Competition ought to work for good by breaking-up monopoly, by exciting emulation, and by attbrding talent as yet obscure,
opportunities of manifesting itself, which might not present themselves in the ordinary course of professional employment.
But if it
holds out
or is made to appear to hold out advantages and inducements to architects, it also imposes the most honourable dealing towards them, and perfect good faith, on those who invite them to compete, and who have the benefit of anxious labour undertaken only with
a mere chance of success.
Nevertheless, the inviters seem frequently to act as if they were
altogether irresponsible, and emancipated not only from all restraints of
honour, but from those of common honesty also, and whatever they may
be as individuals, are in their capacity of "Committee," guilty of such
arrant double-dealing and dirty shuffling, as in less respectable persons
would be called downright knavery and swindling. 1 am sorry there
neitlier am I sorry for
should be room for such offensive remark,
that alone, since I am sorry, exceedingly so, to find that perfect impunity is granted to malpractices of the kind, and that architects suffer themselves to be imposed upon by bilking Committees without
daring to demand justice. Now and then, indeed, there is a little
complaining and grumbling a little show of remonstrance, but 'tis
Never does any thing come of it
invariably a mere flash in the pan.
the affair is allowed to die away and be forgotten, so tliat the complainants merely exhibit their own chagrin to no purpose at all.
It seems to be exactly thus with regard to that outrageously gross
case, the late Competition for the Choristers' Schools at Oxford,
which scandalous as it is, is now apparently quite dropped, and hushed-up, notwithstanding that it is one which requires the very strictest
The epithets I
investigation, and the most thorough sifting into.
have applied to it, are not at all too strong, for foul injustice has been
committed somev.here, either 61/ the parties who now stand crimiand if it be the latter, they ought to rebut
nated, or against them
the injurious aspersions cast upon them, and openly vindicate their
How stands the case ? It is positively asserted nor has
honour.
anv attempt been made to contradict it that although Mr. Derrick
had previously declined to enter the Competition, he ultimately did
so, and made his designs after all the others had been sent in accordSia

—
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—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

Now this was certainly most unprofessional
ing to the titne specified.
and unjustifiable conduct on his part. Still it is less astonishing to
find an individual so dishonourably unscrupulous where his own private intirests are immediately concerned, than to find that the College
men wdio it may be supposed have some character for
authorities
integrity to support, should have connived at snch unfairness, and
have allowed him to do what they must have known and ought to
have felt was on their part a treacherous violation of contract between

—
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And have those gentlemen now not
tliPtnselves and the Competitors.
a single syllable to offer in their defence ? cannot they even attempt
cannot
against them ?
circumstances
to explain away the untoward
thev even muster up logic enough among them all to convince the
world that black is white, and fraud and deception become virtues
when they can plead "benefit of clergy" ? And the Competitors?
do they now intend to let the mutter drop, like good easy people, instead of making such an example of those Oxford Dons as would
prove a most wholesome warning to all future Committees? Let us
hope not. Every one of them ought to bring his action at law for

—

—

—

Breach of Contract.
Unless the grievances arising out of Competition are chiefly imaunless there is a good deal of unfairness in imputing unfair
ginary,
dealing to Competition as generally managed, the profession ought to
do what they have scarcely tried to do \n any shape take up the
matter bodily as a body and were they really hearty and unanimous
in doing so, they would no doubt be able to devise means of putting a
stop to the abuses complained of; whereas at present, while complaints proceed only from individuals, and from parties immediately

—

—

reason, wisdom and experience, to be again reared up and promulgated
'Tis sophistry and a blind hallucination
as the only mode of worship?
with the prostration of the best faculties of man. The quotations
found in the pages above referred to from this sacred work of the
Camden Society are truly laughable, such as "cast-iron stoves are
inadmissible"
for why ? because the poverty und ignorance of our
early forefathers could not procure them ; whilst the simple, sickly,
childish twaddle of their effects " to stifle the sickly, scorch the strong,
amuse the irreverent, &c. &c.," is just as reasonable as to say you shall

—

—

—

not use carpets upon your drawing-room floors, but litter them down,
Then the idea
as in the days of Elizabeth, with straw or with rushes.
of" a simple ring of iron, the size and kind of which encircles a coach
ternwheel," to be filled with fire from a furnace is admirable.
From such mentors, or such noodles, the Lord demores /
pora!

fend

me and

all

her Majesty's lieges.
I

;

NEW
Sir,

THE CHURCH AND THE CAMDENISTS.

— Bigotry

and ultra-intolerance are stated by your spirited
Z," in the May number of the Civil Engineer
Journal,
to have taken hold of the " Cambridge
and Architect's
Camden Society," and to have diffused their imperative and limited
policy into all their works, their conceptions, and their reasonings
Docs it not show a very narrow,
if reasoning it can be called.
weak, and clouded imagination to suppose that classical elegance
or beauty is not elegance and beauty, because it is pagan, because it did not emanate from monkish ignorance cngendeied in the
This must be bigotry and intolerance
dark cells of superstition?
with a vengeance the greatest slavery to which the human mind can
be bowed down to. In this enlightened raiUvay period of intelligence
and knowledge, it would hardly be thought that Englishmen could be
found of such truly perverted intellect, but I perceive their influence
is extending into the midland counties of England, through the ina pious race.
At Bronley, a parish in
strumentality of the clergy
Shropshire, containing nearly 5000 inhabitants, where the recent incumbent, a sprig of nobility who has taken upon himself the cure
the old church, which contained 1000 to 1200 persons,
of souls
and which from the period of its first existence, having been rebuilt
in 1701, and would have stood for 150 years longer, and was always
considered too large, was under the plea of its being too small, and
being "a hard church to preach in," pulled down and a Gothic structure erected in its place at a cost of 7 or £S,000, contrary to the
strong feelings and desires of [the greater portion of the parishioners.
To have built a Grecian structure I should conceive would have given
therefore, instead of constructing a building
it a tincture of Paganism
correspondent

"Z

—

;

—

—

;

on strict mathematical principles, which would be found efficacious in
conveying the words of the minister uninterrupted to the ears of the
congregation, and making it of practical utility, it has been deemed
to build it upon one of the clumsiest
right
if right it can be called
and pillar-crowded forms they could select and this for no other
a vile or useless cause in these
observe
of
utility,
reason not as I
but in consequence of the rage for following our
times, nor taste
forefathers, men clouded and swayed by excessive ignorance, men
just emerging from the darkness and gloom of benighted reason, in the
early dawn of bewildered knowledge, without est.iblished order or
consistency.
Thus these persons scoff, with their presuming knowledge, the extensive learning and science of the present illuminated
illuminating
period, and rush with a reckless ardour to embrace
and
the offspring of bigotry and superstition which a morbid appetite for

—

—

—

novelty

;

—

demands.

Referring to the different remarks you have made on the Ecclesiologist in the Journal for 1844, pp. 440, 441
it is there noted
that "the restoration of the rood screen being determined upon;"
" the restoration of stalls," and other paraphernalia of Catholicism.
Were not these the remains of papacy ? and are the members of a
reformed church, which still wants reforming, to fall into the old,
discarded, and contemptible rites and ceremonies? are they to be renovated, which have fallen and have been thrust away by the force of

—

Sir,

Yours very

slightest desire for any reform in it.
I remain, &c.

Sir,

am,

respectfully,

A. B.

December, Zith, 1S14.

interested in the respective particular cases, the silence of the profession, and of the " Institute," as its representative, looks very much
like acquiescence in the actual system of Competition, without the

Btstakder.

[March,

BUILDINGS ACT.

—The Metropolitan Buildings Act has now come into operation,

all the bungling Acts which ever were patched up by the concocters of laws this surely is the worst, nor can some of its very useful
provisions, loaded as they are with everything to stultify them, redeem
it from this deserved censure.
My present purpose is to name only
one of these which now affects me personally.
My house not being large enough for my family and business (while
as the situation suits me, and I and my business are well known here
I desire to stay), I have long been negociating for a renewal of my
lease, and have just now succeeded, aniler a covenant to extend my
house over a part of my yard; so far all is satisfactory, and my surveyor was desired to lay down plans for the work. But, alas, a short
time since a butcher set up his trade in an adjoining street, and in

and of

spite of the remonstrances of the neighbourhood,

and every means

in

power to prevent it, he has established his slaughter house in
the rear.
Tlie bellowing of his cattle and the stink of his offal has
already driven away the best of my neighbours, who are not, like
myself, bound to the spot.
An act of parliament framed expressly to abate nuisances ought
surely to have provided a remedy for so great an evil, and this act
has done so ivith a vengeance by inflicting a heavy penalty
on whom
think you?
On the party committing the nuisance of course, you will
say.
But no, the penalty falls entirely on his unfortunate neighbours,
and on me among them, while he himself, the cause of the injury,
laughs at us in his sleeve and goes scot free.
As if the nuisance I
complain of was not enough, I am not allowed to enjoy even my own.
By clause 55 he is allowed to remain, while as his slaughter house is
already within 50 feet of the back front of my house, I cannot enlarge
it without violating the same clause, prohibiting any dwelling house
to be erected within the prescribed distance under a penalty of i£50
per day, and so I am compelled to remain in a house too small for my
family in order to oblige a neighbour in continuing his imisance. I
know but one thing like this, and that occurred a few years since at a
where a party was convicted of an offence against a
police oflice
statute, and in which on such conviction one half the penally was to be
assigned to the king and one half to the informer, ulien, to the gratification of the convicted and the consternation of the informer, the
only penalty was found to be a month's imprisonment and the pillory
so much for modern legislation.
I might fill a quire with similar
absurdities in this new act, which must be either repealed or greatly
modified ere long.
their

—

—

—

I

am.

Sir,

Your very obedient
February lOtk, 1S45.

—

A

servant,

Sufferer.

FiBE Damp Alarum. At the Academic des Sciences, at Paris, M. Chuart'a
invention was explained, it consists of a bail or globe, contained in a chemical solution
highly sensible to any deterioration of the atmosphere, and acting upon a lever, which sets
an index in motion, and thus shows the vitiated state of the atmosphere, whether in a
mine or elsewhere, long before the common air can be so saturated with gas as to explode
on the application of lii;ht. M. Chuart has added to his invention an alarum bell, which
is struck by the lever when the ball is thrown off its equilibrium by the vitiated state of
the atmosphere, bince M, Chuart hrst exhibited his apparatus he has made a great improvement. His ball was originally of glass, which was not only too heavy, but also liable
He now makes it of topper, so very thin that its weight is almost nominal,
to breakage.
and yet it is perfect in every part, It is stated that he arrived at this perfection by means
of the galvanic process, which gives a thinner substance than any mechanical means could
effect consistently with the compactness that is required for the certain operation of the
apparatus.
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ON THE PROPOSED NATIONAL

ACHROMATIC TELESCOPES.

Or Yearly Exhibihon

Works

of

—

Sm, Some time since we liad in your valuable Journal, a detailed
account of the means used by Lord Rosse in tlie construction of liis
way in which he surmounted every difficully
must have afTorcled no sm.ill interest to all wlio follow scientific purthose met
Difficnlties of a dilTerent kind, and even greater tli
suits.
with by the uoble lord, have to be contended against in the constructhe workshops of our best
tion of achromatic refractors of large sizes
opticians fail when required to produce lenses of a greater diameter
than 7 or 8 inches; we have been out-done at Munich in this respect,
I understand that one has lately been completed there by Merz and
Ertel of the vast size of 10 inches.
Now, following up the description already given of the method of
constructing reflectors, a paper by some of your competent correspondents on the manufacture of refractors could not fail to be of great
interest to your readers, and assuredly a journal like yours forms
the best channel for the communication of such information. The
description might be continued still further, to the telescope itself, by
way of making the paper more generally interesting, describing tlie
principles both of refractors and reflectors, including the Gregorian,
the Cassigranian and Herschel's teleseojies, their comparative and
actual magnifying powers, as well as the expected results from an increase of si^e. I understand from very good authority that could a
refracting object glass be made equal in diameter to lierschel's large
telescope, the habitations in the moon would be distinctly brought to
view. I know of no work where such information may be sought or
satisfactorily obtained, and therefore submit the subject for the consideration of yourself or any of your correspondents.
six feet reflector, and the

m

;

MlZAR.
Liverpool, Jan, 22nd, IS 15.

BROWN'S ORNAMENTAL
Sm,

— At page 429 of

TILING.

your Journal, for November,

is an article en" Brown's Ornamental Tiling," setting forth also his grooved
ridge tile, the invention of that ingenious and persevering individual.
It then goes on to state that Mr. Kendal was the first architect who
introduced them almost simultaneously must have been their introduction by Mr. Watson, whose name however does not appear at all
in the article as connected with the ornamental tiling.
Being in Mr.
Watson's office in Manchester Street, as I was also in 1840, when he
and
the
designed
executed
Ornamental Building in St. James's Park
for the Ornithological Society of London, also a villa on the banks of
the Thames, it occurs to me that it ought to have been named that he
there used and designed the ornaments Nos. 4 and 5, not deeming
those shown on No. 18 of a sufficiently defined character. He subsequently designed Nos. 6 and 7 for his own residence, Surbiton Gardens,
Kingston, Surrey, built in 1S42. Nos. 8 and 9 show the front, end,
and side of an eaves tile altogether new, originating with, and designed
by Mr. Watson, which has a peculiarly rich effect in the execution,
and which is capable of endless variety. No. 10 is also Mr. Watson's
original idea, and designed as a terminal ornament over a gable, which
he found so much the want of, the first time he introduced .Mr. Brown's
grooved ridge tiles. The plain tiles Nos. 1, 2, 3, 11, 12, and 13, are
also in part designed, and in part greatly improved in their proportions by Mr. Watson.
Thus the thirteen first diagrams emanated
from him, the full size drawings being in our office, and I am quite
sure you will feel a satisfaction in having the subject correctly stated.
It is rather a singular circumstance that from the number of architects practising, Mr. Brown has not introduced any other designs,
although the whole of the thirteen have been in general use for a
period averaging more than three years.

titled

;

1

am,

Sir,

Your obedient
Woodlandi,
Norwood, Surrey,
Dec.

servant,

RoBJiKT IIanulton.

13, 1844.

Au-LA-CuAPELLF..— The restoration of the celcbratml church of Nntre
uriKinilly erected by Cliarlemaiine, is proceeding ivilk jreat aclivity. The thirtytwo mignilicant culunitis.Bome of uiarble, others of granite, which had been carried oil by
the French to Paris, have been entirely repolisbed. and are ready for being put up us before
within the central octagon. They came originally from lloma aud Ravenna,
and were
01 dercd by tbc royal fouua«c to be employtvl for tbii eai&cc, in the year TH,
Dams,

SI

EXPOSITION;

of Art, MANUfACTUR£, and

Trade.
No.

II.

Some fatality attends men of genius in England, above those of any
nation on the earth, and simpiv, I believe, for want of such
an establishment, both as a nurserv of worth, a storehons.> of merit,
and a
refuge for the destitute. This may appear a startling sound to
persons not initiated in the secret memoirs of the brightest
minds and
best of men ; but, to him who has seen, as I have, the
struggling worth
of Dodd wanting daily bread, Dnndonald sleeping upon'straw,

Accum

and

withotit fire in a garret in Islington,

more especially when

it

is

remembered

it will

that, in

excite no surp'rise
this

;

kingdom, few'

Boards exist which do not merit the- appellation of blocks where
;
the
abuse of patronage reigns paramount; one where, during thirty years,
I
have known only one public secretary whose letters were either
intell'igible on the one hand, or bore on the other any reference to
the subject in (juestion, so that, in less than twenty years, no evidence
whatever exists to which any rational being would refer; where, I sav the
higher patronage is so grossly abused that qualification is the last 'possible consideration in the appointment made, albeit thousands
of lives
and millions of money rest on the hazard of the official die and where,
in addition to all this, the monstrous applications of etiquette so
obviously defeat every effort of worth, that even a confessed blunder
must not be enquired into by any future Board although its notoriety
becomes published in Gath and proclaimed through the streets of
Ascalon by the common experience and consent of all society; and
where too, as I have before asserted, no one institution exists embracing, in the most distant degree, its views, its powers, or its worth
unto man.
It will be said, perhaps, we have the "Society for the Encouragement of Art, Manufactures, and Commerce." Let us see the fact,
it issues a yearly list of premiums and trinket prizes for subjects oddly
chosen and strangely measured; for I remember, some thirty years
ago, it offered a gold medal, or one hundred guineas, for refining
whale oil, when Dundonald, Dinsdale or Nicholson, then engaged over
it, could have commanded
five or six thousand guineas easily
but
gas was then rising above the horizon of oil and a hundred more such
absurdities; and to obtain these prizes all ideas of patent, profit, or
further benefit must be repudiated, so that he, who must live, tells his
knowledge to the world, in ninety cases out of the hundred, idlv with
;

;

—

—

valuable things, while silly ones readilij receive the so-called reward,
a case of which I remember quite in point— a premium was refused (at
the instance of Hume the druggist), for the best permanent white ever
yet made for water painting, and a premium given to Blackman for
some trash called oil colours in cakes, so permanent that no man ever
yet could use them at all, these cakes being real brickbats!

The

Charles T.iylor, its then secretary, was my personal
have carefully watched its career, and unhesitatingly and
incompetence to produce its founders*

late Dr.

friend.

I

fearlessly I proclaim its total

wished-for end.

have

the current of time, all recollection of the actual preago, by Mr. H. Trengrouse when he commeans of assisting vessels in distress by
rockets
it might have been a silver Isis medal
but 1 do know that it
lay a dead letter, and certainly no profit to Trengrouse, until Dennett,
by way of trade, copied it a quarter of a century afterwards, when
Carte, the Ordnance storekeeper, cofiied him in his turn, and society
has reaped some long deferred benefits, and ninety-nine educated men
in every hundred remain ignorant of the facts to this day.
Something very similar occured with the non-capsizable and nonswampable life boat though a common boat sent to sea in the William
Darley, Hamburgh steamer, from Kingston-on-Hull, ten years ago, as
mentioned in my last pa|ier,and that by an individual who would have
smiled inefl'ably to have seen his boat placed, with pour Christopher
Wilson's, in the Society's archives, until time permitted some Shipwreck Society bird to copy it: and, I ask, could such things be with a
National Exposition of Works of Art, bearing the real inventor's
name. Here, Sir, Mr. Trengrouse's name would have been written in
letters of gold, here the laurel wreath given by ancient Rome to all
who " served the state" would have been entwined for his brows, here,
he had found fortune as well as fame, and that had been rendered unto
CcEsar which of right belongid unto Ca;sar; here no Seppiugs could
have lined his nest with the moss and feathers appertaining to ^>keene;
here the poor starving German of whom Sir William Congreve bought,
for a few shillings, the subject of two patent rights, would have received that protection and reward which no silver roed ds or gi t gingerbread could give, in the nature of things, while, with the Society,
I

mium

lost, in

received,

municated

—

many years

to this society the

—

tlie

light v?as bidden bsaeatU a bushel,

—
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I have a vo'ume of fiicts from tlie experience of five or six other
persons of similar character. Now, Sir, if these unquestionable errors
of our practice and flefects of our established usages and institutions,
which strike at the root of all the best impulses and dearest ties of the
community, do not prove the want of an Exposition I shall cease to
judge of facts by my senses, or call n|)on those of other men. Now to
the ways and means I propose for forming their Exposition.
To raise live thousand shares devisable by will, but not transferable in the way of traffic— at ten pounds per share, with calls of £1
only at periods to be fixed, and with powers to call for a future ten
pounds on each share, or raise additional shares of the same value
and in the same manner, would amply suffice.
The commencement of course requires some funds; hut in a. bo jici/ide
utilitarian cause, and which could scarcely fail in its objects and end,
scores of capitalists would be ready to aid us.
It might be provided
that as soon as one thousand shares are subscribed
the business of
the Institution was to commence. If all party feeling, all political and
polemical prejudice be excluded, I have no doubt of success : a coraxnittee of friends to the cause should be at once solicited, a secretary,
pro tempore, appointed, &c. &c.
council of twenty-four should govern the affairs ; six councillors
going out every year and others chosen. The secretary, collector and
servants alone to be paid.
On deciding upon a plan of building, such should be chosen as
would admit of each portion being part and parcel of an uniform
whole, and so constructed at first that it might be gradually enlarged.
With reference to receipts beyond [laid up capital first, there would
be certain ones arising from fees of one shilling, to be paid on admission, in every five pounds value of the admitted article; secondly,
one shilling from each visitor Wmitted on any one of the four days of
the week when it is not open for gratuitous admission, Monday and
Tuesday being devoted for public admittance gratuitously. There
would also be the gifts and bequests from the affluent.

jectionable, except

A

—

WlLHELM DE WiNTERTON.
December

4,

1844.

ON MONUMENTS.
(Abridged from

The theory and

the Ecclcsiologlst.^

proprieties of Christian

Monuments have

naturally engaged

considerable attention during the last few years, as forming a most important
part in that revival ot architectural laste, which seems at length to have partially dawned in this country.
Much investigation of ancient examples, and

much

eloquent enforcement of their universally tine feeling and graceful
beauty, have already effected more than we might have hoped for in improving modern practice, and in checking that restless and ill-judging caprice,

which owned no standard of excellence, and had no consciousness of the absurdities of its own creation.
The half-naked marble effigy, the heathen emblems of inverted torch and cinerary vase, the pediment and the pilaster, the
cupld and the cherub, have given place, in many a church, to the Catholic
symbol of the blessed Cross, the glowing Memorial window, or the consoling
and inspiring portraitures of Saint and Angel. Once more will monuments
.represent the departed, sleeping, as of old, in hopeful peace: not dead, ex-

nor agam in any unreal attitude of life but only as it
were, in expectant slumber, withdrawn bat for a time from their fellowship
tinct, annihilated,

with earth.

In a word,

;

we

are beginning to

feel

All the ancient

and detest the wretched and profane
trash which, for the last two centuries, has distigured our churches.
So searching has been the enquiry into this subject, that perhaps little now
remains to be said about monuments, viewed simply as architectural features.
It will not be our object to attempt to throw additional light on what is
already well understood, but rather to discuss the ancient principles in connexion with present usage, in order to point out what kinds of monuments
are best unilt-r particular circumstances, and how they may be treated in an
age which refuses unconditionally to accept, even on questions of architectural propriety, the authority of medieval antiquity.
The evils of sepulture within the walls of churches are now beginning to
be felt and acknowledged. Many an old church has already been brought to
the grotmd from this cause ; and many more are, to this day, distorted, disjointed, and seriously endangered (as was our own St. .Sepulchre's, till its reCf nt restoration), from the lapsing of the foundations through the same means.
And though this extensive mischief has generally been caused by the most
culpable carelessness, and might perhaps be easily avoided in future, still
there are other reasons which combine to render the practice decidedly ob-

monuments which

are to be

met with

shall hereafter ex-

in this country,

may

be classed under eight general heads.
These are
1.

.Sculptured coffin-stones.

2.

Recumbent

3.

Plain and low sepulchral recesses, with or without either of the abova.
Brasses and incised slabs.

4.
5.

wall,
6.

7.

efligies.

Canopied mural tombs, differing from
and degree of richness.
High-tombs, often bearing a brass or an
Floor-crosses and Lombardic slabs.

Sunken

(3) in size, projection

from

tlie

effigy of stone or alabaster.

slabs showing a part only of a figure, in an open
head or feet, or both.
of these will demand a few observations as to their appropriate use.
For a Founder, especially if of rank or consequence, nothing can be more
correct than a low arched recess in the chancel or aisle wall, provided the
style be not later than Decorated.
A low shelf, or ledge of maaonry, should
be placed under it against the wall, upon which either a recumbent effigy with
clasped hands may be laid, or a coifin-stoup, sculptured in bold relief with a
8.

effigies,

i.e.,

circle or quatrefoil, at the

Each

If it be preferred, it is still less expensive to lay down a flat
slab of dark native marble, bearing an incised Cross with fioriated stem and
floriated Cross.

calvary, and with the arms or badge of the deceased by the side, and a legend
cut in deep characters round the edge. This is an elegant and simple design.
At the .same time we should have some hesitation in recommending its intro-

duction in an ancient church, which would in some sort be committing an
anachronism ; but in a new edifice, and under the above circumstances, it is

perhaps almost exclusively correct. For it is probable that founders' tombs
were peculiar both in position and design. Even now they are common
in the north wall of chancels, though a vast number may have been
destroyed in demolishing credences and sepulchres, for which they were often
used, or may now lie hidden behind wooden altar-panelling. If the founder

enough

new church should desire this ancient form of sepidture, the tomb
might very well be constructed during his life-time, and a recess prepared
under the wall in laying the foundations. Such anticipative works were extremely common in ancient times, as we may infer from dates and names
partly cut and never finished.
Recumbent effigies are confessedly among the most touching and interesting ornaments of a church. We doubt if any object more strongly arrests
the attention of all, whether young or old, learned in, or ignorant of Ecclesiology, than the simple figure, as it lies prostrate over the tomb, ungraceful
though it be in its drapery -folds, and rudely severe in its outlines. The
cross-legged knight in his hauberk of mail the bishop with chasuble and
staff; the abbess in wimple and habit.
The same, but in a much less degree, might be said of Brasses. Here however we have no hesitation in urging our artists to recover so fine and effective a department of Catholic art.
We believe that brasses are the most
of any

;

fitting

monument that, under general circumstances, could be adopted.
consider that their cost would not e.iceed, and seldom equal, that

kind of

When we

it strange indeed that a positive and most
unsightly disfigurement should so long have been universally preferred to
one of the greatest ornaments which a church can possess. There may in-

of mural tablets, we shall think

deed be at present a difficulty in procuring them of correct execution, and
reasonable cost, though we shall always be glad to give information

may

be done

;

how

this

but a general demand for them would immediately produce the

requisite supply.*

Sculptured or incised slabs are precisely on the same principle as brasses,
which they were probably a less costly substitute. These are generally

the force and meaning of

these things, and heartily to abjure

under certain circumstances, which we

plain.

—

—
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for

late,

and of alabaster; but early examples are found, sometimes on high
It may be remarked that various slabs of this kind are sometimes

tombs.

marked with
ford,

five small Crosses, like altar-stones, as at St. Peter's,

Bedfordshire; a circumstance likely to mislead.

several other instances

;

one

at St. John's,

We

Temps-

have met with

Stamford.

The canopied mural tomb is the most costly and beautiful of all monuments.
ought to have crockets, pinnacles, finials, shafts, buttresses, panels, and
tracery, with under-groinings, colour, gilding, and diapers, according to the
style and design.
In some cathedrals these stand isolated like a shrine but
this is rarely the case in parish churches, where they are almost always
strictly murnl^
Generally they are formed in the wall, which is recessed to
the depth of about two feet, to include a table-tomb without projecting beyond
the wall-line. Effigies seem the most usual and appropriate complements of
It

;

2 We have seen soroe excellent brasses furnished by the Messrs. Walker, of Londgn.
One large double brass, with canopies and legend, cost j^60; another, a floriated Cross,
with calvary and legend, jtM6. We take this opportunity of informing our readers that
these gentlemen have made arrangements for mailing monumental brasses to any size and
degree of richness.
3 The most beautiful example within seven miles of Cambridge, is at AU Saints, Land.,
beach. The fine specimens at St. Michael, Truropington, and All Saints, Utile Shelford,
may also be mentioned.
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those recesses, which

must be regarded

ns partakinp of the character of

A vast niimber of ancient mural tombs of tliis kind remain many
cxiiiUtins the finest possible Horkinanship, and the [jreatest profusion of
We
ball-flowers, mouldings, fealhered cusps, and other decorative delail.
need hardly cite the incomparable tombs of M'eslminater Aliliey, nor observe

niches.

83

the western entrance; a remarkable position, which we remember to have
observed elsewhere, and one that may perhaps have been dictated by a sense

;

of unworthiness to approach nearer to the Aliifr.

that the Percy .Shrine, at Beverley, may indeed have once been the wonder
of England for its chaslcness and extraordinary richness of ornament.

ON THE MARBLES OK

Some examples of Perpendicular date, by their enormous size and height,
violate true principles, which require that such features .should always be
subordinate. Such an extravagant design is the tomb in the chancel of
St.

Andrew, Ilingham, Norfolk, which extends from the ground

to the roof.

This kind of monument, however, in no respect defends that favourite
modem deformity, a Gothic mural tablet. We object to these altogether as
most faulty on the grounds both of principle and effect. It is just like trying
to make galleries look tolerable by panelled (iolhic fronts. A white marble
slab, enclosed between two buttressed pinnacles, and reccsssed some few
inches behind a crockctted canopy, the whole standing out perhaps on a
moulded bracket between two windows, or over a door this is often erected,

Read htfurc the Geological Society of Dublin, Januanj 8, 1845.
The
paper was illustrated by upwards of 80 fine specimens of polished marbles
from various localities in Ireland. Some of these were cweedingly beautiful
and much admired by the members present, mo t of whom were not aware

many varieties of native marljle.
In bringing under the notice of the society the accompanying specimens of

that Ireland possessed so

the marbles of Ireland,

I have thought it would not be altogether uninterestobjects of the society, that a few remarks should be

ing, nor alien to the

;

at a very great

Golhic,

A

it is

priest's

under the mistaken idea that because

cost,

its

details are

therefore consistent with (iothic principles."

monument must be devoid

of high pretension.'

Either a brass,

or a floor-cross, with a chalice sculptured on one side of the stem, is the most
It should be laid down in the chancel floor, in our opinion, whether

fitting.

immediately covers the body or not. For a grave-stone, in its highest use,
is not so much intended to mark the exact spot of sepulture, as to record the
Monuments
fact, and commemorate the event in the prayers of the Church.
form 50 conspicuous a part of decoration, as well as of the moral of church
it

architecture, that to

would be

to deprive

it

deny them a place in the interior of the sacred fabric
of no inconsiderable portion of its religious effects.

High tombs occur principally

in chancels, or

attached or at least close to the wall.

The

chres.

near Altars, and usually

They were often used for Easter sepulHigh Altar is well known. At

position on the north side of the

All Saints, Milton, and St. Mary's, .Sawston, near Cambridge, there are high

tombs

this place

in

which date after the "Reformation." The latter was
Queen Mary. The best place, however for these

erected during the reign of

tombs

is

a chantry chapel.

Here they

may

be rendered gorgeous with he-

raldries and painted efligies.
In other parts of a church they are apt to be
too cumbrous, as well as too prominent and conspicuous. For example, the

commonly in vogue from the time of Queen Elizabeth
downwards, generally partake too much of pride and ostentatious display in
their great size and the exuberance of their ornament. Thus they encumber
rather than decorate a church. Nevertheless, they are infinitely better than
the modern pagan marbles. I'pon the whole, however, they appear to us the
alabaster effigies so

any kind of mounment and, indeed, they were
the invention of a late period, at least in their isolated and allar-like form
when placed under rich canopies, their nature and effect are materially
least desirable to revive of

;

•

for

changed, principally from their recessed position within a wall.

There

is

an unusual but very becoming kind of monument, which

may

be

called the coped high tomb, of which a specimen from the church-yard of St.
Giles, Bredon, Worcestershire, is given in the histrumcnta Ecdcsiaslka, Part

There

III.

a

is

case, the design

two

feet

example at St. Mary's, Sallord, Bedfordshire. In this
resembles a low coffin-shaped sarcophagus, standing about

fine

above the

floor.

The sunken

effigy is a device which might perhaps be fit for modern adopthough ancient examples are either so rare, or so little appreciated, that

tion,

IRIOLAND.

By Mr. Wilkinson.

made on

The designation 'marble' implies, as every one is
aware, a quality of stone which admiis of comparatively easy conversion,
and is worked to a smooth surface susceptible of polish. Those stones « hich
are capable of receiving a high degree of polish and brilliancy of effect, like
the subject.

gypsum and spar, Sic, have been by most nations
ways been used for ornamental purThe word marble does not however apply to the latter, but to those
which arc harder than gypsum, and being found in considerable masses are
suitable for larger operations, and in its most restricted sense to the limestone formations only. The marbles of a country are amongst those geological products, which in an economic point of view are perhaps the most interesting in consequence of the various useful and ornamental purposes to
which they may be applied.
The use of marble in Ireland during past periods has been very limited, and
even at present the purposes for which it is used are very circumscribed. This
arises possibly to some extent from the very little general information which

the variety of diamonds,

held in estimation, and have in various
poses.

exists relative to their varieties,

and to the uses of which they are susceptible.
the table, with a few brief observations relative to their
external characteristics, and the localities where they were found, are therefore submitted, in the hope that some little advance, however small, may
be

The specimens now on

thereby made in their more general application. While the marble rocks of
Ireland have been quietly reposing in their native beds for many centuries
past, the marble of other nations, where the arts and sciences have flourished,

has been extensively used.
ornament," and it is well

Tliere is

an aphorism which

prefers

" use before

illustrated in

connexion with the various rocks—
those alone which were necessary for the construction of habitations, for the
formation of places of security, or for ordinary public works of utility, have
been brought into use. The refinement of the age, and the consequent influence of higher feelings, have, however, brought into use those finer-textured and variegated-coloured rocks, which, while they furnish ornament
and delight the eye, enable the skilful sculptor, by the clear and delicate outline they are capable of forming, to imitate and almost indefinitely
to perpetuate those triumphs of art in which, by unity of expression and perfect

harmony of

outline. Nature seems almost to have been sur[iassed. Of such
be mentioned those celebrated sculptures of beautiful forms which have,
by means of marble, perpetuated the elegant aud expressive allegories of the
ancient Greeks to the admiration, if not to the emulation, of the present

may

generation.

The

use of marble

by the ancient Greeks and Romans appears
an almost unbounded extenl. The number oi marble
Rome alone almost exceeds belief. In the writings of

we doubt whether a single attempt has been yet made to revive their use.
For this reason it may be well to describe them in detail. A thick slab of

to

stone or marble has a deep circle, ijuatrefoil, or other geometric aperture
sunk in its upper face at one extremity, in which, a little below the level of
the surface, is represented the head and neck of the deceased, and sometimes

historians wc are made acquainted with the extensive use made of the marble
rock by the most refined nations. Thus we read of the very elaborate marble L-mbellishments of the ancient Indian temples, of the
elegant and luxurious,
baths in which the ancient Romans and the inhabitants of eastern nations
indulged, and of the refreshing coolness which the polished surface of
the
marble produced. The use of the marble was, however, but little known in

part of the clasped hands, as

if the w hole figure were encased, and but parfrom within the solid stone. At St. Andrew's, Uttcrby, St.
Oswald's. Howel. St. Nicholas, Normanton, and St. Stephen's, Careby,
all in
Lincolnshire, very good examples occur. Sometimes the feet are
shown at
the bottom, as well as the head at the top ot the slab but
this is not very
;
olten found.

tially revealed

Cofl^n-stones are often raised on low plinths of
masonry, even when not
placed under an arch. At St. Germans, Scothcrn,
Lincolnshire, there is a
beautilul one sculptured in relief, of Early English
date. It is placed close to
°P""°"' ^''•" "^"B" " '^'•y
occuJ^L"'Jr
AiT's
f 7' Tl'^'V-"
V'"
occur
(as at All
Sa.uts,
Bakewcll), of
ante-reformation date. There

f™
is

a

""'"'1 '"Wets
itreat ivaiit

of

»of?onu'e'j';wrh"ea;z:rrJiVa„t's^*u^ri;:^^

c'r
there

u

Europe during the dark ages which succeeded the

fall

of

Rome

;

and even

until the revival of the fine arts in the fifteenth

century, when the Italian
school of architecture produced a different tase, the use of marble was comparatively very limited. The resuscitation of art prevailed in dilierent applications of marble
and it was then exclusively used for forming the internal faces of the walls, for the embellishment of buildings, by using variegated
coloured marbles. In Ihe age of Elizabeth marble was extensively used
in
England for large monumental tombs, the decorations of fire-places. &c. At
;

this period variety of colour

was the chief object sought, and to a limited
was then used in Ireland for the same purposes. The mateused were almost without exception procureil from Italy. During the
century marble wis chiefly employed in the decoration of clnmiiej pieces,

rials so
last

'

llustralions of every kind, styl.,

to

extent marble

"

'lescrlbd above under the third head.' wit),
effigy in fuU vestr^Lt'l^^^^^'f
ments,
are not very uncommon. But even these ar»
more usual in the nave or aish- wall
?f '",- ".onumenl'mL; be found 1" K^^r' s
Collection
L'n'of'ned'f'ol Hedfordshire
d "»' Y-'"P'r'
Antiquities,' and in that noUe work. 'The
SeuuUhral Monu'•"''""'''•

have been carried

statues in the city of

ami period. At St. Mary's, Fulbourn near Camliriduc
t-amiiridi,.
aa .maciated cfBgy of a former Hector, close to the Altar.

ornamental slabs or similar purposes, the material being worked according to the fashion or taste then prevailing, in imitation ot the oinamen; comto the revival of the Italian architecture, and familiarly known
a.i the
for

mon

11*
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cinque cento style, and which cnnsisled in inlaying the forms of flowers or
figures in different coloured marbles, for costly chimney pieces or other works
of the kind, which possessed a beauty in design much in advance of the common or general use at its fiVst introduction. Jlany such examples of the
working of marble are met with in Ireland. At the present day the use to

which marble

generally applied

is

is

varied

;

with, and belong to the formation familiarly known as the lower lime»
The merchantable beds of the best quality are met with in the counGalway, Limerick, Carlow and Kilkenny in the counties of Mayo and
Waterford black marble is also met with. At the former places they have
been extensively worked.

met

stone.
ties

but, with the exception of statu-

ary, it IS extensively used but for very few purposes, amongst which may be
stated the construction of chimney pieces, mural tablets, flooring ornamental
slabs, hc.irth-stones, vases, and in some few instances staircases and columns.

[March,

;

The best quarries are considered

Lough

near the bank of

Corrib.

to

be those close to the town of Galway,
varying from

It occurs there in three beds,

about 9 to 12 inches in thickness. One of these is called the London bed,
most of the black marble raised from it being exported to London blocks are
raised from it of an average size of about 5 to 10 feet in length, and 4 to 5
feet in width
blocks of the size of 20 feet long may be raised. Some in
lengths of 1(3 feet have been exported, and converted at the Esher-street
marble works in London into a magnificent staircase for tne Uuke of Hamilton, in Scotland
the wide steps, large landings, and solid carved balustrades being formed of ibis marble worked to a beautiful jet black polish
and, doubtless, when brilliantly lighted, and surrounded by various other
brilliant accessories appertaining to a palatial residence, will produce an efl'cct
of princely grandeur which to a contemplative mind would originate reflections on its present use, and the countless centuries it has laid dormant in its
native beds, where it has been protected by the overlaying limestone from
the violent disturbance which its broken and rugged surface exhibits; nor in
a less degree would it originate reflection on the rude labours of those who,
ignorant of its destiny, liave raised it from its native bed, and the numerous
hands and skilful artists it has given employment to in its passage to its present destinalion. The marble beds are covered in the new quarries by about
twenty feet of limestone, the raising of which adds much to the expense of
obtaining it, although a considerable sale occurs of the limestone for common
building purposes. Except near the marble beds the quarrying of it is eflecicd
by gunpowder. A considerable quantity of this marble is sawn by water
power into slabs, and exported from Galway in that state to England and
America. These marble beds most likely embrace a considerable area, aud
also continue under the water of Lough Corrib, with which they are now
;

Its

most extensive use

is,

however, for chimney pieces and mural tablets.

For most of the purposes stated the marbles of Italy are still imported for
use in Ireland, and it thus more immediately concerns ihe Geological Society,
in the practical consideration of their pursuits, to

investigate the quality of

the marble productions of the country, in order that the professional architect miy be enabled to avail himself of such information and apply Ihem in

the designs entrusted to his execution.

Although the use of marble or ornamental stone in internal decoration

is

little doubt that with the advancing
improvement of the country marble will hereafter be more extensively
brought into use. and made to contribute both to the ornament and solidity
of our edifices much beyond the present practice and there is nu doubt that
with greater use much improvement would be made in the mode of working

as yet very limited, there can be but

:

the material.

To those who may

be of opinion that the labour of converting

may be an impediment to its more general adoption, it
make a comparison between the labour encountered in com-

the material to use

may

lie

proper to

innumerable sculptures which lemain to us of ancient
Egypt, worked out of the hardest basalts, granites, or poxphyritic rocks, and
the diflieulties encountered by artists in the use of marble rocks, the difficulties bearing about the same relative proportion as the use of marb'e would to
that of plaster. The use of marble at the present day, and for the purposes
to which it is most commonly applied, is very different from the practice of
a former age. Every one must be familiar with the ordinary mode in which
pleting the almost

marble is applied in the construction of common chimney pieces, consisting
of nothing more than the division of Ihe block into a number of slabs, which,
by the aid of plaster of Paris and iron holilfasts, are secured together in
imitation of a solid mass.
poses,

it is

ing stone.

However

sufficient this

may

be for ordinary pur-

certainly very inferior to the construction from the s: lid endurIn all the ancient domestic buildings of the country we fiml the

;

;

;

At Oughlerard, the western extremity of the limestone
formation, and in several other parts of it, similar marble beds arc met with
and worked those at Oughterard, in the opinion of the marble workers in
London, contain more or less silica, which renders them less valuable. At
Limerick considerable quantities of black marble are raised, and both used in
the locality and exported. At Carlow and Kilkenny very fine black marble
nearly on a level.

;

might be imitated with great economy and eficct, and where f r many
architectural purposes it might with much advantage be very extensively

is raised
at Kilkenny the best beds, wdiich were very thin, have, I am informed, been nearly exhausted. Most of the marble obtained from Kilkenny
abounds with shells, and which become more marked and conspicuous as the
marble becomes dry and exposed. Chimney-pieces made from the Kilkenny
marble are to be met with in most parts of Ireland and are familiarly known,
an extensive use of this marble having at one time prevailed that wdiidi is
a jet black and free from shells is now more generally esteemed. The polish
of black marble is considerably affected by dampness, and is much preserved

applied.

and improved by being kept dry.

or exiernal character of the marbles constitutes the chief consideration with reference t'> their use for decoration or ornamental architec-

Wherever the black marble heds are met wilh they are assorted with the
limestone beds, and the difference in quality appears almost accidental
some

and internal structure being the most important. Their
chemical character has reference more to the facility with which they may
be converted into use, and their capability of receiving and retaining a certain polish.
In their simplest and purest state, marbles chiefly consist of
carbonate of lime, which is of a white colour; the wdiitest kind, however, is
frequently associated wilh quartz or silex, which more or less deteriorates it.
This is more or less united both chemically and mechanically in various ways
with nearly all the marbles. The variations in colour arise chiefly from accidental causes, in the greater or less admixture of carbon, or the stains of

of the over or underlying beds often present a stroi g contrast in the quality
of the stone. lu other places there is a gradation in character from the ad-

chimney pieces constrncted of limestone or dark marbles of the locality,
and where undisturbed these are generally still in a sound and perfect slate.
Old street buildings in the west of Ireland, and at Kilmallock in particular,
present examples of ihis construclion, and possess a very pleasing outline.
solid

Instances will very often occur in country mansions or public buildings in
the vicinity of which local marbles are attainable, in which such constructions

The physical

ture, their colour

various metallic oxides, or the sectional outlines of embedded fossils. Magnesia enters largely into the serpentine variety of marble. The mi re clirystalline and least earthy marbles are the least durable. The compact or finely

granular crystalline marbles being superior to those which are largely crystalor of a slaty texture.
Almost all the varieties burn into quick lime;

line

exfoliate in the conversion before they become
when exposed to the ordinary mode of separating
such qualities are, therefore, very inferior for ordinary
cement, as they make a costly and meagre mortar it is, however, to iheir
use as materials for decoration that the present observations are chiefly intended to relate.

several of them, however,
caustic,

and

fall

into sand

the carbonic acid

;

;

The colours of the marbles
The dark
grey. The

tained from Italy.

purple, blue, and

of Ireland are almost as

numerous as those ob-

colours vary from jet black to daik dove colour,

from the pure snow-white,
to the celined, cream coloured, pink, and light grey.
The variegated consist
of the serpentine, black and white veined, mottled, and those marked with
fossil organic remains.
The serpentine is here included, from its common use
for Ihe purposes to which marble is applied, and from its being so commonly
called the •' pieen marble." although it is not, strictly speaking, a marble.
The black marbles, which are those of most value in Ireland, are extensively
light colo irs vary

;

;

;

In the impure limestone formarble are frequent. They are geneand inferior to those beds belonging
to the lower or light-coloured limestone formations, and seldom receive a
good polish. Wherever the limestone formation prevails in which the marble
beds occur, the economy of raising it is dependant on the depth of overlaying
rock or soil wh-ch requires to he removed, and of the demand which exists in
the neighbourhood for the common rock, either for masonry or burning into
lime. In some localities the limestone rock itself more than repays the cost
of removing it; and in those localities where this formation prevails these
considerations and the quality of the marble beds determine tlie economy of
Except at Galway and Limerick, where much of it is exported, it
raising it.
is almost solely used in the surrounding Iccaliiies for ordinary purposes, and
most extensively for large grave stones, for which purpose it is sawn into
slabs of three or four inches thick, and fur this the demand is very considerable. The best qualities, however, are seldom so used.

joining ordinary limestone to the fine marble.

mation of the calp

rally

more or

less

series beds of black

marked with

fossils,

Daric grey and dark mctlled grey marbles are

County

anci several parls of the

met with chiefly in the King's
Near Tullamore marble is

county of Cork.

obtained in large blocks capable of receiving a fine polish, and considerable
use is made of it lor chimney-pieces and work of that kind. The limestone

around Cork produces easy working marble of a light grey or dove colour,
and more or less mottled, and receives a good polish. In the primary districts of the county Donegal a light grey and bluish-grey coloured marble,
it is, however, most of it, hard
of close grain, is met with to a great extent
;

work from the quantily ol silex it ci ntains. The same kind, and of a
Marble of this
tint, is also met with very frequently in Connemara.
description is common to most primary districts— it is compact in texture,
to

bluish
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but Joes not often produce a satisfactory polish. Most of the primary limestones are met with in exposeil riil(,'es of surface rock, alternating with or
emhedJeil between rocks of the shite formation, anil the strata generally po.ssess a vertical or strongly inclined direelion.

In the nortlicrn portion of the

county of Donegal it is, however, very frequently met with in successive
In the counties of Donegal and Galway
horizontal heds and easily quarried.
primary limestone of a coarsely crystalline texture is abundant, polishes very
Most of the limestones of the country
well, and varies in colour considerably.
which arc of a fine grain are highly crystalline, are susceptible of a polish
and produce a hght grey and bluish-grey colour. Of the light coloured
limestones Ihc pure white is most esteemed it Is met with in Connemara, and
it is found in narrow,
in several localities is exceedingly compact and hard
vertical or highly inclined seams between the slate rocks, and contains veins
prevent
any cubical masses
which
seams,
of
the
vertical
face
parallel with tlic
beyond a small size from being obtained— its great hardnees in conversion,
;

;

and the

difliculty of

quarrying

it

renders

its

PATENT REVOLVING GRANARY.
The revolving granary was invented by a Krench engineer, M. Vallery. It
consists of a large wooden cylinder, pierced with boles, and lined with meit is divided into diftallic cloth, and which turns horizontally on its axle
;

the apis the centre of the system
paratus must only be filled four-fifths, so that there may be room for the
corn to turn over, during the revolving of the machine a fan ventilator,
ferent ptirls round a hollow tube, which

;

;

placed at one of the ends, draws the air from the cylinder, and forces the ex-

through tlie cum, and to go out by the central tube. This
granary possesses all that is necessary for the economical preservation of
terior air to pass

corn tor an unlimited lime, without the loss of any of the nutritious parts ;
and it can also be used for any description of grain it protects the grain
against the devastation caused by insects without employing any deleterious
gas or inpirious matter and it prevents fcrmentatii n even when the corn is
;

;

boused

use very limited.

85

in

a wet state.

Tlicse advantages are attainable without incurring a

the western portion of the county Donegal, and
Conremara it is coarsely granular, of compara-

great expense for buildings, and require very little manual labour.
M. Vallery 's system has received in France the approbation of all compe-

tively easy conversion, can be obtained in cubical blocks and in great qu,-mitics
its very coarsely granular texture, however, is prejudicial to it for

The Acadeviie des Sciences, in a report made by Messrs. Biot,
Baron Sylvestre, Baron Dupin, Baron Seguier, after numerous experiments,
That M. Vallery's revolving granaries rid the corn
declareil,
formally
from the insects contained in at the time of housing, and elTectually protects
it from all future ravages, opposing an efi'ectual bar to the ingress of fresh
insects which would introduce themselves into it— that this system prevents
fermentation by the airing to which the corn is subjected— that it will moisten
corn which has become too dry, by the facility the ventilation aflbrds, of
passing through the corn a current of air impregnated with steam;— and,
that, conlastly, that the corn can be warehoused in a much smaller space
sequently, this granary, furmcd on the two principles of airing the corn, and

iriiilc

much

diflers

occurs in
from that of

miirlih-

;

;

marble has been employed in sculpture, ami
Academy. In comparison
with the white marbles of Italy, and that from Carrara, which is tlie kind
chiefly imporlwl into Ireland, the white marbles of Ireland are certainly inferior for sculpture and the ordinary uses to which white marble is applied

many

Some of

purposes.

has apiiearcd

this

the exhibition of the Hibernian

in

;

can be boldly used in these localities where the expense (jf
carriage would be much avoided, there is no doubt that it may be frequently
employed with much advantage for many jiurposes.
At Cheevy, near Dungannon, very delicate cream-cohured marble is obtained
very compact in texture, receives a hi);h degree of polish, and blocks
where, however,

it

;

of gieat lengih can be procured. The coarsely crystalline and fossiliferous
limestone at Ardbraccan produces light-coloured marble of easy conversion.
Of the variegated marbles] of Ireland, the sienna of the best quality Is, perhaps, the most beautiful. It is met with in the King's County in several
places. The best I am familiar with is a veined or mottled sienna, obiaiiied
near the Seven Churches. .Some of it has been wrouglit into chimney-pieces
and other ornamental purposes at the marble words at Killaloe it is susceptible of a high polish, and exhibits many bright and distinct colours.

tent judges.

'•

;

of shifting

it,

possesses

all

—

the necessary qualities, as well for the preserva-

tion of the corn, as for the expulsion of the insects,"

The patentees intend to construct granaries of various sizes from 10 to
100 quarters, observing, that each granary, being divided into eight compartments, may contain, if required, eight ditferent kinds of grain. The price
of each granary is £,\ per quarter, according to its capacity, thus, it will bo
;

£50 for a granary of 50 quarters.

;

Marble of the same character also prevails, difl'ering in colour, havinga dovecoloured ground veined or mottled with the sienna colour. In the county
Armagli a sienna, or rather Irownhh-red marhle, is met with, containing
great numbers of fossil shells, with which it is strongly marked; several
varieties of colour from a very light reddish

brown

to a rather

dark red are

and more or less marked with shells. At Pallaskenry, in the
county Limerick, a dark red and mottled marble is abundant, and has
been much used. A red-coloured marble, of a compact tut slaty texture,
occurs in the county Cork, extending from the city in a narrow seam, as far
as Ballincollig barracks, a distance of several miles it is bard to work, and
The serpejiliiie or green
dull in colour, but was at one time extensively used.
marhle of Connemara is, some of it, very beautiful generally, however, it is
injudicious
mode
of raising it by blasting with
of a dull green colour the
gunpowder, has much injured most of what has been raised, and considerably
prejudiced the sale of it. Blocks of considerable size, from which large tlabs
can be obtained, can be raised, and many are found lying on the surlace of
the ground near where the rock is met. 'Ihe diflirully of conveying it over
bad roads, and the too high price asked for it by the proprietors, in comparison with what green continental marble can be obtained for, are impediments against its more extended use. Black and white marble, and that of a
also

met

with,

;

;

—

mottled character, occurs in several localities ; itis quarried near Cork, in the
counties of Waterford, Longford and Kerry, and sume of the varieties are beau-

That obtained near Mitchelstown is well marked, and receives a high
The limestone obtained near the Seven Churches in the King'.s
County, when polished, produces a gotd marble of an even grey colour, it
is strongly mottled with very numerous fossil organic remains, which, in the

tiful.

polish.

opinion of

many

pcr':ons, gives it

a very pleasing appearance.

worked and raised from the quarries

in their beds.

It

may

be

It is easily

remarked that

this marble in a polished stale has tieen used in the construction of the door-

way

of one of the principal ruins at the Seven Churches.

retain their polish to this lime

;

.Some of the stones
others exhibit decay, and thereby the variable

quality of the different beds. I have only to add, that the foregoing observations are to be considered as a slight description of the varieties of llie Irish
marbles, and are maile more particularly to introduce the various specimens
to the notice of

tlie

Geolo..;ical .Society.

Cornish E.\oine3.— An order has been received at the llayle Copper-house
Foundry (Sandys, Came, and Vivian), for two 40-inc)i cylinder engines for tlie Kew Wuler
Works, to be completed in six weeks, besides sundry macliines for ttiose works.

RUINS AT NINEVEH.
There

is

so

much

interest attached to the recent discoveries of the

French

Consul, amongst the ruins of Is'ineveh, tbat we think the following particusupplied to the Malta Times, by one who appears to have a personal
acquaintance with the antiquities recovered, worth adding to the few which
we gave last week. With the early history of the discovery our readers were
long since made acquainted, in letters from M. Botta himself, and they have
from time to time been informed of the progress of his researches. We shall
Fifteen chambers, some above 100 feet
therefore come at once to results.
in length, and evidently forming part of a magnificent palace, have been
opened. Their walls are entirely covered with inscriptions and sculptures.
The latter are, almost without exception, historical, and illustrate events of
the highest interest, sieges, naval manoeuvres, triumphs, single combats, &c.
The inscriptions, are in a cuneiform character, and are of such great length
that all the arrow-headed inscriptions before known, if united together,
would not equal them. The character used closely resembles that found in
the middle column of the inscriptions of Persepolis, Ilamadan, (Ecbatana),
and Bisutun, and in the earlier inscriptions of Van. Each wall bears two
rows of sculptures, one placed above the other, and the inscriptions, containFrequently, however,
ing generally about twenty lines, are graven between.
they also occur on the garments of figures, or on towns and other objects
found in the bas-reliefs. There cannot be a doubt, therefore, that they contain a description of the events recorded, and the naiues of the principal
in fact, that they are a portion of the liistorical records of a
actors in them
kingdom. We have alludeil to the variety of the subjects described by the
sculptures, but the spirit and beauty of their execution form the widest field
To those who have been accustomed to
for astonishment and conjecture.
look upon the Greeks as the true perfectors and the only masters of the imitative arts, they will furnish new matter for inquiry and rellection.
I shall,
I think, be hereafter able to show, that, even if they cannot be referred to a
period much antecedent to the earlier stages of Greek art, they have, nevertheless, no connexion with it, and are perfectly original both in design and
execution.
Whilst probably conteniiioraneous with many of the most ancient sculptures of Egypt, they are immeasurably superior to the stiff and
They discover
ill-proportioned figures of the monuments of the Pharoahs.
a knowledge of the anatomy of the human frame, a remarkable perception
outlines
the
and
general
and
spirit
in
execution.
wonderful
In
of character,
fact, the great gulf which separates barbarian from civilized art has been
Although the ornaments, rohcs, and various implements of war are
passed.
finished with an extraordinary jirecision and minuteness, they in no way
detract from the effect of the whole, nor do they add heaviness to the figures.
lars,

—
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The extreme beauty and elegance of the various objects introduced among
the groups are next to be admired. The shapes of the vases, of the drinkingcups, the sword-scabbards adorned with lions, and the shields decorated with
the chairs, tables, and other articles of domestic use,
animals and flowers,
the ornaments of the head, the bracelets and earrings, are all designed
with the most consummate taste, and rival the productions of the most culThere are undoubtedly faults in the general
tivated period of Greek art.
execution, such as a frequent contempt for the relative proportions of the
is
evident
that
a
variety of hands may be^traced in the workand
it
figures ;
manship. 4tlien<enm,

—

—

3. Description of An Atmospheric Railway.
By Mr. James Miller.
His idea for the Atmospheric Railway, is, in place of a valve, to have the
exhaustion-pipe cut longitudinally, so that it may be opened by pressure, and
close tight of itself when the pressure is removed.
Two wings are east upon
the tube, in such a way as to be acted on by the weight of the first carriage ;
the tube is thus opened, so as to allow the communication with the piston
to pass through
and as the carriage moves on, and tlie pressure is removed,
the tube closes of itself again, so as to be air-tight.
He also proposes a
Conical Pivot for locomotive carriage axles, knowmg from experience that
such a form is much stronger than where formed with an abrupt shoulder.
;

THE ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.

—

The President
The following commnnications were made
January 13, 1845.

in the Chair.

:

Description of a Plan for the construction of a spacious flarlour of
Refuge in the Frith of Forth, or in such locality as may be recommended on
the east coast of Scotland, as the means of diminishing the loss of British
ships in future, and preserving the lives and property of shipwrecked perBy Captain John Donaldson Boswall, R.A. A Model, constructed
sons.
to show the peculiar Plan of the Breakwaters, and the action of the Flowing
and Ebbing Tides, was exhibited. Captain Boswall's method is a restoration
of the ancient Romau and Carthaginian mole. The breakwaters are to be
built of solid masonry, but are to be pierced, at regular intervals, with small
openings, on a level with the bottom of the harbour, so as to allow the flowing and ebbing tides to sweep through these openings, and thus to cleanse
away any sediment or deposit which, where solid breakwaters are used, is
found to accumulate, and in the end to render the harbour shallow and inThis model was beautifully constructed by our ingenious townsefficient.
man Mr. Howell, and unseen mechanism underneath raised and depressed
the water, so as to give it all the effect of the flowing and ebbing tide.
2. On a New Method of rendering Baily's Compensation Pendulum free
from Hygrometric influence. By Robert Brtson, F.R.S.E. The process
was exhibited. It is well kuown that simple pendulum rods of every mateWood is found to be
rial are lengthened by heat and shortened by cold.
less affected by temperature than metal, and has therefore latterly come
much into use. But wood is liable, on the other band, to be affected by the
hygrometric state of the air, that is, the pendulum rod is swelled and elonMr. Bryson's obgated by damp, and contracted or shortened by dryness.
ject in this improvement is so to treat the wooden rod that it shall be little,
the late Mr. Baily
if at all, affected by the damp or dry state of the air
having compensated, by the leaden bob of a particular length, against the
Mr. Bryson, then, places bis wooden rod, fitted
effect of heat and cnld.
with Its springs, &c., within a metallic tube, which is pierced with small
holes, and he makes this to turn constantly bke a roasting spit over a numwhich process has the effect of completely dissiber of small jets of gas,
pating the moisture which exists in the wood, and while in this state the rod
is suddenly withdrawn from the tube and plunged over head into another
upright tube filled with copal varnish, and there allowed to lie for 24 hours.
The varnish thus penetrates every pore of the wood, and coats it also on the
surface and on both ends, so that it is rendered perfectly proof against by1.

—

—

;

—

grnmctric influence.
3. On. admitting the Bach Light in a Poriaile Diorama, upon different
By
parts of a picture at different times; and on using light from oil, &c.
George Tait, Esq. This was a beautiful and ingenious addition to the
effects capable of being produced by Mr. Tait's very elegant invention oi the
Portable Diorama, whereby the light can be shut oft", or introduced to different parts of a picture, and is very effective, especially in night views.

—

January 27.

Alexander Bryson,

Esq., M.G.S., in the Chair.

The following communications were made
particularly the Coffer1. Account of the Public Works at Hartlepool
dam, by which the water of the sea was shut out from above 200 acres of
:

—

slake, during the excavation of the tide-harbour, the docks, and the building
By Mr. James Milne, engineer, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
of the quay walls.

Esq., F.R.S.E., V. P., in the Chair.

The following communications were made

:

1. (Part I.) "Remarks on the Trade Winds, and other currents in the
Atmosphere, at Barbadoes ; with an attempt to deveiope the Causes of Hurricanes in the West Indies."
By Robert Lawson, Esq., Assistant-Surgeon,
47th Regiment.

The author endeavours to establish, by a long series of observations, the
causes which produced so great variations in the direction and force of the
trade winds, confining his attention more particularly to Barbadoes.
These
changes have hitherto been referred to the heating influence of the sun on
the atmosphere within the tropics, little attention being bestowed on the
of aqueous dift'usion, and the influence of the sun and moon*s attracBy the anomalous directions of the wind during the month of June
1841, being quite at variance with the received opinions as to the cause of
the trade winds, and from subsequent observations, Mr. J.awson refers the
causes of these currents to other influences than the mere increase of temperature in the atmosphere within the tropics.
The results of these observations will form the second part of this interesting communication, alike
valuable to the philosopher and the navigator.
2. " All account of Mr. Fairbairn's Observations on the use of Cast-Iron
in the Construction of Warehouses, i^-c. ; with the Results of Mr. Eaton
Hodghinson s Experiments on the best form of Cast-Iron Beams and Pillars,
with Illustrations, was given by James Tod., Esq., Sec.
In the course of his observations, Mr. Tod called the attention of the Society to the great importance, to the security both of life and property, of
this subject being better understood by practical men, such as architects,
builders, founders, &c.
First, in regard to cast-iron pillars, he showed that Mr. Hodgkinson has,
by elaborate experiments (for which he had received the Gold Medal of the
Royal Society of London), established many interesting facts in regard to the
In particular, taking three
relative strengths of different shapes of pillars.
pillars, in every respect [alike, excepting that the first had both its ends
rounded ; the second, one end rounded and the other end flat and the third,
both ends flat he found that their relative strengths were in the ratio of
one, two and three, the pillar having both ends perfectly flat being the
strongest,
k flat disc ou the end of the pdlar gives a small additional
strength.
Second, in regard to cast iron beams, Mr. Hodgkinson found
(Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, Vols. IV.
and v., new series) that the strongest form is secured by having two flanges
an upper and under one, connected by an upright feather. The beam to rest
on its lower flanges, in which the greatest breadth and thickness of metal is
to be placed ; the upright feather is to be made much thinner, and also the
top flange and the top and bottom flanges are both to be broadest in the
middle, tapering away by a parabolic curve towards the e.xtremities to less
than half the breadth which it has at the centre.
Mr. Tod exhibited a model beam, which he had got constructed on this
principle, so as to show more clearly the strongest form
and he remarked
that not only was it common to find beams cast upon a wrong principle,
having the thickness of metal in the wrong place, but when these beams are
put into buildings, that they were placed with their broad flange uppermost,
in which position Mr. Hodgkinson's experiments prove that they have hardly
one-third of the strengtli (in reahty being only as 323 to 1000) to what the
same beam would have had if the broad flange had been placed undermost.
He also exhibited enlarged drawings of the pillars upon which Mr. Hodgkinson experimented, showing the places where these broke respectively when
loaded to the breaking point.
eflfects

tion.

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

—

model and drawings to scale were exhibited. This was a valuable detailed
account of the public works carried on at Hartlepool and particularly of
the manner in which the great cofterdam was constructed, and the driving
of the piles was facilitated, and contained practical remarks on the best
angle at which the piles, both seaward and landward, ought to be driven.
The model and drawings were beautifully executed to scale, and were much

A

—

10.— David Stevenson,

Fel.
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[March,

;

admired.
2. Description of a proposed Valve for the Atmospheric Railway, with a
Drawing. By Mr. James Beattie, Montrose. This was a very ingenious
A semisuggestion for a continuous Valve for the Atmospheric Railway.
circular hollow being cast on the top of the exhaustion pipe aliove the slit
a hollow jiipe or tube of leather, filled with oil or other substance, is laid in
it, the oil keeping the tube always lubricated— and on the approach of the
railway train the leathern tube is lifted by a pulley or roller attached to the
first carriage, and, as the carriage moves onwards, tlie leather tube falls
The tube is lifted
again into its semieircniar hollow, and covers the slit.
only to the extent of perhaps two or three feet at a time.

—

ROYAL INSTITUTION.
January 24.

—W. R. Hamilton,

Esq., V.P., in the Chair.

ON THE BUSINESS OF THE ^HNT.

By

Professor

Brande.

Prof. Brande took a review of the chemical and mechanical history of a
mass of gold, from its importation into this country to its issue to the public
Gold is imported from South America, Africa (in the
in the form of coin.
form of gold-dust), and from the Ural Mountains in Russia. The supply
from this last-named source Mr. Murchison has shown to be continually inThe Bank, however,
This gold is sent to the Mint by the Bank.
creasing.
The gold is
first melts and also assays (or analyzes) it by its own assayer.
massive oblong pieces each weighing 151b. These, from
sent in ingots
the process just referred to, are of known purity and quality. When received
at the Mint from the Bank, the ingots are weighed in the presence of re-

—

—

(
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They arc then delivered to the
sponsible officers of both cstablislmienls.
Prof. Brande here explained that, for
Master's assay-master for analysis.
the purposes of circulation, it was necessary tliat gold and silver coin should
be milted with an inferior metal in certain accurate proportions. This alloy,
as it is called, is, in the case of gold, usually a mixture of copper and silver
but it is essential that the copper thus used should be
in equal proportions
In the gold coin of this country, eleven parts of pure metal
perfectly pure.
are combined with one part of alloy, while in the silver coin 4rr of alloy arc
The French standard is the
considered sutticient for 11 jij parts of silver.
same for both metals— viz. 9 metal and 1 alloy. Having thus been rendered
less flexible, and more available for the purposes of coining, the ingot of
gold is melted iu a black-lead crucible; during this process it is carefully
stirred by a black-lead rod to insure the equal ditfusion of the alloy through\\ ere this precaution neglected, the quality of the bar into
out the mass.
which it i« cast would not be uniform. And it is obvious that a scarcely
appreciable variation in this respect might seriously deteriorate tlie value of
The same process is adopted in regard to silver, excepting that Mr.
coin.
Morison has advantageously adopted cast iron, instead of black-lead, as the

—

Prof. Brande liere noticeil one
material of the melting-pot for this metal.
of the discoveries of Dr. WoUaston as having a most important bearing on
By rendering platinum malleable, and
the chemical operations of the Mint.
thus convertible into crucibles and retorts. Dr. WoUaston not only provided
means for manufacturing sulphuric acid at a cheaper rate, but enabled that

substance to be readily used in extracting silver from ingots of gold. Tin'
Refiner extracts, at a small cost, the silver which generally accompanies
masses of gold. And, as no seignorage is charged on coining, and as he is
entitled to coined in exchange for uncoined gold, without expense, whatever
The bar
silver he can remove from his ingot is so much clear gain to him.
of gold is now consigned to the ancient company of Moneyers, and here the
mechanical operations, which convert it into coin, commence. These, howWhen broken down,
ever, are necessarily controlled by chemical principles.
as it is called, {i.e. squeezed to the thickness of the coin), the bar is annealed,
(heated, that the metal may become tractable,) but heated out of contact

with air, lest the alloy should burn. Prof. Brande described, and illustrated
by models, the operations of the rolling-room the extremely accurate uniformity in the thickness of the ribband of gold, from whence the blanks are
He then showed how, by
struck, obtained by Sir J. Barton's machine.
means of most delicate adjustments, any minute variation in the quality of
different parts of the ribband was compensated in the blank-cutting machine.
He explained Mr. Bolton's contrivance for making the atmospheric pressure
the moving-power in this powerful, yet most accurate engine and proceeded
to describe how, after being again annealed, the blanks are stamped and
:

;

what are called the trials of the pix
i e. the examinations into the quality and purity of the bullion before it is
received by the Moneyers, and when, having been coined by them, it is about
milled.

Prof.

Brande

briefly noticed

;

These examinations are always strictly private.
the acresult, however, is sufliciently and most creditably notorious
knowledged purity of British coin. Prof. Brande concluded by calling attention to the manner in which the operations of the Mint ensured the quick
production of coin of unimpeachable weight and fineness how loss of intea national panic prevented by the rapidity of a
rest on bullion was obviated
coinage, which, though so quickly accomplished, will bear comparison, as to
execution, with that of any country in the world.
to be issued to the public.

—

The

;

;

PROFESSOR FARADAY ON THE LIQUEFACTION AND SOLIDIFICATION OF GASEOUS BODIES.

S7

took a bottle half filled with ether (and this was Latour's experiment) and
applied to it heat, the ether would rise in vapour, and so would continue
At last, the liquor below and the
until the vapour was much condensed.
vapour above would be of as nearly the same weight as possible, and the
additional
heat
would
turn the liquor into vapour, or, if taken
least degree of
away, convert the vapour into liquor. Observe what happened. At that
ether
no
pressure
could
bring the vapour into a liquid state ;
temperature of
He believed, then, the reason why so many
at a lower temperature it would.
liquefying
and
solidifying
had failed in
gases was, that although they
could procure the immense pressure mentioned, they could not obtain a
He would explain in what manner
degree of temperature sufficiently low.
He had taken as his basis carb(}nlc acid gas in its sohd
be had suceeetlcd.
A quantity of carbonic acid, in partly a
state as produced by Thilorier.
liquid and partly a vapour state, being confined in a tube, the expansion of
the vapour forced the liquid through an orifice in the side into a cylindrical
brass box, and by the cold produced by the expansion of the gas, a part of
Its temperait was immediately converted into a solid substance like snow.
of Fahrenheit
but though he took
ture in that state was 70 degrees below
that iis his basis, it was not low enough for the purpose of bis experiments.
The temperature must, therefore, be further decreased. It had been demonstrated by Thilorier, that if ether were applied to solid carbonic acid, the
temperature could be reduced to even 103 degrees below Fahrenheit; but a
lower degree was still required, and that was obtained by exhausting the
air.
His object, then, was to combine this extreme degree of cold with great
The means by which he effected it be
pressure in his experiments on gases.
thus described ; -A quantity of gas in a glass vessel was forced by a condensing pump into a tube inserted in the receiver of an air pump that part
of the tube inserted in the receiver was made of common bottle glass (the
strongest kind for experiments, and capable of bearing an enormous pressure)
in the shape of a retort, and the bent or lower part of the tube lying immersed in the cold bath (produced by solid carbonic acid combined with
ether, after the air had been exhausted), gas in a liquid, and by an increased
degree of pressure, in a solid state could be obtained.
The learned professor illustrated the truth of the principle by producing
olefiant gas in a liquid state, and observed that he had succeeded in obtaining
in the same condition phosphuretted hydrogen, hydriodic acid, hydrobromic
acid, fluoboron and fluosilicon; and iu a solid form sidphurous acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, euchlorine, nitrous oxide, hydriodic acid, and hydrobromic acid. He had made carbonic acid the type of the others, but he
thought nitrous oxide would give a power of temperature as far below carbonic acid as that was below common ice.
He saw no reason why the same
result might not be obtained from oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen and, in
fact, he had hoped that evening to have shown oxygen in a liquefied state,
but he had failed in his experiments, not because his principle was wrong,
but from the porous and hence imperfect nature of the vessels used.
With
respect to hydrogen, he had had indications in the course of his experiments
that it would be found to be a metal of a most subtle nature.
As this subject is one of considerable importance, we give the letter of
Professor Faraday to M. Dumas, describing the mode of performing the experiments.
" I sought in the first place to obtain a very low temperature, and employed
for this purpose Thilorier's bath of sohd carbonic acid and a;ther, placing it
however under the recipient of an air-pump. By maintaining a constant
vacuum, I lowered the temperature to such a degree, that the carbonic acid
of the bath was not more volatile than water at the temperature of 86", for
the barometer of the air-pump stood at 28-2 inches, the external barometer
being at 29-4.
This arrangement made, I joined together, by means of corks and stop;

—

;

;

some small glass and copper tubes, so that with the aid of two pumps
I was able to subject various gases to a pressure of 40 atmospheres, and at
the same time to submit them to the intense cold obtained under the aircocks,

On

Friday evening, Jan 31, Professor Faraday delivered a most interesting
on the liquefaction and
solidification of gaseous bodies.
Before commencing his lecture he read an
extract from a letter written by Professor Liebig, of Giessen, shortly after his
visit to this country, in which the learned writer said, the thing which struck
him most in England was the persuasion that only those works that had a
practical tendency attracted attention and commanded respect, whilst those
which were purely scientific were almost unknown ; and yet the latter were
the true sources from which the others flowed.
In Germany, added Liebig,
it was the contrary; but he did not say that that was better
in his opinion
the golden medium was the proper course.
Mr. Faraday then proceeded v»ith his lecture. The condensation of gases
(said he) had been brought before the public some years ago.
A gas was
one of those substances in an aerial form which remained permanent under
the ordinary circumstances of temperature and pressure, whilst vapour was
like gas, Init which under ordinary circumstances was condensable again into
liquid.
It was at one time thought that all gases were perfectly elastic fluids,
but by his researches he had succeeded in turning into vapour the following
nine gases, namely,— chlorine— muriatic acid
sulphurous acid— sulphuretted
hydrogen carbonic acid euchlorine nitrous oxide^ cyanogen and ammonia. One of these, namely, carbonic acid, the late celebrated Thilorier, of
Paris, had, after many experiments, obtained in a solid state, and Bunsen had
subsequently obtained also cyanogen in a similar condition.
But although
continued attempts have been made to solidify the other seven, and by immersion in deep water a pressure of 200 atmospheres, i. e. of 3,0001b! to a
square inch, had been produced, still they had been unattended with success.
He would explain what be believed to be the reason of the failure. If he
lecture, at the Royal Institution, in Albemarle-street,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

pump, and

to examine the resulting efteets.
As I expected, the cold produced several results which pressure alone would never have done, and prin-

cipally in the solidification of bodies ordinarily gaseous.
The following is a
sketch of the various results
Olefiant gas was condensed to a beautiful colourless transparent liquid,
but it did not solidify; it dissolves the resinous, bituminous and oily bodies.
Pure hydriodic acid may be obtained either in the solid or liquid state.
Solid hydriodic acid is very clear, colourless and transparent ; generally
:

several fissures traverse the

Hydrobromic acid may

mass

;

it

greatly resembles ice.

also be obtained either as a limpid

and

coloiurles*

liquid, or as a clear transparent solid.

Both these acids require a very careful distillation in closed vessels and
under great pressure, to be obtained pure and colourless.
Fhwsilicic acid was condensed to the liquid state, but it is repuisite to
operate at the lowest temperature.
It is extremely liquid and mobile, like
hot a;ther it then produces a pressure of about
atmospheres, and gives
no sign of solidification. It is transparent and colourless.
Fluoboric acid and phosphureited hydroyen presented some results of con;

densation.

Hydrochloric acid liquefies readily at less than 1 atmosphere of pressure,
but it does not solidify.
Sulji/inrrms acid freezes immediately, as was to be expected.
Sulphuretted Itydrogen becomes solid, and then forms a white, transparcnl,
crystalline mass, bearing greater

to camphor, than to ice,

resemblance to solid nitrate of ammonia or
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Carbonic acid, when it passes from the liquid to the solid state, without
being dispersed in the form of snow, constitutes a very beautiful substance,
transparent like crystal, so that for some time I doubted whether the tube
that contained it was empty or full; »nd I was even obliged, in order to asSolid carbonic
certain the presence of a solid body, to melt a portion of it.
acid exerts a pressure of 6 atmospheres, which proves how readily liquid carbonic acid ought to become solid when allowed to escape into the free air.
Oxide of chlorine is a beautiful, orange-red, very friable, crystalline subIt exhibits no trace of explosive power.
stance.
Proto.ride of nitrogen is one of the gases which L had formerly condensed.
I have seen in the journals that M. Natterer has repeated my experiments
with a compression-pump, and that he has obtained the liquid in the open
air.
I have likewise condensed it to a liquid by means of my pump, but I
have moreover solidified it by means of the cold bath. It then forms a beautiful transparent or colourless crystalline body, but in this state the pressure
and this result is
of its vapour does not amount to that of 1 atmosphere
confirmed by another experiment, in which, having opened a vessel containbut did not solidify
remainder,
cooled
the
portion
evaporated,
ing this liquid, a
The cold produced by this evaporation is very intense, which was proved
it.
solid
carbonic acid and
in
a
bath
of
its
contents
tube
and
by placing the
This bath, which instantly freezes mercury, behaved like
a;tber in the air.
the
protoxide of nitroimmediately
caused
liquor,
with
hot
and
filled
a vessel
;

gen to boil violently. It is therefore my intention to employ the liquid protoxide of nitrogen for some new experiments on hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen ; for on placing a bath of this liquid protoxide in the receiver of an airpump, and expelling the air and the gas, we are able to place the bath of the
protoxide relatively to that of the carbonic acid in vacuo, in the same relation that the two baths observe in the air.
Cyanogen freezes, as was already proved by Bussy.
Perfectly pure and dry ammonia may be obtained as a transparent, crystalline white substance, heavier than liquid ammonia, and diffusing very
little odour, from the weak tension of its vapour at this temperature.
Arseniuretted hijdrogm and chlorine do not pass from the liquid to the

second year of King Edward VI., was strengthened by the remarkable addition of the words " ornaments of the church."
No one could deny that a
stone altar was such an ornament in the year referred to ; and this Rubric of
1662 is the only authoritative standard of the Church, repealing absolutely
any intervening canons, precedents or injunctions.

DECORATIVE ART SOCIETY.
On Wednesday, the 12th ult., an introductory paper was read by Mr.
Vicary, " On the Physiology of Timber Trees considered with reference to
Manufacturing Purposes." He commenced with a notice of the few govern
ment and private collections of specimens of timber in this country, and expressed his regret that in almost every case no scientific arrangement had
been attempted, whereby a study of the varieties of timber could be promoted.
He contrasted in a forcible manner the attention devoted in our
national museums to stuffed birds, &e., with the almost total neglect of a
useful classification of timber, although entering as it does so largely into
our every day comforts and conveniences.
The growth of trees and the capillary action of the sap, &c., the formation
of knots and the consequent weakness wherever they occur, were next
noticed, as also the effect of pruning or lopping at a wrong season, thereby
generating what is usually termed dry rot.
The patent processes of Mr. Payne were introduced, exhibiting a series of
experiments, his modes of preserving timber from decay and rendering it incombustible, also of hardening any English woods and dyeing them of various

make them available for the purposes of the cabinet maker.
The paper was illustrated by upwards of 200 specimens of difftrent woods,
English and Foreign, sound and in various stages of decay.

colours, so as to

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

solid state.

Alcohol becomes thick like cold oil, but does not crystallize any more than
caoutchene, camphene and oil of turpentine, but these bodies become viscid.
Binoxide of nitrogen and ojcide of carbon did not exhibit the least sign of
liquefaction at the lowest temperature, and at a pressure of 30 to 35 atmospheres.

While making these general observations, I have determined several numbers relative to the poiut of fusion of these various gases and their tension at
The numbers will be given in the memoir which I
different temperatures.
preparing on this subject, and in which I hope to have something new to
say respecting the state which oxygen, nitrogen or hydrogen may affect in
passing to the liquid state. Will this latter body present itself in the meWill nitrogen prove to be a metal, or retain its
tallic form, as you think ?
Ann.
This, experience will show.
place among the non-metallic bodies?
Translated for the Chemical Gazette."
1845,
Jan.
Pligs.,
de Chim. et de

am

—

THE CAMBRIDGE CAMDEN SOCIETY.
Nov.

7.

— The President

in the Chair.

A paper on " Architectural Drawing considered as the handmaid to the
study of Ecclesiology," was read by the Rev. Philip Freeman, M.A., ChairHe commenced by insisting on the value of a knowof the Committee.
ledge of mouldings ; and explained the method of drawing their outlines in
He then proceeded to propose a nomenclature for the
section or elevation.

man

science of mouldings, referring to the ingenious work of Professor Willis
(who was present), on the subject. The latter part of the paper was devoted
Mr.
to an examination of Hogarth's propositions with respect to beauty.
Freeman then applied these principles to the pheno.nena of the various styles
Hogarth's
of mouldings, and showed that the Decorated forms answered all
Whence he concluded that this might be
for the highest beauty and grace.
regarded as another argument in justification of the Society's principle that

Decorated was the most perfect

Nov.

28.

style of

church architecture.

— The President

in the Chair.

paper was read by Rev. F. W. Collison, M. A., Fellow of St.
He adduced passages from ancient
John's college, on the History of Altars.
writers in chronological order which mentioned the material of the altar
simultaneously
used in most ages of
been
showing that stone and wood had
the Church ; and proving that Bingham is, on more than one occasion, wrong
the
more
common matewood
was
that
passages
in inferring from particular

A

Examples were enumerated of altars in wood, stone, gold, silver, and
even in earth ; and much interesting information about ancient churches was
contained in the extracts which were quoted. Mr. CoUison next showed
that Ridley's injunction for breaking down altars could not be binding upon
other dioceses. He sketched the history of the disputes respecting altars
from that time to the accession of William of Orange, assigning each order
He established
or counter-order bearing on the subject to its right place.
that stone altars(if ornaments of the church), were distinctly enjoined by the
by which the Rubric
last enactment of the Church, at the revision in 16G2
rial.

;

enforcing the use of lueh ornaments of the Ministers as were in use in the

[March,

January 13, 1845.

The

George Smith,

Esq., V.P., in the Chair.

opened their proceedings for the first time, this evening, in
are far more convenient than the old apartments.
They are upon the same premises.
It was announced that the King of Prussia had purchased the whole of
the drawings and papers of Schinkel, the eminent German architect.
Mr. DoN.\LDSON read a paper " On the History of Architecture," the first
part of which was given in last month's Journal, and a continuaion in the
present number.

their

Institute

new rooms, which

January 27.

— H. E. Kendall,

Esq., V.P., in the Chair.

Mr. PoYNTER read a paper " On the Domestic Architecture of France during the middle ages, relating principally to the 15M and 16/A centuries." The
high roofs which were affected in that country in civil as in ecclesiastical
architecture, have rendered the dormer window one of the most striking features of the domestic style, from the 13th century down to the present day,
and in the stone buildings of the period of the Gothic Jiamboyarit, it became
the object of the richest and most elaborate decoration, of which one of the
most conspicuous examples is at the Palais de Justice, at Rouen. The
tourelle

overhanging the angles of the domestic edifices of the middle ages,
town buildings occupying the corners of streets, is another pe-

especially in

feature of the French style.
Many are still remaining in different
quarters of Paris, some still preserving the high conical roof, and metal
culiar

with which they invariably terminated. The fafade of the Hotel de
Sens, in that city, one of the very few relics of the larger town houses of
In England they
the middle ages, is flanked with two of these tourelles.
are never seen, but may be traced in Scotland with some other indications of
the French alUance with that country.
During the 15th and 16th centuries, a very large proportion of the street
architecture of France was of timber, richly carved and decorated in a
variety of ways.
In the 15th century brick began to mingle in the facades,
fining up the intervals between the timbers, and the use of bricks of different
This
colours, disposed in patterns, contributed greatly to decorative effect.
finials

was especially prevalent in the Bourbonnais. Glazed tiles
were introduced for the same purpose, and when plaster was used, which
was very commonly, it was sometimes ornamented by patterns sunk in and
To harmonize with the coloured surfaces, the
filled with coloured mastic.
carved timbers were painted and even gilt.
The renaissance introduced a new style of decoration long before it materially altered the principles of the distribution and construction of buildings
The transition from the Gothic to the Italian, in
of the domestic class.
France, operated in a manner differing materially from the Elizabethan or
Anglo-ltahan, on our side the channel its peculiar feature is the composition of Gothic forms with Italian details, a principle carried out with great
The works of the reingenuity, and with extraordinary skill in execution.
Under Jean Goujon,
naissance are for the most part valuable as works of art.
tie French school of sculpture, (which had maintained a high standard of
CJinparison throughout the middle ages, even from the 10th century,) became one of the most graceful and refined in the whole circle of modern art.
Down to the period of Louis XIV., the most magnificent domestic edifices
style of building

—

were

built

with

little

attention to convenience.

the lowest clasi subsiited

among

Customs now confined to
\>j wealth and rank,

those distinguished

(
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down to the dose of the 17ih century, in some of the proyinces of France.
When tlie Great Condc attended the'mi'eliug of the Stales of Burgundy, he
was received at the houses of tlie magistrates of Dijon in rooms which served
In such a room,
liall, dining-room, kitclien, and even bed-room.
menaghc, it was then the custom for the whole family,
In other respects there was no want
servants included, to live in common.
of luxury.
When Condc returned to court, he said to the king, " your province of Burgundy is rich
the kitchens are tapestried."

for parlour,

called tlic cfiambre

—

Feb.

10.— J.

B. Pavwoutii, !!sq., V.

P., in

the Chair.

diagrams, descriptive of the
'
King's Scholars' Pond Sewer." The main drain of one of the principil
divisions of the Westminster Commission of Sewers, occupying the whole
channel of a rivulet, formerly known as Dye Brook, having its source at
Hampsteail, and draining an area of two thousand acres, tifteen hundred of

Mr. G. Hawkins read a paper,

illustrated

liy

which are covered with houses. The whole of the lower part (jf the district
drained by this sewer is below the ordinary high-tide level of the Thames.
It is, therefore, essential that means should he adojited to secure a free emission of the sewage into the river without admitting the ingress of the tiile.
This object has been attained by the construction of double tlood-gates at the
month of the sewer, and by gradually enlarging its capacity at the lower end,
90 as to enable it to receive and retain, during several hours in every tide,
during which the gates are shut, the whole accumulated sewage of the discalculated, under ordinary circumstance, at 120,000 cubic feet, and
trict
This sewer in its course passes immeconsiderably more during storms.
Within a few years, a large portion of it
diately under Buckingham Palace.
has been reconstructed, under circumstances of extraordinary difficulty, arches
of considerable span having been worked to a gri at extent under denselypopulated neighbourhoods, without any suspicion on the part of the inhabitants of wkat was going on a few feet below the foundation of their houses.
In its present complete state, it is perhaps the most remarkable and extensive

80

ON THE LAW OF TIDES.
At a recent meeting of the Royal Society a paper ' On tlie laws of the Tides
on the Coast of Ireland, as inferred from an extensive series of observations
made in common with the Ordnance Survey of Ireland," was read by G. B.

Astronomer Royal. The elaborate investigations, of which the
communieatcd in the present paper, were suggested by the necesof adopting some standard mean height of the sea, as a line of reference
for the elevations ascertained in the operations of the Ordnance Survey of
Ireland.
Colonel Colby, R.E., who conducted that survey, had with this
Airy. Esq.,
results are
sity

view determined to institute a series of observations on the height of the
water in different states of the tide ; and, conceiving that these observations
niiglit lie made subservient to improvement in the theory of the tides, requested the assistance of the author in laying down the plan of observation
best calculated to effect that object.
The suggestions which were in consequence made by the author, were adopted in their utmost extent by Colonel
Colby and the collection of observations was placed in the author's hands
in the winter ot 1812.
The whole number of observ.itions exceeds two hundred thousand and they derive extraordinary value from the circumstance
;

;

of the localities of their simultaneity, their extensive range, and the uniformity of plan on which they were coinlueted.
Their reduction was made
hy the computers at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, under the superintendence of the author.

—

piece of sewerage ever executed in this or any other country.
Mr. R. Hawkins, architect, read a paper " On Ihe Sculpture and Architec.
tiiral Fragments dronr/ht from Xan//iiis," and placed in the British Museum
during the last two years and exhibited a restoration of one of the principal
among the numerous tombs discovered by .Mr. Fellows during his expeditions
We fhall defer our
into Lycia, the last of which Mr. Hawkins accompanied.
:

month.

notice of this paper until next
Fell.

24.— G. Smith,

Esu., V. P., in the Cliair.

report from the Council was read " On the Essays submit led in the Competition for the Medal of the Institute," recommeiiding that it should be
awariled to one of the three papers sent in " On the Qualities and I'scs aj

A

Slate as a Building Material."
The essay having been read, and the recommendation of the Council approved by the meeting, the successful candidate
was announced to be .Mr. T. Nicholls, a student of the Institute.
Mr. Ilabershon, architect, sent for the inspection of the meeting two capitals and a base, found in digging the founilations of the new church at Jerusalem, and requested the opinion of the members as to their age.
These
objects excited much interest, being probably the first fragments sent to
England from the antiquities of that city. Mr. Scoles observed that one of
the capitals, of the Doric order, closely resembled those of a tomb in the
Valley of Jehosaphat, to which, on a former occasion, he had assigned a date

somewhere al)out the Christian era. The other
very low period, verging on the Byzantine.

capital exhibited foliage of a

REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.
(I'ndirr lliis hend W5 propose Riving alistrac's of the specifications of all the most important patents as they are enrolled. If any adllllioniil information be reciuircd as to
pa> lit, tlie same may be obtained byJ applying
at tlie Office of till*
If) B to Mr.

my

LAXTON

JOUItNALJ

DRAINING TILES.

John Bailey Dento.v, of Gray's Inn Square, Middlesex, land agent, for
" I.iiprovemenls in machinery for moulding or shaping clay and other plastic
substances for draining and other purposes."
Granted April 18; Enrolled
October 18, 1841.

—

The object of the invention

combining two screws, whereby they
simultaneously act to pre~s clay or other plastic matter through moulding
surlacfs
which is eft'ected in the following manner a cast iron cylinder or
box is divided into two compartments longitudinally, each has a piston accurately filled and attached to two rods, worl^ng alternately by the action of two
cranks and connecting rods on a shaft turned by a winch with a fly wheel at
the end of each compartment of the cylinder are fixed die plates with apertures of the shape of the proposed moulded substance on the top of the
cylinder there is a square box in which are two vertical screws moving iu
opposite directions; on one side of tliisbox there is an opening hopper-sbaped
lor putting in the clay, and in the bottom there is an opening communicating
with the cylinders, through which is forced, by the action of the screws, any
clay that is placed in the box.
The screws are turned by means of a hevil
wheel on the end of the two crank shafts, working into another bevil wheel
on the end of a vertical rod on the top of this rod is a cog wheel that turns
two wheels keyed on to the lop of the screws, so that when the crank shaft
is turned the motion is transmitted through the bevil gear to the screws.
The
whole of the apparatus is secured on the top of a frame with four wheels, so
as to be easily moved from place to place.
The operation of making the moulded surface is thus performed the clay
is put through the hopper into the top box between the screws, and by the
continued action of the two screws the clay is constantly being mixed and
forced down into the cylinder, and then by the action of the pistons alternately pressing on the clay in each compartment of the cylinder it is forced
through the orifice of the die plates, and then cut off to the proper lengths'
is

for

—

:

;

;

;

—

METROPOLIT.VN IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY.
At the

meeting of this society, communications were read from Sir
Robert Peel and the Earl of Lincoln, in answer to applications from the
secretary relative to the long promised Ordnance Survey and Map of London,
and the projected encroachment upon t!ie carriage-way of Lincoln's Inn-fields.
On the first subject, it appeared that, the estimated expense of a Metropolitan
Survey having exceeded his anticipation, Sir Robert Peel had been deterred
from introducing a Bill for the object. The amount of the Ordnance estimate was not stated and, from the discussion which ensued, several members of the society seemed of opinion that the expense of a comprehensive
survey for public use could not well exceed that which had actually been incurred within the last six months, in the numerous local surveys in the neighbourhood of the metropolis by railroad companies. The whole of these
surveys would have been unnecessary if an Ordnance Map cf London, viith
contour lines, had existed on a scale of 5 feet to the mile, and the Board of
Trade would have had a simple means of testing both the correetmss and
expediency of the various plans submitted to them for railroad lines with
last

;

new termini in the metropolis.
On the subject of the projected encroachment on the carriage-way in
coln's Inn-fields, for the purpose of insulating the new law courts, the

LinEarl
of Lincoln hail satisfactory reasons for believing that the project had been
definitely

Pet'iie, of Rochdale, Lancashire, engineer, for " certain Improvement, in steam engines." Granted May 22 Enrolled Nov. 22, 1814.

—

;

The first improvement is for the application of an apparatus to steam engines for cutting off the steam, when working expansively, by means of a
moveable cam, in addition to the ordinary eccentric used fur working the
v.ilves, which moves a rod sliding in guides on the eccentric rod, and is connected to a bell crank lever mounted loosely on the cross shaft which moves
the
valves; this bell cank lever is connected by a vertical rod to a horizontal shaft at the hack of the cylinder intermediate the top and lower staani
boxes ; on the middle of this shaft are keyed two sliort levers, which are con-

D

D

nected by links to rods moving vertically through stuffing boxes in the bottom
part of the upper and the top part of the lower steam hox, and connected to
sliding or cutting off plates on the back of the slides of the
valves ; by the

D

movement

abandoned.

Various drawings were laid on the table, embodying the suggestions of
Mr. Laxton, i\Ir. .\ustin, and other gentlemen, for lemoving the defects of
the Government plan for an embankment of tlie Thames between Westminster and Blackfriars bridges.
Thi! (iuvernnieiit plan had been postponed, and
might ultimately be given up but it appeared possible to obviate the obmade to it, and it w»s determined to seek an interview with the
Earl of LincolD, to (ubioit for bis consideration the improvements required.
;

jections

STEA^t ENGINE LMPROVEMENTS.

James

of these cut-off plates the steam is cut off close to the nozzles, and
he regulated to any degree by altering the throw of the eccentric, which
causes the slide to close the steam aperture at any part of the stroke.
This
apiiaratus appears to be very similar, if not identical, to the one adapted by
Messrs. Kaston and Amos to the engine of the Reform Club, and described
in the Journal, vol. VIL, l!:'44, p. 102, where it is stated that it was twice
patented long after its adoption by Messrs. Easton and Amos.

may

The second improvement

is

a method of connecting the aforesaid cutting-

12
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may be cut off earlier
or later by the action of the governor. This is etFected by an apparatus consistini; of a heaiistock sliding on a bed and attached by a link to the end of
the eccentric rod, and by another link fastened on to a cam mounted on the
headstock at one end and at the other end the hell crank lever before described.
The headslock is connected by bevil wheel ge.irinj to the shaft of
the fly wheel and the governor, the action of the latter moves the headstock
backwards and forwards according as it expands or collapses, and the cam
round its axis; this movement regulates the cutting off slides, and causes the
speed of the engine to go quicker or slower as may be required.
off plates or slides wHli the governor, so that the steam

IMPROVEMENTS IN MAKING IRON' AND STEEL.
Charles Low, of Robinson's Row, Kingsland, Middlesex, for " Improvein the mahmi/ or manufacturing iron and steel."
Enrolled Nov. 25, 1844.

ments

— Granted May 25

calms and light winds, but when favourable or strong winds prevail, the propellcr and engine are thrown entirely out of use, and become so much dead
and useless weight in the ship. Instead of following this plan the inventor
makes use of the auxiliary steam power continually during the whole of the
voyage, and under all circumstances that it can be of the slightest use.
For
this purpose he employs an engine and propeller of such a power as will be
capable of propelling a vessel unaided by any other power, at a moderate
rate of, say four or five knots per hour duiing calms and very light winds,
and by the adaptation and employment of a certain apparatus hereafter
deserihed, and wbicb is connected to the engiiic and propeller shaft, he is
enabled at all times to propel tbe vessel four or five knots per hour, or nearly
beyond the speed that she would go if unaided by this apparatus. For
example, suppose that the engine will, as above stated, propel the vessel at
the rate of four or five knots per hour in a dead calm if a light wind capable
of propelling her two knots per hour without other assistance should arise,
then by the additional power of an engine and propeller with his apparatus
adapted thereto, he imagines by tbe two powers combined they will propel
the vessel, say .tbout six or seven knots per hour, and if the wind should
increase so as (unaided) to propel the vessel four or five knots, then by the
additional power of the engine she will proceed at the rate of eight or nine
knots per hour, or nearly so, and so on according to the wind. The means
so,

;

;

These improvements relate to the manufacture of laalleable iron and steel
a mixture of the following materials ground,
42 Ih. oxide of manganese, Sib. plumbago, 141b. wood charccjal, and 21b. saltpetre.
This mixture is thrown into the blast furnace either with the iron stone
or fuel, with each charge of ore as will produce 4801b. of metal.
It can also
in a fine state be introduced into the puddHng furnace, when the pig iron is

—

by using

[March,

in fusion, by throwing a few pounds upon the surface every few minutes,
thoroughly incorporating it by stirring it in the metal, until the G61b. are
used, or until the metal begins to thicken
it is then balled and sent to the
;

hammer and rollers, and passed through the usual process for making
malleable iron.
The same mixture may he used in the manufacture of cast
steel from malleable iron made by the above process, by adding 2 or 3 lb. of
the ingredients to every 30 lb. of steel, when in the melting pots, during its
conversion into cast steel.
The same object may be more immediately
effected by adding the ingredients in the same proportion as for steel to the
malleable iron made as above, and then the application of a moderate heat
will fuse the iron in contact with the mixture and immediately convert it into
tilt

cast steel.

employed to effect this object consist in the employment of differential
gearing for communicating the power of the engine to the propeller shaft, and
whereby the propeller can always he driven at an increased speed according
to the speed that tbe vessel would be propelled by the wind alone.
" In order to fully unThe following are the words of the specification
derstand this point, it will he necessary to examine what would be the effect
Suppose
of the ordinary auxiliary steam power upon the progress of a ship.
this auxiliary power is calculated to propel the vessel four knots per hour
unaided by any other power, and to effect this object the propeller is obliged
to make sixty revolutions per minute— now if a wind springs up which unaided is also capable of propelling the vessel at the same or a greater speed
:

—

is calculated for, it follows that although the propeller may
revolve sixty times per minute, still there is no (or at any rate very little)
increased speed imparted to the ship, and the propeller is revolving uselessly,
as the passage of the ship through the water would of itself drive the propeller at nearly the same speed if the latter were detached from the engine.
Tbe method I adopt in making the propeller available under these circumstances, is to drive it at a speed greater than that which the progress of the
that is
ship itself would give the propeller in its progress through the water
to say, if the speed of the ship sailing four knots per hour, is such as would
cause the propeller to revolve sixty times per minute if detached from the
engine, it is clear that it will be necessary for the engine to drive tlie propeller an additional sixty, making one hundred and twenty revolutions in all,
It would be underin order to propel the vessel about eight knots per hour.

than the engine
still

GAS RETORTS.
Joseph Cowen, of Blaydon Burn, near] Newcastle-upon-Tyne, merchant,
for " certain

Improvements in makini/ retorts for generating r/asforiUumina//on."— Granted June 4 Enrolled Dec. 4, 1844.
;

The improvements

are, first for making illuminating gas retorts of Newor Stourbridge fine clay, or any other suitable clay, mixed with sawdust, pulverised wood, charcoal, coke, carbon obtained from the interior of

castle

gas retorts, and other carbonaceous materials, in such proportions as the
quahty of the clay njay require, the larger the quantity of alumina the greater
will be the quantity of carbonaceous matter required, varying from -\[to i of
the earthy materials; by this mixture the clay is made porous and less liable
to crack.

The second improvement relates to the making of illuminating gas retorts
moulds consisting of a cylindrical box, flat on the top or end, with an
aperture therein and a conical mouth piece at the bottom, closed by a movethrough the centre of the cylinder and the mouth piece passes a
able plate
core of the shape of the intended retort, leaving a space round the core at
the aperture of the mouth piece and at the tjottora equal to the thickness of
the material to form the retort
a piston is made to fit the interior of the
cylinder and round the core, with guide rods passing through the flat top or
in

;

—

stood that the engine is not required to exert any increased power to obtain
this increased speed, as the ship's motion drives the propeller one sixty and
the engine the other sixty revolutions, the wind therefore by means of the
motion of the ship through the water assists in driving the propeller and the
engine gives it an additional impetus. If the vessel is propelled by the wind
at the rate of six knots, a further increase equivalent to an additional four
knots, must be made in the speed of the propeller before the full benefit is
obtaiued from the power of the engine, and so on according to the increased

power of the wind."

;

Fig.

1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

end, moveable by mechanical power.
For cylindrical retorts the clay is put
into the cylinder with the moveable plate covering the mouth piece, it is then
compressed by means of the piston, which forces the clay to fill the interstice
surrounding and at the bottom of the core at the orifice of the conical mouth
piece; the plate is then removed and the piston forced forward, when the
clay comes out the shape of the retort, and is then cut off to the required
length by a wire and taken to the drying place.
Any other shaped retorts
may be made by introducing a core of the shape proposed and having a die
with an outlet of the same form made to fit the mouth piece, the die is
applied after the clay is first compressed in the cylinder as before stated, the
piston in this case is fixed to the core which advances with it through the

mouth

piece

and

die plate.

^-

J

Fig. 5.

SCREW PROPELLERS,
Christopher DtJNEiN Hays,
" certain Improvements
rolled January 3, 1845.

The accompanying engravings show the method adopted by the patentee

of Bermondsey, Surrey, wharfinger, for
Granted July 3, 1S44 En-

in propelling vessels."

—

;

The improvements

mode

in propelling vessels consist in the first plncein a novel
of transferring the motive power of the engine to the propeller, whereby
may be driven at different speeds according to circumstances, and

the latter

without the necessity for altering the speed of the engine, and also an improved mode of constructing certain of the working parts, whereby the
friction thereof is considerably reduced.
Secondly, in a nove construction
of propeller. The principal object of the invention is the application or employment of an auxiliary steam power for propelling sailing vessels in a more
economical and advantageous manner than has hitherto been done. According to tbe present mode of employing steam engines as an auxiliary power
for assistnig in propelling sailing vessels, the engines and propeller are only
brouf>ht into use occasionally, and under certain circumstances, such as during

Fig. 1 represents a longitudinal verfor carrying the invention into effect.
tical section of the dilFerential genring; c c is the propeller shaft which is
supported by and turns in bearings d d; eee is the differential gearing. An-

//, furnished with a feather li, is mounted in bearings inimeabove the inner end of the propeller shaft, and also carries toothed
mounted on and
g
g g of dift'erent diameters, and which wheels are
made to slide easily along the shaft/ when it is required to change the speed
of the propeller, tiie feather // of tbe shaft/ passes through and loosens all
The shalt of the
the wheels g g g, and of course carries them round with it.
engine is seen at /. and carries at its end a clutchi, which when liroughtinto
shaft
/, causes the
contact with the clutch box k, on the inner end of the
shaft.
latter with its wheels g g g to he carried round and drive the propeller
motion is iu
slowest
It will he seen upon referring to the engraving that the
gear, as would he the case in calms or very light winds, when it is the whole

other shaft
diatfly
wheel's

power of the engine only rather than the speed of the propeller that

is

re-
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quired but if a brcezc should spring up, tlicn it will be necessary to increase
To effect this the engine must he temporarily
the speed of the propeller.
detached by loosening the cliilch the scionil pair of wheels must then he put
then upon connecting the engine again,
in gear, and the first put out of gear
If the breeze should
the speed of the propeller will be very uuich increased.
freshen still more, the engine must he again detached, and the third pair of
out
gear as the wheels
gear,
otlier.s
previously
put
of
put
in
the
being
wheels
jrjrjr all slide freely along the shaft this object is easily effected by the attendant engineer. .\ friction brake / of the ordinary kind is mounted ou the
propeller shaft for the purpose of preventing it from revolving, while the
;

:

;

—

;

toothed wheels are being jmt in and oul of gear.
The inventor also proposes sometimes to adapt the invention to tiie shafts
of paddle wheels, as exactly the same elTect may be produced therewith.
A variety of other different plans might be devised of effecting the object
viz. driving the propeller at different speeds according to
of the invention
but the method he has
the speed that the vessel advances by nther means
shewn above he believes to be the best, although be does not intend to confine
himself thereto.
In figs. 2 and 3 is shewn a means of effecting tlie same
object, by means of cones, pullies, or drums, and which may under certain
circumstances be found useful. The speed of the propeller is regulated by
moving the band along the cones, pullies, or drums, one set of which must
be mounted on or connected to the engine shaft, and the other on the propeller shaft, which passes through the stern post of the vessel, as usual when
this description of iirnpeller is employed.
To reduce the frictions at the bearings the inventor introduces a number
of anti-friction rollers placed around the shaft, and allowed to revolve both
CD their own axis, and also round the shaft itself. The bearings are proAt
vided with proper packing to prevent the water from entering the vessel.
M n, fig. 1, is a bearing for resisting the horizontal thrust of the propeller
This bearing is shewn upon an enlarged scale
shaft when in rapid rotation.
at figs. 4 and 5, fig. 4 is a view looking from above, and fig. 5 a transverse
vertical section.
The bearing consists of a metal box screwed to a stationary
framing, the pin o hears against one end of the shaft c c, and can be tightened
as may be required.
The metal box n is filled with water until about half of
the end of the shaft c is immersed, and then a quantity of oil is poured in,
wliich always floats at the top
the cock p is for ascertaining the level of the
two liquids. I3y constructing the bearing in this manner it is kept cool, as
the water in the box will .ibstract the heat from the working parts and prevent them from getting overheated.
The second part of the invention is for improvements in the construction
of propellers
it consists in mounting any convenient number of straight
blades at an angle round the shaft, in such a manner that the angle may he
varied according to the speed at which the vessel is required to progress.
The angle is regulated by a ring, firmly connected either to the propeller
shaft or to radial arms which carry the propellers, and made to turn round
on a point, so as the ring is moved round on its axis; it either screws in or
forces out the outer ends of the arms, and by that means alters the angles of
the blades.
The claim is, first for the employment of differential gearing of any description whereby the speed of the propeller, or propeller shaft, may be increased or diminished according to circumstances without altering the speed
of the engine.
Secondly, the adaption or application of a number of rollers
round the propeller shaft in the hearing in the stern post, and also the mode
of constructing the end bearing, and keeping it cool by means of wafer and
oil as above shewn and described
and thirdly, the improved construction of
propeller described, whereby the angle of the propeller may be varied according to the speed of the vessel.

—

;

;

;

:

AZIMCra AND STEERING C0.MPAS3,

Edwabd John Dent,

of the Strand, London, chronometer maker, for
Granted July 30, 1S44
Enrolled

" Improvemen/s in ship's compasses."
January 30, 1845.

Amongst the

—

;

from the present construction of compasses are
the following:
1st. The friction arising from the imperfect mode of suspension
which is that of a hollow cup in centre of the needle, resting upon a
steel point
in which case it is obvious that a want of horizontality in the
card will cause considerable friction between the convex sides of the pivot
and the sides of the cup. 2ndly. \ considerable error is caused by the assumption, that the magnetic a.ris of the needle coincides with what is called
the maker's aris, which is the line determined by the marks or zero points
on the extremities of the needle; which error in flat needles, such as are
usually applied to compass-cards, is frequently of such maguitudc as to be
quite inadmissible, even in compasses for common purposes, much less for
those intended for accurate experiment.
3rdly. Another source of inconvenience and inaccur.icy arises from the unequal amount of inertia as regards
the axis, or hoiizontal line drawn through the centre of the card, about which
line it is compelled to vibrate or deviate from its horizontal position by mean^
of the alternate pitching and rolling of the vessel.
However well the gynibal
apparatus, in fbicb the card is placed, is balanced, yet as the card has a
motion or time of vibration to itself, depending upon the position of the axis
of its vertical vibrations with respect to the axis of the needle
which vibrations are not altogether under the control of tlie gymbals although its vibrations are coiitinually checked, and its quiescence disturbed by it in consequence of the supporting pia coming in contact with the sides of the cup, as
evils arising

—

;

;

—
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—

yet in the construction of the binnacle compiss, the card
before mentioned
ever will be subject to irregular deviations from the horizontal plane, arising

from

this cause.

1 be mode by which the inventor has removed these evils has been by altering the nature of the suspension that it, by suspending the card in a
similar way to the balance of a chronometer, and with equal delicacy, both
;

ends of the pivot acting on diamonds, and the boles jewelled, by which means
the card is constrained to move very nearly in the horizontal plane, since in
this respect it is entirely under the control of the gymbals.
The friction is
also considerably reduced by this mode of suipensiun.
The great accuracy
with which the card returns to the same position has been clearly shown by
To remove the error arising from the nona great number of experiments.
agreement of the marked or maker's with the magnetic axis, a siin|dc contrivance is effected for the inversmn of the card, so that either side of it may
be placed nl/ove or l/elov.
Since the marked axis of the needle is in each of
these positions at equal distances from, but on opposite sides of the magnetic
meridian, a mean of an equal number of observations in both positions of the
card will evidently eliminate any error of this nature, and give the true magnetic azimuth of he observed object, at the lime uf observation, by aji equal
compensation of error. It is also plain that the constant adjustment required to make a delicate needle horizontal in different magnetic latitudes is
rendered thus unnecessary.
f

DOCKINS'S PATENT HEMITROPE,

Or

Double Wedged Blocks, applicable

to

Paving and other purposes

in

Wood

and Stone.
In casting our eyes over those leading streets of the metropolis now paved
with wood, we find a something wanting in all of them, and this want is so
pal|iably manifest to even common observers as to endanger the existence of
all the patents now in operation.
There is an evident want of unity in design
and execution, a neglect or want of knowledge of the minor details and
finish
thus one patent is too complicated and consequently too expensive,
another fails in the absence of or in the use of concrete, another destroys
itself by its own expansive powers ; in short, objections start up on every
side, which are but too readily laid hold of by those autcdeluvians who sigh
for the good old times when the stones were disposed to wage perpetual war
with tender feet, relieved only by occasional deluges of mud. The principle
of M'Adara was unphilosophical, it was a mechanical method of rapidly converting granite into mud, the stones being broken small, sand added thereto
and water nd libitum ; a principle equally inconsistent applies to the wood
pavements now laid down, concrete or no concrete, the bed is laid down
without reference to carrying off the excess of moisture in this excessively
wet climate of ours, the wood is chosen for cheapness and not for durability,
and laid down and grooved it is then made the receptacle of every kind of
filth, as though the end and aim of the patentee was to rot it as soon as
possible
even the surface grooving is clumsy and unscientific, for the unprotected perpendicular fibres being soon beaten down by heavy vehicles, the
grooves in wet weather are immediately filled up, and aided by the mud
become equally dangerous to man and beast. Cleanliness would do much
towards preserving the wood, but street cleanliness is of late little attended to.
We have been led to these reflections by a perusal of the patent now
;

;

;

before us.
An idea of the shape of the block may be fortiied by supposing one of the
triangles of an equilateral triangular prism to be turned 60" on the a.xis of
the prism.
If new lines of junction be now drawn between the angles of the
opposite triangles, the three rectangular sides are converted into six triangles,
the alternate bases of which are the sides of the primitive triangles.
The
plain of the six triangular sides inclines outwards from the base towards the
apex by an irregular quantity, which diminishes as the length of the axis increases.
A section of this solid taken through the centre of the axis, and at
right angles to it, would present a regular hexagon; but, if equal quantities
are cut off at each end by sections at right angles to the axis, the remaining
central portion of the solid is precisely in the form of Mr. Dockins's block;
the two ends, that is the base and upper surface, being irregular hexagons
with equal alternate sides, and the other six sides of the block being equal
and similar trapeziums.
A vertical section of the block bisecting two opposite sides of the irregular
hexagon will present a rhomboid and if the block be turned on its axis,
and similar sections be taken at intervals of tJO^, the rhomboids will incline
alternately in opposite directions.
It is on that peculiarity in the form of
the blocks that the patentee principally relies for their eflicacy in supporting
each other and maintaining an even surface, three sides of each block being
so inclined as to rest on the surrounding blocks, and the other three sides
inclined the reverse way preventing the blocks from rising, as the short sides
of the hexagons at the surface coincide with the central parts of the long
sides of the adjoining bexagonj; small triangular interstices are left which
may he filled up with grouting, nflbrding by this means a footing for horses.
;

The accompanying diagrams
Fig. I

is

will elucidate this

an isometrical, and

lig.

form more

fully.

2 a lioear bird'n eye vievr.

lu

fig.

12*

2 tha
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RSVIE'WS.

1.

the Uislory and Act of Warming and P'entilalhg Rooms and
Buildings. By Walter Bkrnan, C.E. London: G.Bell, 1&45.

On

The advancement of the art of warming and ventilation is no'v such,
and so much attention is directed to it, that it is of importance to the.
architect and engineer to obtain a good acquaintance with it.
Employers become more exacting as to their own comforts, and the subject is so little understood, so unsuccessfully dealt with, and so much
controversy exists as to modes of proceeding that sound information
most useful. Mr. Bernan goes into the suliject fiom the beginning,
explains the several modes of construction adopted, and inventions
reported, and produces a small work, copiously illustrated with enshall feel it our duly to return
gravings, and with a good index.
is

We

to this

work.

Praclical Geology and Ancient jirchitecttire of Ireland.
Wilkinson, Architect. London Murray.

By George

:

The proper understanding of the resources of a country as to buildis much aided by a reference to its ancient and public
monuments. We have then practical facts to deal with, we have often
the advantage of long experience, sometimes of nuiuerons data, and we
are enabled to arrive at a safe judgment as to the relative values of
the several materials.
It will be recollected how much this test was
made use of by the Commission for enquiring into the Building Materials for the New Houses of Parliament, and which led to the production of a body of evidence, useful not merely for the particular
purpose in question, but to all parties employed in the constructive
Mr. Wilkinson has performed the same
arts throughout the country.
task for Ireland, and taken up the subject comprehensively.
This
leads of course to many interesting discussions, the progress of Norman architecture in Ireland, the origin of the round towers, &c., matters in which we feel that our readers will justify us in reverting to
on an early occasion, when we hope to give engravings of some of the
many examples adduced by Mr. Wilkinson. We may observe that
the work is not merely practical, but ornamental, being illustrated
with many plates and upwards of seventy highly finished wood ening materials

its economical cutliug
from round timber, showu by the cirThe upper surcular boundary line.

block exliibits
Fig. 2.

face

consists

which, a a

a,

of

six

sides,

three of

being larger, and three,

b b b, smaller than the sides of a hexagon inscribed in the same circle. The

under surface has the same boundary
lines for its sides, viz. three, a' a' a',

being equal to a a «, and three, 4' b' b',
being equal to b b b but these are
turned round in such a position that
each of the larger shall be parallel to
the smaller, and vi e versa, thus forming two triple wedges, the one to
resist upward and the other to resist

gravings.

;

downward

Was
alone,

this ingenious discovery confined in
it

would

its

certainly be a step gained in the

pressure.

application to

knowledge of

wood paving
this art, but

more admirably di-played in formiiig, in slate, stone,
or marble, ornamental floors, pavements and wa'ls, and the most beautiful

its capabilities are still

devices for marble slabs may be carried out an expense scarcely exceeding
the present bungling methods of disposing tlie pieces in a concrete bed ; well
secured ou its sides, very little of any cement is required to unite the pieces
ihe specimens in slate exhibit a series of squares to
and none for its bed.
which the principle is successfully applied, forming a pavement highly orna-

mental and well adapted for ground

floors of

mansions where damp

is

pre-

valent.

The wooden blocks are produced by a machine at four operations, which
cross-cuts them into lengths of six inches, these are placed ou a travelling bed, fixed at the required angle to receive the first two cuts from parallel
circular saws, these are returned and placed in a proper position for cutting
the second pair of sides, and again the process is repeated, which fiuishes the
first

In laying them down the patentees are deterblock ready for grooving.
mined to profit by the dearly liought experience of those who have gone
before them their first object, in combining economy with durability, will
be to secure a bed whicii shall receive and pass off the waters, and the hemitrope or double wedged block enables them to do this most eft'ectually this
will be the first and most decided improvement upon the present methods
which bv confining the water to the base of the wood causes it to rot long
before its upper surface is removed by fair wear and tear. The exjianding
powers of the wood will also be allowed for, which can be done without
diminution of its cohering powers, the blocks reposing upon each other receiving and distributing the superincumbent weight, until it is lost in the
Its other advantages are simplicity of construction in
surrounding distance.
laying, raising, and relaying, and in manufacture; its strength and solidity
when" laid down ; its cheapness, being 10(/. per yard cheaper than Stead's,
(the cheapest now known,) and 2s. ll.Jrf. cheaper than Count de Lisle's, its
capiihilities of resistance and of preserving its grooved surface by steadilj
•
maintaiDing it$ position.

The Qiiarlerhj Journal of the Geological Society, No. L Edited by
the Vice-Secretary of the Geological Society. London: Longmans.
The Geological Society it is well known is one of the most active
and vigorous of the learned bodies, its proceedings abound with practical results, and its members are bound to it by a strong regard for
Geology from a speculative
their general and individual reputation.
science has now become one of a most practical character, important
to tlie agriculturist, the miner, the engineer and the architect; there
The papers read before the
is a great demand for sound information.
Fellows are nearly all of immediate or permanent interest, and the
Society feeling the great injury which was inflicted by delaying many
most valuable communications for insertion in the quarto transactions,
has resolved upon the publication of the present Journal in an octavo
at a cheap rate, and we earnestly wish the undertaking success,
and recommend it to our friends. It contains all the proceedings of
the Geological Society with numerous plates and engravings, and
much other valuable matter. The name of the Editor, Professor
Austed, the author of the recent valuable work on Geology, goes far
in giving a guarantee to the work.
size,

.An Esuay on Aerial Navigation

;

;

Balloons.
Co.
1844.

;

pointing out

the

Modes of Directing
G. Purcell and

Bv Joseph Mac Sweeny, M. D.— Cork

:

Too few practical experiments have been made on this subject fo
allow of our discussing it at any length in our pages, and we refer those
who feel an interest iu it to the pages of Dr. Sweeny, who has evidently devoted much attention to it.
Large Merchant Veiseh by Railroad across
hthmus of Suez. By Sir Wm. Cornwalus Harris, Major of
Engineers, Bombay. London Blackwood, 1815.

Project for Transporting
Itie

:

The

of this pamphlet declares its object, and throws the matter
open for discussion by our readers, to whom we leave the decision as
to the relative superiority of the several plans proposed for effecting
a great national object.
The plan is decidedly practicable and paitititle

cularly with the slilF hulls of iron vessels.
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The Year Book of Facts

in Science

and Art.— London,

Bogiie,

184.'..

HARBOUR.S OF REFLGE.

Time passes so fast, and science makes sucli rapid strides, that «c
can hardly keep the two in pace together. The appearance theroforc
of the successive Year Books, under tlicir able editor, comes as
a
useful refresher to the memory.
The present volume
able than its predecessors, nor less carefully got up.

is

The Metropolitan Buildings Act, with a Cychpcedia.

Bartholomew,

F.S.A., Architect.
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A'l

To the

rorl.

Hun.

the Lords Commh;i!om; s of Her Majaly's Treasury.
Wc, the undcrbifc'ucd harbijur commissioners, appointed by your
Lordships'
minulccflhe 2nd of April last, whose names are hereunto subscribed,
have
Ibe honour to report to your Lordships ihe
result of our proceedings in

not less valu-

/t!f.'lu

pursiiamc of the objects pointed out to us in that minute.
Are eniercd upon our important and dillicult duties
with a deep sense of
Ibi' responsibility under which we should
have to olfer our opinions.
This feeling lost nothing of its force during our visit to
the south-east coast,
nor is it diminished on a review of the circumstances
under

hv Alfiud

London.

Tills is by tiie late Mr. Barthnlommv, whoso lanvnted
deceas.' so
recently took place.
The Cyclopedia is of a most elaborate charartcr,
giving copious references to the Act, and forms a most useful
pocket
compendium for all architects and surveyors.

now

to

proved,

«hich we havJ
present for your Lordships' consideration proposals,
which, if apmust necessarily trespass largely on the public revenue.

The Treasury minute under

wliich

we

act gives fur our guidance three prin-

cipal objects, viz.:

Papers on Subjects connected itith
Vol. 7. London Weale, 1845.

the

1.

Corps of Royal Engineers.
^

sels

:

We

return to the Papers of the Corps of Royal Engineers,
as we
shall be obliged to do again, from want of space adequately
to discuss
them now, though we feel most anxious to enter upon the consideration of a work which contains so much that is useful and
valuable.
The first paper is one of a very practical character, on the militirv
defence of the coasts, by Col. Lewis, U.E.
may observe by-thebye, that this and all the papers are copiously illustrated
with plates
and engravings. Major Jebb, R.E., has a paper on the
construction
and ventilation of prisons, with the details of Pentonville
Central
Model Prison. The experiments in Blasting on the
South Eastern
Railway, at Dover, torm the basis of Lieut. Hutchinson's
contribution
on the conducting power of water as applied to submarine explosions
The paper of Capt. Walpole is the description of a work
executed by
the Koyal Engineers, a bridge over the Kat River,
at the Cape of
Cood Hope, a very good example of how such undertakings
mav br
carried out under considerable obstacles.
The Notes on Swiii?
Bridges, by Capt. Nelson, are interesting, and may
be of use for the
colonia service, wtere such a cheap mode of
passing a river is often
desirable.
The Memoranda on Transition

We

Lime and Limestone, at
Plyraouai, by Ca|.t. Nelson, R.E., is a practical
paper, which will
prove very acceptable. Captain Denison, the editor,
has a description 01 Uredge s Suspension Bridge erected
over the Regent's Canal
the Park.
This paper acquires additional interest,
from the circumstance of describing the failure of an abutment.
The editor also
contributes a description of the Balance Gates
at the Compensation

m

'''''' ^•^•,
"^"""^^^ ''^' ' description of a
^"li'"'"
sI^M Observatory,
OK
f erected
bmall
at Chatham, for the Corps of Royal
En"" "'" '"'^J'^' °f "'^ experiments carried
^nn7r\
,T
P'';"
't
on at Chatham
by the
late Licut. Hope, R.E., on the
Pressure of the
[^ i^ derived from imperfect memoranda,
but It
H !f^;f
"^""'fwill beV^^^'f
found valuable
for reference and for subsequent
investigations.
The account of the Failure of a Floor at Edinburgh,
in ls33
IS by Lieut.-Col. Manson,
R.E. This class of papers as vve have occasionally intimated is of great
importance, for practical men want to
know not merely what to follow, but what to avoid.
The Repoi t on
the Construction of an Iron Beacon in
Connecticut, is derived from
American documents. The article on Railways,
by S. Drysdale
pE.MPSEY,isakindofdigest or compilation of the existing
practice
in reference to this important class
of public works. A sequel to it
"^ ":? '""^'^ P""""'' '" ^'P^dring the retaining wall
fu h! 'l^^'T'-r
^''^ '^^' paper is on Engineerh,g in
HotnH
r"
F"'""l^-,
Ho
land, by Capt.
Hughes,
of the United States Army, an
American
state document, which gives an
authentic description from reeen
data of the great engineering works
of Holland, and particularly of the
plan for draining the Haarlem Meer.
The Katvvyk Canal and other
large hydraulic works are also
carefully described.

V

?

fw"

Ibe Appendix has some

useful

pu°bliSs°omel"eX'r""

"

papers, particularly

two wrought

"^ ^"''^'''' ^^'^ ^-'-'

-

The

volume which is large, contains no
less tiian forty-six plates a
profusion of illustrations, which
adds to the value of the work and is
quite in character with the enterprise
of the publisher. As the oh ne
"
"','d'-^f"'P'-Denison's care we hope that many
eh
t'ilThrh
r,7
will be brought
forth under such efficient
superiutendance. The c vi
engineer will hnd here a great many
practical examples,
;

to

wMch

he

2.

The formation of ports of refuge
navigating the

Britisli

for the safety

and.convenicnce of ves-

Channel.

That these should be calculated

to

become, in the event of hostilities

the stations for ships of war.
3. The consideration of expense as compared
with the public advanta-es
"
hkcly to result from the construction of such works.
'

Our

instructions do not bind us by any strictly
specific limits.
told, ''If we think one harbour in the channel is
not

M'e arc

sufTicienf, we are at
'
•
'
'
our inquiries accordingly."
\re avail ourselves of the scope thus given to us, and
being unanimously
of opinion that one harbour would not be sufficient, we
proceeded to tjie ex
tremc vrest of the narrow part of the channel at Portland,
and eastward to
Harwich, which, though not strictly within the limits of
the channel is on
the south-east coast, and forms an important terminatiun
to our line in that
direclion.
Any less comprehensive view of the coast would
have fallen short
of the spirit of your Lordships' instructions.

liberty to extend

The surveyors placed at our disposal by the Admiralty
were directed
detailed surveys cf the anchoring ground at
each place, and also
ascert.ain if any change had occurred since the publication
of the

make

Throughout our proceedings we have received unlimited
assistance
the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, and,
amongst other

from

advanla"es

their Lordships have permitted us to refer, as
occasion required, to their

hv-

drograpber, Captain Beaufort, whose ready help has been
most useful.
Are obtained every information we could desire from
the officers of the
Cinque Ports, from the officers of the Royal Engineers,

the collectors of Cus-

and from the officers of the Coast Guard.
The report of the select cummittee of the House of
Commons on shipwrecks
to which we are referred by your Lordships,
has been read by each member
of ll;e commission, and the copious information
contained in that volume is
well worthy the attention of all «ho may at
any time
tonis,

be engaged in considering matters relating to the ports and maritime
interests of the kin-dcm
It was not to be supposed that an inquiry of
such a nature as the construction of harbours could be entered on without
bringing forward many intelligent persons with propositions of various kinds;
and the appendix shows
their names and the nature of their proposals.

To each individual «c have given a patient hearinas our minutes of examination fully testify ; and every fair consideration
has been bestowed on
their plans.

We

invited the Chairman of Lloyd's and the
Chairman of the Shipowners'
Nociety to meet us, or to delegate others to
state the opinions of those
creat
mercantile bodies with reference to the positions
they consider best as forts
'
for the shelter of their trade.

We have also had before us every class of persons who were
though capable of afiordmg information, including
several eminent engineers
T and in
order to guard against the often misleading
opinions of residents at the diflerent ports, »e have examined many others
practically acquainted with
the
various places, whom we believed to be
unbiassed by local partialities
The examination of persons so varied in their
pursuits could not but afford
muchusefu information. It has, however, been no
light task to deal with
the conflicting opinions they ofier.
With these preliminary remarks we proceed to lay
before your Lordships
the result of our deliberate consideration
of the whole of the
circumstances
cumsiances
which have earnestly occupied our attention.
,,,

we

,
,
proceeded,

FOBENKSS.

m

llie

first

instance, to Foreness. njiir th/.

i\i„..i,

r

,

j

,

'"'

18-10 r^commemcS a, the
JLce
i,!"!!',"";
.hc„U harbour, giving a p,-e,e,ence first to
Dover, and £"„d'ly'o
* Journid,'
bA'^ChZ'.
vol.
1841), p. ;.M6.)
,
is right to
""^ I'cr.ons who composed that
commission. in order that their

hW

i

'

intend .liortiv to

to

This service has been admirably performed by <.aptain
AVashington and' the'
officers of Her Majesty's surveying vessel the
Blazer, at the eastern ports
and at Portland with equal skill by Commander Sheringham
and the officers
of Ihe Fearless surveying vessel.

which the lUrbonr Commission of

Railway Mascvrt.— Messrs. Groombridge and
Sons

to

last charts

»

Kear-Admiral Sir James Gordon, K.C.B.;
Cauli^iTvidnl Arimi-„l>„s
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opinions

may havo

tlie

Influence justly due to the high distinction tliey iiold in their difn^

of \S10 had specibc limits assigned to its operations— namely, "To
Thames and Selsea Bill ; to examine the ports
visit the coast between the mouth of the
passing through the
with reference to their being available as places of shelter for vessels
merchant vcs.
Channel, in cases of distress from iveatlier, and also as places of refuge for
time of war; and more especially as to their being made
sc'B froni enemies' cruisers in
the narroiv parts
stations for armed steamers employed for the protection of our trade in
,

,

.

,,

^

,

The commission

of the Channel."

•
.
,
t
.
respecting
state
We quote this instruction both with reference to what we have to our
report.
Foreness and to other matters we shall have to mention in the course of
Uoivns,
the
aud
Thames
fainvav
of
the
trafflc
betivcen
the
the
well
in
Forene'ss stands
convenient
and would, no doubt, if converted into a harbour, frequently prove to be a very
gales,
anchorage 'for outward-bound vessels caught off the Foreland by strong south-west
and for homeward-bound ships meeting with adverse winds.
The commission of 1 WO give weight to their proposal in favour of Foreness by observing
" must be regarded as one of refuge for vessels navigating or stathat a harbour there
;" but if their instructions had not precluded them irom the contioned in the North Sea
of that
sideration of Harwich, we think they would have suggested the improvement
outlay ot
splendid natural harbour, at a small expense, rather than have proposed a large
money in constracting one at Foreness.
(being
Nothinj; can be more manifest than the fact that Harwich, as far as position goes
steamers
actually on the shores of the North Sea), is the proper place for a squadron of
while the neighon that station, as well as for a harbour of refuge for merchant ships;
bouring anchorage in HoUesby Bay is favourably suited for ships of the line.
On this account it seems to us unnecessary to construct a harbour at Foreness and we
Harwich
think the commlssian of 1840 would have taken the same view of the subject if
had come within their examination.
,

.

,
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.

.

;

RAMSGATE.
visit

to the port of Kanisgate, a mere creek in 1748, but nowof such capalliree years, the number of vessels which arrived in that harbour
average to l,tjiiu sail a-year, exclusive of fishing craft, town hoys, aud the

was

city that, in the last

amounted on an

There are few places that in this respect possess greater advantages than Dover. Iihas
dock for repairs, and extensive quays with storehouses. Besides the outer receiving
harbour, there is a basin covering more than six acres (now being enlarged to double that
size), and a third, called the Pent, which the late Mr. Rennie, in his report to Mr. Pitt, in
1802, says may of itself be made capable of receiving many sloops of war and gun brigs,
and which the Dover Commissioners are now considerably improving.
Mr. Pitt, when Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports, was earnestly intent on having Dover
Bay enclosed, and it was this circui»stance which led to our obtaining from the MasterGeneral of the Ordnance the plan of a harbour in Dover Bay by the late Major-Geueral
Ford, of the Royal Engineers.
There are two points, each of great importance, which have been suggested as objections to any proposal for converting Dover Bay into a harbour ; one, that the holdingground is not good; the other, that it will have a tendency to silt up.
With respect to the quality of ths anchoring ground Her Majesty's steam vessel the
Blazer, of 500 tons, and 120 horse-power, was ordered there to test its tenacity to the
utmost. The nature of the experiments, and the satisfactory result, will be seen in Captain Washington's report in the appendix.
In reference to the question of silting up, the commissioners directed samples of the
water in Dover Bay to be taken up at different times of the tide, in different depths, and
under var>-ing circumstances of weather, which have been transmitted to the director of
the fliuseum of Economic Geology for examination. The result, as reported liy Mr.
Phillips, will he found in the appendix.
The comniiltee is of opinion that more extensive experiments are necessary, iu order to
determine the quantities of matter borne in suspension by the tidal currents on this part
of the coast, and liable to deposit; and beg, therefore, to suggest to your Lordships the
propriety of their being continued under the direction of the Admiralty for the space of
a year in all circumstances of weather.
Dover, situated at a distance of only 4i miles from the Goodwin Sands, and standing out
favourably to protect the navigation of the narrow seas, is naturally the situation lor a
squadron ot ships of war. Its value, in a military point of view, is undoubted ; but thti
construction of a harbour of refuge there is, in our opinion, indispensable, to give to Dover
that efficiency as a naval station which is necessary in order to provide for the security of
this part of the coast and the protection of trade.
a dry

ferent professions.

Our next

[MARGa>

daily voyages of steamers.
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DUNGENESS.

.r,

Ramsgate harbour is kept clear partly by its backwater and if ever the basin at the
west end, designed by the late Mr. Rennle, be carried into execution, it will give increased
power of backwater, and enable the port to receive many more ships.
;

The improvement

of

Ramsgate

harliour

is

the

resii It

of vigorous efforts

by the managing

and their success, which cannot be too highly .ippreciated, is foicibly exhibited
Smeaton,
by contrasting its present increased utility with the facts stated by the celebrated
who says that the number of vessels that entered the harbour in the year 1780 amounted
Whereas in the last three years it appears
to 29, in 1785 to 215, and in 17aO to 387 sail.
in 1842,
on 'the evidence of the harbour-master there arrived in the port in 1841, l,543j
trustees,

1,652: in 1843, 1,60B; average l.MIO

sail.

Of the number of vessels that arrived in 1843,
when it is recollected that more than two-thirds

31 gave an average of 45/ tons each ; and
of the trade of Great Britain is carried on

mercantile marine derives from this
In vessels under 4U0 tons, it sliows the advantages the
the winter of 1832
port in connexion with the Downs. The harbour.master states that in
alluded to at
there were at one time 434 soil In the port, and if the additional basin before
the west end be made, there will be room for upwards of fiOO sail.
entrance to the harbour can be ueepened
It will be an improvement if the approaches aud
applicable
to
the
purpose.
other
means
vessels,
or
dredging
use of

by the

THE BRAKE, OR SMALL DOWNS.
The next place we have to notice is " The Brake," within which is the anchorage called
Pelly,
the " Small Downs." It is here that a harbour has been proposed by Sir J. H.
of managedeputy master of the cornoralion of the Trinity House, one of the committee
ment of Banisgate Harbour, and a member of this commission. Any suggestion of this
attention.
nature, coming from such a quarter, could not fail to engage our best
The " Small Downs" is an anchorage of considerable extent, lying between the Brake
Saud and the shore northward of Deal. The holding ground is good, and it is the general
occasion
to bring up in the
vessels
having
merchant
of
class
smaller
anchorage of the
water.
Downs, thus leaving the Great Downs more clear for ships of a larger draught of
The Brake Sand is about five miles in length, with a depth upon it at low water, spring
It shelters the Small Downs from the cast in the same way
tides, of from 3 to 12 feet.
distance of nine miles.
that the Goodwin Sands shelter the whole of the Downs for a
trustees of
have before us an elaborate plan and a very full report, addressed to the
Ramsgate harbour, respecting a design prepared by Sir John Rennie, by which it appears
miles
in length, at an estimated
to
be
five
construct
is
to
proposes
he
breakwater
that the
harbour
close
by coninto
a
Small
Downs
convert
the
to
plan
is
cost of S,280,000;. This
brought up two feet above high
slructing a solid work along the spine of the Brake, to be
Rennie, which, If
water mark. There is, however, a modified suggestion of Sir John
adopted, would reduce the cost to about 1,300.000/.
.,„.,.
Another proposition was submitted to us for a work on the Brake Sand by Captain Vetch
to make a sheltered anchorage within
late of the Royal Engineers, by which he proposes
85,«0(l(.
of
cost
at
a
Brake
the
A third by Captain Sir S. Brown, R.N., also for the Brake, the details of which will be

We

surveyor, Captain Bullock, that the Brake
It has lately been shown by an Admiralty
Sand has gone about 700 yards bodilj in shore.
.,
^., j .u
.,
j
The Trinity House, on obtaining the survey from the Admiralty, shifted the south and
change.
middle Brake buoys, and issued a painted notice to all mariners of this remarkable
The commission of 1840, which included the late Captain Drew, one of the most able
Small
men of the Trinity House, say, in reference to the "expediency of enclosing the breakDowns " that " the magnitude and extent of such a work which would require a
northern
water and pier of upwards of five miles in length, the small depth of water at the
idea
of a
abandon
the
entrance and the uncertain nature of the foundation, induce us to
harbour of refuge at that place."
,
,
r
-.i.
witn
According to the spirit of "our Lordships' instructions, and strictly m conformity
.

,

.

,

.

directed
those issued by the Admiralty to the former commission, we have in preference
to
our attention to the narrow part of the Channel, where the navigation is dangerous
capture would be
ships contending with adverse winds, and where in war the risk of
and
merchant
ships,
of
refuge
for
harbours
to
provide
we
are
greatest it is there that
proto
in
order
give
their
stations
suitable ports to enable our vessels of war to mamtain
•

tection to the passing trade.
j
,, .,
,
^
A harbour in the Downs can only be for ships that have actually passed all the risks ot
their voyage.
the narrow part of the Channel, or for ships waiting to commence
excellent roadFor these reasons, aud considering the Downs in its present state an
containing at one time
stead, with Ramsgate harbour immediately adjoining, capable of
upwards of 400 sail, and which may be made to receive 200 sail more, we do not feel o'liDowns.
•elves warranted in proposing any outlay of the pubUc money in the
i

DOVER.
History affords proof of the Importance attached to this place as a mllltaiy and naval
°

here of
As tlie advanced post of England on the south-east coast, the want of a harbour
and for the convenience and protectheearliest times,
tion of trade has attracted the notice of Sovereigns and Ministers from
tidal
present
improvement
of
the
the
money
for
expenditure
of
large
a
led'
to
and has
sufficient capacity for the reception of vessels of war,

breakwaters, it should be borne
In considering positions eligible for the construction of
requisite; and, if there is no natural
In mind that an inner harbour is an indispensable
of
advantage of that sort in the position selected, there must be the double operation
building an inner as well na an outer harbour.

This place is a singular formation of shingle, spreading over a space of several miles,
stretching out seaward into the fairway of the channel, and having at its termination deep
water close to the beach. It is without buildings, except the lighthouse and severid batteries, the barracks of which are occupied by the coast guard.
The point of Dungeness has lengthened out considerably since the present lighthouse
was built, in 1792. There is an inscription within the tower by which it appears that at
the time it was built the sea was at a distance of 100 yards at low water. We, on our visjt
to that place, measured it. and found it to be about UIO yards, showing that it has lengthened out 90 yards in 62 years.
It is to be regretted that no periodical account has been kept of the lengthening out of
the point, which, if it had been taken every year and registered in the lighthouse, would
have afforded information of great importance, and would have shewn whether the rate of
elongation has been uniform or otherwise. The commission consider it very desirable
that an accurate record be preserved hereafter of all alterations of Dungeness point and
of the effects of great storms
its immediate vicinity; of its annual extension seaward;
upon it; and generally of the movement of the shingle. For this purpose tbecummissioa
beg to suggest that the Admiralty, in conjunction with the Trinity House, be requested
to give directions on the subject.
Dungeness has ever been remarkable for its good holding ground. Both bays afford
excellent and er-tensive anchorage, according to the slate of the wind. It is in evidence
that upwards of .300 sail have been sheltered in the east bay at one time, and that more
than 100 vessels were at anchor in the west bay a few days before the commission arrived
Where nature presents so much accommodation and shelter, it will always be a
there.
matter for serious consideration whether it may not be well to be satisfied ivith what. is.
already so good, and to give to other places of acknowledged importance, in point of posiavailable as places of
tion, the artificial assistance they need, in order to render them
secure anchorage. Dungeness does not possess the advantage of an inner harbour, as
Dover, Seaford, and Portland. This, however, takes nothing from its value as a roadstead
war.
for merchantmen and for ships of
Having come to the conclusion that it was not expedient to construct a breakwater at
Dungeness, we do not advert in detail to what has appeared in evidence as to the effects
which such a work would be likely to produce on the lengthening or otherwise of the
point, and on the anchorage in the east and west bays hut we refer to the opinions of
several eminent engineers toucliing the advantages of this important place.
;

BEACHV HEAD, EASTBOURNE, AND SEAFORD.

We have now to draw vour Lordships' attention to the bay on the east side of Beachy
Head, and westward of Laiigley Point, which the commission of 1840 proposed as a site
for a breakwater.

The shoals called the Royal Sovereign and others as laid down in the Admiralty chart,
work ; it was, therefore, thought desirable
first attracted our notice with reference to this
to have a more detailed and extended examination of the hay by the surveying vessel
placed at our disposal by the Admiralty.
The result has been the discovery or several other patches of shoal water, as shown in
the accompanying chart, and our previous impression as to the hazard of placing a harbour of refuge in such a situation has been so strengthened that we decided to look for a
more eligible one on the west side of the head. There is no inner harbour or opening
along the coast on the east side of Beachy Head.
On the west side of Beachy Head the anchorage is free from the dangers which render
the east side lets eligllilc as a place for constructing a harbour of refuge. The holding
ground off Seaford is of the best qusUty, aud is much resorted to in easterly gales.
The commission is of opinion that there Is no good position in the neighbourhood of
Beachy Head, where a harbour is as necessary as in any part of the Channel, (being about
half way between Dover and Portsmouth,) except in Seaford-road, and the accompanying
chart shows the place where a breakwater may be constructed with great advantage to the
trade, and as a station for armed vessels.
The commission is fully aware of the objections which may be made to the formation of
a breakwater harbour on the west side of Beachy Head, considering the prevalence of the
westerly wind but the local disadvantages on the east side of the head induce it to give a
decided preference to the west side, and the proximity of Newhavsa has materially in;

fluenced their decision.

NEWHAVEN.
Newhaven

is

a convenient tidal harbour, and

may be

considerably improved inwardly,

fathi
as well as by carrying out a breakwater from "Barrow Head," into a depth of three
""*
by advancing the piers seaward, giving a wider
at low water spring tides
dredging the channel enclosed between them ; but, as it cannot be made
""• i"-*--"'i-^..° <-^
times of tide, it does not come within the scope of
present outlay of the public money for this purpose
and Lower Ouse to apply
it will be the interest of the commissioners of the Upper
their revenues to the utmost advantage, so as to give increased faciUties of access to the
harbour, should a breakwater be constructed in its vicinity.
;

PORTLAND AND WEYMOUTH.
Our nest and last visit westward was to Portland, which, from its situation with reference to the Channel I.slaiids, and as the boundary of the narrow part of the Channel in
investigation.
this direction, came naturally within the range of our
A squadron stationed at Portland will have under its protection, jointly with Dartmouth,
places, nitU Plymouth, will complete the chain of
all the intervenins coast, and these
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communication and co-operation between Dover and Falmouth, a distance of 300 rallof
There is everything at Portland to render the conslrnctlon of « breakwater easy, tlu-np,
and expeditious, ami the holdiug ground in th« road is particularly good. A large puit of
It hns
the island tQtiiig the bay ii Crown pr.-perly, anil containn abundance of stone.
numerous springs, and pleuty of tiie best water may be had In any direction for the supply
of ships.

The

roadstead also possessesjthe advantage of an Inner harbour at

WcTmouth.

HARWICH HARBOUB.
We have now to submit to your Lordships u few observations respecting Harwich harbour, whiih we consider one of very great importance to the tru'e of the country.
This harbour, formed by the junction of the rivers Stour and Orwell, Is one of the finest,
and may be rendered one of the most useful havens in the kingdom. It has a sutticient
depth of water and good holding ground over an extent cupubic of containing many hundred ships.
But, wiih the exception of a channel of IS feet in depth, too narrow for general purposes, the entrance to this port is not deep enough to admit ships of more than IJ feet
draught of water at low spring tides it is tUifrefore at present a tidal harbour as rcijarria
•hips of a larger class.
ot a north sea squadron, nnd for tl e
It is remarkably well situated for the couveuience
protection of the mouth of the Thames.
In the direct line of traffic between
It is the only safe harbour along this coa^t, and is
the Thames and the northern porta of the kingdom, as well as of the tradefrom the north
of Europe.
to
the Crown, and the property under
slips
belonging
building
with
There is a dock>'ard,
;

the Ordminte department is extensive.
It appears In evidence that by the falling away of Beacon Cliff, on the west side of the
entrance, and the lengthening out of LniTguard Point, on the east side, the harbour has
sustuiued great damage within the last l'r> years.
The bottom at the entrance to the harbour, and the coast on cncii side, are composed of
blue or London clay, ill which are layers of "cement stone," in great demand both in
Knglami and on the continent. Hundreds of hands are constantly engaged in collecting
that by excavating the cement stone in front of the Ordnance
it, and the evidence shows
premises, near the foot of Beacon Cliff, the water has spread so as t» be diverted from its
natural courKc. and the tide rendered so comparatively feeble, that it no longer acts with
liM accustomed force on Lnoguard Point, which has consequently grown out 600 yards
within the past 40 years, as shown by the plan. It has already nearly filled up the deep
water channel, and by its farther increase thri/atens to destroy the entrance.
In the appendix there are reports to the Admiralty, from the officer carrying on the surveying service in the neighbourho.>fi of Harwich, to which we beg to refer for a full contirnmtion of our o;>inion of the necessity of taking immediate measures for the preservalioD and improvemeut of this harbour. If this be not done soon, it is impossible to calculate on the extent of mischief which may take place j for, on every south-west gale the
Beacon Cliff is in peril of being washed into the sea.
We, therefore, feel it to be our duty to submit to your Lordships the pressing necessity
for carrying out a breakwater or stone groyne, from the outsitie of the Beacon Clitl, so as
to surround the foot of it, and to extend the same over the shoat water to the nortli part
of the Cllff.foot rocks, as described in the plan No. 6.
also recommend deepening the channel to the harbour to 18 feet at low water spring
tides, by removing the shoals called the "Altars/* and the eastvru part of another shoal
called the "Glutton,"
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MILITAUY DEFENCES,
The

members of the commission are of opinion that there will be no difficulty
defence of the proposed harboui-s.
recommend that cahomatvd butteries be constructed on the breakwaters thimand that these should be supported by works and defences on the shore, flanking
the approach to them and to the entrance to the harbours.
At Dover and Seaford there nlready oxist works of defence contimious to the alta of the
]iro))03ed breakwaters, capable of being adapted to this object.
The islami of Portland possesses gieat natural advantages for defence, atid for the
formation of a naval and military depdt, during war, to nny extent that may be required.
The military olficers are further of opinion, that the position and conitruction of the
works necessary for the defence of the proposed harbours cannot be decided on until the
exact site and relation of the latter to th« sliore shall have been finally determined.
military

in providing fur the
'i'liey

eclves,

CONCLUSION.
The commission cannot close their report without expressing In the strongest terms
their unanimous opinion and entire conviction that measures are indispensably necessary
to give to the south-eastern frontier of the kingdom means and faciliti«B, which it does
not now possess, for powerful naval protection. Witliout any, except tidal harbours along
the whole coast between Portsmouth and the Thames, and none accessible to large
sleamers, there is now, when steam points to such great changes in maritime affairs, an
imperative necessary for supplying, by artificial means, the want of harbours throughout
the narrow part of the channel.
The distance chart which accompanies this report shows the positions where. If our
recommendations are carried out, harbours of refu^^e or well-protected roadsteads will
afford shelter to our commi-rce.
By these muans, and with the advantages of steam by
sea, aiui of railroads and telegraphic communication by land, the naval and military force
of the country may be tlirown in gmat strength upon any poiutof thecoastln a few hours.
The several recommendations we have thought it our duty to lay before your Lordships
must, if adopted, occasion a large outlay of the public money, but when life, property,
and national security are the inteiests at stake, we do not believe that pecuniary considerations will be allowed to impede the accomplishment of objects of such vast importance.
T. BVAM BLIRTIN. Admiral, Chairman.
DOUGLAS, Lieutenunt-Geaeral.
J. D. DUNDAS, Rear-Admiral.

HOWARD

J.

H.

PELLY.

PETER KISHKB. Captain, U.N.
J. N. COLQUHOUN, Lieutenant-Colonel.
B. C.

ALDKRSON.

R.A,

Lieutenant-Colonel, R.E.
Captain, R.N.

JOHN WASHINGTON,
WALKER.

J.

I dissent from
this report, because I consider the mass of evidence to be in favour of
Dungeness, and because I cannot recommend a large close harbour at Dover, where the
jdlots consider the holding-ground generolly indifferent, and the engineers say it will silt

up.

W. 8YM0NDS,

Surveyor

of.

the Navy.
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PROPOSED BREAKWATERS.
observ;*tions respecting the didertnt ports as may be necessary to
enable yeur Lordsliips to form a judgment on thi; proposals we have to submit, and having
given to the subject referred to us all the attention which its importance demands, we le-

Having made such

a harbour be constructed in Dover Bay, according to plan No. 1, with an area
of 320 acres up to low water mark, or .^bO acres without the two-fathom ed|;ej with an
entrance 70U feet wide on the south front, and another of 150 at the east end,
Entertaining the strong opinion we have expressed of the necessity of providing, without
delay, a sheltered anchorage in Dover Bay, we venture to urge upon your I^ordships* attentioo the advantage of immediately beginning the work by carrying out that portion
which 13 to coinmonce at CJieesmau's-Iiead.
Whatever may be finally decided u|)nn as to the form and extent of the works in Dover
Bay, the pier from Cheesmao's-head, run out into seven fathoms water, appears to be
indispensable as n comnieucement, and it will aflbrd both facility and shelter to the works
to be subst'quently carried on for their completion.
This will give sheltered jccess to the present harbour during south-west gales, and protect it from the entrant of shingle from the westward
it will afford time also for observation on the movement of the shingle within the bay, and for further enquiry as to
the tendency which harbours of large area, on this part of the coast, may have to silt up.
These enquiries the commission consider to be of essential impoitauce. and the results
will atford the means of determining on the greater or less width that should be given to
the entrances of the proposed harbour.
'2.
propose ttiat a breakwater be constructed in Seaford Road, In a depth of about
seven fathoms uf water, on« mile iu extent, and sheltering an area of ;J00 acres, as shown
in plan No. 'J.
3. That a l)reakwati'r be constructed in Portland Bay, to extend a mile and a quarter in
a north-eastern direction, from near the northern point of the island, in about seven
fathoms of water, having an opening of 150 feet at a quarter of a mile from the shore, and
beltering an area of nearly 1,200 acres, as shown in plan No. 3.
If only one work is to be imdertaken at a time, we give the preference to Dover , dcaI t
Portland, and thirdly to Seaford.
I.

That

;

We

MODE OF CONSTRUCTION.
Various plans for constructing breakwaters have been laid before us by highly intelligent individuals^ whose projects are noted in the appendix, and fully explained in the

We

are directed by your Lordships to report on the expense to be incurred by the completion of the worlcs which we recommend; but, as no approximate estimate of this can
be made without determining the general principles and modes of construction, we have
examined the engineers who have come before us and other authorities upon these impurtant poinLs.
The various opinions have been considered by the commission, who prefer for the construction of breakwaters, and for the security of the works of defence upon them, the
erec^tion of walls of masonry.
The commission do not olfer any opinion as to the profile or degree of slope necessary
to insure to the structure the requisite stability. They consider that this will be best decided by the (iovernment, uuder professional advice, when the works shall be finally determined on.
Th«» cost of cither mode of construction having been stated to be nearly the same,
whether It be masonry or a long slope of lough stone similar to that of Plymouth breakto lay before your Lordships an approximate estimate of the
1 beg
lar-

Dover
Seaford
Portland

..:..

K.\uNSTADT, IN W'lRTEMBURG. A Very cxtensive and splendid structure has
been erected at this place, containing baths, picture and other gal.eries, various rooms lor
balls and assemblies, and above all very spacious conser^-ctories, furnished with the choicest
plants and disposed iu the most tasteful manner. What name it is to bear does not seem
to b'.: yet determined upon, so at present it goes only by the one which it has obtained
from the public, of Das Maurische Bad,' or the Moorish Bath, in consequence of its being
in the Moorish style.
It Is constructed of utone of two different lints, laid in alternate
courses, and all the architectural members and ornamental details are said to be faithfully
rendered from the finest specimens of Arabian architecture iu Spain. In fact, Zanth's
(the architect) name is of itsalf almost sufficient pledge for refined taste and most careful
study of decoration. No doubt, too, he has availed himself of our own countryman, Owen
Jones's magnificent work wn the Alhambra. One conspicuous feature in the design is a
copper dome, richly gilt and the octagon conservatories, whose sides are composed of
rich open and lattice work filled !n with glass, have also gilded domes.
Further than these
few and scanty particulars our information does not go at present, but we trust that we
shall be able to give ere long some more full and wxaci account of so singular and interest'

,

ing a building.

Gartner's Designs.

— Professor

Gitrtner

<,f

Munich, Klrnze's successor

there as the king's special architect, and who has erected most of the recent monumental
structures iu the Bavarian capital, has just commenced a series of all the principal buildings be has executed, herein foollowiui; the laudable example of both Schinkel and Klenze.
have not yet actually seen tlie publication, but have little doubt it will prove a worthy
companion to those above-named, and an interesting and valuable acquisition to the architect's library, which, to say the truth, has not of late received many additions of any kind
to its stores. None of our English architects of the present day ever publish correct and
detailed designs of their buildings, although some of them, it may be presumed, have
executed sucii as are well deserving of being so rcpreaeutGd— very far more so, In lact, than
the majority of those which are engraved in previous collections.

We

KxPEDiTious Bripge BuiLniNG.— Mr. Urcl^e has just erected a bridge over
the J;lackwater river, county Tyrone, Ireland. This bridge has been in contemplation
nearly forty years, the only obstacle being the immense expense of any structure on the
old system, and probably fur forty or a hundred years more the county would have been
deprived of tlje advantage now conferred, but for Mr. Dredge's estimates, and his highly
approved plan. Mr. Dredge has not added much to the long delay, by any dilatory process of construction; when the iron was on the ground he astonisht d the pubHc with the
rapidity of the work, the bridge being extended and completed 'in one week.' The bridge
is 74 feet span, and for the heaviest traffic.
It was erected at the cost of the Earl of
Caledon.— ' Wiltshire Inri«penilent.'

—

Strasburg Catiikdral. llie Presse states that the belfry of the Caihedra!
of strasburg has deviated considerably from its perpendicular within a short time, and
has inclined more than six teet, calcubiting between the elevation of the summit and the
base. A catastrophe is feared, which the most skilful architect is incom|)et9otto ptevt-nt.
Kr.EVATEi) .Ska-Beacu.
Ihe (iperalions of opening the ground for the
Granton Railway has exposed an interesting section of alluvial soil at Wardie. At'ter a
surface of sandy loam, mixed with some peaty substances, from the decay of vegetable
remains, there is exposed, at the depth of two or three feet, u bed of sea sand, on the surf.ict* of which lie pebbles and sea shells, Imlicuting in the most distinct manner the n
mains of a sea-beach. The shells are smooth and waterworn, and are iirincipally apec'mens of the univalves, which exist at present on the neighbouring shores. This deposit
is elevated about ten or twelve feet, as far as may be hurriedly guessed, absve the level of
high water tides— no great elevation when considered geologlcaUy, but still not the less
interesting.— 'Caledonian Mercury.'

An

—

Plating upon SrEE!,.— At the Paris Academy of Sciences, Dec. 30 a communication was received from M. Desbordeaux.of Caen, proposing a mode of plating upoa
by the galvonic process. In the mode of operating practised by Mu^sra. Ruoti and
Elkint'ion, it is found necessary to cover the article which is to he silvered with a slight
coating of copper, without whiih the steel will not receive the silver. M. Dehbordeaux
states that the necessity for this coating of copper nmy be avoided by plunging the article
for a few seconds in a mixture composed ut one gramme of nitrate of silver, one grainVie
of nitrate of mercury, lour grammes of nitric acid, at forty o I Beaun
IW grauinies of dhtiUvd water.
steel
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PROJECTED RAIUVAY5.

LIST OF NS^V PATENTS.

The Decisions of the Board of Trade.

GRANTED IN ENGLAND FROM JANUARY

(Continued from Page 62, February Journal.

RAILWAYS IN ENGLAND.
The Manehestcr and Leeds
In favour of the —

the—

Uewsburv, id IVranchester,
Manchester. Biiiy. and Rosaendale.ii

Heywood Brancli,
West Vorkshire.

— Burnley

Branch

The Liverpool
Patricroft

and

ajul

Manchester Raltway Braiirhes.
St.

Clifton,

Helen and Rnfford.

Parkside,

Extensions into Liverpool,
tension,

Blackburn, Darwent and Bolton,

Wigm

and Liverpool,

Cburnet Valley Railway {from Macclesfield to Tamworth and Derby, with a
branch to the Potteries),
Trent Vjlley Railway

The Worcester and JVnIrcrhatnplon District, and intermediate the London and
Birminshnm and Gnat JVestcrn liailwni/.
Bii-miugham and Gloucester— WolverBirmingham and Gloucester — Deviation
'

"

line.

The London, Worcester, Rugby,

"

Oxford and Rugby (wide pau?e\
Oxford, Worcester, and Molverhampto
(wide gauge).

ar

Oxford Railway, with an eitensii
from Worcester to Dudley (narro

Extension of Railway
Shrewsbury, Wolverhampton, Dudley,

and Birmingham

Shrewsbury.
Shrewsbury and Wolverliam;

to

Junction),

Shrewsbury and

Stafford.

Extension of Iiaihvays in South Wales ayid Herefordshire.

—

—

RAILWAYS IN SCOTLAND.

—

Against the
Edinburgh

Clydesdale Junction,
Caledonian,

and

Glasgow

Branch,
Glasgow, Durafiiesand

Edinburgh and Hawick,

—

Carlisle;

Scottish Central

RAILWAYS IN IRELAND.

—

In favour of the
Cork and Bandon,
Great Southern and West rn— Cork Ex

ilgainst the

;

subject, as regards the portion of thi
line between Limerick and the June
tion with the Great Southern and
Western Extension line, to equitable
arrangements for securing to the

Londonderry and Colerain

Great Southern and Western Comfull accommodation for the purposes of the Limerick traflBc going in
the direction of Dublin and Cork:
Waterford and Kilkenny,
Great Western— Dublin to Galway,

pany

wheel5."~February

10.

apparatus, being
Thomas Truman, of Cromwell Lodge, Bronipf )n, gentleman, for
an improvement for filtering and purifying watei ." February 10.
Richard Haworth, of Bury, Lancaster, engine r, fop "certain Improvement*
engines." February 10.
* Improvements in the con
William Irving, of Regent-street, Lambeth, e
uldlngs, in
struction of apparatus for cutting ornamental forms, beads, recesses, i
wood, stone, and other materials."— February 10.
Peter Fairbairu, of Leeds, in the county of i'ork, engineer, for " certain Improvements
jhinery for drawing, roving, ai id spinning hemp, flax, tow, silk, wool, and other
fibrous substances."— February 10.
Oglethorpe Wakelin Barratt, of Bii ingham, experimentDl chemist, for "certain Improvements in the manufacture of e ds, and in treating the noxious vapours or gases
cal and other works."
February lU.
off from chimneys and frou
John Bramwell Gregson, of Dunston, Durham, manufacturing chemist, for " Improvements in the manufacture of Epsom salts and carbonate ot lime, commonly called precipitated chalk, parts of which improvements are applicable to other purposes."— Feb. 10.
Joseph Quick, ot Sumner- street, Southwark, in the county of Surrey, engineer, for " an
improvement in steam engines." February 10.
James Clark, of Glasgow, power-loom manufacturer, for "certain Improvements in
weaving."— February 14.
Thomas Brown Jordan, of Cottage road, Pimlico, mathematical divider, for "Improvements in machinery and apparatus for cutting, carving, and engraving."- February 17.
James Graham, oi Calvert-street, Middlesex, metal refiner, for " Improvements in the
manufacture of zink, antimony, and brass, in casting brass, and in apparatus for making
pots used in such processes." February 17.
Samuel Hall, of King's Arm's yard, Coleman-street, for " Improvements in steam-engines, boilers, furnaces, and flues, in consuming fuel, preventing smoke, ami in propelling
February 20.
vessels."
James Murdoch, of Staple-Inn, patent agent, for " certain Improvements in the manufacture of gas, aud in the apparatus employed therein."— February 20.
John Bottom, of St. Philip*8-road. Sheffield, machinist, for " ctrtain Improvements in
carpenters' slocks and braces." February 20.
WiUiaro Stevens ViHiers Sankey, of Hampstead, master of arts, for "certain Improvements in fastening and securing letters, packets, and despatches."— February 20.
John Place, of Hoddiesden, Lancaster, manufacturer, for " certain Improvements in
looms for weaving." February 20.
George Brown, of Glasgow, tor "certain Improvements in the manufacture of soda.'
February 20.
John Weatherstone, of C;is9ington. Oxford, yeoman, for "an Improved dibbling n
chine for planting seed or graii.." February 20.
Robeit Oxlaud, of Plymouth, chemist, for "Improvements in the manufacture of
chlorine."— February 20.
John Baptiste Vallauri. of Oxcnden-street, civil engineer, for " Improvements in lamps
aud wicks."— February S4.
Joseph Howard of Blackfriars-street, Mnnchester, hatter, for " certain Improvements
in the manufacture of silk jdushes, silk velvets, worsted, nnd other plushes."— Feb. 24.

—

—

—

—

Londonderry and Enniskillen
tlie

—

or

—

Great South West (Ireland) Direct,
Great Western— Dublin to Mullingar,

tension onlv,

And recommending

—

January 31.
Arthur Varnham, of the Strand, stationer, for " Improvements in the manufacture of
paper in order to prevent fraud, which h^ intends to call saicty and protective paper."
February 4.
William Snoxell, of the Quadrant, blind manufacturer, for " Improvements In roller
February 4.
blinds and shutters.*'
William Henry Smith, of Wellingborough, boot manufacturer, for "certain Improvements in the construction of boots, shoes, and other coverings for the Ifgs and feet, aud
Feb. 4.
also in the means of or apparatus for fastening the same upon the leg or foot."
Henry Nibbs Browne, of Shadwell, sugar refiner, for " Iiuprovements in the manufacture of sugar." February 4.
"
certain Improvements in
John Seaward, of the Canal Works, Poplar, engineer, for
steam propelling machinery." Febiuary b.
Darius Isaac Green, of Villiers-street, Strand, gentleman, for '* Improvements in tha
means of raising and moving heavy bodies, parts of which are applicable amongst other
uses to mines, vessels, and public works." (Being a communication.) February 8.
Robert Bewick Longridga, of Bedlington Iron Works, Morpeth, Northumberland, for
"an Improved lucomotive engine."— February 10.
Frederick Herbert Maberly, o» Stowmarket, in the county of Suffolk, clerk, master of
arts, for " certain Improvements in machinery or the apparatus for stopping or retarding
railway or other carriages; applicable also for these purposes in regard to other engines

—

Gloucester and Dean Forest,

—

Waterford and Limerick

—

—

Against the

In favour of the
South Wales Railway,
Monmouth andHereford(GreatWestcnO
Newport and Pontypool;

The

other fibrous bodies.— January 28.
George James Norton, of Weymouth, Dorset, co^ik and confecfioner, for an " Improved
cooking apparatus, parts of which are also applicable to the purposes of lighting and
heating." January 28.
Nathan Whiteley, junr.. of Stoney-bank, Huddersfield, manufacturer, and Joseph HopkinEon, junr., of Huddersfield, engineer, for " certain Improvements in machinery or apparatus for raising the nap or pile on woollen, cotton or other cloths, also for brushing
aud cleansing the same."— January 2i}.
John Leslie, of Conduit-street, Hanover-square, tailor, for "Improvements in stoves
and apparatus used in consuming fuel and in ventdatiog."— January 28.
Edwin Rose, of Ogley. StaflFord, engineer, for *' certain Improvements in the raanisfacture of grain into flour or meal."— January 28.
Matthew Allen, of Worship-street, Shoreditch, builder, fur " certain Improvements in
stoves and ai-paratus for heating." January 30.
Thomas Page, of Cambridge, painter, for " certain Improvements in the mode of painting or decorating with oils and other colours."— January 30.
James Johnston, of Willow- park, Greenock, Esq., for "nswand improved piocesses
and machinery for making and refining sugar," January 31.
Thomas Middleton, of Lorn an -street, Southwark, eugineer, for " Improvements in machinery for the manufacture of artificial fuel, bricks, tiles, and other similar articles."

—

RAILWAYS IN WALES.

Jnfavoiir of the

postponement until a future period of ih

Dublin, Carlow, and Wexford,
Dublin, Wexford, Waterford, and Carlow,

Dulilinand Wicklow,
Kilkenny Junction.
C.

DALHOUSIE,
W. PASLEY,
G. R. PORTER,

D. O'BRIEN.

S.

LAING.

—

—

—

Opening of thr MARTroRT and Carusle Railway.
10, this line

was opened between the respective towns of

— On

Monday, Feb.

Carlisle, Aspatria,

Maryport, and

From I\Iuryport to Carlisle is a distance of twenty-eight miles. The line was
commenced in May, 1837 there ave no tunnels, and no very deep cuttings or high embankments on the line; T'e heaviest cutting is at Aspatria, where between 3'JO.UOO and
400.000 cubic yai-ds of heavy clay aud wet sand had to be removed, and was found to be a
work of great labour and difficulty. The bridges on the line are numerous, but not difficult, only two rivers, the Calden and the Waver, being to cross once each, the total numWigton.

;

-

24, 1845.

—

Blackburn, Burnley and Accrington Ex-

Bolton,

FEBRUARY

—

Mancbeater and Leeds— Heywood and
Oldhara Extensions,
Leeds
and
Blanchester

21, TO

Six Months aUcwedfor Enro!me7il, unless otherivise exjJressed.
John MelWIle, of Upper Harley-strect, Middlesex, Esq., for " Improvements in propelling vessels."
Sealed January 21.
Johiinn Gottlob Seyrig, of Lenton, Nottingham, mechanician, for *' ImproTements Jn
scourintr, bleaching, and dyeing machiues, also in machines used in filtering and in dryUig,
or extracting liquid or moisture from different substances."— January 25.
George Henry Taunton, of Liverpool, civil engineer, for " Improvements in machinery
for revolving windlasses, barrels, spindles, shafts, and for pumping."— January 'lb.
William Trueman Yule, of Wilson street, Finsbury-square, preserved provision manufacturer, for " Improvements in preserving animal and vegetable matters."
January 28.
Thomas, Earl of Dundonald, for " an Improved rotary engine to be impelled by steam,
and which may be also rendered applicable to other purpoees" (Being an extension for
the term of fourteen years of letters patent granted to him by His late Majesty Kin?
William the Fourth. )-January 28.
Martyn John Roberts, of Bryn-y-caeran, Carmarthenshire, gentleman, for "Improve"
ments in machinery for preparing and windiHg, and spinning aud winding wool, flax, and

—

District.

Aga'tTist
Lepd*;,

Barnsley Junction,
Leeds and Bradford Extension to Skipton and Colne,
Leeds and West Riding Junction,

[March,

bar over and under the railway bpiug 77. The steepest gradient on the line is I in 20;},
and varying from this to 1 in 1900. The deepest cutting is thirty-six feet, and the highest
embankment is thirty-seven feet. The cust per mile will be about lO.OQUf., exclusive of
engines aad carriages.
Berlin.— The lalely inaugurali-d frescoes, which now adorn the background
of the portico or colonnade of the Museum, according to Schinkel's intention for it from
the firat, are said to excite some scandal among the Berliuese by the nudity of the colossal
feaale figure. On the other hand, notwithstanding that these poetical composition are
liltTA-pagan in idea, not a few people it in said, " mistake the figures for those of eainte."

—

—

MESS^" TV1I,LIAM8 AND S.OWERBYS
NEW SHOW ROOM.
OXFORD 8TKBEI.

PLAN
O MOCATTA,

r

'
f

JJl.JoUins.tUi'!
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NEW SHOW ROOMS AT

MESSRS. WILLIAMS AND
SOWERBY'S, OXFORD STREET.
(ffilh Tito Engraviugs, Plato FII md VI11.)

CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK.
FASCICULUS LXIIL
"

—

purpose con>
its actual
Be»i<ic§ being quite :\ lion in iU way,
sidtTcd, this very li.indsome apartment is of more tlian onlinnry interest as an arcliilectiir.il stiitly, since in addiliun to i"mbo|lisliinent it
di«pl;ivs nnusiiilly felicitous contrivance of pbin, and affords a striking in«t;ince of the peculiar cliarm attending arlistical arrangement of
No matter how sumptuoiislv
enseiiihle preparatory to decoration.
thev inav be fitted up, rooms are almost inv.iri;ibly of mumitonniisly
uniform cli ar.icter in one respect, being rectangles inclosed by four
There are thousands of splendid
flit walls, and lighted from one side.
drawing-rooms vvhich present only the minimum of aroliilectural deindebteil
for
what character or attraction
sien, they being far more
they possess, to the decorator and upholsterer than to the architect
himself, who does lilile more than decide their size and projiortions,
and provide fur others (o operate upon, the raw material of bare walls.
Even the Clubhouses supply scarcely an exception to the rule. All
the more welcome, thf-n, is the one which forms the subject of the
engraving, and which is so creditable to the taste and ability of Mr.
Muratta.
do not recollect having ever before met with an instance of an
apparently very ungain and obstinate form of site being completely
overcome without any loss of space, and with such ingenuity of contrivance, that perfect regularity of plan is kept up to the eye, and
even when the deviation from it is discovered which is not so easily
done by every one in the room itself as in a plan of it, satisfaction
The architect had here to conis r.ither enhanced than tlie contrary.
tend with an awkwarkness of shape somewhat similar to that of one

We

—

—

of the rooms of Lloyd's in the Royal Exchange, where owing to the
obliquity of its North side, the East end is wider than the other.
In
such case, many would have cut the Gordian knot very siiininarily by
deciding that it was not worth while attempting to correct or ilisguise
or it would
the irregularity, the place being after all " only a shop !"
have been proposed to rectify the defect by merely carrying the two
longer sides at right angles to the ends, thereby reducing the East end
to the same width as the narrower one, getting out closets behind the
Had that been done there would have been the unexceppartition.
nothing either better or
tionable iecundum ar/tm parallelogram,
worse than if there had been no difficulty at all at the outset, whereas
now, instead of being merely got over, the difficulty has been so admirably turned to account, that we may fairly asciibe to its existence
V9h-<t is most felicitous iu the treatment of the plan.
There is besides considerable novelty in other respects, including
the mode of lighting the semicircular ends; and also the ornainent.il
details of the order, the capitals of whose columns are freely treated
do not, however, undertake to decide
as original compositions.
how fjr their design is to be approved of, because that would require
examination
than
we have had the opportunity of
more deliberate
making. For a similar reason it is somewhat doubtful to us whether
the striking distinction made between the shafts of the pilasters and
those of the columns, be altogether satisfactory wliile the latter are
of scagliola in imitation of Siena marble, the faces of the others are
decorated with paintings upon raised slate panels. Would it not
have been better both for the sake of greater novelty as well as uniformity, to have decorated the shafts of the columns also with painted

—

—

We

:

—

arabesque ornaments on them ?
The general coup d'mil, we should observe, is greatly enhanced by
two spacious compartments, viz., at the East end and on the North
Indeed, effect seems
side, being entirely filled in with looking-glass.
to have been studied throughout, and no pains spared to render the
apartment an unusually scenic piece of architecture. The principal
dimeotiuns are as follows
General size of room
57 by 35 feel.
•
Diameter of larger semicircle
36 ft. 6 in.
:

smaller ditto

Dome
Dome

Height of

Columns

-

•
-

35
10 6

-

-

35

-

-

14

Ceiling
23
Plate VII. shows n plan and a vertical section of the
room drawn to a scale of 16 feet to the inch, letters r are recesses for
carpetK, &c., and Plate VIII. shows the capitals of the columns, the enrichmenlv of the cornice and soffit of the arch upon an enlarged ycale
of li inch to the fuut.the upper eniichment of the cornice iKcuutioued
all rvuod the show room*.

The engraving

He. •}.«>Voi..

vm.—Acaa,

i84i.

07

\riilial,

To

as large a

lilow

on

I

must have

lli.erty

as the winds,
ploaie."

cli^irtcr

whom

1

I. The doctrine of Architectural Professors and Teachers is litlle
better than the doctrine of despair.
What it strives most earnestly
of all to impress upon us is the fatal idea that architecture has already
and long ago reached the utmost possible limits of its career, and that
nothing remains for it but to commence anew another stoic vear in
which all the past is acted over ag.iin. Nay, so preposteroiislv in
as if it were the most encounging
love are they with such doctrine
and comfortable one that could be adopted, th.it even to hint at the
possibility of onr being able to achieve fresh and yet untried excellence in architecture, is treated willi contumacious scum a-; arrant
heresy. Not content with our admiring and doing full justice to
former excellence, they insist npon our not seeking to obtain any other
that shall be worthy of being admired in its turn.
Thev prohibit,
under the penalty of their severest anathemas, eveiy attempt of the
method,
excellent
by
the
bye,
of
verifying
their
kind
an
own dismal
prophecies, it requiring no great prophetic skill to foresee that we
certainly shall never get a single step forwarder in art so long as we
agree to stand slock-still. Architecture, says Victor Huge, is the
onlv art for which there exists no future: and such, thanks to the
combined bigotry and dulness of its hierophants, seems to be the case.
are not even so much as permitted to imitate those wheiu we ar«
hound to admire, by pursuing the same course and producing fr"sh
are expected to be impressed with a lively
ideas pro re Ka^rt.
sense of our own incapacity, and to be thoroughly grateful accordiiiirlv.
from
the
necessity of s/«rfi/fH^ former productions of
relieved
are
the art by having only to copy them, no matter though Ihe copies
should be somewhat .^sopian, and remind us of those pithy fables of
the Ass in the Lion's skin, and the Jackdaw in borrowed plumes.
Mojt cheering and consoling doctrine truly! No wonder then that
academical Professors exhort us in their lectures tx calhedid to follow
the clever policy of stealing from books ready-made designs for por-

—

—

—

We

We

We

—

ticoes.
II. Were yen to propose any adjunct, to a church in the shape of a
fore-court with a cloister on its sides, for monuments
or of an inner
vestibule for similar purposes, the idea would be instantly scouted as
something "monstrous extravagant," and causing wasteful expense.
Yet it is the mannir rather than the matter of the expense that startles
people. You may add to the body of a church what amounts both in
size and cost to another structure although onhanextra to the church
itself, and no objection whitever shall be made to it.
For instance,
to a church some seventy feet in length within, you miy add what
shall be upwards of a hundred feet, provided you do but put it iu a certain position and orthodox attitude, namely placed upright iiiste.ulof
horizontally.
To build a noble portico that added forty or fifty per
cent, to the cost of a church would be deemed a sort of madness, but
to erect a tower and spire that add cent, per cent, to if, is considered
merely matter of course, notwithstanding that it seeins very oddly at
variance with that strict eci nomy and exact comput.ition aceoiding
to wliich the utmost n'lmber of sittings are to be provided within a
given space, for to leave any space unoccupied within, or to provide
more than was actually required to be occupied would be considered
absolute wasterulness.
How f.ir a tower and spire are at all serviceable or worth their cost by increasing "cliiirch-accominoil.ition" accordingly, I leave tlie reader to decide. To s.iy the truth, there is
just now a sort of mania for church architecture, in Ihe Gothic style,
and with tower and ipire as indispensables ; and in that sfiecies of
design we have just reached a degree of decent respectability where
we seem destined to stick fast. One thing of the kind is pretty much
like another: a spire is becoming quite as common-place a matter us
a portico; and, it may be suspected, is like the latter frequently received as an equivalent substitute for all other merit, and as what
must at all events be provided, even thoiigii it be by cutting down the
rest of the design, and by paring away not only mere orn.iments but
The mam/acture of Gothic is, no
essential and characteristic detail.
doubt, greatly improved, but a good deal ol Gothic is little, better
than mere manufacture. Neither is that style very well fi;ted for
new churches in towns and streets where every thing else is of qiite

—

it consequently shows it-elf like a
puerile afiectation of antiquity.
If we must build churches of the
kind in towns, they ought at least to be in.-ulated and further, de«
tuched eA much as possible from other buildii gs so as to be viewtd us
independent objects, whereas now they arc geuerally built into a Ubq

modern physiognomy, and where

13
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for
of spruce modprn houses. Besides, if we must employ Gothic
advanced
s\ich purpose, it ought at any rate to bp llie Gothic of a more
exclualmost
that
now
than
wliich
is
species
period -.vnd more otnite
The character that is both pleasing and appropriate
sivelv employed.
that is for one
for a village cluirch is unsnit.ible for one in a town,
placed
where every thing else is quite tomnish, and
and
built,
DOW
Therefore before it is deterwiihal, evidently of to-d.iy's growth.
mined upon that a new clnircli shall be Gothic, it would be as well to

—

character of the locality.
take into consideration the
Lnrk certainly has a good deal to do with deciding the reputaIll
While some are universally cried up,
lings.
bail.
tion and vogue of
because the higli opinion first expressed of
cliieflv, it would seem,
adopted, and has been repeated
implicitly
them' has ever since been
and upon every occasion, others of equal
bv every successive writer,
all.
It is the fashion-I can cal it
^erit are scarcely spoken of at
by wholesale, speaking of it in tlie
nothine else, to exlol St. Martin's
but the church itself was entitled to
lump IS if not onlv the ;;or/!CO,
be more anti-classical, more unadmiration, although nothing can
the style of the portico, than is
with
variance
at
more
or
Corinthian
structure, the background of the portico ilself not
all the rest of the
similarity of character between
much
as
about
is
excepted. There
the portico, as existed between Old St.
the body of the edifice and
On
tacked
to it by Inigo Jones.
colonnade
Paul's and the Corinthian
Bloomsbury, which, it may be observed,
the other hand, St. George's
of
new
line
the
seen
from
now forms so fine an architectural object as
Street into Holborn,— is never mentioned
street leading from Oxford
regard to those two churches,
except for sillv cavilling at its steeple. In
with a vengeance: in the one case it
cold
criticism blows hot and
all demerits, tor the sake of the porto
eyes
its
slots
willingly
fixes them so intently upon the statue on the
tico- iii the other it
nothing but that "absurdity."
summit of the steeple that it can discern
just sufficient height
The noble pos? of the portico on a stylob.ite of
combination of masses,
artistical
importance,—
to eive it additional
character in the ensemble, pl.iy of light and shade, and
orieinalitv of

silence— either most
ner^nective— these excellences are passed over in
of a kind that those who are capable
sulkv or most stupid, although
their sake, almest have forgiven the architect
of feeling them would, for
But the
his head downwards.
had he stuck up George II. with
classically conceived thing
steeple— well! that campanile is the most
vaunted
Wren's
it,
with
comparison
In
of the kind we possess.
gimcrack scientifically constructed they
steeples are little better than
them.
upon
bestowed
may be but in themselves are not worth the skill
Cheapside, may equally well
They w'ho admire that of Bow Church,
Borromini, so too, those who are charm
be delighted with the freaks of
to be in raptures with a Chinesi
ed with that of St. Bride's, ought
:

[Apart,

could have been placed so as to be in some measure detached from
other objects, and made to form a principal one terminating the vista
in a short street
whereas, facing, as it does, Inigo Jones's Banquetting House, it looks Lilliputian, {i.e. literally, little-fcoyish
Swift
having formed ihe word from the two Danish ones Lille " little," and
Pnlle " a child") ; it looks Lilliputian, I say, by contrast. It is a pity
that Holland did not at all events give greater altitude to the portico,
by carrying it up higher than the rest of the screen, making the
columns there as high as the entire order of the other part; had which
been done, bi-sides more variety being given to the general composition, and greater dignity to the portico, the intercolumuiation would
have been very greatly improved in consequence of the diameter of
the columns being increased in proportion to increase of height;
whereas now, being only tetrastyle, the portico looks too wide in front
for its height.
One particular merit that ought not to be overlooked
in it, is the manner in which it is attached to the building
not merely
stack up or pushed against it, as is the case with so many other
things of the kind, which look as if they were after-thoughts, and
added to what was not prepared for them, but firmly knitted together
with the part of the front immediately behind it. It is alleged as a
fault in the design, by those who have condescended to notice it at all,
the two insulated columns with the entablature breaking over them, in
the compartments next to the portico, support nothing. There certainly
appears to have been no very particular reason for breaking the entablature, because there was nothing to hinder its being carried across the
inlercolumiis, thereby giving to those parts of the front the appearance of blank colonnades that is, without any passage between the
columns and the wall behind them, as is the case with those in the
One reason that was not done may have been that
front of the Bank.
it was thought that those parts would, in such case, have appeared
too much like a repetition of the portico, the number of intercolumns
being the same, viz. three, in all those three divisions of the front.
Nor will I be sure that as now placed, with he entablature breaking
over them, and surmounted by a vase, those columns do not tell more
decidedly in the composition, and produce a more piquant effect than
they else would have done. At all events they are picturesque, and
if they show themselves to be no more than architectural embellishments of no positive use, they have the merit of being strikingly ornamental, which is very much more than can be said of a great many
things which though intended only for decoration, and very costly into
the bargain, produce scarcely any effect at all. To object to what is
here done chiefly because the order employed is Greek instead of
Roman in its character and details, is liypercriticism in its dotage, for
the absurdity
if absurdity it is
would have been just the same in
the other case. Had Holland intended
as be most assuredly did not
to pass off this facade as an exact example of Greek composition, and
veritable Greek application of columns, he would of course have been
guilty of a very strange error.
The adoption of the Greek style in
regard to matters of detail, does not impose upon us the obligation of
confining ourselves to the Greek practice in all other respects
or if it
does, there is no alternative for us but to discard that style at once, as
one wholly insufficient for our practice, and one which it is impossible
to keep up with any sort of consistency if we are to abide by the
mere letter of it, instead of endeavouring to catch the spirit of it, and
infuse kindied eloquence of taste into features and combinations unknown to Grecian architecture. In fact, unless we admit of some
latitude in the application of columns, and the introduction of them
for ornament and effect in composition, we ought in consistency to
tolerate no columnar architecture at all that does not strictly conform
to the severity of Greek principles as exhibited in Greek temples.
If we are to stick to principles, the style or particular fashion of the
building affords no excuse for transgressing them, and for employing
columns and orders of Roman or Italian character after what we hold
to be an unpardonably solecistical manner, when in lieu of them we
make use of Greek ones. Therefore, if what Holland has done with so
much artistic feeling, with insulated Greek Ionic columns in the fa9ade
of Dover House, is to be censured as a license quite inexcusable, notwithstanding the beautiful effect attending it, neither ought Inigo's
fafade on the opposite side of the street to escape reprobation as
being radically soiesistical, and composed on principles quite contrary
to those of legitimate columnar aichitecture, and also for exhibiting
However, it is some cominicrostyle orders and supercoluraniation.
fort to find that even such scrupulous souls as are scandalized at Holland's felicitous heresy can endure, without wry faces, the far more
monstrous and tasteless heresy of sticking up a single huge polar
column, or pole in the shape of a column, for no other purpose than to
hoistastitue on the top of it; how conveniently elastic are some
folks' architectural principles!
third building which has obtained far less notice than it deV.
serves in fact, has hardly ever been noticed at all, is that called the
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

better reason for the opinion they hold,
the wiseacres who can give no
than that "Every body has always ador would be thought to hold,
myself excepted— who can resist
and—
steeples,"—
mired Wren's

such powerful argument?
j itt
t,
as Ralph and WalIV. Not only have critics— that is, such critics
depreciated St.George's Bloomspole i,„d their'Grub-street copyists—
collections
formed
have
those who
bury but architectural writers, and
publications, have been no less unjust.
of architectural designs fur
Vitiuvius Britaniucus, none
There are no representations of it in the
London,— no mention of it orof Hawksmoor
in the Public Buildings of
in Brewster's Encyclopiedia
architecture
on
treatises
the
of
in either
of far less interest and
and the Metro|.olitana,althoughvarionsslructures
similar fate is that of what, though atv due are noticed. A somewhat
it being upon too small a scale to
tended Willi considerable drawbacks,
placed, is on« of the most classical or tastein ike anv figure where it is
metropolis, for rarely do we hear the
whole
the
in
design
ot
pieces
ful
House, Whitehall, quoted as a supeci-derant Melbourne now Dover
nor has an elevation <.f it ever been
rior specimen of architecture,
This shows with
one.
published— at least, I have never met with
cater for architectural
wh It sort of judgment and taste those who
and that such a design should
nublicatiuns select subjects for them;
George Richardson, when he was glad
h ive have been overlooked bv
things in his New Vitrucrippled
and
feeble,
poor,
many
to enlist so
astonishing-or rather would be so, to
vius Britannicus, is perfectly
That
of bookmakers.
stolidity
triple
the
with
anv one unacquainted
elevation of the beautiful little screen
there should be no published
so
reprebecause
regretted
to
be
more
the
facade of Dover House is
apart (rora anything else, it would show
sented and therefore seen
advantage' than it does in reality -merely on account
itself to greater
a piece of street architecture, unless it
for
diminutive
being too
,
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Commercial Buildings or Rooms, In Mincinf; Lane. Allliongh in such
a liorribly, viilgiir and " Viistlv ungenlcel" silimtion, it is one that
would gr^ice aristorratic Piccidilly. Luckily it is not in tlmt quartPr,
or it would malte tlie Dukfi of Wellington's liouse look miMiicr and
duwdii-r by comp;irison with it tlinn it now does,
and, as has been
observed, that neat and spruce and trim thing seems to have been
built fur the residence of Mrs. Frv, rather than for that of the Conqueror of Waterloo. The former Apsley House wasjust as dignified in
appearance, and liad at least the merit of being unsophisticated, and
free from any minikin alTectation of style at all. Nay evenPhilpot Lane
can show a nobler specimen of architectural taste but I must stop:
Pliilpot Lane is not to be mentioned with impunity to ears polite.
I
liave blundered sadlv in naming it, for it will now be discovered that
I reside there nivselt',
which being the case, mv opinions will henceforth be considered those of some low vnlgar-miniled huckster, some
dealer in oranges, and of course not worth one farthing
no, not even
one of the new half-fartbings.

—

—

—

—

THE XANTHIAN MARBLES.
By M. RoHDE Hawkins, Esq.
Abridgment of a Paper read at

Royal Institute of British

the

Architects.

object of the present paper is to give some acccouut of the
iculptures and architectural fragments which have been brought from
Xanthus, and placed in the British Museum during the last two years.
It will not therefore be out of place to give some account of the circumstances which have led to their discovery, and of the meaisures
which iiave been taken in order to procure and convey them to this

The

countrv.
In February 1S38, Mr. Charles Fellows, while travelling in Asia
Minor, determined to explore more particularly its south-western
corner, opposite to the island of Rhodes, this district having formerly
been the site of ancient Lycia. His chief inducement was that this country had not before been visiti'd bv any Europeans with the object of

investigating

ence

ot

its

and little was known of
;
lying along the sea coast.

remains

some few towns

it

beyond the

Of

these,

exiist-

Telmes-

now

called Macry, Antiphellus, Myrus, and Patara (these three
latter still retaining their ancient names), had alone, up to this year,

»us,

S9

the wind, chasing the stag and wild boar, which h»« turned to attack the
pursuer the whole of the figures, although in a small frieze, arc well formed
and finished. On each of the sloping sides of the roof are two stones projecting about a foot, as found on oil these tombs, hut which upon this are
i:arvcd into lions' head crouching on their paws ; upon one side of the roof
is a group in which a warrior, carrying a shield, is in the act of stepping into
his cliariot, which is of the early simple form, with wheels of four spokes
only, and is driven by a man leaning forward, with liis arms stretched out
holding the reins and a whip or goad four beaiuifully formed horses, prancing in various attitudes, are drawing the car. The cliariot and horses appear
sculptured on the other side of the roof, differing only in the attiludesof the
li','ures.
In the upper panels at the ends or gables arc traces of small carved
li;;ures.
On the side of the tomb is a group of figures, which I will describe,
A finely formed figure in a simple robe, his
hcginninij from the left hand.
hands folded before him, and with a head of bushy hair, stands, as if in attendance behind the chair or clawed seat of the principal figure, who, clothed
in rich folded drapery, with short hair, sits in the attitude of a judge, with
one arm somewhat raised ; before him stand four figures the fir^t is mutilated, hut appears similar to the second, who has long hushy hair, confined
round the head, and looking like a wig; his attitude is that of a counsellor
pleading for the others; the loose robe falls gracefully from one shoulder,
and is thrown over, so as ahnost to conceal one arm ; two other figures, differing only in having the hair shorter and the arms hanging down, stand
apparently waiting the decision of the judge, and complete the well-formed
group.
At the end on a larger scale, are two figures of warriors, clothed
only with girdles of armour round their loins, and petticoats reaching nearly
down to their knees. The background on tire same stone contains a long,
but, from mutilation, partially illegible inscription, v\hich I did not attempt
to copy.
On the opposite end ot the tomb are two other figures of the same
size; one, clothed in a loose robe, stands in a commanding altitude fronting
;

:

;

the spectator, with an arm raised over the head of a naked figure also
standing.
On the other side, under a single line of inscription, is an animated battlescene ; men on horses are fighting with others on foot ; all have helmets, and
those on foot have shields ; some fight naked, others with a loose shirt or
blouse descending below the thighs, and confined by a belt to the waist.
The horse of the principal figure is ornamtnted with a [iluine, and the rider
has a kind of armour to protect his legs. The groups upon the two sides are
three feet six inches high, tiy nine feet in length.
The hog's-mane does not at either end extend to the full length of the
It
roof; and at each extremity of it is a niche for attaching another stone.
is probable that there may have been at each end, when the tomb was perfect, some ornament, perhaps a helmet, or figure of an animal corresponding
It is not surprising that so beautiful a
in character with the other sulijects.
tomb should have been broken open in all parts hut as each chamber it now
;

been examined scientifically. In that year, however, Mr. Fellows determined to proceed into the interior, and to examine more fully
whether there were any remains of the cities of ancient Lycia. He
started, therefore, from Patara, and after travelling up the country for
about 10 miles, he came to the ruins of the city of Xanthus, which he

The ruins are wholly of tombs, triumphal arches, walls, and a theatre.
The site is extremely romantic, upon beautiful bills, some crowned with rocks,
others rising perpendicularly from the river which is seen winding its way
down from the woody uplands, while beyond, in the extreme distance, are
the snowy mountains in which it rises.
On the west the view is bounded by
the picturesquely formed but bare range of Mount Cragus, and on the east
by the mountahi chain extending to I'atara. A rich plain, with its meandering river, carries the eye to the horizon of the sea towards the south-west.

The monuments and tombs are the most striking objects in this city,
of which the most interesting were standing at the period of Mr. Fellows' visit.
The first was a stele, about 21 feet high and 7 feet
square, covered on the top by a btoad overhanging lid, immediately
under which were eight has relievos, representing the well-known
classical story of the Stealing of the Da.ughters of King Pandarus by
the Harpies. They are now placed, by the exertions of Mr. Fellows,
in the British Museum, and are well deserving of attention, both
from the very early period at which they were probably executed, and
from the character of their workmansh ip, which is unlike any sculptures hitherto preserved in the Museum .
The second monument was
of a dilferent form, being of that (leculjar style of architecture which
abounds in Lycia, but is never seen in any other country. This monument is also now deposited, together with the sculpture, in the British
for

I

trust that

it

may

not receive further injury.

Mr. Hawkins next proceeds to give some account of the last monument brought over to this countrv from Xanthus, and of the reasons which induced him to restore it in the manner shown in the
drawing exhibited the only part of the building which was visible
above ground was a basement, 33 feet long by 22 feet wide, formed
of rough blocks of the limestone of the country. In making the excavations Ionic bases, shafts, and capitals of columns were found; these
were all of small dimensions, the columns not being more than Mi in.
diameter at the bottom. A considerable quantity of egg moulding
was also found it was pierced on the top with a morlice hole to receive the base of the column, and the circle of the base is also marked
upon it, but near to these marks, in almost every instance, tliere occurred an irregularly shaped sinking, this was accounted for by finding
draped statues of dancing females, the plinth of which liad been let
into the egg moulding; thus far there was ascertain-'d ihat the slatiiej
and columns came alternately, and that thev were placed upon the
egg moulding. Sculptured fritzes of four different sizes were formed
3 ft. 4 in., 2 ft., 1 fl. 7 J in., and 1 ft. 5i in. respectively in w idtli— the
two larger were in stones not exceeding 5 feet in length, and therefore too short and also too large to have been placed over the columns,
thev are therefore placed round the base. It becomes, however, ne;

describes in the following words:

Museum, having been procured

exposed,

it

during the

last

expedition to

Xanthus; there can be no doubt but that

It
it will be reconstructed.
will be here interesting to give the description of this tomb, as given
by Mr. Fellows in his Tour in Asia Min or.

It is a sarcophagus, entirely of marble, standing on the side of a hill rich
with wild shrub. The roof is somewhat grey, and the fractures of ihc lower
parts are tinged with the shade of red whh;h the marble assumes after lung
exposure to the weather, and in places with yellow blended with brown. Ou
the top, or hog's-raane, is a huntmg scene ; some figures arc running, others
are ou horseback galloping, with spears iu ti"ieir hands and mantles blown by

;

—

cessary to give some aulhority for as>igning to a building so lofty a
Now the tomb of Miusolus, at Halicarnassu", has always been
base.
considered to have had a similar arrangement. In the work of Canina
there is a beautiful restoration, which, w itii the exception of the pyramidal top, is precisely similar to this building.' There is also in
Caria a monument still existing which, although of later date, has still
the same characteristics of a lofty base surmounted with columns, Mr.
Hawkins alluded to that atMylassa, given iu the loni.in Auti(|uities, this
although unornamented with sculpture, has still the same arrangement
tombs, at Alinda in Caria, and at
of building; and there exist
Hierapolis in Plirygia, of the form of the base, but not having at the

mmy

» The restorutlon of Caiiinu's, !iowev*r, Is taken from a medal which has a head of Arsl'te und the Mausoleum on the olber, but It U noiT ahvays coasidered to
be a lorgery of tile l&th century. It is Iheret'ore ot Do re.tl vtilu*. except to show what was
the generally received idea ot the Ulausoleiim ut that time, wilea the Italian arctlltrcU
werv certainly giving a great atteotlOD to the workB of antiquity.

lumsiu on one
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Vrcsent lim<* finy columns on tlie top, all these have however an entrHHCK into the bisempnt, Mr. Hawkins tlierefore placed one in the
b;ise of this bnildinp;, making use for that purpose of an architrave and
e;ist end
p;irt if a cornice which were found close at th<^ foot of the
of the biiilding. The egg moulding on which the columns and statues
to
necessary
became
base.
ournice
of
Ihi?
It
next
stood became the
find the various inemhers to form the cornice of the building, but

during the whole of the excivalions no details at all corresponding to
an architrave could be f'unid ; but taking into consideration the great
quinlilv of sculpture with «hi<;h the building was ornamented, it was
probable that the frieze was also sculptured, an on examining tlie
ft. 7} in. in depth, it became evident that that had stood U|)on
frieze,
the ciilumns, their greater length, being about 7 feet long, admitting
tjf such an arrangement, and the under surface showed where it had
restfd on the columns, as those parts were quite protected from the
1

1

weather.

The frieze then occupies the space usually given (o both frieze
•nnJ architrave ; the cornice over it is of great size, and disproporlitmed to the building; but as the different details were found round
the bjse nf the bnilding, there can be no diuiht but that they behniged
to it, there being also evidence on the stones themselves that they do
so.
Mr. Hawkins plices in the cornice a row of dentils, but he does
not carry them up beneath the corona of the pediment, the only argument against them is the exceedingly small number which was
found : bn"t the arguments in their favour are, he considers, conclusive.
In the fir>t place, there is, he believes, no instance in the whole of Asia
Minor of an Ionic cornice omitting the blocks; again, two different
sizes of corona were found, one projecting IcJ inches from the bed
mould, lheother43inclies, buton the under-iJeol the latter marks were
found which proved the existence of blocks, the exposed parts being
weather-beaten, and bv omitting the blocks in the pediment it lightens
the cornice, and gives an opportunity for using the more projecting
corona. It is from the size of the tympana (portion of that belonging
to each end of the building being fonndj, that we are enabled to ascertain with considerable accuracy the nidlh of the building; of course
it would not be eafry to lay down so acute an angle quite truly, but
certaiiilv within a very li'lie, and the width thus arrived at is confirmed bv the lensth of the stones which form the frieze. The exact
length of the building is less easy to ascertain. There is one piece
of evidence vUiich Mr. Hawkins thinks will prove satisfactorily the
length of the building to be very nearly what he has drawn it, namely,
that upon the base, wliici) still exists, there are the marks of the bed
for the next course; this bed extends 1 ft. 9 ia. inwards from
the face of the viork, it is therefore evident that the next course of
stones must have extended to that size ; now there is no evidence of
any other stones to be placed upon this, except those of the Parian
marble, these stones are all 1 ft. 4 in. thick, and therefore could only
have been set in 5 inches from the face of the base this will apply both
to the length and width; the only objection that has been made to this
is tln.t by this arrangement it requires 6 columns to form the flank, but
he thinks there yre inuny instances of an equal number of columns to
the fl.ink of buildings. Temple of Jupiter Penelienius at Egina has
12 Columns in the H.ink, and G in front ; again, the Temple of Jupiter
Olympus at Athens had 20 columns in front, and 20 at the side; also
one of the temples at Agrigentum. A question which will, however,
be eventually set at rest when the friezes of the base have been propeilv arranged in the Museum; at present, it is sufficient to know
that it is possible to place the stones so as to suit the arrangement he

Worked

—

has proposed.
Tlie last object was to assign a place for the smaller frieze, Mr.
Ciickerell suggested that the building was peristyle, enclosing a cella,
anil that the smaller frieze ought to be placed round it, and this arrai gement is somewhat confirmed by the actual quantity of the frieze
which was obtained during the excavations.
Sjieciuiens of all the details which Mr. Hawkins mentioned have
been brought to England, and are now placed in the British Museum.
The Lacnnana are well worth attention, as they retain somewhat of
of the colour with which they were originally decorated ; the ovolo
mouldings have been coloured to imitate the egg and tongue ornament ; and a bead and reel ornament has huen pauiled round the soffit,
instead of being carved projecting from the face of the stone, as was
the ease with the Lacunariie of the Ereclitheiuin, one of which is now
deposited in the Elgin Room. It now only remains to give some de8cri;ition of the sculptures with which this building has been orna-

mented.
It was apparently built for the purpose of commemorating the capture of the city of Xanthus, or perhaps for the tomb of some person or
persons intimately connected with that work. The largest frieze represents, on all the four sides, ao indiscriminate combat, some of the

cQinbaiauts being on foot,

some on borseb»cki tome are draped

in

long

[April,

flowing robei, while some appear to be destitute of all clothing, nome
of the hor?es are remarkable as having the short cut mane w hich is
to be seen on the sculptures of the Panathenaic processions from the
Parthenon. The next frieze in siz"", and placed over the last described,
represents the capture of the city of Xanlhus.by Hirpiigus, the General
This event is describsd
of Cyrus, which event took place 54Q B.C.
by Herodotus; and it will be as well to give the description here, as
it will be s'-en that the sculptures follow very closely his account; he
writes as follows:
After these successes Harpagus drew hi« army into the plain, in order to
the Lycians of Xanthus, who, tliough they are few in niimher yet
having assemhled what forces they could, took the field and fought the Persians with great courage.
But being overpowered with nninhers, ami forced
to retire into the city, they put their wives, children, and servants, with all
their riches into the castle and tet fire to the place, which when they had
done, and all was burnt, they engagcil themselves liy the strongest oaths to
die together, and to that end, returning to the field of battle, they renewed
the fight and were cut to pieces to the last man.
attack

This frieze may be divided into four subjects, one represents the
which took place outside the walls; the next a sally from the
which is being repulsed by the attacking party; the third the
storming of the city, where the ladders are seen placed against one of
the towers, and the storming party are climbing up the ladders, evidently intending to take the town bv surprise, as they have divested
themselves of all covering to their feet ; the fourih side appears to
fight

city,

represent the trial of some prisoners before some Eistern chief seated
on a chair, this figure is not improbably meant to represent Harpagus.
The frieze placed round the tops of the columns may also be divided
into four subjects, one for each side of the building; the first represents a fight, some of the combatants being on foot, some on horseback ; the next represents a procession, the people being in Greek
costume, bearing offerings in fruit and cattle; the third is a Persian
off-ring, those bearing the offerings being clothed in Persian costume,
and bringing those offerings most prized in the East fine clothing and
horses; on the fourth side is a very spirited wild boar hunt, the huntsmen being mostly on horseback, but some are on foot, and their horses
appear to be running wildly about as if they had thrown their riders.
The small frieze, which is placed round the cella, appears to represent
the feasts and sacrifices which are so frequently painted upon tlie tombs
of Greece and Etruria.
The dancing figures between the columns are all standing on some
emblem, either a fish or a bird. Statues of a smaller size are also
placed on the acroteriffi. The tympana are also sculptured, the one
with a very spirited battle scene, the other represents a m de and
female seated opposite each other, with figures standing behind liiem
diminishing in size as they approach the ai gle of the pediment.
There must be of couise many conjectures with regard to the date
of the building; history, as yet, gives us no clue whatever;
two
ways remain, one is to judge from the architectural detail, the other
from the sculptures. With regard to the architecture, it will bear
compari3<in both with the Temple at Samos, which is admitted to be
one of the earliest existing specimens, while at the same time manv
of the details are very similar to those of the Temple of Minerva at
Picene, which we know, from an inscription on the temple, was built
by Alexander. One argument in f ivour of its antiquity is, that it was
apparently built to commemorate the taking of X.uilhus, which took
place as we have seen 546 B.C., and it is nut likely that the conquerors would have waited more than one century to erect a trophy of
their success ; yet it is also possible that some wealthy descendant of
Harpagus, whose son we know was made governor of that district of
Asia Minor, might, at some much later period, have wished to commemorate the actions of his ancestor. Witii regard to the date of the
sculptures, Mr. Hawkins thought it would be bfiter to wait for the
opinion of those gentlemen who have made such matter their study,
and who Ilierelore will probably be able to produce conclusive evidenca
tu support whatever opinions they may advance.

—

—

The D'sert of Am^CA.— Atthe AcaJemk des Scienfes.atVarts, 1,1. 1'CMrnrl,
an engineer ut mines, euve &n nciount of tiis (ravels in llie Desert of Alrica. Ainnngbt
ottier Itlingi, M, Kournel furnishei the ftsigtiti bbove the level of tlie tea at sisty places.
Constaiitiua, he states, m 'i^^tia leet above the level or the sea; but the odsis ut' Bukam,
which is only CO leagues from Cunstanlina, is but '246 feet above that level. Ai. Kournei
cunsiders. thai by sinking Artesian wells, it would be prac icable to have a constant and
abundant supply nf water ttiroughout the whole exten: of the Uesert. Some of Ihe varia.
He informs us. that In CI.e
ttons of temperature recorded by M. Fuurnel are curious.
Bisbt of tbti Itith of JUarch last, whilst bivouacking on the platuau of Butitsb, tUs ttieira^m«ter stood at Bo htiom 9an^ wber«B9 during tli« day It faad rtsKD to ;i:io.
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COMPARATIVE LOSS BY FRICTIOX IN BEAM AND
DIRECT ACTION STEAM ENGINES.

in

A

be equal to this

We

where the uniform force of the piston

is supposed to act upon the
in a direction always parallel to itself and to the Ime
This would assume the connecting rod indetinitely long,
which cannot exist, except in hypothesis: the arrangement may there1,

crank pin
15

and therefore if inaccurate, may deceive many who take for granted
the conclusions of a mathematical paper which tliey are unwilling or

,

B

B'".

fore be called for distinction, the

—

Hi/jjol/ietical Engine.
The friction to be determined will be that
npon the two bearings A and B, the crank shaft and the crank pin.
" 12. For the bearing B. The pressure upon this bearing vfill be
constant, by the supposition, and =: P
therefore the Ksis/awce from
friction will also be constant, and =: m P.
" Now if 6= radius of gudgeon, the apace passed through by the

will not take the responsibility of investigating.

as well be stated, without circumlocution, that the object of
the present review will be to show that errors are committed in Mr.
Pole's paper, not merelv of a casu il nature or numerical, but arising

may

:

from assumptions so essentially false that they can scarcely be supposed to have been promulgated by a person adequately acquainted
with theoretical mechanics. It will also be here attempted to be
proved that these erroneous conceptions totally vitiate the practical
tabulated results deduced from them.
will first, before entering on the discussion, premise that Mr.
Pole's piper is founded on the following prelirain.iry considerations, to
the friction alone inwhich we do not at present olTer any objection
vestigated is that, which arises at joints ami axles by the strain caused
bv the action of the engine itself: the friction arising from tightening
the laws of friction
"stuffing" or "packing" the parts is excluded
.assumed are those usually laid down in mathematical books, though
Mr. Pole is doubtless aware that experimentalists are by no me. ins
agreed upon their absolute accuracy the total friction at a joint is
made to depend on the degree of pressure at that joint, and the space
passed through by th'' rubbing surface, conjointly; the whole pressure
of steam is reckoned uniform, and =P; the inertia and weight of the
machinery is disregarded.
now proceed to quote the first case examined by Mr. Pole, and his explanation of the figures.

=

rubbir>g surface will
6 multiplied into the angular distance the
guilgeon moves in its bearings. This angle, in a semi-revolution of
the crank, will
1S0°= it; and the surface will pass through a
space
IT 6
whence the loss by the friction of this bearing in a semi-

=

We

:

circle, will

amount.

"It will be advantageous in some few instances to simplify the expressions by taking approximations; but in all these, the deviation
from the truth is so slight as to be unimportant, and not affecting the
general correctness of tlie result.
" 11.
may first examine the simple arrangement shown in fig.

paper purporting to be a inatliematical investig;>tion of this subject was read in February 1S13, before tlie Institution of Civil EngiIt is hero proposed to examine the
neers, by Mr. William Pole.
correctness of Mr. Pole's investig.itions ; for though the period of
publication be by no means recent, the subject is not one of merely
passing interest which renders a postponed review useless, and as
the paper has been rewarded by a "Silver Telford Medal," it comes
before the public with the authority of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

It
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back stroke, completing the

for the

=

;

revolntion, will, (Art. 7),

" 13. Fur

=mP

ir

b.

bearing of the crank shaft A. The pressure upon this
it is on B, but varies with the position of the crank.
When this latter has moved from B' through any angular distance
B' A B, which call e, the force P acting upon B will be resolved into
two; one in the direction of the tangent B T, tending to turn the
crank round, and the other in the direc!i(m B
(or A B if 9 7 90")
the latter vvill be the pressure upon the bearing A, and will be found
by tlie rules of statics to be= -j-P cos 9, the upper sign being taken

—

is

;

the

not constant, as

A

;

:

when

e I 90", and the lower from 90° to ISO': hence the resistance
from friction =: -f- m P cos 0," &c.
do not transcribe the whole of the investigation, as the above
furnishes all that is requisite for our purpose.
It will be seen that in
(12) the pressure at B is assumed as uniform, and
P.
Nothing can
be more remote from the truth, and we really cannot help observing
that, to use the mildest terms, it seems almost incredible that a person
who understood the fundamental laws of motion could make the assumption. The pressure at B depends not only on the steam pressure,
but also on the amount of work to be done
the resistance ottered by
the crank, and its consequent velocity.
If we suppose this resistance
zero, the pressure at B will be zero also
so far from its being almays
zizP, it will he never equal to it while the engine is in motion; for if the
two ends of the piston rod were acted upon by two equal and opposite
forces F, we should have a system statically disposed, and the piston
would be at rest, or move forward with uniform velocity which it does
not, since it changes its direction many times in a single minute.
This one simple consideration ought to be quite sufficient to set the
matter at rest ; but as the whole of Mr. Pole's conclusions depend on
this fitally erroneous principle, we may be forgiven for adducing a
few illustrations to show that the pressure in such a case as the present depends on the resisiance which the prime-mover meets with.

We

We

=

ju-^aB™

—

;

—

If a body lying on a smooth table be drawn along it by a string passing over the edge of the table, and fastened to a second descending
body, does Mr. Pole suppose the tension of the string
the impressed moving force, namely, the weight of the descending body?
If the problem be worked correctly, it will, we think, be found that
the tension depends on the mass of both bodies.
If two particles descend vertically by their weight alone and one
of them lie upon the other, is the mutual pressure equal to the impressed moving force of the highest
its weight?
If Galileo be
any autliority there will be no mutual pressure at all.

=

—

By D'Alerabert's

principle, the effective

system are equated with the impressed
moving forces may be equated alone.
«'10. Figs. Sand 4, show the direct action engine; fig. 2 the
vihrating engine and fig. 1 the supposititious arrangement referred
to in the next Article.
It is almost needless to add, that only as much
of each is shown as is necessary for explanation, other parts being
°
omitted to avoid complexity.
"In the following calculations, a, b, c, d, Sec, represent the radii of
the bearings marked A, B, C, D, &c., respectively in the figures:
r
AB, the radius or length of the crank; / BC, the length of the
connecting rod
and P is put for the supposed uniform pressure acting on the piston, or transmitted through the engine.
"The friction will be calculated in each case for a single stroke of
the piston, I. e, for a semi-revolution of the crank, from
B' to B'".

moving forces of

a material

by Mr. Pole's, the impressed

The following consideration also might, we should have thought, have
prevented the above assumption being made the piston rod moves with
variable velocity
when the crank is at its highest or lowest, very
slowly; when the crank is horizontal, rapidly. How then can a body
acted on by constant forces alone (as the piston rod is, if the steam
pressure at B, reaction at B be constant) move rapidly and slowly by

—

;

=

;

;

turns?

The following is offered as an attempt to calculate correctly the reaction in one of the simpler cases of the problem.
constant vertical force P acts at the end of the piston rod E, and
the forci> retarding rotation has a constant moment
about A. To

=

A

;

N

|

determine the motion, neglecting weight and friction.
m, the mass of B E,
k' the moment of inertia about

M

A

of
14

AQ

and
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letters as before, the
parts attnehed. Then, using thfi other
will be
about
of impressed forces

A

P

A

B,
An uniform crank
revolves about A, acted on
vertical
constant
a
at B by
constant reforce P.
tarding force acts at the
lowest point of B's path

moment

— N;

rs'ind

A

of P correctly, because sin e is negathe vertical height the rod has risen
tive when the rod descends ; a;
consideration of its
from its lowest position at time ^—excluding the
lengtli
being indp6nitely great. Hence
its
idea
of
the
by
motion

P

moment

tlie
r sin e estimates

tangentially.

e

tion.

,,

,

d-

e

,,

e

>

(1.)

But by the geometry
x-==. r versin

Hence multiplying

de

dt'

(ft

n the friction
circles, and
tangential to the two circles. X,Ythe resolved parts of the pressure
parts of
resolved
Then the
along the axes of co-ordinates
.r,
y.
the friction are
/j.

O

^ we get

by

(1)

(

dx _

A

To determine

the
direction of the pressure on
the axle.
The axle will touch the
hole in which it works at
Let n be the
one point.
pressure normal to the two

is

x
.,
-;^;^rsin + MA- ^— N = J» ddl'
dP
.

rsin

The end

turns on an axle with fric-

lateral

by D'Alembert's principle, the equation of moment

P

[April,

O

-ftX,
Let

r

f.Y.

be the distance of any particle of

AB

from A;

its

co-ordi-

nates are

Integrating

C — Prcosfl— Ne=:vJ,«^ +

^"

P

— N = J (m
e

versin e

Which

R

If

—
=
dt

rsin9;
rcose,
has revolved from the horizontal
being the angle through vrhich
time t. If m be an unit of the mass of the crank, the resolved

AB

at the

rfi

rf«2

And if when 6=0

9

^MZ:='^

effective forces of the particle are

w,

>-2

d' (r cos

,

,„<f,
sin =a

+M

/;-2)

CK-)

A B = a,

(2.)

The equation

determines the velocity of the crank for every position.
denote the reaction at B,

R=

P-M—

9)
______

F

pa

(3.)

dt
:

r

sm

dt

jP
'm

9

+ M A +"=}i

,

•

TZ.

T cos 9

<

\

dl-

•^

.

(2.)

The equation

/.

P-l-Y

—N

P r versin e
5
r
mr- sin =9 +
-.

from

\

sin ^e

,,

e

,

„

Substituing this value of

(mr2

sin

d^ (r sin

29+

MAT

we have

If the

fl)

moment

of inertia about

(2.)

A be M A' = i M o', the

equation of

moments is
the value of

R

Racose

in

Integrating (3)

we

values of
(2)
' these

sumption.

We

have dealt with this first error thus particularly because, being
the basis of every one of the calculations which follow, it totally
vitiates them all, and, even if no other error occurred, must condemn
the whole paper.
But even if this first objection were not fatal, there would be found
many others entirely invalidating the resuKs. In Art. 13, quoted above,
Nothing
it is assumed that the pressure on the bearing A lies along A B.
can be more erroneous. The direction of the pressure is a function
may, however,
of many variables, as we will presently shew.

We

previously observe that the double sign in the expression

+ Pcos9

d'e
— Fa—iivc = i'M.a-jj^

(3.)

dd-

terras of 0, &c. ; and it will be seen from the exceedingly complicated
nature of this expression, even in the simplified form of the problem
which we have taken, how remote from the truth is Mr. Pole's as"•

And

get the value of j^,, and substituting in (1) and

—

-^

and

— we

dt'-df^

since the inclination of

n

get two equations independent of

t.

to the horizontal is

-'Y
-;

tan

we get that angle exhibited as a function of 9, R, F and m.
The reader may judge hence how near the truth is the assumption
above quoted.
, r^
,
We now proceed to other investigations of the paper. Alter what
has been said they may be disposed of more briefly.
" 14.
mav take, as the next simple arrangement, a form of
engine which was early used in steam boats, having been patented
and so applied by Mr. Aaron Manby, in 1821, namely,

We

of the assumption from which it is deduced.
When the expression passes from one sign to the other it must pass
through zero. Hence when the crank is horizontal there must be no
That is, the crank will support itself
pressure on its extremity A
and its concomitant machinery by some virtue of its own! On this
supposition, if the end of a beam rest on a table the beam will support
itself horizontally ; which case by no means agrees with our usual
is sufficient confutation

!

experience.
The following problem will, we submit, shew that the direction of
have omitted all the
the pressure depends on many quantities.
machinery but the crank itself, and exclude also the consideration of

We

"the vibrating

engine,

" Fig. 2, in which the cylinder being made to oscillate upon the gudgeons C, the connecting rod is altogether dispensed with.
" The friction we have to consider is that upon the three bearings

A, B, C.
" For

The piston rod acting directly upon this
tie crank pin B.
P, and therefore
gudgeon, the pressure will necessarily be constant

=

the loni hj friction in a semi-revolution will be, as in Ait, 12,
=::

gravity.

(1.)

dt'

= ia'»«(^-sin9jp-fcose^,^

(3),

I

\

,.,

-^ in

,

of vertical forces,

+ ^Y^=j:{ mdr

M k'-

P)-sin9(mrversin29+MF)— N{MF+»ir=(sin=9— 9sin2fl)}
-j-^rsin9-

9)

—.0039^ — rsin9^

=:ia-?«l

— Na

r versin e
f-

d¥~
c.

df

pa

r Sin 0:77

DifFerentiating with respect to

•

d-(r cos

d' cos 9

(r sin e)

by D'Alembert's principle

is

J
mdr-

(

d''

=

radius of axle

of horizontal forces

+ X-

rfi^

But -rT=

mdr

m P T J.
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" 16. For the gudgeons C. The pressure upon tbese will also be
hi P."
uniform =: P, and the resislunce to motion
An addi(15) is wholly vitiated by the same assumption as (12).
along
tional source of error is the assuming the pressure at B to lie
vertical i
the
of
out
cylinder
force
thrusts
the
what
this
be
so,
If
C.
B
and op(16) also assumes the pressures at the two ends of B C equal
posite, which could only be the case when the rod was at rest. Again,

and the

los3

=

-1

shaft bearing.

6

For

" (C.) Art. 20. Let

the

V

^^=

CB

to 6.

Then

througli during the

X

angle 6

the crank pin is travelling from B' to B", this pressure will
be in the direction B A, and at B" it will vanish, and from B" to B'" it
B.
will be in the direction of
This is all totally wrong. The reaction at A is assumed to be along
B, whereas the direction of the pressure is a function of many

B A.

be as in the text, and produce the
the space the rubbing surface will have passed
motion of the crank from B' to B, will be =:
ip,

fl,

But

6

r, I, b,

=

BA

(<p

-f

.•.

A

A

/
spacers 61

and i. space

=6

I

(/)-}-

DIRECT ACTION ENGINE,

"The

(or with the modiCoation as in fig 4,) is

fig. 3,

the application of the calculus for its solution.
" Let A B, =: the length of the crank,
r
and B C, the length of
the connecting rod,
/.
Let d ^= any angH B'
B described by the
crank, beginning from B', and (p
the corresponding angle B' C B.
Also let P be the uniform force exerted by the piston rod, and a, b, c,
the radii of the gudgeons A, B, C, respectively.
" 19. For the bearing C. At this joint the pressure P resolves itself

=

=

;

A

=

C

into two, one in the direction

(= P

tan

<p),

G, perpendicular to the resisting surand the other along the connecting rod

o

CB = cos^

The

latter is the pressure

upon the gudgeon, and the

>»P
nsistance from friction will therefore be
cos

<t>

We

of error seems here beyond disentanglement.
however, be safe in saying that the pressure at C does 7Wl
P.
Pole has resolved a force at right angles to its own direction

—

may
Mr.

" 20. For the crank pin B. The pressure upon this gudgeon, and
consequently the remta7ice, will be the same as for the last-named,

_

otP
008

(cos
X
1+ —====_)(?*;
<fr

V

«m

(NoteC.)

I'

—

.

sm-

-1

sin

— sin

.

<f>

I

differential

changes

its

<|>,

therefore the second

sign."

Hero the impressed forces are equated without the effective, in
violation of D'Alembert's principle; secondly, the pressure is assumed

B C, in which case there would be no force to thrust it out
But we have quoted the above principally on account
of the vertical.
the
notes.
From note C it would seem that the geometrical conof
siderations of this paper are not conceived in a happier spirit than
the mechanical principles.
would humbly submit that if the
pressure lie along BC, the rubbing surface will move through a semicircle for a semi-revolution of the crank.
When the crank is in its
lowest position
B', the highest point of the circular pivot presses
on the highest of the hole in which it works; when the crank is in its
highest position, the highest point of the pivot presses on what was
at fiist the lowist of the hole.
Therefore, as the pressure is continuous,
the rubbing surface has described an angle
ir.
It is remarkable
that in the exactly analagous case at (15) this error has not been

-1

^,nPbr

r

—

(A±+^

Y

=

made.

We

omit several of the following articles ; not because they afford
no materials for comment on the contrary they are every one erroneous
but because they repeat errors which we have already exposed. The
last quotation we shall make is from (24), where the direct action
engine continues to be spoken of. After a totally ftiUacious investi-

—

gation of the friction against the guide,
" 23. In

it is

added

:

a friction roller is added to the preceding arrangement, which causes the motion against the guides to be a rolling instead
The friction from the tolling will be very small if
of a sliditig one.
the suifaces be hard and well faced, and may be neglected altogether.
That from the rubbing of the axle in its bearings will be to the amount
in the last Article as the radius of the axle is to that of the roller.
Let the former
v, and the latter
11, then the friction will be, &c."
Here, again, all is wrong, the diminution of friction will not be in
proportion to the radii of the axle and roller only. The rubbing space
will be diminished in proportion to the radii, and the leverage
will be increased in such proportion to the radii.
So, according to Mr.
Pole's own plan of making the total resistance equal to the friction multiplied by the rubbing space, the two frictions here will be as the
squares of their radii. If the radius of the axle be i that of the roller,
its friction will be -^ that of the roller
Mr. Pole would make it 1 a
slight discrepancy truly.
shall not make any further extracts, because most of the subsequent errors seem to be of the same nature as those which we have alcan, howready examined and we wish to be as brief as possible.
ever, state circumspectly and with perfect confidence that in every paragraph one or more of these errors occur. Had one single article been
tree from them we would have gladly quoted it here, in contrast to those
fig. 4,

=

;

moves

differential is

-^l^-_\a^,

——

:

sin

We

reviewed above. But, however ungracious may be the task of dwelling
on errors, we are compelled, after a careful examination of every paragraph, to declare that not one approximates even in the remotest degree
to the truth.

(NoteD.)

9

1 On reperiiaal of our remarkt, the error here alluded to appears to be fftT «^o\?2*'
" the gem ol' the collection.'*
once thoupht that many of Mr, Pole's errors arose iioin
his belierin^ by some Btranga halluctnatiou that he was discussing a statical instead of a
dyoamlcal problem. But the resolution of a force at right angles to Us length is rereruble
to no lystem of eitber sUtlcs or dynamlca wUii wblcb ita 4re acnuaioteU.

We

A

We

^'^

the angle 9 comes to decrease, or while the crank

^b(l

We

—

space

loss in this
.

"But when

term of the

=

()>

" While the crank is moving from B' to B", and the angle <p is increasing, the differential of the space the rubbing surface moves through

from B" to B'", the

I

r

—

„

The web

aod theiefore the

9

f9^

4
"(D.) Idem. Beyond B",fl=7r

<p.

\

to lie along

from the strain upon the bearings A,
B, and C, and from that upon the guide at G. In each of these cases
the strain varies as the engine moves, and each will therefore require
friction in this will arise

face of the guide

=—T sin

.

(^V-t-

We

form shown in
generally termed,

-w
sm —sin
.

variables, as

as the

and sin 6

9)

"While

we have shewn for a similar case.
have not quoted the rest of the investigation. Assumptions,
which do not even approximate to the truth, can hardly lead to results
worth transcribing.
" IS. We may now proceed to consider the

)

r

" NOTES."
line

17.

(^

= ,nPbr"

crank sha/t A. Making the angle B' A B =: fl, as in
upon the crank pin will resolve itself into
Art. i:J, the constant force
two, one to turn the crank round, and the other in the direction of the
length of the crank, which latter causes the friction upon the crank
"
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It will be observed that the errors which we here exhibit, arise, evea
we admit that the considerations entertained by Mr. Pole are all
that affect the case.
But there are two circumstance which powerfully influence the question which we wish to mention, as no notice of

if

them has been taken in this paper.
First, it was premised by Mr. Pole that he should omit all consideration of friction arising Irom the tight working of joints.

Now

if

the cylindrical hole of a joint presses the

axle

on

all
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sides, any strain on the rods would, by pressing one side of the
axle closer ugaiiist the hole, relieve the pressure on one half the axle

and increase

it

on the other

half.

The next point is, that the pressure of the piston cannot be fairly
considered conslant, as the steam is cut oft' before tiie stroke is
may gradually come to rest at either end of

finished, that the piston
its

path.

it should be understood that the errors above
are not rectified even on the assumption that the proand not dynamical. The class of errors first considered
would, indeed, be removed by tliis assumption, but the rest would
remain. Take one instance beside that of resolving a force at right
tlie direction of the pressure at A would, on
angles to its direction
either of the suppositions, be affected by the direction of the resistance offered to the engine.
cannot help thinking that the problem which Mr. Pole has attempted to discuss is infinitely too complicated for solution, without
several hypotlieses be first made to simplify tlie analysis; and these
hypotlieses must be the result of careful experiments. If there had
been even somi: resemblance to truth in Mr. Pole's investigations, those
who came after him might have supplied his deficiencies. As it is,
however, we have to regret that he has thrown away his labour, and
perhaps misled others. In the present discussion we think we have
laid down no mechanical principle which is not generally recognized
by mathematicians to them, we fear, Mr. Pole's philosophical attainments will appear but small, though perhaps to some general readers
the "Silver Telford Medal" will be conclusive against us.
H. C.

It is

important that

commented on
blem

is statical

—

We

[Aprilj

than the expense of its erection, which will not exceed in any ordinary
case three-pence per foot cube. It is not secured together by either
bolts or spikes, so that the waste is trifling, and after having performed its duty as a scaffold, it may be removed piecemeal into the
building, at the level of each floor and be used directly for constructing
the roof and the internal carpentry of the structure. The timber
having become seasoned by its exposure to the weather, is consequently better fitted for immediate use. These advantages have been
proved in the buildings which have been mentioned, and after an experience of more than five years, the author strongly recommends the
adoption of the system. He also advises its use in moving and working large stones, either for permanent erectioos, or in masons' yards.
If used on a wharf the rent would soon be saved in labour, and by allowing the stage to project 8 feet or 10 feet over the river, the scaffolding would be found to answer the purpose of a crane.
The scaffolding at the Nelson column, designed by Mr. Allen under
w-hose direction the work was executed, is described in the Journal,
Vol. VI, 1843, p. 409, the annexed engraving is a perspective view.

;

SCAFFOLDING FOR LARGE ERECTIONS.
" Account of iJie Scaffulding used in erecting the ' Afelson Column,'
Trafalgar Square." By Thomas Gwssell, Assoc. Inst. C.E
Read
at the Institution of Civil Engineers.
In adopting the principle of timber scaflTolding for buildings, in preference to poles and ropes, Messrs. Grissell and Peto, the contractors,
were influenced by considerations of saving both time and expense.
They had long been impressed witli the want of scientific principle,
exhibited iu the ordinary scaffolding, and were more readily induced
to turn their attention to that now referred to, which they believe to
be an essential improvement, and calculated to be of considerable advantage to contractors on large works. The author is well aware of
the progress which has recently been made by the civil engineers and
architects of this country, but he ventures to claim some share of
merit for the practical builders, to whom is committed the execution
of the works designed by the engineer and the architect; and when a
review is taken of the stupendous public works which have been
executed witliin the last few years, it is evident, that without the exercise of great skill and the introduction of new modes of reducing
labour, the amount of work could not have been executed within the
time.
The necessity for this reduction of labour on large works had been
long felt in the north, and methods had been adopted in consequence,
to emulate which, this timber scaffolding was introduced to London.
The system had been employed, in rather a rude form, by Mr. Tomkinson of Liverpool, in his quarries and stone yards, for moving stones
of large dimensions. Scaffulding of a somewhat similar kind was
used in the erection of the Arc de Triomphe, Barriere de I'Etoile, and
at the Eglise de la Madeleine, at Paris.
The first time it was used by Messrs. Grissell and Peto, was for the
erection of the Relorm Club House (Pall Mall), under Mr. Barry, in
1838; then at the large graving-dock at Her Majesty's Dock -yard,
Woolwich, under Mr. Walker in 1839, and it is now employed very
extensively at the New Houses of Parliament. In these constructions
its general applicability was proved, and in the erection of the Nelson
Column (commenced in 1840}, where it was carried up to the height
of ISO feet, its stability at a considerable elevation was fully tested.
Its (usefulness is manifested, by the facilities which it affords to the
workmen, particularly in buildings of stone. By its aid, and with the
travelling machine at its summit, one mason or ' setter,' can set as
much work iu one day, as was formerly dune in three days whilst at
least six labourers are dispensed with, who, with the old mode of
scaffolding, were always required to be in attendance.
It is also well
known, that scalfolding poles and cords are not only expensive, but
are subject to rapid decay, and after a few years' wear become useless;
in fact, the scaffulding of a moderately extensive building costs a large
sum when first purchased, but it is almost valueless after a comparative short period of time.
Such is not the case with the timber scaffolding, which may be said to be of no greater cost to the contractor
;

y^\'

Fig.

I,

— ScatToldlng of the Nelson Column.

Mr. Nicholson remarked, that a scaffolding of a similar description
was used in 1837 by Messrs. Cubitt, (Gray's-inn Road), for erecting
the entrance gateway of the London and Birmingham Railway (Euston
Square.)
It was composed of two parallel rows of whole timber uprights, 50 feet high and 17 feet apart, surrounding the building fig. 2;
these were well stayed by diagonal braces, and a tram-way was foimed
on the top of each row, by horizontal sill pieces, bolted down and secured by plates. The building work was executed by the aid of travelling carriages upon the tram-ways, and when the masonry had
reached the height of the first scaflTold, a second series of uprights
and sills was added, making the total height 90 feet, which enabled
the work to be completed without an accident,
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Mr. Harrison believed, that a scaffolding of a somewhat similar
construction was used by Messrs. Rennie, at the Victualling-yard at
Plymouth, in 132G.
Mr. Rennie said, that the scafTolding employed for raising the statue
and other heavy parts of the worli, at the Victualling-yard, was on the
derrick principle, and was somewhat similar to that used for erecting
the Commemoration Column at Devonport, fig. 3.

[April,

the ground and braced by diagonal pieces, was lashed and strutted to
gaff, with a jaw at the lower end, was
the lower part of the shaft.
then slung in the throat by a strong rope or chain, so as to work round
the
prepared
for this movement
jaw
from the
the upright spar, in
end of the gaff, blocks and a fall were suspended, in such a manner as
to command every part of the work, by raising or depressing the point
Crab winches sufficed
of the gaff", to increase or diminish its range.
and it was stated that the work was executed in a
to raise the stones
very short time.

A

;

;

Mr. Grissell stated, that when writing the account of the scaffolding at the NelsonColumn, that which had been used by IMessrs. Cubitt,
at the entrance of the London and Birmingham Railway, had entirely
escaped his recollection ; he now remembered it perfectly, and was
happy to have the opportunity of acknowledging that fact. He could
not speak too highly in praise of the system, and he thought its advantages had, as yet, been underrated. The waste of timber was
comparatively nothing while serving as scaffolding it was becoming
seasoned, and like that at the Nelson Column, could be immediately
worked up, in situations demanding dry timber. The cost was onehalf, and sometimes one-third, of the ordinary kind of scaffold, if the
loss by the rotting and destruction of poles and cords was taken into
account. The saving of labour in raising the materials was very great,
particularly where weights of from 8 tons to 14 tons required to be
lifted.
If steam power had been used at the Nelson Column, a still
greater saving would have been effected. Another considerable advantage was the freedom from danger to the workmen ; during five
years, in all the works where he had used this kind of scaffolding,
only one man had been killed. That accident occurred at the Woolwich Graving Dock, when a man was thrown from the travelling carriage, by the handle of the winch striking him, from his having omitted
He believed that this description of scaff'olding
to put on the break.
might be safely carried still higher than at the Nelson Column, for
although before the statue was hoisted, he had felt sometimes anxious,
and had thought of attaching guide chains, and using other precautions, the fabric had stood so well, that he should not now hesitate to
;

go

to a greater height, relying

upon the

scaffolding alone.

Mr. Smith had adopted the system of the travelling winch on a
framing, with great advantage in his carving room, for moving the
heavy blocks of stone, from which the capitals of the columns for the

Royal Exchange were cut. Without such mechanical assistance, he
could never have executed his task within the required time, nor
could the capitals have been raised and placed on the carriages, to be
conveyed away, without much danger of injury.
Mr. Giles said, that Corby Bridge, over the Eden, on the line of
the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway, was built by Mr. Denton, the
contractor, by mea.ns of whole timber scaffolding put together in three
The bridge consisted of five arches, of SO feet span each, 100
stages.
feet in height, and contained 400,000 feet of stone-work, which was
executed with the greatest facility, chiefly owing to the convenience
afforded by the scaflfolding, and without any accident, excepting to
the foreman, who fell twice from a considerable height, but fortunately was not killed.
Mr. Fowler said, that the scafTolding at the Cathedral at Cologne,
of whole timber; there was little doubt, that the system was very
similar to that which was employed, when the building was commenced in 1248. The crane which was used in raising the materials,
still remained on the summit of one of the towers; it was once removed, but was speedily restored to its situation, as the superstitious
fears of the inhabitants of Cologne were excited by the occurrence of

was

a storm, immediately consequent upon the removal of the crane. It
had subsequently been constantly repaired as it decayed, so that at
present little of the original remained, but the form was still the same.
He believed that the materials for the York Column (Carlton Terrace)
were raised by a kind of travelling carriage, on the top of the scaffolding.

Mr. Hawkins observed, that the scaffolds used at Vienna, for the
erection of any building of importance, were always constructed of
whole timbers, secured together by " dogs." In 1827 he superintended the erection of an extensive sugar-house at Vienna, where
such scaffolding was used.
Mr. CoLTHURST stated, that at Devonport there was a column built
of granite from Holman's Hill Quarry, near the Tamar. The shaft
feet in diameter ; its height, from the bottom of the shaft to
the top of the capital was 65 feet 4 inches. The total height of the
column, with its inferior and crowning pedestals, was 101 ft. 4 inches.
Its height above the street, including the rock on which it stood, was
124 feet. The abacus of the capital was composed of four stones,
each weighing between 3 and 4 tons. The stones of the column were
raised and set, entirely without the use of scaffolding, by means of a
series of tall spars joined together, fig. 3; the lowest being fised into

was 11

Mr. Rendel had seen this column while in course of construction;
; and it was certainly a cheap mode

the derrick appeared to act well
of raising the materials,

Mr. Smith said, that in a recent visit to Liverpool, he had observed
an ingenious mode, adopted by Mr. Tomkinson, for raising building
materials, which almost superseded the use of external scaffolding.
It consisted of a very high double " derrick," placed upon wheels
running on a tram-way, laid parallel with the walls of the building;
the head of the derrick curved over towards the wall, and steam power
was employed for raising the materials, which appeared to be accomplished with rapidity.

The President remarked, that the Institution always viewed with
pleasure, papers descriptive of the methods adopted by contractors,
execution of works designed by Civil Engineers or Architects.

in the

profession was much indebted to the practical skill and intelligence of the contractors, and it would be extremely interesting, to
find recorded in the Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution, the
names of the inventors, and the dates of the introduction of such
ingenious modes of accomplishing works of magnitude, as had been
described by Messrs. Grissell and Peto. This could only be arrived
at by either the engineers or the contractors sending the necessary
information, or by their giving it during the discussions at the meet-

The

ings.

General Pasley described the method adopted by Mr. T. Slacks
(Langholm), for building the obelisk which was erected on the Whitaw,
Eskdale, to the memory of the late Major-General Sir John Malcolm,
a native of that district. The obelisk, which was of white sand-stone,
was carried np to the height of 100 feet above the foundation; it was
built hollow, with thorough courses at intervals; through the centre
In the lower
of each of these courses was left a circular hole, fig 4.
of these holes, was placed the foot of a pole 40 feet long, and 10 inches
diameter; the next hole above served as a stay, whilst the upper one
supported the whole weight, as around the pole was firmly fixed a
Beneath this collar 17 metal balls, 3^ inches
collar D, of hard wood.
in diameter, were introduced, which, running in corresponding circular
collar
and
the thorough course, enabled the pole to regrooves in the
volve easily. Across the top of the pole was mortised a beam 12 feet
long and 12 inches square, in the form of the letter T, and it was
strengthened by diagonal iron braces and straps. By means of a crab
winch B, with a rope passing over pulleys in each end of the transverse beam, the stones, as at A, were raised to the requisite height,
and by a traversing carriage E, on the beam, a small crab C, and the
pulleys F, the stone was enabled to run inwards to the spot for laying
The crane was raised as each bond or thorough course was fixed,
it.
and the time consumed in the operation of moving it did not exceed
two hours. This crane had been found very eflScient, and had greatly
reduced the cost of building the obelisk, which was completed in less
than twelve months. For the ingenuity displayed in this simple modification of the balance crane used by Mr. Stevenson, at the Bell Rock
Lighthouse, and for a clever hanging scaffolding used for completing
the pyramidal top of the obelisk, the Gold Isis Medal was vote.i to
Mr. Slack, by the Society of Arts, in 1836-7.

A model was exhibited, of a moveable derrick crane, fig. 5, which
had been presented by Mr. Howkins. It was used by Mr. Wightman
at the works of the Granton Pier, Edinburgh, and was stated by him
It consisted of a verto be very superior to any other kind of crane.
tical post, supported by two timber back-stays, and a long moveable

which was hinged against the post below the gearing;
this jib was held by a chain, passing from a barrel over a pulley at the
top of the post, in such a manner that the extreme end of the jib viou^4
be raised almost vertically, or be lowered nearly to a hcviiontal posiThe chief advantage it possessed over the oid gibbet crane was,^
tion.
that it commanded concentric circles of from 10 feet to GO feet radius,
which was of great use in large works, as it could extend its sweep
over a circle of 120 feet diarr-eter, without being moved from its position ; whereas, the eld gibbet crane commanded only one circle of
comparatively limited extent, and in moving it, as the works proceeded,
there was a considerable loss of time.

jib, or derrick,

it

Mr. Bremner stated, that he had seen the crane at Granton Pier ;
was a very useful machine, and the only fault he could find, with i^

I

[

i

1845.]

;

Mr. Gale presented two drawings of improved moveable jib cranes,
the alterations in which had been suggested by the serious accidents
failure of the ordinary cranes.
On investigating the circumstances connected with these accidents, he found
that in general they had arisen from the snapping of the jib-chain.
After numerous experiments, it occurred to liim that this defect might
be obviated by attaching the jib chain to the top of the post, instead
of fixing it to the end of the jib; this alteration was |)roductive of
great advantage, the strain was found to be less than one-iialf that of
the single jib crane, and it consequently required fewer men to work
it.
He iiad also applied a rope instiad of a chain for working liie jib,
as it was preferred by some builders, and he had also made some minor
improvements in the other parts of the cranes. These kind of cranes,
were, he believed, introduced by Mr. W. York, at Glasgow, in the
year 1S33, and Mr. Gale had used the improved sort in 1S42, at the
Since that time many
erection of the New Court Houses, Glasgow.
builders had adopted them, and their advantages were becoming daily
so evident that he would send, early in the ensuing session, a paper
descriptive of them.

which had occurred from the

Mr. Thomson believed that cranes of this description were first used
at Glasgow by builders.
The contractor for the Grangemouth Docks,
under Sir John Macneil, employed them in 1811 and 1812 with much
advantage; bethought them the most useful kind of cranes for general
work.

The President agreed in the opinion of the general utility of the
cranes; he had been so pleased with them, that he requested Mr.
to present to the Institution the model of that used at Granton
Pier. With respect to the date of the introduction of the swingingHowkins

jib, or

Fig.

m
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was, that in an exposed situation, there was a risk of the wheel-work
being destroyed. He believed tliat the contractors had found much
ad\Mntag(' from its use.
He had used, at the works of Lossiemouth
Harbour, a crane of a somewhat similar description. The jib was composed of two spars, witli the hoisting-chain working between them
the radius of its sweep was GO feet, so tliat any spot within a circle of
120 feet in diameter was fully commanded by it, and that extent of
work could be completed without moving the crane.

moveable derrick crane,

it

was used

at

Granton Pier by Messrs,

Orrell of Liverpool, in 1838, and he believed that it had been commonly
used by them for some time previously.
Mr. WiCKSTEED presented a drawing of the tackle used in elevating
the pipes of the "stand-pipe" of the East London Water-works, fig. G.
piece of timber A,
inches s(piare, was attached vertically to the
upper flanch of the pipe, and hi'ld below by an iron girdle B, which
encircled the body of the pipe ; guy ropes were attached to the top
of the upright, which served as the points of suspension for the snatch
blocks, through which were passed the fall ropes from the large and
the small crab winches. The iron girdle had at its opposite sides two
liivots, which traversed the lower end of two timber jibs C, connected
at their upper ends by a cross piece D, from the centre of which were
suspended the blocks and tackle connected with the large crab by

A

',)

which the pipes were raised. When each pipe had arrived at its
lieight, the jib frame was drawn up vertically by the tackle from the
small crab, and the pipe was lowered to its position
the pins were
jjut into the flauches, and the whole apparatus was raised and attached
to it, in order to use it for raising the next pipe.
This process was
n?])eated, until the stand-pipe finished at a height of upwards of 130
feet.
It was stated to be a very simple and economical mode of pro;

ceeding.

M, L BiiUNEL exhibited a model of the scaffolding used by Sir
Wren in the erection of the Monument, on Fish Street
It was formerly the property of Sir William Chambers, and had
been given by Mr. H'-athcote Russell, C.E., to Sir M. I. Brunei, who
Sir

Christopher
Hill.

presented

it

to the

Institution.

(See Engraving in Journal, Vol.

Mr. Allen presented a sketch,

of the circular travelling crane
now in use for erecting the central or ventilating tower at the new
Houses of Parliament. It consisted of a circular base curb, at the top
of which was fixed a toothed rack.
In the centre was fixed a vertical
post, with diagonal braces, carrying a centre point, around which the
travelling crane worked, with its hoisting crab on the top.
At the
foot of each leg was inserted a toothed wheel, working into the rack,
so that by means of winch handles the whole could be made to rrvolve.
It was stated that the saving in labour was very considerable,
but that the saving as compared with tlie cost of constructing scaffolding would be very much greater.
fig. 7,

6,— Tackle used

In elevating the pipps of the • Stand,
pipe' ut the East London Waler-ivorkj,

Fifr,

I.,

1838, p. 267.)

",— Revolving

Scaft'oliling

ustJ at the new Houses of Purliiuneut.
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"J

Syslem of Scaffolding, employed
M.Pierre Jouknet described
at Paris, /or the Repairs of Public Buildings, Obcliaks, ^c,"

[April,

M. JouRNET

considers that scafTolding may be divided into two
first to comprise the more substantial kinds, which are
the erection of buildings and monuments; the second including the temporary constructions, used for repairing, or decorating
the exterior, or interior of public buildings, dwellings, or monuments.
He contends that the usu.d method of constructing scaffolding with
poles, lashed together with ropes, is vicious and expensive, and is
attended with danger to the workmen. That such a system is not
necessary, but that scaffolding should be so constructed that the same
materials should always serve, without cutting and without the use of
ropes ; and that it should be composed of a number of similar pieces,
classes; the

employed

in

to every kind of building.
Upon
these principles the author designed the scaffolding treated of in the
paper, in which he describes its more immediate application to building or repairing high chimneys for steam boilers, or other similar constructions.
The distinguishing feature of the system is, that it acts by
pressure upon the building, and is supported by it as it rises, no uprights being fixed in the ground.
In the case of the construction of a chimney (figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11),
at each side, if it be square, or at given distances around it, if it be
circular, are placed upright pieces of deal A, cut to equal lengths of 5
feet ; upon each of these is fixed a cleat B, with an entail C, at the
top four binding chains D, with screws at each corner, are braced
tight around the chimney at the bottom of the entails in the cleats;
into these entails, and hooked upon the irons at the end of the chains,
are placed the brackets, fig. 11, which support the scaffolding planks,
and at the same time the light railing for the safety of the workmen ;
all these pieces are made precisely similar.
The workmen fix a fresh
set at every height of 5 feet, taking the set from below and fixing it
above, so tliat there are never more than two sets in use at the same
time, except those which are allowed to remain for forming stages for
the ladders. They are placed with great rapidity, and in descending
the men detach the uprights and binding chains, which have been allowed to remain in order to consolidate the work, while the mortar
dried.
The joints can be pointed as the scaffold is removed, and the
work can be carefully inspected by the engineer or architect, which in
the ordinary modes of construction is not possible.
The author contends that this method is superior to the now usual
mode of constructing chimneys, by the workmen standing withinside,
upon a scaffold formed upon bars let into holes in the work, and which
obliges the men to lean over to do their work.
In repairing chimneys,
obelisks, columns, &c., he has used it very extensively, and the saving
of expense is very considerable.
This system has been adapted in Paris to the construction and repairs, both external and internal, of dwelling-houses with much success, and the author promises, on a future occasion, a description of
this application of the principle.

which should adapt themselves

;

"Repairing a chimney \2Q feet high, at the Cotton Mill of Measn.
By Joseph Colthurst, Grad. Inst. C. E.

Couper, Glasgow."

The way in which the tops of high chimneys have hitherto been
repaired has been, either by erecting an outside scaffulding to the full
height, or by incurring the, generally speaking, greater expense of
stopping the works and allowing the chimney to cool, and then sending
a man up the inside, who, by fixing spars across, is able to ascend to
To avoid the expense and inconvenience attendant on both
the top.
these methods of proceeding, the author determined to adopt the following means: The man engaged to ascend was furnished with a
broad leather belt, to which was attached a strong spring hook; ladder irons were next provided, of the form shown in the sketch A, fig.
12, and the man then proceeded to drive them into the joints of the
brickwork, at intervals of about 15 inches ; then standing on one, and
being hooked to that whicli was immediately opposite to his waist, he
ascended, driving the ladder-irons in, one above the other, until be
reached the top, from whence he removed some ornamental plates of
iron which had been loosened by a storm, and which it was expected
would be blown down on the buildings beneath by the next gale of
wind. The ladder-irons were taken out as the man descended. The
wdiole operation was performed in two days and a half, and would
have occupied less time, if the smiths could have furnished the ladderirons as quickly as they were required.
To ensure tbe safety of the man employed, a rope was passed up
withinside all the ladder-irons, and was fastened to the belt round his
waist and to a pin driven into the base of the chimney; this rope was,
It was also
of course, payed out to him at each step as he ascended.
intended, in order to prevent the possibility of accident, that a cord
should be fastened to the belt and then passed round the chimney, but
the ladder-irons, when driven about six inches into the brickwork,

—
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were found

to

be so firm as to render both these precautions unncces*
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which, when
84 inclies. A short lime before the accident, the tenders
water.
empty, weighed about i? tons, had been supplied with coke and
The tank held lOOO gallons ; and about 20 cwt. of coke had been rethe
of
ceived very little of either had been expended at the time
The total weight of the tender and its load was
fracture of the axle.
about 8i tons, on four wheels of 3 feet tl inches diameter.
noth the fractures presented the same appearance (as shown in the
engravings), for about 4 inch in depth all round, there was a
;

annexed

perfectly

smooth

cleft of a blue

and purple colour

;

this annular cleav-

ing appeared to have been produced by a constant process the central
crystallized part being gradually reduced in diameter, until it was
barely able to sustain the weight, and it broke on being exposed to
Mr. Glynn suggests that the smooth blue and purple
a sud'den strain.
cleft is produced by the alternate rupture and compression of the parIt is observed tliat the fracture commences
ticles or fibres of the iron.
at the end of the key groove, which is about i inch from the shoulder,
He is of opinion, that the breaking
against which the wheel is fixed.
action commences with the first journey of the tender, and that tlie
axles continually receive such injury as they would if they were laid
over the edge of an anvil, at A, and' received a constant succession of
smart blows from a hammer upon the point B, the axle being conIn addition to this percussive action, a powerstantly turned round.
ful break is usually applied upon one end of the axle, while the wheel
at the other extremity slides along the rails, tending to produce a tortional effect; it is generally noticed that the fractures occur at the
ends of the axles, where the breaks are applied. It would appear
that the axles of the tenders are more frequently broken than those of
the other carriages ; they carry heavy loads very frequently make
more journeys than either the carriages or the locomotives; and the
break is applied upon their wheels at every station, although it may
The nave
not be necessary to use it upon the passenger carriages.
of the wheel, the groove cut for the key, and the position of the
shoulder, seem to point out the place where the fracture should com;

;

mence.
Mr. Glynn is of opinion that the diameter of the axles should be
increased where the wheels are hung, so that being greater in diameter than the body of the axle, by the depth of the key-groove, the
mass would not bo rendered weaker, by the cutting out of the groove.
breaks should be applied simultaneously
ends of the axles ;» and he observes that there

He recommends

also, that the

upon the wheels

at both

probably a certain limit, in point of time, to the durability of all
axles which are subject to such action ; and that in many instances of
the breaking of axies, the point of fracture is concealed, unless the
wheels are taken off for the purpose of examination, which, he sug«
gests, should in all cases be done.
is

Fig. 12.

Including a bonus of £5 to George Wilson, the man employed to
execute the work, the whole cost of these repairs was uuder £13.
George Wilson is a native of Belfast, and since the repair of Messrs.
Coupers' chimney, has practised the method described, as a sort of
trade, and he has already ascended some of the highest buildings in
the south of Scotland, amongst others the chimney of the Delmuir
Chemical Works, and Carrickfergus steeple.

1

This plan

Sr.

is

now adopted on many

railways.

John's Gate, Clehkbnwem..— The Glohe states that this ancient eccleremnant ia threatened with destruction, under the provisions of the
to the overseers of the

siastical

new Building Act— complaints having been made

For some
it is in a state of insecurity, threatening to passengers.
time past, the lodge entrance to the old monastery has been tenanted as a
and it is apparently in a very dilapidated state, from want of
;
proper repairs and attention. A strong desire exists, on the part of many
parish that

RAILWAY AXLES.
" On the camen of fracture of
By Joseph Glynn, M. Inst. C.E.

the

Axlea of Railmay Carriages."

states, that twice during the year 1843 he was placed
danger from the breaking of the fore axle of a tender.
one occasion, the accident happened whilst the train was proceeding at upwards of 30 miles per hour, and every carriage was more or
less injured.
The journal was 2? inches diameter, the part adjoining
it, where the wheel was keyed upon, was 3? inches diameter, the body
of the axle at the shoulder was -li inches diameter, and 33 inches diameter in the centre of its length. The gauge of the railway was 4 feet

Mr. Glynn

in situations of

On

public-house

and of the inhabitants of the neighbourhood, to restore this inand to convert it into a literary and
scientific ioslilution, for the benefit of the inhabitants of the crowded district
of Crosby Hall. It is said that it
example
of Clerkenwell— after the familiar
and a public meeting Is to
could readily be made available for that purpose
The building has an interest for the literary
be held, shortly, on the subject.
and general antiquary, as well as for the antiquary " pure,"— as the scene of
Johnson's interview with the printer Cave (whose house it was), and the
birthplace of the Gentkmans Magazine, whose well-known vignette has r««
I corded the fact to remote places and succeeding generations.
antiijuaries

tercsting part of the ancient building,

;

no
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NOTES ON BRICKWORK WITH EXAMPLES OF TALL
CHIMNEYS.

[April,

various sorts of lime, grey, white and blue; but from cement being
used in some parts of the work, and pit sand instead of all being from
the river, the account is not quite correct.
In another case for labour
in laying 244,000 bricks in a bridge there was paid £97 2s. Sd.
Both
cases being to a certain extent failures shew the necessity of having
In estimating for works, flues
a standard computed to calculate from.
and fireplaces are not deducted, nor timber built into walls, and 2 in.
are allowed for bedding timbers on walls. The foregoing allowances
of bricks are sufficient to include waste.
On railways brickwork is computed by the yard the following is
the weight of a cubic yard in cement and in mortar.
Ton cwt. qr. lb.
Ton cwt. qr. lb.

Bricks are generally of two descriptions, named after tlie manner of
llieir manufacture eitlier " slop" or "sand" made stocks, tlie latter being
the generic name ; other names are given to distinguish the varieties
caused by excessive or deficient action of the fire in burning them, or
if being of inferior materials or manufacture, as pickings, seconds,
cutters, malms, clinkers, place, paviours, &c.
The size of bricks made
from different clays vary considerably after burning, and atTects the
price as much as 10 per cent., tlie bricks being usually sold by the
1
2
1
20
..
..
2
334 Dry brick3
..
1
1
20
thousand. The common method of comparison is to measure 4 bricks of
Mortar
6
2
4
4
Sand, ivater and cement
the standard of 12 inches high, being 3 inches to each course, and if they
only measure ll-J inches the proportion required to execute a rod cif
reduced brickwork will be as 4352 for the former to 4533 for the
These calculations show that brickwork in cement is -^ heavier
latter, and so on.
I am firmly of opinion, notwithstanding the nuthan when in mortar.
merous machines described in your valuable Journal, that hand labour
Approximate estimate per rod, mortar, including waste—
will supersede them all as regards expedition and consequent economy,
rf
s.
d.
as in one case it is admitted that when the clay is very irregular'a
7
a
4160 stocks, at 36s
4
pug mill is required to feed the machine, and the utmost gain alleged
13
I
U cubic yard of limp, at lOs.ed. ..
6
....
1
Si ditto sand, at Is. '.Id.
by the use of machinery is 2s. (jd. per thousand. I think, liowever,
Labour
16
..
1
that the machine compressed bricks, even at the extra cost of 7s. per
Scaff»Wing
2
1000, may, in some cases of extra quality being required, come into
use. In estimating the duty, bricks are measured dry, and in 1&35 the
exaction amounted to £395,000. The oppressive nature of this imIf in cement 49s. extra.
post is forcibly put by the case of a road surveyor who, at the Sessions
Scaffolding poles are placed 10 feet apart, and are from 36 feet to
of the East Riding of York, stated that government had granted leave
45 feet long, and cost about 2id. per foot. Putlogs are Gi ft. long and
to make bricks duty free for repairs in parishes where stone could
3 in. square, cost Is. each. Ledgers are the same as poles, but laid
not be obtained.
horizontal at each scaffold height of about 5i ft.
Scaffold boards are
I cannot forego the pleasure of extracting the following remarks
9X IJand in 14 and 15 feet lengths. A coil of rope of 2 cwt. 1 qr. 10 lb.
from the Preface to the Supplement of Dr. Ure's Dictionary of Arts,
will make 44 cords.
For large buildings round poles are giving place
Manufactures and Mines. Oct. 1844.
to squared timber for scaffolding.
"The incessant and vexatious espionage of the excise is a bar to
Bond of iron hoop has been used lately, and costs about IJrf. per
all invention in every art under its control.
From my long experience
yard, and four strips are used in the thickness of each wall at the
in the conducting of arts and manufactures, I feel wairanted to declare
foundation and under each floor, it is tarred and sanded before used.
that the excise system is totally incompatible with their healthy
Exterior pointing tuck, or edge cut, 7s. per square of 100 feet, and is
growth, and is in itself the fruitful parent of fraud, perjury, theft, and
charged extra. In some parts of the country brickwork is charged
occasionally murder.
The sooner this portion of the revenue, so opby the superficial yard of 9 in. thick ; in London it is charged by the
pressively, so expensively, and so offensively collected, is replaced by
rod of 272 superficial feet IJ brick thick. The price varies of course
an equitable tax on property, the better for the welfare of this great
as the distance from the kiln, which may be taken at sixpence per
country.
In concluding a very extensive survey of the great branches
mile per additional mile. The maximum and minimum vary fully
of our national industry, this vile obstacle to their progressive growth
fifty per cent., say from 12s. 6rf. to 24s. per cubic yard of brickwork.
became so manifest, that it would have been pusillanimous to shrink
On railways brickwork is always measured by the yard, and charged,
from the task of pointing out the magnitude of the evil." To talk of
including digging of foundation, scaflbld and centering, pumping water,
smoke nuisances and state of the dwellings of the poor, and this impost
&c., and so rigid have I known this applied that, in the case of a road
remain, is hollow cant.
under the line, the earth under the arch in the line of boundary has
But to return to the execution of brickwork, considerable difTerence
been disallowed and included in the measurement of the bridge for
of opinion exists as to the application of grouting and the use of
brickwork.
water. One party says in his specification " 1st Every fourth course
I was written to respecting chimneys by a party who is about to
to be well grouted with lime and sand, and the rest of the work to be
build a case for a stand-pipe or syphon to obtain a head of water in
well bedded, and all the joints closely flushed up with mortar. 2ndly.
the projected water-works at Hamburgh, and in the course of enquiry
The joints not to exceed | of an inch in thickness; the mortar to be
obtained the particulars of those named below and I here call attenmixed in such proportions, according to the strength of the lime, as
tion to the skill displayed in the tower at Elswick, which stands very
will make good strong mortar, using as little w»ter as practicable.
exposed on the brow of a hill, the taper looks quite parabolic or if
3rdly. Bricks to be sound, hard, well burnt and well shaped stocks,
the term "entasis" is better liked, I will use it, as being more general
and equal to the sample exhibited, and the best in point of colour and
than the former term. The whole of the examples are circular, and
shape to be selected for the exterior work, and attention to be paid
were built from the iiiteror without scaffolding. I am fully convinced
that these be of one uniform colour and general appearance.
the circular plan is better than the square or octagon as regards strengti),
The
bricks to be bedded round without striking after (hey are once bedded.
and even perhaps beauty of appearance. I give below the dimensions
The mortar to be sufficiently thin to enable to flush the joints up full
of three stalks of great height.
and round without grouting. No bats to be used, and no grouting
Dimensions of the chimney at Lee and Burnett's Alkali Works, at
shall be used in any part of the work.
Mortar to be composed of 1 of
Felling, near Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Extreme height from foundation
lime measured dry to 3 of sand, mixed in a pug mill with as small a
Extreme diameter at bottom of foundato underside of top 212 feet.
quantity of water as may be sufficient to reduce it to tlie consistency
tion 27 ft. 6 in.
The thickness at bottom of footings is 6 ft. 6 in., and
required, but no water shall be added to the mortar on any account
gradually diminishes to 3J bricks the thickness of the first 3G feet in
after it has once passed through the mill in water.
To grind the lime
height, next SO feet 3 bricks, 50 feet 2^ bricks, 30 feet 2 bricks, and
in water with edge stones to a thin smooth paste before mixing with
10 feet li brick. The foundation is hard clay.
the sand in the pug mill." The various requirements and modes as
Dimensions of circular chimney at Friars' Grove Chemical Works,
above set forth must influence the price. The wages of bricklayers
near Newcastle-on-Tyne. Begun Oct. 23, 1632; finished July 27,
are 5s. per day and labourers 3s. in London. The price of labour
1833. Total number of bricks used 313,000. Foundation, clay; and
varies from 22s. to 35s. per rod of brickwork, arising from the thickthe chimney stands on a pillar dyke, the coal being wrought in the
ness of the walls or height of the building, as in a building 70 feet high
Outside diameter at bottom of foundation 27 ft. 6 in. ; invicinity.
one labourer will be required to a bricklayer, in the middle 1^ to 1, at
Thickness of walls,
side 14 ft. 3 in. Extreme height 254 ft. 9 in.
the top 2 or 2i to 1, which I think would be the prudent limit of
first 24 ft. 8 in. 3i bricks, 107 feet 3 bricks, 53 feet 2i bricks, 46 ft.
manual labour, beyond 70 feet I would recommend to be employed
6 in. 2 bricks, 12 feet l.J brick, stone top 6 feet, an uniform taper of
horse power.
li in. to the yard.
I have attempted to keep an account of the number of bricks and
Shot tower at Elswick, built 1797. Extreme height 195 ft. 4 in.
yards of lime and sand on a large contract, and this was my result,
Parallel without taper for two-thirds of its height; it has a circular
2,323,000 bricks, 1202 cubic yards of sand, and 1630 cubic yards of
stone stair in the interior, projecting 2 ft. 6 in. from the wall, of 305

—
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courts and alleys," and it is now that a similar clearing away of such
places as Gardener's-lane, Snow's-renls, St. Ermin's-hill, &c. in toutle. champs is requisite.
It is in these narrow streets, and in these close and insalubrious

stpps, G inclips rise ; thickness of wnll at bottom 2 ft. 5 in. for about
two-tliirds of its licig'if, at top 1 ft. 10 in.; exterior ilianieter, bottom

22

ft.

8

iu.,

top 11

ft.

3

in.

;

the top

is

finished

with a stone dome.

O.T.
<S/.

and alleys, that squalid misery and poverty struggle
with filth and wretchedness, where vice reigns unchecked, and in the
atmosphere of which the worst diseases are generated and difi'used.
That uncleanness aud impurity are an unerring index, pointing out the
situation where the malignancy of epidemics more or less exists, is a
truth known and admitted from the earliest ages.
It is in these
situations, where matter of all kinds in a state of decomposition is
allowed to remain, that the atmosphere is ever tainted with putrid
exhalations, malaria that creates miasmata; here it is that we so
often find the inhabitants afllicted with some contagious malady or
other, and that a strong predisposition to receive infection exists, and
lanes, courts,

Pirn's, Nen)castk-o)i'Tyne.

WESTMINSTER IMPROVEMENTS.
THORNEY ISLAND ET TOUT LE CHAMPS.
Island, et tout le champs, is the ancient designation of that
district of the metropolis called Westminster, bounded on one side by
Pall Mall and the Green Park, and on the other sides by the Thames

Thorney

and the Aye-bourne or Ty-bourne.
Thorney Island is about 470 yards long and 370 yards broad, washed
on the east side by the Thames, on tlie soutli by a rivulet running
down College-street, on the north by another stream wending its way
this and the College-street
to the Thames down Gardener's-lane
rivulet were joined by a moat called Loug-ditcli, forming the western
boundary of Tliorney Island, along the present line of Prince's and
De la Hay streets. This island was the Abbey and Palace precinct,
which, in addition to the water surrounding it, was further defended
by lofty stone walls (part of which still remain in the Abbey-gardens)
in these walls were four noble gates, one in King-street, one near New
Palace-yard (the foundations of which I observed in December 1S38,
when excavating for a new sewer), one opening into Tothill, and one
The precinct was entered by a bridge,
at the mill by College-street.
erected by the Empress Maud, at the end of G irdener's-lane in Kingstreet, and by another bridge, still existing, though deep below the
present pavement, at the east end of College-street.
On the spot thus powerfully defended St. Edward founded his
celebrated abbey ; and as at Athens from the aroa PaaiXmri, where the
Archon Pa<ri\(vs presided, the whole building derived its name, so the
church of the Confessor's abbey gave nimie to the great city which in
process of time grew up around it and extended itself so considerably
to the northward and eastward, that in an ancient charter preserved in
the British Museum, the boundaries of the City and Liberties of Westminster are thus defined.
" First up from the Thames, along Merfleet to Pollen-stock, so to
Bulinga fen afterwards from tiie fen, along the old ditch toCowford
from Cowford up along Tyburne to the broad military road following
then
tlie military road to the old stock of St. Andrew's Church
within London fen, proceeding south on Thames to mid stream ; and
the
stream,
land
by
and
strand,
to
Merfleet."
along
Thorney Island et. tout le champs who would imagine that from
hence is derived the puzzling appellation Tot-hill Street. Tot-hill
Street, says one, is evidently a misnomer, for it is quite low and fiat,
without any hill at all, but when we find " Aiguille et Fit" corrupted
into "Eagle and Child," or the "Satyr and Bacchanals" converted
into the "Devil and Bag of Nails!" we may without any very great
stretch of imagination suppose tout le champs as the Norman-French
spoken at Court became mixed with the language of the people,
easily altered to tout le fields, and contracted to toutle, " touthull" or
:

:

:

:

:

!

a germ arises whence may emerge those overwhelming pestilences
which often involve a whole community in their fatal consequences.
Nor let the higher classes imagine they are safe from the effects of
the abominations in their vicinity the germ of disease is wafted in at
their windows, and they find their health injured in various ways by
indigestion, low spirits, debility, &c., from this cause, although unaware of if. The history of the middle ages shows that it was in such
low lying districts as the one under consideration that the plague and
sweating sickness made the greatest ravages, and tliat the frightful
mortality of these "visitations," as they were termed, depended in a
great measure on malaria generated from uncleanliness and from deficient sewerage and drainage, while modern experience testifies
that these are the real causes of the destructive effects of the cholera.
The epidemics of the middle ages, arose almost solely in consequence
of the deficient architectural arrangements of the towns, and the want
Had the cholera of 1832 been one-half so fatal as the
of cleanliness.
black death of 1349, or even of later epidemics, the frame-works of
society would have been loosened, and the empire in danger of being
broken up. Those acquainted with the social effects of these scourges
upon the thinly scattered population of the middle ages, would anticipate no less than this, from the destruction of five or six millions of
persons in England within a few months. The utter depreciation of
property, terror, despair, and a total abandonment of all social ties
would have been the consequence.
Sir Robert Peel, with the wisdom so characteristic of that eminent
statesmau, has appointed a Commission for Metropolitan Improvements, and great is the responsibility which devolves on that Commission.
are now two millions, in about .50 years we shall be four
millions
the present great metropolis will only be the centre of the
then greater one, and as the political danger of destructive epidemics
increases with the population, it becomes an imperative ^uty to ascertain whether we are 5«;tesa/e from the recurrence of epidemic scourges,
and if not whether we have the means of placing ourselves beyond
their reach.
The state of Westminster declares we are not safe but
by the combined ett'ects of an improved system of public hygiene and
medical science, the awful "visitations" may be rendered innoxious.
Delay, however, is dangerous for we may infer, from the experience
of preceding epidemics, that the cholera will break out again, and its
secoud advent may be with such a coincidence of atmospherical phenomena as to eqnal in destructiveness the most virulent of the pestilences recorded in history.
may hope this will not be the case,
but hope alone will not do, we must try and prevent it, and proceed
to examine how far the improvement of Westminster will assist in
producing this desirable result.
The two bridges I have mentioned, the foundations of the walls of
the passage along which St. Edward passed from the Palace to the
Church, which still remain, and the Cock public house in Tothill
Street, all evidence that the surface of Thorney Island has been considerably raised in the course of ages, and that both St. Margaret's
Church and the Minster were ascended by lofty flights of steps, such
as we observe attached to many of the continental churches.
The
great extent of land over which the tidal waters of the Thames formerly freely flowed having been nuich diminished by various embankments from time to time, the river in consequence reaches to a much
greater vertical height tlian it did in ancient times; land which was
heretofore high and dry would now be submerged but for the banks,
which must have been repeatedly raised, as well as the ground on
which habitations have been erected in the immediate vicinity of the
river, hence, in Westminster, the further we recede from its banks the
lower the ground becomes the street in front of Canning's statue is
5 ft. 2i in. above high water mark, the east end of Tothill Street 2 ft.
Si in., aud the west end 'J inches only, while New Tothill Street is
3i- inches and Palmer's Village 12^ inches below high water mark.
It thus appears, that with the existing levels, it is impossible to
remedy the evils complained of. Tlie sewers which have lately been
;

We

;

;

:

We

"tothill."

Although Thorney

of seven or eight centuries,
has continued to be the seat of the legislature, government, and law,
as well as the place where the solemn compact between sovereign
and people must be ratified, circumstances necessarily demanding the
attendance of a vast number of persons, it excites our astonishment to
find that the open space around the ancient Palace and the Abbey,
and the site of Great George-street presented until lately the ill-assorted compound of architectural gTandeur, human misery, and filth,
which had grown up from the magriiticence and the ill-judged benevolence of St. Edward. The only access for carriages to the precinct,
during all these centuries, was through King-street, then in so miserable a state that faggots were thrown into the cart-ruts to facilitate the
passage of the state coach on the days on which the King went to
parliament; and, little as King-street may be thought of now, it was

then a superb street

Island, for a period

comparison with the others on Thorney Island,
narrow dirty streets lined with wretched
dwellings, and of numerous miserable courts and alleys, situate in the
environs of the palace and abbey; where in the olden time the numerous lawless characters claiming sanctuary found shelter; aud so great
had been the force of long custom, that the houses continued to be rebuilt, century after century, iu a miserable manner, for the reception
of similar degraded outcasts.
In accordance w ith various Acts of Parliament for the Improvement
of Westmiiisler, Thorney bland has been cleansed of these •' niiserable

which consisted

Ill

iu

chiefly of

;
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so injudiciously formed, just at a time when the neighbourhood was
ripe for destruction, have only a fall of i inch in 20 feet, instead of a
of J inch to every foot which the commissioners profess to require,
these sewers are, therefore, only so many gigantic cesspools, from
whence noxious gases continually emanate.
The natural boundaries of the district for improvement resolve
themselves into a square, of which St. James's Park is the base,
King's-scholars'-pond-sewer and Loiig-ditch-sewer the sides. It follows, therefore, that the sewers in streets parallel to this base must
have a much better fall, from a given summit level, than the sewer of
a street approaching the hypotbenuse, sucli as that now proposed by
certain projestors, which sewer, if raised so as to give a proper fall,
will be something like the embankment of a railway across the district, and if not so raised, why then the evils of deficient drainage, of
which we have so long complained, aud which we hoped soon to see
remedied, are rendered permanent.
The true principles on which the improvement of Westminster
thorough, systematic, and provident
1st.
should be conducted are
application of the best medical and physical science to the architecture, drainage, and sewerage; to tins end, the whole district must be
gradually treated in the same manner that Mr. Cubitt is treating a
similar district in the vicinity; the streets must all be raised so as to
admit of an habitable basement iioor to the houses, which modern
usage, habits, and the necessity arising from the increasing value of
ground demands. 2nd. To provide the most direct and convenient
road (without intruding upou the Park), for carriages, carts, and vehicles of every description between Westminster Bridge and Grosvenor
Place. Srd. To open the most advantageous views of the Palace, the
Abbey, and the great Victoria Tower; this involves commodious
approaches to these national structures. 4th. To provide sites for the
erection of improved, healthful, and appropriate dwellings for the

NOTE ON THE CAUSES OF EXPLOSION

A

poor.

There are many minor principles which in carrying out the plan it
which it is not at present requisite to

will be necessary to enforce, but

enumerate, and by a well digested plan, now before a committee appointed at a public meeting of the inhabitants of Westminster, it is
estimated that all these advantages may be attained without any ultimate loss of the public money; an advance of money would be required, which would be returned into the Treasury, most probably
with a large profit, as the improvement of street after street was being
accomplished.
These are nearly the principles which guided his late majesty King
George the Fourth in his design for the improvement of Westminster,
and had not old age so suddenly overtaken this magnificently-minded
monarch, there is little doubt but that the execution of his plan would
long since have been accomplished.
The fully carrying out a similar plan in Westminster would render
any ministry popular, both with the crown and people, as an improvement worthy the present enlightened times, in which we are, day by
day, more and more developing the power of mind over matter, and
reahzing that remarkable prophecy of Lord Bacon " I have held up
a light in the obscurity of philosophy which will be seen centuries
after I am dead ; it will be seen amongst the best legacies of princes

IN

TUBULAR

BOILERS.

fall

—

[April,

The

following brief explanation of a matter of great interest and
will, I think, be acceptable to many of your readers at the
present time.
The cause of explosion in tubular steam-boilers is usually the exceedingly rapid generation of steam arising from overheating the
tubes.
The due explanation of the effect will be found in considerations frequently overlooked.
In discussing the effects of the motive
power of steam engines, attention is usually confined to the statical
pressure of the elastic vapour, irrespectively of dynamical operations.
The latter, however, powerfully affect the case, which may be conveniently explained by reference to a familiar illustration
the explosion
of a gun caused by a slight obstruction at the muzzle.
It is well known
that if the muzzle of a gun be stopped by a piece of card fitting it
loosely, or by a small piece of dirt, the gun will frequently burst on
discharge ; and it seems at first anomalous that the elastic vapour of
the gunpowder does not rather overcome the slight resistance of the
card or dirt than the strong cohesion of the metal of the barrel. But
the explanation seems to be this.
In a compressed vapour, in ordinary cases, the elastic pressure is equal in every part. The constituent particles of the vapour speedily arrange themselves in such a
manner that an uniform density and an uniform expansive force is
established.
But this mutual action of the particles, by which they
dispose themselves in a position of equilibrium, although exceedingly
rapid, is not absolutely instantaneous.
It may be easily conceived,
that if the gas generated by the ignition of gunpowder be not allowed
free passage it will begin to accumulate in the neighbourhood of its
origin
namely, the breach of the guu; and the process may continue
till the cohesion of the metal is overcome by the increasing force of
the accumulated vapour.
Even where no obstruction is offered to the
exit of the gas, it may be generated so rapidly that its own elastic
force will not disperse it quickly enough
so that in this case also,
accumulation of gas and the consequent effects may be produced preThis instance exactly illustrates the effect
cisely as in the first case.
Even when the safety Talve is
of steam generated in very hot tubes.
free (and even whf n it is absolutely open), if the rapidity of generation of the vapour exceed the rapidity of dispersion, an accumulation
will ensue.
If it be granted that the cause of explosion is the evoluThe phetion of hydrogen, the mechanical action is still the same.
nomena are not affected by the nature of the vapour whether those
but
rapidity
with
which
simply by the
of steam or ignited hydrogen
those vapours are evolved. In either case, the only remedy against
explosion is to maintain all the parts of the boiler as nearly as possible

importance

—

—

;

—

—

at the

same temperature.
H. C.

—

to their people, in the erection of temples, tombs, palaces, theatres,
bridges, making noble roads, cutting canals, granting a multitude of
charters and liberties for comfort of decayed companies and corporations ; in the foundation of colleges and lectures for learning and the
education of youth, foundations and institutions of orders and fraternities for nobility, enterprize, and obedience; but above all the establishing good laws for the regulation of the kingdom, aud as an example
to the world."

William Bardwell.

Park Stmt.

In

my

previous remarks upon the Decorations of the Royal Exchange, I
produced when viewed as specimens of in-

treated principally of the effects

decoration— 1 briefly stated its various beauties and defects ; and the
discussiun which followed, perfectly coincided in tendency with the critical
notice I ventured to offer. From the extreme difficulty 1 experienced in obwere
taining admission to view the interior, the opinions which I then formed
not of that satisfactory nature I could liave wished, not having had the opto
the
prinI
applied
although
minutely
portunity of examining the work
a nianct-uvre that I
cipal persons I was unsuccessful, and it was only by
to the public, I
succeeded. The Royal Exchange having been since opened
terior

;

FIRE-PROOF BUILDINGS.

decoratious
have availed myself of the facilities thus ollered, to inspect the
they do not
more attentively, the result of which compels me to state that
previously
had
opinions
I
the
improve like a good picture upon acquaintance
are of that order
formed were more confirmed at each visit. The decorations
his
investiextent of
which lessen in value to the spectator according to the
ornament, so much prettiness,
gation. There is indeed such an abundance of
without depth, that there remains nothing to dwell upon,
;

—

Will any of your kind correspondents favour me with an exSir,
planation of what constitutes a fire-proof building /
My own humble opinion is, that a fire-proof building, or a building
made proof against fire, should be that within which, if a fire take
place, the goods or furniture therein may be entirely consumed without
in any way injuring the main structure.
Can any building in London be pointed out as such, and why called
State the materials and mode of construction.
It is gefire-proof?
nerally understood that there is no building in London built upon any
defined principle, so as as to be considered thoroughly fire-proof.

—

Korthnmhrlan^,

ON THE INTERIOR DECORATIONS OF THE ROYAL EXCHANGE.
A paper read by Mr. DwrEE, before the Decoratloe Art Society.

so

much

surface,

a general frivofreshness of purpose is wanting, and i lieu of it appears
in variety, it
teeming with the tamest effects ; although not Vanting
lity
mind
a variety of an inferior class it betrays a similar
all

only amounts to
and hand throughout the wdiole work.

;

part of the present
Before entering into the principal or more important
a portion of the first one. In
notice, I wish to continue, by a few remarks,
was executed over
which
that
the description I gave of the frescoes, I stated
not only
entrance to have been injured by damp; the stams have

the southern
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been consklerably increased during the winter, but
in several places, as is

not arisen from

tlie

most

tlie

superfirial observer.

This has

dnmpnr.it of our atmosplurt. but from ilamp gcncraleil in lite
In the second report ol^ the Commissioners of the Fine Arts.

llie

walli IJiemsehn's.

which

apparent to

colours are obliterated

adopted in painting
in fresco, it slates tliai in all " buildings erected williout due precaution, in
humid situations, it is found that the damp rises through the masonry by
capillary attraction." The external coatings of the walls are thus alTectcd
to a considerable height ; not only paintings are destroyed, but the plastering
Itself becomes detached.
In Venice, where the foundations of so many
(reals at great length

immersed

Iiouses are partly

ing

on the manner and means

frecjuently loose, even

in water,

it

to be

has been remarked that the plaster-

the height of 20 feet

damp

the presence of

manner, and

113

wonderfully in giving fullness of tone and vigour to the
The general aspect of the interior appears very unthe walls and ceiling are so completely enriched, every
little space therein being covered with
ornament repeated at intervals
thioughout the colonnades, that the transition from such an abundance of
colour to the stone pilasters upon the walls and other parts, presents an inassists

whole arrangement.
and abrupt

finished

;

congruity that must be obvious to every person. It would have been infinitely better to have left the stone of he walls plain, rather than have destroyed
itselleet by such contrasts ; if the apparent solidilij of the structure would receive injury

by the introduction of colbur on the

been some

extenuation for the defect, but

that colour can not only be

made a

pilasters, there

when we

would have

are so fully aware

Several parts of

for grandeur of effect, but also
whole « hen arranged in a proper manner, we
wonder at the want of mechanical tact (which is all it amounts
to) displayed In the present decorations.
The manner in which the ceiling is
overloaded with ornament renders it also necessary to enrich the pilasters of
the colonnade to support in some degree the stability of colour, that the whole
be knit well together and not appear detached as at present
which

the Koyal Kxchange exhibit signs of dampness, the colour either fading or
This is undoubtedly a very serious evil, endangering as it does
off.

not only renders the gener.al contour very unfinished, but produces such
peculiar distinctness in the effect which one part bears to another, that it im-

the preservation of the. whole structure. As there is not tlie slightest difficulty
the ascension or descension of moisture in the walls of our

jircsses

is

to

;

greater height, in a less pronounced form may therefore be inferred.
probably owing to the action of moisture thus communicated, that
paintings in the open air have decayed so generally in Venice, for it has
been already remarked that the sea air, which is sometimes assigned as the
cause of this decay, has had no such etl'ect on external painted decorations
to a

still

is

It

in Genoa, the foundations of the

houses being there dry.

in jireventing

importance whether intended for decorative purposes or not the very simple contrivances required
in the erection would amply repay the extra trouble, and would afterwards prevenitbat rapid decay so common to the buildings of this country The wonderful
preservation of the buildings of antiquity has been in a great measure from
it

ought

be prevented in

to

assist in giving stability to the

may

indeeil

;

peeling

buildings,

vehicle

all

edifices of

;

one with the notion of the work having been brought

an abrupt

vas untouched, to be

filled in as the picture advances. This is just the appearance of the walls, in consequence of their being divided by the stone pilasters.

.

the peculiarities of the cement which resisted (whether manufactured inten-

to

termination, somewhat similarly to an unfinished picture of an artist, the background of which is fairly rubbed in, leaving certain portions of the can-

Tlie ceiling

and walls are too strongly coloured

to blend in

a satisfactory

manner with the other portions of the building which are totally devoid of
the contrast is thus crude and disagreeable, for no decoration can be imposing as a whole, with such abrupt parts in its compisition. The use of

it,

tionally or notj the action of moisture.

This

is

a very important subject, and worthy of the attention of

desire to

promote the lasting durability of

beautiful,

and designed

to

mark

all

all

who

works which are great and

the state of this important epoch in the

world's history.
It is to

be regretted that the experiment of Fresco, the

publicly executed in this counlry. should have become so

though (he work

in itself is not of

much importance,

first

much

still it is

of

its

calculated to

injure this peculiar and beautiful system of decoration in the opinion of
influential persons

of

its

value from

who may become

its

kind

injured, al-

many

little

con.sideration will convince

will last for a considerable time.

The colours introduced upon the ceiling of the eastern entrance, which I
have been given to understand is also a fresco, are of a most extraordinary
appearance,
this fresco
certainly affords
persons an opportunity to
recognise the meaning of crudeness and want of harmony in colours;
if intended
as a contrast to many clearer specimens of harmonious
colouring to be found in the colonnade, it has been undoubtedly successful, if
however such a burlesque upon good taste was not contemplated, the sooner
it is painted out, the belter it will be for the fame of the artist.
In

my

striking parts ought to form the principal beauties, because the eye will naturally attach itself to such portions uf the enrichment, while the more sub-

dued parts generally escape

common

observation.

prejudiced against the style, by judging

present aspect, yet a

us that when proper precautions are used, a mere distempered decoration

former remarks, the western entrance, and of course the principal
my observation, and it is painted indeed in such a manner that it

one, escaped

being merely an oblong panel enriched by an oval centre,
containing a wretchedly designed and ill executed ceiling flower of a dirty
deserves

colours contrasting and harmonizing one with the other, is not that it shuuld
individually appear more conspicuous than the rest, but merely to heighten or
subdue, as may be required, certain portions of the work. The beauty of all
decorations depends upon the harmonious combinations of ihe whole, every
phrt must to a certain extent assist in promoting one grand effect, the most

little notice,

salmon colour.

The introduction of neutral tints in this the principal entrance, I should
imagine was intended to familiarize the eye in some degree with colour, before entering the interior,

and also to blend with the tone of the slonewurk,
forming a sort of medium, or connecting link between the magiiiliccnt portico,
and the decorations of the ambulatories. If such were the idea it has been
most feebly carried out the comparison to the beautiful enrichments on
the ceiling of the portico is most contemptible, instead of supporting the
very novel eflt'Cts which have been introduced in this part of the building
with so much success the eye encounters an extremely common-place production, in a situation where above all others something is required which
should tell, something which should please the eye by cleverness of design
and skiltulness of execution
the colours might have been subdued as
they are at present, and yet have blended harmoniously with the stonework
as well as with the enrichments of llie interior.
;

;

Thus it is absolutely necessary in order to render the decorations of the
Royal Exchange complete, to enrich in some degree the pilasters around the
walls. The style adopted by Rafihelle in the decorations uf the Vatican, the
colonnades of which are somewhat similar, illustrates the manner of giving
without deteriorating the apparent solidity of the
were introduced some of the most exquisite arabes-

stability to the decorations

building

:

in the pilasters

ques, and although the decorations do not display the highest order of harmonious colouring for w hich indeed Raffaelle w as never very celebrated, he has

exhibited the most consummate knowledge in the arrangement, ihe eye is not
struck by any particular colour, all combine to produce one effect. The necessity of keeping this infallible rule constantly in view, must be evident, for
upon it depends the success of decorative art.

The division of colour must have appeared much more singular when the
Merchants' Area was paved in Tessera if any part of the Quadrangle is to
be paved in this manner, it ought to be in a situation where it would produce
;

the most pleasing

effect.

However great may be our desire for the display of novel effect, it is extremely [important to maturely consider the manner of introducing it with
success.
Paving the Merchants' Area in tesserra requires no mean skill to
render the general etl'ect prepossessing in itself, and much more to improve the
aspect of the building. The design which was executed in the area was certainly not calculated to materially increase the beauty of the whole. It was
evidently the object of the patentees to make the pavement .as striking and
as effective as possible, not the building; and however cleverly arranged in
itself. It did not possess those features necessary to heighten the whole ap-

pearance of the work the want of perspective lines to assist in giving extent
to the building was very apparent, this above all should be attended to, for it
;

constitutes a principal beauty.

Its

;

In the entrances of the Royal I'Achange we have two effects of an opI have just described, you enter the building and
become familiar wilh colour by degrees; in the others you come suddenly
upon striking and vivid colouring.
posite character, in the one

means of introducing

The idea in each is in principle good and illustrates the necessity of well
weighing in Ihe mind the relative value o^eflects, and the peculiar mode of
;

sence of which in the surrounding objects, contrasts in a most favourable

good.

by

llic

It

— In

torily substantiated.

decided failure here however

may

be the

more

winter, were

my

The specimens which were afterwards
upon

laid to be tested

dilferent systems, every opportunity being offered

Gresham Committee, to render the experiments of Messrs. Singer
conclusive. The result at the present time in both is however very unsatisl.y

treatment required according to the situation. Thus by entering the Exchange from the Norih and South side, the appearance is quite refreshing
the eye is captivated by a brilliant assemblage of glowing colours, the ab-

in a

satisfactory manner, therefore out of evil
previous notice I considered the details of the
pavement, also the cause of its failure, and the introduction of asphalte
in lieu thereof until the durability of the tesselated pavement was satisfac-

may come

the

bictory

;

the tesserx in several places

have been so loosened, that they

will

have disappeared, and other parts

soon share a similar

fate.

In buildings

Royal Exchange where the public have ready access, experimeiits of
Ibis kinil are calculated to injure or do good as the case may be. the value
of
tesselated pavement will be considerably lessened in the minds of those petlike the
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sons wlio merely judge of specimens which have been laid down in the area
of the Eishange, but if an ampler field had been Riven that would have admitted competitors, the diflerfnt methods adopted by several firms would
have become known, and the value of eadi estimated accordingly, and (be
public would then have received the benefit of the trial. That a cement is used by
tessera a solid and compact body
impervious to the weather, I am satisfied from my own observation, having
daily seen a specimen, which has been laid down nearly two years, and remains as perfect at the present time as when first executed.
Its effect in the Royal Exchange would undoubtedly appear very beautiful,
to pave the area
if introduced as 1 have before slated in a proper manner

a certain establishment, which renders the

;

efiective as paving the ambulatories, it would then
be contrasted wi th the colours upon the walls and ceiling, in such case the design
ought to be so arranged that lines should be drawn from one end of the

would not prove nearly so

such a method were adopted, and skilfully carried
assured, not only an cfliictive border round the
perspective lines would form a very imposing and beauti-

colonnade to the otlier
out, it would produce,
great square, but

its

if

:

I

am

appearance besides adding materially to the apparent extent of the interior.
The pavement however had better be dispensed with altogether, than an attempt be made at beauty of combination while such an exhibition of harlerjuin
coloured placards adorns the walls; ilremindsme of the fantastic appearance
of an eccentric beadle, whose upper garments are gaily bedizened with finery,
and his gold laced liat surmounted with peacocks Icatliers, whilst the lower
ful

man

is

clothed in rags.
little

;

;

;

is to

render his board or

bill

as attractive as possible, and

creates a motley assemblage of dignified boards
in the varied taste of the printer
sive announcements

and painter.

be deemed necessary

lo

who

therefore

and sprightly bills, delighting
Should however these expres-

further the interests of business,

(and past experience would of course soon decide such a question,) it almost
borders on the ludicrous to observe the present arrangement. It could be even
now considerably improved by modifying their appearance, they might be
arranged in certain classes, of a definite colour and form, to lie in fact a
neutral tint, that should be employed on all occasions— thus it would not
injure the artistical eflect of the building, and yet preserve its usefulness.

Having

treated of the principal

now

efl'ects,

and the general expression

ot the

extend the subject, by considering whether
the style is applicable to the building, and how far such a style of decoration
will promote the Fine Arts of ihis country.
decorations, I shall

briefly

The principal thing to be considered by the artist in decorative works is,
that his style should be pleasing, to be rendered jirejjossesshig in their efl'ects
for nothing can be more injurious than a cold, harsh, disagreeable style, even

when viewed by the most able judges; its appearance must court observation.
The second, and most difjicull, is that the decorations shcadd address themit is in this the artist's skill is
really required
it is
selves to the mind
;

;

in this that his powers will be put to the proof; mere ornamental design does
not require great mental powers, although it is in the poiver of talented men
to create much out of little, to raise that which was insignificant by appropriate and tasteful embellishments,
the diflerent estimation, however, in
which all acts are held, must be according to the manner in which they address themselves to the imagination
the more impressively the artist delineates his ideas, the higher will be his position in the profession.
In all decorative designs there is one presiding principle, which cannot be
lield too highly in our estimation, and which should govern all our arrangements, viz. " Fitness of Purpose," This, above all things, is the most important, and the most powerful characteristic of a refined tasle, and the more we
approach to a just appreciation of its value the greater will be our advancement towards a proper understanding of the noblest attributes of art. To
uphold the dignity of art we must feel its eflfects, and understand the grand
principles which govern it, that by educating the mind as well as the eye we
may form a correct feeling fur the arts, enabling us to judge of their real

—

;

value.
It is easy to be pleased,

and

also easy to find fault, but extremely difficult

so— because we are ignorant of the
causes which lead to such conclusions. Until the public taste becomes more
enlightened, so as to estimate the true dignity of art in a proper manner, no
grea tgood can arise. Ornamental design may be calculated lo please the eye by
to understand the reason of our being

form and fanciful colouring, but in suchabidldingas the Royal
ot more importance is necessary to uphold the character
of the building, than that which now decorate its walls. Expressive and
appropriate designs ought to have been introduced, that would have added

its variety of

Exchange something

an

interest and created a charm to the whole w<]rk.
The decorations are
quite unworthy of the prominent position they now hold, and are extremely

inappropriate

;

character of the building, beyond a few insignificant devices which I have
previously enumerated so that the purpcses of the edifice would be enveloped
in mystery, and puzzle future antiquarians to decipher the use of such a
;

building,

How

if left to its

own

signification.

system adopted by the ancients, how much are we inintellectual mode of enrichment, how exquisitely arranged

dilTerent the

debted to their

!

every building being readily distinguished by its peculiar decoration, exhibiting the highest order of design, and in the most eminent degree//nc5so/p«r.
pose.

I may mention the celebrated frieze of the Parthenon,
a most forcible manner the procession to the sacrifice of the

As an example,

illustrating in

whom the temple was dedicated, an enrichment intimately connected with the principal and most solemn ceremony of
the people. Thus the purposes of the building were delineated in a striking
and picturesque manner this is what constitutes harmony and beauty of
design, and the true feeling of high art exemplified and easily understood
and appreciated by aU classes, it tells its own story most effectively, without
the aid of the historian. There is no building tliat I can recollect which
presiding goddess, Minerva, to

;

many advantages for the display of artistic talent as the colonnades
Exchange ; it would have alTordcd great opportunities for the
development of the genius and the soul of Art. The want of subject in the

offered so

of the Royal

is self-evident,- what is there for the mind to speculate
is there to remember beyond the emblazoned shields and mereornament ? what does it all amount to ? nothing.
The walls might have been illustrated with the history of commerce tracing
its gradual progress to its present eminence, and the establishment of lire first
commercial treaties with diflferent countries might have been delineated.
These would have created considerable interest in the building, and there
would have been a sort of individuality about such decorations that would
have more intimately connected foreign merchants with the building, it would
have spuken to their sensibilities, and charmed the imagination by its ideal
beauty. The name of tlic Merchants' Walk might still hold a place in arrangements of this kind, a tablet beneath each subject might be introduced
that would answer for two purposes, first for the use of the merchants, secondly for the public, who would recognize (he subject by the name on the
tablet, which should of course correspond.
Additional interest might be increased by the introduction of portraits of celebrated men who deserve a
nation's thanks, and who ought to hold a position in the building which their
exertions tended to raise to its present magnificence. There would exist in
such a mode of decoration something which would excite our best feelings,
and promote in an eminent degree the higher and more noble style of art, it
would illustrate the rise and progress of civilization, the manners and customs of foreign nations, and give such ample scope for the artist's fancy that
If a similar opportunity as that offered by the
is seldom if ever afforded.
Commissioners of the Fine Arts had occurred, to enable English artists to
The present
enter the lists, a very different result would have transpired.
decorations are not worthy ot the tasle of the times and it does not redound
much to the credit of the citizens for employing a foreigner to decorate their
principal and most public building, when many pupils from Somerset House
School of Design could have executed the work not only in a better manner,
but would have infused a spirit of intelligence into the decorations which does
not at present exist.
The manner adopted by the committee has not been sufficiently liberal or
extensive it has been cramped, and limited to a certain few extreme privacy
is the cause of its failure
if there had been mure openness in their proceedings it would have terminated in a much more satisfactory manner; such an
opportunity to exemplify the talent of the nation rarely occurs, when it does
it ought to be the ambition of every Englishman to ofl'er every facility to his
countryman, to enable him to compete lor the honours which would naturally
accrue upon the success of his efforts. It has been lorcibly illustrated in our
history, thai the English artist, however great his talent, never received that
share of patronage which was due to him as a man of genius— it was not,
and the only resource formerly left for
indeed, fashionable to employ him
the germs of native talent to e.xercise itself upon was to adorn " heroic signin
Art has been of low cast, our best efforts were renposts." Our position
dered feeble from repeated checks, there was nothing to call forth our abilities, nothing to excite us lo develope great and beautiful ideas, our eftorts
were not appreciated until of late years. There has been, indeed, so much
said upon foreign superiority in the Fine Arts over us, and we are continually
receiving fresh announcements of their extraordinary talent, it can scarcely
be wondered that some reliance is placed on these reports, naturally exciting
a prejudice against everything English connected with the Arts. But when
we contemplate the genius of such a man as Barnj. striving, amidst penury
and distress, to exterminate this odium which enshrouded the Arts, and the
vaunted incapacity of the English artist when we behold the works, that
emanated from his desire to uphold the character of native artists, and remem-

present decorations

upon? what

—

tricious

;

doubt either
they certainly do not agree
the decorations or the placards are out of place
together it would have been in much better taste to have only introduced that
which was of the greatest importance ; if the decorations are so considered,
why injure the ellects by placarding the walls in such a conspicuous manner,
for there appears to be no control exercised over the merchant » hose principal

That a great blunder has been committed there can be

aim

[April,

no attempt

is

exercised to express by intelligent design

tlie

;

;

;

;

;

;

ber under what peculiar circumstances they were executed— for (says Rarry)
I

began the work without patron, fortune, or encourage iient, without wages
and with no other assistance to carry it on than what I was

to subsist on,
to derive

from any other occasional works that might

fall in

my way.— when
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we behold

liis

and heconic

works, executcj imJer such ilisaJvanlagos, wp may well pause
admiration at the nobleness of his views. And we are

lost in

also indebted to the Society of Arts for their glorious specimens of British

aai perseverance,

talent

at

once testifying what

may

be done by the English

Although prcat

praise

may be due

to the citizens of

London

for the intro-

duction of the clifTerent experimriils, assisting as they do the revived feeling of
ancient magnificence, still iliore has been a golden opportunity lost, and one
which the we:iltli of the citizen cnuld so easily have taken advantage of; by
liberally

remunerating our best English

artists, the

walls of this

commer-

palace would have been embellished by appropriate design, and instead
being the work of one, by the eftbrts of many, that the walls might be adorned

cial

and thus form a public gallery for their productions.
The decoration of the Royal Exchanije being the production of a German
it is calcuartist, will most undoubtedly have a beneficial eflect in due lime
lated rather to improve than injure the English artist, for this reason, that
it will create a spirit of competition, for while it raises our jealousies it
stimulates our energies, and the success already attendant upon our renewed
eflorts in ornamental design clearly exhibits a marked superiority over any
thing which has been executed in the Royal Exchange. The stability of all
the great schools which have
arts in a measure depends upi>n competiiion
arisen from the valued produclion of peculiar and original masters, and the
have
been
attributed,
and with great truth, to
success attendant upon them,
the competilion of the students. Vying with each other in every fresh attempt, (hey renewed their efforts with a vigorous determination to excel
that created in many instances those bright examples of talent which will be
the admiration of ages to come. Nothing can better promote the interests
of the English artist, than the public recognizing in the decorations of tlie
Royal Exchange an inferior production it will cause a reaction in their taste,
they will be taught to enquire m; re fully into things, and thereby acquire
knowledge which was before hidden and from the great opportunities that
are now offered to inspect works of art we may anticipate the best results,
the public will he enabled to discriminate for themselves, and to judge of
things in a manner they deserve we shall then have no cause to fear foreign
preference, we are daily growing stronger in power to ctmpete with them
and let talent be patronised wherever it is to be found, whether
successfully
it be Krtd'ir oi foreign, except in works which are Irul;/ national, it ought then
by British

talent,

;

;

;

;

;

;

become a

that

occurred to us, especially willi regard to a part of the mine called "the
I intend to make the basis of tliis evening's lecture.
But before I proceed further, I liad better warn you of an error which may

goaf," w hich
ecur in

<

my

language.

In speaking

liastily,

I

may sometimes

it

may

national worit

;

every

means should be used

to exalt its

position

be rendered worthy of the enliglitened state of the times,

use the admirable words of Opie,

for, to

"The

progress of the Arts in every country
they are reis the exact and excUisive measure of the progress of refinement
and hence we accordingly find
ciprocally the cause and efli'ct of each other
;

;

that the most enlightened, the most envied, and the most interesting periods

in the singular, and, at otiier limes, "we," in the plural.
I
ooshl, perhaps, invariably to say " we," because Mr. Lyell was always with

me. I cinuot at the moment wait for his assent to every statement, and I
hope that both he and you will excuse my using an incorrect word in my
hurried language, and believe that in
cNlra things

I

all good things
alone ought to bear the responsibility.

history of

our respect, admiration, and gratitude this is their highest and their only
undivided honour; and if not the column itself, it is certainly Cto borrow a
metaphor from a celebrated orator), the Corinthian capital of thtir fame."
;

THE VENTILATION OF MINES, AND THE MEANS OF
PREVENTING EXPLOSIONS FROM FIRE-DAMP.

A

Lecture" delivered at the Royal Instiiuiion, London, January 17, 1845.

By Professor Fararit.

we are

together, in all

do not pretend to be a professional man as regards coal mines lam, however, a man who has looked at the laws of nature, and as far as observation
and practice have enabled me, I liave applied tliem in working out their results.
It was with some such feelings I first went down to llaswell.
I do
not venture to bring forward any plan of ours, nor do I wish you to regard
with tlie same kind consideration as the Home Oflice the report 1 made to the
Government, as one that is unexceptionable, but to look upon me at present
as, perhaps, involuntarily advocating some particular view wliich came into
our minds upon that occasion, because it is one which best commends itself
1

;

to us.
I must first of all endeavour to make you thoroughly well acquainted with
what a coal mine really is, and what is its mode of working for if 1 leave
;

you behind

me

few steps of our progress,

I shall never bo able to
have, therefore, for the purpose of illustrating this point, procured a lew black boards, which will serve to convey to

take you with

in tlie first

me afterwards.

I

your minds an impression of what a mine really is. If you will look at these
black boards, as representing a porlion of the mass of coal in the mine, you
ill get a good
notion of the meaning of tlie terms which I shall hereafter
use.
.Supposing all this wood were laid down in one continuous mass upon a
table, covered over by superincumbent matter: it would serve to represent
to you what is called " a seam" of coal.
But if you look at this piece of
black clotli on the wall, you will, perhaps, have a better notion of what a
seam of coal is for, m fact, this piece of black cloth does in width represiut in correct dimensions this seam of coal at llaswell colliery, where the
accident happened. This is the seam represented in the lower part of tliis
srclion. which gives you from the surface downwards 900 feet to that black
spot, representing the coal they are working, and which, enlarged in size and
thickness, is, in fact, a porlion of the seam in which the accident happened
Therefore, four feet six inches, is the lieight of the coal, and at the bottom of
the seam it is five feet. The inclination I have given here is just tlie inclination at which the coal falls, being one in twenty-four. Having opened a shaft
SUO feet deep, and gained access to the coal, they begin to work it. Of course,
it is all in darkness
they liave not the earth open their operations being
like those of a mole.
Having gained the seam they then work forward. It is
worked at the width of five yards, rutting awav the coal and going straight
forward, perhaps twenty-five yards then they work right and left along the
passages which 1 have drawn there, and which are themselves five yards
wide. Theiefore, supposing this or that to be the coal, they work up fifteen
yards, which I represent by this opening when tliey have gone twenty-five
yards in this direction, then again they work right and left by a passage of
five yards.
Others, again, work by another passage in this direction, and so
on, in the solid coal. Of course, when they have cut away the coal, it leaves
w

;

;

;

mankind are precisely those in which the Arts have been
most esteemed, most cultivated, and have reaclnd their highest points of
elevation. To this the bright eras of Alexander the Great, and Leo the Tenth,
owe their strongest, their most amiable, and their most legitimate claims to
in the

use the pro-

noun "I,"

artist.

to
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;

;

a series of passages.

These are the passages giving
These masses standing here are
denominated
I think, in common usage, nobody would understand what " a pillar of coal" was, unless he saw it he would fancy a certain
round thick prop, placed in the middle of the mine, and not an enormous piece
They work up twenty-five yards before they turn the
of coal like this.'
corner, and therefore you may suppose, that what they call the pillar, is an
enormous mass of coal which is left there with these intervening passages
Certain of these passages are made large and commodious for placing trams
to run upoU; and arc called " trams," or " rolley ways ;" the otlier passages
Observe what the intention of all this is.
and are called " the ways."

access to the coal,

" the pillars,"

:

In again presenting myself—-as

I

have often done on previous occasions,

at the request of the appointed ofBcers for the regulation of these Friday

—

evening meetings to commence the season, I think I shall best perform my
duty by taking you at once to the particular matter which I intend to bring
before you.

The circumstances under which I have been led to bring this subject before
you are entirely new, resulting from a mark of confidence placed in Mr.
Lyell and myself by the government, upon the occasion of the unfortunate
accident which happened at the HasHcll coal mine, in Durham.
Upon that
occasion we wore sent down to observe the inquest, and not merely to watch
proreedings
there,
but to investigate the mode of working the mine, and
the
to use our best judgment in bringing home an opinion on tlie present accident, and the causes of such catastrophes.
I may stale iummarily, that the
conclusion we came to was, tliat the inquest was conducted most fairly,
openly, and in a very enlarged manner that, under the circumstances, the
catastrophe was purely accidental. Ninety-five men and boys, it is true,
were unhappily killed, but no f.iult could be found with the proceedings of
the persons concerned in the management and working of tlie mine, as far as
the knowledge of practical persons up to this time had been made available
by coal owners and officers. There were, however, certain observations which
;

being smaller, they are called " Ihemothergates;" but other terms are employed
In the extreme part the miners are working

in diilijrent parts ot the country.

1 will not presolid coal
clearing, blasting, and cutting forward.
1 am only desirous of conveying
your minds the fact that they are working on into what are called the
of course having
Solid masses of coal, and are gradually cutting all away
all the earth over them, wliieli you can imagine, represented by the upper
wall.
AVhen they cut away one portion or the other of the larger opening?,
they proji up the roof from the end by wooden props. These ways are required to be permanent, like rolley ways; they are the gateways to tlie ramifications of the mine
they are cut from year to year to keep tliem permanently in good order and safe. If an occasional fall happens, they make it

up the

;

to

;

;

>

Tile lecturer referred to maps, diugrami, iind models, showing the passaj^es cut in a
coal, by whieh the relative quantity of coal got out and that left as pillars on the
werkini! could at ODce be seen, uud also tlie dlrectiou of the pasgagei, each five yards

seam of
* We are Indelited for tlie report of this very Interesting i^ecture to the " Repertory of
Patent Inventioug,"— ii^tl. C. £. and A. JuurniU.

;

tend to give you the names of these parts

first
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then,

in again to the same tlioroughfare
distance, tliree or four boards— or ways, as
they call them— Ihey then begin to remove away the pillars, leaving nothjng
ivere
to take these pillars from the middle of
Supposing
you
behind them.
one of the passages, working it all round,— they begin at this coal they cut
away a width, remove it, and prop up the roof with timber. Remember,
that they are working at no greater height than this, in a vein of four feet
The man is never higher than this in that part, where «e
six inches deep.

good in this way they can get
when they have gone a certain

;

;

intend to night to use coal gas

is

not a bad substitute for that ex-

In no one point are the existing differences material. In
the points in which I have to consider it to-night it may fairly represent
coal-damp or fire-damp.
The first thing which 1 point out to you, then, is this fire-damp, which,
«heu mxed with the air, forms what we call an explosive mixture. I will
show you what its nature is. If I take a jar, which now contains air only,
and mix a certain amount of coal gas with it, it will soon give you a notion of
the kind of explosive mixture formed in the mine. I have here a little measure, (lines marked upon this jar,) by which I can tell when I have six, seven,
eight, or nine volumes, if I may so term them, of air.
At present there are
about six, and I will use that number. Now, if I take a volume of this gas,
as well as I can, and mix it with air, I have no doubt you will see the explosive mixture formed by the combination of fire-damp and air. (The lecturer proceeded to mix coal gas and air, and proved its explosive nature.)
This is perhaps one of the most explosive mixtures which can happen in a
mine from fire-damp for the proportion of gas and air is stronger than would
usually be found there. One of gas to five of air, or one of gas to fourteen
of air will form an explosive mixture, or any numbers between the two but
either less or more will not effect tlie object. When this gas is burning the
products resulting are water and carbonic acid. If I burn a portion of gas
in this way I can very soon show you both the water and the carbonic acid.
(Burning some gas under a glass.) You will there see the evidence of the
water at once for the moment I place this glass over the lamp I shall have
the water produced by condensation. You perceive that the glass is even
now becoming quite dim, not with dirt, but with water produced by the gas
the hydrogen combining with the oxygen and forming water. As the combustion proceeds more and more water is formed. Besides that, I have here
also carbonic acid, which I will prove to you by putting in a little lime water,
which, upon being shaken up with it, immediately becomes milky in appearYou have now before you a proof of the two things evolved from the
ance.
gas, the milkiness evidencing the presence of carbonic acid, and also the water
produced from the combination of the gas with the air. The effects which I
have now shown you from experiment are the same as those which take place
from the combination of the fire-damp with the air conducted into the mine.
I need not take up your time by pointing out the fact that the same effect is
produced by respiration. You will take it for granted that when the air is
breathed exactly the same change takes place as when gas is burnt. I merely
mention the circumstance to point out to you, that as in breathing the air we
cause it to become of a bad quality, so thc.same effect is produced in air burnt
in combination with gas, whether fire-damp 'or coal gas, it will make the air
as had for breathing as though it had been breathed itself. I will take this
jar and breathe into it, and when I throw the air from my lungs into it you
will see how bad it is.
The^air which is now in this glass is so bad that it

with, fire-damp.
all

have gone for eight hours at a time, in a stooping position, looking up and
at the black walls around us. Then they cut away this and prop up
the roof ; that is, they cut away the coal here, and leave an open space.
They cannot, however, afford to lose the timber which s\ipports this roof;
neither would it be desirable to continue 100 acres of roof over their heads in
that manner and such is the extent of the mine, or something like it; they

down

;

cannot leave that all remaining. It is, therefore, necessary to take away these
props, and then let down the roof above it. Whilst the props are there, the
coal being gone, it is called " a jud." You may have heard of " Williamson's
iud," during the recent proceedings; that being the place where the fire originated by which the men were killed. Having taken away the coal, and
also the props of the jud, it is then left to itself, and almost immediately, or in
a very short time, the roof falls down under the rocks, which extend 900 fee'
above them, by its own weight. Having done this, they then go to the un-

;

;

coal, so as to ramify and get farther out into the space underground ;
thus the goaf increases gradually after them. It is to this particular part of
the mine that I wish especially to call your attention. I have explained to
you what the pillars are, and also the juds, and that upon these being
removed they fall down so that you understand that a goaf is only an accu-

broken

;

;

mulation of these juds, after the props— either timber trees or wood— are reI have also here given you on this board something like a notion of
what a goaf would be. It must be a concourse of ruins, smaller or larger,
according to the working of the mine, in the middle of the works. Imagine
this to be a vein of coal, or w.iys, left behind in working it; in this part,
where the pillar and jud have been drawn away, down falls the roof to a i:er-

moved.

;

tain height we cannot tell how much. It makes a mass of ruins, over which
there is, of course, a Very irregular cavity which contains it. You may conceive what the effect would be of a kind of mountain like this going in. When
:

" mountain,'' I am not far out. In this mine the goaf is thir1 use the term,
teen acres in extent, in reality one and a half times the size of Lincotn's-innSuch is the extent of the goaf I am speaking of to-night, where this
fields.
accident happened. This jud itself, therefore, must be rather larger in size
than the great pyramid m Egypt. Whether it goes up in the same angle we
but the degree of the angle where we crept to it was, as far
at all
as I recollect, what 1 have taken here, which would be the same kmd of
thing, supposing it was very much cut out and in, which is the character of
a goaf. As this settles down into masses, not quite so compact as the rocks
Men
before, it is very likely that here and there the roof rests on the goaf.
have crept up these cavities, and gone a certain distance on the top of the
A friend of mine has been up in this very goaf I am
goaf, as they call it.
speaking of, at Haswell, creeping some ten or twelve yards over the blocks
of stone, and getting into it. There is great risk in doing this, unless a man
knows what he is about, because a fall having taken place here, another faU
may take place, and you may be there at the time. We ourselves had rathe"^
interesting experience of the manner in which these things take place, for
while we were there, a fall of this description actually occurred, and cut us
off from each other. Mr. Lyell happened to be a little in advance of the spot
where it occurred, and I a short way behind. He heard the noise, but I saw
the effect. But the interest of the coal owners and men is such that they do
really venture up into these goafs at times when it is not safe to do so. Remember, then, that this goaf is a loosish mass of ruins, always, of course,
having a vacant space in it, about equal to the amount of coal taken away
for you must bear in mind that all this ground was once solid. They have
taken away coal equivalent to this space. The rocks fall down and until
the surface of the ground begins to settle, there must be a vacant space in the
goaf somewhere or other of equal amountjto the coal taken away. Think of the
thickness of a block, equal in magnitude to that extent over a surface of thirteen acres, and that space left unoccupied by solid matter in this one goaf.
There are some mines at Newcastle, or in the neighbourhood, with very large
the largest that I have heard of is ninety-seven acres. Imagine
goafs
ninety-seven acres in one mountain of ruins. This is the largest cavity w hich
we have heard of in that neighbourhood. There are others whicli are very
large at Whitehaven, in Lord Lonsdale's mines, but 1 must not go into that
;

:

;

;

subject.

The point

which

It is a gas which burns more brightly and powerfully than
fire-damp, gives more light, contains a greater quantity of carbon, and fires
sooner. In these respects it differs from, but in others it agrees very well

plosive matter.

;

know not

;

[Aprilj

will extinguish

a light.

now

It is

unfit to breathe,

and

so also

is

the air

com-

(The lecturer showed these
by experiments.) This is one reason why so many lives were sacrificed, and the accident was so extensive, by the recent explosion at Haswell
colliery.
The circumstance of the combination to which I have referred in
the mine produces the very same kind of bad air as produced the explosion I
showed you from the mixture of coal gas with air, which certainly seemed a
very tame explosion. Before we went down Into the mine in the first instance
it was exceedingly difhcult to account for so large a number of deaths as
ninety. five taking place, when, from the report of men who had come out of
the pit only an hour or two before, there was little or no gas in the mine.
Miners who had only come out about an hour and a half before the accident
gave evidence before us that there was no gas in the mine. It was therefore
a difficult thing to account for the deaths of so many persons. Some of
these unfortunate individuals were burnt, but a great many were not ; the
former evidently died from burning and suffocation, the latter from suffoca-

bined with the coal or fire-damp in the mine.
effects

tion only.
I will show you a little experiment which illustrates the manner in whicli
when a fire does happen in a mine, the evil increases and grows up to
a most enormous extent. You see I burn this gas fairly, merely giving it an
opportunity of ifiixing with the air gradually, and so, getting the right and
just proportions, it burns very brightly
but if I mix it with air first— which
is always the case in a mine— it does not bum in the same character.
I have
here a lamp of wire gauze, upon .Sir Humphrey Davy's principle it will not
allow the flame to go through it nil! allow the air to go in and the gas to
;

;

;

I

wish particularly to

call

your attention to

is

the relation of the

goaf to the fire-damp, which is the real subject I desire to bring before you.
Fire-damp is hydro-carbon gas, a compound of hydrogen and carbon, formed
during the production of coal. Those are part of the organic matter in its
present state, and are retained in the coal under these circumstances until
apertures are made for its escape. This gas mixing w ith the air of the mine
piak«s an explosive mixture.

For the purpose of representing fire-damp,

I

mix very
it does in the mine before the miner by accident
In setting a light to this, I shall, therefore, have a very different effect to what I had before.
You perceive that I have now a combination, not of air only, but of air ami gas burning together; this would explode,
were it not that the wire gauze prevents any such consequence taking place.

go out

much

;

consequently,

in the

if I

let

the gas into this wire gauze,

it

will

same manner as

sets fire to it.

Yfe see here the combinatioa which takes place oi coal-damp and

aic

down
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mine but that is not all wliicli occurs llierc, for, in my Iwlief, by far
the greatest portion of combustible matter burnt in a mine, upon such occahas
is the coal-dust which rushes up the passages when the explosion
happened. When we went down, we found, near to the place where the ex-

in tlic

!

sions,

plosion occurred, all (he columns plastered wilh coal-dust taken up from the
door and driven forward by the blast, forming a fiery stream passing Ihroush
the passages, part of it coking, other portions being converted inio gas, and

showing the direction which the explowas plastered half an inch thick, while ihere
was none on the other side, indicating fully both the chemical and mechanical
eliects of the explosion.
If I take a little coal-dust, and mix it with tliat

some cemented

to the walls

;

clearly

sion Iiad taken, because one side

you will soon see what a difference there will be in the combination.
The danger arises not merely from the combination of air and fire-damp, but
from the kind of mixture wiiich I am now going to make. I have thrown a
little powdered coal Into this apparatus, and you see how much stronger the
combustion comes on. The gas. first of all, commences the evil, and then
(lame,

lights up tills combustible matter (the dust of coal), of «liich the whole place
consists fioor, roof, walls, and every part being composed of it. The fire
thus gathers energy, and goes on ramifying through the mine. It is only
upon this principle that we can account for the extraordinary extent of injury
by choke-damp, the result of combustion, causing ninety-five deaths in what
was considered a very safe mine.
Now, with regard to the coal gas; fori must re.ally shorten my observa;

you at once to the point in relation to the
goaf and the coal-damp. Fire-damp is light and we may very well use an
experiment or two here, for the purpose of pointing out liy coal gas what its
Coal gas is really, in many rases, when made in London, not far
cfTect is.
Now, here you would not
off in its degree of gravity from the fire-damp.
understand in a moment the principle, but these experiments and demonstra(The lecturer then showed
tions make it far more impressive to the mind,
various experiments, to prove that coal gas, and therefore the gas of the
miner, if accumulated under a vessel, or chamber open below, but having no
outlet above, would remain at the upper part, and when mi.teJ with atmostions for the purpose of bringing

;

pheric air would,

quence

if

that

is this,

place of this sort,

it

a light be brought near, ignite and explode.) The conseif the blower, or any gas in the blower, can get into a
I will not put a light there,
will remain there some time.

because it might shake the thing to pieces. If I come here two, three, five,
or even ten minutes, after 1 have filled it with gas, I sh:ill find the fire-damp
remaining tliere. (Experimenting.) There it is. You jierceive that I had to
carry my light up a certain distance; I could not find it lower down, tut
there we found it. because of its lightness. So light is tliis gas and this firedamp, that it files from one thing to the other. I have one very important
point to show you wilh regard to tlie operation of these coming immediately
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above that which they work in reality, from the opening of small seams and
beds, or whatever cause it be, it will open passages from that to the upper
strata of tills, to the fire-damp contrincd in the goaf itself. There is
not the least doubt that any vents of this sort would tend to become
resting-places for the gas, which would run into it at different times
and under different circumstances, and there remain in larger or smaller
degrees. There can be no doubt that the goaf is a very convenient place for
the gas to accumulate in
that there is a tendency to that in the goaf from
the ventilation, the arrangement of which I must not go into, but It is very
beautiful. There are two deep pits tlie one lias a furnace at the bottom, so
that the first becomes a chimney. There Is an Immense draft up this pit, and
there is a great mixture of air and gas. They ventilate most carefully the
space of coal where they are working, because there they are ever coming to
new reservoirs of gas, and new apertures open into it. They ventilate the goaf
;

;

also, in some degree, but so feebly, that the air there is almost stagnant.
They cannot afford to have a sweeping current all over the w hole of the mine.
Whenever a mine contains 100 acres, any quantity of air whicii goes down a
ft. diameter cannot be made to extend over the wh<de of that space.
The gas goes through the apertures which are left so that in such places
the air must be regarded as really stagnant.
Much more are the cavities

cavity 12

;

These goafs ar» loose masses of rocks falling
together. If you take a sponge in a gale of wind, the air sweeps away all
from the outside; It would not touch the cells, or inner side. These cavities
then become, in fact, reservoirs for fire-damp, if they have access to the goaf
within the goafs stagnant.

It will

contain fire-damp just as well as any other part. Any previous part
may be made subject to fire-damp, if there is any in the goaf of

of the goaf

the mine.

Now
of

let us

all, if

evolved

look at the effect of the goaf under certain circumstances. First
it opens to one place where the fire-damp is
lliink it does evolve it.
There Is plenty of proof that the

be no generator,

It

but we

;

Not many weeks after we came away an acA man put his candle up a cavity of a goaf, and said,
no damp here !" when an explosion immediately took place, and
four men were killed, proving, very unfortunately for the men themselves,
that the goaf is a very dangerous place. Whether the fire-damp is evolved
there or not we cannot positively say but if not, it is quite clear that any
gas evolved in any part of the coal in excess will gradually creep into the
goaf. There are certain mines, we were informed, which to this day are involved in this condition although they ventilate carefully, as well as they
can, all through the mine, still they are obliged to adopt regular periods for
goaf

is

a very dangerous place.

cident happened.

" Sec, here

is

;

;

firing the residue of the mine, " firing ofi," as they call

clearing away,

it,

for the purpose of

by burning, the fire-damp.

into action in the goaf.

Sometimes they are obliged to do
a-day for the purpose of getting rid of the fire-damp. Such
gas as that, however, must always be dangerous. The goaf, therefore, is

any

pi?rpetually liable to be a reservoir of gas, even

This gas is always to be found at the upper part of
If you will allow me to consider this as a
cavity where it may exist.
model goaf, (an oblong inverted vessel), for the purposes of our illustration,
you will soon see the effect of its lightness in determining thegas to one place
for if I let a little gas into this goaf, which I can do from
or the other
this jet, whichever end of this goaf I incline up there the gas will be found
it will not remain in one place, but will oscillate from side to side, according
being, in that
to the position of the vessel, in consequence of its lightness
respect, comparable, in an inverse ratio, to water, which, of course, will How
from side to side in the vessel, because of its heaviness. Whatever you can
imagine in fluids you may suppose also in regard to gas. 1 will let gas into
this goaf.
Although I have a great number of drafts, and I myself make a
considerable motion in the air, I dare say in this place we shall be able to
make the experiment. (The lecturer then shewed by experiment that the gas
was at all times in the upper part of the inverted vessel, and that it moved
from end to end, according as one or other end was raised.)
In a mine, there appears to be a tendency to the evolution of this light
hydro-carburet fire-damp. It seems to be oddly given forth at times. A
man will come upon the blower, and enter a little cavity then there comes a
rush of gas from a place the size of my finger, rushing out, perhaps, and
taking fire by his candle If it happens without any serious injury to the m:in,
it will burn away like a great torch.
At other times it will creep up to every
part of the coal then an accumulation will take place wilh the atmosphere
from these blowers, but still equally dangerous. There was a case In which
the gradual evolution of fire-damp from the coal produced this oliect. A
vessel, laden with coal, having come part of Its voyage, the gas fnmi the cargo
came out and made the Iiold of the vessel explosive a sailor hapin'ned to go
down below with a light, and the place blew uji, exactly in the same manner
as the explosions take place in these passages of the mines. This shows under
what circumstances the gas comes out of the coal during the working of a
mine. If there be any evolution of gas in a mine, which at any time causes
the conveyance of gas into a cavity of the goaf, it will, as you have seen in
tills experiment, tend to rise to the upper part.
It is a light gas; every mixture of it is lighter than .ur, and the light gas will tend to rise to the higher
part. There is, therefore, every reason to believe, that if this goaf opened
into an upper stratum, and you will find there arc five, si.x, or more strata
;

:

;

;

:

;

:

this three times

liroJucer.

there be

If there be

any gas in the goafs,

any cause which

may

lead to any further influx of

it

though

it

may

will be in the

it

not itself be a

upper parts.

If

increase the quantity of gas in the goaf, or
into the goaf, it will flow off at the upper part.

There are some very extraordinary causes which tend to make the gas ascend.
First of all, bear in mind what I told you before of the manner in which the
men proceed in working the mine, taking away pillar after pillar, and then at
last, drawing the juds.
Imagine a pillar here he props the roof up takes
away the pillar, and so converts it into a jud at last he withdraws the jud
and then what happens ? Part of the roof falls down, and extends the goaf,
But mark the consequence it will not merely have made the goaf larger by.
spreading the basin yet more, but the edge of the basin becomes a little higher.
Now, supposing a goaf of thirteen acres to be full of gas, or an explosive
;

;

;

;

mixture,

down

to a certain level, that the ventilation

gas up to that point.

had carried

This breaking in of the goaf has the

altering the level one foot.

eflijct

off all the

at

once of

Throughout the whole extent of that goaf a

stratum of air in the interstices would pass ofl' one foot in depth, flowing out at
that one place.
The whole of the adjustment of the a;rlal strata in that goaf

would be altered

in that

maner, just as though

pond of water, you would
a very serious matter.

of the edge of a
Is

let

if

you were break

out one foot of

ofl'

one foot

its deplli.

This

There

is, liowever, one other point which I must notice, and that an extraordinary one, namely, the effect of the pressure of the atmosphere. The
philosophy is very well known to scientific men, though not generally under-

vary as much as 3 in. in the barometer, flucIt often happens in a single day,
its weight,
that it will drop one inch, falling from 30 to 29. What do you think would
occur in a goaf of that size, a small one. If the barometer descended to that
extent in one day ? The enormous quantity of air in the goaf, equal to the
bulk of Jcoal taken out, would expand, and occupy a larger space then, of
course it would overflow at the upper edge of the goaf in proportion to the
fill of the barometer.
The gas becomes squeezed by the superincumbent atmosphere into every crack. It retreats into the solid coal itself; into the
cells of tlie coal
the blowers all cease in some degree, orjdiminish in action.

stood.

Tlie

atmosphere

will

tuating from 28 to 31 in. in

;

;

Tlie air in the

goaf retreats up, and takes a smaller space; fresh air is pourej
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lis
down

the shaft, because the pressure of the atmospliere above

When

the baromeler

enemy
comes

is

men are comparatively
but when it falls, all this

rising, the

retreating frum

is

gt'eafer.

because the
explosive matter

safe,

them
Then, of course, when the baroan overflow, or rather, an underflow of ^as from the goaf
into the workings of the mine, making it explosive. Even the men themselves
do not know anything of this fact. I will make an experiment to show you
how this acts by taking a porous substance, and exhausting the atmosphere
from it. I am using only a piece of charcoal, which is a bad thing, because
it is by no means sufficiently porous.
If I increase the pressure of the atmosphere, I expect you will soon see the (;as, or fire-damp, creeping out of the
is

;

forth into the mine from the goaf.

meler

falls,

there

is

cavities of the charcoal.

You

now

rushing cut of all these
cavities, even with a very moderate diminution of pressure of the atmosphere,
and imder very unfavourable circumstances as compared with the enormous

You

cavities in the mine.

will

perceive

it

how

The

goaf)

principle cannot fail to answer.

ing of a jud

was at the very edge of the jud. It was in a mine well venfree from gas as mines go.
The underviewer actually declared
that he never saw any gas in it in his life. Tlie gas, however was found by
others. They were drawing that jud at the time of the accident; whether
the jud or stones had broken the Davy lamp, and so set fire to the gas, we
cannot tell. We saw some lamps at the very place; but yet we cannot tell
accurately how it occurred. All we know is that they were enlarging the
cdjie of the goaf in that part when the accident took place.
Another explosion took place. Some of the men were choked
others were choked and
burnt but they were all killeil by suff'ocation, so that there were two causes.
Without saying whether this was or was not the cause, we venture to think
that the ventilation of the goaf should be attended to by itself, apart from
it

;

and

;

;

We were not fitting judges of the fact as to \vhether
the mine was or was not sufficiently ventilated those who are qualified to
give an opinion on the matter say that it was. But as regards the goaf, we
venture to say that was not ventilated enough it was avery feeble current of
the rest of the mine.

;

:

air, not carried forward to the extent to which it ought to have been in a
mine, where there is a liability to the action of fire-damp. The safety of the
miners hangs upon a change in the baromeler, a sudden increase of gas in
the mine, and various other circumstances.

M'ishing to

make our examination

as quietly as possible, and to have our

Report as complete as we could, we proposed upon general principles the
following plan for the prevention of these sad calamities. That a pipe should
be laid from the goaf into the upcast shaft, or into what is called the return
way, and cither by a draft, or some mechanical means, to draw oS' the air
from the goaf. That the pipe shall be thrust up into the goaf, then carried
to the upcast shaft, and exhausted by machinery.
Now my notion was without any mechanical means, merely by the draft of the upcast shaft, if connected with the goaf, that such an arrangement would be sufficient to ventilate the goaf. I am going to shew you that that draft is sufficient to ventilate the goaf. Here is a pipe entering the chimney
I have carried off this
pipe a certain distance part of it is made of glass, another portion of waterproof cloth carried out at the further end, at which place there is such a
draft that a candle can hardly be kept lighted there. It is just that kind of
draft which I propose to use in the removal of the gas from the goaf. That
is what We call the return way, and this the upcast shaft
not that I mean
to say that the return in the mine is all air, because such isnot the case. Our
proposition is to have in such return way a pipe laid down purposely to proceed to the goaf. But I must show how it is such a small fire creates so great
a draft. The velocity of the air in the mine is measured by smoke from the
;

;

:

explosion of a

gunpowder

and I

same
purpose; the draft which I liave here, being of course very small, compared
with that which exists in the mine, although about in the same proportion to
theirs.
They have two fires in the upcast; and they informed me that there
was half-a-ton of coals on each. These fires are always kept up, so that
there

is

little

;

will imitate their process for the

continually a ton of coals in combustion in them. You may imagine
fact, how great the draft must be.
A little gunpowder will now be

from that

which will enable you to judge of the velocity of the
(This was done, and the passage of the smoke through tlie pipe could

fired at the other end,

draft.

he seen through the glass.) You now perceive the beautiful manner in which
the smoke passes from end to end. Now it is here
then it is at the middle
of the pipe and now again it is gone out at the end. This will give an idea
of the application of this plan, and will show how a draft of this kind could
draw the gas out. Were 1 to give an account of the number of cubical feet
drawn out in one hour, you would be perfectly astonished. I will now show
how sound these principles are in theory, I cannot at present see any diflSculty in practice. Here is a mere register hole going into a flue. The register hole .is applicable in principle and also in practice,
(The lecturer showed

it.

Draft, of course,

is

;

ways creep. Our proposition is to lay down iron
reach to the upshaft, or return way, by a flexible extremity
the creep. That is to say, when the pillars are still standing
the superincumbent weight of the earth would squeeze them bodily into the
ground ; the earth would ooze in, and this they call creeping. The whole
pillars exist, these

and the
pipes

which

will

sort of

tilated,

merely requires a pipe of any

;

earth

in which this space would serve as a receptacle for fire-damp,
of the explosive mixture which comes forth when the barometer
these ninety-five men were killed, it was actually by the draw-

When

the

it,

There is an oljjection which occurred to myself, and I
dare say to both of us, and most likely also to the coal-owners. Indeed the
papers, with that infallibility which belongs to ihem, have at once declared
that our plan w ould do no good that every coal-owner, without exception,
was satisfied that it would not answer. The difficulty which I allude to is
this
there is in a mine what they call the oreep. When a mine is in work,

come round
full

into

absolutely necessary.

being
falls.

It

sort carried into a place, with a reasonable draft in

but then there

it

up

other end of the pipe entering a flue of a fire-place, representing, for the
time being, the upcast shafi, which clearly proved that no gas could remain
at a lower point in the goaf than the end of the pipe introduced into the

does not it come out and overflow. (The
lecturer showed this by suspending the charcoal in water under the receiver
of an air-pumpj Once in a thousand days, or any other time, a permJ would
see

[April,

the model goaf could be cleared of gas by a pipe passing

is

:

is

like a little bit

way.

of sealing-wax with a candle brought together in this
to anything

Of course, that would destroy any arrangement, as

the earth, like the water or gas-pipe of London.

I have since proposed
a pipe hung up in the air; but, I believe, that a pipe of that sort, a flexible
any time. I think it
it
at
air pipe would do, and you might have access to
possible that they might block up one of these ways in the pit, and keep the
pipe safe from failure or harm. Upon the plan of the Haswell mine there
would be no difficulty at all in conveying such a pipe from the goaf. leannot tell w hat the plans in other mines are, but I am satisfied that 50/. would
lay down a very good pipe from the return to the goaf.
At least, that is my
conviction: I am perfectly sure that the principle is correct, although the
practice may show difficulties but still, I think, not such as are insurmountable. I was observing that the pipe might be temporary, but I might say, it
docs not need that the pipe might go in. There is an objection made to this,
that they cannot form their goafs entirely at will. We do not want to do
so.
If a pipe of that sort went about six feet up into a goaf, no variation of
the atmosphere would ever bring the fire-damp into the mine. Well, then,
having got six feet into the goaf, they may go on 30, 40, or 50 feet, in tlie
further working of the mine, before they need change the position of that
pipe, or before the outer extremity would be below the highest point of the
edge of the goaf. We are not bound to find with mathematical exactness the
highest elevation in the goaf; all we have to do is, to keep the pipe within
the part where the fire-damp is, which would be an easy thing to do. M'e
have no idea that this process can be anything so perfectly mathematical, or
that if it intermits for an hour, it can do harm. My notion is this, that if it
work one day in three, it would keep the mine perfectly safe by removing
the flre-damp entirely out of the way. That is my impression whether it
will prove so or not, I cannot at all say
that must depend a good deal on the
circumstances of each mine individually. The great point with us is to
draw the air away. I have said already, that one of fire-damp will render
let in

;

;

;

;

The general process of ventilation is, to drive air
mine and goaf, mixing it altogether, and thus making an explosive
We should ventilate the goaf by drawing off the fire-damp, and

fourteen of air explosive.
into a

mixture.

therefore I prefer this principle of drawing out its contents to sending air into

We do not want to carry fresh air into the goaf; we would rather keep
the poison out of the system, than send in a great flood of water to drive it
out afterwards. The thing is, to prevent the evil ; and if you take away one

It.

measure of gas, you prevent the chance of fifteen explosions afterwards
w hereas, throw in one measure of air into the goaf, and you throw out a measure of gas, which will make fifteen measures of explosive mixture. Everything, therefore, points to the withdrawal of the gas rather than the throwing
in of the air.
I am glad to find, is not new among the
Mr. Ryan's method of ventilating mines is one which essendepends upon draw ing or draining off' the gas from the mine. To my
mind his principle seems very beautiful, aud cannot but be most valuable
in very many cases, although in some it is said to have failed. 1 know that
aSman may fail twenty times in a good thing, and yet succeed in nume-

This principle of withdrawing gas,

coal-owners.
tially

rous instances afterwards.

There was another gentleman, of the name of Taylor, who proposed, many
years ago, to ventilate mines by drawing out gas from the mine by a particular apparatus. Our proposition has been limited entirely to the goaf by
;

going to that part which is not ventilated by the common means. It is in the
goaf that we would lay this drainage. AVedo not venture so far as to sayj

;

;

would certainly succeed in practice in the mine; but
that a cavity like this should have some attention paid to

it

of the fire-damp from

it.

it

it

does seem to

us,

for the removal

PLATE

a

BC.
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ATMOSPHERIC BAII.WAY.

for the construction and worhing of atmospheric railways,"
Knrolletl October 30, 184-1. See Engraving, Plate IX.

—Granted April 30
:

through, and the vessel itself being full of water, then, when
opened at the under side of the
it is reipiired to form a vacuum, a pipe b, is
water descends by its gravity in the pipe n, anil by its veloand
the
vessel A,
air

city passes the

curved lower end of the pipe, and ascends in a

jet as

high as

and at different heights are placed
troughs, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4. li, 6, 7, and 8. which catch the water and conduct it
"', and 8', whence it is pumped back
into reservoir.s Nos. 1'. 2', 3', 4', 5', G',
again by a small engine into the vessel a, being also assisted by the partial
vacuum remaining in the vessel when the train has passed. The branch pipis
connecting the vessel with the main-pipe having valves, which are shut just
before the train-piston in the main-pipe reaches the branch, and the water in
the upper one or two vessels, when the vacuum is high enough, may bo forced
back again inio the vessel A, through a pipe, by the pressure of the atmosphere acting on the surface of the water; and the valves in these pipes Ijeing
then closed, no air will follow them, and the remainder of the water will he
pumped up by the small engine ready to form the vacuum for drawing the
the partial

vacuum

in the vessel allows

it

There seems here considerable misunderstanding of the principles of hyIn the first place there is no gain but rather a loss of power by
allowing the water to ascend from the curved end of the pipe in a jet. It is
a fact of common observation that the water of the fountain never rises so
high as its source whereas the water of conduit-pipes will always ascend to

draulics.

;

would

rise, if

its

source.

The height

conveyed throughout

to tvhich tlie water of the tank

in a pipe,

would be proportional

A

to the

exhaustion of the air above a ; when, for instance, that exhaus'.ion had been
carried so far that only J of the atmospheric pressure remained, we should
have, on the principle of the barometer, the height of the column sustained
in the tube ; or taking 33 feet to be the height of water corres[)onding to the

atmospheric pressure, the level of the water in the lube would be 22 feet below the level of that in the tank. But if the tube were not continued upward
the reservoirs, but the water flowed in a jet, the level which it would
The elevation of the reservoir of the great founreacli would be still lower.

to

tain at Chatsworth

the fountain

is

280

is

381

feet,

valves worked by

drawn in either direction. At 2 for instance, two stophand arc placed in the main-pipe, one a little to the right

to the left of the engine, so that the tractive force of the en;jino
be exerted either towards 1 nr towards 3 ; if therefore a train lie drawn

2

may

towards 2 from 1, the right hand valve at 2 is opened and the left hand shut
if a train be drawn from 3 to 2, the left hand valve is open and the right

hand shut.
Another object of the patent is the gradual enlargement of the bore of the
main-pipe as shown in fig. 5, where the steepness of gradients renders additional force necessary for the propulsion of the train. The piston is so arranged as to be capable of expanding to fill the enlarged pipe, and again
contracting when the pipe is reduced to its usual diameter. The method by
which

this piston

is

to

be constructed

is

not very clearly expressed in the

main feature of the plan seems to be that the expanding
piston shall be formed of a bag of leather or other flexible materials, which
is to be distended by a lever, see fig. 6, controlled by the conductor of the
specification, but the

train.

There are other minor improvements specified, but the above are the principal.

\Viu.iAM FoKn, of

DRAIN PIPES AND TILES.
Lawn End, South Lambeth, Surrey, Drain

merits of their present invention would be to pump the water at once from
the tank a into a higher reservoir from which tlie water could flow back
the train had passed.

Another part of the patent is the disposition of the different sections of
the main pipe in one continuous tube, and the following arrangement of the
order of working the air pump.
4
3
2
1
5
Suppose the train starts from 1 ; "when the train starts, No. 1 engine is
2 and 3, are at work drawing the train along No. 1 section of
'H'hen
pipe, and No. 4 engine is started to exhaust No. 3 section of pipe.
the train passes the branch-pipe leading to No. 2 engine, the latter is slopped,
and No. engine is started to exhaust No. 4 section of pipe, while Nos. 3
and 4 engines draw the train along No. 2 section of pipe on the train p.assing
the branch leading to No. 3 engine, that engine is stopped, and No. 6 engine

Maker,

Tile

for " improvements in the manufacture of lubes for draining land and for other
purposes, and in drain iWi's.''— Granted July 30, 1844 ; Enrolled January 30,

18«.

The objects of the invention are improvements in the machinery for making drain pipes and tiles, and a mode of forming sockets on the pipes. The
machine is portable and complete within itself, and its movement is horizontal,
a piston working wiihin a clay chamber being pressed forward to force the
clay through the moulding orifice, and the pipe or tile thus formed cut to
the required length by a simple operation. The improvements consist of a
fixed chamber, that can be filled with clay very expeditiously, having a
hinged cover and a lever apparatus, which is released from a spr.ng c itch
by a tappit on the piston rod. that acts the instant all the clay is discharged
from the chamber, throws the driving pinion out of gear, and prevents injury
to the working parts of the machine.

on the pipes is parted in the centre longia stop, and at the other a mould of the
external form of the socket, and the pipe being placed wiihin, with its end
The cylinder

for forming sockets

tudinally, and hinged at one end

is

against the stop and the cylinder closed a mandrill, at one end of which is a
mould of the internal form of the socket is passed through it, and an excess of
length of the pipe is driven into the socket mould, and a socket is thus formed
;

so accurately,

the inventor states, as to render the pipe

fit

for

many

other

purposes besides draining.

and the height which the water attains from

feet.

Another mistake is the employment of several reservoirs to catch the
water. The object of this is stated to be " to i)revent the water descending
lower than is absolutely necessary, and thus avoid the cost of pumping it
back from a lower level than requisite." Now if this plan were found to
produce the eflect proposed, we must conclude that the labour of working a
common pump would depend on the depth to which the supply-tube descended
into the water. But on the contrary, the effort required for raising the water
depends wholly on the height to which it is raised above its source; and
would be no greater if the supply tube descended to the bottom of ocean than
In the case before us therefore the
if it reached only just below the surface.
labour would be just the same whether the water were raised from sever..!
stages by diO'erent supply-pipes, or from one general reservoir by a pipe
reaching to the bottom of it. The most simple and effective plan, and that
which perhaps the patentees will adopt when they have ascertained the

when

system and a certain arrangement of stop-valves within the main

pipe the train can be

;

next train.

exactly the level of

this

;

This patent has several distinet objects: the first is a new method of exhausting the main pipe of an atmospheric railway, and is thus described a
of rails,
large, close, water-vessel, or tank, a, is placed by the side of the line
as much
as shown in the drawing, fig. 4, and this contains two or three times
water as equals the capacity of one section of the main line of [lipe. The
water vessel, a, has a pipe c at its upper side, connecled'to the main-pipe, to
exhaust the

Nos. 4 and 5 engines drawing the train along No. 3 section of pipe,

so on."

and the other

lAConaml Joseph D'Aouii.ar S.vmuda, ofSouthwark Iron Works, engineers,
" iniprovemenis in llic manufacture and arrangement of parts and apparulus

fot
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BROOM PAPER.
JIosES Pool*, of Lincoln's Inn, Middlesex, for "Improvements in the numuEnrolled Jan. 1845. (A communi;

fatlurc o/;)arer."— Granted July 10, 1814
cation from a foreigner.

The improvements
to a

pulpy

broom

is

state, for

employment of the broom

plant, reduced

paper, in the following manner.

The common

consi^t in the

making

the one most preferred by the inventor,

or dry, by being

first

steeped in water or not

it

may

he used either green

the branches of the

;

broom are

during this process the plant should be immersed eiiher
crushed or bruised
the woody parts are then sein hot or cold water and continually changed
parated from the filamentous ]iarts the former are again ground before they
;

;

—

— the

crushing is continued until the water flows
Afterwards the pulp is submitted to great pressure to force out the water, and then submitted to a lessuve of about 101b. of
lime and 2 lb. of soda to 2001b. of pulp. It is next put into a w;tshing mill
to have the pulp untwisted and thoroughly washed, and at the same time all
the woody particles that may float on the surface removed. The pulp is again
pressed and divided into small parcels for the purpose of bleaching, and is
exposed to the action of chlorine, either in vapour or in a liquid state, for
about 25 minutes } lb. of muriatic acid is used for every 200 lb. of pulp. The
pulp after it has rested fur li hours is ready to be made into paper.
The claim is for the preparation and employment of a pulpy matter obtained from the broom plant to the manufacture of paper.

are mixed with

the latter

away without any

colour.

;

stiipiied, Niis.

.'J

;

SMOKE COMBUSTION.
M'lM.iAii Bf.dington, Junior, of
construction offurnaces."— Gnnled

The

Birmingham,

i\ji\y

objects of this invention are

the

10,

"for improvements in the
1844; Enrolled January 10, 1845.

more perfect comljustion

the prevention of a great discharge of smoke.

It is

proposed

of fuel

th.it

and

the gases

10*
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[April,

aad smoke after Ic-aving the furnace, shall pass into a chamber below the
furnace and at the back of the ash pit, which is constantly supplied with air,
and be there deflected by a " hanging-bvidge'' so as to mix intimately with

tons. So that to dispatch a train from London to Brighton not only would
the train have to be set in motion, but 2700 tons of metal beside. If therefore we take the weight of the train at 21 tons, we multiply the load to be

the atmosphere and be inflamed by

set in

it.

CAULKING

Sasah Coote,

vessels."— Granted July 21, 1844

Under

;

and hemp is discarded and shorn wool
picked and then saturated with paint of

this invention the use of flax

This substance

is

first

white lead.

After the paint

is

strained

FARRELL'.S

oil,

ARCHIMEDEAN*

the wool

is

ready for use.

(.SPIRAL)

RAILWAY.

'

a

is similar to the well known conits cogs in gearing "itb llie thread
of the revolving screw. An endless screw is laid down between the rails, the
whole length of the railway. This endless screw is turned by stationary engines, and two wheels fixed to the foremost carriage of the train are acted
upon by the thread of the screw, which thus gives motion to the train.
Fig. 1, Pkite 9. is an elevation of a carriage and a portion of the railway.
The screw propeller is keyed to the shaft a by w rought-iron arms e, to the
end of which the spiral is bolted at c. The shaft is divided into lengths of
about 12 feet each, and the two ends of each lengih turn on bearings attached
to the cross-sleepers. The lengths are connected at the bearings so as to
turn together. Fig. 2 is a cross section, a the shaft, and b the connecting

arm

c the circle which any point of the spiral describes in its
a a the wheels which bear on tlie thread of the spiral and communicate motion to the carriage h, m, i, refer to mechanism for disconnecting the pair of wheels from the spiral when the train is to be stopped.
The following passa-es from Mr. Farrell's published account of his system
seem the most material.
*' The shafting
is proposed to be formed Jof iron'' tubing 4 inches diameter,
and half an inch in thickness the weight found by accurate calculation and
as in

fig. 1.

;

;

;

proved by e.\-periment as sufficient to twist such a shaft if applied to the periphery of an 18-inch pinion fast on it is 22,1961b. now, as half the breaking
weight may be applied without producing any deflection, we have a shaft to
;

which we may apply 11,100

:

lar nature.

The strength of materials must be enormous to prevent a tube a mile
and a half long being twisted and broken by a force which causes it to re-

The principle of the invention
14, 1844.
trivance of turning a cog-wheel by placing

rotation

!

4th.

scheme for propelling railnay carriages by stationary steam enMr. Farrell is an architect of Dublin, and his patent bears date Nov.

is

gines.

ntiil otiier

Enrolled January 24, 1845.

substituted.

This

SHIPS.

of Clifton, for "improvements in caulking ships

And m every railroad the load maintained in motion
motion 101 times
would be quadrupled, as it would consist of one length of spiral weighing
eighty tons + the train propelled by it.1
2nd. Engines would have to be maintained in working every three miles.
3rd. Every engineer knows that the endless screw is a most inefficient mechanijcal agent, on account of the waste of power which it causes from friction and it is seldom used except in musical boxes and mechanism of a simi-

volve rapidly.
5th. Tliere

must be great

difficulty in obtaining

a retrograde motion of the

train corresponding to the action of reversing locomotive engines.

our readers as to the value
of the invention. We cannot help regretting that Mr. Farrell should have
spent his time and money in patenting a scheme so hopeless futile.
These considerations

will,

we think,

satisfy

BRICK AND TILE MACHINE.

William Worby,
files,

and other

Dec. 1814.

'*
Improvements in the manufacture of brichs^
from plastic materials." Granted June 24 ; Enrolled
fig, 3, Plate IX.

of Ipswich, for

articles

—

See Engraving,

The machinery represented

in the engraving Plate 9, consists of

a pug mill

containing an upright shaft with six or more spirally arranged knives,
in the ordinary manner by a horse or other power attacbeil to the
the clay is put into the pug mill through the hopper aperture e, at

a,

worked
beam b

;

the top, and gradually driven down to the bottom of the pug mill through
apertures into separate chambers (i d rf, on the outside of the pug mill, of
which there may be three, four, or a larger number each is furnished with a
;

e, worked up and down by vertical rods /, attached by
and socket joints at top and bottom, at the top to a cross beam g, wilh
in the centre through which the shaft of the pug mill
collar
a conical formed
passes on the beam b, there is a small wheel h, which as the beam revolves
depresses one piston at the same time the corresponding piston is raised, so
that by a complete revolution of the beam b, the pistons in all the chambers
are once raised or depressed, at the same time the tempered clay is forced
through the openings in the bottoms of the chambers, which are furnished

closely fitted piston

ball

;

periphery of an 18-inch wheel with
perfect safety, without producing any tortion whatever. Now the power required to turn a mile and a half of screw propeller from a state of rest is

with dovetailed plates to receive dies, or plates wilh orifices of the required
form that the clay is to be moulded the apertures leading from the pug mill
to the chambers are furnished with slides J, regulated by a lever so as to close

about one-seventh of the power that may with jierfect
safety be applied to the 18-inch pinion, or, in other words, the shafting might
be extended to seven times the length I have proposed without being subjected
to any torlion whatever."
It will be observed that it is here assumed that the length of spiral experimented upon does not affect the liability of torsion. No iv it may be very
true that the half dozen yards experimented upon by Mr. Farrell took 22,196
Jb. to twist them, but we question whether a much less force would not have
twisted the spiral if it had been 50 yards long.
" With respect to the power required for this system, it has been shown that

the opening or

1,6001b.,

which

lbs.

at the

is

1,6001b. applied to the periphery of an 18-inch pinion will be sufficient to
overcome the inertia of a mile and a lialf of propeller, and set it in motion

round

its axis.

revolution

it

Now, suppose

makes on

its

the pitch of the screw to be 12 feet, then every

axis impels the train 12 feet,

and 154 revolutions
of 21 miles an hour; to obtain

per minute will impel the train at the rate
this speed we require a spur-wheel 5J times the diameter of the |)inion, or 8
feet 3 inches in diameter, making 28 revolutions in a minute.
If tliis spurwheel is turned by a 2-feet crank, the radius of the wheel being 4 ft. li in.,
it follows, that in order to apply a power equal to 1,6001b. at the periphery
of the spur-wheel, we must apply twice and ^th of that power, or 3,3001b.
to the crank
this power would be afforded by a condensing engine 24-inch
cylinder, 4 feet stroke, and making 28 strokes per minute, or 18 horses power."
"The foregoing calculations are made without any reference to the provision spoken of for bringing the propeller gradually into motion
but as such
provision is made, and it is known that half the power thai is required to set a
;

;

macliine in motion is sufficient to continue that motion, we may safely calculate
on one-half the power above stated, or 800 lb. as available for the purpose of

;

any portion of

it.

The

entire

machine

is

supported on four

legs.

Tlie claim

is,

the so arranging machinery that a suitable

pug

mill shall

have separate cylinders or chambers, each with a piston and moulding orifice
combined therevvitl^ by which a succession of bricks, tiles, or other articles
may be made.

CHIMNEY TUBES.
General George Wilson, of Cross Street,
for

Islington, Middlesex, machinist,
'^Improvements in the construction of chimneys, or Jireplacas generally,"
Enrolled Jan. Ibio. See Engraving, fig. 7, Plate IX.

Granted July 24, 1844

—

;

Tlie construction of patent stoves, grates, chimneys, flues, &c.,

under this

;— suppose a register stove made air-tight, instead of the
or bevil top, has an oval shaped canopy gradually contracted upwards to a circular tube about 10 inches high, a, with a contraction or swelling
patent
usual

is

as follows

fiat

inwards of about three inches in the centre of its height, the top of this tube
opens into the shaft of the chimney. When fixed the whole of the atmospheric air of a room pressing at the focus causes a simultaneous draft, particularly when assisted by the heat of the fire. It has the same effect as when
shut, and the whole of the atmosphere pressing against tlie door
key hole the means of escape, and the aperture heingsmall increases
The second improvement is tlie introduction at the back of the
grate of a tube i,iperforated with holes to leed the back of the fire with o.xygen,
and at the same time assist the up draft and prevent the necessity of blowing

a door

is

finds the
its

velocity.

The contracted tube maybe also introduced
chimney of a steam boiler or furnace.

or stirring.
vertical

at the foot of the

propelling the trains."

We quote this passage to direct our readers to the parts mnrked in italics,
which will serve to show the accuracy of Mr. Farrell's mechanical notions.
The following appear to us insuperable objections to the system.
1st. Taking Mr. Farrell's own calculation that a mile and a half
of the
screw propeller weighs SO tons, 50 miles of the screw would weigh about 2700

AGRICULTURAL MACHINE.
James Vieart, of Chilliswood House, near Taunton, Somerset,

R.N.

tlie means of obtaining and applying power for working
or driving thrashing machines, mills, chaff cutters, and other machines or appa^
ra(«s."— Granted Sept. 12, 1844; Enrolled March, 1845.
Hee Engnwinir

figs. 8,

* The term " Archimedean'
, which is becoming very iioi)ular.
The term
book of mech;
to the tubular pumping screw, the invention of which,
»ry one acquainted with hjdrauUca ascribes to A'rchimedes,

a applied in ell

Lieut.

for " Improvements in

9 and 10, Plate IX.

This invention ccnsists.in the application of the principle of tlie lever to
the construction of an engine or machine for obtaining motive power for

THE CIVIL ENGINEER AND ARCHITECT'S JOURNAL.
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driving agricultural and other machines.

Figs.

8, 9,

view, a plan and an end view of one ol the machines

or

rollers, to facilitate

its

;

and 10, show a sido
mounted on wheels

it is

transportation from one place to another and

its

has a strong wooden or iron framing
sliaft b
one end carries a large fly wheel
d, and the other end a band or drivii g wheel i-. There is also a horizontal
lever/, connected at ne end by means of a vertical rod It, to the crank of tlie
shaft, and at its opposite extremity to tlie lower end of a vertical rod /; which
is moved up and down in guides^, liNed to the framework of the machine by
means of vibrating arms or levers t, and chains or straps wi. Tlio patentee
proposes to increase the speed of the engine by gearing consisting of a large
adaptation to various kinds of work
n, which carries a liorizontal crank

it

;

;

i

joothed wheel », on the crank shaft, wliicli takes into and drives a pinion o,
on another shafl p, which carries a band wheel to drive thrasliing or other
machinery, in place of the band wheel on the before-mentioned cranked shaft.
The lovers have a vertical action of 35 to 40 sirukes per minute. The fly
wheel revolves on anti-friction wheels which nearly prevents all friction.
The power is attached to the machine by means of a clutch on the driving
;

shaft

b,

to

which

is

and

affixed a driving rod, universal joint,

friction couple

;

machine being injured, should any
which case the coupling revolves round the
shaft without driung the mill. The drum for a thrashing machine driven by
this power is two feet six in. in len'»ili, and 18 in. in diameter, and can thrash
120 bushels of barley or oats in 10 hours, and a proportionate quantity of
wheat, according to the yielding and length of straw. The specificalion
shows other modifications of the machine in one, there are two cranks shonn
on the driving shaft b, by which means a regular and powerful motion is
communicated to the machine, one of the levers being alternately in full acthe friction coupling

is

to prev.-nt the

hard substance get into

it,

in

tion.

carried into effect for carving an
fixed to a flat table

which

is

121

A

oak panel.

Instead of blowing glassinto globular or cylindrical forms by the ordinary
llie patentees propose to make quarries or other panes of glass either
jdain or ornamental by casting the glass "metal'' into iron or brass moulds

with a sinking of the proposed ornament, and afterwards pressing it under a
fly press, when a quarry or pane with a plain surface on one side and an ornamental surface on the other is produced the glass is then annealed in the
usual manner, and the rough edges trimmed.
The claim is for the manufacture of ((uarries, or panes of glass, with plain
;

the slab

is

and brings it to bear on one of the portions of the slab which appears
through the apertures of the template; and by slightly turning either the
bracket of the drill or the table, he can bring the drill to act on any part of
the slab. Consequently by guiding the drill all round the edge of the aperture of the template, he speedily cuts away the wood to an uniform depth and
of the exact shape of the pattern. The wood has now been pierced through
to the rei|uisite pattern, but the edges of the parts inci-sed are plain and perpendicular to the sunken. These plain edges must be converted into mouldings, and for this purpose fresh drills are substituted, the template still remaining. These drills vary in shape according to the moulding required
they
are, as before, worked round the edges of the pattern, and by under-cutting
drill

;

laterally produce the desired forms.

The invention is capable of extension to many purposes beyond those to
which it Is at present confined chimney pieces, furniture of elaborate pattern, and articles of slate may be produced at a greatly diminished cost.
Carved furniture and panelling which have hitherto been confined to the
palace and the mansion, may by these means find place in far humbler dwel;

lings.

The mechanism which Mr. Pratt has constructed for such important objects
must be valuable in every respect and we deem it no small part of the benefit
arising from the construction of a great public work like the Palace at West;

men

are thereby stimulated to the discovery of such inventions

We

should state that the invention

tie

beams and spandrels

30

ft.

in breadtli

£1500, and

it

is

;

;

is

due

Mr. Pratt

attends to the working of the machinery,

is

to a

the dimensions of the roof are 00ft. in length

the cost, including the wainscot, will not be
to

Mr. Irving,

now engaged

in

full of tracery, including the

constructing a roof for Great Malvern Abbey,

process,

On

form with the parts tu be incised in the oak. The revolving drill is supported by a radial bracket, which can swing horizontally, and can be raised
r lowered as may be desired when set to work.
The workman depresses the

who

1845.

centre.

I

minster, that

Arthur Powell and N.vthaniel Powell, of Whilefriars Glass Works,
London, glass manufacturers, for " Improvements in the manufacture ofqunrries
and other panes of glass for ujinrfowj."— Granted July 30, 1844; Enrolled Jan.

its

which apertures are cut corresponding

in

as the present.

GLAS3 fiU.\RRIES.

slab of solid oak is' firmly

capable of turning on

closely screwed a template of iron, in

and

more than

be finished within 8 months after the order was given.

by manual labour would be at least from
£5000 to i'fiOOO. A piece of tracery containing 2 square feet and 2 inches thick
We must not omit to menwill not cost more than 14s., including 'he oak.
tion that Mr. Pratt has engaged Mr. Billings, well knovvn by his works con-

The

cost of such a roof constructed

nected with Gothic Architecture, to attend to the architectural department.
We are informed that the principal part of the decorations in oak of the
interior of the

New

Houses of Parliament

to

is

be executed by the aid of

this machinery.

or ornamental surfaces for windows by means of dies and pressure.

VANGUARD STEAM SHIP WRECK.
This magnificent vessel, the property of the Dublin, Glasgow and Cork
Steam Packet Company, which was wrecked on the south coast of Ireland,

MACHINERY FOR CARVING.

has happily been rescued from her perilous situation she was on her passage
from Dublin to Cork when the unfortunate occurrence took place. The moment the Captain discovered the proximity of the vessel to the rocks, from
the breakers a-head, an order was given to reverse the engines, but a heavy
sea striking her at the moment, threw her with fearful violence on a sharp
;

A patent

having been taken out some time since for a method of carving
wood and stone by machinery, a large manufactory has been established by
Mr. Piatt, of Bond Street, at Pimlico, for the purpose of working it. The
uses to which it is at present princiiially applied are to carve elaborate foliated
tracery, crockets, finials, &c., require
tor external and internal paneling in
wood and stone for churches. The rapidity and consequent economy with
which the work is effected are astonishing. We saw, on a recent visit a small
piece of trefoil panelling in stone finished in 15 minutes, which by the ordinary processes would employ a skilful workman a whole day. Nor is the
rapidity of execution detrimental to the accuracy and finish of the workmanship. We carefully examined a great number of the specimens, and were
I

that the materials were not susceptible of more perfect finish. In
the crockets, finials, bosses, and other solid work, inded, much has to be done
by hand after the mechanical work is finished, The mechanism here only
cuts away the larger parts, and prepares a ground for the hand ot the carver.
But in panelling little or nothinfj is left to manual skill all that is requisite
is to retouch some of the aculer angles of the tracery.
The machinery by which these wonderful processes arc effected is, like
all valuable machinery, very simple.
Many of our readers have probably
seen the experiment, which used to be performed in the Adelaide Gallery, of
through
the
steel
files
cutting
hardest
by a circular disc of soft iron which
satisfied

;

revolved with very great velocity.

This principle of increasing the efficiency
of cutting tools by making them revolve with great rapidity is utilised in the
Drills of various shapes are caused by steam power tu revolve
present patent.
rapidly in a vertical position.

it is

The extremities

of the drills are serrated,

therefore obvious that they will rapidly cut through

presented to them.
drills

may

This

is

be

made

By guiding
to cut

the

wood

and

wood or stone when

or stone in a proper

manner

the

them into any form required.

the general principle.

The following

ia

the

manner

in wliich it is

reef of rocks, which so injured her that little hope was entertained of getting
her off it was the opinion of several naval men who saw her, that from the
exposed position in which she lay, together with the injuries she had reIn consequence the
ceived, all endeavours to save her would prove futile.
cirgo was discharged as quickly as possible, and evi ry thing that could be
removed, even her cabin fittings, were taken away. In the mean time the agents
to the Company arrived from Dublin, and solicited the assistance of several
neighbouring shipwrights to get ofl the vessel some, however, conceived it
impracticable, whilst others refused to undertake it for less than 4 or 5000/.
In this yate of things. Captain White, the Harbour Master of Cork was ap;

;

plied to, in

consequence of his having succeeded on former occasions in getting
1.
On his acceding to the wishes of

off vessels very similarly circumstance

it
the agents, the following plan was put into execution under his direclio
may be well to premise that the Vanguard is built of iron, and fitted with
i

three water-tight hulk-heads; the latter

much

facilitated the

;

subsequent ope-

On ascertaining the amount of injury the vessel had received, which
being carried away, and the bottom much broken, it was deemed advisable to putin her a false timber bottom
from the stern-post to the first bulk-head, this was well caulked and shored
down by means of cross pieces and struts from the beams above under this
false bottom was placed a number of empty bags, which were on board the
vessel, these being well trampled down, stoiiped some of the smaller holes,
and thus assisted in keeping out the water from the extreme narrowness of
the stern it was difficult to stop thoroughly all the leaks, in con.sequence one
of the ship's sails was lowered over the side filleil with oakum, and being
rations.

w-is principally in the stern, the stern-post

;

;

^w
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drawn under the bottom of the vessel as far as possible, was there secured.
The leaks uhich occurred further aft were also staunched, and where the
rock protruded it Has broken away.
The pumps being now set to work by the vessel's

oakum was drawn
heave her

;

the cables which were got

ofl';

own

engines, the sail

and

by the pressure from without, and kept the
every thing being ready, preparations were made to

into the leaks

vessel perfectly dry

out astern and on the larboard

quarter, in order to keep her off a dangerous reef of rocks on the starboard

high water the Victory steamer arrived in order to
off, she being unman.ageable, having her rudder
imshipped at the top of high water a continual strain was kept on the
cables, when a heavy sea struck the vessel, raising her off the rocks, she receded with it and glided off with the velocity of 8 or 9 miles per hour, she
was then steamed by her own engines until a considerable way inside Cork
harbour, when she was run upon a sand bank, and allowed to remain until
next tide, when slje was brought up to Passage to undergo repairs. The expense of getting her off did not, it is believed, exceed 200/. The vessel cost
25,000/. only 12 months previously. She was insured for 15,000/.
side were
steer the

hove taught

at

;

Vanguard when got
;

[April,

side elevation of the ladder in a horizontal position

each step is supported
;
at one end by pins fastened into two parallel rods or bars of wood, one of
13*
which E F, is represented in fig.
these pins act as axes to the steps, the
;
other ends of which are supported by rods or bars K K K, attached to two
parallel pieces of wood, forming the rails of the ladder, of which H I repre-

E F by the pins as above while in motion.
a parallelogram, the steps can be fastened at
by means of the rods, or bars K K K in such a position

sents one, which is kept parallel to

EF

As H

13 and 13*,

figs.

I,

HE

right angles to

is

that the dotted lines between the points of support of each step are always

H E be kept perpendicular, the steps
always be horizontal in whatsoever position the rest of the ladder be

parallel to II E, by which, if the bar
will

placed.

The height of the steps from one to the other will depend upon the proportion that their respective widths have to the whole length of the ladder.
When the tide is high, the ladder moves as represented by the dotted lines in
where the steps apparently

fig. 5,

fall

they cannot, however, act to such an

;

extent as in the former case, being prevented by the slanting bars touching
the succeeding steps.

This

is

face of the vessel can never be

When

it is

of comparatively

much above

little

consequence, as the sur-

the wharf.

essential that the barge should be kept close to the wharf-side,

must not be placed at right angles to the wharf, but parallel thereto
and secured to overhanging supports, it being evident that the ladder will take
up much more room in the former than in the latter position, of which the
width of the barge will not always admit. The model sent is applicable in
either way.
the ladder

SELECTIONS FROM THE TRANSACTIONS OF
THE SOCIETY OF ARTS,
For the Session 1843-44.

ANNULAR SCUPPER-MOUTH FOR
Medal

The

Silver Isis
race, Netting

i

:

.SHIP'S

DECKS.

IMPROVED PLUMBER'S FORCE.

presented to Couimander H. Downes, R.N., of Ladbroke TerIlls
Annular Scupper-mouth for Ship's Decks. Fig. 12,

]

Hill,

Plate IX.

The improved scupper-mouth originated in 1831, from Commander Downes
having seen a frigate's main deck on the coast of Africa constantly flooded
during heavy rains, owing to the gangway-scuppers being unable to carry off
the water fast enough. In 1837-8, a model was'presented to the Admiralty,
when they were fitted in H. M. S. Pique, and a favourable report was made
thereon.

Figure

11, Plate

IX. show.i the [scupper-mouth in ordinary use. with

its

aperture A, and the plan and sections of the scupper-mouth, as improved
by Commander Downes, and which are drawn to a scale one-sixleenth

of the

full

The new scupper-mouth consists of two copper rings;
flush into the deck, and screwed down thereto over the

size:

the largest, B,

is let

scupper C, being four times the area of the old one; D is the smaller ring,
which is moveable, and fits accurately into B. When the deck is required to
be washed, or in times of heavy rain, the ring D is taken out, and thus the
aperture is rendered sufficiently large to enable the water to be carried off
rapidly. It would be dangerous, however, to leave so large an opening in the
deck, except when required as above. And thus the small ring D is rendered
necessary in order to prevent accidents.

IMPROVED CLAMP FOR JOINERS.
The

Silver Isis

for bis

;

SELF-ADJUSTING STEP-LADDER FOR WHARFS.
Medal was presented to Mr. P. Lucas, of ly, Hyde
Fig. 13, Plate
Self-adjustini; Step-ladder for Wharfs.

Park Gardens, for a
IX.

A

model of Mr. Lucas's self-adjusting step-ladder for wharfs, quays, &c.,
from which persons may conveniently ascend or descend, by a series of
walk along a plane .surface, whether the vessel be eii her above, below,
or on a level with the wharf, is placed in the Society's Repository. The

to or

steps, or

when the tide is low, very inconvemuch su,that an upper and a lower quay, communicating

railed plank in present use is in general,

nient to ascend

;

so

with each other by

fi.xed steps,

are always necessary to lessen the acclivity of

the inclined plane, but which lower quay can be entirely dispensed with by
using the adjusting ladder.
It

may

also be advantageously applied in place of the small ladders usually

IMPROVED CRAMP FOR JOINERS.
Medal was presented to Mr. S. Nicholls. 19, Harrold's Row, Green Bank,
George's East, for his improved Cramp for Joiners and others.
Fig. 16, Plate IX.

The

Silver Isis

St.

The improvement on the ordinary cramp, as
sists in

two distinct bars.

A and

to

A

wood, of about the
usual proportions, is placed in a straight line, so as to have the appearance
of a long plank of wood, as the steps J J J shewn in fig. 13*, which reprtsents a
series of steps of

cramp

is liable.

The jaw C

is

at right angles

and B, and has two perforations through which the parallel bars A and
freely
it has also two circular holes ihiough which are passed puis
;

to secure it to

the parallel bars at different distances, to suit timbers of various

the bars having corresponding holes perforated at equal distances.

EXPANDING CENTRE-BIT.
The

Silver Isis

Medal and Two Pounds were presented to Mr. J. Franklin, of
Road, for his Expanding Centre-bit. Fig. IC, Plate IX.

91, Gosivell

This invention consists simply of two arms, A and B, working close to each
other, and connected together towards the end D, to be inserted in a stock by
a rivetted pin G. the shorter

arm containing the

cutter

E

F, the longer one

the centre-pin G. on which the bit works. The arm B has a perforation H to
admit the screw 1. In order to regulate the exact size of the hole to be cut
by the bit, the user applies his rule between the centre-pin and the lip of the

E F. so as to get the radius of the required circle, at the same time
loosening Ihe screw 1, which is fastened into the longer arm, and works in a
chase in the shorter or cutting arm, the head of the screw keeping the two
arms tightly together when set for an operation. Three of these bits consti-

cutter

tute a set.

The

first,

or smallest one, being calculated for holes of from

J

of

an inch to an inch, and the third
answer the above end, would
cost the user from 11*. to l'2s., whereas this complete set is furnished at is.,
thereby eflecdng a saving of upwards of GO per cent.

an inch
from

1

to i

an inch, the second from

inch to 2 inches.

The ordinary

h

bits to

CHANTER'S MOVEABLE FIRE-BARS AND SMOKE-CONSUMING
APPARATUS.

sists in

:— A

B, which are set perfectly parallel with each other,

B move

clinker in the grate,

as follows

by Mr. Nicholls, con-

the object being to give additional strength to the instrument and to prevent

racking, to which the ordinary

in the vessel.
is

effected

dividing the weight of metal usually put into one bar, as at B, into

attached to ships, the height of which, with regard to the wharf, must be
constantly altering, trom the variation of the tide and the weiglit contained

The construction

for his

Improved

oblong shape, having fi.\ed on the top thereof, and towards one end, two
checks, B B, of the same material the inner sides of which are fixed at an
ar\gle ot 27° to each other, and chamfered inwards to receive two moveable
wedges, •- C, by which the piece of wood E intended to be planed is fixed.
Several pieces of wood, placed edgewise, may also be planed at the same time.

Silver Isis

Pounds was presented to Mr. A. W. FraukUn, of Fleet Lane,
Improvnd Plumber's Force. Fig. U, Plate IX.

of Three

Mr. Franklin's improved force consists of a piece of inch-iron gas-pipe A A,
from 12 to 14 inches in length, on one end of which is screwed a proper stuffing-box B, and on the other the valve-bos C. The plunger, or piston, D 1),
consists of a brass triplet-drawn tube, having a solid brass plug E fixed in at
the bottom, and furnished at the top with a wooden knob to form a handle F;
the plunger works through the stuffing-box B, whii:h is packed with cottonyarn, soaked in tallow. The leather hose is attached to the bottom end of
the force in the ordinary way.

sizes,

Medal was presented to Mr. Bowery, of Bermondsey,
Clamp for Joiners. Fig. 12, Plate IX.

Figure 12, Plate IX., shows an end elevation of Mr. Bowery's improved clamp for joiners. &c.. which consists simply of a wooden bed, of

The

The Sum

The object of the moveable

fire-bar

is

to prevent the accumulation of

it conand to keep the air-channels at all times open
moving the alternate bars longitudinally in contrary directions by a
system of levers, moved either by hand or by a connexion with a steamengine.
For a 30-horse boiler, J h. p. is required to effect the regular and

continuous movement of the bars.

;

The

" Smoke-coiisuiuinc apparatus"

ferent kinds of boilers.

warm

air

and ARCHITECT'S JOURNAL.
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is applied in a variety of

Instead of cold

air,

forms to

Mr. Chanter introduces

dif-

jets of

behind the bridge of the furnace.
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radinling heat, and separated from that which receives only.c«;TiV(/ heat.
On the other hand, the water contained in that part of the boiler between
the partition introduced nearer to the fire-box and the end of the boiler by
is exposed only to the reception of carried heat, or heat of a
lower temperature than in the part last described the consequence is that
evaporation commences, first in that part over the fire-box, and, as the water
there becomes wasted, more to supply its place passes from the second compartment down between the two partitions nearest the fire-box. Now, as
this feed-water to supply the first division is received from the surface of
the water between the partition nearest the fire-box and that nearest the
smoke-bnx, it will he charged with heat almost or entirely at the evaporating
point before it enters the first compartment, because as the separate particles
become heated in the second division above the surrounding portion, they
rise to the surface, and, as the middle partition has its upper edge below the
water-level, the surface-water passes over it, and descends to the bottom of
As the water leave* the second
the fire-box partition and passes under it.
compartment, either by tvaporation, or to feed the first, that loss-or waste is
replaced by water descending from the upper regions of tlie water in the third
compartment down the pipe or channel, by virtue of its tendency to preserve
its own level. .The third compartment is again fed through another pipe by
a force-pump, or other usual means ; this pipe may be joined in any convenient part of the said compartment, but it is preferred that it should be at or
Any suitable number of partitions may be similarly intronear the bottom.
duced, although in this description of boiler, when of moderate length, I am
of opinion that two compartments are enough to serve all purposes of

the smoke-box

;

A PLAN OF FORMING A FIXED BREAKWATER.
Johnston, Esq.

13y J.

The plan is as follows. A series of distinct and separate caissons, each
representing in external form one half of the pier of a bridge, with its cutwater presented to the sea, is to be formed in five to six-fatlioni water, acEach caisson is to consist of cast-iron
cording to any particular locahty.
plates of large size, coated with coal-tar in order to prevent corrosion, and
bolted together by means of four-inch flanges ; the whole to be tilled with
concrete, granite, or other suitable material the lower part of each caisson,
to the height of thirty-two feet, having a foundation platform of wood, to he
completed on shore, and, when prepared, to be launched and towed out to
its dcstiueil position (as were the caissons of Westminster and Blackfriars'
the whole to be secured
bridges), and then lowered into their linal position
to tlie bed of the sea by means of cast-iron pdes, driven through tubes of the
same material. As tlie upper part of the caisson is put together, so is the
a coping of well-cramped
interior to be filled up wilh the solid materials
masonry is to be fixed all round each caisson. The weight of each caisson
complete would be about -1500 tons, and the Cost of a breakwater on this
principle, extending to nearly a mile in length, is estimated at 297,800/.
:

:

:

IIIGG'S

IMPROVED MONOCHORD.

In this instrument measurement has been applied to sound, and the actual
one tone to another is shewn on an accurately divided scale of
two feet. The open note c being precisely the length of the organ-pipe, from
which the same sound is obtained, tlie proper and exact length of every
organ-pipe may be ascertained. The diatonic and chromatic scales are deduced by mathematical divisions alone, without the assistance of the ear, but,
relation of

being tested by that organ, are found to be perfectly correct.
It will be
seen, by an attentive examination of these scales, that a string being divided
into two equal parts gives the octave of the original note
into three parts,
the fifth of the scale into four parts the fourth ; five parts will give the
major third six parts the minor third in fact, this investigation thus carried out is eminently calculated to aft'ord insight into the nature of concords
and discords. The explanation thus far relates to the diatonic and chromatic
scales only
the next portion belongs to the enharmonic divisions, and demonstrates the exact relation of the thirty-two intervals in the octave, to
express which the thirteen kevs of the organ or pianoforte are used ; it will,
;

;

;

;

:

therefore, ptactically explain the

meaning of the

terra

temperament

in refer-

ence to those instruments, and it will prove the absolute perfection of tone
to be expressed by such instruments as the violin and violoncello.
The last
scale is that marked pianoforte temperament, and is intended for the assistance of persons in remote parts, where the aid of a skilful tuner cannot be
obtained ; for by it any lady or gentleman possessed of a correct ear, though
totally ignorant of the art of tuning, maj^put an instrument into perfect
order.
The instrument may be said to be capable of facilitating the practice of singing, the teaching of theory, and the tuning of organs and pianofortes.

ON A PLAN OF ECONOMISING FUEL IN THE BOILERS OF LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES.
By

C. Tetlet.

The evaporating power of a boiler, observes the author, is dependent
chiefly on three causes
1. The amount of boiler surface exposed to the
reception of heat.
2. (And very materiallyj On the shape of the boiler
and
:

—

;

On

the intensity of the heat.
The heat derived from that part of the boiler immediately over and about
the tire, I call (according to usage) radiating heat, while the heat derived
from the tubes or flues I call carried heat. The improvement in boilers for
the rapid evaporation of water, and for the economy of fuel, consists in dividing the boiler into two or more compartments, of different heating temperatures, having channels for feeding the compartments from that or those
containing water of a lower temperature.»';The first partition is placed vertically over the water-space at the back; of the boiler, the top of which
reaches somewhat above the water-line, and the bottom below the level of
the firebars, but leaving a passage for the water beneath it.
The second
partition reaches from the bottom of the tubular part of the boiler to a little
above the level of the fire-box-, and removed but a short distance from the
first partition.
The third partition is placed in the middle of the tubular
boiler, and, as the first, runs up above the water-level.
A communication is
formed for the supply of water by a pipe running from the compartment
nearest the chimney-box into the middle compartment, the top of such pipe
being fixed just below the water-level, and the bottom thereof at a point
near the lower part of the middle compartment.
" On evaporation taking place, the steam will diffuse itself over the; top of
the partitions nearest to the fire-box and that nearest to the smoke-box, so
as to maintain the same pressure on the surface of all the water ; thus the
water contained over the top, and in the water-spaces at the front, back, and
3.

9ide», of the iire>box, i$ all

exposed to the direct action of the

fire,

or to

economy.
If we examine, for the sake of contrast, what takes place in the same
boiler when constructed without such divisions, we shall find an operation to
take place as follows the boiler being filled to its proper height with water,
and the fire lighted, the water immediately surrounding the fire-box receives
its heat with greater rapidity, in the proportion of 3 to 1 of each square foot
of the fire-box, as compared with the same extent of the tubular part;, now,
as each particle of water around the fire-box becomes charged with heat, it
becomes specifically lighter, and, therefore, rises into the higher regions, and
:

Intermixes with the water in the tubuIaP|)art, until at the last the whole is
brought up to tlie evaporating point. The engine being then set to work, a
continual injection of fresh water takes place to supply the loss arising from
This feed-water, being colder than that already heated in the
evaporation.
is of greater specific gravity, in virtue of which it will find its way to
the lowest level in the boiler, namely, around the fire-box.
A circulation is
thus established by which a current of the coldest portion of water is continuously driven into the spaces around the fire-box, there receiving a surcharge of heat, the excess of which converts a portion of the water into
vapour, whde the remaining portion, not converted into steam', ascends into
the tubular part.
It is evident that the feed-water by this process is charged
with heat to the evaporating point by the fire-box, and not by the tubes; that
is all feed- water entering the boUer after the engine is set to work.
The
tubular part is therefore supplied continuously with water heated in the firebox.
Now the question is, wliftt loss of fuet arises from this ?
To solve this, let us call to mind the circumstance, that the quantity of
beat contained in a pound of steam never varies it is always the same in
quantity, whatever be the density and temperature of such steam, and about
1200" is fully more than the average allowed by difl"erent experimenters.
Now let us suppose the feed-water to be injected at a temperature of 60", and
also that the steam be drawn off at a pressure of GO lb. per inch, which would
give a temperature for the water in the boiler of 305° before evaporation could
proceed the water in the whole boiler, the tubular part as well as around the
60" for the temperature of the feedfire-box, would have received 305"
water, or 245° from the fire-box.
The water surrounding the tubes being thus
charged with heat by the fire-box, till it reaches the temperature of 305°, it
could receive no further accession of heat from the tubes, unless their temperature exceeded 305" ; but, if the tubes did exceed that temperature, then
the water would he ready to abstract the excess above 305'; therefore 305'
must always be deducted from the actual temperature of the flues, as waste
for heat which is passing into the chimney unabsorbed by the water.
But if
the operation be reversed, and the feed-water injected at the said temperature of 60°, and kept separated from the water surrounding the fire-box, then
it will abstract all. the heat of a higher temperature than 60°.
Hence it is
evident that 245° more heat is now abstracted from the tubes than was-abr
stracted in the former case.
In the former ease 245" passed into the chimney which is now passing into the water. If this water, which in the last
case abstracted 245°from the tubes, be no'v conducted into the spaces around
the fire-box, it will require 245^ less to convert it into steam.
If a total heat
of 1200° is required for its constitution as steam, then deduct 60" from 1200°

boiler,

;

;

—

and we have 1140"
of 1140°

By

we

eflfeet

as the amount of heat required frt)m the fire-box.
a saving of 245°, we save 21 per cent of fuel.

If out

improvement, therefore, we prevent the deposit of sediment
amongst the tubes to the same extent that we remove the evaporation from
that part to the fire-box, which latter may be more easily cleaned and repaired, if constructed with that view.
Secondly, we get up steam much
more rapidly. Thirdly, we have in .one compartment water free from turbulent emotion, in consequence of which the action of a float for regulating a
feed-apparatus will be much mor» certain. And, lastly, we kave aa impor.
this

tant saving in fuel.
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ON WROUGHTON'S SELF-ACTING GLASS VENTILATOU.
Wroughton's self-acting glass ventilator consists of a mahogany vertical
frame, seventeen inches high, and fourteen inches wide, standing on a platform fourteen inches long and eighteen inches wide. In the frame is fixed
a plate of glass, in which are ten horizontal apertures, each two inches and a
On tlie internal side of the glass are four
half long, and half an inch wide.
vertical brass slides, in which work as many pieces of glass, fixed in a hrass
case, as there are apertures in the plate, but somewhat larger, in order enThe two sets of glass covers are sustirely to cover them when necessary.
pended from a small brass beam, working on a pivot attached to the glass.
A small ivory piston, working with a nut and screw in a glass bent tube, is
attached to one set of glass covers. The glass tube contains a column of
mercury, altogether about twelve inches in length, but divided at top into
two arms, over which are two vertically placed glass tubes, about ten inches
in length, and bent over at top, and returning down to the bottom of, and
close to, the first tubes; these tubes are filled with spirits of wine, which,
when expanded by heat, acts in conjunction with the mercury (with which
contact) to elevate and depress the glass-covers, so as to admit fresh air
proportion to the amount required to keep the temperature of the apartments at a fixed point, which is ascertained by a scale marked on the glass
it is

in

plate.

[April,

Several models by Mr. Sangiovani
of wood is also against thai material.
were placed on the table, all of which are made of the clay above alluded to
which, in some respects, assimilates to the pipe-clay used by modellers, but
has more substance and is less fragile indeed when dry it is so hard as
In appearance it is similar to hard stone or metal,
almost to resist the file.
It takes oil colours in a permanent manner.
particularly when oiled over.
The figures in the Chinese Collection are constructed of clay and papier
;

;

muche, or layers of paper stretched over clay moulds, and then painted

in a

kind of distemper.

THE ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.
February 24, 1845.

—The President

The following communications were read

in the Chair.

:

1. (Part II.) "Remarks on the Trade Winds, and other Currents in the
Atmosphere, at Barladoes ; u-ith on attempt to develope the Causes of Hurricanes in the West Indies."
By Robert Lawso.v, Esq., Assistant- Surgeon,

47th Regiment. Communicated by Alexander Bryson, Esq., V.P. The
concluding part of this paper exhibited in detail the observations made by
the author while stationed at Barbadoes, the results generally indicating the
influence of the sun and moon on the currents of wind, in modifying, and,
in some instances, changing its direction.
These changes are inexplicable
by the theories either of Hally or Redfield, and must be referred to other
It is remarkable that the phenomena connected
with hurricanes the most awful calamity, certainly, to which that locality
is liable
should have so long failed to attract the attention even of those
who were most deeply interested a failure which must, in a great measure,
be ascribed to the too prevalent spirit of attributing every thing remarkable
to the action of some mysterious agency, instead of looking for its cause in
the operations of nature.
2. " Sequel to Dr. Warden^s Description of the application of a Totally
Seflectiny Prism to the investigation of Disease in the open cavities of t!te
Body." Communicated by David Stevenson, Esq., V.P. After stating
the very great facilities which his prismatic auriscope was found to afford for
the successful treatment of deafness, the doctor referred to his first series of
The prismatic instrucases published in Dr. Cormark's Medical Journal.
ment for investigating diseases in the ether open cavities of the body, he
had still farther improved, chiefly by the introduction of a third and magniThe application of the prism to the examination of strictures
fying prism.
was next spoken of. The doctor had been enabled to submit to ocular inspection the puckering of the mucous membrane at the strictured part, and
to recognize the precise condition of disease, so as to he able to discriminate
The use of the prism was then pointed
the treatment which was appropriate.
out in uterine and other diseases of females also in the unforeseen diflicul.
ties which sometimes occur in the extraction of the stone in lithotomy; in
Lastly,
the attachment of ligatures to polypi; the treatment of fistula, &c.
there was exhibited and described the new instrument for surveying the regions of disease in the throat, so as to facilitate the removal of foreign bodies,
and for the treatment of ulceration and other affections of the glottis and

influences than the calorific.

—

—

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

;

SOCIETY OF ARTS.
Fehrunry 26.
" On Improvements

in

— B. Rotch,
the

Esq., V.P., in the Chair.

Mamifactnre of Glass for Optical purposes."

By Mr. Claudbt.
Heretofore the manufacture of glass fit for the purpose of the optician has
been a matter involving great uncertainty and dilficulty, and in fact it was
not till the year 1744 that it was accomplished with any degree of success.
About this time, however, a Swiss named Guinand, in making some experiments in the construction of the telescope, found the extreme difHculty of
procuring glass fit for lenses the difficulty led him to endeavour to make
glass for himself, and from his labours arose the first process by which glass
could be made with certainty sufficiently good in quality for the construction
With the death of Guinand his secret was partially
of optical instruments.
lost.
The invention which forms the subject of Mr. Claudet's paper is
founded upon the process of Guinand, and is due to a French glass manufacturer named Bontemps, whose attention was first drawn to the subject by
;

the son of Guinand himself. The chief defect in optical glass consisted in
these arose from the great ditiiculty of properly mixing the
stria: and spots
it was impossible to stir the melted
materials when in a state of fusion
mass, because the temperature was so high as to destroy instruments of
metal, and besides by introducing them into the glass it would have been
The
tinged with colour, according to the nature of the metal employed.
method used by M. Bontemps is to introduce the iron rod used in stirring
into a clay cylinder closed at one end, so that the glass is entirely protected
from the injurious action of the iron ; the ingredients are thus effectually
mingled ; the glass is then suffered to cool gradually, the crucible broken
with care, and the mass sawed transversely into slices, so that lenses may be
obtained of the diameter of the crucible. Very large lenses have been produced by these means, and two of a metre in diameter are now in progress
of manufacture for the Royal Observatory at Paris.
;

;

March 5.— J. Hume,
"

On

Esq., M.P., V.P., in the Chair.

the Construction of Models for an Ethnographical Museum,
materials best suited for the purpose."
By Mr. E. Dalton.

gullet.

Thanks voted, and referred to a committee.
3. " Description of his Method of preparing the Metallic Plates, and
Printing from them Music, in raised characters, for the use of the Blind."
By John Alston, Esq., of Rosemount, F.R.S.S.A.
A Model, with Specimen of the Metallic Plates, and Music Book for the
Blind, were exhibited.
Thanks voted, and referred to a committee.
By
4. " Description of a Fire Escape."

Mather,

Mr.

Marshall

George

Miniature Painter, 63, Queen Street, Edinburgh.

A

Model was

exhibited.

and the

The object of the paper was to bring forward the advantages of such an
and the result of inquiries and experiments as to the material
best suited for the construction of models suitable for carrying out this deThe possibdity of casting entire from the living model is not perhaps
sign.
generally known.
The late Sir Francis Chantrey eflfected this upon a Negro
man. The specimen is lodged at the College of Surgeons, and presents a
faithful representation of the original.
The model of a New Zealander, of
the Ngatiawa tribe, now in London, was exhibited as an example of the ilinstitution,

lustration of the different races of man proposed to he collected by the Ethnographical Society. The head and arms of this specimen consist of wax,
and were cast separately and then attached to the body. The hair is removeable, so as to allow of an inspection of the conformation of the skuU.
The time required for completing this model was about fourteen days, and
its cost, including costume, is estimated at £20, whereas a similar model
undressed, and cast entire, would amount to about £40.
The wax of this
model has been painted in oil colours so as to represent the tints of the flesh
and render it capal)le of being cleansed without affecting the surface.
small figure of the same material executed by a Mexican artist was placed on
Besides wax the author mentions papier mache, the Cannabic
the table.
composition, wood, and a particular description of clay, found at a depth of
150 feet below the general level of London, as substances which might be
used. The two former, however, require iron moulds for the casts, which
would render their expense considerable. The expense of models constructed

—

—

;

Referred to a committee.
5. " Description of a Portable Scaffold or Machine for elevating the Hose
of a Fire Engine, i^'c." By the same. A Model was exhibited.
Referred to a committee.
The following Donations were laid on the table
1. Journal of the Geological Society of Dublin, from the commencement
(excepting Vol. 1, Part I.) down to Vol. II., Part V. Presented by the
:

Society.
2. The Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal, Nos. 88 and 89, for January
and February 1845. Presented by William Laxton, Esq.
3. Report of William Fairbairn, Esq., C.E. (Manchester), on the Construction of Fire-proof Buildings, with Introductory Remarks by Samuel
Holmes, Liverpool, 1844. Presented by William Fairbairn, Esq.
Thanks voted to the Donors.

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
A

paper was read by Mr. Patterson on " The Application of Colour to
the Internal Decorations of Ecclesiatical Buildings."
He observed that there
were evidences of some use of gilding and colour even in the earliest ag'CS.
After mentioning examples iu Constantinople, Rome, and Venice, he observed

—

name a majority of the churches of Italy, from the fourth to
the fourteenth century, as aft'ording specimens of internal coloured decot aHe proceeded to notice the early introduction of
tion by means of mosaic.
that he might

painting to the same end, in Italy, Germany, and France

;

and then went '^n
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iiy
to mention some facts regarding the history of polychrome in England,
a canon of the Second Council ofCalcuith, held in 816, every bibliop was
enjoined to paint the saints to whom a church is dedicated, either on the
'Jervasius (de \ it.
wall, on a board, or on the altar, before consecrating it.
St. Dunst.) describes St. Dunstan as a skilful jiainter; and the same writer,

mentions the " ca-luui-egregii' dcpictum" of the old cathedral
by Lanfranc, at Canterbury. Mr. P. then read an extract from Mr.
Turner's
work on the topography of Norfolk, in which the author
Dawson
throws out a hint that the position of that county may have given rise to tlic
in his Chronica,

built

decided resemblance to the elder Dutch school which characterises many of
these works.
He proceeded to enumerate various frescoes from several
churches figured in Carter's Ancient Sc^ilpturc and Painting in England. As
an instance of the ancient practice of colouring monumenlal brasses, he
pointed out a remarkably fine one in Elsing Church, Norfolk, given in Carter,
and noticed the traces of colour remaining on the lectern in Eton college
chapel.
He also noticed the use of tapestry in decorating churches, adopted
In conclusion, Mr. Patterson coincided with
in most countries to this day.
remark
which fell from Mr. Freeman at the last meeting of the Society,
a
that Overbeck, Cornelius, and the Munich school should be our models, as
aflFording, to his own mind, a combination of the best characteristics of the
later

ecclesiastical style, with those

his successors

he would go so

;

of the great sccularizers, RatTaelle and
deprecate any but a sparing use of

far as to

half-tints, and even of chiaro-oscuro, in
to its legitimate position in this country.

any attempts to restore polychrome

In the nave,
early-English arches have been cut through the Romanesque walls, and a
He called the attention of the Society
very large aisle added to the south.
to the church at the present time, on account of some restorations being in
progress, which he could not approve, althougli he would attribute their deficiencies
spirit

feature at that date,

rather to the

want of

is

skill

on the part of those concerned.

a valuable specimen.

and funds, than to any lack of gooid

Among

other errors, he more part

-

cularly alluded to the patching the noble oak roofs with deal, and to the intention of setting up a fine parclose screen, (already taken down,j as a rere-

dos to the altar, which is about to be moved from its present position in the
He implored all memgreat south aisle to its correct place in the chancel.
bera who had any influence in Leicester or its neighbourhood to use it without delay in endeavouring to rescue a venerable and already much abused
building from further disfigurement.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
have resolved that the Medals of the Institute be awarded
next year to the authors of the best Essays on the following subjects
J. On the Adaptation and Modification of the Orders of the Greeks by the

The

Institute

:

Romans and Moderns.
2. On the History and Manufacture

thereto.

That the Soane Medallion be awarded to the best Design for a Royal
Chapel, with seats for five hundred persons inclusive of the suite, attendants,
and choir ; the building to be detached, and in a classic Roman, or Italian
atyle.

The drawings of the elevations and two sections, to be to a scale of } of
an inch to the foot, the plans and perspective view to J of an inch to the
foot, and tinted with India ink or sepia only.

—

is

not confined to

the decorations of various apartments, particularly the chamber of the Holy
Cross, built by Henry 111. and adorned with historical paintings, and which
coniinued to be used as a council-room to the time of ({ueen Elizabeth ; also
many precepts of this king. In one, he directs "that a list or border shall
be made, well painted with images of our Lord, and Angels with incense pots
Another was thought
scattered over the border, also the four Evangelists."
to justify the inference that the paintings ordered to be done in a certain

low chamber in the King's garden were intended to be representations of the
siege of Antioch, taken by the Christians in the first crusade, 109S,as a book
in French on that subject is ordered by a former mandate to be delivered to
" Henry the keeper of llie wardrobe, for the Queen's use." The ceiling of
the painted chandler of St. Edward's was Hat, and curiously designed with
scroll work and the heads of the Prophets, and the seraphim with seven wings,
from Isaiah. The w.iUs had been painted with subjects, part of which were
these were certainly
battle pieces, taken from the two Books of Maccabees
as old as 1322, probably older, for in a M.S. of Simon Simson and Hugo the
Illuminator, in the year 1322, preserved in the library of Benett College,
" At the other end of
(C.C.C.) Cambridge, there is the following passage
the city (London) is a monastery of Black Monks, named Westminster, in
which all the Kings of England lie buried, and immediately joined is that

Members of the

:

—

most famous palace of the king in which is that well-known chamber on
whose walls all the histories of the wars of the whole Bible are painted
beyond description, and with most complete and perfect inscriptions in
French, to the great admiration of all beholders, and with the greatest regal
magnificence." Many other records exist where the name of Master William
the painter, a monk of Westminster and of Florence, is mentioned, and thus
we know he was an Italian. Henry III. was an admirer and encourager of
the Fine Arts, and by the Exchequer Mandates we obtain an insight into the
nature of the painted decorations in use at this early period, and by the enumeration of the items in the Exchequer Rolls of Edward I., relative to the
chapel of St. Stephens, such as white lead, red lead, Vermillion, azure,
gold and silver, oils and varnishes, we have further proof that oil painting
was in use as early as the thirteenth century.
Mr. Crabb then proceeded to mention, that in conformity with the ancient
custom of attaching a chapel to every residence of importance, the first
chapel for the use of the palace of Westminster was founded by Stephen,
A.D. 1150. And upon Edward III. and his Queen Philippa's return from
their conquests in France, they determined to rebudd the chapel with the
first

utmost magnificence in a style that should surpass whatever had been preThe principle of design upon which the
viously attempted in any land.
arrangements and decorations of the chapel were made, was explained with
observations upon the richness of dress at the period, and the interest attached to these pecidiarly illuminated edifices, raised at a time when the
Arts, struggling for existence, yet appear to have held no inconsiderable
power over the warlike taste of the period. Bearing in mind this feeling for
magnificent cflfect, we can easily understand the desire for its extension to
buildings and architectural embellishments by an assimilating sumptuousness
and much more easily the plan of the
of style in coloured decorations
design adopted for his Chapel Royal, produced on the principle that no work

—

of Bricks.

Each Essay to be written in a clear and distinct hand, on alternate pages,
and to be distinguished by a mark or motto, without any name attached

The competition

In 1800 the Act of Union rendered it necessary to provide accommod,ition for the Irish members, and in taking down the wainscot ling it was
discoviTcd that the walls of the House of Commons were covered with paintings and gilding.
Copies of those at the east end were taken and published
by Mr. Smith, in 1807, as also by the Antiquarian Society. Extensive discoveries were subsequently made, and Mr. Lee eventually obtained sufticient
information to trace out the original plan of the painted decorations which
had .idorned this chapel, and to restore them in a miniature series of watcrcolniir drawings.
Mr. Crabb described the localities of the ancient palace,
palace.

;

Mr. Freeman presented some drawings " of Si. ifary's, Leicesler, givhir/
an nccounl of llie church," which is a highly interesting one, originally of
Romanesque character, of which style the old chancel, with its magnifient
sedilia, a rare

125

Institute.

—

of beauty "should be void of signification," the architectural design would
be formed in conjunction with the sculptured and pictorial embellishments.
The chapel consisted of a nave without aisles, the roof rising to a very high

A.D. 1348.

windows on each side were remarkably enlarged by deep
and thus a striking and peculiar effect was obtained. The piers
narrowed, richly painted, and relieved by grey purbeck marble shafts, embellished with thousands of gilt pater.T, continued one successive, varied, but
unbroken effect of magnificence along the whole side, again carried upwards
by the coloured and gilded cornice and timber roof. In the piers it was
proposed to place the statues of our kings from the Norman Conquest down
Upon the v/alls, under a superb canopy of open tracery and
to Edward HI.
slender clustered columns, were p.tinted figures of angels, each bearing a
mantle, emblazoned, and of ditt'erent colours, being the armorial bearings of
noble contributors, and the Holy Knights, to whose honourable keeping the
at the east end upon each side of the altar
edifice was particularly intrusted
were to be introduced the king and bis family kneeling; and upon the walls
themselves, together with the windows, were to be depicted the history of
the Bible, all the leading events from the Creation to the death of the AposThe quarterings of the French Arms and English Lions were to be
tles.
freely introduced, as also the Fleur-de-Lis and French Lily, as marks of EdThus the general notion will he understood as one to
ward's supremacy.
create an apartment of magnificent size, adorn it with a picturesque roof, rich
architecture, elaborately sculptured, and to fill the walls and windows with
a connected series of historical paintings of our faith, and the minor portions
with single figures, emblazonry, gilded and painted tracery work. The

acquaintance with the original painting, and with Mr. Lee, who for twentyfive feats VIA the officer in trust of the building that bad foimed the ancieut

habiliments of the priests were also provided, and of the richest materials,
and others for the Court to wear during mass. The paintings were peculiarly treated, and the most careful finish pervaded the whole.

FOR CANDIDATES.—

DIRECTIONS
Each Essay and set of Drawings Is to be acfoinpanieii by a sealed letter, containing tlie name of the writer within, and on the outllde the same motto as that attached to the Essay or Drawings
this is to be enclosed in
a sealed envelope, containing an address, to which a communication may be seiit of the
decision of the Institute, and directed
" To the Honorary Secretaries of the Royal Institute of British Architects,
-,

Essay for Medal (or) Drawings for fliedal (Motto)."
The packet, so prepared and directed, is to be tlelivered at the Rooms of the Institute,
on or before the 3Ut of December, 1B45, by 12 o'clock at noon.
The Council will not consider themselves called upon to adjudge a premium, unless thtf
Essays or Drawings be of sufficient merit to deserve that distinction; and, if the best
Drawings should be by a candidate who has been successful on a former occasion, the
Institute reserve to themselves the power of adjudging such other adequate reward ;i3
they may think (it, and of awarding the medals offered to the second m merit. The
Essays and Drawings, to which premiums are awarded, become the property of the InstiIn case of the papers not being published
tute, to lie published by them if thought lit.
nltbiii 18 months after receiving the medals, the authors will be at liberty to publish
them.
Further information may be had on application to the Secretaries.

DECORATIVE ART SOCIETY.
Feb.

of

26.—" The

Interior Decoralioits of the celebrated Collegiate Chapel

St. Stephen, as finished by Edward III. in hin Palace of Westminster,
By Mr. Crabb, V.P.
The information contained in this paper was derived from Mr. Crahb's

pitch, the five

splayings,

:

17
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The

cliapel

was suppressed and

its

wealth transferred by Henry VIII. Mr.

Crabb traced its history down to 1800, giving the anthoritities upon which
his descriptions were founded, and quoting the existing Exchequer KoUs re.
lating to its first erection and subsequent repairs by different kings.
And he
concluded by saying, " That magnificent example of Italian ecclesiastical Art,
I recently had the pleasure of bringing before you, should not be forgotten
on the present occasion. The rebuilding of St. Stephen's resulted from a
vow made I)y Edward and his Queen during the French wars, and was finished
1348.
The Certosa of Pavia, whose sumptuous decora,
in eighteen years
tions were continued with equal taste, spirit, and expense, during three centuries, and form a perfect chain and example of the Fine .A.rts in Lombardy,
was commenced a.d. 1396. Those who are disposed to pursue for themselves the inquiries which were thus hinted at, will discover the close con.
nexion of the fundamental principles of design exhibited in each building
with its peculiar purpose. The Chapel of St. Stephen, intended for a sumptuous temple, fit for princes to worship in, was a space uninterrupted by
pillars of rich and elegant Gothic architecture,'
every ingenuity being used
to increase richness by the aid of an unusual breadth of light, gilding, and
colour.
Its roof, pavement, walls, and wiridows, combined to produce an
apartment suitable for the chapel of a royal palace, and the most magnificent
which the arts of the era could produce. The church of the Certosa was
later.
Art was then advancing with giant strides towards the age whose
illustrious men yet continue to shed an undiminished lustre over their country.
This building was for a different purpose. The interior, with all its
profusion of rich expenditure, was to impress the spectator by its solemnity:
its massive columns, wide-spread arches, subdued light, quietly illuminating
the lengthy vista ff marble walls, and rendering dimly visible the sparkling
of gilded stars from its deep azure-coloured vaults,
with ideas of the infinite
and sublime; and, by the beauty of its details and their harmonious effect,
to soothe the turbulent and stormy passions."
Mr. Crabb concluded by observing " It may not be exactly within my province to notice, but there does appear something greatly to be admired in

—

—

—

the idea of a Temple of Worship exhibiting the perfect production of every
ingenious Art which the bounty of the Creator has pleased to bestow upon
Man. A religion, thus exhibiting in its churches a combination of studied
magnificent efl'ect as a whole, and an endless application of the highest exeellencies in the detail, must he allowed to speak an intelligent languace
plainly indicative to the general people of that perfection required in the
Let no labour or expense be thought too great which will conworshipper.
tribute to the honour and embellishment of the House of Prayer, was the
those
men whose works we have this evening been considering."
precept of

MEMOIR OF THE LATE

H. R.

PALMER,

F. R.S., &c.

Mr. Henry Robinson Palmer, F.R.S., Y.P. Inst. C.E,,was born at Hackney
in 1795, and was educated at the academy of his father, the Reverend Samuel
Palmer. About the year 1811 he was apprenticed to Mr. Bryan Donkin, in
whose works he acquired a practical knowledge of the use of tools and of
mechanical drawing. In the year 1816 he was engaged by Mr. Telford, who
soon became so much attached to him as to entrust him with his confidential
business, and he was employed upon most of the engineering works then
under Mr. Telford's direction. He completed many elaborate surveys at that
period, and his accuracy as an observer was such that the details of the experiraents on the Grand Junction Canal (in 1822), were placed entirely in his
It was for these experiments that he first improved the Dynamohands.
meter, by adding a piston working in a cylinder of oil, so as to diminish the
vibration of the index point.
About this time he invented the •' Suspension
Railway," for which he obtained a patent, but which was only tried on two
He
short lengths at Cheshuiit, and in the VictuaUing Yard at Deptford.
also invented and patented the system of constructed roofs, &c., of corrugated
wrought iron, which principle he subsequently extended to cast iron, and
constructed a bridge on that plan at Swansea. The wrought iron roofs have
been extensively used. He also introduced a modification of the system as
In 182G he left Mr. Telford, on being
applied to porcelain tiles fur roofs.
appointed resident engineer to the London Docks, which position he held
During that period he designed and executed the
until the year 1835.
Eastern Dock, with the warehousing sheds, the Shadwell entrance, lock and
basin, the communication lock from the basin to the Eastern Dock, with the
requisite lock gates, bridges, &c., and several other works.

After the completion of the works at the Loudon Docks, he removed to
Westminster and became extensively engaged in parliamentary business, in
surveys for canals and railroads, the improvement of harbours, and in the
designing and execution of works of magnitude, among which may be mentioned, the surveys for the South Eastern and the proposed England and
Ireland Union Railways the design and execution of the new harbour and
lock of Port Talbnt, South Wales the Ipswich Docks the improvement of
the Harbours of Penzance and Neath, and the project for the intended ship
canal to Manchester.
The action of tides, with their effects upon beaches, was to him a favourite
subject and he contributed some able papers on tides and on the movement
of shingle, to the Royal Society, (Vide Phil. Trans. 1831, p, 209; 1831,
p, i)67), of which he was elected a Fellow in 1831.
;

;

[April,

Mr. Palmer was a great advocate for the formation of scientific societies,
and, even during his apprenticeship, about the year 1813-14, he organized at

Bermondsey a society of workmen, composing practically a Mechanics' Instimany of which have been subsequently formed.
In the latter end of the year 1817, Mr. Palmer conceived the idea of assembling a few young men occasionally, to discuss scientific subjects. He
communicated his views to his friend, Mr. James Jones (who subsequently
became his assistant in his principal works). Mr. Field was then consulted,
and on his entering cordially into the project, Messrs. William and Thomas
Maudslay, Charles Collinge, James Asbwcll, and John Thomas Lethbridge
were assembled, and on the 2nd of January, 1818, the first meeting was held
an address was read by Mr. Palmer, and from that meeting originated the
" Institution of Civil Engijieers."
In 1820 Mr. Telford became interested
in the welfare of the infant Society, and became its first President.
In 1828,
through his instrumentality, the charter of incorporation was obtained, and
at his death he munificently endowed it.
Mr. Palmer was always devotedly
tute, so

;

attached to the Institution, and, as long as his healtii permitted, his attendance as a Vice President was unremitting he contributed several good papers,
and be seldom failed to take part in the discussions, which he considered the
;

most

v.iluahle feature in the proceedings.

Since Mr. Palmer's decease, which took place on the 12th of September,
Mrs. Palmer has liberally presented, through your Vice President, Mr.
Mr. Palmer's drawings, .M.S.S., and models, which,
when arranged, will be found to contain much interesting matter, indicative
of the excellent talents he possessed.
His memory will be long esteemed by
his friends, and by the members of this Institution he should always be remembered, as its founder and constant friend.
18-1-J,

Field, the greater part of

WESTMINSTER NEW PALACE (THE NEW HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT.)
Copy OF THE Architect's Report as to the Present State of thb
Works, with Estimates.
" The centre and curtain portions of the river front are roofed in.
The
north wing is up in readiness for the roofs, part of which are already fixed,
and the remainder are betng put on. The south wing is nearly up to the
level of the roofs, which are prepared, and in readiness for being fixed.
" A considerable portion of the north flank of the building is now being
roofed in, and the south flank is up to the level of the roof, which is being
prepared, and will soon be ready for fixing.
The remainder of the north
and south flanks, together with the turrets and pinnacles surmounting them,
will be completed in the course of the present year.
" The Victoria Tower is carried up to a height of 38 feet, and the clock
tower is at a height of 36 feet above the ground.
" The House of Lords is roofed in, and the celling and other fittings of
that chamber are in hand.
The central tower is carried up to a height of
28 feet above the ground. The House of Commons is about 30 feet above
the ground, and will he roofed in during the present year.
" The other portions of the building are, upon an average, 30 feet above
the level of the ground, some of which are in readiness for the roofi (now
nearly ready for fixing,) while others are being roofed in.
" 'The alterations directed to be made at the Victoria Tower and Gallery
and the Queen's robing-room have been carried into effect.
"A contract has been entered into for the finishings of the entire building,
and those of the House of Lords, and the rooms provided for the business of
that House are in hand.
" Some delay has taken place in the fixing of the ironwork of the roofs,
owing to the unsettled state of the iron trade, and difficulties with workmen.
" The stone for the exterior of the building is still continuing to be supplied in great abundance, and of most excellent quality.
'•

January

" Charles Barry."

3.

Lincoln.

£

s.

d.

1,016,924 12

9

Sum

stated by Mr. Barry in evidence before the Select
Committee of the House of Commons of last session
Deduct for purchase of premises and miscellaneous ex.

penses

Add
And

.

.

.

for alterations at Victoria
for residence of Clerk of

.

.

90,605

6

6

926,319

6

3

6

3

800

Tower, &c.

Crown

1,794

928,913

;

Estimate of the total cost of the building, according to the
approved f 928,913 Cs. 3rf.

la.test

plan

Lincoln.
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site for a bridge across the Tannah river, but lie has stated liis belief, that
Tannah itself,
little below Tannah there is a more favourable spot than at
and that by adopting it, the line will avoid entering the town of Tannah alto a village
Point,
Persick
passes
round
line
Tannah
the
together. 'From
about four miles distant, called Dynhoolie, to which point only Mr. Clark
branch
runs
one
Dynhoolie
rails.
From
of
double
line
proposes having a

a
a

through Cullian, crossing the CuUian river about four miles above the town,
Purgah, on the ThuU Ghaut road, and the other branch following the
general course of a road projected by M.ijor Peat, from Tannah to the 6 miles
stone on the Poona road, which it cross, descends into the valley of the Apta
river, and again approaches the Poona road near the 18 miles stone, and runs
nearly parallel with it to Kapoolee at the foot of the Bliore Giiaut.
to

reader may clearly iinciersland the nature of the
necessarv to remind him briefly of the geographical
position of Bombay. Bombay is situated on a small island to the west
of the main continent, and separated from it by a narrow creek; the
most contracted part of tliis channel is at the town of Tannah ; at or
near whicli town the railway is intended to cross to the main land. It
then branches off in two directions, one northwards, the other southward. Both branches run somewhat parallel to the range of mountains, the Ghauts, which extend along the whole western coast of InThe length of railway proposed is ?9 miles, namely, 28 miles of
dia.
double, and 51 of single rails. The termination of the northern branch
is at Purgah, near one of the Ghauts called the ThuU ; the southern
branch would facilitate communication with the important town of
Poona, and we believe, by it witli Madras. The travelling distance
Tn order that the

project,

it

is

from Bombay

to Poona is 98 miles.
It will be seen that the benefits expected from this railway are
principally local, and affecting local traffic ; we presume however that
between
it would be made serviceable for facilitating communication
the three great presidencies and the interior of India. At least, as
will
greatly
the commencement of railway undertakings in India, it

stimulate the desire for those great connecting railroads which wo may
to see one day accomplished in that country.
The foUowiug extracts are from the report of the Committee, of
which we have given the commencement.

hope

It must be borne in mind, that not only has no part of the line of the proposed railway been surveyed, but that not a single level has been taken, with
the object of ascertaining its merits for a railroad indeed, one portion of it
has not even been seen by any party whose evidence, written or verbal, we
had the opportunity of obtaining. It is clear, therefore, that any estimate
for a railway, formed on such imperfect data must be liable to contain very
;

extensive errors.

the most expensive works connected with railways, are the vastMr. Clark assumes,
cuttings and embankments frequently found necessary
and for a considerable portion of the line we think he is likely to prove right,
that an embankment of an average height of four feet, will carry the rails
over the whole distance on a level, or with gradients so trifling as to be unimportant bnt until a section of the country is taken, it is impossible to
foresee to what extent cutting and embankment may prove necessary.
The opinion above expressed in favour of Mr. Clark's assumption, that an
embankment four feet in average height will be sufficient to carry the rails
on a level, over a considerable portion of the line, is based on the following
facts ; from the Bombay Terminus to the flats, the line passes over a portion
of the island formerly overflowed by the sea ; from Byculla along the flats to
Sion, an embankment wdl be necessary, but 2 feet will keep the rails clear
of the floods, and it will depend on the general level of the line how much
higher it may prove necessary to raise it, but in the deepest part it probably
would not exceed 4 or 5 feet. A little beyond Sion some cutting will possibly be necessary, but the distance is very short, and the amount unimportant ; on approaching Koorla the land is nearly on the level of the higher
parts of the flats of this island, viz. a few feet above high water mark, as is
proved by the tide flowing up to the road side. From Koorla to the twentieth mile stone tlie line runs nearly parallel with the western bank of the
Tannah river, it has been surveyed by Captain Crawford of the Engineers for
a road, and he states, that, along the whole of this line there need not be a
from the twentieth mile stone to Tannah the line passes over
rise of 10 feet
an extensive tract of rice fields ; from Tannah to Cullian the line again skirts
the bank of a tide river over singularly flat country, and from Dynhoolie to
the sixth mile stone on the Poona road ; the line has been surveyed by Capt.
Estridge of the Engineers, who has informed us that in the whole distance
there is only one hill, and that, he thinks, may be turned or avoided altogether.
Beyond the sixth mile stone on the Poona road, we fear that some
undulating country will be found, but Mr. Clark, who has examined it, is of
opinion that by following the course of the Apta Valley the difficulties may
be avoided.
The rate in the Department of Public Works at tlie Presidency for excavating foundations is 12 annas (about ISd, English)* per 100 cubic feet (3|
cubic yards), but considering the increased difficulty of working in a confined
ciitting, that labour in the Concan is cheaper than in Comliay, and that parties are readily found to contract for less than engineer officer's estimates, it,

Among
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has been assumed, that the work may be performed from side cuttings for 10
annas (about lad, English), per 100 cubic feet (SJ yards).
Mr. Clark proposes to convey all merchandize by horse power, but passengers, coolies and their loads, cattle, sheep, Slc. by locomotive power at
high rates of speed, and to have two trains a day in each direction.
From
calculations we have made, we are of opinion, that for the •stiinated passenger traffic at the average speed prevailing on railways in England, ten locomotive engines including spare ones will not be found too large a number.

The report enters into a minute detail of the traffic that it is assumed
come upon the line of railway, which appears to us to be founded
upon rather too low a scale, but even by the Commissioners cautious
will

it appears that the project will yield near 5 per cent,
on the capital to be invested.

calculations,
profit

Sketch Estimate* of the probable expense of the proposed Bombay Great
Eastern Railxi^ay, calculated by the Committee of enquiry appointed by
Government^ upon the data contained in the accompanying report^ and the
information afforded by G. T. Clark, Esq., C.E.

One
718080
79786

mile of double line of Railway between Koorla and Tanna.
cube earth-work as per plan, 34 feet broad and 4 feet deep.

feet

add ^th for settlement.

„

total filling in embankment from side cuttings
797866
„
3490 feet run masonry culverts per mile
21120 feet cube ballasting for blocks, 4 feet wide and 1 foot deep
42240
metalling for horse tracks, 8 ft. wide & 1 ft. deep
,,
No. 5280 stone blocks hammer dressed with setting and bed-

;

....
....
....

ding chairs, 6 feet x 2 feet x 1 foot
joint chairs with pins and keys weighing 17|ton9, at
,010 per ton
3960 intermediate chairs with pins and keys weighing 44^ tons,
at £10 per ton
21120 feet run wrought iron rail 65 lb. per R. yard, at £9 per ton
Tools
drain tiles for surface drainage, with fixing
9000
„

1320

Add

....

5 per cent, for sidings

Estimated cost of one mile
Ditto ditto of 28 miles

.

.

.

.

.

One Mile Single Way as above.
422400 feet cube earthen work as per plan, taken at 20
wide and 4 feet deep.
46933 feet cube, add ^th for settlement,

254
5341
149,553

feet

;

;

;

* Si^cteen aniias are e:iuiralent t}
KnglisU inguey.

1

rupee, whicli

wc

liare talseo as equivalent to 29. in

469333 feet cube filling in embankment from side cuttings
£293
2320 feet run masonry culverts per mile
.
116
10500 feet cube ballasting for blocks, 2 ft. wide and 1 ft. deep
52
21120
metalling for horse tracks, 4 ft. wide & 1 ft. deep
„
105
No. 2640 stone blocks hammer dressed with setting and bed.

joint

.....

ft. square and 1 ft. thick
and intermediate chairs weighing 31 tons,

ding chairs, 2

2640

.

per ton

10500 wrought iron
Tools

Add 10

rail

.

65

lb. to

.

at

£W

running yard at ^£9 per ton

.

.

,

per cent, for sidings

792

310
919

,12

.

Estimated cost of one mile
Ditto

ditto of 51 miles

Forming a Termimis

in

31200 feet cube excavating foundation
144600
stone and chunam masonry
,,
29400 feet super Khankee facing of wharf
4320000 feet cube filling iu with earth
Estimated cost of

Bombay.
to

wharf wall

.

.
.

Bombay Terminus

17,095

Crossing Sion Marsh.
Estimated expeuce in addition to ordinary mileage
Bridges.

Tanna Bridge

....

Taloga Bridge 200 feet long and 12 feet wide
Ditto small ditto, 60 feet long and 8 feet wide
Nowra Bridge, 140 feet long and 15 feet wide
Assoot ditto, 40 feet long and 8 feet wide
Khapodle ditto, 96 feet long and 10 feet wide
Kolapoor ditto, 120 feet long and 9 feet wide
Ditto small ditto, 40 feet long and 9 feet wide

* Tlie amounts in ttie oiigiiial are given in Xiupeesj but
responJing sums of .Eiighsh money.

02
2602
1470
12960

1870
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

we havs here

12000
2100
600
1700
400
1000
1500
400

ylven the cor-
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feet long and 11 feet wide
Small Bridges from I'ursick I'oint to Callian
Ditto ditto from Callian to Purgah

Choke Bridge, 148

Callian Briilge

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

£1800
1000
1000
20000
43,500

Termini Sla/ions and Goods iheda.
Terminus Station in Bombay, 60 ft. by 50 ft. and 18 ft. high
Seven station bouses at other termini and intermediate stations
Engine-house and filting-shop, Bombay, 70 ft. by 50 ft. aud 18
ft. high
Two (Htto at other termini, 32 ft. by 20 ft. and 18 ft. higl
Carriage building shed, CO ft. by 40 ft. and 12 ft. high

Shed
18

'

ditto

Ditto

.

.

warehousing goods by Bombay, 300

for
ft.

....
....
....
....
....

high

Four ditto ditto outstations, 100
Enclosure walls of termini
Fitting up sheds

ft.

by 30

ft.

ft.

by 80

and 18

ft.

ft.

G72
2S0
700
192
360
240

and

3600
1800
500
2000

high

Estimated cost^of termini station-house, &c.

in,.'?44

Supply of IVater.

One tank

in

Four ditto

A

well in

Bombay

Wheels, pumps, &c.

50,000 gallons
each 25,000 gallons

for

at stations,

Bombay

Estimated cost of supplying waterjtanks

Locomotives, Carriages,

.

.

.
.
.

.

350
700
180
120
13,500

JJ'at/ons, i^t.

10 locomotive engines including spare gear, at 1500/.
14 tenders at 300/.
5 first class carriages at 4G0?.
ditto at 150/.
75 second ditto
.

500 wagons at GO/.
45 sheep wagons at 70/.
8 cattle wagons at 70/.

.

.

.

Total estimated cost of carriages, &e.
Horses,

334 horses at 40/.
334 sets of harness

C64,600
4'c.

13360
1670

at 5/.

Total estimated cost of horses and harness

Turn

Tables.

5 per cent on cost of rails

Switches 4 per cent on cost of

rails

Eni/ine Lathes, Tools, ifc.
II. P.

Eight horse power engine,
Middle sized lathe
Smaller ditto
2 hand lathes
Small planing machine
Drilling machine

Punching machine
Tools for

CO

tlie

above

feet of shafting with driving

A. circular

.

drums

saw bench with saws

A

portable crane
2 forges with fanblast, anvils, &c.
.
A set stocks and dies
An anchor-smith's anvil
Vices, benches, drill braces, &c.

Estimated cost of engine, lathe,

tools,

&c.

Surveying and drawing instruments
Establishment for management for three years
Establishment- for superintendence for three years
Establishment for surveying for three years
Compensation and expenses of purchasing land.
Gates and Porter lodges at 20 croisings on the level
Total
Contingencies 10 per cent

m
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— Still-room, — Stove, — Studio, —Tank,— Tulipwood, —Vertical

be making con-

Journal.
Tlie dissenting bodies of the town seem to
siderable improvement in their erections for worship, aixl it is a curious
circumstance tliat they arc adopting an ecclesiastical style, whilst the
churches are assuming the plainness which used to characterize dis-

Bond

and Wall-straps.

On

the other hand, among those words which do not require any
r«-ia/ explanation, we find " Kitchen" thrust into this Glossary ; yet
neither there nor in the body of the work do we obtain from Mr.
Gwilt any information at all as to the fitlings-up of Kitchens, and all
the various articles of culinary apparatus according to the latest improvements; to say nothing of various contrivances introduced of late
years into domestic offices and household economy, all which matters
it is highly important to the practical architect to be conversant with.
Moreover in a specific Encyclop<edia of architecture, particularly one
in which many matters that do not rightly belong to it, or which might
have been left out without occasioning any apparent deficiency, are
brought in, something of the subject of internal decoration, furniture,
the ornamental colouring of rooms, &c., would have been by no means
supurfluous.
It is strange that he should not have been put tip lo
treating of matters of the kind by the example of Loudon's Encyclopaedia; or if he considered them quite infra rf/g, and beneath the
attention of an architect, he might at least have told his readers where
they could obtain some account of them ; instead of which, the only
notice he takes of Loudon's work at all, consists in merely inserting
the title of it in the list which he gives of publications on architecture,
without a syllable in recommendation of it. In fact that list is by no
means so serviceable as it might have been rendered, because it serves
as no sort of guide in the selection of an architectural library, unless
people can discriminate between valuable and worthless publications
by the titles alone ; iind that some of the works inserted in it are any
thing but cordially admired by Mr. Gwilt is very certain, those of both
Schinkel and Klenze being among them, the two German architects
whom he had taken some pains to decry, not very long before.
Further in regard to that List, a more industrious or a more liberal
bibliographer would have introduced into the "Miscellaneous" section
of it some notice of architectural periodicals, both English and foreign
for instance Loudon's " Architectural Magazine," Daly's " Revue
But instead of being
Generale, &c.," and Fiirster's " Bauzeitung."

senting chapels.
The introduction of the bonding system in Manchester has rendered
necessary large warehouses for bonded goods, and a company has been
formed which has taken very spacious premises, which are being altered to suit the purpose under the direction of Mr. Alexander Mills,
architect.
It is expected that the building trades will receive a great
impulse for the next year or two, in consequence of the want of bondtrust that the experience of late years will have
ing warehouses.
taught its lesson, and prevent the erection of warehouses on the false
principle of economy, which has proved so disastrous to property in
Manchester and Liverpool in cases of fire. In Church-street we ob-

We

—

served a large warehouse, now being erected, completely fire-proof;
and in the new mills round about they are adopting the same plan.
Iron cornices and facings are in some quarters being substituted for
the old wooden ones, but altogether we should pronounce Manchester
behind Liverpool in the adoption of fire-proof material.
The Manchester and Leeds Railway Company have recently erected
an extensive pile of workshops, for the manufacture of locomotive
Mr. Bellbouse was the contractor
engines, about a mile from town.
for the building, which has been completed at an expense of about

£17,000.
It may be incidentally remarked that upwards of £30,000 have been
subscribed for the purchase of sites for the public parks and walks
and it is intended immediately to layout four large parks, with lodges,
This measure will be a great boon
&c., in different parts of the town.
to the people, as such breathing places have been much required in
;

such densely populated neighbourhoods.
Upon the whole, we may congratulate the inhabitants of Manchester
upon the progress of improvement in their town, and we do so the
more earnestly as we know that the amount of public revenue to be
devoted to these purposes is comparatively small; so that the result
must be attributed to the public spirit of the inhabitants of this (in
more respects than one) great community.
P.S. Since writing the above we learn that the Town Council of
Manchester have purchased the Manorial Rights from Sir Oswald
Mosley, for the sum of £200,000, and that it is purposed to build
markets on a scale commensurate with the wants of the large and in-

indicated by Mr. Gwilt, if they are indexed by
in his own private Indix Expungalorim.

him

at

all, it

must be

Your's, &c.

C. Harford.

creasing population.

E. C.

ARCHITECTURE
GWILT'S GLOSSARY.
correspondent P.Hill has fallen into a mistake in saying
that Gwilt has omitted the term " Antefixae," but there is some excuse for his having overlooked it, because it is misplaced, owing to
However, though there is so far one
its being raispelt, viz. Antifixffi.
omission the less, there are numerous others which your correspondent
has not pointed out, and some of them are remarkable ones, especially
if we consider the copiousness and the minuteness which Mr. Gwilt
seems to have aimed at by introducing a great number of terms vs-hich
hardly belong at all to a technical glossary, though exceedingly proper for an Architectural Dictionary in which real information as well
It is surely puerile to insert words
as verbal definition is sought for.
which every child knows the meaning of, such as Bedchamber and
Cottage. So far too, is Mr. Gwilt from having shown any industry,
that he does not appear to have availed himself, as he very easily
might have done, of many preceding and even recent Glossaiies.
Had he condescended to look at that in Loudon's Encyclopaedia of
Cottage and Villa Architecture?
Among the omissions by Gwilt that have been passed over by your
correspondent, tliere is one which will just now be thought a most
a positively stupendous one, viz. Credence-Tablk
extraordinary
Pity! that Sir Herbert Jenner Fust did not think of consulting Gwilt's
Encyclopaedia, for he would then have discovered that a Credencetable must be something so very nonsensical that the author was abThe same appears to have
solutely ashamed of mentioning it at all.
been the case with regard to the following terms, vvhich together with
those specified by vour other correspondent make up a rather formidBell turret,
Benetier,—
Bartizan tower,
able list.
Altar tomb,
Clock tower, Concha, Encaustic,
Bird's-eye Perspective,
Buhl,
Gablet,
Gateway, Graining, HypertiFald-stool,
Gargoyle,
Lift (for raising trays,
Lettera,
Isometrical Perspective,
thedas,
&c. from kitchen to upper floors),— Louvre, Orthostyle, Perspective
Prie-Dieu,
Postera,— RidPenthouse,
Pinacotheca,
Elevation,

Sir— Your

—

—

—

—

—

ing-liouse,

—

!

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—Roman Cement, — Sand-dashing,— Satin-wood,— Sgrafitto

— Unusual

IN IRELAND.

no doubt, is to express a wish of the kind in
this manner, I certainly do very much wish that your Correspondent
Dr. Fulton, would supply some information on a subject as to which
there now exists a lamentable dearth of it, by giving us some account
of what has been done of late years, in architecture at Dublin or elsewhere. Though the brilliant period adorned by a Gandon may have
passed away, I presume that architecture is not wholly extinct in Ireland
and further trust that if there are such wretched specimens of
it as the "Conciliation Hall," there are also worthier productions,
some in regard to which silence is injustice.
For all that is to be gathered from English architectural publications, whether Encyclopaedias or others, it would seem that there has
been no such place as Ireland during the present century. Yet surely
there must have been several buildings not wholly unworthy of notice
erected in Dublin itself since Malton published his Views of the
And to his work we are mainly
principal ones existing at that time.
indebted for any knowledge of them but imperfect and limited
nothing
because
more can be understood than
knowledge at the best,
what can be made out from the exterior alone, as seen from a certain
point of view for, unfortunately, Malion's work exhibits no interiors,
notwithstanding that he might easily have found many highly inteSib

as

it,

;

—

;

resting subjects of that class,
is to be trusted.

— at

least if verbal description of

them

upon him to do so, I hope that Dr.
Fulton will now endeavour to contribute what he can on the subject
of modern Irish Architecture, and Irish Architects, in doing which he

Having ventured thus

to call

if he thinks proper, confine himself strictly to matter-of-fact,
without bringing forward his own opinions as to the merits or defects

can,

of the respective buildings.
I

remain. Sir,
Your's, &c.,

Philo-Hibernicus.
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STEAM NAVIGATION.

COLONNA AND COCKERELL.

— Professor

Cockerell's strangi" rl^ipsocly about Colonna in one
of liis late lectures, has no doubt excited the curiosity of otliers as
as
myself
well
in regard to a newly found out wortliy whose name
has been hardly heard of at all among us, although his writings ar^"
now all at once held up to us for admiration, as calculated to inspire
with an ardent enthusiasm for the study of architecture. I have
therefore turned to Milizia to ascertain whit sort of character he
gives liim ; and as the article is exceedingly short, and expressive
enough, 1 here transcribe the whole of it from the English translation
of his "Lives of Celebrated Architects."
"Freiicesco Colonna neither merits the title of an architect, or (nor)
a writer on the subject of architecture. It is true he composed a
large book, which, althcugli compared by his commentator to that of
As well
Vitruvius, is loo full of absurdities to be read with patience.
might the term ' architectural' bo applied to the writing of Ariosto,
Tasso, or any work of fancy."
Nagler does not treat Masser Francesco more ceremoniously, for he
briefly calls him "ein viel verlachter Mann,"
a man who has been
very much laughed at, and no wonder if he wrote such monstrous and
extravagant stulV as that which your Correspondent " Common Sense"
described.
If the Professor thought that he might indulge in rliodomontade
before students, with impunity, lie is perhaps by this time of a different opinion, and has found out that for addressing a mixed auditory
like his a little discretion is required.
He may think himself well off
Literary
if he does not obtain the sobriquet of Colonna Cockerell.
studies are no doubt highly becoming in an architect, yet unless they
are directed to sometbing better than the poring over obsolete
crotchety writers, minute inquiries into tlie text of Vitruvius, and
other matters which besides being of no practical value whatever are
most wearisome and stale, they arc neither valuable nor interesting.
Fur my part, I am inclined to think that inquiries relative to what
belongs to the mere archaeology of architecture might very well be deferred till a later period of professional education, when the student
shall have qualified himself for taking up the history of architecture
by having learnt the elements of tiie art, and the leading forms and
characteristics of the styles whose history and development he may
then explore. There is a most excellent Essay entitled "Outlines
and Characteristics of Styles," in Part III. of Weale's Quarterly
Papers, which enters more fully and intelligently into the rationale of
the Greek and Roman orders, than any thing else I have met with on
the same subject, which hackneyed as it is, is there treated with very
great freshness. The writer seems to know exactly both what ought
to be chiefly urged at the outset upon the student's attention, and how
to communicate instruction interestingly, without formal dryness on
the one hand, and without rhetorical " magnificition" and mystifying
of the subject, on the other. Wliereas some writers, and perhaps
some lecturers too, seem to be not so much solicitous of convincing
us of the merits of architecture or of particular styles in it, as determined to bully us into admiration. Many of them, besides, show
very bad taste and any thing but tact, in puffing architecture in such
an outrageously pompous and silly way that any one would suppose
that it had got a very bad character, and needed witnesses to come

Sir

—

—

lorward and clear

it.

I

P.S. In
Kti/um,

and

my

former Note, page

remain, &c.,
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should have been printed
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The Samson

.Stpam

War Steamer

Krioati-.— This fimernment

recently

made a trial of tier eiigiiies, wiiiist at tier moorings in tlie East India Doclfs, in ttiv presence of llio Government engineers and several naval and scientific gentlemen. Tlie en.
ginea \vere constructed I)y Messrs. Uennie, and we can safely say tiiat we never saw enKines of such a magnitude more beautifully Hnlstied in every respect, and tliat ivorlled
lietter.
Tliey are of llio direct action principle, tile two are of tlie nominal collective
powert.f 450 tiorses, tint by tile indicator card her etfectivc power proves to be nearer
di)ubie tilat power. The metliod of reversing the valves to go a-head or a stern appeared
to us to be quite new, as far as regards Maiine engines, ollhouith we believe somewhat
tlie same principle, is adopted, in Locomotive engines; in addition to the usual tccentrlc
on the shaft for working the valves, there Is another eccentric fixed on the side ol it with
nri arm demltting, at the lower citremity of this arm there is a small cog or pinion wheel
wliich is embraced by an endless chain nearly horizontal, this endless chain also passes
over a corresponding pinion wheel supported by a vibrating standard, and turned by a
capstan lever; when it is desired to alter the motion of the engines, a man turns the capBlan with the pinion, whicli causes the endless chiiin to draw" towards it the coirespond.
ing pinion attaclied to llie eccentric rod before described, and thereby reverse the motion
of the valves. The operation is performed by one man in less than half a minute. The
following are the dimensions of the engines cylinder HOj inch diameter, length of stroke
The bailers are upon the line principle,
."lit. loin., number of strokes per minute 18.
there are four of tliein, each with four fires, tlley are placed in pairs athwart ship and
back to b.ick, and occupy a space of 2fi lect in width and L'O feet in length, the grate surface is 254 feet super., and tile total healing surface 4800 feet; each boiler is furnished
with distinct steam valves, so that any one can be used without interfering with the other
The paddle wheels are :'7 feet diameter and
if it be required to work only part of them.
y feet over the float. The total weight of the machinery is 'ift'i tons.
a very successful alteration has just been made
TiiR Herne .Steami-.u
upon this iron-built steamer for the purpose of increasing her accommodation by length.
This has not only given greater space fur the fore cabin passenenini,' her bow 15 feet.
The trials made last month In the pregers, but it has also greatly increased her speed.
sence of the Directors of tlie Company to whom the vessel belongs and several gentlemen
was most satisfactory, and showed that in the ensuing season she will be a match for the
She performed the trip from Blackwall to Heme
fastest steamers on the river Thames.
Bay in three hours and 45 minutes. The credit of this alteration is due, we believe, conjointly to Messrs. Uitchburn and Mair, the builders of the vessel, and IMessrs. Boulton,
Watt and Co., the constructors of the engines.
The Osdim:.— new iron vessel recently built by Messrs. Miller, Ravenhill, and Co., has been making some astonishing trips as to speed, although the power of
her engines are only 50 horses, she performed a trip from Blackwall to Dover in 5 hours
.HI minutes, and broughtover an express from Boulogne to Folkstone in 1 hour 55 minutes,
and another express from Dover to Boulogne, against tide, in 2 hours 10 minutes.
:

—

—

a

Lai sen of the Tfrriblf.

War

Steamer.

—This

magnificent war steara-

vcssel, the largest ever built for the Royal Navy, was launched on Februarys, at Deptford.
Slie was designed by Mr. Oliver Lang, master-shipwright at Woolwich, and has been
built on a principle introduced by him, of such a valuable nature, that she would actually
swim if launched with her ribs only put together, they are so accurately fitted and well

joined to each other. The Uoyal Albert, of I'JO guns, building at Woolwich, is put together on the same principle, and now has assumed a most magnificent form, being at present nearly all framed, and well worthy of being visited. She is 700 tons larger iu dimensions of tonnage tlian tlie Trafalgar. The following is a correct detail of the dimensions
ot the Terrible war steam-vessel
:

Ft. In.

Length from the fore part of the figure-head to the alt part of the
Length between the perpendiculars
Length of the keel for tonnage
Breadth extreme
Breadth for tonnage
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
Breadth moulded

Depth

in hold

Burden

A Mo.NSTER

Bell.

taifrail

241)
;i2t>
\\\(\

..

42
42

loi
*»

41

2

27

4

1,847 7-94 tons.

—The restoration of York Minster

is

now completed, and

furnishes another illustration, if any were wanting, of the architectural skill and celerity
in execution of the present age.
It will be remembered, that in the year 1830 a religious
fanatic, named Alartin, set fire to ttie Minster, upon wtlich occasion nearly the whole of
the interior of the choir was destioyed. Shortly after its restoration a second (accidental)
fire in the belfry destroyed the nave.
The whole is again entirely restored to its pristine
beauty under Jlr. Sydney Smirks, at a cost of nearly 9U,000L, which sum was raised by
subscription. A separate fund has also Iteen subscribed for a beli, which in vastness exceeds anythingof the kind hitherto attempted in thiscountiy. Some idea may be formed
of its size, when we state that it weighs nearly 13 tons, and with the stock 16 tons, and is
U feet 6 inches in height; the clapper, which is of ivrought iron, weighs 4 cwt. The belt
was cast by Messrs. Mears, who prepared 17 tons of metal, and ran it in seven minutes
and a half; it took 14 days cooling before it could be uncovered, and is one of the most
perfect specimens of gigantic casting known.
It is to be rung witli two wheels, 14 feet
diameter each, and will require 12 men to ring it. So great an interest has been excited
about this bell that the committee, after much solicitation, have determined upon its exhibition in London, where it is to remain a short time. It has been removed to the
Baker-street Bazaar, where the public will have an opportunity of seeing this gigantic
specimen of art.

—

The Thames Tunnel Surpasseo. The following account is from a letter
in the DiJbats :—" There has been long known, or believed to exist, at
Marseilles, a tunnel or submarine passage, passing from the ancient Abbey of SI. Victoire, running under the arm of the sea, which is covered with ships, and coming out under a tower of Fort St. Nicholas. Many projects for exploring this passage have been
entertained, but hitherto no one has been found sufiiciently bold to persevere in it. M.
Joyiand, of the Ponts-et-Chaussees, and M. Matayras, an architect, have however not only
undertaken, but accomplished this task. Accompanied by some friends and a number of
labourers, they went, a few days ago, to the Abbey, and descended the numerous steps
that led to the entrance of the passage. Here they were the first day stopped by heaps of
the ruins of the Abbey. Two days afterwards, however, they were able to clear their way
to the other end, and came out at Fort St. Nicholas, after working two hours and 20
minutes. The structure, which is considered to be Roman, is in such excellent condition
that in order to put it into complete repair a cost of no more than 500,000f. will be required; but a mucll larger outlay will be wanted to render it serviceable for modern purposes. This tunnel is deemed much finer than that of London, being formed of one single
vault of fiO feet span, and one-tourth longer."
from Marseilles

Clocks.— Extract of a letter from Mr. Fiiilalson, of Loughton
"Mr. Brain has succeeded lo admiration
working electric clocks by the currents of the earth. On the 28lli of
August he set up a small clock in my drawing-room, the pendulum of which
is in the hall and both instmmenls in a voltaic circuit as follows :— On the
N.K. side of my house two zinc plates, a foot square, are sunk in a hole, and
susj ended to a wire
this is passed through the house, to the pendulum first
and then the clock. On the S.E. side of the house, at a<listance of about 40
yards, a hole was dug four feet deep, and two sacks of common coke buried
in it among ilie coke another wire was secured, and passed in at the drawing
room window, and joined lo the former wire at the clock. The ball of tinpendulum weighs nine pounds, but it was moved cnerguilcally, and has ever
since contlnueil lo do su with the self-same energy. The time is lo perfectinu
and the cost of ihe motive foiver was only Is. 6</. There are but three little
wheels in the dock, and neither weight3 nor spring so there is nothing' to
Ei,E(rrRic

Hall, in the Polyltchnic Review

—

in

:

;

;

be wound tp."

—

Petrifying Ammal Soustancfs. At the Aeatlemie ties Scicuccs, at Paris, a
communication read announced that the Abbe Baldacconi, conservator of the liluseum of
Natural History of Sienna, has uiscovered a means of petrifying animal substances. The
process consists in the immersion of the substance to be hardened, for a long time, in a
strongly.charged solution of twelve parts of bichloruret of mercury, and one or two parts
of hydrochloruret of ammonia. By tills process the natural colour of the object is pre
|
served, which is not the case if the bichloruret of mercury be used alone. With the Utte
announcing this fact, was forwarded the liver of k dog presei ved, retaUiing its natural form
aud colour.
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The Royal Academy.— At the close of the Academic Session on the 29th
one hundred of the students presented to Mr. Jones the Keeper of the Royal
ult
Acndemv. a large Silvar Etniscan tazza to testify their gnititude for his kindness towards
them at all times. The eldest son of Mr. Cowper, R.A., was deputed by the students to
present the memorial on their behalf.
The Gravesrnd Terrace Pikr.— This pier constructed under the direction
Monday,
of Mr. Redman, C.E., and described in the Journal, was opened to the public on
the :21th ult.

[April,

George FergusBon Wilson, Belmont, Vauxhall, gent., George Gwynne, Regent-street,
and James Pillans Wilson, Belmont, Vauxhall, aforesaid, gent., "Improvements
manufactures of candles when palm-oil is used." l\Iarch 13.
Robert Barr Purbrick, Tonbridge, Kent, engineer, " Improvements in certain apparatus used in the manufacture of sugar, which apparatus is commonly called sugar-pans
gent.,
in the

—

or coppers."

— March

13.

John BIyth and Alfred Blyth, St. Anne's, Middlesex, engineers, and George Parker
Hurbuck, Ponder's-end, Middlesex, engineer, " Improvements in steam-engines, steamand machinery for propelling vessels, which improvements in steam-engines and
steam-boilers are for the most part applicable to other purposes for which steam-engines
boiler,

or steam-boilers are or

NEW

(Contmiied from Page 96, March JourtiaL)

poses."

RAILWAYS IN ENGLAND.
Railway Communication bctwtcn London and York and in the intermediate districts to the East of the present lines of railtvai/.

Cambridge and Lincoln,
Direct Northern (as to the Dortion between Lincoln and Vork),"
Eastern Counties— Brandon and Peterborough Deviation,
Eastern Counties— Hertford and Big-

Direct Northern (as to the portion between Lincoln and London),

gleswade Junction.
Great Grimsby and Sheffield,
Midland Railway— Syston and
borough.

Ely and Lincoln,
Goole and Snaith,
Hull and Gainsborough,
London and York,
Lincoln, York, and Leeds,
Midland Railway— Sninton to Lincoln
(as to the portion between Doucaster

Peter-

MidlandRailway— Nottingham and Lincoin.

Midland Railway- Swinton to Lincoln
(as to the portion between Swinton

and Doncaster),
Tottenham and Faningdoa-street Extension,

Wakefield, Pontefract, and Goole

Comities

Eastern

—

Cambridge

and

Huntingdon,
Eastern Coauties— Ely and Lincoln Extension,

and Lincoln),
Kotherham, Bawtry, and Gainsborough,
Sheffield and Lincolnshire,
York and North Midland, and Doncaster,
York and North Midland, and Goole.

—

Also in favour of the
Aberdare.
Brighton, Lewes, and Hastings— Keymer Branch,
Cockermouth and WorK-inRton,
Dunstable. London, and Birmingham,

Erewasb

Valley,

Manchester. Sheffield, and Midland Junction,

Newark and Sheffield,
North Wales Mineral Railway— Extension,
Preston and Wyre— Lytham and Blackpool Blanches,
Valley

And recommending

the postponement until a future period of the
Ely and Bedford,
Lannceston and Tavistock,
South Devon and Tavistock.

IiIST

—

engineer, " Improvements

in,

or applicable to, turn-tablts

Pierre Armand le Comte de Fontainemoreau, Skinner-place. City, *' Improvements in
the process of, and apparatus for, distilling andrectifying." (Communication.) March 13.

Christopher Nickels, York-road, Lambeth, gent., " Improvements in the manufacture
of elastic webs and cords, and In the mode or modes of manufacturing articles from the

same."— March 13.
John Ainslie, Redheugh, N.

B., farmer, "A certain improvement or certain improvements in the apparatus and arrangements for the manufacture of tiles and similar articles
from clay or other plastic matter."— (This patent being opposed by caveat at the Great
Seal, was not sealed till March l/i, 1845, but bears date, per order of the Lord Chancellor,
18th of January last, the day it would have been sealed had the said caveat not been lodged

against

it.)

Constant Champion, city of London, merchant, "Improvements in burning animal

(Communication.)— March

charcoal."

17.

Pryce Buckley Willlames, Llegodig, North Wales, gent., " Improvements in the manufacture of artificial stone."

— March

17.

John Sellers, Jun., Burnley, Lancaster, Cotton Spinner," Improvement in looms
weaving.— March 17.
John Cleveland Palmer, East Haddam, Middlesex, gent. " Machinery to be used

S.

3,

TO

in

manufacturing certain kinds of tools for boring wood or various other substances."

March !7.
Henry Grissell and James Lewis Lane, Regents Canal, Iron Works, engineers, " Improvementsin weighing machines, and also in steel-yards."— March 17.
Edivin Hill, Bruce Castle, Tottenham, gent, and Warren De La Rue, Bunhill-row,
manufacturer, " Improvements In the manufacture of envelopes." — March 17.
William Lloyd Caldecott, Esq., Bath, Somerset, " Improvements in the manutacture
of soap."— March 17.
Augustus Cofl'yn, Paris, gent., " Improvements in pumps." — March 17.

—

Thomas Drew, St. Anstell, Cornwall, chemist, and Edward Stocker, of the same place,
merchant, " Improvements in the production and manufacture of naphtha, pyroligneous
acid, or other inflammable matters."— March 17.
Francis Molineux, Hackney, gent., " Improvements in apparatus for cutting and dividing sugar." March 18.

—

LAING.

MARCH

for

—

—

OF NES^V PATENTS,

GRANTED IN ENGLAND FROM MARCH

— March 13.

Thomas Dunn, Manchester,

to be used on, or in connexion with railways."— March 13.

Henry Samuel Rayner, Alfreton, Derby, gent., " Improved means of preventing accidents to carriages on railways and common roads." March 18.
Anna Maria Stowell, Glocester-place, Islington-green, straw bonnet manufacturer,
and Thomas Little, Hoxton Old Town, manufacturer, '* Improvements In the manufacture of ladies' bonnets or hats." March 18.
Louis Theodore Maillard Kochet, Paris, gent., " Improvements in the construction of
ovens, applicable also for the purposes of economizing fuel in furnaces generally."

DALHOUSIE.
G. R. PORTER,
W. PASLEY,

D. O'BRIEN,

<

'

Stephen Perry, Woodland's-place, St. John's wood-road, gent., and Thomas Barnabas
Daft, Birmingham, manufacturer, " Improvements in springs to be applied to girths,
and bandages, and improvements in the manufacture of elastic bands." March 17.

;

C,

i

belts,

Shrewsbury, Oswestry, and Chestt- r,
Sunderland, Durham, and Auckland,

Wear

— March 13.
—

—

Against the—
Barnsley and Goole,

Bedford, London, and Birmingham,

be used."

Moses Poole, the Patent Office, London, gent., " Improvements in lithographic presses.'*
(Communication,)— March 13.
Henry Jones, Broadmead, Bristol, baker, " A new preparation of flours for certain pur-

The Decistqns of the Board of Trade.

In favour of the—

may

Abel Siccama, Finsbury-pavement, bachelor of arts, *' Improvements in the construction
of flutes and other nind musical instruments." March 13.

PROJECTED RAILWAYS.

28, 1845.

Si^ Months allowed for Enrolment, unless otherwise eccpressed.
William Smith, of Snow-hill, ** Improvements in gas meters and gas meter cases"—
(Commxinication. )— Sealed March 3.
George Miller Clarke, Albany-street, Regent's-park, " Improvements in the construcMarch 3.
tion of lamps and apparatus tu be used therewith." (Communication.)
Thomas Schofield Whitworth, Salford, Lancaster, " Improvements in machinery, for
preparing, spinning, and doubling cotton-wool, flax, silk, and similar fibrous materials."

—

(Commuuication)— March 20.
John Thurston, Catherine-sUeet, Strand, " Improvements in parts of billiard -tables."
March 26.
Richard Archibald Brooman, of the Patent Office, 166, Fleet street, London, gent., for
a thread made from a substance not hitherto apphed to that purpose, and also the application of it to the manufacture of piece goods, ribbons, paper, and other articles, (being a
communication.)— March '27.
Henry Tylor, of the firm of Tylor and Pace, Hackney, gent., •' Improvements in fabrics used for, and applicable to cuitaine, screens blinds, and other like useful purposes.'*

—

—March

28.

—March 3.
John Tomes, Mortimer-street, " Improvements

in

making

artificial teeth,

gums, and

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

palates."— March 3.

Heni7 Fox Talbot, Lacock Abbey, Wilts, " Improvements in obtaining motive power,
and in the application of motive power to railways." March 3.
William Palmer, Clerkenwell, " Improvements in pressing tallow and other matters and
substances and fabrics." March 3.
Samuel Knight, of Spotland, near Rochdale, " Improvements in machinery or apparatus
for scouring, washing, cleansing, and other similar purposes."
March 3.
George Eltins, Droitwich, " Improvements in manufacturing salt, and in apparatus for
manufacturing salt."— March 3.
William Shaw, Liverpool, "A machine for paging books and numbering documents
consecutively and otherwise, and for printing dates, words, marks, Humbers, or impressions, in an expeditious manner."
March 3.
Alexander Gordon, Westminster, " an Improvement or Improvements in producing
motive power by the action or agency of heat, and in the application of that power to pur-

—

—

Inquiries respecting subjects connected with Engineering, Practical and
Theoretical Science, Architecture, and Patent Laws raust be addressed to the
Editor by the 18th of each month, to obtain answers in the following number of tliis Journal.

—

—

Mathemaiicus.

^

=

(1

—

poses of locomotion or navigation." March 3.
Robert Frederick Browne, Klnghtsbridge, " Improvements in the construction of chairs
and couches. "—March 8.
George Selby, Birmingham, *' Improvements in the manufacture of pipes or tubes of
that class or kind which are formed by welding skelps of wrought iron." March 8.
John Sykes, HoUingwood, Lancaster, and Adam Ogden, of Aghton-under-Lyne, " Improvements in machinery for preparing aud cleaning wool, cotton, and similar fibrous ma-

—

— March 8.
Thomas Wright, Thames

t«rial."

tion

and

diffusion of light."

Ditton, Esq., "

— March 10.

Improvements

in apparatus for the produc-

Dublin, civil engineer, " Improvements in Bank notes, and in machinery
connected therewith, parts of which are also applicable to cheques, bills, and other docu-

Thomas Grubb,

ments."

— March

10.

Archibald Richard Rrooman, Fleet-street, gent., " Improvements in the preparatiofl and
pppUgation of artificial fuels, maslics, and cementa."— March IV.

—Your

= .r+

assuming 2 cos

difficulty in

-, because every

X

numerical value of x makes cos 6 greater than 1, will vanish on considering
X a quantity partly rational and partly irrational. For instance, assume
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then since 1
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and therefore
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i
.

o),

we have - =

This

is

merely

one instance, but your own ingenuity will suggest many others.
One of the best works treating on mechanics, without the use of
£^ B.
mathematics, is that of the Society for Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. If
*'
popular" treatise, one by which you may learn without
you mean by a
no royal road to learning has been yet
study, there is no such work extant
:

discovered.

ji/._By far the easiest way of calculating
number of years is by aid of logarithms.

books of logarithms.

compound mterest
The method is fully

for a great

detailed in

'
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THE FOUNTAINS OF LONDON AND
(JFith Engravings, Plates

A",

PARIS.
and XT.)

We

present our readers with a geometrical view of one of the
fountains in Trafalgar Square, and compare it with two others whicli
a fountain of the Place de
are probably equally well known to tlicm
la Concorde, and the fountain Des Saisons, in the Champs Elysfes, at

—

Paris.

The fountains in Trafalgar Square are made of red granite highly
polished, and are in themselves very beautiful specimens of workmanship thev stand in the centre of a large stone basin, on a level
with the square, and consist of a granite pedestal with four heads of
dolphins projecting therefrom, and supporting a tazz.i 10 feet diann-ter
and another above, 5 feet diameter, in the centre of which is something
like a fire-plug, from which issues tlie vvatei to the height of four or
five feet.
The resemblance of these fountains to dumb-waiters with
the tops knocked off was made the subject of a witticism at the first
erection; but the resemblancp is far too exact to bn a matter of joke.
Their intense ugliness cannot be better exposed than by the comparison in the engravings, although our artist has given to the fountain
in Traf dgar Square a much ampler appearance of water than there
really is, as thev are now played.
For the purpose of supplying the fountains with water, and also the
Government Offices and the New Houses of Parliament, two wells
have been sunk at the distance of 880 feet from each other ; one
close to the front of the National Gallery, and the other a considerable
distance in the rear: the well in front is sunk to the depth of 170
feet then a boring has been made down to the chalk, to a farther
depth of 22:') feet, making a total depth from the surface of 395 feet
the other well is sunk to the depth of 17.') feet, and then by a boring into
the chalk 12.') feet more, this well was the first one completed, in which
the pumps are fixed, and which was done before the water from the
other well was admitted the supply from the latter is conveyed by a
tunnel of 380 ft. long, andli ft. diam. By this admirable arrangement the
supply is drawn from two difterent portions of the chalk, and by the aid
of the tunnel a large reservoir of water is always kept ready,* the
water is pumped up by the aid of 'steam-engine power into two reservoirs, one, considerably the highest, is intended for the supply
of the public ofticps, and the other for the supply of the fountains.
There is now sufficient force to supply 500 gallons per minute to each
fountain, 40 feet high, but the supply is only 2.50 gallons per minute.
It has been objected to an increased play of water, that a lofty jet
scatters a profuse shower of spray by the action of the wind.
This
defect might, however, be remedied by a proper distribution of the
water. If the jets were to play from the circumference of the basin
inwards the evil complained of would not exist, and tlie fountains
would gain that elTect by breadth which they cannot obtain by height.
The water, after it has played through the jets, instead of being
allowed to run to waste, is conveyed back by a 15 inch pipe to the
engine house, and again pumped up to the reservoir, so that any quantity of water can be supplied that the engines are capable of lifting,
and as the lift is of a short distance the expense of raising any additional quantity that may be required for the improvement of the founmust observe that the works
tains will be of trifling importance.
supplying the fountams are admirably arranged, and do credit to all
parties engaged, particularly to the engineers, Messrs. Easton and Amos.
The fountains of the Place de la Concorde at I-'aris are two in number, and they are both of the same design, of elaborately chased
The lower basin of each fountain is of stone of a circular
bronze.
form, 52 feet diameter, in the centre is a group of colossal seated
statues representing the Ocean Deitie.t, and above an elaborately enriched plateau, 20 feet diameter, in the middle of which a group of
children and swans surround the ornamental support of a reversed
tazza of 10 feet diameter, on the summit of which issue jets from a
centre flower. At the circumference of the lower basin there are six
full sized figures representing Tritons and Naids, holding each a fish or
a shell, from whicli by a beautiful arrangement water is thrown inwards into the large tazza above. By this arrangement, and the addition of numerous smaller jets, a great diversity of etl'ect is
produced, giving an idea of breadth and amplitude, and a pleasing
appearance of complexity, while the annoyance of a scattered shower
of spray is avoided.
This idea might be most successfully borrowed
for the improvement of our own fountains.
The effect of them, especially when viewed from a slight distance, is beautiful in the extreme.
Many of our readers are aware of the beauty of the magnificent vista
(certainly without rival in Europe), which, commencing at the grand
Corinthian facade of the Chamber of Deputies, comprises, in a perfectly straight line, the bridge of Louis XVI,, the two fountains and
;

;

We

* The wells and tunnel, w-hsu at rest. Ijold about I2'2,(fi)0 gallons of water, and alter
pumping 300 gallons per minute for 30 hours successively it only lowered the water 50 1'ect,

and then
1*0.

left

a reserve of 91,000

galionjs.

92.~VoL. VIII.— May, 1840.
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the statues of the Place de la Concorde, the obelisk of Luxor, the
avenue of columns formed by the buildings of the Garde Meuble, and
terminates with the incomparable Madeleine.
said that this
vista was unrivalled ; if it have a rival, it is in that which intersects it
at right angles, and which, commencing at the centre gate of the
Tuileries, contains, in a straight line, the grand avenue of the garden
of the Tuileries with its innumerable statues, the obelisk of Luxor fat
the intersection with the former vista), the grand avenue of the
Champs Elyset^'s, and terminates at the vast triumphal arch of the
Barriere de I'Etoile.
Those only who have actually seen these incomparable perspectives of fountains, statues, foliage, porticos, vases,
or.inge trees, gilded balustrades, and marble terraces, can have even a
faint idea of its gorgeous beauty, or feel adequately the humiliating

We

comparison which our own specimens of pigmy art present.
Paris abounds in fountains they profusely decorate every quarter,
almost every main street of the city. Besides the fountains of which
we have given representations, the Fontaine de Grendle, the Fontaine
d(S Innocents, the Chatiau d'Eau, and nearly itixty others, attest the
estimation in which these beautiful objects are held by the Parisians.
They are almost all of them large and elaborately ornamented. In
London, on the contrary, there are only about three or four, and all of
them of the most puny dimensions. Indeed, except the small jet in
the Temple Gardens, and that in St. James's Park, and the fountains
of Trafalgar Square, we do not remember any others in this metro;

polis.

We

had hoped to have given a view of the immense " Emperor"
fountain at Chatsworth, but are afraid it will be too late to do so this
month. This fountain, by far the highest in the world, consists of a
simple vertical jet rising from the surface of a lake to the height of
21)7 feet!
The reservoir is a natural lake on a hill, and is elevated
381 feet. When this reservoir is full the fountain is expected to playto the height of 280 feel
The next highest fountain in the world was
that of Wilhelm's-hoehe, in Hesse Cassel, playing 190 feet ; it is now
out of order.
fountain at St. Cloud plays ICO feet. The height of
the towers of Westminster Abbey is 225 feet.
I

A

We

fain would hope we have drawn comparisons sufficient to
induce the Cotnmissioners at once to apply to the Parliament now
sitting for an additional grant to make the Fountains worthy of the
Nation, or at once to remove them from the sight of our Continental
neighbours who may visit the metropolis. As long as they remain in
their present state they will be the derision of every observer.
M^e wish to say a very few words on the general design of the
Nelson Memorial, of which these fountains form a part.
think
that the share Mr. Barry has had in the design is one of the least
happy of his eftbrts. In the first place, the erection of an enormous
column to support a statue, or rather to put it out of sight, is a gross
architectural solecism, of which the only existing examples have been
erected in degraded periods of art.
It is an unnatural— a foolish idea

We

this

we

affirm unhesitatingly, despite the authorities against us.

—

A

column is the support of the roof of a building that is its purpose,
its SOLE IDEA.
It was never intended to be degraded into a mere
window-moulding — nor to be exalted into a unity by constituting of
itself an edifice.
The first method of employing a column is as much
below, as the second is above, the real standard of its dignity.
./Irchitectural beauty
again and again we have to reiterate the
obvious maxim can never be dissociated from architectural use. Alas
how forcibly are we told of the gross debasement of modern architecture, when even such men as Mr. Barry have to be reminded of truths

—

so painfully obvious
Then again the ample space devoted to the Memorial in Trafalgar
Square, instead of being displayed boldly and eftectively in all its
extent, has been frittered away in small compartments distinct from
each other. Beginning on the side next the National Gallery, we
have a broad terrace parallel to the public pavement, but to prevent
all idea of continuity and perspective, separated from it
by a row of
ugly granite posts. On the other side of this terrace we have a stone
fence to obstruct the view of the lower area. The same posts and
the same division into compartments recur on the side next Charing
Cross so that the space actually left for the monument is reduced to
as small limits as ingenuity could easily devise.
Then the grateful
effect on a sunny day of the dazzling glare of sunshine reflected from a
I

—

—

unvaried surface of stone pavement
But it is idle to pursue the subject further. The mischief has been
done the abortion has been brought into existance an enduring type
of deformity has now been bequeathed by us to our posterity
and
future critics will wrangle and dispute whether the designer' of the
architecture of the area of Trafalgar Square could have been tlie
architect of the palace at Westminster.
flat

!

;

;

—

"Lysides, a young Atlienian, has just returned to us from a voyage
IS
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in

ThracP.

little

more

.

.

But

f.ysidps will appp.ir (o

you

lo liave

tliau llie privilegps of a travfller.in ichitinglliat

assumed a
the people

have so impprt'ect a sense of religion as to bury tlif dead in the temples of the Gods, and the priests so avaricious and sliamcless as to
claim money for the permission of this impiety. . . He told us
furtliermore of a conqueror to whom a column has been erected, sixty
Imagine the general of
cubils high, supporting his effigy in marble
ail army standing upon a column of sixty cubits to show himself!
crane might do it after a victory over a pigmy; or it might aptly rerepresent the virtues of a rope-dancer, exhibiting how little he was
subject to dizziness. 1 will write no more about it, for I begin to
think that some pretty Thracian lias given poor I^ycides a love potion,
and that it lias affected his brain a little. . . .
"The mistake is really ludicrous. The column, you must have
perceived at once, was erected not to display the victor but the vanblunder very easy for an idle traveller to commit. Few
quished.
of the Thracians, I conceive, even in the interior, are so utterly ignorant of Grecian arts as to raise a statue at such a height above the
ground, that the vision shall not comprehend all the features easily,
and the spectator see and contemplate tlie object of his admiration as
nearly, and in the same position, as he was used to dc in the Agora."
I

A

A

—Pericles and

^-Ispasia,

CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK.
" I must have liberty
Withal, as large a charter as the winds,
To blow on whom 1 please."

—

—

tive defect in itself, a serious deficiency as regards consistency of deEven the effect of the dome is greatly impaired iii comcoration.
parison with what it would have been, if instead of the present small
lantern there had been a glazed aperture of such diameter astoafford
sufficient light to the whole of the space bi'neath, if not the whole,
church. In that case another good effect woulil liave resulted, because

the windows, except perha|is those of the clerestory or over the
been dispensed with,— and they are so very
so ordinary and
far from being ornamental as to be absuhite blemishes,
vulgar-looking as to be in utter contradiction w ith classicality of style.
Those apertures, moreover, exhibit no fewer than five different shapes
and sizes, including a series of oval holes fit only for a stable or rooms
However, I do not wish to put folk in a passion: those
in a garret.
who think that 1 have most unwarrantably slandered this masterpiece
of architecture, may take their revenge by proving that what I have
all

entablature, might have

—

—

uoipted out as defects are only

.so

many

beauties.

deserts.
II. The writer of the article on Ecclesiastical Architecture in the last
of the Quarteily Review, might have expressed his opinion of
the church of La Madeleine atParis somewhat more in the tone of criticism than by applying to it the merely abusive and not very precise
term of " a monstrosity," the very one almost of all others with which
it cannot be leproached archiltdurally, since so far from being a monstrosity as a building, it is singularly correct and classical, nothing
either more nor less than a direct transfer or cast from an antique
Corinthian peristyles, nearly free from any modern alloy. Of course
the interior does not profess to be strictly in the same manner, because
for that there was no direct precedent to be followed, and it was necessary to accommodate it to the express purpose of the building, but the
difference does not amount to anv positive incongruity or " inconsequence" of style, it being no more tlian what amounts to a natural and
almost necessary distinction between internal and external character
and design. Some credit besides is due to the manner in which all
internal accommodation has been secured, without any sacrifice of external beauty or unity of expression.
That the exterior is a truly
beautiful object must be admitted, unless all received theories and
opinions are now to be upset and reversed; since it fully realizes,
upon an imposing scale and in a worthy shape, the ideal of Greek
architectural beauty.
Yet although on the score of beauty it may be
perfectly safe from reproach, it is open to the allegation of being false
expression
avowedly
putting on and even ostentatiously parading
in
Either then ought we to abandon
the semblance of a pagan temple.
the idea of adopting in its purity what has ever been considered the
perfection of that style
the temple fcrm of the Greeks, or we must
apply it to places of religious worship. To object to such particular form for the mass of the structure, and also to the style,
as partaking of paganism, is sheer prudery: columns, entablatures,
pediments are indifferently at the service of all religious and all sects.
Almost as well might we call stone and marble pagan materials, and
restrict ourselves to the use of brick and timber alone for churches.
Besides, of all false creeds and doctrines there is the very least danger
from paganism. So utterly is the paganism of the Greeks extinct,
that wdiat in the early Christians was a natural abhorrence as of a foe
to be resisted and overcome, would now be imbecile dread of an

number

—

—

not
I. Among all those who have extolled St. Stej)heii's Walbrook,
one has adverted to a circumstance which is certainly not a little in
matter
ot
its favour, although passed over as if it were either quite a
Nevertheless it is one
course, or else nowise affected the building.
which constitutes a marked difference between that and Wren's ether
churches, or, indeed, nearly all other churches here. And now, having said this I ought to leave iiecple to find out what it is, which any
one who has been in the building, or has seen a view of the interior
ought to be able to do instantly. It would be but a poor compliment
to their sagacity to attempt to help them out any farther in discovering what is at once so obvious and so simple; still, lest 1 set their
wits rambling quite wide of the mark, I must, I suppose, say in plain
terms what is the circumstance I allude to therefore, all that it is, is
wherefore it is
that the church is not blocked up with galleries,
While this
strikingly distinguished from others of the same period.
has been overlooked, the merit of the plan has, on the contrary, been
overrated, since the latter is marked rather by irregularity than by
symmetry of arrangement, it forming neither a Greek cross nor a
Latin one, nor a simple square with the columns supporting the dome
That exact reguiascribed within it equidistantly from every side.
larity, which the architect appears to have aimed atas his leading idea,
is just missed; the dome is neither over the centre of the plan nor
over a'distinctlv pronounced divi^ionof it, tl'.e porlion at the west end
being much too short for the character of
if end it mav be called
nave. Moreover, instead of being regulated by the intercolunmiation
of the order, whereby the space between the columns and walls on the
north and south sides would have been the same as at tlie east end,
those parts are not above half the width, which occasions not only a
want of correspondence between them and the rest, but also a crowded
appearance. The want of pilasters against those walls, to receive the
ends of the entablatures extending from the columns, is, if not a posi-

—

that they might Piilighteii many others besides myself, lor I have
never yet met with any one who did not confess sub rosd that he
thought St. Stephen's WuUbrook had been praised greatly beyond its

—

FASCICULUS LXIV.

;

[May,

Were

ihey to do

A convincing proof how
after he had actually been slain.
abhorrence the early Christians felt respecting pagan architecthat the earliest types of Christian architecture were essen-

enemv
little

ture

is,

tially
III.

pagan
If it

in their origin.

be merely the misapplication of style and unsuitableness

of character that the Quarterly Reviewer condemns in the Madeleine,
lie ought to have qualified his censure by explaining himself to that

Considered merely aesthetically, without reference to purpose,
effect.
certainly not
the structure cannot possibly be called a " monstrosity,"
without stigmatizing by the same injurious epithet a great number of
others which have hitherto been marked for admiration, although infinitely more hybrid in their composition, and more medley and motley
With far greater propriety of language
in the taste they display.
might the Reviewer have characterized by such epithet very many of
the basilicas and other ancient ecclesiastical edifices, of which his
paper gives us an interesting historical muster. Of course neither
which frequently gives such
historicd nor archiEological interest

—

—

—

value and importance to things intrinsically devoid of beauty attaches at present to the Madeleine, yet that is no reason for passing
critic interested
summary and unqualified condemnation upon it.
in the subject might at least have pointed out, for our instruction,
monstrosity
comconstitutes
a
foot-note
what
the
had it been only in
plained of, and in what respect the building is at variance with the
purpose lor which it was erected, and deficient in that expression
which a Roman Catholic church of the nineteenth century, should possess.
Neither would it have been amiss had he let us known whether
he be better satisfied with t,hose other modern churches which have
been lately erected in professed imitation of the ancient basilica plan,
viz., Notre Dame de Lorette, and St. Vincent de Paul at Paris, and
the so-called Basilica at Munich. It would have been worth while
for him lo have dwelt even somewhat at length on those modern inonly
stances, (giving at the same time explanatory plans of them
three iu addition to the illustrations of the kind wdiich enrich the artiadoption
of
the
whether
cle in the Quarterly), in order to satisfy us
such type have been attended with decided improvement upon the
former system of modern continental church-architecture, and if so,
wdiether the improvement has been carried to the fullest extent.

A

—

—

IV. Not the Madeleine alone, but the Walhalla and Canova's Grecochurch ut Possagno, must, it may now be presumed, be set

Roman
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HI " nionslrositios," trim as tlipy are to tli« le^tlietic spirit at

down

Tin' Bavjriuii likn the Parisian cilifice
of not beintj perfectly liomogeiieous, inasmuch
as the strict temple form anil character are kept ui) only for the exterior, wliicli aeenrilingly iloes not imlieate lieforehand the style anil
embellislMiients of the interior, wliicli is a spleniliil hall, instead of a
uieie «//<;, vvithont other lipht than what is admitted from the en-

least of

may

till'

pure anliqiio.

iiiciir tli'- ri>|iroacli

trance door, or else <.litained
left iinroiifed.

At any

rale,

liy

a considerable part of

tlie

however, the inconsistency,

plan being

if sncli it

be,

on the right side; it is not of a kind to cause disappoinlnient by
the most disaggreeable disparity Ix'tween exterior and interior which
takes place, when the lalter falls altogether short of the promise made
by the furmer. Or if nothing less than thorough consistenov bi)(li
within and without will satisfy us, what are we tu say to the Temple
Church, whose interior emhcliishments~(|ni(e as much of "boudoir"
character, by-the-hy, as those of the Madeleine, although in a very
do not at nil harmonize with the severe and someditlerent fashion,
what sullen asjiect of the outside ?
is

—

IIAKBOURS OF REKUGE.
following observations on the Report of llie Commissioners
appointed bv Her Majesty to survey and examine a part of our coast,
for the purpose of determining alterations suitable for Harbours of
Refuge, will be acceptable at a time when public attention is strongly
directed to the important subject.
It has been suggested that an inquiry should be made as to qualifications of certain of the honourable gentlemen who comprised that
commission ; by this means it would be ascertained that some of them
had not any experience in the matter confided to them, and those wlio
had, in some important instances failed in their attempts to accomplish the object sought.
It is quite obvious, and now admitted by many scientific and intelligent men, that a knowledge of the construction and improvement of
harbours, (I confine the remarks to bars, &c., at the entrance to harbours: as the interior parts offer comparatively little difficulty) cannot
be obtained but by practice, hence the repeated failures in theoretical
science as applicable to this subject; lu'nce the cause of our unprotected coasts remaining un]irovided with safety haibonrs. The Downs,
Dover and Dungeness harbours offer incontrovertible proof of these
facts, and of the want of correct information on the part of those who
have had the management of harbours. The parts of the coast here
alluded to have a prior claim to the establishment of refuge harbours,
and on the east coast Orfordness, Lowestoft and Yarmouth call for
the immediate attention of the legislature.
It has also been stated by a recent writer, "that many hundreds of
thousands of pounds have been expended on Dover harbour in fntilkss attempts to keep its entrance free from bar." On the importance
of a good harbour as Dover, especially in time of war, Sir Walter
Raleigh wrote to Queen Elizabeth in IS'JO, at which period, according
to the records of that ancient town, there was a greater depth of water
at the entrance of the harbour than there is at present.
In the report
of Her Majesty's Commission of 1810, (and shortlv after an expenditure of about i40,00'J,) it was stated, that "the harbour has been considered inaccessible at ti::ies for several weeks together. It should
be observed, that the sluices, although eflicacious to a certain extent,
(we have no proof of this,) are not capable of removing the obstruction altogether, the force of the water which at its exit from the culverts is great, (so it was at Lowestoft, and yet that scheme was a

The

failure,) loses its impetus as it spreads over a large surface, and forces
the shingle to a snia/i dintance where it forms a bank:" certainly it
does, and so it does the same at Bow creek in the Thames, and atlhe
disemboguing point of all harbours, rivers, or creeks throughout the
world where soil is held in suspension by the water, and therefore all
expenditure to increase or produce a scouring power is ustless and

injurious.

More than 20 years prior to the sentence being placed on record by
the commissioners, I had satisfactorily developed this important fact
to many intelligent men, and it has been known to those who have
continued to pursue the path of error. If candour had led to the admission of the common fallacy, and the adoption of that course which
will eventually prevail, this would have prevented the loss of many
valuable sliips and cargoes, many hmdridi of human lives, and all the
miseries entailed on the numerous families consequently left destitute.
I have been favoured with a copy of the Commissioners'
Report,
dated August 7, 1S4-1, and accord with the opinion of Sir W. Svmonds
"that the mass of evidence was in favour of Dungeness;" for that

13;>

I gave a plan for a Harbour of Refuge, and endeavoured in my
evidence to sustain the eligibility of the site and plan. This plan does
not appear in the Report.
I do hope that the Government will pause ere thev commence sucli
a work as is proposed for environing Dover Bay. The building out
a pier from Clieeseman's Head will arrest the ebb tide in its western
progress, and cause that part of the bay to fill up rapidly, and it will
injare in the same ratio the entrance to the present harbour so essential for the welfare of the town.
In a short time after the proposed
western part of the pier shall be extended into deep water, the beach
eastward of the present piers may be expected to be drawn into the
sea, and place the buildings thereon in imminent danger.
The Commisioners ;dso recommend improvement at the entrance to

place

I cannot understand how this is to be elVected ;
the cause of the loss of the only good entrance into this, one of the
finest harbours in the world, is not understood; the channel referred
to, which was between I.anguard Fort and the Alter, was filled up by
a similar cause to that by which many ancient harbours have been.
Willi much respect for the intelligence of the Harbour Commis-

Harwich Harbour.

sioners, I am of an opinion that they should have been assisted in the
investigation by some merchantmen long accustomed to harbours, in
justice to the great problem, and of the honour of science, and the real
question "What are the only means or plan that will accomplish the
long sought for object, viz., the forming an eligible and adequate
Harbour of Refuge, free of ingress and egress at all times, and under
all circumstances of wind and weather." (?)
The answer is only to be
obtained by a committee of the House of Commons, where the subject
would be impartially investigated and in place of interested parties
sitting as judges on their own procedure, they should be required to
account for the enormous sums that have been /ntttlessly expended.
Those who sit on such an enquiry have an opportunity of obtaining a
knowledge of that which has caused others u long, arduous, and expensive attention.
I will conclude by stating that the plan now proposed relative to
Dover, a harbour with a double entrance without an artificial scouring
power, was, in the principle and plan, a suggestion of my own.
:

HiiNKY Baubett.

REMEDY FOR FRAUDULENT

COJIPETITIONS.

Were

they reckoned up, the number of Competition designs and
drawings that have been made for Churches and Chapels alone, during
the last ten years, would be quite startling. Taking them as an average
computation and it is but a very moderate one for that period, twenty
competitions per annum, with twenty-five sets of six drawings sent in
to each, amount to no fewer than 'f/iirly-thousaiid drawings only
for buildings of that class.
the manufacturers
Pi-o6table work for
One is really
of drawing paper, and capital exercise for architects!
puzzled to know what becomes of such a vast number of drawings, for
they cannot, like old picture-canvasses, be made to serve for fresh

—

—

—

subjects.

The tax to which architects are thus subjected, is a most onerous
one, and quite peculiar to their profession.
It is true, it is incurred
voluntarily,
if that can be said to be voluntary which, though they
feel it to be oppressive, men submit to out of sheer necessity, and be-

—

cause they have no other alternative than that of submitting to it, or
foregoing the chances of obtaining practice. Formerly competitions
were of rare occurrence, and were to be regarded as exceptions to the
usual course of practice, but they have now grown up into a system
which the profession cannot eitlier direct, or resist, but in which all
must join save the few who have suiricient private practice to enable
them to relinquish the toils and struggles of competition to others less
fortunate than themselves.
According to the actual system and extent of competition, it is not merely the casual interests of a few individuals that are concerned, but those of an entire profession and so
loudly do the abuses and malpractices which are perpetually complained of, call fur correction, that if it be found that the profession
are really unable to help themselves, it becomes a question whether
they ought not to apply to the legislature for some protective eiiactnients against fraudulent competitions.
Air.ong other measures, it
might perhaps operate as a wholesome check, were it made imperative that in every competition by public advertisement, the names of
all the committee should be given cither in the advertisement itself
or in the programme of instructions furnished to the architects ; and
that the whole of the competitors should be entitled to demand au
inspection of the chosen design.
If building-committees chuse to appoint their own architects, or
even to apply privately to two- or three individuals to send them ia
;

18*
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designs, the case is altogether different; but surely they have no
right
none at least morally to call publicly upon ii whole profession
for the aid of their talents and labours, without artbrding verv strong

—

—

guarantee for their own sincerity, and good faith. In Public Competitions by public advertisement, publicity ought to be preserved
throughout the whole business, and no seckesy as to the proceed.
IN'GS OUGHT ON ANY ACCOUNT TO UE ALLOWED.
It is not to be expected that Committees themselves of however "honourable" and
•'respectable" persons they may be composed, will of their own accord yield up the conveniently arbitrary and irresponsible authority
they now exercise; therefore it ought not to be left to their own

—

option, their discretion, or their generosity, whether thev will fulfil or
evade their impliedly pledged engagements with the competitors. Unless the rank abuses and evils complained of be greativ exaggerated,
it is high time that they should be put a stop to, and if no other adequate remedy can be found, they ought to be brought under the cognizance of parliament. Government thought fit to interfere in Artit now turn its attention to Architectural Competitions,
present managed, the latter are no better than lotteries
perhaps not even so fair and honest, not so much matter of mere chance
as of intrigue, and chicanery.
So if nothing else will do, if no other
remedial course can be devised, let the omnipotence of an Act of Parliament be resorted to as the ultima ratio of the profession with Competition Comraittees,

Unions,

[May,

Even Professional Umpires are not to be trusted to too implicitly
whenever one is called in, there ought to be sume check upon him

:

accordingly in every such instance the designs ought tu be publicly
exhibited before he be allowed to pronounce his decision, and when
he does so, that decision ought to l)e fully stated in writing, duly
specifying the particular merits which induced him to award it his
preference. He who would shrink from giving such explanation is
the office, however well qualified he may be in other respects ;
though the evasion may look like delicacy, it is surely the rethough not in words " I am'infallible,
finement of impudence to say
be content therefore with my wholesome opinion, but as to my reasons
for it, allow me to keep them to myself."
I remain, &c.
unfit for

for

—

—

Aegus.

let

—

for, as at

—

HOPE'S ARCHITECTURE AND ARCHITECTURAL
DESCRIPTION.

—

Sir Those who pretend to describe buildings are apt to be exceedingly vague and careless in their language, as if they took
it for granted that what is well understood by themselves must be
clearly intelligible to every one else, no matter how indistinctly and
confusedly their account may be worded. A most glaring instance of
such a one as in Vitruvius would have exercised
verbal obscurity
occurs in Hope's work on
the ingenuity of a host of commentators
Architecture. And I will quote the passage both as a literary curiosity, and also in the hope that some one ot your readers will be able
Speaking of the Church of St. Gereon at
to interpret it for me.
Cologne, he says: "The body presents a vast octagon shell and cupola, the pillars'of whose internal angles are prolonged in ribs, which
centering at the summit meet in one point, and lead by a high and
wide flight of steps, rising opposite to the entrauce, to an altar and
oblong choir behind it."
How the ribs " which meet in one point" can " lead to a high and
wide flight of steps," quite passes my comprehension,— indeed the whole
passage seems to me no better than arrant nonsense. If there be an
error of the press here it is not corrected in the list of errata rather
a formidable one, by the by, and showing some most extraordinary
blunders— such as could hardly have been typographical. I was
therefore anxious to ascertain if the passage above quoted had been
there it stands the
altered in the Second Edition of the book, but no,
same, in its original obscurity. Probably the Editor could make noto
let
it
as
well
go
it
without
thought
attempting to
thing of it, and so
make sense of it. Or perhaps, there was no editor at all employed,
great as was the occasion for one, if nut to enlarge the text, to supplyin notes much wanted information relative to very many edifices which
Hope himself merely registered in a dry catalogue ot them. Should
there now ever be another edition of it, the work might be materially
improved not only by such additions in the form of notes, but by reference to various graphic publications which illustrate many of the
edifices referred to liy Hope; for instance Villa Amil's "EspanaArtistica," and Mr. Gaily Knight's two most interesting series of archi-

—

COMPETITION.

—

'
Sir How much more, architects will patiently endure before they
attempt to bring to their senses those who advertise for Competition
drawings, I am quite unable to guess. Could the secret history of
Competition be fairly exposed, it would bring to light many cases of
thorougli-paced rascality, and double dealing but even letting alone
all the vile and ugly matters which are carefully kept out of sight
behind the curtain, there is frequently a prodigious deal of stolidity and
impudence also on tlie very surface of some Competitions. Conceive
the sum of Five Guineas aye, actually i^^'re Guineas! being lately
offered for a set of drawings and specifications, including survey of
ground and drainage, that noble sum which would be hardly five
shillings per day for his labour to the /or/HHa/e architect, being intended as remuneration in full for the drawings, which are to become
the property of the Committee, and be handed over by them to any
one whom they may think fit to employ on the job! Perhaps nest
the odd Five Shillings will be considered
remuneration.
Such ofli;rs are truly disgraceful to those who make them and not
only that, but they tend in some degree to throw discredit upon the
Profession itself, as being filled with needy drudges to whom they are
a temptation.
If the matter be such a trifling and paltry job that more cannot
be
afforded, then to make a Competition of it, and advertise it accordingly
is truly farcical, although no joke to those who find out on inquiry
what stirt of a chance they have the precious opportunity of striving
for.
If often most insultingly niggardly towards Competitors, Committees are full as often or oftenei- most stupidly blind to their own
interest, otherwise they would not act so preposterouslv as to allow
the absurdly limited time they generally do for preparing designs,
since how can they expect to obtain any thing that is the result of
actual study on the particular subject,
any thing better than the first
hurried and random ideas that occur,
if no time for study or mature
consideration be granted ? Consequently they in a manner defeat their
own purpose at least their pretended one for where there is such
excessive hurry without the slightest occasion for it, it may shrewdly
be suspected that the Competition is mere moonshine and make-believe, the real business being all the while snugly settled beforehand
by the two or three in the secret, and that it matters little what sort
of hurried things the other designs are that are sent in.
Where no pains are taken to avoid the most suspicious appearances,
the most sinister suspicions are both natural and justifiable.
Yet
Committees do not seem at all disposed to act so as to put themselves
quite beyond the reach of suspicion. It may be that they are satisfied
with the proud consciousness of their own integrity, yet it would be
as well to make that integrity a little more evident, for then other
people might be satisfied also. One thing, however, seems certain
that whether all honest men or not, whether all intelligent persons or
noodles. Committees are invariably luianimous in their decisions, for
were not such the case they would no doubt have the honesty to declare by what sort of majority the approved design was chosen.
It
surely makes a material diffterence whether that majority be merely
the miminum of one— a single vote more,— or be lialf a score.
;

—

—

—

;

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

One thing which renders
tectural illustrations of Sicily and Italy.
Hope's book far less satisfactory than it might have been, is that there
a strange omisis no scale to any of the buildings shown in the plates

—

sion, and one that does not say much for the care bestowed in the
In fact, the plates do not seem to have been
getting up of the work.
finished or finally prepared for publication, there being no figures or
letters of reference to any of the ground plans, one of which is besides
very strangely represented, what is an octagonal dome over the building, instead of being expressed by dotted lines, being shaded as dark
as the walls and pillars, so that it gives the idea of a separate octangular structure built up from the floor, within the larger one.
I myself took such to be the case, and wondered ti.at such a singularity
should be neither explained nor noticed in the text, till meeting with

another plan of the same building, 1 perceived at once what a very
strange mistake had been committed, and still remains in the second
edition, which probably had no revision bestowed upon it, nor received
That there
other improvement than the addition of an Index.
was nothing of the kind to the first edition, was wholly unpardonable,
since an Index might have been made by any one, and because without
it the book was comparatively useless as a work of relerence.
1 remain, &c.

Lector.

I
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TRANSITIONAL CHURCHES BUILT OF LATE YEARS IN
AND ABOUT LONDON.
Tlie following are extracts, in a condensed form, from a paper in tlic
EccUsiologixt reviewing the ;ircliitecture of those metropolitan
churches which exhibit ;i progress in the knov\ledge of mediiEv;il
architecture
these churches are rather happily called "Transitional."
have taken the liberty of marking in it.ilics some of the solecisms
and inaccuracies of languagi* which appear in the orijjinal notice.
This we have done, not iu an invidious spirit for the arciiitectural
criticisms we for the most part highly approve of
but because it
seems intolerable that a work having the academical character which
the EcclesiologisI possesses should be disgraced (as by the by are
most of the writings in any degree attributable to the Cambridge
Camden Society), by constant violations of the rules of English
;

We

—

—

grammar.
" St. Paul's. Knighlsbridge,
the part of
standing as

is 3 most commendable instance of liberalily oii
incumbent, which, had ii been met as it should liavc Uiii,

its

docs in perhaps as opulent a region as the wide world ctmtaiiis,

it

by similar munificence from others, and by adequate experience on the part
of those to whom the constructional p:irt apiwrtained, might have been a fair
and admirable monument of the Christian zeal of the Nobles of the grealcst
empire of modern ilays. And yet it would be wrong to ileny that it is a very
great thing lor the fashionable inhabitants of Uelgrave Square to h:ive a
church of ihe degree of gooilness which this has attained, to resort lo, and to
Iiave so many opportunities of so doing.
And there certainly is something
striking in the view of ihe interior of this building, when we remember wliat
London congregations are for the most part condemned to. To consider this
church more systematically, one cannot but at once perceive that the nave
and chancel are totally disconnected, ihough both assuming to be "Third
Pointed,' that the latter is most obviously an after-thuught appended to what
for its o«n sake was totally undcBerving of such an aiUlition, and of wlwsc
demerits the worthy priest who has made the cliuich what it is is totally
guiltless.
As no one, we trust, will think of imitating or of admiring the
nave, a va»t Lc-galletied hall, we pass it oyer sicca peilc. The chancel we
need hardly say is wanting in depth, though of praiseworthy height (to Ihe
exposure of the dimcnsiens of the nave), and it differs from ancient chancels
in the absence of any side light to relieve Ihe east window.
The service is
not performed in the chancel, but in a sort of long narrow peninsula projecting from it into the nave, [a»r/J containing the prayer-desk and the lettern, the
former looking south and the latter west, beneaih and opposite »hich are
seats for the choir, a crowded and unchurch-like arrangement; and on tlie
south side stands the pulpit, of carved oak. Tlie east window of the church

—

—

to

is

be entirely filled with

stained glass representing Scriptural pieces in

many

small compartments, and arranged in a chronological order; among
which, from the drawing of it as it will be when completed, now hanging U|i
in the vestibule of the church, we perceive the Crucifi.\ion occupying a most

The men of old would never have done such a thing. The
and those in the nave, are glazed with a sort of
opaque golden coloured glass, which is at least an improvement upon the old
ground glass heretofore employed in modern churches. The material of the
church is white brick. To conclude, .St. Paul's, Knightsbridge, is a remarkable and gratifying 'fact,' but at the same timecjuite unserviceable in all respects
obscure corner.

remainder of

as a

model

this windoiv,

for future

church builders.

—

A modern church rebuilt on the
aisles, and north-west
The arrangement of the west front is very
faulty, consisting of an Early Middle Pointed window, of three lights, surmounted by a First Pointed triplet. The roof however is of a good pilch
the church is lofty, measuring sixty-eight feet to the summit of the cross,
and open internally to the top, and the material is stone, all gratifying
things to tell. Knlering, as \ierforce we must, at the west end, the nave piers
first attract our attention, from being of cast-iron, almost of the bulk of stone,
raised on blocks, so as to show their pedestals above the seats
more we need
not say about them as a set-olf however the seats are not only all open, but
alike in construction, ornament, and comfort, for rich and poor,
a very gratifying proof of Christian feeling, and one as yet but little regarded elsewhere in our 'Transitional' churches, e.g. Ihe area of St. Paul's, Knightsbridge, is apportioned between long pews and open sittings, and as we shall
see, .St. Gile's, Camberwell, has two classes of open sittings.
The galleries
have open iron fronts, to make them lighter,— an experiment which we think
has totally fail&l and to accommodate them, liberties of an unjustifiable
nature have been taken with the aisle windows those at Ihe side (couplets
very broad, and to describe them by an expressive bull, splayed at right angles to the wall) being depressed below the level of the galleries
and to
diminish still more their height, their heads, which are externally marked by
left
perfectly
internally
bare,
and
being
the
single
trefoil,
a Wank
lancets at
the east end of the aisles being pushed op so as to enlighten the aerial [lorIt is really intolerable to see an architect spoil
tion of the congregation.
Chritl Church, Broatlu/at/, in Wealmlnsler.

site

of a former chapel, consisting of an apse, nave,

tower, of the First Pointed style.

;

—
;

;

—

;

:

;
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church for ever to accommodate these intruding eye-sores better let the
galleries span windows which may some day be emancipated, than leave the
in<lilible brand of disgrace upon them even should the cause of it be ever removed. The prayer-desk and lettern are in the nave, on the south side, with
the pulpit (unpretending by Ihe way, and therefore not bad, Ihough standing
disjointedly, when it should have been attached to a pier) facing them. The
church terminates in an apse, an arrangement, we need not repeat it, unauthorized in an English parish church, but one which in this instance was
adopted in consequence of the church being rebuilt in an old burial ground,
and considerable jealousy existing even about the encroachment w liicli the
apse made upon it. The apse being assumed, we must allow great credit for
the prominence given lo the altar, a most redeeming point.
Approached by
a llight of several steps, it forms Ihe crowning point of the church, and by lis
height is defended from painful proximity which, when a good chancel and a
protecting screen cannot be attained, is the tiling which should be aimed at.
(In this respect St. Paul's, Knightsbridge, is deficient; there is no screen,
and yet the altar is non-apparent.) The altar itself is remarkable for the
richness of its embroidered anlc-penilium, a good attempt, but reprehensible
in that the central monogram is worked in black, an unheard-of colour for
such an object. The apse is enriched with tlecorativc colour, chiefly by Mr.
Willement, and one window glows with his painted glass. We understand
inoro will very soon be added as a fiirllier instalment. The mural cross is of
his

;

The seals in the chancel are of the same nondewe found fault with in Christ Church, Albany
wc think that this church displays more Catholic feeling on the part of its than any projector other new parish church in London.
(-'ollige of Si. Murk, at Chelsea, for the training of schoolmasters.
The college cbapel is one of the mest complete instances we have yet observed of
praiseworthy dimensions.

script character as those v»hich

Street.

On

the whole

consiilerable ecclesiastical feeling in the original conception,

unaccompanied

by

suflicicnt ecclesiological know ledge on the part either of originators or of
architect lo give that feeling a satisfactory development, and as it were
translate it into grammatical language.
After this general character, it

would be unkind to Ihe excellent proi'Osers of St. Mark's college to enter
very deeply into an architectural examination of the building. Something
bo« ever must be said. The style adopted is Romanesque. 'The plan of the
cbapel is cruciform, consistmg of a nave and transepts, without aisles, and
an apsidal chancel, with an aisle running all round it, the apse being circular.
One great and obvious defect
that the breadth of the chancel (which is
raised; together »ilh its north and south aisles, is precisely that of the unbroken nave, thus showing the stilled butt-ends of aisles to the nave in a
i.'-.

way

noHliere,

we might almost venture

to assert,

seen in an ancient church

;

a ludicrous turning to account of this bail arrangement shall soon be told.

The chancel

we

and no one can be other than pleased with
the dignity given to the Holy Altar, which is indeed the redeeming point of
the internal arrangement.
Altogether the chancel fails from over-ambition
neither in height, breadth, nor length does it come up to what the chancel of
a small parish church should be, and yet this tiny space contains all the features of the eastern limb of a vast cathedral
it has its apse, its encircling
aisle, its triforium, its clerestory, and its vaulted roof.
All these of course
are on a microscopic scale, and Ihe altar-chairs and pulpit, being perforce of
the natural size, make a rather ridiculous contrast
the two former well nigh
fill up the apse, and the latter is fitted into the butt end of Ihe northern aisle.
The windows however of the chancel are nearly all filled with stained glass,
and this, combined with the gloominess of ihe day, gave, we must liooestly
confess, a solemn appearance to the chancel Ihe last time we visited the
chapel, not but that it was then that we realised to the full the mistakes of
this arrangement.
At the extreme west end of the chapel, to the right and
left of the door, stalls are placed, showing by their position that the designer
had not clearly realised the distinction betH ecu nave and chancel. Indeed
the whole building manifests a conlusion between those two very dissimilar
structures, a college chapel and a parish church.
It is true that St. Mark's
lulfils the double purpose; but would it not have been better to have given
each object its legitimate development, ihan to have attempted an impossible
union of their distinctive features ? The nave might well have been reserved
for the laity, and the members of the college have been provided with a spacious and correctly-arranged choir, from which, day after day would have
ascended with increased beauty that solemn service which so honourably distinguishes Ihe college of St. Mark.
• St. Giles', Camberwell, a large cross church, with aisles, north and
south
porches, central spire, and well developed chancel, of the Middle Pointed
style.
The altar isuf stone, and of Ihe correct shape of a table standing upon
legs
unhappily however, instead of Ihe rich canopied sedilia we might have
looked for, it is flanked with altar-chairs. 'The reredos, which is ot stone, is
over heavy. The risers of the altar are panelled with porcelain. The east
window is as yet but partially filled with stained glass. The chancel, which
is paved with encaustic tiles (with which however we were not quite satisfied,)
is,

said, raised,

;

;

;

;

has stall-like benches for the choristers (and a quasi episcopal ihrone lor the
incumbent); these choirlers are failures, being of heavy workmanship, and unreal, inasmuch as they lave a ranjje of canopies over an unbroken bench. The
.'
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rood-screen

organ

is

lacking

placed in

is

(lie

licie,

as in every oilier

modern London

north transept, greatly

elioUiii(r it ui>.

cliurcli.

reiedos

Thcendttin-

transept, and ot llie nave arc filled wiili stained j^lass. The
pulpit stands against the north-west pier of the lantern, and is not too high.
It is of wood, panelled with porcelain, enamelle with sacred edigies on a

dows of

tlie soutli

I

a very good idea, and one perfectly Iciritiinale. although
In this case, howis a species of enamel painting.
ever, the conception has surpassed the execution. The prayer and lestonThe jiiers of the
satisfactrry.
are
opposite
pulpit,
are
not
which
the
desks,

gold ground. This

modern

is

porcelain indeed

;

(jiiality' sittings,

and a very broad open area between,

filled

up with

seats for the Church's especial and dearest charge, the poor.

is

portion.

;

are for their height, in the treatment of this subject, without of course, vitiat-

ing the

By

J

in the

we

is

wonderfully subdued, compared with the other.
disapprove of such an attempt at display.

how much we

flatter ourselves that

side,

from

its

it

has defeated

greater sobriety,

is

in

its

own

object,

"\Vc

and that the south

it

is

lamentable

to beliold

how

While the English, Frer.ch and

they

German alone

on legs; the different roofs, and the spandrils of the nave arches are all
covered with enrichment; and every window in the church, including the
clerestory (with one exception, which we fancy we see the reason for, and
that it will be soon remedied), is filled with stained glass and all the chanthe pulpit of stone, with
cel, and part of the nave is ('.) laid with coloured tiles
porcelain panels, stands at the north-cast angle of the nave, and all the seats
look east, and are very low. Who does not warm at this description ? But

whilst style

April

14,

SiC.

1845,

to the attention of the

government

Italian schools of arts are essentially imita-

that spirit of originality which

by

it

on

taste

throughout Europe.

Germans take

is

the chief

To take a

of ancient art to

— the sculpture which

is strictly

more advanced

adhered

to, is

stale of the art admits of

;

slavishly imitating the distorted productions of an age which, although

herited a good principle of design, possessed but

In reality, this slavish system of imitation

respects the intention, not the execution is to be praised.
The stained glass particularly is of a cold anil unarlistic character, and tlie
with cyphers of the l)enef:iclors of the church,
heraldic,
side windows are
which IS not the most appropriate decoration for tlie Lord's House. The east

many

may

little

it

in-

power of developing

it.

easily be accounted for, nut-

withstanding theaflected jargon about symbolism, (a well drawn saint would
surely be more agreeably symbolical than forms which arc sometimes too apt
but it is often found convenient
to remind us of a very different region),
to imitate exactly, where it proves difficult tt- design eflectively.

—

window, uiliich is scrititiiral, is very unsatisfactory, and the rcredos is poor,
and there arc altar chairs as in the church of St. Giles'. The tiles and porcelain are the gift of the same munificent individual who presented similar ornaments to St. Giles'. We wish they had a more ecclesiastical character.
The chancel is far too short in proportion to the nave, anrl the roofs are of a
the roof is surmounted
very low pilch. Externally the design is miserable
with a very poor battlement, broken with a row of the poorest pinnacles,
such as those to be seen on the frontispiece of Mr. Pugin's Contrasts, and in
plasterers' shops in the suburbs, and al'ernately tall and short, the latter
standing without any apparent reason in the centre of each bay. The west
end, and more particularly the door, are contemptible. We are really pained
to have to use such language about a structure, which is clearly the iruit of

AVe see in the admiration, which these close imitations excite in some minds
the influence and cli'ect of models, especially of those with which interesting
associations are connected, and is not the very existence of this taste, defective though it be, a ground of hope that it may be corrected and purified
by the exhibition of higher and worthier models? There does not appear to
be much difliculty in determining what models should be provided. In the
first 'place, if we look around us in the civilized world, we cannot fail to be
struck with tliat wonderful unanimity of opinion which gives a preference to

;

the arts of certain periods and schools.
With casts from, or copies of these works our provincial galleries should

we shoidd net forget the influence of such models
and that w hieh the many precious monuments of ancient art (excavated from
protecting
time had covered them), exercised upon the
which
with
the soil
minds of the great artists of old.
Mention may now be made of the remarkable gallery of casts existing in
Edinburgh, in the Academy or School of Arts and Design, conducted under
the auspices of the Hon. Board of Commissioners for Manufactures. This
school was established about three-quarters pf a century afo, and is in all

in the first place be tilled

liberality.

" Christ Church, Beltou

Street, in the parish of St. Giles-in-thc-Fields, cona nave, aisles, and very short chancel, north-west engaged tower,
with stone broach, and clerestory to nave. The style is First Pointed ; and
at the eastern! is a triplet, which however, from the cramped dimensions of
the site, only receives light through a wall cut in the adjoining workhouse,

sists of

The

Architects,

decorates a Gothic church in Germany,
more perfect in the forms and details as the
improvement: the artist does not think
it necessary to copy the clumsy disproportioned forms and ugliness of immaand in the stained glass the Germans are
ture art, as we too frequently do
surely right in exhibiting correct forms and beauty of feature, instead of

other nations,

:

proximity cramps the chance', and indeed the whole church.

it

striking instance of the diti'erent view which

;

iihose

exhibits

cause of the influence exerted

We

much

British

Since then several similar propositions have l^een brought iorward, and there appears to be a strong [irobabifity that seme plan for carrying into effect the object proposed will be adopted.

in

in

Institute of

of the time.

tive, the

unhappily

Royal

favour of the plan, and recommended

a great measure frustrated by the incompetency of their archimean Si. Paul's, Ha-ne Hill. This church consists of a west lower
tect.
and spire, nave and aisles, north porch, and cliancel without aisles, of the
Third Pointed style. The altar is of stone, and of the correct shape, a slab

have been

at the

points of view in whicli this subject may be considered ; but this paper
only of the means to be taken to provide models of pure art,
paper
upon this subject was read by the author before the Roy.il Society
A
of Arts i'or Scotland, on the 28th of March, 1838, and two committees were
then formed, one of inembi-rs of the Hon. Board ol Commissioners for Manufactures, and one of members of the Royal Socety of Arts, who reported in

truth the more pleasing composition.

as creilitahh' to its projectors as

Wn.soN, Esq., Director of the Government School of Design,

will treat

:

h

II.

many

need

However

all,

w/iiV/i

C.

Paper read

{Abridged.)

however, no one can help being much pleased at so noble and, considering all things, so complete an attempt at belter things, raised in the
same town, and during the life-time of the same generation which saw the
building of St. Pancras, St. Marj-lebone, and All Souls.
" In the adjoining parish of Dulwich is another church, which exhibits a
great struggle after the realization of ecclesiastical decency and magnificence,
After

form of Englisli Pointed."

Amongst the various subjects which occupy the public mind, there isnooue
more interesting than that of the nature and extent of the encouragement
which an cnliglitcned govenment should afford to the Fine Arts. There are

;

not say

strict

SUGGTCSTIONS FOR FORMING A MUSKUM OF CASTS OF THE
ARCHlTKCTURIi; OF ANTIQUITY ANiJ OF THE MIDDLK AGES.

end is only to diminish the
general effect of the church. The worst fault however of the church remains
to be told, that it has got a show side. The north side, from facing the street,
the clerestory,
is much more elaborately decorated than the opposite one
pierced, and
e. g; on this side is arcaded of three, and on the other is shnply
the south porch

[Mat,

to be

is

and overdone. The tower is too thin, and the north door, which it contain.i,
not well managed. The spire however, taken by itself, is of elegant proThe clerestory and aisle windows are rather long and bare. Great
allowances must be made for the confined extent of the ground on whicli it
was necessary to build the church, which makes it, esptcially as it is rather
We think the architect might have
lofty, look rather humped externally.
derived some useful notions from foreign town churches, remarkable as they

inferior

The genieel

by Mr. Pratt's neivly invented machine. We
do not like them they are heavy and tame. The roofs are open, and of a
good pitch. The font is incorrectly placed, being directly opposite the west
door, and is of insignificant dimensions considering the size of the church,
besides which it wants a canopy, and a base to stand upon. The west window is rather weak. ^Ve are a good deal amused at the galleries (for the
church contains galleries), because in the first place they are the least ollensive galleries we have ever seen, and in the second place because they have
purchased this inoffensiveness at the ccpenseof a great part of their practical
They nestle behind the (liers of the nave, at
utility, that of holding people.
some distance from them. The internal walls of the church are plaislered,
and there is a raised platform in the south transept which might as well
have been spared. Externally the roofs arc of a good pitch, and the spire is
lofty, so that the church has an im(iosing apiicarance, though too much that
of a cathedral in miniature. The tower spire and north porch labour under
seats have stall-ends, carved

an excess of orn.inient, the residt of which

is

being destitute of light, it w,as doubtless necessary to Ihro'v as much in at
the west window as needful, tho'igh at the same time we think they have
made the west end unnecessarily glaring, otherwise we cannol>at all approve
of this arrangement at the west end of a small church, which has only a
triplet for its eastern light.
The west door, which is Irefoiled, looks strange

nave, which are alternately circular and octagonal, stand upon blocks, to
raise them above the seats, and the seats, though all open, are very unsatisfactory, from adopting the invidious distinction of having two side rows of
'

arcaded, and the chancel

bounded by parc'oses, though
destitute of screen. There are galleries. All the seats however are to be
open, and the roof is of a fair pitch. The piers, which are octagonal and
made of blue lias, are (we observe with satisfaction,) not stilted. Externally
however there are faults to be found. The west window consists of five
lights, the central one raised above the others, which are of the same height.
From the comparative uselessness of the east window, and tlie south aisle

TIic

1

;

THt: CIVIL

1845.]
prohabilily

llic

1770,

moilcls.

theuiic

it

llir

Il csis'ivl
<if ilesign cf wliidi »i' coiil<l lioasl.
Diikc uf Kichinomrs small colli-cliiin to arlisls, in

collection of

lliat lime a very indilliri'iit
70U piiccs. reekdning the portions of the PanHMany of ihc easts arc uniqi.e, as the

com;iinc(l nt

It coni|)fisfs :ibi)Ul
frir/.p in

ticable, be casts

fur the instruction of students of aichitcclure, wherein, instead of a hetero-

Ion.

genous collection of Iragments and pieces of mouldings, the entire entablaluivs of the finest specimens of Ihe ancient orders,

obtained direct from the Vatican and other great galleries. The collection
contains specimens i,f the an of every important period dou-n to the time of
Thornal Iscn and Canovd. At first Ihc collection was entirely composed (or

with their respective
and bases, and portions ;of the shafts of the columns, are ananged
proper positions and heights from the ground, together with numbers of importani monuments, of which entire casts could be m.'ide and put up,
as one side of the peileslal of the column of Trajan, together with a section
of the base; the enlire of one side of the arch of Tilus even, (meaning of
capitals
in their

very nearly so) of slatnes and busts and other portions of the figure, and
alihuijli avowedly establi.sliod for the instruction of designers for nianufaelures, as Ihe system uf teaching ihedr-minK of the figiiie only was Uillowed,
it

—

than of design as applied to niaiiufac-

course the antique part only,) and other monuments that might be mentioned.
series illustrating the whole history of art might be formed at no great

the purchase of casts in Italy w.as at all times attdidcJ with consider-

cost; the doorways, shrines, Baldrechini, i.iv.l monuments of the middle ages
might be cast. Such is the colleeticn of the Kcole <les Beaux Arts, and there
can be no iloubt of the powerful impression « hich such a collection would

became a school of

fine art rather

A

tiirc.

As

Mr. Andrew Wilson, who was generally applied to to proeiiro
thtm, sllg^ested that. .IS the expense would not be much greater, the lion.
Commissioners should buy the moulds at once, and this suggestion led to the
production of the pajt-r then read before the lloyal Society of Arts, and the
pr.ipos il to governineiit to form a casting establishment.
It is well known that such an eslalilishmcnt, (fieo such in fact), exist in
a plentiful
Paris, one in the Louvre, and one in the Kcole des Beaux Arts,
stock of moulds has been accumulated, and the whole of Kiance has been for
years supplied with casts at a cheap rate. The advantages to artists are eviable ex

|/en.se,

the mind of the public here. It would also be invaluable to students
of architecture, as they would have every opportunity of seeing the effect
produced by c(riain combinations which they are now only acquainted with
by means of prinls or drawings.

make on

—

dent

of entire monuments.
let us imagine the immense advantages of a gallery of casts

As an example,

ihe separate pircis.

Commissioners readily emhniec suggestions made by comi*tent jiulijes
of art for the purchase of casts, and al dill'erent times sincimens have been

J

13='

Il is likewise of the last imporlance in lonning galleries of casis, that the
specimens, instead of consisting of mere fragments, of the use of which in thiir
detached stale wc can have but a very imperfect idea, sliould, whenever prac-

fust wlicuil

before the o|iciiing of
alllii'Ugli
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schools are rapidly supplied,

;

— private

made

into

It has been objected that the formation of a government or some other
great i.ublic c;isting eslablislimcnt would be the ruin of all the casters
is it so in Paris? it may be asserted sa/eli/ that
there are two moulders and sellers of casts in that city to every one in

established in lyondon

dwellings are decorated with

museums from

the

casts,— Ihc shops of artizans arc
It may be mentioned, to show the active s]iirit of our neighbours, tliat in
IgoC ilipy spent in Florence alone the sum ot l'l-,000 dollars, eijiial toi'3,111 or
thereabouts. Il may, however, be staled that notwithstanding their acuteness

;

|

and care they have been enormously cheated by the Italians, many of the
moulds being worihless. No one is allowed to cast at Florence but the government caster, who therefore charges a very high price, and, when employed to make moulds for the French, he took casts from them and then
sent the moulds in a bad and injured stale to Paris. He sold three of these
casts, VIZ. one of the celebrated dour by Ghiberti, one of the St. Cjeorge of
Donatcllo, and one of an-Adonis ascribed to Michael Angelo, to the Commissioners in Scotland for ihe large

S'

m

of £200, a

sum

:

the objects to be cast could be otherwise secured, whilst it is also obvious
that cas s coul not be procured at all of many precious monuments of art,
I

except by the aid and through the all-powerlul influence of the British Government. Operations in England would lead to this desirable result,— lliat
the French would willingly provide fine casts for our moulding establishment

wliich proves their libe-

rality, whilst the moulder's proceeding is a warning to us should any analogous plan be adopted. The French were able to lake one cast only from the
mould of Ihe door, upon which they have formed another cscellent monld, a
first cast from which has munificently been presented to the Government

;

London, and of the immense superiority of theircasis there can be no doubt.
There is no great city in Europe, peihaps, where worse casts ate sold than in
London, and as for architectural casts they are hardly procurable at all we
arc compelled to go to Paris, where to our surprise we may urchase casts
from our own monuments which we probably could not procure in London.
The best way of furnishing our towns with casts is by the fonnalion cf a
great central easting, as by this means only proper moulds can be procured
no private individual could aflbrd to procure them, and no proper choice of

same source.

in

exchange for casts fiom our moulds, and an immense saving would be

ellccled by these means.

School of Design.
It need hardly be stated that the Italians make two kinds of moulds, one,
the cheapest, is chiefly of clay, and it yields one good cast, or at most two
:

—

it is therefore quite evident that in the event of any transactions with
such slippery individuals, casts of this description should be obtained and

preserved in stock to

To

make moulds from.

return to the gallery at Edinburgh

— of

late years a fair collection of

architectural and ornamental casts has been added, but the most remarkable

and Interesting purchase has unquestionably been that of the unique and
noblecollection of antique busts. Theanlhorof this paper suggested the formation of a collection of classic porlraits, and in the course of his enquiries was
informed that a very c; mpltle collection of casts, about 250 in number, existed
It liad been formed during along course of years by two sculptors.
In Rome.
father and son it contained casts from busts now scattered over Europe in
various museums, but w Inch had been cast previously to iheir sale in Rome
and of w hich no such collection ci uld again he made except at a great cost.
This collection was of great service to Viseonii in the compilation of his celebrated " Iconographic CJrecque et Roniaine," and the drawings for many of
the engravings were made from these casts. The purchase was suggested to
Government, an arlist, njw deceased, was consulted
he however did not
approve of it, anil the Hon. Commissioners purchased the collection lor their
school in Edinburgh at a cost of i'500, whilst the c.xpenees of transit, commission, tic., amounted to considerably more.
FVuni ihe opening of the Museum in ihc Hotel Cluny we derive an useful
;

—

lesson

;

it

contains, as

heavens, and that, too, with satisfactory results.

The great speculum, however, as then used, had been only approximately
and was inserted in the tube merely to ascertain if its focal length
it was designed to give it.
The diameter of the large speculum is six feet, its thickness five inches and

polished,

coincided with that which

;

is

well knowii, a collection of ancient furniture, painied

manufactures in metals, and in tine a great variety of specimens of the
arts of the middle ages.
AVe all know the ellect produced upon the minds of
manufacturers and designers by the sight of these objects of vertu
an upholsterer may have lived all his life amidst casts of Iragments of fine sculpture without improving the form of a table or chair, but set before liim a
piece of fine old luniilure, and he will at once start off in a course of improvement. This familiar fact points out the iniijortance of forming such museums,
but unless the designer be accustomed at the same time to beautiful model.-,
and be taught to draw from them, he will copy ihe imperfections of his uld
piece of furiiilure and misi its lieaulies;— m many fine specimens of French
manufacture we have striking illustrations of the iidvantage of education in
glass,

;

^rt, anil the

THE EARL OF ROSSE'S GRIOAT TELF.SCOPE.

Wc offer our readers an account of the performance of the Rosse Telescope,
which we have as far as possible condensed from a valuable and interesting
memoir published in the Times newspaper of April 15, by Sir James South.
We make no apology for the reprint, as we are anxious to have a systematic
record of all that aflects the advance of science, and feel also that though
mcst of our readers may have seen the original account, this condensed form
of it will perhaps invite a repcrusal.
" In the rimes of September last I had the gratification of announcing to
the public that the construction of the large telescope by the Earl of Rosse
was so far advanced that the instrument had actually been directed to the

formation of such collecticns as that alluded

to,

—

weight three tons and three-quarters, and its composition 121) parls
its focal length is 54 feet
the tube is of deal
is placed, is a cube of ciglil feet
the circular part of the tube is at its centre, seven feet and a half in diameter,
and at its extremities six feet and a half. The telescope lies between two
stone walls, about 71 feet from north to south, about 50 feet high, and about
23 feet asunder. These walls are as nearly as possible parallel with the

a

half, its

of copper to 571 parts of tin

its

—

;

lower part, that in which the speculum

meridian.

In the interior face of the eastern wall a very strong iron arc, of about IS
however, with adjustments, whereby its
may be set very accurately in the plane of the
meridian a matter of the greatest importance, seeing that by the contac
with it of rollers attached to one extremity of a quadranjiular bar, which
slides through a metal b(iX fised to the under part of the telescope tube, a lew
feet radius, is firmly fixed, provided,

surface feeing the telescope

—

fiet

Irom the object end of the

latter, whilst its

the position of the telescope in the meridian
it

easily determined, for

on

this bar lines are

other extremity remains free,

secured, or any deviation from
drawn, the interval between an/

is
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adjoining two of vliith correspunils to one minute of time at the equator.

The tube and speculum, including the bed on which

the latter rests, weigh

about 15 tons.

The telescope rests on an universal joint, placed on masonry about six feet
below the grounrl, and is elevated or depressed by a chain and windlass and,
although it weighs about 15 tons, the instrument is raised by two men with
great facility. Of course, it is counterpoised in every direction.
;

When

completed its range will embrace an arc between 10 degrees of altitude towards the south and 47 degrees north so that all objects between the
pole and 27 degrees south of the equator will be observable with it; whilst in
the equator any object can be viewed with it about 40 minutes of time on
;

cither side of the meridian.

The observer when at work stands in one of four galleries, Ihe three highest
of which are drawn out from the western wall, whilst the fourth, nr lowest,
has for its base an elevating i>latform, along the horizontal surface of which

was the most beautiful

brilliancy of Ihe star this

[May,

The cause of
phenomenon is involved in impenetrable mystery.'
The only telescopes in point of size comparable with Lord Rosse's 3 feet
and 6 feet, are Sir William Herschcl's 20 feet and 40 feet Lemairean's. The
ever saw.

I

this

20 feet had a speculum of 18 8 inches diameter, and the 40 feet one of 4
The Lomaireau of 18'8 inches diameter in point of light is equal to a
tonian of 22 inches and a half diameter.

The Limairean of 4

diameter

feet

is

feet, t

New-

equal to a Newtonian of 57 inches and

4 tenths.
The Lemairean of 3 feet is equal to a Newtonian of 43 inches.
And the Lemairean of C feet is equal to a Newtonian of 86 inches.
By substituting then the Lemairean form for the Newtonian, the present 3
feet Newtonian will be made as effective as if it were 43 inches diameter, and
the 6 feet as if it w ere 86 inches in diameter or the quantity of light in each
;

telescope, after the alteration, will be, to its present light, as 7 to 5 nearly, or

almost half as

much

again as

now

it

has.

a gallery slides from wall to wall by machinery wilhin the observer's reach,
but which a child may work.

struction will be attended with such an accession of light.

can be raised to the zenith by the
sis minutes ; and so manageable is the enormous
mass, that give me the riglit ascension and declination of any celestial object
between these points, and I will have the object in the field of the telescope
within eight minntes from the first attempt to raise it.

gives, is devising mechanical means for producing it
but, as he is in about a
fortnight coming over to England to attend his parliamentary duties, it is
probable that this important desideratum will scarcely be effected till autumn

The telescope lying at its
two men at the windlass in

least altitude

When the observer has found the object, he must at present follow it by
rackwork within its reacli. As yet it has no equatorial motion, but it very
shortly will, and at no very distant day clockwork will be connected with it,
when the observer, if I mistake not, will, whilst observing, be almost as comfortable as if he were reading at a desk by his fireside.
The night of the 5lh of March was, 1 think, the finest 1 ever saw in Ireland.
nebulfe were observed by Lord Rosse, Dr. Robinson, and myself.

Many

for the first lime since their creation, seen by us as groups

Most of ihem were,

or clusters of stars whilst some, at least to my eyes, showed no such resoNever, however, in my life did I see sucli glorious sidereal pictures
;

lution.

as this instrument afforded us.

Although, however, the power of

this telescope

stars hitherto considered irrcsnlveatle

my

in resolving nebula: into

was extremely gratifying,

still it

was

had anticipated; for experience has long since
told me that a telescojie may show nel.ul:e, even those resolvable by it, very
to
a
bright star, with a very moderate magnifying
whilst,
when
directed
well,
in

mind

power,

its

little

more than

its

imperfections will be actually otlensive.

performance on a star of Ihe

first

must be

by

nebulae, but

will,

under high

tested, not

magnitude.

If

it

power, show the star round and free from optical appendages, we may safely
enough take it for granted it will not only show nebula2 well, but any other
Regulus on the llth being near the meridian, I
celestial object as it ought.
placed the telescope on it, and with the entire aperture and a magnifying

power of 800 I saw, with inexpressible delight, the star free from wings, tails,
or optical appendages not indeed like a planetary disc, as in my large achromatic, but as a round image resembling voltaic light between charcoal points
and so little aberrations had this brilliant image that I could have measured
;

;

and position with, any of the stars
power of 1,000, without the

spider's line micrometer, and a

in

cnmcs upon

us.

power of this telescope when it has its Lemairean form u
not easy to divine ; what nebulte will it resolve into stars in what nebula:
stars; how many satellites of Saturn will it show us;
it not find
how many will it indicate as appertaining to Uran'js ;— how many nebula:
never yet seen by mortal eye will it present to us; what spots will it show
us on the various planets; will it tell us what causes the variable brightness

What

will be the

—

is

will

;

—

—

—

of

many

of the fixed stars

;— will

was the large star round, but the tolescoiie, although
and the wind blowing rather fresh, was as steady as a rock.

in the

;

open

On subsequent nights', observations of other nebulx, amounting to some
30, or more, removed most of them from the hst of nebulje, where they had
long figured, to that of clusters whilst some of these latter, but more espehad never

seen,

and which

them

;

— will
;

—

;

it tell

us

why

;

such as

man

be-

Of the moon a few words must suffice. Its appearance in my large achrois known to hundreds of your readers
let them
then imagine that with it they look nt the moon, whilst with Lord Rosse 's 6
feet they look into it, and they will not form a very erroneous opinion of the

it

exhibit to us
.Tupiler,

—

—

nebula of Lyra merely as a brilliant luminous ring, or will it exhibit it as
will it enable
thousands of stars arranged in all the symmetry of an ellipse
us to comprehend the hitherto incomprehensible nature and origin of thelight
;

the parallax of

some of the

:

—

will it give

—

us in easily appreciable quantity

fixed stars, or will

parallax of the nebula: themselves;

it

— finally, having

make sensible to us the
presented to us original

portraits of the moon and of the sidereal heavens, such as man has never
will it by daguerreotypic aid administer to us cop'es
founded upon truth, and enable astronomers of future ages to compare the
moon and heavens as they then may be, with the moon and heavens as they
were? Some of these questions will be answered affirmatively, others negatively, and that, too, very shortly
for the noble maker of the noblest instrument ever formed by man " has cast his bread upon the waters, and « ill, with

dared even to anticipate,

—

;

God'.s blessing, find

it

many

before

days."

* Would not tliis appearance, it is aslced witli great submission, indicate a refracting
atmosptiere which the telescopes hitherto constructed have not been aljle to detect? If
this hypothesis turn out correct, it will be easy enough to determine the extent of the
atmosphere, by observing in sidereal occultations the time of a star's passing from ths
moon's apparent edge (namely, the limits of her atmosphere), to her real edge. Since
the above was written, a letter from Sir James South has appeared in the Times, in which
Is not this a
it is stated that the phenomenon occurs both at immersion and emersion.
powerful conlirmation of our hypothesis ? Ed. C. E. and A, Journal.

—

t Sir James South intends here,
ing' telescopes only.

Arcititecturai, Novelty.

;

we presume,

to

draw a comparison between

'reflect*

'

—The new theatre which

is

building at Livorno,

Anglice' Leghorn, will differ altogether from any othet structure of the kind, inasmuch
it will be available for performances by daylight as well as of an evening, since instead

as

of the usual ceiling, the auditory,

performance of the leviathan.
the 15th of March,

will

the satellites of

for its magnificence baffies all description.

matic, of 12 inches aperture,

On

—

any satellites encircling
which generally pass over
Jupiter's face as discs of nearly white light, sometimes traverse it as black
will it add to our knowledge of the physical construction of nebupatches
lous stars
of that mysterious class of bodies which surround some stars,
;'"
will it show the annular
called, for want of a better name, " photospheres
tution of the planetary nebulic

;

cially 5 Messier, exhibited a sidereal picture in the telescope

fore

give us any information as to the consti-

it

the field with a

slightest difliculty

for not only
air

Lemairean con-

to the

;

of the great nebula of Orion

its distance from,

Newtonian

Lord Rosse, having
determined geometrically the form of the curve requisite to produce with it a
definition of objects equal to that which each of the telescopes at present

1

Perfection of figure, then, of a telescope

by

Seeing, then, that the change from the

when the moon was seven days and a half

i. e., the pit or portion surrounded by stage and boxes,
by an open glazed dome. Ingenious as seems the idea whose we are not
informed, the architect's name being as usual suppressed, and singular as will be the
effect, it may be questioned whether it will be found any improvement upon the present
system, but rather a sort of • amphibious ' contrivance, neither tish nor rtesh, nor parti-

—

will be covered

old, I

never saw her unillumined disc so beautifully nor her mountains so tempt.
Ingly measurable. On my first looking into the telescope, a star of about the
7th magnitude was some minutes of a degree distant from the moon's dark
limb. Seeing that its occultation by the moon was inevitable, as it was the
first occiilation which had been observed w ith that telescope, f was anxious
that it should be observed by its noble maker and very much do I regret
;

that through kindness towards me he would not accede to my wish for the
star, instead of disappearing the moment the moon's edge came in contact
with it, apparently glided on the moon's dark face, as if it had been seen
;

through a transparent moon, or as if the star were between me and the moon.
It remained on the moon's disc nearly two seconds of time, and then instantly
disappeared, at lOh. 9m. 5y-72s. sidereal time. I have seen this apparent
projeclion of a star on the moon's face several times, but from the great

—

cularly advantageous for either day-time or evening.

If the morning performances are to
he merely concerts daylight will suit well enough, but not for dramatic representations
vfith scenery and dresses, if only because the stage itself would be in obscurity compared
with the rest of the house, unless it were to be lighted up as usual by " foot-lamps," and
from the wings, in which case the mi.\ture of daylight and artilicial light together would

Again, has the effect then attending a large domed skylight
been well coasidered for evening exhibitions > At such times, it must show only as a dark
void over-head, except perhaps of a fine moonlight night, when Madam Luna could peep
To render it ornamental and
in from above upon the spectators and the performances.
architecturally effective, the dome ought to be glazed with coloured glass either diapered
or p!ain and lit up externally, within a space for the purpose, between the dome and
be e-tceedingly disagreeable.

—

—

outer roof ; or perhaps gas lamps with rellectors, on the ribs of the
Die purpose.

dome would answer
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ON

OBELISKS,

WITH SOME REMARKS ON EGYPTIAN
ARCHITECTURE,
13/

Henry Fdlton, M.D.

Tlie ancients havi? left us few examples of monuments such as are
luited to endure our climate in an "unhoused condition." To Egypt
we are indebted for the pyramid and tho obelisk, although, indeed, we
can scarcely consider pyramids in the light of monuments, for they are
rather edifices of mere utility, or at least wen; so considered by thoso
who erected them, and who appear in other matters to be too well instructed in the principles which constitute beauty and grandeur in
esthetic composition, to flatter themselves that these enormous strucBe this as it
tures had any claim to admiration on these grounds.
may, the pyramids ofTor no models for ui, nor need we regret that they
are beyond our reasonable efforts, because the end would not be worth
the cost. The only pyramid of any account in Europe is that of
C. Cestus at Rome, and it is not probable that we shall ever have

another.
true there is Fompey's pillar in Egvpt, but it is not of Egypt,
rather be classed with those of Tr.ijau and Antoninus, though,
which we shall state, tho columns of the two emperors
reasons
for
have stronger claims on our admiration than that which is distinguished, on somewhat doubtful evidence, with the name of the consul,
and which may be said to enjoy a monopoly as a model in the practice of modern architects; and, indeed, judging from the late exhibitions at the Royal Academy, we might almost venture to conclude that in future we shall have nothing else, although isolated
columns are very objectionable. Poetic feeling denies the existence
in the wilderness to more than one pelican, and rejects any number of
swans save two on the tiny lake the poetry of architecture (if I may
so speak) repudiates the word column in the singular number, andean
only consider it, no matter in what locality, as part of a range ; such
is the column of Pompey (which some suppose did form part of a
range), and that of Santa Maria Maggiore (which was taken out of the
Temple of Peace), and such are all those of which they are the types.
In this utilitarian age, we are prone to forget that ut modus in rebus,
there is a fitness in the form of things, which should not be lost sight
of in matters of taste, however convenient it may be to do so when we
aim at no such elevated object. I do not know whether those who
have written on taste have referred to this or not, but it appears to
me that good taste must look with suspicion on a thing used for a very
different purpose from that with which it naturally is, and ought to be
associated in our minds ; for instance, some things which are placed
as ornaments and objects of curiosity in the saloons and cabinets of
the wealthy in Europe, were, as I can vouch, made in Asia for ignoble
purposes ; and again, some of our own manufactures, diffeiing in
nothing but shape from our most highly prized specimens of table
china ware, have been in the East exhibited on the festive board along
with plates and dishes: in such cases ignorance is surely bliss, and no
doubt in the eyes of an ignoramus a monstrous column, like the York
or Nelson, supporting a statue, or like that of the monument of the
great fire of London supporting nothing, may appear wondrous fine,
although to others not so blessed it must appear as much out of place
as Wedgewood's china ware did in the eyes of the Nizam's horrorstruck European guests at Hydrabad. Mr. Hosking, in his excellent
treatise on architecture, in comparing the London monument with the
lofty shot tower uear the south-west angle of Waterloo Bridge, justly
says, "they are both of cylindrical form ; but the one is crowned by a
square abacus, and the other by a bold cornice which follows its own
outline, the greater simplicity and consequent beauty of the latter is
such as to strike the most unobservant." The learned professor might
have added that the former was a tasteless perversion of a Greek
order, the latter almost a copy of an Irish round tower, and that the
" consequent beauty" depends not so much on the figure as the application of the thing, for a range of shot towers would exhibit as little
beauty asan isolated column.
The columns of Trajan and Antoninus at Rome, and that of Napoleon in the Place Vendome at Paris, are not so liable to the objections
urged, as the sculpture which encases iheir shafts partly removes
them from the class of edificial columns : but to support a statue even
such examples are perfectly useless, inasmuch as they necessarily
raise the figure far beyond the point of sight, so that neither its re'semblance nor proportions can be distinguished, and the highest praise
that can be given to them under such circumstances is that they are very
It is

it

may

:

convenient asylums for ill-executed statuary. But with whatever interest we may view the sculptured columns just alluded to, no such
feeling can exist when we inspect one which has merely their cold
and dry outline, like the Nelson in Dublin and the Melville in Edinburgh,
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The last column erected in this country is the one in Trafalgar
ire, London, and it is by no means an exception to the rule.
an obelisk did not suggest itself to the minds of those who had the
direction of the testimonial, as particularly appropriate to celebrate
the achievements of the hero of the Nile is not easily to be accounted
for, if any credit for classical association or taste be given to them,
unless it were that none of those heretofore elevated in Europe had
been supplied with suitable bases or pedestals, and that the sliaft rising
abruptly from the ground, as they would appear to do in the views of
those still remaining in Egypt, was not desirable or according to our
received notions and practice in other cases.

Why

Squ

In order to obtain some insight into the mode of erection as practised by the ancient Egyptians,
and happily for the cultivation of
taste the architecture of that people is (with the unaccountable exception of obelisks) better illustrated than that of any other, not except-

—

—

ing Greece itself,
I have consulted upwards of fifty books of travels
^ind description relating to it, and although all of tliem speak of obeindeed how could we expect to find any work assuming to
treat on its antiquities which did not, yet the information to be gleaned
from any such source, as far as I am acquainted, is scanty in the extreme and only whets the appetite for investigation some of the
books go so far as to give the exact measurement of every external
stone of the great pyramid, yet only give information, and that imperfect, whether the obelisks had bases or not, and in all the viewi
the soil appears to be so much raised at the base of the shaft that we
connot make anything out from them. In Captain Head's " Description of Eastern and Egyptian Scenery," the pedestal of the obelisk at
Alexandria, called Cleopatra's Needle, is stated to have been seven
feet high (which is the same as the diameter of the shaft at its base),
and nine feet broad, but whether or not this pedestal was a mere
foundation stone does not appear, and he says that the base has lately
(1833) been broken up for building materials.
In a copy of some hieroglyphics in one work, an obelisk is represented elevated on a fiat rectangular zocco, exceeding in length about
one-third of the diameter of the shaft at its base, this is nearly the
same proportion as that given by Captain Head, and we may reasonably presume was the usual practice of the Egyptians,
Montfmcon
gives a view of an obelisk, which he briefly designates as "that of St.
Manto," but where that is I cannot say, never having heard either of
the saint or the place before.
I have examined the English, French,
and Latin editions, and, judging from the aentexf, perhaps it may be
some place in Tuscany; this obelisk "of St. Manto" has abase precisely the same as that of the hieroglyphic alluded to.
So low an
elevation (about one-third of the diameter of the shaft at its base),
would not accord with our practice or idea of the elevation which a
monument should have, nor does it appear in any instance to have met
with favour in the eyes of the Roman architects of the cinque cento
school, but how those which they erected at Rome were placed by the
lisks, as

:

Roman architects when first brought from Egypt I know not, but
Montfaucon, and those who have followed in his wake, in giving a
restored view of a Roman circus, as he says it appeared in the sixteenth century, place obelisks on the spine, raised some on four balls
and others on the same number of paws, just as cabinet makers occasionally do modern furniture, and these balls and paws rest on
the square zocco ; but the learned padre is not a very trustworthy
architectural authority, at least for detail.
The comparatively modern
Roman architects, just as might be expected those professed restorers
of ancient art would do, have given them spruce pedestals with Roman
mouldings and surbase ; the best of these pedestals are those which
resemble the square altars of ancient Rome. The obelisk which is in
front of St. Peter's was elevated by Fontana, and nothing can be worse
than its details, if we except some of those of St. Peter's itself; the
diameter of the shaft is given as eight feet four inches, and the height
seventy-six feet, the height of the entire, including a cross on the apex,
12G feet. I believe all the obelisks at Rome have something or other
of this kind on the apes
a practice as detrimental to eli'ect, without
being as useful, as that of placing weather-cocks in the same situation
on (he spires of churches in our own country. Both the spire and its
prototype under such circumstances convey the idea that there was no
object aimed at in their erection except that of supporting whatever
is placed on the top.
The French architects who lately elevated the Luxor Obelisk at
Paris in the arrangement of its base appear to have had no other idea
than that of making almost an exact copy of those designed by Fontana, and such are all those which I hare seen in this country, with
the exception of the little one in Fleet Street, London, [and which I
speak of from memory]. The architect who designed it felt the
necessity of giving it an Eyptian base, in character at least, and has
made the pedestal tapering, with au inclination corresponding to that
of the shaft, and on the dado (if I recollect rightly), has placed an
old

—

19
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Egyptian cornice now although in theory all this may appear excellent, and both the pedestal and obelisk are strictly Egyptian in form,
yet viewed together when realised they produce anything but a pleasing
effect; in short, the eft'ect is precisely the same us if we were to take
a column diminished from the base, and having removed a portion of
it some feet from the lower end then set up the upper resting on a
cornice imposed on the lower part. Would not the eye in this case
call for that which was removed? So it is with the obelisk alluded to.
Another objection to this form of pedestal is that it only admits of
sculpture in intaglio and not in relief, such as the Isthmian crown and
bust on that of the example given in the plate.* The former is taken
from the tail piece of the sixth chapter, vol. 3, of Stuart's Athens, ;ind
No, the pedestal
is one of the most beautiful circles which we have.
must be rectangular, which form suggests no such vacancy, but then
to ornament it with either Greek or Roman mouldings is carrying the
innovation further than is necessary, and the simplicity and harmony
of the work are destroyed by a multiplicity of forms and figures.
In Ethiopia, as it appears from the highly interesting work of Mr.
Hoskins, the reeded torus so frequently to be seen on the pyramidal
propylea of the Egyptian temples, is to be found on the arris both of
pyramids and obelisks, and in the former at least it has the effect of
somewhat relieving the outline from that monotony so disagreeable in
those structures of Egypt. On the obelisks, however, no such embellishment seems to be required. The Ethiopian obelisks are raised on
a low zocco.
Perhaps it may strike some astute critic, if such there be, on archi;

tectural subjects, that in recommending the erection of a single obelisk
I lay myself open to a charge of departure from the principles urged
at the commencement of this paper, of being guided as far as possible by the example of the original projectors, as the Egyptians
always erected them in pairs: and so they did, and so should we if we

erected them under similar circumstances, that is at each side of the
entrance in front of the propyleum, but as an obelisk does not, like a
column, form part of an edifice, I therefore think that the most fastidious cannot object to the erection of a single one as an isolated

monument

or testimonial.

would appear that the Egyptians were acquainted with only one
form of moulding, which must be familiar to every one who has
examined a sketch of an Egyptian temple, of course this moulding
will suggest the most appropriate example when any cornice is to be
given on the dado of the pedestal and if the winged globe be also
given it will be still more in character, but if the obelisk be on a large
scale I should much prefer a plain rectangular dado without any kind
of moulding, and I am satisfied that the obelisk at Paris would appear
to much greater advantage if elevated on such a basement, for as it is,
the footing of the shaft ubove the moulding, the sub-basement of the
dado in three unequal parts, the upper sloped off to meet the middle
one, all resting on a flat zocco or plinth, present a complicated outline
which by no means harmonises with the simple and noble monolithic
to which they are subsidiary. There are cases, however, where a
cornice on the dado may be requisite first, when sculpture is to be
introduced in relief on its face, which without such a projection from
above at least would look as naked as a picture without a frame and
secondly, where it is not possible to obtain either an entire block of
It

—

—

;

stone of sufficient size, or to finish the joints so clean that they may be
considered invisible and that the top course can be formed of a single
slab, for it would not appear good workmanship to have the joints
terminating on the upper arris of the naked dado, however clean they
might be wrought.
The obelisk then may be considered as consisting of three parts,
\iz,, the shaft, the rectangular dado, and a triple and equally graduated
basement as to the proportion of them much must depend on the
locality, the rise of the ground and point of view, which must be left
to the taste and judgment of the architect to provide for I would
suggest, however, that, contrary to the practice of Fontana, the rise
and tread of every portion of the triple gradated basement should be
of equal dimensions.
The height of the entire of this basement might
be equal to the diameter of the shaft at its base this would make the
lower member of the basement three diameters in breadth. The dado
might be either a cube or higher, and its horizontal axis about onethird greater than the diameter of the shaft at its base.
The height
of the shaft should be from eight to ten diameters. The general custom is to give a footing to the shaft, no doubt something is gained in
elevation by it, but I should prefer its being dispensed with, or at all
events being made very low. Did 1 not know the strong predelection
of some of my esteemed architectural friends for snch ornaments, I
should think it superfluous to remark that there ought not to be any
;

:

;

* k drawing of the pedestal of an obelisk as suggested was prepared, but it admits of
being described so plainly, ttiot It appears unnecessary to give n plute with this paper.—
<»
(
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surbase, or moulding at t'.ie base of the dado, which is as injurious in
Nor should
effect as giving a base to the column of the Doric order.
the dado be pannelled, which if I recollect right is the case in some
of the Roman examples. Of course it is very desirable that the dado
shall consist of only one block, particularly where no moulding is to be
given on its summit, although with half the labour necessary to produce that elaborate trifling called rustic work, the joints both of shaft
and pedestal might be made so sharp as scarcely to be observed
if the slab, or upper course, on which the moulding is usually defined

were only one piece.
I trust that nothing here advanced on the adoption of obelisks may
be used as a guide for the erection of little obelisks, the little conceptions of little minds and I have seen such which at little cost do little
honour to the little men to celebrate whose little achievements they
were erected. No! anything which we do in the Egyptian style must
appear to be the work of giants, not the effort of pigmies. At Donnybrook, near Dublin, there is a little wretch which almost seems as if
it were intended as a burlesqne on the larger monster in the Phoenix,
Park on the other side of the city. This latter, although equally
hideous in form, is Cyclopean in bulk, but the Polyphemus who designed it, if he had only a single eye it was not for the perception of
the chaste and beautiful. George the Fourth pronounced this testimonial to be "a huge mile stone," his majesty might have added
must,
"and an ugly one," although he knighted its architect.
however, give the architect (whoever he may be) who designed the
Donnybrook obelisk some credit, for the monument overlooks the
green on which the far-famed fair is held, and the design is in right
good keeping and perfect harmony in both size and shape with the
dwarfs and minor monsters there annually exhibited no doubt the
architect of this classical production was influenced by the nomade
*' genii of
the place," that whilst "at the small charge of one penny"
admiring rustics may see a dwarf "made as if by Nature's journeyman," they may have a view gratis of what looks like a journeyman
architect's opposition wondei', bearing the same relation to an obelisk
Can it
that a monkey does to a man, or a balluster does to a column.
be that, according to the Shandean theory, names have a ruling influence over the prospects, fortunes, and productions of men, and that
because the contiguous residence of an architect is called Lilliput its
nomenclature fated that a pigmy obelisk should be placed in front of
it; but I leave this to be settledibyfthe learned of the Royal Institute
of the Architects of Ireland, of which I suppose the architect at whose
door the obelisk lies is a member.
Before concluding this paper, we may add some general remarks on
the subject of Egyptian architecture
for although, taken as a whole,
it may present to us few or no erections (with the exception of obelisks) which are calculated for our times and country, yet as a school
were we may tmltarn it is without rival, and there we may learn to
esteem grandeur and simplicity for their own sakes and these are
qualities in v^hich the architecture of our times is remarkably deficient; simplicity and grandeur not inconsistent with the most elaborate finish and detail
in short, even although it may afford us few or
no models yet its study will teach us to get rid of the frivolities of
cinque
the
cento school, and for this purpose a visit to Egypt, however
desirable, is not absolutely necessary, for in the many works which we
possess, particularly the most magnificent one perhaps ever published
that of the Imperial Institute of France, we have ample delineations.
It was a feeling of the magnificence|of [thefstyle which induced me to
suggest, in a I'ormer number of this Journal, the propriety of an Egyptian facade to the British Museum, if only as a study, and it must be
admitted that in England we are sadly in want of something to elevate
our tastes, and enable architects to do for architecture what the great
masters have done for painting. I scarcely know of, any example
vfhich we have in the horizontal style calculated to aid this object
except Mr. Hardwick's Terminus of the London and Birmingham
Railway. In the March number of this Journal may be found an attempt to form a new order by Grecianising an Egyptian capital, an
inspection of the great French work alluded to, or even the minor and
more accessible one of Uenon, will shew many examples of capitals
which might be thus treated and give us an endless variety, some of
them of great beauty and well enlitled}tojourjadmiration.
But the great difficulty is to unlearn, aye to unlearn, the false principles and vitiated taste acquired in the Palladian school: a study of
Egypt illustrated and Greece delineated may enable us to do this, and
where it fails the fault rests not with the study but the student. If
the mere illustrations and delineations can do so much, what might we
Yet,
not expect from the originals in their sublimity and vastness.
alas, so it is
men have gone and seen, but not conquered their prejudices.
Adam, not he of Eden, but of the Adelphi, London, saw
PoBStnm, and Wilkins trod the Acropolis, yet the one preferred the
miserable abortions of Spolatrp, and the other designed the National
;

We
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Gallery of London! Tlie stiKlontshoukl not, anil the amateur in arcliitpcturc cannot, concoal lliis from tliemselv(>s, ami it is necessary that
they shoukl both vie with eich other in rising superior to the prejudices of enrlv educalion.
1 believe that in all ages, and in all professions, there have been those who considered that they had nothing to
learn; from the architectural section of this class nothing good can be
expected, they never can soar above mediocrity.
Doubtless there are those who will raise the cry of "pagan and
heathen" as applicable to the style we speak of. In one of the numbers of this Journal for the past year I endeavoured to call attention
to the fact that to the Egyptians, or rather their neighbours the
Ethiopians, is due the invention of the arch, both circular headed and
pointed, which latter when grafted on the Gothic style gives it such

powers of fascination, therefore however the " Ecclesiologists" may
Hatter themselves as to the purity of its source, it, as well as some of
their institutions and ceremonies, names as well as things, are derived
from pagan practice and pagan nomenclature. If this be the case, and
I am ready to show that it is, the less they say about "heathen" archi1 reture as such the more will they display their worldly wisdom.

do not consider the pages
of a scientific journal constitute a suitable arena for the discussion of
tiieological questions, and it is much to be regretted that what seems
so near |akin to fanaticism of a certain class of religionists should
have rendered any allusion to the subject necessary.
frain

from enlarging on this topic, beca\ise

I

Clonmore, ^pril, ISH.
last number of this Journal, a correspondent calls on me
give an account of the late erections in Ireland, iiiais place aux
dames, I think I should make way for, and refer "Philo Hibernicus"
to the Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland, which was founded
for the purpose of furthering " the Art as taught by Vitruvius and
adorned by Palladio." Shoukl they not take the subject up, perhaps
I may answer the call at some period not very remote.

P.S. In the

to

THE COLLEGE OP CIVIL ENGINEERS AT PUTNEY.
Various notices of the College at Putney have from time to time
appeared in this Journal, and the topic has offered occasion for remarks on the inexpediency of a purely theoretical education for those
intended for a profession so essentially practical as engineering. The
increasing importance of every subject connected with the professional
educationof the engineer, and the removal of many of the above noticed
strictures on the College of Civil Engineers, by the increased attention
there given to practical applications of science, induced us on a recent
occasion to pay a visit to the Institution, and we feel that we shall not
be unprofitably employing the time of our professional reader by detailing to him the impressions left by that visit.
wish simply to
give information as to the exact nature of the college, as far as this
may be done without making our notice a mere prospectus or adver-

We

tisement of its merits.
It is strange that the strongest prejudices against pure science
should exist amongst those who are most indebted to it the practical
engineers: it is still more strange that the disciples of theoretical
science should look coldly upon the men who by the practical application of scientific knowledge alone deserve the credit of giving
" He is a mere theorist, a speculator,"
science a real, tangible value.
says the engineer of the mathematician, "theory is all very well but
it can never stand against practice— give rae plenty of /ac/s.
I do
not want to make my son a philosopher; I want him to be an engineer." And then, if our casuist be a well-read man, he fortifies his
profound arguments with a quotation, and reminds you of Lord
I3acon's apothegm, "examples give a quicker impression than arguments." "Ah," says the philosopher in turn, of the engineer, "he is
a capital fellow for the workshop
quite at home among his cranks
and wheels, but knows as little of the laws of motion as do the tools

—

—

which he uses."

The fact is, gentlemen, you are both wrong and both right ; you are
looking on opposite sides of the gold-and-silver shield.
It seems almost incredible, seeing the experience we have of the
assistance which science has afforded to the arts, that men should
have been so long deluded with the senseless jargon about "theory
being inconsistent with practice." If by this phrase be meant that
theory makes deductions which practice proves to be incorrect, the
assertion is essentially false
for all correct theoretical investigations
contain a specific notice of whatever practical considerations are hypothetically excluded, and consequently the experimentalist has due notice of the corrections which he has to make in testing the accuracy
:

pf the theory.

l43

Did it never occur to any of our readers that it was possible that
an adequate knowledge of both theoretical and practical science might
be attained by one and the same person: that a man might be truly,
^;/stcmalicalli/ :icquainted with the laws of mechanics, and yet not be
afraid of dirtying his fingers in a workshop.
"Oh but," says the engineer rather testily, " I am acquainted with mechanics I have been
studying them practically, all my life-time; and that is better than all
your theory." Pardon the doubt. Sir, but your practical knowledge
is not belter than all theory, though, it must be granted, a most indispensable accessory to it.
will tell you where your practical
knowledge is defective it is not systematic. From the nature of
the occupations in which your life has been spent, it is quite impossible that you can have systematised your knowledge. You have picked
up a scrap of information here and there as you have gone along, and
from the results of your experience (often acquired at a terrible cost),
you have at last come to certain conclusions which we will, if you
please, call your mechanical creed.
But supposing you had to put
your creed to the test under circumstances quite new to you are you
quite certain that it would not fail ? Are you quite sure that in the
practical results on which your creed was formed there were not some
circumstances different from those of the present case? Is it not just
possible that there may have existed some circumstances so apparently
trivial as to have been altogether neglected in the former cases, which
yet may produce a powerful effect in the present?
So then you see, surely, what a gain it would have been to you,
could you have set out with a systematic knowledge of mechanics,
which would have served your stead for every case whether tried or
untried, and have been quite independent of the imperfections of
your own observations. Now such a knowledge is the mathematical
theory of mechanics, which has employed the study and research of
men of the most exalted genius for many, many centuries, and has
been tested by infinitely more experiments than you will ever be able
to conduct.
But perhaps it may be said that the greatest engineers that have
ever lived were entirely unacquainted with theoretical mechanics;
Watt and Brindley could exhibit the wonders of their mechanical
genius without any knowledge beyond that which their own experience and reflection imparted.
But this is no real argument against the acquisition of theoretical
knowledge. Granted that Watt and Brindley did wonders without
such knowledge, does it follow that a preliminary course of study
would have impeded their efforts ? May we not rather think it would
have facilitated them ? Do we not know as a matter of fact, that
those two great men constantly lamented their defective knowledge
of science ?
And is it not also a matter of fact, that their deficiency

—

—
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led

them

to

commit many

errors

which they would otherwise have

avoided?

Were

not the task an invidious one, it would be easy to point out
many instances in the lives of even such men as Watt and Brindley
where confessedly time was wasted, money wasted, talent wasted, to
acquire that by experience which a very little theoretical knowledge
would have supplied.
But this is not the main argument. The
genius of Watt lay principally, almost exclusively, in mechanical invention, and this requires a kind of talent which, it must be allowed,
is in a great measure independentof systematic theoretical education.
The judicious reader will apprehend that the faculties exercised by
an inventor are the perceptive, that he requires not a logical process
of deduction but intuitive powers of perception;
in the language of
the metaphysicians, his mental processes are not anylytical but synthetical
ffisthetio.
But this is not the case of the engineer he does
not want to be an inventor. The inventor sets about his schemes independently (and sometimes too, in defiance) of systematic rules, but
not so the engineer. He is constantly occupied in cases which demand
careful deductive thinking, and frequently considerable scientific
knowledge. Suppose, for instance, such a question as this were put
to the engineer
a railway train of such and such weight is placed on
an inclined plane of a certain inclination, and the resistance to motion
is so many pounds to the ton, find the velocity with which the train
will move and how far it moves belbre stopping; must it not be
allowed that the engineer ought to be able to answer such a question ?
and yet the ability to do so implies an accurate knowledge of the
science of motion.
Take another instance: explain why a Gothic
arch will bear u greater weight on the crown of it than a circular arch
will, and deteriuine how much weight is necessaiy to prevent the
crown from rising will not public opinion decide that the engineer
ought to have some better answer for such questions than a shrewd
guess ? And how is he to answer accurately if ignorant of the principles of equilibrium?
Even the inventor, who, as we think we have proved, stands less in
need than the engineer of scientific knowledge, often suffers severely

—

—

—
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have monthly to record in this journal lamentable
want of it«
instances of time and money wasted on patents which the slightest
knowledge would prove \'alueless. Not long ago a person
took out a patent of which the principle was based on the idea that
the pressure of fluids arose from the elasticity of the air contained in
thoroughly practical engineer told the present writer not
them!
long ago, that a bullet did not acquire its full velocity till some time
after it left the mouth of the gun
And we have been gravely assured
that the strength of the Thames Tunnel must be very great indeed,
for it had to support not only the superincumbent water, but also the
enormous weight of the vessels floating in it,— as if the weight of the
vessels were not the same as that of the water displaced by them
The scientific knowledge which would render these preposterous
mistakes impossible cannot be acquired by the engineer while engaged
in the busy occupations of his profession.
The knowledge, if acquired
at all, must be a part of his preparatory education.
Of that we are
certain
The crude philosophy which he may form by his own observations in the workshop or engine-room can never compete with
the systematic certainty of theoretical knowledge. Such philosophy
it is the object of the College of Civil Engineers to impart; and we
have the more readiness to applaud the object, because we find that
the Institution no longer adopts the opposite, equally fatal, error of
imagining that theoretical knowledge will supersede practical.
Neither suffices without the other. The students are instructed in
pure science, but they are f.imiliarized also with the working tools of
the engineer. The operations of turning and casting of metal, the
details of the management of steam-engines, actual experiments on
the strength of roofs and arches, the practice of surveying and levelling, all these are actually carried into effect by their own hands.
It
is not pretended that by these studies the student at onco become
qualified for the practice of his profession ; but when he takes his
next step, and enters the workshop of the engineer, he brings with
him a large amount of knowledge, which infinitely increases the value
of the instruction received under the working engineer, and which
guides his efforts for the remainder of his life.
the College of Civil Engineers is under the principal
In conclusion
guidance of one on whom the rery highest academical honours have
been bestowed, the Rev. W. Cowie, of whose attainments it would be
presumption to speak here, and who to his scientific knowledge joins
the practical information which can only be acquired by actual observation, and an ardent desire to advance the science of engineering.
for

scientific
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*HE GEOLOGY AKD ARCHITECTURE OF IRELAKD.
Practical Geology and Architecture of Ireland. By George Wilkinson, Architect. Illustrated with Seventeen Plates and Seventytwo Wood-cuts. London John Murray, Albemarle Street, 1845.
pp. 400, royal 8vo.
:

No

science has in modern times made such rapid advances as GeoBorn but yesterday, it has asserted its claims at once so conlogy.
vincingly as to be recognized as second in importance to no branch of

human knowledge by which

the arts and operations of practical inand to scarcely any branch of human skill is
geology likely to afford more direct aid than to architecture. Mr.
Wilkinson, the author of the work before us, is already favourably
known to our readers by two lectures, delivered before the Geological
Society of Dublin, one on Geology connected with Architecture,
reported in this Journal, Vol. VI. p. 5ti, and the other on the MarIt is the
bles of Ireland, reported at p. S3 of the present volume.
object of the present woik to illustrate the importance of directing
the choice of materials for building in Ireland by a due knowledge
of the geological character of that country. The subject is considered
under lour distinct heads the first is a general description of the different kinds of rocks found in Ireland, their arrangement and composiThe
tion, and the purposes for which they are severally applicable.
next head is a review of the ancient architecture of Ireland, from the
earliest specimens of cromlechs, cairns, and raonolithal structures, to
the debasement of Christian Architecture. Under this head considerable space is devoted to the subject of the Round Towers of Irelaud,
the distinctions between the Norman architecture of that country and
our own, and to ancient domestic architecture. This part of the book

dustry are facilitated

:

:

but

it is

made

to

is the largest,

not of a purely architectural nature continual
the durability and geological character of the
materials of ancient buildings. The third part is a digest of the
geology of each county of Ireland considered separately, aud the work
concludes with a large collection of tables recording the results of
experiments on the strength of the principal building stones.
allusions are

:

[Mat,

Having thus given a general view of Mr. Wilkinson's work, we will
to consider it more particularly, and will first take the liberty
of extracting some of the remarks in which he points out the interest
which architects have in the progress of geological knowledge. After
showing the facilities which this knowledge affords for determining
the suitability of different stones for various architectural purposes,
proceed

he adds

"Yet the architect, who is by his profession most interested, and
whose first study should be directed to the acquirement of such information as would make him familiar with this portion of the operations of nature, the contemplation of which must imbue him with elevated ideas, is generally most neglectful of such a study, and contents
himself with the possession of information with regard to the merchantable prices and qualities of the different stones which he finds in
the stonecutter's yard, or which he sees others in the habit of using:
it is then not surprising if with equal ignorance he perpetuate what
is bad, or practises, by accident, what is good.
"In large cities this is particularly the case: specifications for constructive arrangements are often prepared almost by rote ; and when
a design has to be carried out in a country locality where the features
are new, as well as the mode of using the materials, the architect is
either too often the blind dupe of tiiose in whose hands he has to
entruct himself, or he commits some egregious error, or both."
P. 3.
"Who can contemplate the imperishable and solid structures of the
ancient Egyptians without entertaining impressions of those people
which language would not produce ? These connecting links in the
history of the past and the present cannot fail to stimulate, in the most
forcible manner, admiration of those whose minds conceived, and
whose efforts raised the enduring monuments of a vigorous race
The
present inhabitant of Egypt, Greece, and Rome, are greatly indebted
for the sympathy of other nations, and for their wealth, to the grandeur of their architectural remains in these, good and durable materials have been employed, without which we should have had but a
mass of crumbled ruins, or indistinct piles of decomposed matter ; the
memorial of the valuable models of antiquity presenting beauty of
design, a fit adaptation of construction, and elegant forms, perfected
by a skilful people in the course of ages, would have been lost to us."
P. 4.
.'

:

We may here observe in

passing that while geology

is illustrating

architecture, the art may, perhaps, in turn throw back a little light on
The present appearance of ancient structures, formed
the science.
as they are of almost every kind of materials, is in effect a record of
vast series of experiments, which the alchemist Time has been prosecuting on the nature of various stones, and a minute examination of
the changes actually produced by time, might probably do much for
The following passages are
the confirmation of geological truths.
introduced to give the reader an idea of the nature of the first part of

Mr. Wilkinson's work.

"Granite is a compound of quartz, felspar, and mica. In its ordinary state these ingredients are in nearly equal proportions, the mica
being less in amount than the other two. When hornblende replaces
the mica, the rock is called syenite. Of these ingredients, the quartz
is much the hardest and most durable, and is generally of a whitish
colour, occasionally black or brown (Mourne Mouutains) ; the felspar
is not so hard, generally whitish also, but frequently of a red, green,
The mica is a scaly,
or yellow tinge, as well as of other colours.
shining, and metallic looking mineral, varying in colour from greyish
white to black, dark brown, or dark green. The two latter principally
determine the durability of the stone, which commonly varies with its
working quality, the most easily converted being also those rocks in
which the felspar js soft or the mica abundant the larger the grain
also, the greater is the facility of conversion for common work, and the
greater the disposition to decay." P. 13.
" Ireland at the present lime derives the greater part of her supply
of slates from Wales; but she possesses valuable quarries which, if
rightly worked, and if duly encouraged, would speedily diminish the
necessity for resorting to Wales, and many thousands of pounds which
now flow out of the country in a direction from which no reciprocal
trade arises, might be advantageously employed in the improvement
and enrichment of the country." P. 28.
"The various marbles may be next considered under this division,
although, in mineral character and chemical composition, several
great
varieties contain much less of lime than of other earths.
Colour
variety of marbles is met with in different parts of Ireland.
and facility of conversion are the two most important properties, and
determine their value. The great partiality for the marbles of Italy,
and the long-established trade in them, operate much against the use
of the Irish marbles ; and there are, doubtless, many varieties possessing great beauty, which will probably hereafter, as they become
;
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more extensively used (lian at the present time. Many
causes hare operated ;igainst their conversion, and frequently, not the
the mistaken views of the proprietors in either over-ettimating
their value, or raising them in an injudicious manner.
kiiowa, be

except

in

some of the

tops, which, from

"

—

in their structures.

=
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T.

man remains

locality."
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play

the

spoken of

manner, as the topic is rather one for the antiquary than the architect,
and embraces little which illustrates the construction of the models
and types adopted by the latter.
The next subject, that of the nature of the Round Towers, like the
former, offers an abundant field for hypothetical speculation. It has
been to the antiquarian what perpetual motion is to the mechanist,
quadrature of the circle to the geometrician, the philosopher's stone
to the alchemist, or the UnnsHlionof simplex munditiis to the scholar.
But no one of these apparently hopeless investigations will appear
very attractive to the practical student, or indeed any one else except
hope, be found in-

teresting.

"Generally the Towers, when perfect, vary in height from about 70
some being nearly to 1-20 the average height, however,
The circum.ference of the Towers at
is that between 70 and 100 feet
their bas is generally from about 50 to GO feet, and their diameter at
the level of the doorway from S to 9 feet internally.— The walls are
commonly 4 feet thick. The door is generally from 8 to 12 feet above
P. 69.
the surface of the ground."
" In remarking on the features of these Round Towers, the doorway, which is common to all, first demands attention. By the Table
it will be seen that the circular arch of the doorway is by far the most
prevalent, and that the masonry in several of the structures is of the
;

-Roscrea Tower.

A

more conclusive
exact character peculiar to Norman buildings.
argument, and one that is more evident to the general reader, is, however, the elaborated execution of the masonry in some of the doorways,
displaying some of the finest examples of Norman architecture and
construction, and of a character exactly similar to that of doors of later
churches in the localities of those buildings, whose construction in the
style of Norman architecture,

I

presume,

is

not to be disputed." P. 82.

"It may, however, be asserted, and I believe it is considered by
many, that these peculiar features of the Round Towers, which are in
common with the architecture of the Continent, and, moreover, in
common with the style of architecture in those early churches which
by gradual change succeeded the Round Towers, are architectural
features resulting from later causes, viz., the appropriation of these
peculiar buildings to Christian purposes, and the insertion of doors
and other features before remarked on in a style of architecture different from that originally belonging to them.
"It is, however, considered that such cannot be the case. Forfirst,
the masonry around the doors shews no sign of disturbance aud reasoning is altogether against these features having been altered ; and
doubtlessi the masonry of these Towers is ii3 originally construeted,
;

Fig.

P. 84.

Ardmore, county of Waterford,
and that of Roscrea, which dis.

—

—

which any doorway

at

'ils-

There is an essential
its truth.
architecture consists in its reality
vulgarity in the counterfeits of stucco and cement, which makes one
suspect a corresponding vulgarity in the mind of the architect.
The second part of the work the account of the ancient architeccommences with a description of structures resemture of Ireland
bling Stonehenge, consisting of large masses of stone put together
without cement ; we shall not, however, follow our author in this part
of his subject, though he seems to have treated it in an interesting

to 100 feet,

in

The accompanying illustrations
are views of the Round Tower

.ir

we

Round

or decorated portion is of the common limestone of the country, although for the common walls it is
used, as being the material of the

:

the mere dilettante.
The following brief extracts will however,

In the

of sandstone, or very rarely of limestone ; and always the former
where there is any work on them.
The later churches of the country
are the same, and there is scarcely
an instance in Ireland of any Nor-

:

—

is

Towers the door-jambs are formed

;

The passage in the last extract alluding to the bad taste of employin" imitative materials is very good. When will architects learn that
The true dignity of
their art is degraded by dishonest imitations ?

it

considerable labour in erecting
their doorways
thechief feature

tended.

P. 39.

The grounds on which

contended that the doorways are
original, is the universal custom of
the Normans of using sandstone in
their buildings, and of expending

"In the present age, the same false feeling and bad taste which have
been remarked on with reg;ird to the construction of buildings, extend
to the embellishment ami more ornamental portions of the interior;
scagliola and other imitations of marbles and ornamental stones being
resorted to instead of the rock which nature has provided. When
better taste and feeling prevail, the natural resources of the country
will be more appreciated, and the employment of the people be ex-

ire embedded."

decay or otherwise, required

renovation.

least,

"Almost every variety of marble is met with in Ireland and though
there are none of any extent known to be equal to the statuary of the
Carrara quarries, or the black and gold, or the Bardilli, there are
some vthich will well supply their place, and others, which, in many
The following may be enumerated as
raspects, surpass those of Italy.
Those of simple
the chief varieties of marble met with in Ireland
colours are the black, dark grey or dove-colour, mettled grey and pure
several
syenitic and
the
green
serpentine,
variegated,
white: of the
other varieties of varied marbles of the fossiliferous, the colours vary
from a dark black to a grey and warm sienna colour, the shells being
either white, or partaking of the colour of the matrix in which they
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3,— King

Coraiac's Chapel,

Norman

architecture

in the extracts.
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of King Cormac's Cliapel, as shown in tlie annexed ena specimen, and an 'ixtremely beautiful one, of the transiThe square towers are in
tion from Norman to Pointed ar^ilii lecture.
our author's opinion the result of a gradual cliange from the round
lowers. Mr. Willvinson considers various distinctions in the Norman
The principal differarchitecture of Ireland from that of England.
ences are, the rarity of intersecting circular arches, so common in
ornaments to the
and
a
closer
resemblance
specimens,
in
the
English
Lombard or Byzantine type.

The view

craving,

"Of
Abbey

is

a style succeeding the
of Tiraoleague (Fig.

Norman
4;

early pointed architecture, the
presents a simple and interesting

Fig

(j

—Cloisters

" As an example of one of the towers of the monastic buildings last
described, the accompanying sketch (Fig. 7), with a plan of the piers
(Fig. 8), taken from the Abbey Rosserk, county of Mayo, represents

Fig 4

—Timoleague Abbey

example; constructed with the slate-rock of the locality, it shows in
its simplicity, a great boldness and economy of construction by the
excellent use made of the local material ; the windows of the external
P. 109.
walls are nearly all pointed."
"In the Monastic edifices of Ireland there is much more of resemblance to the Continental than the English buildings, and they are
as an example of the general plan of these
of very much less extent
edifices, the accompanying ground-plan of Moyne Abbey, drawn to a
:

scale of 00 feet to the inch (Fig. 5)

is

LKirKANCE
Fig.

6.— Plan

of

a fair illustration.

It will

be

-RONT

Moyne Abbey.

seen that the cloisters are very small, occupying a square of 48 feet, and
are surrounded by the church on the north side, and by the offices on
the other; the drawing here given of these cloisters (Fig. 6) is'also
a fair representation of the general design of the cloisters of the anTheir constructive character is very simple, comcient Irish Abbeys.
posed of solid masonry, and each side of the arched portion of the
Stones is in one length,"

P. 111.

Fig.

8.— Pl«n of

Piers.

the peculiar and inaccessible approach to these towers ; an arrangement doubtless originated to obtain protection from assaults, and for
the security of the bells or other treasures of the church, as before remarked in ths obsTvationsmade on the Round Towers. These towers
are common to the iibbeys which prevail near the sea-coast, there
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being two kinds of abbeys, those last described having the small tower
peculiarly placed, and which apparently are ailditions in many in.
stancpi, and those of a largi'r kind, as Casliel, Boyle, &c., befon;
described, in which the central tower is carried on large arches at the
intersection of the nave and transepts, and similar to tlie English and
F. 113.
large continental cathedrals."
The next section to that from which the above extracts are taken
make no
treats of the domestic anil castellated architecture.
scruple in increasing the number of extracts, as a work like tlie pre-

We

materials for observations by the reviewer, who acts
sent
most fairly both to the author and the public by giving specimens of
the work itself.
" After the invasion of Henry 11., the Anglo-Norman chiefs extended themselves through a great portion of the country, and castellated edifices became extensively prevalent, and in many parts of very
uniform character; square in plan, and of several stories or floors in
height with narrow windows, and the best apartments placed in the
upper part of the building, in the windows of which the best portions
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"Buildings of (his class are very nuuerous; many of them being
frequently seen at a view from the sam; point of sight, and particularly amid the best lands of the southern ])ortion of Ireland.

"Another

illustration of a castellatfJ structure, not

inicommon,

is

is a drawing, comthe occupiers the power of
exacting toll. The great height and cc inparatively small area of the
base display a structure well adapted for the object of its erection,
r. 118.

here given (Fig. lOJ.

mands the pass of

The

building, of which thi^

a river, alViirding to

p"^*

alTords little

"The Kildare round tower
a circular-headed door of
p-culiar design, rather above
tlf usual height from the
giound. See section and plan
h.»3

ul door, figs. 11

and

12,

of the architecture were displayed.
"The buildings of this description, of which the accompanying
woodcut (Kig. "J) is a fair illustration, are intermediate between tli^-

H

^

Figs, 11

and 12.— Doorway.

"Figs. 13 is a doorway from
the tower at Monasterboice,
county Louth,
is
it
about
live
feet above the surface,
a band Hi in. wide runs

—

round

it, and a 4i in. sunk face,
deep, being carried parround,
the door is 2 ft.
3 in. wide at the base outside,
and 2 ft. inside,
1 ft. 11 in. at
springing, and 4 ft. G in. high
to springing, and is semi-circular headed
the other openings are angle-headed.

5

in.

tially

—

—

mansions erected in the later days of the Tudors, and the more fortresslike structures exempli6ed in the large early castles evidentiv intended for the reception of a numerous but less powerful class than
the retainers of the great barons. In the advancing improvement of
their age, buildings of this kind began to present the lightness and
comfort of later domestic apartments, combined with a due regard to
security
and this end is admirably accomplished by obtaining the

;

;

Fig. 13.

"
of

No

— Doorway,

portions of a build ing'more conspicuously show the simplicity
for producing a sound construction, and appropriate and pic-

means

turesque effect, than the chimney shafts
on the roofs of many old structures.

The accompanying woodcut

(Fig. 14)
represents a plain old chimney shaft,
is a type of those common to the
ancient buildings; and though exposed
to the violence of many a storm, and
frequently occupying the exposed gable
point of some dismantled roof, they are
yet sound and enduring. They are frequently constructed of the commonest
rubble stones, roughly squared to form
the angles. In several buildings the out-

which

line is much more varied, and often very
Fig. 14.— Chiiniiey Shaft.
picturesque, but yet the same simple
construction prevails ; and occasionally they are built with carefully
dressed masonry, according to the circumstances of the locality.
" The chimney shafts of ancient edilices generally present a great
contrast with those of the present day.
In most of the ordinary buildings of the Tudor or Elizabethan style, where something beyond the
usual meagre-built shaft is required, some approved book-form is
imitated,
a model from some English building, excellent in itself and
suitable to the building to whitli it belongs, yet not necessarily so to
all structures; and so established is this false system, and so little is
the locality considered, or the principles of design rightly pursued,
that the cemept-makers find it a profitable trade to have such appro vei.l

—

increosed internal accommodation by adding to the height of the
building, so as to present u small area only for defence.
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patterns kept ready-made in cement for forwarding to all places for
alike on the roofs of the low gate-lodgo and that
indiscriminate use
of the lofty mansion.
" The chimney-pieces which were constructed in the ancient buildings are not less interesting examples of simple construction and bold
Fig. 15 is one from a kitchen at Kilmallock Abbey, and
design.
selected as au example of bold and simple arrangement of common
materials.

—

'

with stone-dust; this

is to

" Fig. 16, from Kilmallock domestic edifices
limestone of the locality.

parts

;

Fig. 16.

"The accompanying woodcut

being of the ordinary

— ChiniDey.
(Fig. 17), introduces us to another

which ancient builders applied stone different to what is
attempted at the present day ; it represents a portion of an abbey
tower in the county cf Mayo, constructed with the Moyne stone.
The gable shown on the side of the tower is formed by an increase
of

about six

inches,

is

:

in

walling

19.— Window with stone mullions.

a common window selected as an example of the simplicity and soundness of constructive arrangement
here nothing but
stone is employed; the larger arch constructed to relieve the mullioned divisions at once explains its purpose; the builders evidently
imbued with right principles, knew what they wished to effect, and
seeing around them flat bedded rocks suited to etlect their purpose,
have fashioned, with a pleasing form, the three pointed heads out of
three separate stones selected from among those which were used for
the other portion of the work."
P. 13G.
In the third part of his work Mr. Wilkinson treats of the geology
of each county of Ireland separately, with very valuable observations
on the durability of the building materials abounding in each, the cost,
in each, of slate, lime, bricks, &c., and instances are adduced from
ancient structun s for the purpose of comparing the durability of difAt the end of the book are tables of the strength
ferent kinds of stone.
of the limestones, slates, and sandstones of various Irish quarries, with
remarks on the mineral character of each substance. The experiments
appear to have been made very carefully, but are so entirely of a
practical nature that detailed extracts from this part of the work
would possess no value, we must therefore recommend our readers to
the

of the

all

not the practice in any one building of the past ages, or
their interesting remains would not now abound ; and how different
was the practice of ancient builders, the simple woodcuts of a window,
an exterior and interior view, (Figs. 18& 19) here given, will display.

^^^

M

thickness

[Mat,

met with through

"Such was

Figs. 18 and

in

less

of Ireland.

"Here

mode

be more or

and

on

work

itself.

In conclusion, this work is evidently the production of a careful observer, well acquainted with the subject he has undertaken, and capable of explaining his views in perspicuous language.
book of this
nature will not probably attract very great general interest, but it contributes its fair quota of information, and is written in an unassuming

A

from the tone of affectation and self-complacency
by which architectural works are too frequently disgraced.

style, utterly free

the

outline of the gable a semi-

channel is formed
with carefully walled stone
on this the ends of the slates
rested, and instead of having
circular

;

lead,

now

usually employed,

or plaster, to prevent the
water from getting between
the wall and the end of the
abutting roof, the water was

allowed to

find

way

its

into

the channel, or gutter, which
the slates or other covering
overlapped
a mode of
construction both ingenious
and novel." P. 135.
should not so frequently meet with that reprehensible system so comFig. 17. — Gable stone channel.
mon at the present day, and
which SO strongly displays the absence of right feeling of con
struction, viz., a very common practice of constructing Gothic
details, more
particularly mullioned windows in wood
and so
purely does this practice display the meagre imitation of the models
cf Gothic architecture, rather than the right feeling for design,
and an appreciation of the principles which should influence
it, that in Gothic edifices mullioned windows and traceried lights are
actually made with perishable wood, or with cast-iron, in both cases
deceptively prepared to imitate the toolings of the stone-work, and
which, to heighten still fucthcrthe deception, are painted and covered

—

"We

;

HALLETTE'S ATMOSPHEBIC RAILWAY.
(With an Engraving, see Plate XII.)
pamphlet has appeared at Paris giving an account of the system
M. Hallette. The pamphlet
commences with a history of atmospheric railways, and gives several
extracts from the Moniteur Induslriel, explaining the invention of M.
Hallette and comparing it with that of Messrs. Clegg and Samuda.
The following translation of some extracts from this pamphlet will no
doubt be interesting, as the original not being published will not be

A

of atmospheric propulsion invented by

very generally accessible.
The annexed account of the history of the invention is in the usual
self-laudatory style which makes French treatises on practical science
so amusing to the English reader.
"The idea of making the rarefaction of air in a cylinder produce
motion is by no means recent it is French, we owe it to Papin. It
is as well to state that his claim to this honour is not disputed even
by foreigners. In a lecture delivered bv the English professor Vignulles before the Cornwall Polytechnic Society, and reported in the
Mining Journal of Nov. 1842, there is the following expression " It
;

—

:

now nearly two centuries since a philosopherof great genius, Papin,
conceived the idea of producing motion by atmospheric pressure.'
"The first useful application of the idea appears to have been suggested by the Danish engineer Medhurst, who, in 1810, proposed to
transport letters and merchandize in a tunnel containing a road of iron
Another project was that of travelling from London to
or stone.
Brighton in a tube. Failure and ridicule did justice to that idea.
"Medhurst perceiving the serious objection to placing travellers in
the body of an air-pump, now made the first step towards the solntion
is
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agreeable,' says lie, with great
dark tube, si-tting aside the
which one is passing.' Medthrougli
country
the
seeing
pleasure of
thotube
hurst proposed to transmit the action of a piston contained in
by means
to carriages placed above it.by a longitudinal opening closed

of the problem.

'It

must be more
open air than

naivett; to travel in the

in a

This apof an ingenious apparatus which he called the water-valve.
constant
paratus required that the tube and railroad should be on a
level

;

it

was abandoned.

engineer Pinkus took out a patent in 1834 for a
valve of rope, which did not succeed better than the water-valve.
" Lastlv, Messrs. Clegg and Samuda proposed a new valve, tried at
Chaillot "in ls38, two years after with more success at Wormwood
Scrubbs, near London, and more recently applied to a railway of about
two miles in length from Kingston Dalkey, in Ireland.
"To resume, then, the history of the invention of atmospheric rail-

"The American

idea belongs "to Papin Medhurst opened the way
Messrs. Clegg and Samuda
to the complete solution of the problem
of the invention, to avail ourselves of an
praciicability
proved the
ourselves dare to claim the
English term, also of French origin.
honour of having completed— of having realised the idea ofrapin—

ways :— The

first

:

:

We

of having utilised

These tubes act as lips j they are artificial but
which permit without difficulty, and almost without
the most rapid motion of the arm of the piston without sulTer-

regulated as required.
real veritable lips,
friclion,

the air thereby to enter the propulsion-tube. The tube is interrupted at the stations for the construction of siding tubes. Stationary
engines are established at intervals of about 5 miles.
iii"

Reference to Emjravings, Plate XII.
Fig. 1 a longitudinal view, and fig. 2 a transverse view, showing the connection of the carriage with the propulsion tube and the exhaustion tube.
tube, with part removed to show the
I'ii;. 3 is a top view of the propulsion
entrance valve and the piston in its progress; the entrance of the tube is
the
entry of the piston during its passage.
has a trumpet mouth, to allow of
Fig. 4 is a aide view of the propulsion tube, part being removed to show a
Fig. 5 is an enlarged section
section of the piston with its regulating cock.

of the lube and piston.
A, are piles upon which the propidsion tube is fixed ; 15, cross sleepers to
carry the rails ; C, the exhaustion tube, furnished with a valve, F, like a sluice
cock, to cither close or open a communication with the propelling tube
T), the propulsion tube; E, the entrance valve ; F, sluice valve; G, piston
J, key to cock, regulated by the
II, the connecting arm ; I, regulating cock
conductor sitting on the front seat of the carriage, K.
Before the train arrives at the entrance of the propulOperation.
sion tube, the valve, F, of the exhaustion tube is opened, and the
en"ines are set to work the air-pump, for the purpose of exhausting
the air from the propulsion tube to the necessary degree of rarefaction, this being obtained, the train is then put in motion by allowing
;

—

it.

the Report of lite Sittings of the '^cadanie des Sciences.'
submitted to the Academy a small model of the new
valve, invented by M. Hallette, for the pneumatic tube which forms
the principal part of the apparatus of the atmospheric railways. M.
Hallette places above the propulsion tube two longitudinal semi-cylinders, or rather two grooves, fixed alongside the slit or aperture of the
Each of these grooves contains
tube, with their concavities opposite.
When these tubings filled
elastic tubing, to be filled with air or water.
touch each other in part of
they
with air are sufficiently expanded,
their surface, act as the lips of the human mouth, and so, completely
intercept the communication between the interior and exterior of the
When the piston is in motion, the arm, which unites it to the
tube.

" Extract from

"M. Arago

the piston to enter the propulsion tube, which by its passage opens
the entrance valve, and on its leaving closes the exhaustion valve
without any assistant being required. If it be desired to arrest the
progress of the train when coming to a station, or for any other cause,
the conductor who sits in the front of the carriage opens the regulating cock, I, in the piston, G, which allows the air to rush in to the
front of the piston and arrest its progress, and at the same time he
applies the break. In a similar manner the conductor is enabled to regulate the velocity of the train going down inclined planes. When
the train is not in motion the valves of the exhaustion tube at each
end, and also the two entrance valves, are closed ; the piston is kept
in equilibrium on the entrance side by the pressure of the atmosphere
remaining in the tube and the breaks, and on the other side by the

carriages, glides between the two elastic tubes, which close immediately after its passage. This arm, which penetrates by its wedge
form between the two tubes, passes between them with very little
friction; nevertheless M. Hallette, to ensure their durability, covers
those portions of the tubes which come in contact with leather. M.

—

When the train is to start again
natural pressure of the atmosphere.
the valve of the exhaustion tube on the advance side of the piston is
opened, and the entrance valve at the opposite end is also opened, when
the air is suflSicently rarefied, and the breaks released from the carriage,
the train proceeds at the required velocity. The conductor is at

fixed along the quay
of the Seine would cost much less to construct than a towing path, and
that the employment of steam to draw boats had many great advantages over the employment of horses."

Arago observed that a system of pneumatic tubes

Explanation of the apparatus,
propulsion-tube is always placed above the ground, exactly
rails;
but the tube differs from that oif Messrs. Clegg
between the two
and Samuda, 1st. in form, 2nd. in dimensions, 3rd. in the manner in
which it is attached to the ground, 4th. and principally, in the manner
of closing the longitudinal tube.
" 1. The form of the tube is indicated in the plate by a transverse
section'during the passage of the piston.
"2. The diameter is extended to Om- 50 (about 1 ft. 7 in.) to make
provision, in the first instance, for all future requirements.
" 3. In place of being attached to the cross-sleepers which carry the
rails, and which are consequently liable to be disturbed, the tube is
isolated and independent of the cross-sleepers; it is fixed, as may be
seen by the figure, on a line of piles, of a length and strength to be
determinedby the nature of the soil; the top of each pile has a groove
cut in it which contains a blade projecting from the tube.
It is therefore very easy to rectify the parallelism of the tube ; to move the
blocks a little on either side all that is required is to ram down additional earth; a blow or two on the head of the pile will sink it
slightly ; and a wedge placed under the vertical blade will raise it
a little.
" 4. The method of closing the tube is borrowed from nature, instead
of being exclusively mechanical.
Man has the faculty of breathing,
and of retaining or breathing out the air. The respiratory orifices
are opem-d or closed at will by the nostrils and lips.
pencil, or the
stalk of a flower, can be placed between the lips without ;idmitting the
air.
To follow this model it was necessary to introduce lips to the
longitudinal orifice of the tube.
On the edges of the opening in the
propulsion-tube are placed two other small tubes, which would be
tangent to each other if they were entire, but which are defalcated in
the direction of their length, so as to form as it were two troughs with
their openings opposite to each other.
Into these troughs are introduced two hollow tubes, of some substance impermeable to air and
water, and capable of retaining compressed air. When filled with
either of these two elements, or both mixed, the tubes expand, touch
each other in part of their surface, and exercise a mutual compression
dependent on the degree of internal pressvire, which may be always
"
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times enabled by the cock, 1, to regulate the velocity of the train
there is also a barometer, L, placed before him, with a scale to indicate the state of rarefaction of the air in the tube.
all

The

Comparative Expense.
ten railways executed in France have cost on the average
.£30,000 per mile, according to M. le Comte Daru. The three great
lines which have been completed have cost on the average ,£24,000 a
mile, according to the Manorial de Rouen, cited in the Monileitr UniIt is known that the estimate of
ttrsel of the 9lh of February 1844.
£20,000 a mile adopted by the law of June llth has been found too
The railway by the present system would be laid down by the
small.
The expense of moving earth would
side of a public road or canal.
therefore be the same as for small roads. The construction of an

"The

ordinary road costs in France, according to

M. Comte Daru, £9G0 a

mile.

Embankments,

..

..

••

Stations and various buildings
Propulsion-tube and accessories ..

..

..

sleepers, rails

Engines, pneumatic apparatus
5 miles for one mile
Carriages
.
.
,
.

;

.

2,300

640

it 4,000 for
. .

o'^firt

• •

10,240

every

°^^

• •

^^0

.

£14,620
be seen that the real economy of the
system is estimated below its true amount when taken at 30 per cent
of the cost of railroads for locomotive engines."
The advocates of the atmospheric propulsion principle generally
draw their comparison of the expenses by allowing only a single line
of rails on the atmospheric principle, against a railway with double
This is making a false
lines of ways on the locomotive princijile.
assumption, for the atmospheric system, in order to obtain any degree
of certainty in the traffic, requires a double line of ways, two engines
in such case the economy of the system
at each station, and so forth
in fact the comparative expenses of the construcat once vanishes
tion of the railways on the atmospheric and locomotive priafc'jl.es

"Say £15,000 a

A

mile.

It will

:

;

,

_

will be greatly against the former.
'

20
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IRON LOCK GATES AT MONTROSE.
" Description of a pair of Iron Gaits coiislriic/ed in 1843 for the
entrance to the Wet Dock at Montrose.'"
By J.^Mts Leslie, M. Inst.
{Read at the Institution of Civil Enginun, Session 1844.)

C.E.

The frames

of these gates are of cast iron, but bave the lower bar
false mitre of oak, so as to be more easilv fitted and made waterand they are entirely covered, on both sides, with wrought iron
boiler plate.
They are in all their dimensions very nearly similar to
the gates of Earl Grey's Dock, at Dundee, which viere constructed in
1S34, also from the designs and under the direction of the author.
The entrance is 55 feet wide in the clear, and the centre of the beelpost being 1 foot inwards from the face of the wall, the distance between the centres is consequently 57 feet. The gates are 22 ft. 6 in.
in height, they have a pointing (or sally) of 10 feet, and the ribs have
a curvature of 18 inches, on the hollow side.

and a

tight,

The

lieel-posts, fig.

1,

are of cast iron

1.— Horizontal section of heel-post,
and plan of the end of a bar.

Fig.

1

foot 9 inches

diameten

Vertical section of heel-post

ana

oar,

forming a segment of a circle, somewhat larger than a semicircle,
which admits of their being accurately turned in a lathe; they are
li inch thick, at the thinnest part when finished ; but the straight
faces are Ij inch thick, and have snugs cast on them, fig. 4, for bearing up the ends of the ribs, or horizontal bars, and holes for getting
in the hand, to screw up the bolts which fasten the ribs to the heel-

press the heel-post hard into the quoin.
After the hollow quoins, which are of Kingoodie stone, had been
tressed down and polished as nearly as possible to the circle, but before the gates had been framed togetlier, the heel-posts were set in
their places, and were kept turning round, backwards and forwards,
and hard keyed up, while sand and water were poured in at the top,
till the stone and the iron were made to touch throughout in the
height, so as to be perfectly water-tight.
The mitre-posts fig. 3, are 18} inches
broad and li inch thick, with snugs
upon them for holding up the ends of
the bars, and two flanches li inch in
thickness for fastening the wooden
mitres.
Holes were cast in the mitre-posts for
introducing an iron bar, to hold against
the rivets of the last row of covering
plates; but these holes were filled up,
after the riveting was completed, by
pins of iron, cast to fit them, and which
were fixed into their places by corrosion.
There are eleven horizontal bars, figs. 4 and 5, to each leaf, distri-

The sluice valves are li inch thick, with flanches on the back, and
both the frames and valves have raised margins planed and grooved
so as to clap quite close.
There is no brass about the sluices, but the
backs are covered vrith zinc plates, and all the screwed bolts have
zinc nuts, screwed over the iron nuts, so as by the galvanic action to
prevent the iron from rusting.*
The sluice rods are 2 inches in diameter ; they have a square
threaded screw, and a brass nut at the top, worked by a wheel and
pinion under the gangway, and bevilled |gear with a crank handle
nearly level with the hand-rail.
There is a gangway 3 feet 6 inches wide, supported on six cast iron
brackets, for each leaf of the gates ; there are fixed cast iron balusters
and a wrought iron hand-rail, on the convex side of the gates, and
wrought iron moveable stancheons with a chain along the other side,
which is more liable to injury from vessels.
There is a small water-tight hanging valve in each leaf, a little
above low water, for running oft' any leakage water from the interior
of the gates, down to that level ; and there is also a pump, with a
brass chamber and boxes 2i inches diameter in each heel-post, with
a lead pipe down to the bottom, for pumping them dry; it is worked
by a rocking shaft, fixed to the cast iron covers of the heel-posts.
To let the leakage water down to the pump, there is a hole 1 inch
diameter in each horizontal bar except the lowest.

J
ot-f-t-y
Pig.

4.— Transverse

section of a bar,

5.— Transverse

section of the middle
of a bar.

and

elevation of
vicvBuou
ui Deei-post
heel- post

t>Ute(}

M 39 to be clsier KSetber towards the boltom, than at

the top

;

H

;

posts.

.

they are 2 inches thick, 16 inches broad at the ends, and 18 inches
wide at the middle, with two double flanches 9 inches broad and 2
inchrs thick on the hollow side, and 11 inch thick on the convex side,
excepting the lowest bar, which has only the upper flanch.
The bars have cross ends 18 inches in height and 2 inches in thickness, with four screwed bolts to each li inch diameter, through the
heel and mitre posts.
The clap cill is cast in two pieces for each leaf, it is 8 inches deep
and 1 J inch tliick, with dovetailed snugs cast on it, tailing I) inches
into the stone; the joint between the iron cill and the stone, is closely
caulked in with iron cement, and the face of the cill is chipped and
filed, where necessary, to make it quite fair for the bottom bar to fit
upon; the height of the cill above the platform, is 15 inches.
The bottom bar is of oak 12 inches thick, 17 inches broad at the
ends, and 19 inches broad at the middle ; it is bedded on felt to the
lowermost cast iron bar, and is fixed up to it by bolts
inch in diameter screwed into the timber.
The false mitres fig. 3, are also of oak, fitted closely into the cast
iron posts, and fastened by bolts 1 inch in diameter, riveted through
the flanches, and they are tongued down into the bottom bars.
Both sides of the gates are lined with boiler plates, arranged so as
to break joint; the plates of the lower tier, averaging about 6 feet in
height, are i inch in thickness, and all above them are -j^^ inch thick ;
they overlap each other about 2s inches, and are fastened by rivets J
inch diameter foi the lower plates, and i inch diameter for the upper
plates, all riveted while hot, and made to fill up the holes completely.
The gates are perfectly tight f.n both sides, and were proved by having water filled into the inside.
The anchors are of cast iron 3^ inches square, dovetailed, sunk info
the top hollow quoin, and run in with lead.
The wrought iron collars of the heel-posts are 4 inches by 2 inches,
keyed through the anchors.
The roller segments, or railways, are 10 inches broad by li inch
and 4 inches thick, sunk and bolted down to the stone and bedded on
felt and white lead
the upper surface is chipped and filed where
necessary, to make it fair and straight.
The cast iron rollers are conical, IS inches diameter and 5 inches
thick, with steeled axles turned.
The roller boxes are of cast iron li
inch thick, moulded so as to suit the bevel of the gates, and are fattened by .screw bolts, through the flanches of the horizontal bars ; there
are cast iron covers, to confine the roller blocks, which slide up and
down within the boxes, by the action of the top screws. The roller
bars are of wrought iron 3 inches diameter, keyed into the blocks at
the bottom ; each is steadied by three plummer blocks, and each bar
has a coupling near the top, with a square threaded screw and a brass
nut at the top, working in a strong cast iron bracket, which bears the
whole weight of the outer end of the gate, and is fastened by screw
bolts, through the flanches of the horizontal bars.
There is one sluice, measuring 3 feet by 2 feet, in each leaf of the
gates.
The sluice frames have faces 7 inches broad and li inch thick,
and cheeks J inch in thickness, going quite through the thickness of
the gate, with a flanch on the two side cheeks, for riveting the boiler
plate to.

The heel-posts have each a cast iron socket, fitted into the bottom,
working on an iron gudgeon 10 inches diameter, cast on a sole plate
4 feet 6 inches long by 1 foot 9 inches wide, and 2 inches thick, dovetailed, sunk and riveted into the stone, after being keyed up, so as to

FJg

[Mat,

|

* Rlr. Leslie has since examined the iron work of the Dundee Dock Gates, which waa
similarly protected, and he lound that after three years' use llie iioc had apparently lost
Its power of galvanic action, at corrosion of the Irpn nuts \ai g(in)miii9?J,-»Septeal>{r,
isa. Sec. ]n|t,C.£,
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Tlie gates are worked by four douUi'-purcliase capstans, with gearand S inch cliaius. All the bolts were dipped in hot linseed oil
being driven, and all the surfaces of iho iron, both inside, as

ON IRON

ing,

l>efore

well as those outside, received three ooits of oil paint.
The timber, under water, exce|)t at the meeting of the cills and
mitres, is all covered with scupper nails to keep out the worm.

The weight
as follows:

—

of the gates and the apparatus connected with
Tons.

Ciist-iron

Wrought
Hrui

work

In the gates
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ORE.S,

" Erperimental researches into the properties
of the Iron Ores of SamaKOFr, ill Turkey, and of the ILematile Ores of Cumberland, i*iVA a vieui
to determine the best means for reduciny them into the cast
and malleable
states ; and on the relative strength and other properties
of cast-iron from
the Tiir/dsh and other Hwrnatite Ores."~\\y William
Fairbaihn, M. Inst.
CE. {Paper read at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Session 1844.)
In the smelting and manufacturing of the poorer iron ores, as they are
commonly called, being those in which a large pro[iortion of alumina, silica,
and other foreign matters are contained, many important improvementt have
in modern days been effected
hut in the reduction of the richer sorts—
hematite ores, those more nearly approaching pure iron, with very little admixture of other substances, there lias heen scarcely any change from the old
and expensive methods, which have for several centuries prevailed in this and
;

,
Ight of gates, exclusive of timber
Cast!
in segments, dUs, capstans, an- \
chors, and otUer fixtures

Total

onlf about 3 acres in area, which is considerably less
than what was originally intended, but owing to opposition, its size
was reduced while the Bill was in Committee, which is to be regretted,
as the river wall and the entrance, which are the most expensive
parts of the work, remain the same, and the enlargement could have
been executed, at a very small ;idditional cost. At the suggestion,
however, of ^[r. Walker, (Pres. Inst. CE.) a provision has been made
for a futuri' extension, by having an opening at the inner end of the
dock, and filling it up in a temporary manner, with sheeting piles held
back by iron tie rods, und puddled behind with clay; these sheeting
piles may be made to form part of a cotVer-dam, and an extension may
be thus made, at any future time, without closing the dock.
The ground on which the dock stands, is sand, or sand and gravel,
which is full of water, to within a few feet of tlie surface; and owing
to the failure of an attempt to form a graving dock, in similar ground
in the neighbourhood, about 50 years ago, great fears were entertained
that it would be impossible to make a dock to retain water
therefore
it was not thought advisable to proceed with the plan, until Mr.
Walker's opinion was taken as to its practicability. His report being
favourable, the work was contracted for in the spring of 1839.
The
result has justified the most favourable anticipations, for there have
been no serious difficulties to contend with, and all parts of the work
stand well.
Tlie dock

is

;

The tide work, in founding the outer wall, was at first found to be
very tedious, and expensive, owing to the great leakage, as the foundation was considerably below low water, unlil Mr. Smith, of Montrose,
the contractor, had a steam-engine erected to work the chain-pumps.
This was done by common ropes passiug over sheaves, and so conveying the motion in a very simple manner, sometimes above GOO feet
from the engine-house to the coft'er-daras; the work then proceeded
rapidly.

The coffer-dams were wooden boxes, about 25

feet long by 15 feet

broad, sunk as far as they could be got down, and afterwards piled
keep the sand from running in

inside, with thin sheeting piles, to

below.

other countries.
It is remarkahle, that the proprietors of the richer mineraU
shotdd have allowed the makers of iron from ores of leaner quaUtv, such as
the hlackband and kidney ores, to have so far outstripped them,
iixcept the
successful experiments of Mr. Heath, at the Works of I'orto Nuovo, in
the
Kast Indies, and the attempts now making by the Cleator Companv, near

Whitehaven, there are few instances of improvements in the smelting of rich
on the continent. It has heen stated, that the
Swedish iron manufacturers have introduced some alterations into their
works, hut they appear to be of minor importance, and to he scarcely enlilled
to the name of improvements, upon the old process used in that country
for
ores, either in this country or

a long series of years.

Mr. Ohanes Dadian, (Assoc. Inst. CE.) an active and enterprising
Sublime Porte, that we are indebted for the
and by that gentleman's determination to surmount every
obstacle, and to solve the doubts of some eminent chemists, the present results were obtained.
Amongst other duties devolving upon Mr. Dadian in
his recent vi>it to this country, was that of placing in the hands of competent persons, some samples of ores which were sent from Turkey, for the
purpose of experiment. The first samples were small in «juantity,but a more
recent supply, accompanied with some specimens of bituminous coal, enabled
the experimenters to enter upon the subject with increased conlidence, and to
pursue the inquiry with much greater prospects of success.
In addition to
this, Mr. Dadian had full power to engage persons duly qualified for the investigation, and whose skill and practical knowledge, would entitle them to
the support and confidence of their employers.
In consequence, Mr. W. N.
Clay was engaged as a chemist and metallurgist, and Mr. John Hague as
It

to

is

.\rraenian, in the service of the

present inquiry

engineer.

As the greater part of the experiments were conducted under the superintendence of those gentlemen, their separate reports are given in the order in
which they were made and to prevent confusion the facts are recorded as
they occurred, from time to time, in the experiments.
Previous to Mr. Dadian's visit to England, he had collected information
;

relative to the fuel, limestone, &c., in the district of country

where the ore
found and from the abundance and quahty of the materials, it is presumed
that a moderately cheap iron of very superior quality may be obtained. From
the description of the country, as given by ilr. Dadian atul hy Mr. Zohrab
is

;

(.Vssoc. Inst. C.E.), who visited the locality some years since, it appears, that
the ore is brought down the rivers from the higher districts, and is deposited
in the lower valleys, at a short distance from the sea
extensive tracts of
country are thus covered, to a depth to insure au almost inexhaustible sup;

The gates were contracted for, and made by Mr. Stirling, of the
Dundee foundry (Dundee).
The dock was commenced in June 1839; the gates were completed,
and the water was admitted in July, 1843. The whole expense of
the dock and the gates, but exclusive' of the Act of Parliament and the
purchase of property, was about £40,000.
The dock enters trom the river South Esk, which forms the harbour,
and is kept open to the depth of 7 feet at low water, and 22 feet at
high water, of ordinary spring tides, by a strong scour into and out of
the basin at Montrose, an estuary of nearly four square miles in extent, immediately behind the town.
The dock has a depth of 20 feet
at high water of spring tides, and IG feet at neap tides, and the entrance being as before stated, 55 feet in width, it can always receive
at high water the largest steamers navigating the east coast of Eneland
^
^
and Scotland.

ply-

Before any definite plan could be adopted for the reduction of the ores, it
was deemed necessary to ascertain, by careful analysis, their composition and
and for these objects Mr. Dadian, when last in Paris, consulted Monsieur Dumas, the chemist, and from that gentleman he received a favourable
that report is not in the author's possession, but from statements rereport
ceived, it appeared only to have differed in a slight degree from that of Mr.
H. H. Watson, of Bolton, whose analysis of one of the samples (which may
be taken as a fair average of the whole) gave
value,

:

One atom

is

charged with the operations of drain-

ing In Algeria, lias transmitted the result of liis observations since January 1838, to the
Academie des Sciences, on the quantity of rain that falls annually at Algiers. M. Don
divides his observations Into periods of four months, setting out with the opinion in the
country that rain fails during months of the year, viz. Irom the Ist of Sept. to the 30th of
April.
In the first three yeors this opinion appeared to be well founded, the average of
Uay being greatly iufvrior to that of Sepiember; but in the three fullouing years the
average of May was higher ; and the observations of the average of seven years show 'that
September is less rainy than May, so that the dry months are really only three— June
July, and August. M. Uon states that the winter which has just ended was unusually
severe. The quantity of snow that fell and remained for several days on the ground
was
unprecedented; but tnetbermooieter never fell belovr3 deg, centigrade under the freeiinf
point.

'

of metal

Two atoms

of metal

28

+ one atom

60

+

tliree

;

84

:

:

88

:

6.'i7L*

of oxygen

8

atoms of oxygen 24

+ 32 Oxygen —
+ quantity of metal

84 metal

Then 116

Rain in Aigikrs,— M. Don, who

;

UG

= protoxide of Iron.
= peroxide of Iron.

black oxide.

per cent, in the ore in question by theory.

In this statement Mr. Watson observes, " that the oxide readily dissolves,
when the ore is heated in powder with hydro-chloric acid," aiid by thus
treating 100 grains of the ore, he obtained a .solution of the oxide, and had
12 grains of silicious earth undissolved; the proportions would therefore

be
Protoxide of
Peroxide of in

i:

.::::}

Silicious eartt

From the above it is evident that the ores are nearly pure oxides of iron
j
they are rich in quality, highly magnetic, and may be easily separated from
extraneous matter by the magnet.
In some of the processes this separation
may or may not be necessary, but iu case the siUca be found injurious, th«
20»
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and to hold it together until it is fused. For these
objects the following experiments were entered upon, under the directions of
effect its carburation,

process of cleansing may be effected by a series of magnets fixed on the circumference of a wheel, which in moving through the loose ore, would attract
the iron and carry it round to a revolving brush, acting upon the periphery,
and thus deposit the metal into a receiving box on the opposite side. This
the
is probably the best method for obtaining the perfectly pure oxides ; but
most expeditious mode would be to cleanse it with a fan, in the same way as
farmers winnow grain, by blowing lighter particles to a distance, and allow,
ing the metallic granules, as being of higher specific gravity, to fall short into
a separate receiver. A third method would be, to w-ash the ore in a current
of running water, and thus free it from all superfinous matter not required
But in these dift'erent cleansing operations,
in the process of manufacture.
an excess of the silicious earths is assumed, and moreover that these mixtures
are detrimental to the process of deoxidation, to be effected either before or
Now it is not altogether clear that such is
after the change in the furnace.
the case, and in the absence of experiment it is reasonable to suppose, that

Mr. Clay and Mr. Hague.
The first operation was

to convert one of the cupola furnaces (4 feet diameter) at the Canal Street Works, Manchester, into a blast furnace; this
was effected by lining it with fire-bricks to a height of 15 feet, leaving a
hearth of 18 inches square, and 18 inches deep; it was made 2 feet C inches
diameter at the boshes, and tapered to 18 inches at the top ; with this furnace, and a moderately good fan blast, the experiments were made.

JIr.

4

oz. of iron ore
oz. of challc
oz. of bottle glass
t oz. of charcoal
i oz. of clay

4

5

ing some effective process of deoxidation.
Before adverting to the experiments, it will be necessary briefly to state
the opinions of several manufacturers, to whom the ores were submitted for
inspection, and to whose sound practical views the country is indebted for
many valuable improvements in the chemical as well as the mechanical proTo the iron-maker and engineer, a minute chemical analysis
cess of the art.
is of less importance than a knowledge of the methods used in the treatment
of similar ores, derived from experimental and practical research. It is true,
that none of the iron ores of this country will bear a comparison, in point of
richness, with those of Turkey, excepting, probably, the red ores of Lancashire and Cumberland, which, although varying in their chemical compounds, are in other respects comparative, and exhibit (with the exception of
the magnetic properties) characteristics of a very similar description.
According to Dr. Colquhoa, of Glasgow, the Ulverstone ore contains—
Ors.
90-3

Peroxide of iron

5'0
3'0

Alumina

Lime
Magnesia

\
.

Hague's Experiments.

Previous to making the experiments at Manchester, Mr. Hague had tried
the ores in various ways, and had subjected them to analysis and experiment.
The first was made with only

instead of these earths proving injurious they might be found useful, in combining with the limestone as a flux, and thus vitrifying the silex at the same
These opinions are entitled to
instant the deoxidating process is going on.
some weight, as the separate reports of Mr. Clay and of Mr. Hague (although
their views are not altogether similar), still inculcate the necessity of adopt-

Silica

[May,

traces.

J

Water

which, having been deoxidized in a close vessel, and melted in the crucible,
produced a super-carburat of good No. 1 pig iron, and which worked freely
under the chisel and file.
The nest experiment was on a larger scale, and consisted of
30 1b. of iron ore
101b. of bottle glass
8 lb. of clay

This, after being roasted, was pulverised, and mixed with water ; it was
then formed into bricks, and subsequently melted, with a limestone flux, in
the cupola, by a fan blast, and produced a hard white iron, of a quality varying between Is'o. 3 and No. 4 pigs.
The last experiment was repeated, with the addition of 2 lb. of clay and
2 lb. of common salt; 10 lb. of scoria from the last melting being substituted for the bottle glass. The produce of this mixture was a white No. 3
iron, nearly the same as the last.
Other tests of a similar kind were made, with nearly the same success, but
no change of any moment occurred in the quality of the iron, until experiments on a more extended scale were adopted. These are given in the words
of the experimenter.

Mr. Clay's Report.
This,

by

calculation,

would give an average of 62 per

" On the Iron Ore or Iron Sand of Samakoff in Titriey ; and on the best
means of 7'educing it into the states of cast and wrought iron, &fc" By William Neale Clay, Director of Iron Mines and Works to the Sublime Porte;
Februa-iy 9, 1844.

cent, of iron, of

nearly the same degree of richness as the ores of Samakoff, which, from Mr.
Watson's analysis, yields 03-72.

Dr. Colqubon, in bis inquiry into Mr. Clay's

new

process, for

making mal-

leable iron direct from the ore, states, "that the red ores of Lancashire and
Cumberland (which are a species of hematite), are exceedingly pure," and
from an average sample, made up with great care, he found its constituents
composed " of 62 per cent, of iron, 8 per cent, of earthy matter, and minute

Under the

and magnesia." In other respects the ores were enfrom phosphorus, arsenic, and sulphur.
it is obvious, that the Ulverstone ores, operated upon
by Dr. Colquhoun, do not widely differ from those analyzed by Mr. Watson
and viewing their other properties, they may be considered to approximate,
irrespective of the quantity of metal produced in each.
Concerning the other iron ores of this country, unfortunately none of them

quantities only of lime
tirely free

From

whom

the experi-

;

this statement

;

are analagous to those of Turkey, either as regards their chemical constituents,
or the process by which they are reduced. It is the opinion of all the practical iron masters who have been consulted, that in smelting, the latter would
require a different treatment, from that purseued witli the ores of this country ; but in making malleable iron, they are all agreed as to its fitness for
Mr, Clay's new process, and that large quantities of the finest quality might
be made direct from the ore, at a moderate rate of charge.
On these points there is but one opinion, but the manufacturers are somewhat startled at the idea of a new process of preparation the smelting being
considered a work of difficulty, from the expense and trouble which must be
incurred before the preparatory process of roasting can be accomplished.
In
fact, these opinions would infer, that tbe whole must he looked upon, for
some time to come, as an experiment, and that more particularly as the
material to be worked upon is entirely new, and may present features of an
exceedingly obdurate and refractory character.
To a certain extent these
views may be correct, as an excess of silex might prove exceedingly troublesome, and even with every care in the process of smelting, instead of a carburet (by which the melting pigs of this country are so well known, and so
justly appreciated), a silicate of iron might be the result.
It is true, that a
flux of lime and a certain proportion of aluminous clay might remove, or in
a great degree neutralize, the effects; but thul can only be determined by
experiment, and with such obstacles in advance, it will be necessary to guard
against them, and to arrange future operations with a view to their removal.
But supposing them to be overcome either by this, or by the cleansing
process already alluded to, or by such other means as may be deemed expedient, it is then to be considered, how the minute particles of the ore are to
be retained in the furnace, during the application of a strong and intense
blast.
It is clear that some process of calcination must be adopted, in order,
not only to deprive the ore of jart of its oxygen in the first instance, but to

direction of JIr. Fairbaim, of Manchester, to

ments on the Samakoff iron ores were entrusted, the writer was empowered
to make such trials and experiments, as in bis judgment, were most conducive
to the full and perfect reduction of the ores into the cast and malleable
Acting upon these instructions, no time was lost in making tbe nestates.
and from the facilities afforded, both at Manchester
cessary preparations
and the Backbarrow Iron Works, near Ulverstone, the most satisfactory results were obtained.
It would appear, that on a small scale, and at a great sacrifice of time,
fuel, and labour, this ore had been long used by the natives, for the produe.
tion of small quantities of wrought iron, by the ordinary primitive method
namely, the mLxture of the ore with charcoal in a deep hearth, and the
employment of a weak blast.
The casting of ordnance being a great object with the Ottoman Government, more recent attempts had been made to convert the ore into cast iron,

;

—

but without success ; or at all events with so little, as only to produce a white
Very meagre
iron, quite incapable of being remelted for common purposes.
information was obtained, as to how or where the attempts had been made
it being merely stated that every means bad been tried, and that the iron
produced could not be recast, even into a cannon ball. That these trials had
been made in various countries, but always with like results, and the continuous failure in the production of iron fit for remelting, seemed to have
produced a conviction that there was something inherent in the ore which
prevented its being reduced, by any means, into cast iron of good, or even of

;

common

'

quality.

From the information obtained, it appears that the supply of this beautiful
ore in the lower valleys of Roumelia, at a short distance from the sea, is
almost inexhaustible. Although much smaller in its crystals than the celebrated Wootz ore from Porto Nuovo, in the East Indies, it is so similar, that
probably, like it, it may be found in the mine, mechanically combined with
quartzose crystals ; if so, nature has nearly purified it, by the action of the
torrents which have brought it from its bed for when it is deposited in the
valleys, the small portions of silex still commingled with the ore are readily
;

separable by

many mechanical means.

When

freed

from

its

accompanying

which amount to 12 per cent,, it yields 72'4 per. cent of iron,
a quantity which denotes its extreme purity; being the richest form in which
When combined with the silex, the yield,
the ore is ever found in quantity.
by analysis, is 63'7 per cent., which is very nearly what was obtained by

silicious earths,

fusion with carbonaceous matter, and a flux, in the crucible.

Among

the parties consulted, a difference of opinion has existed as to the
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Some contending, that when vitrinecessity of Laving the silex separated.
fied by a due proiiortion of lime, llie resulting glass was rather advantageous
while others maintained, that such a glass was not obtainable from silcx and
lime alone, and that the presence of the former, unaccompanied by clay, rc»dered many ores of iron comparatively valueless, there being much ditficulty
in reducing the silicatcd oxides of iron, which such ores would form when
exposed, per se, to a high temperature.
It appeared to the author, that the investigation of the phenomena, attendant on the fusion of the earths generally found commingled with iron
ores, was of the greatest importance, and that much of the successful practice of iron smelting depend on the proper vitrification of these earths ; that
an important analogy existed between the manufactures of glass and pig iron,
and that in order to accomplish successfully the production of the latter, it
would he necessary to study the theory of the former. When this was done,
he conceived that,' more particularly with reference to the richer descriptions
of ores, the mists which were generally supposed to envelope the manufacture of pig iron, must be rapidly dispelled before the advancing light of
science, and that many results, now looked upon as unaccountable pheno-

mena, would be reduced to their more rational position, as calculable effects
from appreciable causes.
[The author, after explaining the vitrification of silcx, then proceeds to the
more immediate details, and observes
On Rkuuction ok tuu Ore. Still looking at it in its scientific bearings,
he cannot but think, that a magnetic iron ore is, as it ought to be, the most
easy of reduction, if that reduction be prosecuted on sound chemical princi-

—

—

lie presumes that he may designate those as magnetic ores, which,
like the Turkish, contain a proportion of protoxide of iron; but at present

ples,

he would confine himself to the richer classes only. It seems singular, that
this description should be the one universally used (as far as he can learn) in
the Catalan
the old bloomeries, or in the improved form of that furnace,
in Prussia, and in Spain, these ores alone
in India
Forge.
In America
seem to be used. Is it not probable, because their state of diminished oxidation renders their reduction more facile, and if readily brought into the
a priori,
metallic state by the crude action of the blast in the bloomery
why should not they, when once in that state in the high blast furnace, be
as readily impregnated with carbon to make cast iron ?

—

—

—

—

— He looks upon

that the reason why the English
iron-masters of the present day, consider the reduction of the rich ores a
matter of such doubt and difficulty, is, because they have only tried them,

Rich Iron Orfs.

it,

as of the same family as the leaner iron stones ; and
thus they practically find that they can use them hut in small proportions.
An extensive iron-master of Staflordshire told the author, that when be added
more than one-foniteenth part of the rich Ulvcrstone ore, he always endanNow this was to be expected ;
gered the " gobbing up" of his furnaces.
with the red ore he was using oidy the same quantity of carbon as if that
much of some calcined " lean mine" had been used. When told that he
must use more coke, he declined, on account of the extra expenditure of fuel,
forgetting that the larger proportion of oxygen in the ore would require
larger dose of carbon, both for its decomposition and the impregnation and
smelting of the greater quantity of iron produced.

and always treated them

—

—

From all he can gather, the writer thinks that the only diffiabout the smelting of the Samakoft" ore, are its specific gravity, and the
it would thus be carried down too rapidly through
fineness of its particles
the decomposing region, into the heartli of the furnace, and thus the carbon
With furnaces of a more
in the upper parts would be rendered inoperative.
cylindrical form, he considers that this evil might he, in a great measure,
avoided
there would not be that tendency to rapid descent of the portion
of the " burden" in the centre, which the egg-shaped sides of the present
charcoal furnaces seem necessarily to cause, hut the whole charge would
settle equally and regularly, as the portion below was reduced and consumed.
Such shaped furnaces may suit ores, even as fine as those from Samakoft', but
until they are fairly tried, there may be great doubt of the result, and it was
to the alternative of the two evils,
a strong blast, which blew the ore out
of the top of the furnace, or a weak one, which let it fall too rapidly to the
bottom, that the defective quality of the iron previously made, was ascribed.
To avoid all risk of suffering from either of these evils, the writer recommended a modification of the process, which he had invented for the production of wrought iron direct from the ore, {See Journal, Vol. VI., 1843, page
207,) and after trying it in a small way in a common foundry cupola furnace
at Mr. W. Fairbairn's works, at Manchester, with encouraging success, a
larger quantity of the ore was proenred from Turkey, and the process was
tried on a more practical scale at the Uackharrow charcoal furnaces, which
the liberaUty of Messrs. Harrison, Aiuslie, and Uoper, had permitted him to
Smelting.

ties

;

;

—

use.

The

writer

now

proceeds to detail the results of this trial, apologizing for
the apparent prolixity of the preceding matter, trusting that the results
of the experiments may be deemed more professionally interesting, particularly as bearing upon what must be an object of such vital importance in
every branch of engineering, the quality of cast iron.

Cast Iron.

—

—

1120 lbs. of the Samakoff ore, imperfectly freed from the
by washing, were mixed up with half that weight of the riddlings of
charcoal (a comparatively valueless residuum from the blast furnaces)
this
charcoal " breeze" being fresh washed, to free it from dirt, must have contained, at least, one-third of its weight of water.
The mixture was thrown
into a common puddling furnace, and lightly stirred about, every 5 minutes
silex

;

153

and palpably
was found to
the loss of weight showing that the deoxidation had been
The quantity was so small, that it was difficult to fix
pretty far advanced.
on any mode by which the i)roduct of the Turkish ore could be satisfactorily
burden of the furnace; after some consideration,
the
current
separated from
Mr. Roper, junior, the manager of the works, decided on proceeding as fol-

at the end of 35 minutes, the mass liaving become pasty,
" coming to nature," was withdrawn ; on being cooled, it

weigh 8G7

lows

lb.,

:

six o'clock on the evening of the 8th December, 1843, the customary
charges of ha:matite ore, in the Backbarrow furnace, were stopped, and
" false charges," that is, charcoal, lime, and other flux, without ore, were

At

till 10 o'clock
it was then considered, that a comwould be made by this great quantity of cliarcoal, &c., between the last ore charged and what was now to he used. The Turkish ore
was then used, in like weights, with their customary charge, and the last
About this time the furnace was tapped, and
charge was put in at midnight.
a charge of white iron run out.
No variation in the working of the furnace took place, until 10 o'clock a.m.
of the 9th, when it was clear to the workmen, and was soon ascertained by
Mr. Roper, that the furnace was working " light," i. e., making little or no

continued to be used,

;

plete separation

in other words, that all the ore charged previous to G i'.m. of the previous evening, or very nearly all, was then in a state of fusion, in the hearth
less than the aveit was consequently tapped,
of the furnace, as pig iron
rage quantity of iron fas was to be expected), but of grey quality was produced. The furnace still worked "light" for two hours more, say to halfNo great change took place
past 12, when it began again to " make iron."
till half-past 3, when a cinder, quite novel in appearance, but by no means
it was also accompanied with the dust of the ore
of bad quality, was tapped
which had not (as usual) been separated by riddling at four o'clock the

iron

;

—

;

;

;

hearth was tapped, and an excellent lot of very fluid pig iron was obtained.
This had also some marked characteristics after becoming comparatively
cool, it was still fluid, and the workmen universally acknowledged appearances which they had never seen when false charges (as is frequently the
The quantity rather exceeded
case) had been used with the usual materials.
but this could scarcely be avoided,
in weight the deoxidized ore introduced
as furnace must have been making some iron from its old stock, between
The opinions, both of Mr. Roper and
half-past 10 and half-past 12 o'clock.
his men, were unanimous, that both from the means used, and the phenomena exhibited, at least four-fifths of the iron made was from the Samakoff
:

;

ore.

— In

Bar Iron.
from charcoal

the customary mode of making best charcoal bar iron,
takes very nearly 30 cwt. of such pigs to produce 20 cwt.
bar.
Of this Turkish pig iron, it only took 26J cwt. to
produce a like quantity. That this remarkable difference is an effect of the
preparation or deoxidizement of the ore is proved by the same results following a trial with the Ulvcrstone ore deoxidized ; for 20 cwt. of pig, made
in a previous trial from such prepared ore, in like manner produced 20 cwt.
of bar.
Time and opportunity have not yet been given to investigate the
cause of this striking and important phenomenon ; but the author thinks it
of best

pig,

it

hammered

he found, that pig iron so made from deoxidized ore will contain no foreign
matter but carbon, and all the silicon and other adulterative matter present
in cist iron, as customarily made, will no longer exercise their prejudicial
effects on the quahty.
He does not mean to propose, that all cast iron
should be made from ore deoxidized in a previous operation, for the expense
would be palpably too great, but as respects charcoal iron, there is rather an
economy than otherwise, in so preparing the ore ; for the deoxidation by
means of the hitherto waste " breeze," and the coal for fuel in the puddling
furnace will, in his opinion, save the consumption of one-half of the charcoal
This is his conviction,
that would otherwise be used in the blast furnace.
and upon this he intends to act, when he undertakes the dhection of the
will

Sultan's Iron Works
but as he has not yet facts to refer
the present the further description of the subject.
;

Wrought

Iron.

to,

he leaves for

— He then gives the

result of the experiment for producthe Samakoft" ore, ( t'iile Journal, Vol. VI., 1843,

ing wrought iron direct from
by the method invented by the author
222 lb. of this ore and 77 lb.
of coke dust, ground fine, were thrown into a furnace of Messrs. Rushton
and Kersley, at Bolton ; the mass was stirred about for 25 minutes, and then
222 lb. of BowUng pig iron were added in an hour and a half from first
If the weight of
charging, 317 lb. of excellent puddled bars were obtained.
the Bowling pigs be deducted, it will give 95 lb. of iron as the produce of
the 222 1b. of ore, or 44^ percent.; but if one-ninth he taken from the
Bowling pig (a very moderate computation) for " yield," there remains 120 lb.
p. 82,)

:

—

:

as the produce of the Turkish ore

— above 54 per cent.

Mr. Fatrbairn having given a

full account of Mr. Clay's treatment of the
and of those of Ulvcrstone, by his process
of cementation in the reverberatory furnace, does not consider it necessary to recapitulate the observations as to Mr. Clay's success, in producing a
perfectly crystallized grey pig iron ; the facts adduced are proofs of the
soundness of his views, and of the eflicicncy of the measures adopted for that
purpose.
It may, however, become a subject for consideration and experi-

finer pulverized ores of Samakoft",

ment

to ascertain, whether or not a cheaper and more direct process of deoxidation could be adopted; and as new discoveries, as well as new methods
of application, are of vast importance in the conversion of the mineral products, it may not be improper briefly to consider the proposed method of

smelting the fine ores, and further, to inquire into the nature of Mr. Clay's
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new system

it may be useful in
determining the transverse strength of the Turkish irons, to include those
not before experimented upon, and to compare them with other experiments

of producing iron in its malleable state (without the intervention
of the previous process of smelting) direct from the puddling furnace.
Taking them in tlieir separate order, the first vcill be

—

of the same kind, made some years since upon nearly the whole of the
These experiments have been published in the 6tb volume of
British irons.
new series of the " Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of

As the infusion of carbon, and the consequent expulsion of
excess of oxygen from the rich ores, may be considered a necessary, as
preliminary
process, it is oiivious, that the plan of stirring and
a
well as
roasting in a separate furnace, as adopted by Mr. Clay, is both tedious and
expensive and now that he is engaged by the Turkish Government, for the

Smelting.

tlie

the

Manchester." and in order to render the general table of practical value, the
more important parts of all the tables annexed to the paper* have been inserted, not only for the sake of comparison, but for practical purposes, in
supplying the means of selecting such irons as may be required for the varied
objects of architectural, as well as engineering construction.
These tables
have occasionally been found of great value, and the addition of new and
richer irons will add to their utility, and remove all doubt, as to the selection
of qualities necessary to be employed, for different mixtures in the arts.

;

purpose of carrying out a more complete and comprehensive system of manuit appears worthy of the skill and consideration of the chemist and
metallurgist to cheapen the process, and, if possible, to effect the deoxidaIf the
tion of the ores by one direct operation on the top of the furnace.
facture,

ores can be deprived of their oxygen in this way, by alternate layers of charcoal and coke, there scarcely exists a doubt, but that the finer particles of the
pulverized ores, will receive their proportionate dose of carbon, previously to
their descent to the point of fusion in the furnace.
In the preparations for smelting, the past experience of Mr. Ilcath, and
the knowledge of his treatment of similar ores at the works of Porto Nuovo,
It is probable
insure great certainty in the operations under consideration.
that the simple method of moistening the ores with water might answer
every purpose of cementation, and by the introduction of the hot blast, the
whole process of deoxidation and fusion might be cfTected in the furnace at
one and the same time, without the intervention of a separate system of
preparation.
It is understood, that Mr. Heath adopted this method with

STRENGTH OF CAST IRON BARS.
Table of Results, obtained from Experiments on the Strength and other Properties of Cast Iron, from the principal Iron Works in the United Kingdom,
with the addition of those of Elba and of Samakoff (Turkey.)
Abbreviation— C. B. cold blaat.— H. B. hot blast.
la the following Table, each bar la reduced to e-vaclly one inch square; and the transverse strength, which may be taken as a criterion of the value of each iron, Is obtained
from a mean between the experlmehts upon it, first on bars 4 feet 6 inches between the
supports, and next on those of half the length, or 2 feet 3 inches between the supports.
All the other results are deduced from the bars 4 feet 6 inches long, which have not been
introduced into the Table. In all cases the weights wera laid on the middle of the bar.

—

complete success at Porto Nuovo, ami provided it can be accomplished in
the instance of the Samakoff and Ulverstone ores, it will effect a considerable
saving in time, labour, and expense.
Should it, however, not succeed, there
is still in reserve the preparatory process in a separate heating furnace, as
adopted by Mr. Clay. But a few trials of the carbonizing ell'ects of the hot
blast on the top of the furnace, will determine these matters, and will
shortly point out the most direct and most economical process of carburation.
As respects the dimensions of the furnace to be used, it is decided to make
it 40 feet high, 9 feet diameter at the boshes, and 4 feet diameter with a
height of 6 feet C inches in the hearth. This will be looked upon as a small
furnace, when compared with those used in this country for reducing the
leaner ores ; but when it is considered that the nature of the materials is different, and that charcoal with a slight admixture of lignite will be used,
instead of raw coal and coke, it is probably of the best proportions that could
be adopted for such a purpose. The small furnace has, in every instance,
been used by Mr. Heath at Porto Nuovo, and the same description of charcoal furnace is now in operation under the direction of Mr. Roper at Backbarrow, near Ulverstone.

-I

—

Puddling. For the conversion of such iron ores, as the Ulverstone, and
those of Samakoff, into the malleable state, it would appear, that Mr. Clay's
new process is the cheapest, and probably the most efficient, that can be
employed. On the old plan, when a superior quality of wrought iron is required, a long series of consecutive operations is necessary, and as these operations are both tedious and expensive, it becomes desirable to dispense with
the process of the ponderous blast furnace, and to encourage the more direct
action of the puddling process, as pursued by Mr. Clay.
In the description
given to the Institution of Civil Engineers on a former occasion, the operaold
plan are stated to be
tions of the
:

1st.

Sraelting in the blast furnace.

2nd.

Iletiiiing.

aid. Puddling, hammering and rolling
4th. Cutting up, piling and rolling,
^th. Cutting up, piling and rolling.

All these processes require a separate applicatioirof
plan, the operations are reduced to two, viz.

[lieat.

—On the uew

:

Puddling, hammering and rolling.
2nd. Cutting up, piling and rolling.
1st.

This latter process, according to the author, brings out the iron superior
in quality to the fifth operation of the old system, and with the advantages
The
of saving a considerable portion of time, and a great quantity of fuel.
manufacture of this description of iron, direct from the ore, appears to be
simple and effective. The requisite preparations would be four or six puddling furnaces attached to the rolling mill, and v;ith a proper mixture of
ground charcoal, the charges might be puddled and worked ort' at a compaAfter the balls or blooms are formed, they are brought
ratively low rate.
under the hammer, and from thence to the rolls, where they are formed into
rough bars these bars are then cut up into lengths, and piled or shingled
after whicli they are again heated, hammered, and rolled into finished bars,
and being cut at the end and straightened are ready for the market.
This appears to be the whole of Mr. Clay's process, except the pounding
and cleansing of the ores, which require care and attention, previous to the
mixing with the coal or coke.
In the Samakoff ore, the necessity of cleansing for this process will, it appears, be indispensable, as the silica will require to be removed, and the ore
cleaned from impurities, before it is mixed with the ground charcoal this is,
however, a simple process, which is easily accomplished by the means already
j

;

;

described.

During the experiments, for ascertaining the best and most effectual means
for reducing the ores of Samakofi', frequent opportunities offered, for a similar inquiry relative to the ores of other districts, and amongst others, those
of Lancashire and Cumberland.

To these

inquiries every attention

was

[Mat,

and now, that an opportunity occurs for investigation,

paid.
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the same methods have been adopted as on former occasions; and in the
annexed table, such weights, deflexions, and numbers, have been selected, as
give a clear and succinct account of the methods adopted in the experiment i.
To each exiieriment, and to each iron, is appended a tabular form of results,
with the values, reduced to those of bars exactly 1 inch square the reducthat the strength
tion being made, by supposing,
as is generally admitted,
of rectangular beams is as the breadth, multiplied by the square of the depth,
the length being given, and that the ultimate deflexion is inversely as the
depth.
The power of resisting impact, in each iron, is reckoned by the pro-

—

—

;

duct of the breaking weight, imdtiplied by the ultimate deflexion, and that,
tliat the elasticity remains unimpaired, and that tlie
blow, in all cases, when the results are to be compared together, is given
with the same striking body, upon beams, all of which are of equal wciglit.
These suppositions, however, are not strictly true but the bars being all of
equal weight, tlie product above-mentioned, will give a comparative measure,
The modulus of elasticity, which
sulliciently near for practical purposes.
may he taken as the measure of the stifl'ness of the iron, is given in pounds
for a base of 1 inch square, and is calculated, from the deflexion caused by
112 lb. on bars of 4 feet 6 inches between the supports.f

upon the supposition,

;

Rl-IK.

To lind, from the above Table, the breaking weight in recfangiilnr bars,
generally calling b and d the breadth and depth, in inches, and / the distance
between the supports, in feet, and putting 4'5 for 4 feet ti inches, wc have

^= breaking
Table above.
For example

weight in

lb.,

the value of

S

being taken from the

What weight would be necessary, to break a bar of Low
inches deep, and G feet between the supports ?
Iron, 2 inches broad,
According to the rule given above, ne have i = 2 inches, d=.i inches, 1=
6 feet, and ^' equal 427, from the table.
:

Moor

appeared that a great variety existed,
lie was less familiar with that of'
Samakolf than with other kinds. The Lancashire hsematite and the Elba
were almost identical in composition, except that the latter was slightly

it

ore,

magnetic.

Mr. Taylor stated, that the brown h.xmatite contained manganese. He
understood that large quantities of Hlba ore were now conveyed to Corsica,
fur the purpose of being smelted cheaply, as charcoal was abundant in that
island.
Large quantities of Cornish hicmatitc were sent to South Wales and
to the other iron districts, for mixing with the argillaceous ores.
The price,
At the Birtley Iron Works, (Yorkl>ut on hoard, was about 9s. per ton.
sliire,) about one-sixth part of b.-cmatite was used in the furnace.
Mr. Slatk said, that the quantity of ba;matite ore used in South Staffordwas not considerable it was mixed with the lean argillaceous ores, and
it was understood to improve the quality of the iron
without producing any bad effect on the working of the furnace. The quantity which might be advantageously used was governed by the quality of the
mine, the form of the furnace, the burden it was considered most profitable
to carry, and the pressure of the blast
it was therefi»re nearly impossible to
arrive at any general conclusion on the subject.
Tlie use of the haematite
ore, however, could not be said to exercise any material influence on the iron
of South Staffordshire.
In using these rich kinds of ore, it was necessary to
lighten the burden, which would of itself improve the quality.
The quality
of the iron was not a matter of chance, but was more a question of cost
being acted on directly by the quantity of fuel used, in proportion to the
mine, all other things remaining the same, and iudirectly, by a variety of circumstances, which were carefully attended to by the practical iron-master.
The cost price of iron made from mine only, was slated in Staffordshire to
shire

;

a limited quantity of

;

amount

to

£3

or ±'3

."J*.

per ton.

The

'.i

4-5

Then

xbd^ S 4-5x2x3-

=

-.

X

tt

472

= G372

lb.,

the breaking weight.
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relative quantity of coal, iron-stone

and lime-stone, in the improved description of furnaces, introduced by Mr.
Gibbons was, for each ton of iron produced, about 50 cwt. of coal at 7«. per
ton, 50 cwt. of calcined mine at 12s. or 14s. per ton, and 12 cwt. to 16 cwt.
of limestone at 4s. Gd. to 5s. per ton
to these prices must be added carriaee,
labour, and interest of capital.
The description of mine referred to, was~of
the richer sorts, as gubbin, brown-stone, bluc-llats, balls, &c., whose qualities
were however very variable. In some furnaces, the cinder from the forges
was mixed in an indefinite quantity, varying with the circumstances under
which it could be obtained, or be beneficially employed, in diminishing the
;

At the conclusion of the experiments on the British irons, as recorded in
the " Manchester Memoirs," a compendium of the whole experiments (from
which the preceding table is abridged), was calculated and brought at once
under the observation of the reader. This compcndinm exhibited at one
view, the results of each class of experiments, and being printed on a separate sheet, was found useful in the workshops of engineers, millwrights, and
iron-founders, in determining the peculiar properties of irons, to which they
might have occasion to refer. It is further useful, for the purpose of regulating the strength, flexure, and ductility of the different kinds of castings;
and a single glance at the table, will enable the practised iron-founder to determine, with some degree of certainty, what sorts of iron to choose, in order
After the numerous experiments
to meet the various objects of his trade.
made at diflTerent times, by writers on the strength of materials, and particularly those conducted more recently, on iron obtained by the hot and cold
blast processes, it will be unnecessary, in this place, to extend the subject
baj'ond a record of facts as obtained in the foregoing results.
Much may,
however, yet he done, not only in ascertaining, by a series of well-eonducted
experiments, the strength, deflexion, and elasticity of the different mixtures,
but there appears a still more extensive field open for research, into the cheinietry and mechanism of the process of the reduction and manufacture of
the ores, which is probably of greater value than any other of the staple maConsiderable advances have already been made
nufactures of this country.
in these inquiries, and more particularly as recorded in the works of Mr.
Mushet,* whose whole life presents an unvaried scene of experimental research.
Re.marks.

Mr. Braithwaite eulogised the usefid result of the labours of Mr. Clay,
Mr. Ilodgkinson, and Mr. Fairbairn, which had been so well recorded by the
latter gentleman.
It would be interesting to have, at a future period, an
account of the practical manufacture of iron, on the large scale, from the
Turkish ore, and he hoped that the cost of production would be given for
he conceived, that the great changes which had occurred in the processes of
manufacture, must be, in part, the cause of the present considerable reduction in the price of iron, particularly in Scotland, where the influence of the
use of the Blackband mine, and of the hot blast, was acknowledged.
It was
stated, that by Mr. Clay's process, as good malleable iron could be produced
direct from the hematite ore, by two processes, as by the usual five processes with argillaceous ores.
The question therefore, resolved itself into a
statement of the relative expense of the two methods of manufacture, and
both in a scientific and commercial point of view, it was of great importance
;

—

cost of the iron.

The Conegree furnace, on the estate of Lord
M'ard, near Dudley, was constructed in a somewhat peculiar form, (fig. 1, shows the internal
shape and dimensions.)
The proportions of materials to
of pig iron, were

Fig. 1.

make a ton

mmttf

:

Coal
Charred mine

Limestone

2 tons 5 cwt. (or 37 cwt. of Coke.)
2 „ S to 10 cwt.'
13 to 16

..

Each charge consisted of
Coke

.

. .

Charred mine
Limestone
.,

As much

as

..
..

9J cwt.
12 „
4 „

115 tons of cold

pig iron, had been

made

blast.

No. 3
one

at the furnace in

week.

The blowing cylinder was 721 inches in diameter, with a length of stroke of 7 feet. There
were originally five tuyeres for the introduction
of the blast; one muzzle was 2] inches, two
others were 2J inches, and the other two were
2 inches in diameter.
These were subsequently changed to four luuzzles, of the respective diameters of 3i, '2\, 21, and 2 inches.

The

best working pressure of blast, was 2'i inches of the mercurial syphon gauge, which
pressure was kept up when the engine made 8^
strokes per minute; with 7 J strokes the mercury stood at 2; inches, and with 6| strokes, it

Interior form

and dimenilons of

the Conegree Furnace.
fell to

1

j inch.

Mr. Durham presented a knife manufactured by him from steel, made from
the Turkish ores brought over by Mr. Ohancs Dadian.
He found, that the
steel required to be worked carefully, and to be tempered at a low heat
but
the quality was good, and he had little doubt of its being rendered still better, by careful manipulation, in manufacturing the iron whence the steel wai
converted.
;

that clear information should be obtained.

Mr. VitiNOLES agreed as to the importance of the cost of production being
known, but thought that it must be sought for from the manufacturers.
The attention of Mr. Fairbairn and Mr. Ilodgkinson, bad been directed to
the qualities of the various irons produced, and the restdls of their experi-

ments were of great
Mr. Phillips

said, that

.St.

Paul's C'ATnr.niiAL.— The porticoes of the western entrance of this

cathedral are about undergoing a thorough cleansing and scraping with a view to resettled on the stone work arising from smoke and
dirt.
It has not yet been determined whether the wh«le of the western front, aa also the
other outer portions of the building, will be scraped and cleansed, the lower part being
tried tirst by way of experiment
if successful, the whole of the western front, which
forms the principal entrance to the cathedral, consisting of 12 Corinthian columns below,
and S of the composite order above, surmounted by a pediment, on the tympanum of
which the Conversion of St, Paul is represented, will undergo the same operation.

moving the incrustation that has

practical utility.

be had analyzed several kinds of Turkish ore, and

i

vide "Memoir! of the Manctlestcr Lit. and Phi]. Society," vol. vl (new series)
p»ge 273.
• " P«peri on Iron and Steel, Pravtical and i.>perlmeDtiil," by D,
Mujbet, evo, LonVl »M"i WtalCi
1

'
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THE ARTS AND MANUFACTUBES OF FRANCE.
The Scotfis/t Guardian gives an account of a meeting lately held by the
PhilosophicRl Society at Glasgow, when a variety of specimens were exhibited
the last Exof French Art and Manufactures, purchased by Government at
The first noticed was
position in Paris for the School of Design in London.
in which
a drawing or pattern for a rug, being a specimen of the manner
French designs are executed for the manufacture of these articles. It might
be about twelve inches long by about six or eight in breadth, and consisted
of a series of figures of flowers, drawn and coloured with exquisite skill,
finished with the minuteness and nicety of miniature painting, and showing
an amount of labour which would be poorly compensated to the artist
for fourteen guineas, the price at which the pattern was purchased.
There were a number of specimens of pottery, and glass manufacture,
and jars and vases cast in metal, remarkable for their classic elegance of
Amongst these were the following
form and beauty of design.
valuable bronze vase with an allegorical design, representing two groups of
figures, the most prominent of which were Justice and I'eace on one side, and
Patience and Hope on the other, all the figures being produced with admirA jar in common Beauvais ware the coarsest
able sculpturesque effect.
showed in a remarkable manner the value of Art in
potter's clay, in fact
moulding forms of perfect grace and symmetry out of the most ordinary and
One of tliese elegant jars might cost sixpence, and
inexpensive materials.
we believe that in France, as we have no doubt will soon be the case in this
:

A vase
also, they are much sought after for household purposes.
cast in argent-platina, of singularly fine proportions ; the chasing elaborated
with the minuteness of insect-work ; produced in the atelier of M. Rudorf
country

cost forty guineas, being considered a perfect specimen of the art, and without
Glass-china vase, from the work
its equal as yet in British manufacture.
In this specimen the classical proportions
called Choisi ie Roi ; value, \<il.
of the other vases were produced in a material of exquisite delicacy, combining the purity of crystal with the pearly whiteness and transparency of the
finest porcelain, and affording a ground susceptible to the minutest shades of
the pencil. Vases of this description are painted by the hands of ladies ; and
and the present specimen bore testimony to the industry and taste with

which the paintings are executed. Two Terra Cottas moulded in common
both very pretty examples of
tile-clay, and intended for holding flowers
Four specithe same union of taste and economy already noticed.
mens of enamelled ware, another cheap and beautiful invention, applicable to a variety of purposes, such as plates, dishes, and other articles made
The figures are moulded in intaglio instead of has relief,
of earthenware.
and the mould may be wrought by any man who can make bricks and tiles,
and with equal ease and expedition. When the cast is hardened, it is covered
with a coat of enamel or varnish in the usual way and the lowest lines or
hollows of the intar/lio being designed to throw up the shaded parts of the
picture, they receive the thickest coating of varnish, while the more elevated
lines take on the least; and the mixture of light and shade thus produced is
so well managed as to give the picture all the prominence to the eye of las
Amongst the more finished and valuable specimens of porcelain marelief.
nufacture was the Adelaide Vase, painted in enamel, in imitation of MiddleAge Art, the painting, as in a former instance, being done with the pencil.
There was also a slab of lava, enamelled and painted in a beautiful
manner; slabs of this seemingly impracticable material are now used
in Paris for the purpose of painting on their enamelled surface the names of
the streets. They are thus rendered impervious to atmospheric influence,
and are considered indestructible. Amongst the other casts in metal were
;

were delineated with so much fidelity as to enable botanists to distinguish
the diflferent species, and give them their specific names ! The triumph of
Art in this instance is the more remarkable, that after the design passed from
the hands of the pattern-drawer, it was wrought into the fabric by one of
the most complicated processes that can well be imagined.
The pattern is
in fact produced in the fabric by the ends of threads standing out transversely from the foundation of India-rubber cloth, and not as is usually the
case by the threads jbeing interwoven longitudinally. The cloth is sold at
5^. a yard.

PROCEBDZNGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

—

—

—

—

;

part of a bronze architrave of the door of the church of the Madeleine at
Paris, and casts of ornamented outer plates of locks, in iron and in brass,
besides a variety of bronze figures, &c. Some
cleverly designed and moulded
ingenious specimens were also shown of carving in leather, in imitation of
casting ; and specimens of those ornamental flooring used in the houses in
But the French are rapidly acquiring a
France, where they have no carpets.
taste for this domestic luxury, and have fairly commenced the manufacture
of carpetting, which promises soon to become an item of great importance in
Considerable attention was paid to a specimen of
the trade of the country.
their carpetting exhibited in the room, and which exceeded ours as much in
the beauty of the pattern, as it fell short of the British manufacture in the
In like manner, the white damask table-cloth was
fineness of the fabric.
unknown in France eight years ago, but is now both manufactured and used
and a specimen exhibited on the present occasion evinced
in the country
But howstill greater progress than in the case of the carpet manufacture.
ever deficient tiie French may be in the production of these articles, as compared with our own manufactures, the profuse display of gorgeous damask
silk, from the factories of Tours and Lyons, must have challenged universal
admiration by the superiority of their fabric and designs. Some of the
richest effects were brought out in these manufactures by using glass thread,
which is prepared so fine as to be capable of being tied in knots without
breaking, and woven in every respect like ordinary thread. But the fabric
which excited the strongest interest, both on account of its beauty and its
novelty and ingenuity, was a large square of wool mosaic, or India-rubber
The
cloth, a manufacture peculiar to France and some parts of Germany.
pattern was perhaps the most perfect in respect of design of any work of Art
were
copies
from
and
were
The
flowers
and
leaves
nature,
in the exhibition.
much admired for their botanical accuracy. Even the least prominent of the
;

;

plants represented in the compgsitios, sugh as the fronds gr leaves cf ferns,

[May,
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March 10, 1845. Alexander Bryson,
The following communications were made:

OF ARTS.

Esq., V. P., in the Chair.

" Oti the Registry of the Hoiirhj Variations of the Ihermomeier, ly means
of Photographic papers." By Mungo Ponton, Esq., F.R.S.E. The author

—

after explaining the difficulties attending the registry of the hourly variations

of the thermometer, showed how this object might be obtained by means of
photographic paper. He pointed out the manner in which the stem of the
thermometer must be ground, so as to produce a distinct shadow of the filled
portion of the bone capable of forming an image on the paper ; also the mode
of preparing the sensitive paper applicable to this purpose.
The paper being
put round a cylinder to be moved by a clock, exhibits at the end of every
twenty-four hours a series of images of the stem of the thermometer, showing
the position of the mercury during each half hour. These images are proartificial light.
The instrument was exhibited.
The author also described the mode of preparing paper for portraiture.
The materials used are nitrate of silver dissolved in pure acetic acid, with

duced by

the oils of cassia and cloves, while sulphate of iron
and gum arable are used for developing the pictures. This process he stated
to be more rapid than the calotype of Mr. Talbot, of which it is a modificagallic acid dissolved in

tion.

" On the Employment of Oxygen as a means of maintaining respiration in
Diving Belk, and in restoring snspended animation."
By George Wilson,
M.D., F.R.S.E. The object of this paper was to direct the attention of practical men to improvement* recently introduced in the preparation of oxygen,
which seemed to the author to admit of its employment for the purposes referred to in the title of his communication.
The simple addition of a 5th or
10th of its weight of oxide of copper, of manganese, or of iron, to the chlorate
of potass, is found to cause the evolution of the oxygen of that salt, when
heat is applied, with such rapidity, that a hundred cubic inches per njinute
may be procured with even a small apparatus. Dr. Wilson suggested that a
mixture of chlorate and metallic oxide should be kept ready made at our different hospitals and other institutions, such as the Humane Society's Receiving Rooms, along with suitable gasholders, and the necessary apparatus for
inflating the lungs, so that, in cases of suspended animation, oxygen instead
There is good
of common air might be thrown into the respiratory organs.
reason to believe that oxgyen would be much more etBcacious than common
air in causing resuscitation, and the rapidity with which it can be procured by
the new process, appears to bring it quite within reach of the medical man.
The same mixture admits of application to the maintenance of respiration in
confined apartments, such as the chamber of a diving-bell, if accompanied by
suitable arrangements for withdrawing the carbonic acid generated by the
Dr. Wilson is at present engaged in researches
respiration of those within.
as to the best shape and size of the generating and receiving vessels to be
employed for the evolution and preservation of the gas in hospitals and other
institutions.
The result of these inquiries will be laid before the public as
soon as they are completed.

—

— By Mr. James WhitePaisley.
The result of
of experiments on
— ascertained by applying Prouy's Brake — 75 per cent, of the
being
8
and
the
diameter
employed
—
the
of the mill
power
water
" Experiments on Barkers Mill

law, Engineer,

(first

series).

this first series

Barker's Mill

is

fall

feet,

This is stated to be fully three per cent, above the best over15.6 inches.
shot water-wheels, which have never given out more than 72 per cent* It
was stated that a second series of experiments had been received from Mr.
Whitelaw, which will be read at next meeting, giving a stiU higher result.
In these additional experiments, Mr. Whitelaw states
(Second series.]
that a result of 79'6 per cent, has been brought out, the per centage of the

—

best form of overshot wheel being from 72 to 74.

" Description of an Improved Cart, tending to give greater strength and
durability,

and

to

—

remove vibration from jolting." By Mr. /Eneas Levack,
The improvements consist, 1st, in introducing more
into the framing of the cart, securing greater strength
and 2d, in a
to decay, while the weight is not increased

Cart-wright, Thurso.

wood

iron

and

and

less liability

less

;

method of fixing the axle to the cart frame, so as to allow free play,
and prevent accidents from sudden strokes or shocks from the wheels from
being communicated to the body of the cart, and thus render it less liable to
M. Levack accompanied Ms description with awell"
vibration and jolting.
executed model of his proposed improTements.
peculiar
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March 2t. The Presidknt in the chair.
The following communications were made
1. Proposal plan fur prevcntinij the Alistrnction of Leilers, S^c.,from
IJoiPS ntlnnhcd to the doors of Offices.
By IIk.viiy Graham, M.U., Edinburgh. 'Ilic peculiarity of this Letter Box consists in its having an equi:

poised valve placed in the necU of the box, which is depressed by the weighl
of a letter falling upon it, but which immediately returns to its first positioii,
thus preventing the letter from being abstracted.
Remarks on Fire in l)wellin(j Houses, oriijinaling in the ovcr-hcatinij of
2.
By Jamks Ton, liscj.,
the llenrlk Stones, and siu/gestions/or its prevention.
In this paper it was stated that many fires bad originated in
W.S., Sec.
and
dwelling-houses, especially of late, from the overheating of the hearth
that this happened through the very dangerous practice of placing u»w/f«
beams or joists beneath the hearth stones of our fire-places. These stones
arc frequently very thin ; and from the great heat which they contract from
large fires, especially in the low Kinnaird grates, which have of late become common (and which are, in other respects, so advantageous), are rendered so hot as to set fire to the joists on which they rest. A houbc in
Northumberland-street took fire from this cause within these two months.
;

lie saw the hearth-stone raised
to be passing.
it
was very thin, and the wood lying beneath it was found to have caught fire,
which would probably have issued in the destruction of the house had it
happened a few hours later in the niglit. Another instance had happened
at the corner of St. Andrew-street within a few weeks, which, it is understood, was from the same cause, and it was not known where it might stop.

The author happened

;

In order to prevent similar accidents, the author recommended that in
new houses the wooden beams should be kept at a proper distance from tliaf
part of the hearth which is apt to become so much heated and if beams or
And
joists be placed below the hearth at all, tlicy ought to be of iron.
>yith regard to houses already built, he recommended that ash-pans he always
not, however, as at present, resting on the hearth, but rawwi oHyiW
used
alioiil an inch high, so as to allow that space of intervening air which would
;

—

prevent the stone from becoming healed to a dangerous degree.
These can be made at an expense of about .')». but where parties desire a
cheaper article, a piece of sheet iron, bent over at right angles at the sides,
and open in front, will answer the purpose quite well, though not so ornamental the essential thing being, that a free space be left for air between
the screen and the hearth-stone. This precaution seems doubly imperative
where low or Kinnaird grates are used, as no one can tell whether there may
not be wooden joists underneath his hearth, which, by becoming ignited, may
eft'ectually

;

;

much valuable property.
An improved Air Pump or Water Engine. By Mr. Robert Fkrrikr.
Air Pump is driven by a handle, constantly turning in the same direc-

cause the destruction of
3.

This

This handle drives a pinion, working into wheels, the revolution of
which elevate and depress the pistons in the barrels of the Air Pump. It is
also double acting, and any number of barrels can be attached so as to protion.

duce quicker exhaustion.
i. .i Machine for Sweeping Chimneys from the top, in a more perfect mnnBy Mr. Alkxander Scott.
ner than lig the tnet/iods in common use.
By this machine, the brush of which is of heather, Mr.
Thatcher, Selkirk.
Scott states that he has swept one or two bushels of soot from vents, which
bad apparently been swept clean by the common method.
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were treated as component parts of the design, in
general with boldness and highly picturesque effect.
Although under Louis XII. some progress bad been made in the style of
the Renaissance, it was not until the reign of Francis I., after the termination
This
of the Italian wars, that any works of magnitude were undertaken.
monarch, emulous of the glory of his cotemporary Pope Leo X., and of the
Medici family, from whom this pope sprang, and who by their munificent
la reference to climate,

patronage of letters and arts had enriched Italy with the noblest works of
the cinque cento, and which have never been surpassed, devoted his constant
attention in the chateau of Fontaineblcau towards the accomplishment of a
The author of the paper dwelt at considertruly great and national work.
able length on the description of this palace, detailing its progress under the
fostering care of Francis I., and he endeavoured to show by reference to the
coincidence of style, as also by quotations from the works of Duardau, Benevcnuto Cellini and Serlio, that the earlier works at I'ontainebleau were the unassisted production of French artists, and that it was only when Francis I.
anxious to introduce fresco decoration in the interior of his palace, and, well
informed of the fine productions in this branch of art which existed in Italy,
invited from that country artists ** r/ui sapcsse luorare di pittura et di stucco"
and these artists, once introduced, in great measure superseded the natives
in the whole conduct of the work, an event which the author contended was
greatly to be regretted, inasmuch as the early works at Fontaineblcau were
full of originality and vigour, and the artists by whom these works were
erected would, if unchecked, have founded in all probability a school of art;
quite as striking and more original than that which has been produced. After
describing this palace, the author alluded to the other works of Francis I.
chateaux he either entirely built or materially enlarged and altered, namely,
the chateau of Saint Gerraain-en-Laye, that of Chautilly, of Chambord,
Coussy, Colombray, of La Muetto, of Boulogne near Paris, and some others.
The history of the Renaissance was then pursued in a description of the
Chateau d'Ecouen, founded and built by the Constable de Montraorenci
in 1540, the works being conducted by Jean Ballaut, who was also engaged
on the Hotel Carnavallet at Paris, the tomb of the Constable Montmorency,
that of the Valois family at St. Denis, &c.
After referring to some minor
works of this period, the subject is continued in a description of the additions made to the Louvre under Henry II., and the services to art rendered
by Pierre I'Escot and Jean Gougon on that portion of the palace entrusted

—

to their care.

The period of art embraced by the preceding observations extended over a
space of about a century, from 1500 to IGOO, and the author of this paper
concluded his remarks in the following words " After the year 1600 the
direct influence of Italian art was lost, and under Louis XIV. it resumed that
peculiar form known as the style Louis Quatorze.
I have alluded to some
of the chief buildings erected during the period of the Renaissance
they are
neither few nor unimportant ; there is considerable beauty, fine composition
and grandeur in many of them, and a remarkably fine feeling for detail, some
of which is of the highest class, and as long as the history of art endures the
name and works of Jean Gougon will not be forgotten. I had intended,
time permitting, to draw some comparison between the Renaissance and cotemporary art in other countries with the Cinque cento of Italy, which certainly must be allowed to take the jjrecedence
with the Elizabethan of
England, which it as certainly exceeds in merit as it did in point of chronological development of classic form.
Whilst Francis I. was building Fontaineblcau, Wolsey was at work on
Hampton Court. Whilst the Renaissance of France abounds with beautiful
and imaginative detail, the Elizabethan in England can boast of little in its
details, and of still less bearing any impress of a high and inteUigent feeling

—

—

—

—

in art.

"

of France." By M. E. TAnson, Jun.
first took a summary view of the state of archithe period which immediately preceded the introduction of the

On. the Renaissance

The author of
tecture in

this

—

Renaissance style particularly in reference to the high pitched roofs, of
which he qu»ted several examples he next drew attention to the remarkable state of transition which pervaded a large part of Europe during the
XVI. century, both in literature, arts and religion, and briefly referred to the
political state of France, in which the monarchy having been firmly established, the kingdom freed from dissensions and internal foes, the people were
able under Charles YIII. to accomplish an invasion of Italy, which from
various pretexts was continued under the reigns of Louis XII. and Francis I.
These preliminary observations were made in order to shew the infliiOTu'e
which the existing state of architecture had upon the new style, and further
to shew what were the existing causes under which the Renaissance sprang

A
C.

—

H. E. KiNDALL, Esq., in the Chair.
the Formation of a Museum for Architectural Casts," by
H. Wilson, was read. It is given in another part of the present
April 14.

paper

paper "

On

Journal.

;

up.

The author proceeds

to

show that the Renaissance was

a genuine transi-

tion style, and that although derived from the fine

works of Italy, whicli by
that lime had been enriched with the productions of Brunelleschi, Ammanalli,
San Sallo, Michael Angelo, San Micheli, Ratt'aelle. and others, that it was
imported into France and grafted on the then existing architecture of the
country in a free and liberal spirit; and that, in fact, fine specimens both of
the Renaissance and of Fl.iraboyant Gothic were eotemporaneous, as is instanced by the North Transept of Beauvais, and the church of St. Euslache
at Paris, one of the finest specimens of Renaissance extant
both works of
In the new style all the striking peiuthe earlier half of the XVI. century.
liarities of the old were not lost sight of, the lofty roofs ami dormer winilnws,
the central lofty entrance to the chateau in imitation of the fortified gate of
the fsudal castle, were all preserved; and thQ chimneys, so essential a feature

—

CHEMICAL LAMP FURNACE.
A

hydrogen lamp furnace was lately constructed by the Rev. AV. Vernon

Ilarcourl, which, affording a steady uniform heat to a platinum vessel, sufficiently high to effect the ready fusion of vitreous substances by means of a
fuel free from the innumerable objections to which that containing solid caris open, consisted of a number of jets arranged round the
crucible to be heated, which is suspended by three platinum wires from a
watch movement, causing it to rotate slowly on its vertical axis, and insuring

bonaceous matter

uniformity of temperature.
The fuel employed was hydrogen, generated in
a strong iron reservoir, and burnt under a pressure of from ten to thirty atmospheres.
This contrivance, though very beautiful, was necessarily very expensive, and but ill adapted to general use.
The invention, however, suggested to another gentleman, Mr. E. Solly, the possibility of constructing a
lamp on a similar principle, but divested of its inconveniences one that;
would at once be economical and simple. He accordingly constructed a
lamp, consisting of two circles of jets, one vertical and the other horizontal
The
the latter being raised about two inches higher than the former.
vertical circle consists of a metal ring, about an inch in diameter, pierced on
its upper side by six small holes or jets, the horizontal metal ring having

—

—
i>n

iaterual diameter of about tUcee iucli«s, witb twelr« boles driiU4

.21

oq

its

J^^si^
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altogether a series of eighteen

of flame,
centre
the

liltle jets

inner side, so as to form
sbc vertical ami twelve horizontal, all converging to a common
Knowing that a mixture of coal gas
point, therefore, of the greatest heat.
and a proportion of the atmosphere hums with a pale blue flame, containing
light,
hut possessing a vcrv' high temgiving
only
feeble
a
no solid carbon,
perature, it occurred to Mr. Solly to employ this mixture instead of hydrogen

—

in the jets above described, by the injection of air into the coal gas pipe. To
the end of a common gas cock, comiccted with the street main, a piece of
copper pipe is attached, four inches long and a quarter of an inch in dia-

meter; outside this is another piece of capper tube, six inches longer, and
with a proportionahly larger diameter than the internal. The air which is
the
to mix with the coal gas is admitted into this longer external tube
quantity being regulated by cocks, the object being to eftect the most favourable mixture, as a diminution of pressure would be caused if the two currents

—

[Mat,

an idea of the kind, I may refer to an
instance where what was originally a mere lobby, about twelve feet
by six, between a drawing-room and conservatory, was transformed in
appearance into an elegant vestibule twenty-four feet in length by
twelve in breadth, with an arched ceiling having twelve compartments,
six on each side, filled in with stained glass, although there were in
Here was an effect which a man might study
reality only three.
Vitru'vius, Alberti, Palladio, Chambers, and all the writers of that
class, without ever even so much as dreaming of: how was it conbut no, I will not at present give the solution
trived ?
It was merely
of the problem, because your readers will no doubt be able to find it
out themselves, now that they are thus put upon the scent of it.
I remain, &c.,

parUnents of looking glass.

As

—

—

whilst by the present contrivance the
did not flow in the same direction
When the lamp is used, the crucible to be
pressure is partially augmented.
heated is supported on the top of the horizontal circle of jets by a triangle of
platinum wire, so as to place it in the centre of the greatest heat ; it is thus
heated by eighteen little blowpipes, and becomes brightly ignited in a few
seconds, the heat increasing as the platinum becomes ignited ; the furnace is
rendered more complete by a thin cylinder of sheet-iron, three inches in dia-

meter and two high, which is placed above the horizontal circle, to prevent
the flames being blown about by draught of air, and a circular disc of the

same metal, having a hole

in its centre of an inch across, to place at the top
of the cylinder this causing the heated air to pass round the upper edges,
and over the lid of the crucible, and thus bringing the whole to the same
temperature.
The heal is rather above the melting point of silver, and is,
of course, equal to the fusion of mixtures of silicates witli carbonate of soda
300 grs. or 400 grs. of a mixture of carbonate of soda and a sihcious compound being perfectly fused in about eight minutes. The inventor considers
this lamp superior to any other, whether as a simple and economical method
of decomposing earthy silicates, or for other innumerable purposes where a
bright red or yellow heat is required, and where an ordinary furnace is inapplicable
and, as it is an efficacious mode of heating a platinum crucible
to bright redness, without exposing it to the contact of solid fuel, the attempt appears perfectly successful. Mining Journal.

—

—

;

WILLIAMS AND SOWERBY'S SHOW ROOM,

&c.

—

L.

ARCHITECTURE AT MANCHESTER.
little annoying to find those who have apparently
both the means and disposition to afford information, perform their
volunteer office listlessly and only by halves. Without imposing any
additional trouble upon himself, your correspondent "C. E." might
have been more communicative when he had his pen in his hand.
He speaks of the Railway Station in Store Street, Manchester, as
being " a work of very considerable architectural merit," yet without a
single syllable further to afford us the slightest idea of what the design
is, or even in what style it is.
Accordingly, he seems to be of opinion
that the degree of merit he would fain impute to it is, after all, not
such as to entitle it to more than bare mention, and its architect not
even to so much. It is precisely the same with respect to the "Palatine Hotel ;" that also is praiseworthy for its " external design,"
although erected by some nobody without even a name strange that
there should be such a very general and unaccountable reluctance to let the public know the designers of buildings. Scarcelymore satisfactory is what is said of Worsley Hall, there being not a
word to convey any notion of its general form and size, or to point out
to what building in the same style it most approximates in character.
Does it, for instance, bear any resemblance to Burleigh, or to Hatfield,
or to Holland House
or is it unlike them all, and equally dissimilar from all other examples of the kind ?
The writer might
also have helped us to some notion of its size.
Since he has not done
so, my hope now is that he will take up his pen again, and furnish the
information here asked for, as he certainly can do if he please, after
having actually seen the buildings in question. Nor ought he to consider it too much trouble to reply to an inquiry which he might have
anticipated by being a little more explicit.
I remain, &c.,

.Sir,— It

is

not a

—

Sir,
Accept my thanks, and let the architect do so also, for giving
us the plan of Messrs. Williams and Sowerby's new room. The
having previously seen the apartment itself did not render the plan of
it less welcome io me ; on the contrary I was all the more desirous of
having a drawing explanatory of various particulars that I could not
The idea there produced is not only highly
trust to my memory for.
ingenious and novel, but valuable for its suggestiveness. Unborrowed
and fresh, it is also stimulative, and calculated to excite invention,
whereas the overweening and too exclusive study of what are usually
reeeived as correct and standard models for our direction, is, in my
opinion at least, apt to keep the inventive faculty dormant, or to send
it fast asleep, and to deter from the exercise of fancy by the dread of
incurring from the dull the reproach of henig/ana/ul.
need now and then to have a few fresh ideas administered to
us ; even should tliev be rather rough ones they are still of worth, because
they may all the more easily be improved upon, and be more fully developed and wrought out. There have been, I am inclined to believe, a
great number of contrivances more or less ingenious, either arising out
of sheer necessity, or else originating in mere " whims" and " fancies,"
which, instead of being preserved and turned to account in similar
cases, are forgotten and lost because they have never been recorded in
books. Multitudinous as are the publications of one sort or otker
upon architecture and architectural decoration which issue from the
press. The Book of Contrivances remains to be written ; before
which could be done there would be the task of hunting out materials,
and they are of a kind not to be compiled from books, since very little
If, indeed, every one who
for the purpose is so to be gleaned.
could do so would contribute his mite the contrivances that have
come under his own observation, or such as have occurred to, if not
been executed by himself, a highly useful and instructive work might
he produced.
At present there is not a single work, either English or foreign, as
far as I can find out, which treats systematically of interior decoration
and effect, and goes into the rationale of those subjects. Of mere pattern-books of ornaments and individual architectural members and
details in various styles there is no lack, and we occasionally meet
with compositions for the entire embellishment of a room, but we also
very much want a full treatise on the subject, wherein might be embodied all the desultory and scattered remarks that might be brought
to bear upon it.
One thing relative to which I can find nothing is the mode of pro-

to the omission from your
past, of the Variation of the Magnetic
myself, and I have no doubt to others of your numerous
readers, regular information of the perodical variation is very interesting, and, what is more important, of great utility.
I will instance to
you the regular progress, for a series of twenty years, of mining operations in a certain seam of coal, of which operations a plan has been
kept ; the excavations being laid down upon it from time to time as
the workings extended from the various shafts. Now the usual mode
of keeping such a plan, is to procure in the first instance a plan of the
surface, with the magnetic meridian of the time being accurately laid
down upon it. The subterranean workings are afterwards surveyed
from time to time, their bearings ascertained by the magnetic needle,
and, with their lengths, laid down upon the plan. It is obvious, that
unless the alteration of variation be -ascertained by the surveyor, and
allowed for in his subterranean survey, a discrepancy will gradually be
generated between this and the surface plan, and between that of any
particular year and those of the years preceding it.
On reference to Brewster's Treatise on Magnetism, I find that in
the year 1S23 the magnetic variation was 24° 9' 40". Now the last
account I can find in your excellent work is of the variation during the
months of January, February, March, and April, 1843, the average
being 23° S' 23", and the difference being \° 1' 17" between the variation
This variation would cause in a survey exof 1843 and that of 1823.
tending a mile in any given direction a discrepancy of 1*40 statute

ducing various striking

chains between such survey and the (surface plan, and between such

;

D. T.

We

—

effects

by the arrangement of mirrors and com*

VARIATION OF THE MAGNETIC NEEDLE.
Sir,

—

I

beg

Journal, for

Needle.

to

draw your attention

many months

To

m
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survey and any parallel survey taken in the year 1823, and
down upon the plan. Such discrepancy might cause great inconvcuience, loss of property, or even of life, in coal mines ; and it is therefore highly important tliat mining engineers should have constant and
ready access to an authentic account of the periodical magnetic varialaid

tion.
I

am,

and when the cutter
ing at the

neck,

pipe.

The

blown

to the size

nose of the piece to prevent its swellof the piece from the
bottoming hole and repeatedly healed and
desired, it is then taken successively to the "casher box,''
the (lashing furnace, and lastly to the annealing arch or
is

.and

applicil tu tlie

to cflect a greater disunion

piece is taken to

to the nose Ihule,

Sir,

Vorv respectfully yours,
William Peace, Mining Engineer.

,

then replaced in the Faltison hole, and 'when sulTicicntly Iieated it is taken
to the stake or standard, as shown in fig. 2,lo increase the size of the globe,

tlie

kiln.

Ilaigh Colliery, Wigan,
j^prit 7, 1845.
*»*
shall be able to give our correspondent an answer next

MINING SHOVELS.

We

month.
in

Wii.LiAM BRtJNTON, Jun., of Poole, near Truro, engineer, for " Improvements
tite mannjacture of shovels for mining purposes,"— GiRnled August 29, 1844

Enrolled February"29, 1845.

REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.
(t'ndtr thii head wf propose giving abstracts of the speclScatlona of all the most importunt piiteilts us they nre enrolled. If any additional information be required as to any
at the Office of this
patent, the same may b« obtnlned by apolying to Mr.

LAXTON

JUURNALJ

The claim is for manufacturing of shovels for mining purposes, by casting
them of an .alloy of copper and zinc, or tin or both. The shovels are made
similar in shape with those now used, the alloy when in a fluid state is poured
into a mould of sand of the pattern required. The alloy preferred consists of
3 parts of copper, 2 of zinc, and 1 of tin when desired to be hard and tough,
8 parts of copper and 1 of tin, without any zinc are employed
after the
shovel is cast, it is to be shghtly hammered upon a smooth anvil to consoU;

INDIA RUBBER COVERING.

;

Wii-LtAM Brockenbon, of Devonshire Street, Queen Square, in the county of
Aliddlesex, gentleman, for " Improvements in covering the roofs oj buildings, in

datc

it.

covering the valves used for propelling by atmospheric pressure, in covering the
and in covering parts of stringed and keyed mnsical instrit-

PUMP VALVES.

sleepers of railtraifs,

mfnd."— Granleci

July 24, 1844; Enrolled Jan. 1845.

This invention consists

in the apiilication of a preparation

of india rubber as

patented by Mr. Thomas Hancock. The india rubber is cut inlo pieces, and
cleansed by being passed between rollers with water, and then combined with

about ten per cent, of its weight of sulphur in powder and for roofs of buildings and for railway purposes it is desirable to combine therewith calamine
;

in the state of

india rubber
is

powder

may

;

for roofing purposes as

much calamine by weight

be used, but where more flexibility

is

for

•'

Lincoln's-inn, in the

August

The improvements
them

arrangement of the valves, and placing
from the body of the pulhp, in order that they may

consist in the

in a case separate

be more easily got at

when out of order.

as

required less calamine

used, for railway valves about one-half by weight of the india rubber is a
The sulphur and calamine is combined with the india rub-

good proportion.

ber between rollers. For railways the mixture is produced in sheets from
rj to I inch thick, and afterwards subjected to heat. When working india
rubber for railway valves the preparation may be formed into blocks in moulds,
and then sheets cut off. For musical instruments the prepared india rubber
The patentee dues not claim the use of calamine
IS used without calamine.
for such purposes he says other matters may be used, mixed with the india
rubber, to cheapen it. or india rubber simply prepared with sulphur and heat
;

be employed for all the purposes described. The sheets are submitted
to a temperature of from 290° to 300° for about an hour.
1st. claim is for coverings roofs of buildings with thin slieets of the pre-

may

pared india rubber spread evenly over the boarding, and overlapping about
two inches and nailed down.
2nd claim is for forming the surface of the valves which close the longitudinal opening in the tubes of atmospheric railways with the aforesaid india
rubber instead of leather.
3rd claim is for covering sleepers of railways between the rails, or the chairs,

and the

County of Middlesex, gentleman,
Improvements in laimps." (A communication from a foreigner.)— Granted
29, 1844; Enrolled Feb. 1845.

Moses Poole, of

sleepers.

4th claim is for covering the hammers of piano-fortes with the preparation
of india rubber instead of leather, and also the keys of flutes and other instruments having similar openings, and covered with similar stops acted on by
keys.

INPROVEMENTS IN CROWN GLASS.
of Dumbarton, Scotland, glass-splitter, for " Improvements in the manufacture of crown ^'/ass."— Granted August 15, 1844; Enrolled Feb. 1845.
(Sec Engraving, Plate XII.)

Alexander Ewing,

The object of the improvements is for giving to crown glass greater equality
of thickness. The first claim is for the mode of operating in the manufacture of
crown glass, as follows :— When the workman called the " gatherer," has
formed what is called the piece on the hand pointing or gatherer's " marver,"
and is about to be pierced or perforated by the blower behind, the gatherer
applies that part of the gathering near the tube to an iron cutter, fixed to a
standard attached to the back of the marver, «, fig. 1, the gatherer and the
blower then turn the piece round on the cutter whereby an incision is made,
which displaces the metal from the nose of the pipe into the shoulder of the
gathering, and ensures strung shoulders. The rim is thus made to any consistency, and after expansion an equality of substance of the table of glass
will be the result, which will allow a more eiieeUial standing in the annealing
arches or kilns. The cutter is sharpened by a file and is fixed to the standard
by a bolt, so as to be removed for the purpose of fixing cutters of various
shapes. The patentee shows two other instruments for accomplishing the
same object.
The second claim is for the mode of operating in the manufacture of crown
glass as follows. At the time of perforation, the glass is taken to the " Pattieon hole," and a heat being taken, It is mat\ed on [he blulier's marver and

FURNACE

BARS.|

John Chanter, of the city of London, patentee and proprieter of patents,
and Geoege Lodge, of Leeds, engineer, for " Improvements in furnaces,
Granted Sep. 12, 1844; Enrolled
Jire bars, hot air generators, and flues.''
C.E.,

—

March

(See Engraving, Plate XII.)

12, 1845.

The first part of this invention relates to certain improvements in fire bars,
and consists in the first place in arranging and constructing the bars in such
manner as to move to and fro in a direction of their length and secondly, in
making the bars with lateral grooves, which join the notches or horizontal grooves formed in the upper edge of the bars, the object of the lateral
grooves being to facilitate the introduction of air into the furnace from the
ash pit, that is to say, between the bars. Fig. 1 shews a side elevation of a
bar having lateral grooves, a a, which join the horizontal grooves or notches
;

formed in the upper edge, these bars, when constructing a furnace, are supported by a cast iron frame in such manner that each alternate bar is a fixture, and therefore remains stationary whilst the intermediate bars have, by an

arrangemement of

levers, shown at fig. 1, a motion given them in the direcmanner b b' are projections or arms
upon the upper edge of which all the moveable bars rest, these arms are supported by axes or shafts, c c', upon which they move, to the shaft c' is attached a lever d, and to the lower end of this lever is attached, by means of a
pin joint, one end of the connecting rod e, the other end being attached to
the short arm of the cranked lever f, which moves upon a fulcrum g, the long
arm of this lever is provided with a handle, by moving which up or down,
which may be done by the stoker or the engine, every alternate fire
bar will move to and fro in a direction of its length, which movements will

tion of their length, in the following

have the
vention

make

effect

(if it

of preventing clinkers

may

;

the only difference between this inis, that the patentees

be so called) and that of a Mr. Miller

the bars wilh grooves in the sides and give motion to every other bar,

the intermediate bars being fixtures, whilst Mr. Miller causes all the
the object in the present case is stated to be a saving in power.
shews a plan or edge view of a fire bar.
The other part of these improvements consists in the construction
air generators, or chambers
and lastly, in the construction of flues

move

;

;

bars to
Fig. 2

of hot
for in-

troducing the air into the furnace.
Fig. 3 shews a longitudinal section of the hot air generators, &c. A and B
are two chambers situated beneath the flame bed C, in these chambers there are
a number of deflective partitions, E E. F is the bridge, over which there is
constructed an arch, made hollow and with a number of openings on the

underside
ber

13.

G

;

hollow arch communicates with flues leading from the chama valve for admitting air into the chamber A, which passes in a

this

is

direction indicated

through

by the arrows inlo the chamber B, and from thence
hollow arch, from whence it pas.ses downward through
and mixes with the flame as it passes from the fur-

flues into the

the openings in the arch,

nace over the bridge.

Another arrangement for admitting air over the fire
lurnace double, so as lu form u box, as shown at /

;

is

by constructing the

the air after passing

21*
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through holes
liy

in Ihe

SLATE CUTTING MACHINE.

rolled

March

and other

purposes.^'

—Granted Sep. 27, 1844;

En-

27, 1845.

in a machine for squaring or cutting the edges
in the accompanying figures we have given a side elevation and end view of Ihe apparatus, which consist of a Hy wheel a a,
mounted upon an axis supported liy the frame J 6 to the outer end of one of

These improvements consist
slates for roofing

improvement

fifth

shutters,

fire,

Jajies Caktee, of Delabole, Cornwall, slate merchant, for " Improvements
in cutting slate for roofing

of

The

door escapes from the upper part of the bos, as indicated

the arrow, and then passes over the

and

relates to a

making

consists in

[May,

mode of constructing

sliding metal

the shutters of rectangular plates of metal,

each of the plates having a slot cut through it at each end, there is also
a projection upon each end of the plate, beginning at the second plate from
the top these projections pass through the slots of the plates adjacent thus
supposing four of these plate to form the shutters, and the same to be placed
side by side, and the whole to fit in a recess below the window sill, the first
plate, which is raised by means of a chain, raises the second by means of the
:

;

bottom end of the

slot

coming

in contact with the projection on the second

;

plate

this,

;

we have

as

into the slot

stated, fits

;

in

this

plates forming the shutter are raised so as to close the

manner

all

the

window, the upper

;

the arms of the iiy wheel is firmly fixed a steel cutter c, which stands at about
6 inches distance from the face or arms of the wheel, the object of which is to
give room for any inequalities on the edge of the slate w hen in an uncut state,
rf is a frame or rest, to the side of which is attached another steel cutter e

edge of one plate lapping over the lower edge of the plate adjacent.

The

sixth

improvement consists

metal bent in

in

making

shutters or blinds of plates of

direction of their length, so as to give

a'

strength, these plates, which

may

them

additional

be perforated, are fixed to a suitable frame

;

the frame d is divided into inches, beginning from the cutter the two cutters
are so arranged that their faces are about Jj, of an inch apart, and that the

so as to form a shutter.

;

cutter c meets the cutter

an angle of about 8°, / is a guide for preventing
the fly wheel from vibrating, g wo suppose to be a pulley keyed upon the end
of the fly wheel shaft, for driving the same hy means of a strap from some
first mover, although the above is not stated.
The action of this machine to
those at all conversant with machinery is easy to conceive, notwithstanding
we think it would have been quite as well if the inventor had described it, but
such is not the case. The claim is for a mode of cutting roofing slate with
the edges perfectly straight and at right angles to each other, also to avoid
c

the shelling otf of the underside of large portions of the
to be unavoidable in the old process.

which

is

stated

Street, City-road, gsntlenian. for

"Im-

WINDOW SHUTTERS AND
John Harcocrt Quincet, of Old

provements in the manufacture of Uinils and

slate,

BLINDS.

first

.rfiH/^crs."'— Granted .Sep. 27,

1844;

part of the improvements consists in the construction of metallic

The

hlinds or shutters, in the following manner.

Joseph Ecgene Chabet, of Paris, for " Improvements in preparing materials
to be tised in 7naking picture and other frames, and fur architectural and other
;iarposps."— Granted Oct. 10, 1844; Enrolled April 10, 1845.

The materials employed

shutters are

made of

bent plates of metal, that is to say, the plates forming the shutters are bent
in a direction of their length, so as as to be concave on one side and convex

on the other, these plates, which are fastened together by suitable hinges,
have an axis at each end which passes through holes formed in the links of a
guide chain; the plates forming the shutter are also made of different
breadths, the narrowest plates being at the top and widest at the bottom, by
this arrangement a greater length of metallic shutter can be wound on a given
diameter than those of the ordinary construction, another advantage the
inventor states is that by making them of bent plates a great strength is obtained, moreover, should it tie desirable a number of plates near the top may
be perforated so as to admit light, without materially affecting the strength

—

of the plates.
peculiar

mode of construct-

is

made

stated to answer the purpose,) gela-

sulphate of lime, and sawdust, in the folfor every 3fJ parts the inventor takes 12 parts of glue,
lowing proportions
I part of gelatine, 4 parts of oxide of lead, 8 parts of Spanish white, I part of
sawdust, and 10 parts of sulphate of lime. In preparing this ccmposition the
tine, oxide of lead, .Spanish white,
:

—

and the glue, which has been
is to be mixed with it. after which Ihe Spanish while and
the
vessel
and
the
whole
well mixed up together,
put
in
sawdust may be
should it be desired to add a little colouring matter, such as yellow ochre or
lamp black, the same may be added at this st.age the sulphate of lead is now
to be put into a suitable vessel,

is

previously melted,

;

be added to the other materials and the whole well mixed up together.
be poured mlo suitable molds, observing to apply
a little oil to the inside of the mould, after remaining about 5 minutes Ihe
same may he removed from the mould, and aftei wards finished ofi' as may be
to

The preparation may then

required.

Sir

PADDLE WHEEL F.WTENINGS.
Graham Eben Hamonp, Bart:, K C.B., Norton Lodge, Yarmouth,

" Improvements
or paddles."

for

mode of fastening on and reefing paddle wheels, fioat boards,
(Being a communication.)— Granted Oet. 14, 1844; Enrolled
in the

April 14, 1845.

(See Engvavings. Plate XII.)

The improvements
of the paddle wheel

The second part of the improvements relates to a

composition for making picture frames and

in the

architectural purposes consist of glue, (which the inventor prefers to be

from rabbit skins, although other glue

oxide of lead

Enrolled March 27, 1845.

The

COMPOSITION FOR MOLDINGS.

at

;

relate to the

mode

instead of fixing

inventor uses a square link

c,

which

is

arms
and nuts, the

of fixing the float boards to the

them with

bolts, screws

put upon the arms of the wheel a

:

before

ing Venetian blinds, and consists in the application of perforated plates of
metal or wood, and also in applying plates of glass or earthenware. In constructing Venetian blinds the inventor, in place of making the ribs or barsof

the periphery or outer rim is fixed, a hole is made in the float board h,
through which the link passes, and in the projecting part of the link at the
back a key or wooden wedge d, is placed and driven in, which secures the

wood, makes them of perforated wood or perforated zinc plates,
which may either be a bent little in direction of their length so as to give
them a greater strength, or they may be made flat with a raised border round
the edge. Another method of making Venetian blinds, according to this invention, is to make the ribs or bars of metal and glass or earthenware, by
first making a frame of metal equal in size to one ol the ribs, and then fixing
in the frame ground or coloured glass, or the frames may be so made as to

board to the arm of the wheel, as shown in the engraving ; for large
two of these links can be used to each arm it will be perceived from
it be desired to reef the paddles, it can easily be done
by loosening the wedge, when the float may be drawn in. The inventor suggests cutting notches on one edge of the arms, which he states will hold the

solid pieces of

two pieces of glass with a thin perforated metal plate between them,
thereby producing very novel effects. In drawing up these blinds the inreceive

ventor uses pullies of glass or earthenware.
The third part of the improvements relates to the manufacture of blinds
which turn upon axes, and is similar in every respect to the method last
described, viz. the application of perforated plates, or ground or coloured

glass

;

the specification also describes the

mode

of

making

float

floats

;

this description that if

link firmer,

and

at the

same time be a guide

for the fixing the

hoards without

measuring.

For old wheels,

to obviate Ihe inconvenience of

removing the outer rim, Ihe

inventor has introduced a forked strap e, with an aperture in each side, the
is put through the float and over the arms, and then a clamp i, is passed
through the two eyes or apertures, and afterwards the link or tie is wedged
up as before explained. To prevent the wedge slipping an iron pin is used to
strap

secure

it

to the float.

carriage blinds in

the same manner.

The fourth improvement relates to apparatus for opening and closing folding shutters, and also in the construction of the same. The shutters are
of narrow bent plates of metal joined together in a suitable manner,

made

which plates may if desired be perforated so as to admit light into the apartment the mode of opening .and closing the same is as follows, each shutter
is supported by iwo vertical axes upon which turns, upon the lower axis

—

;

keyed a small worm wheel at right angles to this axis there is a short
shaft which passes through the window framing or wall into the room, one
end of this shaft is squared to receive a key, the other end having a worm or
is

screw keyed upon
axis of the shutter,

;

it

taking into and driving the

by

this

arrangement

Ihe short shaft, by means of a key

it

will

be

worm wheel upon
.seen

the L.wer

that by turning round

made to fit on Ihe end thereof, the shutters
can be opened or closed from withing the room.

AMERICAN PATENTS.
A. D. Childs, Rochester,
r>imt in the horse poiver."

Monroe county, New York,

— May

for "

an Improi'S-

C.

This horse power, like many before it, is on the general principle of the
sun and planet movement motion is communicated to a central vertical shaft
provided with a mitre wheel near its lower, and a pinion near its upper end,
the former driving the line shaft, and the latter receiving motion from three
planet wheels arranged at equal distances around it, and each provided with
a pinion on its arbor, the teeth of which take into cogs on tlie inner periphery of a permanent ring. The planet wheels turn on, and are carried
round the central shaft by studs projecting downwards fiom a cap plate,
;

(so

formed

as to

mske an

entire covering to

the whole machine,) which

»
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guided and kept steady in rotating by means of rollers that embrace a flanch
projecting from the outer periphery of the permanent ring, and others which
bear against the inner periphery of the ring the central shaft having its
njiper bearing in the centre of this cap plate.
What 1 claim as my invention, is the method of sustaining the
Claim.
upper end of the centre shaft.'and guiding the pilch of the planet wheel
pinions by means of the cap, as described, which is guided by rollers on the
studs of the cap, under the planet wheels, bearing and rolling on the inner

—

—

periphery of the planet ring, by means of which a stationary centre
pensed with, and the wheels arc protected.

is dis-

Jehu Hatfield, Glenn's Falls, Warren county, New York, for " on Improvement on the machine fnr computinij interest, measuring lumlier, and for
otiier similar

purjmscs."

— May

G.

This machine consists of a vertical revolving cylinder, having on its outer
surface vertical parallel columns of figures, or signs, representing the interest
on the several sums shown in a stationary column on a surrounding case.
There is also a circular scale, or dial, placed in front of the case in a vertical
position, to indicate the days of the month, with an index hand, or pointer,
which is operated by the cylinder the two being connected together by

—

luitre wheels.

—

Claim.
In the old revolving interest tables, says the patentee, there was
a cylinder containing the interest, having the days and months stated at the
head of each column, (instead of a dial and pointer,) enclosed in a round
pasteboard case, or box, having an opening in front with the principal pasted
on one side ; the cylinder being made to revolve by turning the shaft at the
lower end with the fingers; and, therefore, t wibli it understood that 1 make
no claim to any part of this arrangement, hut what 1 do claim as my invention, and which I desire to secure by letters patent, is the before described
combination of the revolving cylinder, containing the vertical columns of

numbers indicating the interest, with the permanent vertical scale showing
the principal, and the dial representing the days and months, for which the
is to be ascertained, and the pointer operated in the manner and for
the purpose set forth, or in any other mode substantially the same, by which
analogous results are produced.

interest

which govern the admission of atmospheric air into the valve box, and their
appendages, as described by which arrangement I am enabled to supply the
inflammable ga«, or vapour, in regulated proportions, and to produce a pressure within the cylinder slightly exceeding that of the atmosphere, at the
niometit of opet'ing one of the ignition orifices, which outward pressure is to
be immediately succeeded by a draught inwards, this being eil'cctcd in the
manner and for the purpose described. I claim also the manner set forth, of
Iieating the retort, by employing the heated air which escapes through the
eduction tube», »o as to render such air effective in converting the combustible fluid employed into vapour.
;

rKTER VoN Schmidt, Washington,
provement

—

have
A wheel, of one foot in circumference, is
a portion of its periphery project beyond the case, and a portion of its face
visible through a hole, the edge of which is graduated to correspond with
concentric circles on the face of the wheel, graduated in the manner of the
common lumber rule. The shaft of this wheel is geared with the shaft of a
cylinder, so that the latter will make one revolution to thirty-six of the
former, there being thirty-six divisions to indicate the number of revolutions
made by the wheel ; and the shaft of this cyliuder is geared with another
cylinder, which makes twelve revolutions to one, to mark the number of reThe scales on the wheel and cylinders
volutions made by the first cylinder.
are so arranged as to give the superficial as well as the running measure.
What I claim as lay invention, is the combination of the common
Claim.
so arranged in a ease, as to

—

hoard rule with the self-calcidating cylinders, and their combined application
measurement of plane surfaces in general, but more particularly to the
measurement of the superficial contents of boards, plank, and lumber.

—

—

oil

boxes for

invention,

is

York, for " Improve,
May 2.').
be actuated by inflammable gas, or vapour."

Stuart Pbrry, New
in the engine, to

Port,

Herkimer county,

New

—

my

inflammable gas, or vapour, engine, says the patentee, the
power which is to be obtained from it for the driving of machinery, is to be
produced by the expansion consequent upon the combustion of vapour of
spirits of turpentine, or of other evaporable inflammable liquids, or of gas, or
vapour, or gas and vapour combined, obtained from undistilled turpentine,
or from rosin, or such other substance as will produce inflammable vapour,
carburetted hydrogen, or other infiammable gas, by the aid of atmospheric
It is well
air, within a cylinder similar to that used in the steam engine.
known to engineers, that various attempts have been made to generate power
compounds
within
a
cylinder
the
expansive
explosive
;
by the combustion of
force of such compounds, when ignited, being in some cases allowed to act
in
other
cases,
the
compounds
have
been exwhilst
directly upon a piston,
ploded for the purpose of obtaining a vacuum, into which the piston might
it
attempts
the
other
side
of
hut
such
iiuluced
on
be forced, by pressure
have not resulted in the production of a machine which could be practically
;

Used with advantage.
What I claim
Claim.

—

— May 30.

;

—

This

Plains, Robertson county, Tennessee, for " Im.
steam engines."- October 11.

Stewart, Cross

L. A.

pavements
is

in rotary

—

improvements on Murdock's rotary engine, patented in England
which the steam acts against the cogs of two
The improvements are pointed out with sufficient clearness in the
for

forty years since, in

wheels.
claims.

—

Claim.
What I claim is the manner of constructing, combining, and ar.
ranging the cap and cheek pieces, so as to embrace under the cap but a small
portion of each wheel, employing the cap and cheek pieces, in lieu of the
close case, or cases, hitherto used in such machines, and introducing the
steam through the caps between each pair of wheels. I claim the combining
with these caps the weiglited levers for pressing them down on the teeth of
the wheels, thus preserving them in close contact, without the necessity of
any elastic packing. I claim the manner of preventing binding, or cramping,
in said pairs of wheels, by the combined operation of the end play of the
axles of two of them, and of the play of one of them in the direction of its
revolution.
I claim the using of the steam on a second pair of wheels, by
conducting it from the first pair through the cap of the second pair, in tho

manner

set forth.

Jersey, for " Improve,

Joseph Jones, Newton, Gloucester county. New

—

machine for planting sfcih." October 1
have here alleged improvements on that kind of planting machines in
which the seeds are carried into the dropping tube from the hopper by means
of a slide
and the first improvement consists in placing the rest board, on
which the slide works, directly under the aperture in the hojiper, so as to
leave a passage into the dropping tube on each side of the rest hoard, that
seed may be discharged on either side at each back and forward movement
The covering roller has its bearings in two arms
of the dropping slide.
jointed to the frame, and to two segments provided with a set screw, by
means of which the depth of the machine may be regulated.
Claim.
What I claim is, first, the method of combining the rest board
with the spout and slide, by arranging the rest board over the centre of the
spout under the slide, so as to leave a passage at either side of the board
for admitting the seed into the spout on both the forward and backward
motion of the slide and in combination with said arrangement the method
second, the combination of
of adjusting the rest board by means of screws
the arms, segments, and screws, for adjusting the height of the roller for
causing the plough to enter more, or less, as well as for rolling, as described.
ments

in the

1

We

—

hearings.

" In

District of Columbia, for " on Itnoilier vessels."

;

the prevention of heating jourWhat 1 claim as my
Claim.
nals and boxes, by surrounding the boxes with a reservoir of water, in such
the oil box and journals, as dewater
to
prevent
the
access
of
manner as to
scribed, thereby preventing heat, and, consequently, the drying away of oil,
necessity
of frequent oiling, using
surfaces,
and
the
and wear of the rubbing
for the reservoir any material suitable, and any composition of metal for the

menta

pmpelling steam ships and

wheel having naves in manner similar to a rotary fan blower, and a top
and bottom plate attached to and moving with them, and extending from the
ends of the naves to within such a distance of the shaft as to admit water to
enter, is placed and works within a case in a recess in the vessel below the
water line, and provided with tangent pipes leading and extending to the
these pipes are provided with shutters
stern, bow, and sides of the vessel
which can be dnsed and opened at pleasure. The rotation of this wheel
centrifugal
action, in, through the hollow
water,
by
current
of
produces a
centre, and out, through the tangent pipes of the case, so that by closing any
be
impelled
in
any
desired direction.
vessel
will
the
of the pipes
What I claim as my invention, is the employment of a wheel enClaim.
closed in a case, as described, having tangent pipes leading forward, back,
and out at the sides of the vessel, in the manner and fur the purpose set
forth, the whole being submerged in a recess in the vessel, and acting in any
direction at the will of the engineer, without reversing the motion of the
wheel, or in any way checking the engine by means of shutters, or gates, arranged as described.

to the

Elisiia Reid, Columbus, Georgia, for " an Improvement in
May 25.
preventing journals from lieatingy

in

A

some

Charles Ross, Piqua, Miamia county, Ohio, for " a revolving rule, for
measuring surfaces, and particularly applicable to lumler." May 17.

161

is

the manner in which

ranged the air-pump, the reservoir, the retort, the

I

have combined and arami the cocks

air regulator,

;

;

Imsiense Blast Kngine.— There is now erecting at Newmains Iron-Works
tlR- property of tlie Caltness Iron Company, an engine of tlie bigh pressure kind, of the
The pedestals on whiell it stands are
liirgest dimensions, we beli«ve, in tlie eouiitry.
composed of 1900 tons of solid mason-worlt it has a higli.pressure cyliuder, .'i4 Inches
;

diameter. 9 feet stiolie, wltli nozzles, anil weighs 10 Ions ; uith blowing cylinder, 122
inclies diameter, 9 feet strolie, with lop and bottom nozzles, and weighs ;« tons. The
beam weighs 31 tons, and measures aG feet long, with G feet hroad in centres tile con;

M

strokes
necting rod works from the end of the beam, and gives a stroke of 12 feet, and
pirminiite. The working part is supported on two columns and entabbiuire, weighing
tons. The fly-wheel is ai) feet diameter, crank shaft, I6i inches at journals, and
weighs 35 tons, works at double beat valves, with sleam pipes 21 Inches diameter. All
the jiarts are made to sustain GO lb. on each square inch of the piston ; it is intended to
blow ten furnaces. It was made by BlesBrj. Murdock, Ailkeu, and Co,, H.ill-tti6e(
foundry, Glasgow.—' Mining Journal.'
L'L'j
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BOWER'S STEAM VALVE.
(See Engraving, Plate XII.)

The accompanying sketch and description will convey an idea
new system invented bv me of admitting steam to the cylinder of

Sir
of a

it has sufficient merit to entitle it to a place
be most happy to see it there.
the invention is not protected by a patent. If any manufacturer
let me hear the
•will try the experiment, I will feel obliged if he will
most willing
result, and should it realize my expectations, I shall be

the engine.
in

you think

If

your Journal,

I vrill

to let the public have the benefit of

it.

am, your's, &c.

I

John C. Botek.
'

Milford, Ramelton, County of Donegal, Ireland,

January 28M, 1845.
the form, situation and connexion of which with the
It will be of capacity or sectional area
necessary for admitting steam in the proper quantity to the cylinder.— It is
shown in three pieces A B C and D E F are attached to and open into the

AECDEFisapipe

cylinder are

shewn

in the drawing.

;

A

F the centre piece (coloured blue) is incylinder at the top and bottom
tended to revolve upon its own axis in the position in w hich it is shown, the
end C within the upper part A B C, and the end D within the lower part
F the motion may be communicated from the crank of the fly wheel to
the bevel wheels G; the vertical having its pivot in a fixed ring, H, of proper
;

D

E

:

strength and dimensions, passing round the descending branch A B C, and
rethe horizontal (of the same dimensions as the vertical) fixed upon the
volving part C D, by which means it will make one revolution lor every
section
the
stroke of the piston and turn of the fly wheel. Q R S T shows in
sides of a vertical and cylindrical chamber within which the pipe C D re-

manner described, and into which, at opposite sides, the steam
is to be bored
and eduction pipes are introduced. The revolving part
through the sides as shown by the dotted lines at M N (or as looking through
the boring thus \0\.) The diameter of each hole to be one-fourth of the circumference of the pipe and they are to be opposite to each other, and correspond witli the openings of the steam and eduction pipes as shown in the
drawing. But they are prevented from having any communication with each
between them, which as the pii* revolves
other by an oblique division 1
gives an alternate direction (upwards and downwards) to the steam admitted
from
the cylinder to the eduction pipe K.
emitted
and
to the cylinder L,
The engraving, Plate XII. shows the position of the parts, when the piston
is rushing in through
is in the middle of the upward part of the stroke, steam
the open port N, from the steam pipe L, and forcing the piston up ; while
the steam from the upper part of the cylinder is escaping to the condenserj
at K, through the open port in the revolving pipe at M. When the piston
arrives at the top of the cylinder the motion is reversed, by the sides of the
revolving pipe changing positions and opening the lower part of the cylinder to the condenser, and the upper part to the boiler, until the piston descends to the bottom, when it is again reversed by the revolving of the pipe,

volves in the

CD

;

.1

;

and

the

motion

is

continued in the manner described.

TUBULAR BOILERS OF THE " TAGUS" AND
STEAM SHIPS.

"

BRAGANZA"

Some erroneous statements having been made resnecting the construction of the tubular boilers put on board the " Tagus," in the autumn of
last year, by Messrs. Mdler, Ravenhill,& Co., for the Oriental and Peninsular
Steam Company, we have thought it our duty to ascertain the real state of
the case, and have obtained the particulars of the quantity of fuel consumed
during the last five voyages made by the "Tagus" when she had the old
boilers on board, and during the only two voyages made with the nevr tubular
boilers, which will shew a remarkable saving of fuel by the adoption of the
We are also enabled to give the consumpfiou of fuel by the " Bralatter.
ganza," also fitted with tubular boilers of nearly the same length and breadth,
the only difference being in the number of tubes the boilers of the " Tagus"
contain 180 tubes, aud the " Braganza" 304 tubes, in both cases of brass
;

3 inches diameter.

A reference to the following tables will clearly show the saving of fuel in
the " Tagus" since tubular boilers have been adopted, and also the importance
of having the tubes of a proper proportion, uot only as to size but also as to
number, as shown by our talented contributor, Mr. Buck, in the Journal of
last year, Vol. VII., p. 104.

The old boilers of the " Tagus" were partly tubular and partly on the flue
principle, each boiler contained 4 furnaces in pairs ooer each other, the lower
The furnaces were made
furnaces 8 feet long and the upper 1 foot shorter.
under the boilers in the front, from which the flame and heat passed between
flues at the back on a level with the fnrnace, then returned along the centre
to half way and back again through the tubes to the chimney.
The new boilers of both the " Tagus" and " Braganza" were constructed
with furnaces under the boilers, the flaa}e passing ficiu the furnace to the

[May,

back part of the boiler and then returning through the tubes to the chimney
above the front of the furnaces.
The engines of both vessels are 02 inches diameter, 5 ft. 6 in. stroke, and
of the nominal power of 280 horses collectively.
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Outward consumptloD per hour

.,

Homeward

..

ditto

..

Rate per horje per hour
Laylng and liKbting Urea of engine boilen
Cooking and cabin department
..

Comumption of

Coals,

i^-c.

Ton«. ClTt. Qr. Lb.
1
1
3
11)
8

13 Home 92

Out
14

&

8'7,

10
10

18
I

Out

7' 1,

Qr. Lb.
22
U
1
27

Home

8'

8
12

by the " Tagta," for voyages from Southampton
to Constantinople.

Voyage.

Tom. Cwt.
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St. George's ^HArRi., Windsor.— This sacreil edifice has jnst been embelWillement, oi'
lished with two additional splendid aUined glass windows, executed by Mr.
London. These windows are in the north aisle of the chapel, immediately under the
Royal closet, and fflcinp the back of the tomb of King Edward the Fourth, and his Queen,
Elizabeth Wyd\ille. In the two centre compartments of one or the windows, are fuUattilength figures of Edward and his queen, attired in their robes of state, in devotional
The two outer compartments contain the armorial bearings
tilde, over the sacred volume.
be called
of that monarch, and also of his queen. The other new window adjoining, is to
Duke
Richard
of
"
of
daughter
and
contains
the
arms
of
Ann,
Window,"
Rutland
the

York, Thomas Earl of Rutland, Richard Duke of York, Richard Earl of Cambridge, and
Ann, daughter ef Thomas St. /.edgcr. Mr. Willement has al«o filled up the three compartments left in one of the new windows fronting the Royal closet with the arms of the
King of the French, the Duke Saxe Coburg and Gotha, and Philip Earl de Grey, the three
newly installed knights of the most honourable and noble Order of the Garter.

at Marseilles.— A short time since a para^apli appeared
most journals, taken from the French papers, stating that a tunnel of Roman construchad been discovered at Marseilles under the mouth of the harbour. We are assured
by Mr. Simms, who was lately at Marseilles, that nothing fof the sort was known there.
Atmosphfric Power.— At the Acadnnie tics Sciences M. Stourenel expressed
an opinion that the locomotive principle of atmospheric air might be rendered useful to
manufacturers, by transmitting to them at 'any distance' a supply of motive power, and
thus rendering steam engines unnecessary! We suppose that M. Stourenel was unaware
that his countryman Papin had tried a century ago what he recommends and failed.

Roman Tlnnel

In

Gincomo Silvestri, of Naples, physician, for " certain Impiovements in preserving animal and vegetable substances from decay." (Being partly a communication,)— /prll 7.
John Hick, of Bolton-le-Moor, engineer, for "certain Improvements in machinery or
apparatus for cleaning wheat and other grain or seeds from smut or other injurious matiBeing a communication.)- AprU 7.
ters."
Dominic Frlck Albert, of Manchester, doctor of laws, operative cheraist, for " certain
Improvements in the manufacture of candles." April /.
James Lamb Hancock, Frederick Lamb Hancock, and William Lamb Hancock, of
Guildsfield, Montgomery, for " an improved rotary steam engine. "—April 7.
John Henry Shearman, of Clement's-lane, merchant, for " a method of separating and
extracting the grease and oil and oleaginous matter from water, in which any such matter
may be contained, more particularly the water which has been used in the cleansing of
wool, spun wool, and woollen cloth."— April 7.
Edward Bury, of Hanslope, Buckinghamshire, civil engineer, for " certain Improvements in locomotive engines, carriages, or wagons mnning upon railways or common

—

Mr. Lough's

Statif. of the Q'/een.

— The heroic statue of

Her Majesty

Victoria, for which &Ir. Lough received a commission from the Gresham Committee,
Royal Exchange, is completed. The statue represents Her Majesty in the robes
of the Order of the Garter, holding in one hand the ball or globe, and in the other the
sceptre. It is rather more than eight feet high, sculptured frem a singia block of Carrara
marble. The difficulty of representing a female figure so much beyond the size of life,
and yet preserWng the delicacy of feminine grace, has been tolerably well surmounted by
the artist, and there is nothing to convey the notion of a giantess, or of disproportion of
stature. The likeness is sufficiently accurate to convey the idea of tlie features and outMr. Lough has, however, not flattered the illustrious
line of Her Majesty's countenance.
original in this representation. The draperaies are exceedingly well arranged, and all
littlenesses of decoration have judicioHsly been avoided. The statue is in a pure and siniconception without too much servility to antipartakes
of
classical
It
ple style of art.
quity, and will add to the reputation of the sculptor, whose previous labours have alreadyplaced him in a conspicuous ])Osition amongst the artists of the English school.
for the

.San

Paulo at RnME.— A

restoration of this

writer in the Qnarlerbj Reviciv observes, that the
magnificent church, destroyed by fire in' IS2J, goes on but slowly.

—

April 7.
Esprit Gfllibert, of Bridge-street, Southwark, for "certain Improvemtnts in hats."—

roads, for the prevention of accidents."

tion

Queen

[Mav,

William Wylnm, of Gateshead, esq., for "certain Improvements in artificial fuel, and
machinery for manufacturing the same."— April 7.
Christopher Binks, of Sunderiand, chemist, for " Improvements in the application and
use as manure of certain substances or compounds not hitherto so employed, and for improvements in manufacturing such compounds."— April 7.
Charles Powell, of Smith's-buildings, Leadenhall-street, farrier, for "certain Improve-

in

—

April it.
in the construction of horse-shoes."
Elijah Galloway, of the Strand, engineer, for " Improvements in propelling railway car.
riages." April 10.
William Cormack, of the Commercial-road, chemist, for " Improvements in purifying

ments

—

gas."

—April 10.

Samuel Stocker, of Canonbury-place, engineer, for " Improvements in machioery, or
lifting, forcing, or conveying liquids in vessels, for holding liquids, and
improvements in water-closets." April 10.
John Coope Haddan, of Liverpool-street, King's-cross, Middlesex, engineer, for " Improvements in preparing sleepers, chairs, and spikes, and constructing wheels for railapparatus for

ways."— April

—

14.

Frederick Rosenborg, of Kingslou-upon.Hull, gentleman, for " certain Improvements
in machinery for cutting and shaping wood and other materials into various forms or
figures, and also for cleaning and smoothing the surfaces of ths same forms or figures.'*—
April 15.

George Carter, of Willenhall, Stafford, jobbing smith, for " certain improvements in
locks and latches." April 15,

—

William Wylam, of Gateshead, merchant, for "certain Improvements in hydraulic
and in machinery connected therewith." April 15.
John Lord, of Friday-bridge, in Birmingham, merchant, for "Improvements in supplying steam-boilers with water." (Being a communication.)— April 15,
John Taylor, of the Adelphi, gentleman, for " Improvements in separating metals from
each otheri and from certain combinations with other substances." (Being a communica-

—

presses,

IjIST

of

new

PATENTS-

GRANTED I\ KXULAND FROM MARCH

27, TO

APRIL 24, 1845.

5(> Months allowed for Enrolment, unless otherwise expressed.
" Improvements in cerCharle? Pooley, of Choriton-upon-Medlock, cotton-spinner, for
other bbious
tain machines used in preparing to be spun and in spinning cotton wool and
substances." Sealed March 27.
William Bowser, of Parson's-street, St. George's-in-the-East, and William Bowser,
jun,, of the same place, engineers, for " Improvements in ships' fire-hearths."— March 27.

—

Richard Welier, of Cassel, near Dorking, brick and tile manufacturer, for "Improvements in the manufacture ot drain and other tiles and pipes."— March 27.
John Baptiste Simion Teissier, of Paris, engineer, and Antoinc Hyppolyte Triat, of
Paris, professor of gymnastics, for "Improvements in propelling vessels, carriages, and
agricultural machines."

— March 27.

tion.)— April 15.

John Felton, of Bolton-percy, near Tadcaster, station master, for " Improvements in
wafers, and in the means of securing letters and notes from being surreptitiously opened."
—April 15.
James Muspratt, of Liverpool, gentleman, for "Improvements in the manufacture of

manure."— April 15.
Moses Poole, of London, gentleman,
cocks."

Heniy
gas."

for " Improveracnta in the constniction of taps or
(Being a communication.)— April 15.
Honiton, Devonshire, chemist, for " Improvements in purifying

Phillips, of Cliat

—April 15.
—April 15.

James Williamson Brooke,

of

Bagnigge Wells-road, gentleman, for " Improvements

in

lamps."

diaries Black, of Adam-street, Adelphi, gentleman, for " Improvements in the

manu-

Joseph Conrad Marie Baron de Liebhaber, of Paris, for ** Improvements in blasting
rocks and other mineral substances, for mining and other purposes, and in apparatus to
be used in such works." (Being a communication). March 27.
Wilton George Tinner, of Gateshead, doctor in philosophy, for *' Improvements in the
manufacture of caustic alkalies, soda and potash, and their carbonates, and also in the
manufacture of the ferrocyanates of soda and potash." March 27.
Dennis Woodin, of Upper Park-place, Regent's Park-road, veterinary surgeon, for ** an
Improvement in the form of shoes for horses or other animals, and in the process of accomplishing the same." (Being a communication). March 27.
James Higgins, of Salford, machine maker, and Thomas Schofield Whitworlh, of the
same place, machine maker, for "certain Improvements in machinery for preparing,
spinning, and doubling cotton, wool, flax, silk, and similar fibrous material." April 2.

facture of horse-shoes."— April 15.

William Robinson Blulley. and George Dlason, jun., of Ipswich, contractors, for " Improvements in collecting and raising stone or substances found below water," April 2.
Thomas Lidbetter, of Droitwich, Worcester, manager of salt works, and John Loughton,
of tha same place, carpenter, for *' Improvements in the manufacture of salt." April 2.
Otis Tufts, of Boston, in the State of Massachusetts, America, engineer, for a " certain

plates."— April 17.
William Shepherd, of Manchester, calico-printer, for " certain Improvements in the art

—

—

—

—
—
—

mode

of building or constructing either the hulls or decks, or both, as the
new and useful
case may require, of ships, boats, and various other sailing or floating vessels made of
iron, or other suitable metal or metals."— April 2.

James Hamer, of \\'ardour-3treet. Saint James, machinist, for "Improvements ia
enema syringes, and in stomach and other pumps."— April 7.
John Rand, of Howland-street, Fitzroy-square, artist, for "improvements in "certain
Btringed and wind musical instruraonts, and the application of certain improvements to
certain of such instruments." (Being a communication.}— April 7.
Alfred Vincent Newton, of Chancery-lane, mechanical draughtsman, for *' certain Improvements in machinery or apparatus for forging and stamping metals, applicable also to
other useful purposes." (Being a communication.)— April 7.
Thomas Robinson Williams, of Love-lane, Aldermanbury, gentleman, for "anew or
improved preparation and manufacture of certain fibrous and other materials for the production of a fabric suited among others to the purposes for which horsehair seating and
horsehair cloths are usually employed,"— April 7.
William Hattersley, of Regent-street, Westminster, pianoforte-maker, for "certain
Improvements in the tonstruclion of pianofortes."— April 7.
Tarvis, of Bryanstone-street, gentleman, for " Improvements in preparing extracts from certain vegetable matters, and in the apparatus connected therewith, which
noparatus is also appUcable to other similar purposes."- April 7.

Thomas

John Dewrance, of Liverpool, engineer, for "certain improvements in ateam boilers,
and in the construction, composition, and manufacture of bearings, step^, and other rubbing surfaces of steam engines and other machinery, and also for a mr^hod of lubricating

same."- April 7.
Thomas Metcalfe,

the

of Elizabeth-street, Eaton-square, brush-. maker, for " certain Improvements in propelling carriages, whlcli Jmprovementa ;,re also applicable to driving
tcrtain niayhmery,"—April 7,

George Royle, of Church-hill, Wednesbury, Stafford, whitesmith, for "Improvements
and other tubes." April 16.
Hypolhte Chauvier, of London, gentleman, for " Improvements in the manufacture of

—

in locomotive, marine, steam, gas,

soap."— April 17.
James Startin, of

Finsbur>'-place, gentleman, for " Improvements in boiling liquids apmany purposes of domestic use, and particularly to tea or table urns." April 17.
Samuel Wilkinson, of Balloon -street, Leeds, mechanic, for " A certain machine to be
washing,
wringing, and mangling machine." April 17.
called a patent
William Peter Piggott, of Wardrobe-place, Doctors* Commons, mathematical instrument-maker, for " certain Improvements in mathematical, navitical, optical, and astronomical instruments, and also in the mode of manufacturing dials and other graduated

—

plicable to

—

of printing calicoes and other surfaces."

—April 17.

James Ivers, of Preston, machine-maker, for "certain Improvements in machinery or
apparatus for preparing, roving, and slubbing cotton, wool, and other fibrous subst ances."

—April 22John Thomas Perkins, of :»Ionmouth-street, pattern card-maker, for " certain Ii nprovements in machinery or apparatus for cutting paper and other fabrics." April 22.
William Mackie, of Bag pot- street, Dublin, builder, for " Improvements in window <-8asbes,
and in fastenings for window-sashes and shutters." April 32.
Charles Robert Roper, of Hackney, chemist, for " Improvements in the manuf acture of

—

—

gelatine."

— April 22.

Manor place, Walworth, gentleman, for " Impn ivemonts
manufacture of matches for obtaining instantaneous light, part of which Improvements are applicable to sawing wood for other purposes."- April 22.
Alphonse Le Mire de Normandy, of Dalsten, gentleman, for "Improvements:, In dissolving tar and shellac, and in rendering fabrics waterproof." April 22.
Thomas Moss, of Gainford-street, Barnsbury-road, engraver, for " I mprovf fnients in
printing and preparing bankers' notes, cheques, and other papers, for the bett er prevenCharles Matthew Barker, of

in the

—

tion ot fraud."

— April 22.

Freeman Roe, of the Strand, engineer,
for conveying water

and other fluids."

for

" Improvements in the manulactu re of pipes

—April 22.

Charles Louis Mathurin Fouquet, of Jermyn-street, Haymarket, for " ImproTements in
the preparation of an artificial vegetable gum, to be used as a substitute for gunt Senegal,"

—April 22.
Joseph Maudslay and Joshua Field, of Lambeth, engineers, for " certain IniLprovements
April 24.
in propelling, and in propelling machinery."
Robert Beart, of Godmanchcster, gentleman, for " Improveroents In tlie irjanufQclure of
bricks and tiles."— April 24.

—
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HUNGEREORD SUSPENSION BRIDGE.
( U'tlh Three

Engravings, Plalea XIII,

XIF, and XV.)

We

present our readers in the accompanying engravings with ample
illu^tralions of the details of the Suspension Bridge recently erected
oyer the Thame«, and cpnni'cting Hiingerford Market with Lambeth
on the opposite bank of the rivir. The engravings are carefully reducfd geiimetrically from the original working drawings, and by the
illusscale attached represent accurately (he dimensions of the parts
The details are highly interesting and exhibit a more than
trated.
ordinarv scientific judgment in'obviating ditTiculties which are usually
attendant upon suspension bridges,— to these details we have conmagnifined our illustrations, as a drawing of a bridge of such large
tude as the one before us must necessarily have been on such a very
small scale, that

it

would have been perfectly useless to our profes-

sional readers.

The Hungerford Bridge is now the ninth structure connecting
the two parts of the metropolis on either bank of the Thames the
Vauxhall Bridge being the extreme western, and the Thames Tunnel
extreme eastern ol this noble range of public works, unparallelled for
their magnificence throughout the world. The following account is extracted from a paper read by Mr. Cowper bclore the Royal Institu-

—

I6S

in
three ropes, were hin)g from abutment to abutment over the piers,
ropes,
the exact situation the chains were to occupy,— these scaffold
the
equal
to
other
each
as thev may be called, being distant from
A few feet above the scifTold ropes,
length' of the connecting pin.
two other ropes were hung in like manner; on these traversed two
resembling
a carpenter's bench turned topsymuch
very
light boxes,
These cradles, as they are called, were connected together,
turvy.
and contained two windlasses, like those over a common well; these

barge containing the links was moored
cradles held the workmen.
under the cradles: four men in the cradles hauhd up a link ; and
above
the scafTuld ropes, the connecting pin
raised
it
had
when they
was put through, and the pin being allowed to rest on the scaiTold
The cradles were then moved
ropes, of course supported the link.
forward, and two liidis joined to the single link, then one joined to the
two; the chain consisting, thus, in the first instance, of alternately
two and one links. When this iwo-and-one-llnk chain was completed,
chaio
the scafibld ropes were not required, the two-and-one-link
was
forming, as it were, a scaffold for the rest of the links ; and thus
ropes, and
this bridge erected mithout any scnffolding but these few

A

without the slightest impediment to the navigation, and without a

The

single accident.

was

cost

Chadwick's contract for brickwork, stone work, and coffer daiDS £63,000
17,000
Sandys, Carne and Vivian for iron work

Mr

tion.
is for foot passengers only: it consists of four broad
chains, one above the other, en each side of the plateach chain consists of ten and eleven links alternately, and near
the piers of eleven and twelve. This increased strength is to meet
the increased strain which takes plaee near the piers. The chain of
the Menai bridge is only five links wide, and the chain of the Hammersmith only six links w ide but the great breadth of the Hungerford
chain (viz. eleven links, or about two feet,) gives them great power to
Two
resist the effects of the wind, and thus prevent vibration.
brick towers, or campaniles, in the Italian style, are built in the river,
over which the chains are carried, forming thus a central and two side

"This bridge
two

chains, viz.

form

£80,000

The money was

;

;

spans.

The two piers are in height
The central span between the piers (being 110
than the Menai Bridge)
The length between the abutments

80
feet

6764
1352^
50

Deflection of the chain
Length of each link (7 in. wide, 1 in. thick)
Weight of each link
(The connecting pins are 4| inches diameter.)
The whole number of links

feet.

2600

of links in the centre spaa

of the platform

Height above high water nt the centre of centre span

feet.

.

.

near the piers

715
1280
352

tons.

14

feet.

32 J
28|

feet.

tons,

feet.

(Giving a rise of four feet in the centre.
This gives
additional height for the river traffic, and produces a
graceful curve, and prevents any appearance of swag-

E'lg)

The

section of the chains at the centre of centre span
near the piers

is

296
312

sq. in.

sq in.

A square

inch of iron breaks with 27 or 29 tons, but 174 tons is
taken as the impairing weight, j. e. the weight at which it begins to
stretch ; we have, therefore, for the weight the bridge will actually
bear,

296 X 17i tons = 5180 tons, while 296 x 5 tons = 1480 tons,
the greatest load that can be put upon it. This is taking a crowd
standing close together to be 100 lb. per square foot. The entire
weight of the chain, the platform, and a full load upon it, would make
a load of about 1,000 tons on each pier, being about 8J tons on each
square foot of brick-work, or not quite li cwt. on each square inch.
The chains are attached to large wrought-iron vertical plates at the
summits of the piers these plates are firmly bolted together, and also
to a strong horizontal plate,
the whole forming what is called a saddle.
The saddle is not fixed to the pier, but rests on fifty friction
rollers, these resting on a thick iron plate, which is supported by a
solid mass of iron and timber girders.
The pier itself, being piercf d
with arches, may be considered to consist of four columns of brickwork the girders, therefore, are so arranged, that no weight is thrown
on the archts, the whole weight resting on the columns. The saddle
is capable of moving eighteen inches each way, equal to three feel
entire motion ; so that if either span were crowded the chains would
adjust themselves, and the strain be still perpendicular upon the piers,
and have no tendency to pull the pier over. The method of putting
up the chains was thus: Two sets of wire ropeft) each consistiog of
is

:

—

;

—

tto.

S3.—Vol. YIII.— Jl;^B,

1815.

£80,000

By Loan

26,000

The engineer in chief was Mr. Brunei. The resident engineer Mr.
P. Piitchard Baly."
The first large suspension bridge erected in this country was that
constructed at Berwick, across the River Tweed : the length was 450
Samuel Brown.
feet, and the engineer of the bridge was Capt. Sir
The method of constructing bridges by suspension is one of the oldest
Examples of an exceedingly remote
annals of engineering.
date are found in China, and among the aboriginal works of North
America, but it was not until 181G that Sir Samuel Brown took out a
patent for the construction of chain suspension bridges in this country.
The comparative span, weight, and cost, of the three largest suspenin the

Europe are

sion bridges in

820
Hungerford (chain) ..676
..580
Menai (chain)

Freiburg (wire-rope).

Their weight

Width

feet.

24 feet.
5^ cwt.

Their weight

The number

feet.

wider

raised by
3200 Shares of 25/.

.

:

902,572
.
..1,601,600
..3,987,664

feet span.

„

„

lb.

£107,000
£80,000
..£120,000

weight.
„

.

..

„

cost.

„
„

Freiburg is
It will be seen that the weight of the wire bridge of
only one-fourth that of the Menai bridge, though 294 feet longer; the
difference of cost is also £13,000 in favour of the former structure.
secure as
It may, however, be doubted whether a wire bridge is as
one formed of fiat iron bars bolted together, as in the former case the
metal is liable to much greater injury by oxidation. The Menai
bridge was constructed in 1S2G by Mr. Telford, and at a time when
engineering effort? were comparatively unaspiring, this work was conbut it is now
sid°ered a wonderful monument of Mr. Telfoid's talents
perhaps, notwithstanding the difficulties overcome in its construction,
considered by engineers rather as a proof of courageous, than of perhas been subject to a great many
it
fectly succes'sful, enterprise
serious accidents, which would probably have been avoided had it been
;

:

erected at a more mature period of art.
The arrangement of the bars forming the compound chain on either
side of the roadway of the Hungeiford Bridge may be repesented
thus

ViViViVi'i'i'

'I'.'i'iViVAV

be seen that by this arrangement each chain consists alterThe head of each of these bars
nately of 10 and 11 parallel flat bars.
is perforated to receive a long straight bolt which connects each two

—It

will

series of liars together.
In the

Ml
Ml

Hammersmith bridge the arrangement
I

I

1

I

II II

I

I

I

I

is

thus—

MINI
II

M

I

II

I

I

I

II

the bars are arranged bv threes and sixes : the consequence
of the bars iu each series beiiij; of an even immber is that their heads
cannot overlap and be connected by a single bolt, as in the Hungerford
bridge ; but the connection is necessarily formed by a double coupling bolt.
In the Hammersmith bridge the wide uiterval between
the chain is the roadway, and the two narrow intervals are footways.

—Here
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case of

tlie

Menai the arrangement

tlie

Mill

Mil

'"T

II
—Here,

I

I

I

I

II

I

1

is

lliiis,

by series of five

I

I

I

I

I

II

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

1

I

I

I

again, (lie connection of each two series of bJrs is by a double
there are in this bridge two roadways.
It will be observed that
Hammersmith, two of the chains are so close
together as to be liable to dash against each other in a high wind, a
disadvantage avoided in the Hnngerford bridge.
wish to call particular attention to the manner in which, in the
new bridge, the chains are supported by the towers. To a casual observer it might appear that these towers are of insufficient strength,
but when it is explained that by the manner in which the chains are
supported, they exert no lateral strain on the towers, but that their
pressure is wholii/ vertical, it will be seen that the only wav in which
they could injure the towers is by actually crushing the brickwork of
which they are composed. This effect is obtained by connecting the
ends of the chains witli a saddle which runs bv roll(?rs on a plate in
the top of each of the towers, and consequently the only effect of any
inequality in the expansion or contraction of the chains is to move the
saddle a few inches forwards or backwards.
somewhat similar method
has been employed in the construction of the Menai bridge, except
that in that case the rollers supporting the saddle run on an arched
plate instead of a horizontal one.
bolt
in

:

it,

as well ns that at

We

A

Hefirence to Engravings, Plates XIIL, XIV. and XV.

U,

is

a transverse view of the

roadway D, and Basement;

there are to he steps (which are not shown) to lead down to the floating pier
for steam boat passengers to embark and disembark.
Figs. 3,4 and 5 are a plan, a side view, and a transverse view of the cradle
used for fi.xing the main chains.
A are the two scaffolds of Smith's wire

A

ropes cash consisting of 3 ropes, inch diameter; A and B two cradles, principally formedof timber
C C windlasses with barrel 5 in. diameter; c c iron
ro|ies, upon which the cradles were suspended by the pulleys D D
the pulleys were lixed in the iron framework E E, to which were suspended by
straps the two cradles, the latter were 3 feet wide in the clear and 28 feet
long and 3 feet high, they consisted of truss framed work of timber, the top
and bottom plates are 3 by 5 ami bearers 4 hy 2J, the two cradles were connected across by plates 4 by 4, and were also supported by a roller F, 8in. diameter and 3 feet long, which rested upon the two sets of iron wire ropes
A A, first described the windlass barrels C C conld be raised and fixed in
any part of the iron side standards G G, these were again stayed by the cross
pieces of timber and iron lyes H II, and also longitudinally "by the piece of
timber .T. The cradle is shown as lifting one end of the linksK of the main
chain, the other end having been previously fixed to the bolt L and the two
;

;

;

links

M

last fixed.

and

show one of the saddles. In fig. 6 one half one
and the others as a side view the saddles conwrought iron plates a,
inch thick, 3 ft. 6 in. high, and
8 ft. 6 in. long, with tno ribs 4 to each of the outside cheeks, through which
pass 4 bolts c, 1^ inch diameter, with screws and nuts to each end and a
collar between the vertical plates, these bolts tie the whole of the 13 plates
together, the vertical plates rest upon a horizontal iron base plate rf 4 feet
long by 4 feet broad and 8 inches thick, the outer edge chamfered off to 3
inches thick, the horizontal plate rest upon 25 pairs of iron rollers e, each
22 inches long and 4 inches diameter, with iron axles, the ends passing
through an iron side frame./, inch by 3 inches, and secured by screws and
nuts, and again by six other bolls ^7. The rollers rest upon an iron hase plate A,
12 ft. 6 in. by C ft. and 3J in. thick the two plates over and under the rnllers are planed, the lower pkte stands upon a solid base of oak timbers 22
inches thick and 20 feet long, with an iron girder between each piece of
timber— these timbers lie on the top of transverse oak plates 6 inches thick
leaving a vacancy in the centre part, and these plates are laid upon a bed
of oak planks 5 inches thick, bedded on the top of the brickwork two
feet above the cornice; by this arrangement the whole of the weight is
distribuied upon the solid part of the brickwork and, entirely removed" from
over the arches.
The two saddles are tied across the pier by an iron girder
10 ft. 6 in. long, the ends work upon centres. The distance between the centres of each pair of saddles is 14 feet.
Between the vertical plates
of the
saddle bars are fixed the 12 upper links n of the main chains, with iron bolts
45 in. diam. and 2 ft. Ij in. long between the heads.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the coupling bolts and suspension plates, the links a,
of the main chain, inch bv 7 in. and 13 in. at the ends, secured at the junction by a bolt A, 4 J in. diameter and 2 ft. to 2 ft. 2 in. long with cast iron
nuts 8 in. diam. and 23 in. thick
c the suspension plate 1 J inch thick 15 in.
wide and 7 inches deep in the centre, suspended by 2 pair of links, rf e, of
iron 2 by J inch
e is suspended to the coupling bolt i, and d to another
pair of links attached to the cross bar ./; 1 ft. 11 in. long
IJ by If, resting
on the top of the upper main chain
the suspension bar y, i| diameter has
a forked end /(, secured by bolts J in, diam.
J
Figs. 0, 7

saddle

is

8,

shown

Plate 15,

in section

;

H

sisted of 13 vertical

;

;

;

;

.1

;

;

;

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS, ROYAL ACADEMY.
Much

as

whatever

we complain and have complained — to no

— of the treatment which

sort of purpose
architecture receives nt the Royal

allotted to

it,

we wish

could be extended in the manner it ought to be, the
space now afforded were even abridged by the whole of the walls
above seven feet from the floor being given up to oil paintings. Most
assuredly full one half of the drawings now hung up might be spared
without being missed, since put where they are they cannot be looked
a/, even when found out by being looked Jor from the catalogue
therefore if good, their merit is quite lost, and if unworthy of being
seen they surely are not worthy of being exhibikd.
cannot, however, complain of the Academicians fur having encroached too
largely upon the narrow limits of the aichitectural room, and there
securing all the bi^st places for themselves, since they have very generously given up the whole of it this year to non-academical exhibitors.
The architectural props of the Academy do not prop up that room
Smirke is of course wholly occupied with the facade and wings of the
Museum, into which he is putting the entire store of poetic ideas and
fancies he has accumulated during his professional life;
bad we seen
any drawing of his we should actually have started, as at some portentous and miraculous vision. Professor Cockerell is, we suppose,
still dreaming about Colonna,Polifilo and Folia,
is perhaps employed
in preparing an English version of the old Dominican's crazy production, with its grotesque illustrations.
Either Soane greatly exceeded
his duties as Professor of Architecture in the Academy, or the gentleman who now holds that office falls far short of his, for he has noexhibited above once since he was appointed to it, and then what
could hardly be called his own, it consisting of no more than a collect
tionof Wren's buildings fancifully grouped together. Truly the little
man on the top of the column in Tr.-^faigar Square, has been stuck up
there to little purpose if he have failed to remind the Professor and
the other Academician architects that "England expects every man
to do bis duty!"
Barry has not heeded such monition any more than
the Professor himself: et iu Brute!
and are not the public then
worthy of being allowed to see nay have they not even some positive
right to demand to see every year during the progress of the works,
what advance is making in the various parts of that vast pile which
they have to pay for ? Is there no draftsman or architectural painter
to be found who could make one or two subjects from it every season?
or are Mr. Barry's emoluments from that work so trifling that the expense of such drawings though they would afterwards furnish his
own drawing-room would be an alarming dranback on them ? Hardwick follows Barry's example, and many follow the example of the
four architect academicians.
The list of defaulters this season is moro
copious than usual: among them are both Professor Donaldson, and
Professor Hosking; Allom, Basevi, Elnies, Ferrey, Kendall senior,
Poynter, Salvin,.and Wild. Tite never exhibits
perhaps he is looking forward to becoming an R.A. ; neither does Pugin, who is, however,
himself exhibited this season in persona, in a very clever and striking
antiquely Gothic portrait of him by Herbert (No. 423), wherein he
looks
-ds patctin and doucereii.t as if he had never written his " Contrasts."
Blore is another architect whom we find here only in effigy,
namely in a bust in the sculpture-room than which we should have
greatly preferred seeing the design of Worsley Hall, the mansion he
has just erected for Lord Francis Egerton, near Manchester. Neither
do we obtain from the Exhibition any information relative to any other
of the various buildings going on in that part of the country, for few if
any of the most distant provincial architects exhibit this season.
that unless

view of the Suspension Campanile, showing a
portion of the main suspension chains A B, suspension bar C, and platform
D, v\ith the perforated parapet E, the perforation is of cast iron, the cap,
base and pedestals of timber.
Fig. 2, Plate

plates i and c, with a fork at the upper end to attach it by a bolt d, IJ in.
diam. to the suspension bar g, and the lower end e has a wedge formed key
elect to hold up the plate c, which is 8 inches square and A inch thick,
the upper plate A is 5 by 7 and
inch thick; / side plate or stringer of timber 9 inches square A cross beams or joists, 3 by 1 1 inches ; upper stringer,
9 by 9, which forms the lower part of the parapet; and ^ the platform, under
the platform are diagon.al bolt ties traversing from side to side the whole
length of the bridge.
Fig. 13 shows the holding down pier of brickwork A, resting upon piles B,
driven deep into the ground, with a platform of timber C resting thereon. D
is the anchor of iron, through which the links pass, Ihcy arc secured by keys
at the back
the anchor abuts against two cast iron girders E, 5 ft. long,
bedded in the solid brickwork with flanges at each enil.
The whole of the brickwork of the abutments aud towers is built in cement.
The two towers were erected in coffer dams, the foundation is gravel, and is
surrounded by sheet piling 15 feet deep.

and

Academy, and of the very inadequate space

rig. 1, Plate 13, is a side

[June,

Figs.
1
and 12, side and transverse views of the ends of the girders and
suspension bar; n suspension strap 3 by inch 2 ft. 2 in. long between the
1

it

;

We

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;
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is, it must not be hastily
i\s Ibis state of matters
tlie
is a decided and very obvious falling olT in
department of tlie Exiiibition, tbis season. On tbe conibe
profession,
tlie
trary if not gr.iced with tbe most eminent names in
walls displiv full tbe average degree andqnanlnni of talent and several
drawings of singular beauty. Tlioogb nut a few are absent wllom we

Still, unpromising
concluded tliat lliere

;trcbilectural

expected and sbuuld bav'e been plad to meet witli bere, tbere are
otbers wlioiri we can cordially welcome, and among tbein two wlu),
altbougb not exactly strangers, greatly surpass wb.it we could bare
looked for from tbein, judging from wbat tbey bave before sbown us.
Tbere is a great deal of wbal is little better tban mere filling-up stuff,
could spare tbose Jhadimte
—but wbeu was it over otberwise ?
designs, and lironic exercises in arcbiteeture wbich treat us witb proidea ; or else witb sucb
fresb
digies of pomposity devoid of a single
for a Nobletrulv extravagant 'ideas as tliat put fortb in No. IIGS,
man's Mansion witli a prospect tower WO feet bigb, "tbe ascent being
extravagance
of sucb
Were
tbe
macbinery."
effected by tbe aid of
a project redeemed in that instance by beauty of design and sublimity

We

of ertect, we migbt have been gratified by contemplating upon paper
wbat would be "too daring and gigantic to realise in execution but
tbe deMt;n is no more than an absurd monstrosity. Without reference
to that instance inparticu'ar.notbingis more common, we may observe,
tban dwarfisbness of imagination gifting upon tbe stilts of commonplace in heroics— like General Tom Thumb throwing himself into ibe
;

Wliile we are satiated with bombastic grandeurs
altitude of Ajax.
of that feeble and insipid stamp, we get very few drawings indeed of
a class of subjects which unless so shown, the public generally can
never know anv thing at all of except the existence,— we mean Interiors, of which' there are many highly worth seeing, but it is impossible to obtain access to them except by litlier special favour or rare
Such is tbe case with tbe apartments in tbe Royal Exaccident.
change, belonging to wbat is called Lloyd's, and consisting of several
rooms two or three of which are striking, not only for their unusual
dimensions, but their unusual architectural character also :— a couple
of drawings from them would have been an acquisition to the Exhibition.
But be tbe cause what it may, architects are apt to be exceedingly jealous of exposing subjects of the kind to the gaze of exhibition-visitors, choosing rather tban to incur such contamination for
them, to bide their light under a bushel, and forego tbe applause that

Some views of the inthe taste so displayed migbt obtain for them.
terior of the Conservative Clubhouse would bave been very gratifying
so
as far as their mere
more
even
to many others besides ourselves,
curiosity would bave been interested: however as tbere is nothing
of the kind bere, people must form their ideas of tbe embellishment
and effect of the hall and other parts of that building from tbe truthful

—

representations of them in the Illustrated News.
In proportion as we are sparingly favoured with drawings of that
class, do we feel grateful for them when they occur, and we accordingly thank Mr. S. Smirke for permitting us to bi-bold Sir Robert

new Portrait Gallery at Drayton Manor (No. 1222). The Prename being connected wiih it, has no doubt attracted to tbis
drawing a great many from whom its intrinsic interest would hardly
Feel's
mier's

have secured for it a passing glance, even charming as it is as a drawand it is one wbich completely refutes the absurd notion now we
hope wearing away that the view of a mere room can never form a
picture without tbe aid of striking accessories in furniture and figures,
or other " accidents."
As an architectural subject, the chief feature in
its design is tbe part over-bead, or ceiling, which consists of a deep
cove of Oak or some other dark wood, and a transparent plafond of
plates of ground glass, which is divided into compartments by ornamental transverse beams, terminating against asortol caryated figures
in tbe cove on each side.
The ceiling perhaps predominates too
much in tbe design; for the style, which is that of our English Renaissance, is hardly kept up at all except iu the screen of columns
corresponding to which there is, we suppose, another at the opjiosite
and nearer end of tbe room, not shown in the drawing. The walls are
merely hung with green figured eilk yet although that may be suitable enough for a picture gallery under ordinary circumstances, it by
no means accords either witb ibe character of the style adopted or tbe
design of tbe cove and ceiling, both wbich rcquireil some sort of
panelling or compartments on the walls; so far from being attended
with any inconvenience, such decoration of tbe walls would bave been
ing,

—

—

—

—

;

highly appropriate for a gallery built expressly, it apjiears, to contain
a uniform series of full length portraits, in a single row of them, and
so arranged as to correspond with the divisions of the cove ; consequently there was nothing to binder the painiings from being framed
into similar compartments on tbe walls.
At any rate tbe pedestals
of tbe columns ought to bave been coutiimed as a d.idu round Ibe
room for even that would have produced a tolerable degree of cor;

respondence between tbe upper and lower part of the walls.

Instead

—

107

be owing to an oversight on tbe part of the
of which
draftsman or not the pictures conn- down lower than the bases of tbe
columns, the pedestals of which in consequence look disagreeably
high, more especially as ibi'y are insulated instead of being continued
up to the corresponding pilasters against the wall.
(No. 112.">) Interior of Farringdoii Hall, Finden and Lewis, shows us
another apartment, in which tin- ciiling constitutes the principal part
(if the design, and is after the fashion of a timber queen-post roof,
Iruecated above by a horizontal plane of the same breadth as the
slo|niig sides, and containing a series of octagon skylight panels.
There certainly is some novelty iu tbe design, and taking tlie ceiling
by itself, it is s.itisfactory enough, but bere again, the style expressed
bv that feature is nut at all kept up in any otiier part ; except, indeed,
more
as to colour, in which respect tbe wiiole is singularly of a pieci
so than is altogether to be recomineiided, the walls and ceiling b»'ing
On the
precisely alike both as to colour (light green) and panelling.
other band, the beams, which are either of dark timber or painted in
imitation of it, catch the eye too forcibly, tbere being nothing else of
similar hue in tbe room, and, moreover, cause the room, which is of
rather low proportions in ilsi-lf, to appe.ir lower tban it otherwise
would. Wliat is tbe particular destination of tbis apartment it is
diflicult to guess, there being nothing to express its purpos , nor does
It is not furnished, nor seems intbe catalogue give it any name.
tended to be so, for the floor is carpelted, but for which circumstance
Tbere
it might be supposed to be meant for a sort of entranci' hall.
is no indicaliou of its being a saloon, drawing-room, dining-room,
library, or sitting or reception-room of any other kind, and yet there
are two cbimiiey-pieces on one side of it, and those rather strangely
close to each other, tbere being between them only two of tbe six
compartments into which the side walls are divided which circumstance, and that of tbe walls themselves being panelled with mouldings and borders, forbids our supposing that tlie room is intended to
serve as a picture gallery, although no pictures are shown in ibe
drawing. The subject of (No. ll!54,) View of Messrs. Williams and
Sowerby's New Show-room, D. Mocatta, is already known to our
readers: as a drawing it is by no means satisfactory, and is besides
bung too low, so that the perspective looks distorted, which is also
would therefore suggest,
the case with the preceding subject.
some
that if there be really no help for drawings being bung so low
even still lower — tbe inconvenience might be in some degree obviated
plane
against
a
frames
being
fixed
the
inclined
u[iwards,
by their being
sloping in that direction for about three feet from tlii- floor, by wbich
means tbe drawings so placed could be seen by looking upon them,
migbt then be able to see sucb small drawings
without stooping.
bung next to tbe floor as (No. 1107), The Gallery at Uplands, Hants,
by E. Fudge, a new name to us, if it be not an awkward misprint in
However, there is something in the sobject, and we
the catalogue.
wish tbere was more of tbe kind in the Exhibition. At any rate,
what subjects of tbe kind tbere are ought to be pliced where tbey
can be well seen, tbere being so exceedingly few of them. This season the above-mentioned four constitute all, for interiors of churches,
or sucb as are not original designs but merely views, and those from
buildings which are open to inspection, and wiiich have, perhaps, been
besides" frequently represented before, hardly belong to the saiue class.
Well could we have spared such a very stale subject as (No. U92),
" Interior of St. Stephen's, Wallbrook;" to say the truth tbe day for
admiring it seems to be gone by, tbe style itself being now altogediet
repudiated for church arcbiteciure, all ihe new designs lor churches
wbich we here find— and bave found for soine seasons past— being Gorecommendation must be that they
thic, and of many of them the chief
come under that denomination— consequenlly are protected from the

whether

it

—

—

;

We

—

We

reproach of Pjganism, be it either Greek or Italian. When good in
a somewhat nedesign, tbe merit of sncb productions is generally of
than compilation
gative kind, inasmuch as they consist of little more
—according to the present improved recipe for concocting tbein, care
conceptiou
being taken to avoid aught approaching to originality ot
Now onder then that in spite of mechanior freshness of character.
regard to their individual features, a certain feeblenspcctuble tilings of the
ness and listlessness stamp so many highly
meet with an exception in No. 1291, "Interior of au

cal correctness in

sort.

We

Church now in course of Erection," J. M. Derrick,
which though so vaguely and cautiously hinted at, we presume to
that place will
be that of the Holy Cross at Leeds, and it so,
Gothic, not
possess a very rich and highly enriched specimen of
Anglican

not throughout,
only of the Decorated class, but'p™fuscly adorned, if
with polychromic painting
at 'least iu the portion here .-bown,
These last
pillars.
tbe
shafts
ol
the
and
arches
the
applied even to
very much resemble those of the corresponding porliou of Patringtoii
or
Qivision
ot
the
cbancd
to
entrance
the
Yorkshire,— viz.,

Church,

the plan beneath the

tower,— being though exceedingly massive
22*
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Ihpinselvps, compospd of a niimhpr of very Hplicafe cliistpreri shafts;
and the rpsfmblanrp is incrpns°d bv those which siipporl th? chancel
arches being carripd up liigher tlinn tlie c;ipitids of tlie pillars, and
Thoogli onlv a p.irt of ;in
the springing of iIip arches, on the sides.
interior. No. 1220, " Monnment and Obituary Window," E. B. Lamb,
of excellent character, yet perfectly
as a design has great merit,

lower

simple; il therefore deserved to be placed somewhat lower, so that
the design of the pain'ed window could be made out, as well as its
character perceived. The propriety of using windows for monumental purposes is however far from being obvious. The same very
than whom no one better understands the genius and
clever arrhitect
gives us in No. 1259,
true sentiment of the mediaeval style,
" A Design for a Chapel proposed to be erected at Holloway," something greatly superior to the buildings of that class around the metropohs, as wouhi perhaps have been rendered more strikingly apparent
had the design actuallv chosen been exhibited also: as it is not, we
must wait until the building itself shall be erected before we can judge
what sort of taste the committee showed in preferring it to the one
here at the Academy.— There are again this year some drawings of
the designs for the Nunbead Cemeterv Chapel, viz., 117S and 1193,
by W. H. Brakspear, and 1289, by T. Little, the successful competitor, who now exhibits "a section of the Antechjpel, showing the proposed arrangement of monumental tablets and inscripticms ;" all of
them tasteful drawings, but only in sepia, and otherwise of too modest
a character to attract nolice in an exhibition room, where most of the
paintings are studiously coloured up, and some of them almost flagitiously so, making a parade of fierce scarlet and lobstercomplexioned
and of figures and
bricks,
of skies more intense than heavenly blue,
other ad captandum fillings-up, to make amends for or conceal their
of the
"Restoration
deficiency in architectural interest.— No. 1207
Church of the Legislation and of the parish of St. Margaret," VV.
Bardwell (the author of "Ancient and Modern Temples''; is, we supat least in regard to its
pose, merely a volunteer idea for rebuilding
exterior
that structure ; and certainly were it to he so refashioned
it would be as handsome as from the mutilations which it has suffered
it is now unsightly, yet we question if its entire removal would not be
a greater improvement. The "Legislation" woidd not miss it.

tented by

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

the mill-bed or receiver.

roll into

Each

[JUNB,
pair of rolls has

of the action of pres.sing or crushing the canes

him

in 1840, in

such a manner ihat the end of

thereof comes under the upper one

ot

ilie

:

ture of the juice ot the cane into sugar, and the refining of sugar.

is

first

When the cane juice is clariis not materially changed or altered.
and collected into a reservoir, it is injected or pumped into a close iron

subjected
fied

vessel, called a C/ose £yrt/Jorfl/(jr; in

juice is subjected to the

this vessel the

heat of an orilinary

fire placed in a fire-grate underneath, and evaporated or
about one-half of the aqueous constituent is driven off. The vapour IS not permitted ic flow out till a certain pressure above that of the atmosphere isoliiained. This vapour or steam is disposed of as hereinafler pointed out. The juice thus boileil is then permuted to flow from the close evaporator through a pipe leading from near the bottom to the lop of a metallic
vessel called a Surface FiUrator ; this vessel is also made close or sieam-tight,
and may be ot anv s'rong and convenient shape. The cover is made to re-

boiled

till

move; within
tering cloth

tne vessel are placed in alternate layers textile fabric or

and wicker or pierced merallic plates

fil-

through these the juice

;

is

gently urged or forced by mear.5 of the pressure of steam in the close evaporator, at such a rate as may be found U st, the rate being perfectly controlled

by a cock placed
but

cies,

The juice

in the exit pipe.

not yet chemically purified.

is

is

noiv deprived of

its

feculen-

In order to accomplish this latter

object the exit-pipe of the surface filirator

is

made

communicate with a

to

it in its external form, which is called a Charcoal Filirator;
has a false bottom-plate pierced with holes, and contains animal

vessel similar to
this vessel

or bone charcoal, of the usual description of the sugar refineries. Through
this medium the juice is in like manner urged, and escapes through a pipe

and regulating cock into an open vessel, called a. Filtered Syrup Reservoir.
the liyuor or syrup
Another arrangement of the process is the following
:

heat,

is

to the

degree

stateil

—

in the close evaporator

tor, until

by

allowed at an earlier stage to flow into a second close evaporator,

vacuum evaporator, described

the degree of density

named

is

attained.it

At

is

first

hereinafter,

close evapora-

then permitted to flow

no longer deemed
proper to submit the syrup to the action of the high temperature of fire heat,
and in order to evaporate the remainder of the aqueous cunstituent and convert the syrup into sugar syrup, it is evaporated in vacuo, by the action of
steam heat in a metallic vessel, called a /acuiim £iia/!orafor; this vessel is
made of a cylindrical form, placed horizontally at each end is a space or
compartment formed by a plate or plates of metal between these compartments, and commutucating with them, are placed straight tubes, the ends
of which are let into and fixed to the plates forming the compartments. The
syrup to be evaporated is placed in the body of the vebsel through
1 quor or
le: in to the two end compartments and
tt iiich these tubes pass, and the steam
within the tubes, gives off' to the syrup its heat and evaporaies it to thereinto the filtrating vessels as described.

JOURNAL.)

The pre-

sent process, termed clarific ition or clarifying, lo which cane juice

and heated by the steam emanating from the juice in the

I

moving platform
and

ibe^first pair of rolls of the mill,

delivers the canes properly to the action of the mill
the said upper roll thus
taling the place of the small upper roll of the feeding apparatus.
The third part of the improvemenis relates to the conversion of manufac-

similar in its construction to the

(Und»r this hpad we propose Riving abstracts of tlie speciBcations of all the most
portant patents as they are enrolled. If any additional information be required as to a
same may be obtained by apulying to )Mr. L.'iXTON at the Office of this

tie-

is

of a sugar-cane mill ihe inventor introduces bis Cane-feeding Apparatus, pa-

fire

patfr.t, the

own

borne by the said tie-bolts
and the cast iion side-frames have merely to perform tlie office of siipporls'
In conncciion with the above descrdied arrangement of the pressing cylinder^

instead of being evaporated

REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.

its

bolts placed in the exact direction of the strain, so that all the severing force

this point

it is

;

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE !«[ANUFACTURE OF SUGAR.
Henrv Oliver Robinson, Old Jewry, City, and of Mill Wall
Works, Poplar, engineer,

The improvements

and

for "certain improvements in steam machinery

apparatus Jor the manufuclure and refining of sugar."
)8i4; Enrolled Ajril 10, 1845.

relates to the

;

Iron

— Granted October

10,

are very important, and consist of four parts. The first
for obtaining the juice of the sugar cane, commonly

machinery

called a steam engine and sugar mill. Upon the usual mode of constructing
these, the steam engine, the drixing gear, or connecting whee's, and the mill,

ate each adapted to be supported upon three separate foundations of timber
masonry, of difffrent heights from the ground, or levels respectively,
that is to say, the motor, the machinery communicating million or power,
or

and !he operating machine are connected to each other by their moving
parts only. Upon the new mode of constructing the same, the three divisions of the machinery are shaped and adapted in si ch manner that the lower
extremities of the fixed parts are in the same plane willi each other, and rest
thus ttiey are connected
fi\ed to a base plate or base frame of iron
by their fixed parts, as well as by their moving parts, and form one self-dependent machine, termed by the inventor a "steam cane m 11."'
The second improvement relates a'so to the machinery for obtaining the

upon and

juice of the su.^ar-cane,

from

its

In the

;

commonly

called

the sugar-mill, considered apart

connection with ihe motor, that is to say, to the operating macliine only.
horizontal mill the rolls or pressing cylinders are three in

common

number, and are placed with one above acting upon or against two below. In
this new horizontal s>ugar-canc mill the rolls are four in number, and placed
in pairs, two above and two belo.v, each upper roll acting upon or against a
lower one, the canes passing ciinlinuously between ihetuo pairs of rolls.
Each upper roll is placed a litile in advance of the louer roll against which
il arts, so that the canes when undergoing the pressure of each pair of rolls
are in an inclined upward position, ami the juice pressed out of ihem or libelated does not pass through with the canes, but falls

down

in front of

each

The vacuum or partial vacuum over the
quired degree of specific gravity.
surface of ttie syrup within the vacuum evaporator, is produced by the common mode of a condenser and air pump. When the syrup is thus finished,
it

is

discharged from the

vacuum evaporator and

crystallized in the usual

way.

The steam produced from the juice in the close evaporator aboved referred
to, is employed to supply the vacuum evaporator and :he clarifying pans, or
thus one fire may suffice for all the processes of the manua steam engine
;

facture of the cane juice into sugar; and wa'ercan be dispensed with.
In the refining of sugar the same kinds of filtrating vessels, or a series

thereof arc employed, e^ch being steam-tight or close, and communicating
with each other from bottom to too; but in this case as there is no close

evaporator Irom which steam is produced, the flow ot the syrup is actuated
by a small supply of steam Irom a steam boiler to keep a pressure on the surface of the syrup, within the vessel or reservoir containing the syrup to be
operated upon.

The fourth improvement

the

is

making

of the

vacuum pan used

manufacture of sugar, or in the refining of sugar, of cast

iron,

and

in the
in the

manner described above.

COPPER ORES.
William Henry Ritchie,
gentleman, for

'^

of Lincolu's Inn, in the county of Middlesex,

improvements

in obtaining

raunicalion.J— Granted October
in the

London Journal,

10.

copper from

ores.''

(Beingacom-

1844; Enrolled April 10, 1845.

Reported
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This inTenlion relates to using galvanic currents for precipitating copper
from solutions of sulphate of copper, oblaineil by dissolving copper ores. In
previous attempts to effect this object, the excilint;

licjuiJ

ami the solution of

copper have bien kept sepnrate ; but. in the present instance, the exciting
Anolher improvement conlitjuid is in contact with the solution of copjicr.
sists in the application of east-iron for receiving the precipitated copper

though, wlien using other parts of the invention, other metal surfaces may l«
employed, and these surfaces the inventor calls the " generating surfaces."
Another part of this invention consists in cnmhining sulphate of iron or zinc
with cupper ores, » hen they are being calcined or roasted.
The ore3 are mixed with as much sulphate of iron or zinc, in the slate of
crystals, as will be cqu.ll to one-fifth of the quantity of suliihate of copper
contained In them they are then calcined in the ordinary manner, and are
afterwards dissolved
the solution is then put into any suitable vessel, and
;

;

on the top of it is placed a solution of sulphate of iron, for the exciting solution, as shown in the annexed engraving, wherein a is llie vessel, b the solution of the ores, and e the exciting

cast-iron plate or " generating surface," li, and a " cimductiiig surlace" or plate of lead, or

A

solution.

other suitable metal, e. are now introduced, and being su.ipended from

a rod of

co|iper, or other suitable

terial,/,

copper

llie

as

many

pairs

and heated 10 or 12 hours v[> to a pressure of
the square inch, and frequently stirred. Wlien the mixture is

into an iron boiler or digester

about 60

lb. to

incorporated

it

is

removed from the boil,
stone
Ihe cement

move any undissolved

;

r
is

and passed through a sieve to rethen fit fur use, or may be tem-

pered to any required consistency by the admixture of sand or finely powFor the purpose calcined flint is generally used, and if too thick
dered flint.
fur llie purpose the same is reduced by adding water.

For manufacturing miU-stones for grinding the following proportions are
silicious cement one part, of finely powdered flint or powdered

taken— the

and of fragments of burr or other suitable stone three or
regulated by the size of the fragments which should be
from dirt or earthy matter as possible the above ingredients are to be well mixeil and incorporated together, when it may be compressed in iron moulds under mechanical pres.sure. When the stone thus
formed is removed from the mould, it is to be allowed to dry at common
temperature for about 24 hours, when it may generally be removed into an
oven or drying room where the temperature is to be gradually raised to that
In like manner when manufacof boiling water, or even beyond that point.
pipe clay one part,

four parts, which

as uniform

and

is

free

;

common

s;;nd,

or fragments

i

of cast-iron

ticles.

The claim is, first for the mode of manufacturing artificial stone for grinding and other purposes by cementing broken or pulverised stone, sand, earthy
and secondly the subjecting aror metallic matters wiih a solution of silica

vessel a, will contain.

the dillerence in their
specific gravity, the, solution of sulphate of copper will be at the low er
to

;

tificial

stone produced by the aid of a solution of silica with broken or pul-

verised stone, sand, earthy or metallic matters, to hydraulic or other

and the solution
of sulphate of iron at ihe upper part,
part of the vessel

;

any convenient silicious or other hard stone or substance are used, and
mixed with from ne-fourth to one-sixth of the silicious paste or cement, so
as to form by trituration an uniform mixture of the cement and silicious par-

and leaden plates may be used as the

Owing

of
carbonate of potash, usually called pearlash, may be used. The caustic alkaline solution is reduced to about 20 or 25 gallons by heal, and then put with
about U)0 lb. of finely broken flints, or other convenient silicious substance,
lb.

of

leaden

the

169

or, instead of carbonate of soda, about 50

turing artificial stone for other purposes, granite,

in tlie solution

becomes deposited on
plate:

ma-

manner by means of lime

a,

me-

chanical pressure in moulds.

and they will remain in contact without mixing. In the course of working
the solution of sulphati- of copper will become lighter at the upper p.art that
lower down, and should be drawn off when it has lost about half its copper
the solution of sulphate of iron, which is made by mixing two parts of water
with one part of a saturated solution, becomes heavier at the lower part than
at the upper, and should be draw n of! when it is as dense as the weak solu-

;

STEAM CONDENSER F»R ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAYS.
James Nasmyth, of Palricroft, I.ancaster, engineer, and Charles Mat, of
Ipswich, engineer, for •' improrements i7i worl:ing atmospheric raihvaijs and is
machinery for constructing tht apparatus tmpluyed Mert'in."— Granted October
22,

1844; Enrolled April 22, 1845.

tion of sulphate of copper that is being drawn off. To keep up a constant
equilibrium in the liquids, an outlet ^, is applied to the vessel a, so that the

Mr. Nasmyth has favoured us with Ihe following account of bis invention.
The idea is analogous to that of the condensers of atmospheric steam engines,

solution of sulphate of copper may flow off at the upper part, whilst an equal
quantity is entering at the inlet A and there is an outlet ;, for carrying oil'

granular parts may be as equal as may be : or other broken stone or earthy
matters or sand may be used, and mixtures thereof made to produce varied
characters of artificial stone.
The solution of .Mlica, called by the patentee "silicious paste or cement,"
100 lb. of crystallized carbonate of soda
is prepared in the following manner
(subcarbonate of soda, or in commerce called soda), is dissolved in about 50

and here receives a very ingenious application. We have, in elTect, in this
invention the work of a steam engine performed without the craploiment of
the piston. We do not think there would be much loss from the steam
mixing with the air, for in whatever manner the particles of steam might be
arranged with respect to those of air while driving it out, still it is clear that
whatever steam was admitted to Uie condenser would rfisp/aec so much air,
and therefore do full duty whether it preserve integrity of stratum or not.
The only loss occasioned by inequality in the stratum of steam, or so to
speak— by part of the steam pro(™rf;n^ beyond the rest, would be that that
part would escape, instead of remaining in the receiver to be condensed
but
this loss would be very trifling.
A graver ground of apprehension is whether much of the steam would not
be lost by condensation with the cold air supplied to the condenser for each
operation. An experiment might easily fce made on a small scale by which
the steam mixed w ith air and escaping with it from the receiver could be condensed and measured; also the steam condensed by contact with the cold air
in Ihe receiver could be measured separately from the water for injection and
the steam condensed by that
these two measurements would give the total
loss with great accuracy.
" The chief difficulty which stands in the way of the atmospheric railway
system is the much greater expenditure of fuel in the production of the motive
power as compared with the locomotive engine system this objection (and a
serious one it is} arises from loss of power .n the means at present employed
for the production of the vacuum in the atmospheric pipe, as also from leakage in tlie long valve which covers the slit in it. Much ingenuity is being
eiercised at present to remedy the leakage of the long valve, with what success time alone can show.
It is, however, in the economizing the production
of the vacuum itself to which »e ought to look as the source from whence the
most important improvement must come, ami it is with an aim to Ihe attainmc.it of this object a .system has been invented of forming vacuum by the
direct use of steam alone, which from its extreme simplicity and eflSeicncy
bids fair to bring about the most important results in economising the production of the motive power for service of the atmospheric railway.
The principle on which this invention is founded consists simply in the
employment of steam as an air dislodging agent in place of the piston of an
air pump, by which all friction and complex machinery is done aw.iy willi,
and the whole apparatus reduced to a simple boiler and a few tall air tight

gallons of water; the carbonate of soda

vessels,

;

the solntion of sulphate of iron, at the Ijwer part of that liquid, whilst a
the sulcorresponding quantity is admitted into the veisel a, at the inlet^'
:

phate of iron, thus drawn

off,

may

be crystallized, and used in

tlie

process of

calcining the ores.

The patentee claims, firstly,— combining with the roasting of ores, sulphate
Secondly, the mode, herein described, of manufacturing
copper, by using the exciting liquid in contact with the solution of copper.
Thirdly,— the use of cast-iron for what he terms the generating surfaces

—

of iron or zinc.

— the use of sulphate of iron as the exciting liquid, when using gal-'

Fourthly,

vanic currents to precipitate copper.

ARTIFIC1.4L STONE.

Feederick Ransome, of Ipswich, caster, for " Jmprovemeuls in the manu/acIvre of artificial slune for grinding and other purposes."— Granted Oct. 22, 1814

;

Enrolled April 1845.

—

,

:

of producing

grinding and
other purposes, by employing a solution of silica as a means of cementing
broken stone, sand, or oilier convenient earthy or metallic matters; and seThis invention consists,

condly

in

causing

first

artificial stone,

artificial stone for

produced by cementing broken stone, sand

or other convenient earthy or metallic matters with a solution of silica, to be
•ubjected to pressure in moulds, by hydraulic or other mechanical pressure.
The great object of the invention is to use a solution of silex as a cementing
material for combining uncalcined malerials into substances resembling sione
of different kinds, depending on the material used and according to the pressure to w hich the substances arc to be applied, thus when f ,r grinding purbroken burr-stone is preferred and for imitating Bath-

poses, pulverised or

;

stone, pulverised or broken Baih-slone; and for granite, broken granite; such
materials are o be used in a broken or pulverised state, sifted so that the
I

—

is

then rendered caustic in the usual

;

which perform

all

the fuuction^ o£ steam engiue

and

air

pumps.
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Reference to

fig. 1

cxIiibKs the general arrangement of the apparatus in

It consists of

question.

a set of two or more

tall opriglit air-light

chambers

boiler
or vessels which are supplied with steam from a suitable low pressure
these vessels may be ol any suitable capacity, the dimensions figured in will
show what is intended in this respect. In order to produce tlie vacuum by
such apparatus, steam is in the first place permitted to flow in at the vpper
end of each vessel, which steam as it enters is forced to occupy the upper

part of these vessels and as it continues to flow in (without in the slightest
minghng with the air), it depresses and forces out at the valves below
It is important to remark that by the peculiar mode in
all ihe contained air.

degree

which the steam is admitted to these chambers there is not the slightest
mingling of the air with the steam— the stratum separating the two is as perfectly defined as if the steam were a piston descending and expelling the air
out at the bottom as it gradually occupies the place of the air. This system
of vertical displacement is the grand feature of the invention. As soon as the
air is all gone from A B and C, the valve V is moved into the position as seen
in fig. 2. and the injection of cold water admitted to the condenser C, the result of this is the

instant formation of a very perfect

vacuum

in vessel

B

H opened to the atmospheric railway main
pipe M, and such portion of the air withdrawn from it as is due to the relative
capacity of the pipe as compared with that of the vessel B.
The moment this is accomplished the valve V ia slid along into the position
fig 3. the consequence of which is an immediate transfer of nearly all such
portion of steam from vessel A as the contents of B was, minus the balance
this tieing the case the valve

is

in this action B acts on the contents of A as a sort of
of the atmosphere
preliminary condenser, w ilh this important advantage, that we employ a consteam that was in A to refill the vessel B, and so preportion
of
the
siderable
pare it for the admission of fresh steam from the boiler. The valve V con;

tinues to slide on into position

fig. 1,

when

the entire steam remaining in

A

condensed by C, and ils contents left in the state of nearly perfect vacuum ;
F is then opened to the atmospheric pipe M, and A then abstracts
it contents, or nearly so, from M, so that at each alternate action of A and
B we have the same action as if A and B were (as they really in effect are)
vast air pumps, the steam acting in them as a piston, but with this important
advantage that there is no friction whatever. Some idea of the rapidity with
is

the valve

which steam can in such a case flow into and be withdrawn from such vast
chambers cr vessels, may he formed by referring to the rapidity of action in
the case of large steam engines, the action of steam flowing in and out of
such vessels under such circumstances as required or presented here is nearly
as quick as thought.
So that all that is requisite to cause these two vast vessels (or as many

more

may

as

be thought requisite to act as a set) to act as air pumps is simply
to push backwards and forwards, as indicated by the

to cause the valve

V

and i, in all ordinary cases 4 or 5 fills of such vessels
as indieated in fig. I, would extract the air from the atmospheric pipe bestation
and
station
and bring all into action.
tween
One very important advantage in this most simple and direct mode of propositions in

figs. 2, 3,

ducing vacuum directly

is this,

that previous to the

starting of the

train

the entire set of four great chambers may be previously l)rought into the
condition of one vast magazine of vacuum, so that on the signal being given
all that has to be done is to open the valve leading to the atmospheric main

and in an instant such will be the energetic effect of this chamber of vacuum
on the long valve as to cause it to close down tightly all at once, and so entirely remove the risk of that leakage w hich is certain to exist for a long time
in the case of gradual exhaustion by the comparatively slow action of the air

pump;

most fertile sources of
by the energetic elfect of a rapid air

this gradual closing of the valve is one of the

loss of p.nver in the present system, but

exhaustion, as here proposed, not only would the valve be closed tight down
all along the length, but also such a vacuum formed in the pipe as to be in

ordinary cases quite equal to do the duty of drawing the train along. In
order to render the action of the valve V self acting, there are two small
placed directly over the discharge valves E, G,
tanks of water at L and
the action of these are as follow suppose the air being expelled from chamber

all

N

—

A, this air would pass out by the valve E, and bubbling up through the water
in the tank L some of it would collect under the gasometer IC and raise is up,
there being a hole in the top of this gasometer or inverted tank K it viill be

kept in suspension just so long as there is air being given oat from the valve
E, the instant the last bubble of air is gone out, and the steam begins to
K is no longer sustained, and sinking down by reason of the

meet the water,

escape of the air from the hole at the top as

it

sinks

across into the desired position, and then the tank

it

draws the valve

N begins

V

to prepare in like

for the performance of its duty. Thus is given to the machine a
power of nice discrimination as to the e.xact moment when all the air is gone
out, and consequently the proper time to reverse the action of the valve.
The entire success of the enterprise, Jiowever, depends on the vertical displacement
any attempt to dislodge air by steam directly by any other means
would not answer. Experiments on the subject show that such is the difference in the specific gravity of steam of low pressure, especially as compared

manner

;

with atmospheric

aii';

that

if

steam be permitted to enter

gentli/ at

(he upper

[Junk,

end of a tall upright vessel, in that case the plane of separation of the
sleam from the air will be found to preserve a verj- remarkable integrity of
strata air is the woist material to convey heat by communication dow.nwakd-

—

Consequently as the steam flows in at the lop it soon forms (at the stratum
of separation) a quiescent bed for itself to rest on, which goes down aloi g
with the descending column of sleam to all practical intent like a piston with

no

friction.

It is

wood

proposed to line the inside as well as the outside of the chamber with
it warm, and so prevent the air from robbing us of heat or

to keep

]n order to secure a gentle flowing in of the steam in an uniform descending column the low pressure steam is at first let in very gently, and as
an additional precaution against any mixture with Ihe air a cup ordish-formed
plate is placed opposite the entrance-pipe, which assists the lateral or horias a second precaution a perforated plate is
zontal diffusion of the steam

fuel.

;

used, which further has the effect of preventing any undue local ilistutbance
of the column of air the result is th it the steam descenils with a horizontal
;

understralum like ihe clouds on a fine summer day, resting on the top of the
column of air and depressing it, and forcing it out at the front exit valve
below, which affords a very free exit for it. It is not intended in practice to
apply the leaky gasometer to do the valve moving duty direct, but simply as
in the case of a pumping engine to draw the bolt which permits the valvemoving agency to come into action, asniall portion of our magazine of vacuum will supply ample means of obtaining the valve-moving agency but if
the apparatus were done on a scale large enough one supply of steam to the set
and one condensation would form cubic ci.ntenis of nearly pure vacuum quite
equal to the exhausdon of the pipe to the moderate amount they require,
viz, 81b. or so; the energetic effect produced on the long valve by the
opening the main to such a chamber or magazine of nearly pure vacuum
would cause the long valve to flap down tight in an instant, and so save a
;

vast

amount of

loss of

in a leaky condition

power and lime as

till

at

present,

when it has
vacuum to

the air-pumps have brought the

to

remain

the valve-

closing point."

DIFFERENTIAL STE.tM ENGINES.
John Grieve, of

ISM;

Edinburgh, engineer,

for " ce> tain Improvements

and

use vf steam applicable to steam engines."—-Granted Oct.
Enrolled April 17, 1845. (IVith Engravings, see Plate
I.)

in the production
17,

I'ortobello,

Xf

The first improvement is founded on the principle that small additions of
temperature produce a great increase in the expansive force or power of sleam
which increases with the temperature, and that high temperatures are easier
maintained as the cooling medium is diminished to eftert this the inventor
uses two or mure steam vessels, ft generator and receiver or receivers, bolli or
;

closed to or from the atmosiihere, and having regulating valves of different
loads, the lesser load on the receiver.

all

The steam after being formed in the generator is passed into the receiver, as
hereafter described, where its expansive force is diminished, and the wafer in
the receiver being only what is required for the production of steam, is raised
to any degree of heat that may be wanted, less than the temperature in liia
means of loading the valve of the receiver to a greater or less
the water in the receiver, after being heated, is forced intu the generator by a pump. Steam engines formed on ihis principle the inventor names
' Differential Steam Engines," as it is from the difference of temperature
be-

generator, by

extent

;

tween the generator and receiver that the power for propelling the engine

is

derived.

The inventor makes seven

different claims for generating

sleam

in

a sepa-

rate vessel called a generator, and collecting the steam therefrom in another
vessel called a receiver, either before or after it has driven the engine fur the

purpose of heating the water in such receiver, to be raised into steam for
driving an engine, or for feeding the generator with hot water. One of tlie
arrangements is shown In the engravings, figs. 1 and 2, Plate XVI.
In the drawings the same letters on each figure of tlie same vessel refer to
the same parts.

Fig. 1

is

a vertical section of a spherical shaped steam

A the furnace, B ash-pit, C flues leading from each side
of the furnace to D, which is a horizontal flue stretching across the lower
part of the boiler, E a vertical flue on the top of which is placed a funnel.
(In land engines the boiler may be surrounded by a dome of brick or mason

boiler or generator;

work, leaving a space between for the flame and smoke to circulate witli a
taken from tlie bottom of the casing, or any other part as may he deon the top of which
K rod for regulating
valves,
furnace
door,
damp
safety
L
on
r
plate,
pressure
N sleam pipe,
the
sludge pipe, V door (lined inside with fire brick) for cleaning out flues, see
fig. 2 i Q man-hole door, R pipe for supplying tlie generator with water from

flue

F a tube made of boiler plate,
sirable to the chimney.)
1 lever,
is placed the plate G, for the safety valves H.

M

receiver delivered at Z,

S

force

pump

to

supply the generator with water,

W

V

T

boxes for valves opening towards ihe generator,
pipe for
casing for flue E, a open cr perforated
returnii.g surplus water to receiver,
plate near the surface of the water to keep the water from shifting heavily.

two-way cock,

X

Fig, 2

is

a vertical section of the receiver (a cylindrical sliapeil vessel with
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cdJs} / sicam pipe lor ingress of steam, g plates for more
rapidly transmitlinf; the heat from the steam to llie water, i end of pipe for
supplyinR the receiver with «aler, .md having a valve opening inu.ards, the

senij-splierjcal

;

pumpfnnt shoH^)or

water to he supplied iviih force

otherwise, wlierc

may

it

be most expedient with one or two engines working It sleam pipe to be used
only when the sleam is snpp'.ied from the receiver to a second engine, F
sleam lube, K valve-plate valve, this steam tube with its regulating valve on
;

the receiver

may

be used or not wlien steam

When

second engine.

a

sin;;li'

the generator and receiver

engine

(tigs.

1

and

is

is

to be

2).

taken from this vessel to a

used

it

may

the sleam from

be placed between

entering the

tig. I

cylinder by ilie steam pipe N. and after propelling the piston it is conducted
from the eduction pipe through the sleam pipe// into the receiver, where it
heats the water in this vessel, becomes of less expansive force in consequence,
and is passed into the atmosphere through the fregulating valve 11, tig. 'i.
When two sleam engines or cylinders arc to be used the steam for the secoml
engme is taken from the receiver and passed through its cylinder by means
of the sleam pipe A, which is only used where two engines are in use, and is
afterwards wasted through an air pump and condenser attached to the second
engine. This system of supplying cylinders with the same steam can be extenile.l to more than two cylinders when it may be required.
The second improvement is for the formation of a boiler having two or
more fuinaees. with the flues carried by a curved flue into a horizontal flue

upper surface

is

same plane with the upper

in the

]T{
sides of the longitudinal

The upper end of this frame is supported by and between the headand tlie lower end suspended by a screwed rod on each side to a fixed
by which the inclination of the table may be adjusted to suit the
nature of the maleri.ils to be operate upon
and at about one-third of the
length of the frame from the foot roller is fixed another roller to the lower
edge of the sides of the frame. Upon the frame and rollers the endless clolli
bearers.

stocks,

cr.5ss piece,

1

travels,

passing from the head roller along the longiludinal bearers to the

under

loot roller, then over the

cloth

;

hangs

between which and the head roller the
downward, and low enough to reachabout

roller,

in a curve with its face

2 inches within a cistern filled with water wherein the ore

is

deposited as the

At one quarter part of the length of the table downward is
an inclined board with diverging channels to distribute upon Ihe whole
width of the tabic the stulV to be dressed liquified with water, whilst a stream
of clear « ater is made to flow uniloimly over the edge of a level board upon
the head or upper end of the table and the « hole of ils width.
cloth revolves.
fixed

stretching across the boiler at right angles to the furnaces,

and then carried
up into a single chimney, as shown in the drawings annexed to the specifi-

cation.

DOOR AND WINDOW FASTENINGS.
WiLu.v.M Bewi-f.y, of Dublin, gentleman, for

•'

improvements

for doors, windows, and other places, wli^te fastenings are used.^*

vember

The

2.

1844

i

KnroUed May

object of the inventor

is

may

fastenings

intended to arrange the parls of a lock for

fastening doors, windows and oiher places in such a

such lock

in

— Granted No-

2, 184.5.

manner

that the bolt of

be set free by the act of closing the door, and thereby faslen

the .same, and that by the

moving of

the bolt in order to

open the door, shall

bring the bolt in such a position as to be held by certain mechanical arrange-

ments. The bolt of the lork simply consists of a latch or lever bolt, which
is constantly forced oiitwartls by means of a spring, the length of movement
being regulated by a pin or stop, there is also a spring which, when the bolt
is moved back for
means of a handle,

ihe purpose of unfastening the door, which

that reiaius ihe bolt in such a position until

out of the way, which

is ell'ected

is

done by

it is

moved

by means of a projection fixed on the strik-

ing plate, against which projection

tlie

spring comes

ing the door, and immediately this spring

is

when

in the act of clos-

acted upon, the bolt

is

released

When to the apparatus thus described power is applied to turn the head
move the cloth from the foot roller upward, and orey
water and clean water in jiroper quantities are permitted to flow upon the
table, it presents a moveable inclined table extending from the foot roller to
the head roller, upon which, by the action of the stream, the waste is separated from the ores, which by their greater gravity resist the action or force
of the streams and adhering to the clolh are carried over the upper roller and
into the cistern, where the water disengages the ore and is there deposited.
The claim is for dressing ores, or materials containing ores, upon an inclined plane continuously or occasionally moving up against the stream and
by the same motion depositing the dressed ores into a separate receptacle.
The annexed diagram will show the motion of the cloth or flexible table.
A, head roller, to w hich the power is applied 13, foot roller (', under roller
D, cistern or coffer K, head over which the materials to beaded upon liqueroller in the direction to

;

;

;

;

80 SB to faslen the door.

with water are distributed over the whole width of the table
I", head
over which the clean water or washing stream runs ; G, cloth or flexible
fied

DRESSING 0KK5.
Wii.i.iAM Bruston, of Pool, near Truro, Cornwall, for

apparatus /or dressing

ores.''— Gtanlemov.

2,

table

" Improvements

table,

ofl'at the

The first part of these improvements relates to a mode of constructing railways with wood combined with guide rails for the purpose of guiding carriages thereon. The object of this part of the invention is to construct tramways of wood, and by the application of a guide rail to dispense with flanges
upon the running and driving wheels of locomotives, which flanges, when
wood rails are employed, are considered very objectionable, indeed, almost

incline, whilst the clean or dressed

ore

by ils superior gravity, settles upon the moving table and with it is carried
upwards beyond the influence of the washing stream and ultimately deposited

The means by which the same is performed is as follows: an inclined
table is made with a long sheet of painted cloth w ith the two ends
united, when it Ijecomes an endless band, along each edge and on the outer
side is sewed a strip of thick woollen clolh enclosing a solt hempen rope,
which forms a ledge or margin to prevent the materials being washed over
and for the transverse sujiport of the cloth are fixed slight pieces of timber
extending the whole width of the clolh inside, and at eipial and short distances, by copper nail.s driven through the said margin into the transverse
moveablo

pieces of timber, and for the support and application of the cloth thus prepared a roller is applied, about 1 inch longer than the width of the doth,

having 6 or 8 bars fixed upon its periphery parallel to ils axis, and at equal
and such distances as will suit and act as detents against the transverse limbers inside the cloih. This roller is supported by its gudgeons between two
strong pieces of timber built into and projecting from a wall. There is also
a frame of timber about 1 ft. G in. lonser ihan the intended length of the incomposed of two sides fixed together by several cross bars of

clined table,

inch longer than the width of the cloth, upon these
more lungiiudinal bearers, upon which the transterse pieces of limber fixed to the inner surface of the clolh bear and slide
1

cross bars are fixed four or

when
roller

—

moveable either continually or occasionally upward
is (as in the ordinary methods prac-

bottom of the

into a separate vessel.

timber, each about

IMPROVEMENTS IN RAILWAYS.
WiLU,Mii PROSSEK, Jun., of Shaftesbury-lerracc, Gent., for "Improvements
and in carriages to run thereon'" Granted Nov. 9,
1844; Enrolled May y, 184,5. (Sec Engravings, Plate XVI.)

in Ihe construction of roads

against the stream, whereby the waste

washed

dotted line, level of water in cistern or coffer.

1844; Enrolled M,ay, 1845.

This invention consists of an improved method of submitting ores or malecontaining ores to the action of a stream of water, by depositing them

upon an inclined

;

in

rials

tised)

;

and at the lower end of this frame is fixed another
wilbout detents, of the same length and parallel to the head roller, its

the frame is at w ork,

impracticable, in consequence of the flanges cutting up and thereby destroying the edges of the

rail,

therefore, in order to obviate these injurious eflects

the inventor employs a flanged pully fixed

upon the middle of each axle of
shown in the accompanying drawing, marked fig. 1, which
shows a transverse section of the rails having the improvement applied. .Similar letters denote corresponding parts in buth figures a a arc the wheels,
which in this case are made without flanges b is the axle, having a flanged
pulley, c, keyed upon it
this pulley is made to embrace the guide rail d ; ec
are the rails, which the inventor prefers to make with the grain of the wood
in a vertical direction, which will render the rails more durable.
The second
part of these improvements relates to certain modes of applying apparatus to
carriages moving on tram-ways of wood, in order to guide carriages thereon.
l''ig. 2 shows an end view of a locomotive engine having this apparatus applied, w hich consists of a frame-work/. r supporting two grooved pullies,
g g,
turning upon axis supported by the frame-work at an angle of about 45°, it
will be observed that guide wheels of the above consiruction placed at each
end of ihe locomotive not only serve to keep the wheels upon the rails, but
will also lend to support the engine should one of the axles break or give way.
the locomotive, as

:

;

;
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will be observed that each of the fire places has a flue i leading from the back
part thereof, underneath the bottom of the oven to the centre flue, which is
to all, as in ovens of the ordinary construction
k k are the fire

PRESSURE AND GENERATION OF STEAM.
David Adld, Engineer, of Dalmarncck-road, ami A^DRI•,w Adi.d, of WestGlasgow, for " an imi'roved method of regulathi/; the pressure
of
TaJeston

street,

find generation of steam in steam boilers

and

generators,'^

— Granted Nov.

9,

[JUWK,

common

1844;

May 9, 1845. {See Engraving. Plate XVI.)
This invention consists in a mode or modes of regulating the admission of
water into .steam boilers and generators, and the application of heat to geneEnrolled

rating steam in such boilers so as to prevent the unnecessary or excessive
generation of steam, and thereby to diminish the expense of fuel.
In tlie annexed drawing we have given one mode by wliich the patentees

bars,

;

and

/ /

the

fire

places which are supplied with fuel through an opening

m

m, g g are the saggers containing the articles intended to be fired
the
kiln is provided with an opening (nut show n in the drawing} to admit the
workmen, which opening is built up during the process of firing.
;

SLATED ROOFS.
William North,

of Stangate, .Surrey, slater, for " certain improvements in

and flats with iia(e."— Granted November
{With Engraviiigs, Plate XVI.)

1844; Enrolled

propose to effect the above object, the following being a description of the
Let a represent the boiler of a marine engine, and h the average Ifvel
of the water line, on the top of the boiler there is a valve chest c having a
weighted valve d. from the valve chest c there is a pipe e e leading to a water
tank/. Supposing the steam in the boiler a to be raised above the average

covering

pressure the weighted valve d will be lifted, and steam will escape through
the pipe e r into the tank/, and will be partially condensed but as the water
the surface
ill be exerted upun
in the tank / becomes heated a pressure
thereof which will have the cfTect of forcing the water up the pipe g, and will

battens as will be hereafter described, by which arrangement the inventor

thereby raise the float h and cause the damper f to be closed or partially so.
Another effect produced will be that as the water rises in the pipe g it will

referring to corresponding parts.

flow into the box k and cause the float h to open the cock m' in the pipe m m,
thereby forming a communication with the boiler a and and a water tank n,
which water in the aforesaid tank w ill by means of the pump o (« hich is con-

section taken through the roof or flat in a direction parallel with the joists

lame

:

—

May

roo.fs

14, 1845.

This invention consists in a
with slate covers for roofs and

mode

14,

of using battens of w ood in combination

flats in

such manner that the slates or cover-

ings of buildings are not fixed to the rafters or joists, but to the aforesaid
states that the joints of the slates or coverings will not be so liable to be-

;

\

stantly at work) be forced into the boiler so long as the steam remains in exbut as the steam in the
cess or in other words, above the required pressure
;

boiler becomes absorbed by the introduction of cold water from the tank n
the weighted valve d will be closed and the pressure of steam shut ofl' from

the tank f, the water in the pipe g will descend, and with it the float b, whicli
will close the cock m, and shut ofT the communication between the tank n
and the boiler, as will be clearly understood. In case of the water in the
boi!er becoming low, and the pressure of steam insuflicient to open the cockm
as described, the inventors propose to apply a force pump in the ordinary
way. They also describe a mode whereby the pump o may be applied to such
purpose. The specification shows other modifications of the apparatus above
described, in one of which it is stated that the cock m may be opened by
having a projection upon the damper chain in place of the float ;.

come

defective by the vibration or

lowing

is

warping of such covered

a description, reference being

made

Fig.

structed according to this invention

;

fig.

The

fol-

shows a plan view of a roof conis an underside view, and fig. 3 a

1

2

or rafters, which are marked with the letters a a\ b b are the slates or coverc c are battens which fit into recesses cut in the edge of

ings for the roof;

fig. Z\ d d are short latlis or battens,
the position of which with regard to the roof depends entirely upon the size
of the coverings employed, as it will be observed that the edges of the slates,

the joists, as will be seen on referring to

and consequently the joints are opposite or above the respective battens e
and d, and are secured thereto by means of screws e e e, independent of the
joists or rafters.
It will also be observed on looking at fig. 3, that the edges
of the slates on the underside are chamfered or cut off' so as to allow of the
joints or edges of the slates to Le better imbedded in putty.

PREVENTION OF INCRUSTATION IN BOILERS.
Francis Watteen, of Finsbury-aquare,
for "certain Improvements

Steam

irt

—Granted

Generators.^'

The object

in the city of

London, merchant

preventing Incrustation round Steam Boilers and

Nov. 16 ,1844; Enrolled

of this invention

is

to

May

16,1845.

in steam boilers and
compounds or chemical mixtures

prevent incrustation

generators by introducing therein certain

OVENS AND KILNS.

roofs.

to the engraving, similar letters

and ingredients of which vary according to the nature or proemployed in feeding the boiler. The mode by which the
is as follows
The several compounds
mentioned in the specification being denominated Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, and are
each intended for" 10-horse boilers. No. 1 compound for a 10-horse boiler
the proportion

Robert Heath, of Kidsgrove,

in the parish of

Woolslanton, Stafford, coal
agent, for " improvements in heating overis and kilns used in the manufacture of
other
articles
earthenuiare."—
Granted December 12,
of
china, bricks, tiles, and
1844; Enrolled

May

12, 1845.

perties ot the water

inventor proposes to eflect this object

:

—

supplied with water containing sulphate of lime, consists of 41b. of crystals
lb. of catechu, 2 lb. of dextrine, 1 ib. of American potashes, 1 lb. of
No. 2 compound is
1 lb. of alum, and 1 lb. of gum Arabic.
water containing sulphate of lime, and consists of 2 lb. of dextrine, 41b.

of soda, 4

beet-root sugar,
for

of turmeric, 41b. of bi-carbonate of soda, 1 lb. of American potash, 1 lb. of
No. 3 compound is for ferruginous water, and
molasses, and 1 lb. of alum.
consists of 41b. of gambia, 41b. of salt of soda, 21b. of dextrine,

Russian potash,

compound
of soda, 4

1

lb. of sugar, 1 lb. of

alum, and

1 lb.

of

gum

1 lb.

of

No. 4

arable.

sea water, and consists of 41b. of catechu, 41b. of sulphate
of dextrine, and lib. of gum Arabic. These substances must be

is for
lb.

mixed with about 2 quarts of water, and supplied to the boiler about once
every month, or oftener as they may be required, which will depend entirely
upon circumstances, and may be found in practice. The quantity of the
above ingredients must be increased one-fourth lor every additional ten horse

For steam-boat boilers of 30-horse power, supplied with river water,
the following ingredients must be employed, and renewed with every fresh
61b. of crystals of soda, 61b. of dextrine, 2 Ib, of alum,
supply of viater
tor the same size boiler supplied
1 lb. of pearlash, and 21b. of sugar ; and

power.

:

—

—8

with sea water

lb.

of carbonate of soda, 81b. of dextrine,

1 lb.

of

alum

and 41b. of sugar, to be renewed with every fresh
supply of water; and for the same power of locomotive boiler the inventor
proposes to use 6 lb. of crystals of soda, 1 lb. of dextrine, 1 lb. of alum, and
21b, of sugar. In conclusion the patentee slates that he does not confine
lib. of Russian potash,

Fig

2.

Fig

1

Fig. 1 represents a vertical section, and fig. 2 a horizontal section taken
just above the fire bars of this imjirovcd oven or kiln, the novelty of which
is stated to consist first in making the lower part of the exterior wall to batter or incline outwards as shown in the accompanying figure at a a, so as to

allow the inner " dwarf" wall b b to form an open flue e e all round the interior of the kiln, thereby increasing its capacity, at the same time afi'ording
means of constructing projections// from the outside wall, which projections
support the bungs or tiers of saggers g g more steady than in kilns of the

ordinary construction, thereby avoiding considerable loss from breakage.
The second part of these improvements is stated to consist in so constructing the fire places that the oven is heated at the bottom, and in placing the
fire

places inside the exterior walls, and below the bottom of the oven or kiln,

by which arrangement a considerable saving of

fuel

is

said to be effected

;

it

himself to the precise quantities as the same

may

be varied.

WooLWX'H, May 12.— Some new experiments were made with three 56pounder guns on Lieutenant-Colonel Dundas's principle, and three 56-pounder guns on
Mr. Monk's principle, at 1,1110 yards range. The firing was e-ncellent, the objects aimed
at being six targets 12 feet square, each placet^ In a line making a targ- 1 72 feet by 12, and
a great number of the shots tired went through it. The whole of the shot went so close
that a ship-of-war would have been struck in every instance. The three tJrst roun a from
each of the six guns were tired at an elevation of 1 deg. SO sec, and the two las' rounds
at an elevation of 1 deg. 45 sec. The following is the average recoil of the carriages on
the traversing platforms during the experiments to-day: Lieutenant-Colonel Dundas's
first rouudC feet 7 inches, second round ti feet 5 inches, third round 6 feet li inches, fourth
round 6 feet 6 inches, fifth round 6 feet 7 inches. Wr. Alunk's first round 7 leet 3 Inches*
second round 7 feet 3 inches, tliird reuad 7 feet 4 lucbWi fourlb round 7 fe«t 6 Indies,
fiftb round 7 feet 4 Inches.

—
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The ammonia contained in the gas, combineg chemiwith the sulphuric acid, and forms sulphate of ammonia. But

aci<l solution.

PURIFICATION OF COAL GAS, AND ITS ADAPTATION
TO AGRICULTURE.

cally

" On the Pitrijication of Cual O'as, ami Ik application of the products,
\iy AncmiiAi.i)
thereby ohlaimd, to Agricultural and otkr purposes."
Angus Choli., Assoc. Inst. C.E.— Paper read at the Inntiiutc of Civil
Engineers.

The proihiction of coal gas is now become of such importance, from
the amount of capital employeil in it, and tlie high degree of public
author
utility resulting from the introduction of gas light, that the
conceives it to be his iluty to lay before the Institution, an accoinit of
gas for
his improvements in the process of purifying and preparing
combustion. In London alone, the annual rental paid to the diU'erent
Gas Companies, for the supply of coal gas, amounts to about £6011,000,
and iSO.OOO tons of coal are annually consumed in its manufacture.
As nearly every town of two or three thousand iidiabitants, is now
lighted with gas, vast as is the consumption of London, it forms but a
small portion of the quantity of coal gas produced in the United
Kingdom. The use of gas seems, however, to be capable of much
greater extension than it has yet attained, for though almost universally adopted in the lighting of streets, workshops, warehouses, and
places of business, it has been only partially introduced into domestic
use.
The causes of this limitation in the use of gas, are sulficiently
obvious; they consist mainly in thi; unpleasant odours and unhealthy
eilluvia, supposed to be exhaled in its combustion; nor have the objections maile, on that account, been without foundation; for it is well
known to chemists, that notwithstanding all that modern science and
invention have hitlierto dune, to purify gas, a considerable portion of
ammonia, and its compounds, the origin of the otl'ensive and injurious
vapour complained of, still exist in combination with the gas, and
compounds of a deleterious character are given olf'during combustion.
The author's attention has long been directed towards the manufacture and purifying of gas, and in the progress of numerous experiments, which were continued through several years, he has been fortunate in the discovery of a very simple process, of entirely freeing
The gas used
coal gas from ammonia, and its various combinations.
for illumination, is carburelted hydrogen, and the object of all gas
manufacturers, is to obtain that gas, in the greatest possible state of
The mi-thod of making
purity, and at the least comparative expense.
coal being placed in retorts, and subjected to a high
coal gas is this
degree of heat, the carburetteil liydrogen gas is generated, from,
whence it passes, by well-known contrivances, into the condensing
apparatus; but the carbuietted hydrogen thus generated, contains
several gaseous impurities, the most prominent of which are,
1st,
sulphuretted hydrogen; 2d,hydro-sulphuret of ammonia; 3d, cyanuret
of ammonia; 4tli, carbonic acid, &c.; all these impurities have, to a
great extent, been got rid of in all weU-conducted gasworks. The
sulphuretted hydrogen and the carbonic acid, are most eflectively removed, by means of dry lime; but to its use (until the application of
tills process), insuperable objections existed, and it has therefore been
usually abstracted from carburetted hydrogen, by wet lime purifiers.
large portion of the hydro-sulphuret of ammonia, the cyanuret of
ammonia, and the carbonic acid, have been thus expelled, with much
Still a very great quantity of ammonia
trouble and inconvenience.
remains unaffected by all the processes used fur purification and
passes, as before observi'd, into consumption with the gas itself. The
carburetted hydrogen, thus generated, passes, with all the impurities
mentioned, into the condensers, where the hydro-sulphuret of ammonia is to some extent removed, by a reduction of the temperature
of the gas, and in this way the ordinary ammoniacal liquor of the gas
woiks is obtained. That liquor is generally sold to manufacturing
chemists, and from it, after saturation with either sulphuric or muriatic acid, the ordinary ammoniacal salts are produced.
From each gallon of this liquor about 11 ounces of sulphate of ammonia are produced.
The author's new process of purification is generally employed,
immediately after the gas passes out of the condensers; or it may be
applied, when the gas has undergone the usual wet or dry lime purification.
The gas is conducted into a circular vessel (Figs. 1 and 2),
constructed like those in use for the purpose of washing gas, and lined
with lead, that metal not being acted upon by sulphuric acid ; it is
divided at the bottom into a number (d' sections (lig. 2,) S inches or
10 inches in height, which support a lead plate, covering the whole
surface of the vessel, except about 5 inches round the eilge.
The
vessel is charged, up to the height of the plate, with water, to which
oil of vitrol, at the rate of about 2i lb., or thereabouts, of acid, to lnO
gallons of water, has been added
the gas is then passed under the
leaden plate, where the divisions, by which it is supported, completely
separate the gas, and bring each portion of it into coutact with the
:

—

A

;

Fig.

2.-H

the acid being thus constantly in process of neutralization, the solution

would soon lose its power of separating the ammonia from the gas,
but for a small reservoir of sulphuric acid, which being carried into
the vessel by means ofa]iipe furnished with a stop cock, insures a
regular supply of acid.
The gas thus freed from ammonia, is carried
dry lime purifiers, which with this process can always be used.
In large works, two vessels of this kind are preferable for passing the
gas twice over the weak solution of sulphuric acid, which secures a
more absolute certainty of the extraction of all the ammonia, should
there have been any accidental or temporary deficiency of acid in one
of the vessels.
Two vessels of 10 feet diameter and 3 feet deep will purify 500,000
feet of g IS every 21 hours, and making that quantity, will require to
be charged with the acid solution about every two days.
In order to
[irevent too great a strength of free acid in the vessel, which would
precipitate the carbon of the gas, and diminish its illuminating power,
the liquor may be tested with the common ammoniacal liquor of the
gas-works. When the solution in the vessel has become of the specific gravity of 1170, or thereabouts, as ascertained by the hydrometer,
the supply of acid is to be shut off, and the gas is passed through the
vessel, until that solution will restore the colour to reddened litmus
paper.
The liquor thus obtained is evaporated, and produces sulphate
of ammonia of remarkable purity, and of such strength, that one gallon
produces SO ounces of sulphate of ammonia, instead of the 11 ounces
only, which are produced from the ordinary ammoniacal liquor of the
gas-works. And this last-mentioned liquor, must first undergo the
process of saturation with sulphuric acid before evporation.
The
same degree of purification of gas from ammonia, may be obtained, by
nieans of chloride and sulphate of manganese, or chloride and sulphate
of zinc, which salts are afterwards reproduced, to be used again and
again in the same process.
In the ordinary mode of purification, the gas was conveyed directly
from the condensers, to t!ie wet lime purifiers; a considerable pressure on the retorts, was requisite to force the gas through the fluid
lime, and thus a loss of gas ensued, with a larger incrustation of carto the

23
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boa in the retorts, and extra labour was necessary for agitating tlie
liquid lime and for conveying the refuse liquor to be evporated. This
being effected in pans, placed under the retort furnaces, the sulphur
given off tended to destroy very rapidly the iron retorts, which were
exposed to the action of the flame. The wet lime purified the gas
from the sulphuretted hydrogen, a great portion of the hydro-3ulphuret of ammonia, the sulpho-cyanuret of ammonia, and the carbonic
acid but it still allowed a considerable quantity of ammonia and its
compounds, to pass into consumption with the gas. The dry Ume
purifiers used without this process, presented some advantages to the
gas companies, over the plan of purifying with wot lime but it was
only in open places in the country that the dry lime could be used,
without the works becoming a public nuisance. The objection to
dry lime purifiers arose from this cause the hydro-sulphuret cf ammonia, which is generated with carburetted hydrogen gas, is highly
volatile, and that portion which is extracted hy the lime, having no
chemical affinity for lime, but being merely held in mechanical combination, had a strong tendency to fly off.
The hydro-sulphuret of
lime, is formed in the dry lime purifier, from the sulphuretted hydrogen of the gas; ou the opening of the vessel, it rapidly combines with
the oxygen of the atmosphere, and becomes converted into sulphate
During that conversion, heat is rapidly evolved, which renof lime.
ders the hydro-sulphuret of ammonia, extracted from the gas by the
lime purification, more volatile than ever, and the most offensive
stench is the consequence. Besides, so noxious is this gas, that a
comparatively small portion of it, in a given volume of atmospheric
air, would render it destructive to animal life.
These obstacles would warrant the almost universal abandonment
of dry lime purifiers ; now, however, in connexion with this process of
purifying gas from ammonia, the dry lime purifier will, it is anticipated, become the only system used for the abstraction of the sulphuretted hydrogen. The gas purified from all ammonia, by passing
over the solution of sulphuric acid, has only to be freed by the dry
lime purifier, from the sulphuretted hydrogen, the sulpho-cyanuret,
and the carbonic acid, which form in chemical combination with the
lime, the hydro-sulphuret of lime, cyanuret of lime, and carbonate of
lime, neither of which are volatile, but are highly valuable for agri;

;

:

cultural purposes.

Appliction of the Products to Agriculture.
In those instances, in which the localities have permitted gas companies to continue the use of dry lime purifiers, the value of the products as manure, has been so well understood, that the refuse lime has
been bought up as fast as it was produced; and an impression having
prevailed, that this refuse lime owed its value to the presence of
ammonia, some of the contractors of such gas-works have expressed
an apprehension that the adoption of this process, by previously abstracting the ammonia, would destroy the valuable properties of this
lime.
It is evident, that this is entirely a misapprehension.
The
chemical causes before detailed will have shown, that the hydro-sulphuret of ammonia, which had been extracted from the gas, in the dry
lime purifiers, having been volatilized and lost, long before the refuse
lime (then become sulphate of lime), could have been taken from the
works ; the value of the lime really consisted in the fertilizing power
of the sulphate of lime and of the cyanuret of lime. This power will
still exist in the same products, concurrently with the use of this process, while the noxious exhalations, which formerly occurred on the
opening of dry lime purifiers, wUI be absent.
In manual labour alone, the Chartered Gas Company have effected
a saving, at their Brick-lane station, of between 400/. and 500/. a-year,
by the use of dry lime instead of wet lime purifiers.
In addition to the advantages arising from the use of the dry lime
in place of the wot lime purifiers, which this process renders everywhere possible, the saving which will accrue upon the meters and
fittings of the Chartered Gas Company, by the abstraction of the ammonia from the gas, will amount to a considerable sum annually.
At the Brick-lane station the number of meters requiring repair,
has already been reduced by one-half, and those annually condemned
have been two-thirds less, since this process h:is been adopted, although an incre^ise of meters has taken place. The public lamp fittings reqiiiring repair, since its adoption, have also been two-thirds
less in number than previously.
large saving in wear and tear has
thus been effected by the plan. In addition to the above, the illuminating power of the gas has been increased upwards of 5 per cent.,

A

by its freedom from ammonia, and it may now be consumed in the
drawing-room or bed-chamber, with as little inconvenience or effluvium
as a wax candle.
In addition to the advantages already enumerated,
this process comprises another, fully equal if not superior to all the
rest.
This consists in fixing and neutralizing the ammonia in combination with sulphuric acid, and making it available, iu the htm of

[JUKB,

the valuable product of sulphate of ammonia. Already many tons are
produced weekly from the works which have adopted this process,
and the purity of the product has been sufficiently attested. It is unnecessary to enumerate the various manufactures and arts, in which
sulphate of ammonia is useful or necessary ; but the author draws attention to its value for agricultural purposes, a subject upon which
many men of science, education, and capital, have for several years
past bestowed so much attention.
chemical analysis of the sulphate of ammonia, produced by the
evaporation of the saturate-sulphate liquor, before described, as drawn
oft' from the purifying vessels, shows it to be of great purity, as it
affords in 100 parts, nearly 30 parts of ammonia, after deducting water
and sulphuric acid, equivalent to about 24 parts of nitrogen. This
shows a fertilizing power two or threefold greater than any other
manure. Actual experiments have corroborated the conclusions of the
analytical chemist, and some of the most accurate of these are recorded by Mr. W. M. F. Chatterley, at the Manor Farm, Haveringatte-Bovver, in Essex, occupied by CollinsonjHall, Esq.
These were
made in 1842, a season which, like the present, (1844,) was, from its
dryness, by no means favourable to top dressings.— It will be remarked,
that the weight of the wheat, the grand test of its quality, was increased by the use of sulphate of ammonia, and this alone would add
at least Id. arid, per bushel to the selling price.
Other experiments
might be detailed, but they have all shown very similar results. 200
lb. of sulphate of ammonia applied iu 1843 to poor grass land, by Mr.
Bower, of West Dean House, produced an increase of 10 cwt. of hay
per acre. The result of all the experiments, however, seems to show,
that 1 cwt. of sulphate of ammonia per acre, whether applied to grain
or to grass crops, gives a maximum of profit for the outlay.
The total yearly quantity of coal gas made in London, has been
estimated at 2,400,000,000 of cubic feet whence some idea may be
formed of the amount of sulphate of ammonia, which this process may
render available for the purposes of agriculture. It should be observed also, that this quantity is over and above that ammonia which
was, and still is, obtained from the common ammoniacal liquors of the
gas-works, and that the process which enables such agricultural benefits to be secured, efi'ects at the same time, a considerable saving in
the manufacture of gas by the companies which have adopted it,
while the use of coal-gas for the purpose of illumination, from its being
rendered more agreeable and healthy, will be greatly extended in all
private families.

A

—

;

Rem.^rks.
After the paper was read, Mr. Lowe confirmed the statements
therein, relative to the advantages of the new system.
Formerly,
when the dry lime purifiers were used at the Brick-lane Gas Station,
the health of the men suffered, and the complaints by the neighbourhood, of the nuisance when the lime was changed, were so constant,
that the system was abandoned ; at present, although ten times the
quantity of gas was purified, theie was not any nuisance, either in the
works, or in the neighbourhood. It had been stated, that the system
had been used in other places, and that the credit of the invention was
not due to Mr. Croll. Although it was not the province of the Institution to enter into such an inquiry, he might perhaps be allowed to
state, that a similar plan had been tried at Bristol, at the suggestion
of Mr. Herapath, the chemist; the idea had originated in the same
chemical facts, which had induced Mr. Croll's attention to the subject, but the modus operandi was essentially different.
In Mr. Herapath's plan there was not any continuous supply of acid
no valuable
product was obtained; it was troublesome and expensive, hence it
was not successful, and the plan was ahandoned. Mr. Croll had entered upon the subject, with perhaps more practical skill, which, joined
to his chemical knowledge, had enabled him to attain the success
which attended the present system. The economy of the process,
the diminution of the destructive effects of the purified gas upon the
apparatus and the fittings, its increased illuminating power, and its
greater fitness for combustion in dwelling houses, with other advanThe chemical
tages, had been fully and fairly stated in the paper.
products obtained froin the process, deserved very careful atteution,
and their adoption for agricultural purposes was important. The
effect of sulphate of ammonia, in assisting vegetation, was remarkable,
and it was already extensively used in agriculture. It also revivfied
cut flowers, when they were apparently withered and dying. Flowers,
whose stems were cut diagonally, so that their capillary tubes were
not bruised or torn, on being put into a solution of 8 grains of sulphate
of ammonia to 1 pint of water, would be speedily restored to vigour,
if somewhat faded, and they might be kept fresh by this means for a
long period.
;

—

Professor Graham bore testimony to the efficacy of Mr. Croll's proIn the first step of the purification, namely, the proper cooling

cess.
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of the gas, as it escaped from tlie retorts ; he suggested a gradual refrigerition of the gas, or the retaining it for a short time, at an intermediate temperature, such as '212'' Fahrenheit, hcfore it was cooled
down to the temperature of the air, in the usual refrigerators. Tlio
tarry mutters in tlie gas, being the least volatile, would tiius oondensi'
first, and by themselvis, at a temperature which, b'ing inadequate to
condense the naphtha, would prevent tlii'ir carrying down with them,
so much of the valuabli' naphtha vapour, as at present. These tarry
matters having an afllnity for naphtha, tended powerfully to denaphthalize the gas, when in contact with it at a low temperature, and to
deprive it of that valuable adjunct for combustion. Professor (iraham
had found, that by mixing an equivalent proportion of sulphate of
soda with the lime, more than twice the quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen was taken up. The lime was entirely converted into sulphate
of lime or gypsum, and the whole soda became bi-hydro-sulphuret of
The latter
soda, which might be easily washed out of the former.
salt might be again converted into sulphate of soda by roasting it
to
with
the
lime
in
be
used
mix
the
aud thus might
purifiers over and
over again. Sulphate of lime, which was tlic only residue, was valuhi the distribution of coal gas, every
able for agricultural purposes.
means for counteracting the porosity of the pipes, should be adopted.
In experiments upon cast iron gas-pipes, he had found as much as 25
per cent, of atmospheric air, mingled with the coal gas, which had
been in the mains for 12 hours. This arose entirely from the porosity
of the metal air entering by the dillusive power of gases, although
the coal gas in the main was under a small pressure. This should be
guarded against, not only on account of the positive loss of gas which
it indicated, but because, as was well known, a moderate proportion
of atmospheric air mixed with the gas, greatly diminished its illuminiting power.

—

;

Porosity of Iron Pipes.
Mr. Simpson stated, that in connexion with the subject of gas-making, \he porosity of the iron pipes, through which it was circulated in
the streets, should be noticed. He believed that formerly, considerable quantities of pipes had been laid without their being previouslv
proved ; and even now, experiments he had made convinced him, that
few pipes were not in some degree porous. When they were proved
with water, under a heavy pressure and a mirror was placed near the
surface of the metal, a damp film showed the permeability, and after
the pressure had been continued for some time, the exudation of moisture was very visible. Oxydation would, to a certain extent, close
the pores of the metal and prevent this effect, and he would suggest,
that all pipes should be proved with a solution of sal-ammoniac, which
being forced into the body of the metal, would effectually oxydize it,
and to a great extent cure the evil. He felt convinced, that 25 per
cent, of the gas was lost, from the leakage of the pipes and the joints;
and in opening the streets, the difference between the gas and the
water pipes, was immediately perceived, by the soil around the
former being saturated with gas. He quoted an instance where, in a
length of 1000 yards of iron pipes 2 inches in diameter, there had
been a loss of 357 cubic feet of gas in 24 hours. By perseverance in
repairing the escapes, the porous spots and other defects in the metal
of the pipes, the leakage had been reduced in three years to about 13
cubic feet in 24 hours.
Mr. Lowe said, that although in the early stages of gas-lighting, the
pipes laid in the streets might not have been proved, such was not
now the case; at present all were severely tested, and great attention
was paid to the formation of /he joints, which wore made by ramming
in layers of gasket, previously soaked in hot pitch and tallow, then
running in the lead, and aflertliat was well driven up with a caulkingiron, the joint was smeared over with pitch.
The gas companies
were fully aware of the loss they had sustained, from defective pipes
jointing,
and every attention was now given to the subject.
and bad
Some time since, Mr, Lowe had been called upon, to examine a provincial gas-work, where, although the consumers paid by meter, and
an allowance of G cubic feet of gas per hour, was made for each public
light, 75 per cent, of the gas which was manufactured, was not accounted for. On examination, it was found, that from the ignorance
of the superintendent, a pressure of 2 inches of water was kept conThe process of exosmose w'as thus
stantly by day upon the pipes.
carried on to an enormous extent. As soon as the pressure was diminished, the loss was reduced in proportion, and when, by his advice,
the gas was allowed for a time to pass into the pipes, in a less pure
state than usual, the leaks were soon discovered and repaired.
It was
certain, that the process of endosmose and exosmose was constant
with gas-pipes, as the cast-iron was of a porous and cellular texture
and he believed, that a great portion of the loss arose from this permeability of the metal. He noticud, on opening the streets, aud the

—

ITS

soil in contact

with the whole length of the gas-pipes, was saturated
with gaseous products, and not merely those spots near the joints.
Mr. Fakey observed, that the porosity or permeability of cast-iron
was a well-ascertained fact. This first came to his knowledge many
y' ars ago, in the case of a hydrostatic or liramah's press, wherein the
water, when very forcibly compressed, made its way slowly through
the thick cast-iron cylinder by a sort of perspiration at the external
surface, so that the press relaxed its pressure and the plunger descendi-d considerably during the night, after a large
package of elastic
goods had been left in it, under strong compressure in the evening.
The external surface of the cast-iron cylinder was found the next
morning, covered with very minute drops of water, particularly towards the lower end, where the drops were larger. As to cast-iron,
it was not always a close-grained metal; the carbon, which
it contained, and which constituted its difference of substance from pure
malleable iron, pervaded the mass, divided into minute particles,
which kept the molecules of iron apart, and impaired thi'ir cohesion.
Respecting the leakage of gas from cast-iron pipes, a very large
proportion proceedeil from the' joints of the lengths of pipes. At
Manchester it had been the custom for several years past, to form the
joints of cast iron pipes by boring and turning the ends to fit truly one
into (he other, aud very recently Mr. Hick, of the firm of Forrester
and Co. at Liverpool, had shown him a machine which performed the
operation of both boring and turning the two ends of a pipe very rapidly.
It was a slide lathe bed, having two head stocks with strong
mandrils fixed upon it, one near each end ; they were placed at such a
distance asunder on the bed, as to receive the length of the pipe between them ; each mandril had a chuck upon the end of it, with
notches into which steel cutters were wedged, like a boring head.
One such chuck was adapted for boring out the interior of the socket
end of the pipe to a suitable cone; the other chuck had its cutters set
for turning the exterior, at the other and of the same pipe, to a corresponding cone. The pipe was fastened down on a sliding carriage,
so as to present first one end of it to one chuck, and then the other end
of it to the other chuck, by which means the whole operation was very
expeditiously and perfectly performed.
Thts mode of preparing
pipes was becoming common in Liverpool and Manchester, and was,
lie thought, deserving of more general adoption.

—

—

Mr. Cooper reminded Mr. Lowe of an experiment at which he was
present a few years since, where the process of endosmose and exosstrikingly.
bag formed of two sheets of
paper, pasted together all round the edges, was inflated with coal
gas, by introducing a quill at the corner
in 10 seconds it was discovered that the gas had entirely escaped and its place was occupied
by common atmospheric air, although no visible defect existed in the
bag.
He thought that the soft and porous quality of the iron of which
the pipes were made, for the convenience of drilling and tapping
them, for the service branches, conduced to the process and the consequent loss of gas. Mr. CroU's system would, he thought, be of much
benefit, not only to gas companies, but also to manufactures generally
by reducing the cost of ammonia. Some years ago the price of sal
ammoniac was 3s. per lb. for a quality inferior to that which was now
sold for Hd. per lb.
Tiiis reduction was entirely owing to the increase
of gas lighting, the products being converted into this useful s;dt.

A

mose was shown very

;

In a recent communication from Mr, James Muir, New River
Water- works, he observes: "The coal gas may literally be said to
saturate the ground, in localities through which the pipes of several
gas companies have been laid and it there frequently effects an entrance into the adjacent water pipes. In seeking a remedy for the
evil, the gas companies have been urged to search for their leakages,
while the affected service (naturally supposed to be itself defective)
has been at the same time stripped,— in some instances driven anew,

—

;

— and

proved, under considerable pressure, to be thoroughly waterThis view of the matter induced the proposal
of the following simple expedient, as a means of counteracting the
evil ; it has in several cases been applied, and in all with full success.
From the highest part of the service affected by the gas, a wrought
iron tube, 'i inch in diameter, strong enough to resist any tendency to
form such a curve as would retain water, is laid evenly, and with an
upward inclination, towards the nearest protected situation, such as
the side of a house, where it is made to terminate in a vertical piece,
extending to any required height above the ground. On the top of
The float,
this vertical piece is screwed the small float valve fig. 3.
A, forms the valve. It consists of a cylindrical piece of cork, in the
spindle
for
guiding
serve
as
a
to
axis of which a brass wire is fixed,
it.
The top is covered with leather, by which an air-tight joint is
made with the aperture 13 C, above, when the float valve is raised

tight, but all in vain.

23*
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E F is simply a cover of coppf-r, for the purpose of preventing the
entrance of obstructions, and is not an essential part of tlie instrument.

houses, or in large manufactories. Where water can be had at nearly
the level of the premises, such as from rivers, canals, &c., if it is not
thought prudent to erect elevated tanks, the water may be conducted
under the surface by large cast iron pipes, with openings at such distances as may seem advisable for introducing the suction pipes, fig. 1.
This plan should not be adopted, where the level of the water is
more than 12 feet below the surface of the ground, as although a fire
will, if perfectly tight, draw from a much greater depth than 14 feet
(2 feet being allowed for the height of the engine), still a very trifling
leakage will render it useless for the time, at such a depth.

Fig. 1.

Fig, 3.

— Vertical section — full size.

valve opens a free communication with the external air as soon as
the water begins to fall out of the service, and by thus establishing an
equilibrium between the fluids around atid within, destroys any tendency which the former might have to force an entrance. As soon,
however, as the service is again charged with water, the valve closes,
and prevents all improper escape."

ON THE SUPPLY OF WATER FOR

FIRES.

meanB of rendering large supplies of Water available in
cases of Fire, and on the application of manual power lo the working of
Fire Engines."
By James Braidwood, Assoc. Inst. C.E. {Paper
the

read at the Institution of Civil Engineers.)

The plans at present in use, are so few and simple, that it is conceived merely necessary to state the quantity of water required, and
to describe the most approved modes of supplying it, in cases of ordinary fires. If water can be obtained at an elevation, pipes with plugs
or fire-cocks on them, are preferable to any other mode at present in
use.
The size of the pipes will depend on the distance and elevation
of the head, and also on the size of the buildings to be protected. It
may be assumed as a general rule, that the intensity of a fire depends
in a great measure on the cubic contents of such buildings; distinction being made as to the nature and contents of such buildings.
If
no natural elevation of water can be made available, and the premises
are of much value, it may be found advisable to erect elevated tanks;
where this is done, the quantity of water to be kept ready and the
rate at which it is delivered, must depend on the means possessed of
making use of the water.
The average size of fire engines may be taken at two cylinders of
7 inches diameter, with a length of stroke of 8 inches, making 40
strokes each per minute. This sized engine will throw 141 tons of
water in six hours, and allowing one-fourth for waste, 17G tons would
be a fair provision in the tanks for six hours' work ; this quantity multiplied by the number of engines within reach, will give an idea of
what is likely to be required at a large fire. If however there arc
steam engines, to keep up the supply through the mains, the quantity
of water kept in readiness may be reduced to two hours' consumption.
as it is likely that the steam engines would be at work before that
quantity was exhausted. This is what may be supposed to be required in case of serious fires in dockyards, in large stacks of ware-

— Opening for SucUon pipe.

The worst mode of supplying engines with water, is by covered
sunk tanks; they are generally too small, and unless very numerous,
confine the engines to one or two particular spots, obliging the firemen to increase the length of the hose, which materially diminishes
the effect (5f the fire engine.
If the tank be supplied by mains, from a
reservoir, it would be much better to save the expense of the tank,
and to place plugs, or fire-cocks, on the water-pipe. Another evil in
sunk tanks, is, that the firemen can seldom guess what quantity of
water they may depend upon, and they may thus be induced to attempt to stop a fire, at a point they would not have thought of, if they
had known correctly the quantity of water in store. Where sunk
tanks are already constructed, they may be rendered more available
by a partial use of the method shown in fig. 1.
A great deal has lately been said as to extinguishing fires by jets
from water mains, without the use of fire engines. This, no doubt,
may be done under particular circumstances, where the pressure is
considerable, the pipes large, and if only one or two jets are required
but at large fires, where ten or twelve jets are necessary, the expense
would be too considerable, especially as where the largest fires may
be expected water is generally least wanted tor other purposes ; besides, it appears wrong in principle to employ a power which decreases exactly in proportion to the extent to which it is used, independent of the great loss by friction in the leather hose, which reduces
the delivery, and of course the height or force of the jet, 2i per cent,
for every 40 lineal feet of leather hose, through which the water
passes, aa was fully shown by the experiments.

The
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dift'erent moiics of obtaining watiT from tho mains or pipes are
in the accompanying drawings.
Fig. 2 is a section of a compUig when not in ose.
Fig. 3 is a section of the common plug,
with a canvas dam or cistern over it, as used in London.* The cistern
is made of No. 1 canvas.lj inches deep, extended at top and bottom

shown

mon

1

Fig. G
yards.

Fig.

.^.

.\-Siiit;lt Fire-cock.

a double firecock, as laid

down

in

Her Majesty's Dock-

3.— Fire-plug with

inch round iron frames, a double stay is hinged on the top frame
When the cistern is used, the toj) frame is lifted up, and
at each end.
the stays put into the notches, in two pieces of hoop iron, fixed to the
bottom frame. There is a circular opening 9 inches diameter in the
canvas bottom, two circular rings of wash-leather about 2 inches broad
are attached to tlie edges of tiie opening in the canvas, so as to contract it to 4 inches or 5 inches diameter; the plug being opened, the
cistern is placed over it, the wash-leather is pressed down to the surface of the road by the water, and a tolerably water-tight cistern, with
about 12 inches or 11 inches of water in it, is immediately obtained.
Fig. 4 is a plug with a standcock in it, to which hose maybe attached.

by

is

J

Fig.

C— Duuble

F

the Uoyal

Dutkya

be observed, that the short piece of pipe between the main
and this firecock is not curved to the current of the water, but merely
opened a little ; this is done with a view of increasing the supply by
steam power, and as the steam engines are, in most cases, situated in
a different direction from the tanks or reservoirs, therefore, the curve
that would have assisted the current in one direction, would have retarded it in the other. It has been objected to these firecocks, that
the opening does not run through the centre of the key, therefore only
one side of the key covers the opening in the barrel, while in tliecominon firecock both sides are covered.
It will

Fig.

Fig. 5

is

a

common

4.— Plug,

ivlth

Slandcock.

single firecock with a round

water-way 2J inches

diameter.
* Tile canvas dam is the Invention of Mr. Ilradlcy, for whlcb
Society of
with a silver medal,— Ed, C.,E, f( A, Journal,
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aWBrded by the

Fig.

".—Double Firo-cock, used

at the British

Museum.

Fig. 7 is a double firecock, as Inid down at the British Museum.
This has a very good delivery, and is certain to be always tight, if
well made, as the pressure of the water forces the key into the barrel;
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Fig.

S.— Fire Engine, used by

Longitudinal section,

the

London

somewhat difficult to be opened and shut, if
the pressure be great; but as a lever of any length may be used, and
the kpy, from its perpeudiculnr position, may be loosened by a blow,
this objection is, in a great measure, obviated.
In figs. 5 and 6, the openings in the street are large enough to admit
of the levers for opening the cock to be fixed, that no mistake may
occur from the lever being mislaid ; but with those at the British
Museum, it was not thought necessary to have fixed levers, as a crowbar, or anything that could be introduced into the eye of the spanner,
would open them.
the

application of

In the application of

9.— Transverse

section.

— with the Levers turned up for tnivelling.

this also rentJers the cock

On

Fig,

Fire Brigade.

[May,

manual pomr to the working of Fire Engines,
manual power to the working of fire-engines,

the principal object is, to apply the greatest aggregate power to the
lightest and smallest machine ; that is, suppose two engines of the
same size and weight, the one with space for 20 men to work, throws
60 gallons per minute ; the other with space for 30 men, throws 80
gallons in the same time ; the latter will be the most useful engine,
although each man is not able to do so much work as at the former.
The reciprocating motion is generally preferred to the rotary for fire
engines. Independent of its being the most advantageous movement,
a greater number of men can be employed at an engine of the same
size and weight; there is less liability to accident with people unacquainted with the work, and such as are quite ignorant of either mode
of working, work more freely at the reciprocating than the rotary
motion. To these reasons may be added, the greater simplicity of
the machinery. Various sizes of engines, of different degrees of
strength and weight, have been tried, and it is found that a fire engine
with two cylinders of 7 inches diameter, and a stroke of 8 inches, can
be made sufficiently strong at 17J cwt. If 4 cwt. be added for the
hose and tools, it will be found quite as heavy as two fast horses can
manage, for a distance under G miles, with five firemen and a driver
(figs. 8 and 9).
This size of engine has been adopted by the Board of Admiralty
and the Board of Ordnance, and its use is becoming very general.
When engines are made larger, it is seldom that the proper proportions are preserved, and they are generally worked with difficulty, and
soon fatigue the men at the levers. When a large engine is required

London, two with 7 inch cylinders are worked together by means of
a connecting screw, fig. 10, thus making a jet very nearly equal (as
9S to 100) to that of an engine with cylinders 10 inches diameter
any larger size than this cannot be used, as the friction in the hose of
24 inches diameter, is so much increased that the jet is comparatively
weak ; the hose may of course be enlarged in diameter, but the weight
is augmented, and the whole of the machinery is rendered more un-

in

wieldy and

—A

Pig. 11.

pipe; this had many inconveniences; the size of the jet could not be
increased without making the jet pipe nearly parallel.
As the
branches were sometimes 7 feet or 8 feet long, in some instances the
orifice at the end of the jet pipe was larger than that at the end of the
branch. The present form of the jet completely obviates this difficulty, as the end of the branch is always li inches diameter.
The
curve of the nozzle of the present jet is determined by its own size;
one-tenth of the difference between the jet to be made and the end of
the branch is set up on each side of the diameter of the upper end of
the branch, a straight line is then drawn across, and an arc of a circle
described on this line, from the extremity of each end of the diameter
of the jet, until it meets the top of the branch ; the jet is then continued parallel, the length of its own diameter ; the metal is continued
one-eigth of an inch above this, to allow of a hollow being turned out
to protect the edge.
The rule for determining the size of the jet for
inside work is, to " make the diameter of the jet one-eighth of an inch
for every inch in the diameter of the cylinder, for each 8 inches of
stroke."
The branch used in this c^ise is the same size as shown in
fig. 11.
When it is necessary to throw the water to a greater height,
or distance, a jet one-seventh less in area is used, with a branch from

4 feet

i».il'i-^.^~V*3:?'i„

.
,

Fig. 10.

less useful.

Jets.
great many different shapes of jet have been tried, and
that shown in fig. 11 was found to answer best when tried with other
forms. The old jet was a continuation in a straight line of the taper
of the branch, from the size of the hose screw, to the end of the jet

to 5 feet long.
The usual rate of working an engine, of the size described, is forty
strokes of each cylinder per minute, this gives 88 gallons. The number of men required to keep steadily at work for 3 or 4 hours is 26;
upwards of 30 men are sometimes put on when a great length of hose
is necessary.
The lever is in the proportion of 4i to 1. With 40
feet of leather hose and a I inch jet, the pressure is 301b. on the square
inch ; this gives 10-1 lb. to each man to more a distance of 226 feet in
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one minute. The friction increases the labour 2J per cent, for every
additional 40 fi'ot of hose, which shows the necessity of having the
engine, and of course the supply of water, as close to the fire u3 is
consistent with the safety of the men at the lovers.
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porate member of a guild, and learn its geometric secrets, or his taste
and genius and study all go for nothing. With this view of the case
it is cle.ir that the architect could nolle strictly said to design freely
his curves could not be drawn Uberd maim : tho rules by which he

—

REVIEWS.
The Geometric Tracery of Brancepelh Church.
bert Bii.lini.s. London: Eoone. 21 Engravings.

Illustrated by

Ro-

Quarto.

This work is by the author of numerous puhliciitioris illustrating
The works of Mr. Billings are Illustraecclesiastical architecture.
tions of

Church

the Temple
of Carlisle Cath(-dral
Kettering Church in Northamptonshire ; and

Durham Cathedral
in

London

;

;

;

several other books of a similar nature. The present work is confined
to the illustration of a screen, or portion of a screen, in Brancepetli Church, which is divided into numerous panels, all of them
carved in dilTerent designs. The patterns of each of these panels,
between twenty and thirty in number, are exhibited at large in separate engravings, which contain also outline diagrams corresponding to
each pattt'rn, and showing the circles and straight lines by which it
may be supposed to have been produced. The following extract will
give a clear idea of the nature of the screen itself.

The title plate furnishes a complete miniature resemblance of the whole
It would perhaps be difficult
subject set forth in the following illustrations.
to find in any similar production of art so many designs represented in so
small a compass, and at the same time exhibiting memorials of Gothic skill
full of interest, although produced at comparatively a late period, viz.,
sbout the year 1500. Various conjectures might easily he formed as to the
original use to which the mass of ornament here delineated was applied, hut
according to trailition the prototype belonged to the ancient Rood Screen
of Brancepetli Church, and was removed to the place it now occupies over
the chancel arch at the time of the erection of the present Screen by Bishop
Cosm, who was previously Rector of Brancepeth.
It has undoubtedly been a portion of the crowning member of a screen or
a monument, because tlic three divisions are slightly canted (canopy like)
and surmounted by a foUated border.
At each end of the paneling, corresponding fragments are clearly discernible, giving undeniable evidence that the magnitude of the original work
exceeded its present dimensions. It may, however, be considered fortunate
that so much practical knowledge relating to tracery has been bequeathed to
us in the construction of these remarkable specimens, and although some are
marred by singularity rather than distinguished by beauty, they form in the
aggregate a most interesting collection, as they bear in a remarkable manner
upon the system of construction employed in the geometric paneling iu Carlisle Cathedral, which has been completely iUustrated by the author of the
present volume.
Possibly vN-e are indebted to the genius of the same individual for the
analogous designs of which the Church of Brancepeth and the Cathedral
just named are the depositories, or, if they are not the results of one master
mind, they must undoubtedly be ascribed to individuals guided by the same
rides of art.
Upon comparison of the histories of Carlisle and Durham, arguments are adducihle that the former conjecture is a true one, because two
distinguishcil persons respectively connected with each place must have been
brought into intimate association by their ecclesiastical position, we mean
the reputed author of the Carlisle tracery, Thomas Gondibour, Prior of Carlisle (1484-1507), and Richard Bell, Prior of Durham, who was Bishop of
CarUsle from 1478 to 1496; and our conjecture is greatly strengthened by
the fact, that most of the works, if not all, in the churches of the diocese of
Durham emanated from the dignitaries of the cathedral establishment in that
city.
IIe.\ham Abbey, in Northumberland, equidistant between Carlisle and
Brancepeth, contains in its organ screen some tracery which forms a remarkable connecting link between the same class of ornament in both places, and
was alnmst to a certainty designed by the same hand.

80

—

Mr. Billings' object in the present work to show that the beautiful forms which Clhristian Architecture exhibits were all produced
by systems of circles and straight lines.
give a copy of one of
his illustrations iu order to show clearly how he sets about his task.
In the view of those whose architectural notions coincide with those
of our author, the Art of Architectural Design was, among the mediaeval architects, uot so much the result of vivid imagiHation and an
exquisite perception of beanty as in the kindred arts of painting and
sculpture; but it was rather a " mystery" or "craft" which must be
learned by fixed rules, which rules were kept secret from the public
with all tlie jealous care of freemasonry. To be an architect of those
times Mr. Billings and those of his school will have it a man must
not only have exquisite taste and a genius tempered by the study of
he must have something more
existing models and masterpieces
even than tiiis— he must be iniUaled, he must be admitted the incorIt is

We

—

—

;

—

was to design were laid down for him with a precision and minuteness quite diflTerent from those general axioms which, in painting and
sculpture merely warned and suggested, but did not attempt to guide.
The architect must never have approached his working drawing with
pencil in band, unless at the same time armed with the rule ami compass.
It is certainly very interesting to know whether there be any or
how much truth in this theory. It assuredly receives powerful corroboration from certain marks and traces which have been discovered
in stones of ancient buildings which have been dislodged by violence
or decay, or have been necessarily disturbed during works of restoraThe modern architect has frequently observed with interest the
tion.
pencil marks remaining on these stones of intersecting circles, triangles,
and straight lines drawn at right angles to each otlier: these marks
usually exist in those parts of stones which were covered with mortar,
or by the adjacent stones and the antiquary who spends his long
holiday hours in loitering about ancient ruins and the half falling walls
of decaying edifices, soon learns by experience where to search for
these interesting vestigia of the skill of old bygone times.
It has been
said, also, that some of the stones of mouldings have been, uot chiselled, but turned in the lathe, and that th& centre holes by which
these stones were fixed to the " chuck" may still be distinctly seen.
Such seems to Mr. Billing to have been the method by which the
"geometric" tracery of Brancepeth Church was produced.
;

Each

commences with a simple elementary panel composed of a

series

number of quatrefoils within an equal number of squares. Proceeding from
that primitive form, the centres of the curves being upon the same foundation lines, the designs become so complicated that it is by no means easy to
decipher their construction, and some indeed, without close investigation,
might, by the complexity of their apparently fanciful intersections, he said to
have refused subjection to the regularity of linear projection, and consequently might be placed among those produced in modern times by " rule of

thumb."
It will bo immediately conceived that if the whole science of mebe resolved into a geometric system, such as our
author would suggest, the limits within which the architect might
exercise the fertility of his genius would be much narrowed. He
might, indeed, combine his circles and straight lines in ditfering orders
of succession
but his efforts, like arithmetical combinations, though
very numerous are not quite infinite.
can no longer look upon
him as a poet wrapt in visions of beauty which are called up spontaneously, without effort, before his " mind's eye," passing in rapid succession in and out of sight, or else preserved con furore with enthusiasm,
with the fervour of inspiration as it were— by a hasty skctcli,
which rather reminded of the original than delineated it. It is thus
that we believe that the great masters of painting originated their
noblest works; and those who gaze on the wondious, almost miraculous, beauty which our cathedrals exhibit, and in gazing feel that elevated enthusiasm and admiration of the master mind of the architect,
(without which none can be deemed inspired with the true spirit of architecture,) will be loath to admit that while Rubens' " Descent from
the Cross" was the work of genius and inspiration, the glorious
cathedral which that work adorns was itself no more than the result
of squares and circles combined according to the secret rules and sys"
tern of a " craft" of artificers.
The doctrine then, which we here entmciate, has been, us might he

dieeval architecture

;

We

—

—
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anticipated, the subject of much learned discussion, and elaborate
erudition of books more or less unreadable. Without attempting to
drag the reader into the controversy, we may perh^ips suggest to those
who wish to search elsewhere for an account of it, that they will probably solve many of their doubts by that tiitest of maxims " the truth

between the two extremes." While every mathematician will
vou that amj curve whatever may be produced by portions of sufnumerous intersecting circles, it is scarcely credible that many
of the curves of pointed architecture could have been so produced.
Mr. Billings, indeed, allows in his present work that in one of the
panels which he delineates the design was not totally geometric.
lies

[JuNB,

Panels having their origin in the subdivision of a given circle into a
of sectors.
.Some of the specimens in this subdivision are extremely
and perhaps are without their parallel in any other examples, but
the architect and antiquary attach the principal value to those formed upon
the square and the triangle, because they not only form the most elegant examples, but verify a principle, since they are based upon the same analytical
elements as examples in various other places. P. 5.
4.

number

curious,

tell

ficiently

The trefoil heads are all formed by hand, which circumstance considerably
mars the effect which this design would have had, if they had been geometrically drawn.
Indeed, we do not see in any of his outline diagrams a method of
drawing trefoils, quatrefoils, &c., geometricidly, or otherwise than
" by hand ;" and perhaps if he examine the subject he will find that
the drawing of a quatrefoil by compass and rule vfould involve a
geometrical construction more difficult than lie might at first suppose.
He observes, indeed

We

have refrained from entering into very minute details of the various
which form a key to each pattern, because the jjlate itself, in all tlie
minor points, furnishes at once to the eye a complete linear solution, and our
intended limits would have been far exceeded had we entered into lengthy
descriptions of those parts which the graphic exposition itself renders oblines

vious.

But perhaps, had he attempted to supply the deficiency, the very
would have modified bis opinions.
Another great proof to ourselves that his theory is but partially
true, is a certain stiffness and formality which prevail in all the illusThis, of course, he would stoutly deny;
trations which he has given.
but we rest our judgment not only on our own opinion, but on that
difficulty of the task

The inof several others to whom we have submitted his drawings.
stance which he takes is of a late era, when Art was on the point of
At such a period a geodeclining into " the sere and yellow leaf."
metric system would perhaps partially prevail, which would not be
looked for in the Golden Age of Architecture. Paucity of invention
is ever marked by efforts to substitute the tricks of system for the
efforts of genius.
Injustice, however, to Mr. Billings' work, which is in every respect
meritorious, our readers shall have some of the reasons on which his
theory is based.
The comparatively recent date of the specimens now before us, and perhaps certain questionable peculiarities or anomalies discoverable in their
Their real value, however, consists in the
style, may be liable to objection.
beautiful illustration of principle which they develope, and on this account
they are certainly deserving of the most attentive consideration.
It is satisfactory to find that the more we examine Gothic architecture, the
more we are convinced that chance was in no possible way connected with
the linear designs of construction. The most exuberant richness of contour
can, by a careful analysis, be reduced to simple geometric rules and in the
investigation of the laws of description which we have here endeavoured to
exhibit, it has been curious to observe how extraordinary an alteration in the
general features of such panels as have fallen under our notice is effected by
a very slight deviation in tliat most simple of all curves the arc of a circle.
There are several distinct geometric species in the panels under notice
;

—

these are
1. Those composed of circles or their arcs, having all their centres upon
the sides of a given number of squares or their diagonals.
2. Where the principal frame work is a series of circles of eqnal radius
touching each other, three of whose centres are consequently at the angular
The continuous curve produced by the arcs
points of an equilateral triangle.
between the points of tangency of these circles in mutual contact is known
"
this
curvilinear
figure may be more easily explained
ogee."
Or
by the term
by placing two equilateral triangles on each side of a common base, and deeach
of
the
four
vertices,
with radius equal to half the
circle
from
scribing a
But this form of the ogee is not invariable, because it
side of the triangle.
may be, and is frequently much elongated, by substituting isosceles triangles
in the place of equilateral triangles, according to the following construction.
Bisect the equal sides of an isosceles triangle, produce the base both ways,
draw through the vertex a line parallel to the base, then bisect each half side
by perpendiculars cutting the produced base or the line parallel to the base,
rrom the points of intersection describe arcs of circles through the angular
or middle points of the sides.
The interminable variations of which this curve is capable, are doubtless
that form known to artists as the " line of beauty," and which is represented
as such by our great painter llogartb.
Its manifold combinations form the
staple of all flowing tracery, because it is not at all necessary that the upper
ami lower limbs of the curve should be segments of circles having equal
radius.
I'rom this elementary principle have resulted all the beautiful compositions of the decorateil and flamboyant styles of Gothic architecture.
3. The division of the panel into rectangular parallellograms.

^ Manual
By

of Gothic Mouldings, illiistraled by nemiy 500 examples.
F. A. Paley, M.A., Hon. Sec. to the Cambridge Camden Society.
Von Voorst. 1845, Svo., pp. 72; IG plates.

London

:

Having recently had occasion to speak in somewhat unfavourable
terms of a work by Mr. Paley, entitled the Church Restorers, it affords
us great gratification to be able in the present instance to speak of the
book before us in terms of all but unmingled approbation. The design of this book is a classification of the dill'-rent mouldings prevailing at different periods of Christian Architecture, and the plates
which accompany the letter-press show the gradual changes which
took place in architectural taste in the transition from one period to
another, the abandonment of some forms of mouldings, the modification of others, and the permanence of a third class unchanged from
the earliest Norman to the latest Perpendicular styles.
Now it is very clear that a work having this object, will, if executed
with fitting diligence and perspicuity, be well-nigh invaluable both as
contributing to a more accurate knowledge of architecture amongst
amateurs, and as affording to the professional architect a book of re«
ference which he will soon learn to consult as frecpiently as a navigaThe branch of architectural knowledge
tor the Nautical Almanac.
which Mr. Paley has undertaken to illustrate, is one too minute and
detailed to excite general interest perhaps, but one hitherto so little
studied, that we feel convinced that any one with Mr. Paley's book in
his hand, would discover in the best modern buildings the greatest
blunders in the construction of mouldings.
It
little

must be confessed, though the assertion be an invidious one, that but
acquaintance with mouldings is evinced in the works of most modern

architects.

Surprising as

may

it

appear,

It is

a fact that,

till

very lately at

one capital or base in twenty has been correctly worked and
even in the present revival, it is but too common to find (he most wretched
and meagre imitations of aticient examples, the spirit and character of which
are completely lost or perverted by some culpable violation of leading prinIt is impossible that professional
ciples.
This certainly ought not to be.
men should now acquire respect and celebrity, when they neglect such essenHow is it that buildings of the greatest cost and
tial elements of their art.
pretension sometimes exhibit serious anachronisms and confusion of styles
The reason is, that the science is a deep and
in the use of their mouldings
a diflicult one, which cannot be attained without particular and extensive
study.
Each artist has only his own exertions and observations to depend
upon in acquiring any knowledge of it, and it is evident that adverse circumstances may occur to prevent this in a great many cases.
P. 4.
least, scarcely

:

.'

The peculiar notions which usually characterise Mr. Paley's writabout symbolism,
ings and those of the Cambridge Camden Society
we are happily relieved from in the preesoteric architecture, &c.
to
persuade
us that the middle
sent volume.
There are no attempts
aisle of a church represents " the pathway of meek devotion," that
medioeval architecture is tacitly or expressly commended to us by our
Faith as an integral part of religion : Classic Architecture is not called
Pagan Architecture, nor are we told that it is to be abhorred by all
good Christians because of its Pagan origin : mouldings are not alluded
to as the representatives of doctrines ; religious tenets are not as
heretofore found in bricks and mortar, nor are we directed to look for
"sermons in stones;" and the walls, buttresses, windows, and steeple
of a church are no longer looked upon as forming an architectural
horn-book, a gigantic primer, by which religion is to be familiarised
to simple minds, in much the same way that children are taught by
geographical puzzles, modrls of cubes and pyramids, scientific teetotums, philosophical wooden horses, or the Royal Game of Goose
slightlv modified for the purpose of moral instruction.
While perhaps it must be allowed that such foolish nonsense could
scarcely find its way into a work so unspcculative as Mr. Paley's, we
observe with pleasure that even where opportunity offered for introducing these childish absurdities he has not embraced it. He does
indeed observe in one place, when speaking of changes of the Chris-

—

—

tian Styles

Whence these forms arose, whether from a natural process of gradual development, or from some esoteric principle of symbolical design whether
they originated in some real or pretended secret of freemasonry, or, lastly, in
mere accident or caprice, are curious questions, which, so far as the author
is aware, have never yet been made the subjects of much investigation. P. 1.
;
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this 13 nearly the only ;illusion to those notions.

But

If it

were not

loo much vunitj', we might almost hope that our own arguments had
contributed somewhat towards the desired change, especially as Mr.
Palcy seems acquainted with this Journal, and quotes it in onr place;
or at least that the ridicule which his eccentric views have iiiet with
in other reviews has persuaded him, if not to alter liis sentiments, at

them

least to render

conspicuous.

less

Before entering into the detailed [lortion of his work, the author
gives some general views on the formation and application of mouldThe following is an exposition of the generic distinctions beings.
tween Medixval ana Classic mouldings.

The

And

early English base

and we

Attic,

may be

it

is

allowed by

all

to have

been borrowed from the

shall hereafter clearly demonstrate that such was the case.
that some forms, such, for instance, as the scroU-moulding

and the roU-and-fdlet, came from some external source. But if every form
can be shown to be an improvement or modification of a preceding one, we
may fairly conclude ihat the whole series is the offspring of one and the
same progressive art.
In their use also Gothic mouldings differ as widely as possible from'Classic.
are repeated to almost any extent, so as entirely to occupy the
They are repeated too in groups,
large recessed spaces in jambs and arches.
composed of the same members, or nearly so, especially in
being
group
each
the earlier style". The latter are few in number, and very limited in tlieir
The combinations of the one are in a great measure arbitrary,
application.

The former

though the forms themselves are fixed in the latter both are absolutely defined.
The former run principally in vertical hues, the latter in horizontal.
In Gothic architecture, horizontal mouldings occur in water-tables and stringcourses, and in capitals and bases, in which positions they invariably form
subordinate lines, so as to contrast and display the predominant principle of
a vertical ascending sweep, and may so far perhaps be regarded as lingering
;

For

tecture.

P.

is

it

though not

its

—

evidences of the victory of Christian over
needless to remind the reader that Gothic owes its
development, to BasUiean, that is, to Roman archi-

vestiges of the Classic usage

I'agan art.
origin,

U.

The following remark will, or ought to, administer a severe rebuke
many a modern architect who looks on a moulding as a mere factitious appendage
something to be added when the rest of the work
to
is

—

done.

The student

have perceived, from the manner we have adopted
of drawing the sections, first, that all these mouldings axe formed out of the
solid block solely by removing edi/es and sinking hollows, and must never be
regarded as excrescences on a plane surface ; secondly, and in consequence,
that the groups lie in the planes of the uncut blocks, the outermost edge of
each member touching the original or chamfered surface, that is, not being
will already

cut away so as to fall below, or short of it. The original planes, or uucnt
These
square surfaces, are represented in our engravings by dotted lines.
two facts must be regarded as fundamental canons in the arrangement of

mouldings.

There are three planes in which mouldings will be found to lie one
wall, which we shall designate Ihe wall-plane ; one
at right angles to it, or parallel with the soffit, which may be called the
soffit -plane ; and the third, the plane formed by chamfering an edge, which
was generally (not invariably) done at an angle offorty-five degrees, or the
chamfer-plane. It is clear that by sinking hollows in any one of these surfaces, a group of mouldings would be developeil.
In considering any series of mouldings previously to copying them, the
first point is to lay down on paper the various planes, that is, to ascertain
the plan of the arch, or other feature, before the mouldings were cut. When
this is done by accurate measurement, the rest fi the process becomes comparatively easy, and the most complex and extensive combination, which it
appears at first sight impossible to copy with anything like accuracy, may be
readily disentangled, analysed, and sketched with precision.
Without attending to these facts, all attempts to do so will be futile.
It may be alleged as a general rule, that Early English mouldings lie on
;

parallel with the outer

the planes rectangular that Decorated, according to their kind, fall either
on these, or on the chamfer-plane alone and that Perpendicular mouldings
almost always lie on the last. P. 19.
;

;

The next

chapter to that from which the above extracts are made,
contains useful remarks on the various methods of copying mouldings.
The method of the " lead tape," though simple, is objected to on account of the risk of inaccuracy from the bending of thi- lead. The
method of applying wet clay or soft wax to obtain a matrix-mould
from which a cast exactly resembling the original may be obtained in
plaster of Paris, has the defect of being inapplicable where there is
much tmdercutting.

A

and ingenious instrument has been invented by Professor
and called by him theCymagraph, by which mouldings may be copied
with the most perfect accuracy, and of the full size. It is described and
illustrated in the f'inil Engineer and Architects' Journal, No. 58.
It can
hardly be successfully used without a little practice; but the most extensive
and complex mouldings can be taken by its aid. The only disadvantages
are, tbat tb« imtruffl«Qt, tbgugU by nQ mean; krge, is an iatouTenient apbeautiful

Willis,
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pendage to the equipment of a pedestrian, and that only a few inches of a
moulding can be taken at once so Ihat a number of separate pieces of paper
nmst be pinned together on the spot, and that with great accuracy, or the
planes and bearings will be incorrect.
Geometric metlioils, both of copying and reducing mouldings, arc fallible
for the members and curves were very often drawn libera mrinw, especially iu
;

work so that very considerable deviations from geometric precision
must be expected in observing ancient examples. P. 'iZ.
earlier

;

remark will be interesting to those who read our review
The method which Mr.
of Mr. Billings' work in this month's number.
I'aley has found experimentally the best is |to copy by the eye alone,
giving some of the principh- measurements. He says that it will be
found that by practice exceeding accuracy may be attained in this
kind of drawing, which to many other advantages joins this important
one, that by it mouldings may be copied which are inaccessible, and

The

last

yet distinctly visible to the eye.
must cndi'avour to extract a few passages from the main body
of the work, but it is ditficult to select them, on account of the style
being necessarily that of a work of reference to examples, and for the
most too unconnected to present interesting extracts here and there,
however, we have very pleasing exceptions.

We

—

and patient labour invariably evinced in tho
working of Early English moiddings, are truly admirable. The ingenuity
that was never at a loss in any difiiculty of finish or constructive irregularity,
and the minuteness with which even the most concealed and darkened part*
were executed, are circumstances of much interest, if we contrast the hasty
and economical practice of the present day. The deepest hollows are all as
cleanly and perfectly cut as the most prominent and conspicuous details
and in the village church as much so as in the most glorious cathedral. An
Early English doorway is often a wonderful piece of art, however little it
may attract the attention of ordinary observers. It is most pleasing to no-

The

exquisite skill, taste,

the long traUs of dog-teeth lurking in the dark furrow of a label or
chancelled recess ; to see the end of some inconvenient member got rid of
by throwing a flower across the point where it suddenly stops or dies into
to admire the cfllorcscent boss and the foliaged capital intruding
the wall
their luxuriance upon the mouldings and hollows, as if they had ovcrgrowu
llow beautifully, too, the knots of pierced
their original and proper limits,
and hanging leaves extend like some petrified garland or bower of filigree
work round the arch, dividing the plainer mouldings into groups, and almost;
There are abundance of doorways of this
imparting life to the very stones
style which exhibit the most delightful varieties in their forins and groupSome examples oceur at Bolton and Furnever
the
same.
always,
yet
ings
The
ness Abbeys, whose arch-mouldings extend five or six feet in width.
west fronts of several of onr cathedrals have Early English doorways o£
amazing magnificence. Alas, that we should now try to borrow an unreal
splendour by " running" archways by the yard in vile terra-cotta or viler
And strange, that with such noble examples of rich perpatent cement
spective effect and artistic display before them, our architects will generally
persist in inventing mouldings for themselves, rather than copy any of the
perfect works of ancient art which are everywhere to be met with, and of all
degrees of costliness. The wretchedness of modern mouldings can only be
appreciated by those who take the pains to compare them with the ancient.*
tice

;

!

;

!

P. 34.;

The following
corated period.

is

taken from the chapter on mouldings of the De«

We sometimes meet with mouldings of much earlier Or later date than wc
should have expected from other characteristic marks in t*ie budding and
there are not a few instances in which, without the aid of snch marks, it
would be impossible to say whether a moidding is of the fourteenth or the
fifteenth century.
In fact, this science does not appear capable of more than
general treatment ; though there is quite enough of uniform system to enable
us to apprehend the broad distinctive principles which obtained in the diffe;

rent periods.
Generally, then, we observe much greater geometrical precision in drawing both the hollows and the projecting members than prevailed in the preceding style.
Segments of circles, both concave and convex, were much

used and there was a softness of blending, a delicacy and gentleness of
grouping, an avoidance of strong and violent contrasts of light and shade,
which imparted a more pleasing, though much less striking, effect. There
can be no doubt that the perfection of moulding, as of all architectural de;

tad,

was attained

in this style.

And yet rich Decorated mouldings are of rather rare occurrence. A great
many of the finest buildings in this style scarcely afford as good examples of
mouldings as the smallest and humblest church of the Eariy Enghsh age.
Very often plain chamfers are used in all the windows, doorways, and pierarches
while minor parts, such as bases, capitals, sedilia, sepulchral reIt is in this kind of
cesses, and the like, have fine and elaborate details.
work that we must look for the best mouldings in the Decorated style.
;

P. 36.

* Mr. Itickmnn'B mouldings to the central gateway in the cloisters of St. John^a College,
It has begid«B Its
is partly Kaily Kujjlish niiU puttly JijljiioetJ J*erp«nclitular,
poverty «f elfett utliur jurWus faults,

rarabricige,

2*
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The next rliapfor nalurally brings to the subject of Perpendicular
mouldings. Their general characteristics are well expressed in tlie
following extracts there is an implied moral in the remark respecting
the tendencies exhibited in the decline of Art to avoid labour, which
might be profitably listened to in our time.
:

In mouldings of this style we shall at once perceive a debasing influence
ill the comparatively meagre, snve-iroulile method of working tliem.
Large
and coarse members, with little of minute and delicate detail, wide and
sliallow hollows, occupying spaces which, in early work, would liave been
lillcd with groups of separate mouldings ; hard wiry edges in place of rounded
and softened forms, and general shallowness of cutting, are all conspicuous

Add to these, that their general arrangement on the chamwhich is a marked feature of the Perpendicular period, gives a flatwhich is unpleasing to the eye in comparison with the rectangularly recessed grouping of the two preceding styles.
P. 45.
characteristics.

fer-plane,

nessi

In the chapter on Columns,

The most

we

find the following:
is

—

The extracts we have given, will we trust serve to give our readers
a general impression respecting the book. As a first step in classifying mouldings, it is invaluable imperfect as though it be (and us a
first effort it must necessarily be imperfect), it exhibits a fund of
inowlcdge which ought to render it at once indispensable to the architect.
May we not be forgiven if in closing our review we lament
that, while an amateur like Mr. Paley, who pursues the study only
from ardent admiration of it, exerts his utmost industry, patience, and
thought, and above all a teachable spirit in his labours to advance the
knowledge of art, the professional architect sometimes spurn the information of books, looks upon efforts at making progress superciliously as reflecting on the state of Mi knowledge, and rather than
copy models, even the most beautiful, contents himself with his own
vicious principles of design, or in his very horror of servile imitation,
most servilely confines himself to the forms which h'^ was set to copy
when learning the elements of his profession. To this remark there
are indeed many illustrious exceptions, but there are still too many
who require books such as Mr. Paley has written to undeceive them
as to their own supposed infallibility.
:

On some Remarkable

Properties of Water and other Fluids, witJi reCauses and Prevention of Steam Boiler
Eddowes Bowman, Member of the Chemical
John
Explosions. By
Society of London. London Parker, West Strand. 1845. Svo.,

Jennce

especially to the

:

p.p. 10.

This

small pamphlet containing the substance of a lecture recently
read before the Royal Institution of Manchester, and, notwithstanding
its unassuming form, contains some most interesting, and in many
respects astonishing, facts respecting the properties of water when in
contact with heated metallic surfaces. The reader who takes an interest in the philosophy of the steam engine, will find his account in
following us in an analysis of the results of Mr. Bowman's very valuable
investigations.
ought to premise that Mr. Bowman takes very
little credit to himself for the researches which he here details, and
wishes to attribute the merit of them to M. Boutigny, with whom he
conducted a seriss of experiments respecting the properties of fluids;
but the reader will feel inclined to suspect that our author's modesty
leads him to underrate his own just claims to approbation.
It is a well known fact that if water be dropped on hot iron it will
frequently assume a globose form, and remain rolling about on the
Tttetal for a long time without evaporating.
The most probable es"
is a

We

phenomenon

is

that the globe of water has

its

exte-

rior surface so highly polished that it reflects almost all the heat of the

A

familiar instance, adduced by Mr. Bowman, is thr test which
laundresses use to ascertain whether their smoothing irons be suflSiron.

ciently heated.
I allude to the property which liquids possess, of assuming the form of a
globe or spheroid, when thrown upon any substance which is at a high temperature.
Of this property, a familiar instance is afforded by an experiment
performed every day in our laundries. When it is required to know whether
a smoothing iron is sufliciently hot for her purpose, the laundress, on taking
it from the stove, applies extemporaneously a drop of moisture from her lips,
and if this at once rolls otl' ia the form of a globule, she knows by experience
thiit the irou has reached a proper temperature ; while if the drop of water
bubbles and boils, however violently, it is condemned as not hot enough, and

returned to the stove.
Once, then, in the flight of ages past,
it

furnished by the mouldings of the
abacus.
In Early English capitals it is' almost invariably undercut, or hollowed out, so that it seems to overhang the bell just as the bell does the
shaft, and with the same profile, consisting of the halt of a roU-and-fillet.
The Decorated abacus consists of the scroll-moulding, with a cylindrical roll
of rather less size below it.
P. 57.
Peipendicular capitals present very marked features, which are seldom
liable to be mistaken.
The mouldings are large, angular, meagre, and few.
Neither abacus nor bell is clearly defined, a fact similar to that already
stated with regard to arch-mouldings, that the distinction of orders is generally lost. The abacus, in short, no longer appears as a separable member, and
the bell either wholly vanishes, or is very imperfectly developed. The upper
part of the abacus is usually sloped off to a sharp edge, like the chamfer of
an angle ; the section of the moulding below resembles the letter S inverted,
and, above all, the capital is octnrjonal, while that of the preceding styles is
round. The shaft, however, is circular in Perpendicular work ; while octagonal capitals only occur in the other styles in the case of large single
columns of the same shape, if we except a very few cases of Early English
detached shafts with octagonal capitals, as in the transepts at lliston, near
Cambridge, and the west front of Peterborough Cathedral. P. 59.
certain evidence of date

planation of this

[June,

so readily boils

all

when

when thrown upon

it

was discovered that water, though

a moderately hot iron, does not boil at
more heated.

in contact with metal considerably

The illustration is certainly a rather homely one, but it is no worse
for that, as a distinct exposition of the phenomena which in fact form
the subject of the pamphlet. M. Boutigny succeeded in ascertaining
by experiment that many other liquids besides water could be made
to exhibit these phenomena
it was also found that water which under
ordinary circumstances would boil away in one minute, would in the
"spheroidal state" require an Jionr for its dispersion.
The next point was to ascertain the temperature of water when
thus spheroidal, and the conclusions arrived at are very extraordinary.
:

Let a large spheroid of water be formed in a tolerably thick crucible of
platinum or silver, and the bulb of a small and delicate thermometer be
carefully plunged into the middle of it, taking care not to allow it to come
The temperature of the water thus ascerin contact with the heated metal.
tained is invariably 205°.
Perhaps one of the most curious facts which have been established in connexion with this subject is, that any variation in the temperature of the
vessel containing a spheroid, does not affect the temperature of the spheroid
itself.
Thus it is found that a spheroid of water, when contained in a crucible heated considerably below redness, is just as hoi as one contained in
a crucible intensely heated to whiteness in the most powerful blast furnace
Prom numerous experiments, indeed, with water, alcohol, ether, and many
" That bodies in the spheother liquids, the following law may be deduced
roidal state remain constant at a temperature l/eloio thai of boiling, however
high the temperature oftlie containing vessel may be."
!

:

—

Another most extraordinary fact which these experiments ascertained was, that if boilirtg water instead of cold water were thrown on
the hot metal, still in the " spheroidal" state it maintained the same
temperature of 205°.
The same remarkable results are obtained if, instead of pouring the liquids
while cold into the red-hot vessels, they be absolutely boiling at the moment
strange, and almost incredible as it may appear, the instant they reach their
fiery resting-place, they absolutely become cooler, and as it were shaking otT
the trammels of all known laws of nature, cease to boil
Liquids then, when in that peculiar physical condition which I have called
sp/ieroidal, always remain at one definite temperature ; and this temperature
is invariably, in the case of every liquid, lower than that, at which, under
ordinary circumstances, that liquid boils. Let us enquire a little more narrowly into the consequences of this law.
Similar experiments were made with other liquids ; among others,
with those produced by the compression of gases. .Sulphurous acid
gas which liquefies midera pressure of 30 lb. to the square inch, and
which maintains its liquid form below a temperature of 14° Fah., or
18° below freezing point of water, was found, on being thrown on
heated surfaces, to preserve a temperature actually lower than 14° its
evaporating point

The experiment which was selected for the purpose of furnishing an answer to this question, is perhaps one of the most striking and apparently
paradoxical in the whole range of physical science.
Liquid sulphurous acid
is subject to the same remarkable law as water and other liquids, it being
invariably, when in the spheroidal state, at a temperature lower than its
so that if a spheroid
boiling point which 14'^ of Fahrenheit's thermometoi
of sulphurous add he formeil, it remains constant at a temperature of about
12", even though the crucible containing it lie at a red or a white heat.
If
a little water contained in a small glass bulb, gth or Jjjth of an inch in diameter, be immersed in the spheroid of acid, it is almost instantly frozen, thus
affording incontestible evidence of the remarkably low temperature of the
;

spheroid.

Most persons have seen the well-known lecture-table experiment of causing
water and other liquids to boil iu vacuo at temperature considerably below
their ordinary boiling points ; a result depending upon the diminished pressure on their surface.
When liquids in the spheroidal state, however, are
placed under the rec-civer of the air-pump, and the air removed, no sign of
boiUng is ever perceived. We may therefore suppose that the temperature
of the spheroid in vacuo, is lower than when exposed to the atmospheric
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would inevitably take place but I am not
aware that the teniiierature has ever been examined with a thermometer
under these circumstances, and it would be by no means easily done.
pressure, as otherwise ebullition

:

I shall probably scarctly be believed when I say that even liquid iiilphurous acid does not, when contained in a red-hot vessel, and in the suheroidal
state, boil in vacuo.

It ia also stited that if a piece of ice bo thrown into a red-hot crucible part of the ice becomes water in the spheroidal state, and the
Another very important
rest remains unmelted within the globule.
f.ict, which seems to have been ascertained, was that spheroidal liquuls

did not actually toucli the liquid metal.
If silver be touched with nitric acid it is rapidly corroded, and in a short
time dissolved. Hut if a quantity of nitric acid be poured into a crucible or
dish of silver, sufficiently hot to induce the spheroidal state, no corrosion
whatever will take place ; clearly proving that the acid is at no linie in absoThat this is not owing to any deficiency in the
lute contact with the metal.
strength of the acid may be seen by placing in the spheroid a piece of cold
silver, when violent action of course takes place, nitrous fumes being given

silver formed.
remarkable effect may be produced, owing to this repulsion between
and heated solids, if a large spheroid of water be formed on a surface
nearly Hat, and a small bar of while or red-hot iron be then thrust into the
Contact l)eing impossible between the bar and the water, the
middle of it.
latter forms a ring at some little distance from the heated bar, presenting
Whether any real analogy
very much the appearance of Saturn and his ring.
exists between the two effects, or whether the causes be in any way con-

and nitrate of

off,

A

liquids

necteil, further researches into the nature of tliat

may perhaps

the planet

anomalous appendage of

decide.

Mr. Bowman concludes
shewing their application

experiments by
oxpUmation of explosions of boilers.

his valuable history of his

to the

be applied to water contained in an open boiler, the temperature of
the water will of course continue to rise until it reaches 212°, when the
elastic force of the steam is sufficiently great to overcome the pressure of the
If the heat be still continued, the whole
atmosphere, and the water boils.
of the water will, as is well known, boil away, leaving the vessel empty: but
as long as any liquid remains, the temperature of the vessel never rises above
212", owing to the absorption of heat by the steam.
As soon as the boiler is empty, however, its temperature of course rapidly
rises, and may reach a red, or even white heal, provided the furnace be suffiIf lieat

ciently powerful.
If water be now gradually thrown into the overheated boiler, we know
from what has already been said, that it will pass at once into the spheroidal
state, and will continue at 205°, until, from some cause or other, it is permitted to come in contact with the heated surface, when violent ebullition
immediately takes place, an enormous quantity of steam is instantaneously
produced, and, if the vessel be a closed one, as is the case with steam boilers,
an cvplosinn is the almost inevitable result.
An experiment exceedingly easy of performance is sufficient to illustrate
this.
Let a large spheroid be formed in a vessel of platinum, or copper so
long as the heat is applied to the latter, the water never shows the least sign
but if the lamp be extinguished, and the vessel allowed to cool
of boiUng
a little, the water suddenly comes in contact with the metal, and an enormous quantity of steam is instanlly formed.
;

;

He then shows that it is a positive fact that steam boilers may beto the water assuming the spheroidal state, and tliat if by cooling the v^'ater come in contact with the metal steam is generated with such rapidity that the boiler
instantly bursts.
Our last extract shall be from the practical rules
which the experiments suggest for the prevention of explosions, and
in concluding our notice of the pamphlet we unhesitatingly recommend
it as well worthy of a most attentive perusal.
come red-hot even while containing water, owing

15c careful that the boiler is kept as free a possible from earthy incrustaif allowed to accumulate, form, in fact, a boiler of stone inside
the iron one, and thus retard the passage of heat from the fire to the water,
until the iron has become more or less overheated.
Never let there be a deficiency of water in the boiler, since when that
happens, the latter may become heated almost indefinitely, and is consequently sure to render water spheroidal when thrown in ; when an explosion
will be (without great care) almost certain.
And lastly. If it be known that, owing to any cause, the water in a boiler
has already become spheroidal, instantly stop tiie supply of water, and lake
care that llie fire is well kept up until the wlioleof the water has evaporated
when that is the case, the boiler should be allowed to cool to its natural
temperature, when water may be added and the fire rekindled.

tions, which,

;

^ Nomenclature of Colours.
Blackwood and

The author

.Sons.

of this work

By D. R.

is kiiov\n to

sesses a great interest on account of its importance witli reference to
the manufacturer. It is obvious that a systematic classification of

from its superior accuracy and convenience, would be a great
improvement on the loose indefinite terms now in use. The abject of
imblishing the present volume is stated by the author in the following
colours,

terms

My

:—
purpose

is

10 enable those

to attempt to classify, arrange, and define colours, in order
are following such branches of study, as well as the

who

more easily to comprehei.d the nature of each particular hue, tint, and
shade, and the relation that it bears to the primary elements of light, darkness, and colour.
15y this knowledge a description may be given where no
proper name can be ai)plied, and every compound become as .veil understood

artist,

as the

primary elements, yellow, red, and blue.

The work

is illustrated by specimens of a great many coif .:s and
some of them very brilliant. The classification adopt
is a
very good one ; the " primary" colours are red, blue, and yell...., Ihc
" secondary" are those arising from the combination of every two of
the preceding, the "tertiary" are those arising from combinations of
This arrangement is very convenient for practical
the secondary.
purposes, but l\Ir. Hay's speculations on the physical theory of ligiit
are of a very sorry character indeed.
The following will suffice for a
specimen.

tints,

'

According to the language generally employed by writers upon colour,
ellow, red, and blue are said each to absorb a certain portion of the rays of
Ught, and reflect or transmit the remainder.
But I cannot consider this doctrine to be correct, while I believe colour to be produced by the joint influence of light and shade, as already mentioned.
We know that fire is produced by combustion, and that the active agent is oxygen, and the passive
agent the body consumed, by which joint operatiou fire is produced. In like
mauner, light is the active and darkness the passive agent in the production
of colour ; and each of the primaries is thus the effect of the principles of
light and darkness acting together upon the visual organ, and producing by
their joint operation a colour.
;

V7e are sorry Mr. Hay " cannot consider" the doctrine respecting
the absorption of rays " to be correct," because we almoit fear that
philosophers generally will be inclined to defer more to the names of
Huygens, Fresnel, Sir William Hamilton, &c., than to that of Hay
and 7Hai/ perhaps prefer the splendid analytical investigations of the
former to the unsupported dicla of the hitler. Of the meaning of the
phrase " light is the active and darkness the passirc agent" v\'e have
not even a glimmering conception, nor do we see what analogy " combustion" lias to colour. This philosophy, on the whole, appears of
that mysterious kind which based the science of pneumatics on Dame
Nature's " abhorrence of a vacuum" the fastidious jade
Mr. Hay has some crotchet about colour being a mixture of light
and darkness, (as if darkness were a positive existing principle and
anything moie than the absence of light). Well,
when he opens his

—

—

shutters of a morning, does he find that, as more and more light is
admitted to the room, the colour of objects within it changes ? He
also oftijrs another theory at the end of the book, which, as we do not
more than half understand it on account of its excessive profundity,
shall be given in the original words.

The fact has also been ascertained that the atmosphere, when pure, is
composed of two gases, with the admixture of a small proportion of aqueous
vapour and carbonic acid. * * * Now, as the atmosphere is admitteil
lO be a body, may we not suppose that it is constituted like other elastic
it cannot, like those that are solid, be brought withiu the
sphere of microscopical investigation, and that this aqueous vapour is distributed throughout the atomic interstices in the form of an infinitely minute
and symmetrically reticulated fibrous tissue, susceptible of tension and attenuation, like that known to exist in animal and vegetable substances ?
By such a supposed distribution of the aqueous vapour, an independent
vehicle of sound is at once supplied, and the gaseous elcmeuts of the atmosphere left to perform their wonderful and important duties in the economy
* * * The supposition which I have
<jf the
creation undisturbed.
hazarded, will also satisfactorily account for the greater facility with which
sound is transmitted in the lower regions of the atmosphere, where the relative proportion of the aqueous vapour to that of the gaseous elements is

bodies, though

greater than in

From

all

its

higher regions.

whicli

we may

safely conclude that sounds

depend on the

hygrometer and barometer; that in dry weather the human voice
sinks to a whisper, and on a vi-ry rainy <lay oral communication may
bo maintained between London and York.
The work abounds in numerical tables of the " powers" of colours,
but as these tables seemed in some way connecteil with Mr. Hay's own
theory of light, wc have not thought it worth while to examine llieni.

H.iv.

Edinburgh

.ind

London

Svo. pp. 72.

books of an analogous description.

183

the public by several preceding
subjijcl is one which pos-

Tin.'
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The Practical Miner's Guide, comprising a complete set of TrigonoSvo. pp.218.
metrical Tables, By J. Budge. London Longman.
:

This is the spcond edition of a work which forms a compendium of
various geometrical and trigonometrical theorems without the accompanying demonstrations. This we helievc to be Ihe difference between systematic works on geometry and " practical guides," in the
one no construction is given without proof of its accuracy; in the
other tlie rules are given without explanation, —just like medical preconfess we prefer the
scriptions and recipes in a cookery book.
former method, not only because of its superior accuracy, but because
advancing every step by logical deduction it is, we are convinced,
Mr. Budge's
actually more expeditious and easier to be learned.
work contains methods of assaying metals, and also formula for the
power of steam engines. Asa frontispiece to the work we liave —
not a trigonometrical diagram, not a view of some important mine,
not the representation of some steam engine, but a portrait of Mr.
Budge! This, if nothing else, is a novelty in a work on practical
science ; and as of course the insertion of the portrait could not possibly have arisen from a feeling of conoeitedness and personal vanity,
the only other motive we can suggest is, that the author, on the principles of Lavater, wished to give his readers in the lineaments of his
physiognomy a correct index of the mighty intellectual powers of

—

We

—

— Budge
We

cannot, however, conclude our notice without remarking on
Mr. Budge,
of the book.
after arriving at the discovery that despite "the labours of our large
lody of geologists ... no good has emanated from their labours to
the value of a swabbing stick" makes the following deductions.

some passages which occur towards the end

This is the grand cause why the efforts of our geological societies have
they have set themselves against the Irulh they have rejected
the inspired history of the creation of the world hence their writings and
replete
with error, inconsistency, and contradiction.
tayings are
Let them begin again; cancel what they have written, and lay their foundation ou the sublime account so minutely given us in the Scriptures. Then
let them follow nature in all her grand and stupendous subterranean operations, and they will discover a world of harmonious wonders, and will bring
to light, to the admiration and benefit of mankind, the cause and effect of
the magnificent order of every part of creation that is allowed to fall under
the inspection of man.
I shall be borne out in stating my firm conviction that no sceptic ever
wade a good geologist and whatever those men may think of themselves,
who dare to write in contradiction to the Word which the Creator has graciously condescended to bestow ou his creatures, they are no better than
practical atheists, in the judgment of all men " who believe and know the
truth," and their writings are calculated to inflict a serious injury on society.
See how these talented infidels try all they can to sap the foundation of the
Christian's faith
their first, second, and i\nr A furmaiions.
One thing /)roHuced by another. Coal formed of vegetable matter, and lately they have
discovered that slate is a marine production
utterly failed

—

—

;

;

!

—

.'

We desire to give

Mr. Budge

full

credit for the integrity of bis

mo-

indeed, if warmth of expression prove bis sincerity, there can
be no doubt respecting it. At the same time we cannot help wishing
that he had exercised similar charity towards those whom he honours
with his notice. It seems somewhat hard that gentlemen, many of
them clergymen and men of hitherto unquestioned orthodoxy, should
be declared to be "practical atheists" and "talented infidels" who
"try all they can to sap the foundation of the Christian faith," because they have the misfortune to differ from Mr. Budge on certain
philosophical points.
should almost have imagined that these
vituperations proceeded from a vulgar uneducated bigot, had not the
genMeraanly candour, the pious humility, and, above all, the exceedingly classical language of Mr. Budge's book convinced us of our
tives

;

We

error.

We

cannot help concluding that if Mr. Budge would read a little
more, and think a little more, and write a little more slowly, he would
be rather less vituperative.

THE INTRODUCTION OF RAILWAYS INTO BRITISH

We again recur to

A

INDIA.

the subject of Railways in India.
pamphlet
has been put into our hands containing the reportofMr.R. M.Stephenson on a general system of Railway communication, and other reports
from the local authorities of the districts examined for the purpose of
laying down lines. The pamphlet is accompanied by a map of the
Railways projected in India. The indefatigable exertions which Mr.
Stephenson has made to obtain accurate information, give a great additional value to this pamphlet.
The number of sources from which

[Junk,

have been collected are extraordinary ; and not a single
seems to have been neglected to present before the reader a
perfectly complete synopsis of the whole undertaking.
The nature of the whole project may be stated in general terms
thus
considering Bombay, Calcutta, and Madras as three points at
local statistics
effort

—

the angles of a vast triangle, lines are to be drawn connecting each of
The advantage of Railways in India
those points with the others.
must be estimated in two points of view. First, the benefits to

Europeans and others from

facilities of communication; secondly, the
probable profit of the lines as speculations, estimated according to the
populousness of the districts traversed. The first-mentioned consideration would of course suggest the connection of the capitals of the
three great presidencies, as affording by far the greatest benefit to
Europeans travelling. But then regarding the undertakings as speculations, it is quite clear that the distance between the termini is so
vast that without intermediate and local traffic such Railways could
not be remunerative.
It must be remembered, however, that in dealing with India we are
dealing with a country which, notwithstanding its enormous extent,
is densely populated.
Taking the population cf the modern states of
Hindoostan at 130,000,000, and the area at 1,300,000, we have a population of one hundred to the square mile.
The first project proposed by Mr. Stephenson is a communication
between Calcutta and Mirzapore to the North West, which would
ultimately be continued to Bombay. One advantage of this railway
is that it would be directly inland: we thiuk lines approaching the
coast ought in such a country as India to be avoided.
Even in Englanfl the policy of coast lines is at best doubtful.
The greater part of
the railway projected to Hydrabad is a coast line, and parallel to the
route of the steamers from Madras to Calcutta.
Now as the whole
of this coast is accessible by steam navigation, we think that it is by
no means favourable for the establishment of railways. Indeed we
think that in the first instance at least all railway schemes should be
confined to directly inland communication.

Extracts from the Report of Mr. R. Macdonald Stephemon, and other Docu.
merits referring more esjyecially to the proposition of a Railway from Calcutta to Mirzapore.

Having completed the collection of the documents which appertain to the
between Calcutta and the great central entrepot for merchanand produce of all descriptions at Mirzapore, I have been induced to
submit the whole of the valuable information already collected by myself and
by others who have for some years past been so engaged, and who have
kindly placed their papers at ray disposal, and to recommend that a commencement should be made upon this line without delay, pending the conline of country

dize

struction of which, the statistical returns, surveys, &c., of other districts will
be obtained for future consideration, in the events of the inducements held
out being such as to justify their being undertaken, on the completion of the
first line.

There are strong grounds for believing that the proposed Railway will
hereafter connect Calcutta with Bombay, by a line passing along the valley
of the Nerbudda, as there are several objections to the more direct route

which has been suggested among which may be mentioned the comparative
trade upon the two lines
the one already existing, the other having yet to
be made and the construction of the one line being attended with less loss
of life than the other, from the unhealthiness of the districts traversed
whereas the advantage in time of the direct over the longer line will not exceed a few hours.
The statistical returns of the traffic in goods and passengers, as well as the
cost of conveyance between Calcutta and Mirzapore, have been obtained, and
the extent of the trade is sufficient to justify measures being taken to improve
the means of transport by laying down a railway between these two places,
which should pass through the rich and productive district of Burdwan.
The uniform and gradual inclination of the road from Howrah (opposite to
Calcutta) to Raneegunge, where the principal collieries are opened, presents
advantages which are rarely to be obtained upon a line of equal length, and
as this portion of the great line would, upon its completion, yield an independent and considerable income, it would be most advisable that to this extent the line, which has been carefully surveyed upon a former occasion,
should be first completed, and the interval be occupied in completing the
surveys and levels of the remainder; the more especially as it is a question
in the minds of mary, whetlier after passing through Burdwan, the direct
trunk road to Mirzapore, or the more circuitous route along the Valley of
the Ganges, would present the greatest advantages, and as, in either case, the
line to the Burdwan collieries would form a part of the plan, it would in
this respect signify little, in the first instance, which direction shall he
It is the opinion of most qualified men, to whom application has
adopted.
been made upon the subject, that .CG,000 per mile will suffice to complete
;

—

—

Ihe entire distance, taking the level parts of the country as well as the billy
districts and rivers into consideration ; but it may be more satisfactory to
increase the amount to ;CS,000 per mile, a sum more than sufficient to cover
every contingency.
Upon this basis I most strongly recommend the undertaking being com-.
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menced, provision being mailc to complete the entire line, but the smaller
portion being proceeded with and opened at the earliest possible period.
The cstablibhment of schools upon the European principle, in the several
sanataria in India, and the ready acccbs alfordcd to them by means of Railways, will do much to alleviate one of the most severe privations and hardships to which every resident in India is to a greater or less extent subjected
the continual separation from one or more member* of bis family, who, in

—

England, the Cape, or other distant parts, for the purposes of health, education, or change, will he enabled within a few hours, to
lieu of iiroccoding to

acconiplisli their object as etTeclually as at present can only be obtained at a

very considerable cost of time and money, and at a sacrilicc of personal feeling and anxiety to which there are few who cannot bear ready testimony
from their own sad experience.
1 wouhl further suggest, to prevent as much as possible the speculation in
shares, which a less amount is calculated to facilitate, and to render this
stock one for permanent rather than for temporary and speculative investment, that the shares should be fixed at no less than .t2J0 each ; the more
especially as the payment of the several instaliueuts wUl of necessity extend
over a period of several years.
From a pamphlet recently published, under the title of "Railway Reform,"
it appears that of a capital of £03,000,000 invested in 55 railroads, of the
aggregate length of 1,732 miles, in the United Kingdom, the 21 principal
of 1,014 miles, which have cost £28,000,000, are
£48,000,000, and that they are paying an average dividend of

lines,

now worth
(jj

per cent.

upon the original outlay, of which the London and liiruiingbam Railway, to
which the ))roposcd Calcutta and Xlirzapore line bears a close analogy and
resemblance, as regards the relative trathc between the two termini, is paying
U per cent, on the original capital expended; and that these 24 railways
have cost on an average £30,910 per mile; whereas, from the level character
of a considerable portion of the country throughout India, from the absence
of any heavy Parliamentary expenses, from tlie cheapness of labour and materials, and from the moderate cost of the land, if purchased by the Government of Dengal for the Company as being applied to a public work, the cost
of a raihvay in that country will not, on the average, exceed one-fourth of
that amount, while the extent of traffic, if it do not exceed, is very little be-

low that from which, even at the above heavy original expenditure, a dividend of 1 1 per cent, has been derived.
A Calcutta merchant who desires to visit Mirzapore must incur an expenditure of £70, and a loss of six weeks, if he avails himself of the steam vessels,
and if he proceeds by Duk the amount will be nearly the same, and the
period required to perform the distance there and back will be about ten
days of unremitting and most fatiguing travelling.
The Railway will enable bim to perform the entire distance to Mirzapore
and back to Calcutta in thirty hours, and at an expense, if the English rates
were adopted, of £11 4s., £7 18s., or £5 Is. !</., according to the train
which might be selected. These rates would, however, be unnecessarily low,
and an intermediate would be readily paid, and unquestionably induce very

many

to avail themselves of the facilities oflered,

cessity prevented

by the delay and

expense which

entailed.

is

loss of time,

who

are at present of ne-

more than on account of the

From the accompanying documents it appears, that the imports and examount to £10,570,000 in one year, of which the chief
portion has been received from or is conveyed into the interior.
J'hat the transport of merchandize between Calcutta and Mirzapore averages by water 47s. Grf. per ton, and by land 10/. IG.v. to 13/. 10s. per ton,
the former occupying an average of six weeks, the latter seven weeks, in the
ports of Calcutta,

transit

And that the estimated traffic, at a moderate calculation made by an experienced officer in the service, who has furnished the most recent and carefully collated details of the trade between Calcutta and Eurdwan, will amount
to upwards of 107,310 tons a year upon the existing traffic, exclusive of passengers.

The

which have been already ascertained, show a gradual inclination of twenty-four inches in the mile, from
Howrah, on the banks of the Iloogly, opposite to Calcutta, at which the
railway would commence, to the Burdwan Collieries, to which it is proposed
levels of those portions of the line

to extend the first line

once.

Upon

of the entire line the
expense will not exceed C,000/. per mile, or 840,000/. for its completion,
upon which the gross returns of the ascertained existing traffic in goods
alone, exclusive of passengers, troops, the mails, or Government stores, will
be 125,100 a year, without calculating upon that increase which invariably
follows the pioviding of improved and additional facilities for comraunicaat

this portion

tion.

The whole of the documents, plans, levels, &c., have been placed in the
hands of one of the most eminent English engineers (Charles Vignoles, Esq.),
whose attention has been, for some years past, directed to this important
subject, and whose opinion will be found annexed, in regard to the sufficiency
for every useful purpose of the information which has been submitted, to
enable him to express his decided as well as unqualified and favourable
opinion of the undertaking.
In conclu.Mon, I may mention that, having travelled over and examined a
consideralde number of the European, as well as American lines of railway,
I have no hesitation in stating that the amount of existing, as well as of the
certain prospective traffic in goods and passengers, through several of the
principal districts, with the facilities which the country alfords for the economical construction of railways, are calculated to render such an under-
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taking one of the most remunerative, and extensively beneficial of any similar
work, with which I am acquainted.

Extracts

Letter from Captain A. S. Wau(jh, Surveyor (leiicral tf
India, Jug. 10, 1844.

from a

Although

am

of opinion that a preliminary survey is indispensaljle to an
accurate discussion of the question, still the general knowledge which we
have of the tract of country between the commercial capital of I'.engal and
the upper terminus will be useful in taking a cursory view of the subject.
Referring to the map it will be found that the direct distance from Calcutta
to Benares is about 388 miles, to Mirzapore about 408, to Allahabad about
450 miles. Of this distance 218 miles are situated in a highland country,
rising in one direction to the height of near two thousand feet above the sea.
The rocks composing it, are primitive transition and secondary, and with tho
exception of a small portion of sandstone grit belonging to the coal measure,
they arc of the hardest class of rocks, such as granites, basalt, and greenstone.
These are impenetrable, except at vast expense, by means of tunnels, or excavations, and the acclivities are so steep that they cannot be surmounted by
railroads.
But even if the direct line was not beset by insurmountable obstacles, it would be inexpedient on account of the poverty of the country,
which for nearly the whole distance above cited, is a wildcrncbs, diversified
at long intervals by a little cultivation, and scarcely animated by human
beings.
This line would moreover follow the valley of the Damooda for
I

some distance, and would have to cross that river at least twice. Abandoning this line, and moving a little to the eastward, we come to the tract between the Damooila and Adji Rivers, and following the lines of the new road,
we pass through Burdwan, and the district of the coal mines. This line midoubtedly

offers fewer obstacles than the other
it outflanks the
Damooda
River, and also tlie highest levels of the hilly tract.
If it be practicable in
other respects, it is iireferable to any other line that could be proposed.
It
is very nearly a direct line, and the immediate connection of the coal districts
is in itself a great oliject.
I have never travelled upon this route, and cannot
therefore otter an opinion, but valuable information could be obtained from
the superintendent of the road.
The first part of the line through the
Iloogly and Burdwan districts is covered with water during the rains, and
ihe road would need to be embanked the whole way to the height of a few
feet, but this would not be a costly work, provided the embankment be not
made unnecessarily high, which is generally the case in all such undertakings.
The first 120 miles therefore presents no obstacles of any consequence. The
line then enters the coal districts, wbicli are intersected by numerous dykes,
hills, and ranges of primitive formation.
Passing along the foot of the
Parisnath Mountains (4,483 feet high), the line follows a tract which I imagine is not impracticable, although more or less hilly and rocky, until it
reaches the Llanwa Pass, which impediment I suppose might be surmounted
by judicious measures. The gradient at this spot would, however, be very
steep, and I imagine fixed engines would ho indispensable.
From Llanwa
Pass to Sassrara is 87 miles including the passage of the Son River, a formidable but not insurmountable obstacle. I have never traversed this part
of the line, although I have surveyed the country a few miles south of it, and
am disposed to consider that there is nothing impracticable. The rest of the
line will he comparatively easy work.
-"Vrrived near Rajmahal, it is a question whether the line can continue along
the right or south bank of the Ganges.
The river frequently runs close to
the Rajmahal Hills, which are composed of obdurate igneous rocks, and what
with these obstructions, and swamps, creeks, and shifting nature of the river,
I apprehend great dithculfy as far as Monghyr, after which, with the exception of the passage of many tributary streams, the work will proceed with
comparative facility.
If on examination it should be found impossible to creep along the foot of
the Rajmahal and Bhagulpur hills, there is no alternative but to cross the
;

Ganges below Rajmahal, and carry the line through the rich and fertile
country on the north bank of the Ganges. This part of the line will present
no formidable difficulties, except at the passage of the Ganges, and its prin.
eipal tributaries, viz., the Guudak, Gogra, and Goomtee, besides many smaller
rivers.

Statistics

Timber.

of Trade, and Cost of Materials upon the Line of Railway.

—There are

several descriptions of timber available for railway
purposes in Bengal but sauI and sisso, from their abundance, will probably
be found most suitable for works of the kind.
The former is a hard though
coarse grained wood, and hears exposure tolerably well.
I have seen posts
which have been five years in the ground, and yet seemed sound. The white
ants do not attack it until it begins to decay, and at no lime are they very fond
of it. It is at present brought down the Ganges to Calcutta from forests at the
base of the Himalaya; but it abounds in other directions especially in the
hilly tract lying along the Benares road, where it may be obtained for little
more than the expense of cutting. The price in Calcutta is generally about
half a rupee (one shilling) the cubic foot for squared timber.
Round sticks
fitted for railway sleepers
that is, seven or eight feet long and seven inches
in width, would cost 8r/. or 10'/. sterling eacli.
Sisso is a dark, coarse
grained, but very tenacious wood, and has at times been much used for shipbudding.
It bears exposure to the weather nearly as well as saul, and resists the white ants
but it is more expensive in Calcutta.
The country in
all directions is covered with the Babool
which lasts
-a species of mimosa
a long time when in contact with the ground.
It never grows to a great
size ; but sticks large enough for railway sleepers might he procured in Ben;

—

;

—

—

\m
gftl

in almost any quantity.

fifteen feet long

terior

it
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a cbuckru, which
By Wheel Carriage.—The
Calcutta
babool wood
The
in

price of

and about eight inches

may be obtained

in diameter in

one rupee.

more than the expense

for little

hire for

for sticks

is 25 rupees ; for an eka, for two persons, 30 rupees ; for a rutba, carrying four persons, 60 rupees. The charge for crossing rivers and other expenses, amounts to 8 rupees in addition.

In the in-

of cutting.

sous,

An-

quantity in the hilly disother species of timber of which there is a great
tree.
It is very highly spoken of for
tricts west of Calcutta, is the Soondree
at present it is noi much used, as
though
exposed
when
durability
highly
its
the quantity of acid
the raeaiis of conveyance to Calcutta are scanty. From
It might be procured in any
never touched by insects.
it contains, it is
At the Fort
llazareebaugh.
quantities at a cheap rate in tlie districts about
in the
Gloster mills, saul posts were pointed out to me which had been
perfectly
were
groimd sixteen years. They were covered with coal tar, and

—

On Fool. It is diflicult to arrive at the expenses exactly of a journey on
a small sum for protection and acconjmodation is paid every night at
the serais for foot passengers, but the allowance for the journey among
natives, wlien a messenger is sent on foot is 10 rupees, which includes wages,
foot

;

Bound.

By

—

By Paliee. In this mode, by taking eight bearers, about fifteen miles are
accomplished daily; it is attended, however, with considerable danger from
robbery ; and natives who adopt it generally take a couple of followers as a
guard.
Jjy

On
By
By
By
By

and used

it

as expertly, as

any operatives he had ever

half a rupee per mile, or about 22 rupees.

foot
boats
palkee

18 to 20

„

30

„

to

45

—

coal contains large quantities of sulphur it
but wood will form a good
will not be available for locomotive engines
The fire-wood of India is remarkably powerful and good. In
substitute.
Calcutta it cost from twelve to twenty rupees the 100 raaunds, or 3 J tons

the

is

15 to 18
„
dawk
4^ to 5 „
steam
15 to 25 „
Tlie natives of Bengal generally prefer the route by water, as it is attended with less exertion. But the people of Iliiidostan and the Upper ProThe poorer class
vinces, generally go by land on horseback, or in carriages.
are forced to proceed on foot.

observe that no ditriculty is experienced ih the employment of the steamengine in the neighbourhood of Calcutta, by Natives without European asI have seen a small steam-boat in which none but
sistance of any kind.
Natives were employed, and have been informed by a practical mechanic,
working
with them, that they acquired a knowledge of
long in the habit of

.is

Dmel- the charge

To the above charges must be added the expense of food and other conwhich vary from two annas to five rupees per diem.
The time occupied between Calcutta and Benares is
15 to 18 Days
On horseback, from
15 to 22 „
Bv wheel carriages
,

tingencies,

—

—

— A boat of

six oars, capable of taking from six to ten persons,
60 rupees. The toll is three rupees, and the sums paid
Chokeydars to prevent detention, and for other contingencies, are estimated
The expense, therefore, exclusive of food, by boats, may be
at 12 rupees.
estimated at 75 rupees for from six to ten persons.

—

readily,

charges.

all

Boats.

costs for the passage

—

met with.
FiuE Wood.

;

food, and

Machinehy. There seems to be no reason to apprehend any difficulty,
from the want of mechanics, in the introduction even of the finest steam
machinery, in India, without dweUing upon the success attending the employment of the finest machiuei7 in the mints both at Bombay and Calcutta,
mdls at Gloster as conI w'ould bring forward the experience in the cotton
All those acquainted with the nature of the
clusive upon the above point.
machinery used for spinning cotton must be aware of its extreme complicathe accurate adjustment and
tion and nicety; of the constant attention
If such machinery, therefore,
great delicacv required for its management.
European superintendents
two
natives,
under
can be used at Port Gloster, by
and if it can be altered, repaired and removed, by Native agency,
only
can thus be kept
spindles
30,000
containing
nearly
and a cotton miU
doubt that all
in daily use and high order, there can, I think, be no
could be
locomotives,
including
with
railway,
a
the machinery connected
kept in equal order by the same means in any part of India. I must also

maehihery as

[June,
will carry three per-

Burdwan

;

weight, and on the route to Benares it is procurable at a much cheaper rate.
At the above rate, however, it is not more expensive than upon many of tlie
railroads in America, where it is used in preference to coal.
Pkice of L.VND. The value of land, even in the most fertile portions of
In the estimates for some of the canals proBengal, is comparatively low.
jected for the neighbourhood of Calcutta, 20 rupees (£2) per bega is allowed
equal to one-third of an acre. The rent of
being
as compensation ; a bega
ordinary land in Bengal varies from half a rupee to two rupees per bega, and
ample compensation for almost any land rewould
be
40 rupees (£4) per bega
Among the hilly tracts between Calcutta and
quired for radway purposes.
By the perthe
land
is worth httle or nothing.
Benares the greater part of
petual settlement, Government have reserved the right of taking whatever

—

Note by the Editor of the C. E. &. A. Journal. Since the
above was written a dispatch of the East India Company to the Governor General of India, on the subject of Railways li;is been publishTins dispatch is for tlie purpose of obtaining further local ined.
formation, and is accompanied by an intimation that if that inl'ormation
prove favourable, the Company will feel ^disposed to further Uailway
projects iu India.

PROCESS OF COINING AT THE ROYAL MINT, LONDON.
By Professor Bkanpe.*

Exi'ENSE or Excavation in India. By careful and necessarily very
laborious examination of the system of levels, transverse and longitudinal,
furnished by Lieutenant Cunningham, and on consideration of the rate of
labour ascertained, it appears that in the Une of least cutting, and that otherwise best adapted for the navigation, the quantity of earth to be excavated
on the Rajmal canal would amount to 41,100,000 cubic yards, which at the
rate of twenty cubic yards to a rupee, will cost in digging 2,055,000 rupees
The rate of digging here taken may, however, be considered
(or 205,500/.).
a high one, as in the table of the rates given by Lieutenant Cunningham, he
states the cost of excavating tanks near Jummoo Kandee to the depth of 21
feet, or that ascertained by the Rajtnahl Canal survey to stand per rupees as
458 cubic feet, 578 cubic feet, 686 cubic feet, the average of which
follows;
is 574 cubic feet, or twenty-one one-third cubic yards for a rupee, and it is
to be observed that this is for excavating tank work (in which the earth
laised has to be carried a great distance), to tlie depth of twenty-one feet,
whilst the average depth of digging in the canal will oidy amount to nineteen

The chief importation of gold into this country is through the Hamburgh
and Paris market, and the original supply of tliat valuable miHal is principally from three sources, namely from the American mines, the sands of the
African rivers, and no inconsiderable quantity from the Russian mines of the
Ural mountains. From the year 1832 to 1811, there was imported into this
country about 334,000^ worth of gold from Africa. The ingots of gold, as
they come into the market, are sent from tlie Bank of England (who are the
usual importers as far as we are concerned) to the Mint, having been previously milted by their own melter and assayed by their own assayor, so that
when they come to the Mint they arc so far of known quality and (lurity as
far as the Bank is concerned.
The bullion in innots is delivered into the
Mint and weighed in by the officer of the Mint, who is called the " weigher
and teller," and whose business is exclusively to weigh in and weigh out the
precious metals in that establishment. The bullion is there weighed in, in
the presence usually of two Bank officers, ot officers attending from the importers. The other Mint officers, who are always present on this occasion,
are the Comiitroller ol the Mint and the Queen's Clerk. So that the bullion

three-quarters feet.

received from the Bank, under the precautions stated,

land

may be

required for roads free of

all

payment.

—

—

ExpBNSB OF Travelling in India.

—

Travellers between Calcutta and
Ist. On horseback, or rather on
Benares proceed in a variety of ways, viz.
namely, the
2nd. In carriages, of which there are tlirce kinds
tatoos.
font.
4th. In boats.
3rd.
On
5th. In palkees
chuck ra, the eka, the rutha.
7tb. By steam-boats.
6th. By dank.
or dhooleys.
£ s.
The expense attending the journey is as follows
On Jlorseliaci. Value of a pony which is purchased, and sold] , ..
at the end of the journey
J
Feeding the animal
16
14
Allowance to Syce
:

—

—

is

consigned to the care

Mint officers just named, associated with the Deputy Master of the
Mint. The Mint are now to become responsible for determining what is the
real value of the treasure intrusted to them by the Bank, at first resting
merely on the statements of the Bank. Then these ingots are handed over to
be examined by the ilaster of the Mint's Assay Master, and the fine and the
of the

:

—

coarse ingots are so mixed, and so apportioned, that the whole, it possible,
may Ix' brought to the state of standard. If, however, all the ingotsshould remain iinimre, or below the standard, in that case It becomes necessary to
direct the addition of pure gold.

standard,

Let

14

Deduct value of pony resold

ard."

Total

May

£2.

is

If,

on the other hand, they ran above

then necessary that^copper should be added in order to
name of alloy.

make

it

be here clearly understood as to what is meant by the term "standis that which contains eleven parts out of twelve of

Standard gold

6

therefore be taken as the expense of a jonrncy by land between Benares

and Calcutta, exclusive of food and lodging.

it

the standard, or some other metal described under the

£3

'

* A Lecture delivered .it the Royal IiislUuUon, January 24,
Repertory of Patent Inventions.'

184,^,

and reported In the
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the remaining twclflli in

(luri- Rolcl,

" alloy ;"
value to

may, of

it

f^olcl,

it

course, consist of

being what goes under the name of
any mcta', necessarily of an inferior

wliich docs not inalerially affect either the colour, malleability,

In fact, there are only two metals practiemployed for the purpose, namely, copinr and silver. Thus the twelfth
which is called alloy, may Ix' silver, or a mixture of silver and copper.
This was generally the case, till of late, means of extracting silver with profit
have been devised so that now, when the ingot of gold comes to the Mint
or Hank containing silver, as well as copiicr, ihat silver is reported on, and
or durability, of the noble metal.

cally

part,

;

as far as the ingot goes

it

constitutes increase of value, because

sent to the refiners, and the refiners

copper, and then return

everything
l>art

ia

it

to the

may

still

pass as standard

considered except pua' gold as alloy.

consists of silver or copper

is

it

may

extract that silver and replace

Mini, and

;

it

be

by

because

AVhellur the twelflh

of no conse(|uence to us, but matters con-

owner of the bullion. These points are very curious and
would interest if the lecturer could, upon one evening, have brought the whole
subject in detail, showing how small a quantity of silver will pay for the
oiwratlon of extraction. All this depends entirely on the great improvement
which has taken place of late years in the chemical .arts, especially in the
manufactory of great engine of chemistry, sulphuric acid, or oil of vitriol.
It may be added, also, that we owe much to Dr. tt'ollaston's mode of working platina so as to enable us to employ platina and it is cheapness of oil
of vitriol on the one band, and the possibility of using platina on the oilier,
that has enabled the refiners to bring this process to such perfection, so as, in
siderably to the

;

out of the gold with a profit.
an important circumstance cennectcd with the alloy, nsmely, the
In circulation.
It appears from the experiments of
friction
endur.ance of
Messrs. Halchett and Cavendish, that an alloy of eijual parts of silver and
copper was most effective in that respect; and, accordmgly, when we have
alloy in an ingot of metal containing eleven parts of pure gold, the remaining
twclflli being half copper .ind half silver, that is the article, perhaps on the
whole, best adapted for coinage. There is one pnint, however, of great importance in all these steps, which is this, that the copper which is used for
alloy should be absolutely pure
for if it contain a minute quantity of certain other metal it does infinite mischief to the gold, and, above all, renders
the ingots brittle and intractable, so that tliey cannot be rolled or worked in
the succeeding operations. There are tw o colours of sovereigns at pr.sent in
circulation
one kind, the pale sovereigns, are fast disappearing those arc
the sovereigns which contain silver
the dark looking being such as are alloyed exclusively with copper. Standard gold, that is, gold to which onetwelfth alloy has been added, coins better, and sustains wear and tear l)etter,
and it is more fusible than pure gold pure gold being so soft as to bend, and
so tough as to clog the dies, besides the great difficulty, and, indeed, impossibility, that we had of procuring and preparing it for the purposes of
fact, to take the silver

lliere

is

;

—

;

;

;

coinage.
It is curious to observe the extreme difficulty in getting a perfectly uniform

Kven shadows of difference that would not be noticed are important.
There is a very curious document in existence, published on the operations of
a part of the Mint, showing the great difficulty of making what are called
That is, in making the standard plates, which are to be uniform
trial plates.
throughout, and which are to be deposited in the exchequer and elsewhere,
for reference upon emergency and particular occasion, to determine the purity
bar.

of the coinage.

same general

rides arc adopted
from that of
llr^ silver and ii
copper. It will be observed that our standard is high, and above that of
France; both in regard to gold and silver, the standard is nine of noble
metal to one of alloy or -^. Now, it is found generally, in regard to alloy
of silver and copper, that the specific gravity of the standard alloy is 10-fi;,
and this is a tittle below the Mint so that silver and copper, when made into
an alloy, undergo a slight dilatation, or diminution of specific gravity. The
present account will be limited to geld coinage, which involves in its general
outline the course adopted equally i.i silver and copper coinage but gold
coinage requires the extremest accuracy and nicety in all its details. It is
our standard value, and no charge for labour or expense of coinage, and a
furliari, no profit, shall then l)e taken on it, so that an individual bringing
gold to the Mint receives in return the full value in coin, which, of course, is
more valuable than the bullion, in so far as it bears a stamp which is a security for its circulation over the whole civiliz.ed world.

In the case of the importation of

as in regard to gold

;

silver the

but, n ilh us, the standard silver differs

the gold, the former being an alloy of which there

are

;

;

The fineness, value, or composition of the ingots having been determined,
and the whole having been adjusted to standard, the ingots are handed over
to the melter, with proi>cr directions for melting and casting them into standard bars. The melter receives a quantity of ingots with a paper telling him
how he shall pot those ingots, that he shall take such and such numbers, and
such and such. The gold is melted in what are called black-lead pots, each
of which ii placed in a separate furnace, and holds about one cwt. of gold.
They cast in iron pots the bars of the shape shown, if intended for sovereigns,
but if for Ualf-iovcreign>, tb« bars Br« smaller. The sihet is melted in a
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The gold
inucli larger pot, in fact in a pot which Iiolds from 400 to 500 lb.
melting pots are known under the name of black-lend pots ; they are extremely refract"ry and bear a high degree o( heat without a cliancc of
cracking, if carefully used, and will .admit of being lifted out of the fire without risk, which is important, because, it is obvious, tlmt if by any accident u
pot of metal gets broken

and

Ijcr

falls,

a great deal would be destroyed and lost

num-

In order to enable these crucibles to hold a

at the cost of the melter.

down

of ingots, before they arc run

in this w ay, they put

them

into another

then the whole is covered up and healed
they are then carefully
in a common wind fuinace. until the w hole is melted
stirred and lifted out of the furnace by a particular but very convenient kind
of leverage, and then are poured carefully into the moulds; there is a great
deal of care requisite in that operation in order to prevent the gold fining or
refining, as it is called ; that is, if not carefully done, part of the alloy (the
copper) will separate from it, and conseijuently, it will turn out too fine the
Melter, therefore, has, in the first place, to take cave that the mixture is uniform in the pot in the next p'ace, to take care that part of the alloy is not
destroyed, because the pure gold is not altered by beat, but thecop|ier isoxycrucible, technically called a muflin

;

;

;

;

made from castFormerly the silver was
melted in small pots like the gold. This great improvement in melting we
owe to the present Deputy Master of the Mint, Mr. MoiTison, who, when he
came into the office, completely reformed the process of melting and pouring
they
the silver. Now, these are placed in proper wind furnaces, of course
are then poured by machinery into moulds ami then again, great care is
required to stir the metal before it is poured, and again, to prevent its fining
or burning out the copper. In the present arrangement of the Mint, about
in fact, at the
10,000 lb. weight of silver is very easily melted every day
present moment, a larger cjuantity is melted daily. Of course, in carrying a
large quantity of these heavy metal bars about there is a good deal of difficulty in the mere carriage, this is efleclod at the Mint usually in little trucks
which run on iron wheels on railroads for the purpose, there being a communicition between the w hole of the offices by means of the railroad. In that
way they travel from one to the other.
The Company of Moneycrs receive and are responsible for (he bars under
their superintendence and direction the money is maoufnctured, and it is ullitnately delivered by them weight for weight through the money-office to the
importers. The moneyers are an extremely ancient company
a company
that may be tr.iced back to a very remote period. M'hen the bars are passwl
to the moneyers they are first received into the rolling room.
The first operation they undergo is usually called breaking them down the bar is squeezed
between rollers, which extend and elongate it into a thick fillet about 8 feet
long ]_^ inch broad an<l } of an inch thick this is cut in pieces of almost IS)
inches in length, and passed between rollers till each is 3 inches wide and
of an inch thick. In this process of rolling the metal becomes hard, and it is
necessary from time to time to anneal it. Now this is a very nice process,
and consists in making a quantity of metal red hot and allowing it to cool
slowly. But then there is the difficulty, that if it be done in the air part of
the copjicr becomes oxydized or lost; therefore the pieces are carefully put
into a copper cylinder and heated out of contact with the air.
They arc
heated to a red heat, and then the metal Ijecomes softened. Tlie last rolling
dized and goes
iron,

away

in dross.

and contain from four

The

silver

melting-pots are

to five cwt. of metal.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

^

operation brings the ribbon to nearly
if

ultimately to be.

is

its

required thickness.

found to be of proper weight— that

cut out and

sovereign

— the ribbon

or

fillet

is,

is

A

piece

is

now

little above what the
then handed over to a

a

down in the first instance by
The rolfrom the rolling of iron, copper, or other
metals is commonly carried on. The utmost nicety is required to proportion
the edges and parts of the ribbon to the particular thickucss, which is determined l;y very nice guages above all to take care that there sh;dl be no inequality in the pressure, so that one side of the bar should become thinner
than the other. It is necessary, further, to take caie ihat the ribbon is perfectly true, not curved or curled in anyway, and that the edges especially arc
correctly squeezed out. All these are matters of extreme difficulty in practice, but most highly essential, in order to avoid a great deal of trouble « hieli
must result if points of this kind be not attendwl to in the earlier process of
manufacture, i'lie final .adjustment of the thickness is done by a machine
invented by the late .Sir John Barton, .and consists of a jicculiar process of
drawing. In this machine a most exquisite and surprising uniformity is given
further process of manufacture.

It is rolled

the simple operation of rolling to a considerable degree of nicety.
ling of the

mint

is

pirfectiy distinct

;

to the thickness of the metal.

When

is puncheil out on one side of the bars and out of thu
weighed in a very delicate balance, and ought to be perfectly corbe not perfectly correct then a little more finish is given to the bar,
or it passes, if necessary, through a pair of very fine rollers again.
That the
whole set of sovereigns cut out of the bar shall all be perfect as to weight Is
a matter of great nicety, but of great importance, and involving a number of
practical difficulties, which, however, have been wonderfully got over by
perseverance and the help of this machine. The ribbon being now completed
it is placed in the blank cutting-machine.
This is a raachioe with twelve

the sovereign

other

it is

rect

if it

;
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cutters arranged in a circle, each cutter being lifted by a lever tong attached
Upon the lower tool the ribbon is placed, and a sucto a vertical tly-w!ieel.

''

one shilling

;

upon

a very serious consideration. And, lastly, in the event of any panic, as
1825.— At that time bullion came in from the Bank on the Saturday, and
140,000 sovereigns were returned on the Tuesday succeeding, to the Bank,

and the same number every day till the following .Saturday, when confidence
was restored, the draught on the Bank began to be diminished, and the
threatened cris's was averted. The gold ingots came in from the Bank at
nine in the morning, and at ten at nightj 47,000 were coined and finished.
Here you see the extent and perfection, the good management and machinery
of the Mint, which achieves this; achieves it with some difficulty, but very

800,

;

There
steel cheeks, and the edges are a little raised up.
are here some blanks which have been marked, and others which came from
the cutter direct. Those from the cutter are rather rough at the edge, those,

through a pair of

accurately.

As

which have been marked have been a smooth edge an edge a little raised.
The marking-machine is one of extreme rapidity it will operate upon about
240 pieces in a minute. The blanks in Ibis mark have now become so hard
;

is

necessary, before they are struck or coined, to anneal them.

;

into a very weak solution of sulphuric acid, by which they
that is, the little film or oxidization of copblanched," as it is called
taken from the surface and they become clean, and the blanes are then
There are at the Mint eight coiningfor the operation of stamping.

and are thrown
per
fit

;

'•

;

is

working by a most ingenious and beautifully-formed machine, conby the late Mr. Bolton, in which the blow is performed by a piston
The fall of the piston is in vacuo, then t pulls the press and
strikes the blow. There are eight presses, each coining from 30,000 to 40,000
that is, each coining from 60 to 70 pieces a minute. The lower
pieces a day
die, on which the reverse of the coin is engraved, is placed in the press in a
particular position, and the collar, exactly fitting it, works up and down upon
this blank die. Now, that collar has a milling engraved in it, and at the
moment the blow is struck the collar is elevated, and the piece, which otherwise would spread, meeting with the collar, takes the impression of the rim
from it, and so becomes milled. Then, after that operation, the collar is
pushed down, and the pieces forced off. This is done by a part of the press
Each time the press comes down, this,
technically called " the layer-on."
which is the upper die, falls on the piece and keeps it. While the press is in
the act of rising this layer-on puts another blank, in order to receive the blow
immediately afterwards. Here is a lube containing blanks, and by means of
this instrument, called the layer-on, a sort of forceps, or finger and thumb, is
»o contrived as to take a blank, put it on the die, and return for another
blank. Formerly all this was done by hand, and the finger and thumb were
The operation of the press then is this
liable to a great many accidents.
there is a blank brought fonvard and put on the die by the layer-on, it goes
hack, the piece which is to be coined is struck, the press is elevated, and another is brought on. The average consumption of dies in the Mint amounts
on an average to a pair of dies to each 50,000 or 60,000 pieces. It must be remembered that in these coining-presses at the Mint one blow must complete the
coin, so that the skill of the engraver is called into requisition, and shown by
the art with which he makes a low relief susceptible ot being perfectly brought
up by one blow of the coining-prcss. lie makes the tool produce a goodeii'cct,
tnd by which he avoids those prominences and asperities in the coin which
would tend toils wearand debasement. Nothing can be worse than ahigh relief
n a coin it accelerates its degradation by wear, and never can be perfectly
trought up from the very nature of the coining machinery. In these respects, therefore, the engraver is tied down by tlie power of the machinery or
press.
lie is very often blamed for what, in fact, is his great merit.
There
is no difllculty whatever, by a suceussion of blows in rapidity, in bringing up
a very high relief, like that of medals, for instance, in proof pieces; but when
one blow of a certain power, repeated from sixty to seventy times a minute,
» required, and each time to produce a certain coin, then it is that the talent
d skill of the engraver are more severely taxed.
presses,

trived

falling in vacuo.

:

weight of gold bars in work during that week amounted to lOlons. The coin
worked weighed 12,085 lb. they were 985,435. From the 1st of July, 1842,
to 1st of July, 1844, there were coined in the Mint, of sovereigns and halfcopper coins,
sovereigns, 15.920,411 pieces; silver coins, 20,976,000:
19,621,956 making in the whole 56,528,367 pieces. Since that period, that
is, from the 1st of July, 1844, to the 31st of December last, there have been
coined besides 10,000,000 sovereigns so that, in that jieriod of two years and
a half, there was turned out of the Mint 66,528,367 pieces, which, as far as
gold and silver are concerned, had undergnne all those ordeals.
The grand trial of the pix is performed by a jury of goldsmiths. To those
persons are handed over the pix-bags from time to time, which are taken
with great ceremony to Westminster, where the Lord Chancellor empannelsa
they then adjourn
jury, or, at least, instructs one, as to their examination
to Goldsmiths' Hall, and examine the wdiole mass of coin or sample to be
fairly taken, and, if it pass, they ultimately report upon it, and from that
report the Master of the Mint is exonerated from all further charge and re;

The

annealing is done by packing them in iron cases, and in which there are about
2.800 blanks packed in each case, carefully sealed up, put into a furnace,
where they are heated. They are then allowed to cool slowly, are opened,
are

Mint, it has been stated what number of pieces
In seven days' work in gold, in the year 1842
the

to the capability of the

the presses will produce.

;

It

them

its

in

5/.; and on 10,000,000 sovereigns the loss would be about 62,000/. sterling, in
this slight shade of difierence. The discs, or blanks, as they are called, having been thus adjusted as to size, are marked, as it is called that is, they go

that

the Mint-ofTice.

is

—

to

to

;

;

amount

Moneyers

the importers, and through

check," to
it is subject to a series
weight and fineness, or, as it is said, it is ' pixed."
In concluding this subject one observation must be made. In regard to
the work of the Mint, one often hears it said, " Your money is very well, but
it ought to be in higher relief; more perfect workmanship, more lime bestowed upon it. It is very well to talk about coining 40,000 pieces at each
press every day, but it is a bad thing to do for the arts." This, however, is
certainly not the case. It is of the utmost importance that the coin shouM
be as quickly produced as is compatible witli good workmansliip and the
workmanship of our Mint will stand comparison w ilh that of any in the world
as far as it is compatible with perfect accuracy of weight and fineness; because you may imagine that all the checks I have stated take up, of necesThen, again, you will remember that as regards
sity a great deal of time.
the loss of interest of any bullion during its passage Ihrongh the Mint, that

ascertain

the current, or that at
standard weight of a sovereign is 5 dwts. 3} grains
which it circulates, 5 dwts. 21 grains. So that thee.'ctreme diflijrence between
the two the standard and current sovereign may be in value about three
lialfpence, a grain of standard gold being worth Ebout twopence. Upon eight

—

of

of examinations, called " a

to tlie public,

;

light sovereigns, therefore, the loss will

The monies being finished they are now weighed up in what are called
journey weiglits," being 15 lb. of gold or 60 lb. of silver. These are neighed

up in bags and returned by the Company
But before the money is delivered finally to

punched out of it constituting the blanks. In general a
cession of pieces
row of blanks is cut out, and the blanks as they are cut fall through the
lower tool into a drawer placed underneath in order to receive them. Imagine here again the extreme nicety of these cutters; they must be so adjusted as to cut out exactly tlie proper weigh. Supposing that the bar or
fillet which is to be cut into sovereigns is exactly standard, it goes through a
but, suppose that in testing this
particular cutter which will cut it standard
way it should be found a shade too light, it then goes to a cutter which will
There
or
rather
compensate
for that lightness.
a
shade
too
heavy
them
cut
arc, in fact, a number of cutters of this kind, each varying a mere idea, or
more thought, but still producing a very important result.
The blanks are next carried to the sizing-room, where persons are employed to weigh each individual piece: these are weighed a second time in
order that they may all be exactly standard. Not only are they weighed
twice, but each piece is sounded or chinked, in order that no split, cracked,
or " dumb pieces," as they are called, may be put into circulation. The
is

[JUNH,

i

;

;

sponsibility respecting the coin.

A DESCRIPTION OP A CATHEDRAL OF THE ORIENTAL CHURCH
(Abridged from

We

the Ecclcsiohgist.J

propose in the present paper to prove, that, difTering very widely in

many

tlie Western Church, the Kasterii
Church has retained, and even amplified, their essential features. And to this
end we shall endeavour to give a brief and familiar account of a Greek cathedral. The monastic churches differ from those of the seculars in many res-

pects

less

:

important arrangements from

not therefore to perplex the reader,

we

shall confine ourselves almost

:

;

entirely to the latter.

The church

in

question then, would consist, strictly speaking, of four parts

the altar-space (hagion hema, hiepatcion, or

Coptick Church)
west end.
in the

The

;

licikel,

as

it

is

termed in the

and the porch or narthex, at the
of the nave extend both to the east and west ends; and

the choir; the nave;

aisles

former terminate Cas does the altar-space itself; aspidally.
the east end, we should find that the altar stood in the

Commencing with

in the same position therefore which
churches of this description was allotted to it in the Western Church. It
was overhung by a dome or canopy, supported on four pillars, and surmounted by a cross. This canopy, often called the Trullus, is also known by
the name oi cihorium, and also concha, from its similarity to a shell. At the
tops of the pillars, also called towers, lilies were worked, and the names of
the Evangelists sometimes were engraved on the columns, as we learn from
Simeon of Thessalonica, the Durandus of the Eastern iChurch. Veils were
suspended between these columns, sometimes richly adorned with gold and

centre of the chord of the middle apse

:

in

but this arrangement is now much disnot reserved in a silver dove or tower, but
laid by in a place appropriated (ot that use, and situated behind th« altat ; i'
purple (P.aul. Diac. Mich.

used.

1. x.\iv.).

The Blessed Sacrament

is
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is

called ihe ArlopUorium,

and a lamp perpetually burns before

it,

as in

llic

Western Churcli.

A

189

cslremely perplexing, because in small churches that wliich seem.? the nave
i.s
sometimes merely the (iynaeceum, or place appropriated to women and the
(lifferent position of the Beautiful Gates in monastick and
Catholic buildings
seems (though in effect it does not) to destroy any analogy between them.
:

plurality of altars is unknown among llie
Greeks except indeed thai in
Kussia, whoTt the intercourse with Home
has been considerable, it has in a
lew cases been inlroilucod. In sonic instances however a chapel with its se;

The external western doors are known by the name of the Great or Silver
.and in the porch, ou the southern side of the door, is the usual
posi-

parate altar fPflrerr/ejia) lias been erected contiguous (o the church itself;
in these the ferial offices are said. On Monday, that of the " Bodiless,"
'. «., the Angels
on Tuesday, of the Mother of God on Wednesday, of the

Gates

forerunner

of metal or wood,

and

:

:

on Tiiursday, of the Apostles on Friday, of the Cross on Saturday, of the Departed Faithful.
Ihe piscina is situated immediately under the altar it is called choneion, or
more frequently Mn?aijirfion. 'the place of the sea.' lis position and name
:

:

:

:

tion of the font.
scribe, the

In such a cathedral as

women would probably occupy
hang on

we have been endeavoring to deaisle.
The bells, whether

the north

e.ach side of the porch.

are not improbably derived from the account (3 Kings, xviii. 32) of the altar
and trench made by Elijah; where the .Septuaginl e.vplains "trench" by

seen then that Ihe spirit of this arrangement is precisely the
same
Western Cluirch all that wc have ever called essentials —the
and spacious chancel, the rood-screen, and the porch,— are retained
by the Oriental, as well as by the Latin communion, thus vindicating
for
them the application of the rule of S. Vincent of Lerins,

9a\ttiraa.
In the same way, the great laver which stood in the court of the
Temple, npon oxen of brass, is in our own translation called the ".Sea" (3
[1] Kings, Tii, 23).
In Ihe great church at Constantinople, it was richly ornamented with precious stones. This pr,ictice never seems to have obtained
in the Western Church.
The primitive position of the Bishop at the eastern end of the apse, surrounded by his presbyters, is retained by the Cireeks during the time of
" Liturgy."

The details of tb(> invention of steam vessels arc pretty well known,
but the communication by railroad bus never yet in this country
been
traced to its origin.
Now, it happened tli.it a few weeks

:

The north apse
altar.

A

is

appropriated to the Prothesis, in the shape of a separate

part of the Liturgy

" Great Entrance,"

is

here performed

— the offertory

;

and the ceremony of the
is one of considerable

of the elements,

—

pomp.
In the southern apse

phylacium

:

is

This was sometimes called (he .Sceno-

the s<acri3ly.

at others the Mctatorium

;

and

at others,

it

is

the commonest

W'e find that the Emperor Leo, son of Basil the Mawhen under sentence of excommunication, was allowed to attend
the Divine Office in the Diaconicum, and it would appear that there was a
kind of Priests' (or rather Deacons') door just without it, and of course on
title,

the Diaconicum.

cedonian,

the south of the church.

The aywv Rriiia was separated from the chancel by the screen. It is called
by Simeon of Thessalonica Ciiicluulf. or Diastolae but it is also termed, and
more especially in the Grjeco-Russian Church, the Icn/iostasis, because the
P'ctures of Saints are hung or fixed upon it. In early times it was apparently
of much the same nature as our own rood-screens ; hutafterwards it assumed
:

its present

shape of a

solid erection.

The rood-doors were called the IIoli/ Galrs. On the right ride, on entering,
was invariably figured our Loko
on the left, the Mother of Gon: otiier
•Saints were replenished in any position that the piety or taste of the architect might .suggest.
But some principal Saint was so placed as to be very
;

conspicuous from the seat occupied (if a monastick church) by the Hegumen
a cathedral) by the Bishop the easternmost, namely, on Ihe south siilc of
:

(if

;

Before the holy door hung a curtain, embroidered with the image
of S. Michafl, brandishing his sword, as if to '' keep the way of" this second
" Tree of Life" from irreverent acces.^;.

the choir.

A little to the west of the Iconoslasis is (or rather was, for the arrangement
has fallen into disuse) the Solcis, or chancel steps. As the Bema images the
Tribunal of Cueist, so the Snleas (a word corrupted from solium) represents
His Throne, The jxirtion between the Soleas and the Iconosfasis was in earlier

times appropriated to

monks

;

as partaking in part of the character both

So we learn from Dionysius. But Simeon of Thessaloit was appropriated to the inferior orders of the
clergy, and was even called the Bema of the Readers. The whole charge of
the Soleas, ;, r., the space eastward of these steps, including Ihe Bema, was
entrusted to the Caiiilelaples he was of the order of the Headers, but on account of this ofhee privileged to enter into the Holy of Holies.
of laics and clergy.

nica

tells

us that afterwards

:

Opposite the holy doors stood the

Amlon or

pulpit,

answering

in its uses

Western Church. That in tha church of the Eterna]
described by C'odinus as adorned with jewels and lights. For
lights were fastened to crosses even as early as the time of .S. Cbrysostoin, if
to the rood-loft of the

Wisdom

is

To the ambo were two entrances, one east and
Emperor's going up into it,
says that he ascended, not on the side which fronted the Beautiful Gates, but
on that which was opposite to the Soleas. Symbolically, according to the
Mystagoguc and Simeon, the ambo, and its situation near the holy gates^
signified the stone that was rolled away from the Sepulchre and the deacon
mounted on the ambo, tha angel seated on the stone. Such as ambo is, or
was, pos-essed at Rome, by the churches of S. Mary ad Maityre-s, S. Laurence, S. Pancras, and S. Clement.
we may

trust Nicephorus.

the other west

:

for C'odinus, speaking of the

;

In monastic churches, almost the whole of the building

is

choir,

though

the stalls do not extend over more than a third of its length, and arerctiirmd
and here are situated apaiai ttdAoi, the Beautiful Gales.
as in our cathedrals
But in " Catholick," i. c. urular churches, there is no divisiim at the western
stalls:
and
the Beautiful Gales separate the narthex, or porch
end of the
;

from the cburcli.

This triple division into holy of holies, choir, and nave,

is

It will be

as that of the

;

distinct

ORIGIN AND PROGRESS OF THE RAIL'WAY SYSTEM,

since, a
very satisfactory account of this new medium of communication has
been given in two German periodicals— the Gazette of Colugne and
the Sonntagsblatl or Sunday's Joitnial.
The latter is a weekly paper
for general information and entertainment, forming a supplement
to
the Wescr Zeilung or Weser Gazette, which is published daily
at
Bremen, the Hansc town on the Weser river. The reporter of' the.
facts relating to the invention of railroads is a barrister living
at
O.'terode, a Hanoverian town on the Hercyniaii mountain
bis onlj^
;
object was to establish a fact, but he is otherwise in no way interested
in the matter, and he claims no reward, for the original inventor
who,
indeed, died several years ago.
The subject being one of considerable interest to this country, I drew up the present paper embodying
the substance of the barrister's German report the letter is dated
Osterode, the 20th March, IS15, and is inserted in No. GO of the
Sonntagsblatl, of April Gth, 1845.
It appears that the original inventor of the railroad system was
the
late principal engineer Mr. Friederichs (Frederics), son of a miner in
that part of the Hercynian district which belongs to Hanover.
His
talent for mechanics was soon perceived by an influential gentleman,
the director of mines, who solicited the Hanoverian Government to
furnish him with the means for increasing liis practical knowledge in
mechanics and generally cultivating his mind by a tour through Europe.
The equest was granted, and young Frederics set out on a tour of
several years.
Two of them he spent in the salt mines of Galicia,
and it was there that the thought occurred to bitn of constructing a
new machine for the easier conveyance of heavy loads; no experiments, however, were then made, and it was not until after his return
home, that he matured his plan, when necessity compelled him further
to consider it.
At that time, before the French invasion of Hanover,
tlie leading silver mine of the Hercynian mountain was the "Dorothy;"
but the road from it to the " Pucherich," where the o re is refined, and
from that place to the silver melting house (Sillierfiiiclle), was very
inconvenient and caused considerable expenses.
The "Dorothy"
being situated on a moderate declivity, and the "Pucherich" at a distance of three quarters of an hour, being placed in a valley, the road
from the first place to the latter goes downwards ; as to the minerals,
they were carried in carts drawn by horses, but on account of their
heaviness and the nearly impassable road, only small quantities could
be at a time transported. These circumstances compelled Frederics
further to consider and to perfect his plan of a new conveyance, and
he finally invented iron rails, exactly as they still are in use, a locomotive engine, and a cart to run from the pit to the "Puch(nicli," and
thence to the silver melting house. The cart is a four wheeled one,
and on its frame is placed a wooden chest, which may be filled up
vyith minerals to the weight of from sixty to eighty cwt.
Tha guide
sits before the chest, just as the coachman sits on the driving box; by
pressure he is enabled to direct the cart, and also to arrest it at anytime, however fast it may run.
The arrangement is so certain and
safe, that to the present day no accident has happened.
The locomotive engine is all of iron, but instead of a detailed description of if,
which would not suit the taste of promiscuous readers of a German
journal for general information and entertainment, the reporting barrister cites a fact from which its efficiency appears
and refers, in
support of his statement, to witnesses still living.
Wht-n, in the
summer of ISII, the King and the Queen of Westphalia visited the
;

I

;

Hercynian

district, tlie director of the mines, M. von Meding, caused
a carrhige of the invention of M. Frederics to be fitted up for an exfrom the pit to the "PucUericb." The barrister alluded to

^ cursion
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saw tbe King, attended by ten gentlemen of hit court,
was
mounting the first vehicle and the Queen, attended by the ladies of her
suite stepping into the second carriage, which closely followfd the first.
They started at the same time, and the walking distance of 45 minutei
was accomplished in five minutes. Witnesses still liTingare: M.
von Meding, minister of state and of the cabinet; M. Albert, principal
counsellor of mines (Olerhtrgatlt) ; M. Muehlenfeldt, principal en'present,

;

—

and Dr. Jordan, assayer of the mint
;
(Muengicardiin), at Elansthal, a Hanoverian town of the Hercynian
gineer (Jilaschinen direclor)

Several years afterwards,

when M. Frederics, then in an adill, he sent to the barrister to frame his last
and next waited on him, whom he found engaged in executing a drawing. "This is," said M. Frederics, "intended for an English gentleman, who wishes to run ray new cart in
his own country as I do here.
He admires it; and I take great care
in executing my work, in order to prove that we here are not a set of
blockheads."
Thus this invention was transferred to England, where Mr. Thomas
Gray, of Exeter, advocated it zealously. He led the way in introducing and establishing it in this country; he pointed out to the most
influential public men of the day the advantage of direct lines over circuitous ones, the economy which by the construction of railroads upon
the direct principle would be effected in horses, carriages, and time ;
he explained his system in memorials illustrated by maps, which with
the petitions of meetings he forwarded to Government and finally he
brought his plan in a printed form before the public, all which could
not be done without personal sacrifices. Others came to hii assistance,
supported and recommended the new invention, but his exertions
were more prominent and longer continued. The efficiency of steam
in propelling vessels having been ascertained, this new invention was
(it is not precisely known by whom first) combined with that of Mr.
Frederics, and the new medium of communication rendered more
district.

vanced age, was taken
will.

The

latter did so,

;

valuable.

The account of the origin of the railroad system, given by the German barrister, certainly contains details not known before; but the
simple fact of M. Frederics having invented the railroad system, and
communicated his invention to an English gentleman, was all along
known among the inhabitants of the Hercynian district and the adjacent country. The late poet Thomas Campbell, in speaking of Germany in one of his much admired poems, says, the world was indebted
to her for three most important inventions, viz., those of powder,
printing, and clockmaking.
M. Frederics added to them the fourth,
which is now very generally acted upon throughout Europe.

John von Hoen, D.D.
12, Smaez'Streei,

Unmniiy

College, London.

FRICTION IV THE BEAM AND DIRECT ACTION STEAM
ENGINES.

—

Sir I have had my attention directed to s paper in your April
number, entitled "Comparative Loss of Friction in Beam and Direct
Action Engines," and as I am much occupied in considering dynamical
questions, I naturally take great interest in such a subject, and must
congratulate you on such a complete exposure of error ai is there
made. Your correspondent is evidently well versed in scientific principles, and his criticisms illustrate a point which you have laid down
in an article in your May number, that it is quite neceisary that scientific men should go hand in hand with practical men, and not let petty
jealousies keep them apart.
If this desirable end were attained, of
bringing science and experiment more directly together, we should
never have had such a mass of mistaken labour as Mr. Pole's paper.
You are fortunate in having secured the services of so sound a contributor as H. C. I have read his remarks with great pleasure, not only
derived from seeing that the real points at issue are grappled with,
that an ignorance o{ dynamical pri7tciple is shown to exist so clearly
and so forcibly, but that it is made intelligible even to men who know
nothing of mathematics, that Mr. Pole's paper is all wrong.
Just consider what an injury is done to science by any one who presumes to point out an application of our laws; and so signally fails,
that it is impossible but that experiment should show a wide discrepancy, (a discrepancy so wide that the mere empiric will at once
throw overboard the science). The long desired union of theory and
practice is being put olf by such writings instead of being advanced.
1 have often thought that if the French had had our opportunities
and our workmen, they would long since have beaten us in the field
of engineering, and 1 am persuaded that this result so much to be deprecated, will be brought about by patronizing and putting forward
such waste of energy, labour and time, at Mr. Pole'i paper. If our

[Junk,

science is wrong, our neighbours who are getting our
our experience, will in time march a head of us.

workmen and

Now how

are we to amend ? for it is not enougli to censure. I
think the jealousy of science which some show, only proves that they
are conscious of their own deficiency, and are afraid that theory
should prove it to the world. The true way is to give us a kind of
free trade in mechanical and engineering progress.
Let every one do
all he can, but let him also endeavour to understand clearly and
thoroughly what his neighbour is doing, that so we may not impede
but assist each other. The scientific man should know the results of
experiment, and the experimentalist endeavour to enlighten the
theory, where data are wanting.
By following such a course as this,
the magnificent science of engineering (the adaptation of the powers
of nature to man's wants) will really advance, and those who are now
at the top of the tree, the English engineers, will keep the position
they have gained, by intrenching themselves within impregnable ramparts, viz., the eternal truths of science.
I remain, your obedient servant,

M. CowiK.
College, Putney,

May

7,

1845.

*** This is not the only letter which we have received to the same
effect.
But the name of Mr. Cowie, who was senior wrangler of his
year at Cambridge, and since moderator and examiner in the University mathematical examinations, will be quite conclusive as to the
value of the investigations which lie has examined. Ed. C. E. and A.

—

Journal.

THE FOUNTAINS OF TRAFALGAR-SQUARE.
[We

insert the following letter, though at the cost of some self-denial, on the approved principle that "virtue is its own reward."

We

must however preface the letter by .begging the reader, if he should
be able to get through it, to read the remarks which we have taken
the liberty of appending.]

—A

Sir
gentleman who in his zeal to instruct the public occupies
with his correspondence so conspicuous a portion of your journal as
that appropriated to "The Fountains of London and Paris" in your
last number, might have taken a little more pains to be correct in his
facts, however uncandid it may please him to be in his observations.
Suum ctiique is a wholesome rule, and you may perhaps spare a
corner to inform your correspondent (it is diflBcult to imagine any one
else can require it) that the Nelson Column is not only not the design
of Mr. Barry, but that it w;is placed in the situation it occupies in direct opposition to liis judgment, as being totally out of character with
This fact your corhis plans for the general arrangement of the site.
respondent might have learned from what took place before a Committee of the House of Commons, not so long ago but that it must be
supposed within the knowledge of any one thinking himself qualified
Thus much for the assumption
to have an opinion upon the subject.
which supplies 'your correspondent with a good half of the diatribe
aimed at Mr. Barry, but which in reality hits Mr. Railton. With regard to the fountains little need be said in reply to a critic reduced to
borrow the capital joke of the dumb waiter To attempt to disparage
the Trafalgar-square fountains by a comparison with such as are most
remarkable for their large scale and elaborate design, is merely to say
that they are what they are, and not something else which they do
not pretend to bff, and it would be more candid before such comparisons are instituted, to inquire what means were placed at Mr. Barry's
disposal for their erection. It would, perhaps, be found that he was
limited by Her Majesty's Commissioners to a cost which would not
have produced one of the ocean deities the absence of which is made
such a reproach.
It might be thought that while your correspondent was making
comparisons, he might have extended them a little further; to Rome,
for example, wh're he might have found some fountains of the
"dumb waiter" form, the "intense ugliness" of which has not hitherto
been remarked. If it is the composition to which he objects (and this
must be his meaning, if he means anything) it is rather strange that
he should have selected by way of contrast, two fountains of wliich
the composition, apart from the detail, is essentially tlie same, with
this variety in one of them, that the upper basin is placed topsyturvey.
It would be easy to criticise the "nearly sixty other" fountains of Paris in the tone assumed by your correspondent by affirming
that any one in possession of a cistern with a tap in it can command
a better show of water than is exhibited by a great majority of them,
and that they are for the most part absolutely insignificant. It is,
however, dealing with them and with their authors rather more justly
and honourably to observe that for the most part they display much
ta»te and ekiU io taking advantage of very scanty resources ; but that
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tueT are "almost all large nod elaborately ornamented," or that they
are to be compared in any respect witli the fountains in Trafalgarsquare, is a« true as your correspondent's assertions about the cohimn.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
Anti-Zoilus.
angrily, and an angry man is not
Our
correspondent
writes
*t*
likely to be accurate in his statements nor just in his conclusiotn.
Had " Anti-Zoilus" read correctly the criticism which has given him
80 much umbrage, he would liave'found that there was not one word
in it to the effect that the Nelson Column was the design of Mr. Barry.
In fact, so far from such an absurd assertion being made, it was distinctly stated that Mr. Barry designo<l only a part of the erections in
think that the than
Trafalgar-square. The words were these—
Mr. Barry has had in the design is one of the least happy of his
that Mr. Barry
many
words
efforts;" and if it were not stated in so
did not design the column, the reason why that information was not
given, is precisely that of " Anti-Zoilui" himself, namely, that " it is
difficult to imagine any one else can require it" except those who are
It was
totally ignorant of the progress of architecture in London.
said— and truly, wi- still think— that in Mr. Barry's works columns
may be found applied to wrong purposes. Will our correspondent b«
hardy enough to deny that this is the fact? Surely he must be very
dull or verv captious to apply general remarks on an error of a great
architect, to an instance with which, erery one knows,
a very great

"We

—

—

borate,

who do not yet know it) was a grammarian of Amphipolis and a critic
on Plato and Homer ('Kirfe Lexicon). They say he was not at all a
fcTourite in general society, lived rather scantily, and died rather
iuildenly, being, in fact, stoned to death.
Happy Zoilus! the stones
wherewith they pelted thee were unhewn and simple as nature
formed them hadst thou been stoned in our day, and had the missiles
been red granite, the hideous shapes the worse than Indian distof
tions had frighted thee by their deformity eren in thy dying pang^.

—

why was

not the

money thrown away

in

working so refractory

red granite devoted to the production of minuter ornaments. Are we solitary in this objection ? " Anti-Zoilus" knows
that the general public feeling is against him.
The assertion of the identity of the " composition" of the " two
fountains" contrasted, is contrary to fact.
should be sorry to accuse our correspondent of misrepresentation, but in the present case
our only alternative is to pity him for remarkable obtuseness. The
only point of resemblance between the two fountains is that each contains two tazzas
except this we defy our correspondent to produce
one point in which they agree. In the Paris fountain the upper tazza
is reversed, or in the elegant language of "Anti-Zoilus," "topsyturvey :" the water is thrown inwards from the edge of the basin, and
consequently the jets have an entirely different arrangement from
those in Trafalgar-square; the shapes of the basins themselves differ;
the proportions of the whole iliffer; the outline is different ; everything is different.
The composition " essentially the same" as well
might you say two tea boards were of the same pattern because each
had two saucers on it.
The growl at the Parisian fountains may pass. Paris is a long way
off, and " Ai,ti-Zoilus" will have, therefore, few to contradict him.
For ourselves we are quite content to take our stand on his own
dictum respecting those fountains, "that for the most part they display
much taste and skill in taking advantage of very scanty resources ;"
but how ungracefully does this come after pleading for the Trafalgarsquare fountains iu/ormd pauperis!
It will be observed that the merits or demerits of the criticism contained in our notice are left unexamined.
No attempt is made to defend the division and subdivision of the noble area of Trafalgar-square
into minute insignificant parcels,— nothing about the ugly appearand! of
a large flat surface of cecient and asphaUe, unvaried except here and
there by pieces of orange-peel, or vestiges of the interesting game of
hop-scotch,— nothing about the posts, or stumps rather, of granite (if
they would only get ml ofMew, it would be soinetbing),— nothing, lastly,
about the propriety of hoisting a statue out of sight. Verily the day
for such "sights unholy" is fast passing away.
have comfort in
thinking how rapidly public taste advances, and that soon that severest of all critics— The People, will terribly recompense architectural sinners for such enormities.
have gone seriatim through the letter, and of course we come
a material as

We

:

!

We

We

lait to the

signature—" Anti-Zmlm .'"

Zoilus, be

it

known

(to

tho»«

—

Since writing the above we have heard it whispered that the fountains are to be altered by the introduction in each of a third tazza
below those existing, which are to be elevated, and that our own suggestion of adding jets to throw water from the circumference of the
ground basin inwards has been very f ivourably received in an influential quarter, and will [irobibly bo before long adopted.
This does
not look much like a condemnation of the notice which has «o much
offended our correspondent.

JUNCTION OP THK ATLANTICJAND PACIFIC OCEANS BY
A SHIP CANAL AND RAILROAD ACROSS THE
ISTHMUS OF TEHNANTEPEC IN MEXICO.

—

he had no concern.
Mr. Barry has not been fortunate enough to secure a generous
champion, for "Anti-Zoilus," though he s(outIy defends his ovin proeffects of the "diatribe I" (who
/eg'i', takes care enough to shift the
erer dreamed of a diatribe except himself;) to Mr. Railton who no
doubt will feel highly indebted and gratei'ul. The rest of the letter
The excuse of insufficiency of funds is the neveris soon disposed of.
Our own
failing and now threadbare apology for all bad designs.
opinion is that, cceterii paribus, a beautiful design is cheaper than an
Some of the most beautiful works of art which this world
ugly one.
has seen have been conspicuous for their simplicity of detail, and
owe their effect to nothing but the dignified and chaste beauty of
their outlines.
Such designs, we confess, are the most difficult to
produce, and can only i)roceed from a man of genius. But then, if it
really were indisputable that works of art to be beautiful must be ela-
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the Civil Etigineer and Architect's Journal was the first scienti"
fie work to bring before the public Mr. Galloway's plan for constructing a railroad in the Desert, and uniting Suez, Grand Cairo and
Alexandria by a few hours journey, instead of many days, so it has
now the means of calling attention to a much greater and more magnificent project for uniting the Atlantic and the Pacific, saving to the
vessels of Europe S,U0O miles, and to those of America r2,UU0 miles
in voyaging to China and the East, opening a new world to the enterprize ofthe old one, connecting the mother country with her distant
colonies
obviating the present difficult and dangerous passage by
Cape Horn, twice under the burning sun of the Tropics, and contributing more than any discovery since that of the mariner's compass and those made by Columbus, to the vast objects of commerce
»ud civilization, the enrichment of many and the enlightenment of
inore.
To Don Jose de Garay, assisted by the Mexican Government,
is the honour of planning, surveying and demonstrating this magnificent project due, to Mr. Alderman Vickers the credit of appreciating

—

its consequences and capabilities, and adopting it and bringing it before the British public. The distance across the Isthmus is 12iJ miles,
the length of the river with its winding, which is navigable, is 40
miles, and 80 more can be dredged ; the length of canal to be cut is 49

miles.

The following extracts from a circular just issued by Alderman
Vickers, will exhibit the progress ofthe undertaking.
Don 3oii de Garsy, who is now in London, conceived the execution of
grind project ; and the Government of Mexico appreciating its vast importtnce grsnted to him the most ample concessions, in case he should suceeed in carrying it out. Fortified with this concession, and the countenance
of the government, the-projector formed, under the direction of Uon G. Moro
(an Italian engineer), a scientific commission, the members of which, after an
•lamination of the Isthmus for upwards of a year, made a report, in the most
favbiirablo terms, as to the practicability of the undertaking.
The Mexican
olficers Don Manuel Robles and Don Jose Gonzales (whose
services the government had placed at the projector's disposal), took part in this commission.
The most important concessions made to Don Jose Garay by the
Mexican government arc First Power is granted that he is to fix such dues
or toUi as he deems eligible, and to receive for fifty years (commencing from
this

—

:

the day that communication shall have been effected between the two oceans),
all tolls and dues accruing from transit, both by means
of a canal and railroads, or either, with the condition that one-fourth of the dues (after expenses art paid), is to be advanced to the government during the said fifty
years for this advance the proprietors will be compensated by the payment
;

of one-fourth of all dues received for fifty years after the project shall have
passed into the hands of the government.
Second A guarantee is given
that for sixty years no person or company shall have power to employ any

—

steam vessel or steam carriage of any kind within the Isthmus of Tehnantepec, without leave or license from tha said Don Jose de Garay or his assigns.
Third The government cedes to Don Jose de Garay in fee simple the brearttli
often leagues (thirty miles) of land on each side of the communication. These
lands are of the first quality, embracing numerous points favourable for the
construction of harbours, towns, villages, &e., and amounts to nearly five
millions of acres.
Fourth The valuable privilege to purchase lands, c&c, of
•stablishing colonies to thn extent of fifty leagues (one hundred and fifty
miles), on each side of the line in addition
with all rights and privileges in
perfect equality with Mexican citizens, which is not granted to other settlers.
The present government of Mexico has recognized the grants which form
the basis of this project. The celebrated Arago has submitted it with
hii Qwa comjnond«tign to th« AwdcmiQ (let Hcimcet at Paris, and it has

—

—

;
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been mentioned most favourably in various

learned associations of this
country.
By the adoption of this project all vessels that now double Cape
Horn from the I'nited States would save upwards of twelve thousand miles
of the distance, and tljose from Europe eight thousand in reaching the west
coast of Mexico,, proceeding from thence to China, &c., and all vessels bound
to the Pacific would not only save time but also avoid the dangers of the
present navigation.
By this undertaking the Oregon territory, the Californias, Mexico, Peru and Chili, an extent of eight thousand miles' from Nootka

Bay to Cape Horn, will receive what may be termed a new existence. These
countries can produce hides, fish, oil, whalebone, fine woods, cotton, indigo,
coffee, sugar, cocoa, cloves and other spices, cochineal, ivory, furs, coral, ore
of the precious metals, &c., and oflTer for colonization many advantages to
capitalists.

(Signed)

William Vickers.

12, Somera Street, Gloucester Si/uare,

Hyde Park.

We

hope to be able next month to give more ample dotails of this
undertaking, together with a map showing the adjaeent country.

THE ANTI-CORN.LAW BAZAAR.
Viewed quite apart from the particular political tenets of the promoters of
the undertaking, the exhibition of British manufactures in the Covent Garden
Theatre, during the month of May, possesses many features which deserve
the general attention of the country.
A synoptical display of the rarest artificial productions of tlie greatest manufacturing country in the world, must
necessarily be a wonderful and dazzling cvhibition, but it possesses a value
beyond that of merely amusing, or exciting interest in the spectators. Compared with analogous exhibitions in other countries, it furnishes an index not
only of our actual progress in the arts, but of our relative progress also; informs us not only whether we advanced or not, but also whether we are
advancing faster or slower than other nations.
And this comparison has better objects than the puerilities of national
vanity.
The manufacturer in viewing the efforts of his own countrymen,
leceives a wholesome stimulus to his exertions, and gains at every step instruction and suggestion
observes how difBculties, which the experienced
eye could alone discover, have been obviated by others, and notes down the
effects of their errors; in fine, gets more practical information in a few days
than his own cogitations would have taught him in a twelvemonth. Such
are the great advantages which may be fairly anticipated from a national
exhibition of arts and manufactures.
Such are the effects really produced
by the Exposition des Beaur Arts all over the continent, and the Covent
Garden Bazaar had it been even less meritorious than it was, would have
possessed the exceedingly great merit of suggesting the establishment of
Expositions in our own country.
It has occurred to the conductors of this journal to witness in various
parts of the continent these national exhibitions, and nothing contributes
more to the self-satisfaction of an Englishman than the comparisons, or
rather contrasts, thus afforded between foreign manufactures and our own.
;

Without refusing a great share of merit

to our neighbours for their progress
we cannot avoid an impression that the products which tliey exsamples and specimens, are seldom equal anil never superior to those
met with in the ordinary course of trade in England. We are accustomed to
a certain inflated style in tlie descriptions of continental Expositions and
museums of manufactures ; we hear much, for instance, of the wondrous
magnificence of the Sevres porcelain,
but, heterodox as the sentiment may
appear to those who are content with the information of itineraries and
guide-books, it may be doubted whether our admiration in walking through
the Sevres gallery would not be much abated by a previous inspection of our
own Potteries. And we here institute the comparison most favourable to the
continental manufacturer, namely, the comparison of works of which the
greater part of the value is derived from their ornamental details, but in
productions of pure utility we apprehend that the foreigner would not even
venture on a competition.
Imagine the costly grandeur, the magnificent diversity and vastness, of an
adequate N.\tional Exhibition of British Manufactures, an exhibition not confined within the limits of a theatre, but filling the galleries of a
vast public edifice,
not promoted by one particular part of the people, but
undertaken by the co-operation of the imperial magistrate, the legislature,
and the whole nation
Conceive the amount of genius, industry, wealth,
in the arts,

hibit, as

—

—

[June,

standing the extent of space really filled, there has not been room for a great
part of the contributions, and even those actually exhibited are too much
crowded together. It must not, however, be supposed that the character of
the Bazaar approaches that of a National Exhibition of Manufactures; we
are not even prepared to allow that it in this respect fulfils the expectations
which might naturally be formed from the professions of the exhibitors.
The gorgeous displays of carpets for instance, of gold and silver plate, of
Sheffield ware, and of the costly porcelain of the Potteries, which our manufacturers might well produce, are here wanting. Thoseonly who really know
the magnificence of the manufactures of England can properly estimate the defects of the Bazaar as an Exposition of them.
Indeed we find serious fault that
the exhibition has been too much of a Bazaar, and too little an Exposition of Arts.
This, however, was perhaps unavoidable, but notwithstanding the large space
appropriated to the valuable manufactures, we felt that they did not deserve
to he jostled by displays of kettle-holders, fortune-telling dolls, autograph
doggrel, abortive efiforts at wit, and multitudinous productions of patchwork
and pasteboard which do not atone for their uselessness by any beauty of
design.

Our report is carefully abridged from a series of papers called the Bazaar
Gazette.
These papers are written admirably, and contain here and there
ideas so valuable that we regret to see them conveyed in a temporary publication.
The most beautiful part of the collection is, perhaps, the contributions from Colebrook Dale.
The notice in the 7V;«es stated that the design
of the roof of the Gothic Hall was that of a cathedral.
We beg, however, to
assure our readers that they have never seen a cathedral roof resembling this,
and in all probability never will. The style, if anything, is civil or rather
Gothic.
t/ieatrical

—

—

The

view of the general arrangement of the Golliic Hall, at the entrance is very imposing; the illuminated roof, with its Gothic mouldings and
richly decorated arches, the two vistas of pillars extending along each side,
and the gorgeous painted window at the remote extreme, seem to realize the
imaginary halls in the palace of Aladdin. The elevation of the dress circle
above the level of the pit enables the visitor to take in the whole at the first
glance, and hence the effect of the cmp d'lcil is most striking and imposing.
There is a descent of a few easy steps into the body of the hall, where the
stalls are situated and we shall first describe those connected with the range
of boxes on the right band side of the visitor at entrance.
" Some beautiful specimens of table cutlery, in handsome cases, were exhibited, from the manufactory of Messrs. Hargraves
the exquisite style in
which they are finished, and the taste displayed in the handle, ferules, and
other fittings have attracted universal admiration.
Several splendid pairs
of scissors, of universal richness, in an elaborate style of ornament, have
been contributed also superb specimens from the extensive manufacturing
establishment of William Greaves and Sous, Sheaf Works, Sheffield. These
consist of a selection of carpenters', curriers', and ship builders' tools, and
file, and steel articles not ordinarily (as it would be thought) possessing the
capability of much display.
This iutractability is overcome by a splendour
first

,

:

;

of finish only inferior, as

we

are credibly informed, to their solid

and

intrinsic

qualities.

" William Greaves

and Sons furnished an admirable specimen. It is a
solid bar of steel, showing at one extremity about six inches of the steel in
Hi first crystallized state after fusing. The next six inches exhibit the same
bar of steel, drawn out under hammers, into a round suitable for dies for
coining.
The next six inches into a square for edge tools, Ac. The next
octagon, for chisels and turning tools.
The next triangular, for machinery

The next flat, for razors, table knives, &c. and, finally, the bar
elongated into a spear blade about 11 inches long; the whole highly poand ornamented in exquisite etching, save only the first six inches of
the raw unhardened steel, which is left in its originally rough state, as an interesting contrast to the finished blade at the other extremity.
" The Sheflield stall exhibits a gold-backed knife, valued at 20 guineas,
and several cases of table knives and forks an exquisite model of a steam
engine, executed with equal taste and accuracy, so as to be at once a bandsome ornament in a drawing-room, and a valuable teacher of mechanical
There
This model was contributed by Messrs. Chesterman & Co.
science.
were also several telescopes, and an assortment of powder flasks. Of the
very
rich
and
varied
assortment,
including
trays,
stands
ware
there
is
a
plated
The China and Porcelain stall at the upper
for bottles, and liqueur cases.
end of the saloon exhibits some noble specimens of Wedgewood's unrivalled
Among them
jasper vases, from New Etruria, in the Staffordshire Potteries.
is a fine copy of the Portland or Barherini vase, so recently broken in the
purposes.

;

is

lished,

;

British

Museum,
{To be continued.)

!

and skill displayed in the magnificent spectacle. Such an exhibition were to
a rightly thinking mind the noblest ever projected by the genius of man or

—

executed by his skill, a gigantic monument of the combination of physical
and intellectual power, a vast realization of thought, the fitting representation of the greatest of nations, and, above all, a substantial
exponent of its
moral influence.
It were difficult to overrate the advantages of such an
undertaking, or even
to foresee them.
Even the exhibition already accomplished, imperfect as it
necessarily is, is a beautiful indication of the variety and
resources of the
national industry, and every way gratifying, as proving the
practicability of
one more complete. The appearance of manufactures disjilaved with
all the
accessory effect that could be obtained from dazzbng light
'and the scenic

decorations of the

tl.

eatre, prodtwes an impressioa aluigst illusive.

Notwith-

PKOCEEDIfIGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
THK ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.
The Society met in the Saloon, 91, Prince's Street, on Monday, April 14,
184.'>.— The President in the Chair.
The following communications were made
" ./ New Self-Acting Method of taking tlie Buckets from the mouth of
Coal Pits, and shutting off the Steam from tlie Winding Engine.
By Mr.
Daniel Erskine. A beautifully executed working model, in which the
:

—

cyhnder of the engine

is

only a quarter of aa inch in diameter, and of half
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The winding engine draws the

an incli stroke, was fxhibited in action.
buckets up the pit, which, having arrived at the top, are then dravin towards
the engine, nud landed on a level platform; at the siiim^ time, on reaching
a certain point, ttie steam is shut ofT from the engine by a self-acting process.
The pitman then takes the bucket oil' the ope, and attaching it to
another rope, sends it down an inclined plane to be emptied, and the weight
of the full l)ucket descending the incline, draws up an empty bucket to the
pitman's hand, who hooks it on to the pit-rope, reverses the engine, and the
bucket is immediately carried back to the pit-raouth and descends the pit,
while a full bucket is at the same time drawn up to go through the same
i

process.

A

"
netn method ofmabting Locomotive Engines and Railway Carriages In
ascend Inclined Planes with greater ease." By the Same. A well constructed working model in German silver was exhibited in action. The principle on which it acts is, that when the locomotive engine arrives at the foot
of the inclined plane, the common wheels on which it travels cease to touch
the rails, there being another set of wheels keyed on the same axles, but of
A raised rail is used on the incline to suit
(inly one-tifth of the diameter.
the smaller diameter of the wheels which now come into play, and the large
wheels being lifted off the rail, act as fly-wheels to the smaller ones. The
engine is thus enabled to ascend an incline which it could not do with wheels
and this was shown to be the case by Mr. Erskine's
of the usual diameter
model, which easily ascended an incline of 1 in 16, with the small wheels,
[Not new, Ed. C. E. and A.
whereas, with the common wheels it stood still.

—

;

—

Journal.]

"

On a simple mode of Constructing Models, illustrating the Systems of
By George Wilson, M.D., F.U.S.E., Lecturer on CheCrystallogrophy."

—

Dr. Wilson stated that he had been led to devise these
mistry, Edinburgh.
skeleton models with a view to render the apprehension of crystallography
hope
that he might thereby assist the mineralogist, optimore easy, in the
cian, chemist, and natural philosopher, in acquiring familiarity with crystalEach
model
corresponded, not to a single crystal, but to a system
line forms.
of crystals, and consisted of thin bars of wood intended to represent the
axes of the crystals, dirtering in number, and crossing each other at different
angles, according to the crystallographic system they were designed to indiSix skeleton models are all that are necessary for illustrating the
cate.
principles of crystallography ; as by passing threads or wires over the ends
of the wooden rods, all the more important forms of each system can be re-
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be impelled towards one or other of the poles of the magnet, according to
the direction of the current of electricity.
It is this fact of which Mr. Bain has availed himself to give motion to the
pendulum of his clock, and accordingly whenever the pendulum is at its extreme point deviation from the perpendicular on one side, as already described, it receives an impulse, in aid of its gravitation, from the action of attraction and repulsion of their different poles exerted by the bar magnets on the
When the penduelectrified coil of wire forming the bob of the pendulum.
lum moves to the other side, the disc falls to the opposite side, and the current of electricity being thus broken, the pendidum returns by the action of
In this manner Mr. Bain maintains the oscillations of the
gravity alone.
pendulum, which thus become the prime mover of the clock, and by simple
mechanical adaptations is made to drive the three index wheels.
Mr. Bain's invention, however, does not end here, for by a very ingenious
contrivance, he can make the principal pendulum clock keep in motion as
many as 20 or .30 other clocks which will keep exact time with itself.
Mr. Bain has contrived several methods of connecting the pendulum with
the wheels of the clock, and one in particular where the connection is mainTlicse were extained without contact, and consequently without friction.
plained to the meeting, as was also the plan which Mr. Bain has in view for
making the electric clocks strike the hours.
The great advantage which these clocks present over those of ordinary
construction is, that they never require to be wound up.
Their accuracy as
time-keepers will depend on two points
the uniformity of the electric current obtained from the ground, and the perfect compensation of the pendulum for temperature and moisture an element of importance in the conSo far as experience goes, report speaks favourably
struction of all clocks.
of the permanence and uniformity of the electric current, and if tliis point
be estaldlshed, Mr. Bain's invention must be regarded as completely successful, and his clocks will be introduced into general use.
It was mentioned that Sir Thomas Brisbane, whose eminence as an Astronomical observer is well known, has ordered one of these clocks from Mr.
Bain, in order to institute a series of observations upon its qualities as a timekeeper.
This, however, has chiefly in view its fitness for nice or Astronomical purposes, as from the trials already made for six or eight months past, it
would appear that the Electric Clock keeps as accurate time as our house on
the common construction, and is stated to be not more expensive.

—

—

presented on a single model.

"Report on the Karl of Dnndonald's Rotatory Sleam Engine, erected in
H. XI. Dockyard, Portsmouth." By R. Taplin, Esq., Engineer and Medated April 2, 1845.
In this report it was stated
chanist of that Dockyard
that the rotatory engine, after hard working for two years in the Dockyard,
had required little or no repair, excepting what six men could have done in
one day. The vacuum produced by the engine was stated to be 28 inches

=

of mercury.
In the absence of Mr. Alexander Bain, the patentee, Mr. Bryson, V.P.,
" exhibited and described Mr. Cain's Eiectro-Magnetic Clod."
The clock
was exhibited in action, by means of a current obtained from the earth. Mr.
Bain obtains the electiicity by which his clocks are moved from the earth.
He buries a quantity of coke in the ground, and at the distance of a few feet,
he buries one or more plates of zinc. These two elements, witli the intervening soil, form a galvanic battery, from which an uniform current of elecIt is the constancy of this current
tricity of very low tension is obtained.
which renders it available as a motive power for time-keepers. The current
is led from the coke and the zinc by means of copper wires, the two ends of
which terminate in the upper part of the clock.
To obtain motion from this current Mr. Bain forms a pendulum of fir rod,
aud instead of the ordinary bob, he employs a coil of bobbin or copper wire
In the centre of this bobbin is
the wire being covered with cotton tliread.
a hole upwards of an inch in diameter, through which is passed a ease containing two sets of bar magnets, having their similar poles placed opposite
each other with a small interval between them. The coil has freedom of
motion along the case containing the magnets, and when the pendulum is at
From
rest, tlie coil stands over the adjacent similar poles of the magnets.
the coil proceed two wires up the back of the pendulum rod one of these
is attached to the steel spring by which the pendulum is suspended, and that
again is in metallic connection with the copper wire proceeding from one of
the elements of the battery (say the zinc) the other wire from the coil terminates in a metallic disc near the point of snpension of the pendulum, while
the wire proceeding from the other element of the battery (say the coke)
This disc is
terminates in a screw on one side of the disc above mentioned.
like a small inverted pendulum, capable of falling to the right and left alternately, when its centre of gravity becomes changed by the alternate motion
When the disc falls to the one side, the current flows
of the pendulum.
through the wires but when it falls to the other side upon a detent, the
On the return of the pendulum, the disc again falls on
current is broken.
the screw attached to the wire, and renews the connection betwixt the posiBy this contact a stream of electricity passes
tive sides of the battery.
through the wires and coil and as this takes place when the pendulum is
at its extreme point of deviation, at each alternate beat, the coil has at that
moment one of the sets of bar magnets nearly in its centre.
Previous discovery bad shown that, when a coil of copper wire is thus
situated with respect to a bar magnet, it will, immediately, on a stream of

—

;

;

;

;

electricity
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being passed through

it,

and provided

it

has freedom of motion.

April

28.— H.

E.

Kendall,

Esq., V.P. in the Chair.

A

paper was read by Mr. J. Thomson, descriptive of the Parish Church of
Alderton, Wilts, the most remarkable feature of which consists in two hagioscopes, or squints, opened in the angles formed by the nave and transept, the
apertures being pierced through masses of masonry carried, for the purpose,

on

corbels, across the exterior entering angles of the building.
Tliese excrescences appear to be of later date than the church, since on the south side
the windows are partially blocked up by their introduction.
Mr. F. J. Francis read some observations " On Encaustic Tilef." Those

which are so well known, consisting of brown clay inlaid with devices in yellow, and glazed, appear to hold a middle date between two other sorts of
paving tiles less common,
one more ancient, in which the devices are in
creitx, and another not older than the 16th century, in which they are in
relief.
Mr. Francis observed, with regard to the mode of employing these
tiles, that a due proportion of ornament and repose is essential to their good
effect; and that the manner of spreading the decoration over the whole surface of the floor common in modern imitations, reduced it to the appearance
of floor-cloth
and with reference to the subjects of the decorations impressed
upon them during the Middle Ages, he took occasion to expose the absurdities of the symbolical system, as set forth by Durandus, and adopted by the
writers of the Cambridge Camden Society, who have denounced in the Ecclesiologist ludicrously enough, the use of symbols, which thej have actually
introduced in the paving of the Round Church.
Mayb. At the Annual Meeting the following officers were elected for the en-

—

;

,

—

—

suing year
President : Eai 1 De Grey.
Vice Presidents : II. E. Kendal, J.
B. Papworth, W. Tite.
Honorary Secretaries : Ambrose Poynter, G. Bailey.
Secretary for Foreign Correspondence : T. L. Donaldson.
Treasurer: Sir W. R. Farquhar, Bart.
Honorary Solicitor: W. L.Donaldson.
Auditors: G. Mair, R. W. Billings.
Ordinary Members qf Council.
T. Bellamy, W. Burn, E. M. Foxhall, G. Godwin, .1. Noble, C. Parker, W.
F. Pocock, S. Smirke, J. Shaw, J. Thomson.
:

— Honorary

May 12.— H. E. Kendall, V.P. Esq., in the Chair.
The Rev. Richard Burgess, B.D., Hon. Member, read a paper " On the
of Ancient anil Modern Rome." Mr. Burgess commenced with some

n'alls

observations, showing the connexion between the present subject aud tbiit of
the aqueducts, which he had described on a former occasion, and gave a short
historical sketch of the progressive increase of the city of Rome from the
time of Romulus to the period when Servius Tullius and his successor completed the enclosure of the Seven Hills, by foitifying the eastern side of the
city exposed to the Sabine territory by the agger, or mound crowned with a
stone wall of which some vestiges can be traced in the vineyard beneath the
Villa Barberini,
He then proceeded to describe the several alterations and
additions made under the Emperor Aurelian, about which time it was discovered that something more than rough stone walls was necessary for the de-
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much extended, and many
fence of the city at this time the circuit was
where efiected
towers added and subsequent extensions and reparations
Belisarius and Narunder the Emperors Honorius and Justinian, and under
construction
of
modes
various
A description was then given of the
ses.
the time of Pope
adopted during the long intervening period which elapsed to
Nicholas
V., by
Pope
of
on
that
Leo IV. when tlie ci(y became papal, and
the ancient walls, which had been greatly injured during the repeated
:

for it will equal

w+

A would

which

have to bear

;

whom

were
convulsions of the empire, and by the devastations of succeeding ages,
the various additions
to a great degree restored. Mr. Burgess then explained
exhibited
and
VIII.,
Urban
to the papal walls, by Pope Pius IV. and

laade

some fragments of the constructions, showing that the materials employed
were different

in the several portions.

SIR

JOHN RENNIE'S FIRST CONVERSAZIONE.

conversazione given by Sir John Rennie, the President of the
ult., arid
Institution of Civil Engineers, took place on Saturday evening, 24th
although we were well assured that there would not be any diminution in
art, to
of
works
of
collection
interesting
the
the hospitable reception, and
which we have been accustomed in former years, we were not prepared for
occasion.
this
on
brilliant
display
preparations
and
the tasteful

The

first

apartment had been
Ill addition to the ordinary suite of rooms, a large
adjoining the
constructed specially for the occasion at the rear of the house,
encaustic
second saloon. The walls and ceiling were tastefully decorated in
of the encolours
vivid
the
light
upon
the
effect
of
The
painting, by Sang.
In the centre of this room was
caustic decorations was particularly striking.
the
suspended a magnificent chandelier, made by Mr. Apsley Pellatt, from
II was entirely composed of glass,
prize drawing at the School of Design.
with
the
drops,
white
cut
of
prismatic
colours,
effect
of
the
combining the

Bohemian

stained glass.

We can scarcely attempt to particularize all the numerous works of art,
and interesting models, which were profusely spread throughout the rooms
exquisite
but we must notice the bronzes from Mr. DeviUe's collection, an
Thomas Mr.
carving in Caen stone of St. George and the Dragon, by Mr.
portand
paintings
the
preparations
anatomical
interesting
Goadbv's highly
;

;

new process of Talbotype,
oil pamtby which the accuracy of Daguerreotype, and the artistic efl'ect of
There were some excellent wood carvings by Rogers,
ing appear combined.
of
collection
the
from
Flamingo,
carvings
by
ivory
of
a
case
almost equalling
folios of sketches

;

beautiful specimens of Claudet's

Mr. Vulliamy these appeared to excite much attention.
The models were, perhaps, somewhat less numerous than usual, but they
Mitwere select and well displaved. We must mention from among them,
Messrs. Walker and
chell's screw-pile battery 'the Air Point Lighthouse, by
;

;

Captain Boswall's plan for harbours built with arched piers the
two arches, each
original design, by Mr. Stephenson, for an iron bridge of
across the
of 3G0 feet span, to carry the Chester and Holyhead Railway
tunnelsuspended
the
by
superseded
now
to
be
which
"is
but
Straits,
menai

Burgess

;

;

wrought iron the Folkstone Viaduct, by Mr. W. Cubitt;
good
an ingenious cast iron trussed girder bridge, by Mr. Bortbwick ; and a
model of a stone bridge, with flat eUiptical arches, designed some years since
fine model of
was
a
There
Bridge.
Westminster
replace
Rennie,
to
by Mr.
and screwthe " Great Britain ;" a steam-frigate, with direct-acting engines
a beautifid pair of marine engines, by the late Mr.
propeller, by Mr. Rennie
screw-propelHenry Maudslay Mr. Bodmcr's patent horizontal engines and
Grissell and James's
ler; Mr. Hicks's improved locomotive engine; Messrs.
combinations of a weighing-machine and crane, to ascertain the weight of an
extended notice,
more
a
permit
will
not
limits
it.
Our
raising
while
object
but next month we hope to be able to give a full account of the conversabridge, formed of

;

Pressure on

We hope that

[JUMS,

be greater than'
the thrust at B, or to express the same thing otherwise

la this cise, then, the force

A=w

will actually

'

vf,

AB

this brief consideration will assist the reader in

eiamining Mr. Walker's

admirable evidence.

JAMES WALKER.— I am

engineer, residing in London, and have for 10
years past, until the present session, filled the situation of President of the Civil Engithe
I came to Yarmouth, at the request of Sir James Graham, for
neers' Institution.
purpose of examining into the cause of the falling of the suspension bridge ovtr the river
Bure, situate at tlie north end of Yarmouth. I will, at the risk of respecting some things
which may have already been given in evidence before, proceed to give a very short
historyof the biidge. It belonged to the late Mr. C017, father of the present owners, and
was constructed from a design of j\lr. Scoles, an architect in London. At first it was only
a substitute for a ferry orer the river Bure to the marshes, and to certain pleasure grounds
Mr. Scoles. who h.is attended from
called Vauxhall-gardens, belonging to Mr. Cory.
London on this occasion, and who has assisted me very liberally with his drawings and
calculations, states, that he made desijns for a bridge of sulficieut width for a carriage
and two footways. The design was made from memory of the particulars given to him by
Mr. Cory, but I understand that he never was at Y'armouth until the day before the bndge
was opened ; that these drawings were given to Mr. Green, a surveyor, at Yarmouth, who
at that time employed here, and who was well known in this district. Mr. Scoles

Mr.

a

civil

was

Yar.
thinks Mr. Cory had at that time in view the mailing of a new turnpike-road from
mouth to Aclewhich-road, which was to pass over the bridge, although Mr. Cory at that
time did not so inform him. It appears that the work was offered for competition, and
according
that Mr. Goddard ivaa the contractor (who is since dead) for the bridge work,
These specito specifications prepared by Mr. Green, the surveyor I before referred to.
does not
fications were embodied in the contract, which contract I have seen, but which
are atgive tlie size of the principal parts, although it refers to drawings which it states
tached to the contract, but which are not, nor have I beeu able to see them. It appears
shall
be of
the
iron
that
describe
specifications
that they are either mislaid or lost. The
this
is a
Now,
the best quality. The specification describes it as the best charcoal iron.
description of which very little is made in this country ; the meaning of the term is, that
The specifications make no mention as
it was to be British iron of the very best quality.
From a drawing which
to the quality of the iron being tested, as far as I have observed.
the main or susis now in Mr. Scolcs's possession there appears no reason to doubt that
pending chains and other parts of the bridge are of the size which were intended. The
workmanlike manexcellent
and
very
e.iecuted
in
a
have
in
my
hand
is
which
I
drawing
form
a chain. The
side,
to
on
each
ner. There- are altogther four suspending bars, two
connected together by bolts passing through openings or eyes at each end of
These bars are 24 inches wide by seven-eights thick from them rods of 1 inch
SQuare were suspended to carry the roadway, which was 14 feet 6 inches in width and divided by an iron kerb or carriage-way from a footpath on each side 4 feet in width. The
length between the centre of the towers is 92 feet; the deflection of the chains is 7 feet
passed
4 inches. An act of Parliament, constituting the bridge a turnpike road, was
May, 1830, and th« road was opened in 1832 ; in 1842 the Yarmouth and Norwich Kailway
litigation
Act was passed, which contains a clause, obtained, as I understand, after much
the
between
only communication
and opposition, by which this bridge was constituted the
'"
the tolls, stipulating
railway station and the terminus, Mr. Cory agreeing „
It appears that Mr. Scoles was again consulted
it, and afterwards to suspend it.
;

m

'

widen

vidth su/ficieut for two carriages to
respecting the enlargement of the carriage-way
each side by planks separated by iron straps
pass abreast the footway being formed
the framing of the bridge. This footway was therefore outside the suspending
attached
the above alteradons weie made,
after
says,
that
hains. That was in 1844. Mr. Cory
that it was
he consulted an eminent engineer as to the suificiency of the bridge, who said
engiI cannot help observing on this that any opinion taken from an
fit tor any traffic.
<"
not
neer, however eminent, in an off-hand manner, is what the engineer would
himself bound by, and which I should think it very unfair to implicate li:
ther from a feeloff-hand
sometimes a gentleman is asked a question
n a favourable manid of it altogether, b
ing of politeness
The founiiiing it.
than he would if he had an opportunity of
Scoles showed me a
dations appear to have been piled well, aud to have stood well
that,
I have very little
ecuted according to
drawing of the piling, and, if the work
probably aware that I am very well
doubt of the soundness of the foundation.
with the foundations of this part of the country, having been consulting engi-

—

acquainted
drawings
neer to the Haven and Pier Commissioners for many y«ars. I have also made
bridge which is now there.
for a fixed bridge over the Y'are, and I erected the temporary
confined to the south side
It la stated that the crowd collected on the 2nd of Way was
to
adults
behind,
with
rank,
front
the
in
of
children
composed
chiefly
that the crowd was
were supposed to be
see some exhibition which was then to be seen on the water. They
number ol
four or five deep, and it appears that they had collected on the bridge to the
from 300 to 600. The coro'ner has stated to me that he has seen double the number on
spread over on
the bridge (or even more than that), but that on those occasions they were
loaded. It has
both sides of the bridge, so that all four bars or two chains were equally
that some
been stated, I believe, by one of the witnesses who has been examined before,
that one of
saw
when
he
look
up,
him
to
induced
which
was
heard,
noise
cracking
sort of
where the fracture
zione on Saturday the 31st ult.
the bars or rods of the suspeuding-chain was broken— that two points
afterwards
came
minutes
five
about
had taken place were entirely separated, and that in
the snapping in pieces
the fatal catastrophe. This cracking was no doubt occasioned by
to support the whole
of the bar which first gave way. There was now only one bar left
on the opposite
weight, and this bar consequently gave way in five minutes after the one
river.
I have seen and
the platform, being then entirely unsupported, fell into the
side
the saddle
SUSPENSION
OF
examined the two bars which gave way— they form the link next but one to
bar
which
first gave
the
fracture
in
The
bridgethe
east
side
of
on
the
chain
fall of the
or top of the
On the 2nd of May a frightful loss of life was occasioned at Yarmouth by the
wav is about eight inches from the other end, and there is the same distance Irom the
the
Walker,
ha\
government
circular
ends and
The
two
Bure.
bars
the
river
suspension bridge over the
lower end of the bar. It appears that in forming these
of the
coroner's
straight
bar
the
about six inches of the straight bar were first made. Between these a
eminent engineer, to examine into tlie causes of the catastroph he gave at
Times.' Accidents
tl
properlength was afterwards introduced, each of the pieces having been what is termed
Inquest the following evidence, which we have extracted from the
line across. These three
is, terminating diagonally, and not in a straight
kcarled-that
the
Menai
and
r.
The
singuli
means
each bar had in it
similar to this at Yarmouth are, unhappily, by no
nieces being heated and welded together made one bar or link. Then
and two of
this kind there
Montrose suspension bridges, one of those in the Regent's Pa k, London,
two joint., six inches from one and six inches from the other. In work of
The inevitable
less extent.
make a perfect union or junction
is great difficulty in getting iron so constructed as to
those over the Seine at Paris, have given way to a greater
case broke. On
present
the
bars
in
that
both
points
bridges generally, and a suspiwith the two ends. It was at Ihese
effect on the public mind will be a distrust of suspension
of time, or
length
for
some
that
minutely examining the fracture of the bar, it is evident
strength. The case of the Y'arnot more than onecion that they are not usually constructed of sufficient
from perhaps its original manufacture, the "weld" was i.Dperfect—
of footways,
presented a rusty surmouth bridge, however, has features peculiarly its own. By the addition
third of the melting surface being united, and the other two-thirds
slight inspection.
footway only, one of the
•
This would have been doubtless seen, as it is evident on a very
face.
outside- Ihe chains and the collection of a large crowd on one
weight.
The ioint or weld of the other link is good— the corresponding one forming the bar. but
chains became useless and contributed nothing to the support of the
longer than the one which broke first; lu
I find that this bar (the second one) is one inch
and A, B he the two points of
lower end, I find
If the line below represents a section of the platform,
the
at
eye
the
through
bolts
putting
the
second,
the bar which broke
This exlonger than the other.
w
that it does not fit, but passes obliquely, and is or.e inch
the stretching ot the unsuptension or difference of length is caused without doubt by
whole
weight to carry
the
ported rod before it broke, during the five minutes that it had
stretch quite an inch in length. Having nan
I have no doubt but that this caused it to
very intelligent blacksmith (Mr.
the ino& those two points
the quality of the iron tested in a variety of ways, by a
iuipension, any weight at W, between A and B, will press
much better than the other
Gooda), I find the straight pieces, or middle of the bar, to be
verse ratio of its distance from either of them, that is
pieces, which contain the eyes, which are
end
the
better
than
is
piece
straight
end; the
A W.
B
bar
up to thejury)isone of the mida
Pressure at A Pressure at B
(holding
This,
quality.
in
very coarse and inferior
I desired Mr. Gooda
would
indiscriminately.
only
not
for
instance,
taken
dle pieces not the one which broke, but one
But If the weight were not between A and B, but placed at w,
As far as I can judge this iron 13 good.
it.
to lengthen it, and to apply a power to twist
none of the downward pressure of w be boine at B, but w would actually produce an 'upof opinion that that bar is
a screw to be formed in another bar, and I am
desired
also
thrust.'
I
changed
into
a
would
be
ward' force at that point— so that the tension' at B
;

;

;
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alao good.

There

another straight piece between the two ends. 1 think generally that
the quahty of the endi is not according to the ipeciacations, nor are they in my opinion
proper for tlie purpose. Had any sufficient means been used to prove and test them, tininferiority ol this iron must have been at once discovered.
This is a piece of one of the
ends, whicli IS a very open, coarse-grained, and inferior piece of iron, and which broke
when the blacksmith referred to was applying a hammer to the middle of the bar; the
part which he did not slrille broke like a piece of cast Iron. The blow was applied, remember, at some distance from where it broke. If care hud been taken to test this iron
properly, it Is impossible bui what this defect must have been discovered. No one could
have eipected that It was going to break, but It did. Another bar was Ukeii by my direction lor the purpose of testing it as to llbre, and it broke in pieces just in the way n
carrot would do, and did not b.iul like « piece of stout lir timber, which it would have
done had It been sound. I shall now make a lew remarks upon the strength of the bridge,
a> compared with the loud. Taking the loud at the time to be ail on tlie south chain, I
and by calculation lh.it the two rods of 2J Inches by i are capable of supporting a temporary load of 5(1 tons without Injury. Of course, I am assuming in that that the bridge
should be properly constructed. I need not say, that in order lo orrive at anytiilng like
accuracy, a great deal of caiculatioii is required, because the deflection of the Irou and the
•pan of the bridge ought to be taken into account. I find that the strain, taking 4011 individuals at an average of seven stones each, and allowing for the weight of the bridge,
was, at the time of the accident, about -14 tons. Therefore, but for the defect in the
iiuaiiiy ol the iron and in the workmanship, the strength of the bridge exceeded the load
upon it but even then the excess was not sufficient where the effects of failure are so
Important. I say so because experiments are generally made witil good iron, and at all
times large allowances ought to be made for Imperfections. I( we suppose any of the
pieces to lie bad, iis was the case here, tben we have the strength less than the strain.
The
bridge appears to ms to have been by no means too strong as originally formed, and
the
additions made to Its width have been In the present case exceedingly Injurious, by the
weight being placed outside the suspending chain. The weight had therefore to be carried entirely by that chain in place of being equally borne by all, which is the case
when
the weight is within the chain. In reference to the sufficiency of the bridge
to carrj the
greatest load which could he placed upon it, I hnd that its strength is somewhere
a li'tle
above the weight which it would carry, but so small as not to be practically sufficient even
witliout any allowance for imperfections.
It is proper, however, to say that the question
Is not how many people can be packed
en masse' upon the bridge, although even that
conlingency ought to be provided for. After the bridge was widened the strength exceeded
the strain, of course, less than it did before but. even before, it does not appear to me to
have been sufficiently strong to ensure perfect security, supposing a mass of people
to have
been packed upon It in the woy in which I have described. It appears that on other
occasions a very great number of persons had been upon the bridge, and that it
had borne
them without falling; the coroner has Informed me that he has known twice or thrice
the
number upon it that was collected on the occasion alluded to, aud therefore we
h,ive It
"''' that for
'"- the
evident
"i^ load
I""'' at
'hat time the strengtli of the bridge was adequate.
>' that
It is also
evident that when
in a bridge has been frequently loaded
to the utmost which it will bear it
becoaies weaker and weaker each lime, and the bridge may ultimately
give way, although
at first it was sufficiently strong to resist the weight put U|'on
it.
1 InTve now only a (ew
remarks to add in the shape ot general conclusions Irom what I have
stated, and they arc
1
^
ii

;

•

of the Jury .—
falling of the suspension bridge across
the River Bore in this borough, on the 2nd of May, 1845. That the falling
of tlie bridte
was attributable Immediately to the defect In the joint or welding of the bar
which first
gave way, and to the quality of part of the Iron and workmanship being Inferior
to the re
quirements of the original contract, which provided that sucli should be
of the first
quality.
Although the jury do not wish to ada more to their verdict, they wish to
exoren
the fullest coiieurrence in what had fallen from the coroner as lo Ihe
facilities which had
been afforded by tile Messrs. Cory In the prosecullon of this inquiry, which
bad been so
scientifically conducted by Mr. Walker, who had been deputed by Sir
J. Graham to come
down and examine Into the carse of the accident. They are of opinion that every
possl.
ble precaution has been taken by the original proprietor of the bridge,
and that had the
clerk of the works performed his duty in tho proper examination of the
work the calamity
winch they now deplore would have been prevented. They beg also to express
their
sympathy with the present proprietors of the bridge, whose entire conduct
has reflected
the greatest credit upon them, in the kindness they had shown to
the turvivors of those
wlio had been lost by the sad event."

DIISCEI.I.ANEA.
Stram Navigation.— In

these

:

consider the immediate cause of the accident to have
been a defect in theioiuin»
°
or welding of the bar which first gave ivay.
J. That the quality of the iron and the workmanship,
as far as I have been able to examine mom, are delective; and I believe that the accident would not have
happened had
the work been properly examined at the time of construction.
3. That the widening appears to have been made without
sufficient reference to the
"'°'^'" "'"''''' " ^"'^ '" '"'''''°"' "'"' "'"'f'"-^ ">»'
°t acted asTn\
rayi'tlon"ot- the "evil
4. That in the original construction of the bridge,
the cosualty of a great load all on one
side does not appear to have been rantemplated ; If it had been,
I think that the links on
that side would have consisted of
^'han the two bars, any one of which was
unequal
to the loati which the bridge was likely to carry?
""'
'
'' ""'
Bd to add,
that In
thi
___^_
stigation I have
_.^ received every possible assistance
from
Mr. Cory with reference to all documents
icuments whk'h
which were in his
...
nosseasion
thi«
hHR
PV»»eii3ion
tois
nas
'".
'
,
..
mp to come to
In the
tho r.n„,.i„.i„„.
j.... ,
enabled me
conclusions II have done
In less'time," and Ihope with a greater
jpproximation to accuracy, than otherwise I could have done.
I believe I have said all I
have to say as far as the case has gone. I can only add, that under the
direction of Sir
James Graham any question which any gentleman might put to me I shall
be very glad
to answer
Perhaps I may also add, that the whole weight of
the bridge has been tak.n
with great accuracy by Mr. bcoles, and that the addition to
the widthTas far as its own
weight goes, Is comparatively unimportant. The weight of the bridge,
including the suspending chains, before the additional width was added, was 17 tons
14 cwt Sara '51b
with the sddltional width and the railing added, its weight was 2U tons
8 cwt. aib.rmak^
?'/"' °f ' i^. 'he footway being outside the chains,
3Xr^?„'l°.1..°„
and
therefore throwing°Jk''T'-,
the whole load upon the two suspending chains,
without»""ijiJoii
any par
being thrown upon the chain on the north side
''.""""n' P"' by Mr- Evans (a barrister at Norwich,
who attended to
'."wh'""
the proceedings on behalf of the owners of the late
witch
bridge), Mr Walker said—
.aw in the original specifications that all the wrought iron shoold be proved by heatinu
it
red-hot; and, if this had been adopted, we should not have had the
weldings which wo
have seen to-day. I observe, in the specifications, thnt all the materials to he
used in the
before.mentioned works should be of the best quality, and that it should be
in the cower
«f Mr Cory, or his surreyor, to reject any mHierials which he or they
might deem insufficient for the wcrks.
It was most undoubtedly the duty of the
person uridertokimr to be
the surveyor of these works to have ascertained by soma such iiieans
as I have described
the quality ol' the Iron, and the manner in which it had been welded.
If the survevor
''"'° ""''*' """^ =« the contract carried out ac;
rJiSi"'°?i,
'°fi
;'''°'^''!;'T''
cording
to the specifications,
had done so, this accident would not have happened, In all
of
-"^""ity
""""
h^v been discovered. If a peJso
h^H watched,
,
/-H as he should
'^',!.''l'^"^'5'
had
have done, the welding of every link, this defect would
not
txave arisen; the defect in the quality of the iron must havi
been very apparent to any
/>ne at all acquainted with the subject.
I have made my calculations as to
he weigh? of
bridge upon six to the square yard. I should
think that, practically,
iurtrT'^-^T
Bufh crowtbng seldom. If ever, occurs. It is with reference to such
packing that I have
Bpoken. and I thinfe the bridge would hardly have borne
It
I think even it as I believe
to have been the case, the crowd consisted chiefly of
women and children under 14, that
"""^"Se »?^8ht. It is too much of course for children, but not
L'„,?h for a good fat woman
enough
It .. perUapa rather a large average.
I took it partly be.
carse t has been frequently adopted before. Looiing =t the contract
generally, I do not
think the gentleman who built the bridge origin.ily had taken the
necessary precauliZ
to hate the work properiy done, inore particularly as regards the
mode of doing it. I
think the contractor silould have piven the engineer or inspector of
the work the power of
""'""' "'"" "• ' "" -»" ''"" 'hat in the contract
'" '"* " "",^1,"
5?,'. clause
cf.l'i't^
The
which empowers the engineer to reject any materials which
he might deem
unfit gave this power indirectly, and in a manner; but
I think the ="ive)ur
surveyor ougui
ought lo
o
have the power to do so without siich a clause as that
my opinion, and speaking from the general result of experience in
"'^./'"•yT'"
1.
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.h?/
fer"
Xh€

^^co..Uy, the? were
7,,\?"„:',";H^:'r,^°,^.".^>
-t-^l '?
rrt";
'g^Vi°r
-.
'"I''<^!f P"^"') "M supplied at Yarmouth aod'usedVcre.
...
elding, or joining, wos moat likely done here. The
difference between good and
bad iron was shown mainly by the breaking ; good iron broke like
a piece of good lir timber, bad, as I have before said, like a carrot-it 8na])»
In two.
number on the bridge at 4tW, because the alatements he had heard H. had estimated the
were 3U0 and 500
If
""" ' *""
""'^ '" ''"'''" "'''•'"'^tU from the Mtimntcd
'
we"ghl'on
:

.

.

thOridg"

Commons

the 1 louse ol
in the debate on the
Estimates, Sir G.Cockburn stated that he was in hopes before long to have
all the ves.eia
of the navy fitted with screws instead of paddle wheels, and as an instance
of the efflclencv
of the screw, he mentioned that in a trial of speed the Iluttler bent
the Vesuvius ' went
round the Bass llock and turned hack 20 miles before It met again the

Nav»

latter vessel

UtUMii OF iwii Spi.EMiin Ikon Steam Kuigates at Livi;bpool— Two fine
ships of war constructed of iron were launched on Wednesday, April
23. at the buildinir
yard of Messrs. Thomas Vernon and Co., North Shore. Both ships have
been constructed
on the most approved modem principles, with patent rib.lron ; both vessels
are from the
same moulds,;^ of equal tonnage, a"d to be provided with equal steam
power-being what
may be termed sister ships and (still more curious) that they have been
constructed fer
two of the most exalted potentates of the European coutiilent,—the
Emperor of Pussia
and the King of Prussia, aud these standing somewhat in relations of rivali-v
Each
"vu wis
na.
built
the
;

to

;

'
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The following is tlie unanimous special verdict
"That the deceased came by her death by the

same measurement, as follows:Length over all

185 feet

Breadth, or beam

29

17 " 6
Burthen 750 tons, old measurement.

Depth of hold

-In

In.

niodel they are almost precisely alike, with very fine extremities,
but with that peculiar fulness of bilge and slight rise ol flooring amidships,
which is found, though somewhat
contrary to the usual conception of the ' beau ideal' in naval
architectm-e, to
,1?
bility and speed, especially to steamers, besides additional
buoyany, suitlni; then, fnr n.
collar navigations. The whole of the side frames or ribs, and

imZt

the deck b-uTs

are"^'?

Vernon's parent iron, (a decided improvement on the angle-iron
hitherto In
^.?r Thuse.)
I his new form of ribs has already
been paitially employed in other vessel,
with satisfactory efl-ect ; but In these it Is used in every part where
it is apnlfcable ar^d
combines the greatest strength and non-liability to fracture, with the
utmost attainable
buoyancy. The plates of the garboard streak are
J inch in thickness, and decieasini a
little as they rise, are at the gunwale, or covering board,
They are so rivetted and
4 Inch.
secured to the ribs, which are strung together in every possible
manner for cfficiencv that
the whole IS, as it were, one solid mass of laelal. The bottoms,
to light water mark are
clencher-built or lap-jointed, and the sides flush or carvel,
and present a smooth 'and
finished appearance. They have each gilt eagle heads, and
are made good from the bui.
wa-ks to the extreme point forward,— a comparatively modern improvement
which irive,
a vessel greater buoyancy when meeting with a seaway
a-head. The ve>.His a^e both

MLTs'Rnfrr'„rM
AiBSars.
ijury, Curtis

*""' *"' '"«''"' "' 'I""' »'"'" f'O" the work, o

"'!!
k' ""^i"
and Kennedy.

The Fyramius Eclipssd.—The

*

A'a/^ia; /„/w;<^«.i,cer fan American paper)
contains a long letter from Mr. Pickett at Lima, commenting
upon discoveries of Very
extraordinary ruins said o have been found by Judge Neito,
in the province of Chaoha.
"" "''"'•'"S eipedltion. In making a survey of the country he found
at
r!n?.';' a h
IMCeulap
building
of most extraordinary character, which he describes
as a wall of hewn
stone 660 feet in width. 3,600 feet in length, and 160 feet high.
The edifice being sohdln
the interior for the whole space contained within
8,366,000 feet of circumference which it
has to the heforementioned height of 1.10 feet ; is solid and levelled,
and unon It there I.
another wall of 300,000 feet in circumference ta this form, BOO
feet U, length and 50 in
breadth, with the same elevation (160 feet) in the lower wall,
and, like It, solid and levelled
to the summit.
In this elevation, and also that of the lower wall, are a
creat manv habi
tations or rooms of the same hewn stone, 18 feet long and
15 wide, and In these rooms as
well as between the dividing walls of the great wall, are found
neatly constructed ditches
a yard or two-thirds in length, and half a yard kroad and
deep. In which are found bone,
of the ancient dead, some naked, and rome in
cotton shrouds or blankets, of very firm
texture, though coarse, and all worked with borders of
difl'erent colours.
If this descrin
tlon be authentlc-and we have no reason to doubt
it-thl. building must be the greatest
''''^ '"""'" °f
'? '" 1°""
™"""B '" E^P' 0^ Persia to equal It.* From
.
IL
°!r'the dt.Tri
description it must
have been
avast tomb, but whether erected by the Indians, before
the bpanisb discovery or by remote generatioas, cannot be
decided; yet the Judge saya
that the ingenious and highly wrought specimens of
workmanship, the elegance of the
cutting of sonae of the handsomest stone, the ingenuity
and solidity of the gigantic work
all in stone, the elegant articles of gold and
silver, and the curious wrought stones found
"'^' "" "^'i'o'-y"''^ occupied by an enlightened nation,
whrhrHl
.H •^f""'"'™
which
declined
the same manner as others more modern; as Babylon, Baalbec
and
the cities of iyria ; and this, he says, is evidently the work
of people from the old world,
as the Indians had no Instruments of iron to work with.

m

Bridge across the Alleghany.— The PitUbunrh Chronicle
gives an account of the manufacture of a suspension bridge across the Alleghany.
The bridee la the
work of a mechanic of that city. The whole will be finished by
the 1st of Anrfl
The

suspension ropes, which extend from pier to pier In the form
of an inverted arch 'are to
consist of seven strands of wire, each strand being about
three Inches in diameter' Four
flhi'hed across the entire length of the structure, and
',^
the
r* ."'"""'y
be completed
to-day. The ropes will tlien be wrapped In annealed
wire. (No
14) which will render it one solid mass, and as each individual wire is
varnished before it
IS put across, and as the whole will be
painted when finished and wrapped It will be im
pervious to water, and consequently not liable to be weakened or
Impaired by the weather
On these two immense wire ropes the structure is to be suspended.
But this la not the
only reliance for strength. The trunk Is to be constructed
from pier to nier-the .ide«
being of solid lattice.work-that is, strong beams placed in this
form-XXX
The bean,,
are to be placed contiguous to each other for greater strength,
so that when finished the
trunk alone, without the wire-ropes, will be a firm and strong
structure, capable not onl?
of austaining us own weight, but also or bearing up as much
additional work as a lattice
work would do. In effect, the trunk is a lattice- work bridge without
arches. The ropes
being suspended across strong stone towers placed upon
the piers, are In fact inverted'
arches, capable of sustaining more than double the additional
weight which tlie letting In
of the water would place upon the trunk, the trunk
Itself la au independent, strong,
and
irnmovable strncture. so that when finished the aqueduct will
not be liable to be moved
either from the swell of water or the eftect of storms. The
wires are carried across the
river, from one pier to another, by a wlieel which
traverses the whole distance upon rones
7'" '""" i"', "','
" «°"- '^'"'
"" "o'"^" ''f horse-power. The
Zlf ". ofr^ithe 'wire
splices
are made by placing the two ends together and winding them
with fine
'' '^""^ '" """'^^^ """ * "'''^''"" '"" '" ''«^'' ">« wire will noi
affect thcTpUce'"'
fifth will
n
fifth

"

^P"
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VILLA ROSA," NEAR DRESDEN.
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Engraving, Plate Xf'II.)

It is interpsting and (irofitable to turn our attention occasionally
from the progress of arcliitofturo in our own country, to examine the

In floinestic arcliitecresults of the labours of continental architects.
ture especially, which is now beoomiiig elevated into a distinct systo gain information
advantageous
tematic profession, it is particularly
hv comparing our own etl'orls willi tliose of our neighbours, liy confining ourselves to the specimens of domestic construction which exist
in our countrv, we are apt to form crude and limiteil view of the art.
Our ideas become insipid and lose their freshness by being constantly
repealed, as ground wiiicli is constantly cultivated for the same kind
are in danof crops bears only scanty and dwindled produce.
gerabove all from setting before us a constant recurrence of the same
or limilar forms, to fall into conven/iouaiily, than which nothing is
fatal to the free and vigorous development of the Fine Arts.
give in the accompanying illustrations a specimen of German Domes-
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The principal feature of the building la the octagonal saloon, and
to this attention is to be directed both on account of its size
and ornamental structure. It is lighted by an ornamentil skv-liglit, and is of
the height of the two stories.
There are balconies "on four sides of
the upper story of this saloon which look into it. The walls above
are painted white, and decorated with sculpture. The cornice is
of
nmisally large dimensions, but harmonizes well with the whole^
From
the cornice springs the octagonal spherical doom in quarter circle,
and
terminating in the skylight. This dome is of plaster, pannelled in
compartments, of which some are enriched architecturally, and some
contain coloured landscapes and figures.

The

cost of the principal parts of the building

was about £G000,

We

We

arrangements, which, though different in
many respects from our own, and perhaps unlit for imitation here,
have, at least to an English eye, the advantage of novelty. The
"Villa Rosa" lately built near Dresden appears to have excited
much attention amoiig the German architects. Indeed, the Allgemtine Bauziilung, a work of considerable authority in architectural
matters, pronounces this building the most successful after the Dresden
Theatre, which has been there erected. It is the property of Messrs.
Oppenheim, of Berlin, bankers, and erected near Dresden. The archiThe style of the building most nearly
tect was Professor Semper.
approaches that of the Renaissance, though differing from it in some
The plates represent, first, the front elevation ; secondly, a
respects.
section from front to rear, displaying the principal parts of the inThe whole will be rendered intelligible by reference to the
terior.

CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK.
FASCICULUS LXV.

tic Architecture, presenting

following plan of the ground floor.

" 1 must have liberty
Withal, as large a charter as the winds,
To blow on whom I please."

L Both in his personal and his professional character, Soane was a
compound of contradictions and inconsistencies. Liberal and
illiberal, ostentatiously profuse and sordidly mean by turns, he was no

strange

unequal in his taste as an architect; exceedingly happy in his
ideas just by fits and starts now fanciful and poetital, and then sinking down into the dullest prose; alternately classical and cockney in
his fancy, as is most forcibly evidenced by the loggia at the north-west
corner of the Bank, and by the front of his own house in Lincoln's-inn
Fields,
the one a most charming architectural tableau, the other
withoat any architectural physiognomy at all, except a very flimsy and
pasteboard one, and in its style looking very much like a'house built
of cards, in the upper part more especially.
Nevertheless, his afTection for it was like that of a parent towards a deformed child, for he
most solicitously provided that it shall be preserved intact in perpetuo
for the admiration of posterity, in order to convince the world what
exquisite taste he could display when left to follow the bent of his
own peculiar talent, untrammelled and uncontrolled. It is somewhat
strange that, having come to the resolution oi giving his house to the
public, he did not determine to do so handsomely, and bv adding the
one on each side (which also belonged to him), to render it better
adapted for the purpose of a public museum had which been done,
the part of it that was so appropriated might have been always open
to the public, without at all interfering with the Curator's residence,
and there might then also have been a proper reading-room set apart
for those who want to consult any of the books and drawings.
Or if
that would have been showing too great liberality towards the public,
he might have been somewhat less niggardly towards himself, and
might have thrown all the three houses together externally into a
single facade that should have been worthy of the architect of the
Bank. Were it not certain beyond the possibility of question or
doubt, it would hardly be believed that the two buildings were designed by the same man, and what is more, that instead of being an
earlier production on which he tried his " 'prentice hand," the front
of his own house was erected subsequently to that angle of the Bank
which has ever been considered his capo d'opera in external design,
and justly so. Even the Bank itself exhibits great inequality of taste,
for the centre of the south front manifests a lamentable falling-otf
from the episodical bit alluded to, as if he had exhausted his ideas and
broken down altogether when he reached conclusion of his epic work.
So far from being at all happy in conception, or dignified in character,
that centre portion is so much the reverse as to be a positive anticlimax
in the general composition,
far more mongrel in style than original
in idea, and stamped by a littleness of manner, a degree of insignificance little less than surprising. Even the interior of the Bank exhibits, together with many admirable ideas and most valuable hints
many offensive and paltry caprices. In the Rotunda, for instance, the
sunk, wavy, zigzag lines by way of border to the arcaded recesses are
in most vile and barbarous taste,
quite devoid of any sort of meaning
or style,
intended we must suppose for decoration, but producing
both a look of poverty and hnrsii deformity. In fact, throughout the
whole interior, there is scarcely any one part that is perfectly satisfactory and consistent, but is either evidently left in an unfinished
state, as is the case with the Lothbury court
which now seems destined to remain so
or else looks as if not fully wrought up as it was
intended to be, though advanced to a penultimate stage of progress.
The Bank has accordingly been composed and not very incorrectly
to an architectural sketch-book containing many able and clever
less

—
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The ground plan is nearly square, being about 72 feet by 76. From
the octagonal saloon in the centre of the building there are four doors
communicating with Ist, the vestibule 6 ; 2nd, the dining room e 3rd,
the garden saloon ii; and 4th, with the ladies rooms A A. Corridors
to the right and left of the centre saloon extend from the garden
saloon to the vestibule. The passages afford means of communication
without the necessity of traversing the grand saloon. Adjoining the
garden saloon is a piazza communicating with a handsome broad terrace, and fountain (»i).
On eith.-r side of the terrace are steps leading
tu the garden.
;

Ko.

91.— Vol. VIII.— /l'LT, 1845.
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ideas, excellent hints and useful studies, yet merely in bits and fragments. Even Soane himself seems to have felt that the edifice would
not bear thorough and deliberate examination, for otherwise he would
probably have made it the subject of a specific work, executed upon
an adequate scale, and in the most able and finished style of architectural drawing and engraving, so as to be a worthy record to after
limes, when the fabric erected by him may, in its turn, have experienced the fate of Sir Robert Taylor's fafade. That he did not do
so seems to exculpate him from the charge of overweening vanity
which has been brought against him, more especially as one so
wealthy, and withal so very " liberal" and "munificent," could hardly
have been deterred from such an undertaking by the cost attending it.
Still the last seems to have been really the case, for his character was
marked by a singular mixture of munificence — or what the world was
pleased to call such and downright penuriousness. The passion of
thriftiness must certainly have gained complete mastery over the
natural slorge of an artist for his own productions, when he published,
towards the end of his professional career, his "Public and Private
Buildings," that work being so wretchedly got up and so villianously
executed as to be not only discreditable but actually disgraceful, and
some of the plates little better than libellous caricatures of the buildings themselves; whereas, it might have been thought that he would
certainly take the opportunity of doing ample justice to himself, by
causing his buildings to be shown to the utmost possible advantage,
and making manifest how very much better some of them would have
been hud they been executed entirely according to his own intentions
and original designs for them, without his being thwarted by " embarrassments thrown in his way." Poor Sir John Soane
on that
occasion he certainly cheated himself, defrauding himself of what was
due to his reputation, merely in order to spare his purse. Poor man!
he ought afterwards to have prosecuted himself for libel and defamation of character, for the libels he did complain of the memorable one
hight "Boeotian Architecture" included
were innocent pleasantries
in comparison with a self-inflicted injury far exceeding all that the
most malicious of his enemies could devise. There was, besides,
something in the history of that publication which it would not have
done to have touched upon in an I'loge upon Sir John Soane, in proof
of his private virtues and amiable generosity. But I may leave the
personal character of the man alone, merely remarking that since his
decease a very significant sort of silence has succeeded to that vehement magnification of his noble qualities which certain parties indulged in during his lifetime.
11. Considering him then merely as an artist, Soane seems to have
been for ever making experiments without arriving at any consistent
and satisfactory conclusions. Leaving others to censure his " constant

—
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hankering after novelty," I think that he erred in not following up
more decidedly the cour?e he had ventured upon
He seems to have
entangled himself in a labyrinth, where he was fearful of advancing
yet equally loth to turn back. With a constant glimmering of the
object of his search before him, he kept groping and fumbling about
without being able to lay hold of it, or even to conceive any definite
shape of it, wherefore, so far from forming as has nevertheless been
said of him
a style of his own, he often departed altogether from
every thing deserving the name of stvle as witness the aforementioned front in Lincoln's-inn Fields
If such egregious paltriness of
manner and design can be called style, any body may any day achieve
for himself a style of his own.
No wonder then that such a precious
sample of architectural taste was treated very cavalierly by Welby
Pugin in his " Contrasts ;" the wonder is that Pugin did not also show
up that still more Pecksniffian production the front of the National
Debt Redemption Office in the Old Jewry, a thing of such studied
meanness and deformity, and ugliness, and vulgarity, as to partake of
the marvellous. Surely no man was ever more unequal in taste, not
only as displayed in different productions but in one and the same.
few ideas of his own he certainly had, and upon the strength of
them though feebleness is a term that would better apply to most of
them he obtained credit for originality, but instead of properly
cherishing them to death, without at all advancing them, or making
anything more of them than they were when he first took them up.
There was generally something wavering and indecisive in his designs,
as if he did not exactly know what he would be at, or else was frightened at his own temerity, like the man who was scared at the valorous
look of his own countenance whenever be saw it in a glass. Having
passed the Rubicon, and left arcliitectural orthodoxy behind him,
Soane's courage failed him, and he stood shilly-shallying without progressing any further. Instead of carefully rearing up his own favourite
ideas to maturity, he cockered and petted them till they became
stunted for want of exercise, so that scarcely any of them ever got
beyond the state of dwarfish whims. The tiny prettinesses of his own
house seem to have always haunted his imagination, and to have been

—
—

—

.'

A

—
—
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present to it when they ought to have been dismissed for others of a
more elevated stamp, although originating in the same embryon of
fancy.
One critic has attributed high merit to Soane for perfect consistency of detail, and has further assured us that it is " based on the
purest examples of antiquity, and always harmonious," yet it is not
easy to reconcile such dictum with his practice of scoring walls with
horizontal lines, or of attempting to relieve flat surfaces by a few sunk
lines of most jejune pattern as a substitute for ornament in relief,
a
mode, besides, often utterly at variance with the express character of
the order employed by him. So far from being harmonious, many of
his compositions
executed ones as well as unexecuted are made up
of the most conflicting and contradictory elements, not artistically
blended together, but merely put side by side of each other. They
exhibit affected severity and affected playfulness in the same breath.
One or two of them are little better than architectural sandmichs
slices of the sternest Greek Doric clapped between other slices of
" my own house !"
The same writer who claims consistency of detail
for Soane tells us that " his compositions take the forms dictated by
utility and convenience:" but it must surely be intended for irony,
since both at the Bank and in the building at the corner of Downing
Street, he employed an order so manifestly contrary to all utility that
its entablature, which is hollowed out behind, comes directly across
some mezzanine windows, that are thereby all but completely blocked
up. Indiscreet and unguarded compliments, and to call attention to
the very defects they are meant to divert it from. It is much after
the same fashion that in the book calling itself the "Georgian iEra,"
Soane is praised for the quality of all others by which he was least
distinguished
amenity of disposition and suavity of manners!
III. The British Museum and some other buildings of our great
classical architect being discussed the. other day, one of the company
observed that " at all events Sir Robert's designs had no nonsense
about them, but were all exceedingly chaste." To which another replied: "Without engaging to swear for their chastity, I am willing to
let them have the credit of if, for I defy any one to convict them of
pregnancy of being pregnant with a single idea.
VI. Its loyalty notwithstanding, Fraser's Magazine has ventured to
give us sundry very free and tranchant, certainly not complimentary,
comments upon royal taste and royal patronage, with reference to the
frescoes in the summer-house at Buckingham Palace
the fate of one
of them, and the remuneration bestowed on the artists.
"What victims," exclaims the writer, "have those poor fellows been of this
awful patronage
Great has been the commotion in the pictorial
world regarding the fate of those frescoes, which royalty was pleased
to order, which it condescended to purchase at a price that no poor
amateur would have had the face to offer." This is pretty strong,
considering the quarter that it comes from. " Think of august powers
and principalities," continues the audacious Titinarsh, "ordering the
works of such a man as Etty to be hacked out of the wall, that was
a slap in the face to every artist in England !" Really this makes one
feel quite " all-overish :" I am not apt to be particularly scrupulous
with my pen myself, but to talk at tins rate, and then to boast that
"Etty goes on rejoicing in his old fashion, quite unabashed by the
squeamishness exhibited in the highest quarter," is quite unbearable.
I wonder there was not "a slap in the face" given to the august taste
which commanded a Bal Poudri'.
V. Nothing can be a more higgledy-piggledy set out than the walls
of our Exhibitions
where subjects the most incongruous are jammed
together.
pictorial banquet there may be, but then it is one served
up in the most careless and slovenly manner imaginable. In point of
worth they may be pretty much alike for my own part, were I compelled to accept of one of them, I think I should give the preference
to the "pot-house piece" as it has been called,
but there surely is a
most striking disparity as to subject between Cooper's "Race for the
Derby" and Haydon's "Uriel and Satan," both pictures are in the
same corner of the west room in the present Exhibition. But then
what a specimen of an archangel is that Uriel tit onlv, as Titmarsh
How works
saucily observes, "to hang up over a caravan at a fair."
of art ought not to be arranged the Academy has gone on showing us
year after year ; how they might and ought to be arranged may now
be learnt from the newly opened Glyptolheca, or Hall of Sculpture, at
the Colosseum ; and though that is not for pictures, the same principle
might be applied to galleries for pictures us to one for statues, namely,
that of dividing the walls into separate spaces or compartments less
lofty than the walls themselves, which, besides producing some degree
whereas at present we behold one dense and bewildering
of repose
mass of pictures from floor to ceiling would leave room for architecThe Colosseum puts us more out of conceit than
tural adornment.
ever with the disgracefully miserable sculpture room of the Academy.
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS
To the British Association for the Advancement oj
Caml/ridge, June 1815.

By Sir

Vf.

Science, held at

IIerschkl, President.

have been introduced to
your notice by my predecessor in tlic office wliich you have called on me to
not as contributing
degree
no
common
fill, have bceii griitil'ying to me in
to the excitement of personal vanity (a feeling which the circumstances in
way my supeevery
individuals
many
which I stand, and the presence of so
friendship
riors, must tend powerfully to chastize), but as the emanation of a
for our
preparing
together,
youths
were
we
begun at this University when
examinations for degrees, and contemplating each other, perhaps, with some
of
every
spark
which
from
rivalry
called
be
that
can
degree of rivalry (if
That friendship has since continued, warm and
jealous feeling is absent).
and
among
disunion,
clcud
of
slightest
the
instant
by
unshadowed for a single
those walls
idl the stirring and deep-seated remembrances which the sight of
with which we are now assembled arouse, I can summon none more every
way delightful and cheering than the contemplation of that mutual regard.
It is, therefore, with no common feelings that 1 find myself now placed in
this chair, as the representative of such a body as the British Association,
and as the successor of such a friend and of such a man as its late President.

Gentlemen,— The terms of kindness

in

which

I

—

Progress of Science in Cambridye.
Gentlemen, There are many sources of pride and satisfaction, in which
telj has no place, which crowd upon a Cambridge man in revisiting for a
second time this University, as the scene of our annual labours. The development of its material splendour which has taken place in that interval of
twelve years, vast and noble as it has been, has been more than kept pace
with by the triumphs of its intellect, the progress of its system of instruction,
and the influence of that progress on the public mind and the state of science
When I look at the scene around me when I see the way in
in England.
which our Sections are officered in so many instances by Cambridge men, not
out of mere compliment to the body which receives us, but for the intrinsic
merit of the men, and the pre-eminence which the general voice of society
when I think of the large proaccords them in their several departments
portion of the muster-roll of science which is filled by Cambridge names, and
when, without going into any details, and confining myself to only one
branch of public instruction, I look back to the vast and extraordinary development in the state of mathematical cultivation and power in this University, as evidenced both in its examinations and in the published work of its
members, now, as compared with what it was in my own time I am left at
no loss to account for those triumphs and that influence to wliich I have
It has ever been, and I trust it ever will continue to be, the pride
alluded.
and boast of this University to maintain, at a conspicuously high level, that
sound and thoughtful and sobering discipline of mind which mathematical
studies imply. Independent of the power which such studies confer as instru-

—

—

—

—

ments of investigation, there never was a period in the history of science in
which their moral influence, if I may so term it, was more needed, as a corrective to that propensity which is beginning to prevail widely, and, I fear,
balefuUy, over large departments of our philosophy, the propensity to crude
and overbasty generalization. To all such propensities the steady concentration of thought, and its fixation on the clear and the definite which a long
and stern mathematical discipline imparts, is the best, and, indeed, the only
proper antagonist. That such habits of thought exist, and characterize, in a
pre-eminent degree, the discipline of this University, with a marked influence
on the subsequent career of those who have been thoroughly imbued with it,
Yet, in illustration of this
is a matter of too great notoriety to need proof.
disposition, I may be allowed to mention one or two features of its Scientific
me
especially
worthy
which
seem
to
of
notice on this occasion.
History,
Tlie first of these is the institution of the Cambridge University Philosophical
whose
that
body
at
more
especial
invitation
we are nowhere assemSociety,
bled, which has now subsisted for more than twenty years, and which has
been a powerful means of cherishing and continuing those habits among

resident

members

of the University, after the excitement of reading for aca-

demical honours is past. From tliis society have emanated eight or nine
volumes of memoirs, full of variety and interest, and such as no similar collection, originating as this has done in the bosom, and, in a great measure,
within the walls of an academical institution, can at all compare with the
;

Memoirs of the Ecole Polytecbnique of Paris, perhaps, alone excepted.
Without undervaluing any part of this collection, 1 may be allowed to particularize, as adding largely to our stock of knowledge of their respecti%'e
subjects, the Ilydrodynamical contributions of Prof. Challis
the Optical and
Photological papers of Mr. Airy those of .Mr. Murphy, on Definite Integrals
the curious speculations and intricate mathematical investigations of Mr.
Hopkins on Geological Dynamics and, more recently, the papers of Mr. De
Morgan on the foundations of Algebra, which, taken in conjunction with the
prior researches of the Dean of Ely and Mr. Warren on the geometrical in-

—

—
—

—

terpretation of imaginary symbols in that science, have effectually dissipated
every obscurity which heretofore prevailed on this subject. The elucidation
of the metaphysical difficulties in question, by this remarkable train of speculation, has, in fact, been so complete, that henceforward they will never be
named as difficulties, but only as illustrations of principle. Nor does its interest end here, since it appears to have given rise to the theory of Quaternions of Sir W. Hamilton, and to the Triple Algebra of Mr. De .Morgan himself, as well as to a variety of interesting inquiries of a similar nature on the

199

part of Mr. Graves, Mr. Cayley, and others.
Conceptions of a novel and
refined kind have thus been introduced into analysis
new forms of imaginary expression rendered familiar
and a vein opened which I cannot but
believe will terminate in some first-rate discovery in abstract science.

—

—

Neither are inquiries into the logic of symbolic analysis, conducted as these
have been, devoid of a bearing on the jirogress even of physical science.
Every inquiry, indeed, has such a hearing which teaches us that terms which
we use in a narrow sphere of experience, as if we fully understood them, may,
as our knowledge of nature increases, come to have superadded to them a
new set of meaning and a wider range of interpretation. It is thus that
modes of action and communication, which we hardly yet feel prepared to
regard as strictly of a material character, may, ere many years have passed,
come to be familiarly included in our notions of Light, Heat, Electricity and
other agents of this class

;

and that the transference of physical causation

from point to point

in space— nay, even the generation or development of
attractive, repulsive or directive forces at their points of arrival may come to
be enumerated among their properties.
The late marvellous discoveries in

actino-cbcmistry and the phenomena of muscular contraction as dependent
on the will, are, perhaps, even now preparing us for the reception of ideas
of this kind.

Cambridge Mathematical Journal.
Another instance of the eflicacy of the course of study in this university, in
producing not merely expert algebraists, but sound and original mcthematical
//lingers
(and, perhaps, a more striking one, from the generality of its con-

—

men of comparatively junior standing,) is to he found in the
The Cambridge Ma/hema/ical Journal, of which already four
of very original communications, are before the public.
It was
set on foot in 1837, by the late Mr. Giiec;orv, Fellow of Trinity College,
whose premature death has bereft Science of one who, beyond a doubt, had
he lived, would have proved one of its chief ornaments, and the worthy representative of a family already so distinguished in the annals of mathematical and optical science.
Ilis papers on the
Calculus of Operations,' which
tributors being
pulilication of

volumes,

full

'

appeared in that collection, fully justifies this impression, while they afford
an excellent illustration of my general position.
Nor ouglit 1 to omit mentioning the Chemical Society, of whom he was among the founders, as indicative of the spirit of the place, untrammelled by abstract forms, and eager
to spread itself over the whole field of human inquiry.

Cambridge Observatory.
Another great and distinguishing feature in the

scientific history of this
is the establjshmcnt of its Astronomical Observatory, and the regular
publication of the observations made in it.
The science of Astronomy is so

place,
vast,

and

its

objects so noble, that

its

practical study for its

own

sake

is

quite

wherever civilization exists. But such institutions have a much wider influence than that which they exercise in forwarding their immediate object.
Every astronomical observatory which publishes
sufficient to insure its pur'uit

its observations, becomes a nucleus for the formation around it of a school of
exact practice
a standing and accessible example of the manner in which
theories are brought to their extreme test
a centre, from which emanate a
continual demand for and suggestion of refinements and delicacies, and precautions in matters of observation and apparatus which re-act upon the whole
body of Science, and stimulate, while they tend to render possible an equal
refinement and precision in all its processes.
It is impossible to speak too
highly of the mode in which the business of this institution is carried on
under its present eminent director nor can it be forgotten in our appreciation of what it has done for science, than in it our prest-nt Astronomer-Koyal
first proved and familiarised himself with that admirable system of astronomical observation, registry, and computation, which he has since brought to
perfection in our great national observatory, and which have rendered it,
under his direction, the pride and ornament of British Science, and the admiration of Europe.

—

—

—

Magnetic and Metereological Observatories.
Gentlemen, I should never have done if I were to enlarge on, or even attempt to enumerate the many proofs which this university has afforded of its
determination to render its institutions and endowments efficient for the purposes of public instruction, and available to science.
But such encomiums,
however merited, must not be allowed to encroach too largely on other objects which I propose to bring before your notice, and which relate to the
more immediate business of the present meeting, and to the general interests
of science.
The first and every way the most important, is the subject of the
Magnetic and Meteorological Observatories. Every member of this Association is, of course, aware of the great exertions which have been made
during the last five years, on the part of the British, Russian, and several
other foreign governments, and of our own East India Company, to furuish
data on the most extensive and systematic scale, for elucidating the great
problems of Terrestrial Magnetism and Meteorology, by the establishment of
a system of observatories all over the world, in which the phenomena are
registered at instants strictly simultaneous, and at intervals of two hours
throughout both night and day. With the particulars of these national institutions, and of the multitude of local and private ones of a similar nature,
both in Europe, Asia, and America, working on the same concerted jdan, so
far as the means at their disposal enable them, I need not detain you
neither
need I enter into any detailed explanation of the system of Magnetic Surveys,
both by sea and land, which have been executed or are in progress, in connexion with, and based upon the observations carried on at the fixed stations.
These things form the subject of Special Annual Reports, which the Com
:
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mittee appointed for the purpose have laid before us at our several meetings,
ever since the commencement of the undertaking and the most recent of
which will be read in the Physical Section of the present meeting, in its
It is sufficient for me to observe, that the result has been
regular course.
the accumulation of an enormovt mass of most valuable observations, wluch
and when
are now and have been for some time in the course of publication
thoroughly digested and discussed, as they are sure to be, by the talent and
abroad,
country
and
this
industry of magnetists and meteorologists, both in
cannot fail to place those sciences very far indeed in advance of their actual
state.
For such discussion, however, time must be allowed. Even were all
the returns from the several observatories before the public, (which they are
not, and are very far from being,) such is the mass of matter to be grappled
with, and such the multiUide of ways in which the observations will necessarily have to be grouped and combined to elicit mean results and quantitative laws, that several years must elapse before the full scientific value of the
;
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the arguments used respecting all the questions to be discussed, so that when
the subject comes to be referred to them, as it must be if the opinion of the
conference should be favourable to the continuance of the system, they may

be

fully

prepared to make up their minds on

it.

Pliysical Observatories.

;

work done can

possibly be realized.

Ej-piratioyi

the grant for /hi?se Observatories.

of

Meanwhile, a question of the utmost moment
resolved, so far as the British Association

is

arises,

and which must be

concerned, before the breaking

up of this meeting. The secoud term of three years, for which the British
Government and East India Company have granted their establishmentswill terminate with the expiration of the current year, at
nine in number
which period, if no provision be made for their continuance, the observations
at those establishments will of course cease, and with them, beyond a doubt,

—

—

those at a great many
probably the great majority of the foreign establishments, both national and local, which have been called into existence by
the example of England, and depend on that example for their continuance
or abandonment.
Now under these circumstances, it become a very grave
snbject for the consideration of our Committee of Recommendations, whether
to sutfer this term to expire without an etfort on the part of this Association
to influence the Government for its continuance, or whelher, on the other
hand, we ought to make such an effort, and endeavour to secure either the
continuance of these establishments for a further limited term, or the perpetuity of this or some equivalent system of observation in the same or different
localities,

I term
according to the present and future exigencies of Science.
and one which will call for the exercise

this a grave subject of deliberation,

of their soundest judgment because, in the first place, this system, of combined observation is by far the greatest and most prolonged effort of scientific
co-operation which the world has ever witnessed; ieca(Mc, moreover, the
spirit in which the demands of Science have been met on this occasion by
our own Government, by the Company, and by the other.governments who
have taken part in the matter, has been, in the largest sense of the words,
munificent and unstinting; and because the existence of luch a spirit throws
;

upon us a solemn a solemn responsibility to recommend nothing but upon
the most entire conviction of very great evils consequent on the interruption,
.and very great benefits to accrue to Science from the continuance of the observations.

Magnetic Conference.
Happily we are not left without the means of forming a sound judgment
this tremendous question.
It is a case in which, connected as the Science
of Britain is with that of the other co-operating nation, we cannot and ought
not to come to any conclusions v\ithout taking into our counsels the most
eminent magnetists and meteorologists of other countries who have either
taken a direct part in the observations, or whose reputation in those sciences
is such as to give their opinions in matters respecting them, a commanding
weight. Accordingly it was resolved, at the York meeting last year, to invite
the attendance of the eminent individuals I have alluded to at this meeting,
with the especial objects of conference on the subject. And in the interval
since elapsed, knowing the improbability of a complete personal reunion from
so many distant quarters, a circular has been forn arded to each of them, proposing certain special questions for reply, and inviting, besides, the fullest
and freest communication of their views on the general subject. The replies
received to this circular, which are numerous and in the highest degree interesting and instructive, have been printed and forwarded to the parties replying, with a request for their reconsideration and further communication,
and have also been largely distributed at home to every member of our own
Council, and the Committee of Recommendations, and to each member of the
Council and Physical Committee of the Royal Society, which, conjointly with
ourselves, memorialized Government for establishment of the observatories.
la addition to the valuable matter thus communicated, I am happy to add,
that several of the distinguished foreigners in question have responded to our
invitation, and that in consequence this meeting is honoured by the personal
presence of M. Kupffer, the Director-General of the Russian System of Magof M. Ermann, the celebrated circumnetic and Meteorological Observation
navigator and mcterologist of Baron von Senftenberg, the founder of the
Astronomical, Magnetic, and Meteorological Observatory of Senftenberg ; of
M. Kred, the director of the Imperial Observatory at Prague and of M.
Boguslawski, director of the Royal Prussian Observatory of Breslau, all of
whom have come over for the express purpose of affording us the benefit of
their advice and experience in this discussion.
To all the conferences between these eminent foreigners and our own Magnetic and Meteorological
Committee, and of such of our own members present as have taken any direct
theoretical or practical interest in the subjects, all the members of our Committee of Recommendations will have free access for the purpose of enabling
them fully to acr^uaint themselves with the whole bearing of the case, and

on

;

;

;

not say one word from this chair which can have the appearance rtf
any way anticipating the conclusion which the conference thus organized
to, or the course to be adopted in consequence.
But I will take
this opportunity of stating my ideas generally on the position to be assumed
by this Association and by other scientific bodies in making demands on the
I will

in

may come

national purse for scientific purposes.
And I will also state, quite irrespecimmediate question of magnetic co-operation, and therefore of
the fate of this particular measure, what I conceive to be the objects which

tive of the

might be accomplished, and ought to be aimed at in the establishment of
PHYSICAL OBSERVATORIES, as part of the integrant institutions of each nation
calling itself civilized, and as its contribution to Terrestrial Physics.
It is the pride and boast of an Englishman to pay his taxes cheerfully when
he feels assured of their application to great and worthy objects. And as
civilization advances, we feel constantly more and more strongly, that, after
the great objects of national defence, the stability of our institutions, the due
administration of justice, and the healthy maintenance of our social state, are
provided for, there is no object greater and more noble none more worthy
of national effort than the furtherance of Science. Indeed, there is no surer
test of the civilization of an age or nation than the degree in which this conviction is felt.
Among Englishmen it has been for a long time steadily increasing, and may now be regarded as universal among educated men of all
classes.
No government, and least of all a British government, can be insensible to the general prevalence of a sentiment of this kind
and it is our
good fortune, and has been so for several years, to have a government, no
matter what its denomination as respects society, impressible with such considerations, and really desirous to aid the forward struggle of intellect, byplacing at its disposal the material means of its advances.
But to do so with eflfect, it is necessary to be thoroughly well informed.
The mere knowledge that such a disposition exists, is sufficient to surround
those in power with every form of extravagant pretension. And even if this
were rot so, the number of competing claims, which cannot be all satisfied,
can only harass and bewilder, unless there be somewhere seated a discriminating and selecting judgment, which, among many important claims, shall fix
upon the most important, and urge them with the weight of well-established
character.
I know not where such a selecting judgment can be so confi-

—

;

dently looked for as in the great scientific bodies of the country, each in its
in this Association, constituted, in great measure, out
and so representing them all, and numbering besides, among its members,
abundance of men of excellent science and enlightened minds nho belong
to none of them.
The constitution of such a body is the guarantee both for
the general soundness of its recommendations, and for the due weighing of
their comparative importance, should ever the claims of diflferent branches of
science come into competition with each other.
lu performing this most important office of suggesting channels through
which the fertilizing streams of national munificence can be most usefully
conveyed over the immense and varied fields of scientific culture, it becomes
us, in the first place, to be so fully impressed with a sense of duty to the
great cause for which we are assembled, as not to hesitate for an instant in
making a recommendation of whose propriety we are satisfied, on the mere
ground that the aid required is of great and even of unusual magnitude. And
on the other hand, keeping within certain reasonable limits of total amount,
which each individual must estimate for himself, and which it would be unwise and indeed impossible to express in terms, it will be at once felt that
econtimi/ in ashing is quite as high a " distributive virtue" as economy in

own department, and
of,

granting, and that every pound recommended unnecessarily is so much character thrown away.
I make these observations because the principles they
contain cannot be too frequently impressed, and by no means because I consider them them to have been overstepped in any part of our conduct hitherto.
In the next place, it should be borne in mind that, in recommending to
Government, not a mere grant of money, but a scientific enterprise or a national
establishment, whether temporary or permanent, not only is it our duty so
to place it before them that its grounds of recommendation shall be thoroughly intelligible, but that its whole proposed extent shall be seen or at
least if they cannot be, that it should be clearly stated to be the possible
commencement of something more extensive and besides, that the printing
and publication of results should, in every such case, be made an express
part of the recommendation.
And, again, we must not forget that our interest in the matter does not cease with such publication.
It becomes our
dniy to forward, by every encouragement in our power, the due consideration and scientific discussion of results so procured
to urge it upon the
science of our own country and of Europe, and to aid from our own resources those who may be willing to charge themselves with their analysis,
and to direct or execute the numerical computations or graphical projection?
it may involve.
This is actually the predicainent in which we stand, in reference to the immense mass of data already accumulated by the magnetic
and meteorological observatories. Let the science of England, and especially
the rising and vigorous mind which is pressing onward to distinction, gird
itself to the work of grappling with this mass.
Let it not be said that we
are always to look abroad whenever industry and genius are required to ait

—

—

—

in union for the discussioa of great masses of

raw observation.

Let us take
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Germany, where a Dove, a Kamtz and
example from wliat
a Mahlman are battling with the meteorology, a Gauss, a Weber and an
magnetism
of
the
world.
The mind of Britain is equal to
with
the
Ermann

we

see poinj;

on

in

—

its mathematical strength, developed of late years to an unprecedented extent, is competent to any theoretical analysis or technical combination. .Nothing is wanting hut the resolute and persevering devotion of
tindistracted thought to a single object, and that will not he long wanting
when once the want is declared and dwelt upon, and the high prize of public
estimation held forth to those who fairly and freely adventure themselves in

the task

Never was there a time when the mind of the country, as well
its resources of every kind, answered so fully and readily to any call reaDo we call (or fads ! they are
tonable in itself and properly urged upon it.
poured upon us in such profusion as for a time to overwhelm us, like the
Roman maid who sank under the load of wealth she called down upon herWitness the piles of unreduced meteorological observations which load
self.
our shelves and archives ; witness the immense and admirably arranged catalogues of stars which have been and still are pouring in from all quarters
upon our astronomy so soon as the want of extensive catalogtics came to be
What we now want is ihnught, steadily directed to single
felt and declared.
the
objects, with a determinalion to eschew the besetting evil of our age
this career.

as

—

temptation to squander and dilute it upon a thousand different lines of enquiry.
The philosopher must be wedded to bis subject if he would see the
children and the children's children of his intellect flourishing in honour
around him.
The establishment of astronomical observatories has been, in all ages and
natione, the first public recognition of science as an integrant part of civiAstronomy, however, is only one out of many sciences, which can
lisation.
he advanced by a combined system of observation and calculation carried on
uninterruptedly where, in the way of experiment, man has no control, and
whose only handle is the continual observation of Nature as it developes
itself under our eyes, and a constant collateral endeavour to concentrate the
records of that observation into empirical laws in the first instance, and to
ascend from those laws to theories. Speaking in an utilitarian point of view,
the globe which wc inhabit is quite as important a subject of scientific enWe depend for our bread of life and every comfort on
quiry as the stars.
We
ita climates and seasons, on the movements of its winds and waters.
guide ourselves over the ocean, when astronomical observations fail, by our
knowledge of the laws of its magnetism we learn thesublimest lessons from
the records of its geological history; and the great facts which its figure,
magnitude, and attraction, offer to mathematical inquiry, form the very basis
of .\3tronomy itself. Terrestrial Physics, therefore, form a subject every way
worthy to be associated with astronomy as a matter of universal interest and
]mblic support, and one which cannot be adequately studied except in the
way in which Astronomy itself has been by permanent establishments keepbut with this difference, that
ing up an unbroken series of observation
whereas the chief data of Astronomy might be supplied by the establishment
of a very few well worked observatories properly disposed in the two hemispheres
the gigantic problems of meteorology, magnetism, and oceanic
movements can only be resolved by a far more extensive geographical distribution of observing stations, and by a steady, persevering, systematic attack,
to which every civdized nation, as it has a direct interest in the result, ought
;

;

—

;

—

—

bound

fro contribute its contingent.
time is not far distant when such will be the case, and
nation calling itself civilized will deem its institutions complete
without the establishment of a permanent physical observatory, with at least
so much provision for astronomical and magnetic observation as shall suffice
to make it a local centre of reference for geographical determinations and
trigonometrical and magnetic surveys— which latter, if we are ever to attain
to a theory of the secular changes of the earth's magnetism, will have to be

to feel
I

trust that the

when no

repeated at intervals of twenty or thirty years for a long while to come.
Rapidly progressive as our colonies are, and emulous of the civilization of the
mother country, it seems not too much to hope from them, that they should
take upon themselves, each according to its means, the establishment and
maintenance of such institutions both for their own advantage and improvement, and as their contributions to the science of the world. A noble example has been set them in this respect, within a very few months, by our
eolnnv of British Guiana, in which a society recently constituted, in the best
spirit of British cn-operation, has established and endowed an observatory
of this very description, furnishing it partly from their own resonrces and
partly by the aid of government with astronomical, magnetic and meteorological instruments, and engaging a competent observer at a handsome salary
to work the establishment
an example which deserves to be followed whereever British enterprise has struck root and flourished.

—

The

unbroken and normal registry of all the meteorological and
magnetic elements and of tidal fluctuations where the locality admits—
would form the staple huisness of every such observatory, and, according to
it« means of observation, periodical phenomena of every description would
claim attention, for which the list supplied by M. Quetelet, which extends
not merely to the phases of inanimate life, but to their effects on the animal
and vegetable creation, will leave us at no loss beyond the difficulty of selecThe division of phenomena which magnetic observation has suggested,
tion.
into periodical, secular, and occasional, will apply mutatis mutandis lo every
Under the head of occasional phenomena, storms, magnetic
department.
disturbances, auroras, extraordinary tides, earthquake movements, meteors,
&c., wou'd supply an ample fiebl of observation
while among the secular
«hangfcs, indication) of the varying level of land and tea would necessitate
perfectly

'Hie abridgement of the merely mechanical work of such observatories by
is a subject which cannot be too strongly insisted
on.
Neither has the invention of instruments for superseding the necessity
of much arithmetical calculation by the direct registry of total effects received anything like the attention it deserves.
Considering the perfection
to which mechanism has arrived in all its departments, these contrivances
promise to become of immense utility. The more the merely mechanical
part of the observer's duty can be alleviated, the more will he be enabled to

self-registering apparatus,

apply himself to the theory of bis subject, and to perform what I conceive
ought to be regarded as the most important of all his duties, and which in
time will come to he universally so considered
I mean the systematic deduction from the registered observations of the mean values and local co-efllcients of diurnal, menstrual, and annual change.
These deductions, in the
case of permanent institutions, ought not, if possible, to be thrown upon the
public, and their effective execution would be the best and most honourable
test of the zeal and ability of their directors.

—

A'ecessiti/

of

Classification

of Observatories.

Nothing damps the ardour of an observer like the absence of an object appreciable and attainable by himself.
One of my predecessors in this chair
has well remarked, that a man may as well keep a register of his dreams as
of the weather, or any other set of daily phenomena, if the spirit of grouping, combining, and eliciting results be absent.
It can hardly be expected
indeed, that, observers of facts of this nature should themselves reason from
them up to the highest theories. For that their position unfits them, as they
see but locally and partially.
But no other class of persons stands in anything like so favourable a position for working out the first elementary laws
of phenomena, and referring them to their immediate points of dependence.

Those who witness their daily progress, with that
ject in

view inspires, have in this respect an

which a direct obadvantage over those

interest

infinite

who have to go over the same ground in the form of a mass of
\ thousand suggestions arise, a thousand improvements occur

dry figures.
a spirit of
interchange of ideas is generated, the surrounding district is laid under contribution for the elucidation of innumerable points, where a chain of correspomling observation is desirable and what would otherwise be a scene of
irksome routine, becomes a school of physical science.

—

;

Nautical and Colonial Observations.

Such a

spirit must he excited
by the institution of provincial and
which I have just had occasion to
Sea as well as land observations are, however, equally required for
the efl'ectual working out of these great physical problems.
A ship is an
itinerant observatory ; and, in spite of its instability, one which enjoys several eminent advantages
in the uniform level and nature of the surface,
which eliminate a multitude of causes of disturbance and uncertainty, to
which land observations are liable. The exceeding precision with which
magnetic observations can be made at sea, has been abundantly proved in the
Antarctic Voyage of Sir James Ross, by which an invaluable mass of data
has been thus secured to science.
That voyage has also conferred another
and most important accession to our knowledge in the striking discovery of
a permanently low barometric pressure in high south latitudes over the whole
Antarctic ocean
a pressure actually inferior by considerably more than an
inch of mercury, to what is found between the 1'ropics.
.4 fact so novel and
remarkable will of course give rise to a variety of speculations as to its cause
and I anticipate one of the most interesting discussions which have ever
taken place in our Physical Section, should that great circumnavigator favour
us, as 1 hope he will, with a viru voce account of it.
The voyage now happily commenced under the most favourable auspices for the further prosecution of our Arctic discoveries under Sir John Franklin, will bring to the test
of direct experiment a mode of accounting for this extraordinary phenomenon
thrown out by Colonel Sabine, which, if reahzed, will necessitate a complete
revision of our whole system of barometric observation in high latitudes, and
a total reconstruction of all our knowledge of the laws of pressure in regions
where excessive coid prevails. This, with the magnetic survey of the Arctic
seas, and the not improbable solution of the great geographical problem
which forms the chief object of the expedition, will furnish a sufficient answer to those, if any there be, who regard such voyages as useless. Let us
hope and pray, that it may please Providence to shield him and his brave
companions from the many dangers of their enterprise, and restore them in

colonial scientific societies, like that

mention.

—

—

health and honour to their country.

—

—
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the establishment of permanent marks, and the reference to them of the
actual mean sea level which would emerge from a series of tidal observations,
carried round a complete jieriod of the moon's nodes with a certainty capable
of detecting the smallest changes.

Death of Prof. Daniell.
cannot quit this subject without reverting to and deploring the great loss
which science has recently sustained in the death of the late Prof. Daniell,
one of its most eminent and successful cultivators in this country. His work
on Meteorology is, if I mistake not, the first in which the distinction betweea
the aqueous and gaseous atmospheres, and their mutual independence, was
clearly and strongly insisted on as a highly influential clement in meteorological theory.
Every succeeding investigation has placed this in a clearer
light.
In the hands of M. Dove, and more recently of Colonel Sabine, ii has
proved the means of accounting for some of Ihc most striking features in the
diurnal variations of the barometer. The continual generation of the aqueous
atmofphere at the Equator, and its destruction in high latitudes, furnishes a
I
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motive power \a
through which it

meteorology, whose mode of

and the mechanism
Mr. Daniell's claims to

action,

power of

gravitation,

was

by those extraordinary objects wliich his researches
which exhibit no regularity of outline, no systematic gradation of
brightness, but of which the wisps and curls of a cirrhus cloud afford a not
inapt description. The wildest imagination can conceive nothing more capri-

acts, have yet to be inquired into.
In his
were, however, not confined to tliis branch.
hands, the voltaic pile became an infinitely more powerful and manageable
improveand
possible
his
before
been
thought
than
bad
ever
instrument,
ments in its construction (the effect not of accident, bui of patient and persevering experimental inquiry), have in effect clianged the face of Electrochemistry. Nor did he coufiiie himself to these improvements. He applied

his reviews of the nehula;,

them: and among the

cellular, in others a

scientific distinction

;

and most interesting inquiries of his life, are a
series of electro-chemical researches which may rank with the best things yet
produced in that line.
The immediate importance of these subjects to one material part of our
business at this meeting, has caused me to dwell more at length than perhaps I otherwise should on them. I would gladly use what time may remain
without exciting your impatience, in taking a view of some features in the
present state and future prospects of that branch of science to which my own
attention has been chiefly directed, as well as to some points in the philosophy of science generally, in which it appears to me that a disposition is becoming prevalent towards lines of speculation, calculated rather to bewilder
last

than enlighten, and, at all events, to deprive the pursuit of science of that
which, to a rightly constituted mind, mvist ever be one of its highest and most
attractive sources of interest, by reducing it to a mere assemblage of marrowless and meaningless facts and laws.

Lord

Rosse's Telescope.

year must ever be considered an epoch in Astronomy, from its
having witnessed the successful completion of the Earl of Rosse's six-feet
an achievement of such magnitude, both in itself as a means of
reflector
discovery, and in respect of the difliculties to be surmounted in its construction, (difficulties which perhaps few persons here present are better able
from experience to appreciate than myself), that I want words to express my
admiration of it. I have not myself been so fortunate as to have witnessed
its performance, but from what its nolile constructor has himself informed
me of its effects on one particular nebula, with whose appearance in powerful telescopes I am familiar, I am prepared for any statement which may be
made of its optical capacity. What may be the effect of so enormous a
power in adding to our knowledge of our own immediate neighbours in the
universe, it is of course impossible to conjecture ; but for my own part I
cannot help contemplating, as one of the grand fields open for discovery with
such an instrument, those marvellous and mysterious bodies or systems of
By far the major part, probably, at least, nine-tenths
bodies, the Nebula;.
of the nebulous contents of the heavens consist of nebula; of spherical or
elliptical forms presenting every variety of elongation and central condensation.
Of these a great number have been resolved into distinct stars, and a
vast multitude more have been found to present that mottled appearance
•which renders it almost a matter of certainty that an increase of optical
power would show them to be similarly composed. A not unnatural or unfair induction would therefore seem to be, that those which resist such resolution do so only in consequence of the smallness and closeness of the stars
of which they consist that, in short, they are only optically and not physiThere is, however, one circumstance which deserves especial
cally nebulous.
remark, and which, now that my own observation has extended to thenebulEe
of both hemispheres, I feel able to announce with confidence as a general
law, viz. that the character of easy resolvability into separate and distinct
stars, is almost entirely confined to nebula; deviating ijut little from the
while, on the other band, every elliptic nebula:, even large
spherical form
and bright ones, offer much greater difficulty in this respect. The cause of
this difference must, of course, be conjectural, but, I believe, it is not possible
for any one to review seriatim the nebulous contents of the heavens without
being satisfied of its reality as a physical character. Passihly the limits of
the conditions of dynamical stability in a spherical cluster may be compatible
with less numerous and comparatively larger individual constituents than in
an elliptic one. Be that as it may, though there is no doubt a great number
of elliptic nebula; in which stars have not yet been noticed, yet there are so
many in which they have, and the gradation is so insensible, from the most
perfectly spherical to the most elongated elliptic form, that the force of the
general induction is hardly weakened by this peculiarity and for my own
part I should have litfle hesitation in admitting all nebula; of this class to be,
And this seems to have been my father's opinion
in fact, congeries of stars.
of their constitution, with the exception of certain very peculiar looking objects, respecting whose nature all opinion must for the present be suspended.
Now, among all the wonders which the heavens present to our contemplation, there is none more astonishing than such close compact families or
communities of stars, forming systems either insulated from all others, or in
binary connexion, as double clusters whose confines intermix, and consisting
of individual stars nearly equal in apparent magnitude, and crowded together
in such multitudes as to defy all attempts to count or even to estimate their
numbers. What are these mysterious families.' Under what dynamical
Is it conceivable that they can exist at all, and
conditions do they subsist?
endure under the Newtonian law of gravitation without perpetual collisions ?
And, if so, what a problem of unimaginable complexity is presented by such
a system if we should attempt to dive into its perturbations and its condiThe existence of a lumitions of stability by the feeble aid of our analysis.
nous matter, not congregated into massive bodies in the nature of stars, but
disserainatrd through vast regions of space in a vaporous or cloud-like state,
undergoing, or awaiting the slow process of aggregation into masses by the

The

last

—

;

;

;

[July,

originally suggested to the late Sir \X. Herschel in

disclosed,

cious than their forms, which in many instances seem totally devoid of plan
in others offer traces of a regularity hardly less
as much so as real clouds,
uncouth and characteristic, and which in some cases seems to indicate a

—

sheeted structure, complicated in folds as

if

agitated by

internal winds.

Should the powers of an instrument such as Lord Rosse's succeed in resolving these also into stars, and, moreover, in demonstrating the starry nature of the regular elliptic nebulae, which have hitherto resisted such decomidea of a nebulous matter, in the nature of a shining fluid, or
condensible gas, must, of course, cease to rest on any support derived from
actual observation in the sidereal heavens, what countenance it may still receive in the minds of cosmogonists from the tails and atmospheres of comets,
and the zodiacal light in our own system. But though all idea of its being
ever given to mortal eye, to view aught that can be regarded as an outstanding portion of prima;val chaos, be dissipated, it will by no means have been
even then demonstrated that among those stars, so confusedly scattered, no
aggregating powers are in action, tending to draw them into groups and insulate them from neighbouring groups ; and, speaking from my own impressions, I should say that, in the structure of the Magellanic Clouds, it is
really difficult not to believe we see distinct evidences of the exercise of such
The part of my father's general views of the construction of the
a power.
heavens, therefore, being entirely distinct from what has of late been called
" the nebulous hypothesis," v\'ill still subsist as a matter of rational and philoand perhaps all the better for being separated from
sophical speculation,
the other.
position, the

—

The Nebtdous

Ht/pothesis.

Much

has been said of late of the Nebulous Hypothesis, as a mode of representing the origin of our own planetary system.
An idea of Laplace, of
whicli it is impossible to deny the ingenuity, of the successive abandonment
of planetary rings, collecting themselves into planets by a revolving mass
gradually shrinking in dimension by the loss of heat, and finally concentrating itself into a sun, has been insisted on with some pertinacity, and supposed to receive almost demonstrative support from considerations to which
I am by no means disposed to quarrel with the neI shall presently refer.
bulous hypothesis even in this form, as a matter of pure speculation, and
without any reference to final causes ; but if it is to be regarded as a demonstrative truth, or as receiving the smallest support from any observed numerical relations which actually bold good among the elements of the planetary
Assuredly, it receives no support from obserorbits, I beg leave to demur.
vation of the effects of sidereal aggregation, as exemplified in the formation
of globular and elliptic clusters, supposing them to have resulted from such
aggregation.
For were this the cause, working itself out in thousands of instances, it would have resulted, yiot in the formation of a single large central
body, surrounded by a few much smaller altendants, disposed in one plane
around it, but in systems of infinitely greater complexity, consisting of multitudes of nearly equal luminaries, grouped together in a solid elliptic or globular form.
So far, then, as any conclusion from our observations of nebute
can go, the result of agglomerative tendencies jnai/, indeed, be the formation
of families of stars of a general and very striking character ; but we see nothing to lead us to presume its further result to be the surrounding of those
If, therefore, we go on to push its applicastars with planetary attendants.
tion to that extent, we clearly theorize in advance of all inductive observa-

—

tion.

But if we go still
much mathematical

farther, as has been done in a philosophical work of
pretension, which has lately come into a good deal of
notice in this country,* and attempt " to give a mathematical consistency"
to such a cosmogony by the *' indispensable criterion" of ** a numerical verifi-

—

and so exhibit, as " necessary consequences of such a mode of
formation," a series of numbers which observation has established independent
of any such hypothesis, as primordial elements of our system
if, in pursuit
of this idea, we find the author first computing the lime of rotation the sun
must have had about its axis so that a planet situate on its surface and forming a part of it should not press on that surface, and should therefore be in
if we find him, in
a state of indifference as to its adhesion or detachment
this computation, throwing overboard as troublesome all those essential considerations of the law of cooling, the change of spheroidical form, the internal
distribution of density, the probable non-circulation of the internal and external shells in the same periodic time, on which alone it is possible to execute such a calcidation correctly and avowedly, as a short cut to a result,
using as the basis of his calculation " the elementary Huyghenian theorems
for the evaluation of centripetal forces in combination with the law of gravia combination which, I need not explain to those w!io have read
tation ;"
and if we find him
the first book of Newton, leads direct to Kepler's law
then gravely turning round upon us, and adducing the coincidence of the
resulting periods compared with the distances of the planets with this law of
where, I would ask,
Kepler, as beinr/ the numerical verification in question,
is there a student to be found who has graduated as a Senior Optime in this
University, who will not at once lay his finger on the fallacy of such an
cation,"

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

«

W.

Conite, Phil. Positive,

ii. 3."ti.
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argument.t and declare it a vicious circle ? I really should consider some
apology needed for eveu mentioning an argument of the kind to such a
meeting, were it not that this very reasoning, so ostentatiously put forward,
and 80 utterly haseless, has heeii eagerly received among usj as the revelation of a profound analysis.
When such is the case, it is surely time to
throw in a word of warning, and to reiterate our recommendation of an
early initiation into mathematics, and the cherishing a mathematical hahit of
thought, as the safeguard of

all

philosophy.

Improvement of Lenses by Repeal of Duly on Glass.
A ver)' great ohstacle to the improvement of telescopes in this country has
been happily removed within the past year by the repeal of the duly on
glass.
Hitherto, owing to the enormous expense of cxjierimcnts to private
individuals not manufacturers
and to the heavy excise duties imposed on
the manufacture, which has operated to repress all attempts on the part of
practical men to produce glass adapted to the construction of large achruma-

—

our opticians have hcen compelled to resort ahruad for their materials
purchasing them at enormous prices, aud never heing ahle to procure the
largest sizes.
The skill, enterprise and capital of the British manufacturer
have now free scope, and it is our own fault if we do not speedily rival, and
perhaps outdo the far-famed works of Munich and Paris. Indeed, it is
hardly possible to over-estimate the efl'ect of this fiscal change on a variety
of other sciences to which the costliness of glass apparatus has been hitherto
an exceeding drawback, not only from the actual expense of apparatus already in common use, hut as repressing the invention and construction of
tics,

new

applications of this useful material.

Increased attention to the Logic of Philosophy.

A great deal of attention has been lately, and I think very wisely drawn
to the philosophy of science and to the principles of logic, as founded, not
on arbitrary and pedantic forms, but on a careful inductive inquiry into the
grounds of human belief, and the nature and extent of man's intellectual
faculties.
If we are ever to hope that science will extend its range into the
domain of social conduct, and model the course of human actions on that
thoughtful and effective adaption of means to their end, which is its fundamental principle in all its applications (the means being here the total devotion of our moral and intellectual powers
the enil, our own happiness and
that of all around us)
if such be the far hopes and long protracted aspirations of science, its philosophy and its logic assume a paramount importance,
in proportion to the practical danger of erroneous conceptions in the one,
and fallacious tests of the validity of reasoning in the other.

—

—

On

both these subjects works of first-rate importance have of late

trated the scientific literature of this country.

On

illus-

the philosophy of science,

we have witnessed

the production, by the pen of a most distinguished member
of this University, of a work so comprehensive in its views, so vivid in its
illustrations,

and so right-minded

be impossible for any

man

in its leading directions, that

it

seems to

of science,'be his particular department of inquiry

from

its perusal without feeling himself strengthened
especial pursuit, and placed in a more favourable
than before, as well as more competent to estimate
the true philosophical value and import of any new views which may open to
him in its prosecution. From the peculiar and a priori point of view in
which the distinguished author of the work in question has thought proper
and I own myself to
to place himself before his subject, many may dissent
but from this point of view it is perfectly possible to debe of the number
on the
part without losing sight of the massive reality of that subject itself

what it may, to
and invigorated

rise

for his

position for discovery in

own
it

;

;

—

:

all the better seen and understood, and its magwhen viewed from opposite sides, and under the influence of every
of light and shadow which peculiar habits of thought may throw

contrary, that reality will be

nitude

felt

accident

over

it.

Philosophy in Germany.
According, in the other work to which I have made allusion, and which,
title of a System of Logic,' has for its object to give " a connected
view of the principles of evidence and the methods of scientifc investigation
its

under the

'

—
— taking up an almost diametri-
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cally opposite station, and looking to experience as the ultimate foundation
of all knowledge— at least, of all scientific knowledge— in its simplest axioms
as well as in Us most remote results— has presented us with a view of the in-

ductive philosophy, very different indeed in its general aspect— but in which,
when carefully examinetl, most essential features may be recognized as idenwhile some arc brought out with a salience and eflcct which could not
be attained from the contrary point of sight. It cannot be expected that I
tical,

—

should enter into any analysis or comparison of these remarkable works but
scLmed to me impossible to avoid pointedly mentioning them on this occasion, because they certainly, taken together, leave the philosophy of science,
and indeed the principles of all general reasoning, in a very diflcrent state from
it

that in which they found them. Their Influence, indeed, and that of some
other works of prior date, in which the same general subjects have been more
lif^htly toui hed upon, has already begun to be felt and responded to from a

quarter where, perhaps, any sympathy in this respect might hardly have
been looked for. The philosophical mind of Germany has begun, at length,

awaken from the dreamy trance in which it had been held for
and in which the jargon of the Absolutists and Ontolohad been received as oracular. An " anii-speculative philosophy'' has
arisen and found supporters— rejected, indeed, by the Ontologists, but yearly
gaining ground in the general mind. It is something so new for an Knglish
and a German philosopher to agree in their estimate cither of the proper obellectually to

the last half century,

gists

proper mode of pursuing them, that we greet,
nut without some degree of astonishmeni, the appearance of works like the
Logic and the New Psychology of Beiieke, in which this false and delusive

jects of speculation or of the

philosophy is entirely thrown aside, and appeal at once to the nature of
things as we find them, and to the laws of our intellectual and moral nature
as our own consciousness and the history of mankind reveals them to us.*

Meanwhile, the fact

every year becoming more broadly manifest, by the
had hitherto
been only empiricially treated (of which agriculture. may be taken as perhaps
the most conspicuous insl.ance), that the great work of Bacon was not the
completion, but, as himself foresaw and foretold, only the commencement of
is

successful application of scientific principles to subjects which

his

own

philosophy

;

and that we are even yet only at the threshold of that

palace ot Truth which succeeding generatioi^s will range over as their

own

and its properties, but
and thought, of passion and

a world of scientific inquiry, in which not matter only

the far more rich and complex relations of

life

motive, interest and actions, will come to be regarded as

Nor

its

legitimate objects

us tear that in so regarding them we run the smallest danger of colwith any of those great principles which we regard, and rightly regard,

let

lision

A faithful and undoubting spirit carried into the
and guide U3, like an instinct, in
our paths through that vast and enlarged region which intervenes between
those uliimate principles and their extreme practical applications. It is only
as sacred from question.

inquiry, will secure us from such dangers,

by working our way upwards towards those principles as well as downwards
from them, that we can ever hope to penetrate such intricacies, and thread
their maze
and it would be worse than folly— it would be treason against all
our highest feelings —-to doubt that to those who spread themselves over
these opposite lines, each moving in liis own direction, a thousand points of
meeting and mutual and joyful recognition will occur.
But if Science be really destined to expand its scope, and embrace objects'
bey. nd the range of merely material relation, it must not altogether and obstinately refuse, even within the limits of such relations, to admit conceptions which at first sight may seem to trench upon the immaterial, such as
we have been accustomed to regard it. The time seems to be approaching
when a merely mechanical view of nature will become impossible when ihe
notion of accounting for all the phenomena of nature, and even of mere physics, by simple attractions and repulsions fixedly and unchangeably inherent
in material centres (granting any conceivable system of Boscovichian alternations), will be deemed untenable. Already we have introduced the idea of
;

—

'

acute,

and

in

many

respects profound author

• M. Comte (' Phllogophie Positive,' li. 37t), &c.), the author of the reasoniug alluded to. assures U3 that his calculations lead to results aRreeing only approximately
with the exact periods, a difference to the amount of 1*45, tlie part more or less existing in all. As he gives neither the steps nor the data of his calculations, it is impossible to trace the origin of this difference, which, however, 'must' arise from error
' somewhere,' if hia fundamental principle be really what he states.
For the Huyghenian

—

measure of centrifugal force (F x

^)

"combined" with " the law

of gravitation"

hcnt-atmoipheres about particles to vary their repulsive forces according to definite laws.
But surely this can only be regarded as one of those provisional
and temporary concep ions which, though it may be useful as helping us to
laws, and as suf.'gesting experiments, we must be prepared to resign if ever
such ideas, for instance, as radiant stimulus or conducted influence should
lose their present vagueness, and come to receive some distinct scientific interpretation.
It is one thing, however, to suggest that our present language
and conceptions should be held as provisional another to reciimmend a ge-

—

Whatever innovation of this kind may
they can only be introduced slowly, and on a full sense of their necessity
for the limited facidties of our nature will bear hut hllle of this sort at
a lime without a kind of intoxication, «liich precludes all rectilinear progress
or, rather, all progress whatever, except in a direction which terminates in
neral unsettling of all received ideas.

(F X

r

'\ replacing

V by Its equivalent, -

can result in no other relation between P

law, aud is
npatible with the smallest
R than what is expressed in the Kelpie
deviation from it.
Whether the sun threw off the plenets or not. Kepler's law 'must" be obeyed by them
when once fairly detached. How, then, can their actual observance of this law be adduced in proof of iheiroiigin, one way or the other ? How is It proved that the sun must
have thrown off planets at those distances, and at no others," where we tincl them,— no
That.' indeed, would be a powerful presumptive argu.
matter In what times revolving ?
ment: but geometer will venture on such a ' tour d'analyse?' And, la.stly, how can it be
addu ed 03 ' a numerical coincidence of an hypnihe^is with observed fact' to say that, at
an unknown epoch, the sun's rotation ('not observed') ' must have been' so and so, • if
the hypothesis were a tnie one?
the Creation,' p. 17.
t Mill. lAijie, ii. :!3.—Also, ' Vestiges of

and

i

arise,
;

—

the wildest vagaries of mysticism

and clairvoyance.

Necessity of establishing the Metaphysics in Science.
But, without going into
* vide Beneke,

any

subtleties, I

Nene Paycholngle,

8. :{00

may

et seq, for

metaphysical aud logical philosophy in Englauu.

be allowed to suggest that
an admirable view of the

state

it

o^
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is at

both physical and others, shoultl come

least high time that philosophers,

some nearer agreement than appears

to

to prevail as to the

meaning they

in-

tend to convey in speaking of causes and causation. Oh tiieone hand we are
told that the grand object of physical inquiry is to explain the phenomena of

them to their causes on the other, that tlie inquiry Into
causes is altogether vain and futile, and that Science has no concern, but with
\Vhich of these is the truth P Or are both views of
tlie discovery of laws.
the matter true on a difTerent interpretation of the terms P Whichever view
nature, by referring

:

we may take, or whichever interpretation adopt, there is one thing certain,
the extreme inconvenience of such a state of language. This can only be reformed by a careful analysis of this widest of all human generalizations, disentangling from one another the innumerable shades of meaning which have
got confounded together in its progress, and establishing among them a rational
classification and nomenclature.
Until this is done we cannot be sure, that
by the relation of cause and ell'ect one and the same kind of relation is understood. Indeed, using the words as we do, we are quite sure that the contrary
and so long as uncertainty in this respect is suflered to
is often the case
prevail, so long will this unseemly contradiction subsist, and not only prejudice the science in the eyes of mankind, hut create disunion of feeling, and
even give rise to accusations and recriminations on the score of principle
;

imong
The

its cultivators.

;

what mankind

to place itself in the position of a snbstilute for

in general

un-

derstand by eiplanation : as when we are told, for example, that the successive appearance of races of organized beings on earth, and theirdisappearance
to give place to others, which Geology teaches us,

—

is a result of some certain
law of development, in virtue of w hich an unbroken chain of gradually exalted
organization from the crystal to the globule, and thence, through the succes-

sive stages of the poIy[ius. the niollusk, the insect, the

fish,

the reptile, the

and the beast, up to the monkey and the man (nay, for aught we know,
even to the angel), has been for remains lo be) evolved. Surely, when we
bear such a theory, the natural, human craving after causes, capable in some
conceivable way of giving rise to such changes and transformations of organ
and intellect, causes u'hy the development at different parts of its progress
bird,

should divaricate into different lines, causes, at all events, intermediate between the steps of the development becomes importunate. And wdien nothing is offered to satisfy this craving, but loose and vague reference to
favourable circumstances of climate, food, and general situation, which no experience has ever shown to convert one species into another; who is there
»bo does not at once perceive that such a theory is in no respect more explanatory, than that would be which simply asserted a miraculous intervention, at every successive step of that unknown series of events, by which the
earth has been alternately peopled and dispeopled of its denizens?
A laiv may be a rule of action, but it is not action. The Great First Agent
may lay down a rule of action for himself, and that rule may become known
to man by observation of its unilornnty
but constituted as our minds are,
and having that conscious knowledge of causation, which is forced upon us
by the reality of the distinction between intending a thing, and doing it, we
can never substitute the Rule for the .lict. Either directly, or through delegated agency, whatever takes place is not merely willed, but done, and what
is done we then only declare to be explained, when we can trace a process,
an show that it consists of steps analogous to those we observe in occurrences which have passed often enough before our own eyes to have become
familiar, and to be termed natural. So long as no such process can be traced
and analyzed out in this manner, so long the phenomenon is une."iplained. and
remains equally so whatever be the number of unexplained steps inserted
between its beginning ami end. The transition from an inanimate crystal to
a globule capable of such endless organic and mtellectual developement, is as
great a step— as unexplained a one— as unintelligible to us and in any human
sense of the word as miraculous as the immediate creation and introduction
upon earth of every species and every individual would be. Take these amazing facts of geology which way we will, we must resort elsewhere than to a
mere speculative law of development for their explanation.

—

:

—

we do once more

this scene of

one of our earliest and most
life brought back by the

— as travellers on the journey of

course of events to scenes associated with exciting recollections and the
memory of past kindness we naturally pause and look back on the interval

—

which always arises on such occasions, " How has it tared
with you meanwhile?" we fancy ourselves asked "How have you pros•with that interest

pered

?"—" Has

this

the cause in w hich
to

—

long interval been well or

what extent have you been able

we may,

WtU

!

I believe,

ill

spent?"

—"How

is it

with

you beve embarked ?"_" Has
to

it flourished or receded, and
advance it?" To all these questions
some self-gratulation, answer—

conscientiously, and with

The young and then but

partially fledged institution has

become

es-

Its principles

—

bally

made

have been in the highest degree interesting
not only as illustrating and extending almost every branch of
having given rise to discussions and interchanges of idea and
information between the members present, of Mhich it is perfectly impossible
to our several Sections,

and copious

;

science, but as

to appreciate sufficiently the influence

and value.

manner on subsequent

Ideas ihus communicated
and become, 1 am

reflection,

persuaded, in innumerable cases, the germs of theories, and the connecting
links between distant regions of thought, which might have otherwise con-

tinued indefinitely dissociated.

How far this Association has hitherto been instrumental in fulfilling the
ends for which it was called into existence, can, however, he only imperfectly
estimated from these considerations. Science, as it stands at present, is nut
merely advanced by sjieculaiion and thought; it stands in need of material
appliances and means
its

pursuit is costly, and to those who pursue it for
however largelv the community may
and however successfully practical men may turn
own or others' discoveries to account. Hence arises a wide field tor

own

;

its

sake, utterly unremuncrative,

benefit by its applications,
their

scientific utility in the application of

pecuniary resources in aid of private

and one in which assuredly this Association has not held back its
hand. I have had the curiosity to cast up the sums which have been actually
paid, or are now in immediate course of payment, on account of grants fur
scientific purposes by this Association since its last meeting at this place, and
1 find them to amount to not less than \\,\Sli.
And when it is recollected
that in no case any portion of these grants applied to cover any personal expense, it will easily be seen how very large an amount of scientific activiiy
has been biought into play by its exertions in this respect, to say nothing of
the now very numerous occasions in which the attention and aid of Govern"
ment has been effectually drawn to sjiecific objects at our instance.
As regards the general progress of Science within the interval I have alluded
to, it is far too wide a field for me now to enter upon, and it would be needless to do so in this assembly, scarcely a man of which has not been actively
employed in urging on the triumphant march of its chariot wheels, and felt
in his own person the high excitement of success joined with that noble glow
which is the result of companionship in honourable effort. May such ever
research,

among us. True Science, like true Religion, is wid«
embracing in its extent and aim. Let interests divide the worldly and jealousies torment the envious!
We breathe, or long to breathe, a purer empyrean. The common pursuit of Truth is of itself a brotherhood. In these
our annual meetings, to which every corner of Britain almost every nation
be the prevalent feeling

—

Europe sends forth as its representative some distinguished cultivator of
some separate branch of know ledge where, 1 would ask, is so vast a variety
of pursuits which seem to have hardly anything in common, are we to look
in

;

which draws us together and inspires
That astronomers should congregate to talk of stars
is natural enough
but
what is there of equal mutual interest, equally connected with and equatfy
pervading all they are engaged upon, which causes their hearts to burn
within them for mutual communication and bosoming ? Surely, were each of
us to give utterance to all he feels, we should hear the Chemist, the Astrono-

for that acknowledged source of delight

us with a sense of unity ?

and planets

—chemists of atoms— geologists of strata—

;

mer, the Physiologist, the Electrician, the Botanist, the Geologist,

all wiih
own science, declaring not only
but the delight which their disclosure aflfords him, and the privilege he feels it to be to ha\e aided in it.

one accord, and each in the language of his
the wonderful works of

Retrospect.

Visiting as

[July,

have been brought to uniformity and
consistency, on rules which, on the whole, have been found to work according to the expectations of its founders. Its practice has been brought to uniformity and consistency, on rules which, on the whole, have been fouud productive of no inconvenience to any of the parties concerned. Our calls for
reports on the actual stale and deficiencies of important branches of science,
and on the most promising lines of research in them, have been answered by
most valuable and important essays from men of the first eminence in their
respective departments, not only condensing what is known, but adding
largely to it, and in a multitude of cases entering very extensively indeed into
original inquiries and investigations
of which Mr. Scott Russell's Report on
Waves, and Mr. Carpenter's on the Structure of Shells, and several others in
the most recently published volume of our Reports, that for the York meeting last summer, may be specified as conspicuous instances.
Independent of these Reports, the original communications read or ver-

fructify in a wonderful

complain of becomes yet more grievous when the idea of law is
brought so prominently forward as not merely to throw into the background
that of cause, hut almost to thrust it out of view altogether and if not to
assume something approaching to the character of direct agency, or at least
evil I

agreeable receptions

tablished and matured.

God

disclosed by

it,

—

is indeed a magnificent induction
a consilience there is no refusing. It
leads us to look onward, through the long vista of time, with chastened but
confident assurance that Science has still other and nobler work to do than

This

any she has yet attempted w'ork, which before she is prepared to attempt,
the minds of men must be prepared to receive the attempt, prepared, 1 mean
by an entire conviction of the wisdom of her views, the purity of her objects
and the faithfulness of her disciples.
;

—
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simple method by which the amount of the loss may
be calculated with all the precision of a mathematical investigation.
In the first place, then, we will consider what took place in the tube
while the piston next the water-wheel— the prime moving piston — was

also to explain a

THE PROPERTIES OF AIR AS A MECHANICAL AGENT
Conaidered more particularly in reference

to

;

Atmospheric Railwayi.

" Mr. P. Barlow presented, as an appendix to his paperon the atmospheric
system, the results of a series of experiments upon the force employed in
drawing carriages up an incline plane of 1 in 43 by a stationary engine and
From these ex.
rope traction u[ion the Canterbury and Whitstable Railway.
periments it appeared that the stationary engine of 2j h. p., witli a rope,
would produce an useful mechanical effect, equal to the engine of 100 li. p.
on the Dalkey Atmospheric Kailway— thus proving by direct facts the
deduction of Mr. Stephenson as to the amount of lost power hy the latter
system. These statements were ordered to be printed with Mr. Barlow's
from the Proceedings of the Institution of Ciml Enyineers.
paper."
It seems almost incredible, but it is yet true, tliat in all the nnniprous discussions and disquisitions wliicli tlie introduction of atmospheric railways has produced, notice lias not once been taken of the
propriety or improprirty of employing an elastic agent for communicating motion.
In a former number of this publication it was rigorously proved that the communication of power by the agency of
elastic air was attended with an enormous waste quite independent cf
the losn by leakage : that paper was copied into many other periodicals,
and lias not yet met with contradiction. It has been cuiisiiicred indisputable that'in atmospheric railways there was a great waste of power,
but unfortunately the waste lias been uniformly supposed to be occasioned by friction and leakage. Now it will be our present object to
show that the greatest loss of all lias been hitherto entirely overlooked,
that this loss is irremediable, arising as it does, not from imperfections
of machinery, but from the fundamental unalterable properties of matter, that it is therefore beyond our control and ingenuity, and mould
exist in an atmospheric railway nholly and perfectly free from leakage
andfrictwn.
may state, as a general axiom, that elastic substances are unfit
agents for communicating the mechanical eft'ect of a prime mover, and

We

showing how

upon the particular case of
atmospheric railways, we cannot do better than view that invention
liistorically, and we shall see that in the very first instance in which
the air was used for the transference of mechanical power, the cause
of failure arose from no diftcls in the mechanism employed; and we
must conclude that had the laws offeree been as systematically established then as now, this failure, being as it was a clear deduction from
those laws, would have been at once conclusive against the hope and
in

this general truth bears

possibility of ultimate success.
The original idea, then, of the

atmospheric railway belongs to
Papin ; and we entreat particular and very careful attention to the
following exposition of the experiment made by him, because an attentive consideration of that experiment will, we are certain, unravel to
the reader all the mysteries of the "atmospheric system," and enable
him to grasp accurately and philosophically the whole subject.
Papin's experiment was on this wise. He wanted to pump water
out of a mine, and the only motive force for the purpose which he had
at his command was a water-wheei turned by a neighbouring stream.
He was desirous of making this wheel work the pumps which were to
draw oft' the water of the mine; but he laboured under this disadvantage,
the distance from the mouth of the mine to the nearest point
where he could erect his water-wheel was upwards of two miles.
His object, then, was to transfer the force of the wheel to a point two
miles off; and the agent which he used for this purpose was the aik.
He caused a continuous air-tight tube or pipe to be laid down from
the w-ater-wheel to the mouth of the mine. At the extremity of this
pipe next the wheel a piston was placed, and worked backwards and
forwards in the tube by a crank connected with the wheel at the
other extremity of the tube a similar piston was placed, and this
piston was connected with the lever of the pump of the mine. From
this arrangement Papin expected to be able to communicate the pov^er
effectually through a distance of two miles.
He anticipated that as
the piston next the wheel was worked backwards and forwards, the
piston next the mine would move backwards and forwards through the
name distance. What, however, really took place was this— the
piston at that mine did in truth move to and fro, but the extent of that
motion was much less than that of the Jirst piston; in the language of
the narrator of the event, the extent of motion which it was necessary
to give the first piston in order to work the pumps was "preposterous?'
repeat that a clear apprehension of this experiment will put
the reader in possession of the whole case of the atmospheric rail-

—

:

We

ways.

Here was, it will be observed, an atmospheric tube without the longitudinal aperture
an ATMOSPUErac railway without leakage— and
waste of power was " preposterous."
Now, we wish to show bow the loss of power arose, and we intend

—

yet the

worked backwards and forwards. When it advanced, the air throughout the two miles of pipe was compressed until the second piston
could no longer withstaiul the compression; ami when the first piston
receded, the air throughout the two miles of tube was dilated till the
piston connected with the pumps was moved bv the pressure of the
external atmosphere.
will, however, confine ourselves to the

We

second case, namely, where motion was produced by the dilatation of
air, because this is the case of the atmospheric railway.
When the prime moving [liston receded, the air in the tube wa,'*
dilated and consequently pressed with diminished force on the second
piston, which therefore was moved by the prepomlerating force of the
external air.
Let us suppose, for clearness sake, that the atmosperic
pressure is 151b. to the square inch, and that the pressure to move the
second piston was 10 lb. to the square inch. Well then, in order that
the external atmosphere might press on the second piston with an
ejjflclive pressure of 10 lb. we mu.st have the pressure on the tube diminished to 5 lb. to the square inch, because the real atmospheric
pressure of 15 lb. being opposed by an internal pressure of 5 lb. the
efftctive pressure of 10 lb. would be the result.
Simple as all this may seem it is very necessary for our purpose
that it should be clearly laid down.
have then the internal air
pressure reduced by dilatation to 5 lb. to the square inch; its pressure
undilated being 15 lb.
Now, to reduce the pressure in the proportion 5 15, or 1 3, the extent of dilatation must be in the same
proportion, or in order that the air may press with only one-third its
original force it must occupy three limes its original space.
If then
it had been requisite for Papin's purpose to have on his second piston
a pressure of 101b. to the inch, it woii,d be necessary that the air in
his tube should occupy three limes its original space
that is, should
occupy a tube G miles instead of 2 miles in length!
Let the reader carefully review this argument, for it is one which,
as far as the writer is aware, has never been offered except by himself, and then proceed to the application of it to the "atmospheric
system." First, however, to fix the idea more clearly, let us suppose
one or two variations of the problem. Suppose, for instance, M. Papin
wanted only an effective pressure of 7i lb., then he would have to
reduce the internal pressure in the proportion 74 15, or 1 2, or the
internal air would have to occupy four miles instead of two.
If he
wanted an effective pressure of 5 lb. only, the internal pressure must
be 10 lb. instead of 15, and the reduction must be in the proportion
2 3, or the air instead of occupying two miles of tube would occupy
three.
Or tabulating the results
For a pressure ot 12 lb. the space occupied by air
10 miles,
10 lb.
6 „
„
„
Ti lb.
4 „
,,
„
5 lb.
3 „
..
„
In the 1st case the dilatation is five-fold, in the 2nd triple, in the
3rd double, in the 4th one and a half.
To apply these results to the case of the atmospheric railway, it
will be seen that to obtain at starting a working power of ten pounds
to the square inch on the travelling piston, the preliminary dilatation
must remove two-thirds of the pressure in the tube, or two-thirds of
the air must be pumped out before the train is set in motion.
Now,
if we exclude the idea of leakage altogether, it will be clearly seen
that the whole quantity of air pumped out of the tube from first to last
is exactly the quantity occupying the whole tube at the ordinary density of the atmosphere: for as the travelling piston successively occupies every portion of the tube, it must, between the beginning and
end of its journey, displace the air in every portion of the tube, and
as by our supposition this air passes out through the pumps onlv, it
follows that the amount of air pumped out is exactly the quantity contained in the tube before the pumps began to work. Now we have
shown that in order to start with a pressure of 10 pounds to the inch
two-thirds of the air in the tube must be pumped out; it therefore
follows that of the whole quantity of air pumped out of the tube, twothirds are exhausted before starting.
Now if we can show that this extraction of two-thirds of the air
contributes nothing to the subsequent motion of the travelling piston,
we shall have arrived, by a process to all intents as indisputable as a
mathematical investigation, at the inevitable conclusion that two-thirds
of the motion of the prime mover are expended niltiout producing
motion in the train of railway carriages.
In the first place, then, we have to consider what takes place in the
air-tube after the preliminary exhaustion has been accomplished.
suppose that the working power of 10 lb. to the inch is maintained throughout the journey, and that consequently the rarefaction

We

:

:

—

:

:

:

=
=
=
=

We
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degree. Now as the piston adof the air is maintained at an uniform
tube unless the pumpvances it would speedily condense the air in the
to tlie velocity of the piscorresponding
a
rate
at
on
carried
ing were
Suppose that in advancing a foot forward it disp aced
ton's motion.
passed through the
foot of air, that quantity of air must have

a cubic
would
pumps: had a less quantity been pumped out the rarefaction
out the r.irefaction
be diminished, had a greater quantity been pumped
maintenance
would have increased. In other words, in order to the
has been set in
of an uniform degree of rarefaction after the piston
be equal to the
motion, the quantity of rarefied air pumped out must
period.
quantity of that air which the piston displaced during that
tlie mechamc
of
state
tliis
during
that
be
stated
Now it need scarcely
power. That is,
operation of the air there is neither gain nor loss of
uniform, the work
while the piston is in motion and the rarefaction
of modone by tlie prime mover is exactly measured by the quantity
cubic foot of air
tion transferred to the train of carriages; for every
foot ot
a
describes
piston
travelling
the
station
pumped out at the
space.

.

.

,

equivalence ot
This equivalence then being established, namely the
the train, U
the work of the station engines to the eft'ect produced on
to the
attributable
necessarilvtlv.it that effect is in no way
follows

this is
agency of the preliminary exhaustion, and that therefore— and
before motion
the point we had to prove— the preliminary exhaustion
train.
the
of
motion
subsequent
contributed nothing to this
must show that no use
In order to clearly establish this position, we
For
subsequently of the elasticity or restituiin force ol the air.
is

made

should be
by no means necessary that the use of an elastic agent
instance the
attended with a loss of power; in a steel bow for
measured
by the
exactly
almost
is
bow
bending
the
force exerted in
unbending. Here,
velocity generated in the arrow by the bow while
opedistinct
two
are
there
elasticity,
and indeed in all phenomena of
elastic body change
rations, first the exUrnal force exerted to make the
reitself
in
body
the
its form, secondly the intirnal force exerted by
the Jorce of
covering its form, and this second force is aptly called
external force
In the case of atmospheric power, the first
It is

aUavs

restitution.

Now
air.
of the station engines in rarifying or stretching the
original form by its
ifafter this, the air were allowed to recover its
exerted.
But
be
would
"
the force of restitution"
natural elasticity,
never is in fact
in the atmospheric railway the force of restitution
allowed
is
not
made use of. After the air is stretched to its utmost it
removed altogeits original form, but is pumped out and

is that

to recover
ther, so that its restitutive

powers could never be used, even if it
employ them. As a matter of fact the pumping is
the carriages have nearly finished their journey, and
then their momentum is destroyed by the external application of
breaks.
So then, neither at the end of the journey nor during the progress
of it is the labour of preliminary exhaustion in any way rendered useful—it is wholly lost and wasted, and we therefore arrive demonstra-

were desired
cor.tiiiued

to

till

/ire/y at this conclusion:

To prccure a working power of ten pounds to the square inch in an
atmospheric railway two-thirds of the strokes of the station engines are
nailed from a cause independent of leakage and friction.
For a working power of 12

;6. the

waste

is

12
—
or FouR-niTHS.
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combined, remove from atmospheric railways the defect we have demonstrated no committee report could remove it, no omnipotent act
of parliament could remove it, no " monied interest," however vast,
could remove it, no fortunate accident could remove it, and lastly, by
no stretch of the imagination, by no freak of the fancy however whimsical and fantastic, can we picture the bare possibility of its removal.
;

H. C.

ON THE MECHANICAL THEORY OF

STEAM.

Proposed by the " Artizan Club."

A

Treatise on the Steam Engine has recently been published bv a
person or persons callins; himself or themselves the "Artizan Club;"
the viork appears in shiding monthly parts, and has now reached its
twelfth number. The prosiiectus, after setting forth the defects of all
similar works which have hitherto been written, states the object of
" Engineers are, up
the present publication in the following terms
to the present time, unprovided with a key to the difficulties of their
calling, such as may be found in almost every other department of industry. It is to extinguish this want, and to enable every man of ordinary intelligence and assiduity, and however humble his means, to
become thoroughly acquainted with the Steam Engine, in all its phases,
that the present work has been projected ; and it may be satisfactory
if a summary be here given of its intended contents."
In the eleventh number of the Treatise is a chapter on the "Mechanical Power of Steam," aud as the remarks are invested with a
certain authority by the presence ot a quantity of mathematical symbols, it seems highly important that the conclusions arrived at should
be correct, for with them only can a large proportion of the readers
who have not learned the unknnwn language of analysis acquaint
themselves. The mechanical effect of the condenser of a steam engine is thus detailed
:

—

—

the steam had raised the piston to 142 feet above the
base of the cylinder it were suddenly condensed, it is obvious that the piston
impelled
with
a force equal to the pressure of the atmosphere on
would he
the piston, and through a heigl.t equal to that the piston had been raised by
In doing this it is obvious that the piston in
the generation of the steam.
its descent would raise a weight attached to it equal to tlie atmospheric
pressure, and through a height exactly equal to tlie maximum height of the
If a weight be placed upon the piston
piston above the base of the cylinder.
in addition to the atmospheric pressure, then, as we said formerly, the piston
will not rise to such a height, and consequently upon condensation the weight
but to counteract this the weight raised
will not De raised so high either
Hence the
will be greater, and that very nearly in the same proportion.
mechanical power of the steam of a given quantity of water as developed by
condensation continues very nearly constant whatever be the force at which
We
it is generated, the ditference being in favour of the greatest pressure.
see from this that the mechanical power of the steam of a given quantity of
water is the same, whether it be developed by generation or by momentary
condensation, and that it remains very nearly constant whatever be the temHence we may now state this general fact, which it
perature of the steam.
may be useful to treasure up in the memory.
" A cubic inch of water converted into steam will supply a mechanical
force very nearly equal to a ton weight raised a foot high, whether this force
be developed by generation or by rapid condensation and this force wdl not
be suhject to considerable variation, whatever be the temperature or pressure
the small difference being in favour
at which the water may be evaporated

Suppose that

vviien

;

;

74

'

:

15

or ONE-HALF.

j

5

of the greatest pressure."

or ONE-THIRD.

15

The reader may
it

:

—

;

—

:

Now this passage is not a little remarkable, and the conclusion is
are told that a cubic inch of water will prostartling.
duce exactly the same mechanical tffect by generation as by condensanot
confined to sieam of any particular presremark
is
tion, and this
sure, but applies as well to a pressure of sixty pounds to the square
inch as to a pressure of three or four. The obvious conclusion would
be, as the effect is the same lor both f^eneration and condensation,
that if both those actions were applied to an engine the power produced by the same quantity of water wculd be in all cases doubled,
that in a high pressure engine working at a pressure of (JO lb. the application of a condenser would produce an additional pressure of 601b.
to the inch, and that in a low pressure engine working at the common
pressure of 3 or 4 pounds the gain would be other 3 or 4 pounds.
This conclusion, we repeat, is somewhat startling, and we think never
before occurred to anyone who ever saw a steam engine, or even read
about one; for it is generally imagined that the variation of atmospheric pressure is confined to mucii narrower limits than those here
suggisted. The pressure of the air in well constructed condensing
engines (such as those of the Government steamers for example), is
usually ttkeii at about 12 lb. to the square inch, but it appears from

somewhat

easily verify these results for himself.

must be carefully borne in mind that the loss here
demonstrated is one wholly different from the losses by friction or
leakage those are losses ai ising from defects of mechanism, but this
13 essentially the immediate effect of the fundamental laws of matter
and even could an atmospheric railway be constructed wholly free
from leakage or friction, no art could abate, avoid, or even increase,
It is wholly beyond ihe poroer, sagacity, or perseverance of
this defnct.
man. Unless we can make the air cease to be extensible that is,
cease to be air unless we can subvert the Laws of Nature, we canWe mav have the most extended notion of the
not remove the evil.
powers of human ingenuity and the future triumphs of science, but
there is one clear distinction respecting fitting olijects for men's ingeThe distincnuity, one obvious limit to the triumphs of his scieic^.
tion is between efforts suggested by the known laws of matter, and
the limit confines man's successful enerefforts to resist those laws
And no one has thoroughly comgies to the former of thfse tasks.
prehended the investigatii n here made unless he be certain that all
the mechanical genius which the woild has produced could not, if
In conclusion,

We
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To examine tbe question analytically —
pressure

IS45.1

lb.
is
tbe above quotation tliat tlie
sometimes no more tlian two or three so that
while the engineers of the (iovernment steamers imagine that by condensing steam of three or four pounds pressure' the ctlVctive pressure
becomes 15 or Hi pounds, they in reality command no greater working
pressure than four to six pounds.
It will be observed that in the experiment suggested in the quotation above, the piston is supposed to return through the same space
as it advanced,
so that, if a steam pressure of liu lb. would act on it
through two feet as it advanced, an air pressure of UO lb. would act on

to the square incli, anil

;

let x be the height to which
its original mass.
As far
lias ascended at the time / ;
collected from the quotation, the mass is supposed to varv
inversely as the lieight of the piston
-f- a: is therefore the mass at

M

the piston

may be

as

Or, as we said, the same quaiilily
through two feet as it returned
of nattr producing the same effect by eilhcr kind of action, the effect
By the onlinary method, howis doubled if it act by both at once'.
ever, of viewing the 'subjfct, there is only one owe degree of steam
pressure for which it could be true, namely, for that which equals the
atmospheric pressure.
On the theory laid down above, the writer proceeds to certain anaFrom these
lytical investigations of the power of condensing engines.
!

we make

the following extract.

Ilencc, neglecting the waste and the friction of the piston rod, we have
for the mechanical ctfect of one cubic foot of water, as developed by condensation,

5354 (459).

{l-^}=

^^^^(^^^y>^^-^-^

Before leaving this, we may also estimate the loss reLet ./„ denote ttie friction of the
sulting from friction of the piston rod.
It is obvious that this fricpiston rod, wliich friction we suppose constant.
The
tion operates in exactly the same manner as the uncondensed steam.
mechanical loss resulting from it will therefore be represented by
!I)S.

M

:

the time

/.

the time

i

Let - be tbe steam force, then

Ud'x
X
But

tills

the mass

succeeding

for the instant

the equation of impressed and effective forces

—

it
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is

M

(it

equation is identical with the ecjuation for the motion when
is unchanged, viz.,

X

(it-

the ris viva generated is tbe same in both cases.
It is, however, scarcely necessary to be thus explicit, for the author
himself makes a deduction from his theories wliich is certainlv one
of the most notable in the whole range of mathematical authorship.

That

i«,

Suppose the volume of steam before expansion to he to the volume after
expansion in the proportion of 1 to k
in other words let ,< =» 4, then remembering that, as we have shown previously,
;

p
we

find for the

mechanical

4

= 5354

(459 +

effect of the

expansion E pounds raised one foot

high, where

raised one foot.

E = 5354 (459 +

We

learn from this that not only

sion, hut that there is

no

limit

is

'og

mechanical

"•
effect

gained hy using expan-

to this gain other than the inconveniences

arising from the too extensive application of this principle in practice.
he
above formula will be useful for determining the amount of mechanical effect
gained by cutting off the steam at different parts of the stroke. To facilitate
the application of this formula we shall just state the values of n when the
I

5354 (459 +

/a

7
lbs. raised

one foot.

We are

not going to discuss the equations which we have quoted,
the attention of the reader to tlie meaning of the symbol t
which appears in both of them. This /, on looking bank, we find to
be the temperature of the steam before condensation. So that we
conclude from the lirst equation that the force of a single acting engine
after condensation is in some way dependent on the heat of the steam
before condensation, and that, ol all things in the world, the friction
The resistance to the piston
of the piiton depends on the same cause
at anv time is determined by the heat of the steam which was in the
previously
nice
notion
the writer must have
some
time
cylinder
of steam engines.
If the reader examine the same subject in M. le Comte de Pam-

but

we

steam

is

cut off at different parts of the stroke.
If the steam be cut off at
n 2 ; if the steam he cut off at | stroke, then n= 3 and ge-

=

2 stroke, then

;

call

!

!

A

bour's admirable work The Theory of the Steam Engine, he will find
the beautiful simplicity of M. de Fambour's views to be only equalled
by the perspicuity with wliich they are expressed.
In the treatise of the "Artizan Club" we have, immediately after
the passages quoted, some peculiar notions on the employment of
steam expansively.
In order that the piston rod should remain at rest, it is necessary that the
pressure upon the piston should equal the elastic force of the steam.
If the
load upon the piston be in the smallest degree below this, the piston will be
forced up till the increased expansion has so diminished the elastic force of
*
*
*
*
'j'lie mechanical effect
the steam as not to move it higher.

nerally, if

if

steam be cut off at

the steam be cut off at

-

-

m

stroke

stroke, then

then n = m, or more generally

still

n=P

1

From the equation "

;

for the

mechanical

effect of the expansion" we
learn that this effect increases as log n increases, and consequently is
infinitely great when n is infinite
and we are told that there is in
:

theory " no limit to this gain." Putting these two remarks together,
we come to the following conclusions.
First, a limited force may be made to produce an unlimited effect.

Secondly, putting

?!

:

and cutting

off the

steam at the

—
00

stroke,

if 710

steam be admitted the power of the engine

is

infinitely

great.

What, then, is the use of having a boiler ?
From all which we conclude that the mathematical theories of tbe
" Artizan Club," though not irresistibly conclusive, are irresistibly
comic.
H. C.

gained by removing at once the load necessary to allow the piston to take
the position, is smaller than what would be gained by taking the load off
gradually.

ON THE EXPANSION OF BRICKWORK,

We

wish to direct tbe reader's attention to the last sentence. The
statement is this, that if the load on the piston be diminished gradually the effect of the steam will be greater than if part of the
load be taken off suddenly. This proposition, even were it true, is by
no means clear enough to be staled axiomatically, without a demonBut there are many re.isons for pronouncing it untrue. In
stration.
the first place, it would lead to this conclusion that the amount of
a force is regulated by the external resistance opposfd to it.
The
problem is essentially a dynamical one, and by all the laws of dynamics
the effect of a given force of any nature whatever is the same w hetlier
a great or a small resistance be opposed to it.
In the first case a
small, and in the second a great velocity would be produced.
To take
an illustniticn the elastic force of a buw would be accurately measured by the motion it produced whether it acted on a large arrow or
Lft us suppose the law of elastic force the same for the
a small one.
bow as for steam, proportionil to the compression, then we have a
But as the size of the arrow does not alter the
case exactly in point.
elastic force of the bow, we cannot imagine that there would be any
gain of force were it possible to diminish the arrow while the bow
was acting on it, and in the same way the effect of the steam cannot
be altered by altering the mass of the piston.

—

;

(Considered with Reference to a Chimney Shaft, at Mr. Cubitt's
WOKKS, AT Pl.MUCO.)

Paper read

at the Institution of British Architects, Jlpril, 1845.

The chimney

to which I propose to direct your attention is an object of interest, from the proof it affords of the power of heat, in expanding materials in which such expansion is generally overlooked.
The shaft is encased in a tower, without being any where in contact
with it, or any part of the adjoining buildings great care having been
taken while building, to keep the chimney quite free from all ilic
other work. None of the floors or l.indings of the tower were allowed

—

:

touch the shaft; the intention being to permit it to move up and
thus preventing that displacefreely, as the heat acted upon it
of materials in the tower which would otherwise have happened.
This shaft is built of brick, which is perhaps of all materials, the least
affected by change of temperature, and yet it is found that the shaft
differs in height considerably, even with the change arising from the
comparatively slight variation in the height of the smoke and vapours
passing through it. This variation is never more than 250" Falir.,
and yet the shaft at the height of 90 feet alters, or rises, nearly JtU
to

down

—

ment

27*
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This shows that the materials with which
tliis change only.
an architect, engineer, or builder has to deal, are always varying lu
ot the
their bulk, and that no two sides of a building are at all times
same height, except when there is an unusally uniform and still atmosupport
sphere; and of course the external walls of the tower which
the floor, from which this variation is measured, are also subject to
Thus
constant changes, bv alteration in the heat of the atmosphere.
temperature,
it is seen that a variation in size with every change of
roust take place in the external parts of all buildings, even a garden
inch with

wall cannot be of the

same height on both

sides,

when there

is

more

sun, wind, or rain on the one side than on the other.
The chimney is parallel, and the internal diameter in 5 feet

;

its

height from the surface is 1U8 feet. The foundations were laid at a
depth suitable to the nature of the soil, being on a layer of gravel 11
feet from the level of the ground
and in order to spread the weight
of the building over a large surface, a bed of concrete was formed 23
feet square, and 3 feet in thicknpss ; on this a mass of brickwork 21
;

feet square, 2 feet thick, was laid in cement, forming a solid block,
equal to being in one piece of stone, like a large solid landing, to
carry the upper work.
In the centre of this foundation, and through
the whole of the before-mentioned brickwork, a well IS inches dia-

meter was

left,

and taken

down below

the water line deep enough to

insure the lower extremity of a lightning conductor being always under water. The walls of the tower are 14 inches thick from the bottom to the top, and inclose a space of 14 ft. 9 in. square in the clear
at base, and 1 foot less at the top: the tower being tapering, stairs
are built in the walls for the purpose of communicating with the belfry
and ciock room, and with a supply cistern for steam boilers; also for

easy access to the top of the chimney, to ascertain what is occurring
there, with respect to the temperature of the vapours emitted, and
that in case too much heat were given out or wasted at the top, where
it could no longer be of any service, such waste might not happen
without means of ascertaining the fact that it was occurring.
The srrioke shaft in the centre is for 24 ft. 3 in. upward, from footings Ik bricks in thickness; but at the base, where the flues enier, it
is strengthened round the openingsby an additional brick in thickness.
So far the work is done with bricks of the usual form and size ; but

above this, they are segment-shaped, and were made purposely for
the shaft. In the second piece, 11 ft. Sin. in height, the work is 10
inches thick
in the third piece, 40 ft. 3 in. in height, it is 9 inches in
it is 8 inches in
thickness
in the fourth piece, 17 ft. 9 in. in height
the fifth piece, 17 ft. 3 in. in height, it is 7 inches, aud in the remaining height the work is
inches in thickness.
The iirst object aimed at in designing the tower, was to conceal the
chimney shaft the appearance of which was thought to be objectionable to the neighbourhood.
As it was intended that no black smoke
should be suffered to escape, it seemed that if the chimney were concealed from view, its existence might remain unknown but it was
also considered that other direct advantages might be gamed to justify
These, exthe erection and compensate for the increased outlay.
;

;

;

;

;

pected advantages have been realized.
A considerable saving of fuel has been effected owing to the chimney being protected from a cold atmosphere, from rain or snow beating against it, which would rob it of its heat, in proportion as the
evaporation from the outer surface was more or less rapid. There
seems however as much propriety in protecting a chimney from cooling influences, as there is in clothing any other part of the flue, or
steam boiler itself; for in order to insure a sufficient supply of air to
support combustion, it is necessary that the ascending smoke and
vapours should have been heated, so as to become in the required degree lighter, than the external air. In the degree that the strength
or force of the draught is required to be increased, so must the air
and vapours given off from the furnace be allowed to pass at a higher
temperature; consequently, the amount of the difference of heat lust
from a chimney exposed to the weather, and from one clothed, is by
so

much a clear gain.
The height of the tower

affords sufficient pressure to

make

avail-

able, a capacious cistern fixed at its top for supplying the steam boilers
with water, thus giving great power to the pi-rson who has charge of

the engine, should occasion require Us being brought into action,
either through the failure of the force pump, or through evaporation
of water from the boilers, or neglect in filling them at the proper time,
thereby diminishing to a very great extent the risk of explosion from
such causes, or at least rendering the boiler less liable to be deranged.
thinner than it could have
It will be observed that the shaft is much
been had it been erected without its casing. The quantity of brickwork saved in the shaft, and the economy of fuel, will go very far
towards paying the additional cost of the tower, which may iherefore
he considered as a matter of very little, if any, additional cost, when
the advantages are all taken taken into account.

[July,

ON THE ABUSE OF OIL AS NOW USED IN PAINTING,
AND THE INVERSION OF PRACTICE NECESSARY TO
SECURE PERMAMENCE
No.

The

truth of the proverb "

IN PICTURES.

III.

himanum

est errare,"

obvious as

it is

in

all the acts and theories of man, never was more perfectly demonstrated than in the present practice of painting.
It appears to be an
ordination that the moment he makes a discovery and succeeds in

applying it well, his restless ambition to do teller becomes the track
of his retrogradation. Painting had no sooner left the high-road of
encaustic than wax rapidly sank in the painter's estimation
resin, at
first the mere modifier, became the agent in chief; oil, doubtless from
its brilliant effects on colours and its powers of working, succeeded,
now,
and, in Leonardo da Vinci's hands, became the grand panacea
rould Leonardo rise from the grave, I have little doubt but he would
"
tell us
Alas, we have a living
his pure oil was le grande ouvre."
instance of such blindness in man; and perhaps more unpardonable,
for the living man professes to teach in his public prelections that
which in his own private practice evaporates in smoke. I have myso foolish
self asserted, in reply to M. Merimee's foolish crotchet,"
that " there never was
that any tyro can disprove it in five minutes,
and never will be a varnish made which gives half the brilliance of
pure oil alone ;" but this power has palpably its limits brilliance is
not permanence; and Mr. B. R. Haydon, in the conclusion- of his
Reynolds's M.S. diary
which could only be valuable
scraps of
to man as a whole
seizes on this reply to Merimee to give his
premonitory cautions to the rising artist against using avy but pure
and simple agency alo}ie (a-iea.n\r\g oil), with certain flourishes about
Titian, as if any man had ever yet libelled Haydon's colouring by an
In the first place, Haydon cannot
ironical allegation of semblance.
prove that Titian used pure oil alone nay, common sense inferences
are against the bare supposition, for Titian's pictures are notoriously
more perfect than those of Da Vinci, who did use it lavishly, as testiHaydon's private practice denies, in the
fied in his own handwriting.
next place, his public doctrines.
Oil gives inimitable splendour, but, obviously, no permanent picture
ever was or ever will be painted with it alone. Every boy knows oil
rises, and skins, and horns, in defiance of every ordinary shift of the
painter's art; and though a picture painted in Italy will carry safely
double the quantity of oil any English painting will allow, even there
as evidenced in Leonardo's observance of
it shows the cloven foot,
this rising, in Cennini's use of ultramaiine with white lead to cover
the yellow, and John Thompson's green skies of ultramarine glazed in
McGelp upon gluten without eil. But, as it may be alleged this is my
assertion only as to Haydon's practice, let us see his printed confession.
In his concluding scrap from Sir Joshua's diary in the February
" Pr(ecip»
number of this Journal, he has registered the fact thus
on ran cloth sensa olio, Venice turp. et cera. (Seen by Sir George the
year before it /cas burnt at Belvoir, and said by him to be perfect.
(In beautiful
" 1781. Dido, oil.
B. R. H.)" Again, iu the same
Manner colours to be used, Indian red, light
B. R. H.)
condition.
ditto, blue and black^f/itsAei aith varnish without oil, poi ritoccato con
;

:

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

giallo."

Now here, in troo special cases, we have his own assurance of beauty
and preservation, very rare with Reynolds and not due to oil; but
more of Sir Joshua anon and I deny in toto that he used "every gum,
every spirit, every oil, which earth produces :" he used many, it is true,
and abused more, for a mure wavering, empirical man in practice
never breathed and it is somewhat strange that the greatest practical
truth Sir Humphry Davy ever committed to print, viz. that " all oils
become varnishes in time," arose out of his profound practical ignorance :' he was perfectly innocent of the fact of many of the pictures
examined by him having been painted iu solutions of resin, in fact
almost all resin, and that to such they were indebted for their perma;

;

nence alone.

There

is,

however, yet another and most material source of change

modern pictures, not at all suspected by the artist, and arising out
of the total neglect of climate, and the blind abuse of what, in the first
instance, was doubtless a great convenience if not a high improve-

in all

t

That copal " brightens colours without i
Number, page 41.
This is palpable and, I repeat, Davy was

iing their drying power.'

2 In the February

practical on nothing but salmon fishing;
decompi|sitiou
his every attempt at " practical science" >vas a deal failure— save alone the
of the alkalies; witness his Gfilvanic Del,by better agency than Baron Borne possessed)
tenders and the Explosion Lamp. Indeed he knew it and felt it ; hence arose his sug3

;

gestion of a College of " Practical" Chemistry, which, God knows, is much wanted. The
theoretic geulrv amply exposed themselves in a late trial, as well as in that of Bellany,
saved a single life, dared to
in which really toxicologists and jurists, without ever having
of date
peril that of anotrier, or gave scrap evidence, collected from bad books and out
authorities

1
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—

—

McGelp, bad

I mean the use of bladder colours,
and however gross the
abuse, however clear the demonstration of its ill elfects, I know sufficient of artisls to doubt whether practice will accompany conviction.
The painters of Cemiini's day and I imagine the practice was
used powder colours
equally antecedent and subsequent thereto
ground, as with us, iuipalpably in turpentine or rectified naphth.j, and
very carefully preserved them in covered vases or bottles ; tlu-y fre-

nor

quently kept them also under water. Now any and every pigment
thus treated would dry too fast by half iu Italy, and consequently oil,
Indeed, Wilkie assured me,
as a softener, would be a sine qua non.
in 1S21, he had seen olive oil used, by necessity, to prevent drying.
Now what is our practice, in an hyperborean climate obviously demanding less oil and more forcing / Why, from sheer indolence and
a foolish impression of saving time, we fly to bladder colours saturated
with oil, and often ciianged by it (as in lakis) into a real analogy of
as remains greeu the
soap the colourman of course using such oil
longest.
Here, then, in opposition to climate and common sense, we
use a profusion of the noxious agency, and increase the evil by adding
bkachiU oil, and dry the whole by boiled oil and McGelp. Is this
Habit and prejudice
rational, or is it the" acme of human absurdity ?
go far, and yet surely no intelligent artist can fail to see this. Still
demonstration is better than asseition. Let him try, then, the ancitnt
practice and modern one in juxta-position let him rub a little Like,
finely ground in turpentine and quite dry, with a little copal varnish,
and it will dry too fast for any man's use,^ he may now add oil here,
bv the drop, and he will see at onc(- its beautiful powers, and, moreover, this bad dryer dries at his pleasure: now reverse the experiment, follow the modern practice take flake white from the bladder,
and one of the best of dryers requires from twenty-five to forty-eight
hours (if flooded with oil) in defiance of copal, that is, what is called

self; indeed, scores of pictures

menf,

—

—

'

;

;

—

—

cupal.

Practical experience, a thousand times repeated, teaches me that if
Correggio, Anselnii, and Rubens could rise Irom the tomb and give to
a modern English artist the identical vehicle each had used, (although
he would improve in tone, brightness, depth, and impasta,) he would
not make a permanent picture, much less so permanent an one as they
did; nor could they do so, in this climate, with our bladder colours
and abuse of oil; while, the same experience tells me as clearly, by
inversing the practice, returning to the ancient use of powder colours,
and using oil, as Merimee would copal, to "brighten colours," to give
body, richness, and standing out power, this artist would paint, in defiance of climate, as permanently as they did, and, maugre the little
trouble of mixing on the palette, in half the time he does now.
Tubes' it is needless to name no greater curse was ever invented to
swamp an art. I have again and again repeated the assertion that
permanence in oil painting is dependent on vehicle alone; bearing
this in mind and inversing the order of manipulation, remembering
as wax and
that the resinous principle is the source of preservation
resin were in Greek pictures,
and that no chemical agency exists to
supply their places, few artists will make changeable ones.
'i'o show, however, how readily we may be mislead, and how easily
even the possessors of a really more valuable secret than that which
Leonardo da Vinci bequeathed to posterity for refining oil, might and
did fall into error. Carry this principle to excess in a simple experiment,
flake white in the vehicle alone use no raw oil, and
however rapidly it may dry, however beautiful it may look, however
hard, without crack, it may become, it changes more rapidly than lead
and raw oil before sulphuretted hydrogen, and why f the resin, dissolved in the oil, has so perfectly overcome the rising that nilhoui
fresh oil you have neither the luscious richness of texture nor skin
enough to preserve it from the action of the gas; ergo, this small
quantity of raw oil is a sine qua non of permanence and beauty combined, and it is the excess of oil alone I have endeavoured to combat;
that excess which Haydon vaunts at the moment be gives an example
of the value of its absence ;;; totu.
And these experiments refer
more speci dly to lead and those metallic colours which readily oxygenize oil and increase its skinning power: lead being, in flake white,
the beacon ai.d the guide. So special, indeed,doL's all my experience
bespeak it, 1 hope to be the means of destroying the use of lead
ground in oil alone, as fervently as I hope to destroy the use of tubes,
which are adapted only for plaster of Paris and McGelp men.
Davy blundered on that which Reynolds'' saw distinctly and practi-

as

tliey

could

are,

209
have cracked

in

any other

in those of Sir Joshua ; first, because he was perfectly ignorant of any agent capable of giving them toughness without horny
skin ; and secondly, because even had he possessed such an agency,

hands as

—

his very method of pointing ensured crack,
egg, .Venice turpentine,
varnish, wax, &c., touchi d upon each other, and therefore drying' in
various degrees and intensities, as any man may readily conceive him-

have cracked with simple varnishes,
not in themselves disposed to crack, from this cause, wlien, had they
pervaded the whole texture of a picture, ever so slightly, they would

never have cracked at all.
Much is said and written daily about the march of science and progress of art, but I am afraid we have many Sir Joshuas, without a
tithe of his real worth, and more than one Davy, in assumption, with
none of bis naturally bright mind as a necessary consequence, therefore, painting, like medicine, dwindles into froth and self-conceit, and
the pretended progress of science is but the apple-pip toxicology and
rabbit-squeaking physiology which disgraces the arts and paralyzes
;

the efforts of man ;" but to return.
Abstract principles must bend to climate, to habit, and to prevailing
modes of manipulation to a certain degree. My own spirituous and
resinous vehicle has its defects; it does not sufficiently bear up, it
does not lay precisely where and as the touch is placed, pile on pile
does not lay to please many artists; I have, therefore, combined its
powers in oil alone, and believe, under the conditions above enumerated, it is as perfect as my experience can make it; and I have combined it also in a substitute for McGelp; but, in taking my leave of
the Fine Arts for life, I cannot, among the conflicting wants and
wishes of artists, forget the Fable of the "Old Man and liis Ass," or,
that he who follows the maxim of Horace" is perhaps, during life at
least, as much respected after all as either the philosopher or the philanthropist.

W.
May

1,

Marris Diksdale.

1845.

' Let any man mix a little lake ^previously ground in turpentine and dry) with copal
varnish, and touch Mt on Hake white " in oil," when only ."half dry," this lake will
dry on the " wet surface" in four or five hours, and crack infallibly in three days— such is
the theory of Reynolds's miserable use of varnish, Venice turpentine, &c. &c.

e 1 could fill a volume with proofs as strong as Holy Writ, and heartily wish success
to the College of Practical Chemistry, although I have some misgivings as to the practical
character ot its teachers, where will you get them-'— The twaddle about Leibeg is be-

—

neath us.

—

" Get place and wealth— if possible with grace,
" If not— by any means— get wealth and place."

;

—

—

—

—

cally; but, unfortunately, his hasty

led

him

into false, blind,

temperament and

and stupid experiment.

mind

vacillating

Neither usphaltum

4 Hence the colourman values nut oil of which he is necessarily as liheral as possible.
j To my certain knuwledj^e one colourman varnishes his tubes internally
while
another has received orders, ' more than once,' •* not to send old tubes," under the suppoaitioQ that old and dirty ones had really been used, from the deteriorated state uf the
;

colours.

c lleynolds saw correctly the positive use of re?in and varnish, in some way or other,
older painters, but misapplied both.

by the

ON THE INTRODUCTION OF CONSTRUCTIONS TO

RE-

TAIN THE SIDES OF DEEP CUTTINGS IN CLAYS,

OR OTHER UNCERTAIN

SOILS.

By Professor Hosking.
Paper read

at the Institution of Civil Engineers,

Deep

cuttings are not only expensive, but their sloped sides are in
most soils so uncertain, anil subject to so many contingencies involving unforeseen outlay, as well as danger to the works, and incithat any mode of operation, which would
dently to human life also;
have the effect of rendering them more secure, though the original
expense were not reduced, would be deserving of consideration ; but

—

—

can be shown, that perfect security can be obtained at reduced
becomes even more interesting. The expense
first formation of a cutting under given circumstances is easily
calculable, and so is the time within which the work may be efl>"cted.
Experience has proved that there is, for every soil, a limit in depth,
beyond which it becomes more expedient to drift the required way,
and construct an arched tunnel of sufficient dimensions, than to make
if it

cost, the consideration

of the

an open cutting with the requisite slopes. Even when the first cost
would not decide the question, the preference is nevertheless, often
given to the tunnel because of the greater security of constructed
work, than of the sides of au open cutting. There is, indeed, in practice, a considerable range, within which it has always been uncertain
whether taking all things into consideration in each particular case
tunnelling or open cutting is the fitter expedient and it is in this intermediate range, that something seems to be desirable, which has
not hitherto been practised.
A tunnel, it may be remarked, is expensive, not from the nature
and extent of its construction, but from the circumstances in which
those constructions must be executed. The mere constructions are
less than would be consumed by common retaining walls to the sides

—
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Transverse section of the Euston Incline retaining walls, &c.
(The dotted lines indicate the outline of one of the galleries.)
Scale.— 1 inch to 2U feet.

Fig. 1,

Fig.

Fig.

2.— Plan.

5.— Longitudinal

section.

Scale.— I inch to

Ifi

feet.
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Fig.

II.— Stone Strut, Chorley Cutting.

Scale.— 1 inch

to

8

fest.
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^

Fig.

12.— MoS€

Tunnel.— Transverse

sectio

Fig.

13.— Moseley Tunnel.— F>ongitudinal Section.
Scale

I

inch to IS feet.

Fig.

U.— Moieley TiniDel.— PUn
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of a cutting, not deeper than the eighth of an ordinary railway tunnel.
The sevenil part3 of a tunnel derive support from each other, which
is not the case with ordin;iry retaining walls, whose efficiency depends
whollv upon the resistance which their own mass or weight and ex«
tent of base, enable them to offijr to the pressure of the body to be
If to two opposite retaining walls, be giren sulBcient means
retained.
of assisting one another, they may be at once reduced to one-third of
the bulk they require without such assistance and would then be as
safe as the sides of a constructed tunnel, the strength of which is only
limited by the power of the setting material employed in the work, to
resist compression.
Before proceeding to the consideration of the means of enablir.g
opposite retaining walls to assist each other, it may be worth while to
consider, whether retaining walls are generally constructed in such a
manner, as best to adapt their components to the duly to be performed.
No one would place a buttress intended to resist the thrust of an arch,
within the springing walls, or under the arch whose thrust is to be resisted ; yet in tlie construction of retaining walls the counterfort is

placed on that side which receives the pressure, where its utility is
very questionable, except to keep the retaining wall from falling back
against its load, which, from the transverse section too generally given
to such walls, they would be apt to do, if they were not so propped
up by their counterforts. Wharf and quay walls, and the revetment
walls of military works, may require a fair face, unbroken by projections in front, but this is not the case with retaining walls for roads
and railways, where a long line of projecting buttresses would be unobjectionable, the counterforts becoming buttresses and merely changing places with the wall. On account of the common practice of battering the faces of retaining walls in curved lines and of radiating the
beds of the brickwork composing them from the centre of curvature
in every part, the back of the wall must contain more setting material
than the face, with the same quantity of solid brick that is, if the
work be bonded through. Hence the back of the wall will be more
Counterforts
liable to compression and settlement than the face.
must be built in the same courses, and consequently must have still
thicker beds of compressible mortar than the wall, or the bond between
the wall and its counterfort must be dropped and the counterfort thus
become utterly inefficient. Perceiving the fallacy of the back counterforts, as an aid to the retaining wall to resist pressure from behind,
the author designed a retaining wall a few years ago, with greater
substance in itself than the usual practice would require, but without
back counterforts. The wall was substantially of brickwork, with
concrete coffered in the heart, to give mass and weight without the
expense of solid brickwork; the concrete being in layers of 30 inches
thick, separated from one another by two thorough courses of brickwork in every twelve courses in height. The wall was battered in
face upon a curved line and had radiating courses of brickwork ; but
the arrangement spoken of, gave the means of making the longer line
of the back of the wall with bricks instead of mortar, by inserting
within the height of each coffer at the back, an additional course of
brickwork anti the whole construction was well tied together, both
longitudinally and transversely, with hoop-iron laid between the
thorough courses of brickwork.
The retaining walls, in the cutting upon the line of the extension of
the London and Birmingham Railway, from Camden Town to Euston
Square, are designed according to the common practice ; they are
built wholly of brickwork in radiating courses and with counterforts
following their own contour. In this case the centre of gravity of the
wall falls wholly behind its base ; and the counterforts, not commencing until the wall has reached one-third its height, render it still more
dependent for support upon the ground it is intended to retain. It is
well known that these extensive walls, though furnished with all the
collateral works necessary to protect them from exposure to undue
influences and although set nearly one-fourth of their height in the
ground, have failed to a considerable extent. A system of strutting
with cast-iron beams, across from the opposite walls, to make each
aid the other, has been applied to meet the exigency (figs. 1 and 2)
but this is limited to the upper parts of the walls and the author
thinks it may yet be found, that the toes of the walls will require to
be strutted apart, or otherwise fortified.
Abutting struts from opposite walls, occurring at intervals only,
leave the intermediate portions of the walls exposed to pressure from
behind without support, unless these intermediate portions are so dis;

;

;

posed, as to communicate the pressure upon them to the struts. Hence
a common retaining wall, abutted at inteivals, would require these
intervals to be more or less distant, in proportion to the strength of
Instead, therefore, of a continuous wall on
the wall between them.
each side of the cutting, the author suggests (figs. 3, 4, 5, and tj), that
buttress walls should be placed at intervals, opposite to one another,
and strutted apart at their toes by an inverted arch, and above, at a
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height sufEcient for whatever trafiBc the cutting is to accommodate, by
a built beam of brickwork, in vertical courses, supported on an arch,
and prevented from rising under the pressure by an invert upon it.
This built beam will then be, as it were, a piece of walling turned
down on its vertical transverse section, and will resist any pressure
brought upon it through the buttress walls, to the full extent of the
power of such a wall built vertically, to bear any weight laid upon its
summit the pressure would be applied, in the line of tlie greatest
power of resist;ince, and there would be no tendency to yield, except
Let such transverse buttress walls, so strutted
to a crushing force.
apart, with the road between them, lie the springing walls of longiretaining walls, which, being built vertically
counter-arched
tudinal
and in horizontal courses, but arched in plan, against the ground to be
retained, will carry all the force exerted against them to their springing walls and the springing walls or buttresses will communicate,
through the struts, the power of resistance of each side to the other
and thus insure the security of both. This arrangement may be carried to any extent in height, by repeating the abutting beam or strut
at such intervals as the thrust to be resisted and the strength of the
;

buttress-springiiig-walls may require.
It will be admitted, that whatever insecurity there may be in the
sloped sides of a cutting, becomes greater, as the depth is increased,
the inclination being the same ; so that a slope of 40 feet in vertical
height is not deemed so trustworthy as a similar slope in the same
place of 20 feet in height and, indeed, to give the same degree of
security, as the height increases, the inclination of the slope

must be

Consequently, the expense of a cutting with slopes, inincreased.
creases even in a greater degree than the mere additional depth would
require, and if it can be shown, that a cutting 05 deep, in the London
clay, or other similar soil, may be made and its sides retained by efficient permanent constructions, at less cost per yard forward than the
same cutting would require, with the slopes at which such soils can
it will be admitted, tliat greater advantage
be trusted to stand,
would be obtained by the use of such constructions, where the depth
is greater; especially where such treacherous soils occur, as those
through which the cuttings at New Cross and Forest Hill have been

—

made.
It will not be exaggerating the case against sloped sides in clay
cuttings, to assume, that they cannot be trusted at less than IJ to 1,
even up to 20 feet in vertical height, nor beyond 40 feet at 2 to 1

nor will it be extravagant to state the slopes for a cutting 65 feet
deep, at Si to 1. Many instances, besides those of the Croydon Railway cuttings, give conclusive evidence that the London clay and the
superposed strata which occur in connexion with it, will not stand at
less than 3 to 1 when the vertical height much exceeds 65 feel;
whilst the uncertainty connected with ' silty clays' and 'soapy earths,'
exposed to the alternate action of air and water and of heat and cold,
renders even slopes of that degree of inclination, a subject of constant
anxiety and expense. If then, safe and (so to speak) imperishabltt
constructions, can be applied to retain the sides of a cutting in any
soil that cannot be trusted at a less inclination than 24 to 1, at lea's
cost and in no greater time, than the excavation with such slopes
could be made, taking no account of subsequent cost for slips, or for
the dry shafts and bushed drains, in some cases, or the gravel revetments and buttresses in others, there can be no question, but that
such constructions vpould be better than slopes.
It would be for every engineer to decide upon the substance required under the circumstances of any particular case ; that assumed
in the accompanying diagrams (figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6) is submitted as, in
the judgment of the author, sufficient in ordinary cases of clay cuttings,
if executed with materials and workmanship of fair average qualitr,
and such constructions may be applied in any such case, where the
depth exceeds 40 feet, and the slopes would require an inclination of
more than 2 to 1, at less expense than that of forming slopes to the
Of course, shoring to retain the ground, while the confull depth.
structions are in progress, would form an important item in any such
arrangement; but as the amount of earthwork in forming slopes, and
the cost of contingencies connected with them when made, must increase, at least as much as the difficulty of temporarily retaining th«
ground increases, the proposed arrangement would not be deprived of
its presumed advantage, as it regards economy, on this account.
The diagams (figs. 3 and 5) represent a cutting 65 feet deep to the
It is assumed, that the ground at the top may stand
level of the rails.
for the first 15 feet at less than 2 to 1, and that it may, therefore, be
cheaper to run out to that depth with slopes, leaving 50 feet from th«
As the bricklayer may
rails, or about 52 feet in all, to be retained.
follow up the excavator with bay after bay, his woik lying mostly on
the side and out of the way of the excavator, the latter would run out
the spoil without interruption, his work being benched onwards and
shored as he proceeded. As every compartment, with its buttresses

—

—
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invert, abutting

beams and counter-arches

is

complete

in itself, the

ground being backed agiiinst the counter-arches as the work rises,
the shoring would come out, and be sent on for use in the forward
benches.

To relieve the work from water, a drain being run along over the
middle of the inverts, or sidi'-dr^iins being passed by ring culverts
through the buttresses, drain-shafts are carried up at the backs (jf the
buttresses against the springings of the counter-arches, to within a
few feet of the surface. These shafts being steined with oiien joints
at intervals to admit drainage water and comnuinieating with the
drains below, would prevent the possibility of water lodging or accumulating about the backs of the counter-arches, or even in the

ground

itself.

The following estimates give the cost of forming 7 yards forward
of an open cla'v cutting, r>5 feet deep to tlii' level of the rails, with
slopes at Si to'l and from a base 33 feet wide, at 2 feet beU.w the
surface of the rails—and of the cost of constructions as above described
and shown in the diagrams. Fair average prices are taken on each
side ; the earthwork in the heading, where the sides are to be retained,
is taken at a higher price than that in the open cutting with slopes,
with a further charge for the setting, striking and use of shoring.
Contingencies are not charged upon either mode of operation, because
they may not be pre-supposed greater in the one than in the other.

WITH CONSTRUCTIONS.

WITH SLOPES.

"(i4 perches of land, at 160/. per acre.

39*3 perchf s of land, \
««
^^
at iflliO |ier acre
/
10,44^^ cubic yards"!
of earthwork, at U. \ 609
3d. per yard
..j
.

753 cubic yards of earthwork in open T
cutting above the top of construe- > 43 18
. . J
lions, at Is. 2d. per yard
.
1720 ditto ditto in heading, alls, Gd.\
129
.
. .
J
per yard
.
10 ditto clay punned at back of side \
12
.. i
wails, at Is. 3d. per yard
86 ditto strong gravel ditto, at 38. 6d.
15
1
per yard
18 rods 184 feet supsrHciul reduced y^
224 2
stock brickwork, nt 12/. per rod
224^ feet extra to brickwork in cement,
4 10
at bt. per rod
ISOi feet ditto for picked bricks and in \
3 12
J
cement, at It. per rod
311 feet ditto labour to skew-backi
6
1
Id. per foot
16 yards ditto rendering in cement back \
2
of drain shafts, at 28. 6d. per yard. . J
77ft. 7 in. cube stone in coping, includ- \
23 6
itig labour and setting, at 6s. per foot i
7 yards forward setting, striking, and \
21
.. /
use of shoring, at .1/. per yard
Setting, striking, and use of moulds \

.

6

.

.

.

and centres

.

.

6

tions in

wet

situations.

Captain Vetch said he was sure, that Professor Hosking would be
view had been already tested by a surcessful experiment in a cutting near the village of Moscley, on the line of
the Birmingham and Gloucester Railwiy. The average depth of the
cutting was about 30 feet, with firm gravel and dry sand at the top,
which became wet below, and terminated in a quicksand at the level
of the line of the railway,
The cutting was accordingly made and
the sides left rough, and at as great an inclinulion as the nature of the
ground would admit of; when the period approached for opening the
railway, no definite arrangement about a tunnel having been made, it
wasdeemed provident to t)e prepared for such a work Captain Vetch
consequently proposed to Captain Moorsom, the engineer, and which
met with bis cimcurrence, that at every 15 feet, a rib, or inverted arch
of brickwork (figs. 12, 13, and 14), should be thrown across under the
railway, and then to carry up, on the ends of these inverts, |)rojccting
buttresses with a curved batter; each pair of buttresses, on the same
side of the way, to be connected by a concave retaining wall, abutting
against them and each opposite pair of buttresses conn>cted by mutual
support by a flying buttress, thrown across and over the railway. This
construction aflxirded complete security to the slopes, and was executed at a moderate expense it was, however, deemed prudent to
conduct the concave side walls completely over the top and to make
them abut on the flying buttresses, and so to form a complete tunnel
at a very small expense; the buttresses, arches, and counter-arches,
were all about 2i feet square and the concave wall and roofing were
only 9 inches thick, but were backed with a little concrete.
gratified to learn, that his

—

;

;

.
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ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS, ROYAL ACADEMY.
Second Notice.
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Though such

481
Difference, 32i per cent., or nearly one- "1
third, in favour of constructions
.. /

£(iM
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of 11 ft. 4 in., and rising to 15 feet in the centre. The thickness of
the arches at the centre, where they combined and were formed for
some distance on either si<le, by the same stones, tvas 12 inches, with
a course of rough flag stones laid upon the strut to keep the joints
dry.
The retaining walls were 3 ft. 9 in. thick at the bottom, vertical
behind, but battering on the face to 2 feet in tliickni'ss at the top.
The back buttresses were parallel and projected 2 ft, G in. The walls
were built upon a layer of engiui! cinders, which Mr. Adie preferred
to concrete, and which he had found of great assistance in construc-

,.^ ,.

^

15

If the suggested constructions can thus he applied to cuttings with
advantage, they may be held also to render embankments safer by
diminishing their height; for the 32a per cent, saved in the cutting
may be applied to make it deeper, and so to diminish the adjacent
embankment. Where an embankment would be made 30 feet high
out of a cutting of similar depth, the latter may be made 65 feet deep
and the former reduced thereby to 35 feet high and for the same
money at most.
In the comparatively shallow cutting between Camden Town and
Euston Square, before referred to, a length of 24 feet forward of the
retaining walls on both sides, as originally built, and where the heigh t
i« 20 feet, contains very nearly 17 rods of brickwork
whereas permanently effective constructions of the kind above described (tigs. 7
and 8^, with central piers in continuation of those which already exist
for the hrirlges and galleries, would require, in the same length, less
than lOj rods, or about §ths of the former quantity.
;

Observations.
General Pasley stated, that the principle advocated by Professor
Hosking, had already been put into practici; by Mr. A. J. Adie, in the
Chorley cutting, on the Bolton and Preston Railway. It is about GO
feet deep (ligs. 9, 10, and 11) cut through sand, which though dry at
the summit, became wet and silty near tiie level of the forming. lu
the sand there existed large masses of clay which, after exposure to
the weather, split from the top to the bottom. Fearing lest an
ordinary wall might be forced forwards by this expansive action,
and wishing to avoid the expense of a very thick wall, Mr. Adie
;

introduced a series of arches or struts, traversing the railway at interThese struts consisted of two
vals of 15 feet from centre to centre.
arches of rubble and rough ashlar ma>onry, placed back to back (figs.
9 and 11). The lower arch springing (foin the side walls, at a height

was not expressed, our readers probably
look for our continuing our remarks on the architectural subjects, since
we have not yet made any mention at all of one or two which are
foremost in merit. Still it does not exactly follow that we should do
so now, for we might imitate the example of some other critics, who
have dispatched their notices of this department of the exhibition
very hurriedly indeed, not only omitting several of the most important
subjects of all, but merely copying from the catalogue the titles of
the few which they have so distinguished. The Jiri Union has this
year flung architecture all but completely overboard, after having fur
two preceding seasons devoted f.ir more attention to it than it had
ever done before. In fact, a decided change has of late come over
that journal, as far as architecture is concerned.
The brief half
column allotted to " Architecture" at the Exhibition appears to
have been furnished by the same writer as criticized the pictures.
That he observes little of what is going on in the architectural
world, is evident enough from his complete silence in regard to
everyone of the designs for the "Choristers' School at Oxford,"
the competition for which made some noise at the time, and drew
down many severe and indignant reflections, both upon the committee
aud the author of the design selected by them. How truly they deserved the strong censure they incurred we know not we only know
that they have not even attempted to exculpate themselves, but have
maintained a dignified and certainly most convenient silence. Perhaps
their best and and fairest exculpation is furnished by Mr. Derick's
design (No 1220), which certainly is an admirable one
and a charming drawing to boot, prepared, we presume, expressly for the exhibition, and not one of those sent in to the committee.
Yet excellent as
it is of its kind, this design is hardly of the kind any one would venture to offer in public competition, unless he had good reason to think
that such treatment of the subject would be approved of, so dissimilar
is it from a modern composition, where, though irregularity and
the picturesque variety ari>ir]g from it may he afl'ected, it is usual
to observe as much continuity of mass and of frontage as possible.
Here, on the contrary, the School and the Master's Residence, &c.,
constitute two separate buildings quite distinct in character, attached
intention

;

—
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so as to form
toffPther by being placed at right angles to each other,
are connected by a
a re-entering angle between tliem, where they
somewhat receding and rather lower intervening portion. The whole
adopted, but to the architectural phyis faithful not only to the style
siognomy and constitution which, apart from mere stylo, mark build-

The combination is pictorial rather
than architectural,— studied only in being apparently quite unstudied
and accidental, perh;ips somewhat too much so considering where the
building is to be erected— in a city distinguished by stately piles of
There is, moreover, somewhat of affected
collegiate architecture.
homeliness in the range of gabled lucarnes over the school building,
introduced perhaps with the intention of preventing that mere chapelings of the period here imitated.

which it would else have. The drawing is, as we
have observed, an admirable one, so much so that we cannot help

like appearance

—

charm of its execution much of the satisfaction we
on looking at the subject. Unusually rich and full in tone, it is
and free from the vice of being "colouied-up."
Still it flatters, because the building itself will not wear such ripened
complexion until it shall have become completely tanued by sun and
ascribing to the

feel

also perfectly sober

stained by weather.
There are other designs for the same building, and that one of them
which we next come to in the order of the Catalogue is 1253. Aldesign for a Choristers' School," we have
though designated only "
no donbt of its being intended for the one at Oxford, the title being
otherwise an unintelligible one, there being no such express class of
buildings ; and to its title alone is it indebted for notice, the style being
In the days of Strawthat of the smug "lath and plaster Gothic."
berry Hill virtuosity, of Walpolian and Wyatl Gothicizings, it might
have done very well, but now it will not pass muster. Unluckily for
it, it is placed almost midway between two very bad, overbearing

A

neighbours, viz., the one we have just been speaking of, and (No.
1256) E. B. Lamb; the only circumstance in its favour is its being
hung quite down by the floor, therefore so as to escape detection except from those who are determined to look at it and can condescend
After all we do
to stoop, most back-breaking work though it be.i
not say that there was absolutely no chance whatever for this design,
supposing it to have been sent in to the committee, for committees have
before now taken a fancy to things of the same calibre, and have had
them perpetrated in stone or brick, for their own pleasure and to the
that is, every one who has any feelutter disgust of every one else,
ing for architecture. It is quite a relief to turn from this idea for a
Choristers' School to Lamb's, whose design would have furnished a
suitable and worthy appendage to the buildings of Magdalen College.
It is not, indeed, set oft' to advantage like Derick's by the captivating
charm of pictorial treatment, the drawing being only a sepia one,
showing merely a perspective elevation of the front, with scarcely
any thing at all in the way of accompaniment and filling up, consequently it is hardly possible to institute a fair comparison between the
two designs, without imagining for the one the scenic effect and accompaniments given to the other, or the latter to be stripped of those
allurements and left to be judged of solely by its intrinsic merits.
Were this done, the disparity between them would be greatly lessened nay, it is most likely that Lamb's would obtain the preference,
as having more the character of a piece of collegiate architecture intended to be towards a street. Without its being exactly symmetrical, a general correspondence and balance of parts are kept up in the
composition, which is well marked, the School forming one main division or wing of the building, the Master's Residence the other, connected in front by a screen or open cloister of five arches, through
which is seen a small court, and in the background that portion of the
building which forms the fourth side of the court, and unites the advanced parts of the plan. The combination is a very effective, and
small court closed in, yet partly
by no means a hackneyed one.
exposed to view and therefore more piquantly so through a cloistered screen would be attended with great play of perspective, and the
whole front would have unusual force and relief as to light and shade
matters which, if architecture deserves to be esteemed something
higher than a mere mechanical art, are to be attended to as well as
style, not, indeed, at all to the neglect of the latter, but in addition to
it.
One advantage which this design possesses over Derick's is that
it would tell admirably from the street, in whatever direction it might
viewed,
whereas the other will look rather flit and poor, not to say
be
insignificant, when, not viewed as it is shown in the drawing, only the
ude of the School building, or that parallel to the street, is seen. That
portion— and it is the principal one or front in point of situation de-

—
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If the

Academy should

tal;e

'

Punch's' hint, they will provide visitors with ladders

and why not scaffolds too ?— next year, that they may mount and look at the supreme tiers
or ' exalted' pictures. A few hassocks or footstools are also very much needed, in order
that we might set down upon them and get a comfortalile peep at some of the things
which ar« put ne^t to the tloor, imd which we Deed not say are some of the smallest of all.
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rives its effect almost entirely from contrast and grouping with parts
that come into accidental view.
are very far from intending to
say that no advantage ought to be taken of such accidents and the
perspective combinations that may be derived from them ; on the

We

we would urge

the utmost attention to that point, it being
scarcely ever studied or taken into consideration at all.
view eftect aird character are not to be neglected.
do not much suppose that Barry entered the Oxford competition,
but, had he done so, it is not very likely that he would have hit the
taste which preferred Derick's design to Lamb's, for he would, almost of a certainty, have produced quite a regular facade, of the same
stamp as his Birmingham School, of which building, by the bye,
there is a view in the present Exhibition, viz., (No. 1194), and as it
is neither an original subject nor a fresh one, nor shown otherwise
than has been done again and again before, we do not see what claim
that and other things of the kind have to be hung up in the architectural room.
If not originality, freshness of subjeet ought to be made
a sine qua non ; and we get both novelty and interest of subject in
(No. 1107), House of M. Guvin, banker, in the Rue de Commerce
at Tours, an edifice of the 10th century, H. Mogford,
a capital drawing of its kind, and a most piquant specimen of the French domestic
style of that period.
It is a mere fa9ade shown directly in front,
without anything to make it up according to usual and approved recipe into a picture
a process not at all requisite, it being so eminently picturesque in itself extravagantly uncouth, yet deliciously picturesque.
If Mr. Mogford has brought home more plunder of the kind
from France, we hope he will allow tire public to share in it. Perhaps
the colouring is, to make use of a dandy phrase, a soupcon exaggerated, it being so rich, glowing and sunny as to quite kill some of its
neighbours ; and the bairgers seem to delight in contrasts quite as much
as Pugin, taking care to put the most vigorous and feeblest coloured
drawings, the showiest and most pretending, alongside of each other.
But we must return to collegiate architecture, if only to express our
wonder that such a thing as (No. 1293), purporting to be a " Design for
contrary,

one that
Still,

is

front or parallel

We

—

'

—

—

—

a College (in the first edition of the catalogue styled a cottage,) should
be hung upon the walls of a Royal Academy, especially hung where
Surely that piece of dulness and
it displays itself very conspicuously.
imbecility can have been put there merely because nothing else of the
same size could be found to fit into the space it occupies; and the
Academy is by far too thrifty to allow any space to be lost, it does
not deal in blanks, though they wonld frequently be preferable to some

of the prizes

As

it

gives

us.''

have affected very

method

—

certainly not to follow the
an exceedingly elastic one, rudely
other— from Athens to Oxford
Street, Irom the venerable Parthenon to the "spick-and-span" new
Show-room of Messrs. Williams and Sowerby, the respective Nos.
being 1184 and 5, and as we prefer jumping after our own fashion, we
turn to (No. 1244), Design for the Carlton Club, S. Beazley.
This
drawing is by no means a striking one upon the wall, it being only in
sepia, and besides placed so high that it is quite a fatigue to attempt
to examine it. Little more can be made out than the general composilike that of the Conservative Club-house, the
tion and leading forms
facade is divided into three compartments in width, with five windows
On a rusticated ground
in the centre and a triple one at each end.
floor with a Doric entablature rises a Corinthian order of ten columns
disposed in pairs, so as to form in the centre an open arcade or loggia
of five arches which spring from the entablatures of the columns, aud
corresponding with which is a second row of semicircular mezzanine
windows over those of the principal floor. Some novelty there certainly is in the idea, but it is hardly of the happiest kind ; at any rate
consrderable revision and further study are required to harmonize the
ensemble, and among the corrigenda is the large square lantern on the
roof, which as it here shows itself is a sufficiently conspicuous, yet
ought, perhaps, to
somewhat too ordinary and homely feature.
say that the drawing se^ms to represent a south-east view, consequently the open loggia would not be in the street front, but in that
towards Carlton Gardens, where it would be more appropriate. However, we hardly need inform our readers that this design will not be
realized, that of Messrs. Basevi and S. Smirke being the one chosen
by the Club; and if we do not see tirat at the Exhibition next year,
we probably shall find there some of the others, we hope Barry's,
for we are curious to learn whether he adhered to the astylar character of his other club-houses, and if so, whether he produced on this
may, too, expect to be favoured
occasion a decided variety of it.
vre

little

order of the catalogue, which
jumping us from one pole of art

is

to the

—

:

We

—

We

2 In one of the rooms a great space upon the line is occupied hy a vulgar subjectcalled
" The Oxford Race Course," one tilted only to the taste of stable-boys and jockeys, and of
their equally coarse aud low-minded though perhaps aristocratic patrons, and the silly
imitators who affect to copy the spirit— that is, the proHigacy— of the latter. When will
the march of intellect give the death-blow to horse racing and all the ecoundrelism connected with it ?

1
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with a sight of Mr. Salvin's design for the " Carlton," which is said to
have been in the Elizabethan style— so vague a designation that it
helps us to no idea whatever of its actual character— aud to have been
of singular richness and beauty therefore, we suspect, greatly refined
upon actual Elizabethan models and precedents. Without undergoing
considerable modification and recombination of elements, that style
certait.ly does not recommend itself particularly well either for modern
street architecture generally, or for such a structure as a club-house.a
requiring an expression of elegance as well as of dignity and elegance
do
is certainly not the prevailing characteristic of Elizabethan.
;

;

We

however, sav that the style is incapable of other expression than
the quaint and picturesque, because if we did we must either pass by
without notice, or else confess ourselves contradicted by (No. 12(;0),
Mansion erecting for W. Herrick, Esq., Beau Manor Park, Leicestershire, W. Kailto'n, a most attractive drawing and a charming design,
one whicii gives us some of the very best qualities of the style, and its
true sentiment without the slightest affectation. Though each of the
not,

fronts shown in the view is regular in its elevation, the
whole is eminently picturesque, at the same time quite sober. Yet
mansion is rather upon a moderate scale than at all the contrary
a proof that quantify and quality are very different things. On comparing this with (No. 1243), Design for an Elizabethan Mansion, C.
W. C. Edmonds, and the comparison seems to be solicited, the two
drawings being alike in size, similar in subject, and placed as compa-

two

—

this

—

—

nion pieces on the wall, the latter makes nearly as favourable an impression as the other, at iirst sight, but we soon perceive that there is
a vast though undefinable dirt'erence between the two there is an exNor is our admiration
quisite flavour in one which the other lacks.
of Mr. Railton's design unmingle<l with astonishment, for we could not
imagine the author of so excessively dull and trivial an idea as the
Nelson Column to be capable of producing so fascinating a design.
:

W.

Deane,
(No. llilt) Design for an Italian Mansion, garden front,
affords matter for remark, on account of the great architectural parade
makes in some respects, and the utter disregard of architectural

it

We

etiquette in others.
behold terraces whose angles are flanked by
huge masses of stone work as big as those in
colossal pedestals
surmounted by groups of bronze figures, embelTrafalgar Square
lishment so pompous letting alone its cost as to be fitter for such
a palatial pile as Blenheim than for a private country residence.
Yet notwithstanding this studied architectural display in regard to
accessories, and the symmetrical arrangement of the terraces, &c., and
the buildings, one wing of the facade does not answer to the other,
it being only a single window in breadth while the other has three,
which is surely a gross and perverse violation of the most ordinary
rules of taste, and here evidently committed for the nonce, the subject being merely a fancy composition.
If irregularity be preferred
to regularity of design
architectural blank verst\o architectural rhyme,
be it so; but to decide upon rhyme and afterwards hitch in here and
there a blank verse,
to plan and arrange everything wilh scrupulous
regard to perfect symmetry and then all at once to break away from
uniformity and destroy all balance between what show themselves
intended to be corresponding features, is a provoking barbarism, and
if we could, we would attribute it in the present instance to a blunder
on the pait of the person who made the drawing.
have another
rather pompous aflTair in (No. ] 150), Garden front of the Mansion now
erecting by J. M. Blashfield, Esq., in Kensington Palace Gardens, from
the designs of J. Finden and J. H. Lewis. On first reading its title
we fancied there must be some strange mistake in the catalogue not
that mistakes are altogether strangers there
for considering what it
purports to be, there is an air of improbability about it that quite
staggered us, it being a large and lofty unbroken mass in a heavy
Italian style, and much fitter tor street architecture than for the situation mentioned.
Yet although mistake there is none, the information
contained in the catalogue is not quite correct, inasmuch as so far
from being " now erecting" this mansion is not even begun at all, nor,
as we have reason to believe, will it now ever be so.
The practice of
describing buildings as being in progress before they actually are so
is a reprehensible one, because it renders us mistrustful even when
the truth is stated, and doubtful whether we ought to credit it or not.
Doubt, however, there is none as to (No. 1235), Garden front of Villa,
No. 3, erected on the estate of J. M. Blashfield, Esq., at the Queen's
Road, Kensington Palace Gardens, O. Jones. Were it not that attention is called to it by the catalogue, this subject would hardly obtain
notice, for though a large one, the drawing is placed so high that its
details are lost, and its mere mass and outline are by no means prepossessing.
recognize Owen Jones more advantageously in (No.
1273), Ornamental Cottage and Dairy, described as " designed," and
we hope to be also executed, for J. J. Morrison, M.P.

—
—

—

—

—
—

Of (Nos. 1201 and 5) Fantasia and Capriccio, or Architectural Innovation, the bare titles are suHicient to scarce all the sticklers for architectural orthodoxy, legitimacy, and precedent, be they either ultraGreek or ultra-Goths. Nor are those two small drawings misnamed,
since innovation is introduced into them neither very sparingly nor
very timidly. They are, indeed, furiously heterodox and lieteroclite,
—certainly nondescript, for it would puzzle us to give any intelligible
description of them, and of the exceedingly wayward yet not ungraceful fancies with which they are fraught.
leave others to reprove
their author for setting all ordinary rules at defiance, it being quite evident that he has done so wilfully and premeditatedly, consequently he
would laugh at us for plodding dullards were we to'take him formally
to task for the very enormities which he glories in, and to disseminate
his principles by publishing his transgressions.
One comfort is, these
specimens of" innovation" are not likely to corrupt many, they being
hung where they are much more likely to be overlooked altogether.
There are many other things which we ourselves may have overlooked,
and still more in regard to whicli ovcrlwking is quite out of the question, unless we were to take a bird's-eye look at the room through the
skylight. Should Mr. (qiicere President) Eastlake's letter to Sir U. Peel
have any effect, and we get a new National Gallery, the Academy will
then, we trust, be able to afford adequate accommodation in the present building to architectural drawings and models.
Of these last
there is this year but a very sorry show indeed, and even were they
worth looking at they are so huddled up one behind the other,
that it is impossible to see them pioperly.
Some of them are so
small as to look more like "very pretty toys," than architectural
models, and others show only what would be quite as well or
even better understood upon paper; for instance, (No. 1322), South
west corner of Freeman's Place, Royal Exchange, E. J'Anson, and Sun,
which is only a compartment of a plane elevation, in relief, and deprived of the advantage of colour. It certainly does not convey the
most favourable idea of the effect and character of the building itself,
which is really a very im|)Osing piece of street architecture. There
was something equally indiscreet and superfluous in exhibiting (No.
model of a Design for the H.irdy Testimonial proposed to
131(3),
be erected by subscription in the Square fronting Greenwich Hospital
indiscreet, at the same time fortunate, because it is likely to scare
those who might else be disposed to subscribe; superfluous, because
the des!g7t consists of no more than a common-place Greek Doric
column. Such " testimonials" might as well be kept ready made.
Most assuredly they do not testify the ability of those who design
them.
would recommend that the portico of Covent Garden
Theatre should be taken down and sold for the benefit of the shareholders in that concern, and there would then be four unexceptionable
Doric columns provided for as many different Testimonials.

We

A

We

CHRISTIAN ICONOGRAPHY.

—

We

—

We

—

!3I5

The

following valuable translation of extracts from M. Didron's great
work Iconograjjhk Chrelienne have been kindly contributed by Professor Donaldson, together with some original notes.
paper read by
him on the subject before the Royal Institute of British Architects is
prefaced by the following remarks.

A

" 1 have ever considered it my privilege and duty as your Foreign Secreyou from time to tiaie, and make you acquainted with
what has been going on in Foreign Countries with regard to any matters
having reference to our pursuits,
t have been happy to seize every oppor
tunity, which presents itself from my official correspondence with our Honorary and Corresponding Members, or from my connexion with various Foreign
Academies and other learned bodies, of bringing before you the labours of
those whose object, like ours, is to contribute to spread a kaowlege of Art
and inspire a love for those splendid and interesting monuments of the skill
of past ages which excite oar wonder and admiration, and which should intary to bring before

spire with the zealous ambition to emulate their example.
I have already had to notice to you that about 10 years ago the lovers of
the fine arts in France were anxious to release themselves from the trammels of a conventional style, which, however great its claims upon our respect from its purity and correctness in the abstract, had little hold upon the
feelings and affections.
It possessed not the eloquence and sentiment that
pervades those national productions of former periods, which, originating
from peculiar institutions and to satisfy peculiar exigencies, bore the emHence the desire to revive a
phatic impress of characteristic individuaiity.
national style of art, taking as its basis the works of the Middle Ages.
Such
a revolution had been effected in the Schools of Germany spreading froiu

Munich to Berlin.
You possess in your

library the first livraisons of

issued by the Historical

a

series

Committe of Arts and Monume:its

of instructions
in

Paris

28*

:

an in-
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formed under the immediate auspices of the enlightened Minister
of Public Instruction. As a foreign member of Committee, 1 have recently
received a volume entitled " L'hiitoire de Dieu"
a startling and almost
profane heading. Its meaning, however, is to give a view of the various
aspects under which Christian Art hart regarded the persons and attributes
of the Divine Three in One. To illustrate and explain the figured and symbolic art of sacred edifices, and to give a key to the symbols profusely scattered throught the architecture, sculpture, glazing, painting, and printing of
This volume is by M. Didron, of the Royal Library of Paris and
past times.
Secretary of the Committee of Arts and Monuments.
I shall translate his
words almost without note and comment, and only pray you to remember
that in repeating the lively expressions of an impassioned believer in the
traditions of early periods, I can by no means adopt the unreserved credulity of the animated Frenchman in his acceptation of the iconolatry of his
and our forefathers.
stitution

—

[July,

Varieties of the Cross.

There are four kinds of Cross, the Cross witliout an apex, the Cross
with an apex, and one simple piece of timber placed transversely
the Cross with an apex and two pieces placed transversely, and the
Cross with an apes and thi^e pieces placed across it. The Cross

On

the Application or the Form of Cross during the
Middle Ages.
(From the Hisloire de Dieu par M. Didron.^
Tlie Cross is more than a type of Christ
it is in iconngrapliy, Christ
liimself or his symbol.
Hence a legend lias arisen concerning it, as if
it were a living being; hence it has been made the jiero of an epic
poem, which originating in the apocryphal writings, was developed in
the gulden legend, detailed and completed in the works of sculpture
and painting, from the 14th to tlie 16th century. It would not be unprofitable in this place to give an abridgement of this history, for we
should thus ascertain the meaning attached to the representation of
:

the Cross, and the explanation to be given to

without an apex lias only three branches, and takes the form of a T,
or of the symbolic tau, of which we have spoken.
Many ancient
churches, principally the basilicas of Constantine, St. Pierre, and St.

Paul at Rome, are presented very nearly in this form of the tau the
church of Bellaigue, in Auvergue, is thus constructed.
have already spoken of the mystical significations of the tau, we will not
therefore advert to them here.
The Cross with the apex and beam placed transversely has four
branches, its virtue is greater in fact the Cross with three branches
is the Cross foretold, the Cross prefigured, the Cross of the Old Testament the Cross with four divisions is the real Cross, the Cross of
Jesus, the Cross of the Gospel.
The Cross in form of the tau borrowed virtue from the Cross with four branches, it was like a planet
having no light in itself, and receiving all its brightness from the Sun
of the Gospel. The Cross of Christ was composed of a vertical tree
and a transverse beam in the form of a mallet or gibbet.
It is worthy of note, says Guillanme Duraud, that the Cross is divided into four parts, either on account of the four depraved principles
in us, which Christ has rectitiod by his passion, or to signify that
Christ draws all men unto him from the four quarters of the world,
according to this prophecy
" and I, if I be lifted up from the earth,
will draw all men unto me."
These four divisions may also refer to
the human soul
The foot
the Cross is high, long, wide and deep.
planted in the earth is the depth, the distance from the foot to the
arms is the length, the width is from arm to arm, the height is from
tlie arms to the top.
The depth signifies Faith resting on ils foundation; the height signifies Hope, which reaches heaven ; the breadth
Charity, which extends towards the left, to our enemies; the length,
perseverance unto the end.
The two leading forms of the Cross (with four divisions) are again
subdivided and multiplied, they are called the Greek Cross and the
Latin Cross, because the first is beloved by the Greek Christians and
Oriental Churches, the second by the Latin Christians and Western
Churches.
tf a
In the figures above, these crosses are formed of two parts
In the Greek
staff or shaft, and a transverse beam which cuts it.
Cross the transverse is equal to the upright beam, and the arms are
equal to the shaft.
If you divide a circle by two right lines, passing
from its centre and cutting each other at right angles these two lines
will give you the Greek Cross.
This Cross is tormed, then, of four
equal parts; of a foot, a summit, and two branches. In the Latin
Cross the foot or shaft is longer than the summit or the branches.
This cross cannot be inclosed within a circle, but is rectangular. In
the Roman Cross the shaft is longer than the transverse beam, and
longer also than the apex. This torm is that of a man extending his
arms. The width from arm to arm is less than the length from the
head to tlie feet; the distance from the head to tlie shoulders is less
than that from the shoulders to the feet. The transverse beam is, as
the upper part of the shaft is, as
it were, from one arm to the other
it were, from the head to the shoulders, and the lower part of the
shaft is from the shoulders to the feet.
The Latin Cross resembles
the actual Cross of Jesus, and the Greek Cross is an ideal one. The
Latins, as materialists, preferred the natural form
the more imaginative Greeks idealized the reality, spiritualized and transfoinied the
Cross of Calvary, they have made an ornament of the gibbet.
Originally these two forms of Cross were not confined, the one to
the Greek and the other to the Latin Church, but were common to
both.
Thus, in Procupius, it is mentioned that the Church of the
Holy Apostles at Constantinople was buiit in the form of a Cross, the
nave of which was made longer than the choir, in order to give the
exact form of the Cross. Amongst the ancient monuments of Greece,
at Athens, in the Morea, at Macedonia, and at Constantinople, we find
This Cross, then, of
instances of the Cross of unequal dimensions.
unequal dimensions, was known and emjiloyed in Greece, but the
other was most frequently adopted by the Eastern Church.
:

We

;

;

all

those figures and nu-

merous paintings and sculptures with which our cathedrals are adorned ; but this would lead to a too lengthened research. We return
then to the work of Jacques de Vorage, we there find the first part of

poem on the Crucifixion of Jesus Christ at the Feast of the Invention (discovery) of the Cross, and the second part tliatof its exaltThe Invention (discovery) is celebrated on the 3rd of May,
The exaltiition on the 14th of September. On the death of Adam,
Seth planted on the tomb of his father a branch from the tree of life
which grew in Paradise.
From this branch proceed three shoots
which unite in a single trunk; whence Moses plucks the rod with
which he works wonders in the land of Egypt and in the Desert.
Solomon would make of this now gigantic tree, a pillar for his palace,
being either too long or too short, it is rejected and serves as a bridge
over a torrent. Tlie Queen of Sheba refuses to cross this bridge,
foreseeing that it will cause the ruin of the Jews. Solomon casts into
the pool, the beam destined to communicate its virtues to the waters.
When Jesus is condemned to death, it is of this wood tliat his cross is
formed the cross is buried at Golgotlia, afterwards discovered by St.
Helen. It is carried away captive by Chosroes, king of Persia, rescued
and brouglit back again in triumph to Jerusalem by the emperor
Heraelius, broken into many fragments and scattered over Christendom, it performs innumerable miracles: it restores the dead to life
and the blind to sight; it cures paralytics and cleanses lepers; it
casts out devils and banishes mary ills which oppressed whole countries ; it extinguishes fires, and calms the fury of the waves.
The
wood of the Cross was seen in Paradise at the beginning, at the end
of the world it will again appear in the heavens, in the arms of Christ
or of his angels, when the Lord shall come to judge mankind.
In the 9th century the praises of the Cross were sounded as the
praises of a god or a hero, and Rhabau Maur, archbishop of Mayence
in y47, composed a poem in its honour.
Long before Rhabau, the
fathers had show n that the form of the Cross was engraven on the productions of nature, in the works of man, in the attitude of things inanimate, in the gestures of human beings. The world takes the form
of a Cross; the East shines as the summit, the North extends to the
right, the South to the left, and the West lengthens under our feet.
Tlie very birds, in ascending to heaven, stretch fortli their wings in
the form of a cross. The position of man in prayer is that of the
cross, ai,d as it is, when spreading forth his hands to swim, man diifers
Iroin the brute creation in that, he stands erect and can extend his
arm-i.
The ship, in sailing on the ocean, unfurls its sails in the form
of a Cross, and it cuts the waves only as the roast rises cross-like in
the ait; we. cannot even cultivate the earth without making use. of
this holy emblem, and the "Tau," the cross-like letter, is the letter of
salvation.
Similar, if not equal worship as that offered to Christ, has
then been rendered tothe Cross: this sacred wood has received almost
equal adoration to that paid to God himself. Numerous churches
have been dedicated to it, under the name of the Holy Cross.* Yet
lurther, the greater number of our churches, the largest as well as the
sm.illest, cathedrals as well as chapels, reproduce in their construction
the form of the Cross, and thus we are brought back again to iconography, and to the notice of the principal forms of the cross.
that

ation.

;

* St. Crocc in Geruaalemm, and St. Cross, Winchester, for example.

—

—

—

;

;

;

—
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In the West, the Cross of equal parts was known and employed as
well as the other. The sarcophagi, cohimns, pillars, the stones for the
the other, that of unequal dimenaltar are still marked by this Cross
sions, belongs more ospecially to us.
common to both cjiurches,
originally
forms'werc
Although these two
the Cross of equal parts was eventually predominant iii the East, and
unequal parts prevailed
of
was called the Greek Cross. The Cross
amongst us, and was called the Latin Cross.
;

in tlie
In the Eastern Church the Greek Cross was predominant
principal and subordinate details of religious monuments, in architecture as well as in decoration. The plan of many of the oriental
churches exhibited the form of the Greek Cross. The following
design gives the plan of a church in Greece. The shaft of this Cross
seems to be a little longer than the transversa' nave, but this may possibly be an

error of the designer; even with this
error, it is a Greek rather than a Roman
Cross.
The Greek Cross was that most used
in the capitals of the Byzantine Churches.
In the church of St. Demetrius at Salonica, in those of St. Sophia at Constanti-

Marc at Venice, and St. Vital
Ravenna, edifices purely Byzantine,
the Cross of equal dimensions, whether
in a medallion or not, shines in the midst
of the volutes, the knots and leaves of
In painting, the robes of
the acanthus.
St. Chrysostcm are adorned with small Greek Crosses in medallions
numerous Greek Crosses also, without medallions, ornament the chaIt is a Cross of equal parts which
stille of St. Gregory Nazianzen.
divides the nimbus of God. It was this same Cross which was borne
by the Knights of Malta (the descendants of the Knights Hospitallers)
nople, St.
at

as the distinctive decoration of their order.
{

To be continued.)
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ON THE CONSTRUCTION AND PROPER PROPORTIONS OF BOILERS
FOR THE GENERATION OF STEAM.
By Andrew Murray, .\.ssoc. Inst. C.E.
(Paper read at the Institution of

Civil Engineers.)

This paper commences by investigating the quantity of air chemically required for the perfect combustion of a given quantity of coal, of the quality
commonly used for steam purposes. The amount of air to each pound of
coal is stated to he l.')0-3.'> cubic feet, of which -It.Ct cubic feet are required
the various carburetted hydrogen gases given off, and 10j-71forthe
The practical utility, however, of this knowledge, is much
carbon.
impaired by the circumstance that combustion ceases even in pure oxygen,
and much more in air, before the whole of the oxygen present has entered
into the new chemical combinations required.
It is also known, that carbonic acid gas exerts a positive influence in checking combustion, as a candle
will not burn in a mixture composed of four measures of air and one meaLarge quantities of this gas being generated by
sure of carbonic acid gas.
the combustion of the solid carbon on the grate, and being necessarily mechaiMCally mixed with the inflammable gases as they rise, the quantity of air
required for their subsequent combustion must, on this account, be increased
The whole of the air thus supplied in excess, must
to a very large extent.
he heated to a very high temperature, before any combustion can take place,
and the loss of the heat thus absorheil must be taken into account in calculating the ultimate economy of igniting these gases.
The form of furnace now in general use, in which the fuel is spread over
a large surface of fire-bar, has not been subject, in so far as effects the supply of air through the bars, to much alteration, amongi-t the many patents
and proposals which have been made for the more complete combustion of
coal.
The point most open to change in the common furnace, is the width
between the bars and as it is desirable to have the supply of air to the furnace as abundant as possible, it should be made as large as can be done
without causing waste, by allowing the coal to fall through into the ash-pit.
A greater number of these bars is thus to he preferred to a smaller number
indeed to such an extent is this carried in France,
of broad or thick bars
where coal is more valuable than in this country, and the chemistry of the
subject perhaps more generally understood, that the bars are made not more
than half an inch thick, the necessary strength being obtained by making
them 4 inches deep. AVith coke or wood, which cannot fall through the bars
and be wasted, in the same way as coal, the space is always made much
wider, and with great advantage
so much so with coke, as to have led to
the opinion that a given quantity of coke would produce as much heat by its
combustion as the coal from which it was made. Any grounds for such an
opinion could only have arisen from the combustion of the coal having been
so imperfect, that not only had the whole of the gases passeil off unconsumed, but even a large portion of the solid carbon must have been allowed
to escape in the form of carbonic oxide, without having generated its due
amount of heat, and been converted into carbonic acid gas.
In the combustion of coke, or of the solid portion of coal, as left in an
incandescent state on the fire-bars of a common furnace, after the volatile
gases have passed off, the amount of heat generated by the whole of the carbon, uniting at once with its full amount of oxygen, will he the same as
what would be generated by its combination, first, with a smaller quantity
and subsequently, by the ignition of this
of oxygen, forming carbonic oxide
gas, by its combination with the further quantity of oxygen, required to turn
for

solid

;

;

;

ARCHITECTURE IN IRELAND.

—

Sir,
It is the most unlikely thing in the world that the Institute of Irish
Architects should take up a subject suggested by the inquiries of an indi\ Ialthongh it he an architectural
dual among the correspondents of a journal
one.
The information I wished to obtain was not of a kind to require a
body of men to assemble in conclave in order to draw it up and I naturally
lookird to Dr. I'ulton,
he having been a frequent contributor to your Jour-

—

nal

—

;

—

as

one both capable and ready to

me

hand in regard to a
for some information as to

satisfy

off

few matter-of-fact particulars. If my asliing
what l)as been done of late years in the way of building, at Dublin, should
lead him to contemplate giving us an historical sketch or precis of the niodern and recent architecture of Ireland, so much the better, for it would
be quite a new chapter in general arcbiteetural history. Gwilt takes no notice whatever of the architecture of our Sister Island.
In his table of architects he mentions but one who belongs to Ireland by his works, though not
a native of it, viz. Gandon, and then he blunders by attributing to him the
Exchange at Dublin, erected before he settled there, and thereby robs Cooley
of the fame due to the author of so elegant a structure
one that deserves to
have been particularly noticed by Gvvilt where he speaks of that class of
buildings, as being a most tasteful example of the kind.
I wish to ascertain
whether a ground plan or section of it has ever beeu published, and as tliat
is a simple query, easily answered, if it can be answered at all. I hope Dr.
Eulton will favour uie by doing so, should it be in his power.
Perhaps, too,
he can inform me when Francis Johnstone, the architect of the Dublin Postoffice died, and if there exists any sort of memoir or notice of him.
Ihe
laborious, painstaking, accurate and universal Navler, mentions neither him,
Cooley, nor Cassels, though his Dictionary is crammed with a host of names
of persons who are mere nonenties.
Yet perhaps we ought not to reflect
upon the negligence of foreigners, when our own biographiial dictionaries

—

—

—

are exceedingly barren indeed in reeard to architectural names
I mean
those of our country
the United Kiiigdom. As to notices of the older
Italian architects and such well-known ones as Jones and Wren, they are

—

merely transferred from one work of the kind to another, by the aid of
scitiiirs and paste.
I

heg

to sign

myself as before,

Philo-Hibermcus.

;

it

into carbonic acid gas.

As some portion of the carbon is always cnnverted into carbonic acid gas
it folloivs, that the air for the ignition of any carbonic oxide
there formed, and allowed to pass into the flues, must be greatly in excess of
the quantity chemically required ; and the whole of this excess must be raised
to the temperature of the other gases, witli which it will he mingled.
The
superior economy, therefore, of at once converting the whole of the carbon
into carbonic aciil, gas is apparent ; and there is no doubt hut that this very
desirable result may he obtained nearly to the full extent, by due care in the
in the furnace,

formation, and subsequent management of the fiu'nace.
The best mode of supplying air to the other inflammable gases residting
from the combustion of bituminous coal, whicli are composed of hydrogen
and carbon, and which will be treated ot under the common name of carburetted hydrogen, has been a matter of much controversy, and been the subject of many patents.
The mode proposed by the greater of the patentees
is, to admit the air immediately behind the furnace, at the hack of what is
termed the bridge. A bridge docs not exist in every case but where it does
exist, it is generally in the form of a wall or obstruction right across the
back of the furnace ; often placed there for no other purpose, than to prevent the fire from being pushed back into the flue. The whole of the products of combustion, as formed in the furnace, necessarily pass over this
bridge, before entering the flue.
The additional air is sometimes heated,
previously to its being admitted to the gases, after they have left the furnace,
and the manner in which it is supplicfl, varies exceedingly; one party advocating its admission in a long thin film, another through a great number of
small orifices, and others again attach less importance to the manner of it»
admission, so that it is only admitted in stifiicient quantity.
All these plans
proceed upon the supposition that large quantities of ir flammable gas pass
off from the furnace, and as none of them directly aftect the operations going
on within the furnace itself, the gases which are actually given off, would he
the same until they pass over the bridge, whichever plan might be adopted.
;
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These plans must all cease to be necessary or useful, if a furnace can be
so constructed, and tlie combustion of the coal in it so managed, that a very
small proportion only of uncombined inflammable gases would pass off, as in
this case no economy would result from their combustion, owing to the large
excess of air, which must be supplied and heated as before explained.
The admission of a large quantity of air into the flue, at a distance from
the furnace, though advocated by some authorities, cannot be advantageous,
unless in extreme cases, when the temperatute in the flue is very high, and
where the combustion in the furnace has been more than usually imperfect.
As the carburetted hydrogen gases are generated rapidly, on the application of heat to the coal, and are in themselves much lighter, than the carbonic acid gas, or the nitrogen gas, formed at the same time, it is sometimes
assumed, that they rise nearly unmixed to the top of the space over the furnace, and thence it is considered more advantageous to supply the air at this
place than in the flue. The cooling effect of air, if admitted into the furnace, has been stated to be more injurious than if admitted into the flue ;
but the correctness of this statement may be doubted, especially if the gases
be unmixed, as this would render a much less quantity of air sufficient.
The bars in this case should be placed at least 25 feet or 3 feet below the
boiler, or the crown of the furnace, to allow the principle to be more fully
carried out.
An increase of space over the bars to this extent has always

been found to be advantageous, and ought to be particularly attended to.
The system of admitting the air to the gases in a subdivided form, in whatever part of the boiler the admission of it may take place, is very eflicaciouB
in procuring a thorough and speedy mixture of the particles.
It has been

very extensively and successfully introduced by Mr. C. W. Williams in supplying air behind the bridge of the furnace.
An opinion is entertained that a sufficient supply of air for the gases may
be obtained, through the fire-bars ; and it is obvious that a partial supply, at
least, may be obtained in this manner, by a judicious management of the
fire.
This may be effected by keeping the fires thin and open, feeding by
small quantities at a time, or by a system of coking the coal, allowing the
combustion of it to be slow at first, by which means the coal is formed into
masses of coke, between which tlie air has a passage. The air which passes
through is not vitiated further than in being mechanically mixed with the
carbonic acid and nitrogen gases, caused by the combustion of the coal on
the bars.
The perfect combustion of the whole ingredients of coal being entirely dependent, chemically considered, on the supply of the due quantity of atmospheric air, it is evident that the velocity with which the air flows into the
fire will materially affect the result.
According as this velocity is greater or
less, so in proportion must the quantity of coal that is to be consumed on a
given area of grate be increased or diminished, and there is no limit to the
quantity that may be so consumed, beyond the difficulty of supplying the air
sufficiently rapid.
Tlie various circumstances which affect the velocity of
the entering air, have placed this question, as yet, completely beyond the
reach of theory, so that practical experiments must be taken as the only
guide, in determining what quantity of air can be made to enter into a given
furnace, and consequently, what amount of coal can be properly consumed
in it in a given time.
Mr. Parkes has stated, as the result of a long series of experiments made
by him, (Vide Trans. Inst. C.E., vol. iii.) that the rate of combustion should
not exceed 7 lb. per superficial foot of grate bar per hour, and that this quantity may with advantage be reduced as low as 4 lb. or even 3 lb.
General
experience would tend to prove that these latter quantities are unnecessarily
low, and can only be advantageous when the arrangements for supplying the
air, or for carrying off the products of combustion, are defective or inefficient.
It is evident that if the area of any part of the passage, for either of these
currents, be too limited, the velocity at this contracted spot cannot rise
higher, than is due to the weight of the ascending column of heated gases in
the chimney. The quantity passing through is therefore diminished in proportion as the area is limited and a good draught at a particular place, as
at the bridge of a boiler, may here be quite compatible with an insufficient
supply of air, and imperfect combustion of the coal. The draught in every
other part of the flues is, at the same time, rendered slow and languid, and
This fault is apparent in a great
deposition of soot takes place in them.
number of boilers at present in use, and in some cases, especially in tubular
boilers, it is attended with very injurious results, by stopping up the tubes
and decreasing the amount of heating surface to such an extent, as to render
the boilers incapable of generating the required amount of steam.
The furnaces of the boilers in general use in Cornwall, are upon the common principle of construction, and as in them it is not usual to apply any of
the peculiar patented arrangements, for the supply of air to the gases, behind
the bridge, it follows, either that these gases are not consumed, or that they
are consumed by air admitted through the bars.
In the Cornish system of
raising steam, slow combustion is adopted in its fullest extent ; the fires are
kept thin and open, the fuel is supplied in small quantities and frequently,
and it is well spread over the whole surface. As the result is highly favourable in the economy of fuel, it may be presumed that the combustion of the
gases, as well as of the solid carbon, is comparatively perfect.
When more
air is admitted into the furnace than can be made to enter through tlie bars,
it is generally done by apertures in the furnace doors.
The average rate of combustion throughout the country is far above even
the largest quantity named by Mr. Parkes, and may be stated to be about
13 lb. per superficial foot of grate per hour. With due care in the construction of the furnaces and flues, there seems to be no reason why this quantity
;
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may not be as perfectly consumed, and the heat as thoroughly extracted fro
the products of combustion, before they leave the boiler, as with the smaller
quantity.
Whether this be so or not, it is necessary in practice to prepare
for many cases, as on board of steam-vessels, where it is impossible to allow
a larger amount of fire grate, or boiler room, and when it would cease to be
ultimately economical to obtain a small saving of fuel, by great additional
expense in boilers and their fittings, and in space for them.
To determine the velocity wiht which the products of combustion pass off
from the furnace, or from the boiler, is attended with much difiicultv, on
account of the great number of extraneous circumstances, which do so easily
and so constantly affect it. Some experiments on this subject were made by
Dr. Ure, and an account of them was read before the Royal Society, (Read
June 16, 1S36,) when he stated, that he considered the velocity ruight be
taken at about 36 feet per second, and as this result has been corroborated
by others, it may be assumed, in the absence of better data, as nearly correct.

The subject, in a theoretical point of view, is surrounded by many difficulin discovering the allowance which must he made for friction, and
other circumstances, similar to those affecting the flow of water through
pipes; and though this latter has engaged much more of the attention of
scientific men, no very definite results, to bear accurately upon practice, can
yet, even in this case, be obtained hy calculation.
The practical question of the proper proportions of the eifierent parts of
boilers is then proceeded with in the paper, the leading chemical and physical
features connected with the combustion of coal in their furnaces having been
considered.
The supply of the requisite quantity of air to the fuel on the bars being of
the utmost importance, it is usual to make the ash-pit, and the entrance to
lt„ as large, and as free, as the situation will allow.
In marine boilers, or
wherever it is necessary to limit the size of asp-pit, the area for the entrance
of the air into it should never be less than one-fourth part of the area of the
grate ; and in order to facilitate the supply to the back part of the grate, the
bars should be made to incline downwards to the extent of about 1 inch in a
foot.
No advantageous results will be obtained rrom increasing the ash-pit,
as is sometimes done in land boilers, to a very great extent, by making it 5
or 6 feet deep
about 21 feet is sufficiently deep, even supposing that the
ashes are not cleared out oftener than once a day.
The extent of " dead plate" in front of the furnace is not material, as respects combustion
in marine boilers it is generally not more than about 6
inches broad, which is the width of the water space, between the fire and
the front of the boiler but in land boilers it is frequently required lo be very
broad, to support the brickwork, especially in those cases where the flue is
carried across the front.
The amount of the opening between the bars should be about ^ths of an
inch, but this must be regulated by the kind of coal to be burnt upon them
but for any kind of coal, it should not be less than f ths of an inch, nor more
than i an inch. If the space were made larger, the waste from the amount
of cinders, or of small pieces of coke, which would fall through in a state of
incandescence, would he considerable; otherwise it would be prefejahle to
have a larger space. In order to facilitate the supply of air, each bar should
be as thin as is consistent with the strength required. The bars in general
use this country are 1 inch or 1| inch in thickness, but it would be much
more advantageous to use them thinner, as in France, where they are frequently used not more than J inch thick.
The advantage of a considerable amount of space in the furnace, over the
fire-bars, has been already mentioned, but no very decisive experiments have
been made on this subject. Three cubic feet of space to each superficial foot
of grate bar surface, may be stated as a good proportion, where there is
nothing to prevent this amount being obtained. When the space is reduced
below one foot and a half of grate, it will be found to be attended with a
marked disadvantage.
The area of the flue, and subsequently of the chimney, through which the
the products of combustion must pass off, must be regulated by their bulk
and their velocity. The quantity of air chemically required for the combustion of 1 lb. of coal, has been shown to be 150-35 cubic feet, of which 44-64
enter into combination with the gases, and 105-71 with the solid portion of
From the chemical changes which take place in the combination
the coal.
of the hydrogen with oxygen, the bulk of the products is found to be to the
bulk of the atmospheric air required to furnish the oxygen, as 10 is to 11.
The amount is therefore 49-104. This is without taking into account the
augmentation of the bulk, due to increase of the temperature. In the combination which takes place between the carbon and the oxygen, the resultant
gases (carbonic acid gas and nitrogen gas) are of exactly the same bulk as
the amount of air, that is, 105-71 cubic feet, exclusive, as before, of the augmentation of bulk from the increase of temperature. The total amount of
theproducts of combustion inacool state would therefore be 49-104 + 105-71 =
ties

—

;

;

;

154-814 cubic

feet.

a furnace has not been very satisfactorily asmay be stated at about 1000°Fah., and at this temperature,
the products of combustion would be increased, according to the laws of the
expansion of auriform bodies, to about three times their original bulk. Tlie
bulk, therefore, of the products of combustion which must pass off, must be
154-814x3 404-442 cubic feet. At a velocity of 36 feet per second, the
In a
area, to allow this quantity to pass off in an hour, is "516 square inch.
furnace in which 13 lb. of coal are burnt on a square foot of grate per hour,
the area to every foot of grate would be -516 x 13 = 6-709 square inches; and

The general temperature of

certained, but

=

it
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the proportion to each foot of grate, if the rate of combustion be higher or
lower than 13 lb., may be found in the same way. This area having been
obtained, on the supposilion that no more air is admitted than the quantity
chemically required, and that the combustion is complete and perfect in the
furnace, it is evident, that this area must be much increased in practiee,
where we know these couditions are not fulfilled, hut that a large surplus
quantity of air is always admitted. A limit is tlms found for tlie area over
the bridge, or the area of the flue immediately behind the furnace, below
which it must not be decreased, or the due quantity could not pass off and
consequently the due quantity of air could not enter and the combustion
would be proportionally imperfect. It will be found advantageous in pracThe imtice to make the area 2 square inches instead of -510 square inch.
perfection of the combustion in any furnace when it is less than I'S square
inch will be rendered very apparent, by the quantity of carbon 'vhicb will
rise unconsumed along with the hydrogen gas and show itself in a dense
This would give 26 square inches
black smoke on issuing from the chimney.
of area ever the bridge to every square foot of grate, in a furnace in which
the rate of combustion is 13 lb. of coal on each square foot per hour and so
Taking this area as tlie proportion for the
in proportion for any other rate.
products of combustion immediately on their leaving the furnace, it may he
gradually reduced as it approaches the chimney, on account of the reduction
Care must,
in the temperature aud consequently in the bulk of the gases.
however, be taken that the flues are nowhere so contracted, nor so conany
way,
bends
or
in
other
any
awkward
obstruction
structed, as to cause, by
to the draught, otherwise similar bad consequences will ensue.
it
is
advantageous
to
make
the
flame,
that
or hot
An idea is very prevalent
gases (as they may be termed, because we may look upon flame merely as a
incandescence)
impinge
upon,
or
strike
forcibly
gases
heated
to
the
stream of
The turn
plates of a boiler at any bend or change of direction in the flue.
with
square
end,
with
a
and
square
corners
therefore
made
;
but
flue
is
in the
it is difficult to see on what rational grounds the idea of advantage can be
upheld. The gases, if they are already in contact with the plate, cannot be
brought closer to it, and any such violent action is not necessary to alter the
arrangement of the particles of the gases and bring the hotter particles to
the outside, while there is a great risk of an eddy being formed and of the
gases being thrown back and returned upon themselves, when they strike the
thus impeding the draught and injuring the perform,
flat opposing surface
ance of the boiler. That circulation will take place to a very great extent
among the particles of heated gar.es, flowing in a stream even in a straight
flue, will be apparent from those particles next the surface being retarded by
the friction against the sides, and by their tendency to sink into a lower
position in the stream from their having been cooled down and become more
dense. An easy curve is sutHcient to cause great change in the arrangement
of the particles, as those which are towards the outside of the bend, have a
much longer course to travel and are thus retarded in comparison with the
From these causes the hotter particles in the centre of the flowing
others.
mass are in their turn brought to the outer surface and made to give out
their heat.
The worm of a still is never found returning upon itself with
square turns, as if the vapour inside would be more rapidly cooled by its impinging on the opposite surface ; yet the best form of worm is a subject
which has engaged the attention of many able men, and therefore may well
be taken by engineers as a guide in the management of a similar process,
though carried on at a much higher temperature.
Another very prevalent practice, and which also would seem to be open to
serious objections, is, that the flues are frequently made of much greater area
This arises from a desire to obtain a larger
in one part than in another.
amount of heating surface than is consistent with the proper area of the
flue, or with the amount of the heated gases which are passing through it.
The flue is thus made shorter in its course than it ought to he in proportion
to its sectional area.
This is even sometimes done by placing a plate of iron
partly across the flue, near the bottom of the chimney, thus suddenly contracting the passage for the gases.
The effect of this is evidently to cause a
very slow and languid current in the larger part of the flue, and the consequence is that a deposition of soot rapidly takes place there. In many marine
and land boilers, having one internal flue in them, of too large a size, this
will be found to be the cBse
soot being soon deposited, till the flue is so
filled up that the area left is only such as is due to the quantity of heated
gases passing through it; the value of those parts of the sides of the flue
which are covered with soot is thus lost. This is well exemplified in Mr.
Dinnen's paper on marine boilers in the Appendix to Weale's edition of
Tredgold, where he states, that the flues of the boiler in H. M. Steamer
" .Wrican," after she had performed a great deal of work, in the course of
five weeks' time, during which period there was no opportunity of sweeping
them, were found to be in exactly the same state as after a voyage of 5 days,
or probably as they would have been found after a much shorter time,' if
These flues are about the same area throughot
they had been examined.
their whole length, but the chimney is of much less area.
In the first portion of the flue from the fire no soot was deposited, but the deposit began
after the first turn that the flue took, and gradually increased in amount to
the foot of the chimney. The inference that may be drawn from this fact
appears to be, that the gases, at first highly heated and thereby expanded,
filled the first part of the flue, but as they were cooled they became more
eontracted in their bulk, regularly towards the chimney, and therefore allowed
the soot to he deposited in the space not properly filled by them in their
course, and all soot subsequently formed was carried out at the chimney top
by the velocity aud power of the curreut. The amount collected near the
;

;

foot of the chimney,

and

in the portions of the flue furthest
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fire,

dimmished the amount of the surface of the boiler exposed to
the action of
the heated gases and the etficieucy of the
boiler was therefore impaired to
the same extent.
In those boilers in which the flues before
reaching the
chimney, are very much too large and are contracted,
as has been stated, bj
a plate put across them, the extent to which
their efficiency is thus impaired
must evidently be much greater and to a serious extent,
as this evU exists in
them in a very much greater degree.
The due amount of heating surface that ought to be
given in

a flue to
carry off the caloric, or to cool down a given
quantity of heated gases, has
not yet been investigated with any great degree
of accuracv, and practice
vanes widely under difl-erent circumstances. The
largest proportion is allowed 111 the Cornish boilers, some of which have
not less than 30 feet and
even 40 feet of heating surface to one foot of grate.
This appears to be more
ban IS justified by any corresponding gain, and certainly
more than would
be advisable
any marine or locomotive boilers. In boilers
burnini? 13 lb
of coal per hour on each superficial foot of grate,
a proportion of 18 feet to
each foot of grate will be found to give good results.
Where slow combostion IS carried on, and where an extra size of
boiler is not objectionable some
advantage may be gained, by increasing the amount in
proportion to the
amount of fuel consumed. In calculating this surface, it is
usual not to include the bottoms of the square flues in marine
boilers, and in circular flues
from ith to Jrd of the surface should be deducted as bottom
surface and therefore not efticient as heating surface.
It is not usual to make any

m

distinction

between horizontal and vertical surfaces, though it is
probable that the
former are considerably more valuable. The erticiencv,
however, of some
boilers which have been made with vertical tubes,
would rather tend to make
It doubtful whether so much difference
exists between the value of horizontal
and vertical surfaces as has been generally supposed. If
the area, instead of
being in one large flue, be subdivided into a number
of small flues, or pipes
so as to expose the gases to the required amount
of surface in a short course'
the distance traversed between the fire-place and the
chimney does not seem
to be important.
The velocity of the current of gases will not be materially
influenced by their subdivision, as the wholeamount of the
surface with

which

the gases must come in contact, tending to impede their
course by friction,
will be the same in both cases.
It is evident that numerous small flues, by
subdividing the large stream of gases, which in the other
case flow off in one
uody, bring the greater proportion of the particles at
once into contact with
the surfaces and therefore render it unnecessary to pay the
same amount of
attention to the turning of the stream and the bringing
out the hotter particles from the centre of the flowing mass.
If these proportions of area through
the flues and of heating surface be duly attended to, the
results anticipated
may be depended upon, whether flues are of large area or are composed
of a
large number of small tubes.
The time occupied by the gases in passing through the boiler,
from the
instant of their generation to that of their leaving the
boiler, and the length
of the course through which they have travelled, have
sometimes been looked
upon as matters of great importance. M'here the gases are travelling
in one
compact mass, it is evident that distance and consequently time
(as the velocity with which the current flows is the same in all
cases) must be allowed,
for the different particles of this large mass so to
circulate among themselves
as that each may have an opportunity of coming into
coutact with a cooling
medium, to give off its heat hut if the large mass of gases is so
subdivided
that the difli'erent particles are sooner brought into
contact with the due
amount of cooling medium, then the time the gases remain in the
boiler
ceases to be of importance.
When the gases have reached the foot of the
chimney, in a well-proportioned boiler, they will be found to
be reduced to a
temperature of about 300° Fall., or below it their bulk will, in
consequence,
be reduced byabout Jrd below their bulk on their first leaving
the furnace. The
reduction in the area of the flue ought not to be in the same
proportion, because their velocity is no longer so great.
The reduction ought to be made
gradually, as has been stated before, and not
bv a sudden contraction at the
foot of the chimney, as the efl^'ect of this is to
cause a slowness of draught in
the latter part of the flue, and consequently a deposition
of soot and then
the surface so covered, which had been reckoned upon
as eflective heating
surface, is lost.
The area of a chimney, to allow the products of the combustion of each pound of coal consumed in an hour to pass
off, should not
be less than Jths of 2 square inches, this latter being
the area given for the
flue immediately behind the fire-place— that
is, IS square inch
and for a
boiler burning 13 lb. of coal per hour, on each superficial
foot of its grate
the area should be |ths of 2(i square inches, or 19.4 square inches.
Theoretical research not having as yet given us'any valuable
assistance in
determining the proper height of a chimney, we must again refer
to practice
as our guide.
A good draught may be obtained with a very low chimney,
but at a great expenditure of fuel, from the necesesity, that
exists in such'a
case for allowing the gases to pass off at a much higher
temperature than
would otherwise be necessary. For a chimney bi ilt of brickwork the
height
ought not to he less than 20 yards, and may' be increased to 30
yards or 40
yards with advantage to the economy of fuel. When chimneys
are carried
to a still greater height, it is generally for the purpose
of carrying off the
smoke, or any deleterious gases, from the immediate neighbou'rljood,
or to
create a good draught with gases at a lower temperature
than those from a
steam-boiler furnace.
On board steam vessels chimneys are limited in their
height by the size of the ship, on account of the influe'nce
the chimney has
on the stability and appearance.
It will generally be found advantageous
to
make the chimney as high as these circumstauces will permit. It will
be
;

;

;

;
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found to tend greatly to the efficiency of a boiler to allow a large space in it
The surface for eliullitiou does not seem to be of
as a reservoir for steam.
much importance in comparison with this point.
In the application of the foregoing proportions to practice, no reference
need he had to the form of the boiler; the same results will be obtained
whether the boiler be circular, wagon-shaped, or any other form, if all the
other circumstances be made the same. By due management in the process
of firing, when these proportions are given to the furnace and flues, the combustion-will be found to be such that but little carbon will pass off to be
converted into smoke, and the results will show great economy in the consumption of fuel.
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Electro-plating will no doubt produce a great rcTolution in the applicatiou
of the Fine Arts, in increasing the mercantile value of industrial production
the coating which it deposits is imperishable.
in England
have seen
silver electrically plated on an iron surface, which could not he cut by the
It is gratifying to the true friends of humanity, to
best engraver's tool.
learn that the process of electro-gilding involves no process injurious to the
health
while that which it is about to supersede, exposed the workmen to
the inhalation of the most noxious and deleterious of all gaseous exhalations,
the fumes of sublimated mercury.
We must omit to notice two beautiful
finger plates of glass, cut into a rich design of floral wreaths; the finish of
which is far beyond any that could be obtained elsewhere at such muderate
expense. At the adjoining stall of Wolverhampton, we found a very fine

We

;

;

collection of spurs, bits, and stirrups, manufactured for the South .A-merican

—

THE ANTI-CORN.LAW BAZAAR.
(Continued from page 192.^

The Model Room
hibits Budding's

It exis one of the most important in the Exposition.
machine for cutting grass plots, pleasure grounds bowling

greens, &c., manufactured by John Ferrabee, Phoenix Iron Works, near
W. G. Cover's patent removeahle window sash,
Stroud, Gloucestershire.

—

—

without taking off the bead. Fryer's improved patent single, double, and
a new invention, that washes, not
treble washing and wringing machines,
by rubbing one part against another, (which wears out linen very much,)
but by alternate pressure and the force of water through the linen, then over
the top of the paddle, dashing down again upon the linen, which has just
been pressed, and in the act of expanding. Fryer's newly invented patent
mangle and machine, to wash, wring, and mangle. It will be found that the
linen is not only of a better colour, (from this mode of abstracting almost
every particle of dirty water,) but it is much less injured than when wrung
by the hands, and requires much less drying and folding for the mangle.
A model of the cast iron framing employed in the extensive London
brewery belonging to Messrs. Truman, llanbury, Buxton, and Co., in the
support of their large fermenting tuns, as well as some of their vats. The
first of these circular frames was erected in the month of September, 1832.
On the 25th of October following, the vessel which it bad to support was
finished, and, in order to form some idea of the size of this vessel, it may be
interesting to know that upwards of eighty persons dined very comfortably

—

—

bottom of it.
group of alabaster figures on a marble slab, which is sure to attract atin front of it are models of the Eddystone Lighthouse, and CleoA case of horse-shoes, constructed on a new principle, by
patra's needles.
Mr. Rogers, veterinary surgeon ; a collection of beads used in the African
markets for the purchase of slaves ,—3. collection of shells, ores, &c., from
Cornwall, contributed by J. Parryn, Esq., of Devonport and several specimens of the effects produced on various articles by the great fire of Hamburgh, are among the miscellanies in the room. The following machines are
shown in f«ll work pillows for lace-making, worked by females ; a very
beautiful stocking-frame
Dyer's patent machine for making and fixing teeth
in cards; an engine for striking coins or medals; a warp-lace machine.
at the

A

tention

;

—

;

:

;

Along the table are

model of the front of a ship, constructed for
the purpose of developing the principles of the lever applied to the working
of the windlass in raising the anchor several models of steam engines, exhibiting some new and ingenious improvements in construction.
Two surface-plates, on which so smooth a surface has been gained, that when one is
laid upon the other, the upper plate will hold the under suspended by mere
atmospheric pressure. In a case are shown the varied products that can be
derived from potatoes and from wheat.
A very interesting case exhibits all
the stages of manufacture through which two sorts of flax pass from the raw
state to the perfect cloth
and two other cases similarly illustrate the processes of the wool and cotton manufactures.
There are several beautiful
models of ships and steamers.
The Birmiiigham 5/aH contains some magnificent specimens of glass dishes,
of a delicate amber colour, with the ornamental parts plain. These are fully
equal to any articles of the same description exhibited at the Parisian exposition.
A bronze candelabrum, of exquisite design and finish, also demands
attention
there is a totality in the original conception which we have often
found wanting in modern candelabra, particularly those which are constructed
in the style of Louis Quatorze, or Louis Quinze.
The designer, in this instance, has kept steadily in view the great principle of decorative ait, that
ornamentation must be connected with adaptation, and that every detail,
however minute, must have some reference, not necessarily direct, to the object and purpose of the article, as well as the original thought developed in
the design.
Among other articles on this stall, is a very fine sword for an
infantry officer, of the pattern ordered in the new regulations ; the temper
of the blade could not be surpassed also three papier mache trays, the
8h.apes of which are newly-registered patterns, and the colouring perfectly
gorgeous.
While observing these objects, we overheard one bye-stander ask
another why Birmingham was placed so near the Scotch Stalls ? The answer
was, that " Brummagem articles had on this occasion proved Sterling."
Not
the least interesting part of the exhibition on the Birmingham Stall, is a
series of specimens of the beautiful results that have arisen from the recent
application of Galvanism, or voltaic electricity, to plating; that is, covering
one kind of metal with a thin plate or coating of another kind of met al.
seen, the

;

—

;

—

;

market, by Messrs. Moreton and Langley. The Dudley Stall, well stocked,
and contains, amongst other valuables, a fender and fire irons of exquisite
workmanship, mounted with silver.
The contributions from Coalbroohdide. The first object in this splendid
collection, occupying almost the entire of the centre of the lower saloon, is
the beautiful table that has been constructed for the exhibition of the articles.
It is of wood, with richly ornamented legs, having successive rows of
ranges for the display of articles, rising one above the otjier like the steps of
stairs, the back of each range being formed of plate glass, so as to render the
exhibition of the figures more complete and eft'ective.
Nearly opposite to this is a Bronzed Fountain, seven feet six inches high,
and three feet eight inches in diameter at the base. The outline of form
combines, in varying proportions, the cylindrical and pyramidal, with figured
details.
The dominant figures in the design are the crocodile and the water
snake, the plications and flexions of the latter being so judiciously managed
as at all times to complete the details of general outline in a manner exceed.
ingly creditable to the taste and skill of the artist.
Xear to this is a polished register-stove, set in a beautiful chimney-piece of white marble, with
a telegraph back for regulating the draught of the chimney.
J'he hearthplate is peculiarly remarkable for the elegance of the workmanship, and the
radiating ash-pan of poUshed steel is one of the most eflfective specimens of
ornamentation applied to a domestic article, rarely brought within the range
of decorative art, to be seen in tlie whole Bazaar.
Five Fancy Tables of cast
iron, and two Table Tops of decorated slate (contributed by Messrs. Allen
and Co., of Augustus-street, Regent's Park), afford signal proof that new
varieties of materials, susceptible of a high grade of decorative art, may be
added to our means of domestic comfort and enjoyment. It is not necessary
to mention the subjects of the paintings with which these tables are decorated they are all executed with great spirit and taste.
The collection of vases at the lower end exhibits a range of inventive
thought, both in form and pattern, such as we never expected to see developed.
Without making any invidious distinction, we must say that the
vases sent by Mr. Rose have not been surpassed, indeed have scarcely been
equalled, by any similar products of the fictile art we have seen, whether belonging to ancient or modern time.
And we say this with our examination
of the magnificent display at the Louvre, Sevres, and the Parisian Exposition,
still vivid in our recollection.
We have next to notice the Garden and Hall
Chairs.
Though made of iron, they have an appearance of elegance and
lightness which must commend them to general use.
This is not the place
to show that the distinction absurdly made between comfort and ornament
is utterly without foundation, but we must say that the exhibition of Mr.
Darby's contributions has established a truth on which we have often preached
elsewhere, that beaut g is as cheap as ugliness, and rather more agreeable.
Nearly all who have written on the ^Esthetics of art, have found vases the
most illustrative subjects of what they have termed the esoretic archetype
which existed in the mind of the designer, and which, it is the perfection of
art to suggest forcibly, and yet not thrust ostentatiously on the observance
This perfection is attained in the Warwick Vase, and in
of the spectator.
some copies of Grecian Vases, but in one instance we feel that elaborate and
and multiplied details have overlaid the original design. On many of the
fancy castings we should gladly have dilated at great length, for they are
suggestive of artistic thought, and lead at once to the consideration of the
great question which lies at the foundation of all the higher departments of
art, namely, how far an artist ought to be a creator, and aim at the realization of bis own idealities, and how far he must be a copyist, and aim at accurate reproduction of the works of nature.
;

A plan

for holding a National Exposition of the products of British indus-

try, similar to that

will be sold,

which was held

last

year in Paris, has been submitted to

now under consideration. None of the articles exhibited
but those who send contributions to the Exposition will be al-

the Council, and

is

lowed to distribute cards of address, directing visitors to the shops and establishment in London where articles of a similar character are on sale. A
committee

will

be formed to decide on the admissibility of the

articles offered

:

for exhibition,

and

this

body

will

be divided into sections corresponding with

the principal departments of the vast and varied extent of British industry.
It will, of course,

sales,
it is

uot be necessary to have stall-keepeis, as there will be no

and as the display of

articles

is

the most efiicient of

all

advertisements,

expected that there will be no objection on the part of the exhibitors to

defray the expenses of carriage.

As Covent Garden Theatre would not

anything like adequate room for such a display as

is

here proposed,

it

afl'ord

would
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necessary in London, as

purpose, and the
execution,

is

was

ctiief difliculty tn

There can be no doubt that the expenses would be

defrayed by public subscription, for every manufacturer in the country, and

that the profits on goods sold to foreigners during the great

Exposition, exceeded

A

over.

all

Parisian

the costs of preparation and maintenance four times

national Exposition in

London would

from every

attract visitors

It
quarter of the world, and prove even more attractive tlian the Bazaar.
will be necessary to give at least a year's notive of the Exposition, because

feel that their

manufacturers will

own

character, and that of the country,

io a great extent, staked on the success of their efforts in scientific and

They

be very willing to risk a large outlay

is,

ar-

in

order

to produce the most perfect specimens of their respective manufacture,

when

production.

tistic

they

know

will

that the several articles will

still

continue their

own

property, and

they are convinced that their display on such an occasion

when

lead to a very large consumption of similar products.
able that any manufacturer should send a large

is

In no case

number of

certain to
is

articles

;

it

desir-

he must

necessarily confine himself to specimens illustrative of his several varieties of

own sake be will be
no doubt that in many cases

production, and for his

sure to send the best of each

the duty of selection will be
There is
found very invidious and onerous by the gentlemen of the committe. In
Paris this task was entrusted to a jury of supervision, in which were included
jeveral of the ministers, the most distinguished men of science io the Cham«ort.

HOPE'S ARCHITECTURE.

be anticipated, in carrying the project into

every shopkeeper in London would have a deep interest in supporting such a
project.
It was stated on high authority in the rrcnch Chamber of Depu.
ties,

221

In Paris, to erect a building for tlie special

the obtaining of sufficient space in a cohvenient situation for

important purpose.

tliis

it

Not spoing !iny solution of X\\c obscure passage in Hope's Architecture, alluiled to in the May nombi'r of tlie Journal, I will venture to
offer a suggestion.
'I'liongli, in its pnsi'nt wording, the passage is, as
your

show

corr( spon.lent observes, arrant nonsense, a glance at the plan vtill
at once the author's meaning; which may be expressed thus,

"The body

presents a vast octagon shell and cupola, the pillars at the
internal angles are prolonged in ribs, which, centering at the summit,
meet in a single point : from the body, a high and vviile flight of steps,
rising opposite the entrance, leads to au altar, behind which is an

oblong choir, whence, &c."
It has only been attempted here to clear up the obscurity of tlio
passage, nut to correct the errors in matter of fact,
for the octagon
afipears on the plan to be an irregular decagon, which moreover does
not agree with the elevation,— nor to reform the English, which is singularly inelegant throughout.
I have not seen the second edition, but presume the index'* alluded
to is one which was published in a separate form by Cresy,
this,
though a copious analytical index, has done but little to improve the
book as a work of reference, on account of the subjects not being alphabetically arranged.
The same deficiency exists in the volume of
plates, rendering it necessary, in either case, to look through perhaps
the whole index, until you find the subject of which you are in search.
I remaio, &c.,

—

—

J.L.
*

There

ia

an alphabetical Index given

In the

second edition of Mr, Hope'a work,— Ed.

ber of Peers and Chamber of Deputies, the professors of the University and
the leading manufacturers of the kingdom ; yet we know that some of their
decisions were impugned, and that they themselves were fiercely assailed in
It would be a great improve,
the newspapers by disappointedi exhibitors.
ment in the English Exposition, if power could be obtained, so as to exhibit

the machinery sent up from various quarters in actual work.

This was not

and we shrewdly suspect that one cause of the omission was,
that such a display would have given to the world signal proof of the inferiority of the French mechanicians in the construction and management of

done

in Paris,

gteam machinery. As a National Exposition involves little fatigue, and
hardly any expense, after it has once been opened, there would be no reason
for discontinuing

it

until the enlightened curiosity of the public

completely and thoroughly gratified.

remain open for two or three months.
to

make

We

believe that

Its extent

it

had been
might profitably

would render

a satisfactory survey of the whole without frequent

it

impossible

and repeated

Tisits.

DREDGE'S SUPENSION BRIDGE.

—In the ensuing number of

your Journal may I beg a space to
correct a trifling error that occurred in your last publication, what I
allude to is at the bottom of page 194, "Accidents similar to the
Yarmouth are unhappily by no means singular. The Menai, the Montrose suspension bridges, one of tho-e in the Regent's Park, London,"
&c. This allusion to one of the bridges in the Regent's Park is a
mistake, the only thing I know at all likely to give rise to such a supposition is detailed in Vol. VIL chap. 8, of the "Professional Papers
of the Corps of Royal Engineers."
On reference to this you will find
that the clay embankment on which a foundation of one of the bridges
stands slipped, and by so doing ruptured the wing walls, but the bridge
itself was uninjured, at least compiratively so, for the damage done
did not exceed £\Q.
I have seen similar statements in several of the
periodicals, but your cotemporaries have always allowed space fuc
correction, and I am sure I may expect a like courtecy from you.
Sir,

I

RAILWAYS IN INDIA.
Sir,

—In the Report

as to Railways in India, p.

186 of the

number of
Benares moy be

your Journal, it is stated that the journey from Calcutta to
performed by palkee at the rate of 13 miles per day, requiring 15 to 18 days,
from which the distance (not being stated) may be inferred to be about 250

remain. Sir,

Yours very obediently,
James Dredge.

last

Bath, June 16, 1S45.

miles; but " by

dawk the charge is half a rupee per mile, or 22 rupees," this
makes the distance 44 miles only. It may, perhaps, mean 22 rupees (for 44
miles) j)er day, which at 4^ or 5 days, the time given for travelling by dawk,
Can you say what the real distance is, and what a
gives 196 to 220 miles.
dawk

is,

being as

it

appears three times as quick as any other

mode

of con-

beg to observe that errors and confusion m these reports weaken
the influence of such documents in a high degree, and of course ought to be
avoided by both authors and quoters.
veyance.

I

I

am

yours, &c.,

E. IL

*^* Our correspondent might have saved himself the trouble of writing
by reading the paper noticed by him carefully. It is there slated that the
Travelling by dawk
direct distance from Calcutta to Benares is 388 miles.
is, we thought every one knew, travelling post with relays of palanquin
On turning again to Mr. Stephenson's report, we find the parabearers.
graph on Expenses of Travelling to be correctly copied. We cannot hold
ourselves responsible for inaccuracies which may have crept into Mr. Stephenson's

statistics.

Ilow can an English editor be supposed able to correct

numerical statements of the expenses of travelling from Calcutta to Benares

— Editor.

?

BLACKFRIAR'S PIER.
As long ago

as the year 1840 the Committee appointed by the
City to carry out the repairs to Blackfriar's Bridge entertained the
idea of erecting a landing pier at this site, for the accommodation of
steam boat passengers. Several designs wore proposed, both for piers
running out from Chatham Place, similar to the one now being executed, and also for stairs going down from the footpath of the bridge
in front of one of the piers, the same as at Soulhwark and Vauxhall
bridges.
Nothing was determined, and no further notice was taken
until last year, when the unfortunate accident which was attended
with the loss of several lives again brought the subject before the City
authorities.
It was then determined to carry out such a design as would ensure
perfect safety to the public, and at the same time of such construction
as would be the least expensive and most admissible of being easily
removed should any embankment or other improvement of the 'Thames
take place hereafter, with which the erection might be found to interfere.

The first design furnished to the Navigation Committee was of a
cheaper construction than the one now being executed it consisted
of five thirty feet openings, with simple beams or girders resting upon
a single row of piles, the width of the platform ami the height of the
sctlit above Trinity standard was to
have been the same as the
;

29
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Tbis design was approved by the Committee; tbe contract, plans, and specifications prepared and tenders advertised for,
had proceeded thus far, a few of the principal coal
matters
alter
but,
merchants and otlier gentlemen interested in the navigation of the
that the thirty feet openings would not give sufficonceived
Thames
cient width for the free passage of tlie coal barges and other craft
which were intended to pass under the pier. These gentlemen made
an application to the City to have the openings between the piers
made wider, and in order to meet their views another design was prepared and finally adopted.
Tbe accompanying engraving, which has been furnished to us by

[July,

are most important links in the chain which unites existing nations
with by-gone members of the great human family. Where such works not only illustrate
the customs of
fornier times, but chaim us also by the beauties of art, as is the case
with the rilievi from
the Parthenon, they perform, first, the office of Illustration; while,
secondly they show
the high state 01 refinement to which a people had attained above two
thousand years
ago i and, at the same time, offer us objects for the improvement of our taste
Sculpture

present one.

claims regard for the effect it may have upon the feelings, and through them
the ' moral"
influence it is capable of exercising. The incentive, the public vote for
statues offered to
honourable exertion, was traced through Greece, Home, Italy after the revival
of the arts
even to our time. As a means of collecting and fixing the most approved
forms, witll
which nature has supplied us; of gratifying the eye with models of beauty.
Sculpture
must always be an object and a study of interest to any nation or people which lays
claim
to taste or intelligence. Tbe fact of a considerable advance in civilization
is established
wherever the arts are found either practised or appreciated. Savages and
barbarians
cease to be such, when they become sensible of the beauties of art, for its
presence must
tend both to humanize and inform.
Sculpture, in the general acceptation of the term, the art of representing
objects by
form ; and is thus applied to carving, modelling, and casting. In its strict sense it
is the
art of cutting or carving any hard or consistent material into a proposed
form or shape
The arts of modelling and casting (and in the latter were included metallurgy and found!
mg), were also described. The esriier practice in working objects in metal, was by
simply
hammering them into shape. When the metal was simply beaten out and plated, as it
were, over a nucleus it received the former appellation, this was often done to
save valuable metal, or to make the quantity go farther. The ancient authors describe
works so
executed in both ways and tbe British Museum possesses a few very interesting examples of the practice. One of a head of Osiris, in wliich remains of the nucleus
of wood
still exist; another a portion of the decoration of a chariot; in which,
part of the composition is in beaten silver, while the accessories and ornaments are of gold. The
mode
of working called by the ancients Toreutike, seems, generally, to mean metal chasing •
and it is also applied by some wi-iters to the union of metals with other materials lout
though it appears always to be appUed to metal working, it never seems to express 'cast,
ing.'
It is tool working— ancient writers are not clear in defining
Toreutic art; and
critics, not being practical artists, have still more confused its meaning.
;

Terms used

in Seidpiure.

Mr. Westmacott next proceeded to explain the terms used In sculpture to
designate
entire figures or groups, viz., the Round ; and objects with a back-ground—
called Reliefs
The Elgin marbles were referred to as aflording the finest specimens of two kinds
of relief.
The metopes for ' alto' and the sculptures of the frieze for the flat, • basso-rilievo."
1 he Egyptian mode was also explained, and an example exhibited.
In ordinary ' rilievo •
the outline or figure, is mora or less raised; but in Egyptian work,
the outhne is sunk,
and the figure so rounded within, and down to the outline, that no part of the
work apj
pears, or projects beyond the original surface of the slab to break the
plane of the profile
Ihere IS another peculiarly flat style of ' basso-rilievo' which is known
as that of Dona.
teUo and the artists of his time. The Italians caU it ' stiacciato.' The object
intended to
be represented is, as it were, drawn on the slab, and then, in parts,
slightly lowered or
carved away. It resembles, in smaU works, engraving, rather than
sculpture, in the

A, Houses.— B, Chatha

Place.— C, C, Waiting Rooms.— D, Quay.dge.— F, Pier.— G, Slope.— H, Dumby.
1

Mr. Hewett, (who has the charge of the works as assistant to Messrs.
Walkei and Burgess, the engineers to the City,) shows the plan of
the work. It consists of three fifty feet openings, supporting a platform 12 feet wide, with a pier-head at the outer end 12 feet square,
from which a sloping stage S feet wide leads down to a float or dumby
100 feet long by 25 feet wide, alongside of which there will be ample
depth of water at all times of the tide. At the inner end of the pier
there are commodious waiting rooms, with three flights of stairs communicating with Chatham Place. The centre of these staircases is
intended to be used only as an entrance on to the Pier, and tbe two
side ones as the exit off the pier, thus avoiding much of tbe confusion
so often met with.
It is expected that tbe Pier will be opened to the
public in the course of a few days.

i=,
" '"c
usual meaning of the term.
Amateur judges often pronounce erroneously on the merits of 'alti' or ' bassi-rilievi '
from not being acquainted with a very essential principle which should
prevail in work's
of the kind. There should be no foreshortening of the limbs in relief;
and there should
be no attempt, by diminishing the size of objects, to give the effect of
distance. Excep.
tions may be tound, but the ancients, who are the best masters in all
that relates to the
practical in sculpture, seem to have made this a general rule.
Sculpture professes to represent ' form,' and can only represent by form. Foreshortening form
must make it
monstrous. To represent an arm extended, with the fingers pointed
directly in front of
the spectator, in ' basso-rilievo," the tips of the fingers must be made to
spring from the
shoulder ; for, for want of space, the intervening portions of the limb.-^viz
the hand
wrist, and arm— could not be represented. The ancient sculptors
seem to have acted so
entirely on the piinciple here laid down that they scarcely ever
attempted to renresent a

front face in

'

basso-rilievo.*

The same

principle precludes the representation of distance, or of remote
objects
It
not possible to give the effect of distance or space when the colour remains
the same on
all objects, and it equally bright in all parts of the work.
Sculpture is to give form in
""'y'"
'appearance.'
"5^'"",
8'^^
'
'°
The
attempts
to
overcome
these
,
j-2f''i.dilEculties
by the sculptors of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, though
ingenious,
could not be reterred to as good specimens of sculpture. They are many
of them admiral
ble for qualities of design, but they are fuUj as much, or more,
painters' than sculntors'
I'wio
compositions.
_

is

Materials used for Sculpture,^

The nest branch

of the subject was a statement of some of the materials used
for sculo.
clay, wax, stucco, or plaster have been universally
employed
the ancients, clay was baked, acquiring by this process a hardness
not inferior to
stone,
inis is called by the Italians 'terra cotta. Granite, basalt,
and other of the
primary rocks, were used for works in sculpture; and our national
Museum contains la
the department of Egyptian Antiquities, some excellent
specimens of workmanship in
these hard materials. The list of marbles used by sculptors is
almost endless. AmooK
the Greeks, that of Pares and of Mount Pentelicus were the favourites.
Both these mar
bles are white ; but the Parian has a rich, creamy tone; while the
Pentelic is of a cold'
greyish, and sometimes a green tint ; both are largely crystallized.
Carrara marble, is of
a hne texture, and of a soft, white colour. It seldom is found entirely
free from snots of
dark colour, or veins of grey or yellow. Metallic particles also occur, and
crystals which
resist the chisel.
The ancient sculptors extensively employed wood. Cedar, from its
supposed durability, was much used for statues of the Gods. Among the
conceits of an
cient sculptors, in connexion with the subject of materials, Pliny,
describes a statue of
Venus made of loadstone, which was made to attract a Mars of iron
The sculptors of antiquity occasionally Introduced a variety of materials in the
same
work. When various marbles were used, it was called ' polyUthic' sculpture,
in distinction
",'?''
P"''"™' ,°r »."'"': ('monolithic';. In the period of the greatest
X™if.'J.''V?''
glory
of sculpture, the union of gold
with ivory was resorted to. The favourite material
for works
statuary, with the ancients, seems to have been bronze and
we can onlv ae
count for the comparatively small number of works remaining in it to
the various uses to
which the metal could be applied ; on this account it oflered great temptation
to the
spoiler. The mixture used was copper and tin, which is called •
bronze,' probably from
Its brown colour.
The term is taken from the Italian writers. The green tint usuallv
seen on bronze IS produced by acid-either by natural oxydation, or by
artificial means.
The mixture of bronze was much studied by the ancients. Modern sculptors
have occaslonally varied the proportions of their bronze since the use of zinc
has been known
™'^'™,'," .'° '°»^" eyes in their statues, of diffe.ent materials
T'.??i!;°^"'1
from the rest
ot the work ; usually they were of silver, but precious
stones and paste have
also been found. Inscriptions in silver letters were sometimes
inserted in figures of
bronze. Specimens of this practice exist in all collections of bronzes.
Some of the ancient writers refer to tinted bronzes, and describe the elTect of
paleness or of blushinir
being produced by the peculiar commixture of the different metals. A statue
of Athamas
sitting, after the murder ol his son ; in order to express the
effect of confusion and shame,
a mixture of iron is said to have been nsed with other metals ; and that
the change of the
ferruginous parts caused an appearance like ablush. Plutarch
speaks of a statue, by
Silanio, in which, by a peculiar mixture of metals, a paleness
was spread over the couii
tenance. Callistratus describes a statue of Cupid, by Praxiteles, which
had a vivid blush
on the cheeks. The combination of metals in this way appears so inconsistent
with
known relations, tnat the accounts referred to must, in most respects, be treated as mere
fancies, or inventions of their authors.
Colour was wndoubtedly extensively used to
Leightea the effect, ' Wonocliromic' sculpture was that in which a simple ur
one colour
ture.

For modelling,

Among

ON THE HISTORY AND PR.\CTICE OF SCULPTURE.
A series of Lectures delivered at theRoyallnstitute, by Mr. Westmacott, A.R.A.
Lecture

I.

— (From the Athenffium.)

(According to the plan set forth In a printed syllabus, this first discourse was
chiefly
occupied mth definitions; a description was given of the materials used by
sculptors ancient and modern
followed by an explanation of the different modes of execution
)
The admirers of the Arts may be divided into two classes those who find in them
sub
jecls for reflection, and those who think of them as mere amusement.
By this latter
class, Sculpture would only be considered as an art intended to please
the eye and as
means of decoration and sculptors.-perhaps in a superior grade, but, still, in the classa
of decorators. But the art had higher claims to attention. Its first claim
of interest is
the very high antiquity of the art j its value as a record ; and the high purposes
to which
it has been applied.
Secondly, it is interesting for the evidence afibrded by it of the in
tellectual condition of a nation, and of the progress or degree of
its civilization
and for
the influence the art has exercised, and is capable of exercising morally,'
by supDlvini!
objects which interest the imagination and appeal to sympathy. And
thirdly, from its
position and value as an elegant art; in its function of presenting objects
of beauty to the
sense. With regard also to its value as a means of recording events,
it must always be
looked upon with interest, by those who judge of it by the remains of ancient
monuments
It was very long before sculpture could have had any
qualities of beauty to recomi
mend it. It was impossible in its early state that it could have been other than
monstrous; and, though sculptured figures may have arrested
the attention, they could not
have gratided tbe eye. Respect must have arisen from some other influence.
A higher
power was at; work. Art. however rude the form In which it appeared,
appeals to the
feelings and 'm"?"'?''™;
considered in this point of view, it is immediately invested
with a character of the highest importance, as an instrument
of teaching. It is no ' fanciful value that attaches to the smallest
fragment or basso rilievo that may reward the
researches ol the antiquary, if it but bear undoubled
marks of ancient date. In it and in
It alone sometimes, Is found an authentic
chapter in the book of history. A group, a
piece 01 costume, or the representation of a ceremony,
either informs the world for the
™l'y,?,ff'"'d an explanation of some disputed
?^
or ill-understood passage in an
,^^L
°f
ancent
>vnter.
The rillevi found in Egypt, in aigina, in Sicily, and some portions
of
those more recently discovered in Lycia, though not
admirable for any qualities of beauty,
;

;

;

;

'

•

'
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'
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;
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When

several colours

former

are from the Parthenon at Athens ; the latter from a temple of Apollo at
Bssste.
lae same architect, Ictinus, is known to havebuiil both temples; and as Phidias
was appointed to superlnted all the works of the former, It Is natural to believe that
he also suggested the compositions for the decoration of the temple of PhJgalia.
The similarity of
design that is observable In these latter and In the metopes of tjie Parthenon
leaves no
doubt that both were conceptions of the same master mind; though the
different degrees
or merit in the execution suggest tha notion that they were not worked
Immenlateiy under
the eve of Phldlaa. Whether regarded for simple and severe dignity
of character, forprotound knowledge of the structure of the human figure, for various and expressive
action,
lor harmonious combinations, or for most skilful execution
and treatment, they claim tlie
highast admiration that can he bestowed upon them. They also offer the finest
examples
ot the technical In Art.
Tlie * round,' the various kinds ot * relief,' the distinct character
and treatment of the naked aa contrasted with drapery, are all in their way excellent.
It
is also worthy of remark, how finely treated the animals
are whenever they are Introduced.
Art had now been relieved from the dry and hard manner of the iEglnetan school,
and
Phidias produced out of it the grand style that marked his period but some
;
severity of
character still remained. Under an artist, immortal In the annals oK ancient sculpture,
h
fuller change was efteeted.
The grand, the sublime, characterized the school of Phidias.
Next appeared the lolty, the flowing, and the graceful in Art. Praxiteles may be called
the founder of this school. He lived about 300 B.C. He chiefly delighted in
the round,
full forms which Nature exhibits in youth of both sexes; and Cupid,
Bacchus, Apollo,'
anU lemale figures charmed the Greeks by their appeal to the senses. Praxiteles executed
many works in bronze, but he is said chiefly to have excelled In marble. In this age it Is
believed statues of females were first represented undraped; but the innovation was not
immediately allowed ; and though the Greeks were alive to the exquisite beauties of form
thus exhibited, the practice was not at first fully admitted ; and a sort of compromise
seems to nare been made. Statues of females were represented nude down to the middle
and the lower part of the figure \vas as usual enveloped in drapery. But soon after this,';
we find mentiou of numerous statues of the female figure, displaying all the exquisite
beauty of form which is its admitted and peculiar cJiaracteristic. Execution was the
' forte' of Praxiteles.
Of this period Is the well known series of statues known as Nlobe
and her family, attributed t» to Scopas, although by some thought to be the work of

Mr. Weslmacott delivered his second lecture at the Royal Institution, on the 15th April.
He commenced by slating that In the introductory lecture he bad insisted upon the interest Sculpture was calculated to awaken ' Independently* of its recommendutiun as an art
representing beautiful forms. For, though it would be his object also tu dwell upon its
oharm in this point of view. It was Important In the hrst place to attract attention to Art

upon higher grounds.
Hut few persons Iiavc time or opportunity

to become Intimately acquainted with the
structure, the real beauty of form of the human figure; or with the giadations from manly
strength to the exlremM of female delicacy. The contemplation of Art was capable of
alfording even more pleasure to those who regard it eestheticaily, that is, for Us seiuiment, intention and purpose, than to those uho, mistaking means for ends, ate too fre.
quently In the habltof judinglt by amerely 'technical* standard. The sculptors oi Greece
most happily united the two qualities ; for, in their works, sentiment of liie moat elevated
character la found expressed by the most exquisite form.
The earliest distinct allusions to imitative art appear in the sacred writings. The Israelltes, after the Exodus, are warned to "put away false gods; and Rachel "stole tlie
'
Images' that were her father's." There are some curious details of the practice of the
IJabylonians in the arts in the time of the prophet Baruch (tJU/ IJ.C). " Now shall ye see
in liabylon gods of silver, and of gold, and of wood, borne upon men's shoulders. They
are gild*d and laid over with gold, and covered with puvple raiment"— precisely as the
art was prnclised in Groece, for there also real drapery wus sometimes used to decorate
siatues. The Persians seem to have contributed bo little to the advancement of Art tliat
they scarcely merit any notice. One powerful reason for their Art not attaining any great
excellence, arose from the strong prejudice entertained by the Persians against statues as
objects of worship, or representations of divinity. When sco'pture is found In Persian
buildings, it is remarkable that the naked human form is never exhibited. The sculptures
found in the ruins of Persepolis consist of figures enveloped in long and heavy draperies,
and the ligures themselves are totally delicient In graca and variety.
•
Egj'ption sculpture' was next brought under consideration, as affording n subject of
great interest. It was obser\*ed that when It Is recollected that the history of the country
Is so Involved ia the obscurity of ages, that the dates of the foundations of its two capitals,
Thebes and Memphis, are unknown ; that sculptures- of a finished style of art— exist
older than any historical record we possess, the imagination is troubled, and it almost
seems to be hopeless to attempt to become acquainied with the history of a people appa-enUy placed so far beyond our reach. Modern activity and research seem, however, to
be opening, by degrees, the hitherto sealed book of Egypt. It must be remarked as a
fact, which gives Egyptian Art Its just claim to rank as a school, that, whether the works
found be of the most ancient and, so to say, pure period of Egyptian history, or of the
time of the Ptolemy's, or of that of Adrian, there still is a pervading, unmistakeable character in the art that stamps it as Egj'ptian, and distinguishes it from allother. The characteristics of its sculpture are, first, a simplicity so severe, that it at once affects us as
siiblim**.
The drapery of female figures has no folds. It can scarcely be called drapery,
but that a slight edge or border appears near the feet. The colossal head of the so-called
young aiemuon In the British Museum merits all the admiration that it has met with, for
In working basso-relievo
its simj)licity, its grandeur, and the mildness of it expression.
and pictures, the Egj-ptians ventured beyond the limits to which they were confined in
It was thought likely that prescribed forms were adhered to, in contheir sculpture.
formity wiih the types established and insisted upon by the priesthood, au influence that
was probably exercised elsewhere in the same manner.
The principle of the arts of imitation never was the same In Egypt that it became in
Greece. Their object was the «spression of a certain order of ideas. It never was required to perpetuate the memory of forms, but that of persons and things. The gigantic
colossus, and the minute amulet were ' equally' and ' only' signs of a fixed idea. But in
Greece, when Art was fully developed there, the representations of * the beautiful forms
of nature' was the especial, till at last it became almost the only object and purpose.
No precise date could be assigned to the earliest Greek sculpture. Dtedulus is one of
the first names met with in the history of early Greek art but it probably was a general,
and not particular, appellation applied to a skilful man. The forms of the earliest sculptures—those found in iEgina, and those of Selinunte, in Sicily, as well as in other places
—«re short and thick, and there Is not the slightest hint of, or feeling for, beauty. In
Etrurian archaic sculpture, and in that of other countries, a somewhat slighter character
of form seems to have been employed. The sculptors of /Eglna seem to have been the
first to step beyond the limitations to which Art had been confined, as may he seen in the
sculptures brought from the ruins of the Temple of Jupiter Panhellenius, now at Munich,
but of which there are casts in the British Museum. In these there is considerable improvement in the forms, a display of anatomical knowledge, and varied and expressive
attitudes. The heads, however, are in the early archaic character, as if there had been a
prescriptive form, which, in this respect, could not safely be departed from. Mention is
made of ' bronze autues' at HW B.C. These were probably in hammerwork. The revolt
against Darius changed the promising condition of Art in Asia; but as it fell there, it
seemed to acquire fresh vigour in Europe. It was then that the great schools of ^gina,
The Selinuutine
fticyon, and Corinth arose; and a new feeling began to display itself.
sculptures, discovered at SeUnus, in Sicily, offer curious examples of the archaic style of
;

art.

The history now approached a people who, equally with those already described, looked
with awe and reviTen;:e upon an art which was associated with their religiuus creed and
system ; but in whose hands it eventually became a study of the highest refinement, and
was endowed with such beauty of form, and such spirit of lite, that the mere images themselves have become as it were immortal, whea the gods they represented have imsaedavvay,
and are foegotten as a dream.
•
Grecian Sculpture.'^ From about 500 B.C. the succession of sculptors in Greece, and
the changes effected in the art, can be traced with tolerable accuracy. In the fifth century before our era aa everit occurred which had a great Influence on the Arts. 'I'his was
the failure of the expedition of Xerxes against Greece. Enormous wealth fell into the
hands of the Greeks and, as was customary, a tenth of all spoil was dedicated to the
gods. Temples that had bet n destroyed by tlao Persian invaders had to be rebuilt others
were erected, u d all were splendidly decorated with sculpture. 'Uhe occasion called for
ability and exi-r.ion, and the artists vied with each other in doing honour to it.
At so late n p' riod as 5U0 B.C., and after some improvements had been introduced, especially by Ag^jaUas and Myron, a certain character still pervaded such art as was employed to reyresent sacred personages; and wheteer It arose from popular prejudice, or,
as ha« been hinted, from the resolution of the priesthood, primitive types were siill, in a
degree, preserved. But suddeidy for certainly It was suddenly that so complete* a rePhidias appeared. He was tlie
volution was effected a new light burst upon Greece
scholar of Ageladas and, having been educated In a school that had already effected improvements by giving more refinement and character to sculptured torms, he dared the
his
?tatue
of
the
tutelary
divinity of Athens he degreatest, the boldest innovation. In
lighted the notion, a people peculiarly sensible of beauty, by showing how the grand and
beautiful Id form might be made tlie true outward sign of godlike qualities. This statue,
thirty-nine feet hiKh. was made of gold and ivoryj and ng less tbtta forty talents' weight
of gold are said to have been employed in It.

—

;

—

—
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MATERIAL FOR PAVING, &C.
Edwtn Edward Cassel, of

Millnall, Poplar, merchant, for, ".•/ mnterial or
combination suitable for paving, piping, roofing, and most other purposes to which

wood and

iron are cppticable."—Gi-3.nled Sc[ilcDiber 26, 1844,

;

Enrolled JIarch

26, 1845.

This invention consists in forming an elastic compound, of four descriptions,
descnted. No. 1 compound is
Saturate a quantity of chalk, or marl, or lime, or
loamy clay, or sandy earth, previously reduced to the state of a fine powder, wiih
to le used for a variety of purposes as hereafter

prepared manner following:

—

naphtha, or any other resinous, oily,
and melt it in a cauldron exposed
to a gentle fire, until all the water in it has evaiiorated. Then throw into
the cauldri.n two cwt. of the saturated chalk or other earth, and mi.\ it well
with the melted rosin. Next add from 3 to 6 lb. of liquid caoutchouc, or
from 1 to 3 lb. of essential oil of tar, or turpentine or some other oily, or
tatty, or cementitious substance, (varying the quantity according to the degree of elasticity desired to be given to the ultimate compound,) and after
that from 3 to 5 lb. of sulphur ; and finally, two cwt. of fine dry grit, keeping
whole are thoall the while the contents of the cauldron well stirred, till the
roughly amalgamatoil. When cool this compound is of a slatish grey colour,
and of a close granular texture. No. 2 compound is prepared in the same
oil

of

tar,

or mineral

or fatty matter.

tar, or vegetable

Take one cwt. of

rosin,

equal parts of
tions, excepting that instead of the rosin or vegetable pitch,
rosin and Stockton tar are used, and the quantity of sulphurreducedtoabout41b.
No. 4 compound dilfers from No. 3 in the substitution of equal pans of rositj

*

:

Praxiteles.

I-ysippu3 was the next leading sculptor of the great Greek school. A statue which
many believe to be a work of this master was referred to as a good example of the style
which he introduced. It Is a small bronze statue of Hercules, in the British Museum,
He may be considered to have carried the art or style of Praxiteles to Its extreme bounds,
within the limits of the grand style. Lysippus had the fortune to live in the age ot aa
ambitious and vain prince, Alexander the Great, who gave this, his favourite sculptor,
ample opportunities ef exercising his art In his service and honour. He allowed no one to
make statues of him but Lysippus. There was the same limitation In painting, and in
representing him on gems. Apelles alone was allowed the former honour, and Pyrgotelcs
was the favoured artist in the latter branch of Art.
In concludipg this portion of the history of Greek sculpture, Mr. Mr. Westmacott observed he thought the leading characteristics of the schools, omitting the archaic style,
niight be thus described.
Tlie first, that of Phidias,' was marked by sublime grandeur.
The second, of Praxiteles,' by richness of form with voluptuous expression.
The last,
of Lysippus,' by force and energy. These were practised by all three within the limitations of the finest style. Their lespectivo art was the full and perfect development of the
qualities described
which none before them had reached, and which certainly none after
them have surpassed,

way as No. 1, and composed of the same materials, and in like proportion,
excepting only that the rosin vegetable pitch is substituted, and a larger proportion of sulphur is used, say frrm 6 to 8 lb. No. 3 is also prepared in the same
way as Nos. 1 and 2, and composed of the same materials in the like propor-

;

—
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The sculptured decorations of two remarkable temples In Greece ore preserved in the
British Museum, and form what are known us the Elgin and Phigalian
marbles. The

were employed, the term used was * polychromlc* It is
not easy for us in ttiis climate to judge of tlie probuble ffl'ecl of richly and variously coloured architectnre and sculpture ua it wouhl appear against a bright blue sky, and in a
dear, transparent atmosphere. Such applications to an art like sculpture, niilltale against
our notions of good taste. But when we recollect that the greatest artists of the period
of the tinest art— in a country, too. In which sculpture was best understood and appreciated— had recourse to this practice. It becomes us to pause before we venture to impugn
their taste, or pronounce judgment upon the propriety of their using such an accesamy to
hdghten the ellcct of their woiks. Tiie colours that are lound most commonly used are
red, blue, and yellow. Gilding, also, of the hair was not iiucommou. Remains of colour
have been found ou the Elgin marble:),

was used.

—

;

and mineral, or coal tar for the equal parts of rosin and vegetable pitch."
Fot forming piping, such as water pipes, drains, sewers, &c., I make use of
any of the four compounds before described' combined with wood in irannec
ollowing 1 place tw cylinders on en one within the other, the inner being
:

i

I
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of the size of

llie

desired pipe,

and the outer beini;
the case of the pipe, and form in the

and the space between

it

of the diameter intended to be given to
middle of the space between tlie two cylinder a ring of oblong or square
upon the
jilcces of wood from three inches thick to 4 or 5 wide, building one
other after tde manner of bricks, and cementing them together by any of the

four compounds before mentioned in a hot and fluent state ; when this ring
lias been completed, I fill up the spaces between the two cylinders outside of
the ring with any of the four compounds aforesaid in a hot and fluent state
after this compound has cooled the cylinders are withdrawn, when a complete pipe remains perfectly smooth on both surfaces; where pipes of very
large dimensions are required, the internal rings may consist of two sets of
wooden blocks side by side, and they may be further strengthened by vertical
tie rods terminating at both ends in nuts and screws.
Casks, tanks, cisterns, garners, and other vessels of capacity are formed of
prisms of wood, and put together with one of the four compoundsin a similar

way

to

forming the pipes.

For large blocks for wharfing, the construction of decks, &c., I combine in
manner following one or other of the four compounds previously menwood previously prepared with linseed oil, suiphate of
copper, or some other anti-dry-rot composition in order to preserve the same
from decay, I employ for the purpose of moulding the block cast iron frames
the

of a quadrangular form, having a recess or grove at one end and a projecting
piece at the other, adapted to fit into that groove mortice and tenon fashion
I pour into this mould any of the four compounds before described in a hut
;

a layer of pieces of the prepared wood, taking care to have them perfectly dry, and so shaping and arranging as they may be kept within about J incli of the mould all round, I
fluent state, while

it is

yet hot

I

place in

it

then cover this layer of wood with a coaling of the compouml, and set in
wood laid with the grain the reverse

that coating a second layer of piecas of

way

to the first, and I proceed until the Ijlock has acquired its required thickwhich I fili up the quarter of an inch or thereabouts left vacant
round with the compound, which gives a good finish to the block on its
outer surface when several blocks so formed are laid down end to end the
tenon pieces of the one take into the hollow or morticed parts of the other.
Apertures may be left for the purpose of connecting them by ties transversely

ness, after
all

;

at suitable places.
For railway sleepers or other like purposes I use or other of the four

com-

pounds before mentioned, combined with wood in the same way as the blocks
before described, and when such planks are used for railway sleepers they
may have a hoU -w space in the centre or any other more convenient part
which may be used for passing of gas, telegraphic w ires, &c., the wood should
some anti-dry-rot composiand fluent stale it is filled into an iron hollow rail,
tion.
which is raised a little above the rest of the rail in order that the wheels of
the carriages may take the bearing upon it; should it be found in practice
that the compound is unequal to the friction to which it is exposed, the grove
may be half filled with it, and a rail ol iron bevelled off at the sides dovetail
fa hion laid on the top of it, the cork compound would in that case form a
sort of elastic cushion on which che iron rail would rise and fall as acted on
by any superincumbent pressure. The same material may be used for roofing
in this instance also be previously prepared with

While

and

in a hot

flooring.

CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS.
Francis Higginson, of Rochester, lieutenant in her Majesty's navy, and
EnwARD RoBEHT CoLES, of the same place, merchant and ship-owner, for
*^
certain Improvements in the construction of buildings generally.'^ Granted

—

Nov.

21, 1844

;

Enrolled

—

;

;

;

tioned with pieces of

and

[JutT,

ings for staircases, are formed by iron trimmers cast with dovetail mortices
on them to receive the joists, and may be obtained of any required form, size,
or description. Additional means of support being provided, when requisite,
by iron pillars with a screw in the centre of the lower end, fitting into a
female screw socket, drilled into the trimmer beneath a tenon or projicting
piece, at the upper end of the pillar, entering a recess, cast or drilled to receive it, in tlic trimmer of the floor above.
Breast. trimmers for shop-fronts,
gateways, and other purposes, may be cast with the mortices for the joists on
the inside and any description of ornamental device, name, or entablature
without— trussing spans, to support great weights of superstructure, being
likewise, where requisite, annexed.
And when the non-transmi sion of sound
between different apartments is required, however near, as a substitute for the
usual filthy and destructive method of pugging, slight sheet iron, or tin cases,
fitting in bre.adlh and depth, between the iron joists, are inserted
which
cases, when made, are supported internally from collapse by strong iron upand the atmospheric air within being displaced by passing a
right wires
body of steam into them— upon hermetically sealing, and allowing the steam
to condense, a sufficient approximation to a perfect vacuum is obtained to
prevent the transmission of either heat or sound, Unlike the mould and
and saw-dust now used, adding little to the superstruclural weight, and
effectually preventing extended combustion, should even the wooden floors
and furniture of one apartment be ignited and destroyed.
In cases where the floors are intended to be of wood, a groove is run along
beneath the upper arms of the patent iron T joist, to receive an iron bracket.
The floor planks being laid, and temporarily cramped, or shored down, upon
the iron joists, a projecting, square-headed, shouldered screw is inserted by a
spanner, through the upper arm of the bracket, into the lower surface of the
floor plank, which is thus efl'ectually secured to the joist.
It being noticed,
that should the boards shrink, they may be forced together and the interstices filled up by one piece in any convenient position, in consequence of the
brackets moving along the grooves in the joists, and each plank being secured independently of the others. The unsigbtliness of a shrunken floor is
thus not only remedied, but as no nail holes are visible, the screws beneath not
perforating the entire thickness of the plank, one unbroken surface is presented, which for the purposes of cleanliness and appearance is alike desirable.
Magazine or warehouse floors, for goods liable to spontaneous combustion,
may however be laid of either metal, slate, or stone, rivets being substituted
which joists are of
for screws in attaching such to the iron joists beneath
many forms as well as that specified, when applied to different uses.
As respects internal ceiling and plastering, these iron joists admit of the
common lath being used in which case, to hold the lathing nails, a small
fillet of wood is inserted into a recess formed to receive it in the lower edge of
the joists. But as it is desirable that decay as well as fire should be provided
against, perforated common tin, or thin galvanized iron plates, being punched
full of holes, or rosed, like the nose of a watering pot, with the rough side
towards the plaster, are substituted for the laths, to which the mortar, being
applied by the usual process, forces itself through the perforations, and keys
at the back of the plate in precisely the same manner it would do between
One half the ordinary labour, time, and material are in this instance
laths.
and the same
likewise saved, two coats of plastering only being required
sound-transmitting ceiling and wall surfaces preserved. These plastering
plates are attached by means of pins cast in the joists, or a small doubleended iron key passing through them edgeways, into mortices in the
being by a spanner afterwards
iron joists and battens adapted to walls
turned across the entering orifice, and thereby effectually and immoveably
annexed. A house thus constructed cannot be destroyed by fire, and has but
w hilst the expense of erection, taking all items into
little tendency to decay
consideration, does not exceed that of the present method of building with
perishable and inflammable materials.

May

1845.

The improvements consist in the substitution of iron

for

wood

—

;

—

;

;

in joists,

girders and other parts of buildings in the following manner joists are made
of cast or rolled iron, T shaped, and of any required length, with a dovetail
projection all of one size at each end, made to fit into flanged mortices
:

cast on the iron girders and bonding sockets. The iron girders, of proportionate strength, are likewise xshaped, butreversed, and have flanged dovetail mortices cast on each side of them, one foot or eighteen inches apart, as

may

he necessary, to receive the ends of the joists. The iron bonding sockets
arc of the size and shape of a brick, cut off angularly before, cone shaped,
and cast hollow; tlie shorter side has a like dovetail mortice to receive the
joists.
The short iron trimmer joists compass the chimneys in the usual
manner, fitting by dovetail ends into mortices cast on the principal trimmer,
at one end, and into the bonding sockets, built into the house wall, beside the
chimneys, at the other. The usual arch for the support of the hearth being
provided for by iron bearing-pieces fitting in mortices between the short
trimmer joists, with an iron plate to uphold the bed of mortar under the
hearth stone ; thus rendering the whole framework of the floor perfectly independent of support from the stack of chimneys, the entire isolation of
which obviates all danger of that sinking which occasionally takes place Irom
their greater weight in chimney stacks recently erected. The wells or open-

CLASS VENTILATION'.
Bbnjamin Baillie, of Henry-street, in the county of Middlesex,
Improvements in regulating the ventilation of buildings.'^
Nov. 25, 1844 Enrolled May 24, 1845.

See, for

*'

glazier.

—Granted

;

This invention consists in arranging narrow plates of glass in combination
with a flat sliding plate of glass, the whole of which are connected together
by means of a suitable frame, and attached to that part of a window frame
or sash best calculated for ventilating the room. The nature of this invention
will he more readily understood on referring to the engravings, in which
1 shows a front view and fig. 2 an edge view or transverse section
of this improved ventilator, a a are the narrow plates of glass or "louvres,"
the whole being supported by means of a suitable frame in an angular posiin front of these plates, and in the same frame, is attached a plate b,
tion
which is also of glass, and is capable of being moved up and down by means
fig.

;

c, which pass over guide pullies e e, and down the side of the wina pulley similar to a blind rack, or the same may pass
round a suspended pulley, so that by pulling at the cord in a similar manner
to drawing up a blind the sliding plate b, can be raised or lowered so as to

of cords c

dow frame and round
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admit of a greater or less quantity of air as

dent that the plate J may be made

may

to slide in

be required,

it

a latetal direction.

will

be evi-

The inven-
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admission of gns, w Iiich passsts through valve boxes e e, there aie also pipes
//, which pass from these valve boxes and form a communication U'tween the
underside of the pistons in ihc cylinders b b and an air pump D ; the pistons
of the cylinders f give motion in the ordinary manner tu the driving axle of
the locomotive, anil the axle of ihe carrying wheels gives motion by means of
two-throw crank to the piston of ilie air-pump D; i is a valve for starting,

a

stuppini.',

or reversing the motion of

wliicli for

work

tive engine,

it

ilie

locomotive, the manner of preparing

is as follows.
Suppose it were recjuired to start the locomowill be necessary in ihe first place to disconnect the piston of

the air pump D and work the sume a few strokes by band, in order to exhaust the air fiom the underside of the pistons at b b, which sp:ice will bo
occupied by the admixture of gas from the vessel A
this being eliected, the
valves e' are moved so as to shut olf the communication between the cylinders b b and air pump D the mixture of gas and air is exploded by a galvanic battery, alternately in each cylinder, which Ims tlie effect of raising
the pistons and forcing the air from be'tween such pistons and iln- cylinder
covers into the copper vessel <• c
the oxygen and hydrogen portion of iliegas
having by reason of the explosion become converted inio a very minute portion of water, leaving only the nitrogen wiihin the cylinder, a partial vacuum
will be formed on the underside of the pistons, and the air contained in the
vessel B being allowed to pass into the upper part of the cylinders b' b' the
;

!

;

pistons will descend, the cylinders are ag,i n

filled with gas and another exis continued until the whole of tlie air
exhausted from the vessel B which tlien becomes a vacuum vessel, this
operation of exploding is also continued until the air in the copper vessel c <r
has become sufliciently condensed to work tlie cylinders C of the locomotive ;
it should here be observed thai the cylinders b b m;iy be provided with air
cocks should the density of air in the vessel c c not be sufficient lo work the
engines after the vessel B has been exhausted, but presuming the air in the vessel c c to have become sufficiently eomjiressed, the pision rod of the air pump
may be connected with the working part of the engines which will then he
ready for starling in tlie I'ollowing manner that is to say, in order to set the
engines in motion, the valve i is to be raised in the position shown in the
drawing Ijy means of ilie handle j. :be compressed air in the vessel cc passing

plosion takes place, and ihis operation
is

tor claims the

mode

descrihed of combining^ glass into apparatus whereby
in frames, and combined wilh a

narrow plates of glass are fixed as louvres
moveable plate as a cover or valve.

LOCOMOTIVE CARRIAGES.
of Lympstone, Devonshire, for ''Impower for working locomotive carriages and other

John William Buckle Retnolds,
provements

in oblainhif^ motive

machinery."— Graniei\ Nov.

We

25, 1844

;

Enrolled

May

24, 1845.

endeavour by the aid of a sketch or diagram to give such a description of this invention (the specification of which is accompanied wilh 3
or i sheets of elaborate draw ings.J as will convey to our mechanical readers
will

an idea of this mode of obtaining motive power, wliich is eliected by a
peculiar combination of machinery aided by the explosive property of a mixand atmospheric air. that is to say, thcinvention consists in working locomotive engines by means of compressed or condensed air obtained by
exploding gas in the manner hereafter described. The accompanying figure,
which, as before stated, is merely a diagram, shows a longitudinal section
ture of gas

of a locomotive constructed according to this invention. .Suppose a a to represent the frame of the carriage, b b are two cylinders placed within a copper vessel c c, each of these cylinders is provided with a piston and piston-

:

through the pipe h into the valve box i is tlien allowed to pass from thence
through the pipe I to the working cylinders C, this being the case it will be
evident that a pressure will be exerted on one tide of the pistons equal to the
density of the compressed air in the vessel c c, and will act upon the pistoa

same manner as steam of equal pressure the air contaireJ in the cyon the opposite side ot the piston passes from the educiion part of the
cylinder through the pipe »«, past or underneath the valve
and through the
pipe n into the vacuum vessel B; it will theielore be observe. that ilie action

in the

;

linder

/',

I

condensing engines, viz a pressure is exerted on
one side of the pittun ejual to the compressed air in the vessel e, unil OD the

oi the engine are similar to

,

other side of the pision equiil to the

vacuum

in ihe vessel B.

stroke of the piston ihe air contained in the cylinder

vacuum

passed into the

vessel,

at every stroke of ibe engines

and from thence

it is

is,

On

tne retura

as before observed,

lo the cylii.ders I' b',

where

forced by the explosive gas into the copper
Upon tlie valve rod o is fixed a brass

worked o.er again.
which at every stroke comes

vessel e c, to be

in contact wilh the wires of a galvanic
ring p,
battery so as to complete the current, and thereby explode the gas which at

every stroke

is

admitted into the lower part ot the cylinders b b. In order to
it will only be necessary to depress the
allow the compressed air to pass through the pipe m. And in

reverse the engines above described
lever_/, so as to

order tu stop the engine the lever

is

depressed so as to bring the valve ia

whole of the three openings /, m, u.
form a vacuum in the traction pipes of atmospheric railways by ihe process above described, he also shows a mode of
applying certain parts of his invention to propelling vessels.
such a position as

The inventor

to cover the

also proposes to

IMPU0VEMEKT3
rod passing through a stuffing box in the cylinder cover; the upper part o
i' t' communicates by means of pipes with the vessel c c, which
communication is provided wiih a valve so as to prevent any air returning
the cylinders

I.V

John Barker Anderson, of Great Suffolk
ments

of soap."

in the manitfaclute

— Granted

SOAP.
Street, Surrey, for

Nov.

from the vessel c c to the cylinders it will therefore be understood that if gas
and atmospheric air be exploded within the cylinders on the underside of the
pistons at b b, the said pistons will be driven upwards, and the air contained

The patentee describes his invention as follows,
to strength and subjected to a ' fitting" process,

in the cylinders above the piston will

fitting

;

l)e driven by the ascent of the pistons
c.
A B represent two vessels, one of w hieh for the
sake of perspicuity we have draw n larger tlian the other A contains a mixture of gas and atmospheric air, the vessel B, which is supposed to be beyond
the vessel A, may be termed a vacuum vessel, and is connected by means of
a pipe g to the upper part of the cylinders b' b', and also by means of pipes
(hereafter described^ 10 the woikirg cylinders of the locomotive, which are
supposed to l,e at C and are of the ordinaiy construction ihe vessel A has a
pipe communicating with the lower part of the cylinders marked 6, for the

into the copper vessel c

;

;

25,

"Improve-

May,

1844; Enrolled

1845.

— when curd

process used

in

making yellow

soap,

somewhat

there

soap

boiled

is

similar to the

separates from

it

a

peculiar substance analogous to ihe niger or nigre of yellow soap,

and thac
by removing Ibis niger and boiling the remainder of the goods into curd soap
there is obtained a curd soap cf better quality than the original charge of
goods would yield without this operation. The inventor finds that the niger
wliich IS removed is well adapted lor making a ''mottled soap," to which
purpose he applies it accordingly. In carrying the invention into operation
he proceeds in all respects in the manner commonly practised by soapboilers

up

to a certain point, that

is,

in the copper the ordinary materials are

30

added
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ordinary leys, and Iioiled together until the
for makinp; curd
goods are " to strong' li" and "ribbon out'' well on tlie finger; but at this
stage, instead of boiling-out the liead and fin'shing as hertofore practised,
the inventor commences the performance of his process; he pumps out the
soap to

tlie

incrustation in boilers, and also the application of ammoniacal salt with
muriatic or nitric acid for the purpose above described.

strong ley on which the gciods have been boiled, and treats the goods with
successive portions of weak ley or water, and boils them together until they
assume the appearance of the goods of a fitting yellow colour. This condition being arrived at. the operation is stopped and time allowed for the niger
to be deposited, which m.iy require from 24 to 30 hours. This niger is then
separated, either by

pumping out from under the

purified

goods

an adja-

to

cent copper, or the purified goods are removed fruni above the niger to an
adjacent copper, as is found most convenient ; but in either case, upon the
is added to them the proper finishing ley for curd soap, and boiled to a suitable curd or until the soap
'When a
is found to be in a condition for cleansing ofl' into the frames.
charge of very impure materials is to be operated upon, or when from any
circumstance it is considered of advantage, this purilying or fitting process
is to be repeated once or more times, in which case or cases after separating
the niper from the goods as described there is to be added to the residual
partially purified goods a ley of moderate strength only (instead of the finishing ley for curd soap) and boiled, taking care no '" head" is formed the ley
is then pumped out and the goods again treated with weak ley or water until
sufficiently diluted so as to [lerform tho fitting process
after which time is
allowed for subsidence, the niger sepaniteil and the finishing ley added, and

said goods being thus deprived of the niger, there

;

;

a curd as before described. The inventor's treatment of the niger
and mode of converliug it into mottled soap, is as follows. As above stated,
the niger is pumped from under the purified goods to an adjacent copper, or
lioiled to

the purified goods are removed from it, suffering it to remain in the copper
which has been employed fir its separation in either case there is added to
it the ordinary ley used for finishing a mottled soap, and boiled until the
soap is fit for cleansing ofi' into the frames. The qantiiy of niger obtained
from one purifying or fitting opjration is not large enough to be boiled conveniently by itself, therefore, in general, four, six, or more of the said nigers
are pumped together and finished by one boiling in the manner above de;

scribed, there

is

also occasionally addtd to the nigers a portion of tallow,

bone

fat, melted stuH', or other suitable material, and afterwards finished as
an ordinary charge for mottled soap.
The claim is, first, for the manufacture of curd soap by separating from the
materials originally put into the copper the niger, and boiling the remainder
of the materials into curJ soap, by which is produced a purer and better
soap; and secondly, the making of this niger into a mottled soap, with or

ivith

without the addition of other materials as described.

[July,

move

IMPROVEMENTS IN SUGAR BOILING.
John RoN.\Ln,

for

" an apparatus for boiling sugar-cane juice and other
5, 1844; Knrolled June 5, 1845.

liquids."— Granted Dec.

The apparatus consists of an oblong chest or vessel with a high flange,
made of wood or metal, and lined with copper or other metal, to contain
is to be boiled by the heat of steam.
In this
chest arc lengths of strong copper pipes, eight in number, for containing the
steam; these pipes are formed into a continuous coil by having bends of

the cane juice or liquid which

brass soldered on to their ends, which bends are jointed together by external
and internal screws, and screwed up so as to permit a gradualdescent on each
piece of pipa from one end to the other, by which means the water formed by
condensation in the pipes flow s freely ofi two of the tnese pipes are of greater
;

diameter than the others, for the purpose of creating a greater bulling power
in a particular part of the chest or vessel.
There are forked copper supports
for the pipes, each being about .Jjjth of an inch shorter than the preceding
one, for the purpose of supporting the pipes at the gradual descent fixed by
the screwing of tlie joints. .Steam is admitted from a high pressure steam

boiler or boilers at two places into the pipes in the chest
a valve in the bottom of the chest discharges the contents, the bottom of the chest being sloped
;

down

discharge the whole contents quickly. There is
a pipe with a descent for carrying forward the condensed water to a selfacting expansion valve. The chest contains also a revolving fan, or agitator,
made of copper or other metal or wood it is worked by the rolling motion
to the valve so as to

;

of the boiling liquid, and

is so constructed that it can be placed as low or as
high in the chest as is necessary it consists of a spindle with flanges fixed
to it, the spindle being a hollow cylinder which gives suflicient buoyance to
;

the fan or agitator so as to float it

on the surface, the journals of the spindle

being guided in slots.
is for the plan of admitting the steam into the pipes at two
by which means the heating power of the pipes is greatly
what it is twdien admitted at one place only
AVhen the steam is admitted at one place only, a great deal of its heating
power is exhausted before it reaches the farther end of the piping. The claim
is also for the plan of creating a much greater degree of boiling, in a particular part of the chest or vessel, by introducing into that particular part
piping of a greater diameter than what is in the other part of the chest or

The chief claim

different places,

increased, compared with

vessel

— this

causes a

much

greater ebullition

;

also causes a constant

it

and

rapid rolling motion of Ihe liquid from the one side of the chest to the other,

thereby greatly increasing the evaporation, thereby causing the scum on the
top to flow all to one side of the chest, wdiereitcan be skimmed off' with ease,

INCRUSTATION OF BOILERS.
Louis Antoine RiTTERB.iNUT. of Gerard Street, Soho, Middlesex, for " Imfrwements in preveiiting and removing incrustafio7i and steam generators,^'
Granted Dec. 2, 1844 Enrolled May 28, 1845.

—

;

The

object of this inventionjs to prevent, and also to remove, by the application of ammoniacal salts, muriatic or nitric acid; the incrustation in steam
boilers and steam generators, which the inventor stales

is

occasioned by the

heat employed in generating steam causing the lime which exists in the water
in the form of a soluble bicarbonate of lime to be converted into an insoluble
carbonate of lime, the partich s of which as they fall to the bottom carry with
them other particles which may be held in suspension in the water. The
object of the inventor

is.

therefore, to convert the insoluble carbonate

of

lime into a muriate, nitrate, or other soluble salt. He therefore proposes to
introduce into the water, contained in the boiler or lanktrom which the boiler
is supplied, muriate of ammon'a, nitrate of ammonia or any other ammoniacal

whos; acid forms with the lime a soluble compound, the quantity of
which will depend on the quantity of lime contained in the water to be employed in working the engines, and in order to ascertain this the inventor
takes, for instance, a gallon "of the water to be examined and evaporates it
slowly in an open vessel. He then collects the solid matter found at the
bottom of the vessel and weighs it, this master is then placed in a glass vessel
and mixed with equal qnantities of muriatic acid and distilled water, alter
salt

standing for a short time the mixture is to be filtered through while blotting
is again collected and dried, and the diflerence between its
weight now and before the application of the acid is said to give the amount
of carbonate of lime dissolved in the muriatic acid. For instance, if a gallon
of water give 10 grains of solid matter, and after digesting with muriatic

thereby preventing the liquid when it has becime thick from settling down
and charring on the pipes, and ther>'by driving or working the revolving fan
or agitator. The invention of the self-actiug expansion valve for keeping
the pipes in the chest clear of the water formed by condensation is claimed.
When no steam is in the piping, this valve remains fully open but as soon
as steam is admitted, the hot water from condensation, and, at first, a small
the piping is
portion of the steam, rush along the piping down to tiie valve
immediately lengthened by the heat, and the mouth of the valve advances up
to the plug, w hich is kept fixed in its position by the pole the valve is thereby
shut, and the water collects in the piping, which thereby becomes less hot,
and contracts in length just so much as to withdraw the mouth of the valve
from the plug no farther than allows the water to trickle aw ay w iihotit wast:

;

;

ing steam.

The inventor stales that when trying an experiment in this matter he discovered and has brought into use what cannot be considered anything else
than a

first

moving power hitherto unknown,

moving machinery by the

viz.,

the agitator or tan
force of boiling liquid. It is noticed in the specification
revolves with gie;it steadiness and with considerable force. It has as yet
;

been tried only in granulators ; but in an evaporator heh as no doubt that the
power will be equal to the strength of a man. This power can be obtained
by the heat of a common fire as well as by the heat of steam.

paper, the solid

acid there be only 6 grains

of lime

;

the gallon contains four grains of carbonate
having thus ascertained the quantity of lime in the water, and taken
left,

into consideration the quantity of water evaporated in a given time, the
riate of ammonia must be added a little in excess of ihe lime, say 04 of

moniacal

salt to 50 of

muam-

carbonate of lime.

The inventor claims the.application

of, ammoniacal'salt to prevent

and

re-

IMPROVEMENTS IN ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAYS.
WiLLTAM Peossee.J un.,

of Pimlico,

and Jean Baptiste Caecano, of Milan,
Granted Dec. 1

gent., for ''Improvements in working atmospheric railways."

1844; Enrolled June

—

18, 1845.

This invention consists in the first place of so arranging the valves for
covering the longitudinal slit or opening that they shall open inwards, and
in combining such valves w ith suitable transverse valves in the tractii.n pipe
for the air to act against whilst

moving the piston

;

secondly, in the applica-
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when in a compressed stale, to such
railways as have vaives which open inwards ; and lastly, the invention consists in causing tlie air in the traction pipe, which has been used for propel-

tion of reservoirs, for receiving the air

The accompanying
shows a section of a traction pipe, in which a is the valve opening inb, is composeil of
joint
at
wards, this valve, which move upon a' hinge or
leather strengthened with metal plates, and is similar in every respect to those
ling, to be returned bacl; into reservoirs to be again used.

figure
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The line is to commence with a junction at the terminus of the West London Railway (now the property of the London and Birmingham Railway

Companp) at Chelsea, thence it will continue along the banks of the river
Thames on an embankment of an ornamrntal character to be raised on the
shores that are now covered with mud, and in many situations prodticing
miasma. It will not, however, interfere wiih the wharves, which will have
increased accommodation, either by embanking ihe sjiace between them and
the railway, which will give additional land, or by inleis of waicr approached
by arches under the railwtiy of large span and ample height to allow barge*
nor will the railway be so high as to interfere with the prosto pass under
pect of any of the houses, and will pass under ihe bridge clear of the arches.
In front of the New Houses ot Parliament it will pass through a water-light
tunnel on the sile now occupied by the coffer-dam. The absence of locomotive engines will avoid all olijeetion on account of noise.
In front of the
houses in Privy (iardens, .Somerset House, the Temple Gardens, and the
Marquis of M'estminster's estate, there will be extensive ornamental pleasure
grounds, ami on the other part of the line the railway will have the appearance of an Italian terrace.
It is contemplated to have stations on various parts of the line, a terminus
of considerable magnitude at Hungerford Market add at Quecnhithe, near
:

Souihwark Bridge,

in the very centie of the City.

This great project

will

nut inv, Ive the necessity of taking

down

a single

and the line of embankment will follow the course approved of by
Government and the City authorities. Mr. Robert Stephenson is to be the
Engineer, and Mr. Li.\tcin the Architect and .Surveyor, for carrying the probuilding,

ject out.

now

The inventors

in use.

state that these valves are to

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION

be combined wlih

FOR THE

transverse valves, which they prefer to be flap valves, so constructed that
they may allow the piston to pass freely, and also that they may act as a'slop
for the air to press against when propelling the piston, whether in one diriction or the other, but, strange to say there are no drawings to show how this
It is furtlier st;ited that the valve, which^will require
is to be accomplished.
to close, it from being closed by means of the compressed air,
be so constructed as to have a tendency to fall inwards, but if in pracbe found too stiff the specification states that a '" projection must be
fixed to the instrument which connects tlie pisloii rod to the carriage ;"
this

no apparatus
is to

tice

it

—

is certainly

a projection

anything but
is to

inlelli.i;ible,

we presume

be attached to the p'ston rod

the inventor fnieans that
or to some convenient

itself,

part of the carriage, for the purpose of opening the longitudinal valve. In
to this invention, the] pantees stale

ADVANCEMENT OF
Fifteenth

to be provided with valves

which are to be gradually opened as the piston

proceeds along the traction pipe, the air besng what

is

technically called wire

The third part of the invention consists in jumping the air from the section of traction pipe along which the piston has just passed, instead of pumping or forcing such air from the atmosphere, the economy of which will be
understood by the engineer without the aid of drawings, but with regard to
some ether parts of this invention we think a few diagrams would not have
been out of place.
The claims are, first, the mode of working atmospheric railways as described, whereby the opening in the traction pipe is covered with a valve
opening inwards, combined with the use of suitable transverse valves or slides
at proper intervals; secondly, the mode of working atmospheric railways,
•whereby the use of reservoirs of compressed air are combined with traction
pipes having suitable valves opening inwards, combined with transverse
valves for the air to press against

;

thirdly, the

mode of working atmospheric

railways as described, whereby the compressed air

is

returned back into the

reservoirs.

TMAME.S

EMBANKMENT RAILWAY.

This project for extending the London and Birmingham and Great Western
Railways to the City and the West End, appears likely to prove one of the
greatest improvements which have taken place in the metropolis, and at the

same time from the traffic that necessarily must come upon it, not only from
the above railways, but also from the proposed Windsor Railway, tlie Hammersmith, Kensington, Fulham and Chelsea roads, besides the local traffic
along the line may be e.vpeclcJ to be liigbly profitable.

Cambridge.

annual sittings of the British Association commenced this yeai
The President's address appears in the
at Cambridge on June 19.
we are indebted to the Athe!i<eum for a copy
sheet
of this journal
first
of this valuable paper, which from the importance of its contents and
the authority attached to it by Sir John Herschell's name, demands
Our report necess.irily excludes those matthe most careful perusal.
ters which do not come within the province of tliis work, but will be
found to detail pretty fully all those transactions of the Association
which are of interest to our readers.
;

SECTION A.
M.VTIIEMATICAL AND PhVSIC.\L ScIENCB,
Place of meeting

— Union-room, Jesus-lane.

—

President G. B. Airy, Esq., F.R.S., Astronomer Royal.
Vice-Presidents.— Sir D. Brewster, K.H., F.R.S., L and E llie Very Rev. tile Dean of
Ely; Sir Thomas Brisbane, F.R.S., L and E; Professor Challis, F.R.S.; Professor J.
Forbes, F.K.S., L and E; Sir W. R. Hamilton, F.R.S.
;

Secretaries.— Rev. H. Goodwin

;

Professor Stevelly, L.L.D.

;

G. G. Stokes, Esq.

—

Committee. The Earl of Burlington ; HI. Dove; Rev. Samuel Eamshaw ; R.L.Ellis;
M. Erman Colonel Everest; Dr. Green; Sir J. W. F. Htrschel,
Earl of Euiiiskillen
Bart., F.R.S. ; W. Hopkins, F.R.S. ; Captain Johnston, R.N., F.R.S. ; EatTO Hodgkinson, F.B.S.; Robert Hunt, Esq.; M. Kreil; M. Kupfer; Ktv. Dr. Lee, F.R.S. ; Rev.
Dr. Lloyd, F.R.S.; Professor Miller; Professor Phillips, F.R.S.: Rev. J. Power; J.
Scott Russel, F.R.S., L. and E. ; Colonel Sabine, F.K.S. ; Rev. W. Scorcsby, D.D., F.R.S.;
J. J. Sylvester, Esq. ; Prof. Thomson, LL.D. ; Prof. Willis, F.R.S.
;

i

drawn.

SCIENCE.
field at

The

Working atmospheric railways according

that the air may be forced into the traction pipe directM'rom the pumps, but
they prefer to have reservoirs ahing the line, say three at each station, each
reservoir being of the same capacity as the section of the tiacton pipe it is
to supply, and connected with such traction pipe by suitable branch pipes
placed at or near the transverse valves, and in order to equalize the pressure
of air passing from the reservoirs to the traction pipes, the branch pipes are

Anniversary Meeting

Mr. E. Dent, F.R.A.S., explained a new mounting for the ship's compass.
The proposed improvement consisted in suspending it precisely in the same
way as the chronometer balance, working in jewels, and having adjusting
screws similarly situated.
Dr. Scoresby read a jiaper on The Construction oj a large Magnetic Machine.
He showed that ordinarily a magnet of large dimensions was not
powerful in proportion with those of smaller size, and his object on this occasion was to show how this failing of proportionate power, and beyond a
certain size, the absolute negativing power were to be overcome.
Catalogue of Stars.

Herschel reported the result of a grant of Xl,200 made by
the British Association for publishing a catalogue of stars. The catalogue i»
now completed and published, and a copy of it was shown on the table. It
contains 8371 stars with the annual precessions and constants for reductioa
to apparent place.
Sir J. F.

W.

SECTION
Chemical Science, including

B.

application to Agriculture
Arts.

its

and

Meeting— Lecture-room, Botanic GarJen.
President. — Rev. Professor Camming.

Place of

Vice-Presidents.- Dr. Daubi-ny. F.K.S.

;

Michael Faraday, LL.U., F.R.S.

;

Professor

Graham, F.R.S., L and E; Rev. VV. Harcourt, F.R.S.; Professor Miller, M.A., F.R.S.
Secretaries.— Robert Hunt; J. P. Joule; Ur. Miller, F.R.S.; E. Solly, F.R.S.
Committee.— Professor Schonbein; M. Bouligny; W. Armslrong; Peter Clare; W.
Francis; Dr. Fewness; Professor Grove; Captain Ibbetson; W. Lucas; C. Oakes; TJ, Pearsall j Dr. Percyj Dr. PlayfaL-; W, Sharp; C. W. Walker; U. Warrington,
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Mr. Robert Hunt read a paper on the Jctinograph, an apparatus for ascertaining the chemical effect of the luminous and calorific ravs of the sun.
He entered into an explanation of the merits of the machine, which was, he
He
said, more applicable as a register of chemical than calorific rays.
Loped to present the machine in a more perfect state at the next meeting.
Mr. Solly, F.R.S., read a paper which had been communicated by Dr.
Contrr, civil-surgeon, Prince of Wales Island, on the subject of Malayan
Guano, (or, in the native language, Ty. Burong Jnglice, oft'al of birds.) The
Doctor entered into several instances of the benefits arising from the application of guano (already too well known in this country), and to state the
freightage to difl'erent parts and the original cost.
From this it appeared
that it would cost to land a catgo in this countrv from Prince Edward's Is;

land £?,

lis.

Grf.

£8

to

Schonbein read

and researches on
the request of the Association.
The
and his attention had
first been directed to it by the odours developed by electricity and lightning,
the cause of which had hitherto defied investigation. His attention had also
been drawn to the same odour in electrising water which pointed out the
method of investigation to he pursued as it was only obtained at tne positive
The same power of producing odour was possessed by the
electric endelectrical brush, and this odoriferous substance was destroyed by heat.
By a
I'ariety of experiments and observations, he had succeeded in obtaining an
an Ozonized atmosphere, with which he performed many interesting experiments, and in which though it could not be identified /)ecse, the action of this
peculiar substance was clearly developed.
It possessed all the bleaching properties of chlorine when coloured liodies were introduced into it, and metals
in a minute state of division wlien introduced into it were immediately oxinized.
Iodine and phosphorus were quickly converted into Iodic and phosphoric acids, and sulphurous and lutrious acids, by taking their higher forms
of combination with oxygen became converted into sulphuric and nitric acids.
He retained his original views, considering it isomeric with the per-oxide of
hydrogen, being similar in constitution though different in pioperties.
a report of his experiments
at

for about G years,

ON THE SPHEROIDAL CONDITION OF

V.'ATER.

Prof. ScHO^'BEI^J shewed by experiments the presence in the atmosphere of Ozone, a principle obtained from phosphorous, or, as he demonstrated, from Ether.
The learned Professor then proceeded to read a paper
on the subject of Ozone and the nature of the hydrate of nitric acid Ozone
he said was produced in the air by atmospheric electricity. Electric discharges did not exist merely during a thunder storm, but were continuous,
and generated Ozone in such quantities as would endanger life if it were not
removed as soon as it was formed by the agency of organic matter. The Professor attributed the phosphorous appearance of the sea to the presence of
Ozone, and the luminous appearance of the glow-worm, &c. At the conclusion of a most interesting lecture the President expressed an opinion that the
theory of Professor Schonbein was not quite solved by experiment. A conversation ensued, in the course of which Prof. Faraday confessed he had been in
error with regard to the agency of the hydrate of nitric of acid, hut he was by no
means sure that Ozone was the universal agent. Prof. Schonbein supposed it.
The learned professor had been rather influenced by his poetical imaginaSome further remarks ensued, after which Tiiomas Armstrong, Esq.,
tion.
read a description of a new Colossal Steam Electrical machine, and on some
phenomena attending the production of electricity by steam. This was observed by the President and others to be the reost powerful engine yet
hrought into action.
;

Freezing of Water in Red-hot Boilers.
2. Professor

Boutigny

related the results of experiments on the spheroidal

aud the application of

state of bodies,

this

knowledge

to steam-boilers, and
The chief points of the commuwhen water was projected upon
a hot substauce it assumes a spheroidal shape, and that although the vessel
was above the boiling point the water was below it. When it is allowed to
cool down, contact takes place and the water suddenly boils, thus showing the
apparent phenomena of cooling and boiling. When a liquid substance which
toils below the ordinary freezing point of water as liquid sulphurous acid is

on the

freezing of water in red hot vessels.

nication which was given in French were, that

projected into an incandescent crucible, the sudden expansion produces such
an intense cold that the water is frozen although contained in a white or red

hot crucible.
In connection with the paper, Mr.
practical points

:

—

I

Grove

called attention to the following

As regards the tempering of metals.

2.

The importance

of the experiments in connection with the bursting of steam-boilers, as provided on a large scale any thing approaching the prevention of contact takes
place, the engineer

is

lulled

into security by the effects on the safety valve,

whilst a sudden burst of vapour

is

developed

;

aud 3 To their connection with

Ihe phenomena of radiant heat.

M. Boutigny

lectured in his

to with great attention, and

his e.xperiment caused the greatest interest to a most crowded audience, there being above 300 members of the Associateon present.
Water placed over a furnace of intense heat was found not to evaporate in

the least degree until the vessel had

when

it

grown

disappeared in a volumn of steam.

to a

certain degree of coolness

The most amusing experiment

was the oianufacture of ice, real genuine ice, from a chemical preparation
and water boiled over a furnace of extreme heat
The mode in which pure
water was made to change color by the application of heat excited much
!

and the lecturer was most warmly applauded when he concluded,
and a vote of thanks to him was carried by acclamation. The President obsurprise,

wonders thoy bad witnessed were facts
which came under their daily observations if they would but use their eyes.
The whole of the experiments were but exhibitions of the same principle

Properties of Ozone.
Professor

which attended

served that the almost incredible

I3s. 6d. per ton.

Ozone, which he had undertaken
subject bad occupied his attention

[July,

own language and

his discourse

elicited great applause.

The

skill

was listened
and success

cognizant to every

moistened

it

washernoman who when she

tested the heat of her iron

to ascertain the proper degree of heat.

SECTION

C.

Geology and Physical Geography.

—

Place of Meeting Senate House.
President.— Hev. Professor Sedgwicli, M.A., F.K.S.

Secretaries;— Ref. J. Cumming, F.G.S.; A.C. Ramsay, F.G.S.; Rev. W. Thorp.
Committee. Baton Leopold Von Bueh Baron Von Waltershausen, of Gottingen R.
C.Ansten, F.G.S. Professor Ansted, F.R.S.; C. BiinOurv, F.G.S. Sir H. De la Beche,
F.K.S. ; Captain Sir E. Back, FB.S.: S. Clarke; Dr. bieffenbach Sir Ph. de Grey
Egerton, Bart. M.P. Dr. Falconer, F.G.S.; Sir C. Fellowes, Professor E. Forbes,
F.G.S.; Professor Forbes, F.R.S.S G. B. GrceDough, F.a.S.; R. Griffith, M.R.I.A. j
R. Hutton, F.G.S.; W. Hopkins, F.K.S.; H. L. Lindsay; R. 1. Murchison, F.K.S.;
Lord Nortliampton. Pres. K.S.; Prof. Oldham, M.R.LA.; Professor Owen, F.R.S.;
Professor Phillips, F.R.S.; H. E. Strickland, F.G.S.; the Dean of Westminster, F.G.S.

—

;

j

;

;

;

;

;

;

The Geological Section is usually the most attractive at meetings of the
British Association, and the committee consequently appointed the largest
and most important room at their disposal as its place of meeting— the
Senate-house.
A large platform was erected at the west end for the oflicers
and committee of the Section, and there were present Professors Sedgwick,
Buckiand, Murchison, Ansted, &., &c.
Professor Sedgwick read the first paper on The Geology in the vicitiity of
Cambridge.
Mr. Murchison read the substance of a letter he had received from Mr.
Ferdinand Oswald, of Breslau, in Germany, stating that in the neighbourhood
of where he lived had been discovered an oasis of Silurian rocks, rarely discovered in Germany, and what was of the greatest interest, in this spot which
covered only about 1500 acres were to be found Russian, English, Scandinavian fossils mixed in a manner never seen before.
Organization of Shells.
President said that the attention of the meeting would be first called
to the continuajion of the report of Dr. Carpenter, on the Structure of Shells,
deduced from microscopic observation.
Dr. Carpenter said be appeared before the meeting under great difficulties.
His year had been curtailed three months, and as there was but one artist in
London who could properly make the drawings, and he had been engaged in
completing what was required by the Association for the publication of the
first part of his report, he could not produce the large drawings he had exMe was glad to hear the ieained
pected for the illu-tration of his subjects.
President introduce him as with the avowal of his belief that shells do possess an organic structure, because a most distinguished foreigner had very reThe founcently doubted this, because they break in crystalline fractures.
dation of his theory was his belief in the analogy that he could now prove to
and
there
was
skins
of
animals,
no
a priori
subsist between shells and the
reasons against the theory, for he expected to find in shells a cellular conit.
them
found
He
then
called
examined
into
he
the
struction, and when he
attention of the meeting to sections highly magnified of the 1 erebratidcs
appearances,
had
perforations
which
extraordinary
other
which, among
showed that the animal matter must have passed through them. He had at
first thought they were to let in the water, but he was now convinced that
He had come to this conclusion from
they were part of a glandular process.
He had found perfect unimicroscopic observations of fossil Terelratuhe.
formity in all kinds of shells he had cut up; the Pandora at first from its
irregularities had occasioned him some doubt, but he now found it corroboThe Echinus, with its network of calcareous structure also
rating his theory.
corroborates it, and on examining the soft skinned creatures of its kind, he
had even been enabled to recognise in them very easily the charactesistics oi
Echinodermata. He showed drawings of the magnified spine of the Cidaris,
and he had no doubt the animal every year added a layer to the spine. He
found in the stems of the Pentacrinus perfectly symmetrical reticulations,
and the Nummxdites supported the theory, which showed the advantage of i»

The

to Geology.

Dr. Buckiand said he considered the discovery of this theory of the highest
importance both to Geology and Physiology, which gave the power of fixing
genus and even species to fragments no larger than a pin's head. A new
aim had been afl'orded to the geologist by it, and he as well as the physiolo-
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must

hail the microscope with joy.
species mi;;ht be (letermincd liy tliis theory.
gists

Dr. Carpenter has stated that
In his (Dr. IJucklnml's) Bridge-

he had approached somewhat near to it, for he lad there exall resembled each other when belonging to the same
with Professor Sedgwick in his enconiinm on
the skill and ability with which Dr. Carpenter had conducted this important

water

treatise

Place of

hibited patterns which
species,

lie entirely agreed

inTestigatiou.

Picsideul.— The

Meeting— Philosoplikal

Power of Laud

Snails

iofonn Holes

in Roclis.

Society's

Rooms.

I!ev. Professor Hjlisloiv.

Vice-Presidents.— Bishop of Nonvich; Professor E. Forbes; C. C. Bahingto
Bev. L. Jeuyns, F.L.S.; W. Ogllby.
Sccretorles- (.. I.ankestcr,

Dr. linrkland said he had now to lay before the meeting the result of bis
investigation " On the agency of land snails in forming holes in compact
rocks."
He was now convinced that by means of an acid with which they
were provided snails could make perforations upon the most solid forms of
limestone.
He bad been often asked wliy, if this he true, tbi-y do not find
Now be had
where snails were abundant that they had holes like mice.
been enabled to get at something like the rapidity at which these creatures
two or three
hole
was
found
when
a
worked, and he now felt assured that
His attention
inches deep, it had two or three thousand years to make it.
perforations
discussion
the
(iO ft.
by
on
subject
a
had first been called to this
high at Tenby Castle, which by some were taken to be evidenced of a raised
snails.
At
Plymouth,
workmanship
of
land
himself
as
the
beach, but by
where he had first avowed his conviction, he had been met with a courteous
laugli almost amounting to scorn, but since then he had caught snails in the
very act, and what was more be had them with him. The perforations were
unlike those made by any other animals, or those made by the salt of the
At Boulogne bis
sea combined witli tlie carbonic acid of tlie atmosphere.
attention had been called to the odd appearance of the rocks by the road
side, and on stopping to examine it he bad found the snails actually at work.
The rocks were carboniferous lime-stone, and what was also remarkaljle,
they were in a neighbourhood that oflcred abundant food for the snails.
These perforations were never found where the rain and frosts could operate,
but always having the apertures downwards.
They were never to be found
in the south-west projecting towards the stormy region, but under the first
projecting sheltered rock where there are pastures for the snails, there you
will find them.
How he had come at the time taken by the snails to complete a certain depth was from bis having last summer visited Risborough
Castle, where he found perforations such as he bad spoken of, but none more
than an inch deep. Now the Romans had left this 1,500 years ago, and presuming that the snails took possession at their exit, they have worked at the
rate of one inch in a thousand years.
How
This fornie-d his chronometer.
he had ascertained that they worked by means of an acid was from taking
a snail in the fact, and not having chemical tests with him, a lady had devoted a piece of the beautiful purple ribbon of her bonnet to the enquiry,
and on gently stimulating the snail, the jinrple had, by means of the creatures emission, been turned as beautiful a red as ever adorned the gills of a
turkey cock. Since then many wlio doubted his theory had believed it.
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SECTION D.
Zoology and Botanv.

JI.l).,

W

W.

On Mons.

Fi/.eau's process of etching daguerreotype plates by Mr.

In a Daguerreotype portrait the black parts of the plate

,

:

—

;

no decomposition can take place until
the mixture be heated when the cbloriile of sodium and nitrite of potash
are decomposed and chlorine and nitrous acid are evolved
these attack
the silver and consequently those portions of the daguerreotype which are
undefended by the mercury, whilst the mercurial deposit becomes analogous
to the ordinary etching ground of engravers, and protects all those parts of
the plate that are covered with from the action of the corroding fluid.
After a time those portions of the plate that have been acted upon by the
chlorine, iSic. become covered with a protecting coat of chloride of silver
this
must be removed by dilute liquid ammonia, when the biting may be continued (if necessary), by a fresh supply of the mixed acid.
The plate being now slightly bitten, it is to be inked and allowed to dry, the
surface is then thoroughly polished, the ink still remaining in the corroded
portions of the plate.
It must then be gilded by the electrotype, those parts
alone receiving tlie gold that has been previously polished,
ihe ink is then
the
hollows
by potash, and the gilded surface now constitutes
dissolved out of
the etching ground in place of the mercury, and the biting may be continued
by nitric acid after the manner of engravers. It cannot be expected that the
above process should produce a finished picture, but slight assistance from
the hand of an engraver will speedily accomplish this.
The engravings produced of the nervous systems of Aplysia and Tritonia,
the latter much magnified, and the nutriraental organs in situ of a caterpillar,
sufficiently demonstrate the successful application of the daguerreotype to the
purposes of Natural History
the details being faithful and minute, and the

The

nitric acid is so far diluted that

;

;

;

Mr. Trevelyan made a communication on the guano of the Paro islands.
As the supplies of this manure from the African coasts have become greatly

many parts almost exhausted, it is desirablo to look out for
sources from whence it may be obtained.
The guano of these islands is
derived from the Cormorants and is to be obtained in large quantities, whilst
the quality is considered to be quite equal to that obtained from Peru or
lessened, and in

new

chalk formation, and bad hitherto been confined to detached bones and teeth.
The characters which enabled .Mr. C. to refer the present fossil to the genus
Ichthyosaurus were pointed out, and be then proceeded to notice those iu
which it was distinguished from any of the species hitherto described. The
name which he proposed for this new species was Icbtyosaurus camjjvlodon,
in reference to the i)eculiarly curved form of the teeth of the lower jaw. Mr.
C. mentioned, that the present fossil was also interesting as it proved that
the Ichthyosaurus of the chalk was diti'erent from any of the species of that
genus whicli had been hitherto discovered in the lias and oolitic formations
and therefore confirmed the observations of geologists, that hitherto no species of fossil reptile, common to any two great geological formations, has

Ichaboe.

SECTION E.— [Medical
Place of meeting

President

— Aiiatumical Lecture. loom,

Dr. Ernest
Zealand.

Dieffexbach read an account of the geological features of
It appears from bis paper, that a mountain chain of ancient
runs through the island with dykes of greenstone, anterior to
the coal formation. At both sides of this chain are horizontal sedimentary
strata with fossil remains, shewing them to belong to a very recent formation.
There exists many older volcanic rocks, as basalts and agate porphyries, but
the most interesting feature is a chain of modern volcanic phenomena on the
grandest scale, a burning volcano in the centre and hot springs, resembling
those of Iceland and St. Michael, depositing a great quantity of siliceous silt.
It appeared from Dr. DietTenbach's paper, that the interior is occupied by a
great formation of barrenpumice stone gravel, and the coasts offer no extent of
Dr. Buckland drew the conclusion from the nature of the rocks,
level land.
that the island was little suited to agriculture.

iieai

the Botanic Garden.

Vice-Presidents— Professor Clarke; Professor Fisher; Dr. Hodgkin
Secretaries— K. Sargent, M. A., M. B. I. A. Dr. Webster.
Committee Ur. Budd Ur. Laycock ; Dr. Meriimiin.

:

Ur. Latbu

i

—

;

SECTION

New

Science.]

-Ur. Haviland.

been discovered.

stratified rocks

truly wonderful.

is

Guano.

Mr. C. stated, that the discovery of so large a portion of the most important part of the skeleton was especially interesting, as
the remains of this genus of reptile were but very rarely met with in the

Zealand.

GoADBV.

consist of silver,

the white portions of mercury, and the intermediate tint of a mixture of the
two the degree of darkness or light depending upon the excess either of the
silver or of the mercury.
In converting a Daguerreotype into an engraved plate it is necessary to etch
away tho dark parts and to leave the white untouched. The important part
or the process therefore, consists in the i)roiluction of a menstruum capable
of receiving the silver without attacking the mercury, and the fluid used for
Dilute nitric acid nitrous acid ; chloride of
this purpose is the following
sodium, and nitrite of potash.

chalk, near Cambridge.

New

.

Yirrell.

texture of the several tissues represented to an extent that

Geology of

F.L.s.

Committee— Professor Allman, B. Bull, Professor T. Bell, Dr. Cirpenter.
Clear, Dr.
DauUeny, Dr. Falconer, Ur. Fleming, J. E. Cray, Ur. Hoopkin, K. \V. Hope, l)r. King,
l)r. B. Latham, B. WacAndrciv, A. Nasmylh, Professor B. Owen, Ur. Priuhard, Ur.
Bichardsoii, \V. Speiice, \V. Thompnoii,

Fossil IctJiijosaurus, near Cambridge.

Mr. Carter, of Cambridge, exhibited to the section a magnificent fossil,
consisting of portions of the head and jaws of a large saurian animal belonging to the genus Ichthyosaurus, which he recently procured from the lower

,

F.L.S., T. V. Wolleston.

F.

Statistics.
Place of meeting — Lecture Boom, Great-court, Trin-coil.
President— Earl Filzwilliam. M. A., F. E. S.
Vice-Presidents— Lord Saiidon, M. P.
Colonel Sykes, F. B. S., Sir Charles Lemon,
j

Bart., F. B. S.

;

Professor Prjme.

Secretaries-Joseph Fletcher, Esq., Dr. Cooke Taylor.
Committee— Sir. J. Boileau, Colonel Everest, His E.xcellenry Edward Everett, J. Heywood, F. B. S., Eaton Hodgkinson, Sir J. Johnston, Hart., Sir C. Lemon, Bart., R.
Moncton Milnes, II. P., G. B. Porter, M. Julien, Shafto Adair,

Trade and Navigation of Norway

The first paper was read by Mr. Porter, and consisted of observations on
the Trade and Navigation of Norway, arranged by Mr. Richard Valpy.
It
stated that the chief export trade of Norway consists of the produce of her
forests, fisheries, and mines.
The most extensive forests are in the interior,
and chiefly are property belonging to the peasantry. For some years the
timber trade has been gradually changing its course formerly England was
looked upon as the chief market, and in return England retained almost the
exclusive trade in manufactures, but a few found its way from other coun;
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From 1809, the period when the English protection system extended
in favour of Canada, the decline of the trade with England commenced, and
in the same proportion as the exports to England fell off, did the use of BriHamburgh and the German States also became
tish manufactures decrease.
new markets for this doscription of Norwegian produce, and German manuin
great
measure those of England. A table was then
a
superseded
factures
The paper then
read, showing the great exports of Norwegian timber.
Much has
managment
of
forest
in that country (Norway.)
the
of
treated
been said about the decrease of the woods in Norway, but it is generally admitted by those conversant witli the subject that the reproduction is as rapid

tries.

The fishing trade is next in importance to the timber
38 the consumption.
market, fish being exported to a great degree (the paper here gave a list of
the various fish to be found in this interesting ccmntry,) all of which inIn the last three years, since 1841,
creased V'ifh the exception of lobsters.
the annual average exports have not much exceeded ,')00,000. The chief
market for salmon was Denmark. For several years the salmon trade was
verv prosperous, but of late it had been very limited. This was found to be
The discovery was made by two ships
owing to immense shoals of sharks.
being sent out for salmon when eight ships were fittted out for shark
fishsng in 18J1, and 20,000 of these voracious animals were captured, and
Norway was increasing in
their numbers did not appear at all diminished.
importations, especially in coffee, tobacco, cotton twist, and an immense
number of other articles which the paper enumerated and there was a great
probability of our trade with Norway Increasing from the impetus given to
The paper was very elaborate and aptrade by the revision of the tariff.
peared to yield great satisfaction.
;

;

Mechanics.
Place of meeting— Lecture Room under Public Library.
President— Sir George Rennie. F. R. .S.
Vice-Presidents— Professor Willis, F. R. S., Wm. Fairbairn, Sir John Guest,
Scott Russell, F. R. S., Edin.
Secretary

M.

P., F.

— Rev. W. T. Kingsley.

Committee- John Taylor. F. R. S. Richard Roherls, C. E., Eaton Hodgkinson, F.R.S.
J. F. Baleman. C. E., J. Dent, P eter Claref Joseph Whitworth, C. E., J. Jessop, Rev. B.
M. Cowie, T. Cooper.

[July,

over the same momentum, as got on the old principle, by a light
weight moving witli great velocity, than the state of the heads of the' piles as
driven by each process.
I beg leave to call your attention to this sketch
of
two heads of piles, one 56 feet long driven by a monkey of 12 cwt, falling
from a great height, and making only one blow in five minutes, and requiring
20 hours to drive if; this, though protected by a hoop of iron, is so split and
shattered on the head that it would require to be re-lieaded io drive it anyfurther.
The other, although 66 feet long, was not even supported by aa
iron hoop, and the head is as smooth as if it were dressed ofl" with a new
plane.
It was driven with a hammer 50 cwt. and only 3 feet fall, making "5
blows a minute, and was put in its place and finished in 4^ minutes. I beg
leave to observe that in addition to other great advantages of driving by a
heavy weight over tliat of driving by a light weight is the immense saving of
labour, or whatever nmving power is employed,
ilomentum being the product of weight multiplied by velocity, you may get the same momentum in
various ways by varying both the factors
but where the velocity employed
is that produced by the action of gravitation the greater the velocity employed, the greater is the loss of power.
Suppose for example we want a
momentum 16, a weight 8, with velocity 2 will give it, and let us suppose
that velocity created by the weight of falling from a height of 3 feet, we can
get the same velocity by employing a weight of 4, and velocity 4, but to
create that velocity by falling, the body must fall from a height of 12 feet,
or four times the former height, the velocities being only as the square roots
now it is evident that it will require double the power to raise
of heights
41b. 12 ft. high as to raise 81b. 3ff. high, so that there is a loss of one half
of the power employed in the latter case.
This new and powerful agent I
expect will produce great national results in the contemplated harbours of
refuge which are to be formed along our coasts, and the recovery of vast
tracts of land from the sea, and which it will now be as easy to effect, as,
before the operation of this new power, it would have been diflicult, and in
many instances impossible. I shall only add in conclusion that the site of
that great national work the Royal Steam dock at Devonport was actually
planned and laid out on the faith of the powers of the pile driver ; as inferred from those of its sister machine the patent steam hammer with whose
worderful performance the Admiralty had been previously acquainted, and
which is also the invention of the same talented individual to whom not
only his own country, but the most remote regions of the civilized world are

locity,

;

;

so deeply indebted.

A

paper was read by Dr. Booth On a method of convi>rting Rectilinear into
Ihe following paper was read by Dr. Greene.
Stotary motion.
Oil Mr.Nasmyth^s steam hammer for pile driving.
Before entering upon the action of Mr. .lames Nasmyth's patent steam
pile driver, as many members may be present who have not heard my description of it at our last meeting, I shall with permission briefly advert to
to its principle, without entering into a detail of its construction.
It consists of a steam cylinder, closed at the bottom, but the top has openings to
allow the passage of air. A piston works in it, having its rod passing through
a steam tight aperture in the bottom.
To this piston rod the monkey, or
driver, wliich weighs 1\ tons, is attached, and by which it is suspended. The
machine is worked by high pressure steam, which being admitted at the bottom of the cylinder by the induction pipe raises the piston, and with it the
monkey attached to it. The instant it arrives at the height required, it closes
the induction pipe, and opening the eduction pipe (also at the bottom of the
cylinder,) the steam escapes, and the piston with the monkey attached to its
rod falls freely upon the head of the pile. A large heavy cap of iron with a
hole to allow tlie head of the pile to pass through slides between two upright
standards, and guides the direction of the pile.
The monkey and cylinder
also follow the course of the pile, guided by the same uprights, between
•which they slide.
I am highly gratified in being able to lay before the Association an account
of the action of the very ingenious machine of wliich I have just given a brief
outline.
I extract the report from a letter from Devonport which I yesterday received from my friend James Nasmyth, the inventor. In the first trial
with a part of the machine at the manufactory it drove a pile 14 inches
square and 18 feet in length 15 feet into the ground with 20 blows of the
monkey, the machine then working 70 strokes a minute; the ground was a
coarse ground embedded in a strong tenacious clay, performing this work in
17 seconds. The entire machine is now in full action at Devonport for the
embankment to be erected there to keep out the sea, and form an immense
wet dock to contain the royal steam navy. lie describes it as going far beyond what he had dared even to hope for, and that it is truly laughable to
see it stick vast 6G feet piles into the ground as a lady would stick pins into
her pincushion. The entire time of operations required to be performed on
each pile from the time it is floated alongside of the stage until it is embedded in the solid foundation of slate rock is only 4J minutes. The great
stage which carries the machine, boiler, workmen, and everything necessary
trots along on its own railway like a wheelbarrow, it moves on the diameter
of a pile the moment it has finished the last. It picks the pile up out of the
water, hoists it high in the air, drops it into its exact place, then covers it
with the great magic cap, which follows it as it sinks into flie ground, then
thump goes the monkey on its head, jumping away 75 jumps a miuite. At
the first stroke the pile sank 6 ft., its advance gradaidly diminishing until in
the hard ground above the sound slate rock it was reduced to 9 inches.
Nothing can prove the superiority of the principle of Nasmyth's brilliant inTentiou of getting his momentum by a heavy weight moving with small ve-

A meeting took place at Section A room to take into consideration the
best mode of conducting simultaneously the Magnetical and ileteorological
Observations, in all the first class observatories.
The meeting was attended
by several distinguished foreigners interested in the question, and by Mr.
Airy, and other English philosophers
Sir J. F. W. Herschelwas in the chair.
Mr. Airy objected to a proposal of three hours, and also of four, and proposed a resolution as follows
" That where it is found inconvenient or im;

:

—

possible to take the observations at every hour, they should be

made every

two hours, and these hours should be the even hours of Gotfingen mean
time." This motion was assented to, and also another that mean Gottingen
time should be used.

TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM.
The Astronomer Royal delivered a discourse in the Senate House, on the
recent progress of Terrestrial Magnetism.
Sir J. F. W. IIerschel was in the chair.
Mr. AiRv, the .\stronomer Royal, began by stating that he should treat
the subject in a large and general view, though it would be necessarily very
imperfect.
He presumed every one knew the construction of the compass and
the properties of the mognetic needle, and explained the meaning of the
" dip of the needle," at Cambridge the dip at this time was 70 deg. from the
horizontal.
The dip and horizontal directions were different at different parts
The horizontal force of the attractive power of magnetism was
of the eajth.
determined by the vibratory motion given to a needle, by removing it by another force from its own directive power; power would endeavour to restore
the needle to its true position, but the impetus gained in the action carried it
beyond the magnetic north, and thus caused vibration as of a pendulum, and
the horizontal force could then be determined by the number of vibrations ia
This much of magnetism was known at the beginning of the
a given time.
of the present century, together with the fact that about the year 1600 the
needle pointed east of the nortb meridian, that soon after it pointed to west
of north, and increased in this direction until it attained an angle of more
than 23 degrees it is now so nearly stationary tliat it cannot be determinately
settled whether it will go farther westward or return ; suspicion was strong
that it was on the point of returning. The construction, or rather the mounting of the present dip needle was explained; it has an axis at right angles to
its directive power, resting on knife edges, that is, steel exceedingly hard and
sharpened, or agate ; with this it was found that the dip could be determined
within a few seconds. It bad been discovered by Graham that the needle had
a diurnal oscillation, and that it mady a great western spring at 2 p.m., and
was most eastern at 8 a.m. aud 8 i'.m. ; this occurred with great regularity,
;

and attracted much attention, and the Astronomer Royal thought it might be
The next portion of the subject was on
in some way caused by the sun.
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magnetic storms or distuiliances, the first of which ohserved to be simultaneous was noticed by Graham and a Swedisli philosopher, and so far as they
could then judge, the times of oscillation seemed simullaneons. Afterwards
similar coincident distnrhances were noticed at I'aris and Stockholm, and it
was always perceived that these great disturbances were occasioned by, or at
This peculialeast accompanied with, an exhibition of the Aurora liorealis.
rity had been fully contirmed by the observations at Greenwich, it having appeared that in all extraordinary oscillations of the needle, an Aurora liorealis
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ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
JuT\e 9.

— H. E. Kendall, V.P.,

in

the Chair.

much more powerful than the longer kind, owing to the greater facility of
thoroughly hardening so small a piece of steel. Mr. Airy thought these
" pigmy" magnets wonid ultimately take |)Iace of larger ones. Mr. Airy concluded his long and deeply interesting lecture by a hope that ere long one of
the swings of the needle should be thoroughly compared the observations of
this particular swing being collected from all the magnetic observatories now
in existence
then we might hope for some knowledge on this obscure

paper was read, illustrated by models, explanatory of an " Improre'cl
(if Ventilation of Buildings, Ships, ^c.," invented by Mr. J. Kite. The
plan is likewise adapted for the prevention or cure of smoky chimneys, for
which purpose it has been successfully applied. The improvement consists
in the employment of what Mr. Lite denominates " a deflecting roof, or
cowl," consisting of a number of Louvres or deflectors, arranged in a peculiar
manner at certain angles fined on the ridge of a roof or on the shaft of a
chimney, instead of an ordinary chimney-put; which, by presenting their
oblique surfaces to the action of the wind or external air, a continuous current is produced across the roof or covfl, which occasions a strong upward
draft, whereby the vitiated air of a crowded apartment or church may be
rapidly drawn olf, or the passage of smoke up a flue greatly facilitated, without the employment of any mechanical arrangements that require to be kept
in constant motion, and consequently soon worn out, or the necessity for the
application of any costly prime-moving power.
A portfolio of sketches made in India and Egypt by J. II. Pillau, Esq., and
some drawings of Indian Monuments, forwarded by General Montcitli, were

science.

exhibited.

was either visible there, or at no very great distance. The ueedles for these
nice determinations of magnetic force were suspended by two threads of unby
ipun silk, and not on the olil construction of being supported on a pin
this method friction was hardly possible to interrupt the full play of the needle
;

to any sensible amount The magnets in common use, at present in the magnetic observatories, were from 2 to 4 feet long; but a German philosopher
was now using a " pigmy" magnet of only an inch in length, and found it

:

A

Mode

;

In reccrding tli;it portion of tlifi annual hiliours of tlif' Britisli Association wliich bears more immediately on tlie interests of practical art,
we cannot coneliule our report without an observation or two on the reAn annual meeting for the express purpose of adsults exhibited.
vancing science might fairly be expected to obtain the entire concursociety bearing on its nuister-roU the
rence of public respect.
names of the Astronomer Royal, Jl. Boutigny, Dr. Buckland, SirWjl]iam Hamilton, Dr. Peacock, Baden I'owell, Prof. Pryine, Sir George

A

Rennie, Professors Sedgwick and Wlieatstone, Sec, ought, one would
suppose, to have authority almost supreme in the matters of which it
takes cognizance ; and yet it will seem an incomprehensible mystery
to the succeeding generation, that this society has been mnre ridiculed
and more abused than any other learned society in England. The
national feeling for some reason or another is directly against Peripatetic philosophy.
On the continent, indeed, the si^ances of ambulatory
savants are reported in the public journals with all the gravity with
wliich journalists usually record wliat they do not undeistand. But
the English people have the idea that men of science ought not to be
feted, ought not to chapenai ladies at flower-shows, ought not to wear
white kid gloves and polished French boots, ought not to travel from
town to town with their boxes of models and diagrams and specimens
like licensed philosophic hawkers.
No one can fancy Newton doing
anything of the kind, nor Euler, nor Des Cartes. Tjie old philosophers were not itinerants. The results of their labours were not displayed to " fashionable audiences," they did not dispute before
" ladies in full tvening dresses." Their discoveries were the result
of patient midnight labours; of quiet undisturbed reflection; long
painful night-vvatcliings, and secret toil in solitary chambers. The
fruits of their industry appeared before the world in scientific
"memoirs" and "transactions," in public letters, or in academical
theses; but tlie excitement and noise of a "fashionable audience"
were deemed altogether inconsistent with the successful pursuit of
science.
scarcely know why this feeling, which seemed obviously
just in days of yore, should be false now.
The vehicles for communicating scientific discoveries in the form of memoirs are surely as
accessible, and more accessible than ever.
see in the transactions
of the British Association this year much that is valuable and more
that is interesting, but we see notliing which might not have been published to the whole world without the expense and trouble of a meeting like the present. Ridicule is always disagreeable, but when it

We

We

falls upon those who are really greatest of modern philosopliers it
becomes a positive public injury. It is folly, if no worse, to alfecl, as
some do, to treat these great men with ridicule. Contempt aimed
at such men as Sir William Hamilton and Professor Airy nmst necessarily be reflected back upon tlie puny assailants.
But still there
roust be some real tangible cause of complaint when the sneer is con-

stantly reiterated, and the dissatisfaction universal. Were that cause
removed, there is little doubt that the respect, which Englishmen
usually p;iy to men of science, would be liberally bestowed upon the

British Association and they who bear oflice in it would advance not
only their own dignity but the interests of science itself, bv devoting a
portion of their time to investigate the causes of the present public
dissatisfaction and consider the n.eans of removing it.
;

THH ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.
in the Saloon, 91, Prince's Street, on
1S45, the President in the chair.

The Society met

The following communications were made

Monday May

12,

;

At the request of the Council, an Exposition of Geology, in its applicawas given by Alexander Ross, Esq. This exposiformed the second part of the address, the first on Mineralogy, havmeeting. On this occasion, he limited himself
former
at
a
delivered
ing been
to the geological phenomena which might lead to the discovery of the useful
formations
in which they occur, and the pecudescribing
the
metals, briefly
liarity of the circumstances which might tend to their detection.
Pkotorjrnphic
Register Thermometer.
on
the
commrmication
Additional
2.
By MoNGO I'oNTON, Esq., F.R.S.E. The instrument was exhibited, with
adaptations
attached.
The author described
mechanical
other
and
Time-Piece
the method by which the clock was made to turn the cylinder, carrying the
peculiar
plan for raising and
Registration
also
a
purpose
of
the"
jiaper for
lowering, at the proper intervals of time, the gas flame, bj which the regismaintained
at
its
full height for five
being
the
flame
produced,
tration is
a period sulKcient to impress the image of the
minutes every, half-hour,
lowered
to
and
then
a mete point.
He
paper
the
on
column
mercurial
farther discribed a method by which the registering cylinder might be moved
only
thread
being
the
connecting
distance,
a
considerable
at
a
clock
by the
link between them, so that the thermometer might be placed outside of the
window, while the clock and gas flame remained inside. He farther stated
that, by proper arrangement, the same clock might be made to register the
indications both of a barometer and a thermometer, or even of a barometer
and two thermometers, one placed in the sun, the other in the shade.
3. Additional Notice of Mr. K. Bryson's Self-Registering Barometer, with
remarks, showing that no Correction for Temperature will be necessary in
1.

tion to the Useful Arts,

tion

;

—

—

By Alex. Bryson, Esq., V.P.— lie exhibited an accurate
Instrument.
method of determining the expansion of mercury from increased temperature
this

standard barometer ; and demonstrated that the syphon barometer,
used as a self-registering instrument (as formerly described to the Society),
by the shorter limb of the syphon, requires only a correction
ohserved
and
Mr. Bryson also described the
of 0-OOG inches for CO degrees Fahrenheit.
results obtained from his hourly barometric register kept during two years,
and remarked the extreme similarity existing between these and the observations of Professor Forbes during three years at Colinton.
4. Description and Drawing of a Compress for c/ieching Ilirmorrhage folThe ditiiculty
lowing the extraction of a Tooth. By \V. A. Roberts, M.D.
of arresting alveolar hsemorrhagc, or continued bleeding from the sockets,
after the extraction of a tooth, which in some instances has terminated
lie expects by
fatally, led Dr. Roberts to turn bis attention to the subject,
the aid of his compress, one being adajitcd for the upper jaw, the other for
the lower, to be able to apply the necessary pressure upon the bleeding vessel, doing away with the tteirig up of the head with bandages, iVc. He effects
this by means of a small padded bolster, so arranged as to communicate, by
means' of a moveable bar or rod, with a small stopper fitted on the end of
the bar, and which can be placed in any position in the mouth, and secured
there by means of small regulating screws, the bolster externally, and the
stopper internally, forming the antagonist pressure ; the expected advantages
being a continuous and uniform pressure, with httle annoyance to the pain the

—

tient.
5. Mr. Alexander Bain, the patentee, exhibited and described his EleclroMagnctic Telegraph. One of the varieties of this telegraph was exhibited in
This was stated to be by far the simplest of the electric telegraphs
It acts by means of a single wire, and can be
wliich have been invented.
laid down at the rate of about 50/. per mile, besides the telegraph apparatus,
which will cost about 12/. for each station. When any signal is given, it is

—

action.
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known at aP. tlie stations instantaneoiisly, and by a simple contrivance, it is
known to which, or from which station the message has been sent. One of
these telegraphs is to be shortly laid down on the railway from Edinburgh
Mr. Bain also explained the way in which he made the disto GlasROW.
covery leading to the simplification of the electric telegraph.

PRICES OF PLATE GL.\SS.
(From Laxton^s

Builder's Price Book.J

are the prices of plate glass agreed upon by the manufacThe table shews that the public receive more than the
turing companies.
full benefit of the reduction of the tariff.

The following

In.

[July,

THE

IS^o.l

CIVIL

NEW COVENTRY-STREET,

ENGINEER AND ARCHITECT'S JOURNAL.
THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF AIR

LEICESTER-SQUARE.

But

shops along tlie groutul floor, this piece of street arcliinot
miglit pass for the facade of some large single edifice
object to the shops, as shops, and because they are occnpied

for tlie

tocliire

we

;

by persons in trade; but because thev occasion a continuity of openings below, that is quite destructive of the appearance of solidity,
Still we
and that ill accords with the boldness of all the rest.
admit the architect hiis done the best which circumstances will
allow; fur your shopkeepers are a very self-willed and intractable race in such matters, and insist upon having the utmost possible
extent of window. There is more of the appearance of support than
usual; and windows do not actually shoot round corners. There is
besides a degree of good taste and quietness in the general design of
the shops, which we hope will be kept up, by its being conditioned for
in the lipases that the tenants sliall not be at libiTty to alter thrir
respective fronts at their own discretion (which means discretion with
an in before it), nor to do anything at all to destroy uoiformity, out of
the amiable ambition of cutting a more dashing appearance than their
neighbours, and throwing them into the shade. Overlooking the
ground floor, as what cannot fairly be taken into account, and looking
only at what is above it, we perceive a marked improvement upon the
ordinary system of architectural embellishment for a series of streethouses.
It was rather a favourable circumstance than the contrary,
that the street itself is so short
a mere avenue opened from Coventryitreet into the square, so that tlie extent of frontage does not at all
an
exceed that of
ordinary fafade (the length being only 105 feet,
and the height GU feet), and loftiness is not overpowered by length.
There is, moreover, what is so seldom found in similar cases, the
appearance of sutficiency of mass, the elevation being returned on the
east and west ends, instead of the design being confined to the mere
front, after the fashion of what Punch, or some such malicious varlet,
has termed an architectural 'pinafore.' The style here adopted, or
we ought perhaps to say introduced, is certainly open to objection
from those who make 'has been' the measure and standard of "can
be and ought to be," and who disapprove of what does not accord
with established autlmrity, knowing that to be at least a safe course.
Nor would it be dilTicuit to show, by quoting "bookish dicta," that we
ought not to allow ourselves to approve of this design because it
smacks terribly of innovation, and is in a composed or mixed, consequently in an 'impure' stvle,
one in which elements and ideas borrowed from different styles and different modes of the same general
style are made to coalesce into something distinct from every one of
them. In art the successful becomes the legitimate, and we are welldisposed to accept what Mr. Mayhew has done in new Coventrystreet, as a very successful experiment, and a most laudable effort to
get us out of the confined and beaten track, which has hitherto been
too exclusively pursued.
He may be allowed to have "opened up,"
as the Scotch say, a new one for general street architecture, as distinct
from monumental edifices, therefore very well admitting of much
greater freedom of treatment. Yet though the style which has been here
thus far wrought out, is sufficiently consistent, and well enough applied
in this particular instance, the same degree of floridness of character
would not be always suitable: on the contrary, might be apt to pall
There is also
upon the eye in a very extended range of building.
great danger of its being overdone and caricatured by second hand
copyists; because, unless there be artistic feeling and intelligence of
composition, what is meant for decoration is apt to become little
better than mere trumpery in unskilful hands.
Here, reminiscences of
both continental and our own English renaissance are so skilfully
wrought into what may be designated by the generic and comprehensive term Italian architecture,' that the ensemble is sufficiently consistent and of a piece.
do not say that it will satisfy those
who make simplicity a sine qua non, an indispensable quality, and
what ought also to be the predominating one on every occasion.
too admire simplicity; but we should be very sorry to be able to
admire nothing else, as some seem to make a very great merit of
doing; for we can even adcnire the very reverse of it when, though
which,
there may not be what is generally uciderstood by simplicity,
by the by, is frequently quite misunderstood, there is that correspoudence of characl r kept up throughout, which arises from the confluMost
ence of i<leas all intermingling, and expanding into one stream.
assuredly there is vi ry far more of the simplicity of unity, and less of
mongrelism, in this New Coventry-Street f.i^ade than there is in such
a pseudo-tireek design as the east elevation of llie Union Club-house
in Trafalgar-square.

—

—

'

We

—

We

—

—

have received a letter from a correspondent who assumes a
jocular signature, controverting the accuracy of two papers which we
inserted last month, one on " Tin- Properties of Air as a Mechanical
Agent," the other on "The Mechanical Theory of Steam proposed by
greatly regret that we cannot find room to
the Artizan Club."

We

( With an Engraving, Plate XVIII.)

that
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AND STEAM.

We

insert the present letter entire (it extends to 19 pages of note paper),
we are verv anxious to encourage free discussion of scientific subjects ; but as a great part of the letter is written in a jocular discuras

we will insert those parts only which are argumentative,
assuring our correspondent that we will not knowingly weaken any of
In the paper on the Mechanical Properhis arguments by omission.
ties of Air, he objects to the passage which states that after the preand the train-piston in motion, if the
complete,
is
exhaustion
liminary
rarefaciicm be uniform, " the work done by the prime mover is exactly
motion
transferred to the train of carof
measured hv the quantilv
riages: for every cubic foot of air pumped out at the station, the traOn this passage our corvelling piston describes a foot of space."
sive strain,

respondent observes,

Now this assertion of the equality of the work done and the power expended by the prime mover, made liere as an axiom almost too evident to
require even to be slated, and on which the whole argument turns, so far
from being an axiom is not true, as a very sliglit consideration will show.
Suppose, for the sake of easy illustration, thai the the piston of the air pump
the same size and moves at the same sjieed aa the piston attached to the
' II. C," that the
train.
This evidently accords with the conililion stated by
air discharged must be equal in volume to the space described by the travelling piston, and if the equality of power expended by the prime mover and
the work done in propelling the train were equal, as stated in his axiom, the
constant retarding pressure on the air pump piston ought to be the same as
the two pistons moving at the
the moving pressure on the travelling piston
same velocity and being of the same area. What is the fact ? Why, that at
there is no retarding pressure
air
pump
the
stroke
of
each
the beginning of
From this
on the piston, the pressure of the air on both sides being equal.
stroke
the
air is gradually compressed
of
the
made
lias
piston
point till the
§
tietween the piston and discharge valve, thus creating a constantly retarding
force, which at f of the stroke, and not before, becomes equal to the motive
We thus «ec that these two forces, so far
force on the travelling piston.
from being on the whole exactly balanced, are only in this state during ^ of
the stroke; dur ng the other f the retarding power on the air pump piston
the
is much leas tknn the motive power necessary to maintain the motion of
is

—

train.

We

hope to be able to convince our correspondent that his objecargument in question. He will observe in the
place that he is assuming the elastic properties of air at rest to
In a former paper, however,
be the same as those of air in motion.
on Atmospheric Traction, referred to in that which our correspondent
reviews, it was distinctly laid down that the dvnamical and static 1
And in accordance with
properties of air are essentially diff'erent.
this fact, the pafier of last month concludes by stating that two-thirds
—not of the power but of the slrvkts of the engine are wasted by
It is difficult to draw a conclusion as to
the preliminary exhaustion.
the power wasted, owing to our imperfect knowledge of the properties
of air in motion
but to proceed to a more direct reply, we think we
can convince our correspondent that assuming the statical laws of air
tion does not alf'^ct the
first

—

;

to obtain, his objection

There are two

—

is

untenable.

distinct classes of

Fig- !•

Fig. 2.

air-pumps in the one the upper surface of the piston or sucker is open
to atmospheric pressure fig. 1, in the
fig. 2, the cylinder in which the
piston works is closed at lop, having
a centre aperture through which the
piston-rod works, and being provided
also with a valve opening upwards.
Now for the first of these it is obvious
that our correspondent's objection
cannot apply. The air-pressure after

other

preliminary exhaustion being supposed
5 lb. to the inch the pressure on a is
Id — 51b. to tlie inch.
If a move upwards through any distance, say a foot
the train-pision will also move through
an inch and the pressure on tfiat piston
is

also

15—5

lb.,

so that

it is

_A

L—
''

clear that

pump such as fig. 1, the work
done anil the power exerted are equal.
Before however we proceed to fig. 2,
we must remark that though in fig. 1
for a

the train-piston moves continously forward, the pump-piston lias an
It is undeniable we think that power expended in

alternate action.

Ko.

95.— Vol. Vlll.— August,

1845.
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causing the pump-pisfon to descend
useful

is

so

much

loss,

because

We

drawing the train-piston forwartt.

eft'ect in

it

make

has no
the re-

miglit otherwise be made a point of argument tliat the
atmospheric pressure assists the piston'sdescent as much as it impeded
Tlie case is exactly anahigous to that of a man Aa«//wg'
its ascent.
up a weight by a rope. When he has raised the weight a certain
distance, he takes a lower part of the rope in his hand, and again
But it is c-rtain that
raises the weight a certain distance, and so on.
the alternate action of dcpressinghis hands has no direct usefcd effect:

mark because

it

the whole amount of available force is that exerted in raising his
hands.
Now then for fig. 2. Here, as our correspondent observes, if the
pressure in the main pipe be 5 lb. to the incli, the pressure on b will
not be equal to the full atmospheric pressure till 'inU of llie upward
stroke have been accomplished. It will therefore be only through
one-iliird of the stroke that the retarding force on the pump-piston is
15 — 5 lb., whereas that force is exerted on the Irain-jjiston through a
distance equal to i\\e whole stoke: for the remaining two-thiids the
retarding pressure on the puinp-pislon varies acccrding to its height:
when it is at the bottom of the cylinder the retarding force is 0, when
frds of the way up, lOlb. Thus tlierefure by the contrivance of a
cap and valve in the top of the cylinder a saving is effected in the
upward stroke. But it is all lost again in the downward stroke. For
whatever pressure is by ihiscontrivance removed from Iheuppersurface
of the su'ker in the upward stroke, the s.une is a so lost in the downward stroke. And as that downward stroke, although it do contribute
nothing to the progress of the train, has to be made, it is obviously no
economy of power, to diminish the resisting force on the piston upmards to the same extent that we lose the accelerating force on it

downwards.
It seems, then, that with either kind of pump the force lost is in
effect the same
assuming alioays \\\,il the statical |iressure of air is
sufiposed to operate. But as this is obviously not true (in all probability not even approximately true), it were much to be preferred that
the statement of power wasted should be expressed as in the paper
undfr discussion namely, as terms of strokes of the engine. In this
way, all difficulty as to the nnknuwu properties of air in motion is
avoided, and we think our correspondent will allow that for any kind
of |jump the nunibtr of strokes wasted is as staled in the paper.
Indeed the waste is there underrated, for the return strokes of the air
pumps are clearly so much loss. This consideration certainly ought
not to have been omitted in the paper, that while the train is moving
the number of strokes is twice as manv as they ought to be, because
for every foot the train piston advances the pump piston advances a?iii
returns the same distance.
The strictures on the paper on the Artizan Club's Treatise we
cannot so satisf.ictorily answer, simply because we do not comprehend
them. In saying this, we are using no editorial figure of speech, but
stating the plain truth, that we cannot find out the meaning of our correspondent. However, to deal by him fairly, we must give his own
words. After asserting that the paper is full of blunders, he pro;

—

ceeds

Many of them have arisen from " H. C." having got the idea of steam and
steam engines so conglomerated in his brain tliat he cannot separate them,
and when the Club is talking learnedly on steam " H. C.'s" ideas are running
riot among steam engines.
You may increase the mechanical effect of a certain weight of steam by the very same operation that diminishes the power
of the engine.
In the Cornish engine, tlie sooner the steam is cut olf the
greater is the effect produced by a cubic foot of water as steam, but the less
is the power of the engine.

On

the last dozen lines of the paper he observes

Mark how
mula

for the

adroitly the power of the engine
power of steam.

is

here ascertained from a for-

We

do not know what private interpretation our correspondent
gives to the term " mechanical effect of steam," but surely he must
allow that if the Artiz in Club assert that an infinitely great mechanical
effect can be produced with no steam, they utter an iiDsurdity
that if
;

they assert that the friction of the piston depends on the temperature
of the steam which has acted upon it sometime previously, thev utter
an absurdity; if they say that the powerof an engine is always exactly
doubled by using a condenser, they utter an absurdity and if tliey say
that the amount of a force is dependent on the work it has to do, they
utter an absurdity.
Will our correspondent undertake to say tli.it
these blunders cease to be blunders by giving a particular meaning to
the phrase "mechanical effect?"
Will he deny that such errors would
be disgraceful in a common mechanic, and are absolutelv revolting in
those who underiake to teach, armed with all the authority of malhemalical symbols ?
The last argument of our correspondent is, that many of the Artizan
;

[August,

Club's theories are taken from Trcdgold. This makes the matter no
are amongst those who think that it is not a necessary
better.
consequence that, because a theory comes from Tredgold, it is therefore true.
His own editor, Woolhouse,lias been compelled to correct
mathematical errors for which a schoolboy would be punished.
allude now, more especially, to the investigations connected with
rotary engines.
The position, then, in which our correspondent puts
the treatise of the Artizan Club is this,
that it is not only an erroneous
but a dishonest production, for the matter is taken from Tredgold
without the slightest acknowledgment.
Our correspondent, however to do him justice reprobates the plagiarism as warmly (or more
warmly) than we ourselves should have done. To conclude he is
clearly one who thinks, though sometimes, he will furgive us for saying, he thinks hastily.
It is a hard matter to attain the truth in physical investigations; but we put ourselves absolutely beyond the pale
of philosophy by forming intemperate and undigested conclusions.

We

We

—

—

—

—

ACCOUNT OF IMPROVEMENT OF THE NAVIGATION OF
THE RIVER CLYDE.
(With an Engraving, Plate XIX.
(From a Memoir addressed to M. Arago, fur the Royal

Institute

of

France, by W. Bald, Esq., C.E., Ftdoro of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, and the Geological Society, London, Sfc, 4'<^-)

As the improvement of the navigation of the river Clyde has been
one of the most successful engineering operations achieved in Great
Britain, a firw short observations regarding this subject may be interesting.
The river Clyde may be said to have been the cradle of
steam navigation in Europe, and on the banks of that river was bora
the illustrious Watt.
The following is a list of the various reports which have been made
regarding the improvement of the navigation of the river Clyde.
In 1755 Mr. John Smeaton, civil engineer, made a report upon the improvement of the river Clyde, and he recommended that there should be a
lock and a dam across the Clyde at Marliuford, but which was never executed.
At that period vessels dra-ving 3 feet 3 inches to 3 feet C inches of
water could only ascend the Clyde to the harbour of Glasgow.
In 1768 Mr. John Golborne, civil engineer, made a report upon the im.
provement of the river Clyde. lie recommended that a series of jetties
should be constructed on the right and left banks of the river, so as to narrow the Clyde, fix the channel of the navigation, and Increase the scouring
power of the river; he also recommended the removal of several shoals or
banks lying in the channel of the river. These works were carried into execution, and did considerably improve the navigation.
In 1769 Mr. James Watt, whose name has been so illustriously connected
with the steam engine, made out a short report upon the Clyde it refers to
levels and depths of water only.
In 1781 Mr. John Golborne again reported on the river Clyde, and the
works of the jetties, &c.
In 1799 Mr. John Rennie, of London, reported upon the improvement of
the Clyde.
He recommended longitudinal dykes, and that the jetties should
:

be shortened

in several places.

Mr. Thomas Telford reported upon the irriprovement of the Clyde.
period vessels drawing 8 feet 6 inches of water could ascend the
Clyde to the harbour of Glasgow.
He recomJanuary 26, 1807. Mr. Rennie reported upon the Clyde.
mended wet docks.
June 15,
1807. Mr. Rennie again reported.
Dec. 24,
1807. Ditto.
1807. Ditto.
Dec. 26,
1809. Ditto.
Dec. 29,
1819. Mr. Telford reported on a wet dock.
1821. Ditto.
Dec. 20,
1824. Mr. Whidbey reported upon the improvement of the
River Clyde.
1826. Mr. Telford reported.
1834. Mr. J. Hartley reported.
1835. Mr. Logan reported.
1836. Mr. Walker reported.
1838. Mr. John Scott Russel reported.
1839. Mr. Bald reported.
1841. Ditto.
1843. Ditto.
In 1806

At

this

Within the last six years the following impediments to the free
navigation of the river Clyde have been removed, by cutting channels
through the Port Glasgow bank, the Garinoyle bank, the bank opposite to Dunib.irton Castle, the bank at the head of the Long Dyke, and
also through all the hard ground shoals, consequently the channel of
the navigation has been considerably deepened, so that vessels now
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drawing a dppth of water of from ^7 feet 9 innlips to IS feet c;in nscend tlie Cly<li' at liigli water to tlie liarhuur of Glasgow; botli Eist
and West Indinin.in ,iiid all tlie large American vessels, &c., now sail
up and (liscliarge tlieir cugoes in Glasgow while it may he observed
that in 1755 the dp|)lh of water in the Clyde w<Mild only allow vessils
to ascend op to Glasgow harbour drawing from 3 feet 3 inches to 3 feet
6 inches of water.
The amount of shipping now frpqnenting the Iiarbour of Glasgow
annually is abmit 1,20U,UU0 tons.
Tlie amount of revenue arising from
river and harhnur dues is now annu lUy about from £10,000 to £15,000
in 1771 it was only i'l,071 per annum.
There are eipployVd in deepening and improving the Clyde five
deepening niailiines, a steam tug boat, two diving bell boats, with
about IGo piinisk The value of the whole working raachiuery may be
taken at £39,000.

showing tlie amount of I lie Performance of the Lalouring Force, and
time of the Five Sleam Dredije Hoots on tlie river Clyde, by Manual Labour
propelling forward, and also by Steam Power propelliuy forward.

F.r tract

;

—

The following are the quantilies of sand, mud, clay and gravel
dredged up from (he bed of the river Clydf- during the last four years
by tlie five steam dredging boats, and also the amount of the expense.
As there is more dredging in the river Clyde than in any other river
in the world, it may perhaps be interesting to state the following
practical results.
To pri-servp the present depth of water in the harbour of G'asgr.w
and the river Clvde requires an annual dredging of about fn.in 160,000
cubic y.irds to 180,000 cubic yards, taking this at bd. per cubic yard,
on 180,000 cubic vards amounts to £o,000 annually ; this is on a river
liue IS Knglish miles in length.
1st. Til- improvement of the navigation of the river Clyde is due to
the construction of jetties, which fixed the channel and increased the
scouring power of the river.
2nd. The construction of longitudinal dykes, by wliich the velocity of
the water was equalized, thereby removing the shoals and pools formed
by the jetties.
3rd. To the dredging machinery and diving bells, in removing all
kinds of shoals, banks, and bars from the channel of the navigation which
the works of the jetties and longitudinal dykes could not accomplish
by the increased scouring power of the river.
10 horse power.
Dredge boat No. 1 commenced in 1824
1826
16
do.
Do.
No. 2
do.
do.
do.
1830
16
Do.
No. 3
1836
20
do.
No. 4
do.
Do.
do.
1841
do.
22
Do.
No. 5
In concluding these very few and short observations, I beg leave to
mention th.it I shall be very happy at any time to give the Institute a
ninute detailed account of the whole or any part of the works which
ave been done to improve the navigation of the river Clyde; or the
dredging machinerv, diving bells, &c. or the tides, currents, or velofor, unfortunately, nothing of the kind lias yet been
city of the water
published, either in Great Britain or elsewhere, embracing all these
;

;

subjects.

The improvptnpnt

of the tidal harbours and tidal river navigation
of national importance to every countrv, and more particularly since
the application of steam to navigation, because steamers can so rapidly
navigate every river where sutiieient depth of water exists ; so important is this considered that at this very moment a Royal Tidal
is

Commission is now sitting in the Admiralty in London examining into
the improvement of all the tidal harbours and river tidal navigations
of England, Ireluid, and Scotland, also into the invasions and encroachments which hive been made upon many of the tidal river navigations
and tidal h.irbonrs by embanking and shutting out the sea water, and
which has in many instances ruined several of the English harbours.

William Bald.
Paris, June

2, 1845.

Stattmt-ni of Sums sjient hi the Improvements of Rivers.
The Shannon, Ireland
£350,000
..
..
..
500,000
The Clvde .ihd the Port of Glasgow ..
..
The Bovne and the Po.t of Drogheda
50,000
The Liffey and the Port of Dublin, including quavs, &c.
1,250,000
.

.

Kingston, six miles below Dublin (south side of the bay)
Howth, nine miles below Dublin (north side of the bay)

600,000
500,000

In addition to the above we have been able to obtain some valuable
information relative to the cost of dredging and quantity of work performed by mo hine on the river Clyde.
The foUowini; iiatenients have been taken from the official records of the

Hut no account can he foiiml in their books of the annual
Clyde trustees.
quantities of mali rial wliii h lias been dredged up in the harliour of Glasgow
and the Clyde preiions to 1838, and which was one year before Mr. Ijald
wts appointed euglueer.

23.5

By Manual Labour Working Forward.
Dredge No.

IRIS
1840
I8J1

1.
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Extract from Mr, Bald's Report read before the General Meeting of the Clyde
Trustees, Sept. 3, 1844.

of the Clyde and the harbour of Glasto the labouring force of the steam
A
dredgers, and which is attended with a very considerable annual expense.
question has arisen, whether it might not be possible to work them a longer
period of time each day, and perform a greater quantity of work.
In order to throw some light on this very interesting subject as regards
expenditure, the preservation of the depth of the present navigation and its
It may be first observed that there are five steam
further improvement.
dredgers employed in the deepening operations of the harbour and river:

The improvement of the navigation
gow by deepening is principally due

their

power and depth of working

are as follows

:

No. 1 Bteam dredge has an engine 12 horse power which works
ditto
ditto
16
ditto
No. 2
ditto
ditto
ditto
No. 3
16
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
No. 4
ditto
ditto
20
ditto
ditto
ditto
No. 5
23
ditto

in lOi feet

depth of water.

ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
17 to 19 feet ditto.

14

14

ISi

Looking at the small depth of water which these steam dredgers work in,
with the exception of two of them, and again at the depth in the ship channel
of the river Clyde and harbour of Glasgow at high water and which frequently extends from 15 to 20 feet in depth at lofty tides in gales blowing
from south and south-west, it must therefore be manifest that there is a very
large portion of time each day in which none of these steam dredges can
work, their bucket frames nut being able to reach the bottom, and it must
be further observed tliat both the harbour of Glasgow and the river channel
of the Clyde are becoming deeper, aad consequently lessening the time of
;

working these dredgers.

Steam Dredgers

— Dimensions of Engines.

[August,
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Trantlalion of a

addressed by requesi to the Chambre de Commerce,
May 22, 1843.
I proniiscd you lliat on my next visit to France
plans propospcl fur llie improvement of tlie S<ine.

teller

"Some months back

would examine tlie
consequence examined tlie river from Havre to Rouen, and
also questioued a
1 have
its improvement.
great number of pilots and seamen well acquainted with the pecuI

I liave in

also different plans fur
liarities of the river.

It may be observed that the river Seine from Villequier to Rouen,
a deep river navigation fit to float merchant ships of large size,
there being not less than from thirteen feet to thirty feet depth of
water but b>'tvveen Villequier and Taucarville, some serious ditiiculties exist as to the navigation; because the navigable channel is conilantlv changing from side to side, and also the depth of water frequently varies so that the pilots recpiire to be always examining the

"

is

;

channel so as to know where the deep water exists.
"Below TancarviUe point on the north shore, and Cap U Roque on
the south, down to Havre is a wide estuary, which offers at high
tide a tolerable depth of water for navigation, but this lower seclioii
of the river estuary is not to be submitted to consideration at present,
althoiigb it offers to the engineer engaged in the amelioration of river
navigation a highly interesting tield of inquiry: it is only the improvement of that part of the navigation of the river Seine, between
Viilequier and TancarviUe, which 1 shall now venture to offer a very
few and liniitted observations on, and which may be observed is the
most difficult part of the river Seine to navigate.
"It appears to me that the principal object would he tojfx and
render ptrmantnl tlie rirer and tidal channel of the Seine ietwttn l-'ilttquier and TancarviUe point, and toobtaiuan additional deptliof water,
but this I do frankly confess is a serious work, and requires much consideration but then on the other hand looking at the great and successful improvements which have be-en made on many of the tidal
rivers of Great Britain and Ireland, namely, the Clyde, the Shannon,
the Boyne, &c. &c., and the many hundreds of thousands of pounds
which have been expended upon them, whereby those rivers have
been greatly improved in their navigation. Is it not an object of national importance to France, and also to its capital to improve the
navigation of the river Seine, so that not only French ships, but also
those of all the nations in the world may be able to pass up, into, and
through one of the most fertile and populous districts of France ? It
may again be asked is it not remarkable tiiat nothing has as yet been
done to improve the navigation of the river Seine? and that it is at
this moment as formed by nature, while so many noble ex.imples of
river improvements have b-'en achii-ved in other countries
this again
is still more lo be wondered at consiiieriuf; that since llie application
of the steam engine to maritime afl'aiis, that navigable rivers have become more valuable for commercial purposes th in oanais, and a case
can even be mentioned where a river navigatiou has succissfully competed with a railway in carrying both goo. Is ..iid passengers.
"/ do ihink it quite mithtn l/ie puwtr of Ihe engineers lo comtruct
tBOrks both on the north and kouth sides of the river Seine, which shall
lender the nac/gable channct not only permanent but also increase its
dtpth lelicten TancarviUe and yukqitier, and it is on this section of
the rivi r S-.-ine which I would reeommeud works to be tirst constrncted. These works should consist o( longiludinal rubble stone dykes,
and perhaps some short jetties, which desiription of works have
been found to have been successful elsewhere in improving several
tidal river navigations
but 1 am nut prepared at present to state in
detail the dim' nsions of those works; but I beg leave to observe that
all these river works should be so coijslrucled, and of such forms as
not to interfere with the tidal 6ow upwards inui ihe river Seine.
My
opinion is that if the channel be deepen.'d between TancarviUe and
Vill^-quier, that not only will the B.irre be rubbed of a portion of its
dangers, but more tidal water will How up the river Siine, which is
generally the great principle to impiuce th: navigation if all tidal rivers,
therefore no works should be constructed ichich woUd iiUeifere toith
the tidal ftoic upwards.
"1 should recommend a working plan upon a large scale to be made
of the river Seine between TancarviUe and Vi!le(iuier, with transverse
sections at every three hundred meters ajiart, slievviug Ibe depth of
water and the velocities ol the tidal and river cuirents during spring
and neap tides: also borings should be made along the lines of the
proposed longiludinal d.kes, which it has been (jropos. d should be
erected on the r!L;lit and left sides of the river, in order as belure
m. nliout-d, (o tix and deepen the cliannel ol the uavii'ation.
••
Wiieu the longitudinal dykes shah liave been constructed adjacent
to the Uanli cal eil ihe Traverse, 1 do say that a steam dredging in ichin- v\ould be found useful in reuiomig that obst .cle to the navigation, besi4es i am satisfied that any ileepening »hich shall be made at
'lie Tiaversc to improve the liavij^ation so as to allow ships to pass
;

;

—

freelv

up and down,

will not lessen the
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depth of water

in the

harbour

of Rouen.

"1

am

impressed with a deep conviction that a very great improvemeitt can be ijfected on tliis part of the navigation of the ri vtr Seine, and
that there is not within the whole French empire a work so justly
deserving the immediate altentiuuof tin' government as the improvement of the river Seine, and I sincerely hope that your great and important river navigation may receive' all that attention as to its improvement which it so juslly merits and deserves, as it is one of natures great arteries, designed for the extension of the trade and commerce of France."
Rouen, May, 1845.

REVIEWrS.
Geolosy a» a Branch of Education. By D. T. Ansted, M.A., F.R.S.
Fellow of Jesns College, Cambridge; Professur of Geology in King's
College, London Vice-Secretary of the Geological Society. London Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row. pp. 143, lOmo.
;

:

In proportion as the science of

Geology

lias

advanced

in

systematic

exactness, its accuracy has been mure and more loudly impugned.
In
this respect the early history of geology resembles iliat of all other
They too liave, e.ich in turn as it progressed from birth to
sciences.
maturity, been the subject of dispute and persecution.
The science
of astronomy had no sooner bt gun to develoue itself logically and free
from the crudities of vague speculation, than it was sapiently discovered to be subversive of religion and murality! The imprisonment of
Galileo could not, however, subvert the glorious scheme of the heavenly
mechanism which he rt vealed ; nor, still later, conhl the writings of a
sect which became more conspicuous for its zeal than knowledge
prevail against the splendid investigatiens of Newton and Laplace.
While the efforts of the foolish religionists are now forgotten, iJie
Principia and Mrchaniqne Celeste will continue to the end of lime the
noblest uionumeuts id' human intellect.
Men have now discovered
that the object of redgion is not to teach astronomy
they rpill find
that religion does not inculcate any particular scheme of Geology.
And, alter all. Geology is a science ot facts.
It is true that certain
rocks are filled with remains of plants and animals; it is true that
the earth is not made up of one material, but of several ; it is true
that these material are arranged in a certain order.
These truths are
not speculative
not even arguable
they are mailers of eyisight.
Men may dispute about the Mosaic meaning of the word "day," tliey
may write letters to newspapers about it, but they have only to go
into a coal-pit or a railway cutting, and they must do one of two
things
give up either their polemical notions or the evidence of their
senses,^
At no time could the work before us come more opportunely than
at the present.
The name of its author is a sufficient guarantee that
it is philosophical and trustworthy.
Without professing to teach a
profound and varied science iu a pocket volume, it gives a fair and
accurate outline of the science, and is presented in that inviting furiu
which will induce many to acquaint themselves with the hading facts
of geology who have hitherto been content to remain in ignorance of
its |irinciples, because deterred by the size of the larger treatises or
disgusted bv theshallownens of the elementary writings on this science.
The present work just hits the medium between the heaviness of an
elaborate quarto and the superficial ostentation of penuy-a-week
philosophy.
Professor Ansted has very conveniently divided his work into three
parts
J5tscn/i(it'e Gto/ogy, a description of the inateri ds of wliicll
the earth is composed ; Practical Geology, an account of the purposes
to which a knowledge of descripiive geology in ly be appded ; and
Physical Gco/oify, or a statement of the various theories accounting
fur the phenomena recorded by descriptive geology.
have selected from the first part of the work, for its interest to
the engineer the following extract, giving an account of

—

—

—

—

—

We

The Countries and Districts possessing Coal Measures.
The Coal meaimres must be consideied with reference to the variuui, districrii in which their vast value and importance are cliietly felt.
The great
North of England or Newcastle coal licld, is partly covered up by the Slagnesiau Ihuestoiie in Durham, and i» worked through this bed.
it contains
seams of coal (whose total thickness is about ten yard») alternating with shale and sandstone, and greatly disturbed hy fauUs and dykes.

atfout thirty

'
Some ot these mse.icrtfK lliiiik the Mosaic "day" means tiveiiLy luur liuars;— it \va»
nil the " fourth ilay" ihut the nnn «m» ^et in the tiraiiini-.il
The ivarcl " day" has
t>een constantly used in all ancient and inudent lani{Ua{{ek tj Aitfnil'y uu indelJUtte period.

nut

6tf<

!

the liook

\ii

l>anici es,'ei.iaily.

I
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coal is the most bituminous and the best adapted for economical purposes of any yft known.
The Lancashire coal field occupies a considerable area, and is connected
with that (pf Yciilisliire. It includes perhaps the most perfect series of the
rocks of the period anywhere existing, and consists as usual of sandy beds
and shales, alternating with a large number of coal seams, seventy-five of
which ("whose total thickness is 150 feet) are described.
In its upper part
occurs a pale blue limestone of freshwater origin, vihich is again met with in
other coal fields nearly a hundred miles distant, and appears also at various
intermediate points.
The South Staffordshire coal field is remarkable as the only representative
of the Carboniferous rocks in that part of England, the millstone grit and
Carboniferous limestone being both absent.
It exhibits a great preponderance
of shale, and the number of its coal seams is only eleven, but the thickness
of one of these is unusually great, amounting to upwards of 30 feet in some

The

places.

The South Welsh

coal field contains about 95 feet of coal distributed in
about a hundred seams, the most powerful of which is about nine feet thick.
The associated shales and sandst<ines are of very unusup.l thickness, and they

contain besides coal an abundant supply of ironstone ore.
A considerable
part of the coal in this district is non-hituminous, and distinguished by the
name of Anthracite.
Besides these, there are numerous smaller deposits of coal in the Middle
and of West, and in Wales, all of which possess local importance, but which

we cannot now

stop to describe.
The basin of Clyde in Scotland, is no less interesting for its carboniferous
deposits than important from extent and value.
In this district, the Old red

sandstone is thr general base of the coal strata, thick sandstones occasionally
containing coal, taking the place of the lower carboniferous limestone.
Thin
beds of limestone then succeed, and on these rest the greet mass of the coal,
bearing strata, which greatly reseralde the similarly situated beds in England,
but which include seams of ironstone ore yet more valuable. There appears,
however, to be a freshwater limestone in this part of Scotland underlying the
coal measures, and possildy contemporaneous with a bituminous shale in the

North

Stafl^ordsbire coal field.

The coal seams in the Cl>de valley amount in number to eighty-four, hut
they are mostly thin
the coal, however, is good.
The total thickness of the
deposit is estimated at about 5,000 feet.
The coal fields of Ireland are not unimportant, though they have hitherto
been little worked. The principle one worked is that of Leinster, and as
much as 20 or 30 feet of bituminous coal have be n found in another small
field near Tyrone.
In Connaught there is also a supply of ironstone ore.
France and Belgium both contain a considerable number of coal fields, but
they are njostly of small dimensions, and in the latter country are greatly
disturbed, inclining at a considerable angle to the horizon, and worked like
mineral veins. The French coal fields are all of very small size.
Russia is not without an extensive series of strata of the date of the Carboniferous rocks and in the northern part of the empire there seems to be
a prospect of workable coal, the lowest beds of the system containing (as in
Yorkshire) a few seams of variable thickness, but of great value.
In the
south of Russia, very good bituminous and anthracite coal is found in considerable abundance, but the beds are much disturbed by faults.
North America contains coal-bearint: strata of great value, and of enormous extent, a gigantic coalfield existing in the Western Slates, and offering
every prospect of success in the working.
The coal measures here, as in
Europe, form the uppermost part of the carboniferous series, and the numlier
of seams hitherto know is about ten, having an aggregate thickness of 50
feet.
There is one bed of 30 feet, worked like a quarry from the surface.
In Van Diemeir's Land, and probably in several parts of Asia, there are
strata of the Carboniferous period, greatly resembling those of our own
island, and consisting of limestones overlaid by coal-bearing strata.
Much
yet remains to be done in making out satisfactorily the true position of these
strata with referenre to the well-known Carboniferous series of Europe.
;

;

Wp could make manv oilier interesting extracts, hut as the book is
n small one ue do not like to borrow miicli from its pages.
We will,
however, conclude with another extract taken from the second part,
Practical Geology.
Vimrul

and the extraction of Metallic Ores from them.

Veins,

Mineral veins are repositories in rocks of a flat or tabular shape, which
traverse strata without regard to their stratification, having the appearance
of rents formed in the rucks, and afterwards filled up by mineral matter,

which

differs,

more or

less,

from that of the rocks themselves.*

Both veins and dykes, however, are fissures filled with ndneral matter, and
they differ from one another rather in their contents than in the form and
nature of their bounding walls. The cracks are called veins when they contain

crystalline rrjirierals, usually associated with metalliferous ores; they
vary gnaily in bnnzorital extent, they pass, though not indifferently, through
all the roi ks met with in their downward progress, their breadth is infinitely
irregular, and their i-imtents are rarely of equal value fur any great distance,
but have becume richer or p inrer, according to the action of causes which at
present are very bit e un Ifrstnod.
Veins usually occur in a position nearly vertical, but this is by no means
1

given by Werner, and can hardly be improved or added to at
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always the case, although the amount of inclination to the horizon is seldom
less than 45°; they have, in most cases, a very regular direction, appearing
The veins profitable
in sets parallel or else at right angles to one another.

......

England, usually run east and west, or nearly in that direcand '.bey appear to have reference to the general structure of the
country.
The indications on the surface by which the existence of metalliferous
veins is made known to the miner, form an interesting subject of inquiry, immediately connected with Geology ; but it is rarely the case that any very
direct application of science gives the first hint of the presence of subterraneous riches, because the surface has almost always been exposed to some
denuding action by which the out-crop of the vein has become distributed in
the form of gravel, while, on the other band, a similar action has covered the
original surface with the debris of other rocks, preventing the Geologist from
for working, in
tion,

tracing the line of the vein, or determining

its direction and other attendant
Practically, almost all mining operations in a district are
circumstances.
preceded by the occasional discovery of metalliferous ores in gravel, and the
tracing this gravel to its source is usually a work in which no knowledge of
In many countries, esthe subject or science ot mining is called into play.
pecially in the rich gold districts of Russia, and even of America, and in the
tin mines of Banca, the method of washing river sands and gravels for the
sake of the heavier particles of ore which they contain, and which sink in
water more readily than the sand itself, forms not only an important but almost the only source of supply, and the actual veins have not been reached.
In our own country, the search after Stream tin, as the Cornish stanniferous
gravels are called, is still occasionally a profiiable employment, although the
source of supply is very soon discovered and the vein worked regularly and

systematically.
The art of tracing stream ores to the vein, called in Cornwall shoading,
generally followed by the sinking of shallow pits, by means of which there

is
is

obtained a rough approximation to the direction and probable extent of the
vein.
If it is founrl to be right-running, that is, to have the same general
direction as the valuable mines of the same mineral in the district, it is then
advisable to commence work regularly and systematically, by sinking a vertical shaft at some distance from the vein, with the intention of coming upon
When the hang or dip of the vein is consideralile this
it at a certain depth.
is however souiewhat hazardous ; anil in cases where it is very slight, it is
not unusual, in some districts, to sink upon the actual vein itself, although
this metlioil is hardly considered economical ruining, or advisable, if the vein
be likely to yield a good return.
Connected with these first operations, and almost at the same time as the
commencement of the sinkings, it is generally necessary to drive what is called
an adit level, or, in other words, a nearly horizontal gallery at the lowest
convenient depth which will admit of the water of the mine running off and
escaping.
If the vein be discovered near a hill side, the adit level is so driven
as to drain the mine at the lowest point of the hill into the nearest stream
Drainage is one of the very first things to be considered in
in the valley.
mining, since, without a convenient system adopted to get rid of superfluous
water, the operations must soon be stopped, either by water running in from
the neighbouring strata, or the accumulation of surface water and rain entering by the shaft.
Although the method of discovering the existence of mineral veins by
tracing metalliferous gravel to its source is often applicable, it is by no means
always so ; and, in a district known, either in this or other ways, to contain
numerous veins, it is often worth while to speculate even where there are no
A method is adopted in Cornwall, called
surface indications whatever.
It is derived from the knowledge of the
costeaning, in cases of this kind.
law of the distribution of mineral veins in the district, and is more or less
likely to succeed, according as the knowledge of the experimenters is more
or less accurate
In this case a spot is selected by an experienced person, as
On this spot a pit is
the most likely to be near the outcrop of a good vein.
sunk to a small depth, and there is, of course, a chanceof success in this first
Sliouhl it, however, fail, the next step is to drive a gallery from
operation.
the pit a short distance in opposite directions, at right angles to the general
direction of the lodes in the neighbourhood.
If, in this way, they do not
"cut the lode," they next remove a few fathoms in the direction of the galleries, and repeat the same process, and this they do till they either find the
vein or give up the speculation in despair.
It is not easy to imagine a method
simpler or more certain than this, and it is peculiarly interesting as being
founded on correct Geological and mining principles.
The underground-work of a mine, when the vein has been discovered and
its extent and probable value are ascertained, is a part of the subject on
which I shall not here dwell. Systems of galleries are usually driven at
depths about ten fathoms asunder and the ore is taken away between each
of these in succession, the roof of the mine being kept from falling in, partly
by timber props and paitly by rulibisb left to support it. The ore is separated from the rock almost always by blasting, and is generally lifted by
machinery from the bottom of the shaft to the surface.

The Gauge Qnctilion. Erils of a diversity of Gauge and a Remedy.
By Wyndiiam ii.\RDi.NG. With a Map. We.ile 8vo., pp. 62.
Though it be neither a short nor easy task to turn public attention
in Engl. aid to a new subject, it cannot bo denied that the general feeling v\lieii it haa acquired a new direction is exhibited with ample
Warmth and energy. "The Gauge Question," is a case in point.
:
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departure
BefoK the Great Western Railwav was
from unifurmity of the g.iiige cf Ei'glisli raihviiys aitr.icltd llie deepest
in cxinterested
and most careful altentk'n of enpineers and otlu-rs
Inqnirics were instiliit'-d, experiments intide,
amiiiiiig tlie question.
long and eUdjorate reports were written, and all to sitile wlieilier the
I5iit the
titer lines.
gangH
Great West<'rn was to have the
public look.d on coldly: they had not ytt snff.'red any inconvenience
Debates,
Farlianientaty
have
we
from the change, h'om however
Royd Commissions, leading articles in newspapers, pamiilth ts and
public meetings to discuss the subject. Th-- question assiitues the
technicalities of partizanship. "Broad Gauge" and "Narrow Giiige"
ronstrurted,

(lie

I.

might be mistaken for the war-cries, and the " Bailie of the Gang, s,"
are now hotly determined on rtmefor the conflict of two hosts.

We

;

ing to one

who

brings practical experience as a powerful support of
He tells us also, what the tenor of his memoir conexamines the question impartially and has not "the

slightest personal interest in the decision of the queslioti, either as

it

any particular gauge or the success or
After giving a descripfailure of any particular railway company."
tion of the dirterent gauges, he proceeds to consiiler the arguiiunt
brought forward when the broad gauge was proposed by Mr. Brunei,
that the Gnat Western Railway would not lie connected with any
Other, and that the company were therefore at liberty to choose what
gauge they pleased. In answer to this Mr. Harding observes

may

affect the extension of

—

or projected brandies of the Great Western railway itsplf
as we have seen, to have no eonneclion with any ntlier
now join it to most of the other main lines in the country.

The completed

which was expected,
existing line
For instance

—
:

To the Grand Junction, and to the projected Shrewslmry and Birmintthani
To the Grand Junction, London and liirmingrailways at Wolverhampton.
ham, and Midland railways, at Birmingham. To the London and Birmingham, the Midland, and the proposed Trent Valley and Churnet Valley Lines,
To the London and Birmingham railway again, at Warwick. To
at Kughy.
the Birmingham and Gloucester railway, at Cheltenham and Worcester. To
the South- Western railway, at Basingstoke and Salisbury. To the projected
Dorchester and Southampton railway, at Dorchester. To the proposed
Welsh Midland Line, at Hereford and Swansea. To the Bristol and Glouwhich it is already connected, at Bristol and Stonehouse.*
the Great Western railway, with its broad gauge hranclns, does not
lines, they with their narrow gauge branches will come to the
Great Western. Thus connecting by railway almost every county and town
in the kingdom with every other.

cester Line, with

And

J

:

;

;

—

tratfic."

dying the evil: alas! we did not think much about pnrtnling it.
John Bull never sees anv thing till it is thriisl under his nose.
Among the various di'sseitations to whi<h the present excitement
has given birth, not the least important is the pamphlet before us.
Mr. Wyndham Hatdtng has under his control the British and (ilouhe has also had the management
cester kailwav, a broad gauge line
of narrow-gauge railways. In listening to him we are therefore listenhis arguments.
firms, that he
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and the contrivance will thus fail to affect its ohcct, of reniedying the evil of a change of conveyance.
To make this clear Take the
case of the general gnnds trade ;* the arrangement we are cnnsiilering involves the keeping np throughnut the country of three distinct descriptions
of wagons
namely, the ordinary narrow gauge, the ordinary broad gauge
wagon, and the new aii<l peculiarly cnnstrui ted wagon, capable of running
on both gauges, to be used exclusively for traffic, going beyond the point of
meeting of the gauges, and therefore having to pass over lines of both
gauges; these wagons we will call, for the sake of distinction, "shifting
v»agon8
and we will call traffic wbieb has to go over lines of both gauges,
and consequently to pass the point of a change of gauge, "through traffic:"
a ton ot wonl, for instance, going from Bristol to Birniinghani, and having
to pass the point of meeting of the gauges at Gloucester, would be " thorough
are intended

if

go to these

And in answer to the argument that the peculiarity of the Great
direct tendency to exclude the eni;ines of other
companies from running i n that line, because, in fact, each company
used only its own engines and carriages, it is remarked

Western gauge had no

Now

would he found that " through goods" would come to a
when the new " shifting wagons" were not tliere at another
new " shifting wagons" would be there when tliere were DO

in practice it

station at times

time

the

;

" through goods" to be conveyed.

Here however, tliough we do not speak decisively, it seems to us at
present that the agreement is defective. The principal disadvantage
passing from one gauge to another is the delay not to goods trains,
but passenger trains, and it seems to ns by no means certain that this
dilhculty could not be overcome.
Wilhout incurring the expense of
chinging one or both the gauges. It is v.ell known that on a long line
the engine is generally changed abciut everv fifty miles.
The engine
which takes a train from London to Wolverton will be there rcfjl.tced
by another which continues the joiirnev to Birmingham. In the same
way the engine is changed at .Swindon, while the passengers from
LoudcMi to Bristol arc slopping for refresliments.
Now supposing at
the meeting of the two gauges a "refreshment station" exists
where in a7iij C'lse the engine would be clianged, it does seem to matThe pas«
ter that that engine should be one adapted to a new gauge.
sengers v\ill have left their seats in the carriages, and it will be of
small consequence to theni whether they step back into their former
carriages or thers of dilferent width, nor would there be any more
delay bv this process than bv the present, where the engine only is
changed.t The comparatively small quantity of goods which the passengers bring could surely be packed in receptacles which by a crane
could be shifted from a broad gauge truck to a narrow one in a few
seconds.
And surely there would be no difficulty, and ceri.iinly little
expense in providing each through train with such a truck and such
To be sure, as Mr. Harding
a receptacle for the passengers Inggige.
pathetically observes, the passengers must shift their "accompaniments in the shape of hats, great coats, cloaks, shawls, sticks, umbrellas, small parcels, &c.," but then it may possibly have been observed by Mr. Harding, that when a man gets out at a station he usually
takes his hat with him; his great coat also not unfrequeiitly. The
ladies also whom we li.ive had the honour of meeting it) the refreshment rooms of a station, have usually worn their shawls, and if a
fidgetty old genllem.in mill encumber himself with his sac de nuit, instead of having it securely packed away for him, he ought to think it
no great hardship to take it from one carriage to another.
With respect however to goods trains, things need not be done in
such a hurry ten minutes more or less is of little moment in the
transit of merchandise; the principal matter here is regulariiy of
transit; and we may fairly liope that with a little system and experiin

(

:

It is a well-known fact to all who are conversant with the working of the
narrow gauge railways, that the carrying stoik of all narrow gauge lines are
used very much in common by the dilferent companies that carriages and
wagons, the property of one company, are sent over other companies' lines
according to the distinction of the passengers or goods with which they are
laden thus you may continually find Darlington and Hull wagons at Gloucester, and the reverse.
To facilitate this interchange, there is a central office, called the Railway
Clearing-llou e, established in London, to which daily returns from the stations in the narrow gauge district are made, and each company is there
charged for the use it has made of the carrying stock of the neighbouring
;

ence this point would be perfectly attained.
Mr. Wyndham considers the impediments to the rapid transit of
troops, which a change of gauge would cause; he says

;

lines.

;

Mr. Harding then proceeds to consider whether mechanical contrivances could be successfully introduced by which carriages could be
shifted from one gauge to another.
The present railways

are generally well furnished with carriages

and wagons

i

so well, indeed, as usually to be able to work branch lines of considerable
length, without additional carrying stock ;t their aggregate stock is of great
value; but unless the existing lines of the broad and narrow gauge will consent to destroy their present stork, and to build in lieu ot it the newly contrived stock capable of running on both gauges, no contrivance of this class
I'or if, comparatively, only
will remove the diihculties of a change of gauge.
a few of the new vehicles are introduced, they will be scattered throughout
the country, and not available when wanted for the purpose for which they
*

AH

Take for instance the case of an invading army suddenly landing in force
on the coast of Norfolk; it becomes of the last importance to bring troops
and materiel from the South of Ireland, (where a large force has always been
stationed,) and we will assume that the termini of the metropolitan railways
The troops and stores are
are connected by railway, as they shortly will be.
conveyed from Watertord to London, (say in twenty-fours) on arriving in
London, instead of being carried on to the place required in two hours more,
a process which would ocevery thing has to be shifted into other vehicles

these are narrow gauges, with the exception of the last, which is a br.i«d paii^e
line ai present ; hut its propriet-iis have iinnouuced their desire and attention of obtaining
powers to convert it Into a na-row gunge line.
stock implies carriages, wagous, horse-boxes, &c., and their accessaries.
Cairying
t

—

cupy, even a single division, a space of time, to say the least of it, much
greater than would be sufficient with a uniform gauge, to place the troops
on the spot when they were required.

His instance is however not a happy one, for the removal of troops
from /rt/u«6/ to England would be comparatively little facilitated by
With an intervening sea, it
the most perfect uniformity of gauge.
little matters that the Irish gauge should be the same as the English.
Another consideration is that even when lines for through traffic
* The terms " poods trade" and " goods" Include merchanrllse of every description, a<
distinguished from passengers aiut parcels; cattle and pigs are included among the articles or the " goods 'rade," e cept where the conuary is expressed.
t At the station the new carnages might he br. ught alongside to the same places where
the loimer carriages stopped, by laying parallel rails in the neighbourhood of the statlOD,
so thai the line should have " both ' the broad and narrow gauge.
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stoppage when two com-

have Dniform gauges, there is at this time a
panies mppt. Passppgers from London to Livi-rpooi, whi'n they reach
Birmingham, have to shift themselves from the Birmingham Railway
to the Granri Junction, and get fresh tickets, thougli the two lines
liave both the same gauge.
And surelv facility in travelling from
London to Liverpool is quite as important ai that in travelling from
Bristol to Birmingham.
Of the mechanical superiority of one gauge over another we cannot
now speak Mr. Harding also omits to consider this part of the question.
This at least seems clear that the superiority of neither broad
nor narrow gauge is at present ixclusinly determined. With each
;

great rapidity mav be attained
the express trains travel with equally
great speed on each, and apparently with equal security
though perliaps lately the probability of accidents is rather against ttie broad
gauge system.
Wr. Harding truly observes, that if an alteration of gauge be determined upon it would be better to alter the broad gauge, for the total
length of railway on that principal is scarcely one-seventh of that
constructed to a narrow gauge.
The Royal Commissioners now appointed to report on the subject
are men of science, and the highest standing.
Not being engineers,
their decision will be unprejudiced, and it will probably be final also,
unless personal interests prevail in the parliamentary discussion.
Our
own impression is that the superiority of neither gauge is at present
shown to be sufficiently great to warrant an alteration of existing railways; at the same time there are most conclusive reasons
for not extending the broad gauge system to nen railways which
are proposed to be connected with narrow gauge Imes.
Of the
work before us, though we have not been quite convinced hy some
of its arguments, it must be acknowledged that it is ably, impartially,
and above all, systematically written. Of Mr. Hardmg's practical
knowledge, undeniable proofs are given throughout, we therefore have
not ventured to meet his arguments without some reflection on the
:

—

—

subject.

The

following table occurs in the work, and will be read with in-

terest.

Cost of Locomotive Power, per Train per Mile, on various Railways.

Narrow Gauge.
Edinburgh and Glasgow [average of Passengers and Goods Trains)
Grear Norlh of England
ditto
Hull and Selby (Passengers Trains only)
Grand Junction
ditto
Glasgow and Greenock
dilto
London and South Western, ditto
Birmingham and Gloucester, ditto
London and Birmingham
(Passengers Trains only)
Engines with I'i-inch cylinders
Kngines with 13-inch cylinders
Manchester and Leeds (Passengers Trains only)
Sheffield and Manchester
ditto
:

9.

d.

U
7

»

—

1

New London" has to boast of. Equally strange
not a syllable in regard to the Roval Exchange now
it was made the subject of such vervwarm
debate in the Westminster Review before the building was begun.
Towards the Houses of Parliament the writer is not partieularlv
complimentary, for he speaks of them as being on " the worst site that
which

tural attempts
is it

that there

that

it is

is

finished, althongh

could have been found in England for a similar edifice; a mistake
to more money being sunk in the mud of the river to
secure a foundation for them, than would have purchased the fee simple of the whole mass of ruinous third and fourth rate tenements between Millbank and Buckingham Palace." Nor is the money sunk in
the mud the worst part of the matter, for the site is such that no
tolerably satisfactory view can ever be obtained of the principal or
river front.
It is true the west side and other parts of the exterior
may ultimately make us amends for what we there lose in consequence
of its being to be seen
as far as will be to be seen at all
only in the
most tantalizing manner. But then to what purpose will it have been
to expend so much money in prodigally adorning the river front witli
exuberant and minute embellishment ? If little more than the general
masses and outlines can be made cut, it would surely have been quite
sufficient to have secured all the elfect that could be derived from
them, without squandering away money upon what will produce no
effect at all.
do not mean to say that no attention should have
been paid to architectural expression, or that the river front might just
as well have been left to look a bare and naked range of building
that
it ought to have been treated with the same admirable economy as ii
manifested in the sides and back side of the British Museum ; but in
our opinion it would have been sufficient to bestow on it just as much
finish and no more than what would tell at the distances and points
from which it can be seen.* Ceiling-painters and scene-painters do
not work up their productions like easel pieces, but judiciously calculate their effect from the intended distance; so, also, ought the
architect to do, where circumstances render it impossible that his
Howbuilding should be closely inspected and its details examined.
ever, excess in the way of over-finishing is by no means a common
fault; far more occasion is there to warn against the opposite one
that of neglecting to make what cannot be shut out of view consistent
in character and of a piece with what is meant not only to be seen but
to be admired also.
For the river front of the Palace of Westminster
elaborate detail was assuredly quite out of the question, and no better
than wasteful, because purposeless, expenditure. Captivated by the
beauty of its design, no one not even the architect himself seems
to have given a thought as to how it would show itself in execution,
erected upon an inaccessible site, with no more than a narrow strip of
terrace between it and the river,so that, even should that terrace ever
be thrown open to the public (which is exceedingly doubtful), the
building can be seen only very much foreshortened both in horizontal
and vertical direction viewed from the bridge it can be seen only
obliquely and by being looked down upon, and seen from the opposite
shore of the river its features are lost in shadow and mass. However
luminous the merits of that east elevation might be upon paper, if the
light was afterwards to be concealed under a bushel, it mattered little
whether it was bright or dim.
These remarks, we should observe, are not suggested by what is
said in the Westminster, for that animadverts only upon the site of the
Houses, and not upon the no sight which we shall get of the river
front. The real gist of the article in the Review is at tlie end, protesting
against the line of approach from Pimlico to the Abbey adopted by
the Commissioners, and strongly advocating the one recommended by
the Metropolitan Improvement Society, which would lead in a direct
course from the Palace to the Victoria Tower along the south aide of
the Abbey, which would thus be thrown open to view.
Both lines are
shown in a plan, where they are distinguished by different colours and
there can be no doubt that the one recommended by the "Society"
ought to obtain the preference, yet it is not therefore the less likely to
be scornfully rejected, and hurriedly got rid of, even should a feint be
made of taking it into consideration.

which has led

—

—
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—

—
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Brood Gauge.
Great Western (Passengers Trains only)

The TVeslminiter Riv'ew, No,

Only one

101

II., J^ol. 43.

number concerns

—

us,
it bears the title of
With respect to " New London"
scarcely anything at all in the whole paper, except a
very hurried glance at general imjTOvements and the increasing extent of the metropolis, condensed into a few lines, in which
we are told of "the palatial magnific-nce of Eaton and Belgrave

" Old
there

and

article in this

New

London."

is

—

—

Squares," very palatical truly more especially the Eaton one an
insipid assemblage of mere spruce and prim houses just garnished
here and there with "slices of pilasters," wherebv wliat woud else
be respectable and decent dulness is converted into the very Brummagem of architecture, so truly Pecksniflrian is the sort of gusto there
manifested. The wholesale admiration bestowed on those precious
specimens of " palatial magnificence" says more for the complaisance
than for the taste and discernment of the critic, who, had he been less
dizzied by them, might have discerned something infinitely more
palatial in what he has now overlooked altogether, viz., the fine range
uf Italian fafade, called Freeman's Place, opposite the east front of
the Royal Exchange
which is so imposing in mass, and offers so superior an example of well-proportioned_/£«es<ra//oK.
Neither is mention made of any other of the more recent additions to our metropolitan architecture, whether iudiviilual structures, such as the New
Hall and Library of Lincoln's Inn and the Conservative Club-house,
or street fayades, as in New Coventry and Cranbourne Streets
for
not even the existence of any thing uf the kind is so much as indicated
in what nevertheless holds out the promise of some account of them,
as being among th." last and certainly not the least successful architec!

;

>* The

rest of the

Reviews are postponed

for

want of space

to next

r

;

;

Among

the faults captiously alleged against the Royal Exchange, it was objected by
one writer who spoke ol it that the capitals of the columns were ut rude workmanship, a
point upon which he could speak contidently, having examined some ot them when ihey
were lying upon the ground! Had they been intended to remain theie, or to be
put up on a level with the eye, their want uf greater finish would undoubtedly have been
a defect, but not at the height where they are now seen. So, too, in the upper parts and
parapets of Gothic buildiags, what shows from below like delicate tilagree and net work
will be found on ascending to the top of the roof to be very rude and coarse in execution.
*

1
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ROYAL EXCHANGE: WINDOWS OF PORTICO.
it not that the time for publications of the class is now, apquite pono bv, we miglit perhaps expi'ct to see an architco
moiicgraph on the Royal Exchange, it being a structure that
would require at U-ast two dozen phites to ilhislrate it at all satisfactorily.
Hut either there is so little demand for such works in this
country that they would be attended with a certain and positive loss,
or our architects— even those who have been employed upon monumental edifices— shrink from the imputation of vanity which they

Were

parei

241

may be of opinion that he is dragged into notice oftener than there is
occasion for doing ; yet there surely can be nothing strange in advert-

tly,

tural

ing to the opiidons formally given in what pretends to be a standard
work, and an authority ; and if in such a vpork Mr. Gwilt chose to go
out of liis way, and take every opportunity of sneering at those who
write in reviews and journals, neither he nor any one else can be surprized if some of them occasionally go a little out of their direct way
too, in order to return his complimrnts with what interest they may.
now must proceed with our remarks on the subject of those
two windows in the Royal Exchange whose design is here represented.

We

miglit incur, were they to follow the example of some of their continental brethren who have published plans and other drawings of
their princi().il buildings— i7/HS/ra//o«s cf what they now are, and me-

morials hereafter of what they (nee were, when time or accident
do not, indeed, reshall have destroyed the fabrics themselves.
commend publication to t^ir Robert Smirke, because any collection of
his designs would only render more glariigly obvious than ever the
utter barrenness of liis imagination, and the poverty and paucity of his
Happily there are otiiers who would extend their own fame,
ideas.
and also promote the cause of art and good taste, by exhibiting some
of their productions to the world in a shape that would render them
abroad as well as at home ; studies
accessible as studies to every one
that really answer to their name, because they can be referred to
wheneverWe want, examined as minutely as we please; and because
thev supply accurate information as to a variety of particulars not to
be learnt by vipwing or going over the buildings them«plves. There
skilful combinations either for ell'ect or for surare beauties of plan
mounting inconveniences, which cannot be fully understood and appreciated by autopsy, but require to be delibeiately investigated and
carefully dwelt upon. No doubt strikingellectsmake themselves felt, or
yet though the elVect reveals itself to the
else they would not be such
perspectator, the cau^e of it may be very imperfectly understood
haps altogether mistaken, and that even by those who are toleranot to say by architects themselves.
bly conversant with architecture,
It is not every one among the latter who can detect at sight those
merits which are not to be judged of without more than a general and
cursory iusfieclion. It is not only "the Reviewer-critics of the day"
who, as G«ilt assures us, confine their observation almost exclusively to
to (he fayades of buildings, " well knovping how quickly their ignorance would be discovered the moment they should pass tiie threshold,
and discourse on the economy and distribution of a building. The
fact is, the number is very limited of those who can comprehend the
plan of a building, or who on walking over it, can so arrange in their

We

—

—

;

—

—

mind

tlie distribution of the several portions as to have tlie smallest
notion whether it has been skilfully composed."
This last remark is
true enough; but the taunt thrown out against reviewers, critics, and
writers is somewhat illiberal, for if not altogether unmerited, profesfor
sional persons also must at any r.ite come in for some share of it
we do not find them ever lake any pains to point out for our particular
notice, and explain for our instruction, those peculiarities and beauties
of plan and section which deserve to be studied, for the sake of the
originality and happiness of the ideas they contain, and the valuable
On the contrary, such collections
lessons to be derived from them.
as the Vitruvius Britannicus contain no letterpress at all, although
some commentary, or if not commentary, some little matter-of-fact
account of the respective buildings would by no means have been
To us, this sort of omission is quite as strange, as in
superfluous.
Gwili's own opinion "it is singular in these days of art-reviewing,
that fur the last twenty years r/Ot a single paper of any ralue has appeared ill any of the periodicals, in which the writer has ventured on
that part of the subject"
namely, distribution of plan. Now if Mr.
Gwilt can point out to us any thing of " value," and containing fresh
and original remarl on the same subject, which has proceeded from
the pen of a professional man, we shall feel ourselves his debtor, and
should lose no time in becoming acquainted v\ith such a rara avis.
That something lias been written on the subject by others he does not
deny but he gives us to understand that they have shown themselves
utterly incompetent, and have produced nothing of "value,"
not a
single paper deserving to be excepted from his general condemnation.
Whatever ability or the contrary has been shown in such remarks, the
readers of this Journal hardly require to be told that observations
bearing upon plan and arrangement have been brought forward in it
from lime to time. The papers entitled " Episodes of Plan," showed
;

—

,

;

—

tolerable intelligence of the subject, and also conla.ned some
at least so we thought at the time, and so
fiesh and novel ideas;
many others tliuuglit loo; but we now stand corrected, and are now
bound to bow to the superior judgment of a great writer of one v»ho
has written an entire Encyclopaedia, therefore in comparison with
whom we are at the best but puny literary dwarfs. This is not the

some

—

—

first

time that Gwilt has got a rub or two in this Journal, and some

We

feel much satisfaction at being able to give tliis example in addition to these of other windows in the same building, both because it
is an original and well adjusted composition in itself, and because it
skilful contrivance in surmounting a great difficulty, and imparting nobleness of character to features that threatened to prove sad
eye-sores. And if not always absolutely eye-sores, windows within a
portico are more or less a drawback on that superior architectural
character which is affected by that part of a structure and which it
ought to maintain. In the first place, they are quite at variance with
the classical costume assumed by such application of the antique temple frontispiece, since they disturb consistency by showing a modern
facade immediately behind it. In the next place, besides being attended with too much of an ordinary and every-day look, a number of
such apertures quite destroy that breadth and repose of background
so essential to the due effect of columniation ; nor is it quite free from

shows

_

objection that windows so situated cause the columns placed in advance of that part of the front to appear obstructions,— at least to be
so considered by many who complain that porticos serve only to darken
the rooms behind them, and intercept the view from their windows.
In fact, a poitico ought not to be atti^mpted on that side of a building
where a number of windows are indispensable, since even though there
may be none within the portico itself, they interfere with general unity
of composition by causing the other parts to appear quite distinct
in character from the portico, as is the case with the front of the Post
Office, where two opposite modes of treatment are brought together
in violent contrast, viz., columniation for I he centre and fenestration on
each side of it. In the West fa9ade of the Exchange, there was, for-

32
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very luckily for none just
tunatelv, not occasion for many windows,
immeJiately adjoining the portico, wliere any apertures of tlie kind
would have cut up the mass from which it projects ; still it was necessary to obtain several windows, and those immediately over each
To combine so many distinct
other, for rooms on four different floors.
apertures into a single architectural composition that would accord

with all the rest of the portico was no small ditTieulty, yet the problem
lias been so happily solved that those two features produce the effect
of inner loggias with a smaller order, and instead of there being scattered spots and patches, there are what are adequate to deep masses
Even taken as an example of a Venetian window set
of shadow.
within an arcade, the composition is marked both by oiiginality and
good taste. It even exceeds two squares in height, and therefore has
adignifiedairofloftiness,and of compactness as toculumniation,thevery
reverse of the meagre and sprawling appearance which is soolfensive
take it for granted that our readers
in many windows of the kind.
are aware that there are no more than two of these windows within
the
Exchange,
viz.,
one
on each side of the central reportico
of
the
cess in which the entrance is placed, and that each of them fills up a
compartment answering to two intercolumns and an intervening co-

We

lumn of the external elevation, in other words, that the pilasters, whose
edges are indicated in the cut, answer to the first and third column of
the portico from either end. The entire width within the clear of the
pilasters is 20 feet, consequently the scale of the cut is as nearly as
to ten feet, from which the other measuremay be one inch and
ments may be ascertained without difficulty.

^

ON THE RESISTANCE REQUIRED TO

SUSTAIN BANKS

OF EARTH OR OTHER MATERIALS.
Being an distract of Papers read before the Royal Irish Academy and
the InsiitiUion of Civil Engineers, Ireland,

By John Neville,

ABD

C.E., Dundalk.

any bank with a vertical or inclined face

is

A

B, and a hori-

AD

be the position of the plane of
zontal or inclined top B D, then if
repose, the horizontal resistance required to sustain a fractured wedge
equal to

A B C is

A B C X tan D A C
A C when this resistance is

and the position of

—

mined as follows:
Through A draw

AO

(1.)

maximum

a

is

deter-

O

B D. Draw any line E cutting
describe a semicircle, and from G, where
as
the circumference cuts the plane of repose, as distance, with
centre, describe an arc cutting E
F and produce it to
in F, join
C is a maximum.
C, then the resistance required to support F
produced. Put
A,
Also, let fall
perpendicular on B
and
the weight of a cubical unit of the
6,
bank. Then

A D at

right angles

;

parallel to

EO
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O

O

A

D
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DAH;=c,

BAH=
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^
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D
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particular case where B D is horizontal the equation

R=-^ (tan!+tanc+—.-2(tanctan!+*-?^^^+^+l)^\
2 tan

!

tan
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tan

z

j

'

'
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given by Tredgold in the Article Masonry, Encyclopedia Brittanica,
7th Edition, where i is the complement of the angle of repose,
in equation (2) or (2'), and S
W. Now this equation (25) is
is

t an c

the term

Incorrect, as

tan c tan

i

A-

:—

^
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\

.

,
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tan

^
+

0=6

1

under the vinculum

should be

i

...
,.
,,
which case the equation

.

is

,

,,

,

merely the development

of equation

(2'),

which

is

general whether the top

clined, and is easily calculated from.
The first table is given by Tredgold as calculated

[August,
is

horizontal or in-

from equation (25)
in the work referred to, and the second is calculated from equation (2)
or (2') to the same data, where the values in the last column are about
double those determined by Tredgold. The other difterences are immaterial.
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tlie Government at full prices did not answer the expectaWhile paying the
tions of those concerned in their consumption.
highest prices for fuel, the efficiency of our steam vessels was some-

nished to

times impaired by

its

inferior quality,

and the large amount of

its

im-

purity.

neighbourhood of Richmond and Petersburg, in Virginia; of which
simples were examined.
0( foreign bituminous coals six varieties were tried, viz., one
from Sydney, Nova Scotia, sent by the Cunard Coal Mining Company ;
one of Picton coal, sent by the same also, one sample of Scotch, one
of Newcastle, one of Liverpool, and one of Picton.
Two mixtures of anthracite and bilumiuous coal, in certain proportions, and two species of coke, (one from the Midlothian coal of
Virginia, and the other from Neff's Cumberland coal,) were also tried.
Tlie mean weight per cubic foot of these artificial cokes, was
tltven

;

While so large an amount of both labour and capital is embarked in
the mining and transportation of coal, and so many branches of industry
depend on it for the successful prosecution of their labours while so
much of domestic comfort and so mucli of national wealth are, even
nom, in the infancy of our mining operations, made to rely on this
material; and while steam navigation upon the ocean, and, eventually,
that upon our internal waters, must all be performed by its aid, we are
warranted in the assertion that few subjects of a practical nature are
;

interesting to the public.
In this view we are snst lined by observing how essentially it has
of one of the must commercial
influence
power
and
contributed to the
The coal deposits ol a small island, which would
nations of the world.
itself scarcely cover one of the United States, have aflror<led the chief
means of carrying her conquests to the remotest parts of the globe.

more deeply and immediately

Different standards 0/ heating power.

heating power of combustibles has, heretofore, been sought to
be determined by several dilfereiit methods.
(1.) The standard proposed by Lavoisier, and adopted by other

The

chemists, was, the weight of ice milled htj the combustion, either in atair, or ia pure oxygen gas, of a given weight of the combustible body.
(2.) The standard adopted by Mr. Marcus Bull, who some years
since gave to the world a valuable series of experiments on the heating
power of wood and coal, was the Unglh of time during ishich a given
difference could be maintained between an interior apartment in which
combustion was conducted, and an exterior one which was exposed to
the cooling effect of the surrounding air, by the consumption of a given
weight of each kind of fuel.
(3.) The mining engineers of Cornwall, and other parts of Great
Britain, have formerly used, as a measure of healing power, the weight
of water which could be raised one foot high by thi' consumption of a
given bulk of coal, when burned under steam boilers which supplied
the pumping engines at their mines.
(4.) The distinguished mining engineer, Berthier, of Paris, prof>osed the employment of the oxide of lead as a material from which
to obtain oxygen to effect the combustion of different substances, and
made the rceight of lead reduced from the state of oxide, by a given
weight of each combustible, a standard of its heating power.
(5.) The German and other European chemists have sought to
attain a knowledge of the lieating power of fuel by ascertaining the
precise chemical composition of the combustible portion, and thence
inferring the weight of oxygen which must enter into chemical combination with it during combustion.

mospheric

Method

found to be 32'iJ7 pounds.

The series of experiments on evaporation was terminated by a
single trial of the eH'ct of dry pine wood, of which a quantity had
been used daily in heating up tlie apparatus and preparing it for the
reception of coal.
iN'alure

of the above described methods appeared to fulfil the conditions required in a practical determination of the evaporative power
of the several kinds of coal. Preference was therefore given to that
which had, to a limited extent, been employed by Mr. Fyfe, of Edinburgh ; Mr. Schauf hauti, Messrs. Parkes and Manby, in England ; aTicl
by Dr. Dana, Mr. Hayes, and Mr. Francis, in this country. This
method consists in burning the coals under a steam boiler, so arrangi'd
and furnished with apparatus as to be capable of complete regulation.
The water delivered to the boiler, and the coals supplied to the furnaci», are determined both by weight and measure.
" The supply of air, the rate of combustion, the pressure and tem-

perature of steam, the proportion and character of the products of
combustion, both fixed and volatile, whether hft on the grate or passing through the flues, are subject to careful observation and experiment. Here, the standard by which we measure the heating power
of different coals is the weight of water which a given rueight of each can
evaporate from the temperature of 212° Fahrenheit. This standard is
probably as constant as any in nature.
With experiments conducted on this principle, the practice of generating heat for steam navigation, and for many other useful purposes, will be found to correspond in all essential circumstances.
List of the samples of coals examined.
of samples of coal on which trials of evaporative
power have been made, is forty-one.
01 these, nine were anthracites from Pennsylvania.
Oi {he free-burning or semi-bituminous coals /;t6/« samples have
been tried for evaporative power.
The next class of coals is that from the bituminom coal fields in the

of the experiments.

made from one to six trials, accordThe coal consumed in one trial never
being the greatest quantity which the
apparatus could receive in the period allotted to each experiment,
including (he time requisite for cle.iring out the residua, making the
necessarv adjustments, and preparing for a new trial. The total
weight of coal consumed in the trials of evaporative power has been
nearly ()24 tons; and the weight used, on an average, 978 pounds per
This statement may be sufficient to indicate that the experitrial.
ment have been made on a scale unobjectionable on the score of mag-

On

each sample of coal were

ing to the quantity furnished.

exceeded 15G7 pounds

— this

nitude.

Including the trial of wood, the whole number of experiments occupied 141 days. On each day continuous observations were made
during a period averaging from 12 to 14 hours, according to the requisitions of the experiment.

General Characters of the Anthracite Class.

The

anthracites have specific gravities varying from 1'39 to l-GI ;
retain their form when exposed to a heat of ignition, and undergo no
proper intumescence while parting with the small portion of volatile
matter which they contain ; or, if changed at all, are only disintegrated
Their flame is generally short, of a blue
into angular fragments.
They are igcolour, and consequently of little illuminating power.
nited with difficulty ; give an intense concentrated heat; but generally

become extinct while yet a considerable quantity remains unburnt on
the grate.
It appears that the anthracites proper weigh, on an average, 53-35
pounds per cubic foot and, consequently, require 42 cubic feet of
space to stow 1 ton. The natural coke of Virginia requires 48, and
the artificial coke from Midlothian and from Cumberland coal an average of 69-7 cubic feet to accommodate the same weight. The average
effect of 1 pound of anthracite was to convert into steam, from water
at 212°, 9'5GJ pounds.
;

here employed.

None

The number

343

Weight of Cokes compared

The weight

with Coal.

by coal in the operation of coking varies according
The princito the various modes in which the operation is effected.
pal methods are as follows
1. By coking in uncovered heaps of coarse lumps, (as at many of
the iron works in Great Britain, France, and elsewhere,) and only
covering up the ignited mass when flame ceases to be emitted, the
loss in weight at Plymouth is stated to be 17, at Pcnn-y-darran 2U,
and at Dowlais 34 per cent. This last is, no doubt, far greater than
is necessary, owing to the cheapness of coal, and the consequent negThe coals
lect of economy in the management of the coking process.
at Dowlais and at Penn-y-darran bear a strong analogy to that of Cumbituminous
Highly
coals,
berland, but have rather less volatile matter.
coked in uncovered heaps, lose from 55 to GO per cent, of their weight,
and those of medium quality from 45 to 50, and those of still lower
bituminousness from 30 to 40 per cent. In all these cases, a considerable loss occurs from burning away some portion of the solid carbon
on the exterior of the heap, before the slack and cinders are placed
upon the coke to extinguish the fire.
2. By coking in stacks, (that is, in well-covered heaps of coal
from 10 to 15 feet in diameter,) as followed in Staffordshire, coals of
high bituminousness lose from 50 to 55, and those of a drier nature
from 35 to 4i) per cent.
3. By coking in close ovens, the coal of Rive-de-Gier yields 69
per cent, of coke, whereas by the first of the above methods it gives
In the close oven, the gain of bulk is from 22 to 23 per
but 45 or 50.
cent.
In the close oven, highly bituminous coals yield from G5 to 66
per cent. but in the open heap only from 40 to 45, and this with an
actual diminution of bulk.
4. By coking in gas retorts, the Deane coal of Cumberland (Eng32*
lost

:

;

2
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land) gains in bnlk nearly 30 per cent., and loses in weight 25 per
cent.; Carlisle co.il nearly the same; wliile Cannel and Cardiff coals
gain in bulk 30, and lose in weight 30-5 per cent. Bewick's Wallsend
coal loses 30, and Russell's Wallsend 307 per cent, by the larae
process.

General Characters of Bituminous Coals.
In specific gravity, coals of the free-burning class fall a little below
the anthracites, ranging from 1'2S to 1-44. Their mean weight per
cubic foot is, however, only two-thirds of a pound less than that of the
As they contain liut a small portion of matter to be vaporfirst class.
The conized, they soon come to the temperature of full ignition.
siderable increase of volume which thi'V take in coking, favours the
subsequent rapid and effective combustion of their fixed carbon. In
some cases, especially when brought very gradually to ignition, their

are in a measure preserved.
In many respects, this class of coals bears a strong analogy to the
preceding. The ratio of the fixed to the volatile combuslihle m.itter
The exterior presents often a resinous
is, however, something less.
lustre.
The surfaces of deposition are easily developed by fracture.
Great facility of ignition, and a high degree of activity in the combustion of their volatile constituents, are also general properties of
this class.
Their high proportion of volatile combustible matter renders these coals, when nearly free from sulphur, eminently suitable
for the production of illuminating gas; and the tendency of their
cokes, with few exceptions, to inturaesce strongly, renders them, in
common with the preceding class, highly serviceable in forming large
hollow fires for smithing purposes.

SIX TABLES,
Exhiliting the Relative Value of Coals aceordiug to their Various Qualities.

Names

of coals, arranged in
the order of their Relative

Weights.

Beaver Meadow, slope No. 5
Atkinson and Tenipleman's.
Scotch
Newoasllc
Pictou. (Cunard's)
Liverpool
Cannclton. (Indiana)
Dry pine wood

..

[August,

masses of coke scarcely cohere, and the original forms of their lumpi
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(ho andiracites over tlie fureipn coals tried, wlietlier we
under eqnal weiglils or equal Inilks.
to demonstrate tliat, for tlie purposes of rapid
evaporation, and for tlie production of illuminating gas, the coal of
Indiana, though neither very heavy n'^r very durable, is inferior to none
of the highly liitutninous class to wllich it belongs; since in heating
power, anil in freedom from impurity, it surpasses the splint and can-

enjoyed

I'V

consider

tliein

Experiment appears

cel coal of Scotland.

Ntctssity of /iirllier experiments.
by any means regard the iiivesligalion of American coals
as an exhausted subject.
A glance at any good geological map of the United States, in which
the coal fields are laid down, will show how exceedingly limited is
the whole amount of s;iace covered by the several detached coal
troughs from wliich the samples here presented wi're derived, compared with the immense extent of that formation which covers western
Pennsylvania and Virginia, eastern Ohio, the eastern part of Kentuckvj a part of middle Tennessee, and an undefined portion of Alabama and much more when compared with the vast tr.icts of coal
country in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, and a considerable porI cannot

;

tion of Michigan.

The surprising extension of steam navigation on the western rivers
and the north-western lakes, as well as on the gulf of Mexico and the
adjacent seas, the increase of population, and the consequent clearing
of woodlands, all point significantly to a necessity which must be fell,
at no distant day, to have recourse to mineral fuel for supplying this
rapidly increasing demand.
To understand the relative strength and usefulness of the coals
from the several parts of the three great western coal regions, requires
that they be examined with no less care than has been applied to the
limited spaces from which were derived the materials operated on
during these experiments. It may he added, that the products of
many coal districts east of the Allegany mountains ire yet unexamined.

any case knowkdge be power, it is pre-eminently so when it
which constitutes the greatest element of power
in the physical world, and in the present age of marvellous developments.
If'

in

relates to a subject
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make bars of a mixture of Garlsberrie II. and old fire-bars of the worst
scrap iron which shall be as strong as the best irons will give.
1 liiid hoped that I shouU' have liul time to write a >liort account
of the researches we have made on the strength of limber, but I have
found it impossible for the present,
I will only draw your attention
to this point.
In ascertaining the sireiiglh of timber, these two points
nuist be kept quite distinct, viz., the constant expressing the nlalive
III nnglh, and
the constant to be used in the formula;, such as those
given in TiirnbuU, wliich we may call the constant representing the
absolute strength.
If a hundred experiments are made on a particular kind of fir, the
lire, iking weight in each case being taken underexactly similar circumstances, the lUOtli part of the sum of all these weights represents
fairly enough the mean strength of that particular wood, (. t., it will
do to comfiare with a number determined in the same way for another
kind of fir, and the greater this tnean weight is, the stronger the wood.
So far, then, as scientific research is concerned, this method is fair,
but the same constant will not do for the practical man. 1 say that for
this we must take the leant weight th.it broke the beam, and not the
mean, for the workman wants to know not what the average strength
of the wood is, but how much he may trust to a particular specimen
of it; and therefore he wants to know what is the least weight that
broke a fair, uniform, sound beam under given circumstances.
The first set of constants will guide him in the choice of his material, but if he begins to calculate the dimensions from the formula, as
in Turnluill, he wants a dilTerent constant, viz., the one I have above
pointed out.
My attention was drawn to this subject by reading the following
passage in Professor Barlow's book on Strength of Materials, page 2li.

—

—

—

Practical Rule.
Since the strength of direct cohesion must necessarily be
luoporlional to the number of fibres, or to the area of the section, it follows,
that the strength of any iron rod will be found by multiplying the number
of square inches in its section by the corresponding tabular number as giveu
above.
This, however, gives the absolute strength, or rather the weight that would
destroy the bar
and practical men assert that not more than one-fourth of
this ought to be employed.
have, however, left more' than three-fourths
1
of the whole weiglit hanging for twenty-four or forty-eight hours without
;

perceiving the least change in the state of the fibres, or any diminution of
their ultimate strength.
It will be seen that Professor Barlow uses the expression "absolute
strength" in the way in which I have proposed to use "relative

ON THE STKENGTH OF WOOD AND CAST
Sir,

—

I

had intended

to lay before the

IRON.

Mechanical Section of the

British Association for the Advancement of Science, at tii*Mr late
meeting at Cambridge, a few remarks on some important points connected with the Experimental Determinaliun of the Strength of Wood
and Cast Iron. The fewness of those who attended that Section rendered it advisable to forego this intention; and in fact, by mistake,
my paper was described as "On the Strength of Iron Castings," which
was not my main object, but merely incidental to the other enquiry
"On the Strength ot Timber." However, though the meeting of the
Section was a failure, I of course met there with Mr. Eaton Hodgkinson, whose labours in the cause of science are so well known, and we
had some short conversation on the subject of Cast Iron. He iiiroruied
me that he had now preparing for publication a great mass of experimental results which would contain results bearing on my views. As,
however, it may be some time before we are favoured with these
tab'es, and my object is to address the practical man rather than the
scientific, I will trouble you to notice the point 1 wished should be
attended to. It was suggested by Mr. Edward Bell, the Professor of
Machinery in our College, that by increasing the length of runner head
the strength of a horizontal bar niiglil be made equal to that of a vertical bar, and would be much more uniform in its texture.
He therefore prepared some bars for determining experimentally the advantage
and found that it was as lie had apprehended. The reason of course
The iron when in a fluid state obeys the laws of hydrois obvious.
statics, and tlie pressure increases with the dejith, and a very small
vertical column of iron, will produce a great pressure throughout the
liquid mass, a pressure proportional to its length.
If, then, the column
is kept in a state of fusion while the metal in the fl isk is cooling and
setting, the particles will be packed more closely together, the density
will be increased, and a stronger bar obtained.
In an economical view
this is very important, for a very inferior iron will by this means give
as strong a bar, or stronger, than a much belter, and therefore dearer,

s/rength."
I say that if ho proposed the smallest weight instead of the mean,
As to the
the result would be one which practical men ought to trust.
arbitrary " one-Courth," it only shows that we have not yet succeeded
in proving to practical men that we em do them any good, and Mr.
Barlow justly intimates that there is a great sacrifice of the powers of
the material in this very arbitrary reduction.
as
I trust to ofTer some further remarks on this interesting subject,

—

well as be able to lay before your readers at a future time results of
experimental enquiries made by Mr. Ranger, our lecturer and professor of general construction.
I hope we shall be able to |)oint out some
very important features in the case, to which as yet but little attention
seems to have been given.
I remain, Sir,
Your obedient servant.
College, Putney, July, 18-45.

COMPARISON OF ENGLISH, FRENCH, AND BELGIAN RAILWAYS.

Experiments linve been m ide only on a small scale as yet, but we
purpose to extend them in number so as to generalise on the subject,
and ascertain whether, by a proper depth of runner head, we cannot

Fares cliaryed, the Expenses and the Profits.
Journal des D e bats, July 14.— Traiisiatfd for this Journal.)
many railways are in the course of consliuction, it is interesting
T/ie

—

iron.

M. CowiE, Principal.

(From the

While so
to

know as
An

them.

on the
penses.

line

exactly as possible every item of expcndiiure connected with
able engineer,

from Paris

The

to

M.

Jullien,

under whose direction are the works

Lyons, has undertaken to give an idea of these ex-

reports of the railways of France and abroad supply

liira

wit

materials which he has admirably digested and arranged.

Average Cost of Railtcay per mile.

The first thing that strikes us in M. Jullien's Memoire is the observation
that the average of 300,000 fr. per kilonittre (.£19,200 per mile), generally
admitted as the probable cost of construction of the main lines in France, i»certainly loo small.
Of this M. Jullien has j;ivcn proofs. This is an important consideration at a time bke the prcieut, when iipeculatiua is so euijerly
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On many of the English lines the expense has
In
heen from 700,000 to 800,000 fr. (£44,800 to £.')0,200 per mile.
France we cannot expect the cost to be less than 350,000 to 400,000 fr. on
the average (£22,400 to £25,600 per mile).
directed towards railways.

Comparison of Fares charged

On

in

England, Belgium, and France.

view, one would imagine the difference between one railway
and another to be so great that it would be vain to attempt to reconcile them
and deduce general laws. The fares, the number of passengers, their distribution among the classes of carriages, would seem liable to infinite variation
according to the frequency of trains, the gradients, the curves, and every
thing else which has an influence on the expense and profits.
M. JuUien
has, however, in the general results, collected some very singular coincidences.
What can be more dissimilar than the rate of fares in England, France, and
Belgium ? The fare per mile actually received appears on the average

the

first

[August,
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would instinctively shrink from travelling upon such a pigmy
contrivance
and yet, what engineer is bold enough to say that, in fifty years'
time, our present lines may not he treated as equally Ldipulian affairs, and
our engineering science be sulijcct to the smile of ridicule of the lirunels and

ject of guages,

Lancaster and Preston

—

Leicester and Swannington
Liverpool and Manchester

;

—

—

;

that a modern jarvey could not only well have atVorded a sly smile at bis old
fashioned prototype, but our nobles were not ashamed to be seen in bis position.
Nay, who was a finished gentlemen, who could not gracefully guide
and where is now this
Lis trap and four through a crowded thoroughfare
the boast of the naiwift and elegant system of transit
the British mail
Shall we, then, in the intion ?
nearly among the things that have been.
and with such a power, and subject to
fancy of knowledge of steam-power
)uch modification at our command or the absence of experience of sufficient
engineering skill, trammel ourselves to imperfection, and bind ourselves, by
Act of Parliament, to slow coaches, accidents, and 4 ft. 85 in. guages ? Suppose, if the experiment of introducing 10 ft. in. diameter wheels, by Brunei,
had answered the calculations he had made for them, by one revolution of
the engine, one stroke of the piston, bad sent us as far as two of the first
that were invented, and the old speed of twenty-five miles would have been
doubled, while the old engine would have been entirely discarded, and 7 feet
6 inch rails would then have been the true width, until some better one was
discovered? And yet, who is able to decide, that, if the passenger carriages
had been raised upon wheels equally high, that the experiment would not
have answered in every way the expectation
One thing is certain, the propelling power would have borne better upon the weight, and in a more
direct line, and most likely the object in view would have been accomplished
but, suppose, with even this alteration, it bad failed, is that a reason that
rails and carriages cannot be so constructed as to work much larger wheels,
and much larger and firmer rails, and a much wider guage, than, perhaps,
any thing that has been yet considered practicable ? Is it inconsistent with
the spirit of improvement, that we may gain not only greater speed, but with
it greater safety and security ?
We thiuk not. Mining Journal.
.'

—
—
—
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,,

,.

.

.

..

Manchester and Crewe
Manchester to Leeds
Maryport to Carlisle
tlidlaud.
Derby to Birmingham
Derby to Leeds
Rugby to Derby
Newcastle to Carlisle
Newcastle to Darlington ..
Newcastle and North Shields
North and Eastern (from Eastern Counties Railway)
I
North Union. Preston to Manchester and Liver|>oul Railway
..
..
.,
., j
Norwich to Yarmouth
I'rcston and Wyre
.
.
South Western (to Southampton)
Gosport Branch

Stephensons of that day perhaps, even the inquiry at this stage of our progress in locomotive travelling, be then a subject very well fitted for a joke
as the advertisements of the fast coaches of fifty years ago, are not only to
our able engineers, hut, indeed, to the whole comnuiiiily the speed of the
old coach was increased to double, and, perhaps, treble, its pace in the period
alluded to, by the same instrumentality
viz., horses, turnpikes, and a little
more elegance and accomplishment in using the thong and holding the ribbons and to such perfection had this delightful method of travelling arrived,

—

..

—

.

.

.

Stockton to Darlington
..
..
Stockton, Hartlepool and Clarence

TaffVale
York and North Midland

(3.)

.

.

,

,

,.

,.

..

,,

.

Gauge 5 /eel 3

inches.

Dublin and Drogheda

.'

(1.)

Gauge hfeet G

inches.

;

* Abroath to Forfar
* Dundee to Abroath

..

.,

Total

—

t (5.) Gauge 6/eei 2
Portadown
. .
.

Belfast to

(S.

RAILWAY CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THEIR GAUGES.
The following

is

a

list

is

Branch

lines are distinguished

rails laid

from main

"i

feet.

:

The column giving the length of

each railway refers only to the number of miles of
for trafhc.

Gauge

el--]
Great Western: Bristol and Gloucester*: Chel
tenham and Great Western
Bristol and
nd \
Exeter

of the principal railways of Great Britain, classified

according to the breadth of their gauges.

)

inches.

down and used

line, so that in

no case

the same length of railway reckoned twice over.
(1.)

Gauge ifeet 6

inches.

Miles.

Ballochney
,
Garnkirk to Glasgow
Slamannan Railway
.

. .

. .

. ,

,

..

..

..

,,

..

,.

.,

..

Total

(2.)

Gauge 4 Jeet 8i

6
8
12

26

inches.

Croydon
..
..
..
Dover (from Reigate Junction)
Dublin and Kingston
..

..

..

..

..

..

,.

..

..

..

Eastern Counties (to Colchester)

..

..

..

Edinburgh to Glasgow
..
..
..
..
Glasgow and Greenock (from Paisley) ..
..
Glasgow, Kilmarnock and Ayr
..
..
..
Grand Junction (to Lancaster) ..
,,
,,
Gravcsend and Uucbester
Great North of England (Darlington to York and"l
North Midland Kailwav)
J

HuUtoSelby

.

.

.

.

the Application of the Form of the Cross during the
Middle Ages.

(From

(In this class are included some railways of which the gauge is half an inch
wider to allow for the play of the wheels.)
Birmingham (from London)
..
..
112
..
Peterborough Branch ..
,.
,.
47
Birmingham to Gloucester
..
..
..
5;i
Bishop's Auckland and Weardale
.
8
,
Bodmin to Wadebridge ..
..
..
14
,,
Bolton, Leigh and Kenyon
.,
..
..
9
Brandling Junction
..
..
.,
..
17
Brighton (from Croydon to Shoreham) ..
48
..
Chester to Birkenhead
..
,.
..
,.
15
Chester and Crewe
..
..
..
,.
21

.

CHRISTIAN ICONOGRAPHY.

On

.

10
66
6
50

46
16
51
126
7
.,

31

the Hisloire

de Dieii, par

M. Didron.^

(Continued from Page 217.)

In the West our churches are usually in the form of tlie Latin Cross
of unequal parts ; the afiex and arms being shorter than tiie shaft or
trunk.
The foot or shaft forms the longitudinal nave, the arms form

apex forms the choir. In the
choir was shorter and the nave longer
In the
nave (called the transepts or
cross aisles) cuts the longitudinal nave immediately adjoining the
apsis, it leaves no room for the choir.
In tlie 13lh century the choir
there are
lengthens and forces the transept tovpards the west
even some churches in which the transverse nave is nearer to the
portal than to the apsis, so that it is still a Latin Cross, the divisions
being unequal, and the cross ai?le cutting the transverse nave into two
unequal portions, but it is a Latin Cross reversed, the apex of which
is longer than the pedestal.
The church of St. Germain^l'Auxerrois
at Paris is of this form
from the portal to the transept the nave is
four widths in length, from the transept to the bottom of the church
the distance is nine widths
tlie top, which ought to be much longer,
is really shorter than the bottom: the arms are short, as is usual in ths
Latin Cross, only occupying three widths bi'tween tliein.
Many of the Englisli cathedral churches have a form which is neitlier
that of tbe Latin Cross aor of the (ireek Cross, uor even that of the
the transept or transversal nave, the

Middle Ages

tlie

basilicas of Constantine tlie transverse

;

;

:
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These singular edifices are divitled not by one transept
The first cuts the lungitii-linal nave in half; the western
two.
or inferior end forms the nave properly speaking, and tlie eastern end
forms the apsis of the church; this apsis itself is divided by a second
transept, usually shorter than the first.
On this side, viz., from the
first to the second transept, is the choir; on the other, viz., from the
transept
to
the
second
bottom of the church, is the sanetuiry. The
calhedr.ils at Salisbuiy, Lincoln, Beverley, Rochester, and Worcester
are of this character.
Let a figure be drawn of the Cross of Christ,
with a long and wide label attached to it bearing the inscription
"Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews." This libel, as it were, is
adopted in English churches, and forms the eastern transept, that
which divides the top of the Cross into two parts; then comes the
usual cross aisle or transept, on which the arms of Christ were extended. This is derived from the Cross of Lorraine, tiie Cross of the
Knights Hospitallers, and from that which denotes at present the
archiepiscopul dignity, it is the double Cross ; it seems to be borrowed
from Greecp, for we meet with it frequently in Attica, in the Morea,
simple tau.
Init 1)V

and

at

Mount Athos.

The designs

form of a Cross were often revealed
appeared to a sleeping saint, perhaps
him the form of a monument which
was to be erected by the command of God immediately the work
was put in hand according to the model seen in the dream. Sometimes bright lines were observed in the sky, tracing on the clouds the
form of tlie church to be erected. In this way Constanline caused his
Labarum to be executed in the form of that which he had seen traced
in lines of fire in the sky, and according to which luminous design the
edifice was erected.
Sometimes the plan and form of a basilica might
be discovered traced with drops of dew on the dry ground ; at another
time it was the snow which indicated the spot and marked the form
in which the walls should rise.
Thus the French abbey and church of
St. Michael in the department de la Manche, and the Italian chuich
St. Michael at Gargano were traced upon the earth by the steps of a
for churches in the

in visions.
In the night an angel
to a bishop, and made known to

;

[August,

In Greece, the representations
of the Cross usually bear this inscription "Jesus Christ the Conqueror," The following is an example of the double Cross, which
we call the Cross of Lorraine,
which furnishes also the plan of
the Englishchurchesalreadv mentioned, as well as that of the
three French churches. The foot
of this Cross is divided into two
forks or branches, and expands
itself in leaves of the acanthus.
The inscription surrounds the upper Cross only. Sometimes this
inscription is divided into two
parts
the first portion is engraved above a Cross and is
placed on the left, and the second
p(Ttion
above another Cross
Beneath
placed on the right.
the first inscriptionare two peacocks, which appear to be allegorical, since a manuscript and a fabulary stone in the Museum at
Narbonne represent them crowned with a nimbus, like saints. Beneath the second and within medallions there is an eagle with its
wings folded, and a falcon with its wings likewise folded; the falcon
wears ihe collar, the leash, and the little bell. The foot of the first
Cross is clawed, that of the second \s perronne ; both out by the double
transverse.
The Cross with the peacocks is formed of bands intnrlaced, that with the eagle and falcon is tvfisted in narrower bands.
;

bull.

Since, as we have seen, even the severe science of architecture
accommodates its plans and designs to the varied forms and details of
it is not surprising that the arts of sculpture and
painting
it in all its varieties, numerous and capricious as these
varieties often are.
Thus, not only do they employ the Cross with
one or lico transverse beams, but the number is often increased to Ihrte
this Cross has eight arms, each transept dividing it into two, which
makes six, to which the shaft adds two others, viz., the foot and the
apex. These Crosses with one, two, or three transverse arms denote
degrees of r.mk, in the same way as the tiara, the hat, and the mitre.
The pope alone was entitled to the triple Cross, the archbishop and
cardinal to the double Cross, the simple Cross remaii ing for the
bishop.
The capitals of columns, sarcophagi with their covers,
mosaics and frescoes, windows and wainscotings, are adorned with
innumerable Crosses, and their variety is equal to their number.
These Crosses are sometimes simple, sometimes interlaced with other

the Cross,

should employ

emblems.

When the Cross is simple and without other attributes or ornaments
it must be divided into two classes
the Cross of the Passion and the
Cross of the Resurrection. The Cross of the Passion, the real Cross
on which Christ was crucified, is the square unhewn tree, composed
of the trunk and transverse beam; it is this which is generally placed
in the arms of the Father with the Christ nailed thereon; U is this
which is planted in our fields, in our highways. The Cross of the
Resurrection is the emblun of the real Cross it was with this that
Jesus rose from the tomb and ascended to Heaven. A banner, a flame,
usually floats around the Cross of the Resurrection, it is indeed a
standard, the top of which tetniinates in a Cross rather than in a point.
The Cross which the Paschal Lamb bears on its foot, and the Cross
which precedes religious processions, are the Crosses of the Resurrection and of the Ascension
in these cases it is no longer a tree, as
in the Cross of the Passion, but a staff.
Sometimes, Christ in Heaven is represented as seated near to the
Father and to the Holy Ghost, bearing the Cross of the Resurrection
rather than that of the Passion.
The Cross of the Passion, the true
Cross, is a sufiVring one,— the Cross of the Resurrection is a triumphant one the last has the same general form as the former one, but
it is spiritualized
it is the Cross transfigured.
These two Crosses
are historical, because they were employed at the Crucifixion and
Resurrection of Jesus Clirist; but the number of those which are
purely emblematical is infinitely greater.
Heraldry adopts many of

—

;

;

;

—

which it assigns names which characterizes their nature
and form. When the Cross is interlaced or accompanied by ornaments or emblems, the variety is so great that it is impossible to describe all, we must therefore select some examples.
these, to

These two Crosses ornament the western door of a church

at Athens,
have given the
in slabs of white marble.
Cress with the eagle and falcon, it seems as well therefore to make
this example complete by giving also the Cross with the peacocks,
for this is to the left and furnishes the first part of the inscription.
In Greece, at the base of the sculptured and painted Cross which
ornament the churches, we almost always find animals facing each
other, who seem to gaze with love or fear on the emblem, beneath
which they appear to humble theinselvis. The lion, the eagle, the
peacock and the falcon are the animals we generally find. The peacock and the eagle are the emblems of pride, the falcon and the lion
which betoken violence and cruelty, may well signify that these evil

and are sculptured

We

1845.]
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bond under tlie yoke of the Cross. The dove and the
lamb, which we frequentlv fiiid in the frescoes, on the catacombs,
and on the ancient sarcophagi, may signify, that as virtue arises Jrom
the Cross so vice is overthrown by it.
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things; Xo. 5 is inclosed in a medallion, but the r.iys of this niyslic.U
wlu-rl touch the circumference and mingle in it, wliile tliose of N'>. ti
do not touch it. This last figure does not present a Rho but an luli!,
which is the first letter of the Greek word IH20T2, as the Chi is the
The sixth cypher is tln-n the most complete.
first letter of XPI2r02.
There is yet a vast number of inscriptions and allegorical orn inicnts
besides those which accompany the sign of the Cross and detail its
ficts and significations; but we have been compelled to confine our-

passion"! miiat

selves to the

more

essential points of this important subject.

REMARKS ON THE MATHEMATICAL PRINCIPLES OF MR.
DREDGE'S PATENT SUSPENSION BRIDGE.
By

F. Bashforth, B.A., Fellow of Si. John's College, Cambridge,
Member of the Cambridge Philosophical Society,

and

" The constant destruction of bridges so fatal to life and property, arises
from the erroneous principles upon which they are constructed."
Mr. Dredge's Advertisement.

solely

recent fatal catastrophe -xi Yarmouth renders it imperative on
persons to make use of every means in their power to guard against
It is to me a matter of surprise
the recurrence of a similar event.
tliat there has been no exposure of what Mr. Dredge calls his " System
mathematically demonstrated, showing, by the most searching investigation, the true principles of the novel and economical invention." 1!
In the work on Bridges, published by Mr. Weale, we have a Supplement of G4 pages of demonstration, illustration, and examples. In
vol. xxxviii. of the Mechanics Magazine we have the " Mathematical

The

all

Demonstration of the Principles of Dredge's Patent Iron Bridges. By
In addition to these Mr. Dredge has printed for disanumberof letters extracted from newspapers, &c., explaining
in glowing colours the advantages in strength and cheapness of his
bridge. But most unfortunately not one of the writers even pro/emcs
to have any knowledge of mathematics, and consequently all their
opinions are worthless. In one of Mr. Dredge's advertisements we are
informed that " in such a structure as the Menai Bridge it (the patent
bridge) eiTects a saving of 1865 tons of iron in the main chains alone,"
and in a note we are told that the "Menai chains leeigh 193.) tons."
will now compare this with the statement in Mr. Page's Report,
printed by order of the House of Commons, May 9, 1844, page 2 1, and
reprinted in Weale's Quarterly Papers, Part V. page 20. "The
weight of the bridge (including 130 tons additional weight due to reIn Mr. Proves' work we have
pairs in 1839 and 1840) is 774 tons"
Again, we are informed that the " tension of the
a similar statement.

the Inventor."
tribution

We

We

have already described several designs where a figure of Jesus
Christ surrounded by a glory, either elliptical or circular, is accomChrist is also repanied by the attributes of the four Evangelists.
presented by his Cross, and the Evangelists by their Gospels; not
onlv is the Cross accompanied by signs and ornaments, but it is also
The monogram of Christ, the Chi
interlaced by them so to speak.
(X), and the Rho (P) of XpiaTos, the Iota (I) of iriaovs, uniting form the
Greek and Roman Cross and stars with six equal or unequal parts
these Crosses are simple or enclosed in circular medallions, and are
sometimes square. In the next illustration composed of six cyphers
the Chi is in the St. Andrew's Cross. In the first five figures the Rho
cuts the Chi vertically, at the point in which the two branches are
The
intersected; we have thus the two first letters of XPI2T02.
cyphers of No. 2, 3 and 4 are simple or open, and the No. 3 is compalms,
which
proposed only of X and of p; No. 2 is accompanied by
;

!

chain must be nearly 3750 tons, half of it acting in each direction."
Did Mr. Dredge ever know such a method of measuring tension before
made use of? I compare this with another of Mr. Dredge's circulating letters, written by Lord Western to Lord Melbourne, which states
thataccordingtoDrewry"thestrain at the middle is 1875 tons." I make
no remark, I have merely collected statements, and I leave the world

—

to judge.

To proceed

to the

mathematical demonstration.
figs. G and 8 alluded to below.

These are copies of

In both figures

Fig. 6.

Fig. 8.

same letters refer to the same. The pulleys E and B, fig. 6, are
supposed to turn about fijed axes, and a„ a„, denote the tensions of
the strings C E, H B, attached to the platform at C, H, and passing
over the pullies E, B; P F is the pier, P A a chain passing from the
top of the pier. Let
,>>,... .F A P =: ,f.n
F H B
,^„, F C E
the

=

=

¥C = d,.... FA = rf„
weight to be supported at G, G F =

FH =

bably signify triumph and glory ; No. 4 like No. 1 is completed by
the A and a, which signify that Christ is the beginning and end of all

« the

rf„,

S.

6,

—

tension of

A

P.

33
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If

now we suppose A F to be a rigid lever capable of
momenta tending to turn it in opposite
we get

F, and if the

turning about
directions be

eqoiil,

Page xxxi.
o, d, sin (p„ -\- a, rf, sin (p^ -{- b dn sin (p„ =z aS (R).
Tliis pqnation we may allow, but it must be observed that the pulleys E, B, are fixed quite independently of the main chain A P, and
we may thertfore suppose that the chain A P remains straight. a„
a, Sec. are called subsidiary forces.
At page xxxii. we read " If, instead of supposing the cords, to which
the subsidiary forces are attached, to be brouglit over pulleys and
stretched according to the intensities of their respective forces, let
them be simply attached to the prim.iry cord or chain A P, as represented figs. 7 and 8 following, then if stretched to the same degree by
means of the load which they are employed to support, the nature of
the action will be precisely the same as in figs. 2 and 6 &c."
I am
quite at a loss to im.igine how any one, possessing the least possible
linowledge of mechanics, could make such an absurd and totally unwarrantable supposition. If the subsidiary forces are to be anything,
they »!«s/ bend the main chain, thus the position of the whole will
be altered, and consequently the tensions of the rods will be changed.
The main chain A P would of course be bent, and the arrangement
of the whole be so altered that all ihe previous investigation would
be rendered utteily worthless for the object in view. It appears that
this learned theorist has found his subsidiary forces to produce a great
s.iving in material, but although it may be always possible to attach
the ends C, H, &c., fig. Pi, to the platform, it is not generally practicable in actual constructions to find other ^md points, as E B, just
above to which we may tie the other ends quite independently of the
main chain.
It does not appear necessary to continue the investigation any further, as its foundations are undermined.
A
bridge built on this principle may st.md for two reasons, it is seldom
or never loaded to the full extent of its calculated power, and the
actual strength of iron is about three times as much as is used in the

[August,

If Mr. Dredge had examined the Philosophical Transactioni for
182(5 he would have found that the plan for tapering the chains was
no new discovery in 183(5, and perhaps he might have been led to
doubt the accuracy of his own conclusions, when he found that the
quantity of iron tliat could be thus saved with safety was so small as
not to be worthy of notice.
All the patent bridges tliat have been constructed ought to be caretheleigths and strengths of all the links, together
fully examined
with their inclinations to the horizon, should he measured when the
bridge is loaded uniformly to the full extent of its estimated power,
it would then be possible to form some estimate of the security of the
structure.
In the general case the data are insutficient for a mathematical solution, but with given positions and magnitudes of all the
parts we may calculate the tension of each portion for a given loud,
and pronounce for or against after a comparison of the calculated tenWe have in a great
sions with the capabilities of the several parts.
measure to thank such writers as this theorist and Mr. Pole for the
distrust with which practical men regard theories.
;

—

calculation.

Thus we see that Mr. Dredge's "principle" is built on the fallacious
assumption that we may attach one end of a supporting rod to the
pUtfoim, and the other end to some convenient point just above, quite
independently of the main chain.

ON THE PREPARATION OF LIME FOR FRESCO AND
OTHER PURPOSES OF PAINTING AND ARCHITECTURE.
It is amply known to most men that lime is a calcined chalk, or other
stone containing this earth, in the state of carbonate, and that we must
develope its caustic state by divesting it of carbonic acid by means of
the kiln, and still further change its ciiaracter by slaking, when it becomes a hydrate of the earth, which is now and lias long been considered a mere u'lion of water with oxide of calcium ; and, although I
demur' on the absolute correctness of the theory, it might have been

considered supererogation to have dwelled upon it here had it not
been industriously published to the world, especially to painters,
first, that by washing, as practised by Pallomino, its caustic powers

and well known destructiveness among pigments, especially the sulphurets and carbonates, could be not only ameliorated but removed;
secondly, that the long continued burial of the hydrate in the state of
fine putty, as practised by Cornelius and other German painters in
fresco so pertinaciously that the director will use no lime which has
not been so buried from six to eight years ; thirdly, but it is almost
too silly to notice, that hydrate of lime is not formed by slaking, but is
fourthly, that to make a complete
a salt indigenous in all lime stonesjob, we should dissolve lime, precipitate artificial carbonates, and
further deteriorate its powers by foolish experimental' mixtures
Alas, what shall we be told next ?
Fourcroy published some forty-five years ago his valuable experiments and many incontrovertible truths, but, as will always be the
case with the mere theorist as regards practical arts, many errors:
liydrate of lime is stated by him to be less caustic (the gieat obstacle
o( the misled fresco painter) than the earth before slaking. This
was an error of the clos't man; Fourcroy used, as an experimentalist,
Carrara marble; now, obviously the lime of Carrara marble, however
well adapted to philosophical purposes, must be a poor, trashy and
worthless one for building, tanning, fresco painting, c&c, nor does its
hydrate resemble that of Dorking lime.
Convinced as I am that fresco painting is not at all adapted to
English taste, and much less so to English rooms or halls even of the
what, let us ask, is the essence of the art ? why, inherent
larger class
crudeness but real transparence and permanence, the very found Uion
If, then, a caustic lime be
of which is the permanence of the stucco.
necessary to a permanent intonaco and such intonaco be necessary
lime,
this
climate especially, is the
caustic
in
a
obviously
to fresco
sine qua von of a permanent fresco, and, as obviously, every attempt
adapt
it to the pigment,
to lessen the causticity of the lime, so as to
is a retrogradation ; the pigment must, in the nature of things, be
adapted to the lime, and the whole series of obstacles, hitherto reechoed from Pliny to Pallomiuo, sink before the ordinary expedients
.'

At pages xxxviii. and following, we have an example, and the

ten-

sions i

ij, &,.., a^, a„, &c., for that case are most obliginglv alTorded
with the greatest nicety, even to four decimal places, the above
fiKJire represents a part of the main chain, b„
b^, the tensions on each
side of the juint D, a^ the tension
of the subsidiary force connected
lis

to the

main chain

at

D.

It

is

found by applying the mathematical

Colculations to this particular case that

6.=
•

V

third.

151-G90G;

b^= 10M270;

a^

= 28-9517

+

*5
"it or two of the forces are together less than the
Now, since tliree forces, acting at a point, when thev keep it at

^'""^

are proportional to the sides of a plane triangle,
formed' by drawing
lines parallel to the direction of the
forces ; if this be true there may
be a plane triangle having two sides together
less the third.
But see
r-'st,

Euchd, Book

Prop. xxT
I have merely taken the values
of the tensions for one point.
The
seU of tensions (fi, 6^ aj, (6^ b, aj, (b, h, aj, and (b^ b^ aj when
applied at one point cannot keep it at rest for the reasons above
given.
It IS a decisive proof that
an author's calculations are erroneous
when they lead to an absurdity or an impossibilitr.
I think I have already
written enough to show 'that the principle is
wrong, and that its application to an example by the author leads
to an
absurdity.
I have compared Mr. Dredge's statements together and
with other accounts, and they are contradictory,— and I leave
things
^
as I find them.
It has become usual for persons
to speak of the Menai Bridge as a
complete failure— in one respect it has been a failure, in another
a
triumph. The failure is, however, no discredit to the mathematical
abilities of Davies Gilbert nor to those of
Telford the engineer. They
were not then aware of the effects that the wind could produce
but
everything that they did take into account whs amply provided
for.
Tills, however, will be no
excuse for neglecting such lessons as eiperieace bu taught, in future structures
of a similar kind.
I.,

;

—

—

—

of the painter's art.

• Tliat a something more lakes places Is obvious, and was seen by tile older masters of
physic and painting j the first directed " all first waters in which lime had heen slaked to
be thrown away as too furious for medicine ;' the last chose these first waters (in which
" lime had boiled up") to prepare Vermillion for fresco, which they do, not by "embuing
it with lime," but by abstracting the excess of sulphur.
« An axiom actually promulgated in print by a lilr. Weld Taylor, who states also, that
Vermillion has a tendency to turn * black' by heat , apparently innocent of tlie fact ttiat it
Vide his Essay on Fresc»
is id)solutely a
black' sulphuret of mercury turned red by heat
'

I

Paintinjf.

» Dr. David Boswell Reld.
po^e 45 of the Appendix.

Vld«

tlie

Royal CommiBslon on Fine Arts, 1st Report,
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great mass of error exists witli reference to the statements of the
older writers on this sul ject, as W( 11 as that fur arehitectiiral purArminiiii, for instance, tells ns about boiling; now if absolute
poses.
boiling evr were praclisid in his day it could only have been the
boiling of pigin'-ntal linie, then the only white' permitted, and here
any English manufacturer of whiting would laugh him tb scorn. I am
•atisfied however, boiling of another kind wan practised from the

A

agrs,— and continues to be practised to this day by cunning
plasterers whenever the stock of putty is exhausted and a supply re-

enjliest

quired rapidly,— that is, the throwing lime into water and— often witli
fine sand— covering it down with sacks and thus boiling the mixture
per se.
Secretary
In my earliest experiments, after being applied to by the
of the Uoyal Commission on the Fine Arts, I saw the obvious necesand
prepared
a small
lime,
ameliorated
an
not
ai,d
caustic
sity for a
frame to show that fierce Dorking lime, properly treated, although a
buriid
pigments
lime
to
ihan
destructive
better stucco, was even less
l^ehind the Houses of Parliament and deteriorated by two years keepthen prepared a larger frame, of a practical character fur
and this
on, with such Dorking lime only fuur days old
frame remained heautiluUy perfect more than nine months at Gwydyr
and
lieu of
without
in
a
blemish,
existence
House, and is still in
cracking and crumbling into dust is harder in texture than any stucco
ComMajesty's
or intonaco in the metropolis; but, unfortunately, Her
missioners, who very naturally were perjjlexed amid the conflict of
opinions, instead of submitting such proof to two plasterers and a
iwinter, as to its practical nature, submitted it, as to its mere theory, to
three theoretic men, neither of whom knew- one iota about intonacos,
or pigments, or fresco, or oil, neither of whom ever once examined
the practical frame then in the room, ami one of whom had actually
declared in their previous report,^ " He knew nothing of the suljtct, his
attention never having been called to it," and for fear any nn;n should
doubt his word, on the score of modesty, fullowcd up the assertion by
a string of ludicrous suggestiims before alluded to, viz., the making and
mixing artijicial pTecipitatid carbonalii with intonaco limes. Ultimately these referees, after making certain trifling theoretic experiments, such as "stirring brushes about equally" (mark the word, as
if for an apothecary's potion), for seventeen days without any eflect,
received their fees and damned the plan neither of them comprehended for one moment, nay nut even in its theory, for along ranjbling
report denii d many assertions I never made and touched not one 1 did
make. Such is the invariable result of references to mere theorists,
because of a misumlerstood locus standi : surely the public eye will
be opened ere long. The schoolm asier, as I have before said, may
he may lecture upon it, he may
teacli the elements of navigation
make a book upon it, and any silly fellow can compile a volume, nay
he may be a highly gifted ma[i and justly obtain this locus standi but
who would be governed by his judgment on an experienced seaman's
practical work at the helm, or ask him to steer a ship?
This is no vituperation i have not any interest atstake,and never
had, save the waste of time and pelf to remove error and serve the

ing.

I

)>aiiiting

;

—

—

;

cause of man.
The report alluded to states, that "brushes thus diligently stirred
about in lime and water for seventeen days were not acted on at all by
lime."
I ailmire the naivete and genuine innocence of some very elevated men (I). Painters in fresco do not stir brushes about in lime
and water equally, but use them unequally on a drying and nearly set
intonaco, from which is oozing a fierce water of lime aided by an
Corneabrasive surface, and of brushes so destroyed all history tells
lius gave evidence, and living painters in the metropolis could su))ply
pitman
every
bricklayer
shoes,
every
tanner's
while
by
his
dozens,
by his hiiles, every perfumer by his depilatoiy mixtures, amply tes-

as a peroxide, and hydrogen
Uy such passing of streams
of hydrogen through it we are enabled therefore to destroy this noxious
agency, and gain a purer, better, and more cohesive, plastic and yet

some oxygen combined with the lime
set free along with the heat of fluiility.

caustic hydrate for immi'diate use.
The Report further asserts that

tifles

:

—

;

«
ft

plasters

improve

in texture

—

limes— Dorking, Bath, or blue lias— after rapid slaking, sulbecomes oxygenized, sulphuric acid fornnd, and sulpliat''s of

fiercer
(iliur

lime, magnesia, &c., ooze from every joint of brickwork in less than a

month.
Again, how is it after passing hydrogen through them in the creamy
state, and washing them, no such oxygeuizement takes place and no
salts form ?
Again, how is it that in the tanner's pit the skin is swelled and
gelatinized, and the hair and epidermis are acted on, and then suddi'iily— although the lime, under a water vairt, is quite caustic— such
power is lost, ami fresh lime must be used to procure these effects
before the skin is destroyed ?
I look with contempt
1 assume no wire-drawn degree of knowledge
on the gingerbread of science and mere jargon of a sesquicarbonited
practical matters
plain,
nomenclature but I am not to be put down in
to which 1 have devoted years
and a mere assumption, on parchment
brains, I so much detest 1 treat my oivn degres as waste paper.
On other matters intended to be developed by the frame alluded
to, and I humbly opine perfectly demonstrated therein, such as the
defects and absurdities of all ordinary plaster-keying, and the inestimable worth of native carbonate of barytes as proposed by me thirty
years ago, I must dwell more at large in ray next paper, which more
properly may claim them as appertaining to architecture.
With reference to hydrofuges, on which much research has been
hydrofuges to
displayed, and more time thrown away, I merely say
walls are strictly empirical applications, and advisable only wh.-n old
in the
produce,
and defective walls are to be painted on, and they
nature of things, bad effects on the walls themselves. Good strong
lime, well washed coarse sand, tolerably pure water, with that addition
which was proposed by me and referred to Mr. Barry, would have
secured to his cement, ere this, a greater hardness than that of the
bricks and a perfect freedom from circulatory damp, an 1, I may add,
afforded a cement more worthy of his splendid foundation.
There is a gross error, retailed from Pallomino, with reference to
salts, viz., " that if the rough cast be not dry saltpetre will form."
The rough cast ought never to be dry and saltpetre, that is nitrate
rarely
nitrate of lime
of potas, never can, while the salt he means
mill be formed, and then only when the elements had existed, H priori,
The same applies also to a
in the sand, water, or hydrate of lime.
Mr. Smith's advice to the Commissioners, (2Dd Report, page 53,)
" 7wl to permit the workmen to urinate in the chimney corners ;" the
writer being, apparently, unacquainted with the fact that the preparers
of nitre, in artificial beds, in despite of great quantities of urii;e, never
;

;

:

—

;

form nitrate of potas but

—

this nitrate of lime.

W. Harris
July

8,

Dinsdalb.

1815.

the fact.

The same Report states that "Hydrogen (streams of which I pass
through rov caustic lime when slaked, and before washing,) has no
This is good Fuurcroy, whose experiments I had
action on lime."
a practical occ.ision to rept- at twenty years ago, told ns this tweuly6ve years before that; and I therefore had never dreamed of asserting
either that hydrogen acted on lime or lime on hydrogen; but 1 did
as.sert, and do now repeat the assertion, that bv passing it through
such recent hydrate of lime, in the state of cream, we are enabled to
wash off'— especially if hot instead of cold waters be used, (lime being
hss while the salts existing in it attt r slaking are more soluble thereall those noxious elements which infinitely more affect pigments
in)
and brushes than the mere alkaline causticity of lime and, 1 repeat,
that in slaking lime something more occurs than the mere solidifica1 assert that some water is decomposed,
tion of water as a hydrate.
0ttly

"Fine

by keeping, merely from a separation and comminalion of particles!"
Now every plasterer's man knovis that by keeping, they which were
loose, sandy, incoherent, become close, waxy, tenacious and plastic,
how, therefore, the obvious exertion of attraction can be a specimen
of r. 'pulsion 1 leave the theoretic LU.D.'s to illustrate.
Again, if nothing more than a mere and almost mechanical hydrate
be formed by slaking, I should be glad to be (not theoretically— no, no
the
1 mean practically,) enlightened as to how it comes that in all

;

—
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Now we

have artiGciat carbonate of baryt«l,
pure water to ensure its [) nuancnt'e.

L>r. Iteld,

as befure itateU in

Note

i.

laliiillely

'

uioie beauUlul*

and requiring

SECOND REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS OF INQUIRY INTO THE
STATE OF LARGE TOWNS AND POPULOUS DISTRICTS.
The following is an abstract from part of a most important and
elaborate report presented to the House of Commons. From the extent
of the document (it consists of two large folio volumes), we can present
but a small part of its contents notwithstanding their interest, but we
hope to recur to the subject.
In pursuance of the terms of your Majesty's Commission, whereby we are
enjoined to report to your Miijesty, from tim« to time, our proceedings, we,
the undersigned Commissioners, do now humbly present this our further Report.
We stated in our First Report the course which we considered it our
duty to pursue in prosecution of our inquiry, to which we appended the evidence we had then received, and also an alistract of the replies then given
from fifty towns visited, showing their conditioa in respect to drainage,

cleaubing, and the supply of nater.

33*
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Having stateJ the causes, to ^\hich our investigations into the condition
of the inhabitants of large towns and popnlous districts have led us to ascribe
much of the prevalent disease and mortality, we proceed, in obedience to the
instructions contained in your Majesty's Commission, to offer recommendations for the amendment of the laws at present in force relating to the senatory condition of your Majesty's subjects.
Vt'e now lay before your Majesty a short outline of the measures which
appear to us to be necessary for this purpose and then proceed more in de;

tail to state

our reasons and such observations as occur to us on each branch

of the subject.

We
order

have arranged the different branches of the subject in the following
:

Drainage, including house and main drainage, and the drainage of any
space not covered with houses, yet influencing the health of the inhabitants.
2. The paving of public streets, and courts and alleys.
3. Cleansing; comprising the removal of all refuse matter not carried off
by drainage, and the removal of nuisances.
4. A supply of water for public purposes and private use.
5. The construction and ventilation of buildings for promoting and securing the health of the inhabitants.
1.

General deficiency of drainage.
Among the evils, which appear to operate with the greatest severity
on the condition of all, and especially of the labouring classes, are those
arising from the absence of a proper attention to drainage.
They prevail
almost universally, to an extent altogether incompatible with the maintenance of the public health and even in those places where recent improvements have been effected, a desirable standard is far from having been
attained, either in respect to the perfection of the necessary arrangements for
;

drainage, or of

economy

in

executing the works.

Defective drainage in Towns of Staffordshire and

S.

Wales.

The most serious deficiencies in drainage are found to exist in these towns'
which have advanced within a brief period from the condition of villages'
chiefly the seats of the pottery and iron manufactures in Staffordshire, and
the mining districts in South Wales, Monmouthshire, and the north of England.
As an example of this description of towns, Merl/iijr Tydvil, at present containing above 37,000 inhabitants, presents the most lamentable instance of the total absence of all drainage.
The rapidly increasing suburbs
of large towns which are without the municiple boundary, or to which the
jurisdiction of a local Act does not extend, present similar examples of neglect, and strongly exhibit the necessity of the establishment of an eflicient
local authority for such purposes.
An instance of the extent to which these deficiencies of legislative powers
prevail, even in towns which have long been the resort of the wealthy and
luxurious classes, is presented in the city of Bath.
We there find that
"The commissioners for the outpart of the parish of Walcot have power,
under a local Act, to order the construction of new sewers and the alteration
and reparation of old ones when they see occasion their power extends over
ai>out a fourth or fifth of the city.
There is no such power vested in any
body for the remainder of the city."
In the city of Gloucester, although there are three Acts of Parliament in
force for the local government of that city, none of them apply to the sewerage or drainage, which is in a most neglected state.
To remedy evils of such magnitude and so extensively prevalent, we are of
opinion
That new legislative measures, applicable to all towns and populous
districts, are required, for the introduction and maintenance
not only of an
efficient and economical system of house drainage and sewerage, paving and
cleansing, in all towns and populous districts, but also for providing ample
supplies of water for public and private purposes, and for the adoption of
other means for promoting and securing the health and comfort of the in:

—

—

habitants.

New

Surveys required.

The first and most important step in providing for the efficient and economical execution of any plan of drainage, is the preparation of an accurate
general survey, upon a large scale, of the area which it is proposed to drain.
This view is supported by a large mass of valuable and important testimonv,
proving it to be the necessary preliminary to any such work. The extent of
country to be comprised within the jurisdiction of any local authority, should
be the entire natural area for drainage. At present no such plans or surveys
are accessible to budders or others engaged in works requiring a knowledge
of the level of the adjacent lands.
Hence serious losses have been entailed
on the public by the construction of sewers and drains at improper levels,
and of a capacity insufficient for the probable wants of a future population ;
and houses have been placed in situations regardless of the means of drainage.
Great loss and inconvenience from this cause have very generally occurred, and even very lately it has become necessary to enlarge and deepen
some of the sewers recently put in. The prevailing want of information
among the surveyors and other officers having the charge of the drainage of
towns, regarding the levels of the sewers, and frequently even the entire
ignorance of their existence, may be traced to the absence of any proper survey.
At Bristol the first attempt to form a complete map of the sewers was
commenced during the inquiry of the visiting commissioners, and in the town
of Preston it was a work of several weeks to open the streets in order to ascertain the lines and the depths of the sewers. In some large towns as Wigan,
Rochdale, and Bolton, there is not the slightest knowledge of the sewers.

[August,

The benefit of an authorized survey has already been demonstrated in deIt is manifest that
vising a plan for supplying the city of Paris with water.
no works can be executed on a system and with a proper attention to scienarrangement, unless they are based upon a general survey, comprehendBuilders of all classes have borne eviing such levels as above described.
dence of the great value of such a survey. The importance and the necesity
of such surveys for the efficient execution of the usual works of improvement
It extends to building, laying out and
in towns is not confined to drainage.
leveling streets, and laying down gas and water-pipes. At present, such surveys as exist having been generally executed under the direction of independent sets of surveyors and workmen, it necessarily happens that a survey
made for the one purpose is either inapplicable for another, within the same
district, or that the private interests of parties limit the use of it to those at
whose instance it was made.
tific

Ordnance Survey for sanatory purposes.
In those parts of the northern counties of England, where the Ordnance
survey is still in progress, there appears to be an opportunity of obtaining
surveys for sanatory purposes, executed by public officers under a system of
control checks, calculated to ensure a degree of accuracy, which it is very
difficult to attain in any other manner, and which will acquire for this work
a permanent authenticity and confidence. We are more anxious to recommend that the services of these officers should be made available for such
purposes in those districts, where the surveys for the Ordnance map are not
yet completed, as, we believe, that independently of their accuracy, the work
could be executed by them at a comparatively trifling cost, provided the aA
ditious to the plans of towns, necessary for sanatory purposes, be made while
the surveys for the Ordnance map are in progress.
We therefore recommend, that before the adoption of any general measure
for drainage a plan and survey upon a proper scale, including all necessary
details,

be obtained, and submitted for approval to a competent authority.

Extension of Jurisdiction of Local Commissioners.
In the course of our investigations in the country, frequent instances have
been brought under our notice of the difficulties arising to a complete system
of drainage by the impediments that exist, whether natural or artificial, beyond the present limits of the jurisdiction of the local authority. No means
are at present provided for the gradual enlargement of the jurisdiction simultaneously with the extension and the increasing wants of the newly-built districts of

towns.
Instances in Bath and the Manufacturing Towns.

It is shown on the examination of the drainage of Bath, that the
only authority having powers for the construction of new or the reparation
of old sewers, was constituted was a local Act, authorizing the appointment
of commissioners, whose powers were restricted to the parish of Walcot,
containing about one-fourth or one-fifth of the whole population.

Tottenham, which has a population of 9,000 inhabitants, will serve as a
comparatively simple example of another large class of cases, where an insufficiency in the area included in the jurisdiction for drainage operates as a
barrier almost insuperable to the execution of effectual works by the most

competent

officers.

Liverpool is surrounded with undrained tracts of land, over which the
suburbs, with new habitations for the working classes, are in the course of
extension
and new houses are being built beside stagnant pools beyond the
The interior of the proper area of drainjurisdiction of the town drainage.
age comprising the town itself is split into two districts, and those districts
are placed under divided a»d imperfect authorities, so clashing with each
other as to render systematic drainage impracticable.
;

Much of the proper drainage district, within which the town of Manchester is situated, consists principally of clay, wet and overrun with rushes, and
The chairman of the Committee of Sewers in
of partially drained land.
Manchester complained that the proper drainage and improvement of the
district in that town, inhabited by the poorest population, is prevented
by the want of authority over the dams thrown across the river Medlock,
which, in consequence of these dams, at times overflows the lower districts.

worst

It was found that one source of the insalubrity of the town of Bradford,
which is situated in a valley between two hills, was traced to the emanations
from the natural watercourse running between the hills, now dammed
up for mill-power, and made the receptacle for all the drainage of the houses.
The escape of gas from the source was stated to be at times so considerable
as to discolour silver in the habitations or workshops near its banks.
Over
this outfall there was no proper authority possessed or exercised for the

arising

public protection.

The
to

outfall of the surplus

be similarly

dammed

water of the drainage of Halifax was found to

up.

inspection of Leeds, showed (as had been previously stated by Captain Vetch, the engineer called in by the local authorities to examine and
report on the means of improving the health of that town) that the river
Aire, which would in its natural state have had a strong and regular current,
had been dammed up in several places for mill power, and for the purposes
These dams thus act as a series of
of an important water communication.
In this case,
cacch-pits for the sewage of a population of 120,000 persons.
also, the authorities having control over the town draiuage, even if they had

The

been so constituted as

to

have been competent to e.xecute or maintain sys-

1
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tematic works, would have no jurisdiction or control over the natural outfalls ; and, in consequence of this original want of jurisdiction and care,
rights have apparently been acquired, which can now only be fairly redeemed,
It may be observed, however, as a
for the relief of the town, by purchase.
favourable circumstance, that at the present time the increasing cheapness
and convenience of substituting steam power would in many localities, greatly
facilitate the resumption of important public rights, and the extension of

and always to the inconvenience and
discomfort of the inhabitants as well as interruption to the traffic of the

at a considerable increase of expense,
streets.

In Manc?ie3ter there are no less than 450 streets in which repairs have not
yet been commenced by the authority appointed for such duties, and those
being, for the most part, small back streets, require the greatest attention to
their cleansing

and drainage.

proper drainage jurisdictions over natural outfalls.

Liverpool

of the drainage area, was found to be
under the control of the authorities who have charge of the Castle, and who
were endeavouring to improve its salubrity by a better drainage. In this
they were obstructed by the otficers having charge of the lower portion of

At Lancaster the upper portion

who refused to permit the authorities, having charge of the upper
portion, to use the sewers forming the proper outfalls.
the area,

The artificial drainage area under the care of the authorities having charge
of the drainage of the town of Kottinijham, comprehends only a portion of
One part of that area is above the site of the
the natural and proper area.
houses of the town, within the municipal jurisdiction, and another part com.
prehending the outfalls of the drainage of the uplands, and of the town itThis subself, is beneath it, and partly without the municipal jurisdiction.
division of the natural area is found to be attended, as it has been almost
everywhere, by the creation of rival and clashing interests, and with mutual
and general injury to the inhabitants, and to the houses and land within the
natural area, or contiguous to

At Noncich

it.

a part only of the natural drainage area
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—state of courts and

alleys.

Deplorable as the neglect has been with regard to streets, it sinks into inwhen compared with the state, in which we have generally found
In
the courts, and those places not commonly considered thoroughfares.
the number and the undrained condition of cowrls, Liverpool appears to have
an unhappy pre-eminence, and to surpass all other towns, bad as many of
them are in this respect. Mr. Holme states " there are thousands of houses
and hundreds of courts in this town without a single drain of any descripsignificance,

tion."

The return made in the year 1841 to the Town Council of Liverpool, by
shows that at that time there were 2398 courts, containing
In these courts, 1272 cellars were occupied
a population of 68,;!45 persons.
by 02',H) persons, and of the number of cellars occupied in streets, 2848 were
As these places were subject to no
described as damp, and 140 as wet.
their surveyors,

the year 1842, their present condition canWe may also refer to the report of Dr. Duncan,
not be a matter of surprise.
traces a large amount of the mortality in Liverpool to the state of these
undrained courts. Although it has been stated to us that considerable progress has been made of late years in Liverpool in the extent of main sewers
laid down (more than 21 miles having been constructed since 1830, and
about the same length being now projected), some time must elapse before
the great arrear of works can be recovered, and the proper means afl'orded
local regulations whatever, until

who
is

held by the com-

In the upper portions
niissiouers having charge of the drainage of the town.
of the town there are stagnant pools of water, for which relief by the natural
outfall, through the mumcii>al jurisdiction, was refused by the city commisill constructed, on rude
conceptions of what was deemed sufficient for that portion only of the disthat
these sewers were intrict.
It was considered by the commissioners
and yet no
suAicient for the reception of the additional upland drainage
proposed
the
relief
the
inhabitants
of the upper porfor
of
alterations were
tion of the area, it not being understood, or apparently not considered, that
a lower district benefits by the increased rapidity in the force of the flush,
for cleaning purposes, by all ordinary additions of upland water.

sioners, the sewers for that portion of the area being

for the drainage of these courts.

Leeds, Manchester

and Southampton.

;

At Leicester the natural water-conrse of llie town is obstructed, dammed
up, and converted into a sluggish receptacle of a large proportion of the
sewage from the town, and in a great measure formed into a barrier to the
etfectual drainage of the low and flat site on which the chief part of the

town is built.
At Coventry the drainage of the natural area is similarly obstructed by
mill dams within the city, and the eftiuvia from them have formed the subject of loud

and just complaint for many years past, but no proper authority

or available remedy

is

apparently provided.

As a remedy

for these evils and to render unnecessary the frequent applications to Parliament for additional powers, and extension of jurisdiction,
we recommend that the Crown be empowered to define and to enlarge from

time to time the area for drainage included within the jurisdiction of the
local administrative body.

State of crowded suburbs of Towns.

that we have received, and the reports of the commissioners,
who have visited the several towns, are uniform in their representations of
the lamentable condition, in which the suburban districts, and sometimes
even the more crowded parts of large towns are generally found from the
Patches of land,
presence of open pools, and ditches of stagnant water.

The evidence

which the gradual encroachments of buildings have rendered useless for the
purposes of cultivation, frequently lie unoccupied, and become receptacles
for refuse of the most ofl'ensive description.
If the soil be of a retentive nature, the evil is increased by the formation of stagnant pools, which constantly load the air with an excess of moisture, rendered most noxious to
health by the etSutia arising from the decomposing animal and vegetable
matter thrown into them. The extent of these evils at Liverpool is described
by Mr. Holme.

The account of

the condition of a part of the township of Pendleton, a
suburb of Salford, affords an example of the facility, by no means unfrequent,
with which such evils may be remedied by a better division of jurisdiction.
The replies to the questions on this subject are almost, without exception, of
the same character sometimes the pools are described as merely stagnant
water, not receiving any drainage into them ; but more frequently they assume the form of open ditches, and receive the contents of the sewers and
Evils of this kind are as frequent in the
drains of the surrounding houses.
vicinity of the metropolis as in any other part of the country.
We cannot but view the operation of the clauses, limiting the powers nnderJocal .Acts to streets where less than one-half of the buildings are comBy
plete, as offering a serious impediment to the due extension of drains.
excluding the authority of the commissioners until half of a street is completed, houses may be standing for several years without any communication
with a public sewer, and in tlie mean time the occupiers are compelled to
have recourse to very objectionable modes of drainage. Under such a provision, the drainage cannot be made to precede the buildings, which a due
When at last the sewer
attention to economy, as well as to health requires.
;

is

made, and the drains

laid in at a subsequent period, the

work

is

executed

have been specially extended to courts at
At Leeds,
Liverpool, are now found in several late Acts for other towns.
Rochdale, Southampton, and Manchester, the courts are placed upon the
paving,
and
cleansing,
and
are now
sewering,
matters
of
same footing in all
entitled to the same care and protection, as the more public and frequented
Greater faciUties are also afforded in all the later
portions of the town.
Acts, for making the newly laid out streets public highways, and for bringing

The

legislative provisions, that

them under the

jurisdiction of the local authorities.
law still requires alteration.

In the great majority

of towns, however, the

main drains and sewers has hitherto rendered
it impossible, to carry out an extensive system of minor drains for the proper
conveyance of refuse from the houses, lint a more frequent introduction of
a system of main drains, and an improvement in the supplies of water have
facilitated the use of the minor branches, as the cheapest and most effectual
mode of removing all oflFensive matter from the interior of dwellings. The
legislature has lately granted powers to local authorities to compel them to
be made.
The earliest local Act brought under our notice that contains provisions for this purpose is that for the town of Leeds, passed in the year
1S42. The Acts for Rochdale and Southampton contain the same power,
and they all forbid the building of any houses, until a proper drain is provided, to the satisfaction of the authority, from the intended site to the sewer,
if there is one within ten yards, but if not, to some cesspool not more than

The universal

deficiency of

that distance.

We

turn from these satisfactory proofs of improvement in the principles of
on the subject of the public health, to notice a most objectionable
Act relating to Liverpool, passed in the year 1842, the same
year, that the Act for Leeds, above-mentioned, containing a provision of exThe
actly the opposite tendency, received the sanction of the legislature.
clause in question renders the owner of any house liable to a penalty of 10/.
legislation

clause in an

matter to flow from a privy or water-closet into any
sewers, under the jurisdiction of the commissioners.
M'e therefore recommend that the construction of sewers, branch sewers,
for permitting offensive

and house drains, be entrusted to the local administrative body.
Paving.
surfaces of streets, and their proper inclinations for the speedy discharge of the surface water, is a subject of considerable importance, as affecting the health and condition of the inhabitants of
towns, and deserving much more attention than has hitherto been paid to it.
We have already adverted to the neglected condition of many of the streets,

The good arrangement of the

all large towns from want of undermost seriously aggravated by the condition of the surface; this is frequently left without any pavement or harder
In this consubstance for its protection that what the natural soil affords.
dition it remains, the inequalities of the surface gradually increasing, and
forming larger basins for the reception not only of the rain and refuse water,
and although the inhabibut of much of the refuse of the adjoining houses
tants are liable to pay rates, no local commissioners are bound to repair the
good
condition
into
by the owner, and has
put
street, until it has been once
been accepted by them as a public highway.

inhabited by the labouring classes iu

ground drainage.

These

evils are

;

The town of Wolverhampton has been under a local Act since the year
1814, by which the owners of property in new streets are required to pave
them, as soon as three-fourths of the bouses are completed, " in such manner
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and in return the owners have the privilege
Yet we are informed, on the
of an exemption from rates for ten years.
authority of a Committee of Inhabitant's, that the new streets are not paved
nor laid out with proper inclinations for the discharge of surface water, and
they add, that there are pools and open ditches in some of tlie streets. This
neglected condition of the streets is attributed by tbem to the want of a controlling power before the houses are built.
At Derby, hy an Act passed in
as the commissioners direct ;"

1825, the commissioners are empowered to pave all present and new streets
but the reply on this subject from a Committe of the Inhabitants states, that
We could multiply these
streets require paving and draining.
instances by a repetition of the examples before given by us with respect to
drainage. But except in place* where the jurisdiction of commissioners is
excluded, as at Salford, and a few other towns, until the streets are more
than half formed, tbere is less excuse for this neglect, the powers for this
neglect, the powers for tliis purpose being generally more stringent, and more

many new

frequently found in the local Acts; the jurisdiction of the local authorities
The same disregard
is, however, equally excluded from the courts and alleys.
is also exhibited in respect to the paving, that we have
above shown to exist with regard to the drainage. At Bath, where, as we
have before stated, four local Acts are in force, one only contains a power
for making sewers.
In the report upon that city, it is stated as an instance
of the etfect of such subdivisions of jurisdiction, that in York-street, near the
Abbey, one-half of the street was paved (longitudinally) and the other half
was Macadamised. The two divisions of the street were not on the same
level.
At Manchester we find that although the streets are formed in the
first instance by the town council under the local Act, they are subsequently
repaired by the surveyors of the Highway Board.

to their condition

[August,

when a fault or a system of disturbances is unexpectedly met
with, are all dependent on the structure of the earth, and are. therefore, in
80 far, directly geological questions.
In engineering, again, the selection of
a spot for sinking an Artesian well, the determination as to which is most
proceeding

expedient of two conflicting lines of railway, the actual construction of a
railway with regard to cuttings and tunnels, and many other matters of lik«
kind, are also immediate applications of geohigical principles; and so, likewise, must be considered tlie selection of a safe foundation, or a good material for building, as geological results not less important to the architect,
and the proper management of the soil and subsoil to the agriculturist. Itt
all these cases, however, it is by a knowledge of the principles upon which
the science is founded, and not merely upon a slight and popular acquaintance with its general resnlts,that Geology is a useful guide, and an important
aid in arriving at practical conclusions.
It cannot possibly be impressed too forcibly upon you that a mere superknowledge of facts is absolutely useless, and may even be mischievous,
and that this is nowhere more true than with reference to Geology and its
Every day renders it more important that practical
application to practice.
men should be acquainted with Geology for this science is constantly exhibiting new analogies, new relations of cau^e and effect are traced, and

ficial

;

modifications of laws are discovered, all bearing more or less directly on
questions affecting the stability and permanence of engineering and architectural works, whether undertaken on the surface or in the bowels of the
earth.
But the very vigour of life which causes these discoveries to multiply
so rapidly, renders it the more necessary to be cautious and philosophical in
arriving at conclusions
and it is therefore a familiarity with the fundamental principles, not an empirical knowledge of results, that can alone be per:

manently

useful.

The general usefulness of a science seems to depend on two conditions
on the degree of definiteness of which it is capable; and next, on the
nature of its applications.
In both these respects Geology ranks very high,
and in the latter, more especially, it is hardly surpassed by any science. The
importance of distinctness in fundamental principles also will be evideut
when we consider how much we depend in forming our opinions on the degree of certainty that can be reposed upon the system to which we refer.
Now, in Geology, all the main tacts are clear and undeniable, and may be
made evident to the eye and uuderstanding of every one who will honestly
and patiently search for them.
These facts are indeed startling, and seem perhaps to oppose themselves
in some measure to preconceived notions ; but they are not, for that reason
the less certain ; nor because they are unexpected, may we venture to set
them aside unconsidered. The applications of Geology are, in like manner,
numerous, direct, and highly important, bearing immediately on pursuits in
which large sums of money are employed, and many thousands of human
beings exposed daily to frightful risks, and scarcely less immediately on other
occupations, as for example, those of Engineering, Architecture, and AgriculIti
ture, certainly most important to the well being and progress of society.
point therefore, of general usefulness and importance in its hearing on practical pursuits, it will, I trujt, be clear that our science is well worthy of in:

first,

GEOLOGY AS A BRANCH OF EDUCATION.
(From a Lecture

delioered be/ore the College

of

Civil Engineers, at

Putney.)

By Professor Ansted.
As a subject of education, I believe Geology is the best adapted of all the
Natural History sciences, and requires most immediately the exercise of those
intellectual powers which it is desirable to cultivate by such pursuits. This is
the case for many reasons. In the first place, Geology is the link by which the
sciences of observation, properly called Natural History, connect themselves
with Astronomy, and become capable of the applii-ation of the principles of
pure mathematics. Its leading conception also seems to be that of historical
clause in the consideration of its details, every other department of Natural
History must necessarily enter: it admits of both those methods of investigation, an habitual practice of which is most conducive to the advance of
the student and while it opens a new and more extended lield to the mathematician, it brings back to simple analytical priMciples the discursive
habits acquired by tlie observer of Nature's works in the field, and leads him
to stricter investigations and habits of closer thought.
But it may be necessary to show how this is the case, and what is the naand this I
ture of Geological science, and its relations with general science
proceed to do.
Geology, as I have already observed, is not merely an important department of Natural History, but is that particular department by means of which
Its object is to
Natural History is connected with mathematical science.
observe and describe the structure of the external crust of our globe, and
from the consideration of phenomena thus presented to view, to trace the
successive changes that have taken place upon the earth, and the various
laws or modes of action employed in effecting these changes.
The facts of Geology are derived from, and partly consist of, observations
made concerning the nature of the earth's crust in all parts of the known
world and they may be comprised under three distinct heads. These are,
1st, the fact of stratification, in other words, the fact that the earth's surface,
examined to as great a depth as we are able to penetrate, exhibits not a miscellaneous assemblage of rocks and stones, promiscuously huddled together;
but a very regular series of beds or strata, each stratum being itself regular
and evenly-disposed, and differing from those above and beneath it. 2nd,
The fact of the existence in these beds of the remains of animals and vegetables characteristic of them, and differing for the most part from the species
at present inhabiting the earth and seas; and 3rdly, the fact that these different fossilifernus strata are frequently altered from the originally horizontal
and rocks are occasionally
position in which they must have been deposited
present, which seem to have been subsequently intruded, and their intrusion
The three great classes
to have been accompanied by mechanical violence.
of facts thus grouped and considered in their bearing upon one another, and
upon Natural History, form the ground-work of all geological speculation
and the statement of the details with reference to each of them forms to*
»
*
gether what is called Descriptive Geology.
:

;

—

;

;

Practical applicaliom oj Geology.

The applications that bear most distinctly and immediately on practical
more numerous and direct with respect to Geology than
other of the Natural History Sciences. Thus in mining, the selection of a
mining ground in an untried district, the determination of the spot where
boring for coal or other embedded minerals shall take place, the method of

conclusions, are

*****

vestigation.

Geology not apeculatire but demonstrative.
be chiefly borne in mind in studying Geology, is that it is
real
The importance of this can
a statement of facts, not of opinions.
hardly be overrated for, instead of expressing as a mere probability that
the earth was formed according to certain views we may have of the matter,
and that if this view should prove correct, the phenomena, whatever they
may be, possess a certain significance, Geology simply states as a matter of
fact, that there are such and such appearances, account for them how we will,
Say what we will, and think
or whether we account for them at all or not.
as we will, the surface of the earth is formed for the most part of beds lying
one over another, amounting to a very great number ; these beds contain
fossils in a certain condition, and they exhibit certain marks of disturbance.
These are facts, not speculations^ Geology has to describe these facts, and
to make use of them ; and this is perfectly independent of any attempt to
account for them. It is, indeed, true, that half a century ago, these facts
were not known, or if known, were not recognised but the wild speculations
of those days of ignorance were not more thoroughly irrational than would
be at this day the questioning the existence of observed phenomena, or attempting to account for them by any methods but those we should apply in
investigations of other kinds, where no conclusion was to be dreaded, and
where common sense and reason were our only guides.
But, besides the general structure of the earth's crust. Geology, we find,
also introduces us to a knowledge of certain remains of organic beings, embedded in the different strata at the time of their formation. The study of
these introduces another, and a large class of facts, bearing upon general
Zoology and Botany ; but strengthening, in a singular manner, the conclusions to which we otherwise arrive in the study of pure Geology, or the arrangement and superposition of strata. This subject also involves difficulties,
and requires careful investigation but, like the former, it is real, and not ia
any sense an opinion or a speculation.
The rocks and their contents, which appear to have been regularly d«.
The study of
posited, are now irregular, and exhibit marks of disturbance.
these disturbances is one which properly, and even necessarily belongs toow
subject
but it is perhaps the most diflicult of all the departments of Descrip-

The point

—

to

;

—

;

;

;

Geology, requiring great experience and the exercise of a cautious and
philosophic spirit.
tive

THE
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Geology form another and somewhat different

According as the station

They, so far as they result immediately from geoloclass of investigations.
gical principles, otter the strongest testimony to the truth of geological conPractical

east or west of Greenwich, the gilt

be placed before or after the
,

Upon

hand must
steel

hand.

this plan, in the case of a clock at

I

the correctness of these conclusions, and act
upon them and in proportion as they are tried hy this test, and found to
succeed, the confidence felt hy the miner, the engineer, and the architect,
will be ditfiised generally in society, and Geology become a part of the neWith
cessary information required from those entering on such professions.
regard to this, I would only remind you, that, to arrive at any of these practical results, and to draw conclusions safely, clear and definite notions of the
elusions.

is
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men assume

the Devonport station, the two hands
would be 16 minutes 40 seconds apart
and when the steel bands showed 60 ou
the dial, the gilt hand would show 16
minutes 40 seconds past the hour ; in
like manner, when the gilt band showed
60 minutes the steel hand would show
43 minutes 20 seconds, or wanting 16
minutes 40 seconds of the hour. By
this contrivance the public would imm«diately understand that the train which
was stated in the railway hill to leave
at any given hour, really left 16minute«
40 seconds before that time, as showa
by the clocks at the place the time announced in the printed bill, referring
to London, and not to Devonport time.
On the other band, suiqiose a country

*^;:-

;

fundamentid principles, anil the methods of Geology, must be attained ; for
without these, however you may be able to exhibit superficial Vnowledge,
you cannot possibly be trusted to maV:e an observation, or draw a conclusion.
It is sometimes, and indeed not unfrequently said, that there is hardly
enough yet known in Geology to justify these assumptions of importance
and that its systems and arrangements, and conclusions, are constantly
changing, so that what is learnt today will have to be unlearnt to-iiiorrow.
This, however, is the statement of persons who do not know the subject. It
The foundations of Geology are
is not true, either in fact or in inference.
lound and firm, and cannot he disturbed they are based on a rock, and they
prejudice.
As fact after fact is
ignorance
and
may safely defy the storm of
made known and added to the great store of accumulated knowledge, each
corner
stones
are
set in, the walls are
the
appointed
place;
now finds its
rising rapidly around us, and the temple of our science already shows its
its finished beauty.
something
even
of
proportions,
and
noble
its
broad front,
here a tower is wantIt is true, indeed, that the structure is yet incomplete
of the edifice
portion
unite
into
a
solid
mass
one
and
strengthen
ing to
there we may conclude, that another portion has still to he commenced
will
endure,
for it is based
done
is
done
well.
It
is
work
that
is
what
but
on unchangeable truth.

;

—

town, Canterbury for example, east of
Greenwich. The Cathedral, as shown
in

the trigonometrical survey,

is

fast of

Greenwich 4 minutes 19 seconds, so in
case the reverse would take place, and the train would take its departure 4 minutes 19 seconds after the time shown by the Canterbury clocks.
.•VII railway clocks should be furnished with a seconds
hand, which hand
should he set to agree with that which shows Greenwich mean time. Thii
is an additional reason for employing a seconds pendulum.
When clocks are required to be kept to a particular time, fast or slow of
Greenwich, which is frequently the case, and that in setting the clock a difthis

:

;

ference is to he allowed
there is always some risk of a mistake being made,
which is much increased by the very short time that in many cases can be
allowed for winding it and, if necessary, setting the clock, and more attention is required than can reasonably be expected from an ordinary clock
winder.
With the double minuie hand a mistake of this sort cannot occur;
moreover the two hands would afford great facilities for comparing, setting,
and regulating the clocks by a chronometer set to Greenwich mean time
for this reason the seconds band is indispensable.
;

ON THE CONSTRUCTION AND nEGULATION OF CLOCKS FOR
RAILWAY STATIONS.
By

B. L.

VuLLiAMY,

Assoc. Inst. C.E.

by order of the
General Post-office, by Greenwich mean time, causes the accurate performance of the clocks at the different railway stations to be a matter of more
importance than it would otherwise appear, and offers a sufficient reason for
in inquiry as to the sort of clocks best adapted for the purpose, and which
can be procured at such a reasonable cost as might be afforded for all much
frequented stations.
Great practical inconvenience results from the difference between what is
commonly called London time and the correct mean time at the different
It should be noticed that the term " London
railway stations on the line.

The

fact of all the Mails in Great Britain being regulated,

Electric clocks for Railways.

Mr. Whishaw was of opinion, that the plan of marking different times on
the same dial would create confusion, and that it would be better that Greenwich mean time should be adapted for ordinary purposes throughout the

kingdom.
Four years ago he proposed, that by means of the

electric telegraph, all
the clocks along the line of a railway should be regulated to similar time, and
was to be hoped that now the electrical communication was complete
between London and Gosport the plan would be adopted.
it

Mr. HoRNE thought the subject of considerable importance to the public
and to the railway companies. If one uniform rate of time keeping was
adopted on railways, it would tend greatly to diminish the risk of collision of trains.
He hoped, therefore, that the suggestions of the paper would
be attended to.
lie had paid much attention to the manufacture of turret and other clocks,
and in suspending clocks, he found the simplest method to be by passing a stout bolt through the hack of tbe case, traversing the wall against
which the clock was to be suspended, and screwing it up with a nut on the
outside ; the case could thus he adjusted with great exactness, and beingisolated from tbe wall and from tbe floor was not subjecteil to any vibration.
The paper recommended occasionally oiling the pallets. Now Mr. Home
always found that however small a quantity of oil was applied, tbe rate of
going of the clock was altered. He would rather recommend that railway
clocks should be placed under the care of a competent person, who should
wind them regularly, examine and correct their rate of going, and at the
same time clean the pallets, so that they would rarely require oiling.

time" is not strictly correct, because most of the public clocks in London are
intended to be kept to Greenwich mean time. According to the trigonometrical survey, St. Paul's Cathedral, the most important building near the
Post-office, is slow of Greenwich time 23'1 seconds
but in this paper Greenwich time will always be referred to as " London time.''
By a certain class of individuals the variations due to the diflference of
longitude of a place is perfectly well understood ; but a large proportion of
the travellers by railway, possess only vague notions on the subject, and
many disappointments ensue from their arriving too late, in consequence of
their not understanding that their own clocks show one time while the trains
work by another. Fur example, take the difll'erence between Greenwich and
Devonport Block-house flag-staff, which according to the trigonometrical
•urvey is 16 minutes 39'8 seconds (to avoid fractions of seconds say IC miconsequently when it is 12 o'clock at Devonport
nutes 40 seconds) slow
it is 16 minutes 40 seconds past 12 o'clock in London.
Now, supposing a
;

;

London

at 8 o'clock, a.m., and to arrive at Devonport at 2
o'clock, P.M., performing the distance in 6 hours.
train to arrive in London at 2 o'clok, P.M., must leave Devonport at 16 minutes 40 seconds before

train

to leave

A

Mr. VuLLiAMY was quite aware that oiling tbe pallets altered, for a time,
the rate of going ; but he found, practically, that unless unusual care were
taken to clean tbe pallets occasionally, so much dust accumulated upon them
that a certain amount of abrasion ensued, and that a greater variation of
time was occasioned than could arise from oiling them,
lie had frequently
tried the method of suspension from a single point, and approved of it, but
it was not always practicable, and it was more expensive than the system b*

8 o'clock hy Devonport time, or the speed must be sufficiently increased to
cause the train to accomplish the distance in 5 hours 43 minutes and 20
•econds.
This unavoiilable inconvenience is increased by the circumstance
that the difference is never the same at two cousecutive stations, but varies
couitautly, unless it be in the case of a train on thfe meridian of Greenwich.

Method ofthomng London and

local time «n the

tame

clock.

bad proposed.

appears, therefore, evident that the difficulty just noticed would be in a
great degree obviated, if all railway clocks were made to show both Greenwich mean time, or London time, and the actual mean time at the station
where the clock is placed. The difference being always the same at the same
place, this coidd be dene without any difficulty, and at very little expense,
merely by applying two minute hanils to the clock, one pointing to (ircenwich mean time, the other showing the time of the place where the clock is
It

Adoption of Greenwich time throuyhout the Kingdom.

Mr. Walker said, that be entirely agreed with Mr. Vulliamy in proposing
that the clocks at railway stations, in all parts of the kingdom, should keep

situated.
Greenwich time should lie indicated by a gilt hand forming the
words
TIMB, and the other minute baud and the hour hand
would b« mad* of tteel ai usual.

ZiONOON

I

Greenwich mean time; but be thought, that Mr. Vulliamy did not go far
enough, for it appeared to him that a misunderstanding might still arise
particularly to strangers, who would be unacquainted with tbe difll'erence
between the clocks in the town and those at the railway stations. This
would be entirely removed, by all the pulilic clocks in tbe kingdom being
made to keep Greenwich mean time. He had recommended this measure in
a report on tbi Cummuuieatiuu viith liclaud, made to the Government ia
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October 1843, when it was also suggested that the true time, at the different
towns, might also be shown for astronomical purposes. The dial of the
clock upon Granton Pier, Edinburgh, made by Mr. Bryson and which had
been finished for some time, was, by Mr. Walker's orders, made upon this
principle ; but for all ordinary purposes one minute hand, showing Greenwich mean time, would be sufficient and no more inconvenience would be
experienced, than was now felt by the difference between mean and solar
time, by which clocks are a quarter of an hour before the sun at one season
of the year, and as much after the sun at another season.
He thought that
engineers, particularly those who had the management of railways, would
confer a public benefit by advising and promoting an uniformity of time,
until that measure should be an effectual mode of accomplishing that desirable object.

Materials for pendulums.

Mr. HoRNE
had

with regard to the material of the pendulums of
hard woods, and also gliss ; but he had
obtained the best result from using straight-grained white deal, well baked,
then painted and varnished, and lastly covered with gold leaf, with a coat of
copal varnish over all. This preparation had the additional advantage of
preventing the effects of damp.
clocks, he

said, that

tried almost all the

Mr. Giles stated, on the opinion of the late Mr. Troughton, that straightgrained white deal, when well dried, was less subject to variation than any
other wood. When Mr. Giles was instructed by ihe late Mr. Rennie to take
the preparatory measurements for setting out the foundations of Waterloo
Bridge, as he could not take them directly across the river, he constructed a
platform of a quarter of a mile in length along the shore, and upon that
platform he laid down a line with extreme accuracy, by using three deal rods,
whicn he found retained their dimensions better than any other measuring
instruments.
Mr. VuLLiAMY said, that he had recommended teak for pendulums, because it really was an excellent wood, and it was frequently more easy to be
procured of a proper quality, than to find deal which could be depended
upon but he principally approved of teak, because it resisted the attacks of
of the white ants in India and as it was not possible to foresee where clocks
might be sent to, it was better to provide for the possibility of their going to
the East, where a deal pendulum would probably not last above a few days.
He frequently used deal for pendulums of clocks that he knew would not
leave England, and he thought it, if properly prepared, a sufficiently good
material for pendulums.
;

Mr. Davisom stated, in reply to some remarks on the difficulty of pereven when cut into small dimensions, that in his process
wood was frequently subjected to a current of air
He was of opinion that if wood for pendulums was
heated up to 600° Fah.
seasoned by a similar process, and while hot was plunged into oil, the result
would prove very successful.

fectly drying timber

for seasoning casks the

Errors from variation in length and elasticity of the pendulum spring,
Mr. Dent stated, that he had constructed, for Mr. Airy, the escapement
which had been mentioned, and he believed that its action was perfectly
satisfactory.

He

then drew attention to the causes of the variation of time in clocks,
which in his opinion was not to be attributed entirely to an alteration of
length in a part of the pendulum spring, but in some degree to a change in
the amount of elasticity in that spring, arising from a variation of temperaThe subject had been fully treated by Mr. Dent, in a paper read at
ture.
meetings of the British Association at Cambridge in 1833, and at Newcastleupon-Tyne in 1838. lie extended the inquiry to pendulums and succeeded
in separating and demonstrating the respective amounts of effect which
changes of temperature produced upon the elasticity of the spring and the
length of the rod. When the temperature was increased the clock lost, and
when a current of cold air was introduced the clock gained. By careful
analysis it had been shown, that of a loss of 12 seconds in a given time, SJ
seconds were attributable to the elongation of the rod, and the remaining
14 second to the decreased elasticity of the spring. His experience induced

him

to

recommend

straight-grained split American deal as the best material

He found much

seasoning it. On one occasion
he had prepared some wood by partially exhausting the air, and boiling it
for three weeks in a mixture of turpentine and wax ; but even at the end of
He had also tried boiling the
that time air bubbles still rose to the surface.
wood under pressure, but with the same result. He was induced to believe
that a very good pendulum could be constructed by a combination of a zinc
tube 1 inch diameter with a small steel rod. The expense would not be
considerable, and he thought the effect would be good.
He approved of the proposed plan for adopting Greenwich mean time
generally throughout the kingdom ; in some lectures, delivered at the United
Service Museum in 1844, he had strongly insisted on the advantages of that
system, suggesting its being termed " British time."
for pendulums.

difficulty in

Mr. Brockedo.v suggested the possibility of some portion of the variation
being due to an enlargement of the diameter of the rod, from the increased
temperature, and thus opposing a greater surface to the air during its oscillation ; this was in reality very slight, but with such delicate machinery as
clock-work the smallest causes produced unexpected results.
Mr. IIoRNE stated that the weight used as a moving power, for well made
was generally too great, occasioning wear and destruction of the oil.

clocks,

[August,

He had

a month-regulator, which had gone well for many years, with a
weight of only 6 lb. upon the train, which was equal to 1 i Ib.'upon an eightday clock. He was of opinion, that the power impinging on the pendulum
should be at, or very near to the point of suspension, so as to interfere as
little as possible with the natural gravitation of the bob, the principle which
is admitted as the most accurate for the admeasurement of intervals of time.
In making this statement he considered, that in the best kind of time-pieces
the pendulum spring should be entirely discarded, substituting a well har-

dened knife edge moving upon agate.
Objections to keeping the

same time at

different places,

Mr. Bidder believed that the general working of a line by London time
had been first introduced upon the Great Western Railway, and the effect
had been to oblige two clocks to be kept at the inns adjacent to the line
one showing London time, and the other the correct time of the place. He
could not approve of the system proposed, as although it might be observed
correctly along the line, it would not be adopted in the tracts of country between the railways, and hence constant errors would occur. The errors
would be still aggravated by the London time differing both from the solar
time and the mean time of the various localities, lie thought, that the time
tables of railways should be calculated in accordance with the real mean
time, consistent with the longitude of the stations; then, by causing all the
railway clocks to be corrected, at given periods, by a person appointed for

the purpose, accuracy would be insured, without disturbing the present syslocal time.
If the proposed system were applied to a railway of the length of those
on the continent, the difference of time between the two termini would be
immense, and the plan would disturb all existing arrangements as to time.
However the plan might be found to answer practically upon our comparatively short lines, it must not be supposed to be advocated by engineers for
more extensive lines.

tem of

Mr. G. C. B. Curtis drew attention to the effect of an uniform time in
deranging all calculations as to tides if the proposed system was adopted,
an almanac would be required for every town.
;

Mr. Walker could not agree with Mr. Bidder in the position he had taken
The proposal for keeping one uniform time was not applicable to counwhose great extent would render variation between the two extremities
of a Hne so great as to be objectionable the plan only applied to the railways in Great Britain, and upon them he must contend that the general
adoption of London time, for the periods of arrival and departure of the
trains, would induce a regularity which did not now exist.
He was glad
when that plan was adopted on the Great Western Railway, as it showed
that the necessity for it was already felt.
If the system was established on
all the railways, it would by degrees extend to the tract of country situated
between the lines, and even all the private clocks would have the two minute
hands showing the London time and that of the locality. As solar time had
up.

tries

;

been mentioned, it should not be forgotten that a difference now existed
between that and mean time, and that therefore no argument could be deduced from an aggravation of error, as regarded the time shown by the sundials.

At present, great discrepancies existed ; for instance, on the Great Western
Railway London time was observed along the Hne. On the London and
Birmingham Railway, he believed that at Birmingham, Liverpool time was
observed for trains going down and London time for trains going up ; so
that the passengers who stopped at Birmingham for a short time frequently
arrived at the station too late for the trains, relying upon their watches,
which had proved correct on the first part of the journey.
Mr. Walker must still adhere to the opinion that for all except astronomical purposes, London time might be advantageously adopted and even
where the tides were concerned ; because the difference of time on such a
limited extent as the coasts of Great Britain, could not be of any practical
disadvantage ; he thought that the recommendation of Mr. Vulliaray's paper
should be adopted, and he drew particular attention to the arrangement of
the hands on the dial, which was practically the same as that which had
been placed on Granton pier some time since but he thought it a great improvement in having one of the hands formed of the letters composing the
;

;

words " London time."
Solar or true time,

Mr. VuLLiAMY regretted having omitted in the paper all notice of solar
Formerly, when the use of clocks was very limited, and that
or true time.
sun-dials supplied their place, solar time was constantly referred to, and the
best clocks were made with two minute hands, one with a sun at the end
These machines were
indicating solar time, the other marking mean time.
called " equation clocks," because they showed the difference between solar
and mean time; they were, however, complicated, and consequently expensive
their great convenience consisted in the hand showing solar time, necessarily agreeing with the time shown by the sun-dial.
The ordinary equation tables indicated the difference between the time
shown by the two minute hands, which was constantly varying at certain
periods of the year the difference was only a few seconds, at others it was
upwards of li minutes; during part of the year the clock was "fast of the
sun," which was indicated by the hand showing mean time being in advance
of the hand showing the sun's time the remainder of the year the contrary
was the case. The sun-dial only showing the solar time, there was always an

;

;

;
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equation table engraved on all good horizontal dials, without which precaution it would have been impossible to compare the time shown by a watch
From this it is sufficiently obvious
with the time shown by the sun-dial.
that for all practical purposes mean time could alone be employed.
The principal public clocks at Paris, including them at the Hotel de ViUe,

which cost the city of Paris 90,000 francs i.C3,(i00), were originally made to
show solar time; this had long been felt to be a great inconvenience, and
on the 21th of December, 1826, they were made to show mean time.
Previously however to this being done, an inquiry was made of Mr. Taylor of the Uoyal Observatory, Greenwich, to know at what period the public
Mr. Taylor applied to Mr.
clocks in London ceased to show solar time.
Vulliamy on tlie subject, who, having examined three of the oldest Palace
shown any other than
had
never
that
they
arrived
at
the
conclusion
clocks,
mean time, and he did not believe that any other time was ever shown by
the public clocks in this country.
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In the later purchases, it is true, restrictions had been made
for the
construction of wider and more regular streets; but little had
been done to
promote that uniformity of design which it had been the object
of Messrs
Laird and Forsyth to attain.
In 1830 a considerable area was purchased in
the middle of the township, of which a portion was
laid out as a park,
bounded with wide streets, v^hich crossed it at right angles. The
enclosure
was soon studded with detached villas, giving a
character and appearance to
the town that it had not previously enjoyed.
A railway between Chester and Birkenhead, a measure
streets.

which had been
some years before, was sanctioned by the legislature
The greatest activity continued to prevail in the affairs
of tlie
towns^iip, in which a large Wesleyan chapel,
Roman Catholic chapel, a
church dedicated to the Holy Trinity, a Scotch church,
an Independent
rejected in Parliament

1837.

in

chapel, with other edifices
were successively erected.

dedicated to religious and educational
piirooses
'^

A

considerable addition was made in 1839 to the
larger houses in the
township, in another side of Hamilton-square being
comideted the Independent chapel was opened, and the foundation of the
elegant Scotch Kirk
:

was

laid.

New
RISE

AND PROGRESS OF
(From

BIRlvE.NlIEAD.

the Liverpool Chronicle.J

places within a short period have risen so rapidly into importance as
Birkenhead; twenty-five years have not passed since it contained only about
one hundred persons occupying the three Imuses, which with tlie ruius of the
ancient priory, the ferry-house and a few straggling cottages, were all the
buildings then comprised in the township, viU, chapelry, or place,— for there

Few

some dilliculty in accurately denominating tliis now flourishing town,
which suddenly, under the fostering care of men, whose names will fnr ages
be associated with its history, has been ushered into a new state of existence.
Never were works of immense public utility, grand in conception, and ailmirable in design, commenced with greater spirit and energy than in Birkenhead within the last few years the whole neighbourhood has assumed a
a town now stands where then only a few scattered bouses
different aspect,
Upon green fields which scarcely served for pasture, stately
could be seen.
mansions, and magnificent streets, squares, and terraces, have risen and
where the tidal waters, even last year, flowed uninterrupted in their course,
hundreds and thousands of labourers are now employed, transforming the
sanded shores and weed-clad banks of the Mersey into immense docks, for
the accomniodalion of vessels from every nation and of every clime.
In 1821, steam-boats were first established by the late Mr. George La
French, between Birkenhead and Liverpool. The anticipation of the benefit
Previously, the only
expected from their introduction was soon realised.
mode of crossing the Mersey was by boats, propelled either by the oar or by
sails, and at certain states of the tide, hours were required to accomplish the
is

:

—

;

short passage.
A residence in Cheshire was, therefore, incompatible with
any trading avocations in Liverpool, but the mighty revolution which has
been eflected by the powers of steam, reducing that distance to a mere ten
minutes' sail, in a short time caused a current of immigration to set in upon
the Cheshire shore of the river, which regularly and progressively added to
it£ prosperity.
The next following years witnessed considerable additions to the number
of inhabitants, and to the accommodations provided fnr them. In 1822 the
new church was opened, and several piles of houses erected.
In 182t, the late Mr. Laird, in conjunction with Mr. Forsyth of Liverpool,
purchased a large quantity of land about the centre of the town, with the intention of erecting upon it buildings in a style of magnificence unsurpassed
The execution of their plans was confided to
in this part of the kingdom.

Mr. Gillespie Graham, of Edinburgh, from whose designs Hamilton-square
and the street immediately adjacent were laid out.
The number of persons who settled in Birkenhead continuing to increase,
and much inconvenience being experienced from the want of a public market
in the township, an application to parliament was proposed for an act to
supply the deficiency, and to establish a police. The suggestion was, however, violently opposed, and it was with much difliculty its promoters were
enabled to carry the measure, which received the Royal assent on the 10th
June, 1833.

pioved by the Commissioners, they immediately entered
into a contract with
Mr. \Ulter Walker for the completion of the works.
The front elevation,
which 13 of Storeton stone, in the Grecian style,
comprehends an entrance
gate to the market and two wings, the one to the
left extending 74 feet con-

taming

for the magistrates, overseers, and
commissioners behind
winch, and communicating with them, is a capacious
room 72 feet bv 24
feet, divided by two screens of columns
and folding doors, this room is
lighted by three handsome cast-iron dome lights,
and has an entrance hall
and other requisites. The opposite wing, the entrance of
which is in HamiU
ton-street, contains public oftices for the police,
a dwelling-house for the
constable, and also day-rooms and cells for the prisoners.
But extensive as was the building, it was soon
evident tliat it would be
utterly inadequate to the wants and exigencies
of the rapidly
offices

;

inereashiir

to carry the provisions of their

was appointed, the sewerage of the town commenced, and in the following year, tlie market-house and other public ofiiees
were completed, which t!ic increased number of inhabitants had rendered
Large masses were now building, and tlie greatest activity
quite requisite.
cihibited in this and the adjoining townships. To the southward, joining to
Birkenhead, in Tianmere, a pier, graving dock, and ship-building yard, were
constructed and in full operation on the northern side of Wallasey Pool, in
Poulton, various chemical works were erected; while in Birkenhead several
large ships were building, and to the extensive boiler works which had for
several years been carried on by the late Mr. L.iird, an important addition
was made by the establishment of the iron ship-building yard, from which,
in this year (1834) the John Randolph, the first iron vessel for America, was
;

a police force

;

dispatched.
Hitherto the greater portion of the houses in Birkenhead, and particularly
those in the southern, the most densely populittd part, had been erected
without any regard to regularity of plan or elevation, in narrow and confincil

•>o

pulation of the neighbourhood
and rather than attempt to intrease the p'ro
sent the commissioners resolved to erect
another market on a far lareer
scale.
Availing themselves of a portion of their lands
remaining unoccupied
they purchased some immediately adjacent, so
as to afford them a more
eligible site for the market, of greater dimensions
than any in Liverpool, ex'
cept the far celebrated St. John's Market.*
;

°f "'''

''8''' """J <'''=ga"t

"Market are

430

feet

by

.,!i''^iu""'''r^'"'^"''°"*
130.
The roof IS in three spans— two of 50 feet and one
of 30 feet, and ii
supported by 46 cast-iron columns, 25 feet high.
The market is vaulted, the
floor supported by 115 columns, and
is the largest floor, we
believe ever
constructed on cast-iron columns.
There is water laid on to each which is
supplied from four tanks over the shops.
700 tons of iron have been consumed and the total cost of the erection is £23,000.
The market was commenced last year, but was thrown back somewhat in
consequence of the de
vastating effects of the hurricane in January,
which swept away a portion of
the walls.
There are two fountains, composed of Portland
cement, which
throw up columns of water, and are constantly playing
at the intersections
of the entrances.
There are six entrances— two frim Hamilton-street,
two
from Albion-street, and the other two from
Market-street and Oliver street
The whole is surrounded by iron railing. There are
four rows of gas pillars'
and 92 gas lamps. These lights, called " globe
lamps," have a peculiarly
unique appearance, and are much more elegant
than the lamps whi^h are
ordinarily seen in the markets.
The building, it ought to be stated, is" fireproof.
The iron roof, with its louvres and sky-lights for
ventilation, is an
elegant piece of workmanship, and is similar in
appearance to most of the
roofs which are to be seen at railway stations,
the majority of which have
been erected by the same manufacturers. In the
vaults are'eight ice-houses
for the use of the fish shops
the fish stalls are lined with marble
There
are two illuminated clocks over each end entrance.
The contract was under
taken by Messrs. Fox and Henderson, of the London
iron.works, near Bir'
mingham, and under the able and skilful judgment of Mr.
Wilson, who has
superintended the building from its commencement,
Birkenhead is enabled
to boast the possession of one of the most graceful
and perfect structures of
the kind
the kingdom— perhaps in Europe.
;

The Commissioners immediately proceeded
act into elFect

Market.

The Commissioners for the Improvement of Birkenhead, by
the act of their
incorporation, were empowered to erect a Town-ball
for the transaction of
magisterial and parochial businesK, and a prison,
together with a Public
Market. Towards these purposes Mr. Price contributed
an acre of land for
the site, in addition to paying a moiety of the expenses
of obtaininir the act
of parliament.
The erection of the buildings was committed to
Mr. HamDhng, architect, of Liverpool and Birkenhead ; his
designs having been ap-

m

'

Us dimensions

as compared ivitli the
John's Waiket
..
ScotlandUoad Market
Great George-street Markit
St.

Gill. street

Birlientiead

..

Now Market

Birkenhead Old Market

diffuicnt covered !H.arl;e(s, nre
as follows
feet long by 136 feet broad.
ditto
188 ditto.
.. 201
ditto
\\ii ditto.
..
18J
ditto
131 ditto.
.. 430
ditto
LSI) ditto.
..
1S5
ditto
90 ditto.

..
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KEW BUILDINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS

IN

EDINBURGH.

[Of information so seldom and so scantily afforded as is that which reaches
us from our Northern capital, in regard to architecture, every mite is acceptable, and we therefore gladly communicate to our readers, the following noIt would have been more welcome
tice from the Edinburgh Eveniny Post.
had not every one of the buildings mentioned, been anonymous, owing, we

suppose, to the excessive modesty of the architects employed upon them. At

[Aug ust,
We

way

of improving the drainage of the town.
have not a great'deal
the
to com|ilain on this point at present, but we think it would be well if some
had
their
-at
common
sewers
outlets
a
distance.
It is quite unseemly
the
of
to find, just at Canonmills, a huge common sewer disemboguing itself into

the Leith River, and polluting the stream, so that the whole has the appearAnother foul stream is
ance of water used in cleaning out a dirty stable.
still permitted to irrigate some meadows towards the back of Pierstiill BarWe cannot help feeling surprised that government, for the sake of
racks.
the health of the soldiers, does not interfere to have this dangerous nuisance

removed."

rate, they do not seem to be very proud of the share they have had in
transforming " Auld Reekie" into a " city of palaces," as we find it here

any

called.]

" Since the building of the New Town of Edinburgh, there has never been
The city, highly
a time so rife in new buildings as within the last few years.
picturesque and beautiful before, has received several fine improvements in
Sir Walter Scott's monument, newly finished, is a grand obits appearance.
ject, and its great elevation overcomes tlie disadvantage arising from the

Assembly Hall,
a charming piece of architecture, is now one of the principal landmarks of
the city. The only pity is that the building is in a neighbourhood which
does not at all harmonise with it in anything, if we except some new edifices
in the Elizabethan style, on which the old gloomy houses of other centuries
seem to frown displeasure. It is nearly opposite, and down a close too and
where JIary of Lorraine, the mother of our
that close the abode of poverty
On the Calton Hill
beautiful but unhappy JIary had her palace and oratory.
there is being erected a Debtors* Prison; the building is to the east nf the
gaol and bridewell, and will be included within the sweep of the same wall.
Talking of this wall, we ougiit to observe that it is built exactly in the style
of the battlements of an ancient fortress, and with its abutting watch-towers
harmonises well with the rocky elevation from which, on the south side, it
On witnessing the good taste indicated here one cannot help con.
rises.
trasting it with the gross blockheadism which was unaccountably allowed to
perpetrate the new barracks erected in Edinburgh Castle.
They remind us
of a manufactory or union workhouse, and one could almost wish they would
tumble down when the inmates were engaged elsewhere. Additions are
being made at the end to the north of the Advocates' Library. It strikes us
that it is spoiled and detethat this building has been too much doctored
riorated by the patchwork addenda which are inflicted upon it.
A new edifice would have been the preferable, perhaps the cheapest, expedient of the
The new P/iysicians' Hall, a fine building on the north of
learned faculty.
the New Town, is nearly finished.
The front will be highly ornamented, and
will form a choice acquisition to Queen-street, rather wanting in striking
buildings.
The Commercial Bank, erecting on the site of the former Physicians' Hall, in George-street, is advancing.
It will add another attraction to
a street already one of the finest in Europe.
It appears to be designed in
Near it some striking improvements have been
the Italian palace style.
made in the buildings intended for public companies and banks. Nothing
can be finer than the light, graceful, and ornamental fronts which we meet
Donaldson's Hospital, to the west of the city, is progressing
in this locality.
rapidly.
It is a truly grand and noble structure, and nothing could have
been more judiciously chosen than the fine elevation which forms its site.
AVe understand that no less a sum than 100,000/. is to be expended in getting
up the budding, and adapting its internal economy to the purpose for which
A new Heriot's Sclioul, situated at the west end of Roseit is intended.
street, is nearly finished.
Tlie Political Martyrs' monument in the Calton
burying ground is so far advanced that it can be seen from the North Bridge.
Additional erections
stations of railways, and other buildings are soon to
be set a-going. And we believe, that in addition to the commodious and elegant villas, and other buildings existing at Newington, a large number of
houses are to be erected by one of our banks, which has recently obtained
the greater part of the ground. A better site for building cannot be imagined,
with its delightful southern exposure and salubrious air. It is a peculiar
feature of the present era of improvement, that houses in streets occupied by
the highest order of gentry who keep mansions in Edinburgh have been converted into shops and business establishments. This is particularly observable in George street.
The stream of rank has a tendency to flow northward
in the direction of the back part of the New Town.
The shops iu several
parts of Edinburgh have, in many cases, been improved to a high degree of
elegance, and, in some cases, decorated with very fine ornaments.
One great
evil has been removed from the city, in the covering up of that huge, unsightly stream of dirty water which passed to the sea through the Queen's

somewhat low

site

on which

it

is

erected.

The

spire of tlie

—

—

—

—

Park.
A sad infliction it was. The laying out of the splendid carriage road,
>ii;d the excellent arrangement of the grounds, wdl form permanent attractions to this delightful promenade.
A wall around a part of the Royal domains is still wanting, and should be set about :— miseraMe hedges of whiustone are out of keeping in such a place. It is the felicity of Edinburgh,
that close at hand to its busy streets and closely wedged buildings are solitudes such as Zimmerman might have envied.
From the park under notice
a very short walk conducts to scenes as still and picturesque as are to be
found in the secluded spots of the Grampians, while, at some point suddenly
attained, there bursts forth the full majestic spectacle of a great and sublime
city, and the hum of voices falls upon tbe ear like soft and distant music. To
the stranger and tourist this city of palaces and solitudes forms an abiding
ti.eme of interest.
We are glad to find that much has recently been done in

WORKS ON THE CALEDONIAN CANAL.
(From

the Inverness Courier.J

The improvements on the Caledonian Canal,

constituting a truly national
undertaking, on a scale of great magnitude and importance, are proceeding
in a highly satissactory manner, and form an interesting and novel subject of
Along the whole line operations are
contemplation in our northern region.
The new lock, intended to provide against the rise of exin full activity.
treme floods in Loch Lochy, is now far advanced, and forms a huge mass of
masonry, moulded into shape from the chaos of materials that overspread
The depth of these solid and massive walls, from the
the adjoining banks.
foundation to tlie coping is about forty feet
the length upwards of four
hundred and fifty. The lock gates have yet to be added, and these are to be
constrnctedj of oak framing, for which nearly all England and Wales have
been searched, in order to procure timber of the paopev shape and dimenIndeed, the gate ])0sts are so large, that suitable beams of oak could
sions.
not be obtained, and blocks of mahogany and teak are to be substituted.
The extensive repairs of the present locks in the Loehabar, or western
district of the line, were for the most part completed last year; and those
The first stone of the lower
for the central district are now in progress.
lock at Fort-Augustus was laid on the 21st of June, by Captain Spalding,
barrack-master of the fort. Large dams or mounds had to be thrown across
the canal channels to exclude the water, and in various instances steam
It was
engines, and other machinery, have been erected for pumping.
necessary to have excess to the foundations of the lower lock, which forms
the point of junction with Loch Ness, and where the ground is of a very
open and porous nature and hence a vast power was requisite to drain the
site of the works.
No less than three steam-engines, of 30, 28, and 6
horse-power, are employed.
A quantity of water, amounting to nearly
12,000 gallons in a minute, iz raised in a continuous volume, from a depth
It may give some
of about twenty feet, and discharged into Loch Ness.
idea of this quantity to mention that it would afford a supply of some ten
every
twelve
gallons
the
purest
filtered
water
to
inhabitant of
or
per day of
London, man, woman and child
For moving the huge blocks of stone used
in the quoins, and other principal portions of the new buildings, setting
frames, with a curious apparatus of cranes (fixed and moveable), windlasses,
and other machinery, have been provided; and it is interesting to witness
the regularity and ease with which the various operations are directed towards their common object. A similar variety of processes, although on a
smaller scale, may be seen at Muirtown, near this town, where additional
wharfs are in progress.
The dredging operations on the summit level of the Canal are among the
most arduous of the works. A new steam dredger had to be procured, after
the most improved model, the hull being entirely of iron, and the machinery
of great power.
Both this and the steam-dredger formerly belonging to
the Canal are engaged in deepening the channel of Loch Oich, and through
The
the district of Laggan, which separates Loch Oich from Loch Lochy.
ground there is for the most exceedingly difficult of excavation, consisting of
hard mountain clay, in which are embedded huge boulders of wbinstone.
Through such intractable substances the progress is necessarily slow, but
occasionally nearly one thousand tons are removed in the course of a day.
Throughout a part of Loch Oich the bottom was much incumbered with
large trunks of trees, some of them containing from four to five loads of
timber: these relics of our primeval forests had slumbered for centuries in
the bosom of the lake, and many bore traces of fire and the axe.
At certain portions of the line where tbe leakage in dry seasons was wont
to diminish the available depth of water, it has been necessary to add a coating or liiuug of puddle or clay; and this is required to a considerable extent
In tbe former place the
in the reaches above Fort-Augustes and Muirtown.
process is already in active operation, and in the latter preparations are
making for a speedy commencement. The space requisite for tbe insertion
of the lining is first excavated, and the materials are moved from the bottom
and sides of the Canal, chiefly by means of numerous horse-runs the workmen careering up and down planks of timber, at steep inclines, each aided
by a horse at the top, and the whole forming a ready and somewhat picturesque moile of transit and conveyance.
The number of men employed varies from fifteen to eighteen hundred.
the
The greater portion of the labourers are natives of the Highlands
masons are chiefly from Morayshire ; and the carpenters and others from
We may add that the works were lately
Inverness and its neighbourhood.

—

;

1

—
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inspected by Mr. Burges of London, one of the principal engineers and we
believe his opinion was, that tlie greatest credit is due to Mr. .lackson and
Mr. 13ean, the contractors, whose arrangements have hitherto so fully
;

realized the wishes of

gOTernment and the

principle,
perience.
first

this

Ch.ipel.

for the Distribution of Prizes

—

MatliematUs— Clsssl. Kingsbury, Shillito P, JEq. Class II. Bartholomew: Class III.
NealeP. Kssav on Iron Kingsbury. Kssay on Ventilation— Codrington. Chemistry
Bridgem.nn P. Geodesy— Levelling, Iwine P. Surveying.Cf drington P. General Attention, Clarke P.
General Construction and Architecture — Classes I. and II. Bemey P.
Class III.
Classes II. and III. WoodiUeld P. Machinery— Classes Land II. Male P.
WlUettP. Manipulation. Bartholomew P. Classics— Fraser P. French— Class I. Sti>.
phenson P., Cl.iss II. Lloyd. German— Class I. Bridgeman Class II. Hansen. Landscape Drawing- Shillito P., Forde P. Geography— Class I. Shillito P. Class II. Purler,
Legeyt. Geology — Kingsbury. General Indiisity ana Improvement in Several Branches
—Brown P.; Encouragement to Improvement— Batley P.
:

—

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Before the end of the Principal's Report the Earl of Devon had arrived,
and taken the Chair, temporarily occupied by the Hon. R. E. Howard.
Mr. Edwin Chadwick spoke most favouritbly of the past creditable work
of the students, whose maps and plans and contour drawings of part of
London had been published in the Government Reports of the Commission
He showed several instances
for Enquiring into the Health of Towns, &c.
in which large sums of public money had been completely wasted through
the inefficiency of the persons employed in surveys and drainage, and all of
which woulil have been saved to the country if the education here given had
been insisted upon as necessary to the holding such important offices.
Dr. Lyon Playfair then made a few remarks on the extreme importance of
scientific instruction in connexion with human health.
The subject of VenTiL.vTioN was of immense importance to human welfare, of which he cited
instances, and he also particularized how important it was to join Chemistry
with the Arts, by referring to the enquiries made for the Smelting of Iron
ores, by which it appeared that in some cases 92 per cent, of fuel was wasted
in the process as at present carried on.

He concluded by proposing

a vote

of thanks to Lord Devon for his kind and able conduct in the chair.
Mr. Babuage then addressed the meeting, st.iting that he was extremely
gratified with the proceedings.
He then enforced on the students the necessity of application to ensure success, by the fact that even in cases where the
world generally gave credit for spontaneous natural abilities forcing themselves out in brilliant displays, the real fact of the case was that much study
and preparation were resorted to. He instanced Burke (from private iufjrmation which he mentioned), Sheridan, and Dr. Playfair.
The Eari. of Devon in returning thanks repudiated the idea that the College was meant to produce perfect practical engineers, on the contrary, we
only meant to lay a solid foundation on which practical experience would
build a solid superstructure.
Mr. I. K. BniiNEi, saiil that he fidly concurred in these remarks. He
wished to assure the students that though they might not perceive at every
step of their subsequent practical work science in full action, yet they would

ON THE STRENGTH OF STONE COLU.MNS,
By Mr. E. IIodgkinson.
Read
The columns were of

* Among the ctmpany present, in addition to those mentioned, were Sir Patrick Ross,
Sir Charles Sullivan, Sir Howard Douglas, Cap. Dawson, R.E., J. T. Leader, Esq., M.P.,
Col. Hutcliinson.Capt. Goldie, xMr. Wllberfoue Bird and several other gentlemen con-

Company, the Keys. C. T. Itobinlon, R. Baker, Dervvent

T. Helmorc, S. R. talSley, and mhers.

Coleridge,

at the British Association.

different heights, varying

from I inch to 40 inches ;
they were square uniform prisms, the sides of the bases of which were 1
inch and IJ inch, and the crushing weight was applied in the direction of the
strata.
From the experiments on the two series of pillars it appears that
there is a falling oflf in strength in all c<dumns from the shortest to the
longest
but that the diminution is so small, when the height of the column
is not greater than about 12 the side of its square, that the strength may be
considered as uniform, the mean being 10,000 lb. per square inch, or upwards.
From the experiments on the columns one inch square, it appears that whea
the height is 15 times the side of the square the strength is slightly reduced
when the height is 2-i times the base, the falling oil" is from 138 to 96
nearly when it is .iO times the base, the strength is reduced from 138 to 75 ;
and when it is 40 times the base the strength is reduced to 52, or to little
more than one-third. These numbers will be modified to some extent by
the experiments in progress.
In all columns shorter than 30 times the side
of the square, fracture took place by one of the ends falling; showing the
ends to be the weakest parts; and the increased weakness of the longer columns over that of the shorter ones seemed to arise from the former being
deflected more than the latter, and therefore exposing a smaller part of the
ends to the crushing force. The cause of failure is the tendency of rigid
materials to form wedges with sharp ends, these Wedges splitting the body
up in a manner which is always pretty nearly the same some attempts to
explain this matter theoretically were made by Coidomb.
.\s long columns
always give way first at the ends
showing that part to be the weakest we
might economise the material by making the areas of the ends longer than
that of the middle, increasing the strength of the middle both ways towards
the ends.
If the area of the ends be to the area in the middle as the
strength of a short column is to that of a long one, we should have for a
column whose height was 24 times the breadth, the area of the ends and
middle as 13,766 to 5,595 nearly. This, however, would make the ends too
strong since the weakness of long columns arises from their flexure, and
increasing the ends would diminish that flexure.
Another mode of increasing
the strength of the ends would be that of preventing flexure by increasing
the dimensions of the middle.
From the experiments it would appear that
the Grecian columns, which seldom had their lengths more than about 10
times the diameter, were nearly of the form capable of bearing the greatest
weight when their shaftt were uniform and that columns tapering from the
bottom to the top were only capable of bearing weights due to the smallest
part of their section, though the larger end might serve to prevent lateral
tiirusts.
This last remark applies, too, to the Egyptian columns, the strength
of the column being only that of the smallest part of the section.
Fiom
the tv;o series of experiments, it appeared that the strength of a short
column is nearly in proportion to the area of thesection, though the strength
of the larger one is somewhat less than in that proportion.
Mr. IIodgkinson added that he had found the columns to give way chiefly
in the direction of the cleavages of the stone
and that hence the same size
and shape of the stone cut out of the same block, required very diiferent
forces to crush them across the grain from what they did with it.
Prof.
Stevelly said, that it was one peculiarity of Mr. Hodgkinson's researches,
that they opened up so many collateral objects of interest and wide fields of
inquiry.
It was easy to see that the present researches might become important to the geologist, by leading him to the source from which originated
the splitting up of extended rocks into beds and strata, and the contortions
of them ; for example, to some volcanic matter forced up vertically in such
a manner as to exercise a crushing force upon even distant masses.
Prof.
Willis showed, by examples deduced by various styles of architecture, that
the ancients must have been practically in possession of similar principles ;
and from several examples which he gave, it would appear that columns of
a shape suited to these principles were again coming into use.
;

;

;
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and receiving the Report of the Principal on the Progress of Studies in the Institution was held
His R. H. the Duke of Cambridge had
in the College on Tuesday, July 15.
been expected, but was unfortunately prevented from attending.*
The Chair was taken at J-past 2 o'clock by the Hon. R. E. 1Io-w.\rd, one
of the Members of the Council, who opened the proceedings by expressing
his regret at the absence of the Duke of HuccleuL'h and Lord Devon, the
He then called
latter being expected before the termination of the meeting.
on the Principal to make a Report.
The Pbinciiml, the Rev. .M. Cowie, then addressed the meeting. He
began by adverting to the main object of Education, viz., to instil principles
as distinguished from facts merely, to lead students to form a system for
It was, therefore,
themselves and not treasure up mere isolated truisms.
more important that the result of the year's work should exhibit the students
as liaving made progress in this argument of principles than in showing a
He stated that he had traced out for evury
vast amount of mechanical work.
one a regular system, which comprised the rudiments of construction necesHe then pointed out a peculiar feature, which here
sary for a civil engineer.
was kept in view, to invite the students as much as possible to combine
knowledge of one department with that of another, and instanced the Prize
Essays, which would be mentioned, viz., on the " Manufacture of Iron" and
on "Ventilation;" intended, the one as an exercise in " Chemistry of the
Principles and Practice of Machinery," and the other in " Chemistry of ArHe finally referred to the general moral conduct of the stuchitecture."
and explained his position as a cluryyman at the head
dents as exemplary,
of an eiijificejv)!!/ institution, which did not, at first sight, seem compatible,
but which would cease to appear so when we reflect that all education ought
to be carried on under the superintendence of the clergy.
He then proceeded to give the prizes, and announce the names of those
who were worthy of mention.

nected with the E.
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own strength when compelled to fall back on
he would certify to them from his own personal ex-

to time feel their

the addresses were delivered the company inspected the College
grounds. Lecture Rooms, the Students' Models of Steam Engines, specimens
of constructive carpentry, itc.
The visitors witnessed the casting of iron,
the ladies standing in close proximity to the liquid metal with |)erfect confidence, and taking ai)parently the greatest interest in the operation.
In the
evening the company attended service with the students in the College

public.

COLLEGE FOR CIVIL ENGINEERS, PUTNEY, SURREY.
The Annual Meeting
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to the Spanish battery, is proceding with, and the pedesScafl'olding of whole timber is used.

for the fignre nearly completed.

and by Lough and the whole will be about 30
definite is done with the high level bridge, or joint
|The grand stand at Newcastle has been much improved by
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PROGRESS OF THE

NEW HOUSES OF

PARLIAMENT.

[August,

— a general display of

the building would be afforded
from one side, and in one direction only, and that too from an inconveniently crowded thoroughfare. No let there be a free uninterrupteri
view of the magnificence of the structure on evenj side. It is worth
examining, and can indeed well endure the examination. Let there
be a broad PI' auc terrace, from which a free adequate view may be
obtained on the river side; and let a little expense be incurred ungrudgingly in clearing away all the houses which surround and
encumber the building. After all the intellect and labour that have
been devoted to its construction, it were well nigh a sin, that it should
be in any way concealed ; and, above all, it is a NATtON'Al, building;
it ?ijill be also a national boast, and the people have a right to be able
to examine its surpassing beauty on every side.
Beside the four towers on the river side, there are three other
principal towers ; one at the south-east corner of the building, and
therefore at the corner of New Palace-yard. The site of this tower
projects considerably beyond the northern or Bridge-street side of the
building; it is not yet much advanced towards completion, being
scarcely built up to the second range of windows.
There is another large tower in the very centre building, that is,
midway between Westminster Hall and the river front. This is called
the central tower, but as it belongs to the inner part of the building
we shall describe it more fully when we come to that portion of our
notice which refers to the interior.
The largest and highest tower of all is the great Victoria Toner.
This is situated at the south-eastern corner, that is, exactly at the
point further from the bridge.
At the base of this tower are four
enormous shafts at its four corners from these shafts at a certain
height spring arches on which and the groinings between them, the
lower is suj)ported. It is to be observed that the lower part of
the tower between the aichways will be left unindosed.
The arches
will remain quite open ; this part serving as an enormous porch to the
royal entrance.
At present the greater part of the four shafts have
been nearly completed, and the four great arches which are to spring
from them are just beginning to be turned.
With respect to the legitimacy of a lofty tower in civil architecture,
it may be observed that in the finest specimens of civil pointed architecture of the continent, examples exist.
lofty elevation such at
the Victoria Tower is by no means exclusively appropriated to ecclesiastical buildings.
The spire of the Hotel de Ville of Brussels exceeds in height the ball and cross of St. Pauls, and is one of the puress
and most splendid specimens of mediaeval architecture extant.
The description of the exterior of the New House may be concluded
with an enumeration of the parts in which the roof has been put up.
They are these the whole river front, the great part of the Bridgestreet front
and on the side towards the Abbey, nearly the whole of
(hat portion of the building opposite Henry the Seventh's Chapel,
namely, of that portion between Westminster Hall and the Victoria
Tower. The roofs are high pitched, and consist of large plates of
galvanised iron pierced by dormer windows.

remove the

evil

!

Notwitlistaniling the public interest respecting the progress of the
new Houses of Parliament, little or no information has been published
respecting the advances made in their construction. The vast and
magnificent pile begins now to exhibit itself distinctly, and as we have
been favoured with a permission to examine the whole works, we can
give a general idea of their present state.
The ground plan of the building may be described with suilicient
accuracy for our purpose, as a rectangular parallelogram. It will be
necessary for the explanation of the following account to point out the
position of this parallelogram with respect to the poinis of the comThe ea'itern side is the river front the northern is the front
pass.
parallel to Bridge-street and Westminster-bridge
the western front
huilding,
or that towards Westminstar Hall and the Abbey, is
of the
l>=ss regular than the others
this arises from the broken outline of the
site, for at the end nearest Westminster-bridge the depth of the building is comparatively small, whereas at the other extremity it extends
much further back from the river. It is therefore obvious that the
soulh front or that farthest from Westminster-bridge will be much
larger than the north front: in New Palace Yard
the large square in
front of the entrance to Westminster Hall
a considerable space intervenes between the Hall and that part of the fa9ade of the New
Houses towards the siuare, whereas beyond, in the southern half of
the building the facade is in a line with the side of Westminster Hall.
The readers idea of the position of the building with reference to the
compass will be lixed by reflecting that the the abbey is built east and
west, the north transept being towards Parliament-street, and Henry
the Seventh's Chapel at the east end.
:

:

;

—

Of the Towers
There

are, beside

belonging

to the

New

—

Houses.

some of

inferior dimensions, seven towers of
these four are in the river front, two being

great size and height. Of
equidistant from the centre of the building, and two being wing towers
at the extremities of the facade.
Of the wing towers, that nearest
the bridge is completed externally and roofed.
The tracerv and
paneling is finished the delicate carving of the beautiful turrets at
of
this
the angles
tower, has received almost the last touch
the
scaffolding is also all removed except a small portion on the roof; and
the exterior appearance here has assumed, in everv respect, except
the gliizing of the windows, its permanent form.
The Wing Tower
at the other end is nearly as complete, but the scaffolding remains, and
its turrets are not yet constructed.
The design of the Wing Towers
are similar.
The two centre towers of the river front, though very much resembling the wing towers, are one stage higher than they. Of the
centre towers, also, ail the masonry is complete, except the turrets.
It is to be observed that the central part of the river front, namely, the
portion between the two central towers is one stage higher than the
portions to the north and south. Of the whole river facade the external work is completed, with very trifling exceptions; the carving
of the central entrance-way from the river terrace to the houses for
instance, is not quite complete.
In passing along the river terrace
the observer is as much astonished by the enormous extent of the
building as delighted with its wonderful architecture.
The eye becomes almost satiated with beauty. Foliations as delicate and multiform as those of nature, enriched paneling, sculptured bosses and corbels, canopies and niches decorated with the minuteness rather of the
pencil than the chisel, long slender mulliuns springing upwards in
moulded lints which at their height branch out into the intricate ramifications of rich window tracery, crockets and finials, and perforated
parapet work which from below appear to stand against the sky like
lace-work, are repeated apparently in interminable succession. The
architectural enrichment seems almost excessive
from the narroivness of the terrace, each portion of the building is brought so close to
the eye of the observer, that he is compelled per-force to examine
every part in succession. He can never look at the whole or even a
considerable portion at once without fatigue, and from his comparative
proximity to the the fa9ade itself, it is .ilmost impossible to see the
upper portions of it satisfactorily. In order to obtain a coup d'ceil, he
must either go on to Westminster-bridge, where his position is most
unfavourable, as he is above the level of the building; or else he must
get access to the opposite bank of the river, where, on account of the
distance, the delicacy of the details is inappreciable.
This is a great
misfortune. Considering the river front of the Houses of Parliament
as the noblest specimen of civil architecture in Europe
and incontesiahly this is the rank vihich the judgment of posterity will assign to
it
it seems unendurable that any opportunity should be lost for its
adequate display. The loweting of the bridge would but partially
;

;

"

;

—

—

:

A

—

—

Of the

Inner parts of the Building.

In order to understand the arrangement of the interior it is necessary that the reader should be reminded that the building within contains numerous courts or open spaces from which light and air are obThere are two series of courts
tained for the parts surrending them.
parallel to each other and the river front. Immediately behind the river
front and parallel to it are the following courts enumerated in their
order from the northern end the Speaker's Court, the Commons
Court, the Commons Inner Court, the Peers Inner Court. On the side
next Westminster Abbey and Hall is the Western range of Courts,
which enumerated also in their order from the north are these Star
Chamber Court, St. Stephen's Court, House Court, Printers Court.
Of the architecture of these courts it may be said generally that it
is characterised by simplicity and an absence of ornaments which give
the parts a severe and almost naked appearance. The Courts consist
of little but flat stone walls, of which the surface is unbroken, except
Doubtless precedents
in the upper part by a few plain windows.
might be found for this almost monastic severity, but to the eye, excited by the wonderfully elaborate beauty of the exterior facades, the
contrast appears unnecessarily abrupt.
The explanation of the interior arrangements requires also that the
reader should understand that the principal apartments of the buildthat is, in common
ing are all raised above a series of inferior offices
parlance, the legislative chambers, the state rooms and royal gallery
To the arrangement of this floor then we will
are all on the first floor.
confine our attention.
The building being, as we said, divided throughout itslength interiorly
by two series of courts, it follows that between these is a continuous
This pile is midway between the
pile running through the building.

—

—

—
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purposes the

river range and the range noxt the Abbey, and is in its
most important part of the structure. Reckoning from the north, this
middle rango contains tlie following— residences of Librarian and Clerk
of the House (these apartments are visible from New Palace Yard),
House of Commons, Commons Lnbbv and Corridor, Central Hall, Peers
Corridor, Peers' Lobbv, House of Lords, Victoria Gallery. Of these
the House of Lords is 'by far the most advanced, the roof is on, the
masonry wholly finished, and the painters at work at the interior decorations.
stranger would bi- struck probably at the small size of
the two houses compared with the wliole building. The House of

A

The
but 93 feet long, and (he House of Commons 83 feet.
interior decorations of both will be very splendid, gilding and colour
House
of
the
former.
In
the
being freely employed, especiixllv in
Lords there will be statues also, but the fittings for accommodation
for the business of the houses will preclude paintings from forming a
Lords

is

part of their decorations.

r/JeZ/oKseo/CommoKS is comparatively little advanced, the walls
are up as high as the top of the windows.
The ricloria Gallery is up to the level of the Lords, though the
masonry is not nearly completed. Tliis Gallery will be 130 feet long,
and wil'l be most gorgeously decorated with statues and paintings.
The Central Hall forms the interior of the Central Tvwer, the form
The support is from eight clustered pillars
of both being octagonal.
in the angles of the octagon, which in the interior meet and form the
pointed roof of the Hall. This structure is raised to the level of the
House of Lords, but the masonry is in a very incomplete state.
and is raised on the
SI. Slephen's Hall is behind the Central H ill
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and then indeed there can be little doubt of the rank which it
occupy in the architecture of Europe.
we venture to make a strong and earnest appeal to
the architect, to give every facility to the recording the history of the
building as it advances. It is a duly which he owes to himself, to
architecture, to the English people,
He has already elevated the
national taste:
This exhibition of his genius, although as yet incomplete, has renilered public criticism severer; and buildings which ten
years backs had been admired now obtain nothing but contempt.
Strange and almost incredible as it may appear, the present building
is the only one of modern structures which has not provoked more or
less dissatisfaction.
Every detail of its progress ought then to be
only

;

will

In conclusion,

carefully chronicled for the benefit of posterity.
All the difliculties
overcome, all the contrivances to save labour, plans, working drawings, measurements, and even the alterations— we ought to have
them all. In the very deviations from the original plans there would

be some instruction to be gleaned.
One remark, and only one more; and that is, to notice the admirable regularity and system with which the work is apportioned to the

Though nine hundred men are employed on the works,
each one goes through his appointed task with as much method and
precision us if the eye of the master were on him alone.
artificers.

PATENT LAW CASE.
& CORPE V. SmITH,

:

old groining which formed part of the original St. Stephen's Chapel.
This relic has been carefully preserved it consists of alow fan groined
On the exterior, new butroof, supported within by clustered pillars.
The solidity and
tresses of massive proportions have been built.
depth of these buttresses form a most gratifying contrast to the rest
ecclesiastical
with
the
completely
accord
They
of the new building.
character of this portion, and afford a convincing proof of the archi-

This was an action for an alleged infringement of the plaintiff's
evolving iron safety shutters, and was tried before the
Lord Chief Baron and a special jury, in the Court of Exchequer.
The trial lasted two whole days; and the jury deliberated for two
hours without giving their verdict, which was ultimately returned for

tect's appreciation of the spirit of pointed architecture.

the

BUNNETT

;

Before concluding this paper, we wish to say a few word?, respecting the general character of the architecture throughout. It has been
brought, as a serious objection to the building, that, notwithstanding
its accuracy of detail, it wants the boldness, the play of light and

shadow, the vast buttresses, the long drawn

aisles, the

dim

religious

We could say much in reply, but our notice
proper limits the substance of our answer is
this, that the massive is not the characteristic of civil mediaeval
architecture.
The plain deep buttresses of Westminster Abbey have
a stern majestic simplicity in a cathedral in a legislative palace they
light, of olden buildings.

has already outran

its

:

;

would be naked

Did not the old architects
and very poetry of their own architecture as

colossal deformities.

understand the spirit
well as we? Ami they uniformly confined the display of strong conLook at those
trasts of light and shadow to ecclesiastical structures.
most perfect specimens of civil raedifeval architecture, the Hotels de
Ville of Belgium and the ducal palaces of Normandy and Picardy.

them the facades of the building are made up of elaborate paneland parapet work. The buttresses, where they exist,
are uniformly small. The Hotel de Ville of Brussels, already referred
to, is a rectangular building, supported on an open colonnade, the piers
of which are continued upward in slender lines between the windows;
at the four corners of the building are four lofty turrets, and in the
centre rises the magnificent spire— the design exhibiting an almost
The town-hall of Louvain is an
magical appearance of lightness.
almost unbroken facade, decorated with sculpture of extraordinary
minuteness throughout. The facade of the Palais de Justice of Rouen
is decorated with the richest and most delicate architecture; the
windows are surrounded with multiplied ornaments, statues, and
niches; and above is a perforated parapet, ornamented by a light and
elegant tower; but there is nothing in the whole building which gives
the idea of stern massiveness; though in its ecclesiastical edifices
Rouen is full of wonderful specimens of that kind of architeclure.
Of the new houses of Parliament, to say that they will be the most
In size
magnificent public building in London, is but feeble praise.
they have of course no parallel but, irrespectively of their vastncss,
The reviving taste, and the
their beauty is beyond comparison.
better knowledge of the true principles of architecture are beginning
to lead the people to look with dissatisfaction on Sir Christopher
Wren's principles of design; and of Westminster Abbey, the original
beauty has been so marred, that little remains on which the eye can
look with unmingled satisfaction. But tills is instituting a comparison
of the new and old buildings, merely as to their general relative merit
the more accurate method, however, is to conas works of genius
sider the new building, in comparison with others of a civil character
In

ing, foliations

;

;

patent for

i

plaintiffs.

The Lord Chief Baron

laid

down

the following points of

law,

which for their importance we extract from the short hand copy of
his summing-up.
" Where a patent is running for anything, if you improve it, when
the patent is out, you may have a patent for your improvement. If
the improvement be such that you could not use it independent of
the patent, you could not have a patent till the expiration of the
original patent."

".d patent cannot he taken out for a principle, A patent must be
taken out according to the statute for a new manufacture.
If a man
make an important discovery, he can take out a patent for the result
as a new manufacture for the process as a mode of attaining it.
But
if anybody else can do the same thing another way, it is not an inman cannot have a patent for a result
fringement of that patent.
a part from the mode in which it is produced."
" If the person who calls himself the inventor go to the shop of
another man, and there see his model, the result, as far as he is concerned, is just the same as if the matter had come into use in the
most public manner in the world."
"A partial disclosure to the public, if followed by an abandonment
has been treated, under the verdict of a jury, as no publication at all."
Some of these points will probably prove new to our readers.

A

THE PAVILION AT BUCKINGHAM PALACE.
From

A very curious and

the 'Times.'

striking exhibition in

now

afforded by the decorations

just completed in the inleiior of (lie Pavilion, erected on a mount, in the gardens of Buckingham Palace. The favour of a private admission, granted a

few days ago, enables us to give a brief description of it. It is known (hat
within the last few years the attention of artists has been directed to the
combination of decorative painting with architecture, after the examples of
the great Italian masters of the "cinque-cento" school, whilst the introduction of fresco painting, towards the accomplishment of that end, was certainly
talked of. Her Majesty and the Prince Consort resolved to try the experiment on a small scale, so as to adorn a summer-house in the gardens of Ihe
Palace, and at the same time to offer to British artists a high motive and a.
fair opportunity for the display, or rather trial, of their powers in llie old
method.
The '• Garden Pavilion" (to speak technically) is a small Swiss-looking
edifice, on the summit of an artificial eminence, overlooking the spacious Ia«n
and piece of water in the gardens of Buckingham Palace, which is seen in

35
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the distance. Tlic external appearance of the Pavilion is picturesque anj
The interior consists
fantastic, without any regular style of architecture.

of three rooms and a kitchen. The I'rincipal apartment is an octagon, 15 feet
8 inches by 1j feet 9 inches and from the floor to the centre of the vaulted
ceiling, 14 feet 11 inches in height. This room opens on each side into another
of smaller size, 8 feet 10 inches by 9 feet 7 inches, and 12 feet in height.
Tlie central room is the octagon; of the eight sides five are occupied by
three o'liers by the doors opening on the
i\"indows and the glazed enlranee
;

The lady, spell-bound, not only
in stony fetters fixed, and motionless,"
but asleep or in a trance, is seated in the marble chair. Sabrina and her attendant nympbs are hovering round her. One nymph presents in a shell the
water " from the fountain pure." Sabrina, bending over the lady, is about
to sprinkle her and to pronounce the "dissevering charm." In front stand
the two brothers and the attendant spirit. In the spandrils, two of the deformed "rabble rout" look down in affright.

VII.— EDWIN LANDSEER, R.A.
human countenance,

;

and by the

side rooms,

two

fire-place, over

which

is

a large mirror, reflecting

the whole.
The roof rises into a dome, sustained and divided by eight ribs

and in each
compartment is a circular opening, with a a sky background. A rich cornice
runs round the room, and below the cornice are ihe'eight lunettes, containing
the frescos, by eig ht different painters. Each lunette is 6 feet by 3 feet and
over each is a tablet, en which is inscribed, in gilt letters, on a brownish-red
ground, the particular passage of the poem which has suggested the subject
of the painting below. The subject of all these frescoi is Milton's masque of

[August,

•'

;

"

Their

" Th'

express resemblance of the gods,

' Into

is changed
some bratish form of wolf or bear,
tiger, hog or bearded goat."

" Or ounce or

Comus,

v.

68

—71.

;

Comtis

—a work perfectly adapted

to

the object

m

Tlie artists selected

view.

to try their talent were Stanfield, Uwins, Leslie, Sir William Ross, Eastlake,
Maclise, Landseer, and Etty, but the fresco of the

last

-mentioned gentleman

was subsequently removed, and one by Mr. Dyce substituted in its place.
Judging from the displaced fresco, which was shown to us afterwards, we
cannot wonder at the stern decree which removed such a performance from
the walls of the Pavilion. We proceed to notice the eight frescos accord-

ing

to the order in

lines

which they are arranged around the apartment.

The same subject as No.
by his crew,

is

terrified

—

—

;

In the spandrils are two heads

strangely mingled.

VIII— W. DYCE, A.R.A.

The

" Noble lord and lady bright,
" I have brought ye new delight, J
" Here behold so goodly grown,
" Three fair branches of your own."

I.-^STANFIELD, R.A.

Comus,

The attendant

•'

— 17.

She

princely progeny. In the spandrils, two guardian angels present
crowns of while roses and myrtle.
We shall not at present enter into any minute criticism of these works of
art.
We can only afford to be general. It may, therefore, suffice to say that
hardly one of the artists has "come up" to the design of the poet. The
various figures of Comus are good
that of Mr. Leslie, we deem, the best
;

ideal of the character.

" Tbe

—

Lady"

is

made very

little

— a sad burlesque,

of

most instances, on the high-suuled, virtuous, dignified, creation of Milton,
S'r William Ross makes her a young lady of "modern accomplishments"
pale and sentimental vihilst Mr! Leslie represents her as an innocent girl,
hardly arrived at the age ot puberty. W'ith Mr. Eastlake she is a Madonna,
and rather stupid looking into the bargain.
Perhaps, Mr. Uwins has given
the best impersonation of this sublime and noble character. Mr. Maclise's
design is that of a very beautiful woman, but frcezngly-colJ and marbleMr. Landseer's fresco is inimilike, far more so than the subject demands.
table
and, to our taste and judgment, superior to all the rest. He is quite
chez lui, of course, in the depiction of his various "brutish forms," but
there is, independently of this, a mind a creative genius in the piece.
Their heads are truly unique, and the "upright bruin'' is enough to shake
one's sides wiih mirth .
Beneath the lunettes are panels adorned with arabesques, in harmony witU
the main subjects. Over each door are winged panthers, in stucco, with a
head of Comus, ivy-crowned, between them. The ivy and the vine predominate amid the wreaths of many-coloured flowers and fruits the masks and
grotesques, which adorn the panels and friezes. Beneath each window is
the cipher of her Majesty and Prince Albert, encircled with flowers. The
medallions, in bas-relief, on the pilasters, contain figures and groups from a
variety of Milton's poems.
A richly-carved and gilt door opens from the central apartment into the
room on the left, which has been decorated in what may be called the romanThe subjects are all taken from the novels and poems of Sir Walter
tic style.
The walls of this room, to the height of 12 feet, are painted in imiScott.
tation of grey marble, with such taste and fidelity as to deceive the most
practised eye. Above this vi'ainscotting, which has a very chaste and cool
effect, runs a decorated frieze, in 12 compartments, three on each side; of
these, the central compartment is formed of a bas-relief, in wliite stucco, on
and to the right and left are festoons of flowers, richly
a dark-blue ground
coloured, and surrounding small landscapes, in frames, illustrative of the

—

standing " near a huge oak, the centre of the
stands half hidden by the foliage, and
down w ith anguish,

is

S68— 975.

in

R.A.

" This is the place, as well as I may guess,
" \1 hence even now the tumult of loud mirth
" Was rife."— C'om«s, v. 200—219.
the lady.

V.

kneeling, presents the liberated lady and her two
who come forth from their " state" to receive

their

;

Comus and

spirit,

brothers to their noble parents,

Landscape; a forest scene, through which a torrent, broken by rocks and
pebbles, flows towards the foreground. The attendant spirit is seen in his
shepherd guise, leaning on bis crook, in a meditative anxious attitude while,
in tlie background, through the glade, we see the rabble rout of Comus engaged in their nocturnal revels. The sp:\ndriis represeni, on the right, a
cherub weeping; on the left, a fiend exulting.

Comus

grove," as one meditating.

— a grinning ape, and a

bear drinking.

" Yet some there be that by due steps aspire
" To lay their just hands on that golden key,

UWINS,

who appear behind

rushing upon them. A bacchante, «ith a beautiful female form,
and the head of a hound, has thrown herself in affright upon the arm of
Comus. Other monsters, half brute, half human, in various attitudes of mad
revelry
grovelling, bestial insensibilily— conlusion and terror are seen
around him the pathetic, the poetical, the horrible, the grotesque, all wildly

various parts of the masque.'

II.— T.

by the approach of the brothers,

Comus, surrounded

in the act of

of course form the text of the painting, extracted as they are, from

That opes the palace of E'.ernity.
" To such niy errand is." Comus, v. 12

IV., very differently treated.

listening to her soliloquy. In the spandrils a seraph looks

and a satyr with triumph.

;

III.— LESLIE, R.A.
" Hence with thy brew'd enchantments,
''

Hast thou betrayed

"

With

my

visor "d falsehood

Comus,

The

lady, spell-hound in the chair, repels

—

credulous innocence

and base forgery ?"

Comus who

V.

696

offers

ed goblet. A bacchante reclining and a young satyr are
In the spandrils, white antique masks and white flowers.

—705.

her the enchant-

in the foreground.

IV.— SIR WILLIAM ROSS, K.A.
"What! have you let the false enchanter 'scape?
"
"

ye mistook

;

ye should have snatch'd his wand,

And bound him fast."— Com«s,

v.

812—816.

The two brother, with drawn swords, drive out Comus and his crew. The
attendant spirit stands in front the lady is seated behind. In the spandrils
a bacchante and a Diana.
;

v.— C.

L.

EASTLAKE,

R.A.

"

If virtue feeble were,
" Heav'n itself would stoop to her."

Comus, v. 1022.
Virtue, ascending to the "sphery chime," faints on the steep and rugged
A seraph, with a countenence beaming with tendcrnes and pity, bends,
from above to encourage and aid her. Angels on each side, holding the lily,
the emblem of purity, are leaning from the clouds to welcome her, while
rath.

Vice, under the semblance of a serpent, is seen gliding away. In the spandrils are two pensive cherub heads with an expression ot adoration,

VI.— DANIEL MACLISE, R.A.
" Brightest lady, look on me
I sprinkle on thy breast
" Drops, that from my fountain pure
"I have kept, of precious cure."

—

;

scenery of the novels.

The ceiling is covecl, at the summit of which is a square opening representing sky. Small statues of children sustain the spandrils, and stand on
brackets decorated with the thistle, which is also introduced in tbe border of
the pavement.

;

" Thus

Comus, Y. 910—919.

The room on the right of the octagon room is decorated in the Pompeian
all the ornaments, friezes, and panels being suggested by, or accurately
style
copied from, existing remains, except the coved ceiling, which is entirely
inented by A. Aglio, It is considered a very perfect and genuine example
|
;
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—a

and his school, the ricli arabesque and ornaments in painting and
in relief, whith [ircvailcd in the IGth century, and which have been chiefly
foUoweil in the other t»o rooms.
to Raiihacl,

Wc

quitted the Pavilion with mingled feelings of pleasure and agreeable

—

surprise, rejoiced to witness so gratifying a testimony to the taste of the exwhose daily visits it will be honoured, and astonished to

alted personages by

view the triumph (for so we may call it) which has been already achieved by
our fellow-countrymen in this novel and almost untried branch of the
fina arts.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
23— \V.

June

The,

Esq., V.P., in the C hair.

was read by C. Parkkk, " On the Pruporlions of the Beams used bij
Ancient and Modern tArchiteets." The paper commenced by comparing the
Strength of the square and the strongest beam that could be cut out of a
round tree, and contrasting the proportions with the usual forms which ancient and modern architects adopt in beams, the former malving the breadth,
and the latter the depth, the element of strength. It then traced the views
that diilerent uatioiis have held and practised in their constructive operations.

A paper

It stated

absurd application to tluir own country. With respect to this monument,
has been discovered that its shaft was originally an obelisk, thus transformed by the addition of a «hite marble capital and base, and by being
Mr. Scoles, in conclusion, expressed a hope that we
placed on a pedestal.
should see the day, when those, to whom the control, as respects the erection of public testimonials, may be intrusted, will cease to prescribe the everrecurring idea of a column as the subject to which the competing architect*

it

that the Egyptians preferred the square form of ijearing beam,
in .Solomon's pi ace, and thai the Greeks and

which proporiiun was used

Romans used tlie rectangle placed horizontally. It then remarked tliat in
all the timber buildings erected lieforo and after the Norman conquest, the
breadth of a beam was placed to resist an opposing force, and so continued
Prior to this
to be used in the rebuilding of London after the fire in ICGG.
date, the system of double framing was introduced on the Continent, and
changing the proportion of limbers, made the depth preferred to the breadth^
which view is now thought correct. The diversity of opinions thus shown,
induced the following experiments, whicli were made with iron, from the
specimens in wood of equal strength. The object w s
to ascertain the effect of increasing two, three, or more times the bread'.h ot
a team— also of increasing the like numljcr of times the depth of a beam, and
the comparative strength of two separate and one compact beam of equal
difficulty of obtaining

weights. The result shuwed that every addition made to tlie breadth, was
attended by a decrease of the bearing power in the ratio of | to ^ as the case
might be, whilst a contiary effect attended tlic enlargement of the depth
also that two separate beams were much weaker than one compact beam.
paper was likewise read desoriptive e>{" A Heries oS drawingsof Duildings in
Soutliern India," m^dc some time since under the direction of General Monteiih.
;

A

The drawings comprised someelaborate view s of the Pagodas,and the Palace and
Choultry of Ticmail-Raig at Madura, a city on the Coroman.lel coast, and
erected about the year 1G23 likewise of the Great Temple of Shivven, on the
sacred Island of Kamisseram, between the Coromandel coast and the island
of Ceylon, and but little known to Europeans. This temple and its appur;

are to confine their designs.

21.— J. B. P.U'WORTii, Esq., V. P., in the Chair.
who was present for the first time since his elecas an honorary and corresponding member, was introduced by Prof.
•July

The Duke of
tion

essay

"On

man

in seven different stages, as follows

Mr.

paper was read " On an antique Portico at\Damascus," communicated by
This monument was first discovered by Mr. Hamilton
notice of it
in 1802. From the circumstances under which it was seen, his
was necessarily very scanty, but Sir Gardiner Wilkinson has lately been able
which this
from
measurements
supply
the
to survey it more efricfently, and to
paper and the drawings which accompanied it were compiled. The portico
height.
The exin
feet
consists of six Corinthian columns, about forty-two
and the middle interternal columns are complicated with a double pilaster,
broken into an arch, the entablature, which is highly en-

A

R. H.uiiLTON, Esq.

columiiiation is

going over as an archivolt.

This

monument

is

evidently of the

same

class and period as those of Baalbec and Palmyra.
Agrigentum, by S. Angell,
i-aper was read descriptive of the Temples of
took the opportunity of paying a just comphment

A

in the course of which he
antiquities
Duke of Serradifaico, for the interest he had taken in the
displayed in his great
of Sicily, and the knowledge and munificence he had
he
had that
which
volume
of
concluding
and
fifth
the
work on that subject,

to the

Mr. E. I'Anson read a paper " On tlw Mosaic Pavement in the Cathedral of
Sienna." Mr. I'Anson, Jun., prefaced his communication by tracing the
general history of decoration in mosaic, up to the period of the revival of the
arts— he then called attention to the mosaic pavement at Sienna, which represents the ages of

;" to

for

the session.

W.

Esq,

— W. F. PococK, Esq., in the Chair.

and Uses of Slate as a Building Material

an architectural design, " Wilkins's Vitruvius ;"
to Mr. G. Judge, student, for the best sketches on subjects given monthly by
the council, '• Erilton's Public Buildings of London ," to Mr. Judge was also
awarded the prize for the best notes of the proceedings of the Institute duriog

Eamnad, about 150 years
7.

the Nature

\V. \V. Deane, student,

riclied,

since.

Rerradifalco,

Donaldson, and admitted by the chairman.
The prizes awarded by the Institute during the session were presented as
follows :— To Mr. S. I. Niclioll, student, the medal of the Institute, for his

tenances almost entirely covers an area of 830 feet by 625 feet. Tlie building
is of different periods, a small shrine or temple having existed on the island
from a remote period, but the chief additions were made by the Rajah of

July
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live made the thought his own by the manner in which he has treated it, it
is clearly not an original thought wiih him.
The paper closed with a description of some mosaic fragments of Roman work, found about sixteen feet
below the surface, in excavating for the new buildings at Freeman's-place,
C( rnhlll, a specimen of which was shown.
" On the Setting up of Stones, Pillars, Sfc., as Memorials to commemorate
events," by Mr. Si0i.ES, I'ellow. The practice of setting up single stones foe
the purpose of recording events, has prevailed in most countries from the
earliest periods on record, as we learn both from sacred and profane authors.
Numerous instances of the application of rude stones, either as memorials of
events, or as sepulcral monuments, having been adduced, Mr. Scoles proceeded to comment on the use if isolated columns of any of the orders of
lie mentioned that the Romans, who were»
arcbitectiu-c for such purposes.
perhaps, the first people to erect columns to record their triumphs or commemorate events, had, in all [irobability, borrowed the i'rfra from the Egyptian obelisks. The refined taste of the Greeks, however, would not allow
them to perpetrate the absurdity of applying so important a feature in conThe column, when used and
struction as the column for such a purpose.
proportioned to support a superincumbent weight, becomes an object of decorated construction, bui w hen enlarged to colossal proportions, and standing
isolated, rather looks like tlie remains of some gigantic (emple. The column
known as Pompey's pillar, proves that the Romans did not confine this

of classical Jomcslic decoration, such as is found in the buildings of Pomiieii
style totally distinct frcm tliat of the baths of Titus, whicli suggested

evening presented to the Institute.
This evening's meeting closed the session.

:

—a child playing in a garden of roses.
Pueritia — a stripling holding a quoit
his hand.

1. Infantia
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

in

Adolescentia— (the figure almost totally obliterated).
Juventus— a figure holding a falcon on the lelt hand and a bent bow in
the right hand.
Virilitas
a figure with a pondering mien, holding a closed book."
Scncctus a slim figure, robed, supported by a staff, and holding a rosary
in tlie left hand.
Decrepitus— an old man leaning on crutches and tottering over an open

—

—

to Shak.speare's description

of the seven ages, and

observed that it was evident that the same feeling influenced the artist of this
mosaic and our bard. This work was attributed to Beccafumi, w ho flourished
at the beginning of the sixteenth century (having been born in 1484, and died

—

NEW

PATENTS.

"f
'",'^5 ""''
head w. propose Riving abstracl^ of ">f .^P^""'^?.' '°°» ^q"n^=^
i"?;
as to „„y
mformation be
portaat patents a» they are .nroUe.l. If any "''''.Uonal
LAXTON at the umce oi nils
paitnt, the same may be obtained by apolyiuB to Mr.
tl>i8

JOURNAL.)

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE FORM OF TILES FOR DRAININS, &C.

grave.

Mr. I'Anson then alluded

REGISTER OF
(Und«

1549) an epoch prior to that of .Shakspeare. It is, therefore, probable that
the idea was current at that time, and however much Sliakspeare may to us

En-

London,
James Smith, late of Deanston, now of Queen-square,
county of Stirling, Scotgineer, aud William Gaediner Jolly, of Drymen,
in ImTiles for Draining,
land, for •' Certain Improvements in the Form of
Manufacture.—
plemMts for Manufaeluring thereof and in the Modes of
Civil

Granted August 29,

18H

;

This invention consists,

Enrolled Feb. 1815.
Firstly, for constructing

.

draia

tiles

witu in
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so that they will interlock, and give support to each other,
and be prevented from getting out of one continuons line. Secondly,
improvcmrnls in machinery for makng tiles for draining. Thirdly, for

quantities are preferred; but

giving to machinery, for making tiles for draining, a locomotive progression,
fcy the act of working the machinery itself; so that the workman, standing
by the machine, may deliver the tiles, as they are made, on shelves, racks,

nickel

dentcKl ends,

mprovemcnis in machinery for making
Fifthly,
tiles for draining, by pressing the material through dies or orifices.
and. sixthly, in
for making tubular tiles for draining, one within the other
manufacturing tiles for draining, by pressing peat into suitable forms, in or
jjpon moulds, or through moulding orifices.
or surfaces,

Fourthly,

to dry.

;

combined,

is

maybe

in equal proportions,

and iron in equal proportions, 46 lbs. copper,
and 261 5 lbs. zinc, or any intermediate proportion of the copper and zinc.
The fourth alloy consists of nickel, silver, and copper, either alone or in
combination with zinc or other metals. The proportions will depend for what
the alloy is required either of the two following are useful, and little oxidized by the atmosphere— 601b. copper, 601b. nickel, and 201b. silver; or
60 lbs. copper, 10 lb. copper, 10 lb. silver, 'and 201b. zinc.
The copper and
;

When
EAILWAT WHEELS AND CARRIAGE SPRINGS.
Sheffield, merchant and manufacturer, for " Imand in the cottstruction of carriage
1844; Enrolled April 1845.

f<rovements in combining cast steel with iron,

springs."— Granted Oct.

10,

This invention relates first to improvements in combining cast steel with
iron for railway tyre, and secondly to the construction of carriage springs.
The first improvement is for combining cast steel with iron for bars of rail-

Bay

wheels, for this purpose the inventor takes a block of iron of such weight
together with the steel as » ill make the tire of a wheel the iron is heated to
nearly the point of fusion and then placed in a cast-iron mould of sufficient

—

with or without flux, a flux

;

tageous are iodides, chlorides, and phosphates, and generally those capable
when in a fused state, and also salts in combination with
other salts, avoiding the use of those salts which will decompose the sails of
the melals employed, as for example ; iodides of gold and silver may be used
of holding metals

silver is

iron.

apparatus, and

The second

part of the invention relates to springs for carriages

made up

cf a series of plates moving or sliding on each other. The improvements consists in forming channels, grooves or recesses in the surfaces of the plates to
contain grease or other lubricating matter, which will gradually work out
from these grooves as the springs are used by the sliding action of the plates.
Ihese grooves or recesses are formed in the plates when they are rolled, and
ivhen they are put together to form a spring the lubricating material is placed
in the grooves or recess. Another part of the invention is for forming carriage springs of two widths of plates, instead of having all the plates of one
width— lor railway purposes, supposing the spring is to consist of plates 3
inclies w ide, the inventor uses other and narrower plates of 2 inches wide, and
in making up a spring he introduces a narrow plate between each two wide

preferred.

is

the two metals are melted, the other are added toge.hcr or separately.

The alloy may be poured into ingots fur rolling, or cast into sand.
The fifth alloy consists of nickel, iron, and copper. For 100 lb. take 25 lbs.
nickel, 25 lb. iron, 50 lb. copper
or 15 lb. nickel, 25 lb. iron, and 60 lb.
copper. The iron and nickel is preferred to be melted together, first with
either of the fluxes before described, and then the copper added. This alloy
is stated to be a new conductor of heat.
The other improvements relate to the depositing of metals, by employing
salts, or compound salts, of the metal rendered liquid by heat or fusion,
together or in connexion with electric currents. The salts found most advan-

depth to receive the iron and steel combined, immediately the iron has been
put into the mould it is clamped and then the steel already melted in crucibles is poured in, by this process the steel and iron is combined in one mass
it is then drawn cut into a bar and afterwards passed between grooved rollers
cf the form of the tyre by this combination the inventor says that railway
tyre will be of a superior character to the tyre made by welding steel to
;

rnd then the zinc added, or the comadded.
For 1001b. take 45* of alloy
43^ lb. of copper, and lOi lbs. of zinc ;

or 3O7 lbs. alloy of nickel

nickel are first melted together,

John Bower Brown, of

[AUGUST>^

essential that these tivo metals be first

then the cojiper;

Kr.d

bination of copper and zinc

and iron

it

alone, or ccmbine:!

phites.

The

v.

suspended

in

it,

is

:

is

tube

silvered to

or 6

silver,

compound of

If to this

iodide of potassium

the following

is

fused in a vessel; when fluid, a plate of
in connexion with the negative pole of an electrical

the article

soon become coated with
above.

potassium or sodium, or with hyposul-

ilh iodide of

process found most preferable for silvering

6 lbs. of the clilori'Ie of silver

silver

the positive pole, where

of the iodide of silver

lbs,

be desired

it

is

to add other

it

will

fused as

salts,

the

preferred, in the proportion of 31b, to 10 lbs. thereof

61b. of the iodide of silver, and sometimes [one to two pounds of
iodide of mercury or copper to 6 lbs. of the iodide of silver. For gilding
take 2O0Z. of iodide of gold, and 80 ozs. of either the iodide of potassium
or sodium, and adopt the same process as described for silvering.
The proto

tlie

cess applied to other metals is the

same as

for silvering, with the exception

and is applicable, with the salts of platinum,
Tlie claim for this part of the invention is " for the deposi-

of the salts to be employed,

copper, or zinc.

by electric currents from their salts when in a state of fusion,
and whether used separately or combined with other salts."
tion of metals,

have so much extent of rubbing surfaces
between the plates as w hen all are of one width. The claims are— first for the
mode of combining cast sleel with iron when manufacturing railway tyre;
plates, hence the spring will not

secondly for constructing carriage springs by forming grooves or recesses in
the plates as herein described, and also by combining plates of different
widths.

CORRUGATED IRON ROOFS.
the Phoenix Iron Works, West Bromwich,
Improvements in mamtfacluring or preparing plates of iron
and other purposes to ichich the same may be applica-

John Spencer, Agent of
Staffordshire, for

^^

or otlier metal for roofing

ble."— GranleiX 23rd Nov., 1844: Enrolled May, 1845.— fSfe Plate

The improvements

ALLOYS OF METALS.

Alexander Paekes,

of Birmingham,

Artist,

for

" Improi'emenis

in the

^lamtfaciurc of certain alloys or combinations of metals, and in depositing certain
5«e/a/s,— Granted October 29, 1845 Enrolled April, 1844.
;

These improvements relate, first, to five different combinations or alloys of
metals, to produce white or pale-coloured alloy.
The first alloy consists of foreign zinc, tin, iron and copper. For 100 lbs.
take 33i lb. "foreign zinc," 64 lbs. tin, 1| lb. iron, and 2J lbs. copper; or
50 lbs. foreiga zinc, 48 lbs. tin, 1 lb. iron, and 3 lbs. copper, or any intermediate proportion of zinc and copper. To combine these metals, the iron and
copper are first melted together in a crucible, in a casting furnace and while
in a fused state, the tin is added in such quantities at one time, that the iron
and copper shall not become solid the zinc is then added, and the whole
;

;

them together. The
part of Cumberland ore, and 3 parts of

combined by
lime,

1

stirring

recommended is 1 part
ammoniac by weight. The

flux
sal

may

relate to the

XX.J

manufacturing corrugated sheets or plates

of metal with greater facility, and at less cost than th.^ present processes, by
passing the plates eilher warm or cold, between flutuil rollers, as shewn in

which is a section of a pair of fluted rollers ; and for the purpose of
giving the plates an arched form, they are passed between rollers, as shown
fig. 1,

a, a, are two plain rollers, and, b, a grooved roller
can be adjusted in the frame, c, and the groove in the roller,
correspond with the corrugations
the plate.

in fig. 2.

;

b,

these rollers
are

DISTILLATION OF TURPENTINE

William Oxley English;
tilling of turpentine

Nov.

25,

1844

;

AND TAR.

and tar and

rectijijing volatile spirits

and

oils."

mony

nary plan.

zinc, lOi lbs. tin, and 2| lbs. antimony, or any interme; or, 79j lbs.
The metals are melted in an iron or clay vessel, with the
ordinary black flux ; and when well combined, the alloy is cast into an ingot
or mould, when for sheets it is rolled 'cold. For sheathing of ships or vessels,
to the above quantities, from 8 to 16 ozs. of metal arsenic is added to the
100 lbs. of alloy.

—Granted

Enrolled May, 1845.

This invention consists in distilling turpentine and tar and rectifying the
spirits from turpentine and tar and other volatile spirits and essential oils at

a low temperature, by withdrawing the atmospheric pressure by an

The second

to

of Hull, distiller, for " Improvements in the diS'

be cast in sand or ingots for rolling.
alloy consists of " foreign zinc," tin, and antimony, either with
For 100 lbs. take 66 lbs. zinc, 32^ lbs. tin, 3-j lbs. antior without arsenic.

alloy

made

m

applied to the top of the retort,
spirit will flow

worm, or

receiver.

By

air

pump

this application the

over at a lower temperature than when distilled by the ordi-

diate proporlion.

The third alloy consists of forign zinc, copper, iron, and nickel, so prorortioned to produce a white metal as a substitute for German silver, which
is effected

by

first

combining the iron and nickel in_certain proportions, equal

AXLE-TREES.

George Milichap, of Birmingham, in the county of Warwick, for " Improvements in the construction of axle-trees."— Gi3.TAei November 25, 1841
Enrolled May 1845.— f^e Plate XX.)
The object of the invention is for the obtaining greater security in preventing wheels coming off aile-trees,;^aiid^consists in so applying screws to axle-

T1

c

?Y"

—r-WL^Ttm o
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socurities failing
trees, that in the event of the ordinary

the wheels cannot

being so
comeofi, so long as the carriage is moving onwaril.s the screws
axle-tree
applied ami arranged in rrspict to corresponding ones in the
axle-trees by turning
toxes, that the wheels can only be removed from their
form of
the wheels back. And it also relates, in applying an improved

In the engraving, fig. 1 shows a section of the axle-tree and box complete,
and fig. .3, a
I'ig. 2, the axle-trcc-s separately
with (he improvements.
means of
section of the axle-tree; and is arranged, so long as the other
action, and
into
come
way
any
remain efTiciont, the screw will not in
;

security

only called into use when the other means of seeming the axle-tree in its
lox have failed, and then the act of the wheel revolving in its onward directhe novel
tion tends to screw tlie axle-tree box on to the axle-tree, rf, shows
)wo projecting
construction of a collet, on the interior of which are formed
axle-tree
of
an
end
the
screw at
<-, and in place of one side of the
ridges,
is

c

being made flat on one side to correspond with the flat portion of the interior
of the collet, has heretofore made, the screw has a groove, y, on cither side,
sojthat the collet can pass over the screw, and the projections, e, of the collet
be allowed to enter into the grooves, g, of the bearing of the collet on the
axle- tree.

ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAYS.

Henrv PiNKUS,
oblaitiiag

" Imrrorctnciils
of Great Marlborough Street, Esq., for

and applying motive power

1844; Enrolled June,

1

to

hi

impelling tnaeliiiieni."—GciIited Dec. 27,

io.—Cinih Engravings, Plate XX.)

In order to have a correct idea of the novelties of this invention, it would
be necessary to enter into a description of Mr. Pinkus's previous specifications
of 1834, 1835, 1839 and 1840, some of which inventions, particularly those of
1834 and 1835, the inventor states have been carried into practical operation
and into public use on the Dublin and Dilkey railway, in Ireland. The present specification, which frequently refers the reader to the specifications above
named, contains no less than 309 folios accompanied with 33 sheets of drawings. The present improvements consist—/r*/?!/, in the eonstiucting lines of
pneumatic or atmospheric railways with varied modifications in mechanical
construction and arrangement; secondbj, in the methods of applying thereto
the motive power, and in the methods of working such railways with greater
safely and economy lldrdhj. in the methods of applying or using the elemen;

tary principles combined therewith under varied conditions for better economy. The following is a description of some nf the principal features of

Wr. Pinkus's

specification

;

one in particular consists in a mode o( transmit-

ing the power from the travelling piston to the carriage by means of rollers
iu place of a connecting arm as heretofore, in the following manner :—
Fig. 1 shows a transverse section of a traction pipe having the longitudinal
slit or opening in the pipe covered with a flexible material as follows -.—aa is
a piece of leather or other flexible material firmly attached at each edge, and
throughout the whole length of the line, by means of rods of iron b i, and
set screws c c, passing through projections cast on the traction pipe d d are
plates of iron rivetted on the upper and under side of the flexible material a a,
for the purpose of strengthening the same. A, fig. 2, is a roller attached to
;

the travelling piston within the traction pipe, this roller is of such diameter
as to raise the flexible covering of the pipe into the position shown in dotted
lines B is a roller attached to the leading carriage of the train, and in advance of the roller A, the periphery of the roller B is from one to one and
a half inches below that of the roller A, so that as the latter is forced along
the traction pipe the flexible covering is raised as above described and pressed
i

against the roller B, so that

it

acts as a continuous inclined plane, thereby

causing the train of carriages to be propelled forward

a

side elevation,

showing more

;

in fig. 2

clearly the action of the rollers

we have given
:

m

the

;

between the edges of the leather a a
position of the flexible covering
rollers, which according to the drawings is one
inch. It will be observed, that as the piston travels along the plate d will be
bent in a direction of its length, as shown with regard to fig. 2. Fig. 5 shows
another modification of the flexible valve or covering tor the longitudinal slit,
and consists of a piece of leather a a strengthened with narrow metal plates
d d, w hich are about 4 inches by 25 and attached to the leather by means of

5 inch thickness,

this plate is firmly held

by means ot rivel.s, the dotted
when raised by means of the

;

e e are also

wrought

lines

show the

iron plates firmly fixed to the pipe

and of the

form shown in the drawing, the object of these plates is to prevent the fiexible
material from stretching, and in order to accomplish this the outer edge of
the plates e e, and on the underside thereof Is made witli a number of indentations or teeth which receive similar indentations, or ratlier projections,
formed along each edge of the plates d' as the same is raised by the roller

position

shown

in dotted lines as the

arm

travels

one valve is made to overlap the other.
Having thus briefly noticed some of Mr. Pinkus's valves, or mode of closing
will next describe the melhoils of workor
opening,
wc
slit
longitudinal
the

along

;

it

will be clearly seen that

ing atmospheric railways according to tlic present invention. Fig. 7 shows
a vertical section of a carriage supposed to be descending an inclined plane
h h is the travelling piston, which is made to turn round or revolve upon the
rod ;, the object of w hich we did not notice the rod i is supported by two
carrying wheels A- k, situated in the vertical plane, and is also provided with
;

guiding wheels 1 1 situate in the horizontal plane ; A A are the two wheels,
supported by the rod / /, for raising the flexible covering a a and forcing the
same against the wheels B B for propelling the train of carriages, these latter
wheels are, as will be observed, attached to the under part of the c.irriage,
and we presume are capable ol being raised or depressed by means of the rods
m and handles n ; o is a pressure roller, which can be raised or lowered by
means of a rod p, and handle q: r is a lever which is alwa; s in contact with
the underside of the flexible valve or covering, the outer end of this lever is
connected with a valve at s, so that by depressing the pressure roller o by
means of the handle q the valve s can be opened so as to allow the air to pass
for the purpose of retarding the motion ot the carriage ; D is a branch piiie

communicating with the traction pipe on each side of the transverse valve E',
the outer end of this pipe, as at D", communicates with a huge hemispherical
Now we have stated that the carriage or train is
vessel or vacuum chamber.
supposed to be descending an incline, the vacuum chamber being at the top
of such gradient, at the bottom of the gradient there is another vessel intended
.Suppose, therefore, a train of carriages to have arrived at
for compressed air.
the top of the incline and are proceeding down the opposite incline in a direction of the arrow, the first carriage of the train will close the valve E, so as
to shut ofi' the communication between the vacuum vessel and that section of
the pipe and will open the valve F, and the consequence will be tliat as the
train descends by its own gravity a partial vacuuui will be formed in the vessel, and moreover the air contained in the traction pipe amJ in front of the

piston will be forced into ,he receiver or vessel for compressed air, and will
so that the power thus
act as a cushion to retard the progress of the train
;

generated by the descent of the train may be beneficially employed in resisting the next train up the incline.
This is no doubt what is intended, but we very much question it since
there is no rigid connection between the piston and the carriage whether the
latter would not run away and leuve the piston either to go back again or
remain motionless. By way of conclusion to this mode of propelling a train
of carriages, we will suppose that a train weighing from 30 to 50 Ions was

we will also suppose that in front of the piston there is
to be started
a transverse slide or stop, and that in front of this stop the air has been exhausted, or partially so, so as to form a vacuum of from 5 lb. to 10 lb. on the
square inch; the train being now ready for starting the transverse slide u:
withdrawn and the above pressure suddenly transmitted to the piston, the
about

;

of which would be that instead of setting the train in motion, the first
by reason of the sudden impulse given to the piston, will be raised
from the rails and the piston liberated, which would dart olf like an arrow
leaving the train ofcarriages behind. This certainly might in some measure
be obviated, either by loading the first carriage to an enormous exient, or by
effect

carriage,

the application of wheels fixed to the carriage and working under lateral projections cast on each side of the traction pipe so as to prevent the first car-

and thereby liberating the piston.
Ano'her mode of propelling according to this invention

riage being raised

similar let-

Fig. 4 shows a modificaters denote corresponding parts in all the figures.
tion of the flexible covering A' A' shows a transverse section of a portion
of the traction pipe, a a a are two pieces of leather or other flexible material
firmly fi.wd along each side of the opening in the pipe by means of rods i,
and screws c, as above described ; li is a steel plate about 4 inches v\ide and

rivets

strengthened with metal plates rf d ; / is the piston rod or arm which connects
the piston with the carriage, this arm supports two bevel wheels g g,a. pordoited lines, the object of the wheels g g is to open
tion of which is shown
or raise the valves in

collet.

2C5

aforesaid, thereby preventing the fle.\ible material from being elonga'cd. Fig.
G shows a transverse section of a duplex valve, n n are pieces of leather

a double line of rails, between each line there
the two lines there

is

a pipe

for

the line there are valve boxes

compressed

is

air.

is

by constructing

a traction pipe, and between
At suitable distances along

which are connected together by another

line

termed transfer pipes, the valve bo.scs are provided with suitable valves and apparatus for opening and closing the same,
the oljject of this arrangement being to propel the piston by means of compressed air on one side and a partial vacuum on the other. The apparatus
or levers for opening and closing the valves are attached to the first carriage
of pipes, (in

all

making

four),

of the train, so as to open a communication between the reservoir containing
compressed air and the propelling main, that is to say behind the piston, the
transfer pipes before spoken of form a medium through w hich a vacuum
is

created in advance of the piston.

mode of propelling a double line with a
In order to effect this purpose the inventor proposes to
lay down on one line a length of pipes, say one mile, at or near the termination of this length the pipe branches ofl' to the next line of rails, and is continued for another mile, near the termination of which length there is a second
branch pipe, so that the propelling main, in place of being in a continuous
The

specification also describes a

single line of pipes.

length along the

line, is in

lengths of a mile each, more or

less.

The object
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of this arranjfeiTient

is

quired in travelling the

mospheric
gress of

first

mile,

— so

that the train travels one mile by at-

and the next by momentum,

]:ressure

llie

first mile hy
by the momentum ac-

to propel the train of carringes for the

atmosi'lieric pressure, the second mile being travelled

in order to facilitate

piston into the termini uf each length of pipes the

tlie in

same are made

It is almost needless to add that the weight of tlie
uilli trumpet mouths.
imdcr these circumstances must be limited according to the distance
between each length of pipes.
Anoiher mode of piopelling a double line is shown at fig. 8, which shows
a section of a propelling main having two longitudinal openings covered by
a valve o o i i3 a hollow arm flattened at (he inner end so as to pass underDeath the valve n, the outer end of this hollow arm terminates in a ball and
socket joint attached to a vessel carried by a locomotive engine of the ordinary construction: the operation is as follows the air in the traction pipe
being exhausted a portial vacuum will be formed in the aforesaid vessel and
the engines of the locomoiive will be worked by the pressure of atmosphere
in the sam? manner as the present application of steam.
Me will just state in conclusion that the specification shows the applica-

train

;

—

tion of

some of the

principles hereinbefore described to propelling boats

on

mode

of propelling a train by the application of a series of
endless ropes, together with the application of rotary engines for the pur-

canals, also a

poses above described.

Tlic

sum and substance

of the claims are for the ar-

rangement and combination of machinery or apparatus as described with
respect to the several figures or draw ings and their application to the purposes hereinbefore described.

part forming as

were a lever

tinuous lad

ler witli

A

XX.)

The patentees state that the stone blocks and wooden sleepers now in use
for sustaining the rails of railways are subject to certain objections in practice which this invention is intended to obviate.
The stone blocks, by reason
of their weight and unyielding nature, are subject to sink in the ballast more
than a lighter substance woulil do with the same bearing surface, and therefore constantly require to be raised, which is attended with great expense and
difficulty.
The objection to wooden sleepers is that they are liable to decay,
also to be knocked in pieces by the constant packing, and moreover when
the pins are driven in the sleeper is liable to crack and split. The inventors
in order to obviate these defects employ sleepers of wrought or malleable iron,

and

fig.

]n

this patent.

aside elevation, and fig. 2 a plan of one of these improved sleepers
3 shows a transverse section thereof taken parallel with the line of rail,

Fig.

1 is

figs. 1, 2, 3,

section at

a n

is

fig. 3, i 6

bolts or pins as

the cross sleeper, the peculiar form of which is shewn in
are blocks of wood, c c are chairs, d d the rail, e e the
dotted lines in figs. 1 and 3, these bolls, which have

shown by

/

a cotter
at one end and a nut^ at the other, pass through tlie chair and
wood block and fix the same to the cross sleeper, h h are ties of iron placed
across the under side uf the slreper and turned over the edge thereof fur the
purpose of stiffening it (see fig. 3).
Fig. 4 represents a section taken transversely, or across a railway constructed with short or half sleepers, the form of which are something like an

inverted tray, having the wooden blocks, chairs, and bolts with nuts and
cotters as before
the two sleepers which are opposite to each other on the
line of railway are secured together by a wrought iron bar k, bent at each
;

end at right angles

so as to

pass through holes

made

in the sleeper.

The

"we would have it understood that we do not
claim as our invention the exclusive use of the several parts of a railway, such
as the rails, chairs, and modes of fastening shown in the drawing, except
when tlie same are employed in connection with our invention, which consists in the manufacture of a sleeper or bearer of malleable
or wrought iron,
and its application to sustaining the rails of railways as above described."

specification concludes that

James Winter,

Sen., of

Wardour

Street, .Soho, Middlesex,

J.

Winter,

Jun.,

same place, and William Lane, of Bedford Place, Russell Square, in
the said county, for " an Improved scaffold or mode of scaffolding, ap,jlicable
also as a fire escape for life and propcr(i/."— Granted
Dec. 2, 1844; Enrolled
June 2, 1845. (If'ilh Engravings, Plate XX.)
of the

Fig.

1

shows an edge view or side elevation of

this apparatus,

which con-

of a double ladder A A, the lower extremity of which is made to
run
upon iron wheels B C is a frame or carriage supported on travelling
wheels
U, mounted on springs in the usual way E is a handle or frame
for moving
the apparatus from place to place
to the upper part of the ladder A A is
attached, by means of a pin joint, a ladder F G, the
two sides of this ladder

sists

;

;

;

are continued from

F

to

H, the slaves of

;

G,

A, as shown

in

;

;

upper end with two

rollers, the object of

which

is

to facilitate its

movement

the ladder F G, or when against the wall of a house. The
and ladder M, and also the gallery J, may be raised by means of
ropes passing round a pulley and working upon the axle of the carriage
wheels D, motion being given to such pulleys by means of a winch or handle
//are wrought iron rods for supporting the laildor A A.
Fig. 2 shows a front view of a porliun of the apparatus described, in which

when passing over
gallery L,

;

similar letters denote corresponding parts.

the apparatus above described, one of which

There are other modifications of
is so constructed that the whole

machine can be brought in a horizontal position so as to be more readily
moved from place to plsce it is a'so constructed stronger and better adapted
for scafl^olding.
The claim is for the mode of arrangement and combination
of parts, together with the principles of construction upon and accirding to
which such modes of arrangement and such combination of parts are made,
and by which the tame are carried into practical effect, and that in the manner as we have before specified, described and set forth in this our specification and drawings thereof.
;

RAILWAY SPECULATIONS.

;

which forms the subject of

H

F

is attached a wire rope I J, by pulling
will be raised so as to form a condotted lines
J is a movable gallery or
platform capable of being raised to any required height by means of ropes or
chains K K L is another movable stage supporting a ladder M, which may
be of lighter construction than the others, this ladder, which is attached at
its lower end to the gallery L, by means of a pin joint, is provided at its
it

at wliich the end G, of the ladder

RAILWAY CHAIR AND SLEEPER.
Hekrt Charles Lacv, of Kenyon House, near Manchester, and Geokge
\Vatson Buck, of Manchester, for " a New manufacture for mid method of sustaining the raits of raitimys. "—Granlei Nov. 29, 18M Enrolled May 29, 1845.
( With Engravings, Plate

at

[August,

this part being dispensed with,

such

The foUowhig

on account of its interest and importance, we have
extracted from T/ie Times. It exposes the present system of Railway jobbing
with great force and accuracy. Though we for the most part abstain from
discussing what may be termed Railway politics, and confine ourselves to
scientific informatiou respecting railways, still the evil alluded to in the following letter, has now arrived at such a height that v,e should consider it a
neglect of duty to abstain from all notice of the subject.
letter,

Sir,— The subject of this title is, at the present moment,
The money-market is crowded with schemes most of these

of the greatest importance.
are railway projects. Many
;
of them have for their object the construction of railways in foreign parts. Whether the
transmission of capital for the benefit of other countries is politic or not, or whether it
should be encouraged or repressed, is not intended to be discussed in these observations.
What more immediately demands attention is the legal rights of those who invest in railway shares. Let us lirst take railways which are proposed to be established in Great
Britain and Ireland.
A railway scheme is advertised. Persons desirous of having shares are requested to
apply for them by letter in a particular form. Under this letter the person applying
agrees to sign the requisite deeds when they shall have been prepared. These deeds are,
the one called a " Parliamentary contract," and the other a " subscriber's agreement."
The former Is a contract authorizing the directors therein mentioned to take necessary
steps for obtaining an act of Parliament, and pledging the shareholders who sign it to the
payment of " calls," as may be directed by the act of Parliament when obtained. The
latter is a contract by which the shareholders engage to conform to certain rules and regulations therein contained, pending the acquisition of Parliamentary authority. These
stipulations apply to the appointment of directors and officers, the powers to be exercised
and duties performed by them, the amount of capital to be raised, &c.
Under the recent statute, 7 and 8 Victoria, c. 110, these companies must be registered.
The registration is of two sorts " provisional" and " complete." It is not necessarj' to
consider what is to be done in order to obtain either ** provisional" or '* complete" registration. But, when procured, the '• provisional" certificate insures for a year, and may
be renewed for another year, but not longer. The powers conferred by it are particularly
stated. The company may assume their " name," open subscription lists, allot shares,
and receive deposits not exceeding 10s. per cent, beyond the amount required to be deposited by the standing orders of Parliament. They may also take steps to obtain their
act; but they are prohibited from making calls. Nor can they purchase lands, or enter
into contracts for works, except canditionally upon obtaining their act. Contracts for
surveys, and other things to be done in order to get ta and through Parliament, may,
however, be entered into. Penalties are inflicted if deposits are taken, aUotmeuts made,
or scrip issued, before *' provisional" registration has taken place.
The certificate of " complete registration" ceases to have etfect from the moment the
act of Parliament has been passed. The powers conferred by the certificate are the
liberty to use a common seal with their name upon it, the privilege of suing and being
sued In their registered name, the right to issue certificates of sh.are9, and, conditionally
upon obtaining their act, they may enter into contracts for works, &c. But the same prohibition exists as under *' provisional" registration as to the purchase of lands, making of
calls, and otherwise; but they may hold "general" and " extraordinary" meetings from
time to time. Their powers extend no further.
To the uninitiBted public this sketch may hi useful. It will show them what powers
may be exercised by a railway company from the time of their announcement to that of
their completion by legislative sanction. But it is of more importance to them to under,
stand what is the condition of those who ask for shares, and those who obtain them whether mediately or immediately, from the original holders.
The person who writes for letters undertakes to sif^n the necessary deeds, alre.idy described. The moment he receives his scrip or shares a contract has been made between
himself and the directors to execute a particular instrument. This contract may be enforced, either by action at law for damages, or bill in equity for specific performance. He
cannot escape from it. He may think to relieve himself from this responsibility by Belling his " scrip" in the market. No such result will follow. The company may still hold
him to his bargain. They cannot be com])elled to receive his assignee as their shareholder or partner in the undertaking. It has been stated that under " provisional" registration shares may be "allotted," and under "complete" registration " certlticates of
shares" may be issued. The remarks just made will apply to both.
So much for the position of the first holder. How does the second or subsequent holder
stand? He pays his money, probably including a premium, for a given quantity of
" scrip." Tlie scheme is a prosperous one and when the act of Parliament is obtained,
he expects to be registered as a shareholder. No such thing. He presents his " scrip"
at the oflice. desires to have them exchanged for '* shares," pursuant to the act of Parliameut, and is ready to siga the " register of shareholders," but m.^y be refused
He has

—

—

;

!
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has boDght a nothinET. He may probably resort to
his immediate predecessor, einienvour to compel him to lefuml on the ground of fuiluie
of consideration but where )3 he?
the
conditions
rcspe.live
of the first and the last holdem, betwcin the inccpThese arc
tioD and completion of a railway company. Are the public aware of this utate of things ?
But what ore '* scrip," what are " shares ?"

no remedy against the company.

He

;

A"Bhnie" is a certain part, or delinite amount of interest in a particular company.
That company must he established before any share can be said to exist. Where, therefore, " scrip" are issued be-tw^^en the time of its announcement, and that of obtainirR the

act of Poriiampnt, they are uot "shares," because they cannot legally be transferred;
they are merely instruments which ulll entitle the persona who may have subscribed the
deeds beforementioned at the time of obtaining them to have " shares" given to them by
thecompany after the act of Parllamtnt has been procurred— in other words, when the
company have been establishod. Hut they convoy no property by assignment. The act
alone cunstitntes " shares," and makes tliem transferable. The cvrtifivates are evidence
merely of the right of the first holders to obtiiin " shares," nod aomettmes, to distingnisli
them from the real title to shares, or shares, iire called " scrip ccriificates." If the public
doubt whc'thci this is so, let them consult the judgmsnt of Lord Langdale In •' Jackson v.
Cocker" (a name quite ' apropos*) In the 4th vol. of * Beavan'a Reports,' p. li'J.
C* ^"'

I&cer Temple, June

2.

267

accidents. These Accidents are varieties of, or, more correctly spraktng, departures from
the perfect canon or atuudurd of form of that object. Ideal beauty consists In the selection and combination of ull the most perfect parts in one complete whole. No portion of
this can be invented or originated by the urtUt ; for nature boing his only model, any Independent conception of Ida own respecting form could only result in absurdity and deformity.
The supposition, therefore, th»t ideal beauty is ever intended to mean
imagined beauty, ond not beauty that does exist and may be found, is based on a mistaken apprehension of the term, it ts the piovluce of the artist to reject the accident,
and to restore the absent perfection. Hy doing this hkllfnlly throughout his work, he
produces perfect beauty, or what In technical language has been called " Ideid Reauty.**
It Is obvious that ideal beauty cannot be comprehended at once ond intuitively.
It must
be the result of great observation, study, and considerable knowledge of form } and, applied to the human figure, requires an intimate acquaintance with Its capability of action,
and th« character forms assume under particular ciicumslunces. The ideal beauty of one
clusi is not the beauty of all classes. Thus, beuuty vxhls in the Apollo ; in the Theseus
and the Ilyssus ; in the Venus of Melos, and the Venus de Medlcis but in all these, and
other well knoxvn examples, it la only Ideal beauty as it Illustrates in perfection the class
of subject to which It Is applied. Mr. Westmacott then examined the question of fitness
and propriety, In their relations to beauty. In conclusion, he said that the best school In
which true beanty of form could be learnt, and its principles studied, was fine Greek
sc'ilpture— not because Art Is superior to Nature, but because the Greek sculptors have
selected, copied, and applied all the best forms in nature; and therefore their works illus.
trale, and so far facUitate our becoming acquainted wirh, the l.iws of beauty.
They have,
as it were, provided the best books for our learning a difficult language.
;

HoTiian Sculpture.

ON

TIIK

HISTORY AND PRACTICE OF SCULPTURE.

J series o/Lectures delivered at the Royal Instilutc, by Mr.
Lecture

III.

Wesimacottj A.R.J.

— (From the Athenseum.)

;

third lecture, delivered on the :'2d ult concluded the H s t o r y o f
in Greece, and reviewed the condition of the art in Home, to its
decline there In the seventh century.
It was ubserved that the schools of Phidias, Praxiteles, and Lysippus had carried
Sculpture to Its perfection. And it was the opinion of Winclcelmann that, iifler that nothing was left in Sculpture but what was produced by a class of mere imitators. Mr.
Wealmncott admitted this might be true to a certain extent, but the names of many
eminent men are handed down to us who continued to produce works (piite in spirit of
the great masters. If artists, originating ideas, and givuig form to their own fancies,
adopt the most approved principles of Art for ulfecting this object, they surely merii high
praise for carrj-lng on the establishud excellence ofaschooL They may justly be reflected
upon as mere copy'sis, who, not drawing upon their own feelings for subjects, servilely
steal the Ideas of others, and then produce cold, passionless resemblances, which only
serve to remind the spectator how unsatisfactory the best copy of form may be, if it be

Mr. Weslmacott's

,

i

Sculpture

wanting in th^ life and interest of invention.
At the dismemberment of the Macedonian empire, the Selencidse, who reigned in Syria,
endeavoured for a time to uphold the arts ; and Hi/rmocles, a sculptor, is especially mentioned as having been extensively employed, Pergamus recsived Attains for its ruler, and
several sculptors of eminence are recorded who were employed to illustrate his and his
80n*s victories over the Gauls. Ptolemy, and his immediate successors in Egypt, also
showed a disposition to encourage Sculptuie. The assertion, therefore, of Pliny, that
from the lliOth to the IWth Olympiad Art was almost extinct. Is not quite borne out by
faces.

The mtntion of Chares as the author of the celebrated Colossus of Rhodes, suggested
the propriety of referring to the sculptors of that island. Some very fine specimens of
the art were produced in its school. The authors of the celebrated group of the Laocoon,
Agesander, Polydoius and Athenodorus, were Rhodians; as wereAppollonius andTaurisCU9, the sculptors of the enormous marbis group of 2ethus and Amphion tying Dirce to
the horns of anild bull. It is at N.iple8,and is known as the ToroFarnese. It is almost
incredible, that from this small island the Romans brought away as many as three thousand statuea.
In speaking of the

Sculpture of Sicily, the lecturer observed, the art never
was practised there in a way that gives it a claim to be considered as a school. He purti*
cularly recommended an esaminfttion of some of the coins of Syracuse to the attention of
those who desired to see examples of a rich and free style of form, united with exquisite
execution. Some of the medals are among the finest specimens of art. It was observed
that some of the most admired productions in Sculpture have been attributed to artists
Among these are the fine fragments called the Torso of the
lived as late as 150 B.C.
Rome ; the Farnese Hercules; the statue of the Fighting Gladiator; or,
warrior. These works have the sculptors* names on them. The
statue of the Herraaphrcdite, at Paris, is also attrilmted to this age ; and some antiquaries
have added the above-mentioned group of the Toro Farnese, and even that of Laocoon
and his Sons.
The fatal blow to the Arts in Greece wag given by the conquest of the Romans. In PC
B.C. Athens fell, never to rise again. The history of Greek Sculpture may be consid;jred
to close at this time.
who

Selvcdere, at

more properly, of a

Style,

It was not till after the conquest of Greece, and the arrival of tlie enormous collection
of work3 of Art brought as plunder and spoil to grace the triumph of the conquerors on
their return to Rome, that Sculpture began to attract any marked attention there.
Syracuse yielded up its treasures ot art after the conquests of Marcellus Corinth had been
strlnped of its wealth in art byAIummius; and Athens also had largely contributed her
share of exquisite works in sculpture, to enrich the Roman capital. It became a fashion
end to this caprice modern times are indebted for the preservation
to form collections
of some of the finest productionslof Greek art. Verres luis been handed down to posterity
as one of the most ardent, and, it must be added, least scrupulous of collectors; but his
anxiety to obtain possession of the most exquisite works of the great masters, doubtless
occasioned many to be carefully preserved which othenvise would have been neglected or
destroyed. In the century preceding the birth of Christ, several sculptors of eminence,
Both Julius Ceesar and Augustus apull having Greek names, were practising in Rome.
pear to have made efforts to preserve fine ancient works, and so far gave opportunity to
the Romans to acquire a taste for Art. Augustus, especially, Ibrmed collections of statues
and other objects of taste, and set an example in this respect that was followed by many
of the rich and influential. Durhig the reign of this Empeior are found the names of
some of the most eminent artists of antiquity; Posidonius, the architect Vif.uvius, and
Dioscorides. The gems of the latter are among the finest specimens of the art.
Nero
had statues imported from Greece, and it is astonisiiing that, notwithstanding the extent
to which the country had already been plundered, it is recorded that no fewer than 50O
bronze statues were procured from the Temple of ApoUo at Delphi.

Manner, Ideal Beauty.

STYLE, it was said, had been applied, first, comprehensively— to the whole or pervading character of Art— as in the production of a school or class. It involves completeness;
or an entircness of conception and expression Thus, the Etruscan school is whole, and
entire as a class, and has its s t y 1 e. The Elgin Marbles equally are examples of style, as
marking a school of Art. Secondly, it is applied to a quality exhibited in individual works,
ivhich do not necessarily belong to a particular time or school. To illustrate this by reference to the works of the great masters spoken of in a former lecture, Mr. Westmacott
said, the schools of Phidias and Praxiteles are tliought to have combined all the great
qualities of imitative art. They discovered and represented the finest combinations of
forms ; uniting the parts, in themselves perfect, so harmoniously in a whole, that i t, also,
ivas perfect and complete. As every part was fitted to advance the end, each having its
due place, proportion, and importance, the result has been a sum, or total, which all the
best judges of all periods have agreed to consider a canon of Art. Ani^ thus a work is
said to have stylo, or to be deficient in style, as it comprises more or less of the qualities
which these schools more than any others exhibit. In a work in which there is a fine
style, nothing small, or meschino, as the Italian critics call it, will occupy the attenLargeness and breadth of effect are essential to style. Where small details would
tion.
disturb these qualities of largeness and breadth of effect, they are skilfully absorbed and
generalized, and are thus represented in masses.
was said to be applicable to the partJcuInr and individual. It is indicated
by the attention that is paid to parts. Peculiarities that can be defined mark or exhibit
manner, while style is stamped upon a work iu which the particular and individual
are absorbed into the w hole. The force of both terms was then exemplified by a reference to Etruscan art. The ancient Etruscan sculpture is marked by its style; but it
a n n e r ; as in the peculiarity of lengthened turned. up
also is eminently remarkable for
fingers, and the stiff, straight, zigzag-ism of the draperies.
In the worlts of individual
artists, that peculiarity by which the work of one hand is always and immediately recognized ooDstitutes that artist's manner.

MANNER

m

Ideal Beauty.
"With respect to another difficult subject fur definition. Ideal Beauty, it was observed thtit scarcely any object In nature, howwver generally pleasing, is found so perfect
ia aU its parts that some one or other of those parts may not be discovered in greater perfection In some other object, £v«ry object that nature presents to us has what are termed

;

/Jpolh Belvedere.

The celebrated statue of the Apollo of the Belvedere was discovered among the ruins ot"
a palace of Nero, at Antium. It has been conjectured tliat it may have formed one of the
statues from the temple of the god. It is the opinion of some of the best practical judges
of sculpture that this statue is a copy from a bronze and the fact of its being in a marble
resembling in all respects that of Luna, has led to the supposition that it is in what we
call Carrara marble. This, of course, would give it a comparatively late date ; these quarSome have attributed the statue
ries not having been discovered till the time of Caesar.
to the Augustan period. Th« question is still undetermined; but even supposing the
marble statue of the Belvedere to be a copy, the original may possibly have been, as
Winckelmanu conjectures, one of the Delphian statues. Mr. Westmacott explained some
of the reasons for this work being considered a repetition of a bronze, referring particularly to the treatment of the hair and drapery, as indicative of a style more ajipropriate to
metal than marble.
;

Roman

taste in Sculpture.

In his remarks on the condition of Sculpture, ot this time, the lecturer said that geneRome it was a pseudo taste— got up as a fashion or caprice ; and,
consequently, there was no fixed principle which was calculated to establish a pood school,
or even to preserve a continuity of style. Sculpture, after this temporary revival, rapidly
declined, although occasionally exception may be made in the case of busts.
The establishment of the seat of empire at Constantinople was a fatal blow to the grandeur of Rome ; but Constantine endeavoured to restore the Arts in his Eastern dominions.
He collected statues, instituted schools, rewarded students, built galleries but all in valu.
The spirit was lost and all these inducements offered by the Emperor from his individual hope to re-establish Art, were powerless to effect his object. Many of ttie finest productions of ancient Sculpture existed in Constantinople till near ly the end of the fifth century of our era ; when a fire, iu 479 A.D., consumed the palace of the Lausi, and destroyed
an immense collection of statues that had been accumulated there.
Mr. Westmacott said that the history of ancient Sculpture might be considered to end
at this time. He obseived that the monuments of the Romans are very numerous, and
have been exceedingly useful in ilbistrating the manners and customs of that people ; hut
Roman sculpture has not the same claims upon our attention as that of the Greeks. The
best works they had were of the Greek school, and usually were by Greek artists. Their
own original attempts are characterized,— if it can be called character— by poverty of indention, meanness of design, and, usually, most vmskilful execution. The art was sometimes patronized; but it does not appear that the patrons at any time understood,
felt, or appreciated Sculpture, further than as a means to lurnish their palaces, or to flatter their personal vanity.
Consequently it never rose— and never could rise— to that excellence which it attained in Greece, where it was made the means of embodying grand
conceptions, by the union of exiiression and sentiment with the most beautiful forms.
rally speaking, in

—

;

We

undi^rst^^rd lliat this exfraonliTnR Ltgipthouse on tme Goodwin.—
nary underlaking remains still without the promised light, in consequence of Mr. Bush,
the spirited projector, having been unable, up to the present time, to come to any underprivilege of managing the lightthe
Trinity
Board,
which
has
the
exclusive
standing with
houses on the Eus'Ush coast. Permission having been granted, however, by the Governnient for the erection of the building to contain the *' Light for all Nations," it is the intention of Mr. Bush to take up his residence, with his wife and family, in the lighthouse,
and to have the highest chamber illuminated with a pale blue light for his own use. Of
course this, however, will at the same time have the effect of warning ships, and a telegraph is erected to signalize vessels at the back of the Goodwin. As the lighthouse stands
Sf) teet above hign water mark. It is Mr. Bush's intention, in order to protect his new reIt is sinsidence, to discharge rockets in dark nights, or sound a gong in foggy weather.
cerely to be hoped that something will be done to accommodate matters between Mr.
Bush and the Trinity Board, as the undertaking is of national importance, and the invenOn landing at Deal, alter sleeping
tor has incurred both personal and pecuniary risk.
three nights in the lighthouse, flir. Bush was warmly congratulated on his " safe arrival.'*

—

'

Observer"
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month,

BiowiNG-rp OF SfioAL Ts THE TuAMES-— /(i/v i^/Zi-— Duiing
Limchouse-reacli, winch of late
the operations for removing the shoal off
and down the
V ears has proved si dangerous to the shippmcc passing up
Tlie shoal was upwards of a mile in
river, have been highly successful.
stone, consolidated
len^'lh, and was an accumulation of j^'ravel mixed with
action of numerous
'greater or less degress by what was conjectured to be the
It was of so hard a character, that it defied all eiforts to
petrifyin'^ sprin??s.
remove it'^hv dredging machines ; conseziiently, it was dolermined to attempt
effected by placing mines in
its removalby a series of submarine explosions,
Captain Fislier,
cavities bored in the shoal, and fired by galvanic power.
the Iiarlour-master, has superintended the operations.— G/o&e.
Ships pRorELiEn by the Screw.— Four iron vessels, of various dimenthe direcsions, with screw propellers, are now building at Liverpool, under
from about
tions of Mr. Grantham, consulting engineer. These vessels vary
will be
They
power.
to
150
horse
engines
from
50
with
of
tuns,
1000
300 to
last

m

and are all intended for the highest rate of sailing. On account
amount of
of the greatly increased capaci'y for stowage in iron ships, the
of the space for the engines and coals, will be equal to
independent
cargo,
that carried by timber built vessels of the same e.\tcrnal dimensions. The
prinpropellers in the cases here referred to are to be worked on a different
direct to
ciple to those liitherto constructed— the cn^ines will be connecled
number
the propelled shaft, causing the engine and screw to make an equal
of revolutions ; by these means all spur wheels or bands ate avoided, the
machinery is much simplified, and kept nearer to the bottom ot the vessel,
an object of grrat importance in sailing vessels. Mr. Grantham obtained a
patent, about three years ago, for this mode of working the screw propeller,
at which time he a])plied it to a small vessel. Mr. Peter Cato, and Messrs.
fully rigged,

have contracted for the vessels, some of which are
and Messrs. Fawcett, Preston and Co. and Messrs. Bury, Curtis and

James Hodgson and Co
in frame,

Kennedv. are

,

to construct tlie engines.

Tlie rt-ni/y^t' steam-vessel is in the inner basin of "Woolwich Dockyard,
This powerful vessel begins to
fitting with lier engines and paddle wheels.
assume a formidable appearance, owing to the great strength of her timbers
and the dimensions of her paddle-boxes. Siic will have four funne's, two of
uhicli are already put up, and the other two in progress, and everything
connected wiih her appears to be on a gigantic scale, her engines being ot

SOD horse-power.

TuDULAR BoiLiRs.— The Monitetir lately published a circular letter, addressed by the Minister of Marine to the Maritime Prefects, informing them that, in consequence of the superiority of the tubular boiler.s over the boilers now in use on board the
steamers of the Royal navy, the Government had resolved to dispense with the latter altogether, and to replace them, as they became unfit for service, l)y those on the new system,
until some other mode still more advantageous than the latter should have been foand.
The Minister observes, that the tubes in question are almost exclusively manufactured
abroad, and he recommends the maritime prefects to direct the attention of the ironmasters to the construction of boilers

St.

on the new principle.

i

•

i

i

George's Channel, Bermlda.—The long contemplated and highly

useful undertaking of deepening the Channel leading into the harbour of St. George,
which had undergone a few preparatory experiments performed by Corporal Harris, of the
Koyal Sappers and Miners lately. This work has assumed a very decided character—
general blasting has commenced, and continued daily to Saturday, when their Excellencies, the Governor and the naval Commander-in-Chief, with some ladies, and a number of
naval and military officers and civilians, came to visit the works in a steamer, and by a
very satisfactory examination of the bottom, and of the quantity of rock impediments
already removed, all were astonished, but highly pleased by the certainty of eventual success in the removal of every obstacle forming the obstructions hitherto complained of.

LIST OP
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manufacture of candles, and
ing."

in the

means

of preventing

[August,
them from gutteriug whilst burn-

(Being a communication)— July 3.

William Symes, of Victoria- road,

lump sugar." — July

Pinilico, grocer, for

"

certain apparatus for dividing

3.

George IMyers, of Laurie-terrace, Westminster-road, Lambeth, builder, for " Improvements in cutting or carving wood, stone, and other materials."— July 8.
Jacob Brett, of Hanover-square, Middlesex. Esq., for " Improvements in propelling
carriages on railways, and other roads and ways." (Being a communication.}— Ju'.y 8.
John Greenwood, of Church, Lancaster, manufacturing chemist, John Mercer, of
Oakenshaw, Lancashire, chemist and calico-printer, and John Barnes, of Church, in th«
same county, chemist, for " certain Improvements in the manufacture of certain chemical
agents used in dyeing and printing of cottons, woollens, and other fabrics." July 8.

—

John Leitchild, of the Minories, blue manufacturer, for "Improvements in the
facture of blue to be used as a substitute for stone blue."— July 8.

manu.

Antoine Bossy, of Paris, merchant, for " Improvements in manufacturing waterproof
paper." July lt>.
John Samuel Templeton, of Sussex-place, Kensington, artist, for " Improvements in
propelling carriages on railways." July 12.

—

—

Hugh Cogan, merchant and manufacturer, of West George-street, Glasgow, for " Aa
improved method or methods for weaving in patterns, or various colours, or fabrics."—
July 12.

Edmund RatclifF, of Birmingham, manufacturer, for "a certain Improvement, or cerimprovements in the furniture of door-looks and latches."— July 12.
William Chantreli, of Leeds, gentleman, for "certain Improvements in weaving ma-

tain

chinery,"

— July 12.

Joseph Fulton Meade, of Dublin, gentleman, for "certain Improvements in steamengines and boilers."

— July 12.

Samuel Tretheway, of Water-grove Mine, near Stoney Middleton, Derby, civil engineer,
aud Joseph Quick, of Summer-street, Southwark, engineer, for "an Improved combined
expansive steam and atmospheric engine."— July 12.
Horatio Sydney Sheaf, of Waterloo place, Old Kent-road, artist, for "certain Improvements in obtaining and employing motive power."— July 12.
Thomas Russell Crampton, of Southwark-square, engineer, for "Improvements in
match boxes, or articles to be used in the productioa of instantaneous light, and in the
machinery for manufacturing the same." July 12.
Richard Simpson, of the Strand, London, gent, for " certain Improvements in bleaching'
yarns and fabrics." (Being a communication.) July 12.
Joseph Malcomson, of Portlaw, Ireland, for "Improvements in apparatus used for
propelling carriages on roads, and vessels on inland waters when employing atmo-

—

—

spheric pressure."

— July
—

12.

John Shaw, of Broughton-in-Furness, Lancaster, chemist and druggist, for "a hydropneumatic engine." July 12.
Patrick Sandeman, of Grienside street, Edinburgh, upholsterer, for " Improvements on
coffins."— July 21.

John James Siuclair, of Helmet-row, Middlesex, hot-presser, for "certain Improvements in producing glossy surfaces on paper and similar materials." July 21.
Thomas Robinson Williams, of Love-lane, Aldermanbury, gentleman, for "an Improved
process and machinery for rendering paper aud wrappers waterproof." July 21.
Julius Adolph Detmold, of the City of London, merchant, for "Improvements in the
means of applying steam as a motive power." (Being a communication.)— July 21,
William Broughton, of New Bjsinghall-street, London, millwright, for " Improvements
in machinery or apparatus for grinding grain, drugs, colours, or other substance."—

—

—

July 21.

Thomas William Gilbert, of Limehouse, Middlesex, sail-maker, for '* Improvements in
the construction of sails for ships and other vessels." July 21.
Angler March Perkins, of Francis-street, Regent-square, of an extension for the term
of five years of an invention for " certain Improvements in the apparatus or method of
heating the air in buildings, heating and evaporating fluids, and heating metals. "—July 21.

—

Jacob Brett, of Hanover-square, Middlesex, gentleman, for " Improvements in atmospheric propulsion, and in the manufacture of tubes for atmospheric railways aud other
purposes." (Being a communication.) July 21.
Michael Perrier, of Lymington, gentleman, for " Improvements in spinning and twisting cotton, flax, silk, and other fibrous materials." (Being a communication.)— July 21.
John Lings, of Spur-street, Leicester-square, cheesemonger, for "Improvements in
apparatus for t'le preseivation of provisions." July 21.
Charles de Bergue, of Arthur-street West, London, merchant, for "certain Improvements in rollers and other machinery or apparatus to be employed in flattening, preparing,
and polishing wire for the construction or manufacture of reeds for weaving the rollers,
being applicable to other like purposes." July 24.
James Stokoe, of Newton, Northumberland, mill-wright, for " certain Improvements
in purifying the vafoirs arising from smelting and other furnaces, and in recovering therefrom any useful matteis which may be intermixed therewith." July 26.
William Henry James, of Clement's-lane, London, civil engineer, for " certain Improvements in the manufacture of plates and vessels of metal, and other substances suitable for
heating purposes, and in the means of healing the same." July 25.
Richard Archibald Brooman, of the Patent Office, 1C6, Fleet-street, London, gentleman,
(Being a communication.) July 25.
for " certain Improvements in dyeing."

—

PATENTS.

ENGLAND FROM JUNE

2G, TO

JULY

25, 1845.

Six Months allowed for Enrolment, unless othenvtse ea;pressed.
I?hani Baggs, of Great Percy street, Claremont-square, engineer, for "Improvements
Sealed June '2G.
ia obtaining motive power by air."
Alexander Angus CroU, of Bow-common, Middlesex, chemist, for ** Improvements in
manfacturiug, measuring, and transmitting gas, and in obtaining ammoniacal and other
products from the refuse matters of such manufacture."— June 26.

—

Bower St. Clair, of Manchester-street, Manchester-square, gent., for "
in the manufacture of sugar." (Being a commuuicnion.)— June 26.

Improvements

Dominic Frick Albert, of Manchester, operative chemist, LL.D., for " an Improved apJune 28.
plication of materials to the manufacture of soap."
James Hall Nalder, of Alvescott, Oxford, gent., for " Improvements in drills for drilling
comt grain, and manure."— June 28.
Alphonse Le Mire de Normandy, of Dalston, Middlesex, for •' Improvements in the
manufacture of thimbles and finger shields." June 28.
Simon Snyder, of Dayton, United States of America, mechanic, for '* Improvements in
tanning hides and skins."— June 28.
Charles Goodwin, of Bow-lane, Middlesex, ship-sur\-eyor, for "certain Improvements
masts and spars." — June 30.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Philippe Poirier de Saint Charles, of Norfolk-street, Strand, Middlesex, civil engineer,
for " certain Improvements in the production of type for printing, and in the machinery
employed for the same." July 1
Stephen Hutchinson, of the London gas works, Vauxhall, engineer, for "certain Improvements in gas meters." July 2,
Francois Marie Agathe Dez Rlaurel, of Marlborough-terrace, Old Kent-road, gent., for
*' Improvements in the manufacture of soap."
July 3.

—

—

—

John Hopkins, of Rector-place, Woolwich, gent,, for "certain Improvements in rails
and trams for rail-roads and ironways." July 3.
Thomas Waiker, of Euston-square, mechanic, and George Mills, of Dover, coal nierchant, for " certain Improvements in springs and elastic power, as applicable to railway
carriages and other vehicles, and to other articles and purposes in which springs or elastic
power is now used." July 3.
William Simmons, of Oldham, in the county of Lancaster, hat manufacturer, for " certain Improvements applicable to hats, caps, and bonnets."— July 3.
William Mather and Colin Mather, of Salford, Lancaster, engineers, for "certain Improvements in boring earth, stone, and subterraneous matter, and in the machinery, tools,
or apparatus, applicable to the same." July 3.
William Newton, of Chancery-lane, civil engineer, for " certain Improvements in railways, and in the means of propelling carriages." (Being a communication.)— July 3.
Lemuel Goddard, of Crescent, America-square, merchant, for "Improvements in the

—

—

—

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
" A Constant Correspondent" (Brecon, South Wales) asks us to insert an account of
would most gladly comply
the failure of the arches of Ashton-under-Line Viaduct.
with bis wish, but we can get only general, and, therefore, unsatisfactory information.
The difficulty of getting the most valuable of all intelligence local intelligece is immense. Notwithstanding every efl'ort, we have the utmost trouble in obtaininng accounts
from
of important circumstances connected with architecture and engineering
If a person will only tell us what is going on with relocalities from London.
ference to architecture or engineering in his own neighbourhood, no matter how modestly
he estimates his poweis of authorship, he sends a valuable letter. The most acceptable
information vve can have is that which is LOCAL.
" A Subscriber" (New York). The stone lanthorn on the top of St. Paul's is supported by a brick cone, which is concealed between the inner and outer domes. The
The lowest course of the cone
outer dome is of timber covered with lead.
An answer to the second question
is held from bursting outwards by an iron chain.
will
in our next, ^^'e owe oar correspondent an apology for not answering him before
he return good for evil by taking a bint from the answer to our Brecon correspondent ?
" A Manufacturer." Dr. Playfair, at the late meeting of the British Association, said
that he had determiaed, experimentally, that in the hot blast furnaces VI per cent, of the
heating power cf the fuel were lost.
The letter of " W. B.,'' on Atmospheric Traction, came too late for insertion. It shall
appear next month if he wish it, but the principles are erroneous throughout.
To a " Working Mechanic" (Newcastle-on-Tyne) the same answer. These correspondents should not attempt to eke out defective arguments by strong assertions.

We

—

—

;

—
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Here again we have a substructure of piles a, witli cross bearer A,
anil longitudinal plates c, as before.
Transverse rails are laid on
transverse sleepers p, and on these rails run the wheels of tlie platform when it is being moved aside. The platform consists of longitudirral bearers 14 inches square, wliich carry the sleepers of the rail-

THE DRAWBRIDGE OVER THE ARUN,
ON TUE BRIGHTON AND CHICHESTER RAILWAY.
C With an Engraving, Plate

The

distingnisliing cliaracteristic
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XXI.)

way.

of niodern engineering

is

that

it

never works liy general nietlioils. Now demanils on its powers are
being constantly made; new means of developing them are therefore
required
new classes of operations arise, and these call for new methods of effecting them. The problem of engineering is an infinite
;

one, and each of its cases requires a particular solution. Experience
niav, and indeed does, furnish some general ideas for the guidance of
the' engineer, and theoretical science will warn him from attcn)[)ling
physical impossibilities, but the dilTiculties of each particular case
with wliich he has to deal must be for the most part overcome by parAt present it seems quite
ticular contrivances adapted to it alone.
It is only
impossible to compile a general grammar of engineering.
by recording each new case as it occurs, and by observing the degree
hereafter
render
enginetTing
a syscan
hope
to
we
that
success
of its

tematic and classified science.
Tlie case which forms the subject of this paper is one of those instances in v»hich pn vious rules of engineering were inapplicable, and
it possesses great interest, not only from its absolute novelty and extraordinary boldness, but also from the ingenious and perfectly satisfactory manner iu which the dilliculties have been grappled with and

overcome.

The line at that part where this bridge is constructed, is intersected
bv the navigable river Arun. It was requisite in the construction of
the railway to provide for the uninterrupted navigation of this river,
which connects the important town of Arundel with the sea and, as
it would liave been impracticable to construct the railway bridge so
high as to allow the passage of masted vessels underneath it, it was
necessary to make provision for its removal when requisite.
The means by which this object is attained may be in general terms
the rai's passing over the river, and a portion of those
stated thus
on the banks are laid on a moveable platform, which, when the trains
are passing, is supported on piles; but when vessels are about to
pass, this platform and the rails, &c. upon it are rolled back along the
In order to make room for this platform when so rolled back
line.
a part of the rails of sufficient length is moved asiile, so that the platform may occupy the space thus provided for it. It will be seen then
that altogether there are two moveable portions of the structure, one
over the river capable of being rolled back in the direction of its
length, the other on the ground capable of being moved laterally to
allow the former portion to be rolled back. These two pr^tions are
respectively marked in the engraving C and B.
is the fixed portion of the bridge G8 feet long, extending over
and is suppart of the river from the embankment to the opening
ported on piles which carry four longitudinal bearers of timbers 12 in.
square, on the two centres of which the rails are laid: the two outer
carry a hand railing.
The moveable part of the bridge from the end of A to the platform
C, when in use is supported on piers D and E, and on piles from E
Ihe piers D and E are each 28 feet wide by IS feet, and conto C.
sist of piles 14 inciies square with cross beams 14 in. by 12 in.
Supported by the pier E and the piles a is framing F, carrying transverse
bearers 4 14 iu. square, on which are laid four longitudinal bearers c,
12 in. square; the two centres of which support by a framing of two
other longitudinal bearers c/ of timber 12 in. by 10 in. which receive
the iron racks which we will explain presently. The bearers ti are
tied by the cross framing e, of timber (5 inches square.
The moveable
part of the bridge B is 124 feet in length by 14 feet in width.
In the
centre of this structure is a suspension tower.
This tower consists of
eight vertical posts of 14 inches, two at each angle/, with a plate g,
The timbers are cased and present the form of
at the top of them.
pill.isters, entablature and archway suspended from the top of the
tower are four irjclined ties /;, each of these ties are made of timber
12 inches square, in two lerrgths, and strenghtened by wrought iron
The two lengths are connected by right
straps 3 inches by 1 inch.
and left handed screws at/, the purpose of which is to keep the whole in
a state of tension. The horizontal platform of the bridge is supported
by these ties, and consists of two longitudinal bearers y, on which are
laid transverse girders it, 12 inches square, these support the longitudinal sleepers /, 14 inches by 7 inches, which carry the rails.
The
hand railing is queen post trussed the queens m, being 12 inches by
9 inches, and the diagonal struts n, and horizontal plate at top o, being
of timber 12 inches square.
C is the moveable pUiform which is displaced to make way for B,
wlien rolled back ; C is 03 feet long by 14 feet wide.
;

1st.

shewn

Mechanism/or moving the bridge and jjlaf/orm.
With respect to the motion of the part B. The mechanism

is

Six pairs of flanged wlieels r, (J feet in diameter, perform Ihe office of rollers; their axles revolve in boxes fixed to the
timbers c. An inverted rail « is fixed to tin' under side of the bearer
Motion is communicated to the platform
;, and runs on these wheels.
by two men who work two crab engines at the central lower, one (m
each side of it. These engines consist of pinions/, 14 inches diameter,
working into spur-wheels ;', 7 feet diameter, keyed to their common
axle M, 5 inches diameter, which carries also pinions r, 12 inclies diameter, taking into a longitudinal rack w, which extends the whole
length of the framing d before described.
It will be seen that by this
arrangement the men move the bridge v\ith its tower, &c., and consequently are themselves carried with it to the part C. The platform
iu its motion is guided by six friction rollers .r, with vertical axes fixed
on the side of the framing d.
2nd. With respect to the lateral motion of the platform C. The
mechanism is shewn in figs. 5 and 5. Five pairs of flanged wheels y,
4 feet diameter, su[)port the platform, and run on the transverse rails
The motion is ell'ected by two fixed crab-engines z with common
p.
axle at each end of which is a pinion G inches in diameter, t.iking into
a spar-wheel, 2 feet diameter, with pinion 1 feet diameter taking into
racks z'. These racks, fixed as timber shafts, 'j inches square and IS
feet 9 inches long, rest at one end on a roller fixed to the crab-engine,
and are bolted at the other end to the framing of the platform. By
this arrangement it will be seen that the crab-eugine communicates a
lateral motion lo the platform.
in fig. 3.

Reference to Engravings,

—

F

g. 1. K'cvation.
Fig. 2. Plan uitli boanlmp; removed from one-half to show substructure.
FiK. 3. 'J'rinversi; section of moveable part of the bridge shuwiuj; the me-

chanism.
Fig. i. Transverse section of moveable platform
Fig. 5. Plan of the rack and crab.

showing the mechanism

The Brighton and Chichester Railway is a continuation of the
Shoreham Branch of the London and Brighton Railway, and is now in
course of construction. The new railway will be rented bv the Brighton
Company it is a single line, and at the point where the drawbridge
:

is

constructed, runs about

midway between Arundel and

the sea.

A

;

;

Ko.
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STUDIES OF PLAN.— No. L
After so very long an interval, instead of returning to the subject
under the first title, "Episodes of Plan," we take it up again under
the simpler and more usual designation of "Studies," which we may
continue from time to time, after the fashion of what the Germans
call " Zwanglosen He/li," ]nst as opportunity may offer.
In buildings of a superior kind we have a right to expect something
of artistic and sesthetic effect arising out of disposition and conformation, out of plan and section,
well managed arrangements and combinations that till powerfully, even before decoration begins to be applied; and which with even a moderate degree of decoration will be
more captivating than mere costly decoration without architectural
effect as a groundwork for it.
Be it ever so vulgar or common-place,
any large room may be bedizened out any day, and in the most approved
fashion of the day in all its extravagance, by the decorator and the
upholsterer; yet let them be ever so skilful and tasteful in their own
way, the work of those artists is only skin deep ; they can only clothe,
fill up and dress up what the
architect has left naked and blank.
If
the work of the latter be awkward and dowdy, the one may help it
somewhat by his professional cosmetics, and the other by the rich
attirings in which he deals: more than this they cannot accomplish.

—

—

at all underrating their skill, or rejecting their aid, wc may
yet not unreasonably require sometliii g more to charm us, dressing-up
will do much
we may say, a very great deal for rooms as well as for
women, but as it can not bestow on the latter beauty of face and of
figure, nor any of the nameless graces of expression ; so neither can it
supply in the former the charm of architectural physiognomv and the
witchery of architectural effect. Well, what does it matter after a I,
many will say, whether there be eftect of that kind or not
that it

Without

—

—

:

—
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is taking a very pliilosoplilcal view of the matter,
but it is also biying the axe to the tree and cutting it down both root
and branches, since what is decoration itself for save effect, and effect
grant that effect of the latter is more generally felt and
merely ?
more easily appreciated than the other; yes, and so is costly furniture
than pictures and other works of art.*
Still though piquant effects arising out of plan and section seldom
fail to make an impression even ui]on the ordinary spectator, the system usually pursued would seem to be intended to avoid them, the
chief aim being to obtain as many and as spacious rooms as possible
out of a given area without any loss of space. Of course in moderatesized houses, where every square foot must be economized, beauty of
form and effect must give way to utility and convenience but where
there is sufficient space, such of it as is given up to the purpi.se of
producing effect, and of creating variety in the fi^rms of adjoining
rooms, is, most assuredly, not sacrificed, any more than is the usekss
space overhead which serves only to give proportionate luftiness to
spacious apartments. These remarks partake, we confess, too much
of prosing, because what they are intended to urge ought to be sufficieutly evident of itself; whereas there is unfortunately too much
occasion for forcing them upon the consideration of arcliitects and their
employers. Unless some particular difficulty or accident happen to
suggest some peculiar and pro re naia treatment for part of a plan,
thtre is very rarely any sort of effect as regards /;/a«. Even accidents
are seldom turned to the account they might be, and supposing they
were always made the most of, an architect ought not to depend upon
mere chances of the kind, but where he has the opportunity of doing
so ought to study combinations that will tell, and to plan purposely/or
Like other artists he ouglit to be able to foresee and prejudge
effect.
results, and he ouglit to be inspired by the ambition of putting something entirely of his own into his work. This we are sorry to say is
so far from being the case that one may turn over hundreds of plans
•without finding a single fresh idea in them, or a single point of any
value.
Anything above the ordinary prose of everyday routine in
plan is quite a prize, and to be treasured up accordingly. An example of the kind was lately given in this Journal, viz., ^lessrs. Williams
and Sowerby's new room, which, though exception may be taken to
other parts of the design, especially to the entablature of the order,
offers a valuable studv of ingenious plan and able contrivance.
The " Glyptotheca" presents an arrangement of plan that is
altogether unique, and which for charm of effect far surpasses any thing
to be met with in any of our royal palaces, however short it may fall of
But we
it, in regard to mere size, or splendour and suraptuousness.
mention the Colosseum now iaere\y en pasnant and because it happens
to come into our mind
for we are not at present prepared to take
up that Gallery as a study in the manner which it deserves. Our first
subject shall be the

must be admitted

We

;

;

Morning Room of the Conservative Club-House.

somewhat altered plan for the actual one, in order to render more evident than by merely explaining our idea in words, what we conceive
would have been a decided and very material improvement, one that
would have given striking character and effect, and increased importance to that further compartment of the room in which the baywindow is placed, without at all disturbing any other part than the
side facing the bay. As it is now built, architectural character is kept
up on that side merely by two pilasters answering to those on tlie
other sides of that tli vision of the room. Hence there is nothing whatever
no other than the ordinary effect of a spacious bay
sti iking in plan,
on one side, without a corresponding recess of any kind on the oppofeature at all that might serve to keep
architectural
any
site one, or
up some sort of balance. Even a sham folding-door opposite the bay
would, in our opinion, have been better than nothing, a very allowable expedient, because it would have done away with the blankness
which is now ?o disagreeable; an ornamental doorway would have
produced a central feature on that wall, and by the door frame being entirely filled in with looking-glass, the room might have been reflected
in such a manner as to produce a striking vista from the bay, to
another bay seen in the distance, and the effect would have been all
the more piquant, because after the early part of the day, the sun
For our
strikes upon the houses on the opposite side of the street.
part we sliould greatly prefer a single large mirror facing the bay, to
there being as at present one over the chimney piece at each end of
the room; because in the first place the room Is so long in itself (92 ft. by
2()i feet) as not to require any appearance of increased extent in that
direction; and in the next, there is too much repetition of the effect
attending mirrors placed
to say the truth rather a hackneyed one
opposite to each other, for we here find them so disposed both in the
upper and the lower hall, or Staircase Saloon, and also again in the

—

—

which we nave taken the

liberty

of substituting a

* We know of an instance where a little oversight in regard to the posit ion of two doors
caused prodigious vexation and annoyance: the room was a dining rooi11, and the aide,
board was intended to be placad on the side opposite the tire-place, there beinc in fact no
other situation for it, there being a large Venetian window at one end aiid folding doors
at the other. All was pronounced quite satisfactory until the furniture was brought in,
and then, oh sad discovery- !— then it was found out that the sideboard cctuld not be fixed
directly facing the chtmney-piece, without making most awkwardly
test that of two
doors on that side of the room where it was to st
d, one was two feet f irther from the
angle of ttie room than the other. It
Id hare been just tl:
with any other
m.irkeJ object requiring a central situat
on that side of the
large mirror or
picture fo-- instance, or such a piece of f
fa.
There was
indeed sulficient reason for one of the do
but then either
uld have been placed
sorted to for securing perfect symmetry in that elevation of the room which was opposite the

—

—

Drawing-rooms.

Supposing nothing further could have been done, the expedient just
pointed out would have both produced effect and given an air of completeness to that compartment of the room by [iroviding a feature ou
what is now a blank side of it. But it was possible or rather, very
easy to accomplish a great deal more, there being nothing to hinder
the forming a recess there, corresponding with the window-bay, as
there was only to build it out a few feet into what is a back court,
with no other windows towards it than those of a back staircase and
water closets. Accordingly we have so represented the plan in our
By this management somethirg is gained as
altered version of it.
to mere space, not that that is any advantage worth mentioning, there
being already quite as much actual space as need be. It is more to
the purpose to say that symmetry of plan would be established, and
that in
not only symmetry but some novelty of arrangement also;
other respects there would be considerable effect where now there is
and lastly,
none, and tliat effect would also be of an unusual kind;
that the improvement would not be confined to that further or south
compartment of the room, but extend itself to the rest. As regards
the general plan there would be contrast, since that end division of it
would be a distinct one placed transversely to the other with an expansion of from 2Gft. Gin. to 4Ufeet, that is, the main division of the
room would be G5 X 26-G', the other 2G'G' X 40, whereas at present
it is only enlarged on one side by the additional space of the bay,
which, whatever, may therefore be gained in regard to mere convenience, is by no means a particular architectural beauty, the result
being an unlucky loisided look. In addition to that of plan considerable effect might have been obtained by increased light, because as
there would be nothing above on the upper floor, a recess on the west
side might be covered by the portion of a dome, rising higher than
the general ceiling, and might have either coffers or long panels radiating to its centre, filled in with coloured glass, eitlier of uniform
tint a la Soane, or of different coh-urs and of ornamental pattern.

—

—

—

Coloured or even colourless

In regard to
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light

thrown down

in that

manner would

give more than usual vivacity to a part of the room which now looks
natonly blank, but somewhat sullen also. A large mirror set within
a doorway ornamented with columns like the door from the Hall, and
liavng its reveals panelled (that is with half panels whuse reflection
in the mirror woidd produce whole ones), would produce the ert'ect
which we have already pointed out. Or else a very different one
might be obtained by having three mirrors a wide and two narrower
ones, so disposed as to corres,jond in every respect witli the openings
of the opposite window (the mirrors being of course planes tliougti
The mirrors being at different angles would
fixed into a curved wall).
repeat objects in different directions, and perfect correspondence of
might
be kept up by similar draperies and
tlie
windows
design with

—

i

In mere ordinary houses such bungling as was here shown may be put
with, but where there has been no restriction as to cost, it becomes quite intolerable,
delormity for wliich the most splendid furniture cannot alone.
fire-place.

up

u
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drapery cornice ;* tlie only objection being fliat a rocess so fitted np
would be more in charncter for a dr.iwing-room ort)(nidoir than fortlie
Morning-Uoom of a Club-Hoiiso so we will dismiss tliut idea, and
abide by tlie one sbown in our plan, viz., a single mirror, and that the
only one in the room,
for we would not have tliose over the cliiinney
pieces, where a panel with sculpture in bold relievo would show so
much better, and better suit the general cliaraeter of the room.
There are other reforms besides those of plan which we covdd
wish to make in this room of the "Conservative," since, to say the

DREDGE'S SUSPENSION BRIDGE.

;

—

are many things about it that are quite irreconcilable
with any principles of taste, and which might just as well have been
otherwise, they being entirely matters of choice and not of necessity.
What strikes us as a disagreeable inconsistency and a departure from
tlie costume of the stvle is the mixture of colours and materials in the
Scagliola columns are placed on a wainparts composing the order.
scot stylobate; tlius what if not marble, looks like marble, rests upon
a less solid material. The small order that decorates the door (engaged columns grouped with half pilasters on each side of them),
aitlers from the larger order in having its entablature of oak as well
as the pedestals; nor is there any distinction of colour between the
door itself and the entablature over it, which we take to be a fault,
inasmuch as now treated, the uniformity of colour which seems to
liave been intended for the whole of the composition, is disturbed by
tliat of the columns. These last, again, though of the same order, viz.,
(an Italian Ionic), as the larger ones in the room do not agree with
tliem, for whereas the latter are in imitation of Sienna marble, with
white bases and capitals, those of the door are of porphyry with bronze
Considered by themselves, they present somecapitals and bases.
a chaste and harmonious combin.ition of
tliing singularly pleasing
colours, the bronze being of a uniform clear hue, inclining to a mellow
golden tint; but then as regards the room those columns are mere
patches in it, both colours nquiring to be extended to some other
parts; nor is the matter mended by the door being so placed as not to
be distinctly marked out by its situation as a feature to be treated as
prononcc as possible
which would have been the case bad it been at
the end of the room (in the centre, of course,) instead of being on one
sick of it. It is, further, a question with us whether it would nut h.iva
been adviseable to bronze the door itself of the same hue as the bronzing of the capitals, so as to obtain some mass of that colour. Whether
that were done or not, there was an excellent opportunity for carrying
out the porphyry and bronze, by making the two chimney-pieces to
accord with the columns of the door of porphyry colour with bronze
mouldings and ornaments, the stoves, &c. being also of bronze. Had
that been done, a balance as to colouring would have been produced,
and the present disagreeable spottiness avoided. Instead of which the
diimney-pieces are either of black or very dark marble in our opinion
the very worst colour imaginable for such a purpose, we having as
treat an aversion to a black chimney-piece as Goethe had to a white
When such is its colour, a chimney-piece cannot possibly conoor.
Black
tribute any thing to tlie cheerfulness or decoration of a room.
is not the colour for any sort of ornamental dressings to an aperture,
no more for those of a fireplace than for those of a window, or
the cornice of a room. Accordingly, the chimney-pieces show not only
as two spots quite distinct in colour from everything else in the room,
sombre, triste, and almost funereal.
but as two very dismal ones
There is a good deal for criticism in the other apartments of the Consuch as pillars with Hack marbk bases, chimney-pieces of
lervalive,
most ugly colour and design in themselves, and quite out of character
with the style of the room where they are introduced (viz. the Library).
But we confine our remarks to that portion of the plan which is shown
in our engraving, where it will be seen that the entrance loggia is somewhat altered, it being thrown into the form of a curve in order so fir, to
correspond with the window in the other end-compartment of the
Another variation is suggested at a, by
front, on the ground floor.
which, instead of being shut up from the central Hall A, as a small
waiting room, it would be an open recess corresponding with the open
lobby A, between the entrance hall and the inner one. In order to exdu ie the back court from sight, the window in a is supposed to be
entirely of painted glass, and would accordingly, in that situation,
produce a brilliant eflect as soon as the door between the outer hall
and lobby was opened to say nothing of the greater extent of vista
in that dwection, so obtained.
truth, there

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

* Though, ds far as we are aivai
large mirrors on the side of a roor
like those of the windows, for, if i

it has never been done, we think that when there an
opposite to the windows they might have draperiei
showy mateiial and colours, draperies along one sidt
of a room are attended with an a /kward effect, espetially if theie are many windows o
the room ht^ a long one, in which ( ise it is u^uat to consider the appearance it makes wliei
looked at fro(
nd,s it is desirable that one side should balance the olbe

as i^eafly as possibli^

!,

F
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—

Sin
I was very much surprised when the August number of your
Journal was put into my hands, by reading the " Jitmarks un the Mathtmutical Principks of Mr. Dredge's Suspevaion Bridge, by F. Baslt/orlh, B.ji., Ftlhm of St. John's "Colkge, Cambridge, and Member of
the Cambridge Philosophical Society."
1 read it a second and a third
time, before I could believe a Cambridge min had so committed himself, and now sit down to reply.
The principal part of these remarks
tends to "e.rpost" a treatise written by Mr. W. Turnbull, which was
first publisheil by Mr. Weale, in IS 41.
Now with this demonstration
whether it be good, or bad, I had nothing irhaterer to do, nor did I see
the treatise until after it was published excepting for a few minutes
in the author's hands when he callid to ask me to give him a drawing
and specification of some bridge, I had erected, or was erecting, wliicli
I did, and it was published with his demonstration, but because it was,
I do not feel bound to support my position by the style of reasoning
adopted by Mr. Turnbull, but even if I were, and the treatise so bad
as Mr. Bashforth represents, (though I will shew presently it is not
so), his college l^arning should have taught him that an erroneous
argument proves nothing but the inability of the disputant, and that
it is by correct ri'asoning alone we can point out the trulli, or demonstrate the fallacy of the subject which provokes the inquiry.
But to
exonerate myself from all responsibility of Turubull's treatise, here is
part of his preface.
" The circumstances whicli led to the composition of the following
pages may be briefly stated thus. Early in the spring of the present
year (ISll), John Macneil, Esq., an engineer of high professional
to trace the principle
standing, proposed to me, by way of a problem
which induced Mr. Dredge to adopt the tapering chain and oblique
rods, and to prove mathematically that the principle thus adopted is
strictly in accortlance with the maxims of accurate mechanics."
"The MS. thus completed was laid before Mr. Weale, of the Architectural Library, High Holborn, who expressed a wish to purchase it
forthwith, provided Mr. Dredge, who was then in London, would undert.ike to furnish a drawing and example, illustrative of some bridge
either erected, or in course of erection."
" I accordingly waited on Mr. Dredge, who accompanied me to the
publisher, and generously offered to supply whatever might be required either in the shape of drawings, specifications, or estimates, and
in accordance with this otTer, the contract, specification of material
used, and an isometric drawing of the bridge across the river Leven,
at Balloeh Ferry, in Dumbartonshire, which are appended to this
Essay have been supplied."
:

W.

T.

I do not know, nor do I wish to inquire the reason Mr. Bashforth
has for taking short sentences, and even parts of sentences from detached papers, placing them in juxtaposition, and thereby showing a
very diftijrent meaning from that which when the context comes to be
"It is
considered, they were intended to convey, here is a specimen
to me a matter of surprise that there has been no exposure of what
Mr. Dredge calls his 'system mathematically demonstrated, shewing
by the most searching investigation the true principles of the novel
and economical invention I!"
Now this quotation puts the authorship, or at least the responsibility of the essay upon myself
but when the whole sentence is read,
which is merely a foot note to some detached papers, it will show a
different meaning.
It should have been "Mr. Weale is about publishing Mr. Dredge's system, mathematically demonstrated, showing, by
the most searching investigation the true principle of novel, and
economical invention." And this mas printed when I frst heard of the
treatise being nritten. "\ have merely compared quotation and leave
the world to judge."
I will now, even at the risk of some mathematical censure, say a
few words in support of Turubull's demonstration. The principle
objection taken by Mr. Bashforth is that of assuming " that we may
attach one end of a supporting rod to the platform, and the other eud
to some convenient point just above, quite independently of the main
chain," or in short, that the author really imagined that the chains of
my bridge would maintain a straight Hue, even when the subsidiary
forces were attached, was there ever anything so absurd, no person
with the least knowledge of mechanics could make such a blunder,
nor did Mr. Turnbull. For in page IV. we have

—

;

"If this individual bar be considered as a straight inflexible line,
the principles of calculation are identical with those of a lever when
sustained in equilibro by a single force applied at the remote exBut when
tremity, and acting in the direction of the sustaining bar.
3 6*
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the bar is currerl, or polygonal, as it necessary must he in the case of a
chain employed in the actual construction of abridge, the process becomes a little more complicati'd, since it requires all the composant
forces to be referred to, the several portions of the chain as resultants,
vtf iiiean such portions as are comprehended between any two contiguous bars. In every other respect the principles which regulate
the calculations are the same, and for this reason it will be sufficient
to establish the theory in reference to the straight line only, since the
reader, who is familiar with the composition and resolution of forces,
will find no difficulty in extending the procss to a ctirve, and he who
is not, will derive but little benefit from a perusal of the subject which
is now laid before him."
And now with regard to the investigation,
without qui'stioniiig whether the author was capable or incapable of
fully satisfying the conditions of the problem proposed by Sir John
Macneil, yet considering the slender data it was possible for him to
obtain in 1S41, and tlie simple mathematics he used, the work was
satisfictorv, even though at the end he jumps at conclusions rather
than deduces them from previous reasoning. I do not wish to uphold
it as a specimen, but I do say that if he did not succeed in a complete
solution of the problem, he' deserves credit for what he did, for he
was the first who attempted it.
Mr. Bashforth next, after alluding to much that has been written,

"but most unfortunately not one of the writers even ;)rq/£ss^s to
have a knowledge of mathematics, and consequently all their opinions
are worthless!! I"
Practical men will thank mathematicians very
little for such compliments as these.
What, Sir, are plain common
sense statements "worthless?"
Are experiments "worthless?" Is
(iract'cal experience "worthless?"
Is the successful com|iletion of
twenty bridges in four years "worthless?" Is the adoption of the
plan in foreign parts "worthless?"
Is the increasing reputation it
has always obtained " worthless?" I could continue, but then it would
be "worthless," compared with a mathematical investigation, well,
let it be so, and I will yet meet Mr. Bashforth on his own ground, for
J am a mathematician, and every thing that bears my signature is the
result of rigid investigation. Although 1 do not wish to make a parade
of what little learning I may possess, yet I fear no attack on this point,
even from a Fellow of St. John's; and since Mr. Bashforth has comm'-nced, it may not be presumptuous in me to express a wish to try
says,

his strength as an analyst on this subject, it you, Sir, will kindly allow
Ui the use of your p iges for that purpose.
In reference to the weight of the chains of the Menai Bridge, the
statement of 1935 tons is taken from a small pamphlet, an abstract of
Mr. Provis work, (I purchased at Bangor); I have it somewhere
amongst my papers, but caimot at this mument find it. Mr. Bashforth
speaks of 774 tons, but this refers to the weight between the points
of susjiensiun only, whilst the 193 J tons includes the whole of the
chains outside the towers, and the immense masses of iron work attached to the chains in the retaining tunnels. I have always been
very careful to put forward nothing but what I could substantiate, and
if this be an error, it is an error of the pamphlet from which I copied
it.
Lord Western also makes a similar statement in his letter, which
his Lurdship copied from the book I lent him.
The weight of iron
r^-quired in the chains of a bridge, such as the Menai, on my plan,
would be about 70 tons instead of 1935.
Mr. Bashforth next remarks, "Again we are informed that the (ensiun ol the chaiu must be nearly 3750 tons, half acting in each direction."
This, I believe, is only part of a sentence, the context of winch
would shew the meaning; but as it here appears, it requires some

w
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NOTES
ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF ENGINEERING.
I.

On

quotation refers to the lead of admission, but
the following investigation consider the effi'cts of the lead
of suppression alone, as being the most important, and bec.iiise I do
not wish to complicate the question with effects which are of such a
nature that they may be consitlered separately.
In estimating the work done by steam of a given pressure n in a
cylinder of given length a fur a given lead of the slide, I will take the
usual measure of the " travail" or " work done," namely, the pressure
multiplied by the space through which it is exerted.
Suppose the piston has risen to a height h in the cylinder at the
moment when the steam is cut off, then up to that moment the full
pressure n has been exerted through a distance h, or the work done

the Lead of the Slide.

Tlie sitIps of notes on the philosopliy of engineering wliioli I propose to coiiliime from time to time in tliis Journal will be commenced
with a somewhat bold design— which is no le>s than to call into question certain of the views of the Comte de Pambour on the theory of
the steam engine. The extraordinary perspicuity of his investigations, the admirable arrangement of liis experiments, and the beautihim so
ful simpliritv of his physical conceptions, have procured for
just a reputation an;ongsl those whose applause is really worth havwhich
ing,!!!.^! almost despair of being able to overcome the prejudice
Nevertheless, the
will exist against any attack upon his doctrines.
foUowing tenets respecting the lead of the slide, appear to ine, after
careful consideriition, so essentially erroneous, that I think that lie
himself, on reconsideration, would hardly be prepared to defend them.
have already mentioned the advantages arising from tlie lead
of the slide, with regard to the play and conservation <;f the engine ;
but there is another advantage uo less important, resulling from this
disposition, namely, that of obtaining a greater velocity, and consequontlv a greater useful effect of the engine with a given load.

last clause of the

shall in

I

=

nh.
Let 3 he a point to which the piston lias risen after the suppression
of the steam, the pressure is now decreased in the inverse proportion
of the 3|>aces occupied, or of j- ; h, ar.d if we suppose this pressure
constant for a distance d Jc, the work done at this point is
-

X

"We

"This effect is easy to comprehend; for if the suppression of the
steam from the boiler, instead of being made precisely at the end of
the stroke of the piston, takes place, for instance, at the moment when
the piston is yet an inch from the bottom of tlie cylimler, from that
moment steam ceases to flow into the cylinder. Thus, with regard to
the quantity of steam admitted into cylinder or expended at each
stroke of the piston, the length of the stroke is really diminished an
Now it is the quantity of steam produced by the boiler which
inch.
Suppose that such
regulat> s and limits the velocity of the engine.
producti' n furnished m cylinders-full of steam per minute, when the
now no more than
steam
stroke
was
tilled
with
the
length
/
of
total
he length / - a is filled with steam ; the same production then will fill
:

per minute a number of cylinders expressed by

»s

X

•.

Hencei

the velocity of the engine will be increased in the inverse
ratio of the lengths of the cylinder which are filled with steam."
in fine,

Trtalist,

on Locomotive Engines, Chap. IG,

sec. 2.

error in this passage appears to me to be this, that M. de Pambour in comparing the two cases, supposes that the density of the
sleam in th'' cylinder is the same in eillier instance. Now were this
that if the same moso, we should arrive at this strange conclusion
tive fore, which in the first instance acted through a distance I, be
made to act through a shorter distance I — a, it will move its load with
This appears to me perfectly inadmissible, and I
greater velocity.
shall show that the motive force is in the second case so altered that
a shorter distance, it does the same work that
through
act
though it
the original motive force does in acting through the whole length of

The

—

the cylimler.
It need scarcely be said that I here assume the truth of Boyle or
Mariotte's law ; it is ascertained from M. de Pambour's experiments
that this law is really true for the steam in high pressure engines,
when the densities are not greatly varied.
It is also presupposed that the reader is aware that when an engine
is ill motion, the density of sleam in the cylinder may vary considerably from that in the boiler. For if the boiler generate such and such
number of cubic feet of steam per minute of a given pressure, and if
that sleam have, owing to the rapidity of the stroke, to occupy twice
as manv cubic feet in the cylinder, by Mariotte's law the cylinderpressure Would he only half the boiler-pressure.
B fore however examining w4a/ the cylinder-pressure must be, that
as much work may be done where there is, as where there is not, a
lead of till- slide, 1 must draw attention to another passage from M.
11

de Pambour's

treatise.

" At the nioioent when the piston reaches the point which corresponds to the lead of tlie slide Jur the suppression of the steam, the
motive force is siipprtsstd ; and lohen the piston, continuing its stroke in
virtue if its aci/uired relocily, arrives at the point which corresponds
to the lead for the admission of the steam, it not only receives no further impulse in the direction of the motion, but suffers an opposition
from the motive force itself, then let in against it."

The passages which

I

have marked by

The motive

italics, I

may

unhesitatingly

force is not suppressed when the
steam is cut otf, for it continues to act expansively ; the piston does
not continue its motion in virtue of its required velocity merely, hut
dues receive " further impulse in the direction of the motion."
atliini to

be erroneous.

ndT.

And

the whole work done after the steam is cut off is determined
by integrating this expression between the limits h, the point of suppression, and a the height of the cylinder.
Effecting this integration
and adding the work done before suppression, we have for the whole

amount of work done,

nA+nAlog

a

— nAlog

h

(A.)

pause here for a moment to observe that the expression
which 1 have marked (A) vanishes (as it ought) when A is put
0, or
when the steam is wholly suppressed. The first two members of (A)
obviously vanish when A is zero the last one however becomes
n logo, which is an illusive expression but if for log h we use Us
expansion
I

will just

=

:

;

(A

— l)-i (A— l)^-Fi(A-ir -

seen the whole vanishes when A ^U.
is working at uniform velocity, that
is,
normal state of motion, the resistance offered to the pistun
by the work to be done is J9 lb. to the square inch, then of cunrse the
work to be done in each stroke =;; «, if a be the height of the cylinder; and if steam be admitted during the whole stroke it is clear that
the pressure of steam in the cylinder also must be;^ lb. to the squ are
inch.
If however steam be admitted during part only of the stroke,
the pressure must be so much increased that the work done by the
steam may still be the same.
have then to equate our exprcssio:),
obtained above, with p a. Hence

and multiply this by

A, it is

Suppose that when the engine
is at its

We

^a

= n A (1 + log a — log

A).

Here then nothing is more easy than to compare the pressures in
the two cases where there is, and where there is not, a lead of the
slide; for the equation gives at once

A (1

+ log a — log A)

(B.)

This then must be the pressure of the steam supplied to the cylinder in order that when cut off at a height A, it may do the same work
that steam of pressure/) would if acting through the whole length of
the cylinder.
By examining equation B it will be seen tli.m when
A^U, or the steam is totally suppressed, the expression for the corBut it is carefully
cc, as it ought.
responding pressure becomes
to be noted that the real limit to the value of this pressure arises from
the consideration that it can never be greater than in the boiler.
must therefore never give a value which would make the va:ue of n

=

We

greater than the boiler-pressure. If we did the engine would no longer
be able to do the work we have assigned to it.
I will now resume the expression (A) and employ it for the purpose
of comparing a steam engine which h.is, with a steam engine which
has not, a lead of the slide. I think the following will be a very convenient way of instituting this comparison. There are four principal
conditions under which the problem of the steam engine is varied.
I. The degree of pressure in the boiler.
II. The rapidity of evaporation.
III. The load moved.
IV. The velocity with which the load is moved.
The reader will see that of these conditions the first two are )f the
nature of causes, the last two are effects. Now the way in which I
propose to examine the result of introducing a lead of the s.iile into
an engine which was before worked at full pressure is this; to see
what change it would produce in tucA of the above two effects, supposing the other three conditions to remain unaltered. That is, to
see
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How

1st.

the velocity must be changed

if I, II,

and

III

remain un-

changed.
2d.

How

the load must be changed

if I.

II.

and IV. remain un-

changed.
slide might not be made
I do not mean to say that the lead of the
to produce changes in both effecis at once, but the subject will be exhibited most cle.irly by the plan suggested of considering each change

I

separately.

On the alteration of the velocity produced hy a had of the slide.
To examine the alteration in the velocity produced by a lead

of
the rapidity of evaporation being the same, and the load of
that
such
evaporation
Suppose the
resistance remaining unchanged.
of the pressure
it would produce per minute m cylinders-full of steam
«: then it would produce 2 to cylinders-full of the pressure ip,cim
same reason,
for
the
and,
density
the
of
cylinders-full
i p,
1.

tlie slide,

by that load to the motion of the piston, in the case of this engine, is
48 lb. per square inch."
I have taken this extract from M. de Pambout's account of his admirably conducted experiments, to show that the case I have supposed accords with practice. It appears that in this case, with an
evaporation of one cubic foot of water per minute, the engine would
move the train at the rate of 20-7 miles per hour, there being no lead
The lead being |th, we find from (C) that the velocity
of the slide.
(for the same evaporation) would be increased in the ratio
1

+ loga-logA)

m

cylinders-full of pressure

XTI+loga-log/i);..

however the steam be cut off when it has filled the cylinder to a
height h instead of a, the number of times the cylinder is filled per
minute will be increased in the proportion a:h. Hence finally the
number of cylinders- full of steam, and therefore the number of strokes
per minute are defined in reference to (B) by the expression

If

^-

(1

+ loga — logi)?n

or the velocity will be increased in the ratio
log A
log a
1: 1

:

1

+

log I, or

1

1-2876

:

or the velocity would be increased from 20-7 to 20'G1 miles an hour
no trifling advantage certainly. It is necessaiy, however, to refer the
reader to another extract from M. de Pambour's work, because the
considerations which it offer apply to the investigation here made, and
are essential to its accuracy.

"
^-(1
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necessary here to remark, that as this lead offers a resistance

It is

precisely equal to the pressure of the steam in the boiler, and as we
have seen that at the moment of starting of every engine, the power
must necessarily exert an effort greater tlian the resistance, it would
be impossible for the engine to set itself in motion with the load. If
then we would make the engine work with this load, it is understood
that the aid of another engine would be requisite to start it ; or else
the engine-man must for a tew minutes close the safety-valve, to create
in the boiler a sufficient excess of pressure, till the uniform motion be
Then the momentary excess of pressure may be withdrawn
attained.
and the engine will continue its motion without any external aid.

We

"However, as on railways there continually occur little inequalities
or accidental imperfections in the road, and as the engine ought to be
capable of overcoming them, it is not to be expected that it can be
made to perform an entire trip, working precisely at its maximum of
useful effect, or with its maximum load.
The preceding determination therefore is to be considered only as showing what the engine
may perform on arriving with a velocity already acquired, at an inclined plane situated at a certain point of the line, or as indicating the

velocity mill be increased by increasing the hoiler-pressure and
the lead of the slide conjointly.
The rules which are here demonstrated are of the highest importance, and I confess that it is with no little satisfaction that I arrive

point towards which our aim should tend as much as possible, in order
to accomplish ])roducing the maximum of useful effect, but without
reckoning on obtaining it completely in practice.
"We here neglect the little necessary difference between the pressures in the cylinder and in the boiler, from the flowing of the steam
from the one vessel to the other. It plainly tends somewhat to reduce
the load of the engine, increasing in a corresponding manner the

—

+

_(^'L.

Hence the smaller the value of h, the greater the velocity, subject
only to this limit that the value of h must never be such as would suppos'e a higher pressure in the cylinder than that in the boiler.
obtain therefore the following practical rules.
The highest velocity for a given load and given evaporation is obtained
hy cutting off the steam at such a point that the steam in the cylinder
in the
shall, during admission, have the same pressure as tie steam
boiler.

The

till the very moment of interpreting
have here exhibited. These rules,
analysis which has led to them,
the
from
apart
even when viewed
bear the highest marks of probability; and they have this advantage
true,
but correspond to the actual
that they are not merely theoretically
working condition of steam engines, and require no practical modifications arising from friction of machinery and other unknown resist-

at results which I did not foresee
the analytical formula which I

ances.

Before quitting the subject it will be well to see what is the value
of the lead of the slide which gives the cylinder-pressure equal to the
boiler-pressure, and therefore, as we have shown, produces the greatest
velocity.
Let the effective pressure in the boiler be P lb. to the square inch,
;i lb. on each square inch
and, as before, let the load offer a resistance of
of the piston. Then we have from equation (B) for the maximum
value of A

From this equation we can easily find what relation to the load and
the boiler-pressure the lead the slide should have for a maximum veFor instance let us suppose the resistance to the piston 48 lb.
locity.
per inch, and the boiler-pressure 50 lb. per inch. In this case it will
be found on trial that the equation is nearly satisfied by putting A

=

i o, for

we have

velocity of

2.

On the alteration in the load produced by a lead of the slide.
come now to consider what alteration must be made in the load

I

or resistance for a lead of the slide, supposing the evaporation and
the velocity to remain unchanged. It will be clear that as far as concerns locomotive engines this second enquiry principally affects luggage trains, while the former enquiry as to the means of increasing
velocity most affects passenger trains.
Suppose, as before, that when there is no lead of slide the boiler
supplies TO cylinders full of steam of the pressure p. If now we suppose the velocity unchanged, there will still be the same number of
strokes per minute, and the quantity of steam supplied for each stroke
will also be the same as before, only it will fill the cylinder to a height
h instead of a, its pressure will therefore be increased in the proporNow by the principles already laid down the work done
tion a
h.
'.

by steam of

-p.

= 1(1 + .2876) =.9G nearly.
This would give the relation of ;? to P equal to 48 50, or conversely
the effective boiler-pressure were 50 lb. per inch and the resistance
48 lb., the maximum velocity for a given evaporation (and therefore
for a given amount of fuel) would be obtained by cutting off the steam
:

if

at I ths the stroke.

" Suppose, in effect, that a load of 50 tons gross, tender Included,
be drawn up a plane inclined -;i^, by an engine with 2 cylinders 11
inches in diameter, stroke of the piston 10 inches, wheels 6 feet, friction 103 lb., total pressure of the steam in the boiler 05 lb., or effective
pressure 50 lb. per square inch."
"
have already found above that the total resistance opposed

useful effect.

velocity.

|=|(l-flog^t)

We

maximum

ought, perhaps, to add that by improvements which have been (I
believe) invented since M. de Pambour wrote, the expansion gearing
is placed under the control of the engine-driver, so that be can reguThe slide
late the lead of the slide while the engine is in motion.
need not, therefore, have any lead till the engine has attained its full
I

this pressure -

h (1

+

p used

log^a-

expansively

log^A) or

ap

(1

is

+ log^ a - log A)

the steam was used without expansion the total
have, therefore to multiply
work done in each stroke was a /).
the bracket to get the increased effect for exwithin
by the quantity
It is clear also that the increased load or resistance, since it
pansion.
acts through a distance a, is found by dividing by a, that is, the increased load, which we will callj:/',is expressed by the equation

When, however,

We

p'—p

(1

+ loga

- log

a)

or the load for a given amount of fuel and a given velocity
by the lead of the slide, in the proportion
log A
log a
1 : 1

+

The

-

is

increased
(D.)

greater then will be the load which can be moved, as the value
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of h becomes smaller; suliject only to a limit similar to that ia the
Since the pressure in the cylinder can never be greater
first question.
than that in the boiler the maximum eflect will be produced by giving
h such a value that

Hence we have

for the greatest useful value of A

.

=

,'.

equivalent to m cylinders-full of steam of
Here p is an unknown quantity, but m is
the pressure p per minute.
known, because the velocity of the engine is supposed to be known.
By ascertaining, therefore, the cubic. il content of the cylinder and referring to M. de Farabour's tables, for the relation of the volume of
steam of any pressure to the water from which it is generated we shall
be able to ascertain p.
To take an instance, let us suppose the evaporation of an engine
Buch as that which M. de Pambnur takes as tin- average, namely that
J cubic foot of water is tranferred to the cylinder in steam each
minute. Also let the number of revolutions of the wheel per minute
be lltj. (This corresponds nearly to a s|)eed of 20 miles an hour, the
The engine fills each of its cylinders
driving wlieel being G ft. over.)
twice in each revolution the number of cylinders-full of steam per
4lJ4.
be
Suppose
the capacity of each cylinder
therefore
will
minute
Jiy cubic foot.
Then "m cyhnders-full of steam of pres'-ure ]j" become
cubic
feet
steam
of
pressure p.
of
But this steam
equivalent to 4 IT'O
The steam would have, thereis supplied by J cubic foot of water.
and by the
fore, 55li times the volume of the water which produced il
tables it appears that this relative volume corresponds to a pressure of
501b. per inch, or 35 lb. effective pressure, which is th.erefore the value
Hence, if the effective boiler pressure be 50 lb. per inch the
of p.
formula

where the evaporation

is

:

;
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occupied a large share of public attention, and deserves to occupy a
much greater. The abstract of the second report of the Health' of
Towns' Commission, which we gave in our last number, presents a lainentable and alarming picture of the degradation of the lower classes
in manufacturing towns.
While we are hugging ourselves with the
pleasant conceit that the schoolmaster is abroad, that science is rapidly
advancing, and that railways and electric telegraphs are fist bringing
us to a species of intellectual millenium we seem to forget that for
the present, at least, all our improvements principally affect the upper
and middle classes of society. The vice and squalid debasement of
the manufacturing population, as exhibited in the Commissioners'
Report, can scarcely have been paralleled, and, we are
bold to say, has
never been exceeded at any period of our social history. It is a'positive fact that in many places education has rapidly
retrograded, inst.ad of advancing.
It appears from the Report of theRegistr irGcneral, that out of every hundred couples married in LancisUre,
during the last few years, "only 12 men and 8 women were able to
sign their names," whereas Mr. Coulthart has shown that eighty years
ago 54 men and 17 women out of a similar number wrote their names.
Such statistics as these furnish a far more forcible picture of the deplorable condition of the poor in populous districts than the most eloquent rhetoric could supply. The inseparable companions of general
Ignorance are these— Poverty— Squalor— Disease— Crime.
If the
reader will examine the ollicial report, or still better, obtain information by his own personal inspection, he will be able to trace
each of
these four consequences of ignorance, with terrible distinctness, in the
social condition of the lower class of labourers and
artizans.
The
latter of these consequences is a subject too distasteful
to be insisted
upon in more thav. general terms; be it enough to explain that it is
but too certain that the promiscuous herding of the poor in crowded
tenements, is a most fruitful cause of vice, which violates the purest
ties of nature.
These violations of the laws of humanity, it seems to

be

now

ascertained, are vastly more numerous than the reports of the
would lead the public to suppose, and are almost inseparable
from the present arrangement of the tenements of the poor in populous
assizes

r

i

P becomes
z= fr o u

F

I

4

35
:= -— a
50

places.

or the greatest useful lead of the slide is in this case given by cutting
oifthe steam at .j^ths of the stroke.
It will be seen from (D.) that the load would in this case be in-

creased in the proportion

^

1 : 1 -f log
or 1 . 1-35G
or for the same amount of fuel and the same velocity the load may be
increased about jy''* ^Y the lead of the slide.
I believe that I have now considered all the princi|)al cases of the
question of the lead of the slide, though for brevity some points are
omitted to which I shall recur hereafter. As far as I am aware the
question, notwithstanding its importance, has never been accurately
discussed.
Tbis may appear a strange assertion, but the reader will

not deem it incredible, if he agree witb me in considering M.de Painbour the great authority in matters relating to the theory of the steam
engine, and also agree with me that in the present instance M. de
Patnbour is in error. Tredgold, I believe, discusses the question
without reference to the rate of evaporation in the boiler if so, I need
«carcely say, after the laws laid down above, that I consider his rea»oning totally fligitious. I confess that the errors which abound in
his works have long since led me to estimate his physical tbeories
very lowly. The problem of the steam engine is one which for its
importance to the welfare of mankind, for its interest, and above all
for the i.raclitude of which it is susceptible, deserves the energies of
the profoundest mathematicians, but they have strangely neglected it,
«nd it has consequently been approached by the veriest sciolists,
whose erroneous reasonings have only widened the breach between
the engineer and the philosopher.
To this remark De Pambour is
indeed an illustrious exception; but where are his fellow labourers ?
The investigation which I have just ide, for example, ought to have
devolved into far other hands than mine. I have striven to render it
at least not inaccurate, but it ought to have been undertaken by those
who could have given it a value much higher than this negative qua-

"The sanatory condition of the poor is however the more immediate
subject of the excellent and most philanthropic pamphlet before us.
The writer has chosen for his motto the following forcible passage
from the writings of one whose affectations of language cannot whoUy
obscure the beauty of his thoughts Carlyle.

—

Health is a great matter, both to the possessor of it and to others.
On
the whole, that humorist in the Moral Essay was not so far out, who
deter-

mined on honouring health only and so, instead of humbling himself to the
high-born, to the rich and well-dressed, insisted on doffing hat to the healtliy
coronctted carriages, with pale faces in them, passed by as failures,
miserable
and lamentable trucks with ruddy-cheeked strength dragging at them, were
greeted as successful and venerable.
For does not health mean harmony, the
synonym of all that is true, justly ordered, good? is it not, in some sense,
the net total, as shewn by experiment, of whatever worth is in us
?
The
healthy man is a most meritorious product of nature, so far as
he goes. A
healthy body is good but a soul in right health, it is the thing
beyond all
others to be prayed for; the blessedest thing this earth receives of
heaven."
;

:

;

;

:

m

litication.

H. C.

REVIEWS.
Condition of the Lower Class of DmUiiigs,
witn an Jipi^endtT, containing Plant and Tat/itn.
By the Rev.
CilAUi.ES (jutDLiiSTONE, A.M., Ri.ctor of AUWrley Cheshire,
Longman, 1S15, 8vo. pp. 92.

tellers on

the

Ujiheallhy

—

T.ie ianatury condition of our large towns has for

some time past

Mr. Girdlestone's pamphlet is professedly founded on the first Report of the Health of Towns' Commission. He first of all brings
proofs
of the accuracy of the inquiry, by explaining the manner in
which it
has been conducted, and then enters upon the several subjects
of unhealthy influences, defective drainage, insufficient supply of
water,
&c., but as we have already devoted much space to the subject,
we
can only avail ourselves very partially of the valuable
information

We

which he has collected.
have selected the following passages
from the chapters on Drainage and Ventilation.

We

are daily bringing into our streets and our abodes both
water from
springs, and wells, and rivers, and also various other matters,
liquid and solid,
for food and for many other uses ; of which matters, a very
large amount',
and ultimately the whole, or nearly so, becomes refuse, and must somehow
b- got rid of.
Now a perfect system of sewers is adapted for the di^pj-al of
all such refuse matters, whether liquid or solid
the one helping to tioat
away the other, and the rain as it falls washing all out clean. And
such a
system, to be perfect, must clear off every kind of refuse out of
the precincts
of the house and of the town, before it has begun to decompose
and putrifv ;
and then the town atmosphere would not only be as drv as that
of the country, hut as free from everything that is offensive and
injurious, as far at least
as this refuse matter is concerned.
Hut if there be no etfijient public seners
if the refuse be merely put out of sight in cesspools
and dust bins or in
sewers, which, for want of a proper fall, are full of stagnant
filth, and act as
extended cesspools; if tliere be no drains from each house into
the public
sewers, and no traps or valves, or fla)is, at each opening
of sewer and of
drain
if there be no good pavement, nor any well
formed roadway impervious to moisture; in such a case, and in propoition as these
several points
have iQ any case been neglected, there, not only the rain, but
a 1 ih;

;

water
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sed for wasliing, cooking, and manufacturing, however filthy it may have
Pecome, and all the refuse and excreinental matter of every kind, accuraulat'ng hour by hour, and day by day, and year by year, except so far as it may
be partially removed by the olTensive and degrading process of manual labour,

Independently indeed of this hindrance, the general un.
healthiness of the atmosphere of towns has a most injurious efl'ect on the relations of society, by inducing all who can afford it, including in some cases
even the clergy and the meilical practitioners, to remove into the suburbs.
And yet the actual presence, and the familiarly known habits of a Christian
family, the sanctifying influences of a Christian home, as an accessible centre
of the charities of life, and an energetic source of their diffusion, these are
amongst the chief means of doing good to our fellow creatures, whatever be
our rank or calling for these no subscriptions to societies, no attemlance at
committee meetings, can avail as substitutes; these tell better even thaa
visiting in private, or than preaching in public.

must be left to rot on the surface, and to sink into the soil, liable to be stirred
up anew by each shower that falls, and ready to yield to the sun as it shines,
and to the wind as it blows, vapour charged and tainted with disease and
death.

We find an intelligent physician giving it as his opinion, and proving it by
a very remarkable Table of Mortality, that the true cause of the periodical
cholera, so generally ascribed to the abundance of fruit, is to be found in " the
miasmata evolved from stagnant water, or impure drains, by the heat of

;

The tables at the end of the pamphlet exhibit, by direct ealcuUtiot7,
the effects of drainage and ventilation on health in large towns.
Different schemes for ventilation, and methods of improved sewerage
are also exhibited, but these have for the most part been already laid
before our readers.
must therefore refer those who are desirous
for further information, and are unwilling to examine the voluminous
Official Reports, to the excellent abstract contained in the present
pamphlet. The following eloquent reflections with which it concludes
shall be our last extract.

summer."
expense incurred by conferring monopolies on water
companies, it is shewn, that in Liverpool the public are paying six times the
cost incurred by the company.
And as to the supply thus exorbitantly paid
for, " In the poorer neighbourhoods there is usually a cock in each court, and
the inhabitants carry it and store it in jngs or wooden vessels, from day to
day.
But compared with the dense population the supply is totally inadequate.

As

to the wasteful

We

We

regret that we are obliged to pass over mucli that is interesting'
but the following passages recapitulating the miscellaneous unhealthy
influences are so forcible that we cannot venture to omit them.

There was indeed a country once, in which every man dwelt under his own
vine, and under his own fig tree; there was a law by which no man's portion
of land could be permanently alienated
and there was a woe denounced
against those who "join house to house, and lay field to field, till there be no
place, that they may dwell alone in the miilst of the earth."
I need not say

From the employments of peace let us turn for a moment to the scenes of
warfare.
If ever a town is to the utmost degree unhealthy, it is a town in a
state of siege, or of blockade
its homes doubly crowded by its defenders and
their retinue, and the wounds which man purposely inflicts on man added to
But not only besieged
the ills which by negligence be entails upon himself.
towns and fortresses, camps also in the open country, and barracks in the
town,
have
deadly
proof
of the injury to
healthy suburbs of a
often given

;

;

what commonwealth that was, nor whence that civil polity was derived, nor
how differently our own is constituted, nor how much we lose by wholly
overlooking those divinely revealed principles of society, which, with due accommodation to varying circumstances, must ever be of value to all mankind.
Enough that we bear in mind this consequence of our own system of things,
namely, that with few exceptions, the working man cannot ever have the interest of owner, or even of leaseholder, in the place of his abode
and hence
has no voice in settling its original construction, nor any power to alter it, or
to adapt it to his wants.
So much the more obviously is it the duty of the
lan<llord to study, not simply his own gain, but the health, the convenience,
and the decent habits of his tenantry. .\nd so much the more is it incumbent on the higher classes of society, generally, to devise and to promote the
means of bringing it to pass, that if a man be diligent, frugal, sober, honest,
and desirous of living in a healthy and decent home, he shall at least have
the option of procuring one.
This is at present a sheer impossibility, to
many of those who dwell in towns, and to not a few dwellers in the country;
a fact which ought to be well weighed by those whom it most deeply concerns, the great proprietors of the soil.
And to those who are merely occupiers, and who would fain have better dwellings to occupy, I would say. This
is a point much better worth your striving after earnestly, than those various
questionable objects, to which your attention is apt to be turned by your deluded or designing leaders.
Be assured, that your best way to emerge from
the hardships of your present condition, is, first, to practise, under any circumstances, honesty, sobriety, frugality, and diligence
and nest to direct
your energies to objects, in which all classes, and all parties, must admit the
reasonableness and justice of your claims.
Such must be your contribution
to a cause, to which I hope that all will contribute something.
For my own
part, if I can do little more than write in your behalf, I feel thankful to have
been led to do thus much.
how I could have better spent the
I know not
time, than in digesting these letiers from the voluminous Report on the unhealthy condition of your dwellings.
Nor could I by any other means have
satisfied myself, after evidence so clear of evils so painful to contemplate, except by doing the best I could towards promoting their redress.

health sure to arise, however sound men may be in constitution, however
well clothed and well fed, if they abide in a site which wants drainage, or
their refuse is not duly removed, or where there is no adequate supply
of fresh air. Not to go back to ages when these matters were never so much as
thought of, the records of the last great European war would prove, if they were
examined with a view to this point, that however many lives were lost in
battle, many more were sacrified in swamps and in crowded hospitals, beneath suffocating tents, or between the decks of heavy laden transports. A
case is mentioned incidentally, in the evidence, of " 2,000 British seamen
dying in one fleet from fever and want of ventilation." The state of things,
till of late, universal on board of ship, is indeed one of the most striking
proofs of how much health depends on due attention to the supply of pure
water and fresh air. However exhilirating the atmosphere on deck, the
amount of sickness, often very great indeed, always bears proportion to the
closeness and the filthiness belovT.
And they who are borne round the world
by winds upon the ocean become victims of "ship fever," as it is called, because in the interior of the vessel, where they eat, and rest, and sleep, they
stint themselves in fresh air to breathe, and in clean water to wash with,
whilst they have an unlimited supply of both close at hand.

where

;

;

Even when the individuals who generate the poison remain free from its
they may communicate the fei-er to others, as was the case in what is
known, from that circumstance, as the Black Assize at Oxford in 1477, where
the Lord Chief Baron, the sherifli', and about 300 more, (all who were present
iu the court,) were infected by the prisoners, and died within forty hours;
and also in the famous Old Bailey session of May, 1750, in which most of
those present who occupied one side of the court, (including the Lord Mayor,
two of the judges, and one of the aldermen on the bench,) so as to receive
the emanatious from the prisoners' bodies, contracted fatal typhus.
effects,

On

the repulsive subject to wliicli we have alluded concerning the
crowding large uunibeis of the poor into confined places, the
lias most pertinent remarks.
The picture which lie presents is
a melancholy one indeed, but there is no room for hoping that it is
overcharged. The facts presented are decisive as to the extent of
the evil the records of demoralisation in this pamphlet, it is not necessary for us to repeat; it is enough that they have been published
once.
prefer rather to give in Mr. Girdlestone's own wordsi, a
general statement, fully authorized by the evidence before him.

It is clear that the subject of these pages must occupy far more attention and more active exertion than have hitherto been devoted to
it.
The inadequacy of private benevolence to remove the evil is evident, and it is intolerable that any dissension should occur to delay the
enactment of suitable legislative provisions. Whatever may be the
heat of political discussion, the health
the morality the existence
of the people is a question in which there can be but one party
tbe

effects of

writer

—

—

We

We are thus brought to the lowest point of moral degradation, the corruption and decay of natural affection that havoc of the conjugal and parental ties which severs the first bonds of all human society.
Henceforth
there is no foundation left for the true principle of social and political morality, namely, the love of each man for his neighbour as a fellow member of
Nor is it possible that this state of things can extend
the body politic.
widely, or last long, in one class of the community, without in some measure
infecting all the rest.
Repulsiveness begets repulsion
hate, hatred
and
jealousy, suspicion.
In the lack of all neighbourly communion between the
employed and their employers, there is room for a state of feeling which is
described by one of the witnesses as common among men " not necessarily
hardhearted." " They form a low estimate of the value of life and health.
A man dies, and another replaces him without cost to his employer hut if
it were a horse or a dog, the owner wovdd have to pay for a new one.
This
makes all the dilference." And as to the neighbourly visitation of the poor
by the wealthy, the surrounding circumstances of indecency often absolutely
preclude the gentle and soothing agency of such kindness on the part of

—

—

nation.

;

;

[Sept.

female neighbours.

The Fanner's Boy and other Rural Tales. By Bloomfield.
Illustrations by Cooptu, Taylor, and Webster.
London
ISmo.
Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row.

:

With
Van

The above work has been sent to iis from the publisher, but the
subject does not come within the province of this journal
the book is,
can, howmoreover, a reprint of the known works of Bloomfield.
ever, bear testimony to the great beauty of the vignette woodcuts with
which these poems are adorned. They absolutely rival the sharpness
and delicacy of steel engravings. The typographical elegance, also,
of this work is in no way inferior to that which characterizes the other
books of the same publisher.
;

We

;

:
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ON THE TROPER DEPTHS BELOW WATER MARK
FOR DRAINAGE.

CILLS USED
By

F. Bashforth, B. A.,

-

.

*'

.

Engineers

;ire divided in llifir 0[)inions respecting; the proper
'low low water rn.irk at vvliieli llie cills of sluices, etn|iluyed
ill draiiiiiifj li.w land, ouglil to l)e jilaced.
It appeals to me lliat a few
simple niailiem Uical consideralioiis will set tlie matter at rest. The

depllis

I)

and salt water is well known
f ict that the tides flow up the bottom of
the fresh water in their progress, and that large
livers, siieli as the Oronoco, at their monlhs, form inimense havs of
Jic^h water, the fresh water swimming on the surface
we learn that
tlie dill'crence of those densities is such as cannot be neglected.
diftereiK-e lietweeii the densities of fre<h

rivers, elevating

—

Let the figure represent a section of the water-gate
O A, cajiable of turning about O. Let the surfaces of the
fresh and salt water be at B ajid B' respectively, when
the momenta of the two pressures tending to turn the
gate equal

B

AM =x

\

A

)

B'

P,

= X'

tlie

B'

I
/

=

O A=

density of the |

.

In the

•
.

first

*

-

,r'

=

1-03{1

- 15}

-

X

=

1-03

=

=

-

6-1

-G

ft.

=

AB

=:

j

p

(/

A

= ^ foot.

^

foot.

with the cill must be greater than that of the fresh wafer in that plane ;
and consequently, at every orifice, below some point C, the salt will
flow inio the fresh water, and above that point the fresh water will
flow into the sea.
In no case can B be less than about
V- foot higher
in

that case the

moment

of the pressure

less thau that of the sea,

"of

the fresh

and consequently the gate

When there is a fall in a river of three or four inches per mile, it
becomes o( the greatest possible importance that not even one inch
should be throvpn away by an erroneously constructed sluice.
It is to
such cases that this investigation is intended to applv. If the densities of the two waters had been the same, the lower'the cill the more
water would be discharged.

\ water.

width of the sluice

Pressure of the fresh water ou

ft.

These examples are not supposed to belong to any particular ca'<e,
it was necessary to make numerical applications of
equation (1.)
to show clearly the result of calculatioj.
We thus see that it is possible that the moment of the water lending to open the gates may
be
greater than that tending to keep them closed, but that when the gate
Jiisl opeiix the pressure of the salt water in the same horizontal plane

water would be
would be closed.

^'^^^^

41

-45-32

but

than B', for
h

we get

( 1)

a
1-02 ft.nearlv
1-02
1-00
-02

we get
X -x'

case

=

=
=

=

;

and from the aeknowledoed

O

15 X-

Fdlow of SI. John's Colkge, Cambridge.

)

feet/

substituting in

-3 X

ti77

1 foot

=15

/i

Ot''

=

BJ

='l'-2-

A

B=fBA=

Distance of cent, of press, below
% x.
Moment of the pressure of the fresh water tending to turn the

O

gate about

Similarly,

gate

= i-^-Lf!
moment

of the pressure of the sea tending to turn the
s

=

the opposite direction

in

OBLIQUE ELLIPTIC ARCHES.
W.

Sir— In the essay on Oblique Bridges by G.
Buck, Esq., he considers it not imperative on the engineer to erect oblique elliptical
arches, as they may generally be made segmental, and for that reason

(/,.

p'

I

0-v)-

has not considered the subject; as they sometimes are erected I send
you the following elucidation descriptive of a bridge of that form, of
siindiar dimensions to those over the line on the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway, showing how it may be constructed according with his
principles by converting the ellipse into circular arcs.
If
it worth the attention of your readers I will be obliged
insertion in your valuable Journal.
Fig. 1. Development of elliptical arch crossing at an angle of

scientific

These are supposed equal

!-?i£%J_-^)

.'

— 'P'^"'

you consider
by

its

or

X^-ihx'^:=^(!c''-Zhx')
^'"

.b^rLw

i:^::r

,n::l^^

.'

a:=

It will

^ '^^^

'''='°-'

= M.20and^ =
-3x

20.r=

or;!;s

equa

'^

be found on

trird

= 1.03

-^

(1.)

that

O

is

H

feet

J°3^^.^3

x 3G{6-60}

_ GO a^ = 2002-32
that
= G-1 feet verv nearly satisfies this
,r

ence we see that tl,e fresh water
must be about! o a
Mgher than the sea water, when the
tendency of the gate t"o turn
^'^'"^"Sl" tl.is point would fr^equently be
lound
undw:;r,'i:vnr"''-T'°-,worthy of consideration, it is not the
most important.
'"?'®, """ P''^«'"''''s of the /resh and salt waters at
noints
in
.n 7i
the horizontal plane passing
^
through A. Then we have
.on.

oot

1

•

100

V
tlie c.

103

se,.instead of the fresh

X
X

G-1

GK)

6

CIS

water rushing out the

salt

water would

If tl'e fresh Taer
"' ''" <="•
"ome'eirjal d""f ' "T ""'f' ''T''
^''" '"'^'"'' "^ "'^ ^^^' ""-" =>» ^lo"g
he e^ll rthe wtl S'"
^'"' °^ "" "'""'"S) ^Le pressures of the twf

be'

f i'T

would be^eqnah
low water

mark-the

point

O

being, as before,

H feet above

A

C D D' represents the skew of the bridge, and C F
its development; the line C K, to which the courses of the arch must
be parallel, should be theoretically at right angles to C F, but when it
does not suit the division of the courses it requires to be adjusted to
the nearer course, in this case it is made to join the seventh ; the
checks on the impost are at right angles to C D.
G0° 50'.

the sur-

GD

Fig.

1.
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Dimensions and Calculations.

AB
OE
A

width of arch on the square

height of arch
A' depth of arch at springing

E T

ditto

at

*

BFor AEB=:^/

crown

AB28 + 20E12

AB»28^ + 20E122

'

'''

^

i

31416
2

\ C width of arch on the skew =

sin obi. 60' 50'

;

R

:

AB

:

AC

28:

=32-065

=15-627
B C = R cosin obi. 60° 50' A C 32065 B C
C L external width of bridge including projection of arch-stones
:

:

11

:

:

•

..

..

in.

BC
^.ngle BFC = BF32-626
CF = sin BFC 25° 35' 35" R
:

:

••

::R: tan BFC
B C 15'627 CF

15-627
:

:

..

17-25
25° 35' 35"

:

Convenient number of voussoirs, 31
Of 36-175
rj

Thickness of ditto

C D from

17-25:

D K=

—

face to face of springer

=R

:

cosin obi. 60o 50"

:

:

CL

CD

=19-755

=8-169

7 courses x the thickness 1-167

AngleDCKadjusted = CD 19-755 DK8-169::
C M axial length=R cot D C K 24° 25' 14"
:

:

:

32-626:

CM

Development of half

..

..

the

R :sinDCK
:

BF

Arch C, I, m, n, o,p, q,
Heads of Arch-stones.

or

to

24° 25' 14"

MI
..

..

ri'85

obtain the bevels for

BE

into a convenient number of parts and lay them on B/,
Divide
dravf lines parallel to B C and the ordinates will be found by similar
6' ; 6'm' and F B :
F 6 : 6m.
B :
:
: :
:
triangles, as

Then V m'

BC
A
— bh=zh m.

A

BC

[Sept.
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781
401

r>

:

:

:

:

2

B

fig.

2

fig.

2

BO
BO

fig.

A/

-12
' 38'

.

:

:

A c =
A d =
A e =

59

A B-Rad 2"9.'i x2
BC = AB J!ix3U16-r 2
..
A E = sinobl. GO'^50' R:: AB5-59 AE
A B 559 B E
B E = K cotan ohl. GO' 50'
Angle BCE = nC 8/81 B E 3-12 :: R tan BCE
EC = 6inBCE 19o38';58-:R::BE3-12:EC
Angle GE11 = DCK, fig. 1
GE = R cot G Ell 24° 25' 14" :: GH or B C 8-781 :GE..
B D •= A B 5-59 + 2 B B' 2 50 =diamof extrado 8-09 x 3-1416-r
2 = BD
Angle I1E1 = GE 19-337 :GIorBD 12-708 ::R tanGEI =
33 18 44", and G EI 33° 18' 44"-GEll 24° 25' 14" =

14
14
14

A/ 16032
A/ 16 032
A/ 16-032

:

:

:

B

c 4-65

:fig.

2
2

:fig.

2 Bfl 10-87

:

:

279

fig.

Hi

7-75

A

:

c

Ad

:

:

A»

>

5-325
8-875
12-447
16.032

38"

:

:

.318
'

25' 14"

-337

:

:

IIEI
1-25

Tuisling Rules.

0-19

the diff. of width
R tan II E I 8° 53' 30" the length 1-2
Distance apart on the inlrado ..
H
E to E I
on the extrado in the ratio of
Ditto
= 2-823
Templates
:

:

;

:

2-5
=

2-7

AC

Template

Teniplsle for checks of iotraclo.

checks of eilrado.

for

B

A-^
Bi'ing niip of

AB

on

tlie

divisions on the impost the template placed thereon,

and scored along

B C.

Point of tcccntricity on the centre line /or radiation of joints.
gs,
Rad. 2-795 cotan obi. 60° 50' tan G EI 33° 18' 44"= l-025

=

fig. 4.

The calculations to obtain the twist and eccentricity for the other
arcs are performed in a similar manner.
2nd Rad. 5-927.

Angle

HE

I

= 4° 5

1'

Aj,

r25
TwistiM/ Rules.

]

A^'

H_

Eccentricity

3rd Rad.

=

fig.

3

fig.

2

fig.

2
2

from semi-axis

fig.

AE «Y' = A^
BO 14 A/16-032
BO 14 A/16-032
BO 14 A/16-032

same

to ellipse are the

..

..

:

::

B/5-352

:

::

Bm

as in

:

::

:

3-2

..

AA

..

8-959 :Ai
Bra 11-698 Ay

..

..

:

6-136
10-259
13-395

distances from the serai-axis to the several centres are the
as calculated for fig. 2.

fig. 4, l-SStS.

H EI=

Angle

vertical heights

The
same

= Kr,

2-067.

=

AA =
A i =

1-25

\j2

The
fig 2.

23".

Fig.

1" 54' 4

2*7 = AA
mi = I

1-865
6-808

i

=jm 1396
6 =/« 25-219

nh
1-25

Rad 31-219-0 E

The

Twisting Rules.

Eccentricity

=6

4lh Rad. 19-727.

HEI=

1° 5' 8".

"

\n

2-795 eccent. j^ s
5-927
do.
A r
I q
12067
do.
19-727
do.
mp
31-219
n
do.

First joint on face At.
•458.

1-25

1^25

Twistinq Rules.

Rad
Rad
Rad
Rad
Rad

3-337.

g, fig. 4,

Angle

points of eccentricity are as calculated

^

Ag3-2
I

am,

:

gs

=
=
=
=
=

3.

fig.

1-025
1-856
3-337
5-243
8-1G6

1-025

:

Your obedient
Eccentricity

Perth,

= m/),

5th Rad. 31-219.

Angle

fig. 4,

Aug.

5,

A A'

1-431

HEI=

servant,

0' 40' 11".
1-2

Carlton Club.

—

It

appears that the members of the club are disposed
selection of designs for the enlargement of

to be very fickle respecting the

\n

Eccentricity

= no,

Aa

=

sinohl. C0°50'
fig. 1 A C '^joos

:

16-032

A

«

=

fig.

:: fig.

2

BO

R

:: fig.

=

A

They first selected a few eminent architects to furnish designs,
and awarded a premium of A'200 to Mr. Salvin for what they considered the
best design
and a second premium of f 100 to Mr. Hopper, for the second
best design.
Not satisfied, however, with these designs, they determined to
and after a severe conselect some other architects to make a new design
test, it was decided by 220 votes, to employ Mr. Basevi and Mr. Sydney
Smirke conjointly against 210 votes for Mr. Barry. The club appeart still to
be undecided, having by a late vote, we are informed, postponed the rebuilding for another year, when we suppose there will be another contest who

:

:

A/

/

;

;

A

A'
fig. 2

..
:; fig.

2

;

showing the direction of the

2 BS 1-25
16-032 and

Aa

2 Be-.55
16-032
14

8-166.

fig. 4,

Fig. 4. Elliptical arch on the skew,
face joints.

=

At

James Morice.

1845.

their club.

AA'

:

5-243.

1-25
Tvisting Rules.

:

Sir,

..

B
..

Bd

1-78

:

A*

14

;

1-431

A/
..

-63

..

2038

shall be the architect.

37*
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ANALYSIS OF THE ItErOUT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON

[Sept/

" In the details of the machinery, I conceive there are many objectionable
Of conrse, as a mere tbeoribt, I should speak with some hesitation resbut two or three of them must be obvious to any person. In
pecting them
the first place, circumstances, as I understand, compelled the constructors of
this line to place their engine at a considerable distance from the main. The
connecting pipe, which connects the main with the engine, is about a fifth
If the apparatus, the connecting tube
of the whole capacity of the main.
and the air.pump, had been, as they ought to have been, air tight, that would
not have been material; for it would have been a store of vacuum, a store of
power laid up for a subsequent emergency but as it is, one-fifth of the total
power expended in producing the vacuum is lost at every train, in consequence of this connecting pipe."
points.

ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAYS.

;

The

Report of the Commiltccr of the House of Commons on
en collated in aipliabetical arrangement for facility of refer,
is admirably drawn up, and the excellent copious index
has materially assistej us in completing our abstract.

following analysis of

Atmospheric HailiVdys
ence.

The

orrgina!

which accompanies

—

llie

lias b'

document
it

Accidents.
Reasons for considering tliat there would be more risk of
accidents upon a tingle atmospheric line than upon a double locomotive line

—

(Stephenso7i.)

"

I considered that question in the first instance, '^hen the matter was
me very carefully, and I cerlainly came to the conclusion that
the intersection of the lines would be attended with more risks on that sys.
teiu than on the locomotive system with two lines
I think the risk would
be considerably more I am aware that it has been proposed to make use of
what are called fixed points in the crossings at the stations, but if the car.
riages are to ran into a siding, or even to run past, which many of them must
do at the rate of 30 or 40 or SO miles an hour if this principle be adopted, I
say that the danger is very great.
The risk of getting off the line is principally confined to those points at crossings.
On locomotive lines we have no
accidents of any consequence away from those points leaving the stations,
the accidents are almost always where the points and crossings are those
require to be attended to by manual labour.
I prefer that a great deal to
the system of fixing points as it is termed, that is, self-acting self-acting
machinery has been applied in many cases to these very things for 9 or 10
years.
I have known them occasionly adapted to work by themselves; the
engine going in or out of the siding opened or shut the points as the engineer wished ; it is veiy easy to construct an apparatus of that kind, but it is
practically useless, and it has been already abandonetJ.
In the first instance
I tried it myself on the Birmingham line, but ;in the winter time, from a fall
of snow, and a severe frost after it, we found that the self.acting switches
were always wrong, and they got fixed and would not act at all, and therefore anything like a self-acting apparatus I hold to be in all cases extremely
dangerous and the fact is that all railway companies that I am aware of

brought before

;

;

;

;

;

have abandoned them.
Reasons for forming the opinion that the atmospheric system does not
give greater safely than the locomotive
at the same time there is no reason
for apprehending greater danger
(Lode.)
" It appears to me that the only reason why the atmospheric system could
be supposed to give additional security consists in the connexion between
llie tube and the carriage, tlie tube tending to keep it in connexion with the
line.
Now, there must be, as it seems to me, such a play between the piston
and the train, in order to allow for the inequalities of the surface, as to render any impediment upon the rail very likely to throw the train off quite as
likely as upon the present system of locomotives.
" I think that the locomotive system has one great advantage, in point of
security, which many persons may think a reason against it, and that is its
weight; I consider that the weight of the locomotive is one great source of
security, in all cases where it is carrying passengers.
I will give one or two
illustrations; I have known a very heavy rail, weighing about 70 lb. to the
yard, which had been put across the railway maliciously, cut in two by the
weight of the engine I believe if it had been a lighter carriage, it would
have inevitably thrown it oflf the line. That is one reason why I say that a
;

;

locomotive

a source

of security, rather than of danger.
Again, I should
say that in the case of most of the accidents that arose in the early part of
tlie working of railways, the vis inertia! of the engine and the tender had the
chief part of the shock when the trains had got otf the rails, and that saved
the passengers from what I would consider destruction.
So much was that
considered to be essential, that the Government, the Board of Trade, ordered
that an additional carriage, besides the tender and engine, should be placed
in front to prevent the train being broken to piece.
Now, I consider that
the efl"ect of the engine (which always takes the brunt of the ai-cident,
the
effect is broken, because the engine comes first) is not only to force away
any obstacle, but to resist the effect of tlie impetus upon the carriages that
are behind it
I believe that
if the engine and tender were not there, the
effect upon the first carriage would be as serious as it is now upon the engine,
the momentum being considered.
"Do you suppose that the evenness of way could be as well maintained if
you had the passage of locomotive, as it could be if you had simply the passage of passenger and luggage wagons ?— No, I think not but still I would
give that answer with some limitation; it is very true that there would be
more stress upon the hlm-ks of the road by a heavy train than by light earriages; but I do not think tlie wear and tear depends upon The mere weight
which has to be transported upon it, because the suhsiilencc, after every
shower of rain, and every frost, would be the same, whatever weight was
carried over it; and my opinion is, that tlie inequalities of the road are produced more by the clianges of the weather than by the effect of heavy weights
passing upon it
and moreover there are frequently as many as eight tons
carried on one carriage
and when you are carrying eight tons upon four
wheels, my opinion is that it has nearly as much effect upon the rail as the
locomotive, because in the locomotive the weight is more equal there is not
much more weight upon a locomotive with six wheels, than upon an ordinary
luggage wagon with four."
is

—

;

;

;

;

;

Air-pump. — Objections to the
— {Robinson.) on the Dalkey
to the air.pump

expansive principle of the engines applied
;
variable resistance in the air-pump,

line

;

—

The height of the arches on atmospheric lines
Arches.
as there will be no engine-funnel to pass under them.

may be

—

Atmospheric Resistance. The late arrival of trains on
{Stoptieiison.)
arisen mere from wind than anything else

all

reduced,

raihvavs has

—

In the event of a fracture of the axle of
Axles of Engines and Carriages.
could be removed from the line in five minutes
{Samiida.)
During the seven years that the London and Birmingham line has been
open, and 10,000,000 of miles have been traversed, there have been but two
accidents from the breaking of the axles of engines.
There is no reason to
believe that the amount of accident would be diminished by the atmospheric
system, as far as regards the breakage of axles of carriages the result would
probably be the same, supposing there to be no engine
{Stephenson.)
a carriage, it

—

;

Brealis.

—Carriages stopped by using powerful breaks:

necessary, from
the high velocity required, to have a break with a guard to every second
{Samudu.)
carriage, on the Dalkey line
it is

—

Bridges.
The bridges over the South Devon line, which is an atmospheric
of a less height by 18 inches than on locomotive lines; and those
under the railway are of less substance and strength than usual, as the weight
and vibration of the engines will be removed, and all the bridges and viaducts,
which are made of timber, are of a Ughter construction thau those on the
Bristol and Exeter railway.

line, are

Coal.

— Price

cost of coal

of coal upon the

an atmospheric

if

— Stephenson.

line

London and Birmingham line probable
were made from London to Birmingham
;

—

" What is the price of coal upon the London and Birmingham line
The
coal is about 14s., the same price as you buy coals at in the London market
but they get some coals upon the line, at Rugby, at about 9s. or 10s. all the
coal that they buy at this end of the line of course costs them the same as
If an atmospheric line were made from London to
in the London market.
Birmingham, the probability is that about lis. would be the cost of the
it
delivered
now from the Derbyshire colleries at Rugby
think
that
is
coal; I
at lis. a ton, and I do not think it could be materially reduced."
.'

;

—

On the atmospheric principle coUsions could not possibly
Collisions.
take place other than at the station with good regidations there is no reason to apprehend danger at the stations Lode.
;

—

In
Connecting Rod.
ton would proceed to
could then be sent, and
rod between the piston

tube

the event of the connecting plate breaking, the pisthe station without the carii.iges; another carriage
a vacuum again created
Sam7:da.
The connecting
and the carriage does not rub against the side of the

Gil/bons.

Con^rac/s.— Witness's brother estimated the' tubes at 4,000/. per mile;
Samuda's Ev.
they can be supplied at about 3,800/.

—

Relative expense of construction and maintenance
Cost of Construction.
Vignoles.
of the two lines
•'
In almost all cases 1 think the expense of the construction of a single
atmospheric line will be less than that of a locomotive double line, when you
add the cost of the locomotive power and all the fittings relating to the locomotive apparatus to tlie cost of the railway. I do not think I have any
but the price of iron at this moment is so very high, that protables here
If you take a double
bably it would affect the question in some degree.
locomotive railway per mile, laid down complete with 75 lb. rails, which are
now considered the best for locomotive lines, with the proportionate size of
chairs, the expense will vary from 5,000/. to G,000». a mile, according to the
Upon what lines have rails of that extreme weight been laid
price of iron.
On the Slidland Counties 75 lb. rails, and some of them 78 lb., and
down
Is not the tendency
there are cross sleepers. I was engineer for that railway.
Yes ; I proposed to put down 70 lb.
to make the rails heavier every year ?
for the rails, but the directors said that they would take the advantage of
;

.'

—

—

—

iron being cheaper, and would have rails laid down at 75 lb., and some are
The cost of the upper works of a single locomotive line (that is, after
781b.
the railway is prepared to receive the bed of rails) will vary from 5,000/. to

The London and Birmingliam cost, I think, on the average,
but then the price of iron was very high. I have laid down
have only cost 4,500/. a mile for the double line ; that
was when iron had got very cheap. The expense of workshops and everywith
that department is about 2,500/. a mile
connected
it is ranch
thing
more likely to be 3,000/. than 2,000/. Upon the Dublin and Kingstown 1
5,000Z.,
mile
full
perhaps
9,000/.
a
but
that
was
because
the
cost
the
found
line was only six miles long, and they have a large establishment of workOu the North Union it is about 2,000/. a mile. I have given the
shops.
variations iu cost dependent upon the price of iron and the weight of tbs
6,000/. a mile.
0,500/. a mile

;

lines of railway that

:

;

i
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tlie
tlifn in order to make the comparison we must have the size of
should say
pipes of the atmnspheric railway ; hut, taking it on tlie average, I
single
take
a
you
If
altogiMlier.
rail
lighter
that you can <lo with a very much
engines at
line of atmospheric railway, and say a 13 or 1 1-incli pipe, and
shoulil
every three or four miles, with the necessary air-pumps, and so on, 1
think th:it putting aside everything except the upper works, and in the one
power,
they
locomotive
of
tlie
other
the
and
in
stationary
power,
case of the
would he ahout the same perhaps the atmospheric would he 500/. a mile or

rails

;

;

U

inch tuhe, 1 should think it would he more.
countrv, would a 12-inch tuhe he sufficient.'— I shonld tliuik quite
the load, and
tufficicnt, hccause it is the size of llie tuhe which rcguhues
power to pass
therefore if a countrv be flat, you have a sufficient amount of
overcome the
over a level line, and von do not want an increased power to
equally affect
gravity of the planes.' Does a rise or fall in the price of iron
atmospheric, because
the tuhe and the rails.'— It would hear iiard up>in the
the
tube
is about 0[ie
weight
of
there is a large amount of iron required the

more cheaper.— If you took a
In a

flat

j

cwt. to the foot."
Observation as to Mr. Samuda's estimate of 1,300/. a mile, for workshops,
tools, water tanks, and matters of this description, being excessive— S/c;;/ientoti,

" Mr. Samucla has given an estimate of 1,300/. a mile for workshops, tools,
water-tanks, and matters of that description; do you consider that excesTliere is scarcely a line in the country that has anything like it e.\cppt
sive
I
the Uirmingham, and that is much beyond what is necessary, I think.
reckon upon other lines of railway sometliing like 2,000/. for locomotive enseveral
lines
here
the
cost
of
hare
on.
I
and
so
workshops,
carriages,
gincs,
of railway in this country, not first-class lines of railway, like the London
Tlie first is the Northern and
and liirrningham, but second-class lines.
Eastern, leading to Cambridge ; the cost of the carryini cstalilisliment upon
Can you separate the engines from the
that is 1,700/. a mile altoge'lher.
other items .'—No, but if you take one engine for two or three miles, it is
.'

amplv sufficient J in fact, they have not that upon several lines that have
Does that include the water-tanks .'—Yes, everything
considerable traffic.
upon the York and North Midland, which has a complicated traffic, and a
Upon the Birmingham and Derby,
large traffic, the cost is 2,5S2/. per mile.
before the amalgamation took place with tlie Midland, the cost was 1,840/.
I would observe, that this bad reference to what I should call sea mile.
I assumed it in my report at
cond-class railways in trunk lines of country.
;

l.iO,000/. for shops and apparatus at the various stations, when I was making
the comparison between the atmospheric system upon any line and the locomotive system, and I am sure that that l.'iO.OOO/. is more than is necessary.
I assume that Mr. Sanuida must have taken that as the criterion wlien he
stated that 1,300/. a mile is necessary; whereas there is not another line in
the kingdoiu that is anything like it, and I assumed 150,000/., because I
could not prorurc the exact sum from the office; but the probability is, that
In judging of the expenses of a line of
I took it 50,000/. more than it was.
railway to he made now, we must not take the London and Uirmingham as
I think it is a most
In the carrying establishment, I think not
a fair tfst
extravagant carrying establishment, because I had there to consult the roniThe carriages are exceedingly
fort and the caprice sometimes of the public.
take the Great Wesinferior to the carriages upon the other superior lines
they are inferior to the Great Western carI do not think that
tern line ?
You
Yes, but a large house may he very bad.
They are smaller
riages.
I never was."
are very much cramped when you travel any long distance
The immense number of crossings, and the variable
Crossings of Lines.
nature of them in their positions, that would be required for the working of
the London and liirmingbam railway, supposing it to have been a single line,
and showing the meetings of the trains .it dilfercnt points (S!ej>fieiison.)
"With a view of explaining the effect of intersections by a single tube, I
will just read, if the Committee will allow me, a paragraph from my Keport
'
Suppose, for example, a line of railway 112 miles length were divided into
stages of 35 miles each' (that is, supposing the London and liirmingbam
linej, 'as proposed by the inventors; if a train were dispatched from each
end, every half hour, for 12 hours' (which was the assumption), and the
speed of about 37 miles per hour, including the stoppages for trafiic,' which
would really require a speed much beyond what has been attained under any
there would be a train in
circumstances at present with a moderate load,
motion at every 10 miles of line, and each train in its journey would meet
II other trains, with whose progress it would interfere: in short, cac/i train
vould of necnssil ij be stopped 1 1 times, and delayed nntil tlie train occtipying
the section of tube had quilled it, and the tube had been again exhausted.
Such a scries of stoppages would, it is plain, give rise to so great an amount
of delay as would render the use of a double line of tube absolutely imperative.
In the example just brought forward by way of illustration, the mean
ipeed assumed is 37 miles per hour, the vxhole time of the journey would
therefore he three hours,' supposing no stoppages to take place ; ' but the 1
stoppages occupying at least 10 minutes each, which is very considerable below what practice would require, would, notwithstanding the great velocity
assumed, extend the time to five hours ;' that is, notwithstanding the liigli
average rate of speed of 37 miles |ier hour assumed.
But let it be reineinbercd that these stojipages cause additional meeting of trains;' because the
the allowance of time for stoppages increased the time from three hours to
five hours.
In those two additional hours there must he four more trains
dispatched from the other end
therefore, instead of meeting 11 trains you
would meet 15, in consequence of the stoppages. In fact, as the true ii-o.le
of considering this question of working by a single tube, you must take this
.'

—

;

;

—

.'

—

.'

—

—

'

—

—

'

'

;
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axiom, that whatever your intervals are you must meet a train every
that is, if you take half-hour intervals you must meet a train
an hour; if you dispatch a train every quarter of an hour,
you must meet a train upon the line every 7} minutes. 1 will take this case:
London to Birmingham at 12 o'clock, and I intend getting there
I start from
at three; 1 must meet all the trains that are dispatched from Birmingham
betwd'n 12 and three; but I must also meet those which were di-patched
from Biriuingham at nine o'clock, because they are all on the road too; and
therefore, if you have to work with a single tube, and to run the distance in
three hours, you must meet all the trains that are dispached in six hours.
That applies, in a remarkable way, to the atmospheric and the locomotive
systems, for all experience on railways at present leads to the concentr.ition
of trains, and not to the division of them, that may be said to be the effect
Suppose we admit that for the sake of argument.
of the locomotive system.
On tlie other hand, the atmospheric system, in order to make it work with
as an

half interval

;

evt-ry i|narter of

the greatest possible economy, requires the greatest possible division as rethe power; because as I have stated that when the vacuums were
low, the velocity attained might he high, but with a high vacuum the velocity could not be high, therefore the atmospheric diff-rs from the locomotive
system in rather requiring a subdivision of traffic, whereas the locomotive
requires a concentration of trathc.
But then the very circumstance which
the atmospheric requires to make it work economically is fatal to it practically, because, as you divide the trains and dispatch tliem every quarter of
garrls

an hour, the inter^ectious become so numerous, that you would not get to
Blrniingham in 10 hours, as shown in my Report, because twice the time
would be employed in stoppages that you wonld he passing from place to
Iilace.
This is not a theoretical view, but it is a matter of fact which every
one may test."

—

Dalkey Line. Nnmher of trains run on the Dalkey line during the eleven
months previously to 1st March, 1815; aggregate number of coaches ; number of passengers ; items of the expense of the Dalkey line during the above
eleven mouths, with explanation of these items
(ISergin.)
" The sum paid for coals during the 12 months for the steam-engine was

sum

paid to the engine-men, the stokers, and others conthe engine-bouse, was 302/. 5s. Crf, then the supplies
and things of that sort, amounted to 43/. 4</.; the
wages of mechanics employed in repairs of those accidents of which I have
alr^-ady spoken, as well as the ordinary current re]iairs, amounted to \V7l.
5s. 3d.
the cost of materials consumed by them was 112/. 17*. 2(/.; and
there ncre some little petty expenses, 21. Sd.
luaking a total charge for the
steam-engine and air-pump on the Dalkey line, 1,124/. lis. 2rf. The expense of the main, travelling, piston, and valve, including the wages of the
valve men, and all, is 271/. Is. 6r/. for the eleven months.
The result of all
is. that the total cost of the locomotive power (haulage is the general termj
and of the maintenance of way, have together amounted to 9-nj(/. per train
per mile.
It may be well here to state some particulars as to the valve composition
I find, from the experience we have bad, that it costs Is. per pound
as at present made.
If the whole main and valve were cleared from composition, the quantity necessary to put it in proper working condition would
be ^ths of a pound per yard, or 1,408 lb. per mile, and the expense of lay.
iiig it would be about 10/. to 12/.
This, however, being done in the first
instance does not, according to my experience, require any thorough renewal.
Small bits do occasionally break olT, and each poli e or other man
along tbe line has at all limes a small supply vuth him for the purpose of repairing any such loss.
The entire quantity used in this way tliroughout tbe
whole term of our working did not exceed 14 lb. per week this is included
in the sum 1 have already given."
4C7/. 4s. 3d.; the

stantly

employed

of

tallow, waste,

oil,

in

;

;

;

:

:

The Dalkey line is If statute miles
{ISergin.)
than Kingstown
Dalkey

to

Bray.

—

in length.

Dalkey

is

71^ feet higher

atmospheric line is proposed from Dalkey to Bray,
(Samuda.)
Kingstosrn and Dalkey railway

.\n

in continuation of the

Electric Telegraph.

— Though of very great assistance

in

working economi-

by no means indispensable {Samuda.)
" If either from the electric telegraph not acting well, or from any other
cause, the men did not pay attention to the notice given by the telegraph,
by the very nature of the power, the vacuum would accommodate itself to
the load which it had to draw."
The atmospheric system cannot be applied without great difficulty, unless
(Bidder.)
the electric telegraph be used
" Now, with an electric telegraph on a railway, whether with two lines
or a single line, I do not believe that an accident could occur, except from,
I might almost use the expression, malicious negligence, because, vihere the
train is, and what it is doing, and all tbe circumstances connected with it, is
always known at every part of the line, and it can only therefore be by absolutely running, with a full knowledge of the train coming into it, that an
We have an
accident can happen upon a line worked upon either system.
that line has been at
electric telegraph on the Yarmouth and Norwich line
cally, it is

;

work for nearly a twelvemonth, and with perfect safety. With respect to
every train, as it starts from one station, before it starts, notice of its starting is sent throughout the line, and an answer is received from every station
till they have this answer, the train should
to say that everything is clear
not start, and as it comes in sight of every station, information is given of it
and if that train were to break down, there would be no uncertainty with
respect to it.
Suppose the train has started, and anything has broken down,
:

they will

know

it

iraiuediately throughout the line, and, therefore, starting
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my

view of the case, to malicious neamount, in
in the teeth of that, would
there but from that cause."
gligence, and no accident could happen

Embankments.

Ennme Houses.

See Gradients,

— The

nies like gothic towers,

will

II.

consume

their

own smoke.

—

Number and wages of engine-men and stokers
Enr/ine-men and Stokers.
required according to the time during which trains may run.
Express Trains. They would not be necessary on atmospheric lines workOn long lines with long intervals between the trains,
ing constant trains.

—

(Cubill.)
express trains might be started between such trains
The reduction of the fares on the Dublin and Kingstown line has
fares.
(Berjim.)
passengers—
caused a great increase in the number of

—

—

Some of the German lines are single lines, as are nearly
Foreign Railways.
the whole of the Belgian ; the French are all double lines— (iocie.)
On the Dalkey line the inside of the tube is quite smooth; the
Friction.
When the piston comes out of the tube there
the piston requires no tallow.
{Gibbons.)
is scarcelv anv perceptible heat
M. Hailett estimated the friction of the piston carriage, and lifting up, and
On the Dalkey line there is not much wear
sealing the valve, at 35 lb. only.
upon the piston, which has a good deal of play {Robinson.)

—

—
— The consumption of coat on the Blackw

The frost has not affected the longitudinal valve on the Dalkey
Frost.
{Gibbons.)
it only requires a composition to be applied to it—

line;

Fuel.

all

Railway

is

at the rate of

power for every hour during which the engine is at work.
coke were used instead of coal the cost would not materially vary. On
{Field.)
the Croydon line coke or anthracite coal will be used
5 lb. per horse

If

—

The gauge of the South
Gauge.
{Brunei.)
the Great Western

Devon

line will

be the same as that of

—

Gradients :— I. Generally. II. Opinions as to the superiority of the
atmospheric system over the locomotive in ascending steep gradients. III.
Opinion that good gradients are more essential on the atmospheric plan. IV.
Gradients on various lines.— 1. Dalkey line. 2. London and Croydon line.
3.

South Devon

powers. If you wish to gain velocity you must either increase your power
or diminish the load ; but the condition under which you increase the power
by increasing your vacuum, which is a more lavish expendilue of power.
If you were told that it was possible to increase the diameter of the tube in
proportion to the resistance from the gradient, in that case you would no
I should, even more so than before.
longer hold that objection to be valid?
If I increase the size of the tube, I diminish
Will you explain your reason ?
But you must increase the
with
the
same
engine.
the velocity immediately,
engine ?
then it is a greater expenditure of power."
power becomes extravalocomotive
in
100
the
exceeding
1
In gradients
gant ; upon a gradient of 1 in 100, in certain states of the rad, the locomotive loses its bite; it slips ; this slipping begins at about 1 in 176, or less
than that sometimes {Stephenson.)
" Will you state the gradient upon that
IV. London and Croydon Line.
Ihe extreme
portion of the Croydon line which you are about to open ?
What is the gradient of the parallel locomotive line ?
gradients are I in 50.
I will explain to the Committee how that
It is level at the same place.
is
in passing from the Dartmouth Arms, where we begin our first experi.
ment to Croydon, the Dover and Brighton Unes branch out I was determined not to interfere with those lines; I took therefore, so to speak, a
flying leap quite over them, so that you will very soon see, 1 hope, a locomotive line with an an atmospheric line going over it, with a rise and a
descent again of I in 50 that viaduct is nearly completed ; it is rather a
What is the length of that
curious thing in the construction of railways.
The length would he 50 times 20 feet, or theregradient on each side i
They are very
abouts about 1,000 feet. What are your other gradients
flat
1 in 300, and 1 in 400, and so on ; we shall have one gradient of three
miles long at 1 in 100 ; that will be the second essay, and will not be finished
quite so soon as the first six miles in going from London ; but upon the first
atmospheric line now in construction we shall go three miles level, three
miles up a gradient of 1 in 100, three miles nearly level, and then half-a-mile
up and down 1 in 50, and then level again to Croydon." {Cubitt's Ev.)
South Devon Line. "There will be very severe gradients upon the South
Devon line, but not upon that portion which will be opened in July the
portion which will he opened in July will be the first 20 miles out of Exeter,
is

engine houses on the Croydon line will have chim-

and

(I) It is the intention of the Dublin and Kingstown Railway Company, in
the event of getting their line from Kingstown to Bray (7 miles), to make
the highest point at the centre. One engine at the summit is capable of
drawing three and-a-half miles each way; the descent will be done by gra{Bergin )
vitation
(II.) " When the locomotive engine is drawing a load upon a level, the
traction per ton is of course considerably less than when it is drawing it up
a steep incline ; but at the time of drawing it up a steep incline, the locomotive engine necessarily requires an additional power to overcome its own
gravity, and is consequently not prepared to give the train even the same
amount of power it had been able to afford it on the level, at the very time
the train requires a greater amount of power."
Superiority of the atmospheric principle in ascending steep gradients ; disadvantages under which a locomotive engine labours in this respect exem{Samuda.)
plified
" There is no atmospheric railway but the Dalkey line in existence; some
But that from Vienna
gradients upon the South Devon line will be 1 in 40.
to Schonbrunn, which is now in the course of construction, admits of a graafter passing Schonbrunn
It is a parabola in section
dients of 1 in 30 ?
and getting to the upper end, it finishes with a gradient of 1 in 30. No,
they go from 1 to 100 and 1 in 80, and they get to the 1 in 30 at last but
on the railway that is now about to be laid down from Paris up to St. Germain's, I have recommended the adoption of the terrace at an inclined plane
I strongly recommended a 1 to
of 1 in 30 and I believe it will be adopted
30 gradient for the last mile up to St. Germain's, with a lofty viaduct across

when

—

;

;

;

the Seine.

Tak(III.) Good Gradients are more essential on the Atmospheric Plan.
ing high velocities into account, good gradients are positively more essential
upon the atmospheric than upon the locomotive principle {Stephenson.)
" The moment you get into bad gradients you must have a high vacuum to
overcome the resistanee, because the word " gradient" is merely an equivaIt is absolutely nothing else, because whether you have
lent for " load."
resistance by gravity or resistance by load upon a level, it is precisely the
jame thing. There has been a great deal of misunderstanding, I am perfind that the atmospheric requires to work at
suaded, upon this point.
a vacuum of 16 inches upon a level the more it deviates from that vacuum,
or rather, the more the gradients deviate from those which require that vacuum, the worse it is, and that becomes more and more sensible as you get
up towards a perfect vacuum. For instance: if upon a locomotive line we
increase from a level to a gradient of 1 in 100, the resistance is immediately
doubled or trebled ; therefore you have immediately to increase the vacuum
from, say, 16 inches, which is 81b. per ton, to 22 or 24 inches, and even
more therefore, you must necessarily either re<luce your speed or diminish
your load, which is precisely the condition of the atmospheric. In fact, if it
were not so, the atmospheric would possess some properties entirely at vaIf the velocity were
riance with every mechanical power that we know of.
irrespective of the gradient, or in other words, irrespective of the load, it
would be tantamount to gaining power without the expenditure of power
therefore that power must follow the same laws as all other mechanical

We

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

;

;

—

—

—

.'

;

;

—

;

which

line.

;

[Sept.

be very

will

From

light, easy gradients.

the gradients will be very severe
stance 1 in i2."— {Samuda).

;

we have

that distance to Plymouth,

rises of 1 in 50,

and

in

one

in-

—

Grand Junction Railway. The cost of maintenance of way on the Grand
Junction was contracted for, for seven years, at 250^. a mile, including guar{Locke.)
antee and insurance from all accidents and liabilities

—

Guildford Railway.
It would require more capital to work this line on
the atmospheric than on the locomotive principle ; it is a single line
{Locke.)
The Guildford branch, six miles in length, is about to be opened in the
course of a week or two, and I have made a computation upon the number
of trains which we are going to run ; seven or eight trains a day, which is
the number of trains which we are going to run upon that line, would make
100 miles a day eight trains each way a day, a \s, per mile, would be 1,500/.
Now, taking the cost of furnishing that line upon the atmospheric
a year.
system (it is but a single line) at 4,000/. per mile, which I understand to be
the estimate that has been given of the expense of these tubes, it would be
24,000/.; and two engines at 5,000/. would be 10,000/., making altogether
34,000/., from which I deduct the cost of two or three locomotives, though
one would do the work ; the trains are arranged that one shall do the work,
and there can be no fear of collision but deducting 4,000/. for the cost of
those engines, leaves 30,000/. as the amount of capital for the atmospheric
railway, and the interest upon that at five per cent, is exactly the cost of the
;

:

locomotive power."

—

Haulage.
Comparative cost on the Atmospheric System on a Line of
Railway 20 miles long, sending 6, 12, and 24 trains per day, each way respectively
{Samuda.)
trains per dav, each way
Coal— oOO lb. per hour, each pair of eoglDCS while working; and as each engine ia emfi

:

ployed for 9 minutes per train, the quantity usefully burnt will be 75
while standing and getting up steam, 60 per cent, or -15 lb.
1

20

lb.

X 6 engines

^

gg

,^_ ^j j(,,

^^^ ,„^-

.

.

.

.

lb.,

.

add for waste

_

,.^3

2U miles.

Enginemen'B wages
7 stations

:

Ds. fid.
llj

at

each station,

to this add
X 8 sets

x

trains

-'0

1

extra set

man at 6s. Od., and one at 33.
of men for relieving the others;
1

=

.

.

(I

consider 130/.
-

.

.

-

.
\^'ear and tear of travelling piston ear
Train conductors (or laen to attend piston carriage) 2

ConUuuous

\fil.

:

2

men

for 3 miles

=

-

pe

per mile per year

valve, &f. hKH. per mile per year

Per Train per Mile

-=

052

=

"-IZ
U'lO

—

-= 0-5l)

at 5a.

Per Train per Mile

Maintenance of Groove

-

-

-

men

;

Coiuposilion

3-80

miles

Repairs to engines, oil, hemp, tallow, and depreciation
per year per station ample, but have taken 200/.
Piston leathers
Charcoal

6d., in all

-

879

I
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rope lost, which is due to one mile
if you work it two miles you have twice
the pcr-centage of loss in the gross quantity of power developed by the engines.
Then with respect to the atmospheric, I have gone very carefully into
that question
you have the leakage, you have no friction of the engine itself, which of course is just the same as in the case of common stationary
engine ; therefore the comparison between the atinospberice and the stationary engine is simply a comparison of the friction of the rope and the
leakage.
Now the leakage it is difficult to compare exactly with the friction
of the rope, because the effect of the rope is constant, the quantity of the
power lost being constant.
"The effect of the leakage is varying at every pressure. Suppose you
worked the atmospheric engine constantly at 2 or.'! inches, the leakage would
be very immaterial. In my experiments at Dalkey, it amounted to 250 feet
per minute
the horse power necessary to pump those 250 feet per minute
was the loss; then, as you go on, if you increase the load, requiring therefore
a higher vacuum, that is, increase the height of barometer from 2 inches,
say, to 10, that is in the proportion of 1 to 5, that loss of 250 feet is changed,
because the punip itself can only pump its own contents out at each stroke ;
the vacuum existing in the pipe at the density of the atmosphere is expended
so many times inversely in proportion to the height of the barometer, or
rather, in proportion to the cold remaining, not in the proportiiyn of 2 to 10,
What I mean to say is shortly this
but in the proportion of 28 to 30.
that, as you increase the load in the atmospheric, or as you increase the necessity of working with a higher vacuum, you make the atmospheric worse
than the rope; but as you decrease the vacuum at which you work, you
make it better than the rope. Ihere is an intermediate point, and that appears to have been by pure accident, at the Euston station, where the friction of the rope, and the loss by that friction, is as nearly as possible equal
to the loss by leakage at Dalkoy, according to my experiments.
It appears
that B mile of double rope is equal to about a mile and a half of atmospheric
pipe; there they appear to be as nearly as possible equal.
I think it is an
error to attribute the whole of the leakage to the intermediate pipe.
The
question was raised when I was in Dublin by the late Mr. Samuda, and I
Ibe intermediate pipe between the valve pipe
then considered the matter.
and the pump had been prepared carefully; he told me that it had been
I am perfectly aware, from experience, that
pitched and covered with tar.
a ver)' slight covering of that kind is capable of rendering a cast-iron pipe of
and the comparison of the leakage bethat description perfectly air tight
tween the valve pipe and the pump was rather in favour of the close pipe
and pump; the valve pipe was almost the better of the two, involving this
necessity, that the pipe witliout the valve was little better than the pipe with
the valve.
But the real fact was this, and it was an oversight in the printing of that part of my report where I distinguish between the leakage of the
one and the leakage of the other. I say, the leakage of the valve-pipe and
the leakage by the connecting pipe ;' it ought to have been,
the leakage in
the pump;' for a very large proportion of the leakage, in my opinion, takes
place, not in the connecting pipe, but in the pump itself.
It is the place
where it is most likely to arise it is a place where there is a good deal of
;
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Intemipiion of Traffic. Worked with a stationary power, a single line
on the whole he liable to less interuptions than a double line worked
(Brunei.)
with locomotives
will

—
—

—

Leakage. I. Generally. II. Loss of Power on the Atmos]>heTic System
from Leakaye. III. Principle Causes of Leakage ; how far, in the progress
of Improvement, it is likely to be prevented.
If the tube be properly cast, there will be no leakage whatever through
The increasing pressure of the atmosphfre at a high
the iron
(Field.J
vacuum closes the valve more firmly and prevents additional leakage Robinson.
The leakage increases with the vacuum. Calculations as to the
amount of leakage on the atmospheric system experiments made by witness
[Stejthenson.)
at Dalkey
" We may state that there are three kinds of power available for railway
purposes the first is that of stationary engines with robes, which may be
applied either to hilly countries or flat countries, as it is done in the north
;

;

;

the second is the locomotive system ; the third is the atmospheric.
I believe in point of power, the cost nf producing a certain amount of availalile
power, I mean power practically available, is very much the same. In the
case of a stationary engine, you have the whole of the power communicated
to the train except that which is absorbed by the engine itself, or by the
friction of llie rope, which of coarse is power created for the purpose of moving the machine, and bringing the available power into action.
In the case
of the locomotive system you have an objection, arising from the engine itwhenever you move from a level, the
self, which is a ponderous machine
weight of the engine acts against you. You have also a disadvantage in the
locomotive system, viz. that you caunot employ a condensing engine that
is, you cannot emploj a vacuum, therefore you are obliged to employ an engine which has the resistance of the air to contend with, and in the other
case you have a vacuum.
That is a drawback which must inevitably be applied to the locomotive engine. The proportion of the gross power developed
bjr the engine bears very nearly the same proportion to the gross power that
the friction of the rope does to the engine it is very approximate; in some
case it will be more and in some less; for example, it is clear that the friction of the rope in the case of a stationary engine will depend upon (he length
of the plane worked by the engine or the rope ; for instance, if you have an
engine working a plane of one mile in length you have the friction of the
;

;

;

workmanship, and where a good deal of derangement or wear and tear

therefore much more natural to attribute the leakage to that
which is continually exposed to wear and tear than to that which is not so
Therefore, to attribute the whole or any of the leakage to the conexposed.
necting pipe is not, in my opinion, a correct representiou of the fact."
The leakage diminishes as the train passes along, as a less surface is exposed the velocity becomes more irregular as the train approaches the end
{Stephenson.)
of the pipe
"When the train was coming close to the end of the pipe, the quantity of
air remaining in the pipe bore so small a relation to the contents of the pump
itself, that the velocity came to be irregular, and it gave the train, just as it
was going from the pipe, a sort of kick, an acceleration but so long as the
quantity of air in the pipe bore a considerable proportion to the quantity of
air which the pump was capable of extracting at one stroke, the velocity remained exceedingly uniform, and the barometer extremely steady. I made
experiments at 23 and 24 inches, and tliere was a constant loss of power; as
the vacuum was increased and tlie load increased to correspond there was a
diminution of velocity.
It was very strikingly illustrated by those experiments.
It has been broadly stated by some persons that the velocity has no
relation to the load, or in other words, has no relation to the gradient.
Now
load' and * gradient' are, as I stated before equivalent terms.
load of 24
tons obtained a maximum veloiity of 36 miles an hour
and as we went on
increasing, when we came to a load of 50 tons the maximum velocity was 21
miles, and the barometer stood at 22 inches
in the other case the mercury
Leaving the 50 tons, and going on to
in the barometer stood at 13 inches.
CO tons, the maximum velocity then was 18 miles an hour when we got on
to 64 tons it sunk to about 17 miles an hour, so that as you go on increasing
the load you get a corresponding and constant diminution in the velocity ;
in fact, as the engine power was uniformly exerted, as might be expected,
with a larger load you have a less velocity."
A slight leakage would produce a vacuum between the valve and the piston
before the starting of the train, but this would be a very sHght imperfection
{Field.)
in practice
ibe power of the stationary engines has been calculated at a speed of
eighty miles an hour, or sixty miles allowing for leakage
[Brunei)
The leakage is found to be in proportion to the length of the tube, and
{Robinson.)
not to vary with the power at which it is worked
The real loss of pov.er is the leakage. This increases in elTect as the va-

goes on

;

it is

;

;

,

A

'

;

;

;
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cuuni becomes greater; and is the great deduction to be compared with the
{Stephenson.)
loss of power under the locomotive system
The leakage on the Dalkey line between the piston and the valve raust be
(Field.)
The amount of leakage on a seccaused by had joints to the tube
tion of three miles wouhl not be greter than that on tlie whole Dalkey line,
(Brunei.)
because the tube would he better made with elastic joints
On the Dalkey line the leakages of the air-pump and of the connecting
tube are much greater than they need he. The leakage of ilie air-pump and
connecting tube is greater than the laakage of the main {Robinson.)

A

very large proportion of the leakage takes place, not in the connecting
(Stephenson.)
pipe, but in the pump itself
As the leakage on the Dalkey line arises from defective mechanical contrivances, it is possible, but not probable, that in the progress improvements
(Stephenson.)
this loss may be materially diminished

(To

examination
Appendix.

;

[Sept.

the results, as reported by Mr. Phillips, will he found in the

is of opinion that more extensive experiments are necessary in order to determine the quantities of matter borne in suspension by
the tidal currents on this part of tbe coast and liable to deposit, and beg
therefore to suggest to your Lordships the propriety of their being continued,
under tbe ditection of tbe Admiralty, for the space of a year, in all circum-

Tbe Commission

stances of weather.
Dover, situated at a distance of only four miles and a half from tbe Goodwin Sands, and slandhig out favourably to protect the navigation of the narrow seas, is naturally the situation for a squadron of ships of war. Its value
but tbe construction of a Harbour
in a military point of view is undoubted
of Refuge there, is, in our opinion, indispensable, to give to Dover that efficiency as a naval station which is necessary in order to provide for the security of this part of the coast, and tbe protection of trade.
;

be continued.)

Beachij Head, East Bourne, and Seaford.

We

have now to draw your Lordships' attention to the bay on the east
side of Beachy Head, and westward of Langley point, which the commission
of 1840 proposed as a site for a breakwater.
On the west side of Beachy Head tbe anchorage is free from the dangers
which render the east side less eligible as a place for constructing a harbour
of refuge.
The holding ground off Seaford is of the best quality, and is much

HARBOURS OF REFUGE.
Abstract of the Report of the Commissioners.

The more immediate points

for the consideration of the Commissioners

tlte following
1st. Whether it be desirable that a Harbour of Refuge should be constructed in the Channel, reference being had, on the one hand, to the public
advantages likely to result from the construction of such a work, and, on the
other, to the expense to be incurred in its completion.
2ndly. What site would be the most eligible for such a harbour, on account of its combining in the greatest degree the following grounds of pre-

appear to be

ference

:

:

—

1st. That it should be of easy access at all times of the tide to vessels requiring shelter from stress of weather.
2ndlv. Tliat it should he calculated for a station for armed vessels of war
and,
in the event of hostilities, both for the purposes of offence and defence
3rdlv. That it should possess facilities for ensuring its defence in the event
of an attack by the enemy.
invited the Chairman of Lloyd's and the Chairman of the Ship Owner's
Society to meet us, or to delegate others, to state the opinions of those great
mercantile bodies, witli reference to the positions they consider best as ports
for the slielter of the trade.
have also bad before us every class of persons who were thought
capable of affording information, including several eminent engineers; and,
in order to guard against the often misleading opinions of residents at the
ditferent ports, we have examined many others, practically acquainted with
the various places, whom we believed to be unbiassed by local partialities,
;

We

We

resorted to in easterly gales.
The Commission are of opinion that there is no good position in the neighbourhood of Beachy Head, where a harbour is as necessary as in any part of
the channel, (being about half way between Dover and Portsmouth,) except

Seaford Road.
The Commission are fully aware of the objections which may be made to
the formation of a breakwater harbour on the west side of Beachy Head,
considering the prevalence of the westerly wind but the local disadvantages
on the east side of the Head, induce them to give a decided preference to the
west side, and the proximity of Newhaven has materially influenced their
in

;

decision.

Portland and Weymouth.

Our last visit westward was to Portland, which, from its situation with
reference to the Channel Islands, and as tbe boundary of the narrow part of
the Channel in this direction, came naturally within the range of our investigation.
A squadron stationed at Portland will have under Its protection, jointly
with Dartmouth, all the intervening coast, and these places, with Plymouth,
will complete the chain of communication and co-operation between Dover
and Falmouth, a distance of 300 miles.
There is everything at Portland to render the construction of a breakwater
easy, cheap, atid expeditious, and tbe holding-ground in the road is particularly good.
A large part of the island facing the hay is Crown property, and
contains abundance of stone.
It has numerous springs, and plenty of the
best water may be led in any direction for the supply of ships.

Dover.

Haneich Harbour.

History affords proof of the importance attached to this place as a military
and naval station.
As the advanced post of England on the south-east coast, the want of a
harbour here of sufficient capacity for the reception of vessels of war, and for
the convenience and protection of trade, has attracted the notice of sovereigns and ministers from the earliest times, and has led to a large expenditure of money for the improvement of the present tidal harbour.
In considering positions eligible for the construction of breakwaters, it
should be borne in mind that an inner harbour is an indispensable requisite,
and if there is no natural advantage of that sort in the position selected,
there must be the double operation of building an inner as well as an outer
harbour.
There are few places that in this respect possess greater advantages than
Dover. It has a dry dock for repairs, and extensive quays, with storehouses.
Besides the outer receiving harbour, there is a basin covering more than six
acres (now being enlarged to double that size), and a third called the Pent,
which the late Mr. Kennie, in his report to Mr. Pitt, in 1802, says, may of
itself be made capable of receiving many sloops-of-war and gun-brigs, and
which the Dover Commissioners are now considerably improving.
Mr. Pitt, when Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports, was earnestly intent on
having Dover Bay enclosed, and it was this circumstance which led to our
obtaining from the Master-General of the Ordnance the plan of a harbour in
Dover Bay, by the late Major-General Ford, of the Royal Engineers.
There are two points, each of great importance, which have been suggested as objections to any proposal for converting Dover Bay into a harbour
one that the holding ground is not good, the other that it will have a ten-

M'e have now to submit to your Lordships a few observations respecting
llarnicb Harbour, which we consider one of very great importance to the
trade of the country.
This harbour, formed by the junction of tbe rivers Stour and Orwell, is
one of the finest, and may be rendered one of the most useful havens in the
kingdom. It has a sufficient depth of water and good holding ground over
an extent capable of containing many hundred ships.
But with the exception of a channel, of 18 feet in depth, too narrow fof
general purposes, the entrance to this port is not deep enough to adujit ships
of more than 12 feet draught of water at low. water spring tides ; it is therefore at present a tidal harbour as regards ships of a larger class.
It is remarkably well situated for the convenience of a North Sea squadron^
and for the protection of the mouth of the Thames.
It is the only safe harbour along this coast, and is in the direct line of
traffic between tbe Thames and the northern ports of the kingdom, as well
as of the trade from the north of Europe.
There is a dock-yard with budding slips belonging to the Crown, and the
property under the Ordnance department is extensive.
It appears in evidence that by the falling away of Beacon Cliff, on the
west side of the entrance, and the lengthening out of Lanilguard Point, on
the east side, the harbour has sustained great damage within the last 25

dency to

silt

up.

With respect

anchoring ground. Her Majesty's steam500 tons and 120 horse power, was ordered there to
The nature of the experiments and the satis-

to the quality of the

vessel, the Blazer, of

test its tenacity to the utmost.

factory result will be seen in Captain Washington's Report in the Appendix.
In reference to the question of silting up, the Commission directed samples of the water in Dover Bay to be taken up at different times of tide, in
different depths, and under varying circunisiances of weather, which have

been transmitted to the Director of the

Museum

of Economic Geology for

years.

The bottom at the entrance to the harbour, and the coast on each side, is
composed of blue or London clay, in which are layers of " cement stone," in
great demand both in England and on tbe Continent.
Hundreds of bands
are constantly engaged in collecting it, and the evidence snows that by excavating the cement stone in front of the Ordnance premises, near the foot
of Beacon Cliff, the water has spread so as to he diverted from its natural
course, and the tide rendered so comparatively feeble, that it no longer acts
with its accustomed force on Landguard Point, which has consequently
grown out 500 yards during the past 40 years, as shown by the plan. It has
already neatly filled up the deep-water channel, and, by its further increase,
threatens to destroy the entrance.
In the Appendix there are Reports to the Admiralty from the officer
carrying on the surveying service in the neighbourhood of Harwich, to wbieh
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to refer for a full confirmation of our opinion of the necessity of
taking immeriiace measures for the preservation and im|)rovement of this
harbour.
If this be not done soon, it is impossible to calculate on the extent of mischief which may take place, for in every south-vscst gale the Beacon Cliff is in peril of being washed into the sea.
We therefore feel it to be our duty to submit to your Lordships the pressing necessity for carrying out a breakwater, or stone groyne, from the outside
of the Beacon Cliff, so as to surround tlie foot of it, and to extend the same

59CG, that it will be four miles and half in length, but in your Report to the
Commissioners of Ramsgate Harbour, you say it will be live miles, "ill yo'i
have the goodness to explain how that is.' The fact is, that in any work
constructed upon the Brake, the operation of accumulation, which I consider will be produced by the works if conducted in a judicious and proper
manner, will be rather to rniseand increase the shoal in a particular position;
it may be a quarter of a mile, more or less, for it is difficult to state whether
it will be five miles or fuur and a half, till I know specifically the whole ex-

over the shoal-water, to the north part of the Cliff-foot rocks.
We also recommend deepening the channel to the harbour to 18 feet at
low-water spring tides by removing the shoals called the " Altars," and the
eastern part of another shoal called the " Glutton."

tent of the operations intended to be carried on.
It is not like constructing
a mole out in the open sea, where the whole work must be done entirely
artificially; but here the object is to endeavour to make nature operate with

we beg

Having made such observations respecting the different ports as may be
necessary to enable your Lordships to form a judgment on the proposals we
have to submit, and having given to the subject referred to us all the attention which its importance demands, we recommend
First, that a harbour be constructed in Dover Bay according to plan No.
1, Willi an area of 5'20 acres up to low-water mark, or 380 acres without the
:

with an entrance 700 fcet wide on the south front, and
aoolher of ISO feet at the east end.
Entertaining the strong opinion we have expressed of the necessity of providing without delay a sheltered anchorage in Dover liay, we venture to urge
upon your Lordships' attention the advantage of immediately beginning the
work by carrying out that portion which is to commence at Cheesman's
;

Head.
Whatever may be finally decided upon as to the form and extent of the
works in Dover Bay, the pier from Cheesman's Head, run out into seven
fathoms water, appears to be indispensable as a commencement, and it will
afford both facility and shelter to the works to be sulisequently carried on
for their completion.
This will give sheltered access to the

present harbour during south-west
from the entrance of shingle from the westward it will
on the movement of the shingle within the
bay, and for further inquiry as to the tendency which harbours of large area
on this part of the coast may have to silt up.
These inquiries the Commission consider to be of essential importance, and
the results will afford the means of determining on the greater or less width
that should be given to the entrances of the proposed harbour.
Secondly, we propose that a breakwater be constructed in Seaford Road in
a depth of about seven fathoms water, one mile in extent, and sheltering an
gales,

and protect

afford time also

it

:

for observation

area of .100 acres.
Thirdly, that a breakwater be constructed in Portland Bay, to extend a
mile and a-quarter in a north-east direction, from near the northern point of
the island, in about seven fathoms water, having an opening of 150 feet at a
quarter of a mile from the shore, and sheltering an area of nearly 1200 acres.
If only one work is to be undertaken at a time, we give the preference to
Dover ; next to Portland ; and, thirdly, Seaford.

Mode of

j

:

X2,500,000
1,2.50,000

500,000
50,000

Harwich
Protest.

This report was signed by nine only of the Commissioners, Captain Sir W.
a protest against it in the following terms
1 dissent from
this report, because I consider the mass of evidence to be
and because I cannot recomincml a large close barin favour of Dungenos
l)our at Dover, where the pilots consider the holding-ground generally indifferent, and the engineers say it v.ill silt up.

Symonds entered

You have alluded to the difllculties of constructing a breakwater at Dover,
are those engineering difliculties to which you allude.'
The difiicnities are
both engineering and geological, the principal geological the engineering

—

;

may

be removed by a sum of money.
I do not mean to say a
proper harbourmay not be constructed at Dover, but before 1 give an opinion
upon it, I should wish to have time to consider it, if the Commissioners wish
mc to turn my attention to it. In my Report I have alluded to the position
The fact is, I have begun to consider it, and
of Dover as a good position.
have gone back to the early history of Dover Harbour. I have made a commencement in the time of Henry VHI., and have got some very curious documents from the Cottonian Manuscripts, with drawings of all the different
changes connected with it; and the history is very cuiious. Originally, from
the facts we have, there was little or no mud in Dover Harbour, it was simply
a bay formed in the chalk strata, and a small river coming in there the
Dour discharged itself at times, v\hen it could, into the Channel ; but in consequence of the prevalence of southerly and westerly winds, and the beach
driving from the westward, a shingle bank was formed in front of the mouth
of the river, so that the river, before it could get to the sea, was obliged to
expand itself into a large lake when this lake got sufficiently full from the
waters of the interior, and when the winds were not so strong without, it
Thus the shutting
burst through its barrier, and forced itself into the sea.
and opening of this basin soon occasioned, on the one side by the winds and
waves from without, and on the other by the antagonist force of the waters
from within, and the basin formed what is called Dover Harbour. Strangers
looking at a position of that kinil supposed that nothing more was requisite
than to open the channel, and to confine it by works of art to preserve a
proper harbour, but in proportion as those works were constructed the beach
was increased, and the mud accumulated inside, and from hence has been
the advance and receding in Dover Harbour.

difficulties

;

;

Extract from the Evidence of 11is Grace the D)the of Wellington, taken
before the Select Committee on Shipwrecks.

"5264. Chairman.

—

The attention of the Committee has been directed
subject of a harbour of safety between Portsmouth and the Thames;
your Grace have the goodness to state your opinion as to the necessity
I entertain
for the erection of a new harbour .'"
I have no doubt about it.
no doubt that it is absolutely necessary. There is now no security between
Portsmouth and the Downs. Dover Roads is a very secure place, in the
but there is no security at other
period of a northerly or easterly wind
times
but, on the contrary, it is a very dangerous place in a wind from the
south-west. They can run for the Downs
but there is no great ease in the
Downs certainly, there is no security in Dover, except from warlike attempts.
But I should say that, considering the want of protection from the
weather, and from military attacks in the Channel, the trade of the port of
London will be in a very precarious situation, and will be a very losing one,
if
in a variety of ways, in time of war, if something is not done beforehand
some precautions are not taken. Steam-power, in moving ships, has made
such progress at present, as that it must have a most material effect in maritime warfare (I use the word maritime warfare in contradistinction to naval
warfare) in all future times.
If anybody will just consider the advantage the
French coast enjoys over the coast of this country, in observation of what is
passing at sea
that is, to the southward, they have the sun in their backs ;
and it is possible, from the coast of France,
they see everything quite clear
to calculate to a moment at what period a vessel coming up Channel will
arrive at particular points ; and they may he in readiness to seize her, at any
point which may happen to be unguarded, supposing the vessel to be without convoy, and supposing tliat there should he no naval means at that point
to take care of her.
I should say that the trade of the port of London would
labour under a great disadvantage if it were found that every vessel coming
up from Portsmouth was obliged to come up in a convoy ; that she should
be shut up unless there were a convoy; and there are no means of providing
for that safety except by ports ; not one only, but there ought to be, I >liould
I should say one
say, nt least two between the Downs and Portsmouth.
I have given a goiul deal
about Dungeness, and another, possibly, nt Dover.
of reflection to if, and liave thought of it a long while, and that is the conelusion to which 1 have cnnjiand it is a rational conclusion, for it is founded on what the state nC the mirmerce of this port (which is the great port
of the country) will be, by-aml-hye, if something is not doue.'
tlie

will

Various plans for constructing breakwaters have been laid before us by
highly intelligent individuals, whose projects are noted in the Appendix, and
fully explained in the evidence.
We are directed by your Lordships to report on the expense to be incurred
by the completion of the works we may recommend hut as no approximate
estimate of this can be made without determining the general principles and
modes of construction, we have examined the engineers who have come before us, and other authorities, upon those important points.
Their various opinions have been considered by the Commission, who prefer, for the construction of breakwaters, and for the security of the works of
defence upon thrm, the erection of walls of masonry.
The Commission do not offer any opinion as to the profile of degree of
slope necessary to ensure to the structure the requisite stability.
They con•ider that this will be best decided by the Government, under professional
advice, when the works shall be finally determined on.
The cost of either mode of construction having been stated to be nearly
the same, whether it be masonry, or a long slope of rough stone similar to
that of I'lymouth Breakwater, the Commission beg to lay before your Lordthips an approximate estimate of the works at the several places, viz.
Seaford
Portland

art, so that it is a very difficult thing to say in the
outset what would be the whole quantity which would be required to
I have given, in the Report to the directors of Ramsgate Harbour,
an outside estimate, comprehending everything; but, I believe, provided the
work be carried on, only a portion of it will be required.

be done.

to

Construction.

Dover

us in conjunction with

first

Proposed Breakwaters,

two fathom edge

—

:

—

j

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

Evidence.

John Rennie's evidence.

—

(Chairman). The Commissioners have before
them a plan of yours for enclosing the small Downs. In the evidence you
gave before the Committee on Shipwrecks, you stated in answer to question
Sir

'
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THE OUSE BRIDGE, ON THE HULL AND SELBY RAILWAY.
By William Braylet Brat, M.
(From

Inst. C.E.

a paper read at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Session 1845 J

In the year 1836 an Act was obtained for making a line of railway from
Hull to S'clby, where the proposed line was to join the line from Selby to
Leeds, which had been opened two years previously.
The Act contained a clause respecting the bridge, by which the railway
was to cross the river Oiise, requiring an opening arch to be provided 44 feet
in width, for the passage of steamers and vessels with fixed masts.
The river Ouse at Selby is about 196 feet wide, and 14 feet deep, at low
water the tide rises 4 feet at neap tides, and 9 feet at spring tides. The
freshes are very rapid, and have occasionally risen 1 ft. 3 in. ahnve the high;

water mark of spring tides. At the times of the new and full moon, it is
high-water at Selby about half-past 8 o'clock, 3^ hours later than at Hull.
The bed of the river consists of silt, resting on a thin bed of quicksand,
beneath which is hard clay. The clay dips to the north about 10 feet in the
width of the river, and the south bank is so liable to slips, that in one part
of Selby, the road along the side of the river cannot be raised within 3 feet
and on the site of the bridge, the kidding
of high-water mark spring tides
or staithing, formerly done to preserve the bank, had slipped many yards into
;

the river.
erection of the bridge was let to Mr. Briggs, of Eerry-on-Trent, and
The work was commenced in the autumn
to the Butterley Iron Company.
The'piled foundations of the Selby abutment, and the adjoining
of 1837.
pier, were finished early in the month of February following.
During the dry spring of 1838, the piles for the other piers of the north

The

abutment were driven, and were finished in June; but the rain during the
succeeding autumn and winter, caused such a continuance of freshes, that
the sheet piling round the centre pier and the capcills were not finished till
May 1839. The fixing of the standards for the piers was commenced early
in April, and v\as completed in June.
From that time no further progress was made till the end of September,
as the castings for the superstructure did not arrive from Butterley until that

[Sept.

The iron frames are covered with planking 3 inches in thickness, on the
side next the 45 feet arches, to protect them from injury by vessels passing
through the bridge.
These works entirely conceal from view the brace piles of the centre piers,
which are very well contrived for security. The two brace piles are rounded
for a portion of their length, so as to allow the cast iron sockets to descend
and take a solid hearing on the square shoulders of the piles.
Before lowering these sockets, fir braces 12 inches square were fitted and
and when these sockets were let down to their bearing, the
bolted on them
tops of these braces were brought to their places and secured to the centre
cap-cill by cast iron caps and bolts.
;

The superstructure

consists of

si.K

ribs of cast iron

1

J inch thick, resting

on the transverse girders, one being under each line of rails and one under
each handrail. The ribs over the land arch and the land piers are in two
lengths, and finish with flanches forming abutments for the ribs of the fixed
and opening arches the ribs over the centre pier finish at both ends with
similar flanches, and the fixed arch is composed of ribs joined at the crown,
and bolted to strong brace plates, each 6 feet long, to strengthen the junction and stiffened by two other rows of braces.
;

The covering plates are of cast iron J inch thick, strengthened with flanches
beneath. They are bolted between these ribs, resting on flanches, cast for
Outside the riljs is fixed a cast iron ovolo corthat purpose, near the top.
nice with a plinth, into which the standards of the wrought iron railing are
fitted-

The line of railway is laid across the bridge on contiguous timber bearings,
12 inches wide by 6 inches deep.
The opening arch consists of two leaves precisely alike, each keyed on a
cast iron shaft 9 inches square, with turned journals and plummer-blocks and
Each leaf consists of five pairs of tail-pieces, keyed on
brasses at each rib.
to the square shaft, with proper kentledge boxes bolted between the extremities of each pair; and of six ribs bolted at one end to the flanches of
the tail-pieces, and at the other end to the cast iron meeting plate, and
further strengthened by intermediate pipes and bolts.
The leaf is covered with oak planking 3 inches thick, and a plinth and cor.
nice is made of wood, to correspond with the rest of the bridge.
The railing to the opening arch consists of iron standards and chains, and
the railway is laid in the same manner as on the rest of the bridge.

time.
Tlie opening arch was closed on the 11th of October 1839, and re-opened
on the 13th of February, 1840 during which period all
the vessels were obliged to pass through the other opening, which now forms
the fixed arch of the bridge.
The fixed arcli, with the remainder of the ironwork, was completed by the
end of March 1840.

for the navigation

;

Construclion.

The weight of metal

in the bridge

is

about 590 tons,
Tons.

Cast iron

Wrought

iron

..

..

6i;8

..

..

20

viz.,

Cwt3.
2
16

The weight

10

of each leaf of the opening arch

J>81)

15

is

92J tons,

Tons.

Ironwork
Oak planking

..

..

..

..

Permanent way

.,

..

viz..

Cnls.

Ho
3
3

14
9
12

92

IS

The abutments

are each founded on 58 piles, 18 feet long, on the Selby
and 28 feet Isng on the Barll)y side these piles were driven
into the hard clay, and their beads were cut off level to receive the longitudinal sleepers, 10 inches wide by 5 inches deep, which were fixed at distances of 3 feet from centre to centre, and on them were placed, at intervals
of 4 feet apart, transverse cills, also 10 inches wide iiy 5 inches deep, and the
intermediate spaces were filled in witli broken chalk stone, grouted with thin
mortar.
On this platform the abutment was built of brickwork, with stone
quoins, string courses, and coping.
These abutments were subsequently tied by strong wrought-iron rods to
heavj stone piers, built on the solid ground at a distance of about 40 yards.
These tie rods completely counteracted the tendency, which the slipping of
the river banks would otherwise have had, to thrust the abutments forward,
and to narrow the opening arch.
The six timber piers are placed in pairs, by which means the tail end of
the opening leaf is preserved from injury.
Each of the four land piers is founded on 20 piles 15 inches square, which
were driven about 15 feet into the clay, cut off level, and then tenoned, to
receive three cap-cills 16 inches wide by 12 inches thick, the tops of which
are laid 15 inches above low-watermark of spring tides.
Upon these cap-cills s'x cast iron frames are strongly bolted, with cast iron
braces fitted between the frames on each side of the pier.
Two transverse
girders resting on these frames tie the whole together, and furnish proper
bearings for the superstructure.
The ends of the piers are finished with cutside of the river,

waters fiirmed of cast iron plates

;

1

bridge.

for raising the bridge consists of an iron segment of 9 feet
keyed on the main shaft and bolted to the ribs. Into this works a
pinion 12 inches in diameter, keyed on a second shaft with a wheel 4 feet in
diameter, which is worked by a pinion 12 inches in diameter, and by bevel
wheels from the capstan. The power is thus multiplied 285 times, or a
power of 8 lb. on the handle will balance 1 ton, at 1 foot from the centre of
The centre of gravity of the leaf is about inch below, and
the main shaft.
in advance of the centre of motion of the shaft.
The resistance of the opening leaves, at first starting, is 321b, when the
opening is 20 feet wide, the leaf is just balanced, and 17 lb. at the handle,
overcomes the friction and moves the leaf either way, and when it is entirely
The time necessary for raising
up, a force of 32 lb. is required to lower it.
or lowering the bridge is from 50 to CO seconds, but it has been done in 30
!^

;

Br;

Lead

Machinery for raising the

The machinery

radius,

inch in thickness.

The centre piers are similar to the land piers, but are founded on piles
from 33 feet to 30 feet long, which are further cased round with sheet piling
6 inches thick, spiked to the cap-cills.

seconds.

At high-water spring tides and in times of freshes, the kentledge boxes and
dip into the water
additional force is then required for raising
When the tide rises 9 teet above low water, one man is just able
the leaves.
to lift the leaves, by exerting a force of 80 lb. at the hanille of the capstan ;
when the water rises above this level, powerful crabs, erected at the ends of
the bridge, are used
a chain from the l)arrel being passed over the segment
and attached to the meeting plate. A force of 6 lb., applied to the handle
of the crab, is of equal eft'ect with 8 lb. applied at the handles of the capstan
and as the leaf rises and the tail plunges into the water, the chain rises off
the segment and obtains an increased leverage to lift the bridge.
The resistance caused by the rise of the water is equal to 38 lb. at the
handle of the capstan, for every foot above 9 feet that the water rises.
The highest fresh, since 1840, was IC feet 2 inches above low watermark.
The elTect of heat in expanding the bridge is considerable this is provided
for by taper iron keys, fitting in the grooves of the meeting plates, and inserted to such a depth as to give a proper bearing for the opposite leaf.
The
opening is J of an inch wider in cold frosty weather than during a hot summer.
tail-pieces

;

;

;

;

DRAINAGE OF RAILWAY CUTTINGS.
By Thomas Hughes, Assoc.
(Paper read at the Institute of

Inst.

C.E.

Civil Engineers, Session I845._^

It is not the object of Ibis paper to enter upon the cau^^cs of slips, thong
the subject has engaged the attention of the author for some years but, presuming it to be agreed that water is the chief cause, it will suBice to give a
;

employment of Watson's drain pipes, and of
two railway banks in the neighbourhood of London.

description of the
tion to

their applica-
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In Marcli, 1844, Mr. C. H. Gregory, the resiJiMit engineer of Ihe Lomlim
and Croydon R dlway, permitled an exiieriment to be tried upon a piece of
bank selceted as the worst part of (lie hne. The spot cliosen wns near tlie

A longitudinal trench, 4 feet
station, at the side of the up-hne.
and
deep, was dug on the erown of the bank at a few feet from the edge
l.y
other trenches, abtut 30 feet apart, descended from it to the open drain
laid
and
the
then
in,
pipes
were
drain
the bide of the permament way. The
over the pipes. As
clay, which had been dug out of the trenches, was laid

Sydenham

;

great advantage is, in such cases, to be expected from ventilation, an occa|ies to the surface.
sional upright pipe rises from the longitudinal line of pi
An interval of dry weather causes the soil round the pipes to crack in every
passage
of water to the
Ihe
fissures
for
rumerous
direction, and thus opens
drainpipes. This is particularly the case with clay; which, thou, h gene-

presumed to be nnlavourab'e for drainage, is, in this way, as easily
as any oiher soil. This maybe readily tested by exposing clay,
nhieh has not been manipulated, to a drying aimosphere for a tew hours.
but, as it Is only
This piece of bank has rot slipped since it was drained
particularly to call
120 feet in length, and 20 feet in height, it is wished more
upwards
of GO feet in
rising
to
attention to a bank of } mile in length, and
height, having higher ground behind i'. This bank is on the down-siile o'
Primrose Hill :unnet,near the Lonthe line, between Chalk Karm bridge and
don terminus of the London and Birmingham Railway. It was in a very
precarious state, when placed in the hands of the author, in June, 1844. Thg
trenches to receive the pipes Varied in
soil was the London clay, and the
rally

managed

j

depth from 3 feet to 6 feet the workmen being guided in this respect by llip
appearance of the ground, as it was opened. The descending trenches were
cut about 60 feet apart. The work h:is proved very saiisfactory, and no repairs have been required since it was finished. It was contracted forat£200
and, as the length of pipe laid down was 2600 feet, it Is at the rate of Is. 6J.
per foot, including every charge.
;

Walls of the Euslon Incline, Birminff/iam Railway
Retaining walls are frequently found to sutfer severely from want of drainage, and, perhaps, no one more so than that of the Euston incline, London
and Birmingham Uaihvay. The application of these drain pipis was permitted on part of this wall, and every facility was given to the undertaken
by the resident and consulting engineers.
It was necessary to bore through the wall, and several feet behind it, in
order to insert the pipes, which, for this purpose, were made of cast iron, in
Boring through
lengths of four feet each, and were about 3 inches diameter.
the wall was accomplished by a machine (described in this Journal, Vol. VII.
18 U, p. 66) and, at some spots, considerable quantities of water issued inbut, in other places, no water appeared for several days, or until
(tantly
and some of these borings were observed to dry up wet
rain had fallen
This result
places, which showed in the viall at the distance of several feet.
was expected, from the admission of air causing the earth to dry, and to
crack, all round the pipes, thus opening channels for the admission of water
into them, and after a heavy rain all the borings may be seen to yield water.
This relieves the wall from the considerable pressure which would otherwise,
;
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were instructive examples of the discrepancy between theory and practice
under peculiar circumstances. They were designed several years since, before
he had attained his present experience of the action of the London clay.

The usual theory fur the amount of pressure against retaining walls was
that of I'rony,* which might he stated to he, that the pressure was equal to
the weight of a prism of earth, slipping upon the face of the natural slope
due to the character of the soil.
This theory held good as long as the soil was dry, but when it became, ai
in the London clay, saturated with water, the position was no longer the
same and the pressure was that due to a column of dense semifluid acting
upon the back of the wall. In this particular case the inclination of the
The
strata required to be considered, to account for what had occurred.
wall had been forced forward at the spot where, in plan, it formed a considerable curve, thus appearing to oppose the convex surface of the back of the
wall to the pressure; while on the other side, where the hack was concave,

On examination it was found, that from the inclinathe wall did not stir.
tion of the strata, the water percolating through the fissures, accumulated
against the convex ba( k of the wall, reduced the clay to a semifluid state,
and increasing its mobility, reducing the cohesion, until it forced forward the
foot of the retaining wall, while the opposite wall, which would have been
supposed to be weaker, remained firm evidently because the inclination of
The walls were 18 feet high, they were
the strata acted as natural drainage.
originally built 5 feet in thickness, but had been increased on rebuilding to
6 feet thick, and their foundations were sunk 5 feet deep below the surface,
It was natural to attribute the failure
still they were forced bodily forward.
to the pressure of a dense semifluid, of a weight due to the altitude of the
wall.
The drain pipes had acted well in drawing oft" the water, but fearing
that they might not prove sufficient in a long duration of wet weather, the
cast iron truss beams were thrown across in order to lend the support of the
lower and drier side to the upper siile, which was more exposed to injury
;

from the percolated water.
Retaining walls should be built nearly parallel from the bottom upwards.
That was the practice of the late Mr. Kennie, and was well exemplified in the
lie allowed -Ith of the height for the batter
walls of the Sheerness Dock,
Whether the thrust of the earth wa?
of the face and ^th for the thickness.
opposed by a wall with a straight or a curved batter, an equally effective ret|uantity
of material than in a wall with a
sistance was obtained, with a less
but the curved form was more convenient
vertical back and an inclined face
appearance.
The whole question of
elegant
in
was
more
for dock walls and
retaining walls might he reduced to the simple mechanical principle of the
lever and the inclined plane, indicated by the angle of repose of the soil which
the wall was intended to resist, due allowance being made for an increase of
its natural density from the absorption of water.
;

* Vide •Arclillecture Hydraullqua,' tome
prop, xfv., vol. li., p. 201.

i.,

pp. 288, 289; also, Hutlon's

'Mathema-

tics,*

;

;

in time,

have caused

its

destruction.

(From
By

In boring through the wall, it was found that the bricks, which had
placed in contact with the wet soil, had become soft and decayed, hut
bricks (or rather the portions of them brought out by the boring tool)
found to become hard again, when they bad been exposed to the air

been
these

were
for a

few days.
Three portions of the wall were thus drained

in March, 1843, by making
The success of this first attempt v^as not quite
three borings in each panel.
apparent; but Mr. R. Stephenson having approved of a further trial, with
five borings in each panel, the result was so satisfactory that thirty more
were thus drained, between October and December, 1843. These drains
have therefore been more than a year in action and it is worth noticing that
The
leveral of them yielded water freely throughout the drought of 1844.
good effect upon that portion of the wall is very plain though, since the
mortar has been washed out in many places, it would hardly be expected
This may be attributed to
that the success should be so complete as it is.
the borings having been made 16 feet deep inwards, and thus collecting the
wall.
it
reaches
the
water before
The panels operated upon in this way are 25 feet in height, and 20 feet
;

:

Each of them contains five borings ; but, in a more favourable
The charge for the work, including every
a lets number would suffice.
expense, was 3<. 6d. per foot for the length of drain pipe inserted.

in width.
•oil,

Remark's.

Mr. DocKRAY said, that previous to the insertion of the drain pipes, the
Euston incline appeared to be saturated with water, hut that
they were now drying fast and the water no longer settled behind them,
being discharged by the pipes as fast as it percolated through the backing.
The slope of the cutting near the Chalk Faim bridge showed a tendency
to slip, liut the insertion of the pipes appeared, by draining the bank, to have
(topped all movement of the snil.
walls of the

Mr. R. Stepuenso.v

AL.\BASTER MINES OF CASTELLINA.
The Geology of Tuscany.

said, that the retaining walls of the

Euston incline

By

Ihe Quarterly Journal

\V.

Hamilton, Esa.. M.P.

of the Geological

Society.)

most interesting and irrportant of tlie ditferent varieties of gyp-urn is tile
found in the neighbourhood of Castpllioa, where it is regularly stratiThe httle town of Castelfied, and is worlied in properly constructed mining galleries.
lina, distant -bont twentv or Iwenty-foiir miles from Volterra, is reached by a rocky road
&ver wild rugged mountains. It is situated on the W. N. W. slope of the hills of Monte
Vaso, overloolting in that direction an extensive and slightly undulating plain of tertiary
marls, which there can be no doubt extend round the north point of the Monte Vaso
chain, and are connected with those of the Val d'Era and the Volterra district.
We entered the mine by an inclined path, and, passing under gr und, s ion reached an
open well or large invert-il cone, round which the inclined path is carried, and where tlie
section of mails and gypsum Is well exposed. As the descending road passes through
far the

6iie wliite alabaster

the third and fou th

gypsum

beds, galleries are seen striking into the rock in

all

direc.

The first and second gypsum berls are of a uni'orm character and grey cdour, and
do not contain any alabaster blocks. These are found principally in the third and fouth
beds, and occur as irregular isolated spherical masses imbedded In the gypsum, from
which they are, mineralogically sneaking, distinctly separated by a thin blatk crust, which
indicates to the vvorkmen the existence of the finer nodules. Tliese nodules are most
'yers. never touching,
frequent in the lower part of the stratum, and occur In regulai
altnough varyinir much in their distances from each other. They vary much in lize,
neighing from 20 or 30 lb. to upwariis of 2.00O lb. When the workman discover! th«
black crust, he is at once aware that he is near a block of alabaster, and by following the
direction of the crust, he removes the gypsum all round until he has nearly detached tb*
whole nodule, which is at hist carctully separated from the parent rock. Gunpowder Is
occasionally usetl to blast the rock when no black crust Indica'ea the existence of the alabaster. This crust In connection with the pure alabaster Is perhaps one of the most
curious features of the mine. On close examination it appears to l>e laminar and concen.
Ni w the whole formaUon of gyplue clay and gypsum.
trie, and to consist of layers of
sum contains a small portion of clay which gives it the greyish colour, and it la probable
that, when that peculiar principle, whether cryatailization, uitraction or electricity, which
caused the aggregation of the partirl^s of gypsum in greater purity and in a more cryaUtline state was in operation, one of Us chief etfecta was to expel to the circumterence all
the panicles of argillaceous matter previously mixed up wiih the gypsum; a proceM
wMch would continue until either the crust itself opposed a resistance to the further aetion of this principle, or until two opposing spheres nearly cnine in contact with each
other. Very fine crystals of seienite, and sometimvs of a larpe sire, are not unfrequently
found In the ti^sures of the gypsum- They ere used for the purpose of making the fine
Scagliola cement, .ind are eonseqiientiy sold at a much higher price than the more ordinary gypaum. The price of the line alabaster Is 5 Tuscan lire the 100 lb. TuBcao at th«
quarry, or 8 if delivered in Leghorn.
tions.

I
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RAILWAY TOLLS.
(From a Return
The various Charges made by

existing Railway

Companies

to

an Order of the House of Commons.J

for the Carriage of Passengers, Cattle, Coals,

Passengers, per Mile.

and various kinds of Merchandize, distinguishing

Manure, Lime, Compost.

Cattle, per Mile.

Coals,

Name

of Company.

Horned

per Ton
per Mile.

Compost.

Sheep.

Cattle.

d.

Arhroath and Forfar
Ardrossaa'
Ballochney

Bodmin

'

d.

1-25

1-5

3-3

2

3

1-5

2-25

•75

and Wade,

bridge'^

1'5

none. 2s,&d. none. 2s. 6d. none.
2
4
3

Bolton and Leigh = .. 2-45
Brandling Junction'' 1-5
Bristol and Birming.

ham*,

s
;

on

H

the

portion of the Line

between

Birming-

ham and Gloucester
On the portion of the

4i

Line between Bristol
and Gloucester
2-875
Canterbury and Whitstable (O'miles)

..

2-5

(Colchester Line)*
Edinburgh and Dal-

2Ho2|

keith=>

5

Edinburgh and Dalkeith, Leith Branch
Edinburgh and Glas-

gow

2-5

2s. 6d.

Chester and Birkenhead
Dublin and Drogheda
Dublin and Kingstown", 8
Dundee and Newtyle' 1-756 3
Durham and Sunderland
1-5
Eastern
Counties
(Cambridge Line)* Uto2| 2
Eastern
Counties
2

2s.

1

li
1-451

pany*

If

Grand Junction*
Great North of England*
Great Western
Hartlepool Dock and
Railway Company..

3-37
2-744

Hayle

1-2

2-5

2-44

'2

Lancaster and Preston
Junction
3i

to 2

3

and Swan-

Dock Company

1-5

8

London and Birming

ham

Line
2-86
Euston Extension
2-86
Aylesbury Branch
2-45
Northampton
and

3

.

Is.

.

3

Peterboro' Branch

Warwick and Leamington Branch

.

2-5

2-5

London and Blackwall 6for3Jmiles
London and Brighton 2-8
3-5
London and Croydon 1-4285 3-5
London and South
Western

2-5

3

Itolf 2
none.

3

none.

5

1-565

If
1-96

1-878

nington
1-8006 3
Liverpool and Manchester
e
2-28
Llanelly Railway and

1-170

none.

2-34

1

3-5

Itolf 2

3

3-5

f

75

3-5

1-5

3-5

2

1

ed

1-25

lfto2J2

3

3-5

2s.

1

1

none.
2-082

3-5
3-5

1-5

2-5

6d

3-5

Edinburgh, Leith and
Granton
2
6
Glasgow, Garnkirkand
Coatbridge''
9 for 10 mis 6 for 10 mis
Glasgow, Paisley, Kil
marnock and Ayr* 1-75
3
1-25
3
Glasgow and Paisley
Joint Railway Com-

Leicester

d.

d.

1-9

2

3-5

1-043

3-5

none.

3

1-5

1-5

none.
1-5

•5

1-5

none.

Is.
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the Chorees made, from tlie Maximum Charecs authorized by tlieir respective Acts of rarllaraent. Eacli column contain two sets of figures, the first refers to
the I'kes'knt Ciiahges, the second to the Maximum I'ari.iamentahy Ciiargks.
The following Returns are given as they have been furnished to the Hallway Department of the Board of Trade by the several Railway Companies named.

Sugar,

Cum,

Manufactured Goods, Cotton, Wools.

Grain, Timber.

Manufac.
Sugar.

urcd Cioods.

3-3

4-6

d.

d.
4-6

d.

.6

3
2 25

2

225
6 up. 3 down.

25

6
6

nt

mil for "

borized by

Maslmuni Charges

charge for

2 Half pric« back.

rhnrges"

If

on the same day,

for j-assengers.

a And In addition to the above maximum charges, the Com[iany Is authorized to charge
snm of 8d. per ton for ascending any inclined i)Ians workerl by a stationary engine,
.'id. per ton for descending such inclined plane
there are tivo Inclined planes of this
description, ascendiiiK in opposite directions, so that goods starting from either end of the
line have to ascend one inclined plane and descend the other, in the transit over the railway. 'I'he railivoy is leased tn Mr. John Ilorgrcaves, jun at the rent of 1'2,0(I0/. per year,
and the Company have no knowledge of the Lessee's charge for carriage of goods.

7

tile

and

3-5

3

and haulage, while th<
of I'arllumcnl," contains only th>

Inchul.' tolli

Ad

tolls.

4

4-5

3

In the above return, the " P

imum

il.

;

,

•1

3-25

These charges are

tolls only,

exclusive of the expenses of conveyance.

3

The coals on this line are
mingbam and Gloucester and
1-25

U.

4
is. 2d.

1

U.

4

2-75

1

1». 2d. Is.

Is. 2d. Is.

3-25

4
Is.

2d. Is.

4

3-25

3

5

4

4
Is. 2d.

Is. 2d. Is.

2-25
3'5

none.
2-731

none.
6-243

Is.

3

none. 2

3

3-5

6

none.
3-609

none. 2-5

3-;

6

3121

none

none.

2

2

none.

none.
3-804 Is.
none,

3

6 The rates given are those charged for booked i>assengers for a single trip, but there
are a great variety of modihcations of passenger rates ; for artizans for short Rtages, return
tickets, and especially for persons subscribing in advance for terms varying from 3 months
to 12 months; taking all or which into consideration, it is impracticable to make a separate mileage rate for each class for the whole traffic, but the average receipts for all classes
during the last three years have been as follows :—Vcar ended Feb. 28 1843, 1 05d. per
passenger per mile; Year ended Feb. 29 1844, -968d. per passenger per mile; Year ended
Feb. 28 1845, •893d. per passenger i)er mile.

Is.

none.

3

3

only conveyed an average distance of 7 miles. The Bir.
Bristol and Gloucester lines being now worked in conjuuc*
tiou by the Midland Company, the returns are made herein for both tines.

3

6

3

2

4toO

6

4to6

6

4to6

6

3-5

4

3-5

4

3-5

6

3-5

6

3-5

6

25

6

2-5

6

2-5

6

2-5

6

1-846

5

3

6

1-456

6

6

' In the Table of Charges for Conveyance of Goods on this Railway so much per ton
per mile is charged ; and it* the goods are carried over the Law Inclined Plane or the Hatton Inclined Plane, there is an additional charge made on that account. The rates shown
this table or return are the average rates per ton per mile, supposing the goods to be
conveyed the whole distance, and including the charges for the inclined planes, but exclusive of weighing or other labourjge at the loading or uuiuading stations.

in

No maximum

charge or stipulation

in this

Company's Acts.

Stock and Goods with an additional 3d. per ton for ascending the Inclined Plane
and also for such coals as pass through the estates of Niddry and Edat Edinburgh
nionstofje, ^d. per ton additional on each estate, as a way-leave, payable to the proprietors of those estates under the Act of Parliament. Also, iu certain cases. Id. of
wharfage, or depdt-rent.
;

1-45G

6

A

1 o 3rd Class Id. ; 4th Class -652d.
truck load containing from four to eight head of
cattle nearly 5-5d. per mile per truck; if fewer than four, about l-5d. per mile per head.
truck load, 45 sheep, nearly 4d. per mile per truck ; when less than a truck load, rates
vary according to number. A truck load of pigs (number varying according to size), nearly
when less than a truck load, rates vary according to weight.
8d. per mile per truck

6

A
2

2-5

3

4

;

4

2to4i

3
2-133

3
2'

2
2-133

2-5

2-133

3

3
2-542

3

2to4i

3

3
2-542

4

3
2-542

4

3"

1 1
No fixed rate for passengers by tha Company's Act of Parliament. Tonnage
Dues.— Class First Coal, dross, ironstone, pig-iron, limestone, whinstone, freestone,
gravel, sand, clay, slag and engine ashes, hrst mile 2d. per ton t each succeeding
mile Id. N. B. Dung and lime for manure, from Glasgow to Stepps depot 4d. per
ton from Gartcosh .^d. from Gartgill 6d. Class Second Bar iron, charcoal, peats, lime
(except for manure), tiles, slates and bricks, lirst mile 2 dd. per ton each succeeding
mile l-5d. Class Third
Cotton, wool, yarn, cloth, grain, machinery, timber, bark, and
all goods and commodities not above specified, lirat mile 3d. per ton
each succeeding
nrle l-75d. Engines and trains not belonging to the Company, and admitted on the line,
are charged the tonnage dues on the net load only, unless that load is under 75 tons weight.
Passenger trains not the Company's, -5d. per passenger per mile, or per carriage, or per
:

2to4J-

3-'

;

:

;

;

;

3

3

3

5-4

5-4

6-3

3
4"

—

the Company's option, as may be agreed upon. Engine Haulage Westwards:
mile l'25d. ; each additional mile *25d. Eastwards If ascending the inclined plane,
per ton; other parts of the line same charge as westwords. Wagon Hire Per day,
per week 2s., for ordinary purposes not involving extra tear and wear, or detention.
Trucks, for timber, machinery, and very bulky or heavy articles, per agreement. Crane
Dues— Sixpence per ton for lifts under four tons weight, and for heavier lifts Is. per ton.
An extra charge for assistance, if supplied, in working the crane.
trip, in

1.514

2*

l-S'"

first

:

fid.

i'd.

4

4

4

3

3|

2-5

1-5

l-5« 1-5

1-5

1-5'

1-53

1-53

3to3i

4
1-5

2-58

—

;

—

» 2 Toll.
For every person conveyed by the said Companv, or any other person In or
upon any entirely open and uncovered carriage, or on the outside of any covered carriage,
any sum not exceeding 2"5d. per mile. For every person so carried in or upon any covered carriage, any sum not exceeding 3d. per mile. For every person so carried in or
upon any four inside or mull carriage, any sum not sxceeding 3 5d. per mile.

1 3 The coal dues are leased, t id the lessees charge the following rates per ton
From
Darlington to— Croft, 3J miles, s. per ton; Northallerton, 14J miles, 2a. Cd.; Thirsk,
224 miles, 3s. 7d.; Shipton, 3'Jri liies, 3s. 9d.; York, 45 miles, 3s. 6(1.
:

2>.for31ml8. 2s.for3JraIs. 2s.for34mls. 28.for3Jmls. 2s.for3jmls. 2s.for3imli
38
38
38
3-6
2-4
3-6
2
28 2-4
28
6
1-56
none.
3
none.
none.

1

* All these Articles, except Horses, are conveyed by a
the above-mentioned Tolls.

Common Carrier and by

Traders

who pay

1 5
Ail goods which are imported, and travel the line to be exported again, are chargeil
liformly at the rate of 10s. for the whole distance, being 2d. pet ton per mile.
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Sugar, Corh, Grain, Timber.

Sugar.

Manufactured Goods, Cotton, Wools.
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ARCHITECTURE

IN

Whittaker

MANCHESTER.*

;

rapidly.

of the

Manchester Exchange have

for

some time

past been determined to enlarge the present Exchange, in order to
accommodation so long required; Mr. A. W. Mills has prepared plans and specifications of an alteration, which will allow double
the space for the use of the subscribers, as compared wilh that available at present, and arrangements are already completed relative to
the purchase of the property required.
The present room will be
extended westward to St. Anne's-square, and on each side of the
extension will be rows of shops, the one towards Exchange-street, and
the other towards Ducie-place ; these shops with rooms above, and
the cellars below the large room, will be let.
At the front, towards
St. Anne's-square, will be a Grecian Doric portico of noble proportions.
The building being about 100 feet wide, and the portico but
70 feet, the difference in width will be occupied by circular corners on
each side, with Doric columns in antis tliese circular corners will
contain staircases to the rooms above. Rising to a considerable elevation above the building will be two toweis to light the staircases
and to ventilate the building. The whole will be contained under one
entablature, and when completed will present a noble and elegant
appearance, and will be worthy of the importance of the town in the
the world of commerce.
The new Borough Gaol is to be erected on a site of 18 acres of
land, situated on the Hyde-road, about two miles from the Exchange.
The designs have been prepared by Mr. G. Eldiott, of London, and
hi.ve been approved of and signed by Sir James Graham.
In the
general plan and arrangement?, advantage has been taken of all the
improvements which have been introduced of late years at Pentonville and other places.
The buildings generally are intended to be of
brick, but the whole of the entrance front and the boundary walls
along the main road will be faced with stone. The style of architecture of the exterior will be Italian, and it is understood that considerable architectural effect will be aimed at and obtained.
The prison
will be in three buildings for males, for females, and for juvenile
offenders, each in plan resembling a letter T, and hi.ving a central
inspection liall where the lines of buildings meet, so that the superintent may view all that occurs in the three avenues, without leaving
his central position.
There will be 300 separate cells for males, 80
for juveuiles, and 120 for females.
The bricks are now being made
on the ground, and it is expected that the contracts will be taken
alTord the

;

immediately.

The new Theatre Royal

in Peter-street is

now

nearly finished, and
the opening is advertised to take place on the evening of September
29th.
The principal front is of stone, and consists of a central
recessed compartment having three entrance doorways, and with two
Corinthian columns in antis. There are projecting wings on each
side, wilh pilasters at the corners opposite the columns; the recessed
part willalso have similar pilasters matching the columns, and over the
centre doorway will be a niche to contain a bust of Shakspeare.
A
pediment will surmount the whole, the apex of which will be 70 feet
above the street. The interior is admirably fitted up, and the decorations are now being done in the Italian style of the IGth century. The
whole will be highly creditable to Messrs. Irwin and Chester, the
architects, and to

all

is the architect.
This warehouse adjoinsone erected
since by the firm, and the front of the two forins one debuilding is four storeys high, exclusive of cellar: the
main front is faced with stone as high as the second floor, where is a
dentelled stone cornice running the whole length. The upper part is
of stock brick, with a stone cornice and parapet over all.
The win-

some years

—

Sir A notice to correspondents in last montli's journal, to the effect
that local intelligence of progress in building is peculiarly valuable to
you, encourages me to contribute my quota of such information as
regards Manchester and, perhaps, at no period in the existence of
the town has there been greater scope for instructive observation and
remark than at the present time. Increasing prosperity in trade, and
a general improvement in the prospects of the commercial world, have
not been without their influence upon building enterprise; and in
proof of this we need only glance at the magnificent ranges of warehouses, factories, and shops, in Manchester, and the gentlemens' residences in the suburbs. At the same time it is cheering to notice that
more attention is being paid to the spiritual and educational wants of
the vast population, and that churches, chapels, and schools, are rising

The committee

'lSept.

concerned.

The

sign.

dows have stone sills, and moulded frames and cornices. The floors
^re of the construction commonly called fireproof, i. e., having iron
beams connected to each other by tie rods, with brick arches springing
between them. The inequalities above the arches are filled in level,
and a floor formed above.
The new part has one room to each story,
about the centre of which are three large openings (to each floor),
for giving light from the skylight, around which openings will be
counters for exhibiting the goods upon. This arrangement suits the
requirements of the trade but in case of a fire it is objectionable, as
the openings would allow the fire to spread rapidly to every room.
stock and wood work alone, however, could be burnt, as the
brick arches and iron beams conld receive little or no injury.
A large warehouse of stock brick with handsome stone dressings, in
the Italian style, has just been erected iu George Street, for Messrs.
Leo Schuster & Co., by Messrs. Pauline and Heufrey, from designs by
Messrs. Holden, architects.
Mr. Walters is the architect of the warehouse in the same street,
belonging to Messrs. Sails Schwabe & Co., which is now finishing with
the entire front of stone ashlar backed up with brick, in the Roman
;

The

style.

Mr. S. D. Darbishire has had two large piles of warehouses built in
George-street and York-street, which are plain substantial-looking
brick erections, more remarkable for their size than for architectural
proportion.
Messrs. Bannerman, who own the very handsome pile of brick
warehouses, on the opposite side of York-street to those last mentioned, have gone to great expense in removing the former wooden
cornice, and replacing it with an admirably proportioned one of stone,
in order to escape the additional rate of insurance.
In several of the
warehouses (four of those last-mentioned) a new description of
internal hoist is introduced, so constructed as to remove the danger in
case of fire which attends those hitherto used.
At some of the late fires, the rapidity and extent of the combustion
were attributed mainly to the communication afforded by the hoist
holes
the wooden doors being scon burnt through, and a draught
upwards established, which speedily carried the flame to every room.
The new plan consists of a peculiar arrangement of wrought iron
doors to each story, with an ingenious contrivance, by which the
shutting of the doors is made to depend upon the using of the cradle.
The extra rate of insurance on a warehouse having the ordinary
wooden doors to the hoist hole is five shillings per cent., which, witli
the new plan, is reduced to two shillings.
splendid warehouse is to be built at the top of King-street, for
Messrs. Ashton. Messrs. Hoiden are the architects, and the contracts have been taken by Mr. David Bellhouse.
The ground is now
being cleared for commencement. The last-mentioned architect and
builder are now engaged in providing a noble suite of offices for the
Manchester and Leeds RaiUvay Company at Hunt's Bank.
:

A

Church Architecture.
gratifying to be able to adduce instances of improving taste in
church architecture, and I am glad to have an opportunity of noticing
three new churches now erecting, which will be ornaments to the
neighbourhood, and which are evidences of an appreciation of the
An elegant strucchaste and beautiful in ecclesiastical architecture.
ture is being built at Birch, dedicated to St. James, towards the expense of which Mr. Anson has given i£J00, and land for the site of
the church and a churchyard ; the Rev. G. Anson, the munificent sum
of £2000 ; and a grant has been made by the Manchester and Eccles
The design is by Mr. Derick of
Church Building Society of £500.
Oxford, and is in the eaily English style of architecture, that which
prevailed about the miihlle of the thirteenth century.
The church
will consist of nave with lofty Clareslory aisles and chancel with
sedilia, and priests' entrance from the south, and vestry and organ
square tower, and octagonal spire above, will
chapel at the north.
The roof will bd of optn
rise at the western end of the south aisle.
timber, and the internal arrangements will be iu keeping wilh the
At the west end will be a large double window,
architectural style.
surmounted by a qiiatrefoil, on the sides will be double windows alternating with the buttresses, and at the east end will be a large triplet
window, with detached shaft inside the tympanum, filled in with a rose
It is

A

Warehouses,

An extraordinaiy energy is at this time displayed in the erection of
warehouses in ilanchester, and some of these buildings are of such a
character and magnitude, that they cannot be passed over without
mention.
A large warehouse is now near completion in Churchstreet, belonging to Messrs. J. and N. Phillips and Co., of which Mr.
« This admirable letter is a very grati
jof that our appeal to subscribers to fur.
nlsh local inronnation has not been t'n
The style of this letter abundanlly proves
that the writer it thoroughly versed ii:
'piss of archilecture, andin the spirit
of a true friend to It, wishes to see its advancement duly recorded. Ed!

—

The church will accommodate 700 perof twelve divisions.
400 of the sittings will be free. The estimated cost, exclusive of the spire is £35000.
widow

sons, and
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St. John's Cluircli at Longsigiit is buililiiig from designs and under
It will be in tlie early English style, withdirection of Mr. Guecan.
out much ininule ornament. A square tower, strengthened by missive
buttresses, and siirmonnted l)y an octagonal spire wilh ornamental
lights, is situated at the sonlli-west corner of the build hig, wilin the
square line of plan. The windows in side aisles, clerestory, and sides
of cliancel, are generally double lancet headed, with some single tre-

At llie east end are three windows, lancet-headed,
headed.
the centre one the longest, having a continuous label over all. There
bean elegant south porcli, and a font to the right on entering
The chancel will be spacious, and will li.ive sidilia, &c.;
the church.
tlip pulpit and reading desk will be situated on each side of the chanfoil

will

cel arch.

Another church, dedicated to St. Simon, situated in SpringfieldSalford, is progressing rapidly. It is being erected from the
designs, and under tlie superintendence of Mr. R. Lane, architect,
whose object seems to have been, the designing of an edifice, which
shall be in conformity with ancient principles of architecture, and yet
be within ihe limits of outlay to which he was confined. The style
is that of the period of the transition from Eirlv English to Decorated,
to which date belong some of the most beautiful of our ecclesi istical
The principal feature of the design will be a tower of
erections.
massive construction, with octagonal spire, rising to the height of loO
The chancel will be groined, and will have three windows
feet.
At the ends of the transepts will be three-lighted
towards the east.
windows, with qnatrefoil tracery. The body of the church will have
lane,

two-lighted

equilateral-arched trefoil

win(iows

in

the

aisles,

you are willing

at

some

future period

consequences of a right view of these
I

I

293
may

point out the practical

facts.

remain. Sir, your obedient servant,

J. G. S.
*«* Our correspondent does not seem to state the action of a locomotive engine quite correctly. It is clear that the action of the steam
is to turn the crank (and ther'-fore the driving-wheel) constantly in
one direction.
The ngine gives motion to the train by means of the
friction of this wlieel and the rail
for it is clear that if the rail were
ijiiile smooth the train would not be moved.
The friction of the wheel
and rail arises from minute protuberances or serrations on their surfaces, and the action is therefore an dogous to that of the cogs of the
rack and jJinion. The rail corresponds to the rack, and the reaction
I'xeited by its serrations or cogs is always in the forward direction.
Ed.
i

;

THE ACCIDENTS ON THE EASTERN COUNTIES'
RAILWAY.
(From

the Railieay Rccortl.J
.'

\

and

cusped windows in the clerestory; and there will be a three-lightetl
window over the western door. The font will be placed as directed
by the canon, near the south porch, and there will be no pews.
Mr. Lane is also the architect of the independent chapel which
It is
is building at a little distance from the church just mentioned.
The principal front will have a rich
in the decorated English style.
window of flowing tracery, with a croketted head moulding over it,
and beneath the window will be the entrance doorway, which will be
This front will be divided by canoapproached by a flight of steps.
pied buttresses, surmounted by carved and crocketted pinicies, ii:to
The
construction
compartments.
of the principal supports of
three
At the usu d
the roof are cast iron is peculiar to this buhding.
distance of the principals of a roof, iron columns will be built in the
side walls, from the top of which will spring large iron segments,
firmly bolted together, in the form of a Gothic arch.
By the adoption of this plan, he.ivy timbering is dispensed with, and the height to
peak of roof is available. Time will not permit me to notice other
buildings at present, so

I

A

R, Great Western

U

rail.

D, Kaslcrn Counties' rail.
(lange suited for Great Wustcrn rail.
c d, flange used for Eastern Counlifs.
(J

conclude, subscribing myself,

Yours most

i

a
trulv,

A. B.

h.

We call attention to the explanations given by Jfr. Bidder, at tlie
meeting of the Norfolk Railway Company yesterday, as to the cause
of the late accidents on the Eastern Counties' line.*
These explanations, and the statement made by Mr. Peto, appear to set the question
at rest.

OX THE MOTION OF LOCOMOTIVE

— Suppose

EKGIXES.

the annexed represents the lines of a piston rod,
connecting rod, and crank of a locomotive
engine, if the steam were acting on the piston a, in the direction b a, we know from
experience the wheel turns in the direction
c d, and the engine proceeds in the direction
a b. Considering, however, the rail as a
fulcrum, and b c as a lever, it is well known
any force acting at e in Ihe direction 6 a
would cause the lever to turn on the fulcrum
''
c, and move the extremity i towards a, just
the reverse of the fact in the case of a locomotive. How is this? The steam acting on the piston a causes an
equal reaction on the cylinder cover, which transferred along the body
of the engine acts on the centre of the wheel b, and having a greater
leverage than the direct pull of the piston, the one acting at e and
the other at i, causes the wheel to turn on c, moving the centre in the
direction from a to A, thus the motion of a locomotive, which at first
sight seems contrary to known law, is very easily reconciled to them.
If the crank be vertically above the centre b, the steam acting on the
piston in the direction i a, tlie direct pull of the piston is thin the
preponderating cause of motion, its leverage from the fulcrum c being
greater than the leverage of tlie reaction. Thus, in certain positions
of the crank in its revolution, the engine is propelled by the preponderating effect of the reaction over the direct influence of the piston,
while in other positions the direct elTect of the piston urges the engiiie
forward. I shall not now further trespass on your valuable space, but if
:IR,

The engines referred to were made by Messrs. Slaughter and Stodhert of Bristol.
The following rough sketch (not to scale) will show
the diflferenee between the rails of the Great Western and Eastern
Counties' lines.
The dark lines represent Messrs. Slaughter and Stodliert's wheel
and the Great Western rails, and the dotted lines exhibit the Eastern
Counties' pattern.
Now if any joint were "out," even a quarter of
an inch, it would mount, and cutting the rails, like shears, the engine
would run off; whereas the bevelled flange instead of mounting and
cutting, would ^«8S against the side, and the engine would pass in
perfect sefety.

As stated at the meeting, the engines have been taken off the line»
and we understand that the makers will substitute other wheels at
their

own

cost.

BUILDINGS IN EDINBURGH.

—

notice in the August number of your excellent Journal, page
2oS, a short account of the new buildings lately finished or at present
building here, but you complain that the architects' names are not givenby the newspaper from which you have extracted the notice.
I beg to supply that deficiency with regard to most of them.
1. Sir fValler Scott's Monumtnt was designed by th" late lamented
Mr. C. M. Kemp, who was accidentally drowned during the erection

Sm,

I

of the monument.
* Iliipiioars that two engines n-ere Ijuilt wilh llie flanges of their wheels of a shape
10 tilt Great Western rails, whereas un altogether tlill'ercnt form is reqnii-eJ for the
EasteiD Counties' Railway.

siilteil

33
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2. The Victoria or ^ssemily Hall, Castle
James Gillespie Graham, Esq., Arcliitecf.

Hill,

was designed by

The Debtors' Prison, on the C;ilton Hill, by T. Brown, Esq.,
Superintendent of Pnblic Works, Edinbiirgli.
4. Ti:t Phjsiciaiis' Hall, Queen Street, by Thomas Haiiilton,
Esq., Architect, and the three colossal figures of Hygeia, Esculapius
Hippocrates in front of it were sculptured by Alexander Ritchie,
3.

Esq.
5. The Commercial Bank, in George Street, by David Rhind, Esq.,
Architect, and the sculptures in the pediment are cutting by Alexander Ritchie, Esq.
6. Donaldson's Hospital, to the west of the City, by W. H. Playtair, Esq., Architect.
7. Htrtot's School, Rose Street, is understood to be by Alexander
Black, Esq., Architect.
I am. Sir, yonr's truly,
James Tod, Secretary,
Royal Scottish Society of Arts.

We

***
have to return our best thanks for this letter, and will not
lose this or any other opportunity of urging upon our readers how
increase the value to themselves of this Journal by contri«
have no lack of letters propounding
buting local information.
theoiies, but there is sad dearth of tliose which contribute facts.

much they

We

Notes on the Philosophy of Engineering.

[Sept.

We

have received another

able letter on the same subject, but as the first part of it is almost
identical with the preceding, the writer will, we trust, excuse the
omission of it. The following passages on the effect of steam used
expansively put forth views which are for the most part correct
enough, and which certainly have not been controverted in this work.
The writer is not, however, quite justified in assumingthat if the

steam be cut off at the \ stroke the consumption would be reduced to
one quarter, as be may see by turning to the paper on the Lead of the
Slide.
He will perhaps liave the goodness to read that article carefully, and if lie have any difficulties on the subject to write again.
The writer next speaks of your previous correspondent's
distinction between the " mechanical eflect of steam" and the power of a
steam engine in relation to Cornish (or expansion) engines, wherein, as your
correspondent says, " you may increase the mechanical effect of a certain
weight of steam by the very same operation that diminishes thepower of the
engine," and the writer does not '• know what private interpretation your
correspondent gives to the term " mechanical effect."
Allow me to say how I understand the matter. A given weight of steam
at a given temperature is capaljlo, in the act of expansion, of exerting a certain amount of mechanical pov.er
and as much of this power as is, in any
case, rendered available to our purposes, is termed the " mechanical effect"
of this quantity of steam, for while no engine whatever collects anything near
the n-hole of the power possessed by the steam, one engine may and does
collect a much larger fraction of this power than does another
nay, the
same engine being used expansively will collect much more of the power of a
In illustration,
given quantity of steam than it would otherwise collect.
suppose a certain steam engine has 100 h. p. while used !(«cxpansive!y, and
of course consuming a full cylinder of steam at each stroke of the piston,
whether upward or downwaid, now let the sam.e engine be used expansively
by cutting off the steam at } stroke, the consumption of steam would evidently fall to one quarter only of the former quantity, while the power of
If this be corthe engine would probably not fall below that of 60 horses.
rect, it follows that, the introduction, so far, of the expansion plan, as comthe
French
more of the
non-expansion
plan,
utilises,
as
say,
pared with the
theoretic powerof the steam, and this in the proportionof GO to 25, and, other
l/ihiys e/jnat, is in that proportion more economical, for 2a per cent, of the
former quantity of steam is thereby made to yield 60 per cent, of the former
quantity of power. Also, " the m.echanical eftect cf a given quantity of
steam is increased by means which diminish the power of the particular
engine," because while the engine m.akes much better use of what steam it
does consume, the quantity of steam which it will receive is disproportionately small.
From this it follows that the highly economical use of the steam
requires a steam engine large in comparison with the [lowcr obtained, so that
it is always a practical question whetiier to submit on the one hand to a large
original outlay in the construction of the steam engine, or on the other hand
to a wasteful consumption of coals.
;

;

WECIIAKICAL PROPERTIES OF AIR AND STEAM.

We

are gratified to find that we have succeeded in calling attention
to the loss of power in atmospheric traction by preliminary exhaustion.
The following letters suggest that the loss may be avoided by the use
think that by this means the loss is
of double-acting pumps.
diminished, though to what extent can only be ascertained by a separate

We

investigation, which, as the method of double-acting pumps is that
actually employed in practice, we will endeavour to give next month.

—

Sir,
As there seems to he much in the article signed II. C. on the Properties of Air as applied to the Atmospheric Railway, which is calculated to
mislead those who are not in the habit of judging for themselves, but take
everything for granted which appears in a Journal like that of the " Civil

Engineer,"

I

would not be amiss to make a few remarks upon it.
it which views it histarically, and attempts to
modern atmospheric railway and the contrivance
a means of conveying motive power to distant places

thought

it

I will leave all that part of
draw a parallel between the

of Papin, which as
could scarcely he equalled for absurdity.
The writer next attempts to prove that the partial exhaustion of the pipe
before the starting of the train contributes nothing to its motion, and that
is where the writer is so greatly in error, which to prove I will suppose that
the previous exhaustion has reduced the air in the pipe to a pressure of five
pounds on the inch, and that the cylinder of the pump is of the same diaUieter as the long pipe in which the travelling piston moves, and that the
pump piston moves with the same velocity as the train; then, as the pump
piston is working against a pressure of fifteen with five in its favour, the difference being ten for the power required to work the pump, and the travelling piston is moving against a pressure of five with fifteen in its favour, the
difference giving a tractive force of ten, there will be that equality between
the prime mover and the effect produced which the writer contends for, but
if he would only consider, he might see that when the pump piston has
finished its stroke the air within the pump cylinder has a pressure of only
five pounds to the inch, and consequently the jjump piston has a pressure on
its underside of only five pounds to the inch, while its upper side has a pressure of fifteen, the difference being ten, which would diminish to seven and
a half when it had made a third of its backward stroke, to five when it had
made half, and to nothiug when it had made two-thirds, the air within the
And that it would not require
cylinder being then at a pressure of fifteen.
any " omnipotent Act of Parliament" or " great monied interest," and but a
small share of the " mechanical genius" of the country to avail ourselves of
that pressure and to apply it either in working a double pump, each cylinder
of which would thus alternately assist the other, or in comumiiicating motion to a fly wheel which in its turn would give back the power (except what
was lost by friction and other mechanical defects) in assisting the pump in
its next stroke.
And therefore it follows that if this pressure be applied
that equality which the writer contends for is destroyed, and that the preliminary exhaustion cither does or may be made to contribute to the motion
of the train.

A ^YORKING MECHANIC.

E. H.

NEW BUILDINGS

In addition to its own intrinsic merit, the new structure, containing Hall
and Library, is so happily situated as to form one of the most conspicuously
placed architectural objects in the metropolis ; one that shows itself advantageously from every point of view, and from whose windows a most enviable
trim garden,' hounded by the handrus-in-urlie prospect may be enjoyed of
some range r.f Stone Buildings on one side and of the park-like enclosure of
\Yliat adds not a little toils nobleness of
Lincoln's Inn Fields on the other.
appearance is, that the new building stands upon a raised terrace ; which is
attended with this further advantage, that the basement floor is sunk only a
very few feet lower than the general level of the ground and what shows
itself externally as a basement for the oflices is a low ground floor, or mezzaSo well is the
nine, between them and the Hall and other upper rooms.
building laid out, that although regular and even symmetrical in plan in the
direction of its length, the exterior is marked by great variety of outUne.
at the same time free from any little finical tricks of the picturesque; it being
thrown into well contrasted and well balanced masses, as is naturally dicWe have here
tated by the disposition of the principal parts of the interior.
that kind of grouping which is one distinctive characteristic of the style
at least of the class of buildings which aflford the best examples of
itself
Mr. Barry would probably have treated
the style, namely, collegiate ones.
would have shown us singleness of composition in
the subject difterently
one continuous line of building from end to end, with very little external
articulation of the plan nor do we pretend to say that such treatment would
have been unsuccessful in his hands. Still we are well content with what
we here behold ; and are of opinion that the placing the Library transversely
to, instead of in continuation of, the main line of building, is highly favourable, not only occasioning a certain piquantuess of ensemble, but also giving
the extent in regard to depth. From tliis circumstance the building acquires
considerable impoitance as seen obliquely in a north-west \iew of it, which
'

;

—

—
;

2Veivcastle-uj!07i- Tijne,

July 28, 1845.
*:i<* If our correspondent be a working mechanic, in the ordinary
acceptation of the phrase, his letter does him great credit indeed.
will find the cases of the double-pump and of the pump working
with a fiy.whe<a fully discussed in the next number of this work, in thg

He

IN LINCOLN'S INN.

(From the Alhenaum.)
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satisfies us better than that of the other end, although the latter is evidently
For our own part, however, we cannot
as the principal one.
help feeling that what is there intended for a handsome architectural accesdesign, is the poorest part of
feature
in
the
general
completing
and
a
sory
We allude to the entrance gateway at
nay, quite unworthy of the rest.
all
the south-west angle, or rather what ought to he a gateway, and therefore
disappoints when, on being approached, it is found to be a mere arched
opening through a wall, instead of a gate-house forming a covereil passage
In one sense of the term it may be called scenic, for it smacks strongly of
the theatre, being like a pasteboard arch upon the stage nor is lliis its only
defect, as besides having a flimsy look, it is nllierwise poor in design and
Fortunately, the mistake is one that
rather insigniticant in appearance.
easily admits of correction, little more being required to be done than now
to add a gate-bouse to the gateway; and were it to be one of considerable
depth, it might be attended with the further good ef>"oct of somewhat screening and breaking the now too blank-looking lower part of the end of the
}lall, beneath the great south window.
After this brief interruption of it, we may resume our tone of comraenda«
tion, though we cannot stop to particularize the various merits of tlie exteWe say conduct because
rior, but conduct our readers within the building.
instead of rushing at once into the Ilall, we wish to lead them into it by
that line of approach which presents a striking and woll-comhined succession
of architectural parts, all increasing in inipoitauce, and terminating in an
There arc two entrances to the building from the terrace
impressive climax.
on the east side; which, however, do not comninuicate with the ground or
terrace-floor, but lead immediately to the upper one by means of broad
that is, no
flights of steps ; consequently, no internal staircase is required
principal or state staircase, for others there are of course, and one of them
Taking the northernmost of the two enwill come in for notice presently.
trances, or that appropriated for the benchers, after passing througli a Ijandsome porch, we advance up a vestibule or short corridor, nbicli brings us to
one end (that next the Library) of an inner vestibule or central ball, which
connects the other chief apartments with the great Dining-ball. This part
far more so than it would be were it entered imof the interior is striking
mediately from the porch, or were it so placed as to he in a line with that
and the first vestibule. It does not disclose itself to view until actuiilly entered, when it bursts upon the eye with brilliant effect, at the same time that
There is no
it is sufliciently spacious for its purpose )being 22 feet by 58).
pretence or obtrusiveness about it, as is too frequently the case in the entrance-halls of large buildings; yet, although for the greater part sober in
character, it is not a little piquant in arrangement, and in the combined reThe first of these is laid out in three divisions, the
sult of plan and section.
middle one of which is a square (of 22 feet), divided from the north and
south ends by three open arches on pillars and the angles of this square
compartment of the plan are cut off by four other arches, converting it into
an octagon over which is carried up a clerestory lantern of the same form
and diameter, having a v.indjw ornamented with painted glass on each of its
sides. The combination and tran-ition of forms, and the effect of the stream
of light from above, tinging with flickering hues the pale walls and pillars,
render this a singularly pleasing architectural picture. The ribs of the vaulting of the octagon are partly relieved by gildhig, and have gililed bosses at
their intersections.
The lower part, however, is by no means so satisfactory
as the upper, the pillars and arches being somewhat tame in characler, and
reminiscent of " James Wyatt" Gottiic.
One novelty, which must not pass
unnoticed, is, that in the ceiling, the soffits of the spandrel spaces cut off by
the octagon are left open as triangular skylights, consisting of a single plate
of glass, in order to throw down light directly upon corresponding spaces in
the floor, which are ;j(7rerf with thick ^fcss s/ais, and thereby serve in turn
to admit light into the vestibule beneath, on the lower floor; and to their
answering that purpose we can speak with some confidence, for we found
that lower vcstil]ule, which would else be nearly dark, better lighted than is
usual with places of the kind. Well satisfied as we are, upon the whole, with
the principal vestibule, we think it would have been an improvement had the
octagon form been defined upon the floor beneath the lantern, by a border of
a different colour from the rest of the pavement (which is entirely white),
between the pillars. We conceive, too, that it would have been a further
improvement if, of the three open arches from either end, the two uarrower
side ones had been closed up below to the height of between five and six feet
by open-work screens; whereby that central division of the plan would have
been in a manner marked out as being en suite with the Drawing-room, on
the west side of it, and the Council-room, on the opposite one.
While the
passage across from the one to the other woulil thus have been less exposed,
that from end to end, and the vista from the Library to the Great Hall would
have been just the same and instead of secnnng at all to confine or interrupt space, low screens of the kind suggested would have tended to fill up
what now strikes too much as blankness in the lower part of the walls. Few
architects seem to understand or care for the effect to be produced by partial
concealment, or to agree with the poet, that " half the art is skilfully to
hide."
At the south-west angle of this vestibule is an open recess or bay,
lighted by a lofty handsome window, and forming the upper part of a staircase to the lower floor, which is carried down between a massive and solid
square newel. This newel forms a pedestal to the parapet of the staircase,
which is also solid; and the hand-rail is cut out of the wall, with a deep and
boldly moulded hollow.
The whole of this staircase bay is an excellent
taste
perfectly simple and charmingly effective
Few, however, will linger
to examine it, but eagerlj pass on into the Great Hall— lucky if their eager-

marked out

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

ness docs not trip
at the entrance to

them up, by causing them
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to overlook a very

awkward

step

it.

The

folding doors from the vestibule opeu upon the dais at the north end
of the Hall and the coup il'teil which here presents itself may challenge that
afforded by any other apartment of the kind, although, in its dimensions, this
noble banquctting-room falls short of the one at Christ's Hospital.*
It is iu
every other respect greatly its superior,
very much so both in actual loftinoss and in loftiness of proportion.
In spaciousness, it rather exceeds the
largest of the collegiate balls at the Universities and though it cannot boast
of the same extent as to length, it altogether eclipses St. George's Hall, in
;

—

;

Windsor

Castle, which, to say the truth, answers more to the character of a
gallery than a hall, and is besides neither in the most correct taste nor of the
most dignified character. The noble oak timber roof, designed on the prin-

Westminster Hall, gives to this new hall of Lincoln's Inn an
magnificence that is well kept up in other respects, and to which the
in no small degree.
There are five windows on each side,
exclusive of that in the oriel or bay at each end of the dais, and of the large
window at the south end, above the screen and gallery over it and in their
upper half, all these windows consist almost entirely of stained glass, displaying various armorial bearings and similar devices.
The pendants, and
some other parts of the roof, are also emblazoned or picked out in colours
and gilding which hiiiig the case, we thhik that some decoration of the
kind, however subdued iu degree, ought to have been extended to the screen
and gallery. The front of this last is, to us, the most questionable, not to
say the most unsatisfactory feature of all.
In style, it hardly seems of a>
piece with the rest; and the low and wide open arches into which it is
divided show, to our eyes, little better than so many vacant gaps
too much
like a row of bo.\es in a theatre.
The passage behind the screen, whose openings are filled with plate glass,
forms the common entrance into the Hall from the south porch on the east
side of the building
at the other end of this passage is the staircase leading from the kitchen.
Although not belonging to the "show" apartments of
the edifice, this last is worth being visited, it being a spacious vaulted room,
whose ceiling is supported on massive pillars and bold arches, after the manner of a crypt
and it is about twenty feet in height, it being carried from
the basement through the terrace-floor story.
Hardly need we say that it is
fitted up with every imaginable convenience, and with every improvement in
culinary apparatus.
Vet, as if this were not suflicient, there is another kitchen on the terrace-floor, at the other end of the building, adjoining the subveslibide, which, we suppose, is to be devoted to the preparation of the
more recherc/ie' dhhes for the tables on the dais.
As yet we have mentioned the Drawing-room and Council room only c«
passant ; nor can we now say much, since they offer so very little for description that wc have only to express our admiration of them for their noble
proportions and dignified simplicity, and for that sort of charm which, however it may be felt, can hardly he expressed in words. Yet one circumstance
there is which deserves to be noted, viz. that the ceilings, which are ribbed
and panelled, are of deal, unpainted, but stained, and then varnished, so as
rival, in depth of tone and beauty of appearance, many of the richest woods.f
Both these rooms are now not only finished, but furnislicd. The Library, on
the contrary, is as yet only in a state of progress, and by no means so far
advanced as to enable us to judge of it satisfactorily.
In its dimensions, it
will certainly be a very noble apartment, 80 feet in length from east to west,
by 40 in breadth, and 35 high
The breadth will be contracted on the floor
to about 11 feet, the book-cases being brought out at right angles to the
walls, so as to form seven recesses on each side, thus converting the room
into a gallery 80 feet by 18 in the clear, terminating at each extremity in a
lofty oriel of the same width, and forming three sides of an octagon. These
two oriels are of admirable design
their enriched soffits, pillar shafts, and
mouldings, all in superior style, and the windows themselves magnificent.
The pattern of the glazing in the lower part of the windows, which arc
filled in with small circular panes, is of pleasing effect, and the glass being
slightly embossed or moulded, a sort of flickering brilliancy is produced that
is exceedingly agreeable to the eye, partaking, as it does, rather of soberness
than of garishness.
Having extended our remarks to such length, we shall only add, that this
new structure is entitled to our astonishment as well as our admiration, for
the first stons of it was laid no longer than April, 1843
The whole of it
lias risen up in little more than two years
just about the time which it has
taken to erect the row of dwelling-houses which is to be one of the wings
of the British Museum, and put up a few columns that are to form the facade
of that national edifice
ci|de of that at
air of

windows conduce

;

;

—

j

;

;

—

!

;

—

* Tlie hall at Christ's Hospital is Is" feet by 51, and 47 high ; this at Lincoln's Inn,
The respective
I!]0 by 47 (BU feet across at the north end, ulong the dais), and 'i4 high.
areas in square feet are 9,d.s7, and 5,i>ro. The hall of the Hospital, and St. George's at
Windsor, have windows only on the sonlh side.
by no means agree with the apparent intention of this sentence, which seems to
t
commend q deceptive imitation, utterly subversive of the dignity of this otherwise stately
edifice.— Ed. C. E.
A. Journol.

We

&

—

Great Southern anp Westfr.n R.\ii.vvat, laEi-ANn. The Directors of
have decided upon the competition designs sent in for the erection of their
Dublin Terminus, and have selected those ottered by Mr. Sancton Wood, of Loudon, and
the «'orlis are to be proceeded with immediately under his superintendence.

this railway
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RESTORATION OF DYMCHURCII, KENT.
(From the Journal of the British Jrcliaeohrjical Associatior>)
church ^Tas no longer than five-and-twenty years since, a veiy pretty
sppcimen of Norman indeed Hasted speaks of the arch in the tower as
Independently of this, the chancel arch
pecuharly worthy of attention.
veiy liigh anticiuily, whilst the
is one of a strikingly hold character, and of
Eonthern entrance was once adorned with a very chaste specuuen of the
from all danger of expreserved
course
same style. The first of these is of
ternal violence hy a boniitiful application of whitewash; and the latter,
erection placed in
had
an
and
beautified,
enlarged
vhcn the church was
front, which tlie butchers and graziers facetiously pronounce an elegant
cntline
of the old rounded
the
can
inspection
careful
and only by a
porch
The enlargement conarch, with its chevrons and chevronels. he detected
it, so as to form
extending
nave
and
the
side
down
one
of
pulling
sisted in
a square ugly ham the semicircular arches of tl;e windows, springing from
character, havNorman
the
much
of
retained
erstwhile
which
columns,
light
ing been compelled to yield to tlie liumped-hacked gothic, the produce of
uncerimoniwas
font
Norman
venerable
the
'whilst
carpenter
village
some
Tl'is

:

;

;

;

and converted into a pig-trough, its pedestal into a stepping
and a marble mortar, with an inverted wooden bowl for
a cover, rei^gncd on a garden roller placed on end, iu its stead.
These abominations, thanks to the able co-operation of iHr. Elliott,
quickened by the appeals of the Archaeological Association, have, I am
Of course the church havliappy to say, been, as far as practical, cleansed.
ing been enlarged on the dieap conventicle principle, can never be restored
to its pristine beauty; but the old font has been recovered, and the mortar
returned to its ancient pestle the whitewash has been removed from a portion of the arches, in one of which was discovered the elegant top of the
The chancel rails have been
thurible recently exhibited to the society.
erected in the proper position, and a niche or priscina restored on the south
vestry,
in strict conformity with the
side of the altar. Independent of this, a
aid building, having a plain Norman arched door leading from the chancel,
entirely
by the exertions, and
curate,
has been erected, at the instance of the
and when the rector shall
in no little degree at the charge of Mr. Elliott
to be hoped the unit
is
chancel,
by
repairing
the
have performed his part,
seemly altar-piece, with its hieroglyphic, will be removed, and the small
the
sun
w ithin the walls
rays
of
the
earliest
window
once
more
admit
eastern
oiislv depo'sed

stone to a granary

;

,

;

;

of the sacred

edifice.

[Sept.

fitted for the purposes to which they were destined; and when it is known
that the piers weie erected wiih an outer shell of small ashlar stone, and
that the whole of the interior was a mass of rubble and scabblings, neither
bedded with care, nor flushed, nor grouted, :ut full of interstices, and, that
1

not appear (with the e.vception of two small
stones which seem to have leen inserted accidentaily and not from design,)
that there was a single binding couise throughout any of tlie piers, no practical man can have any difliculty in perceiving the cause cf this melancholy
catastrophe. We li. d no means of e-xamining any portion of the backing of
in addition to all this,

it di

es

but while we think that it would
the arches, except that on the abutments
have Leen much safer to have had the backing carried much higher, or
spandril walls introduced, we are not inclired to attribute the accident to
;

cause, aliheugh ihe want of more backing may have made it dangerous
an irregular manner. We found that the mortar had
not been made frcm river sand, but frcm sand taken out of a neighbouring
bank or cutting. Specimens of the mortar were taken promiscuously from all
parts of the work, and have been submitted to Mr. Davis, the eminent chemist, whose analyzation of the same will no doubt be laid before the jury.
AVc were induced to adopt this ceurse from observing that not the slightest
adhesion had taken place between the mortar and the masonry in any one
tliis

to baUist the arches in

part, and that no difhculty existed in our pulling up any portion of the work
by hand, with the exception of the string-course and springing-stones, as

Our attention was also directed to the stale of the bricks
which had formed the arches: these were not cf good quality, and it was
evident they had not been bound together by the mortar, as little cr none
before described.

adhered

"

Wc

to them.
cannot close this painful examination wilhout expressing our opinion

that great blame has been incurred, and that the accident has happened
We refer
throi;gli tlie inferiority both of the materials and workmanship.
particularly to the construction of the piers, as these were totally insufficient
for sustaining the weight which had been placed vertically upon them. The
pressure could only act on the exterior casing for the interior portion did
not, in the slightest degree, contribute to their sirengih, and would not have
borne their own weight if the external casing had been removed from them.
;

of binders (bond stones}, also, to connect tlic two sides of the piers
together has been a most fatal error, and, painful as it is to us, we are compelled lo stale, that in our opinion this accident would not have occurred had

The want

the work been executed in a proper manner.

"

Samuel Holme,
" D.wiD Bellhouse,
" Thomas Lee."

"(Signed)

FALL OF THE RAILWAY VIADUCT AT ASHTON LAST APRIL.
Frcm

the

"Manchester Guardian" of

particulars of the

fall

May

of the railway viaduct.

3,

1815,

On

we glean the following

the Manchrsier and Shef-

Railway is a branch line to Stalybridge, vhich passes over the river
Tame, near Ashton, on a viaduct of nine arclies. This viaduct fell whilst
letwecn 20 and 30 workmen were upon it engaged in filling up the spandrils
cf the arches for the permanent way, on I'JlIi April last, when 15 persons
verp killed and several olhers wounded. Inquests were held on the 21st of

Mr. John Davies,
analysis

c/f

and analytical chemist, gave the following
from the ruins.

practical

the mortar taken

"

field

April, and an adjournment arranged to allow time to jirocure ihe evidence of
disinterested scienlific men as to ihe causes of the giving way of ihe arches.
At the adjourned inquest, held on the 30ih of April, a joint report of Mr.

Holme of Liverpool, Mr. David Bellhouse and Mr. Thomas Lee of
Manchester, was read and received as evidence. Aflrr giving particulars of
the examination of llie ruins, and as to the possibility of the cause of Ihe
Eccident being occasioned by the giving way of an old coal drift as inferred,
the report proceeds
"It having been represented to us that it was possible that the accident
liad occurred through the sinking of some portion of the ground upon
which ihe viaduct stood, and under which, many years ago, a coal drift had
leen driven, we took especial notice of ihe appearance of the land in the immediate vicinity of the structure. At 27 feet distant from (he sixth pier of
tlie viaduct is a mill of 4 stories high, the gable wall standing in line with
the end of the pier. This gable has been built at two periods, one portion of
it being of stone and the other of brick, and a vertical joint is visible frcm the
Ijottom to the top where the junction takes place
not ilie slightest separation is visible in this joint. Below this pier is the goit whicli supplies the
waler-wl.eel of an adjoining mill had any subsidence of the ground occurred
it must necessarily have altered the level of the goit and feeder, togetherwith
tlie overflow weir, but they remain as before.
About two years ago Mr. Lee

Kf.niucl

:

10,

Quay

Street, Manchester, Jpril 30, IS45.

Sir,— I have subjected to chemical examination, as far as I presume is
necessary, and as far as my limited time would allow, several samples oJ
mortar which you sent me for that purpose.
" The physical characters are sufficient to enable any person to estimate
"

It is so exiremely friable that the slightest
powder, and the superabundance of sand is visible at
once to either the sense of touch or that of vision. I find that a number of
the samples, all of which appear to be pretty uniform in their constitution,
contain CS per cent of silica; now sand does not consist entirely of silica,
and therefore of tlie sand a larger proportion than that obtained as silica

the ineffieieney of the arlic'e.

pressure reduces

it

to

must have been used

in Ihe

manufacture of the mortar.

is, on the average, about 8J per cent.,
equivalent lo nearly 11 per cent, of the slacked or hydrate of that
The mortar contains also alumina, iron, and perhaps other ingre-

'Ihe quantity of caustic or real lime,

which
earth.

is

dients, the amount and even the nature of which I have not had the opporlunily of investigating, nor can they, I presume, be of importance in the

present enquiry.

The

results

may

be thus expressed

68

"Silica

So

"Lime
" Alumina, oxide of

ircn, &:c

235

:

6S

percent.

8J percent.
2SJ pec cent.

;

100

100

;

took the sections of this land previous to the formation of the railway, and
on comdaring the present surface with the original survey, which will be pioit appears that not the slightest alteration of the surface line has taken
We arc decidedly of opinion that the cause of the accident has been
the collapse of one of the piers, from its improper and most inc fficient con-

«luced,

place.

.struction

and we are led

to this conclusion by discovering that they are
those essentials which are requisite to constitute solidity, and
had necessarily to be discharged upon them. The
rubble stone fiUiiig together with the improper workmanship were alike un-

vantirg

;

in all

to resist the weight which

" Or the silica is about eight times as much as the lime, and Ihe sand must,
as above explained, have been in greater proportion.
•'
" John Davies."
(Signed)

*^* We have read the specification of the engineer, which is carefully
drawn up, and if the structure had been erected according to its directions
Ed.
there would uot have been any accident.
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(I'mltr this head arc given abslroc's of the spcciecatioiis of nil the most imporlnnt
patents as they arc enrolled. Any additional information required ns to any pa'ent, the
at the Olfice of this JOL'U^fALJ
same may be obtained ty apulung to Mr.

ordinary wagon, so that Ihe a.xle of tlie fore wheels always forms a radial line
or nearly so to the curve ihey are p,as3ing
Tlie specification, which shows
(«o or three modidcations of the above, and also several modes of attaching
the guide wheels, claims the following when applied either to locomotive
engines or to carriages used in propelling boats or other vessels on inland

of Ilirton GraiiKe, Braclftr.I, county of York, for "an
Improved mode of mamtfacturing certain desci ii'lion of chains.' '— G raiil ed Dec A,

of oblique guiile wheels generally

1844; Eniollal June

to enable ihe axles of

REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.
LAXTON

Benjamin SEEnoiiM,

4,

1645.

machine or apparatus for manufacluring cliain?, ami
two main shafts actuating certain cams antl arrange-

Tliis invention is for a

consists principally of

ments of levers

for clTectin;; the p.uriiose.

The

first

operation

is

tint of heat-

ing the bar of iron to a welling heal, llie bar in Ihis state is passed into the
machine anil between a pair of ciiltcrs which divide it in an angular direction,
upon one of ihe main shafts there are a
so as to form a spliced or lap joint
number of cams or lappets, one of which, when the bar has been cut as above
tlescribed, gives motion to an arrangement of levers which bend the piece of
iron round a vertical mandril of the required form lor the link, this being
effected there are a pair of dies actuated by a cam fixed on the second shaft
;

which
l)y tlie

waters;

first,

the use of lioriiontal guide wheels generally

it which upidergoes the same operation as that above deand a second link made, and so on with each'succeedinglink the bar
of iron being passed through the last link manufactured so as to form a continuous chain, one link being made for every revolution of the main or tap
pet shafts. The inventor claims the manufacture of chains by heating rods
or bars of wri ught iron, and then cutting them off into proper lengths antl
turning them with lap, spliced, or jump joinis within another link and h elding them.

scribed,

;

IMPROVE.MENT IN METALS.

and other metals."— Gianied

ISlIi

tlie

This invention relates to the manufacture of steel, copper, tin, and zinc.
the manufacture of steel, Ihe specification states that the
bars of iron intended for conversion are to be imbedded in charcoal,
or in the carbonacious substance now in general use, cr they may be imbedded in a mi.\ture of charcoal and chalk; for Ihis purpose the inventor
takes six pounds of charcoal to three pounds of chalk, and to one bushel of
This mi.xture is ti)
tliis mi.xture ho adds one or two pounds of zinc filings.
be spread in the bot'om of the converting furnace or chamber, or suitable
retort, and a fire made suflicient to give off the carbonic o.xide, Ihe carbonW'itli regard to

acious bed being properly laid, Iho steel

is

then to be introduced, and arranged

in a convenient manner, so as to admit of a continuous stream or current of

through the whole range of bars under operation,
which current is to be continued for the space of twelve or fourteen hours,
without intermission or a longer time, if it is found necessary for the conversion. The fpecification is accompanied with a drawing, shewing the mode
of arranging the bars in Ihe furnace, in such manner that by connecting ihe
ends of two bars to the opposite poles of a galvanic battery, a current of
electricity will pass through the whole range of bars.
In the manufacture of
copper and other metals, the inventor proposes to pass a current of electricity through tlie same, in every possible du'cction, whilst Ihe same is in a
melted .state, or when in the process of solidification, for which he claims
the improvement in the manufacture of steel, copper, and other metals, by
subjecting them, whilst in a melted state, and in the process of solidificalion,
electricity to be passed

fourllily, Ihe use of a tooilied rack fi.\ed

PROPELLING VESSELS.
Hungerford Street, West .Strand, for "Improvements
on inland icntos."— Granted Jan. II
Enrolled July 11,

.'JrEXCEn, of

in propelling

vessels

to the

middle guide

rail, in

combi-

;

iodepenilently of each other, this
of a solid axle,

is ell'ected by kejing one ivheel on the end
and the other tn the end of a hollow axle working upon the

solid axle.

MACHINERY

fOll

PROP£LLI.\G.

the Canal Iron

Seawaro, of

Works, Poplar, Middlesex, engineer, for
•'improvement in machinery for propelling."— (ir^uteiX February 5 Enrolled
Engraving,
(With
see
Plate XXU.;
August 51, 845.—
Joii.N

;

part of these improvements in machinery for propelbng relates to
that class of engines called direct-acting engines, and consist in a mode i»£
constructing the conneeling rod, or that rod which connects the piston rod

The

first

to the crank, whereby such connecting rod may be increased in length without increasing Ihe height of the engines. In order to cllect this, the cross
bead in place of being made straight is bent in a manner shewn and here1, which represents a front elevation of
Ibe connecting rod and cross head construcled according to this invention. <i
shews a portion of the main shaft and one of Ihe cranks, b is the piston rod,

and c the cross head, which is bent duwnwards, as shewn, and again bent at
lower exlremilics at right angles, terminating in gudgeons; d is Ihe connecting rod terminating at its lower end in prongs w hich embrace the gudgeons or bearings formed on the ends of the ero;s head, which ends are conits

tinued for Ihe purpose of receivii g the brasses ee, which work between guides
is the cylinder cover which is made with two recesses for securing the

//: g

end of the cross head and connecting rod; there are also corresponding recesses formed in the piston for receiving the projections on the undersi le of
the cylinder cover formed by the aforesaid recesses.
Seaward's part of this invention consists in a novel mode of passing the
smoke and other products of Ihe fires Ihrcugh the stern of the vessel, thereby
dispensing with tlie ordinary funnel or chimney. For Ibis purpose there arc
two ch.ambers, and between them there are three or more air pumps, worked
by a small engine. The smoke and other producls of combustion are Jrawa
from the fires by means of the air pum|is into the first chamber, an from
thence are forced by the a'bresaid pumps into the second chamber, and through
I

a pipe passing horizontally throu>,h the after hold

;

1845.

This invention relates to a peculiar mode of applying locomotive engines,
or carriages combined with certain apparatus, for propelling boats or other
vessels on inland waters. The principal object of Ihis invention is to apply
at one or both ends, or any other convenient part of a locomotive engine or
carriage, guide wheels working either horizontally or at an angle in combiralion with a guide rail to prevent the locomotive being drawn olf the rails

and stern of the

vessel,

this pipe which is bent down a little at the tunnel, is provided with a valve
opening outwards, so as to prevent the sea from rushing in as the vessel
heaves. The aforesaid chambers are provided at the top with a perforated
plale, through wliicli a stream of cold water is throwing, the object of this
arrangement is to cool and condense the grosser parts of the products pass-

ing from the

The pipe passing through the hold is surrounded by
them through which a

fires.

.nnolher pipe, so as to leave an annular space bet«een

stream of cold water

tp the intluence of electricity.

Grorge

secondly, the use

after described, with reference to fig.

now

of India-row, Kast India
manufaciure of steel, copper.
December, 1844; Enrolled 18ih June, 1845.

Ap.tir'r M'.m.i, late of liistorn-place, but
road, Middlesex", for " Certain Improvements in

:

thirdly, the use of a pivot or turn plate,

nation with a wlicel attached to the driving wheel; fifthly, the application of
an additional middle guide rail of wood or iron ; sbvlhly, the application of
horizontal guide wheels and frames woiklng on pivots seventhly, the combination of horizontal guide wheels and axle frames work'iig on pivots ; also,
a mode described of (ausing Ihe opposite bearing wheels of engines to run

forcibly ccmpress the link, so as to cdcct the welding, this link is then
aclim of ihe machine drawn from the mandril and a second piece of

iron passed through

;

such locomotives to assume a line radial or nearly so to
Ihe centre of the curve round which the locomotive carriages may be passing;

is

made

to pass.

The tliir.l part of ihis invention is for a mode of purifying or filtering the
water previous to feeding the boiler. Fig 2, shews a section of this apparatus, w hich consists of a square or oblong iron case a a, having a number of
drawers or boxes 4 t l>, perlorated at top and bottom with a number of small
holes, these boxes whicli are made to slide in and out of Ihe case, as may be
required, are filled wiih gravel, sand, fiannel, sponge, or other suitable muterial, for clearing the water, and fastened into the case as a a, by means of a
door or

lid c r,

bolted

to

the case,

d

is

a pipe connected

with the feed

pump, the water from which is forced into the space e, found in the lower
part of the ease, and through the several stra a ol earthy matter contained in Ihe bo.xes, and into ihe space /, and through the pipe/' into the
boiler.

same is applied to propelling boa's on inland waters. The specification shows several modes of applying guide wheels and rails, one of whicli
was lately patented by Mr. Prossrr, a drawing and description of which will

Fourth relates to a mode of applying pumps for forcing or ejecting the
water through the stern or sides of the vessels, for the purpose of propelling

be found in the Journal for June last.
Another part of this invention relates to the construction of locomotives
the object of which is to construct lliem with tt heels and axles capable of
accommodating themselves to any description of curve. One modification
consists in supporting one end if the locomotive engine by an au.siliary carriage capable of moving upon a centre pin, similar to ihc fore wheels of an

Fig, 3 shews a sectiu nal elevation of a steam-engine cylinder, and one of
force pumps; and fig. 4, a sectional plan of Ihe arrangement of
pumps, and other apparatus, the cylinders in the plan being left out. a, fig.
3 is the cylinder, and n the piston, the rod of which passes through both
ends of the cylinder, one end being cemenlcd. in the ordinary mani.er, to the

when

Ihe

;

the same.

the

crank, ihe other being connected lo the p ston of the force-pump, as will le
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aaa arc three force-pumps atlaclied lo llie side of a vessel i,
cWsvly seen
lonsiti'dinal'y '"'o '"'O compartments, 6 and c.
fig 3 this vessel is Jividea
inio three compartments
The compartment h is again divided transversely
c and /
6' b- so as to form a separate compartment to each pump-barrel,
i'
throu^li tl'C induction
passes
which
water
the
are inlet and outlet valves for
comparlment 6, and from thence into the compartment c, and
pipeff into the

which terminates in two prongs or forks, so as
the stern of the vessel on each side of
to eject a stream of water through
this pipe are provided with
the rudder. The apertures at the lerminalion of
puriose of increasing or diminishing
for
the
sliding valves, shewn at fig. 3,

through the eduction pipe

d,

of the opening as may be required.
invention relates to a mode of counterpoising the
counterpoise. This part
slide-valves and other parts of engines requiring a
To the weigh-shaft which works the
of the invention is effected as follows.
by
a pair of slings to the
connected
slide-valves there is an additional lever,
means of a
piston-rod of a small cylinder. This cylinder is connected by
The action
pipe having a three-way cock, wilh the condenser of the engine.

shewn

;

IMPROVED RAIUVAY BREAIC.

a ball and socket joint. He also proposes to have a flexible tube for the use of
the engineer and breaksman to converse thiough, together wilh an apron
attached to the sides of the carriage, for the purpose of catching any person
or thing falling from the train.

MANUFACTURE OF GAS.
James Muedock, of Staple-inn, county of Middlesex,

Suffolk,

apparatus for
clerk, M. A. for " Certain Improvements in machinery or the
pwposes
stepping or retarding railway or other carriages appUcahle also for these
in regard to other engines or

wheels."— GranUi February 10

;

August

9, 1845.

and other carriages, for
the purpose of stopping or retarding the same, is as follows: Fig. 1, shews an
elevation of an engine, with the apparatus for working the breaks of a train, in
engine, b is
tlie following manner a « is a frame, fi.wd on tlie framing of the
a grooved or flanged pulley, supported by and moving in a slot formed in the
frame n this pulley is capable of being raised or lowered by means of a lever

The mode of working and applying breaks

to raihvay

;

!

extending to the front of the engine and slings c', upon the a;;le of the
driving wheel is fixed another grooved or flanged pulley d, f p is a chain, or
friction band, passing round the pulleys b and ri ;/is a rod, one end of which
is connected to the pulley i, the other end being connected to a short lever
fixed upon a shaft, g ; upon the middle of the shaft, which extends across the
angine, is fixed a flanged pulley h, to the periphery of which is attached the
c,

the extreme ends of these chains are attached to rods
ends of two chains i
lik, these rods, which are connected to similar rods passing underneath each
and
the other below the several axles, give motion or
carriage, one above
put into action the whole of the breaks of the train simultaneously, in a
manner hereinafter described, l is the guard rails, which, in the drawings
i

of the

;

specification, are unfortunately placed at the

wrong end

of the engine,

the engineer being supposed, or rather shewn, as standing behind the smokeboK, instead of in front of the fire-box, so that in practice the guard rails,
together with' the) arrangement of levers, ought to be shewn at the oppodotted lines, one end of this
/ Z is a rod, shown in
site end of the engine.
rod being attached to the lever m, the other end being attached to a short

To the other end of the lever c is fixed a
n, fixed upon the shaft g.
spring," c", for the purpose of keeping such lever in any required posilionIt will, therefore, be seen, that by depressing the end of (he lever c, the pulley b
will be raised, and will thereby receive motion from the wheel <?, by means of the
»fietion-band e e
this motion will, by means of the rod/, be imparted to the
witeel h, and also to the chains i i and rods /c /., in one direction or the other,
Jepeuding on the motion of the driving-wheels. In fig. 2, n a shews the frame
•'

;

to the side of which is attached a sliding-bar b b, which
amount of motion from the rods k above described, by
ineans of a lever moving on an axis at;;. To the under side of the slidingbar 6 b are attached breaks q q, one or other of which are brought to bear
against the wheels by the sliding of the bar b b. The specification shews
several other modes of applying and bringing the breaks into action simultaneously, by means of the rods A /,, the mechanical action of which we can-

of the carriage,

not say much

worked by

may

for.

7,-

o o

is

the breaksman.

a lever attached to the rods k
intended to be
The inventor very properly stales that this lever
/,-,

be worked by a screw to give

invention, which consists in

it

making

additional power.

Another part of

this

body of the carriage delached from
the framing of such carriage. In fig. 2, A a represents the body of the carriage, which fits in a recess formed in the side framings of the body of the
carriage, being held in its proper position by spiral springs ss upon the framing; and at each end of the body of the carriage there are inclined planes>
the

Im-

in tlie

—

Fig. 1 being a plan, fig. 2 a side elevation, and
according to ihis invention.
a a is an
fig. 3 a front end view of the retort, the brickwork being omitted,
ordinary d retort for distilling the coal. Above this retort, and parallel with
are two purifying tubes or retorts b b', each having a spiral piece of iron
'at one end wilh the neck of the retort a,
and at the other end wiih a retort c, wliich latter is [ilaced at the extreme
end of the others, and in a vertical position; this retort, which is to be
nearly filled with coke or charcoal, is intended to decompose water, as will be
hereafter described. The gas, as it is formed, passes from tlie reti.rt a through
an opening, shewn in dotted lines, fig. 1, into the purifying retort b, and from
thence into the retort c, through the incandescent coke or charcoal, and
through the retort b', from whence it passes through the pipe d d into a cirThe lid of this vessel, and on the underside
cular vessel containing water.

it,

within them, and communicating

may

pass

over as great a surface of cold water as possible, previous to entering the
outlet pipe of such vessel, which leads to the gas holder, /is a syphon-pipe
extending nearly to the bottom of the retort c.

The mode of working the apparatus is as follows. Tlie retort c is to be
filled wilh coke or charcoal, and the covers of the two retorts c and a
securely luted, and a fire got under them, which is to be kept up until the
nearly

becomes of a cherry red, the retort c being of a bright red heat, the
is now to be charged with coal and a small quantity of water admitc, the effect of uliich is said to be that the gas from the
coal is mixed with tar, which passes into the purifying retort 6, the sulpheretted hydrogen being decomposed by the coil of incandescent iron; at the
same time, the tar is said to undergo a second distilation, and thereby converted into gas, which is mixed with that which comes from the coal. The
gas, which is now more dense, being coml/ined with tlie carbon contained in
the tar. passes along the tube b round the spiral, till it arrives at the retort c,
where it mixes with the hydrogen formed by the decomposition of water by
the incandescent coke. This decomposition takes place at the same time as
the water which is dropping in their streams over
the distilation of the coal
the coke gives out hydrogen, which mi.ws with the other gases, and passes
into ;he jurifying retort b', carrying with it the volatile oils which may have
but which, in passing the iron spiral, becomes deescaped decomposition
composed, and gives out carbon to the hydrogen, which thus becomes carThe gas, on passing to the
huretted, without impoverishing the other gas.
end of the second purifying retort, passes to the vessel e having tlie spiral
channel, for the purpose of cooling it down, after which it passes to the gas

retort a

retort a

ted into the retort

;

;

holder.

ATMOSPHERIC ENGINE.

lever

receives a certain

for " Certain

manufacture of gas, and in the apparatus emploijed therein."
Granted February 12 ; Enrolled August 12, 184.3.
given
three views, shewing the mode of arranging the retorts
have
We

provemenls

thereof, is constructed wilh a spiral channel, in order that the 'gas

Frederick Hebebt Maberly, of Stowmarket, in the county of

may

pass direct from the pulley rf to a pulley fixed upon the shaft g. f shews a
mode ofj attaching the carriages by means of links, but the inventor prefers

Tlie fifth part of this

the
inventor proposes to use the clastic force of sleam.

[Sept.

of this arrangement being to prevent

accidents by concussion or the sudden stopping of the train.
With regard to fig. 1, the specification states that the friction-band e c

tlie size

or balance
of this arrangement uf parts is as follows: when the counterpoise
means of the threefor the slides is required, a communication is formed, by
vacuum
partial
a
condenser,
way ccck, with the aforesaid cylinder and the
wili be exerted
being thus formed in the cylinder, a force equivalent thereto
on the piston, which force will be transmitted to the weigh-shafts, and thus act
or cut
as a counterbalance to the slide-valves the force may be discontinued
form a commuuicalion with
ofi; by giving the cock a quarter turn, so as to
Where condensers are not employed, the
atmosphere and the cylinder.

dotted

in

the object

lines,'

Abthce Faesey, of
ments

Spur-street, Leicester-square, Artist,

for

"Improve-

in obtaining motive power.'^

These improvements in obtaining motive power consist in certain modificameans of which compressed air may be employed to
work, without a vacuum, pistons, valves, levers, rods, and other appendages,
for the purpose of producing mechanical force, and communicating that force
The application of this motive po.ver is as
for driving other machinery.
tions of machinery, by

follows A, fig. 1, is a vessel made sufficiently strong to withstand a very high
pressure into »hich air is to be forced by means of pumps or otherwise, d
is a cylinder provided with a piston, and is, in all respects, similar to the
:

ordinary cylinder of a locomotive or other engine, d is a chamber placed
contiguous to the receiver, into which chamber the compressed air may be
admitted by the pipe and cock a, before it passes to the working cylinder, in
order to reduce its density, and determine its elastic force, which may be
regulated to the power required for working the engines by means of a spring
valve b set to the desired torce, or by a governor or other contrivance, well
known in the construction of steam-engines, and which need not, therefore,

be further described.

The inventor,

in

some

cases, proposes

to

vessels at the several stations ready filled with compressed air, to

A may be attached
with compressed air.
vessel

fur

have large
which Ihe
same

the purpose of refilling or supplying the
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In oiJcr (o economise
to return

it

to the

(lie

compressed

vacuum a,

after

it

llie inventor gravely jroposes
has acted on tlie piston of a liiyh-

air,

The mode of ellceting this olijcct is as follow s; fi;;. 2
pressurc engine.
shews a longitudinal section of a locomotive engine constructed according to
this invention. A is the receiver for containing llie eompri'sscd air, uliicli
passes through the \npc b to the valve-box, and from thence into the cylinc c there are

and under sides of the piston alternately at
t«o valves, connected by a rod </, which is act'.:ated by a lever r,

which

is

der, so as to act on the upper

lever

;

connected in some manner (best

known

to the inventor) to the

valve-rod /; g g' ate two eduction-pipes, leading from the eduction-valvcs
c c to llie peculiar constnicled pHmps h and i, through « hich the air is intended
to pass, instead of passing into the atmosphere. These pumps, which are
placed within the receiver a, consist of a cylimlicat block of metal, having a
hole drilled through the centres, and connecled with the eduction-pipes n g''
on tlie lop of each of tliese bbcks there is a valve opening upwards Ick :ire
cylindrical caps, made to lit air-tight upon the blocks h i ; these caps are also
provided with valves/, opening upwards, and are connected to the ends of a
;

beam m. by means of rods n n sliding through stuffing-boxes fixed on the top
of llie receiver. The beam m, it is said, may be worked by hand, in the manner following. Suppose the condensed air to be passing from tlio receiver
through the pipe b, and to have acted on the under side of the piston, so as
to give the same to the end of the stroke, at this moment the valve e will be
raised, so as to form a communication with the cductitn-pipe ^'' and tlie
cylinder, the lever or beam m being then raised, so as to elevate the cap A''
the air from the cylinder will pass through the educlitn-pipe,?', and into the
cap/.-', which is supposed to be of about the same capacity as the cylinderOn the return stroke of the piston, which we will no suppose to have arrived
at the bottom of the cylinder by the force of compressed air acting on its
upper surface, the eduction-valve e will be opened so as to form a communica-

m

by means of the pipeg-, the beam
is
tion with ihc peculiar/ormed jiump i
again to be moved, so as to .depress the cap k', and raise the cap /.-, when a
;

similar effect tolhit already deicribed will be produced with regard to the
air contained in the cylinder on the top side of the piston, at the same time
the air from » ithin the cap /,' will be forced from thence into the receiver A,
and will be prevented returning by means of the valve /. " Hence it will be
observed, that, in accordance with the action of the piston, the caps /. /.' will

be made to reciprocate, and thereby draw off the volumes of condensed air
above and below, and force the columns of air, in their condensed slate, into
the receiver A, to be again passed through the pipe b into the cylinder, and
employed for keeping |up the continuous action of the piston, The lever »i
may (it is said) be elongated and connected, in the usual way, to the working
piston, and to this lever may also be attached the rod for working the slide-

numerous reservoirs. By this process, the water is Impregnateii with the loracFc:
in solution In tlievepour; while the greater part of the sulphur
and carbonic acid gas, « hich it alto contaiiis, is deposited in the muddy bottoms of,
the pods, and assumes, when dry, u ciystKllinc form, being, from time to time, thro*
out in the co'irse of the operations : sulphate and carbonate of llt^e arc also deposited Id
the cauhlroiis and cooling puns where the buraeic acid is obuined by eveporution fross
Amongst the neighbouring rocks, 1 saw a remarkable instance^
Itie saturated water.
where a large fissure or crack, with several smaller ramifications, hud been completelytilled up by the matter deposited by the vapour which must once have escaped through it.
The sides were coated with a hard compact calc-sinter, while the central portions were
filled with n more porous substance, so that ttie passage of the vapour had been obstructed
before the central parts had become so densely consolidated us ttie sides, thereby explaining at least one of the causes by which these vents arc constantly changing their posilious,
and how tlie jets of v.:pour escape sometimes in one place and sometimes in another.
Small reservoirs,
Till-- simple mode by which the boracic acid is obtalnrd is us follows.
from l^ to 30 feet in diameter, are dug round the most convenient and powerful of the
many steam vents; and into these reservoirs a small stream of water is con''ucled from
the mountain side. After being for some time exposed to the acti.)n of the rising vapcur
Ihe water is let otf from one reservoir into anottier, until it has passed through live or six,
iti each of which it remains about '^A hours, the vapour bciling and bubbling up through
lly this time iLe water is sufficiently
it the whole time with much noise and violence,
i'npref^nated with the borucic acid ; and after being allowed to settle in another reseivuir
to ueposil the mud. It is led oil' Into the evuporallug houses, wliere, after undergoing a
slow and gradual process of evaporation, the boracic acid is at length obtained in uumeroiis vats, where it crystallises with great facility.
The great difbcnity formerly experienced in this process was the expense of fuel required for the process of evaporation until the happy idea at length suggested itself to
the proprietor of availing himself of the almost inexhaustible supply of heat prepareil by
Nature herself in the numerous vents from which the streams of boiling vapours wtrv
constantly emitted. Acting on this suggestion, he buiit a sort of chamber over some of
the vents, and conducting the vapour by subterranean channels into the evaporating
houses, obtained without a farthing of additional outlay ail the heat he could require.
The consequence of this simple application of natural power was, that the value of the
works rose, in one year, from a capital of one thousand pounds, for which the fee simple
was oITered, to a rental of twenty thousand pounds per annum.
Similar vapours or " soffioni,*' as they are called, occur in several other localities iu the
same district, or within a distance of 12 or 14 miles, as ut Sarrezano. Custel Nuovo, Monte
Kotondo, and others ; and it Is impossible not to be struck with the manner In which
they throw light on many of the geological phenomena in this and other coin tries; particularly with regard to the tilling up of cracks and Ijssures in rocks, and the local deposits
of various substances, such as calc spar, gypsum, sulphate of lime, sulphate of soda, &c.y
many of which, occur i this very neighbourhood. It is highly probable that such etnissions of gases and vapours may have produced may of those local phenomena, which have
been so frequently atliibuted to the etlect of springs, and ate considered as aqueous dej,csits.
That great connection exists between them cannot be doubled, as the soffioni of
Bloute Cerboli do unquestionably deposit much sulphate and carbonate of lime, and if
supposed to rise through water would most certainly deposit much more. On the whole,
therefore, whether we consider the remarkable and almost terrific appeaianc of these
vents, from Imndreds of which the vapours escape with the noise of a steam-boiler blowing otf its steam, or the Importance they have iu connection with other geological problems to which they may ofi'er a solution, they must be considered as presenting to us
some of the most interesting, if not Im],ortnnt geological phenomena which the Tuscan
States can aSbrd to the pursuer of geological investigations.
into

add previously held
lime,

;

I

CO.\L

has been'staled that the lever

tion here states, that, in

some

m may

cases,

it

be worked by hand

may

be desirable to

;

work

it

by power

;

means the vibrating action of the lever m shall be effected.
Fig. 3 shews a section of a pipe, having a number of valves, which the
inventer proposes to employ for the eduction-pipes, the divisions in the pipe
he prefers to make somcw hat larger as they approach the cylinder the object
of this arrangement is to prevent the air returning from the receiver a. The
piston-ro.l. we ought to have observed, is connected to the cranks of the
driving, in the usual manner, and is intended to give motion to such wheels.
The inventor claims first the mode of working engines and machinery by
me.ans of compressed air previously condensed, as ascribed and illustrated in
reference to fig. 1, however the engines, or other apparatus may he varied in
their constructive details, as long as the same system of action is preserved,
and the same elements are employed to produce it.
Secondly,, the placing the purni)s and the apparatus within the receiver of
condensed air, for the purpose of prolonging and economising the woi king
power of the condensed air.
Thirdly, the chamber or vessel i), fig. 1, for regulating the working force of
the condensed air drawn from the main receiver or receivers.
this

;

Fourthly, the pipe, with a series of valves within
attached to immps and other apparatus.

it,

wdiich

(From

the speiifica-

for this purpose the inventor states that the lever m must be elongated, and
the piston of a small ste.im-engine may be attached to it, as shown at o, by

may

also Le

FORMATION OF NOVA SCOTIA.
By John Dawson. Esa.

valves.
It

2D9

tlie

Quarterly Journal o/ t/te Geological Society.)

The carboniferous strata of this province may be included in three groups; first, the
gypsiferous or mountain limestone formation ; secondly, the older coal formation ; and
of these the two former have almost exclusively at>
thirdly, the newer coal formation
tracted the attention of geologists, the latter having been in a great measure neglected.
In connection with the Pictou coal field, however, and probably also in other parts of this
and the neighbouring colonies, the newer coal formation is an extensively distributed deposit, often attaining considerable thickness, and, though not containing valuable beds of
coal, ironstone, or gypsum, yet so associated with the rocks including these minerals, that
a knowledge of its structure and rt-latlons is essential to their satisfactory investigation.
The coal measures of the Albion min. s, on the banks of the East River of Pictou, a
scries of beds, estimated by Mr. Logan at 5,000 feet in thickness, and constiluling our
older coal formation, are succeeded, in ascending order, by a great bed of coarse conglomerate, which, as it marks a violent interruption of the processes which had at cumulated
the great beds of coal, shale, and ironstone beneath, and as it is succeeded by rocks of a
character very ditferent from that of these older coal measures, forms a well-marked
bouudary, which we may consider as the commencement of the newer coal formation.
In lithologieal character, the newer coal formation of Pictou strongly resembles the
lower carboniferous series ; the chief differences being that, in the former, llie beds of
grey sandstone are of greater comparative thickness, and that, in the latter, there are
great beds of gypsum and of limestone with marine shells. Our coal measures may thus,
in one point of view, be regarded as a subordinate group, included in a great thickness of
sandstones and shales, mostly of red colours.
The sections which I have described are included in a district extending about fiftymiles along the shores of the Gulf of St. Lawrance, from Merigomish to Wallace; forming, I believe, the largest continuous tract of rocks of the newer coal formation In Nova
:

Scotia.

Synopsis of the Carboniferous

Rods of Pictou.

1. ^fewer Coal Formation.—The prevailing rocks are alternately of reddish and grcf
sandstones and shales, with some coarse conglomerates, especially in the lower part.
Subordinate to these, arc dark grey concretionary limestone, thin beds of coarse sandy
limestone, two thin beds of coal and one of gypsum. Thickness, 6000 feet or more.

Fossils.— Coniferous wood, Catamites, Jems.,

^-c,

Ganoid

Jisli.

Iracl;s of latxt

animals.

BORACIC ACID WOIIKS, MONTE CEHBOLI.
(From

the Quarterly Journal

of the Geological

Society.)

cannot conctudi} this imperfect notice of the geology of Tuscany witliout cnlling attentlie borucic acid works at Rloute Ccrboli, and the remarkable phenomena therewith connect&dj for I have no doubt but that many of the actual geological features of
Tuscany must be referred to agencies and to causes similar to those which are now exhiI

tion 10

bited In this locality.

The numerous and violent jets of vapour from which the horacic acid is extracted, rise,
with considerable noise and in large volumes, from a narrow rocky valley in the secondary
cretaceous liiiiestone, about 15 miles S. W. of Volterru. Huge blocks of this rock and its
associated indurated marls cover the surrounding hills, and add to the desolation of the
scen«. The vapour naturally leaves a considerable deposit; bat this Is much increased
in consecjucnce of its being compelled by artiUclal means to pass through water collected

Older Coal Formation.—The prevailing rocks are dark shale and clays, grey and
brown sandstones; and subordinate to these are coal, ironstone, dark limestone. Thickness 5000 feet.
Fossils. Ferns, Sligmaria, Catamites, Lepidodendra. Sfc., Cypris.
2.

—

3. Itlountain Limestone, or Gypsiferous Formation.—The prevailing rocks are reddlab
sandstones, shales, and clays, with some grey beds ; conglomerates, especially in lowev
parts; and subordinate to these, thick beds of limestone, thick beds of gypsum with
onhydrite. Thickness, 6UU0 feet or more.

Catamilts, frai,menls of carbonized plants.
Encrinites, Madrepores, iyc.

F'ossii.s.

Producia, Tercbralula,
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COAL FIELDS OF CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES.
{From the Quarterly Journal of the Geological

Society.)

of the United States ami the British possessions in Canada are beyond
of any at present known in the
all comparison the most extensive and most valuable
world- end the geological position of these deposits of vegetable matter, as well as the
lonfiitions under which they occur, are matters of very considerable importance to the
juture interests of the continent of America.
The great coal fieliis of the United States are the Appalachian, the Illinois, and the
Michigai those of the Cnnadas are on t!ie eastern extreniitv of the colony, ami occupy a
great space in New Brunswick, Prince Edward's Island, Cape Bteton, &c. A large proportion of the conl is anthracite. It is not easy to do justice to tliese formations by the
hasty sketch to which our limits necessarily confine us in this place but some idea may
he formed of thi.*ir extent, when it is stated that the Appalachian coal fields extend fur a
distance of 7l'0 miles from north-east to south-west with a wiJth in some places amounting to ISii miles j* that the Illinois basin is not much inferior in dimensions to the whole
of England ; that the Michigan cotil fields and the coal fields of Canada are also of very
cocsiderable dimensions; and that the thickness of the seams of fossil vegetable matter
in some instances exceeds even that of the Staffordshire coal, amounting at the Lehigh
summit mina (where the usually incerveuing shales and grit have thinned oul) to one
mass of fifty feet without any greater interpolated matter than two thin loyers of clay. In
some places this vast bed is quarried in ths open air; but in others, where the coal is aci-essible to a degree scarcely to be imagined by strangers to the conditions of the country,
the time has not yet arrived when the value of its fuel is appreciated.
Tlie

cc'al li?Ic1s

:

j

* Its superficial area

is

calculated at 63,000 miles.

^^ \rii-NE.— In 1838. Professor Page
i\ived form of Saxton's mngnetopublished in Silliman*3 Journal an
etons, and furthermore rendering
tlectric machine, doing away within;:
.unducting these opposing currents
auseful instrument, byacunt, ,,;..
into one channel or direction, which part oi ilie conuivance was called the unitress. The
current produced in this way was capable of perlorming ihe work, to a certain extent, of
the power developed by the galvanic battery; and the machine was found adequate to
furnishing of shocks for medical purposes, for exhibiting the decomposition of water, furnishing the elements of oxygen and hydrogen at their respective poles, and producing deThe5e two last results could not be obtained without the
iinite electro-chemical results.
aid of the unitress. But, with this improvement, the instrument was still wanting in one
property of the galvanic battery viz., that property which chemists call quantity, or that
power upon which depends its ability t3 magnetize, and also to heat platinum wires. This
last property has been given to the machine by the recent contrivance of Professor Page.
The machine, in its novel construction under his improvement, developed what is called
by way of distinction, the current or intensity, but had a very feeble magnetizing power.
By a peculia- contrivance of the cnils, (not to be made prblic until his rights are in some
way secured,) the current of quantity is obtained in its maximum, while at the same time,
the intensity is so much diminished that it gives scarcc-lv any shock, and decomposes
ieebly. It has teen successfully tried with the nugnetic'telegraph of Professor Morse,
and operates equally well with the battery. It affords, by simply turning a crank attached
to the machire, a constant current of galvanic electricity; and as there is no consumption
of material necessary to obtain this power, it will doubtless supersede the use of the galvanic battery, which, in the event of constant employment, woubl be very expensive, from
the waste of zink, platinum, acids, mercury, and other materials used in its construction.
3t particularly recommends itself for magnetizing purposes, as it requires no knowledge
of chemistry to insure the result, being merely mechanical in its action, and is always
ready for action without previous preparation the turning of a crank being the only re
quisite, when the machine is in order.
It is not liable to get out of order; docs not diminish perceptibly in power wlien in constant use, and actuallv gains power when standing at rest. It will ke particularly gratifying to the man of science, as it enables him to
have always at hand a constant power for liie investigation of its properties, without any
labour of preparation. We nutice among the beautiful results of this machine, that it
charges an electro-magnet so as to sustain a weightof one thousand pounds, and it ignites
to a white heat large platinum wires, and may be used successfully for blasting at a distance; and should government ever adopt any such system of defence as to need the gal^•anic power, it must supersede the battery in that case.
Professor Page demonstrates,
fey mathematical reasoning, that the new contrivance of the coils affords the very maxiof quantity to be obtained by magnetic excitation. ' Report of American Commissioner of Patents for 1S44.

Pkofessor Page's Magxp.to-K'
;i

:;

I

!

.

I

\

i

—

;

[Sept.

Comte de Fontainemoreau, of Skinner-pl;
Imjjroved medicines or campounds, and for the application
Pierre

Armand,

le

vent, alleviate, ami cure certain diseases, also for the machinery for
-August 4.
said instruments." (Being a cominunicatf
for " certain Improvements in the man
es and other minerals, and io obtaining ^

William Longmaid, of Plymouth, gentl-i
facture of chlorine, in treating sulphurouf
rious products therefrom."— August 4.

I,

Josaih Marshall Heath, of Winchester-buildings, iron-master, for " Improvements in
the manufacture of cast steel." August 4.

—

^\'illiam Young, of Paisley, manufacturer and dyer, and Archib^dd McNair, of the same
town, merchant, for "certain Improvements in the construction and means of manufacturing apparatus for condu-ting electricity." August 4.
Charles Henry Joseph Forret, of Lille, in France, but now of 17, Greit St. Helen's,
Bishopsgate, gentleman, for "anew and improved Archimedean screw, which he calls
Davaine's screw." (.\ communication.) August 4.
Alansou Abbe, of Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury. M.D., for "Improvements in apparatus for preventii:g and alleviating spinal disorders." August 4.
William Eccles, and Henry Brierley, both of Walton-Ie- Dale, Lancaster, Fplnners, for
" Improvements in the machinery or apparatus used in spinning," August 5.
Peter Francis Maire, of Mark-lane, merchant, for " Improvements in combining iron
and other materials for the purpose of constructing bridges, roois, arches, floors, and other
similar structures." (A communication.)— August 5.
Francis Taylor, of Romsey, Hants, surgeon, for " Improvements in giving alarm incase
of fire and in extinguishing fire." (A communicwtlon.)— August 6.

—

—

—

—

Frederick Bankart, of Chnmplon-park, Denmark-hill, Surrey, gentleman, for *' certain
Improvements In treating certain metallic ores and refining the products therefrom."
August 7.
John Evans, of Kensington, gentleman, for " a new perazotic product and its applicaAugust 7,
tion to the arts." (A communication.)
Improved dibbling ma
Dalrymple Crawford, of Stratford-on-Avon, Warwick, for
chine." August 7.
engineer,
for " Improvements
Henry Smith, of Liverpool,
for railways, and in sjirings for railway aud other carriages,
carriages."— August 7.
Henry Emanuel, of Pond-street, Hampstead, gentleman, for "Improvements 1 atmospheric railways." — August 7.
George Brown, of Caperthorne, Chester-land, agent, for "a new se^d and manure drill
plough." August 9.
Peter Armand le Comte de Fontainemoreau, of Skinner's-place, Size-lane, for " certain
Improvements in apparatus for raising and supporting vessels nndottier floating or sunken
bodies, and its application for the better preservation of life and property."— August 9.
Frank Hills, of Deptford, m.anufacturing chemist, for " Improvements in purifying gas
for illumination and obtaining a valuable product in the process."— Au.ust 9.
Charles Searle, of Bath, doctor of medicine, for " Improvements in stoves."— Aug. 9.
Peter Higson, of Clifton, Lancaster, mining engineer, for " certain Improvements in
machinery or apparatus for connecting and disconnecting the steam engine, or other moAugust 9.
tive ijower, with or from the load or other matter to be driven or moved."
William Newton, of Chancery lare, civil engineer, for " Improved modifications and
novel applications of known machinery and processes to the purpose of cleaning, softenvegetable
fibrous
materials."
(A coming, dividing, and preparing flax, hemp, and other
munication. )— August 14.
Thomas Henry Russell, of Wednesbury, Stafford, tube manufacturer, for "Improvements in the manufacture of welded iron tubes."— August 14.
Hypolite Louis Francois Salembier, of Mincing-lane, merchant, for " Improvements in
the manufacture and refining of sugar." (A communication.)— August 14.
Henry Pearse and William Dimsdale Child, both of Finsbury-place, South, for "Improvements in the mfinufacture of sugar." (A communication.)— August 21.
Thomas Oxley, of Westminster-road, civil engineer, for " certain Improvements in constructing and propelling vessels, and in the machinery connected therewith."—August 22

—
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IsIST OP PJE^iy" PATSrffTS.
GRANTED IX ENGLAND FROM JULV 25, TO AUGUST

22, 1845.

Six Months allowed for Enrolment, unless otherwise erpresseil.
Richard Archibald Bronman, of Fleet-street, London, gentleman, for " certain Improvements in dyeing." (A communication,)— Sealed July 25.
William Henry James, of Clem.ent's lane, London, civil engineer, for " certain Improvements in the manufacture of plates and vessels of metal, and other substances suitable for heating purposes, and in the means of heating the same."— July 25.
James Stokoe, of Newton, in the county of Northumberland, millwright, for *• ce/tain
improvements in purifying the vapours arising from smelting and other furnaces, and in
recovering therefrom any useful matters which may hi intermixed tlierci\ith." July 25.
William Breynton, of the Inner Temple, esq., for "certain Improvements in rotatory

—

—

steam-en jines." July 25.
Alexander Wilson, of Glasgow, manager
place, spinners, for
rials,"

— July

" Improvements

for

Alexander Fletcher and Co., of the same
hemp and flax, and other fibrous mate-

—

2 vols. 8vo.
;

—

The pathetic passages are dismal, and the facetious
the whole letter irresistibly reminds us of Collins' Descrip-

" Marcus." Declined.
parts incoherent
tion of Despair.

**
I was sad by fits, by start 'twas wild."
There are three things which should find no place in this journal flipdogmatism, which is not proof magniloqence,
pancy, which is not wit
which is not eloquence.
Mr. Rooke's paper on the Harbour of Reftige is accepted, with thanks.

—

—

—

in spinning

2!}.

John Henry Roberts, of Norfo'k Villa, Finchley road. Saint John's Wood, surgeon,
" Improvements in si)irit lamps." July 2D.
George Beadon, of Battersea, Commander in the Royal Navy, for " Improvements in
propelling vessels and land carriages, in rsising and drawing off water for driving marfiinery, which means of raising and drawing off water are applicable to other useful purposes.'"— July 2D.

for

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Can any of our correspout^euts give us information as to the dimensions
and construction of the Suspension Bridge which has lately fallen at Calcutta ?
"A Suhscriber, New York." There is a very full account of the architecture of St. Paul's Cathedral, by Mr. G^ilt, in Britton and Pugln's IllustraTaylor, High llolborn, 1845.
tions of the Public Buildings* of Loudon.

ERRATA.

—

Samuel Brown, of Blackheath, knight, captain in her Majesty's navy, for "Improvements in the formation of embankments for canals, docks, and sea walls, and in the
conveyance and propulsion of locomotive engines, and other carriages or bodies on canals
and other inland waters, and also on rail and other roads, and in propelling vessels on the
ocean and navigable rivers."— July 21).
Caleb Bedells, of Leicester, manufacturer, for " Improvements in weaving."— July 29.
Ezra Coleman, of the City of Philadelphia, in the United States of America, for " Improvements app'icable to moving of locomotive engmes on inclined planes of railways."
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July 30,

John Pattrineri, of Skinner-place, Size-lane. London, gentleman, for *' certain new and
improved modes of obtaining and applying motive powers."— July 30.
Joseph Quick, of Sumner-street, Southwark, engineer, and Heniy Austin, of 10, Walferook, civil engineer, for " Improvements in the construction and working of atmospheric
railways."— July 31.
William Cook, of King-street, Golden-square, coach-maker, for " an Improvement in
certain description of stoves."— July 31.
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lighted by fiie long circular-headed windows, above whicli there is
extern dly an arcade of sixteen small open arches, in each of which a
liell is hung.
The lower part of the building has no windows. The
contour of the domes is not quite so graceful as it might have been;
neither do those features express themselves very elTcctively in mere
outline, as here represented, besides which their perspective grouping
is of course altogether lost in a geometrical dravting.
There is u
dome at each angle and one in the centre.
is

CHrRCII OF THE ALEXANDRIAN COLONY AT NOVO-

UIORGIEOSK (MODLIN).
CWilh
Very

lillle is

Engmting, Plale XXIII.)

ail

known

in

this country of the Russo-Byzrintine style

even by those who speak of all other
mentioned hy them it is very briefly indeed, and without
any specimens of it being shown in engravings; neither has it in any
one instance as far as wo are aware been at all adopted or imitated
smong ourselves, notwithstanding that we liave occasionally sought
for novelty
how judiciously or successfully we say not by having
recourse to Egyptian, Hindoo, and other outlar.disli, not to call them
pagan and infidel, styles whereas at all events the Russo-Byzantini'
for

it

is

h.irdly noticed

at all

styles, or if

—
—

—

—

;

a Christian one. Among the Russians themselves it lias lately come
vogue again for churcli architecture, in preference to the Grecowhich, in common with other European countries, they
have adopted. Riisso- Byzantine is therefore to tliem what Gothic is
to us,
their ecclesiastical style par cxcdkvce, nor is it by any means
deficient in distinct physiognomy, although its peculiarity depends
chiefly upon the bullions dome, and the mode in which that particular
feature is applied and repeated.
These domes, no doubt, carry with
them an impress of nationality that must greatly recommend or even
endear the style in the eyes of natives, as being identified «ilh their
own church, and with " the faith of their forefathers," wherefore those
who advocate scru|nilons adl:erence to history and precedent in ecclesiastical arthiteclnre cannot do otherwise than commend the Russians for reverting to their " orthodox" and "legitimate" national
style.
Among those architicts who have been mainly instrumental in
lliis " nriral" is Constantine Tl.on (a German, we believe, by origin),
who stands at the head of liis profession in Russia, and who has erected
several churches in the Russo-Byzantine, not only at St. Petersburgli
and Moscow but in several other cities.

The Engraving presents a view of one half of the principle front
and also one half of the transverse section showing the apsis. A portion of the centre dome is omitted lor w.int of luom on the plate, it is
iiowever finished precisely the same as the side d..ine.
The above wood engraving shows one-lialf of the interior plan, and
one-half of the roof.

is

into

Italian style

NOTES ON ANGLO-SAXON MASONRY.
Mr. Bloxam,

in his interesting article on " Mixed Masonry of Brick
and Stone," in the Archaiological Journal, pp. 307-317, has been able
to discriminate works of the difl'erent eras, by pointing out the features characteristic of their construction.
This subject has been less
attendi'd to than it cleserves, for there can be very little doubt, that,
although most of the architectural features of our earlier structures
have disappeared, a great number of remains are extant in the walls
of our churches than is generally estimated. The frequent alterations
to which all our churches were snliject, those alterations being alvvays
made iu the prevailing taste of the time, miy often lead us into error
as to the original period of erection; the style of a door or window
are not cert.iin criteria of dates, lieingso frequently additions, taking
place of others of an earlier design.
Mr. Rickman first pointed out peculiarities in several churches,
both of architectural lealure and construction, which are now well
known and gem rally admitted to belong to the Anglo-Saxon era; he
thus opened a new field for research, which has since received considerable attention, and many new facts have been brought to light.
The long and short quuining is now genenerally taken as a feature
peculiar to Anglu-Saxiin construction; it is found in the church of
Earls Barton, in Northamptonshire, and many others, of the early
date of which there can be no reasonable doubt, and I think it may be
questioned if it is ever found in buildings posterior to the eleventh
century.
It may be well to take note of the materials and construction generally associ.ited with this work, in order, if possible to
arrive at some general idea of the features of Anglo-Saxon masonry,
always bearing in mind, that the nature of the materials found in
different localities necessarily exercises a control on its character; it
is for this purpose that the following tacts, gathered at random, chiefly
from the churches in Suffolk, are offered to the readers of the

Journal.

The church of Hemingstone presents a
men of lung and short work at one corner

rather remarkable speciof the nave; the proportions of tlie upright masses of stone to the horizontal is very singular, the former being nearly three feet in height, the latter but six
inches; no architectural feature of an early character remains in this
church.
The adjoining parish of Goslieck has the nave of its church
quoined in a similar manner, but at Hemingstone the stone is well

squared and wrought ; at Gosbeck, however, it is of very rude workmanship, and it may be noticed in the specimen of it here given,
that the uprights alternately present their narrowest and greatest
width at either of the angles. Both these churches are covered with
a modern coating of plaster by wliich the disposition of the materials
concealed.
greater part of the tower of Debenham church is of early
is no doubt a portion of the church dedicated to
it is built of large
St. Mary, mentioned in the Domesday record
flints, laid in Herringbone fashion, which occasioned horizontal courses
of the same material, not observing a strict regularity in its recurrence : it has the long and short quoining. Brundish church has a
is

The

construction, and

;

The Churcli at Novogiorgiesk, dedicatt d to St. Alexandria, which
we here give by way of specimen of tlic style though how far it is a
good or lair specimen of it we do not pretend to say — has been very
recently erected by J. Gay (a French architect).
The entire building

—

square of 85 feel forming internally a Greek cross, a disposition
of plan almost invariably ad( pled.
'I'liere is no distinction of nave,
aisles, and choir, the only division within the building being that the
apsis is partitioned ofl' by the usual screen or Ikoncstaas, which derives its name not from beirg adorned with images but with piciiiris
of Saints, &c.
and one of those on the Ikonostass of this church is a
topy from Leonardo da Vinci's celebrated "Cena." The apsis here
is a

:

No. 97.— Vol. VIII.— October, 1845.

tower

in all respects similar

in construction, the

The nave

quoining excepted;

is quoined
with long and short work it is built of flint laid in herringbone and
covered with an original coarse rough-cast, which, from its so fte([uently accomjianying early masonry, may, in connexion with other
Rough
lacts, be considered an evidence of primitive construction.
cast is indeed freciueiitly found in Norman work, but there is a pecuis
composed
whicli
of
Saxon
period,
the
liar coarseness in that of
coarse gravel, lime, and sand, the great durability of which is attested
by its |ireservatiun through so many centuries.
Practical men say, that the coarser the mateiial mixed with the
it

is

certainly of early date.

of Leiston church

;

40
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is exhausted
a. fact the early builders seem
understood. The impenetrable hardness of some of the
rough-cast pluster is extraordinary.
One of tlie most curious instances of early quoining is found in the
church at Bedfield, at the west angles of the nave; it consists of
Roman tiles placed alternately horizontal and upright, on the long and
short principle, having at the point on which the roof rests five tiles
disposed horizontally in the usual alternate manner: it is not uncommon to meet with this arrangement in long and sliort quoining.
An e.irly Norman door, ornamented with the zigzag, is on the nnrtli
side, but it has every appparance of being a more recent addition.
Tlie last example at present to be noticed, is Svvanscombe church, in
the neighbourhood of Gravesend.
It is built of an heterogeneous
mixture of materials, chuik, rag, masses of stone of v.irious kinds,
and an admixture of Roman tile.
The tower shows some attempt
at a regular plan in the disposition of its material
it is for the most
part constructed of small stones, laid in courses of three and four
alternately with one of flint: this disposition is by no means regularly observed, sometimes there are two courses of flints, and sometimes but two of stone.
There is something in the above arrangement like an imitation of the Roman flint being used in the place
of tile.
The quoining piesents some curious features, and has evidently been controlled by the nature of the material at hand
it exhibits a strange variety of stones, some disposed in long and short
masses, some alternately with Rom
tiles, and the latter are found
worked into the rubbh^, here and there, without any order. It may
rIso be well to observe, that a large circular window of Reman tile,
on the south side, is now blocked up.
The chancel is chiefly flint-work, set in herrii g-bone, and covered
with the durable rough-cast before noticed the soulli-sid^, where
much of this is removed, shows very evident indications of the walls
liaving been formed by planking the sides, until the mortar or conciete had firmly set; the marks of the planks are still very visible.
This part of the church has undergone many alterations an addition
to the east end is easily to be distinguished, from its patched appearance ; lancet lights of the twelfth century have superseded windows
of a much earlier date, traces of which still remain and a doorway
on the north side appears to have been blocked up at the same time
as the addition was made to the east end, but its architectural features are quite destroyed.
Herringbone work, according to Mr. Bloxam, is not of itself a
criterion of dale
but the flint-work in this fashion I have above
noticed, appears to me, from its being always connected with other
facts, to be one of the indications of Anglo-Saxon work.
The few instances here brought together may not contain matter
entirely new, but the subject is worthy of attention, and it is Imped
that the other members of the Association will take advantage of
opportunities that may occur to them to furnish additional inform-

limp, the less \U strengtli
to

have

:

ivell

:

;

The most remarkable apartment was the gallery of illustrious
men, adorned with portraits of celebrated persons, by Phillipe of
Champaigne, Simon Vouet, &c., and with a large number of antique
There were also a chapel and two theatres, or Salles de Specbusts.
The chapel was remarkable for the richness of its monuments.
tacle.
Of the theatres one was reserved for a select assemblage, and contained about five or six hundred persons; the other three thousand.
This last was assigned to Moliere and his company in IGliO, and here
in 163G Curneille brought out the Cid, to which succeeded the Horaces
and C'inna.
ginable.

After Moliere's death, the theatre was used for the representation
The theatre v/^s
of lyric dramas. This was the origin of the Opera.
twice burnt down and rebuilt.
In 1G39 Richelieu made a present of his palace to the king, whose
death however happened so soon after, that he never inhabited it.
Four years afterwards Anne of Austria, Regent of the kingdom,
quitted the Louvre for this Palace, which thenceforward took the

name of the Palais Royal.
The pile has since undergone great

Of the architecalterations.
ture of Lamercier little remains but the decorations of the wings of
the second court, where may still be seen in the piers between the
windows of the lower story, the prows of vessels which Richelieu put
there in allusion to his office of superintendent of navigation which he
joined to so many others.

m

:

:

;

:

ation.

J.

G. Waller.

[October,

The Louvre under Louis XIII.

The Louvre is one of those immense edifices which must necessarily
be the work of successive ages. It had already been the object of
the mimificence of Philip Augustus, Fiancis I, Charles IX, and
Henry IV., when Louis determined to give to it altogether new imUnder the superintendence of Lemercier, the court was
portance.
extended to four times the size originally proposed, and in consequence of this extension Lemercier constructed the central pavilion,
crowned with a quadrangular dome, and repeated on the opposite
side, the facade already executed in the reigns of Francis I. and
Heniy II. The architectural decoration of Lescot was copied, except
only in the upper part of the central pavilion, where Lemercier followed the bent of his own genius. Not wishing to raise a third range
of columns upon the two ranges of the Corinthian and Composite
orders which were already surmounted by an attic range, and at the
same time desirous of attaining a higher degree of enrichment he
employed Caryatides grouped two by two. These Caryatides, the
work of Sarazin, have certainly sculptural merit, but are devoid of
The appearance of life and action which the
solidity and severity.
The Caryartist iias given them is inconsistent with their pupose.
The three pediatides of Goujon are in this respect much superior.
ments erected one above the other, which crown the composition,
must be considered as an arrangement in the worst taste, and deUnder Louis XIII., the Louvre was
serve severe condemnation.
destined to become one of the largest palaces in Europe. Anne of
Austria erected 3l Salie de Spectacle in the pavilion. Levau continued
the river fafade commenced by Lescot, but this was subsequently re-

The great square
to make way for that erected Perault.
central pavilion of the Tuilleries, surmounted by the dome which is
at this day, was erected under Louis Xlll.
moved

THE ARCHITECTURE OF FRANCE

IN

THE REIGN OF

LOUIS XHI.
U.VDER THE ADMINISTRATION'S OF RiCHELIEU AND MaZARIN.
(Translated for

this

Journal, from the

Magazine

Pottoresqne.J

The history of the reign of Louis the Thirteenth is marked by constant dissensions between the king and the nobles, and by the frequency of intrigues and assassinations— Louis reigned but did not
govern. The minister Richelieu held the supreme authority unconand having reached the highest pinnacle of power and wealth,
his ambition of glory led him to encourage letters and the fine arts.
He established the Royal Printing Press, founded the French Academy,
rebuilt the Sorbonne, and instituted the Jardin des Plantes.
In order to judge of the architecture of this period we will examine
first of all the sumptuous Palace which the Cardinal
built for his own
residence.
The site chosen for this edifice was at equal distances
from the Louvre and Tuileries. The palace was first called the
Palais Richelieu, and subsequently the Palais Cardinal. The designs were furnished by Lemercier, one of the most celebrated architects of his time, and the foundations were laid in 1629; the
building
was not completed till 1036.
The Palace Richelieu, as designed by Lemercier, consisted of several courts, of which two were cuntral ; the second
or largest court was
surrounded by buildings on three sides only, on the fourth it was
separated from the gardens by an arcaded gallery raised
on a terrace.
The interior of the palace was decorated with a luxury scarce ima-

trolled,

seen

The Chateau of Versailles.
Versailles owes its origin to the hunting seat which Louis XIII.
caused to be built in this locality. This building, consisting of four
sides and four towers at the salient angles, surrounded by a fosse, and
protected by a drawbridge, preserved the arrangement and appearNow it is curious to see this
anca of the ancient feudal mansions.
last example of the type of the ancient chateau of the middle ages
magnificent
se.it of Louis Quatorze.
become the germ of the vast and
The erections of the unpretending retreat of Louis XUl. are easily
recognised amidst the rest of the pile ; they are stone and brick, and
rise in front of the marble court, of which the dimensions are exactly
the same as those of the court of the primitive building.

Convents and Public Buildings.

An immense number

of convents were erected during this period.
That of the barefooted Carmelites and Les Minimes in the Place
Royale, the chapel of which rivals the most magnificent churches of
Paris, oft'.T examples of the religious architecture of this period.
But the most important of the convents founded in this reign is that

of Val-de-Grace, a royal abbey of the Benedictines in the Rue St.
Jacques, founded by Anne of Austria, who laid the first stone of the
Despairing of giving an heir to the throne, Anne
cloister in lGi!4.
made a vow to erect a sacred edifice if her desires were accomplished ;
on the birth of the future Louis XIV, she nobly fulfilled her vow by
founding Val-de-Grace.
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Among the edificos built at this time in the provinces one of tlie
most impi^rtant is the Town Hall of Kheinis. The first stone of this
buililing

was

laid in l(ji7.

In the

ontre of the grand facade is an
The left wing cf the building long

equestrian statue of Louis XIII.
The Hotel-de-Villo of Lyons is also an
remained uncompleted.
edifice of great importance; isolated nn all sides, the iflVct of the
court, «hieh is elevated above the adjacent houses, is very pictuThe principal elevation consists of two wings with a centre
resque.
fa9ado recessed. A balcony runs along tlie whole first floor; in tlic

centre of the facade is an equestrian statue of Louis Xlll.
Some of the apartments of Fontainohleau belong also to this period.
The chateaux of the time of Loins XIII. which yet rem lin may in
In some
general be recognized by the mixture of brick and stone.
the interior decorations are well preserved, as in the Chateau of
still
is
to
be
seen,
and a
Chamber
Livernv near Hlois. The Guard
bed clwmber, of which the ceiling, the chimneys, &o., are in complete
preservation.

The stvie of architecture of the reign of Louis XIII. and of the
regency of Anne of Austria is far from exliihiling that symmetry
which 'belonged to the preceding era of Henry IV. There was a
It
period of cessation after which architecture sensibly altered.
must, however, be allowed that while the style was inferior in taste
to that of the sixteenth century, it at the same time assumed more independence. It still adhered to the Italian model, but it presented a
The architecture of the
))hvsiognomy more thoroughly national.
leventeenth centurv had become more pompous and monumental than
word,
it had become more
a
preceding.
characterize
it
iu
To
the
monarchical.
kingdom,
the Arts in
Forgi>tten awhile amid the civil wars of the
the seventeenth century began to revive, and in viewing the efiurts of
Leniercicr and Mausart in this age we have at least a presentiment of
the marvels of the reign of Louis Quatorze.

end
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occupied by the Theatre for lectures and concerts (measuring
feet in its lower part on the ground floor, by 4Sx35 above,
contract''d by three s doons being carried around it upon
the principal lloor
the extreme height from the floor of the Theatre
to the skylight 58 feet).
The facade presents an astylar composition
of the kind lately introduced among us under the title of the Italian
palazzo mode, and has nothing of decoration but what it derives from
the dressings of the openings, rustic quoins, moulded yet otherwise
plain stringcourses, and the general cornicione, above which a deep
blocking-course is substituted for an eaves roof. There are three
tiers of openings, viz., on the ground floor, mezzanine story, and princijial floor, and only five openings in each, three of which on the
ground floor, viz., the centre oue and that at each end, are doors, the
other two being filled in with the windows of most detestable design
already mentioned.
Even the doors themselves are not quite salisficlory, because the mode of their panelling causes them to look too
much like ordinary room doors, only on an enlarged scale, in consequence cf which they take away from the size ol the other features.
Otherwise, taking the mere openings themselves, a|)art from what is
put into them, the ground floor is well treated, and though it docs not
constitute a distinct rusticated basement, it derives both richness and
energy from the bold rustic quoins— both those at the angles and those
whicli serve as dressings and key-stones to the doors and windows;
and though the surface between them has only liorizonlal joints, it
amounts to more than what serves to give relief to the mouUled quoins,
consequently the eflect is altogether different from
we hardly need
say very superior to
that most un-Ilalian substitute for rustication
mere horizontal streakings on the face of the wall, causing it to look
as if instead of being constructed of masonry it was covered with
boards or planks painted of a stone colour. The mezzmine floor is
treated so nearly similar to the ground one that it may almost be said
Instead of being made little better than
to be in continuation of it.
small holes, intended to escape notice as much as possible, the windows are rendered important features and contribute in no small degree to the effect of the ensemble. The windows of the next or third
is

"9x'5
where

it is

;

—

—

which are those of the principal floor, are a good deal in the
Flortnliue manner, being round-headed, with jointed or rustic archikeystones, and facetted blocks for imposts, from which
are carried down plain architraves that extend out below with a
sweeping cuive: one peculiarity is, that instead of the windows
either descending quite down to the string course on which the composition forming their dressing rests, or having a balustrade or other
parapet beneath them, there is a sort of large tablet just under each
opening, whose lower edge is broken, it being deeper at the ends than
in the middle.
Exceplis txceptandis, that is, the two abominations
before mentioned, the general composition is eniitled to great praise;
it bears the impress of an unaffected and noble male simplicity, and is
of superior character -CLuio fenestration,* in which last respect it is truly
in the genuine Florentine gusto, there being only Jive windows on a
line of 80 feet, and their openings being not quite one-third of the
This excess as it will no doubt ba
pier or solid between them.
called -of solid over void, is, if it be an error at all, one on the right side,
since be the design ever so faulty in other respects, it is sure to produce two valuable artistic qualities breadth and repose. Look, for
instance, at the back of Exeter Hdl: no one vrould think of quoting
it as a piece of architecture, for it makes not even the very slightest
pretensions to design, being in fact little more than a lofty mass of
brickwork, with a range of a few windows in the upper part of it, nevertheless it is perfect dignity itself in comparison with many of the
things which call themselves /nfa&s, some of them so drawn out and
so completely riddled with vi-indows that the external wall seems to consist of little more than the upright and transverse bars of a grating.
regret that it was not thought necessary to show us the full
complement of the drawings for the building, only four out of the six
mentioned as forming the set being engraved. Yet the longitudinal
section was indispensable, since without that we are left quite in the
dark with respect to many circumstances. Neither would the corresponding or side elevation have been altogether superfluous, for
though it may otherwise resemble the front, there must be considerable
tier,

BRITISH

AND FOREIGN

INSTITUTE.

vults, triple

This Institute contemplates erecting a building of their own, vying
and architectural character with some of the West-end club
houses. As there has been no scruple in regard to letting us see the
design itself*, we think there need have been no secrecy with respect
to the authorship of it, but on that point our curiosity has hardly even
food for conjecture, unless we are to understand from Mr. Buckingham's expression, "my first step was to prepare a new set of plans
and designs," that the drawings were actually designed by himself;
and if such be really the case they show him to be no mean profiin scale

—

on the contrary, to possess rather
than what forms the average among the
professional ranks.
These designs, we are told, " were submitted
to Mr. Tite, who approved heartily of the drafts, and who, with
the taste of an accomplished artist, &c. &c., executed a set of
Still, though Mr. Tite,
beantifid drawings of the proposed building."
no doubt, improved the "drafts" in regard to mere a'chiteclural
calligraphy, we presume that he did not think fit to alter any of the
ideas in them since, if he ventured to make any corrections at all,
it is quite unaccountable to us that he should have suffered two features to pass, which are so unlike in taste to everything else in the
fafade that they seem to have been introdnced merely out of perverseness, for the sake ol discordance and ugliness and nothing else,
without any sort of reason or motive whatever.
allude to the
two windows in the ground floor of tlie fa9ade, which, though of the
same size and proportions as the other openings, and like them squareheaded, are filled in with puny and most miseraUe-looking arched
Venetian windows of paltry design. Surely Mr. Tite never for a
moment sanctioned such a tasteless caprice and downright barbarism.
admit that those deformities are very easily expunged, but why
was not that dene before the elevation was engraved in order to be
published? This lault excepted
the design is in some respects unusually good, for though of more sober than ornate character, it po3»
aetses phi/siognomij and manifests artistic feeling, which only renders
all the more unaccountable the wilfulness that disfigured such a design
by thrusting into it two features of equally gratuitous and unmitigated
cient

in

architectural

more than

less

study,

talent

;

We

We

—

ugliness.

Thus much premised, we proceed

the plan occupies
a site of 8U feet frontage by MO in depth, and would be either entirely
insulated or painisular, that is, exhibiting three fronts and leaving
other buildings to be erected against the remaining side or rear, which
cttous of

to description

tile

Brilisb

:

and Foreign

—

—

—

We

—

a diflerence, however, which it
dilierence of character in one respect,
was no doubt considered prudent not to let ns see, and perhaps thought
we should not find out. Each of these side elevations (140 feet in

length; has eight windows on a floor (excepting the ground floor which
has only seven), and appears intended to form a regular front, yet,
strange to say, the windows are very irregularly s|)aced,for at the end
next the principal front the windows are onlyyoHcfeet from the angle,
while at the other they are twenly-tno! besides whicli they are not
put at equal intervals from each other, some of the piers being much
wider than others. What renders this disregard of even ordinary

Institute, lately

We

purpoEc mubing

'

Fenestration,' ere long, the tuljei

separate p.iper.
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ttention to regularity all the more striking is, that in order to make a
front of pach ol these sides, ii great number of blank or we suppose sham
windows glnzed liko the others, are introduced, viz., six out of the
eight in both the mezzanine and principal floor, thus making a total of

twenty-four shim windows I! Notwithstanding this license and that
taken in regard to spacing the windows, some of tliem come in very
awkwardly in the interior, and in such a manner as utterly to destroy all
symmetry the hall, for instance, is chiefly lighted by one of the windows in the adjoining corridor, which is open to it; but instead of
those windows being exactly on the line of the axis of that hall they
arethrownoutof it, so as to fall in the line of one of the two pillars forming the screen between the corridors and the ends of the hall. Much consideration does not appear to have been given to bearings, for there
are solid walls carried from back to front across the ceilings of some
of the ground floor rooms, of just the same thickness as the external
And yet, notwithstandwalls at least so they are shown in the plan.
ing all the incongruities we have pointed out— nor are they the only
ones that we detect we are told that Mr. Tite not only heartily approved of the design qiicsre the design or intention of a building
being erected— but actually executed the drawings, at least had them
executed in his own office. Executed, no doubt, they were with
the utmost scrupulousness and literal fidelity as to following co/;!/
otherwise a few very much needed corrections would probably have
been made in them. However, the design has answered our purpose
and we dare say we have bestowed very far more
better just as it is
notice upon it than it would have obtained from any one else, and so
far it has been singularly lucky in having fallen under our inspection
instead of that of one of those short-winded critics who wiiuld have
dismissed it without saying more than that it was in the Italian style.
:

!

—

cant of angle of suspension, or —r- 2'91=:289-6 tension, for which 45

square inches is allowed, and as the strain to which each bar was subjected before erection was 10 tons per square inch, there is a strength
of iron sufficient to resist 450 tons.
The angle of the first auxiliary from the chain is double that of
the first chain link, and the common ditference of the whole series, \»
double that of the diflference between any two cons ecutive links of
the chain. The pull on the rods is thus as nearly as possible in tb»
direction of their length, and the horizontal force is resisted through
The angle formed by the last
the horizontal line of the platform.
link of the chain, and the horizontal, or central one, is 5°, and that
of the centre auxiliary 10°, so that the last link bisects the angle
formed by the centre link, the centre auxiliary, and as these forces
are nearly equal, the last link is in the best possible position for preserving the equilibrium at the junction, and not allowing the centre
link to be strained

;

FALL OF THE BALLEE KHAL SUSPENSION BRIDGE,
NEAR CALCUTTA.
At a lime when public attention is directed to the subject of Suspension Bridges any information respecting the failure of so important
a structure as the bridge over the Bailee Khal cannot fail to be interesting.
are indebted to several correspondents for communications respecting the nature of the accident, from which we have
obtained our information. In the JMtchanics J\Iagazine, in Oct. 1844,
appeared the following account of the structure, accompanied by engravings, the vi'ood cuts of which have been courteously sent us for the
illustration of the present article.

We

"Description of a Suspension Bridge on Mr. Dredge's principle, erected
over tlie Bailee Klidl, for the Indian Government, from the designs,
a7id under the superintendance of Cap/tain Goodmyn, R.B.E.
Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings is an elevation of one-half
of this bridge, and fig. 2, a plan of one-half of the superstructure.
Fig. 3 is an elevation in section of the principle parts of the other
half of the bridge, showing the manner in which the chains are
secured.
Fig. 4 is a plan of the foundations of the parts represented in
fig. 3,
Fig, 5 is a tranverse elevation of the one of the piers on a larger
scale than in fig. 1.

The Bailee Khal is about four miles north-west of Calcutta. The
bridge consists of a single curve of 250 feet span, with 18 feet width
of the platform.
The height of the points of suspension above the
plauk level, which is equal to the deflection of the chains, is 2G feet,
"f 9-6T the chord line nearly. The angle of suspension, is therefore
about 19° 51'.
The platform is supported by two main chains,
one on each side of the bridge, composed of links of round bar iron
1| in. in diameter, and 10 feet long there are 15 of these links resting on the towers at each point of suspension, and from thence at
each joint the number is lessened one link, till at the centre the sectional area of the chain is reduced to two bars ith inch in diameter.
The oblique suspending rods depend from the chains at each joint in
pairs; they are ith of an inch in diameter, and the angles at which
they are attached to the platform vary from G7'42', to 10°, becoming
more and more acute as they approach nearer the centre of the bridge.
There are three pairs of these suspending rods at each point of susdension, which support 23 feet of the roadway at each end of the
bridge, taking the weight thereof immediately to the tower link, without etTecting the curve of the chains. Thus, 250-23x2=204 feet=
the length of platform supported by the chains.
Now the tension at the points of suspension is equal to half weight
(of bridge and traffic jointly taken at 12blb. per square
foot) x cose;

[October,
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every

table")

tliird

of wliicli

is

trussed with a central rod of 1 in. diaTlirougli tlie cast trusses, or

and' 4 rods of | in. diameter.

meter

which tliese rods are connected, pass two internal longituthe untrussed transverse beams,
dinal beams, 4 in. by | in., supporting
their lengtli between the bearing points.
reducing
and
The planks are 3i in. thick, teak timber, spiked down to the table
Kunker, 4 in. thick.
of T-iron, and protected by metalling of

boxes,' in

themselves of the efficiency of the system, and all these proofs,
models, assure me that the theory is correct.
contemplation (o erect immediately two other bridges on the
same plan, one across the wet docks at Kudderpoor, near Calcutta,
and the other over the Hoogly."

satisfied

with

my

It is in

[October,

Capt. Goodwvn.in a letter to Mr.Dredge, dated Jnly last, observesp
the assistance of a very able and first-rate mathematician here,
have studied the theory of these bridges most thorouglily: and the
model that I have made, 22 feet long, and 4 feet width of platform, is
on so large a scale, that I have been able to test it in every possible
way, and it has withstood the utmost efforts to derange its parts. The
Governor-General, and all the scientific people here, have perfectly

"With
I

expedients they

finally got the

roadway

tolerably level, hut the bridge

still

It was,
twists in many places, particularly a dip iu the middle.
however, considered safe, and preparations were making for a ceremoFortunately only one boy was on il,
nious opening when it suddenly fell.
who jumped into the river and swam ashore. Il appears to have parted
in the middle, as its appearance afterwards was—

showed

Without pledging ourselves to the accuracy of the theoretical calculations on which the method of constructing the bridge seems to
have been based, we wish to call especial attention to that part of
the description wdiich states that " at the centre the sectional area of
the chain is reduced to two bars ith inch diameter." This statement
appeared to us so surprising that we wrote to Mr. Dredge to ask for
any explanation which he could furnish respecting it. The point is
most important, as it appears it was at the centre that the bridge
broke. Mr. Dredge favored us with the following reply
:

Mr. Dredge presents his compliments to the Editor of the Civil Engineer
and Architect's Journal, and in answer to his enquiries begs to say that
the extract he quotes from the Mechanic's Magazine is a misprint, it
should have been " is reduced to two bars each If in. in diameter." And
by referring to Capt. Goodwyn's specification he also sees an error with
next sentence, where it is stated " they are J in. in diameter," it should
have been " they are 1^ in. in diameter. The first of these errors is of but
consequence, because as there is no strain at the centre, no iron is
absolutely required there, and consequently two bars of J in. would be as
efficient, if the bridge were constructed propirly, as ten of 1| in.; the latter one is of more importance and ought to have been corrected at the time.

little

We have

some valuable information from Mr. Guppy,
Great Western Iron Ship Works, Bristol, who has sent an account
also received

of the
of the supposed causes of the fall of the bridge which he received by
the same overland mail that brought the news of the accident. He
has furnished us also with copies of some sketches sent to him at the
same time. The following engravings from these sketches materially
tend to the explanation of the subject.

We
days

rode over the bridge an hour after

it

it

was

finished,

and within three

tumbled down.

After the ironwork of the bridge was completed, 3 inch teak planks were
these bearing bars, 6 inches deep and f inch
laid on the bearing bars
thick, having previously been keyed into stroug cast iron blocks built into
the abutments ; over the teak planks a flooring of bricks, was laid IJat ; and
over this 4 inches of stone concrete were laid, liut the workmen began
to lay the plauks at one end, and others followed up with the bricks and
concrete, so that before the last third was planked the first third was fully
leaded. The consequence was that the bridge assumed this shape

—

Fig. 6.

We will

place a paper from Mr. Dredge, (though
published by Mr. Bashwortli; in
in part referring
order to bring together all the information we we have received
Our thanks are due to Mr.
respecting the Bailee Khali Bridge.
Dredge for bis readiness to give all the information he possessed on
last insert in this

to the strictures

the subji'ct.

—

all anxious to defend Mr. TurnbuU's Treatise, I have no
with it, and what I said in my last letter was no more
than under the circumstances was in justice due to the author. I should
quite agree with you Sir, that the whole would be obviously beyond all defence, if the charge of such absurdities were correct, but I am sure no one
after a perusal of page IV, would accuse Mr. Turnbidl of such rediculous
the treatise, and of the imblunders.
I am aware of the objections against
perfect solution of the problem, but considering the difficulties (as regards
data, &c.) under which the author in I84I must have laboured, 1 think cenI have said this much because it was
sure in 1845 might have been spared.
the first essay, and the author's endeavours deserve to be viewed with some
As I am not at all interested in this treatise, I do
leniency on this account.
not compromise my position by having said what I have.
You observe the question at issue, is, are " Mr. Dredge's bridges stronger
weight for weight, than those of ordinary construction." This point has
been so often proved hy practice, and demonstrated by experiments and calIf a strain equal to 1875
culations, that I thought no doubt existed upon it.
tons be removed from the centre of the chains of such a bridge as the Menai,
the section of iron to resist this may be taken away also, thus not only reducing the quantity of material, but increasing the absolute strength of the
You may inquire what
bridge in extent equal to the weight of that material.
Why, the greater part
has been done with tliis enormous horizontal force
is altogether vanished hy the reduction of material at the centre, and the
rest is transferred to, and diffused over the whole horizontal line of platform,
where it becomes essentially serviceable for the stability of ttie structure, by
producing a rigidity of the platform without injuring its transverse strength

Sir

I

am not at
common

interest in

.'

to resist the transit loads.

Fall of the Bridge at Calmfta.

— which they attempted
and cutting

to reduce liy commencing to load at the other end
ihe bearing bars loose from the blocks.
By this and various

In your notes to correspondents, you inquire if any one can give yon information of the bridge that has lately fallen at Calcutta. What little I
know of the affair is verv much at your service. In a letter I received from
Captain Goodwvn, R.B.E., dated Fo'rt WiUiam, July 10, 1844, he says, ' On.
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the receipt of this apply to the London office of the Peninsular nnd Oriental
Steam Navigation Company, and yon will receive a tin case, in which are
The one a single
tracings of two taper cliain bridges, with specifications, &c.
curve of 250 feet span, is now erecting, and will shortly be completed." The
Again, in same letter
other, &c.
" I want your candid opinion on my performances, and do not imagine
that it is likely to detract from your employment, my making some here, for
the system is now tboroughly established here, and we want so many that in
The bridge of 250 feet
a short time I hope to send you a large order."
span was described in the specification to cross the Bailee Khali, near Cal-

—

cutta.

A tracing of the drawings and a copy of the specification were made in ray
and afterwards published in the Mechanics' Magazine for the 19th of
October last. Since then nothing has been said of this bridge, nor had I
heard a word on the subject until the late Overland Mail brought news of
office,

the failure of a suspension bridge across the liallee Khali, near Calcutta,
which, as place and dimensions correspond, I presume to be the same, al
though I have had as yet no direct information about it. I cannot therefore
give you any particulars of the accident, but all the reports agree in ascribing
it " to an error of the contractor, which does not in any degree effect the
This is so far very satisfactory,
principle upon which the bridge was built."
though even without it I should not have been at all anxious on the subject,
for 1 could in no ways be responsible for errors committed several thousand
tuiles oil", especially as I had not at all interferred with the works.
I remain, your's, very obediently,

[October,

which the master had not time to finish, the younger pupil gilded the
glory round the saints' heads and painted the inscriptions and ornaments, the two otiiers who were younger mixed the colors. The master
painted or sketched from memory or inspiration.
In one iiour lie
traced before our eyes on the wall a painting representing our Saviour
giving to his apostles the mission to preach the gospel and baptise.
The Christ and the eleven other figures were almost of the natural
size; tliey were designed and drawn from memory without any model
or rough sketch.
While examining the other pictures I asked him
if he had executed them also.
He replied affirmatively.
were astounded, for the paintings were far superior to those of
our own second-rate artists who paint religious subjects. The painter
astonished me by the powers of his memory; he not only finished his
designs without rough sketches of any kind, but 1 heard him dictate
to the second pupil the inscriptions and sentences which
were to accompany each picture. He recited without notes or book, and all
was rigorously the text of the sentences which I had observed in
Attica, in Peloponessus, and at Salamis.
I expressed to him my admiration, but my surprise greatly astonished him, and he replied with
whit 1 thought rare modesty, that it was all very simple— much
easier than 1 thought for
and then he quietly resumed his task."

We

;

James Dredge.
Jialh,

September

3,

1S45.

HORBURY SCHOOL,

—

On tliP whole the main question for consicli-ration seems to be this
wlietlier in a suspension bridge 250 feet long, "iwu liars each If
inches in diameter could by any arrangement be made to support and
It can scarcely be supposed
hold the centre with sullicient security.
but that there is some limit, beyond which, if the reduction of the
thickness of the central bars be carried, the security of the structure
would be endangered. If there be no limit of t)iis kind, then we must
come to the conclusion that the bridge might be so constructed that
there should be tto tension at the centre; that is, that the bridge
might be divided at the centre without falling. In this case the platform
instead of a tension or strain, must exert a thrust to keep the chains

Near

IVakeJield, Yorkshire.

The annexed engraving

exhibits the construction of the roof, and
the design of the end windows of a National School lately erected at
Horbury, near Wakefield, under the superintendence of Mr. R. .Sharp,
architect.
are indebted to him for several drawings of the buildings, but we have selected the transverse section as it exhibits the
principal features of the construction.
The design appears to be a
pleasing and satisfactory proof that architectural effect does not necessarily involve great expenses.
The building cost £800, and the repetition of the high arched molded ribs throughout the length

We

in tlieir places.
is one point in Jlr. Dredge's letter which we wish to notice.
says that the centr.d strain " is transferred to and distributed over
If by the phrase "transthe whole liorizontal line of the platform."
ferred" be meant that the tension at the centre is lessened or removed,
we must with submission call the doctrine in question.
if A E represent half the platform, E being the centre, and this half

Thore

He

F

OH

D

F, C G, B H, then by the ordinary
E necessary for statical equiliequal to the sum of the horizontal parts of these tensions.
To
express the same thing analytically, if the oblique tensions be called
T, T„ Tj respectively we have, resolving forces horizontallv
T„ cos G C A -f T, cos
Tension at E = T cos F D A
B A.
This is indisputable to the merest tyro in theoretical mechanics;
unless, indeed, we suppose parts of platform to exert thrusts instead
of tensions, in wliiuh case the statement that the tension is diffused
out the platform becomes self-contradicted.

be acted on by tensions along

rules of statics the horizontal force at

brium

is

,

+

H

MODERN GREEK FRESCO PAINTING.
There are on Mount Athos twenty large monasteries, two hundred
and fifty hermitages, and nine hundred and thirty-five churches,
chapels and oratories. All these edifices are painted in fresco, and
possess pictures on wood. From this source arise the artists of
Greece. M. Didron, in his JManuel d'Icoiwgraphie Chrctienue, gives
an interesting description of these painters at their work.
"The first convent which we entered," says he, "was that of
Esphigmenou. From the great church just built the scaffolding was
painter of Kares assisted by his brother, two
not yet removed.
pupils and two apprentices was covering with historical frescos the
whole of the inner porch of the nave. I ascended the scaflold on
which were the master painter and his assistants, and watched the
progress of the work. The brother spread tlie mortar on the wall,
the master sketched the picture, the first pupil filled in the lines

A

of the interior must necessarily produce considerable effect. The
crowns of these arches are 19 feet from the ground, and the springing
is from stone corbels let into the walls.
The main ribs are 22 feet
G inches span and 16 feet apart, and are 12 inches by 8 inches formed
in two thicknesses, and intermediate ribs over the windows 10 inches
by G inches are also formed in two thicknesses. On each side of the
building externally are buttresses which resist the pressure of the roof
which is covered with heavy stone slate of the district, and it is proof
of the little pressure of the high pointed arches, that though there is
scarcely any resistance to the ribs in the windows the work stands remarkably well. The scantling of the timbers is as follows: principals
6} inches square, plate 7x5, rafters 3i by 3 inches, thickness of walls
inches, with buttresses 2 feet projection and 2 feet on face.
2 feet
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GOETHE'S ITALIAN TRAVELS.
Translated/or

this

Journal by

J.

Lhotsky, Ph. Dr.

" Ingenio vivimus— cetera mortis erunt."

[Goethe undertook his travels in Italy in 178G, 67 and 88. His
letters, containing his journal, were addressed to the Grand Ducal
family of Sase Weimar, amongst which Herdes and Wiehind were
living as members. The whole was not published until 1817, and is
much appreciated in Germany. In England Goethe is comparatively
little known, except as a poet, but his artistic talent has been fully
appreciated by his countrymen. He for many years superintended
the public works of Saxe Weimar.]
[Perugia, Oct. 25, 17SG.*] I knew from Palladio and Volkmann
that a beautiful temple of Minerva, built in the time of Augustus,
existed yet in perfect preservation. I left, therefore, near Madonna
del Angelo, my vetturino, who pursued his way towards Foligno, and
ascended in a heavy gale the hill of Assissi, because I was longing to
make a pedestrian excursion through a world so lonesome to me. The
immense substruction of the several churches, heaped Babylon-like
one upon another, where St. Francis reposes, were to the left.
then asked a pretty lad for Sta. Maria della Minerva ; he conducted
me up to the town, which is built on the slope of a hill. In fine, we
reached the properly so-called town; and lu! the most praiseworthy
work stood before my eyes, the first complete monument of olden time
which I ever saw.
modest temple, it is true, as it suited such a
small town; still, so perfect, so beautifully conceived, that it would
shine everywhere. First, of its position. Since I have read in Vitruvius and Palladio, how towns are to be situated, how temples and
public edifices are to be placed, I have a great reverence for such
things.
In this, also, the ancients were so great in their adherence
to the natural.
The temple is situated on the middle part of the
mount, just where two slopes of hills meet, on a place which even now

—

—

A

is called la Piazza.
This rises a little onwards, and is the centre of
four roads, which form a very oblique St. Andrew's cross, two from
upwards two frpm below; probably the houses whicli stand opposite the temple and bar the whole prospect, did not exist in olden
times. If we remove them in our fancy, the richest prospect is opened
towards the south, and Minerva's sanctuary could be seen from all sides.
The laying out of the streets, however, may be ancient, because they
result from the shape and inclination of the hill.
The temple does
not stand in the middle of the piazza, but is so placed that it will appear in a beautifully fore-shortened shape to those coming up from

Rome.
I could not enough admire the facade.
The order is Corinthian
the distarce of the columns somewhat more than two models. The
bases and the squares of the columns undtrneath seem to stand on
pedestals tliey seem, only ; because the socle is five times cut through,
and each time five steps pass between the columns, so that we reach
thence the plane on which the columns stand, and enter the lemjile.
The attempt of cutting the socle was here in its right place, because,
as the temple stands on a slope, the flight of staiis leading thereto
would have been too much prolonged forward, so as to encroach on
the space. How many steps there may have been underneath, we
they are, except, a few, covered with debris, and
cannot ascertain
paved over.
With difficuliy could I quit the scene, and I decided on calling upon architects to procure us an exact plan.
Because I also had occasion to remark this time, what uncertain things
the reports of others mostly are. Palladio, to whom I trusted entirely, gives us, it is true, a view of this temple, but he could not have
seen it himself, as he placed real pedestals on the plane, whereby the
columns come to be ]ilaced too high, so as to make an ugly Palmvrean
monster of it, whereas, in reality it exhibits a quiet, lovely sight, satisfying the eye and reason.
What I felt in the mere viewing of
this work, cannot be stated in words, and ^^ill leave a lasting impression.
descended,
I
on the finest evening, the Roman road,
completely quieted in my mind.
Venice; Oct. 1786. I went to-day, with my guarding angel, on
the Liilo, the slip of land that shuts up the Lagunes, and divides them
from the sea.
left the boat, aud went across the tongue of land.
The sea mounted high towards the shore, it was uoon-tiine of low
water. On theLidi>, not far from the sea. Englishmen are buried, and
further on, Jews, as if both should not lay in sacred ground. I found the
grave of the noble Consul Sinilh, and his former wife I owed to him
my copy of Palladio, and thanked him on bis unsacred grave and not
only nusacred is the grave, but ha f covered.
October 9, 1786.
delicious day, from morn to night!
I went as
far as Palestrina, opposite Cliiozza, where the great constructions are,

—

;

—

We

;

:

A

* Italieniscbe Keise, vol.
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called Murazzi, which the Commonwealth has caused to be erected
against the sea.
They are of hewn stone, and destined to protect the
long slip of land, called Lido, which divides the Lagunes and the sea,
from the encroaeliments of the wild element. The Lagunes are a
woik of nature; anextended tract of bog is found on the upper end of the
Adriatic, which, visited by high water, is left partly uncovered by the
ebb.
Art has taken hold of the highest spots, and thus lays Venice,
grouped together by a hundred isles, surrounded by a hundred. Deep
channels have been furrowed in the bog, with astonishing trouble and cost, for the sake of being able to reach, even at low water,
some place with ships of war. What human skill and labour have invented and executed in times of old, prudence and industry must now
preserve. The Lido, an extended slip of land, divides the Lagunes
from the sea, which cannot enter but at two places, namely, at the
Castello, at the opposite end, at Chiozza.
It would be quite different
if the sea were to seek new channels, and abrade the slip of land,
passing arbitrarily to and fro. Not to take into account that the little
places on the Palestrina, St. Peter, and others, would be destroyed
those channels of present communication would be obliterated, while
the water would altogether convert the Lido into islands, and the
isles now laying behind into slips of land.
To prevent that, they must
preserve the Lido as much as they can, that the element may not
continually attack and alter that which men have already taken
possession of, to v\hich,in fine, they have for a certain purpose,
given form and shape. In extraordinary cases, when the sea rises to
an overwhelming height, it is especially useful that it cannot enti'r but
at two places, and that the remaiider is shut up; it can, consequently,
not enter with iis main strength and violence.
However, Venic«
has nothing to fear, the slowness with which the sea decreases,
gives her many thousands of years truce.
To-day I went on
the steeple of St. Mark
because, as 1 had seen the Lagunes in their
splendour at the time of high water, from above, 1 wanted also to
see them in their state of humility at the time of etb, and it is useful
to combine both these sights.
The mural constructions erected
against the sea consist first of some steep steps then comes a slightly
sloping plane
then another step, and again a slightly sloping plane ;
then a steep wall, with an overhanging cornice. On those steps and
planes ascends the flooding sea, until, in extraordinary cases, it bursts
at last on the wall and its protruding part.
October 2, 17S6. Before all, I hurried into the Cariid ; as I had
found, in the works of Palladio, that he had here projected a monastic
building, in which he intended to represent the private dwellings of
the rich and hospitable ancients.
The plan, excellently drawn, even
in its details, had caused me the greatest pleasure, and I expected to
find a miraculous work; but, lu! there is hardly the tenth part
finished.
Still, even this portion, worthy of his divine genius, has a
completeness in the conception, and a finish in the execution, of which
I had no idea.
Years ought to be passed in the contemplation of
such a work. I believe that 1 have seen nothing more elevated, nothing
;

;

;

more

perfect.

The church existed previously. Thence we enter a vestibule of
Corinthian columns one becomes enwrapl, and forgets at once all
priestcraft.
At one side is the vestry, on the other a room for tha
chapter,atlheside the finest v\indingstaircase in the world, with an open
wide newel, the stone stairs built in the wall, and so arranged that
one supports the other. One does not tire to go up and down; and
how well it has turned out may be judged from Palladio himself
mentioning it as well done. From the vestibule we come in the inner
;

large court.
Of the buildings which had to enclose it, unfortunatelyonly the left wing is completed. Three orders of columns are one above
the other, on the ground floor are porches, on the first floorarcadi salong
the friars' cells.
The upper story consists of a wall with windows.

But

sucli description must be completed by the view of the plans.
a word on the execution.
Only the capitals and the bases of the columns, and the cloisters

Now

are of hewn stones ; all the rest is, I dare not say, of bricks, but of
burnt clay.
Such bricks I did not know before. The friezes and
cornices are also of the same, the tops of the arches also, all formed in
pieces, and then the whole only united with a little lime.
It is as
if cast in one piece.
If the whole could have been completed,
and we were to see it cleanly rubbed and coloured, it would have been
a divine sight.
The conception, however, was too great, as in so many buildings of
modern times. Tiie artist had not only supposed that the present
monastery would be broken up, but also that adjoining houses woulc)
be purchased ; and for so doing money and patience ran short.
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works

toI>p

arwwprcd

Eff.cicncy a/ Shingle Traj.s.

in (lii' arlic]p,
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ii

finillv

would arrest the course of silt and shingle drifting alongshore, and
a silting up of Dover ilirbour, as contended by the engineers
.Sir William .Symonds.

prevent

referred to by

fiii;/.

Adnii'ing pivpn pxcpptioiis, propospd

lie H;ir!'(»r Ciitnmissi<iiiprs Iuivp most jii't'y recommended llie conpier run out
Ilailmiir rf Rcfiipe in Dc\er Hnv, vviUi
f
striidi'Mi
onllie West from Clieesniiin's Ile;i<l into 7 f.illinm of watrr, iiloiig
willi

to,
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errlosing 520 acri-s up to low water mark, or 3SU

Vi Sir William SyniomU wiili
oeres witlioul til'' two fatlu.in line.
eon A ia«tice dis^ent-i from this report " heoanse" he "rannol reeomthe pilots consider the hohliic
Dover,
where
at
niend'a close harbour
prou'id generally indillerent : and the engineers say it will silt np."
harlionr
of refuge, defence, and
1.0. kiag nevertheh ss to Dover as a
oH'ence, it become.s exceediig'v de.-irahle that the defects connected
I

with a national work, as staled hy Sir William Symonds, should be
Moorings may he amply provided for; and
saiisfactori'y reconciled.
But lids
the harhour'prciposed should not be left n mere shingle trap.
by !lie construction of a pair of Ir.ips
repaired
objection sliouir! be
ne on its Western extremity, and a corresponding one on the eastern
With these
side thereof, as shown ia tlie'di; gram here annexed, d d.
,

may

be said that s'lch shingle traps would be liable to beach up.
TriK .
Yet the very admission of the fact proves their efliciency, and
piiints out a direct remedy in their ready and progrissive eh ng ilioii
in currespondence with results; probably enough eventually providing
tlie groundwork of a milit.iry railway along shore, ami hearing move.
able l>at!eries to any point of Ibe adjacent coast ;issailrd by foreign
iiivaders.
For the construction of an artificial beach might he compiralively easy, when the resting poii t of such a structure were eflicienllv laid.
In this respect Dover is pre-eminently advantageous for
the artificial attainment of a h.iibi.ur ol refuge.
The heights .ilreadv
fortified would command and protect such a line of railw.iy; and batteries might be then formed on the Western and Eastern piers at d d,
when beached up on their open sides, for the protection of the entrances of the harbour; besidis the facility of s])eedily ernb.irking
troops under the extended works and results here suggested, promising an expectation eventually th.it a bre.ikwater alone should lie within
the r.uige of flowing and ebbing tides in adv.ince of Dover Harbour.
Hence the problem of its form involves the highest resistance against
the violence of tides, by the application of the weakest works advisable
effective strength being thereby brought more fully within available means.
It is [iroposed tint the breakwater shall, in the form of
a ship, hold its extremities to the fl.jwiug and ebbing tides, so that the
moving body of waters be merely divided, instead of being stemmed
and repelled as in the instance of the Plymouth Breakwater; rather
h dancing than restraining the tid.d waters, and producing an easy
dilliision of those waters within the area of the harbour, so as to preseive a scour amidst gentle eddies drifting each vessel to its berth, in
place of violent rebounds arising from directly lineal action on abutting points.
By the two inner jetties, a a, resting on the breakwater
it is proposeil to equalize and protect the moving waters wilhin the
harbour during the action of flowing and ebbing tides, and direct u
light sciiur from the convex range of the deep water and doited line /,
on the inshore and concave form of the shallow water line c.
The
form of the Western and Eastern piers at (i (/, would contribute to
ste.idy and ease tile water at the two entrances.
It may be, liowevi r,
s.iid that the jetties, a a, are not essenlial to the scheme.
Granted
yet the equal distribution of scour they would provide for, the strength
they would add to the breakwater, and the security they gave to the
best portion of the harbour, would seem to recommend them eveutu^illy.
They may be said, indeed, to be evssential to the physical b.il.ince .md
diffusion of waters within the harbour; and therefore form a leading
feature in the scientific b dance of smooth and yet gently flowing
waters, drifting vessels into the centre of the harbour, and next disposing of them around a deep and central aiichor.ig.^. Perhaps a single jetty in the centre might answer equally well
still the problem
they involve is one of vast moment in harbour ei gineering.
Ill conclusion, it would be useless to construct a little
harbour at
Duver; none of the leading conditions admit of a successful prosecution of such a scheme.
It would be equally ill-advised to construct a
harbourincomplete iudetails; a mereshingletrap would be the result.
'1 he
ground would be better as it is, than disturb.'d by projecting
points producing little benefits and great evils.
Once begun, the entire
works should go on vigorously, lest shingle were brought into the bay
and stuck there ere the two extreme traps were completed. With
the anchorages of Dungeness and the Downs, Westward and Northward of Dover, an artificial harbour there would add another trophy
of Art combined w ith Nature to the many national blessings we enjoy.
Dungeness as a splendid anchorage and a great shingle trap, so justly
admitted as geological in its structure by .Sir Johu Rennie, it would
be exceedingly ill-advised to lay the imperfect hand of Art upon as a
corrective of the perfect laws of Nature.
It is there the natural tides
overlap each other, Westward and Eastward ; the result is a huge deposit of shiugle on the side of Ei. gland, whilst it is driven eastward on
the side of France from Cape Hlancie z. Pevensey Bay is another of
and I'egwell
these natural deposits of shingle on the side of Englanil
Bay also. These deposits should be promoted by artificial works
adapted to their purpose, as the sure uu.ile of improving the ch.innels
of navigation.
Little groins, like little harbours, are next to useless.
A large groin bearing on Dmigi ness from the westward of Folkestone
a pier composed ot loose stones, and a second commencing at the
cliffs eastward of Hastings bearing on Deadly Head, would slop the
[uegress of shingle dulling along the coast, and provide two additional liHrboiirs, wbidi, aecoidii.gly as they lie^clied up, might le
elongated indetermin;iie.y, providing at the same time advanced batteries on the waters of oui shores.
I his pair of groins ne. d be begun
It

;

previsions admitted, we shall find tie leading incidents at Dover,
in a physical sense, admirably adapted to the construction
harbour of refuge, piovided the Work requireil were
This subject is capable of the most distuict
• ftectively completed.
illustration iii physical experience.

»peakirg

of a complete

:

of Sill and Shingle.
olrgical results, we find along the Sculliern and Eastern shores
As
of Great Britain, frc in Torbay to Saint Abbs Head, no portion of the
coast free from .iral untroubled by masses of moving silt and shingle,
attributable to the debris dropping fronj variotrs projecting clilfs along
this sea line, composed as they ;!re of the newer orders of tossiliferous
strata, in connexion with silt carried to the sea by the several land
streams within these given points of coust. In proof of this, none of
the coast from Land's End to Exeniouth, where the older rocks obtain, more free from silicious debris ai.d mouldering materials than
ylclioti

o-(

the newer fossiliferous strata, is liable to either barred rivers or the
objrcticm of moving silt and shingle, perplexing harbour construction

means.
Among the remarkable instances shown experimentally, the rivers
Tamar iind Tlym, the F.il, the Dart, the Fowey, and the Avon, may
be fairlv stated in illustration of the theoiy here brought into view.

by

artificial

t)n this line of coast, indeed, not only rivers incoHsiderab!e in their
v(.b me of back water, but even streamlets, offer favourable incidents
Not to say that such facilities are eminently
for harbour construction.
geologic.il in their structure, as well as ad. qualely freed from silt and

But the instant we go eastward of Torhe;. dies of drifting shingle.
bay, to the river Exe, u considi r.ble stream mainly from ort' new red
sandstone, we not only find the channel of navigation barred, but perplexed by shifting sand banks and this is almost uniformly the rule
up to Saint Abbs Head. G'-okgy, as a science dependir g on physical
;

laws, accouritsfor the prevalence of such a rule undeniably.
These proofs show lliat any coast with an aderpiale depth of water
inshore, where sill and shingle aie rot driveir along shore by the scour
ol tides i.m! the violence ot winds, uray be f.ivoui..ble to the construcliiuof secure and permaneit harbours. But sueli mateii.ds ilo pass
all. I'g the coast at Dover, and ins. much Dover is ineligible on ordinary ii:eans lor the constiuclion of a baiboiir of refuge; on the other
b,.nd, etleclually check ai.d stop tie movunent of silt and shing e
aloi g the coast Iroiii off Dover, and It bi conies decidedly favourabli.'
for

It:''

fiipgf^sl

coilMruclioii ol the nectss.iry

an elongation of the pier

r«

works required. Hence, I woul.l
sling in Cheesmau's Head, aud

bei.i Westwaru, ..s shown in the aeci mpauying diagram, a a, so as to
aHord :in etlicient shingle trap, wliicli, coiiibiueil witli a similar form on
the basleru exlreiuiiy of the liaibi ur, as given iii the diagram re. erred

;

—

—

;

—
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only to be contimietl at a future day, whilst the river Stour carried
througli Rainsgate H.irbour would form a third great shingle trap in
Pegwell Bay, and scour that highly valuable harbour eli'ectivelv.

IMPORTANT

IN

PRACTICAL PROBLEMS
PLANE TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEYING^

—

501277514

far

IS

cot

.

of b, of the cosecant ofc, oftlie sine of d, and of the cosecant of e ; the natural number corresponding to this sum, rejecting 50 in the index, added to
the natural cotangent of e, will give the natural cotangent of x.
23^29' .. .. Iog= 9 C004090
=sin
sin a
cosec i = cosec 35° 27' .... log= 10-2365778
.... log= 10-4810700
cosec c = cosec 19° 9'
35° 51' .. .. log= 9-7676494
sind =sin
66° 4'
.... log= 10-0390452
cosec e=

By Professor Oliver Byrne, Mathematician.
common phrase, "Things that are really useful

are always
from being generally true; people do not like to give
themselves the trouble to understand a subject that may appear a
little compound, in fact, that which appears difficult, whatever may
be its usefulness or excellence, often falls into disuse, especially if one
The truth of the
of those simple, clumsy substitutes be convenient.
foregoing observations will be readily admitted by the mathematician,
and a more striking illustration conld not be given than that afforded
by the class of problems which is here arranged under the title
" Plane Trigotwmttrical Siirrtying" and will be found of great use to
the practical surveyor, if only in the way of tests; the principles upon
which they are based are simple, and may be explained as follows:—
Proposition I. If any number of lines A, B, C, D, &c., be drawn,
B, B
C, C : D, &c.,
the ratio compounded of the ratios of A
Tlie

simple,"

[October.

^ = cot e + sin a cosec b cosec c sin d cosec e. Therefore to find
the value of x we have the following
Practical Rule. Add together the logs of the sine of a, of the cosecant
•

.

The
to

natural number corresponding to -1277514 of a logarithm
if nat cot of e

which

be added

= the

= 1-3419970
=0-4438352
1-7858322

we have

natural cotangent of

x = 29°

50"

14'

.-.6-^ = 30°

49' 10"

When x is obtained, the other linear and angular distances may be easily
= 17676-01 feet; 0C=^
determined hy the rules of plane trigonometry.
= 2881093 feet ; B C = 27082-2 feet.
18087-388 feet A

OA

;

From the

(2.)

of four stations,

first

figs. 3,

4,5, in the

same plane, the anFig. 5.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3.

—

:

:

continued in order to A, is a ratio of equality: or which is thesame
thing, when each becomes an antecedent and a consequent, taken in the
above-mentioned order, the continued product of the antecedents is
equal to the continued product of the consequents.

Proposition II.— If triangles be formed by j'dning in succession
_.
the extremities of the lines of any contour and
any point O, fig. 1, the continued product of the
,

sines of the angles opposite the antecedents is
equal to the continued product of the sines of
the angles opposite the consequents taken as in

the

first

proposition.

OA
OB
oc
oD
o E

O B
OC
oD
o E
oA

:

;

:
:

:

BA
CB
DC
ED
AE

O
O
O
sin O
sin O
sin

:

:
:

sin

:

sin

:

:

O AB
OBC
OCD

sin

:
:

sin

:

sin

:

sin

ODE

:

sin

OEA

we shall compare the ratios.
The linear distances from

;

O
X

A

D

same

=

;

and 3.
Put the angle

stations 2, 4

OC

B=.r, then

makingd=3G0-a-4-c = 80''
Then, as usual,

•

.

sin

(1.)

.

m

sin a sin

A

:

B=sin
C = sin

a

;

sin

:

J?

:

sin (J)

C

:

A=

m

:

n

with

;

C and O

a = 23° 29',

and B,

fig.

2,

is

known (26105

are stations in the

same plane

—

A B=
known angles are
C B=c=
B A = 4^35' 27',

the

19° 9',
C A = d=yo° al'. Required tlie reA, OB,
maining angles and the distances
Let 20105 = m, angle
C, AC, and B C.
O B C = x; then will angle A C = 180-ai — c — d—x = e—x, by making e = 180 — a—
_c — (i=66° 4'. 'Then, by the last propo'ition,
OB = sini sin o,'0 B OC = sinc :
A=sin (e— r) sin rf. .-.sin*
8ina-, OC

OA

•

m

.

x=n

sin b sin

sin

e sin

we have
d

sin a sin

cot^'

= cote + -:— —sin
;

sin

{d—x)

;

=132°

a:,

26'

but sin (rf— .r)

;

= sin d cos:r— cosrf

x—

—m —
sin

.

•

.

cot

a-

X

= n sin—b
I

:

= cot rf+ —

a

'•

sin

aJ

—da

n

sin 4 cos

n

sin b sin

1

-^

'

J

sin a cosec b cosec d.

words gives the following
Jdd together the sub log of n, the log of m, the log sine of a, lotf
Rule.
cosecant of b, and the log cosecant of d ; the natural number corresponding
to this sum, when a proper allowance is tnade in the index, added to the natural cotangent of d will give the natural cotangent of x.
6-4253201
=3755
..
sub log
..
n
3-6626578
=4600
..log
m
..
9-8460471
log sin
sin 44° 33'
..
..
sin a
log cosec
100851396
cosec 55° 17'
..
..
cosec A
10-1319066
log cosec
cosec 132^ 26'
..
..
cosec d

Which expression

—

in

=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=

:

:

dividing by sin x, and transposing, &c.,

4)

{d—x)

x=

sin

:

:

:

= sin a sin x sin d, by prop. 2.
But sin (e— jr) = sin e cos a-— cos e sin x.
cos e sin j-) = sin a sin d sin x.
Hence sin 4 sin c sin e cos x — sin b sin c cos

sin e sin (?—«•)

By

(fig.

It

A

AandB;

54'

cos d sin x)
n sin b (sin d cos
a sin
Dividing by sin x we have,
>n sin a = n sin b (sin d cot a-— cos d)
.

cot

feet)

=27°

OB

Examples.
stations

A B = 360 — a— 4 — c— j-=d—

will

10'(fis. 3);

.r.

right line.

The distance between two

;

(fig. 5).

;

in the

;

=

first

O

=

1 station.
1, 2, = 3755 ffiet = n
1, 3,
4000
= m. Angular distances at 4 station. 2 4 = 44° 33' = a; 0, 4, 3,=
55° 17' = 4.
And the angular distance at station I, in fig. 3, or Z 2 1 3
127° 44'.
180° 0'; in fig. i, 12 1 3 = 23-2° 16'; in fig. 5, /2 1 3
It
and 4, 1 ; as well as
4, 3
is required to find the linear distances of 2, 4
the angular distances 12 4 and 13 4. Supposing A, li, and C, to be at the

feet

proposition the product of the first antecedents
therefore, the prois equal to the product of the first consequents
duct of the second antecedents must be equal to the product of the
B A X sin O C B X sin O D C X sin
second consequents. Or, sin
E X sin O A E is equal to sin O B X sin O B C X sin O C D
sin O D E X sin O E A, which are the sines of the angles subtended
by the lines drawn from the point O, alternately taken. If from the
angular points of any rectilineal contour right lines be drawn to any
point O, a ratio of equality will exist if, instead of the ratio of any
two consecutive lines, the ratio of the sines of their opposite angles
be substituted or if, instead of the ratio of the sines of the angles,
the ratio of the lines be substituted, the ratio of equality will also
exist.
It is often convenient in practice to deal with the angles and
at other times with the lines; with the latter especially when two
points or more fall in a line drawn to the point O, and with the former
when more than two lines are drawn to the point O, from points given

Because by the

gular and linear distances of the second and third stations are known, as welt
as the angular distances of those three stations observed from the fourth.
Determine the remaining Hnear and angular distances of those stations. In
any way this problem may be taken,— the first station is the best for the
point O, round which, as before, when we have particularized the distances,

c sin e

li

sin c (sin e cos

=

sin

x~

a sin d sin x.

Rejecting 40 in the index

number 1-41658 corresponds.
26'

40 1512510
to which log the natural
The natural cotangent of d
nat tan 42°

we have •1512412,

=

= -9141929,

.

.

which is negative.
from 1-4165S00 take -9141929, the natural cot of

=

=

.r

= -5023871.

0:'.° 19' 32-, fig. 5
13° 38' 9", fig. 4.
. Jthese two cases are understood there can be no difiiculty in finding
it is a mere repetition of the last case with the exception of
80° 10'
taking-rf
.

When

X

in fie. 3, as

=

•

;

second and fourth of four stations, fig. C,
taken in tlie same plane, forming a trapezium, (as
in tlie next diagram,) togetlier with the angular
distances taken at the first and third stations,
measured from an unknown diagonal, heing given
to find the remaining linear and angular distances
connecting those stations. In this prohlem the
best position for the point 0, is the second or

between

Tlie distance

(3.)

and architixt's journal.
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Fig.

6.

fourth station.
Let A he the 1st station, 1) the 2nd, C the 3rd,
x, angle A C O
the 4lh ; and the angle O A C
180°— a i-a-, or e—\SO-a-/i,
then will
108° 15'.
Having thus far premised we shall
e

=

=

—
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.

—

applv the general proposition..
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the following practical logaritlimic
cot

:

+

sin c

:

:

:

sin (a

:

sin (S

:

:

sin

e)

r

^- rf)

:

sin (e

d cosec

sin

+

c)

sin

:

(/

(e— x)

— .»).

.

•

.

cot

From which we

e.

.r

=

liave

—

Utile.
Jdd tor/el/ier the log cosecant of (a + c), the log sine of {h + d), the
of c, the log cosecant of d, and the log cosecant of e the natural
number corresponding to this sum, when a proper allowance is made in the

log nine

.

index, added to the natural cotangent of e, will give the natural cotangent ofx.
C
19712 feet
Lineal distance from 1st to 3rd station,
n.
Given
31°
39° 47'
a; B
B
C
Angular distances at 2nd station, A

—

58'

at

4th station,

= 25°

A B

= d.
To
log
log
log
log
log

+ c)
+ d)

cosec (a
sin (6
sin c

cosec d
cosec e

=
=

A

=

» 4.

Angular distances
25'

17'

=
=

=c

B C

;

= 30°

find X.

= log cosec 65° 4' =10-0424890
= log sin 68° 23' = 9-9083285
= log sin 25° 17' = 9-6305243
= log cosec 30° 25' = 10-2264073
= log cosec 108° 25'= 10-02-24140

ON THE PREPARATION OF

50-49-8902231
0770040 of a natural number.

we have 1.8902231, which corresponds
Now, the natural cotangent of e = nat cot

to

of 108° 15'

= nat tan of 18° 15'

0-3297505, but negative.

we n)ay justly assert, that if no actual retrogradation lias attended the
various uses of lime no advances have been made or improvements
achieved during many hundred years. And, although 1 demur to the
iisii illy received encomiums lavished on Roiuan skill
and Roman perf'<-lii)n in the manipulation of lime and formation of crmenl«, and
lirrnly believe their opinions to liave been erroneous, except with reference to their own climate, and llieir laws for ! eepin? mortar three
yiais to have been the result of necessity not choice— that is to say,
instead of a general improvement and greater intensity of indurating
power having been acciuircd by sncli keeping, that the mortar so kept
must have been jialpably and extensively deteriorated, in other words,
carbonated or returned to the state of chalk, and therefore improved
only for their use, simply because the proportions of tlie elements
lime, sand and water— as handed down to posterity, w-ere infinitely
loo strong, too fierce and too rapidly indurating fur'such a climate in
the first instance, as presumptively proved by the fact of Pliny's proportions for a strong mortar being much richer than those used
by our masons in a damp atmosphere requiring double the strength;
and 1 am satisfied we mis-read Pliny as to the proportions, in consequence of the masons of his day having carefully slaked all their lime,
as we do chalk lime, the day before, and that his measurement of
quantity referred to the slaked hydrate, not the dry caustic lime as
with us, still this supposed error rather corroborates than weakens the
presumptions that Roman inert ir, nhtn first mixed, was infinitely too

Roman

use,

i. e.

had

far too

Roman Proportions.
part {or niie-thiid; river sand
parts of lime
-winth, if I am correct in believing this
f> mean hydr.tte of lime, is equal
parts of
mo and sand.

English Proportions.

known, the determination of the other

A-

The distance between two

13976-96

and angular disB = 29075-0 feet.

linear

feet

;

fig. 7, and the angular distance
each of them, to two others on the
same side, being given when one of the stations is inside of the triangle formed by connecting the other three:
To find the other
angular and linear distances.
Let \ he the 1st station, B the 2nd, C the
3rd,
the 4th ; the linear distance from the
first to the second station 3000 feet
the
angular distances at the first station,
AB 33° 49' = o,
29° 45'
AC
4 ; the angular distances at the second station, O B A
30° 18'
45° 21'
B C
c,
d.

stations,

taken

Fig. 7.

at

—

;

=

cot

X

= cot

As before we
e

+

sin

=

=

=

=

=

find

a cosec 4 cosec c sin

d cosec

e

which gives the following

—

Sule.
.^dd together the log sine of a, the log cosecant of b, the log cosecant
of c, the log sine of d, and the log cosecant of e ; the natural number corresponding to this sum, rejecting 50 in the index, added to the natural cotangent
of e, will giie the natural cotangent ofx.
log sin a
log sin 33° 49'
9-7434943
log cosec 4
log cosec 29° 45'
10.3043288

log cosec c
log sin d

=
=
= cosec
= log 45°
log

.-iO'

18'

21'
sin
log cosec e rzi log cosec 34° 47'

=
=
= 10-2276086
^ 9-8521218
:= 10-2437636

50-3733771
Cancelling 50, we have
-3733771
2-3625290 natural number corresponding to -373371; 1
1-4397048
3-8022339

A

0,

B,

O

— nat col

x,

hence x

-that
and.

is,

is

pretty nearly two

equal parlsof hydiateof lime and

= 14° 44'

this,

for nothing.

x=

(4.)

lime.

load of lime, which
of the hydrate
2 loads of sharp sand

however, right or wrong, Roman mortar could never gain
strength by three years' keeping, and English mortar so kept, though
much pleasanter to the workmen, as being more plastic, would be good

-4408155 hence
nat cot
^•= 65° 55' 14".
tances can present no difficulty.

much
1

:.'

Be

Then, from 0-7706400
take 0-3217505

is

LIME

Without entering too minutely into the mere tradition:iI theories of
Pliny, and wliich were very consiilerably adopted by liis succosssors,
or following the moderns in their misa|iplicatious of chemical science,

strong for

Rejecting

this

I

FOR FRESCO AND OTHER PURPOSES OF PAINTIKG AXD ARCUITECTURE,
AND THE DEFECTS OF PLASl-fiR KEYING.

1

M'hen

3!

tlie

Higgins, the only practical English writer on the subject, appears
have perplexed himself as much about carbonic acid, and its action
on cements, as M. Vicat the French writer, who absolutely made a
series of experiments to ascertain, to the breadth of a hair, the depth
to which it would penetrate a thin stratum of hydrate of lime, in so
many weeks, days, hours and seconds as if two facts were not obvious
to common sense, viz., 1st, that carbonic acid woulil return it to the
state of chalk, and must, in the nature of things, be the palpable destroyer, not invigorator of cements, and 2ndly, that whether it could
penetrate such stratum of exposed hydrate to the di ptli of one line oi
fifty were equally immaterial to the practical man, for it never can be
supposed to enter apprecialilg the internal structure of a six /ett wall,
aud very insignificantly that of an eighteen inch one, and that too after
the setting of the mortar, when chemical action must be lessened in
proportion to its dry state.
Every mason's man knows two facts, viz., that in direct proportion
to the sharpness of the sand and the rapidity and fury of tlie slaking
(technically called boiling), especially the slaking togetlier the lime
and sand by water, is the jiresent strength of ihe indurating pomer and
the fuiure firmness of the cement,
which enables us tn combat another
error arising out of the flippant applications of chemical theory by
bookmakers and elementary teachers, viz., the foolish supposition that
sand or silica acts chemically as an acid on hydrate of lime, than which
nothing can be more grossly absurd, for were this the fact silicate of
lime would be palpable in every old wall, and its original sand nearly,
if not entirely, invisible, whereas the reverse is the fact, and moreover, if such wire-drawing science were correct, the finer and more
soluble the sand the belter the mortar, while a ])ure silica, or even
ground flints, would surpass all other forms for cement, which is palpably a ridiculous, nay a proved error for more than one worthy and
talented mt mber of society has been so far mislead by these smattering gentry as to waste time and money in forming compounds of no
value whatever to mankind
indeed a patent has been very recently
taken out by an ingenious man' for making an artificial stone by mixing solutions of a true silicate of potiis with ground flints, granite,
&.C., on these wire-drawn theories, and which must, in the nature of
things, prove a failure, when by abstracting the pseudo-science and
to

;

—

—

;

7".

C, can be readily found by the rules of plane trigonometry.
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combininET tlif nintprinls on the plain nn'! siin|i1e prnctic il principle of
a mere induration of water by livdrale of limp, receiving strength meclianically, not cliemically, hv the enclosure of real dovetails of coarse
sand, aided and assisted by the hydraulic pressure of the patentee, an
Imli-ed, no man
infinitely superior cement block would be formed.
of prartieal science would for one minute entertain the bare idea of
adding to mortar (and it is infiiiitely worse to add it to the block)
either silicate of potas or anv other 8o/H^/e so/^ ; the grand object in
making cements being to avoid them, and prevent, if possible, their
future formation.
It is, in fact, an inattention to th's desideratum
which lias begotten all the efflorescing, scaling off", discolouring
and salt forming characteristics of our artificial stone and stuccoing
compounds, not one of which that I have examined bespeak any intelligent practical knowleilge of true principle.
Similar errors destroyed all the real worth of Keane's labours, for s\ipposing that in
soaking plaster of Paris fsulpbat" of lime) of the first burning in a
solution of atiim (sulpate of alumina) and calcining it again, he drove
off the sulphuric acid and left aluminous earth commixed with his
plaster.
He also became grossly deceived he lost pelf, and the
public lost a'l the benefits which might have accrued from a really
lieaiitiful and invaluable compound, vvliereas th" subjpct of his patent
proved to he an intensely acid, efflnrescing, irjurious and readily decomposing and decomposable one,- anri certainly one uhich nn rational
being would rely on for the decor. \tivp purposes of painting, for it
must be obvious to the veriest tyro, that in lieu of driving off sulphuric acid and leaving ahiminn liphind, his second calcination could
only drive off excess of water (with some li/He nc;V/), and le^.ve a concentrated super-siilphnte of the earth, in a word a stronger alum, the
very existence of which nould ni t only jpopardize a painting, but absolutely destroy in time an ordinary joint between two marble blocks
however beauliful in appearance at the onset ; for he could scarcely
be a sane man who anticipated carbonate of lime, in a crystalline state,
should withstand sulphuric acid in sulphate of alumina.
But enongh,
let us return to lime in its real worth for practical use; and give such
directions as will ensure an infinitely bi'tter cement than any Roman

—

—

mason evrr used ; one which, without setting a single degree faster,
the grand ohjectinn to any general use of compo', even in a slight admirlurp in building, gives ir finitely greater iiidnrating power, am!
increasps in hardness by time, in lieu of carbonising and failing until
pulverisable by the fingers wherever its surfaces are exposed to air
and internally from its defective nature perishing per se. One which
not only has vo soluble salt in its present char.ictrr hut actually precludes the future formation of all soluble salts, and, in a word, becomes
as all mortar s' ou'd do, liarder than the siir'ouudii'g bricks, fortning
a real adhesion to them' and requiring the pickaxe to separate the
layers of work in lieu of the liurnau hand, which certainly suffices to
take down eighty out of every hundred modern buildings certainly
the buildings of modern London.
Here, perhaps, I may be allowed an episode, as of pri'ctical worth.
The suggestion was submitted to Mr. Barry,' but either from the
always injurious tendency of the system now universal of dividing
works into distinct contracts, leaving very little real control with the
architect, or from some other sinister causp, he has raised upon a
very beauliful and edicient fonn(l..tion, as regards the brickwork, a
common-place superstructure, the foundation itself being defective
only in one point
the non-adoption of the expedient^ actually forced
upon Mr. Stephenson for draining the wallings of certain railroads
were damp earth abuts upon Irickwoik, which would not only have
drained away circulating water hut have been a wise provision against
any accidental injury to the asphalt'c foundation from frost or other
casualty.
I repeat that on this excpllett founilation he has raised a
common-place buihlino' with common-place luortar, in lieu of one
which might have been tlie lasting memento of an enlightened mind
and original genius," and rendered a real benefit to society. But to
return
I would
beg to impress on the minds of architects, civil and
military engineers, bniidirs,&c., that the more they reject the dogmas
of the closet, the more they repudiate the chemical nonsense about

—

—

;

2 Mr. Latiito was esmpplled to use Fortp suds, solut'r ng of (arlionate of soda. &c., to
destroy the sulptiuric acid, and even then ttie surface of the painti-ii; reminded you of ihe
.mail poi.
3 h.very otjservant i
hat in ttie ordinary brickwutk of our day there ifl no
adhesion at all nhen
ieri-e consirleMhle adhfsi.>n in old Koman werk (the
irlar of whiell we pn
ire been kept llifee yeari), 1 should shrewdly s'iBpect
briiks, an exj>eriienl ours never rei-ur 1 except by ne.
;

1

* Thai is. the
missiyii at the F

f

Imi^'tes, as

auggested by

me

to the

« it was suggested by ine also, thiougli
ctlaniiel, t(
above Ihe surface of the asphlltic found
stogu.nl,
then
ewithbi.rjt
from above nor below coidd any
• 1 have specimens of the effect ofiliis barytic niotar putinio a wall
July, lti44, which have been much approved by ptaclical builders.

Royal Com-

nape gutters
casualty, and
that neither
1

in

Mav, Juni

[October.

and its action on lime, and look upon cement as an
imluratiiin or solidification of w.iter mecliauically strengthened by
(hivetails of the co.irsest s.ind, (a fact observed even in Pliny's day,
for he directs you to mix pieces of broken flint of a certain size not
exceeding " librnm unum") the more perfect will be the result; hut
silica as an aeiil

give a tabular formulary which cannot be mistaken
theory to bear us out.

to pr.ictice— let us

ami then explain

its

Bath or Durdhan Down lime one load.
Dnrki
Sh.irp river sand two loads,
Native carbonate of bnrytes, finely ground, two hundred
,

\

Mghls,

The

barytes being sifted into the mortar after it is mixeil, that is, in
working il up; and in using blue lias or any other lime for hydraulic
work or military works where additional power is required, the pracone half of the native carbonate shouhl
tice sliouhl vary thus much
be mixed with the lime and sand first and slaked (boiled) with it.
The theory of which is singular indeed, and became known to me
more than thirty years ago, that is to say, this refractory carbon ite,
which adheres so intensely to its carbonic acid gas as to ilefy the lime
so perfectly so that all experimentalists
kiln and ordinary furnaces
have been driven to the calcination of the artificial nilrale when
yields, at once, by the slaking procaustic barytes might he wanted
cess, to lime in the active state, its gas and becomes caustic, and gives
an almost incomparable power in solidifving water without swelling
injuriously, and further, by the intense affinity of the barytic earth,
whtilly and solely destroys sulphuric acid or soluble sulphuric sails, at
present the real curse of all grout work
no lurlher proof of which
need be advanced than one moment's reflection with any practical

—

—

—

—

man,

every

man knows

one montll he can observe
the formation of sulphates of lime, alumina, magnesia, &c., all arising
from the oxygenisement of sulpUur in the slaking process,' and subsequent action of sulphuric acid on the various bases existing in strontr
And, as sulphate of barytes is strictly insohilile an,l non-tle»
limes.
coinposable in itself, anl really adds to the tlensity of a cement mechiinicalhj where it is specially required not to swell, and chemically
alsii, though in a lesser degree than carbonate, solidifies water like all
batyiic salts, it beci m»s as elegant an agent scientifically as it is a
practically nsefnl one.
The expense of his addition even at the present moment wonltl be
for buildings of magnitude trifling, and it is so abundant in Derbyshire,
Auglesea, &i-., as well as in North America, and very far from scarce
in Ireland, tint the moment ilemand enters the field the ctst will be
quite beneath either public or private notice.
I have a sppcimen in a w.ill, now before me, of the mortar willi
which the fresco fr.ime mentioned in my last paper was filled which
h is been ex.imined an tried by many practical builders, none of whom
believe, until Ihe explanation is given, the sheer simplicity of its
character; all declare it to be very fine compo indeed, and so unusually hard that a powerful blow with a strong spade scarcely makes
an impression upon it, while, as I before said, the setting power was
I have now only to add, blocks ol this mottar
not visibly increased.
moulded and compressed, as practised by Ransom, exceed in density
and practical worth all the mixtures, and their name is legion, I have
either made or examined ; and it was an inspection of three wedges
shown liy me to my Lite friend Sir Anthony, then Mr. Cailisle, and by
him shown to Nicholsim, by Nicholson to the lale S.imuel Parkes,
which gave rise to Parkes' suggestion in one of iiis ess.iys, then io
M.S. preparing for the press, lor the use of b.irytesin mortar, and after
many fruitless attempts to calcine and render caustic the native carbonate (for noexpl.inatiun hid been conveyed to him)
the ess ly went
to press Willi engravings for calcining this carbonate?
No; for calthe sulph.ile, cjinmonly called cawk, and which
cining a different silt
is re. illy an iueUicient and improper addendum ; for blue li.is or even
Dorking and other flare limes are sulphurous enough, albeit Phillips
and other analysts attribute to bitumen what belongs to sulphur.
Parkes w.is ignorant of the really beautiful natural action of caustic
lime on this refractory carbonate, which sooner vitrifies by fire llian
part with its carbonic acid gas.
Tweuly-five years ago 1 built with it, and can most confidently call
on architects, bull. leis and men ol furtuine to try its powers; thev
will never regret it, on the contrary, In benefilting themselves and
their posterity, will m.itenally benefit the state; for, om-e fairly tried,
the demand will be immense; and its extent of worth is not easily^
appreciatt d, for, independent of its Indurating power, its texture in
obviaiiug ihe ciicul.ition of damp by capillary .iltracliun, and its tutal
prevention of saline form ition (if oidinarv i.ire be used as towashmj;
sea s.ind, which is always charged vvitli muri.ite of soda and magnesia)
stamp It as a real desiJeraium. While lis powers are not limileil to
the mere uses of ordiu.iry works, it ought to enter the finest plasters
for

pr.iriicai

ifiat in

I

I

—

—

'

As

fully

explained in

my

last.

1845. J
and most

psppci^il
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worthy of notice — but when we
so
the patentee of
in'niincos
painting
of
for

in lifu

marlili* ilu<t,

the Gropks, Romans and modern Italians, and for
merely requires more impalpable grinding.
caution perhaps may be given jiidicioiislv, en jmasanf ; the

commonly uspd by
purposes

wliicli

One

it

carbonate of l)arytps of nalnro, tliongli not so soluble as the artitioi il
or prfcipn/nl(d cnrbonxte, and therefore lus injnrions, is still inimical
to animal life, and consequently ere ought to he taken that no waters
in which it is mixed or gnund (\( ground wet) slioidd be dischargeil
into running streams or ponds to vvliich horses or cattle may go; and
here it mav not be amiss to repeat, th.it for ornamental plasters and
sir-

fresco painting as a pigment, if Kale r free from iron lie used,
passes infinitely every pigrnent.d white, and tint not in beauty only
but utility, fir :is much as pigmental lime lai/s on Ih siir/ace .nu] h
too identical with the ground, whereas pigmental carbonate of b.irytes
it

and becomes part and parcel of the intonaco, and
therefore adds materially to the permanence of fresco.
Now, a passing word on plaster and plaster-keyin?, which if may
be said also we have grossly neglected ; for, with the exeeplimi of
some verv cinmsv attempts by German artists to give an additional
t'>otli by the use of pebbles" in tlie unde-- coats, one single advance
Aas not been made during seven or eight centuries ; in f.ict, our ceilings are infinitely inferior to many old Roman works, where the artists
Nothiig
in endeavouring to imitate marble took considerable pains.
can be more conimcn than the separation of the coats or layers of
plasters, and nothing more obviously to be expected ; tliere is no sort
of provision for securing a connexion, much li'ss for enabling that connexion to carry a great body and weight of fine plaster on an extended
It is, indeed wonderful, that fine paintings in fresco or dis•lirface.
temper should have existed any length of time under sneh careless
is distinct in /owe

managenienient and 1 consid'Tthe fri'Sfo frame menpaper (in the August number) amply proved the
possihilitv of applying Smeaton's principle in forming the foundation
light-house
to plaster- keying up to the finest intonaco,
of Eddvstone
for eacli coat was so perfectly dovetailed into the other, at regulated
distances, that it would be difficult indeed to separate its strata; in
Now two precautions only
fact, it could only be done by the saw.
were usi d in the work First, to regulate the sand from the sharpest
specimen of sea said {mtll wnslied) to fine silver sand, as to ensure an
universal gradation of tuoth or frieze secondly, to indent by a wooden
tool each coat in the angles, after dividing its surface into squares or
diamonds, making each indenture or mortice pretty deep, so that, at
regular distancts, the coat of plaster added gave not onlv the covering
•urface but the tenon for each mortice, by which the last and finest
coat might have been enabled to carry a ton of plaster to every twenty
feet square of work, in lieu of holding only by the suction (as the
workmen call it> oof a very irregnlar surface carelessly and irregularly
wetted, and (d'ten scored by the pressure of an ordinary trowel, tlie
worst tool in the world, for the somewhat polished surface left by an
inclined, or half flattened, trowel has little or no key at all, hence the

and

inetTicient

tioned in

my

;

last

—

;

frequent use of wood in scoring.
Allow ine the use of native carbonate of barvtes from the onset of
the rough cast, and in very special icorks (such as for fresco in the
Palace at Westminster or other national buddingsj that of caustic
barytic w..ter,'' to wet my surfaces with, joined to this mode of keying,
and I will defy either time or human hand, except by the saw, to separate one square inch in five hundred .«quare feet of surface; the
coats become so homogeneous a body, in fai;t, that the work is the real
antipodes of the commi.n layer upon layer of heterogeneous plaster
scarcely keyed at all, simply because it is both mechunicaliy morliced

and citemtcal'y united,

W. MaRRIS

DlXSDALE.

Sept. 8, 1845.
• Than wtii li nothing csn
more clumsy o.- defective or dillicult to work over,
• For fresco joinings, after c long away the sui.erliiou5 .(lues of ttu- day before wiTk,
ciusilc b-aylic water U
ivaluable; well netted with the tninuteit iuteralice or
faiirpeaC edge becomes une mu
really hardwr than the general surface.
I

Itiis

J

ON DREDGE'S SUSPEXSION
Bv

BRIDGES.

F. BashF'jkth. B.A., Ftllow of St. John's College., Camhridgc,
and of l/ie Cambridge Philosophical Society.

—

Sir
Any new plan for a suspension bridge unaccompanied by its
torrect mathematical iheury is. iu my opinion, unwort!n of confidence.
My obj'Ct was only to call attenlion to the singnlarlydetective stale
•f that to whicii Mr. Dredg<- referred all for answer's to their objec-

Now seeing that wiieu suspension bridges du fail, lives by
hundreds are sacrificed or placed in imminent peril, it did appe.ir to
worthy of animadversion, ilad it been a mere inalter of
curiosity, its' f.iults would have been hurmless and coi.sequeiilly un-

tions.
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find
a bridge, engaged
various parts of the world, referring to
becomes entirely changed.
having constrncied bridges
with a smaller quiutity of material than would have been required on
but I do call in question their safely, if built on the
the old
theory authorizetl bv Mr. Dredge, which he appears still determined
to support in face of its palpable absurdities.
So long as wi' have no
have no means of comparing the intrinsic merits
satisfactory theory
of the old iind the new plan; and again 1 repeat that the complication introduced by the oblique suspending rods is such as in inv opinion places it beyond the reach of the most accomplished inatiiematician.
If this be the case, and siiic(^ practical experi-'nce would have
to be purchaseil in every separate case at too great an expi'nse, I
conclude thiit the plan is not of any groat value, for it is a poor economy to sacrifice safely to avuiij the necessary expense to ensure it.
The theorist after som- ;jj or lU p iges of assumptions and demonstrations gives an example of the application of the general theory to
a particular case.
I pointed out
distinctly the step which could he
allowed in the general theory, and to shew that this did not even give
an approximation, I pointed out that the results were impossible.
The only mathematical theory of Mr. Dredg-'s Suspension Bri'lges
|>ublished by Mr. Weale, that I have seen, forms the Supplement to
the Papers on Bridges, and I cannot find anv other in the University
Library.
It is anonymous anil nithout preface, but by the quotation
from page IV., I first learu that the treatise' is Mr. Turnbull's.
Mr. Dreilge has had the boldness to charge me with unfairly quoting his remarks, and unfortunately for himself has ventured to' give a
specimen of my ilelinqiiencies. I w.is desirous of compressing my
in

carrying out his plans

in

this as an authority, the state of the case
I do not dispute the fact of Mr. Dredge's

phm—

w

remarks as much as possible, and for that purpose deemed it sullicient
to give the auihor's meaning fairly and fully.
1 found the announcement, " Mr. Weale is about to publish, &c.,"
on one of Mr. Dredge's reprinted leiiers, and I could not sup|>ose it
placed there by any other than his own authoritv.
In consequence of
this omission of the publisher's name, .Mr. Dredge wishes to make it
appear that 1 have put at least the respoiisibililv on him. On referring
to page 456, vol. II. of your valuable Journal the foUowins: letter will
°
be found.

"Sir— An entire description of my patent suspension bridge would
occupy too much space in your Journal, and employ more time than I
can at present spare, and as an abridgement would perhaps produce
more cavilling tlian would he interesting to vour readers, or necessary
to the investigation of truth, I wii refer Mr. Fordham to a full mathematical description, v,b\ch w\\\ be published in a few days, liy Mr.
Weale, to four foot-bridges in the vicinity of Regent's Park, and
similar works in various parts of the kingiliim, so that as a mathematician, and man of science, he may he able to read, see, and judge for
himself, and from these evidences firm what opinion he thinks ft, and I
shall be most liappy to see that opinion publicly expressed through tht
medium oj your pages.
" 1 remain, Sir, your obedient servant,
"J. Drlpgi:."
This is my justification, and taken as the standard length of Mr.
Dredge's sentences will I hope be deemed a sufficient excuse for having quoted those parts of sentences which gave his true m-aning. As
he informs us that he is a malhematici in, he ought to have examined
the theory of whicli he took upon himselj the reponsibiiity.
Although Mr. Dredge has come forward to say something in favour
of the theory, he has not thought proper to notice my objections,
which are most distinctly pointed out. The quotation from page IV.
ii.is little or nothing to do with the mitter, and shews in a remarkable
manner the clear notions and strict reasoning, employed by the author
and approved of i.y Mr. Dredge, by which they will no doubt be able
to prove any thing.
Mr. Dredge must have been quite aware that I did not say tliat
practical experience was worthless— but this I do say
the authors of
the letters could not have had time and opportunities for gaining practical experience, and then what else than theory would remain to be
depended on ?
Since I wrote my remarks, intelligence has arrived from India respecting a bridge of 2oO feet spi;n, which was in progress at Calcutta.
Ill the Mechanic's Magazine for Octeber 1S44, will be found a copy of
a letter from a Captain of Engineers to Mr. Dredge.
"With the' assist ince of a very able and fiist rate mathematician liere I have studieil
the theory ol these bridges most thoroughly; and the model 1 liavg
made 22 feet long and t leel widih of platform, is on so large a scale,
that I have been able to test it. in every possible way, and it has withstood the utmost ellurts to derange its parts. The Governor-General
and all the S'lieniific peo|ile here, have perfectly satisfied themselves
of llie ethciency of the system, and all the proofs with my models as-

—
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sure me lliat tlie tlipory is
atmospheric system which I have in fact, I may say that I am somewhat in
take every precaution to ensure success
advance of the companies and the public generally upon that point.
" The line I have more particularly in view is the line between
is made, Vu''i o( the size of tiie bridge, yet somehow theory, commnon
Blackburn
sense, and experiment all fail, and the blame is laid on tl>e contractor;
and Bolton. The traffic upon that line is very great indeed, and it has to
pass over a summit of nearly 600 feet in the course of seven miles.
In my opinion there was another weighty reason.
The time of its
The
gradients I have laid down are 1 in 70, and I can get nothing better; and
occurrence is singular enough.
even with those gradients of 1 in 70, I have an enormous tunnel, and several
Mr. Dri'dge asserted that "the Menai chains weigh 1,935 tons,"
viaducts of very great height: but still the traffic is such as to justify the
and lie still affirms that on his plan only T.'yth of the weight of iron
construction of a line, and the Board of Trade have approved of the' fine.
would be required to construct a bridge of equal strength. I should
The
question has not been raised how that line is to be worked, but I have
like to know by what means Mr. Dredge has arrived at this result. If
no doubt that when the atmospheric system comes to he tried and proved,
there be such virtue in the mere inclination of the suspending rods
(and it requires, in order to convince the public mind, to be tried somewhere
and the variation of the thickness of the chain?, 1 am very naturally
on a sufficiently large scale), the directors of that company will he prepared
surprised that such an eminently practical man as Telford never
to listen to my suggestion for a single atmospheric line, instead of a double
thought of that modification. As Mr. Dredge does not understand the
locomotive line.
If the directors of that company had, in the first instance,
dilTerence between underminirg an erroneous theory and accomplishadopted a single atmospheric line, a considerable expense might have been
ing an impossibility, 1 do not see the force of his "ergo."
saved.
The length of the line is 13 miles; and I am quite certain that in
Mr. Dredge might as well have told us at once, that a weight of one
that distance I might have saved 50,000/. in earthworks, and so forth.
You
pound, placed on a table, would produce a pressure of two pounds,
would not have considered it necessary to have a gradient of 1 in 70, if the
half of it acting in each direction, for action and re-action are equal
atmospheric system had been adopteil ?
No, I should have sut)stituted graand opposite. In the "Penny CyclopEedia" is a simple and correct
dients of 1 in 40, and 1 in 50
but, at the same time, the peculiar character
of the country is such, that the deep chasms on the side of the mountain
illustration of the meaning of tension; "when a weight is supported
cannot be overcome, even with a gradient of 1 in 40, or 1 in 50. But you
by a siring, the tension of the string is the weiglit suspended by it."
could not have overcome the difficuUies of the country, even with a gradient
It will be unnecessary for me to write any more on this subject
of 1 in 40 ?
No. If 1 had had a tunnel for a single line only, of course it
unless Mr. Dredge abandons his authorised theory altogether, or rewould have been much cheaper the great saving viould have been in lowermoves my objections. I also feel it to be equally vain and useless to
ing the viailuct, and shortening the tunnel, and in the general character of
attempt to argue with one who countenances such absurdities, shews
the earthworks being somewhat smaller; and 1 consider that about 50,000/.
his ignorance cf one of the commonest of terms, and lays claim to be
would have been saved in earthworks. Is the expense of earthworks enconsidered a mathematician.
hanced by the difficulty of making an embankment at the summit sufficiently
It is, however, desirable for Mr. Dredge to state distinctly what is
strong to carry two lines of rails ?
No, it is increased, but not in proportion
given and what is to be found by theory, and also what theory it was
to the height.
I must also mention that there is another point peculiar to
that the Indian engineer studied.
this line.
The countiy through which we pass is full of manufactories with
I hope enougli has been said, backed by the subsequent failure of
ravines of water.
Wherever we cross those ravines we have an opportunity
theory and practice in India, to induce those in authority to insist on
of making dams to hold up the water
it is in working a line like this that
a satisfactory mathematical theory being given, and approved of by
economy would be obtained, from the great traffic that there would be upon
a competent judge.
it
working by the atmospheric system over these gradients would be a great
If the plan be good, there will be no need to fear
deal cheaper than working by locomotive engines.
the ordeal, and if not, it is for the good of all to abstain from using it.
You would be able to
keep the stationary engines in constant work ? Yes or we might keep a
smaller description of engines, and work our air-pumps by means of resercorrect."

—

here see a laudable djsire to
tlie theory is studied, a model

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

;

voirs."

ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAYS.

2. At present the atmospheric principle might not answer so well with a
upon a great trunk railway more experience is needed before that
tried— (KeW.)
The single line of the South Devon Railway will be sufficient for its traffic,
even if it shoidd be as great as that of the London and Birmingham.
On the inclined planes on the South Devon line there will be double lines of

single line

;

is

ABSTRACT OF THE EVIDENCE BEFORE THE COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE
COMMONS.
CContinued from page 28i.J

[We again earnestly invite our readers* attention to tile analysis of tliis invaiuabie mass
of evidence of wliictl ive have caretuliy endeavoured to give a complete abstract; we are
well salislied tliat it will repay the tiouble of perusal,]

—

Level Crossings.
Explanation of witness's contrivance for allowing roads
to cross an atmospheric railway upon a level ; its self-acting principle described
(Samtida.)
" A cover is placed over the tube, which cover is raised by the vacuum
formed in the tube, working on the lower side of a piston the cylinder descends by the removal of the pressure from below it, and in descending raises
the cover, which had been previously lying flat on the pipe, and that forms
a barrier to prevent carts passing till after the train has passed ; when the
train has passed, that tube Ijeiiig refilled with air at the atmospheric density,
equalizes the pressure on both sides of the piston, and the cover, by its own
weight falls. When the cover is raised it forms a barrier, so that carts cannot come upon tlie railway at the time the train is passing and at the same
time it gives an intimation that the train is approaching, though it is out of
sight.
There would be no difficulty in connecting this cover with an actual
barrier outside the line.
Mr. Brunei's idea, upon seeing this, was to modify
it to that extent to make the cover, instead of dipping partially only over the
tube, a continuous barrier over the entire width of the road.
Supposing
there were a cart passing, it might so happen that you might catch the cart
between the two wheels ? That would scarcely happen, because the heavy
number.s of the vacuum are formed very slowly, and the cart would have
plenty of time to pass over during that time.
There would he no difficulty
n making the barrier the height of a horse. And those barriers might be in
the form of an ordinary gate."
;

—

;

—

— Generally. — Sufficiency of a
Line of Rails on
Atmospheric Plan. —
Impossibility of working an Atmospheric Line
—
a
Tube.
Opinion that a
Line
as applicable
the Lo-

Lines of Rails
the
iirilh

:

single

2.

1.

3.

single

single

4.

to

is

comotive System as to the Atmospheric.

Reasons for witness taking provision, in the schemes in which he is engaged as engineer, for laying down a double line of rads (Vignoles.)
" Have you any otjection to state v,\\y you have taken proxisions in those
schemes in which you are now engaged as engineer for laying down a double
line of rails, anticipating, as you have staled you do, that the atmospheric
system will he applied to some of those lines ? I have not the least ohjec1.

—

lion to state the reason.

The reason

is,

that a great

number

of the directors

and persons connected with those railways have not that confidence

in the

rails, as the descending trains may run down without a tube; this will give
{Brunei.)
great facilities for meeting trains to pass each other

Manner in which witness could carry out his suggestion for a single atmospheric line between London and Portsmouth
it would be perfectly ade(Ciibitt.)
quate for all the traffic of that district
" Between London and Portsmouth there is to be a single line if they obtain their Act.
I think it will be adequate for all the business of that district.
The means of carrying it out are by having what I call a double station, at intervals of six or eight miles, or whatever upon experience may be
deemed most convenient, but about that distance, where the trains could
meet and take in passengers, and hook on wagons and goods, and transact
their business there in a few minutes, and then proceed on again
then the
whole would work regularly, the stoppages there taking place at the same
time, and the trains starting at the same time."
;

;

3.

Upon

working a

the most mature consideration witness is perfectly satisfied that
with a single pipe is physically impossible; reasons for enter{Stephenson.)

line

taining this opinion

" As an abstract question, supposing the electric telegraph to be applied
the London and Birmingham line throughout, 1 can see no more reason, looking at the regularity of the trains and the comparative certainty of
operation with the locomotive engines, why 1 should not, upon a piece of
paper, devise a plan and system of operations by which trains might move
with locomotive engines, on a single line of railway, with an electric telegraph,
between here and 13irmingham, as easily as upon a line constructed upon the
But in the case of a traffic
atmospheric system
I can see no ditference.
like that, sometimes the trains passing from Euston-square within a quarter
of an hour of each other, and the average times of the trains being about an
hour after each other, 1 should never recommend the use of a single line, nor
should I think it feasible or practicable to work traffic like the London and
Birmingham traffic upon a single line. Ever since the question was broached
about working a line with a single pipe, I have maturely considered it, and
most anxiously, with a view of coming to a correct conclusion upon it and
I am
perfectly satisfied, after 20 years' experience, working a lailway daily,
Will you state your reasons for enthat the thing is physically impossible.
tertaining that opinion .'—The nnndier of intersections would lie so great,
and the irregularities arising upon lines are numerous. The application of
the atmospheric system implies the utmost conceivable regularity in the velocity from end to end of the line, in order that the meetings of the trains
to, say,

;

;
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take place at the same time, under all conditions of weather.
the power is very great sonutinies in the case
a varying power
of the locomolive system, when we make up for time lost under any eircuniAny irregularity upon a Uouhle line only alTects that one train,
stances.
whereas any irrctuhirity upon a svstem of trains like the London and Hirmingliain would altVct the communication throughout the whole country ; it
would atlect the trains upon every line of country in connexion with the
London and Birmingham, whether near or far off. Any system, I conceive,
may

work n ith

;

one part of the country depends upon
the regularity of every other, is one that is totally inadniissihlc that is the
broad principle; to go into practical detail would he almost imposihle,

which the working of the

in

traffic

in

—

3.

—

.'

;

;

—

1. Cost of Locomolive Enr/ines.— 2. Wear and
Cost of Repairs.
4. Average Duration of Locoiiiotu-e

;

—

;

I

think about

300/. to 350/. a-year would keep our

— Yon

engines

—

Locomotive Lines. A locomotive line might be converted into an atmobut the facilities with which this could be effected would depend
upon the gradients, which would probably be different for the two lines. It
was originally proposed to combine the locomotive with the atmospheric
no difficulty will arise from the circumprinciple on the South Devon line
stduce of the South Devon being the continuation of a locomotive line
but
being at the end of a long line, it may be subject to irregularities in the arrispheric

in a

have not worn out any locomotive engines
since they commenced running upon the London and Birmingham line ?—
Not one I think that our locomotive engines now just are as good as they
were the day they came on the road 1 do not see any difficulty in their
Do not they become antiquated
lasting as long again as they have lasted.
We alter them occasionally, and increase their capain their construction ?
bility
but the first engine that we had upon the line, which was in July
1837, is just as capable of taking the trains, and perhaps more capable of
What was
taking the trains now than she was when she started in 1837.
The order was
your total stock of engines upon the opening of the line
60 passenger engines and 30 luggage engines. What
for yo to start with
Ninety; we have not had anew engine since ire
is yonr present number ?
Can you state
started ; nor have we t/iromi any aside yet since we started.
what the cost of the 90 engines was? The engines differ; they might be
If you were to contract for the London and Birmingtaken at 1,500/. each.
ham, \ou would be willing to take them at 1,500/. each ? Yes, but I would
I wish to correct Mr.
not take them at that if I had to sell them again.
Bidder's answer, connected with the passenger traffic; we have 17 trains a
day instead of 14."

good

as

as

new.

—

;

—

val of the train

;

—

—

—

;

—

{Samuda.)
the other
" The first five miles of railway, from London to the Dartmouth Arms, will
continue to be worked with locomotive power upon the present line until
and the trains will in the meantime
the atmospheric new line is completed
be transferred from the locomotive haulage to the atmospheric at that point
we shall, therefore, have au exemplification of exchange from the one to the
other system ; the passengers will not be disturbed, but the engine will leave
them at the Dartmouth Anns, and the train will run into a siding, where it
will be attached to the piston-carriage which will be there ready to receive
it, and, being attached to it, it will proceed to Croydon, propelled by atmosperic power.
In its journey to Croydon it will pass from one exhausted
section of the tube into another exhausted section of the tube
the intei«
mediate engine will be placed at the Jolly Sailor station somewhere about
halfway between the distance I have now referred to. Y'ou will not have a
We shi-U not run on from the
passing pUce from one tube to the other ?
Dartmouth Arms towards London by means of a tube at present, because wc
shall have the locomotive engines carrying the trains on, but we shall there
have precisely the same arrangement which will subsequently exist when the
trains are passed from one atmospheric line to another atinospheric line, instead of being passed from the atinospheric line to the locomotive line."

—

—

;

—

2. Upon the Great Western railway they run on an average 150 miles cacli
day on which they are at work. Two days work out of three is hard work
There are laO engines to 250 miles. A locoto keep them in good order.
motive engine, to save weight, must generally be worked up to its full power
this is not the case with a stationary engine
{Unmet.)
How far the vibration of a heavy locomotive engine damages the whole
condition of he line, as regards slips, w ear of rails, wear and tear of engines,

;

;

—

t

&c.

{Locke.)

'
I have made several experiments, in order to ascertain the effect of the
wheels of the carriages passing over the rails, with a view of testing the
strength of the rails, not with a view of testing the extent of vibration. I do
not mjself believe that the vibration generally (whatever the efi'ect might be
upon some soils) would damage the rails to any considerable extent. There
is no doubt that the concussion, and the effect of the blows upon the engines,
has a great deal to do with their wear and tear ; but if you were to analyse
the cost of the repair of a locomotive, you would find that the wear and tear
does not arise so much as you would fancy from the concussion ; I have
known an engine run 25,000 miles, withoui ever being taken into the shop
or undergoing repair.
I have ridilen upon an engine, perhaps, as frequently
as most engineers, and have gone at considerable speeds ; 1 have travelled at
at 50 miles an hour, and I will undertake to say that I have stood as quietly
upon that engine as I could have done upon any carriage in the train, and I
attribute that to the engine having six wheels ; I have noticed it over and
over again ; the last instance I harl of the kind, was an engine of a very large
weight, weighing 17 or 18 tons; it was in bringing the CJueen from I'ortsmoulh 1 travelled at the rate of 48 miles an hour continually anil uniformly,
and I stood as steadily upon that engine as I could have done upon any carriage in the train ; it is not in th;it one instance only that 1 have observed it,
hut I have observed it repeatedly, hundreds and hundreds of times, for I generally ride on the engine when I am travelling."
.J. Dxiiense of repairs of engines
on the London and Birmingham line
'

—

Lonyitiulinal Valve.
On the Dalkey line the longitudinal valve has reit is easily lepaired, and has never
quired repair when the leather was bad
{(Jibbons.)
interrupted the working of the line.
Important alteration in the construction of the valve upon the Croydon
and Epsom railway ; instead of being pressed by a sharp edge, it will he so
by a smooth bar of iron; the leather, therefore, will not he exposed to a
violent short bending from an abrupt edge Mode in which the leather is
{Bergin.)
kept flexible
" The leather is thoroughly saturated with grease.
In the ease of ours,
I have found that it gets hard in that part winch is compressed by the bar 1
have spoken of, and nowhere else. 1 should expect that, under the other
arrangement, it would continue much more flexible ; there is no dirticulty in
supplying it with oil from lime to time; indeed, that is a point to which we
have not. been sufficiently attentive. Do you find that the heating apparatus
;

—

;

(

'^lephemon.)

(Brunct.)

London and Croydon Line. The portion of the line from the Dartmouth
Arms to Croydon is to he worked by atmospheric power that between the
Dartmouth Arms and London by locomotive engines; thus both systems
will be tried together. Mode of effecting the transference from one power to

;

.'

;

;

;

;

—

;

1. Original cost of the engines on the London and Birmingham railway
(Bury.)
probable price fur which they would now sell
" What average amount of repairs would keep it always in a state as good as

slate

.'

time, but

Engines.

new.

—

;

blishment.
Do the Company set aside a depreciation fund
I think they
have not done so lately
there was a depreciation fund set aside for some
I am nut quite sure whether it has not been dropped lately"
Cost of the repair of locomotives on various lines
{Locke.)
" The wear and tear of the engine is very great it is increased hy the increase of speed, but the cost of the repair of locomotive engines has very
much diminished in the last six years. It would increase in a ratio according to the increased speed. On the Liverpool and Manchester railway, where
the cost of repair of locomotive engines was 2.9. Grf. a mile, I know that it is
not Is. now, and that it is done on some lines at 9rf. and Id
therefore,
when you speak of the great destruction of locomotives, it is all measured
within those figures.
Upon the South Western the expense of repair of locomotives is 1 1 }id. and Is. a mile.
Upon the Great Western about the same.
I know that the Grand Junction, and on the
South Western, they do not
vary \d. a mile; and did not during the last half year.
On the South Western and the Grand Junction it has come down from Is. id. a mile, in the
last two years, to Is., and 1 \d., and i believe in a short time it will be brought
down to 9£/. a mile. How will that economy be produced ? By lessening
the consumption of coke, and lessening the consumption of oil
iiy a better
system of management, and greater durability in the engiue itself."
4. There can be very few locomotive engines 10 years old, even if all their
parts have been renewed in the meantime
{Brunei.)
The average duration of an engine is 10 years {Stephenson.)

;

;

Locomotive Engines:

" For good engines wc pay 1,000/. or 1,700/., but for passenger engines
we do not pay more than 1,400/. The price of locomotives has fluctuated
between 1,400/. and 1,000/. It has been stated that the actual payment for
repairs in one year upon the London and Birmingham amounts to 25,000/.
do you think that statement is correct ?
I do
not know what has been the
aiiiuunt, that is under the charge of Mr. Bury.
I can tell you the cost per
mile upon the Birminghaai
it is \i)\d. Will you state what that includes
The whole of the repairs and the purchasing of new engines, whatever there
may have been purchased the whole of the expenses of the locomotive esta;

without a model hut the system itself, u|ion the face of it, hears that, that
every train hetween Liverpool and London would he dependent upon every
other train moving; if the one lost time, or happened to meet with an accident, all the others would he affected hy it."
•<.
Witness is not aware of any circumstances applicahle to the atmoBpheric system, and inapplicahle to the locomotive, rendering it feasil>le to
work trains upon a single atmospheric line that could not he woiked upon a
Yarmouth and Norwich railway is so worked
1 he
single locomotive line.
on the locomotive principle. Of the I'etcrhorongh and Northampton, there
are 15 miles of single line, and from lilisworth to Northampton five miles of
douhle line {Sle/ilieiison.)
With a well-arranged system of police a single line of locomotive railway
might be worked with the same, or very nearly the same, safety and punc{Loche.)
tuality as a double line
Long Lines. Passing of
Crossings of Lines.
.See Cost of Construction.
Stoppages.
Short Lines.
Trains.

Tear of Engines.

315

Very satisfactorily. I had
fur the closiug of the valve acts satisfactorily ?
an opportunity of trying some experiments upon that at an early period we
broke the apparatus anil worked the line for a fortnight without it, and the
I have the particular
leakage was very nearly doubled during that time.
figures here. On the occasion of one experiment, when the heating apparatus
was in proper order, the leakage was then 4Jyh3 culiic feet of air per second'
through the whole length of the valve; the heater, or to speak more cor;

I

/
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was then in proper operation. That experiment was tried
on the 19(b of November 1843. Sliortlj alter that we broke the apparatus;
it got worn out
anil on Itie I3lh of January, wlien we had tlien been running a week without this apparatus, I found tliat tlie leakage was increased

rcctiy, the rubber,

;

to seven feet per second.

Subsequently

we

and I
of March 1R44, and

restored that apparatus

happened to

;

try another set of exjieriments on tlie Uth
the leakage liad come down to 3^ths; the so called heating apparatus,
therefore, makes an enormous difference in the leakage of the long valve. It
is erroneous to name it a heating apparatus
for if it is heated, it destroys
the whole thing; the object of warming it is merely tn prevent the coniposition sticking to it a.s it passes over it; it is barely warm.
If, by any aeci.
dent, the train rests for a moment, and this becouies heated, we are obliged
to send a man to relay the composition."
Composition used for sealing the valve {r.crr/in.)
"iVIr. Gibbons mentioned an occasion on which it was necessary to change
the grease; I had that done last October or November; it was then done
throughout the line. I found that a very serious mistake had been made by
our foreman in using the wrong materials for the composition, and that instead of making it of hees'-wax and oil, which was the direction given by
Mr. Samuda, he had made it of bees'-wax ami hard Russian tallow, so that
though it acted pretty well in the warm wealher of summer, it became inoperative during the cold wealher.
The mistake not having been observed
during the first part of the woiking year, a coiiMderable quantity of tli s
wrong composition had been put along the line. Being apprehensive of the
result, I directed that all the old composition should he taken out, and the
new put in, which occupied ten or twelve nights but ever since that, though
we have had the thermometer much below freezing, we have not had the
slightest interruption, whether it was wet or frosty.
What is the nature of
the composition
I do not remember the proportions, but it consists of
bees'-wax and what is very well known in the London market as expressed
oil of larrl, elaine
it is better known as lard. oil to the trade.
Do jou find
that composition, from long exposure to the air, becomes ultimately less susceptible of change from the difTerence of temperature ?
I certainly find that
it undergoes very material change, which I did not at all anticipate.
From
frequent working we have found that the composition becomes of a very peculiar consistency
I hardly know anything to compare it to, but it acquires
a degree of tenacity that I never saw in any other waxen composition before,
«nd adheres with great force both tn the leather and to the iron. I found
with the thermometer below freezing, it did its duty perfectly, and continued
;

;

.'

—

;

—

;

quite soft."

Long

Lines.

— The peculiar advantages of the atmospheric system can only

be developed on a long

line,

where the maximum velocity can be attained

{Rolinson.)

The atmospheiic system is perfectly applicable to very long lines there
may at present he some difficulties, hut there is no doubt experience will
overcome them (Vigvolen.)
;

It is doubtful whether the atmospheric system is equally adapted to long
with a large na'^senger traffic it is most probable that,
with experience and good management, it will become so.
In very long
lines with great traffic a douljle line wouhl he preferable
{Cubitt.)

lines as to short lines,

;

—

Lvggage Trains. There will be no large luggage trains, but they will he
subdivided so as to maintain nearly an uniform weight and speed for every
(^Samuda.)

train

Hail Trains.

— On the atmospheric system the mail

trains

mast be worked

at a very great expense
[Locke.)
" If you take a railway 100 miles long, and consider that in the night the
mail train has to be dispatched
take the case of the Grand Junction, with a
mail train leaving Birmingham at 11 o'clock at night, and another coming
up at three o'clock; if the line is 100 miles long, there are 33 engines at
200-horse power each, and they would require COOO-horse power to be ex;

erted for the purpose of carrying one train; and the attendance upon the
engines would be three mrn to an engine of that kind, two stokers, and a
fireman, which is 09 men, besides all the attendance to the valve and pump,
instead of one locomotive, with two men attending it, to carry that train
through I sny that in the night, for one or two trains, the atmospheric system must be immensely more costly. I do not think that there is one railway in the country that has not one or two trains passing along it in the
night; and for the purpose of carrying the mails it must necessarily have
those trains passing along it."
Allusion to the oljection made by Mr. Locke as to the running of mail
trains at night on the atmospheric system
{Samvda.)
" Mr. Locke assumed that one train would pass during the night, and that
the whole staff arrangements of tlie company would have to be brought out
for the purposes of that single train.
I cnnctive, however, the most con.
venient way of working railroads, and the way most generally adopted, is to
send the greater number of the goods trains at nigbt and when we have
subdivided our goods trains, for the purpose of avoiding the gigantic trains
which now go, we shall have a distinct call for our night wnik upon such
lines, and not only so, but we make provision for it in our estimate ; we introduce a relay of men for the purpose of carrying it out."
;

;

II.MSTEN.^NCE Or
Locomotive System*

RoAD

:

—

1.

Ott

the Atmospheric System.

—

2.

On

the

Calculation of the cost of maintaining an atmospheric line
(Samuda.)
"The expense necessary for maintaining aline we find to be, first, the

[OCTOBKH,

maintenance of the tube, and that we find requires a man a mile for the ordinary traffic, which, if taken upon 12 trains per day, will give a cost of ibij.
take it at C trains it gives 2i/.
per train per mile
Then we have the composition to supply any material which may have become evaporated or wasted
from the groove, that is 15/. p' r mile per annuu' this, upon the same num;

;

ber of trains, will represent -4 of a penny, making a total charge of l-2-(f.
per train per mile, for the maintenance of the atmospheric main and groove
and if this be taken upon six trains a day, it increases
%vith 12 trains a day
For six trains will be fd. ; for 12 trains
the cost per train per mile to 2-5^/.
trains
a day, 4rf., the price of coal taken at 10s. per ton."
5(i.
and fr.r 24
2. General cost of the maintenance of way upon locomotive line
{Stopheti;

;

son.)

"

The maintenance of the London and Birminirham railway was

let for

340/. a mile

;

originally
that was the estimate, including every species of responOf that amount I imagine that not more than

sibility for slips of all kinds.

150/. a mile has been spent in keeping the road in order in the upper works,
the rest has been absorbed in rejiairing the slips of cuttings
is, the rails
embankments, repairing bridges, clearing out watercourses, fencing,

that

;

and

painting the iron-work of all the bridges over canals, and a great number (ff
things of that kind.
The repairing of the North Midland was let by contract
that was merely the upper works of the railway, witli the bridges
there was no responsibility attaciied to the contractor for slips, consequently
it is more nearly a fair comparison of the cost of maintaining the rails in
good order; that was let at 119/. a mile. The Great North ol England line
is kept in repair by the Company; 1 do not think they let, and I do not
know what it costs but the maintenance of loeomolive lines of railway will,
in my opinion, sink down to about 120/. a mile.
That is rather more than
the Midland is let for, but it greatly depends upon the material; when the
railway is in a clay country the subsidence goes on very rapidly for three or
four years, and then it gets stationary, the embankments and cuttings settle.
The 340/. included everything, sleepers and all.
" In working a railroad we may take it for granted that in the course of
;

;

20 years the whole of the rails must be replaced. The wear of the rails depends upon the weight of the engines, but lias been very much overstated, as
The engines weigh 16 tuns some of the goods engines, that
I will explain.
go at an inferior rate of speed, weigh 18 tons, and even some passenger eng'nes Inn; but we will assume them to be 16 tons.
If they are working
upon six wheels, supposing the weight to he uniformly distributed in the
first instance, that will give 2^ tons upon each wheel of the engine; but the
weight is not uniformly distributed amongst the wheels; the greater portion
of the weight is thrown upon the middle wheel, that is, the driving wheel ;
tons upon that, therefore there will be seven tons iiprn
there is probably
the two.
In a goods wagon running upon four wheels, we frequently have
six and seven and eight tons weight, which alone comes to two tons per
wheel for the eight tons; they frequently exceed that: sometimes they carry
10 tons, that is too much, but they will load them in that manner. A fourwheel goods truck is by no means so long as the engine, because the length
of a goods truck is probably only nine feet, whereas the length of the engine
The motion upon the railway depends very much indeed
is double that.
upon the distance between the extremities of the axles, that is, an engine
having axles 12 feet apart runs infinitely more steadily than a goods wagon,
which has axles placed only five or six feet apart; the goods wagon also has
the goods elevated, and certainly the quantity is considerably higher than it
is in the engine, and thereby the goods trains moving quickly along railways
do far more damage than the engines themselves, and the injury to the rails
becomes very much aggravated by high velocities and therefore that is one
reason why I maintain, that supposing the atmospheric system to be susceptible of big! er velocities than the locomotive, it would give rise to a greater
wear ami tear, and instead of requiting only light rails, I give it as my decided opinion, that in the end they would require rails fully as heavy, because the engines do not in my opinion do the most harm to the rails."
;

''.}^

;

Newcastle and North Shields Railway
"

We

— (Xicholson.)

23 trains each way per day; and
half-hour trains throughout the whole day ;
hut excepting those tliey are half-hour
trains.
I have kept a very accurate account for the years 1843 and 1844 of
the expense per mile.
It 1843 it was G"75r/. per train per mile
in 1844 it
was a fraction less, it was 6'73d. the length of the railway is 7 miles."
ran, in the year 1S44, an average of

Not

in 1843,

22

from 12

to 2 they are

trains.

quite

hour

trains,

;

;

—

North Midland Roilvay. Calculations and estimates u-itha view of show
ing that /^e whole cost of working the North Midland line as a locomotive
line is than the bark interest or money had it been laid dow.s upon
THE ATMOSPHERIC PRINCIPLE (Stephenson)
" On a line such as the Midland. I apprehend they must have a dianietrr
of tube of 15 inches, therefore it would hardly admit of any reduction below
what Mr. Samuda has stated, if the otmospheric were applied tn that line.
That is a line of great thoroughfare, the trains ai'qnire great velocity and
carry heavy loads; the cost of the Midland locomotive power comes to 240/.
per mile per a'lnum ;* if we take 6,000/. a mile, which was Mr. Samudit's
estimate for a single line of atmospheric, at five per cent, as before, here is a
sum again exactly similar to the sum upon the Yarmouth and Norwich, ex-

cept that the application of the atmoipheiic system might, if it had been
contemplated origi"aliy, have reduced the cost of the original works, Int as

1.

* The 2Jn;. ppr trite for loromntive power on the
the 6,0U0/. cost ot" Ihe atmosplierie line per mile.

M dlard is jn»t

lour

pi
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Btands now I am making the calculation; therefore the whole cost of
working the locomotive line as it stands now, is less then the bare interest
of monev upon the atmosplicric.
" You' have stated that if the Midland Railway had originally been intended
to he worked by atmospheric traction, a great saving might have been made
can you give any estimate of what that would
in the construction account
I made an attempt the otlicr day to
have been ?
It is exceedingly difficult
remodel the London and Cirmingham line, supposing had to arrange that
cgain rfe nopo for the atmosplieiic system, but I found that it would ocupy
more time ihan I had to spare to make a model of that kind for 20 miles, in
order to compare it with the exprnse of the line as it stands now; hut there
1 think that a
are a few considerations which will satisfy the Committee.
though you may diminish the
very large reduction is not to he expected
cuttings and embank nionls very materially, a large proportion of the bridges
must remain some of Ihem will be augmented in expense, and some will be
diminished for instance, all the river bridges must remain pretty much the
same, except that they may not he so high all the bridges over canals, and
over most of the turnpike roads; in fact, the greater nunil)er of the bridges
must remain the same. Hut in order to show in few words that the reduction could not have been so very large if the cuttings and embankments were
supposing there were none at all, which
entirely taken nlftbe Birmingbani
could not be the case with the atmospheric, they only cost from 7,000/. to
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it

;

—

;

I

;

;

;

ThefoUoning have ceased
Ashton, Stuleyljridge and Liverpool Jnnc-

I*nllochney

Hirmingham and Gloucester
Ulackhnrn, Bnrnley and Accringlon and
Colne Kxtension
niackburn and Preston
llollon and Leigh
Iliillon and Preston
Hrandling Junction
liriBtol and Gloucester
Canterluiry and Whitstable
Chester and Crewe
Cruvduii and

8,000/. a mile; that is, supposing the surface of the country to be absolutely
and that therefore the cuttings and embankments were entirely canwould not be very much more than the additional co^t

level,

celled, the deduction

of the atmospheric in the carrying establishment, and that is the case that I
made out in my report I assumed that the London and Hirmingbam line
might have been made for 8,000/. a mile, and I am confident that I assumed
:

that figure in favour of the atmospheric rather than against it."

(Tn

,;!.)

In-

AMALGAMATION AND

LE.A.SING

OF RAILWAYS.

multiplicity of phins and projects to prevent and promote
competition and combination, by the advocates of either side, and the
present complex nature of the arrangements of the dilTerent Railway

The

as Ihey at present exist, induced nie, for my own Informacompile from the various documents within uiy reach the following remarks on the subject of the heading of this paper, and I send
it to your valuable Journal as a continuation of my former Notes.
have now the declared opinion of Parli.iment and their organ the
Board of Trade, as also that of the recent experience of the different
companies, learnt in their late arduous contests in the Session of Parliament now closed, and declared by their different chairmen at the
lialf-yearly meetings.
The Chairman of the Dirmingliam Company
stati s that "Experience had hitherto been entirely against the hypothesis of competition, for in all large undertakings an increased number of companies had uniformly led to combination and an increased

Companies

tion, lo

We

scale of charges."

The Chairman

of the Croydon states that "

it is

likely the companies will combine with advantage to themselves and
to the public."
The evidence of other parties who were examined

before the Select Committee of the House of Commons is equally
conclusive in fivour of the hypothesis that companies would not compete, but come to an arrangement, and that by economy of management and avoidance of ruinous competition, and that by vigilant cimitrol, the public may get their share of the benefit, and the railway
system be extended into rural districts by the extension of lines already in existence. The Board of T'ade in their Report dated May
7, 1S44, under the term Annlgamalion Bills include "all applications
to Parliament for poweis either to con.solidale the stocks of two or
more independent railway companies, or to authorise the purchase or
leasing of one railway hy the proprietors of another, or in any other
way lo transfer the control and management of a railway from the
hands of the company to whom it was originally intrusted by Parliament to those of i'nother c<jmpany constituted for different purposes ;"
and report in favour of the lease to the Midland of the united companies of Bitmingliam and Gloucester and Bristol and Gloucester, and
in f.ivour of the union of the Sheffield and Rotheili.im with the Midland, also in favour of the union between Niirtli Shields and Newcastle
and Berwick, and the union of the Whitbv and Pickering with the
York and North Midl.ind. The Board of Trade report against several
other intended amalgamations, and amongst others the amalgamation
of the Bolton anil Leigh, Kenyon and Leigh Junction, North Union,
Liverpool and Manchester, and Grand Junction Companies, which has
however obtained the sanction of Parliament, as also the union of the
.St. Helen's Canal and Railway.*

"A

• In the Session of lS4.'i »n Act h->b pajsed callod
niU to rcsliict the poivers of
Selling r.r Leasing Hallways loiitiiined in certain Acts of Parliament relating lo such
llailiv.jys," in nhich It is required to have a distir.ct prnvis on in some Act of Pari a-

Leeds

as independent Lines.
au-J

Selby

1

Lowestoft Ka Inay
UTanchesfer M<dton and Hury
Kluncbester, Bury and Hosseu
Midland Countie4
IMonk and and Kirkintilloch
Northern and Eastern

late

North MIdlan.!
Norih Shields
Nonvich and Brandon
Northern Union llullivay.
North I'l
Shellielil and Itotherhani
Slaniannan

Stanhope and Tync

Wrsl London
Wiiilhy ond rickering
Varnionth and Norwich

;

;

Epsom

Durham Juncth n
KdiiiburKh and Dalkeith
Un
\V<
;

to exist

Leicester and Sivannington
Liverpool ,inrl MunchMler

til

Aylesbnry

Pri'viously to the Session of 181-1 the Eitiltrn Counties leased in
pirpeluity ilie Northern and Eastern line at a certain rent, with ;i
patiicipation in profits if they exceed the amount fixed as rent ; this
arrangement took pliee Jan. 1, IS-ll.
The Yuik and North jMidUiud
purchased the Leeds and Silby Nov. 17, IS13, and have since purchased (he Whitby and Pickering for their Scarboro Branch at a fixed
sum. The JMancltisitr and Lctds bought the Ashton, St.deybridge
and Liverpool Junction, whose Act received the royal assent July 19,
1S15.
The Bolton and Preston line amalgamated with the North
Union in the Session of 1813, and the latter line Nov. 9, 1841, amalgamated with the Livtrpool and Manchsttr, which last line iiad previously purchased the Bolton, Kenyon and Leigh Railway, and is now
itself uniting with the Grand Junction Railway, which latter line in
Ib'lO had bought the Chester and Crewe line.
The Lancaster and Carlisle (69J miles) have purchased in fee
the Lancaster and Preston (20 miles 18 chains) at 5 per cent, on
nient specifying the Railway to be leased, sold, or transferred, and the party bv whom
such may be accepted. And on ihe lOth Jidy, ISI.'i, by a Minute of the Lords' of the
Connniltee of Privy Council for Trade, the Uuilway Department was reconstituted, and
now the Railway business is lo be managed by the l.vrds of the Privy Council In the same
manner as the urdiintry business, and no reports are lo be prepure'l for Parliament, but
copies of the plans ond a wrilten descr ptiun of the course of an Intended railway, as also
a sketch on an Ordnance map are t(> be ('eposited with the Hoard as heretofore, and the
Board will report to Parliament, if they see ht, any unusual departure from ordinary custom, witliout presuming an opinion on the actual or comparative merit ol any radway
sclieme, and will publish tlieir intention of preparation of any minute In the (iazette for
the In^brniutlon of those whom it may concern. Hyareturn to an order ot the Commons,
dated Aug. 4, 1845, of the Railway Bills and projects, classitied in tlieir groups, which
have been considered by the committees to whom they were referred, 1 find 2ii projects
unsupported, 23 rejected, 'A dropped, 81 withdrawn, 3 considered, 10 postponed, 14 lost on
standing orders, 13(J recommended. Both Houses of Parliament have made provision for
the Bills before the ditferent Committees to lake up their present state of forwardness at
the point they are now at in the Session of lti4'i, but it is considered of little advantage to
the ditferent schemes.

The result of the decisions of the Committees of the House of Commons as compared
now defunct department of the Board of Trade Is, that 16 were decidedly against
recommendation, 3 with them, and 4 partly f.>r and partly against. The lines in
which the two bodies ogree are the Belfast and Ballymera. the Monmouth and Hereford,
and the South Wales; and those in which they partially agree o e the Dublin and Belfast Junction, the Leeds and West Riding, the Newry and Ennlskillen, and the Liverpool
and Manchester. Tile general Atts of Parliament referring to railways are Aug. 14,
IS.'W, "An Act to provide for the Conveyance of the Mails by Railway" ;" Aug. 10, IS4U,
" An Act for Regulating Railways ;" Ju y 31.1, 1842, " An Act for the better Regulation of
Railways, and for the conveyance of troops;" Aug.!*, 1644, "An Act lo attach certain
Conditions to the Construction of future Railways authorised or to be autllorlsed by any
Act of the present or succeeding Session of Parliament, and for other purposes in relation
to Railways;" Sept. 5, 1844, "An Act for the Registration, Incorporation, and Regulation of Joint Stock Companies;" Sept. 5, 1844, "An Act for Facilitating the Winding-up
the Affairs of Joint Slock Companies unable to meet their Pecuniary Engagements." The
dales ot the Reports of the Select Committee aie— First, April 2C, 18.IU; Second, Aug. 9,
18:)!<; Third, May, 1840; Fourth, July, 181(1; Filth, July II), 1844; Sixth, July 22. 1844.
The lines of 1843 and 1844 were more or less competing and injurious lo existing interests, and the Select Committee on competing lines excluded from the Coniinitlees on
hallways all local and inuividual intertsts, and the Board of Trade expressed a decided
opinion against amalgamations and branch extensions that might impede new and iegilimate enlerprises, so that the present feeling, as in the case of the London and Vork, is
decidedly more in favour of new companies than inclined to vested interests.
The lirst Act of Combination was the sale of the Chester and Crewe, in 1840, to the
Grand Junction Railway; and nothing intervened until in Oct. S.'i, 184;<. the Kastern
Counties leaseil in per|)etuity the Northern and Eastern, so that the extensive combination has been the rapid work of only 18 months
and the Hu son Bay Company's ti st
work was the purchase of the Leeds and ^elby lor the Vork and North iMIdland, Nov. 17,
18J3.
The dilferent forms under which it has been accomplished are-direct iiurchase
for a fixed amount; leasing in perpetuity ut a fixed rent and participation of protils;
leasing for a fixed period, terminable at the option of either party on notice at certain
leasing
periods, with a fluctuating rent depending on the increase of Ihe weekly receipts
on a fixed amount and participation in prolit up to a certain per lentage, wi'h t'le opl*on
of purchase when the amount arrives at the fixed percentage; lease in perpetuity with
option of purchase at a fixed period at a certain amount; amalgamalion of interests with
the foregoing, any profit for a fixed period ond an unequal per centage on the receipts
with the
their

—

;

;

a consolidation of inteiesls with instant admission into stock at a certain depreciated per
centage ; a consolidation of interests by the creation of stock witll a guarantee! dividend
for a fixed period without participation of profits; leasing for a linrited period at an In.
creasing rent, increasing at tixed periods at dilfer. ut per centage on :be gross receipts.
In the enumeration of the dales of the Reports of the Select Committees. I have omitted
those for UaiUvays In Ire'and. a|ipoinled October 18.ill, reappointed November 1837;
'"
d
rclil8.'7; Si'cond, Nov. 1838; also the Report of the Committee
London, Edinburgh and Glasgow; as also Copt. Alderson's Bees, ami the appointment of a Royal Commission on the Gauges,

.
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£400,000 from Sep. 1846, and to he paid 6 per cent, sliould tlie CarGrand Junction take
lisle pay that amount; the North Union and
in the last line to £315,000.
The Lcndoii and Croydon have, Aug. 22, 1844. bought the Croydon
and Epsom atmospheric, aud propose an extension from Epsom to
Portsea and Piirtsmo\illi lines, also i of the branch of the South
Eastern Company to Bricklayers' Arms.
The Norfolk Railway is composed of the late Norwich and Brandon
and Yarmouth and Nurvvich railways, and has received the Parliamentary sanction, and tliey propose to le^ise the Lowestoft Railway
and Harhour, fur which an Art is obtained, and to make arrangements
with the proposed Diss and Colchester and Wells and Dereham Com-

shares

panies.

T:\wNewcasltea7idDarlingionJiwctionpurchaseii the

line of the

Durham Junction for £SS,500, as also the Rrandling Junction line for
£55 per share, and have a perpetual lease of the Newcastle and Berwick line at 5 per cent with which
North Shields line is amalgamated at
,

are guaranteed 5 per cent.
right to require the

ov.

latter line the

par.

The two

the share capital for

Newcastle and Darlington

Newcastle and
companies
3 years, with a

latter

to take a lease in per-

petuity.

North Brilish have purchased tlie Edinbnrgh, Dalkeith and Fisherrow Branch f..r £113,000 (SI miles), and are negociating for Leith
Branch, which is in the hands of other parties, they also subscribe
£25,(j00 to the Edinburgh and Northern line through Fife, and have
extendpd their Dalkeith Branch to Hawick and Galashiels. Share
capital £SUO,000; loans £2GU,«GG; length 62 miles; Haddington

Branch 46 miles.
The Eiisl Lancashre, formerly the Blackburn and Preston, (9 J miles)
which ohtained an Act June 6, 1344, has been amalgamated on equal
terms with the Manchester, Bury and Rossendale, dale of Act July 4,
1844, and Blackhurn, Burnley and Accrigton an<l Colne Extension.
to Bacup,
It is propost d to extend the Rossendale from Rawtenstall
The Com|iany is favourable to the proposed Clitheroe Junction and
Liverpool, Manchester and Great North of England Junction.
Ballochmy Railway (5i miles) is amalgamated with Moukland and
KirkintUloch (lOJ miles) and Slamannan (12d miles) Railways. Interest at 3i per cent, to be paid to each company; the latter company
to have no profit for two years, and the profits to be divided after-

wards

'n the

following hundreth parts— the

first

company

46, second

43, and third 11.

The Hayle Comjiany is negociating for sale of the West Cornwall.
The London and Bngk'on have purchased the Brighton and Chichester at £12 10s. per share premium, also the Brighton, Lewes and
Hastings at £7 per share [iremium, and piopuse a branch from the
Three Bridge Station to Horsham, also an extension from Chichester
to Fareham and Portsmouth.
The South IFeslern (76 miles 55 chains) have purchased for £75,000
the Guildford Junction Railway (6 miles), and obtained an Act in 1844
to make a branch (21 miles) from the Basingstoke station to Salisbury.
The Midland Railway Act May 10, 1844 amalgamates the North
Midland (72 miles 29 chains), Midland Counties (47 miles 36 chains),
and Birmingham and Derby (38 miles 68 chains) Railways, and the
united companies have purchased the Shetfield and Rotherham (5 miles
26 chains) Railway on perpetual lease at 6 per cent., also the Leicester
and Swannington (16 miks 5 chains) Railway for £ 140,U0iJ, for which
they pay 8 per cent., with the power of redemption at the end of 3
y^ars at the rate of £100 per share. Tiny guarantee the Barnsley
Junction 5 per cent, on their whole and 4 per cent, on their half shares,
and the Erewash Valley (13 miles, 5 miles branch) 6 per cent.; and
have obtaineil Extensions from Nottingham to Lincoln (3'i3 miles),
and from Syston to Peterborough (47J miles) and have taken possession of the united Birmingham and Gloucester (51 mdes 30 chains)
and Bristol and Gloucester (22 mdes 10 chainsj companies, which
thev have agreed to lease at a fixed rent of 6 per cent, on £l,8U0,O00,
with power to purchase in 3 years at £150 f>.r £ 100 slock, and the
last two companies have taken the name of the Bristol and Gloucester
Railway Company (353 miles). The above company with others has
jointly agreed to purchase the Great North of England line for £250
per share.
The Great fTes/en; (118 miles) amalgamated with the Great Western
Union (18 miles) 1844, also with the Oxford Branch (9 miles), and
have a lease of the Bristol and Exeter (74 miles), and own the Cheltenham and Gloucester (18 miles) jointly with the Birmingham and
Gloucester Railway, and contribute £150,000 to the intended Plymouth and Exeter or South Devon line (54j miles), and also contribute to the intended South Wales line (182i miles, £2,800,000) for
which an Act was obtained in 1815, and have made arrangements for
a permanent lease ol the intended Oxford, Worcester and Wolverhampton (103i miles, £1,500,000) and Wilts, Somerset and Weymouth
;

;

[October,

(I29i miles, £1,500,000), for which latter lines the Acts have been
obtained in the Session of 1845; and they have purchased the Berks
and Hants (39 miles, £400,000), the Oxford and Rugby (5Uj miles,
£600,000), and the Monmouth and Hereford (36i miles, £>50,000),
for wliich also Acts have been obtained in the Session of 1815; and
they project lines from Oxford to Worcester, and from Oxford to
Cheltenham (20 miles), and from Worcester to Port Dynllaeii.
The South Eastern andDover{Q6 miles 20 chains; rent the Canterbury
and Whitslable (Gi miles) at £12,000 per annum, and extended their
own line by tlie Maidstone Branch 19 miles, which was opened Sep.
1844; and in 1844 they obtained an Act for Branches fiom the Ashs
ford station to Canterbury, Margate and Ramsgate, 32 miles 65 chains
in length, at an estimated cost of £400,000; and in the Session of
1845 they obtained an extension of Margate and Ramsgate to Deal
aiul Canterbury, of 9; miles, at an estimated cost of £187,000, and
for improving th'ir line from Tunbridge to Tunbridge Wells, and for
an extension and widening of the London and Greenwich (3 miles 60
chains), which they had leased for 999 years and obtained possession
of on the 1st of Jan. 1844.
The Chtittr and liirktnhead are now an independent company, and
have £350,000 in the proposed Birkenhead, Lancashire and Cheshire
Junction, which latter company had proposed to amalgamate with
them, winch has also the furmer v.de to the Chester and Hi'lyhead
Company, for the sum of £500,000, have fallen through, or not taken
effect.

The Shiffield andManchesler have repudiated a proposed lease by the
Midland and Manchester and Birmingham. Length of line, 40 miles
66 chains, only open partially. Tliey guarantee 5 per cent, in
in £200,000 to the Bainsley junction, and lease the Shetfield and
Lincolnshire Junction at 4 per cent., and division of profits.
Chtsltr

and Holyhtad, obtained an

act in 184

1,

with the exception of

the crossing the Menai Strait, which wasobained in the session of 1815.
Lpngth of line 84j miles. The London and Birmingham subscribe
£luO,000 towards the capital. A branch 10 miles to Mold is proposed, and £300,000 stock has been taken in the Ellesmere and
Liverpool aud Birmingham Junction Canal Companies, which ara
proposed to be converted into railways, and shorten the distance between Chester and Holyhead.
Capital £2,100,000 in shares, and
loans £700,000.
The i'o)/iiVort/j./l/(rf/aHrf (23 miles 11 chains) opened June, 1840), the
Company by Act 1844, have purchased the Leeds anil Selby Railway,
as also the Whitby and Pickering, a line 64 miles long; fur £80,000,
and have extended their line to Scarborough 48 miles. The return
of the Leeds and Selby only amounted to £6 a-week, and 14 miles of
The aliove line, nearly 120 miles
it out of 20 have been closed.
long, is in close alliance with the Midland group, the Company have
intimated the hope of amalgamation at a future day, having already
leased theHull an{l Selby line. 30 miles 50 chains long.
Eastern Conntits (51 miles 10 chains, amalgamated with the
Northern Eastern (53 miles 1 1 chains) January 1st, 1844; and, in the
session of 1844, obtained an extension to Brandon and Peterborough
(72 miles in length, as also a branch to the Thames, 2i miles. The
total length is neaiiy 180 miles, with a share capital of about five
millions, and with [lower to burrow two millions more.
Condon and Btackwall (3 miles 38 chains), and, up to 30th June,
£1,083,951 8s. 'id. had been expended. The line was opened in
and, in 1815, an extension was obtained, to join the Eastern
1S41
Counties at Old Fonl, commencing at Stepney station and an extension is proposed into South Essex to Rochford and South End; and
should the E.islernCounties decline next year the accominodatiimof the
districts towards Longhton, (ihigwell, or Epping, it is contemplated
to be taken up, either by the Blackwall or an independent company.
Tiie Manclitsltr and Leeds (49 miles 76 chains) opened theirs
Match 14th, 1811. In the session of 1844, an act was obtained to
make a branch, 6i miles in length, to Asliton and Staley Bridge,
An attempt (o
called Ashton, St.dey Bridge and Liverpool Junction.
amalgamate the Hull and Selby with this line was unsuccessfn!.
Numerous extensions are proposed, and sums subscribed to projected
The amount
lines, requiring an additional capital of £ 1,736,000.
An amalgamation,
expended to December, 1844, was £3,293,716.
from January, 1845, with Manchester, Button, and Bury (10 miles
;

;

long) and take shares in the Maiichuster, Bury, and Rossendale.
R. Manchtster and Birmingham, 31 miles long, opened 0th
1

May,

1812. This cumpanv, in conjunction with Midland, proposed to take
a joint lease ol the Sheffield and Manchester line, which has not been
carried out.
This company guarantee 4 per cent, to the proposed
Manchester and Blxtun line, and take shares to the amount of 200 in
In three years the line will be amalgamated
the Trent Valley line.
with the London .ind Birmingham, although some of the sharenolders
wish it to remain an indepeudeut line, propose to lease the intended

1845.!
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Bixton linp -.it -l per cpnt., and p irlicipation of prufils up lo G per
cent., and llu" o;iliun of piirrliase.
S. JsttwcaHlk and Durliuslon f23 miles in Ifnglli) originally called
the Northern Union, opened ISlll Jnne, 1S14, the Conipuny have
bought llie Diirh am Junction for£SS,5U0, as also the lirandling Junction, for £55 per shire, and purpuse to lease the Northern Counties
and Berwick line at 5 per cent., with which lini- is anialgalcd ihe late
'IMie line was leased at f) per cent., <in a capital
Norlli Shields line.

was contrihuted as follow
of ilSUO.OUU. The amount of £3(>,(»0
Great North of Engl .nd, £SU)0; West North of England, A'SUOO
North Midland, £.iUUO; Middle Ciamlii-s, £3000; Manchester and
Deeds, £3000; lirandley Junction, £750; Durham Junction, 750;
Newcastle and Carli^le, 500; these were found to be too many interests, and the guarantee was abandoned.
Niwcuslle aiicl Carlisle (til miles ti7 chains) opened June 18th,
)

;

The

Eastern Union is £200,000; and loans,
£ ili.GJO and the royal assent was obtained lOih July, 1814. The
capital of the Eastern Union Extension is £550,000.
Joseph Locke
is engineer.
;

Luds and Ihad/ord (14? miles) is in junction willi the Norlli
Midland, and terminates at Bradford. Royal assent, 4th July, 1814.
Share capital £4i/0,UOJ. Loans, £133,333.
North Ifalea Mineral (11 miles) at Chester is in junction with
Chester and Holyhead. R.ceived Ihe royal assent August 0th, 1844.
Share capital, £120,000. Loans, £10,00J.
jyhilehavtn and Maryport (12 miles) injunction with the Maryport and Carlisle.
Received the myal assent 30lh June, 1814. Share
capital, £ll)0,OJO.
Loans, £33,0J0.

1830.

Maryport and Carlisle (28 miles 3 chains) oiiened January,
1845. Share capital, 207,940. Loans, 99,000.
Prtslon and Wipe (19 rniles GO chains) opened 20th Jnlv, 1840.
Uians, £100,000.
Sliarec.pitil,£:!0 1,01)0.
10 chains) opened SepLoiiduii and liirmniglium (112 miles
tember, 1S3S. Leaniington and Warwick branch (0 miles) opened
December, 1844; and the Northampton and Peterborouj^h branch,
opened 1845, 44 miles lone;. The Aylesbury line, 7 miles long, leased
The West London
for 7 years, from June, 1844, at a rent of £2000.
(54 miles) was transferred for £oO,000, on lease fur 930 years, at a
rent of a qn.irti-r of the grc.ss proceeds
in three years hence, it is
proposed to amalgamate with the Birmingham and Manchester, and to
rent the proposed Trent Valley line, sh.iring the smie divid-nd .is the
parent line. There is subscribed to the Chester and Holyhead a million.
The Manchester and Birmingham have 3889 shares, of £20 each, in
llie proposed Trent Valley.
Stockton and Hartttfuol fSi miles long) made without an act, the
Company have leased the Clarence line (30 miles long) for21ye.irs,
the gross receipts for the 7 years, at 70 per cent.
lit percent., on
less Ihe coal haulage, fur the fourth and snbsrquent years. The West
Durham line (54 niilis long) to Crook and Billey row, joins the Byei's
Green branch of tl e Clarence. The Clarence is the only line that as
yet has been offered to public coni;ietition by the hammer. The
Clarence line is also joined by the Durham and Sunderland (IG miles
long).
The other isul.ited line of the company of Durham are the
Hartlepool Railway and Duck (15 miles), and tiie Pontop and Soutll
Shields, about the same length.
Stockton and Darlington (54 miles long) opened September,
1825, and the parent of public railways.
The Black Branch is joined
by the Bishop Auckland and Weardaje Railway, aline 84 miles long.
GlaxjiOiv, Paisley, Kilmarnock, and ^yre (40 miles long) opened
through 12th August, 1840, the Comiiany have an act fur a line to Cumnock, and leased in perpetuity the Kilmarnock and Troon Railway,
and also, when made, of the Glasgow and Belfast Union, at 4 per
cent., anil an equal division of profit, under deduction of 33j fur
working expenses. Advantage is anticipated by the intended construction of the British and Irish Union Railway, from Portpatrick to
Dumfries; and it is proposed to lease the intended Glasgow, Diiinfriesaiid Carlisle line, which joins the Cumnock branch.
Tuff Fait (24 miles) from Cardiff to Merthyr Tydvil, opened 12lli
April, 1811.
It joins the Aberdare line at Navigation Henge, 10
miles from Cardill, for which an act was obtained in session 1845.
Dulilin and Kingston (G miles 4 chains) (i|iened throngliont December, l>3i Share capital £200,000. Loans, £ 152,000. This Company
bought Ihe Kingstown and Dalkey atmospheric line, and proposes to
extend it to Bray.
South Dtron (5 If miles long) with a 7 feet gauge, and on the
atmosjiheric principle, commences at Exeter, and terminates at Plymouth,
Share capital £1,100,000.
Loans, £330,500, .f which
£400,000 is contrdnited by the Great Western, Bristol and Exeter,
and Bristol and Gloucester. The works are in progress. The royal
assent wis givi n to bill 4ih July, 1844.
Eastern Union (17 miles long) from the Eastern Counties at Colcliester, terininales willi junction in the Y.irmoiilh and Norwich,
passing ihrough Ipswich and Stowm.irk>'t, willi a branch to Bury St.
Edinond's. The Eastern Union Extension line from Ipswich to Bu.-y St.
Edmund's, is an indeprndent company; but promoted by the same
parlies.
The Eastern Counties line offered to take the line at par;
but the (jffer was indlgnantiy refused; and the E.istern Counties, in
eonjunction with the Yarmunth and Norwich, projected an intended
line, c.illed ihe Diss and Cukhester, as they had also previously done
to meet the Eastern Union by branclii s to Last Dereham and Diss, alj
of whirl) have miscarried.
The Yarmouth Company olilained an ac
in 1845, for a branch from Wyinendham to East Dereham and Wellst
;
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share capital of the

BRITISH AltCII.EOLOfilCAL ASSOCIATION.
The following
at

tlir

are llic most inleiesliug oftlie proceedings of
annual meeting now terininated.

THE

CHUIICII

AM) HOSPITAL OF

ST.

this Society,

CROSS.

Sept. <J.— A pari) paid a visit to SI. Cross, the liospilal and the beautiful
chiin h aiiached, and enamined its architectural features.
SI. I'loss is

about a mile frnni Winchester, situated in a valley, and presents a very
piclnresqne object fiom the neiglibuiiriug hills, tlie scenery around being
beautifully varied by Ihe winding of the lichen Hiver and its tributary
streams. The hospital was founded by Henry de Blois, Bishop of Minch.sler, and brother of King Sleplnn.
In the course of tune its charitable
purposes were diverted from their original benevolent purpose, but weie
fully restored and added lo by Mdliaiii de M'j keliani and his successor,
C:ardiual Beanfoil, parliculail> mi the jear Hl-t.
During the wars of
the Hoses, it suffered greatly, and at the Kefurmalion a great number of
its r. niainiug possessions were sequestered and alienated.
The hospital,
though considerably diminislieil iu its revenues, slill maintains a master,
steward, chaplin, and thirteen brethren. The church, chiefly of Norman
archiiecUire, was hiiilt iu the reign of King Stephen, in the form of a cross,
w nil a tower iu the centre. The lengih of the church is 101) feel, and its
breadth liO feel.
Ii possesses features of all the difl'ereni styles of
Gothic
ai\.liiteclure, and in the examination of ils details, the diU'ercnies of the
styles pointed out by Ihe genileinen above mentioned, aflorded a most
pleasing, instructive, and interesting lecture lo all present.
The cliivron,
tlie piilet, the i)illel,and oilier peculiar ornameiilsof Norman archileclure,
are here executed in a very superior stjie.
There are one or two good
brasses, particularly thai of John de Campdeu, and some very peculiar
encaustic liles, inscribed " Have mynde," said to be for the purpose of
reminding the brethren of their duty of praying for the dead. There is an
old leaden font, but a basin is now used within it.
There is some fine
old stained |rUss, sadly jarred by Ihe contrast of some very poor new w ork.
One of Ihe must curious features, is a triple-headed Norman arch, with
Ihe zigzag moulding, in the outer wall of the corner, between Ihe chancel
and north aisle, lis origin is supposed, by Mr. Blore, lo have risen from
tiie want of space, otherwise unattainable in making an entrance
to the
church, which had since been closed up.

Winchesler Cathedral.

— Professor Willis's Lecture.

September 11.— At half-past II the St. John's room was crowded to
hear Ihe lecture of Professor Willis, upon the Calliedial. The Professor
repudiated the idea of any of the Saxon foundation of Eihelwood remainin:;, and atliibutes the remaining portion lo Ihe lime of M'alkelyn, Ihe
Norman bi^.hop, appoiuied by M'illiain Ihe Conqueror. It was a general
rule with the Norinau bishups lo pull down their cathedrals, and rebuild
olhers in their place. The Professor quoted a chronicle euiitled " The
Annals of Winlon," lo show that Bishop VValkelyu "destroyed the whole
of the old church in a year, wiih the exception of the apse and the high
allar," and again, '-the succeeding year, the relics of St. S within w^re removed from under the high allar," which of course involved its destruction.
In regard lo the statement that Ihe tower only was rebuilt by
M'alkelyn, this was satisfaciordy answered by the legend that the lower
fell in ciuisequence of ihe burying under it the remains of Milliam Rufus,
who died wilhont receiving Ihe lasi rites of the church, and who was also
a king of bad repulalion. Now, M'alkelyn died eleven years before Rufus,
coiiseqiienlly could not have rebuilt the tower, which was most likely done
out ot Ihe funds left by AValkeljn for the repairs of Ihe cathedral. The
Professor alluded lolhe fall of Ihe tower of Ely Cathedral, built by Simeon,
the brother of U'alkelyu, and most likely by the same hands, and under
similar directions, and con ended lliat both towers fell from the piers
being loo inlirni lo hear ilieir weight, and ihis accounted for the immense
size of Ihe present piers, being as much too large as tlie olhers had been
loo small, and it was fioni Ihe faults thus commiUed on both sides that Ihe
medieval architects learned those true and beautiful propositions which
were now so admired by all who viewed them with any interest. The plan
of the crypt showed that M'alkelyu's choir was the same size as the preFrom examinations ihat had been made under the auspices of niemsent.
heiSof the association, a bed of concrete had been found, which proved
that it was originally intended lo have towers at the west front, making
ihe nave fift> feet lunger than at present.
In laua, according to a i\lS. in
Queen's College, Oxford, Bishop Lucy built the aisles and vaulting oui42 *
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In 1370, IJishop KdninRlcin Icfi a sum of money
side the Lady Chapel.
In 1357, M'illiain of WyUeham was apfor the completion of the nave.
pointed aicliitect by that bishop; and, having thus bn)uj;ht down the
William
the
time
of
of \V'\ kehain, tlie I'rofessor read a Ions
to
building
extract from the will of William ofWykehajn, showing what had been
Professor Willis entered at
done, leaving funds behind him for the work.
great lengih into the alterations made by that prelate, and, with the assist-

ance of plans, easily made his andito:s compieliend iiis meaning, ami
enabled them to appreciate, not only the talent of that learned prelate, but
ihe research of him who, by intiniie trouble and examination, now atiorded
them the means of doing so. There was no historical account left of the
choir, but from its heraldic decorations, tliey were enabled to place the
date during the time of Bishop Fox and his loiitenipoiaries.
At the conclusion of the lecture, the Marquis of Northampton proposed,
and it was carried amidst unanimous cheering, Ihe cordial thanks of the
meeting to the Professor for his truly excellent lecture.
Mr. C. n. C'ockerell then read a very interesting p.iper on the two St.
Mary M'inlon Colleges, highly eulogistic of the talent displayed by William

Wykeham in those two buihlings.
At Ihe conclusion of the President, and a large number of members
accompanied the lecturer to the college in Winchester, and poiuled out
the beauties and pcculiariiies of the prelaU-'s stjle of archileclure on llie
Some few then visited M'olvesley caslle and at 4 o'clock Professor
spot.
Willis accompanied a very large parly o\er the cathi-dral and almost repealed his lecture, proving his deduclions, and showing the method of his
research in a manner most gralityiug to those wlio had the pleasure of
accompanying him.
of

;

POnCHESTER CHURCH.

September 13.— A

large body of the members \isited Porchester.
within the walls of the castle, and has a Norman west front
of considerable richness, which has undergone less alteration than any
In fact, if we
similar structure we have in England of the same d.ite.
except a little work about llie coping, which has nol howeier changed the
pitch of the gable, it may be looked upon as an uiiiouched .specimen.
The nave, central tower (which is low and massive), and north transept
are also pure Norman. The south transept lias been destroyed, and the
It was
chancel shortened at a late period. The font is a very line one.
Ihe church of the priory founded by King Henry I. within the walls of the
castle, and removed about twenty years afterwards to a more peaceful
Many found lime also
situation at Southwick, about three miles distant.
to visit the curious little Saxon church at lioarhuut, and the fine church

The church

and house

is

at Titchfield.

In the evening the following paper was read

On
The

Porchester Castle.
position

natural

fortress so soon as the

precise age of

it

is

By

the Rev. C.

at St.

John's room:

—

H. Hartshorne.

of Porchester rendered it eligible as an early
the
a footing in Great Britain
probably later than the works at Rich;

Romans had gained

;

uncertain

borough, Pevernsey, and Dover.
inhabitants of Hampshire having assisted those of Brittainy in their
revolt against the youthful Crassus, urged CiBsar the following year to
undertake the conquest of Britain. Landing-place doubtful, but it happened exactly 1,9!)0 years back.
In the uncertainly as to the precise dales of the different Roman fortresses on the southern coast, it is essential to examine the methods of
construction emplojed in the works themselves, since this plan will exhibit the close analogy and char.acieristic maiks of Roman architecture in
England with what is observable on Ihe opposite coast, and show that all
the military works of that age are precisely the same in their principles,
the works on the coast the earliest; as the conquest of the country extended, the same quadrangular forms of encampment followed is progress.
The foundations of these buildings, upon examination, show them to
have been laid in conformity with the rules giien by Vilruvius. The
lowers in the walls, the modes adopted to give them stability, and Ihe
methods of binding together by means of Roman bricks the bad materials
employed in the work, are all in obedience to the precepts of this great
architect, as shown at Leicester, Richborough, Dover, Porchester, and
The same system, in fact, prevails from Caerweut and
other places.
Caernarvon to Dover and Silchester, and from Lillebonne and Soissons to
Autun, in France. The diiribility of these tiles is occasioned by the clay
having been thrown up a long time previously to its being used.
'I'he more important question of cements was next entered upon, from
which it appeared, by a careful analysis having been made of several,
they were fmnd to agree with the rules of Vitruvius, and moreover
showed that their peculiar hardness depends upon their coarseness,
which hastens chrystalizaiion, and causes the latent cohesiveuess of Ihe
slacked lime to be brought iuto action, so that the mass becomes more

The

perfectly carbonated.
By the application of this kind of inquiry it is found that Porchester
still exhibits, uoln iihitanding the continued repairs it has undergone from
the reign of Henry 11 to the present day, indisputable marks of is high
hut there is no connecting link between the genuine Roman
antiquity
work of the second century and the Norman keep of tiie twelfth. This
;

keep, which was the temporary residence of King John on nineteen
dill'erent occasions, gives a curious insight into the domtstic inconveniences
of the early English mouarchs, who when compelled to stay within doors
must, of necessity, have passed much of their lime in murky twilight, a

gloom they

tried to dissipate

ordered to precede their

[October,

by the great quantity of wine that was always

visits.

castles were always held
garrisoned by his tenants, who were

These

by constables under the Crown, and
bound to perform service here during
time of war, on which tenure they frequently held their estates.
During the prevailing taste for the study of ecclesiastical architecture
it is to be feared that the military remains of England, which do not make
tlie same sacred appeals for preservation, do not receive the attention that
patriotism shoulil excite, and thus they are suffered to perish without any
exertion been made to record their character. Ye' they must ever be dear
to the history of our country, as having been at once its terror and safeguard structures, it is true, that rose at the bidding of ambitious rulers,
and at a time when the upper classes tyrannically repressed every exertion that aimed at extending the natural rights of society, yet still to be
preserved, as the memorials of a despotism which civilization has overthrown, to show posterity that the misery and rapine inseparable from
feudalism has been transferred from bitter endurance to the pages of history, or ihe records of national injustice, and to teach them how dearly
those privileges should be cherished which a gracious Soiereign has
ratified to an united people. Stained as tho.se fabrics may be by the deeds
of unrelenting and merciless men, still let their tottering walls be kept from
entire destruction, were it only to afford a sequestered spot where the unlettered hind may gaze in mute astonishment and moralize, where the
painter may gather up those broken lines of beauty that charm and captivate the eye when traced upon his canvass, and where the exploits of
chivalry, and the songs of wandering minstrels, and the fictions of legeiidry
lore, and the charities of holy men, may become idealized by the creations
of poetry.
Mr. Hartshorne then referred to various documents, illustrative of several iuterestiug points, as the expense, the numtier of workmen
employed, &c., and showed their importance and value in investigations of

—

this description.

MEMOIR OF THE CANAL OF EXETER.
(Paper read by James Green, M.

Inst. C.E., at the Institute

of

Civil

Engineers.)
In 1824 the demands for a
became so general, that the

more

perfect navigation of the

Eseter Canal
authorities were constrained to enter on an
entire revision of the works, and as it was evident, for the interest of the
trade of the city, that facilities should be given for bringing up larger vessels,
further survejs were made, and on the 1st of March, 1824, a report was presented, stating that it would be practicable to extend the canal to Turf, two
miles lower down the estuary than had before been contem|ilated, and to
which point vessels drawing 12 feet water could navigate on all tides. This
report was approved and adopted, and the works were soon afterwards com-

menced.
In executing these works, it was necessary to carry a considerable portion
of the extended line over mud-lands, which were overflowed by the sea at
every tide much difficulty was therefore experienced in maintaining the
embankments to the required height, and some extraordinary high tides
and floods which occurred, having made extensive breaches in the shore
which separates the estuary from the sea near Exmouth, it was found that
the fide rose several feet higher within the estuary than it had been accustomed to do before these breaches in the sands of the shore had occurred.
In consequence of this, it became necessary to raise the embankments over
the mud-lands 3 feet higher than had been originally intended.
The raising of these banks, on such a foundation, was a work of considerable difficulty and expense, and it could only proceed slowly ; but its completion being imperative, it was accomplished by the persevering energies of
tlie Chainher.
This induced the idea and the determination of increasing
the depth of water in the canal to 15 feet, and of constructing the entiance
lock at luif, of dimensions adapted to vessels drawing 14 feet of water;
hence also arose the necessity of adapting all other parts of the canal to vesThese works would have been in a great measure useless,
sels of that class.
unless the larger class of vessels could arrive at the river basin at Exeter;
en entire new and walled basin, capable of accommodating such vessels, indepemlently of the river, was therefore made at tlie upper end of the canal,
close to the city, and was opened for trade on the 29th of Septeniber, 1830.
Experience lias shown, that this increase of the depth of water in the canal
It was found during the progress of
was nut greater than was necessary.
the works, that as the depth of water in the canal increased from time to
time, the demands for a still greater depth became more urgent, and the success of t'le exeitions of what mny almost be called a private corporate body
" in a corner of the kingdom," is proved by the fact that Ihe revenues of
the canal Ijave trebled since the commencement of the extension of the
;

works.

The Entrance Lock.
at Turf proceeded very favourably
through a stiff alluvial clay, without water, to a depth of nearly 20 feet below
the surface of the marshes, when on the occasion of a pile being driven, to
ascertain the depth at which a harder fonndation would he obtained, water
forced its way up around the pile, and the following morning the sides of the
excavation were found to have sunk perpendicidarly at least 10 feet, and the

The excavation

for the entrance lock
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bottom of the lock-pit had risen to a greater height than the sides, exhiliiti>f marine
its surface, peat moss, roots of trees, and a great variety
It was, however, now
plants, rushes, fern, &c., but with very little water.
sinking
to the
with
in
contend
water
much
to
he
would
evident that there
In order to accomplish this, a complete
required depth for the foundation.
ing on

for the inclose kirbing of whole timber piles was driven, enclosing a space
these piles were well strulted by transvert and the side walls of the lock
The excavation was then made, and the lock was
verse whole timbers.
founded in short lengths between the transverse struts. It was presumed
tenthat the pressure of viater from the tide without the lock would have a
dency to force up and raise the invert and the gate platform several flues,
formid of elm plank trunking, were therefore laid in the rubble masonry,
;

;

which formed the bed for tlie invert these flues were carried under and
throughout the lock, and terminated in a vertical well, beyond the upper
thus the suli-water was allowed to circulate, and to rise,
gates of the lock
without obstruction, to a corresponding height with the tide. This had the
desired effect, for the platforms never exhibited any tendency to rise, and
there was no settlement in the masonry.
Mr. Telford, who saw this work in progress, declared he had never seen
method adopted
so troublesome a foundation, and he highly approved of the
;

;

for preventing the

upward pressure of the snb-watcr.

Ciicumstances occurred of a very similar charac ter in forming the canal
from the lock, upwaids, across the mud-lands in the tideway. This was accomplished hv excavating the bed of the canal, through the mud, which was
When tlie tide was once excluded,
tolerably sliffl and embaii^king the sides.
there was very little trouble with the water in the cutting; t'le work stood
well for some months, and did not subside to any remaikable extent; but
suddenlv the substratum, in several places, rose up i.i the bed of the canal,
to the height of 9 feet or 10 feet, exhibiting peat .and vegetable deposit,
similar to that found in the lock-pit, and the banks, on the siiles, sunk perIn these
pendicularly to a depth equivalent to the rising of the boltum.
places strong piles were closely driven in the lines of the bottom of the canal.
These piles were supported by transverse inverted arches of rough stone,

when these were
width, and were laid about 20 feet apart
were re-made, and the banks were reformed after
which the work stood well.
about C

feet in

;

finished, the excavations

;
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The object of those weirs vras to raise the water, and to retain it at a proper height, for the navigation of the shallow parts of the river, without opposing such harriers as should prevent the free discharge of the flood waters.
Tliis end had been completely answered
there was now a depth of upwards
of G feet of water at all times, where formerly there was only a depth of 18
inches, and during floods the back water did not rise higher than before the
establishment of the weirs.
A similar result might, he believed, be always
attained, by making the obliquity of the weir sufficiently great; a regular
;

sheet of water would constantly flow over
to discharge any increase with facility.

it,

and

its

capacity would enable

it

Mr. R. Stephenson had seen the Severn improvements, and had been
The sulijcct was of great interest
pleased with their apparent success.
it involved a sieming paradox, that the placing an enlarged
obstacle across the bed of a stream, should not increase the height of the
(lijods above it.
Such, however, was the case, and be could only attribute this
result to a diminution of friction, arising from the retention of a certain depth
the flood waters, as they came down, were no longer
of water over shoals
retarded by the friction of a number of obstacles, but they flowed readily and
more rapidly along, until they reached the weir, where (rom its greattr capacity arisitrg from its oblique position, the body of water was more easily dis-

much

to engineers, as

;

charged.
In fact, the reduction of friction enabled a greater quantity of
water to pass along the channel in a given time.

Mr. CuDiTT, V.I'., agreed with Mr. Stephenson's views. The oblique weirs
would raise the water to a certain height, above which it could not rise in a
It had not been assumed that this effect
greater degree than heretofore.
would be to reduce the onlinary height of floods, but that they would preIt should be stated
vent the sudden effect of floods upon the adjoining lands.
at the same time, that the channel of the river had been improved in several
parts, and the capacity of the stream bad been slightly increased, by the
works which had been executed. The practical result of these works had
proved, that an oblique weir, placed in a narrow channel, offered no greater
resistance than did its cross section by a line at right angles to the course of
the stream.

John Rennie,

Sir

improvements

in the

President, thought that the natural consequence of the
channel was to gain a greater capacity for getting rid

of the flood waters.

Ol/servalions.
Sir John Rennie, President, said, he believed there was little doubt of
the Exeter canal being the earliest canal upon which true pound-locks
bad been constructed in this country, and that the Sankey cut was next in
There was much obscurity as to the first use of locks on continental
date.
canals
their introduction had been attributed to Leonardo da Vinci, but
there were reasons for believing they had been used earlier in Holland and
in China, which was rendered probable by the great attention paid to by.
;

draulic architecture in those countries.
The ancient method of navigating rivets,

was by waiting for the flashes of
land-water, when whole fleets of boats were carried simultaneously over the
then came single gates for pounding the water, and producing the
shoals
same effect by artificial means; at length the true locks, in side cuttings,
were introduced and at present there were many specimens, not only of
very perfect river and canal locks, but also of immense locks leading to docks.
One of very extraordinary dimensions had been recently proposed, by Mr. H.
;

;

The design was for a lock 300 feet long,
Martin, for the East India Docks.
and 75 feet in breadth, with its cills, 16 feet below low water mark.
Oblique JVeirs.

COMPETITION DESIGNS.

—

Sir Some four months since I forwarded a set of drawings which 1 had
prepared as a Design for a New Church to be built at Camden Town. The
instructions of the committee were sufficiently clear and decided, indeed
rather unusually so, and in them the amount to be expended was strictly
charged as not to exceed ij6,000. These instructions I kept in constant
and no
consideration, anxious to do all that was possible for the £6,000
more; and of course relying on the honest juilgment of the Committee, and
a spirit of honourable and generous competition amongst my professional
brethren.

The Committee had (with much judgment as I /hen thought), limited the
competition to a certain privileged number of architects, and in truth
every prospect was afforded of a fair and just decision.
After the prize drawing had been named, the others were exhibited, and I
-Now, I own
paid a visit to satisfy myself as to the justice of the selection.
myself beaten there were, I was going to say, half-a-dozen designs that even
1 knew that they
But how was it
in my partial judgment excelled mine.
indeed one of them did not profess it.
could not be executed for the money
for the estimate was £6060, and yet it was allowed to remaiii in competition,
and to my knowledge was voted for as the design which aught to be ac;

Mr. CuBiTT, V.P., objected to the construction of locks on the direct course
of a river, for many obvious reasons, which, however, he would not then enter
upon, as be would do so fully in an account of the works upon the river
Severn, which he would request Mr. Williams, the resident engineer, to draw
up for the Institution. When he undertook the improvement of the river
Stour, in Essex, he found a very primitive system of navigation.
There were
13 locks, and there were also 13 •' stanches" along the course of the river, in
the middle of the stream, without any side cuts.
As few, if atiy, " stanches"
existed, he would explain their construction.
Two substantial posts,
with a bottom cross cill, were fixed at a given distance apart, sufficient to
permit a boat to pass easily between them.
Upon one of these jiosts was a
beam turning on its centre, and long enough to span the opening. When
the stanch was used, the boatmen turned the beam across the 0]iening, and
placed vertically in the stream a number of narrow planks resting against the
bottom cill and the swinging beam, thus forming a weir, which raised the
water in the stream about 5 feet high
the boards were then rapidly withdrawn, the swinging beam was turned back, and all the boats which had
been collected above were carried by the flash over the shallows below. By
repeating this operation at given intervals, the boats were enabled to proceed
a distance of about 23 miles in two or three days.
This system was, at one
period, very common in England.
Then succeeded the pound-lock, containing sometimes twenty boats.
The necessity of rapid conveyance had
induced gradual improvements, until the locks, as now constructed, appeared
to be almost as perfect as they could be made.
The method of filling and
emptying tbi tn from culverts, with several latrral openings, was practically
very advantageous.
Tb's system had been adopted in the locks in the Severn
hut the principal novelty in those works were the oblique weirs, relative to
which there had been so much discussion before the I'arliamentary Comniittee on the Bill.

now

;

;

.'

;

cepted

!

The design which was chosen, it has since been discovered would, if
In this dilemma, the Comexecuted, much exceed the prescribed amount.
mittee have desired the architect to make a new design which wilt come
within that sum
never dreaming of the justice due to those gentlemen who
expended their time and skill in their production of the other designs, and
which it is fair to infer were rejected, because they were honestly prepared
Out upon it! say I and let us have no more to do with competitions,
whether they be open or limited. As well and with more justice might
you set Broriie, Lawrence and Suthrie, in competition upon a dead subject,
But
in orrier to discover who was best fitted to practice on the living one.

—

!

—

—

—

which of the three would submit to the ordeal ? So long as Committees forget that they are as bodies by the same rules of honour and honesty which
maik their inrfi»/rf«o/ course, so long will architectural competition be noTo this I would add that so long
thing better than a delusion and a fraud.

who will take a mean, dishonest, and ungciitlemanly advantage of their brethren, by submitting false estimates of
their works, so long will the more worthy of their number be precluded
from joining issue.
I am. Sir, your very humble servant,
C. W. T.
as there are those in the profession

Portsmouth,

Auijxist

19, 1815.
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ATMOSPHERIC AND ROPE TRACTION RAILWAYS.
Mr.

P.

Barlow's Experiments

cotiiparing the

Power

Lost.

Tadle, sliowing a Comparison of the Useful Mechanical Effect of the Dalkey Engine, as applied hy the Atmospheric Pipe, with
Tyler Hill Engine on the Canterbury and Whitstable Railway, as applied by the Rope.

tliat

of the

1
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The upper cargo deck forward is made of platp iron, -^ incli thick
Decks.
it i3 riveted together ihroughin the middle, tnil ,"j inch roimd the sides
The
oul, as well as to the iron deck heams, and to the sides of the vessel.
main deck is made of [line lindier 5 inches thick, and the planks are cross
deck
situated
on
this
is
the
load
a-part.
As
4
feet
distances
of
bolted at
floatation plane of the vessel, where transverse stiffness is of more importance
then longitudinal strength, the planks are placed athwarlships, and their ex-

Performances of the several forms of Screws.

;

holted <l()wn, tlirough two longitudinal stringers of
the shelf plates, which are 3 feet wide hy 5 in thick, and
Ualtic
The middle or promenaile deck is also
arc very securely fixed to the sides.
of pine timher 4 inches thick, placed lengthwise of the ship; it has also
strong iron shelf plates 3 feet wide hy J inch thick, and lialtie stringers to
The upper deck is of red pine timher, and
attach it to the sides of the sliip.
As the sides of the vessel at this height, and also
is also placed lengthwise.
this deck, may he considered as the truss, which is to resist longitudinal defliction, or drooping of the extremities, the outside plates are there J inch
thick, and they have heen strengthened hy an outside nioulding-iron strap,
C inches hy 1 inch, and hy additional straps of iron 7 inches hy 1 inch,
welded into lengths of (JO feet, and riveted to the inner sides of the up|)er
The shelf plate of the deck is 3 feet wide hy J inch thick,
line of plates.
and upon this, outside of the water-way plank, which is 4 J inches thick,
there is a course or tic of Baltic pine timber 340 inches in section, carefully
scarphed and sei urely bolted to the ribs, and to the shelf plate, throughout
There are three rows of timher pillars, or staunthe length of the ship.
cheons, which are fixed to the bottom of the shi|), passing up between longiami are secured to the upper one.
The beams
deck,
each
tudinal tics at
of ail these decks are made of single iron, G inches hy 3* inches by ! inch,
the
rihs
on
tide.
down,
an(l
riveted
to
each
are
bent
I'pon
ends
their
and
them, the shelf plates before roentioired are riveted, and ibiisform a horizontal
intrciduccd
crutch
or
strut
is
at
each
at
each
deck.
A
wide
end
3
feet
hand
of nearly every deck beam, which is riveted to it, and to the ribs at about
junction.
of
the
angle
from
feet
3
tremities

are

r

firndy

tind)er, to

—

One of the most important improvements which
Division by bulk heads.
has recently been introduced in the construction of vessels (particularly those
bulkhead as in the greater number of cases,
water-tight
the
is
iron),
of
when an injury may he sustained in one compartment only, it may absolutely
preserve the vessel from sinking ; several iirstances of this have already
occurred, and even where it may not sulfice for this purpose, it at least
separates the leaky and injured from the secure parts, and gives time either
In iron vessels,
to attempt to stop the leak, or to make other preparations.
these bulkheads can lie made much more effectual than in wooden ones, hy
their exact contact with the bottom and sides, while at the same time they
form admirable ties and st.ffeners. In the Great Britain there are five sucii
bulkheails. The first separates the forecastle from theforward passengers' cabin
and hold, and as it is in the forepart of a vessel that injury is most likely to
The next
be sustained, this partition is made particularly strong and secure.
bulkhead divides the forward cabin from the engine-room, or more properly,
from tlie fore-hold for the coal and the stokers, at the forward end of the
The third bulkhead is abaft the engine-room, but in this tliere is
boilers.
necessarily a hole for the screw shaft to pass through; this is secured hy a
well fitted collar, and there is also a door, which is so arranged as to be sl.ut
and bolted quickly. These three bulkheads pass up to the upper deck there
one separating the after coal-hold from the after cargoare also two others
hold, and another nearly at the stern ; both these terminate under the saloon
deck.
;

;

;

—

Screw Propeller. At an early stage in the construction of the Great Bribut not until her sides had assumed the form adapted for paddle wheels,
the snrall steamer Archimedes, belonging to the comparry owning the patent
of Mr. F. P. Smith for the application of the Archimedean screw, visited
Bristol, aird amongst other parties irrvited to make an excursion to the
Holmes, on board of her, were some of the directors of the Great VAestern
Steam Ship Company. The performance of the screw on that occasion intain,

to requested permission of Mr. Smith and Cuptairr E.
Cbappcll, R.N., who were officially appointed by the Admiralty to report
upon her, to proceed in her to Liverpool. On the passage, enorrgh rorrgh
weather was encountered to show that the screw possessed several good
poirrts, and was not so absolutely impracticable as had heen asserted
and
although far from venturing to give a decided opinion, on the author's return, be wrote such a letter to the Board of Directors, as induced them, alter
some days of deliberation, to deride upon suspending, during three months,
the progress of the machinery for paddles, and also that part of the vessel
which might be affected by the change, and to call upon Mr. Brunei during
that period to investigate the subject.
At the errd of the proposed delay,
the report which Mr. Brunei nrade was so favourable, that, undaunted by
the novelty and vastness of the experiment, the directors resolved to adopt
this mode of propulsion, of the success of which they have now such cause
From that iieriod, until it became necessary to decide on
of congratulation.
the exact form of screw to be used, all possible nreans were taken, by experiment and observation, to arrive at the best shape and angle of inclination of
the blades, or as it is commonly called " the pitch."
Amongst others, the
proprietors of Mr. Smith's patcrrt lilrerally lent the Archimedes to the Great
Western Steam Ship Company, for a period of several months, which afforded
ample opportunity of tryiirg the performances of the several forms of screws
recorded ia the following table ;

duced the author

;

lode
537
63-89
67-13

62-6

62 12

&'
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20th January,
varnished. On the second trial of the Great Britain, on the
the engines
in the Bristol Channel, in smooth water and during a calm,
of the vessel
speed
the
attained the speed of 18| strokes per minute, when
through the water, measured by an experienced seaman, with the common
log, was 121 knots.
Feet.

18-66 X 2-948 x 25 = 1375-242 velocity of the screw.
12J knots X 101.2 = 12t7-796

127-446 slip-

ACCOUNT OF EXPERIMENTS UPON THE FORCE OF
WAVES.

By Thomas Stevenson, C.E., Edinburgh.
In forming designs of marine works, the engineer has always a difficully
estimating Ibe force of the waves with which he has to contend. Theinformation on sucli a matter, which is derived from local informant-^, who,
although intelligent in the departments of trade which they follow, are,
nevertheless, more or less prejudiced from being constantly on the spot, is
and it has, therefore, often occurred to me that it would
not satisfactory
be most desirable if the engineer could be enabled, lo some extent at least,
to disregard the prejudiced statements of otiicrs, and the vague impressions
left by them on his own mind, and really to ascertain by direct experiment,
what force, expressed in pounds per square foot, the sea actually exerts
upon the shores where his buildings are proposed to be erected.
Before considering the results obtained, however, I shall explain the
E !•
construction of this simple self registering instrument. The letters
in

;

of the screw.
thus, the speed of the vessel was -907
The area of the midship section of the ship, at the time of this experiment,
The diagram, fig. 1, is intended to illustrate this effect, thus
to 1-

was 408

[October,

feet.

D

D

of a screw 15 feet 6
the an^le subtended by A, B, C, is an entire revolution
forward effort cominches'diameter, and 23 feet pitch, of which B D is the
Conseof water
welding
or
slip,
the
is
municated to the vessel, and C D
represented hy A B C,
oaentlv, although the apparent angle of tlie screw is
velocity of the
the
represents
D
B
since
A
the re'al angle is only A C D,
four
steam-engine employed to drive this screw, consists of

The

vessel.

feet stroke, into which
steam cylinders, each of 88 inches in diameter, hy 6
As it is very
diameter.
steam is admitted by piston.v.ilves of 20 inches in
made in them, and in
are
inanlioles
covers,
piston
large
troublesome to lift
examined.
easily
he
can
the pistons, so that the bottoms of the cylinders
purposely with a view
The large diameter given to the steam cylinders was

recorded, the steam, being at
to working verv expansively, and on the trial
passage, and cut oft by the
4 lbs. pressure "in the boiler, was throttled on its
its commencement.
expansion-valve at Jth of the stroke, that is, 1 foot from
to crank pins, at
The connecting rods of these engines are applied in pairs
carries
the connecting
pin
either end of the main shaft, and the same crank
by 45 J inches in diameter.
rod of one air-pump, of the same lenglh of stroke
receives the
which
condenser,
This air-pump is inserted in the wrought iron
iron, 1/ feet long,
steam from the cylinders. Tlie main shaft is of wrought
which
bearings
the
in
inches
24
hy 28 inches in diameter, in the centre, and

the

cranks and crank

through this shaft, as through
are 30 inches long
water is constantly injected,
pins, a hole is bored, and a stream of cold
Upon this
cool.
which has an important influence in keeping the bearings
with a face 38 inches
diameter,
in
feet
main shaft, is a tocthed drum, of 18
feet in diameter, placed below
in width, around which, and a lesser drum of 6
the motion of which is remarkaby
it, four sets of pitched chains work
two inks, and
smooth and noiseless. Each set of these chains consists of
of the four sets is 24 inches. 1 he
area
sectional
three links, alternately the
screw shaft, was long under
best method of giving the requisite speed to the
&c. were not overconsideration, and the usual means, hy gearing, straps,
quality ; at length,
but eacli appeared to have some objectionable
looked
these
finally adopted,
was
which
chain,
pitched
Mr. Brunei suggested the
they were then brought to a dull ret heat,
links were very carefully forged
one-eighfh of an
stretched
were
they
where
proving^maching,
and placed in a
examined. After boring and
inch, and, while in tliat state, they were rigidly
and case hardened. As
planing, they were all finished on one gauging-tool
per minute, and the speed
the engines are intented to work at 18 revolutions
will then make abou 53
screw
the
to
1,
295
nearly
rate
of
at
tlie
is got up
which the screw is attached,
revolutions per minute. The lower shaft, to
On the first, which is 28 feet 3 inches long, by
consists of thiee lengths.
lesser drum, which is 6 feet
the
16 inches diameter in tlie journals, is fixed
end of this, is the step whicli resists the
;

-,

:

;

;

diameter, and at the forword
The second
presently described
thrust, or efl-ort of the screw, which will be
inches long, and 30 imdies in
piece is a hollow wrought iron shaft, 61 feet 8
together
riveted
thick,
inch
each
J
diameter, formed of two courses of plates,
The third piece is 2o feet b
by countersunk rivets 1§ inch in diameter.
it is 1/ inches
end,
outer
its
at
bearing
inches long, and as the screw has no
Tlie .haft does n.t
the stern-post.
in diameter in the journal, just within
outside of it, and the water is
rest in the stern-post, but in another bearing,
and copper. The thrust, or
kept out by a packing, composed of leather
composed of a steel plate. 2 f.-et in
effort of the screw, is received hy a step,
of similar diameter, afhxed to
diameter, against which a gun-metal plate,
of water is admitted to a cavity, in
stream
A
presses.
the heel of the shaft,
lubricates them.
the centre of these plates, and very satisfactorily
in

(To be continued.)

at the projecting
represent a cast-iron cylinder, which is firmly bolted
wanted. This cylinder
to the rock where the experiments are
flanges
the observawhen
opened
is
which
door,
is
a
L
L
D.
has a flnn-e at
or disc,
is of iron, and forms a circular plate
tion is to be read ofl'.
are four guide rods
disc
the
to
Fastened
impinges.
sea
the
on which
screwed
(which
is
plate
C
C
B B B B These rods pass through a circular
D), and also through holes in the uoitoni E F, Within
down lo file flange
a powerful steel spring, to
the cylinder there is attached to the plate
small circular plate
the other or free end of which is fastened the
B
B. There are also rings
B
B
rods
guide
the
which again is secured to
serve as indices for regisof leather TT, that slide on the guide-rods, and
the holes in the bottom ; or, in
tering how far the rods are pushed through
drawn out or lengthened by
other words, how much the spring has been
A. The object of havor disc
the force of the sea acting upon the plate
have answered the purpose, was
in-T four leathern rings, where one might
and so perfectly
merely that they might serve as a check upon each other ;
every instance they were
did they answer the purpose intended, that in
proving thereby, that,
found equidistant from the bottom of the cyliniler
kept their places. The guide-rods
after the recoil of the spring, they had all
note exactly the quantity
are graduated, so as to enable the observer lo
yielded.*
has
that'the spring
,
,ir
termed a il/ur/«e
This instrument, which may, perhaps, be notimproperly
indicates
Dmamometer, is, therefore, a self-ieg.stering apparatus which
the
instrument,
the
of
graduation
In the
the maximum force of the waves.
witli weights
power of the spring is ascertained by carefully loading the disc
the
action
of
the
by
yielded
has
spring
so Ihat when the quantity that the
of the disc exposed is known
sea is known, the pressure due to the area
generally
but
diameter,
inches
3
to
9
from
were
The discs employed
al«o
varied from about 10 lb. lo about
6 inches, and the powers of the springs
respective efl-ecls were after50 lb. for every i inch of elongation. Their
value per square foot. The instrument was generally

G

D

AA

D

CC

KK,

A

;

wards reduced to a
tide, and in such situaplaced so as to be immersed at about three-fourth
It is not desirable o
depth of water.
tions as would afl-ord a considerable
as it has not unfrequenlly
have the instrument placed at a much lower level,
could approach it to
one
no
together
days
happened during a gale, that for
It must, however, at
to zero.
read off the result and re-ailjust the indices
almost impossible
situations
most
in
it
is
that
remarked,
the same lime be
unimpaired, as the waves are more or less broken by
to receive the

force

instrument.
hidden rocks or shoal ground before they reach the
the waves of the Irish Sea at
In 1842 sevei-id observations were made on
Kirkcudbright. Since April
I-land of Little Ross, lying oli the Bay of
the

lo represent in the circumB llynamoiiieter is intended
* Ttie plate or disc of llie
every
stone „. other obstacles to which the sea has access on
,rc» =iuur=
stances of its eNp"Sures,
stonework, of which liarbours and breakwaters are comdi
se ill
in all dry
sMe, «hicli is the case
It may also be observed that by
kind.
every
of
ijilework
open
also
ily composed
so far as lo be above thproceeded
has
unbrok.n)
(if
wave
the
St of
t that the
tlie t
luiiL iua.v....u". willproalthough
luugii that
will have registered its maximum,
disc, the i
the side of the disc next C C.
lent affected by the statical pressure
hably be t
solely to bod"" immersed in water.
i liave reteience
But the e

M
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now, continued observations have been made on llie Atlantic at
Skerryvore and neighbouring rocks, lying off the island of Tyree, Argyllshire.
And in 1844 a series of similar oljserviilions was begun on the
German Ocean at the Bell Rock. It will be seen, that in selecting these
localities a varied exposure has been embraced, comprising the comparatively sheltered Irish Sea, the more exposed eastern shore of Scotland, and
the wild rocks of Skerryvore, which are open to the full fury of the Atlantic, the far distant shores of North America being the nearest land on
1843

till

the west.
In the Atlaxlic Ocean, according to the observations made at Skerryvore
rocks, the average of results for five of the summer months during the years
1S4S aiul 1844, is 611 lb. per square foot. The average results for six of
the winler months (1843 and 1844), is 20801b. per square foot, or thrice as
great as in the summer months.
The Createst result yet obtained at Skerryvore was during the heavy
westerly gale of 2aih March 184.5, when a pressure of C983 lb. per square
foot was registered.
The next highest is 5323 lb.
In the Gtim«« Oct'rtH, according to the observations made at the Bell
IJock, the greatest result yet obtained is 3013 lb. per square foot.
It thus appears, that the greatest ellect of the sea, which has bfen observed, is that of the Atlantic at Skerryvore, which is nearly equal to three
tons per square foot.

These experiments, amounting to 207 in nHmber,t and on the Atlantic
alone extending over 23 months continuously, are not intended to prove
anything farther than the simple fact, that the sea has been known to exert
a force equivalent to a pressure of three tons per square foot, however
much more.
Ascertained effects of W(cies.
I shall now contrast the indications of the JMarine Dynamometer by
stating a few facts regarding the ascertained effect of the waves in the
elevation of spray, and in the transportation of heavy masses of rock.
lu
the first instance, to give some idea what may be looked for in comparatively small expanses of water, such, for instance, as the lakes of North

America, which, however, exhibit during gales of wind, all the characteristics of an open sea.
In the northeastern corner of Lake Erie, the
HARBOUR OF BiFFAi.o was constructed at a cost of about 40,000/. It is
mentioned in the " ivil-Eugineering of North America," that the author
" measured (at this harbour) several stones which had been moved and
one of the largest of them, weigiiing upwards of half-a-ton, had been completely turned over, and lay with its bed or lower side uppermost."
In
the FiiiTH of Forth, at the Guanton Pier works, on the 19lh December
1S36, after a gale from the north-east, one stone was moved measuring
fifteen cubic feet, or about one ton in weight, and thrown on the
beaclf
after having been built into the wall; and a stone containing eighteen
i

;

cubic feet was moved thirty feet from its place while the pierres perdues
or mound-stones were washed down to a slope of about 4 to 1. The following instance, which occurred at the landing slip of the Calf Point
Isle of Man, alibrds a proof of the great force of the waves even in the
Irish Sea.
During a gale from the north-west, a block was lifted from its
place in the wail and thrown landwards, which measured 123J cubic feet
equal to about 10 tons weight. At the island called the Barrahead, one
of
the Hebrides, a remarkable example occurred during a storm in
January
1836, in the movement of a block of stone, which, from measurements
taken on the spot, is 9 feet x 8 feet x 7 feet = 504 cubic feet, which,
allowing 12 feet of the gneiss rock to the ton, will be be about 42
tons
weight. This great mass was gradually moved 5 feet from the
place
where it lay, having been rocked to and fro by the wa\ es till a piece broke
off, which rolling down, and jamming itself between the moving
mass and
the shelving rock on which it rested, immediately stopped the
oscillatory
motion, and thus prevented the farther advance of the stone.
Experiments.— With reference to the following experiments I have only
to observe, that those which were made at Little Ross, upon
the Irish Sea
cannot, from the unusual fineness of the weather at the time, be
regarded'
as affording a true value of the effects of a hard gale in these seas"
Of
the others it is to be noticed, that where two or three instruments
were for
some time employed as a check upon each other, and only one or
two
readings are given, the want has occurred either from the
instruments
being under repair, or being difhcult of access in stormy weather,
or during
neap tides. It often happened also, in consequence of the springs
provin-too weak, when new ones had to be made, or the area of
the disc reduced".
Registers of the state of the weather, apparent height of spray,
&c., were'
generally kept ; but it was not considered necessary to
complicate the
Tables by inserting these, excepting in one or two instances.
more exposed point of the Skerryvore Rock was chosen
for the experiments of the second table and with the view of ascertaining the
effect of
the waves at ditferentheights upon the rock, two instruments
were fixed the
one (No. I.) several feet lower, and above 40 feet seaward
of the other (No.
II.)
It was observed, that about half-flood the
waves were a good deal
expended before they reached the place where No. I.
was placed, from
there being so little water on the rocks outside.
Whereas when the tide
was higher the waves were, from the greater depth of water, not
so much
broken when they reached No. II. The results of the
Marine Dynamometer shew generally about twice the force at No.
II. as at No I
a
result which shews how important it
would be to ascertain the relative
;

A

;

-

»pw.'

"" ""' """'^'" "'""onr to give aU the observations In the Ubl.appeniltd to this

forces of the

waves

at different levels
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upon our breakwaters and other

seaworks.
The obsen-atinns nt the Skerryvore lioch; and the neighbouring Island
of
Tijree, distant 13 miles from the fllcerryvore, are as follows

Table
Dates.

I.
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BO years since, the navigation of this river, as well as the flow of the tide,
was so much obstructed by land-banks, that barges drawing 3 feet water
could alone be employed in the trade of the city of Glasgow; that its
manufactures were necessarily carried down to Port Glasgow or Greenock
for exportation ; and that its imports were transhipped into barges to be
brought to the city.
At this time the rise of spring tides at IIir»t Sand, a
little below Glasgow, was only 1 foot 9 inches, and the total depth at highwater spring tides was but 3 feet 3 inches.
So hopeless did the case seem,
that in 17dJ Smeaton proposed a lock across the river at Marling Ford,
about four miles below the city, so as to form the upper part of the river
For this an Act of Parliament was actually obtained.
Hapinto a canal.
pily, however, for the commercial interest of Glasgow, Golborne, in 186S,
took a different view of the capabilities of the river, and recommended the
contraction of the channel and the free use of the dredge.
These means
having been adopted and employed by subsequent engineers, the result is
that at this moment there is a depth of 1 7 feet at high-water at Glasgow
Quay, and that large ships now embark and unload their cargoes where
formerly a laden barge could barely swim.
Vessels.
Tons.
In 1844 the number of arrivals was
.
.
13,919 of 1,101,949
And there are now CO steam-vessels belonging to the port as well as 940
arrivals and sailings annually of traders, not one of which, at the former
period, could have approached nearer than Dumbuck Ford, 12 miles below
;

the

city.

In 1770 the gross harbour dues for the year were
In 1841
„
„
And the total receipts since the year 1770 exceed

£147

.

J0,292
830,000

.
.

The Hirer Tay.

The river Tay is the largest of all the Scottish streams its extreme
length being about 183 miles, draining an area of 2300 square miles, and
pouring more water into the ocean than any other river of Great Britain.
Down to the 1834, the upper portion of the Tay, as far as navigation was
concerned, seems to have been entirely neglected. Landed property on each
side of the stream, and the right of salmon fishing seem to have been paramount to every other interest jetties or dikes, in order to form new ground,
were run out at pleasure; and large heaps of stone, called fishing cairns,
were erected at will in the bed of the stream ; while, below, only a single
fairway buoy was placed to mark the entrance between two dangerous sands
at the mouth of the river.
The Perth Commissioners at length became
alive to the mischief of neglect; and, in 1834, a bill was obtained to em.
power them to raise money for the improvement of the river. During tha
next five years, the process of deepening the bed, and straightening the
channel was steadily continued, and by thus afi'ording a free passage to the
tidal waters, a depth of l.i feet at high water of spring tides has been obtained near the city, and the flood tide now begins to flow three-quarters
of an hour earlier than formerly at Perth bridge.
The value of such unrestrained action to the tidal waters seems not to be
confined alone to the upper channel of the river, for according to the report
of the Admiralty surveyor, it has caused an increase of depth at the Tay
Bar, and dispersed a large quantity of the sand which had there accumu-
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selves in order to pay those municipal expenses
and an .\ct of Parliament,
1839, having empowered the trustees to raise money, a sum of not less
than 58,000/. has been since tliat time expended in works for enlarging and
improving the port, whereby the accommodation for shipping is more than
doubled.
;

in

In 1740 the shore dues

amounted

to

...
...
...

&
21

In 1823
.,
616
„
In 1843
3050
„
„
showing, since the internal improvements of the poit, a rapid increase iu the
amount of traffic.
But the estimated expense of executing those works, as in nearly all similar
cases, has proved too small.
As far as they have been carried out they are
But the deepening of the harbour,
of a substantial and staple character.
with its entrance and approaches, is still unfinished; and having exhausted
all their resources, the trustees have memorialized the Government for a
small grant, to enable them to complete the projected works ; withoutwhich,
what has been done will be in a great measure unavailable.
The works proposed would give a mean depth of 16 feet at high-water of
ordinary spring-tides,
they would render Arbroath a tidal harbour of refuge,
for 12 hours out of the 24, for all vessels ef the size which usually frequent
that coast
and they would thus be as great a benefit to the public as to
tneir owners
for the greater part of that rocky coast, when it becomes a leeshore, is extremely dangerous, and was too fatally proved in the gale of January, 1800, when 40 vessels were wrecked, and 13 of them within a few
miles of Arbroath.
Taking these circumstances into consideration, it appears to the Commission that this case seems deserving of the encouragement of the Govern-

—

;

;

ment.

;

:

lated.

The River Blyth and Harbour of Southwold.
It appears that the whole area formerly covered by the spring-tide waters
of the river Blyth was about 2,000 acres, and that by means of several embankments, than area has been reduced to 450 acres. It likewise appears
that over more than half the original area the depth at high water ordinary
springs would be two feet that in the event of high springs it would be
four feet, and in north-west gales or equinoctial springs, fully six feet- From
this it appears that the quantity of water excluded by these embankments is,
;

(taking the lowest estimate, that of a common spring tide) in round num150 millions of cubic feet, or 4 J millions of tons on every tide, and as
there are 78 such tides iu a year, some notion may be formed of the enormous
loss of scouring power sustained in consequence of these embankments.
The merchants of Halesworth (the great corn mart of this part of the
county of Suflolk) bad repeatedly urged the propriety of deepening the bed
of the Blyth
yet nothing was done till an Act of Parliament was obtained
In 1830, and though under direction of the present harbour surveyor, the
lower part of the harbour has been somewhat improved ; yet as the Act did
not touch the embankments, the bar has been at times since that period dry
at high water, so that no vessel could get in or out.
l)ers

;

llarwicft

Harbour.

The

Nor have the

Dundee Harbour shewn

energy iu keeping
pace with the extension of manufactures in their town ; by the establishment of suitable docks and basins they have raised it to a first-class commercial port and by their judicious enterprise during the last 30 years they
have more than quadrupled the number of its shipping, as well as the amount
of its revenue.
In June, 1815, the total revenue of the port was
£4,096
In June, 1844
23,895
while the number of vessels had increased to 3791, having a burthen of
trustees of

less

;

272,239 tons.
ilontrom.

At Montrose there is a similar instance of encroachment on the banks of
the South Esk, where the proprietor of the adjoining land even questions the
authority of the Admiralty to oblige him to restore to the harbour a part of
the tidal water of which it appears it has been deprived by his embankments.
The Montrose Trustees having, with much public spirit, recently expended
the large sum of 42,000/. in constructing a wet dock and in improving their
harbour, have not the means of contesting with a wealthy proprietor, the
point at issue, and therefore naturally look to the Admiralty for protection.
But as this case is now in course of legal process by the Lord Advocate of
Scotland, we abstain from further comment.
Arhroath.
Arbroath, a port on the east coast of Scotland, about half-way between
Jtlontrose and the river Tay, and the seat of extensive manufactures, falls
under a difterent head of inquiry from the harbours we have hitherto exa-

mined into.
The evidence

ancient and well-known port of Harwich is an estuary formed by the
junction of the rivers Stour and Orwell and contains about 700 acres of good
anchorage. The value of this port was well understosd during the last war,
and will he so again when we have occasion for another North Sea fleet.
Here not less tiian 00 ships of war have been built, 15 of which were twodeckers and the fishing vessels belonging to the port some years since were
estimated at 3,000 tons, and employed 500 of our most hardy seamen.
Its general depth of water, its wide extent, its perfect shelter, its easy
access by night or by day, in all weathers, and in all states of the tide, render
Harwich the only harbour of refuge, properly so called, between the Thames
and the Huniber.
Yet it will be seen from the evidence taken before the Harbour of Refuge
Commission of 1814, that this harbour, which in easterly gales has given
shelter to 500 sail of shipping at once, has been suffering a rapid deterioration
during the last 30 years from the removal of the cement stone at the foot of
Beacon Clift' and Felixstow Ledge. The consequence is, while the sea has
gained considerably upon the Essex shore, threatening to break through the
isthmus, that Landguard Point, on the opposite side, has advanced 500 yards
upon the sea during the same period, thereby blocking up the chief entrance
and so much so, that where, in the year 1804, there was a
into the harbour
channel seven fathoms deep at low water, there is now a shingle beach as
,

;

;

many

feet

above high-water mark.

But the attention of the Government having at length been called to this
Commission, it appears that immediate
this port to its former value as a Harbour

state of neglect by the Report of that

measures are to be taken to restore
of Refuge.
i?//e

Commission evinces an extent of public spirit
on the part of the inhabitants and trustees of tliis burgh in the highest degree
Seven years ago the harbour was the property of
«leserving encouragement.
the Corporation, and its revenues were applied in lighting, paving, and cleansing the streets. The harbour was insufiicient for the shipping belonging to
the place, and unfit for tlie reception of vessels of any considerable size. But
in the year 1838 the inhabitants voluntarily came forward and taxed themlaid before the

Harbour.

This harbour is in the lower part of the channel of the river Rother, and
just below the junction of the Tillingham and the Brede, two small streams
flowing from the north-west.
A rubble-stone pier, which does not reach
within 1200 yards of low-water mark, is in the course of construction on the
eastern side of the harbour, and an embankment of earth has been throwu
up on the western side, leaving an entrance between of 290 feet in width.
The average rise of spring-tides at the town of Rye is 14 feet, at the pier-
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head 17, and

the bay 23 feet, or greater than

in

anywhere on

tlie

south-

At low water the harbour is left dry.
east coast of England.
For several miles round the town of Kye, and immediately adjacent to the
harbour, there are large tracts of marsli land, the greater part of which are
owned by proprietors residing in the neighbourhood. Over a great portion
of this plain the sea formerlly flowed, forming, at every tide, a considerable
back water, which operated as a scour to the harbour of Rye, and kept the

channel open. The proprietors, however, uncontrolled by any guardian of the
port, began by degrees to exclude the tide, and no steps being taken to restrain their encroachments, they obtained an Act of Parliament, erected
dams and sluices across the rivers, a short distance above the town, and
excluded the tidal waters.
Bv these means, hundreds of acres of marsh have been reclaimed, while
the harbour, deprived of its back waters, yielded to the mass of sand and
shingle which rolled in with every wave, and which have now nearly obliterated the appearance of a channel.
The rivers drain this tract of country and had there been no obstructions
in their channels, they would have afforded an ample reservoir for tidal
waters and indeed would still do so, judging by the effect produced when,
in March, 1812, owing to a high tide blowing up Scott's Float Sluice, the
sea flowed freely to Kobertsbridge, 15 miles up the country, and the returning
ebb, as it appears in evidence, so scoured the harbour, that vessels drawing
16 feet water could get up to the town.
Landed interest, however, again prevailed, and in the following year the
In 1830, a Jury at Croydon found "that Scot's Float
sluice was rebuilt.
Sluice, as tlien erected, was a nuisance," and alterations in it were directed
to be made; these altejations not being made, the people assembled and
finally

;

;

pulled the sluice down.
An inquiry took place which led to the Acts of 1830 and 1833, under
which one of the live Commissioners was named on the part of the .'Vdmiralty,
and we learn from his evidence, that since bis appointment, an extensive
creek, called the Nook, to the westward of the entrance, and covered every
and upwards of 700 acres
high water, has been in great part damned out
of marsh land, lying on both sides the river, and overflowed by the sea to
the depth of 3 feet, has been embanked, thereby losing the scour over the
bar of 30 million cubic feet of water on every spring tide.
It appears, from reports of engineers and others, that between the years
1724 and 1/17, a sum of not less than 200,000/. was expended in vain
attemps to form a new harbour about two miles westward of the present
outlet to the sea, but which, after those 63 years' waste of time and money,
they were compelled to abandon.
We have dwelt longer on this subject than, at first sight, it would seem to
warrant, but the case of Rye is extremely instructive, as bringing broadly
into view the apparently antagonist principles of the local and the shipping;
interests, and the absolute necessity of some controlling power to protect the
There is a still more important consideration. Rye is situated on a
latter.
and where it would be
part of the coast, where a harbour is most wanted
of the greatest benefit to our shipping, whether for steamers to obtain fuel
in the event of hostilities, or, which is of far more consequence, for the safety
And when we consider the capaof our merchant vessels in time of peace.
bility it offers, the abundance of level land on either side of the river fit for
23
feet
rise of tide in the bay
the
great
value
of
a
and the
docks or basins
;

;

;

;

extent of back water at command, we are led to believe that skilful engi
neering would readily turn these advantages to account for national benefit.

The Risers Forth, Dee,

^-c.

In addition to the examples we have given in detail, numerous instances
of encroachments, of neglect, and of want of efficient control, have come beFor instance, on the banks of the
fore us in the course of our inquiries.
Forth, near Stirling, large enclosures of marsh land have been formerly
Similar embankments, but to a much greater extent, have been
effected.
At
carried out on the level lands by the side of the Dee, near Chester.
Whitby, it is a common practice to throw the refuse of the town behind the
west pier head, which the next flood tide washes into the harbour. At
Bridlington, great delay has occurred in completing the works for the improvement of the harbour, while a passing toll to pay for them is leveled on
shipping.
At the Spurn Point, six vessels, of 50 tons each (payiui; \l. a load to the
lord of the manor), are daily engaged in carrying off the shingle from the
beach, at the rale of 50,000 tons a year, to mend the roads in Yorkshire
and Lincolnshire. Hy this reniotal of shingle the Spurn Point has lost
half its breadth within the last 20 years, and the lighthouses, as well as the
all

anchorage of

Hawke Roads, may

be eventually endangered.

At Portland, ballast is thrown overboard with impunity. Similar comcome from Fowey and from Falmouth ; and with the addition
from Milford Haven, that the water-bailiff remonstrates in vain, and has
practically no power to enforce his commands.

plaints

We

have the evidence of engineers, and of the Admiralty surveyor, that
Lune and Ribble, and Dee, are all .susceptible of very great
the Thames, even, the high road of the commerce of this
great empire, for want of systematic conservancy and dredging, has shoals
with only 11 feet depth over them, even as low as Barking Keacb, which
prevent more than half the loaded vessels that come up to London from
passing at low water spring tides
in short, there is hardly a harbour we
have inquired into, that, under efhcient control, might not be in a much
improved state.

the

rivers

improvement

;

Having thus
trol

in all

measures

briefly

our ports,
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adduced a few examples of llie want of efficient con'and shown the necessity of iinniediate legislative

order to stop the daily increasing evils to navigation.
The Conmiissioncrs conlude by recumniendiug: That a Hoard of Conservancy be established fur the superintendence and protection of all the
tidnl harbours and navigable rivers in the united kingdom of Great Uritaia
uud Ireland ; that it be in connection with the Admiralty : and that it be
permanent.
Tliat this board have jurisdiction by summary proceedings over the
waters of the tidal harbours and navigable rivers, notwithstanding any
charter or Acts of Parliament to the contrary, with a reservation of private
righta under the charters, and the cuutinuatiou of local commissioners
where the board may think fit.
That the board should have full powers, by the assistance of engineers
surveyors, and others, to ascertain the extent of all nuisances and obstructions in tidal harbours and navigable rivers.
That the board should be enabled to have a jury summoned by the sherifT
to ascertain w hether or not any encroachment or other nuisance in a tidal
harbour or navigable river, has existed
jears ; and if it be found to have
been made within that time, that the board have power, by their own order,
at the expense of the parly who made such encroachment or nuisance, to
in

—

remove it.
That the whole of the coasts of the United Kingdom be divided by this
board into districts, and that each be placed under the superintendence of
a competent person, who shall visit each river, port, harbour, and creek, at
least once a year, or oftener, as it may be necessary, to inquire into and
report on the state of each river, port, harbour, and creek, in his district,
and of all works which may be in progress there.
That the board should have power to enforce the appointment of a resident engineer or harbour-master, or both, at every port they may consider
of sufficient importance to require such constant superintendence.
That every commission or trust of a harbour or navigable river, or if
there be none, every resident engineer or harbour-master be required to
make out and forward to the board, before the Ist of March in each year,
a detailed report, made up to the Slstof December, consisting of an account
of all such works as have been executed, with the expenses thereof,
within the limits of his superintendence, during the past year; and a report on those works he would recommend to be undertaken durmg the
e:isuing year.
And, also, to include in that report an account of all
changes that may have taken place during the year in the depth of water
or formation of shoals, or any other change aflecting the navigation of the
river or harbour.
That if any works, public or private, shall be commenced or proceeded
with on grounds within the high-water mark of ordinary spring-tides,
without having first obtained the sanction of the Board, or their superinteuding Ofhcer, it shall be lawful, and the Board should be empowered
immediately to stop such works, and to direct the removal of the same by
the parties erecting them, and if tliey refuse so to do, the Board may direct
their removal, and charge the parlies with the expenses.
That for the protection of the public interests in the navigation of every
river, port, harbour, and creek of the United Kingdom, a clause be inserted
in every future Act, Charter, or Commission, which aflects the tidal harbours and navigable rivers of the country, giving power to, and requiring
the Admiralty to appoint one-third part of the w hole number of Commissioners to execute the trusts nder such Acts, Charters, and Commissions,
and also to have the power to change the whole or any of such third part
of Commissioners from time to time, as the Admiralty shall think fit, so as
to secure at all times a suflicient number at each board or meeting of the
Trust, to protect the public interests against any bias or local interests.
That the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty should direct the surveying oflicers employed In the seas of the United Kingdom to transmit to
them, for the information of the Board of Conservancy, a list of all the parts
of the coast on vvhich they have been engaged surveying, and the harbours,
ports, creeks, and navigable rivers they have examined, and on which they
feel competent to give an opinion, in case of any improvements or alterations being proposed
also, that in future, in every port they visit, they
shall make inquiries relative to any embankments or encroachments on the
harbour or river, and generally as to any neglect in the preservation of the
ports
aud forthwith shall report the same to the Secretary of the Admiralty for the information of the said Board.
That the Board should have power to order that a tide scale be placed
in all harbours
and in certain ports that a self-registering tide gauge be
erected, accompanied by a barometer, and that a record of these be strictly
kept ; as well as a journal of the winds and weather of the arrivals and
sailings, of cases of wreck, or of anything aiVecting the interests of navigation, and transmitted periodically to the Board of Conservancy.
That accurate plans and surveys be procured on a suflicient scale of all
the ports and navigable rivers of the United Kingdom; not only for the
present value of such plans as showing the actual state of the port, and as
affording the basis for improvements ; but also to be preserved as documents for reference hereafter, in order to determine at any future time what
:

;

;

;

changes may have taken place.

;
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RAILWAYS IN INDIA;
(From

at threepence

If any one accustomed to tlie modes of travelling in Europe were to be
transported suddenly into the territories of Hyderabad or Nagpore, or
even into many districts of the Bombay Presidency, he would imagine
himself carried back to the primitive ages of mankind, when all the arts
of government were in their infancy, when there was litlle or no science,
and when people were perfectly content if they could satisfy the primary
(vants of nature. The interior provinces of that great table-land which
stretches from tiie Nerbudda to Cape Comorin, are all of lliem destitute of
one of the principal necessaries of life we mean salt, which has, thereIts price, confore, to be convej ed to them perpetually from the coast.
sequently, is in many places so high, that the poorer classes are unable to
purchase it so that they are driven by a rude kind of process to extract
from the saline earths, found in various districts, a coarse and unwhole-

—

;

as a substitute for salt.

To facilitate the transport of this latter article, therefore, it might have
been expected tliat a highroad would, from time immemorial, have been
constructed by the united efforts of all the governments of the peninsula.
But what

is

ths actual state of the case

?

Thousands of Brinjarri bullocks,

laden with salt, may constantly be seen traversing the C'oncan at the rate
of only six or seven miles a day, threading the narrow passes of the Ghauts
over paths which their own feet have worn, and, arrived at the summit,
breaking into separate lines, and taking their way towards every point of
the country along the crests of the mountains, or besides the beds of rivers,
where Nature's hand may have prepared for them a level track. Something we have ourselves done towards facilitating tliis and other branches
of internal trade.
In the Bombay provinces, for example, between live
and six liundred miles of road, have, we believe, been constructed. But
bow imperfectly
In some places it has been thought sufficient to clear a
space of about forty feet broad, and run a shallow trench for drainage on
either side.
Elsewhere, the simplest rudiments of a road have been
created
thiu strata of broken stone or of mooruni* have been laid upon
the face of the soil, sufficient to support the feet of men and cattle, but
seldom adapted to the passage of wheel-carriages, which would speedily
jjlough up deep ruts and render the road impassable.
Yet government has received every possible encouragemeut to proceed
with the work of improvement. Each amelioration in he public ways
lias been immediately succeeded by an increase of traffic, so that the tolls
and duties levied, though in themselves extremely moderate, very soon
repay to government the sums expended on the roads, after which they
become a permanent source of prolit. One example may be worth mentioning.
A considerable trade in cotton has long been carried on between
Bellary and Kamptee, Canara. To facilitate the traffic, government, in
1839—40, constructed 140 miles of cart-road from the former town to
Sirsee on the top of the Ghauts. Thence down the slope, and across the
low country to the sea, the road is hitherto only passable to laden cattle, so
that a stoppage takes place at the summit of the Ghauts, where the cotton
is transferred from carts to the backs of beasts of burden.
Nevertheless,
this trifling advance towards civilisation has had a remarkable effect upon
the cotton trade of Bellary. During the lirst four years after the formation of the 101 carts plied upon it, while iu the ensuing year the number
increased to 443, and has probably gone on augmenting to the present
lour. The change, however, has not been confined to the substitution of
one mode of carriage for another, but a much greater amount of cotton has
been sent down to the coast. The value of the entire exports at Kamptee
multiplied rapidly, rising in three years from ]60,000;.to 400,000(., whilst
the customs increased from 4,622Z. to 18,015/. lOs. This holds out, we
think, an extremely encouraging prospect to government, which should at
once render the remaining forty miles of road from Sirsee to Kamptee
practicable for carts. One year's increase of the custom's w^ould defray
the whole expense.
!

:

If

we now consider the effect of this improvement upon the price of the
we shall find it to be very great. Formerly, when bullocks only

cotton,

nere employed

it profits very
by the transaction.
Let no man in haste traverse the Deccan. The snail is and must be the
prototype of all wayfarers there. Your bead has almost time to grow
gray whilst on a journey
Locomotion is usually performed on foot, on
horseback, or in palanquins. There are, as will readily be supposed, no

little

the Foreign Quarterly,

some substance, which they use
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per pound, so that the merchant importing

conveying it, the cost of carriage amounted to 4/. 10s.
per ton, or TJd. per ton per mile. It is now reduced to 21. per ton, or S^d.
per ton per mile, which is still double the price of carriage in England.
This cotton, ill-cleaned, and subject to much damage from thorns and
bushes on the roadside, and dust during its passage on the backs of oxen
below the Ghauts, sells at Kamptee for little more than twopence a
pound. Thence it is shipped for Bombay, where it is screwed into bales
for the English market.
It has been found upon calculation, that the cost
of bringing this cotton from Bellary to Kamptee, a distaice of 184 miles,
considerably exceeds that of conveying it to England, a distance of 17,000
miles
Taking the price of carriage in India at two and a half annas per
ton per mile, and reckoning the value of money according to the price of
bread corn at six times what it is in England," it is equal to twenty-two
pence and a half there; whereas in England the expense is tenpeuce per
ton on common roads, and about threepence per ton on canals in general,
or even as low as one penny. If threepence be the average, it is less than
one-seventh of the cost in India. The expense of the transport of goods
from Madras to Trichinopoly, 230 miles, is thirty-five rupees, or 3/. 10s.
per ton, which is neariy as much as the frieght from Madras to London.
The most important fact, however, still remains to be considered when
brought into the market at Liverpool, this cotton often sells with difficulty
in

!

:

* N«ar Husliiingabad, in the valley of Nerbudda, is one of the tineat coal fields in
InolB, or perliaps the world, situated moreover in the vicinity of inex!iou3tibIe iron mines.

!

inns or places of resort where strangers may find shelter or accommodation.
Individuals belonging to the industrious classes, who journey on
foot, proceed when they enter a town to that quarter of it where persons of
similar occupations reside. There they obtain permission to pass the night
in some shed or out-house, near which they prepare their own food, and
wait as well as they can upon themselves, renewing and closing their
journey under the same circumstances upon the morrow. The landlord,
who in this manner receives a guest is required, as on the continent of
Europe, to report his arrival and departure to the police, and should he
have been lodged within the house he becomes responsible for bis ap-

pearance.
Travellers who move in numbers, or who have equipages of tents with
them, encamp in the neighbourhood of the town, and their attendants procure from the shops what they require, and prepare tlieir food in vessels
they bring along with them. Nothing can be more tedious, expensive, or
inconvenient than this mode of travelling. Troops moving from station to
station to the distance of several hundred miles, are required to march
thirty-six miles iu four days, or rather to advance twelve miles three days
successively, aud rest on the fourth.
Travellers proceed at about the
same rale, and the trade of the country conveyed on hired cattle, does not
proceed nearly so fast for a continuance. Consequently, according to the
Indian rate of travelling, and of commercial intercourse, it would require
three weeks for a passenger to reach Liverpool, York, or Exeter from
Loudon, a distance which is now daily accomplished in ten or eleven
hours.
In England, a first class passenger on a railway pays at the
rate of about tivepeuce per mile, and travels from twenty to thirty miles
per hour in India he pays, by the most expeditious conveyance, one
shilling per mile, and travels at the rate of three miles per hour.
Such at present is the state of internal communication in India. But
the people of this country, who certainly cannot be accused iu general of
going too fast, or engaging rashly in any enterprise, appear to be at length
taking into consideration the benefits they may confer on their subjects
and themselves, by extending the advantage of railroads to that noblest of
all our dependencies.
The reasons which would justify the adoption of
such a policy as this are far too numerous to be all stated here. Possibly,
even the most practised and sagacious statesman would not, from the
point of time on which we stand, be able to foresee or point out the whole
of them.
But mauy are at once so obvious and so cogent, that the most
ordinary reflection must suggest them to every man's mind.
It has been very justly observed, that no nation can be expected to
undertake great and expensive public works from mere motives of philanthropy.
It is the spirit of gain that imparts an irresistible impulse to
enterprise ; but, fortunately, it has been so ordered by Providence, that
the gains of industry and commerce bless, like mercy, both those who
give and those who take. The principle that constitutes the very basis of
commerce, always presupposes reciprocal advantages to those who engage
in it; and it is true, uot only of commerce in its simple rudimental .state,
but applies equally to its most elaborate and recondite forms, over which
the highest science and political wisdom preside.
In projecting railways for India, therefore, the capitalists of this
country need uot to be called upon to put forward any other views than
those of profit, which are intelligible to all the world. The process was
begun many centuries ago. We have projected moveable roads from the
shores of England to those of India, by means of which we greatly enriched ourselves as a nation. It is now found that we have uot gone far
enough ; that the riches of India cannot find their way down to the coast
that they are pent up by certain restraints in the interior, where they rot
and perish, without conferring any benefits on the natives or on us.
must, therefore, extend the lines of communication from the decks of our
ships and steamers athwart the peninsula, up to the very roots of the
Himalaya, and thus facililate the outpouring of those vast sources of national prosperity, which we know to exist iu every province.
^Vhen the Roman republic extended its conquests, its first care was to
link the newly-conquered territory to Rome by a great road, over which
the legion could move rapidly to and fro, and thus bring to bear the irresistible strength of the parent state upon any point that might be threatened,
In this matter
either by interual commotion, or invasion from without.
we should imitate Rome uot, however, for the purposes of war only ;
bnt for the higher and more beneficial purposes of peace and civilisation.
In whatever direction we may carry a railway through India, it must enrich the districts through which it passes, not merely by supplying, in the
instance, labour to those who need it, and exchangiug the actual commodities of diii'erent provinces, but by imparting a new and extremely powerful impulse to population and industry, and calling forth the bidden
capabilities of the soil.
By degrees a town would spring up around every
station, while the land, beginning from the very banks of the line, would
be cultivated like a garden, and aflbrd an inexhaustible supply of many of
;

We

:

the articles most coveted in Europe,
Among these, if we commence operations with the Deccan, the most
important, by far, will be cotton, of which a sufficient quantity may
speedily be raised iu India to render us completely independent of the
slave states of America.
And here we may briefly allude to a fact which
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by the friendi of bunianily a company has just been established in London, expressly for the purpose of promoting the cultivation of coltoli in India, primarily with a view of combating
slavery, by depriving it of the aliment on which it feeds. But, in whatever
motive such an association may have originated, its results cannot fail to
Recently, groat ell'orls have been made to
prove benelicial lo commerce.
improve the quality of cotton in thecollectorale of Poonah. In one district
an extremely line sort, equal to the best Haroche, has been introduced,
and fetches a very high price at lionibay. In oilier parts arrangements
are making for cullivatiug the New Orleans cotton, which the most expeIt
rienced agriculturists in Western India expect will thrive admirably.
will be comparatively of litlle avail, however, lo expend money on the
cotton grounds of India, unless, at the same time, we provide the means
of conveying the produce of those grounds to the coast.
will not be regarded willi indill'ereuce

:
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—

mined to be exceedingly precise indeed be termed factitious. So is it ia
regard to the ceilings spoken of; whatever be the actual process employed,
no more is done to the deal than what serves to give it a rich depth of tone,
to bring out the graining of the wood, which is hardly perceivable in its natural slate, and to bestow on it a lustrous surface.
I have now, I trust, sufficiently explained myself, and removed all disagree,
able doubts
but 1 cannot let you olT yet. Whether it was in consequence
of your honouring my pajicr in ihc Jdierurum with more than ordinary attention I know not, but you there detected and animadverted upon what yon
considered a solecism contrary to sound taste, after having suffered to pass,
without any remark from you at all, an instance of sham material being employed where, I dare say, imitation cost as much as, or very little less than,
the reality would have done.
I allude to the two closets
for they are no
more in the Garden Pavilion at I!iickingham I'alace, the walls of which
are " painted in imitation of grey marble."
To be sure that was done under
the sanction of royal taste
yet criticism should pay no respect to persons,
but animadvert quite as freely upon royal taste as any other, or rather far
more freelyand morestrongly, because if such taste goes astray it misleadsavast
number of other people who confide in its infallibility. Besides which, royal
whims and blunders sometimes prove exceedingly expensive matters. Even
if you did not care to touch so ticklish a point, there was at least one thing
which called for a note pointing out the very strange contradiction in one
part of the description, where after telling us that those rooms are twelve
feet high, it goes o.i to say that the walls are painted in imitation of marble
to the height of twelve feet, therefore, as it would seem, up to the very ceiling, nevertheless, orer that "wahiseotinff," as it is termed, there is a series
Now, though the mistake was not your own, nor might you be
of panels.
able to set it to rights, still it would not have been amiss to show that it bad
not escaped your observation. AVith a single exception, not one of those
who have spoken of that Pavilion have noticed, otherwise than by mentioning it, one of the most extraordinary things of all in the whole buildings
namely, its having a hilehen, though it stands only a few yards from palace
This has induced one periodical and only one
to compound some sauce
piijuante for the occasion, and in so doing it has not spared its cayenne ;
that it has more of the latter than what sounds like loyalty may easily be
conceived.
So, now you have got from me note for note ; therefore putting a finis to
;

—

—

;

MOTION OF LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES.
Sir Your stricture on my communication of last month seem to presuppose I had no conviction of the friclion which takes place between the
wheel of a locomotive and the rail. The fact of my calling the rail a fulcrum
Howfor the wheel, proves I did suppose such a resistance to take place.
ever, considering the rail as a rack, and tlie driving-wheel as a cog-wheel,
which
conclusions,
can
be
experimentally
of
my
truth
the
would not alter
demonstrated on any wheel-carriage. The following I have often performed
on a small locomotive engine, any carriage whatever will answer the purpose, but perhaps that will be most satisfactory example
by placing the
crank iii the position of the figure, page 293, and pushing the piston-rod, or
cross-head, in the direction I have supposed the steam acting on the piston
(no reaction on the centre of the wheel then taking place),
in that diagram
the force being an external pressure, I have uniformly found the engine move
that is jnst
as I statdfl tbe extremity of a lever would in my former letter
the reaction
exactlv in the opposite direction it would do if urged by steam,
on the cylinder-cover then having the predominant eltect. The same experiment can be performed on the lowest vertical spoke of any wheel carriage,
and will be attended with the same results.
I remain. Sir, voiu- obedient servant,
:

—

—
—

—

my

Our correspondent's experiment

is

notanalogous to the case

applies a muscular force from without, the forces of the locomotive engine
Let him now repeat the experiment, while
are generated from within.
sitting in the carriage, and see which way it moves.
The lowest point of a driving-wheel surely must not be considered the

fulcrum of a lever, for then the centre of the wheel should move in the arc
of a circle, whereas its motion is rectilineal.
Motion cannot be produced in a system by equal and opposite internal reactions, but the steam pressures on the pistion, and the cylinder-cover are
So also are the mutual pressures of the connecting-rod
are of this nature.
and crank. The oH/y external force in the direction of motion is the reaction
It is that,
of the serrations of the driving-wheel against those of the rail.
therefore, which produces the motion.

LINCOLN'S IXN

NEW

BUILDINGS.

—

I

subscribe myself,

The Writer

in point.

He

Sib,
Since you thought fit to introduce a note of commentary expressing
doubt as to the propriety and judiciousness of employing unpainted varnished
deal for the ceilings of the Drawing-room and Council-room in the new
buildings at Lincoln's Inn, you will, both as matter of courtesy and of justice, allow me to explain those words of mine, whose inlcntion you seem to
have altogether misunderstood. I must have expressed myself very unluckily, and without that admirable perspicuity of language for which those
who speak of buildings are so celebrated, for what I said was most assuredly
not intended to recommend deceptive, imitative, and sham materials ; so far
£rom it, that the instance in question is particularly noticed as an example of
a mode precisely the reverse, the real material showing itself undisguised and
perfectly free from any sort of sophistication, unless the means employed to
bring out the grain, and impart to it as much beauty of surface as it is susceptible of, is to be deemed sophistication, and censured as partaking of the
deceptive and artificial.
Your doctrine may be right, but it would lead you
afar greater length than, I dare say, it is at all your " intention'' to go; because
it would follow from it that whenever the actual material is meant to show
itself without disguise
without any coating of paint or other surface applied
to it, nothing should be done to heighten its etfect, out of the silly conceit
of improvimj upon the work of nature, the bare idea of which is enough to
draw an awful shake of the head from all the old women in the parish. This
last remark you will, perhaps, set down as a piece of that impertinent " flippancy'' which you are determined no longer to countenance
and you are
welcome to call it that, or what you will, provided you do not call it humdrum. However, let that pass ; be it right or wrong, we certainly do fancy
that both marble and wood look all the better for being highly polished, although it i« very well known that they do not polish themselves, therefore
the lustre and beauty of surface so imparted to them, may
if we are deter-

—

flippancy,

J. G. II.

*;j*

—

in the Athex.«i'm.

'«' "Tbe M'riter in the Aihentvum" disapproves of sham, imitative and
deceptive materials; we have no need, therefore, to argue for the general
Had no other change
principle, but only for a particular application of it.
been produced in the appearance of the deal than that of polishing it and
bringing out its veins in their natural colour, the alteration would not have
amounted to a deception. ISut when the wood assumes a " rich depth of
tone," totally dilferent to its ordinary appearance, is moreover placed ia
an inaccessible position, and forms a timber roof of exactly the same kind
as that for which we know that our straightforward ancestors used oak,
the eyes of most observers will be deceived.
It makes nothing for the apology to say that the change is produced by
varnish and not by paint. It is the deception itself, and not the mode of
producing it, of which we complained.
Our correspondent modestly says that he " cannot let us oil' yet," and
asks why we did not criticise the Pavilion at Buckingham Palace in the
same way as the Lincoln's Inn Buildings. This propositiou to make the
canons of criticism independent of their objects argues but litlle for the
clearness of the writer's notions. To examine a lady's boudoir aud a public
hall, or a " closet" and a cathedral by the same rule would lead to endless
absurdities.
For instance, the most fastidious could scarcely object to
wood-work in private apartments being painted in resemblance of oak or
maple, yet we presume "The Writer in the Athenaum" would be somewhat startled to see the great doors of Al'estmiuster Abbey nicely grained
and varnished.
Our correspondent is in error in supposing that we reject all flippant
letters

— we insert his.

REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.
(Under this head are given abstrucis of the specifications of all tbe most importaut
patents as they are enrolled.
Any additional information required as to any patent,
may lie obtained by apulying to Mr. L.\XTON at the Office of this JOURNAL.^

—

—

;

—

—

Agustos Coffvn, of Paris, gentleman, for " Improvements
Granted March 17
Enrolled Sep. 17, 184o.

in

Pumps."—

;

These improvements consist in a peculiar mode of working the piston of

pumps as well as in the construction thereof. The novelty consists in the
application of stationary double inclined planes for raising the piston, which
have a rotary as well as

rectilineal

a sectional elevation of one of the

motion.

The accompanying

pumps

a «

;

is

the

pump

figure

shews

barrel supported
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in any convenient manner by means nf timbers i 6 ; r is a cylinJerical piece
of metal made to tit the interior of the pump barrel, tlie upper eJge or end of
this piece of metal is maJe with an undulating surface consisting of double
Inclined planes, there being four in number, as will be clearly seen by the
form of the curved line, d d is the piston made to fit tight within the barrel
<if

the

made

pump by means

which

e

applied on any variation of

ils

construction or application what-

ever.

IMPROVEMENT ON DYEING.
M'allerano, of Basing Lane, merchant, "for Improvements
dyeing or staining various kinds of fohiics.'' (Communication.) Granted

Louis

the lower end of the piston is also
with an uneven surface similar to that of c, and is provided with small
of parliing at

it is

[October,

e,

in

Josei-ii

—

Dec. 30, 1844

;

Enrolled June 30, 1845.

This invention

is

said

to

consist in giving shaded stripes of colour for

silk, and other fabrics, by the employment of a peculiar arrangement of machinery which produces the 'effect in a more expeditious,
economical, and perfect manner than by the ordinary liand process. This
machine ,may also be used for dyeing shaded stripes to form grounds upon
fabric intended afterwards to receive a printed pattern. The machinery for
effecting the purpose above described will be clearly understood by the following description reference being had to the drawings in whicli similar letters
denote corresponding parts in all the figures. Fig. 1. shows an elevation of

woollen, cotton,

Fig.

I

1.

^

i

KTITrnf

which rest upon the undulating surface c. It will, therefore, be seen
that by giving a rotary motion to the piston d the same will rise and fall as
rollers

is a cooUer c capable of being raised or lowered by mcins of a lever,
not shown in the drawing, so as to bring: it in contact with the cloth which
is in fig 1 shown by dotted lines ; d d are frames of wood supported by cross
bars c e attached in some convenient manner to the sides or end of the vat.
These frames support a number of small rollers / and so as to turn freely on

vat there

the rollers traverse over the surface consisting of double inclined planes as
flhcve described, /is the induction pipe and ^ the eduction pipe; A * are

wood attached to the piston for the purpose of giving motion to
Breviously to startthe same, in a similar manner to the ordinary capstan.
ing this pump it will be found necessary to put a little water wjihin the
pieces of

.''

and also the roller c are covered
or other absorbant material g g are two cloth beams supported by
brackets// h at each end of the machine, round which the piece of fabric to
he dyed is i>ajssed
i i are wheels keyed on the axis of
the rollers g intended
to give motion to the same from some convenient piece of macliinery ; j j are
rods placed across the vat for supporting the cloth between the rollers//'.
tlieiraxis; the peripheries of these rollers

with

barrel, which may be done by removing the screw at i.
The specification
ehews another modification of this process marked by double inclines, which

may

pumps as

be applied to ordinary

RAILWAY

,r.-

the machine having one side removed, and fig. 2 a plan view thereof; a a is
the fanning of the machine supporling a colour vat 4 4 i, at one end of this

felt

;

is

desired.

BUmNG

APPARATUS.
Fig. 2.

Henry Samuel Rayner,
improvements

common

of Ripley, Derbyshire, gentleman, for "certain

means of preventing accidents to carriages on Railways and
Granted March 18 Enrolled Sep. 18.

in the

roads.'''

—

;

This invention for improvements in preventing accidents to carri»ges on
railways and common roads consists in a peculiar mode of constructing the
buffers which may be applied to carriages in the ordinary manner, or the

may be applied to a separate carriage placed between the tender and
tbe carriages forming the train. The accompanying engraving shows a Ion(Same

feThe (peration of the machine is as follows
the piece of fabric to be dyed
is wound on to the cloth beam g', and is passed between the rollers//' which
latter, that is to say, the bottom roller is partly immersed in the dyeing liquor.
Motion is then imparted to the cloth beam g, the cloth in passing from one
beam to another give motion to the series of small rollers//' and thus becomes charged with the dyeing liquor which as the cloth is wound round the
beam g .spreads by means of capillary attraction tlie cloth may then be
wound back again on to tlie beam if' and so on until the requred depth of
tint be obtained.
When the cloth is required to have a light even tint over
the whole of the surface the roller c is to be raised by means of the levers
:

I

isww'&sm-.'.Si'^

B^i

gitudinal section of the improved buffing apparatus

of two parts joined together by
is

also a tube

made

means

;

n «

is

a tube com[)06ed

manner
h
by means
means
a piston/, the rod of which

of bolts in the ordinary

;

i>

to slide within the tube a a, perfectly air tight,

of packing this latter tube

is

divided into two compartments c and d by

Within the tube c there is
passes through a stuffing box at g and is permanently fixed to the extreme
end of the tube a, which portion of the tube ii filled with compressed air:
the compartment c of the tube i 4 is filled with water, and the compartment
d filled or blocked up with wood. The action of the apparatus is a> follows
Suppose the end of the tube to be struck at h by any other body coming
against it, the effect would be to drive the tube b further into the tube a, and
thereby bring into action the " two elastic forces, namely, the water and air,"
that is to say, the end g of the tube b will meet with the resistance of the
compressed air, and the piston/ with that of the water, which is allowed to
pass through a number of smaU holes drilled through the piston, the siie and
numberof which may be varied according to circumstances. Tlie inventor
claims generally the hydro pneumatic butler, and the described method by

of a diaphrigm

c.

:

;

above referred

which
is

is

to,

so as to be brought in contact with the surface of the fabric

to he passed

backwards and forwards until the requisite

tint or

shade

obtained.

of a thick strong quality, the inventor purixises to have
another vat containing dyeing liquor shown at A, fig. 1, in dotted lines below
above these
this vat, there are rollers corresponding with the several stripes

When

the cloth

is

;

and within the vat, is a cock for the purpose of regulating the flo*
of dyeing liquor from the vat into the several rollers; these cocks are so arranged as to be opened or shut simultaneously by means of levers, lo that
any required quantity of dyeing liquor can by .this means be allowed to flow
on the top side of the cloth or fabric as well as on tlie under side.

rollers,
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a charge of 5 cwt. of pig iron, melted at. a while lieat,
The mass, after being properly worked, is made into
For cast-steel, the mass is treated in. the same
balls, hammer and rolled.
regards the mixture, but not puddled or balled,
described,
as
way as last
a blast furnace may be used. The charge being tapped, and run into a bed,

added as before,

20

lb.

to

slag to be added.

and upon
for making a plate, IS inch thick, the slag will rise to the surface,
being cooled by sprinkling water, it will be easily separated when cold. Tin;
plate is then broken up, and rcmelted in crucibles or pots, in a blast furnace,
in the following manner :— To 281b. of the plate obtained as last described,
soda, and
lb. green bottle glass, 8 oz. pearl ash, or 16 oz. carbonate of
add

U

8 oz. black oxide of manganese, all to be stirred up in the melled iron and,
when cast into ingots, cast steel will be formed.
The second part of the invention relates to the peculiar construction of a
blast furnace, consisting of a furnace formed of an iron pot, 2 feet G inches
high, and 3 feet in diameter, with 8 holes at equal distances, near to the
bottom, and round the side, to admit tlie blast more equally. The pots are
in the centre of the pot there is a
lined with fine clay, about 4 inches thick
stand, formed of fine bricks, 1 foot high. Tlie pot is placed within a can,
;

;

made of firm iron plates, 2 feet 6 inches high, and 3 feet 8 inches in breadtli,
bolted together, and cemented, so as to form, with a circular plate at top, an
air-tight chamber, with a space of 3 inches left round tlie pot. The blast is
first

admitted into this outer can, which forms au air chamber, by two or

more openings, by uhich means
the several openings into the

the air

is

more equally distributed through

[lot.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
Sir

Monday, Mth March, 1815.
CcoEGE IMackenzie, Bart., in the

The following Communications were
1. On the improvement of Navigation

Cliair.

read :
in Tidal Hirers.

By David Stevenson, Esq.
Three compartments are painted out as existing in all rivers, when
viewed in connection with the sea, possessing diflerent characteristics, and
requiring different classes of works for their improvement. These are,
Jirst, the " sea proper," characterised by the presence of unimpaired tidal
phenomena, and including all works connected with tlie improvement of
Second, the " tidal compartment of the river,'' characterised by the
bars.
modified flow of the tide, produced hy the inclination of the bed, and embracing works connected with the straightening, wideniuj; or deepening
the erection of walls for
of the beds of rivers the formation of new cuts
the guidance of tidal currents, and the shutting up of subsidiary channels.
;

And

;

compartment

the '• river proper," wliich is characterized
by the absence of all tidal influence, the improvement of which is generally
eflfected by means of dams erected in the bed of the river, and forming
stretches of canal communication with each other by means of locks in the
dams. The practical remarks are confined to the improvement of the tidal
the third

is

compartment only, which possesses sufficient importance to entitle it to
form the subject of a distinct communication the prosperity of the ports
of London, Bristol, Newcastle, (Jlasgow, and many other places, being
;

intimately connected with

it.

The author shows, that, owing to the smallness of the rivers of this comparatively narrow country, they can be advantageously navigated only
while their waters are deepened by the influx of the tide, and proposes, as
the surest means of effecting improvement, such works as produce an increase in the duration of tidal injiuence.
Instances of the success of the works are given. The rise on the bed
of the Tay from Newburgh to Perth (8 56 miles), in consequence of
works that ha\e been executed, has reduced from Jour to two feet. The
time occupied in the passage of the tidal wave between these places has
been decreasedjiftij minutes, and the speed with which it travels increased
The duration of flood-tide at Perth has been
1§ of a mile per hour.
increastd fifttj minutes, and the time during which the river at that place
is uninfluenced by the tide, has been decreased fortij-Jive minutes.
It is
also calculated that an additional quantity of sea water, amouuting, on
an average, to 700,560 tons, is propelled into, and again withdrawn from,
that part of the river extending above Newburgh every tide. At the
Ribble, in Lancashire, similar benefits have resulted from similar operations ; the lidal range at Preston having been increased between tliree and
Jour .feet, and the propagation of tlie tidal wave accelerated about forty
minutes.
The following are the practical inferences which the author draws from
the facts brought forward
First, that owing to the comparatively contracted country from the
drainage of which our rivers derive their supplies, it is chiefly from
increased duration of tidal influence that we must inyirovement in tide
navigation, the regulation of the fresh water stream being an operation of
secondary importance, but not, on that account, to be overlooked.
Second, that the whole tidal phenomena of the navigation to be improved ought to be ascertained, in order that the engineer may be enabled
to discover iu what part of the river the most prejudicial retardations of
the tidal wave, and obstructions of the current, take place,
Third, that in tracing these retardations to the proper cause, and
:

^October,

suggesting means fer their removal, works should he adopted which do
not injuriously abstract tidal water from the sea channels.

works best suited for attaining the desired and consist
lowering the bed of the river, and removing all natural or artiobstructions, and in erecting low rubble walls for the direction of the
currents.
Fifth, that although general views of the nature of these operations may
be given, the precise details of such works as shall be best suited to particular localities can, in the present state of our information, be deter*
/flurf/i, that the

chiefly in
ficial

mined only by engineering experience. And,
Lastly, that, by the execution of works designed

in

accordance with
may be pro-

these general views, very beneficial results have been, and
duced, for a comparatively small expenditure.

2. On the Solrenl Acti(m of Drainage Wafer on Soils. By Jofin Wilson,
Esq., F. G. S. Coiumuuicated by Dr. Gregory.
The author, being resident for a time in East Lothian, in order to study
the system of agriculture, it occurred to him that the very extensive and
complete drainage must materially affect the soil by removing large quantities of this soluble ingredient.
He was disappointed, owing to an accident, in examining, quantitatively, the water which had been first collected for the purpose; but oa
examining, qualitatively, some that was collected after the drain had been
running very copiously (or 30 hours, he found it to contain 18'4 grains of
soluble matter per gallon. This was chiefly the usual salts of lime and
organic matter.
He examined the surface and subsoils of the field, and found them to
contain, besides silica and alumina, iron, lime, and traces of magnesia,
with organic matter. The iron in the surface soil was in a state of protoxice, but in the subsoil it was found peroxidised.
The author concludes that the drainage water carries off a very large
quantity of the soluble matter of the soil, which he calculates as possibly
amounting to 775 lbs. per acre in the year, a quantity equivalent to a good
dose of manure. He recommends the adoption of some means to prevent
this great loss, and promises to continue his researches, and bring forward
more precise results.

LIST OF

NEW

PATENTS.

GRANTEn IM ENGLAND FROM AUGOST
Six-

Months allowed for Enrolment,

21, TO

SEPTEMBER

25, 1845.

unless otherwise expressed,

Alfred \'inceQt Newton, of Chancery-lane, mechanical draftsman, for " certain improve*
meats in machinery for manufacturing India rubber fabrics." (Being a commuuication.)
Sealed August 28.

—

William Edward Newton, of Chancery-lane, civil engineer, for " improvements in
chinery or apparatus for spinning." (Being a communication.) August 28.

—

Iklathieu Francois Isoard, of Paris, for

August

ma-

" improvements in obtaining motive power."

28.

John Vaux, of Frederick-street, Gray's-inn Koad, gentleman, for " improvements in
apparatus for warming boots and shoes." September 4.
Henry Samuel Rayner, of Ripley, Derby, gentleman, for "certain improvements in locomotive engines." September 4.
Henry Bewley, of Dublin, chemist, for *• certain improvements in flexible syringes,
tubes, botties, hose and other like vehicles and vessels." September 4.
Charles Larapitt, of Banbury, engineer, for **an improved dibbling machine." Sept. 4^
Alexander Haig, of Great Carlisle-street, Portman-market, engineer, for *' certain improvements in machinery for ventilation and other similar purposes, to which the said
machinery can be applied." September 4.
Elisha Haydon Collier, of Goldsworthy-terrace, Rotherhithe, engineer, for "certain improvements in the manufacture of nails, and in the machinery or apparatus to be used for
such purposes " September 11.
Henry Dlandeville Meade, of New York, America, for " Improvements in distiUiug from
Indian corn and other grain." September 18.
Joseph Francois Lauberau, of Paris, gentleman, for "Improvements in obtaining
power." September 18.
Charles Hodgson Horsfall, of Liverpool, merchant, for " Improvements in the manu*

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

September 18.
William Eccles, of Blackburn, power-loom manufacturer, WiUiam Cook, of Livesey,
hand-loom weaver, and William Lancaster, power.loom weaver, of Blackburn, all of LanSeptember 18.
caster, for " certain Improvements in looms for weaving."
Charles Blurland, of Castlewellan, Ireland, flax spinner, and Edward Lawson, of Leeds,
machine maker, for " certain Improvements in machinery for preparing andspinuing flax,
and other fibrous substances." September 18.
James Polkinghorue, the younger, of Hoxton, gentleman, for "certain Improvements
Sept. 18,
in treating ores, and in separating from them the metals which they contain."
James Caldwell, of Broad street, IladclitF, engineer, for " Improvements in ships* riding bits, and in windlasses." September 18.
Stephen Higginson Perkins, of Charlotte-street, Bedford-square, for "certain Improvements in the steam engine, and in its application to steam navigation." (Being a communication.)— September 18.
Edward Chrimes, of Rotherham, brass foimder, for '* Improvements in cocks and taps."
September 25.
facture of iron."

—

—

—

—

—

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We

" A. B ."
are unable to insert the paper, as a similar one, accompanied by a diagram
nearly identical with that sent, has already appeared iu our pages.
A correspondent informs us that the cost of the Church at Birch, near Manchester,
was wrongly stated in our last number, it should be jf 3,500.
"E. H." Before pubhshing the paper we wish to make a few remarks on some parts of
it, and shall feel obliged if the writer will send us his name, or at least an address, to
which we can direct a letter.
BIr. Mullet's paper has not been sent to us.
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THE PINACOTHECA, OR PICTURE GALLERY, OF MUNICH.
(TFilh an Engraving, Plate

XXIV

i

ri'lgninc sovereigns of Europe Lndwig, Kinp; of B,iTlie
varia, lioUis by far the liigliest rank as a patron of tlie Arts.
capital of liis kingdom owes to Ills UMinificrnce, tiiste, and zeal Its
noblest public buildings, wliicli in nu ii'i.r and extent far exceed the

Ainonpr

all llie

modern specimens of architecture
Xor has the patronage of Ludwig
which too often belongs

to royal

the larger European capitals.

in
I.

been of that passive character

patromige, hut

lias

exhibited itself

energetically— in zealous encouragement of the artist, the architect,
and the sculptor in foregoing a large part of his personal revenue
in constant and careful
for the sake of founding public monuments
inspection of these works during their progress— in active co-operain
the
of
them—
promotion
architects
of the study of the
the
tion with
and example.
fine arts by personal |irecept

—

—

Of the mo''''"! public buildings of Munich the best known in England are the Glyptothecaand the Pinicotheca,and although these two
Museums form in reality but a small portion of the buildings erected
under the present king, either of them singly would be considered a
sufficient and honourable proof of the taste of any other monarch.
The Pinacotheca and Glyptotheca are the works of the architect
Baron Kleuze, who erected also the New Palace (Konigsbau), the
Fest-bau a vast addition to the Old Palace, the Post Office, the Church
of All Saints, &c. The following list will give some idea of the extent to which Kleuze's architectural skill has been exercised in
Munich;

his principal works, arranged in the order of their construc-

tion, are

ISI'v^O

Glyptotheca
Bridge over the Isar

18:2J-28

Odeon

1S2G

Pinacotheca
AUerheitigen Kassclle
Bazaar
Hofarkaden

Konigsbau
Festbau
Prince Maximilian's Palace
Leuchtenburg Palace
Obelisk

Polycrome Temple
.St.

Bonifacius

Post Office

182(3-7

„

1827
1828
„

1828-33
1833
1833
1834
1835
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tween. The attic above is in very questionable taste; in the southern
and northern fa^-ades specially this attic presents a very heavy ungraceful appearance, as on this side it lias no windows. The cfTect is
further impaired by the range of buthern skylights which light the
principal apartments of the building.
The attic is not immediately
in a line with the north and south ironts, but is set as far back as the

Ionic
Italian

Byzantine or Uomanesrjue
Italian

Florentine
Palladian
Florentine
Italian

Ionic

Byzantine

inner wall of the loggie.
Of the decorations of the interior, it is diflficult to give an adeqitite
idea.
They are elaborate in the extreme; the walls and ceilings are

profusely decorated with inlaid maibles.
The upper floor is ap.
(iroached by a staircase in the south-east wing, and contains nine
principal rooms en suite, each devoted to separate schools of painting.
Besides this central suite and the magnificent loggie, parallel to iit on
the south side, already mentioned, there is another range of 22
smaller apartments along the side of the edifice.
The gallery will liold in all about 1,500 paintings, exclusive of the
frescoes.

PNEUMATIC RAILWAY.
New

Invention of M. M. Joiiard and Seguier.
We have, in the Journal dts C/iemins dc Fer of Oct. 18, an account
of a method of pneumatic propulsion invented by M. le Baron Seguier,
of the Institut, and M. Jobard, director of the Musce de V Industrie at
Brussels.
The latter gentleman is known by his Report on the French
Exposition of 1839.
In the newly invented system the motive force is communicated
by the compression and not by the rarefaction of air.
tube is laid
the whole length of the railway, and has a longitudinal slit resembling
that of the existing atmospheric railways.
manner
The
of closing
this slit is, however, different; the method adopted is that of M. Hallette, described some time since in the Civil Engineer and ^rchitccl'g
Juurnal.
M. Hallette's valve has this peculiarity, that it acts both
ways; that is, prevents the air from either entering or escaping by its
own pressure. M. Hallette, our readers will remember, fills and closes
the loi7gitudinal slit by two long pieces of Indian rubber tubing, which
are inflated; tlieoe pieces of tubing extend the whole length of the
slit, being fastened one to each edge of if, and pressing firmly against
each other like lips, so as to entirely seal the tube. M. Hallette's invention is engrafted bv M. M. Jobard and Seguier into their system.
Their atmospheric tube has also another peculiarity; it is square
instead of cylindrical
neither does it contain a travelling train piston,
but the compressed air is drawn up from it into the boiler of a locomotive engine, and acts in the cylinders of the engine in the stead of
steam. This is the leading idea of the invention. A locomotive
engine accompanies the train, as in the case of the old railways, but
this engine instead of being worked by steam is worked by compressed air supplied to it at every point of its course by the continuous
pneumatic tube.
should have mentioned that the compression of
the air is proposed to be carried to three atmospheres, or 45 lb. to the

A

;

Florentine

Monument of Mas. Joseph I.
Of the Pinacotheca, or Museum

of Pictures, of which we have now
speak more particularly. Dr. Granville, who saw it in its unfinished
Uuquestionably, after the loggia of the Vatican, no other
edifice will bear comparison with what this promises to be."
The
upper or first floor is the principal part of the building, and is that
alone which contains works of art, the ground floor being occupied by
The plan of the upper floor is symmetrical, and
offices and a library.
may be described as a rectangular parallelogram with projecting
The
shape somewhat resembles the following
ends.
both
wiiigs at
to

state, says, "

North

We

inch.

The manner in which the communication is effected between the
pneumatic tube and the locomotive engine is not a little curious.
ive
h
have not here an arm communicating from the interior of the
tube to the train; it is conceived that the friction of this arm would
soon wear out the elastic tubing which forms the air valve. The connection is made in the following manner;
a piece of apparatus is
provided which in form resembles a double -convex lens; this lens is
liollow, and is made of two convex metallic plates perforated by small
holes at their circumference
the holes are closed by valves inside the
lens, which prevent escape from the interior of it; the lens turns on
hollow axes, which communicate by tubes with the air chamber (or
what corresponds to the boiler) of the locomotive engine. It will be
readily conceived that if this disc roll along the valve of the pneumatic tube, dipping a little way into it, each hole in the circumference
of the lens will, in its turn, be brought into communication with the
compressed air, which will rush up through it into the cavity of the
lens, and thence, by the hollow axhs, to the air-chest of the engine.
The perforations of the lens, as they revolve, successively dip into
and leave the pneumatic tub''. As they leave it they are closed by
the internal valves, which the compressed air within the disc keeps
closely shut.
The thickness of the disc is two-filths of an inch, but
its diameter is upwards of a yard.
This invention, like all new inventions, is to supersede every thing
similar to it already in existence.
But beside the objections wbicti
we believe exist against all systems of atmospheric railways, from the
loss of power sustained in communicating motion by an elastic agent

We

—

;

The principal elevations front the north and south; the projecting
wings at the east and west ends give an appearance of soli<lity and
extent to the building, and produce a varied eflect in the principal
The part of the interior marked a
front, which is 500 feet in length.
is a magnificent vestibule parallel to the south front, and devoted to
This vestibule or series of loggie forms a distinct
fresco painting.
portion of the building s' t apart to fre-sco paintings.
The designs,
which are by Cornelius, are executed by Zimmerman.
The first stone of llie building was laid in 182G, on the anniversary
of the birth of Raphael, by the royal founder himself.
The engraving by wliich this article is illustratf d represents the
eastern fayade of the building, part of the external walls being removed
to exhibit the d'^corations and arrangement of the interior.
There
are three windows on each side of the entrance, supported on rustic
work, and surmounted by bold mculding. There are five windows on
the second or principal floor, svith Ionic pillar against the piers beNo.

98.— Vol. VIII.— November,

1815.

like air, the present invt-ntion has this additional disadvantage, that

it

requires two steam engines (the stationary and the locunn/tue; to do
the work which is at (.resent done by a single engine.
43.
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else

will

its

sort

—

Gothic might do so just as well. Why it does not
why we are so much
less patient of bad Gothic than of bad anything else, is easily explained
the public have begun to take up the study of it as a pet pursuit, and the

CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK.

:

FASCICULUS LXVI.

taste for

"

I must have liberty
Wilhal, as large a charter as the winds,

To blow on whom

I

least as far as

Gothic

concerned

is

the study of architecture for

and

to

be regarded with a degree of earnest and apparently sincere affec-

tion on the part of the public

has any voice

generally

—

—that

portion of

it

at least

which

such matters, that contrasts most forcibly with the posiand the gross ignorance resulting from that indifference,
those styles which are of more universal application, not only
in

tive indifference,

regard to

in

among

Europe and which, moreover, must
Without saying that by far too much atlention is now
given to the study of Gothic architecture and ecclesiastical archasology, it
may truly be affirmed, that by far too little is bestowed on the study of the
art generally.
Most assuredly it is not on account of a competent knowledge of it being more easily acquired than that of Grecian and I!oman,aud
the styles derived from them, that Gothic architecture recommends itself to
amateur students, since it is by far more complex beyond all comparison
more intricate. Whether it be that Gothic is thought belter calculated for,
and is better relished as an amateur pursuit, on account of its not having
been reduced to dry and formal technical rules and measurements, and so
far answers more to the character of art, and the study of it accordingly is
looked upon as a less mechanical one than that of our usual styles, and a
good deal may be attributed to this particular view of the matter, most
indisputable it is, that Gothic now engrosses public favour and attention
almost entirely. As far as that style is concerned, we seem most anxiously
solicitous to do the very best we can, according to our means and our
knowledge though it must be admitted, that we do not always show our
knowledge in pr< 'portion to our means and the occasion afforded and such
solicitude is praiseworthy enough but then, on the other band, we are just
as markedly indifferent to all that is not Gothic. The worthy public appear
to be of opinion that whatever be done in any other style of architecture than
Gothic, it is noaffair of theirs, that it is one in which neither they, nor good
taste and our national credit for art, are interested
one so completely out
of their jurisdiction, that they have no right to exercise even the control of
opinion over it.
National monuments and monumental structures may be
left to take their chance for turning out bad or good,
if the former, well
if otherwise, " "tis pity, but it can't now be helped !"
and what is almost
tlie worst part of the matter is, that no warning is taken by us from previous signal failures and unlucky mishaps of the kind, but mischief is left
ourselves, but throughout all

;

continue to be so.

—

—
—

—

;

;

—

;

—

—
—

work undisturbedly

to

till

it

brings us to that wonderfully consolatory

" Can't be helped."
II. If

we

get rid entirely of all the other styles

employed by

us, and henceforth confine ourselves to Gothic alone, as our national, uni-

and exclusive one for buildings of every class, both public and private, there would be something like reason and good sense in the giving
our undivided study and solicitude to that one style of the art. We might
versal,

then be justified in treating

all

the others as Gothic itself

was

treated at the

"Revival," by the classical or raiher pseudo-classical school, who fairly
kicked it out of doors as ao illshapeu monster a hideous Caliban brute,
that had taken possession of, and defiled the sanctuary of art.
If we actually can discard all other styles, well and good
but surely so long as
we either are under the positive necessity of having recourse to them, or

—

;

continue to

much

make

interested

use of them voluntarily, the public ought to be just as
in

understanding those styles, and

in

securing for them-

selves equally worthy productions of their kind in them, as in Gothic,

they can at

all

distinguish between

formity with, or
tecture.
all,

Why

should

it

in

what

good and bad

is

— what

is in

if

con-

opposition

then,

if it

to, the professed style in other modes of archibe worth while to cultivate architectural taste at

be cultivated only on one side,

when one

side

is

not sufficient

us? Or, if we can tolerate the most crude abortions for our national
at least public-edifices, for those which, if not ornaments, are very conspifor

cuous objects
of Gothic,

— provided they do not come under the denomination
we be so especially anxious and fastidious
regard
— so excessively scrupulous as
exactness
our modern imitations of
any
of Grecian —

in cities

why

should

to the latter style,

every particular io

in

to literal

itf

Wonderful

its

own

— that

there

is

— at

considerable interest in

sake, and as matter of taste and mental

The same might also
be the case with the study of architecture generally, were but the silly preout any interference from the question of cui bono ?

judices which stand

If

sort

for

or

in the

way

of its being done, once resolutely

pushed

aside.

Hardly would the

III.
self as

it

has done, had

it

taste

for

Gothic architecture have extended

been looked upon

io the

same

it-

light as the study

of the art taken generally, is; for that seems to be considered of no value

—

who pursue it professionally, dry and dull
and useless when acquired in short, a study which
any well-educated person may avow or betray his utter ignorance of
without the least discredit to his information or his taste. The exception in favour of Gothic architecture as a recreative study, seems to be
partly owing to its not having fallen into the clutches of professional men,
and been chopped up by them into dry ruies, and formal professional treaties.
For the impulse in the direction of Golhicism, at first considered
we are indebted not to professional but
a widely errant and eccentric one,
to the diligence with which they have prosecuted
to amateur students
their inquiries, and to their industry in communicating to the public the
The zeal w hich they have manifested in this last
fruits of their labours.
respect, and their efforts to disseminate more and more widely a relish for
their own pursuits, certainly form a distinguishing trait between them and
professional men generally, and have perhaps caused some feeling of soreness
and jealousy on the part of the latter. It is not every one, however, that has
been equally courageous or else equally indiscreet as Gvvilt, when he ventured both openly and in the most marked manner to censure those who
not being professional persons take upon themselves to write upon Gothic
hinting at the same time pretty plainly
architecture, or arcliitecture at all
that they were not only very officious with their services where they were
not wanted, but that they neglected their own proper duties, while attemptYet it i« mainly to writers
ing to study what they could not understand.
of that class that the public are indebted for what knowledge of Gothic
architecture they possess, and for the means of studying it; nor is it the
public alone who have been so benefited, but professional men also. Therefore even admitting that the labours of such writers may be more or less
unsatisfactory and imperfect, still they ought to be received by those in
the profession with some sort of graciousness as free-offering coutributiuns
or interest except to those
difficult of acquisition,

;

—

—

;

;

towards the common stock of architectural information. Or if architects
deem it both mischievous and presumptuous that any other than themselves
should undertake to instruct the public, why do not they themselves take
up the pen? why do they not condescend to abate a little of their pro.
and write
fessional dignity
I have heard it sometimes called sulkiness
upon their art, in its character of a liberal study, unconnected with the

—

now

could

very rapidly.

occupation, without the slighest reference to any farther results, and with-

—

I. The tables are now completely turned
after being contemptuously
derided anil rejected as utter barbarism, Gothic Architecture has come
nearly all at once to be considered by us the architecture par excellence,
;

itself

people have at length discovered, or are beginning to discover

to say,

please."

now growing and spreading

it is

—

—

merely operative processes of building?

IV. The truth is, very few profe.-sional writers upon architecture seem
understand what kind of information it is that other persons rehow to communicate it in an attractive and interesting manner.
They are apt whether they do it wilfully or not to make strange mysteries of many things which if properly explained would be found perfectly
simple and intelligible. They scarcely ever care to enter intotheraiiona/eof
at all to

quire, or

—

—

the matters they treat of, or to elucidate principles.

Even as regards

Orders, their knowledge for the most part appears to be

—

little

the

better than

empirical
merely such as is acquired by memory and by rote and after all
our slavish mechanical copies of the Orders, employed as they are on every
occasion alike with the most wearisome repetition, say more for the skill
of the mason, than for any sort of mind or imagination on the part of the
architect who designs them.
Whereas it may be presumed, that a real
knowledge of the orders and members of ancient architecture, founded upon
artistic study of them, would enable architects to do much more with them
than merely reproduce them according to extant examples, even therein
limiting themselves to a very few, without so much as trying to catch a
single fresh idea from other models, which, though they

;

may

be less per-

and less satisfactory upon the whole, afford hints that we ought to
take advantage of. By adopting a system of mere copying
which now,
that the examples in use are all to be found accurately drawn out in enfect

—
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grafiogs and books, requires notliiog deserving the name of study or exercise of mind,
by adopting such system, arcliitccts virtually renounce both
the name and privilege of artists, at least as far as the Orders are concerned.

Let
valves opening inwards.
area of piston
of air-pump,
of branch-pipe, C
IS = capacity
capacity of main, density of atmo-

E

D,

—

A

= a, A M=J-,

15

M = A, A = capacity

to be aimed at, one man's Doric or Ionic is just as
Those who have talent and geiutic taste of their own,
and those who have none, tan nevertheless exhibit
forbear to exercise it
to us most unexceptionable columns so long as they have nothing to do but

If only correctness

*335

is

Rood as another's.

sphere

=

= p.

Then, by known principles, the

;

density of the air in the main after
n strokes of the pump, will equul
H
+ C
„„

merely lake what they find ready provided for all alike. To be sure the
" correct" people of the latter class do frequently betray themselves very

(B

\
aTiTTc;

egregiously, since they are apt to put on the "lion's hide" of classiiality
only, but a
in such a blundering manner that the cars, and not the ears
great deal more of the real animal that is so disguised, is plainly per-

The

piston

"P^KV^uppose.

supposed to be perits «ili stroke.
Let II be
that point in its path at »hich the
valve C opens, and let A II = i
we
have (since in order to open the
valve the density of the air between
II and A must be greater than that
of the atmosphere).
is

forming

ceivable.

;

V. In speaking of Cotlage Architecture, Gvrilt has told us that it reminimum of mind, but he forgot to inform us how much mind,
and what degree of nous, are required for slicking up a row of columns in

quires the

JE*

done where, so far from there being
warrant them, either on the score of

front of a building, as is frequently

anything

in

the building itself to

utility or of decoration, they are

utterly at variance with its style in all respects, merely

show

—

in
keep, the public in their present ignorance of architecture,
scaring them away from the study of it by mystifying it as much as possible, and by ridiculing the very notion of their attempting to become ac-

to

quainted with

it.

Still the

policy

is

as short sighted as

injurious also to the interests of the art itself, since

most dependent on and most

it is

it is,

of

ungenerous,
all

is

ttiese

two

l)th stroke density in
densities are in ratio of
:

H

A

II

:

:

:

11

A

"~

'

p

:

p

:

:

R "-

"
:

1.

B.
(1)

Next, to determine the pressure of the air on both sides of M, we have
of air in A
press, of air in A U ( = press. of atmosph.)
A 11

M

I'ress.

:

AM-.:4:.i ::U"-'
.•.

:

a:.,-

Pressure against

:

:

by (1)

M= R

""

'

x

ix

15 lb.

(2)

Again, the air which flows in from the main filled at the beginning of the
stroke a volume li -H C in the present position of the piston it fills a volume
;

15

+C

-h

A

,

therefore

main when piston

Pressure of air fro

is

at

M

:

pressure of air in main

at the

at

end of (n— l)th stroke

. Pressure

in direction

—

=

always that propitious Vulcan will come in the shape of a
sweep them away, as he did Wyatt's Gothic House of
Instead of reproaching Nash for building in " lath and plaster,"
it

Putting

A+ B

-I-

B-i-C

C=S

:

B-t^C

of M's motion

*R"-'

15

—

as are intended for durability cannot be got rid of, nor shut out of sight
We cannot aflord to pull them down because they are eyeat pleasure.
sores, nor is

A

= Il''-'o

.•.«

of them, the

mercy of public taste, and
must flourish or decline accordingly as that taste happens to be good or
bad, intelligent or the reverse. There is, besides, this peculiar disadvantage attending the induenceof bad taste in architecture, namely, that after it
has ceased, and a better one come up in its stead, the unlucky productions
of the former ill-fated period remain to disgrace us, and after having been
fgnorantly admired in their day, to excite derision, contempt and disgust.
For be they crer so paltry as architecture, buildings more especially such
one which

But

total igno-

rance of composition, and cause the opposite extremes of taste to appear
jumbled up together. Instead of being admired for their porticoes, productions of that stamp would not even have been tolerated, had the public
been but as capable of judging of architecture as they are of the other fine
So far there may be policy in keeping, or endeaarts, music included.
vouring

(n-

Density at

in positive contradiction to its character,

+ A^^^.

= R'

(S-A)>

(3)

for shortness.

conflagration and

The first of these two pressures continually increases
becomes equal to the pressure of the atmosphere after

Lords.

stant.

we ought rather to feel obliged to him for not having perpetrated his
wretched designs and " monstrosities" in more durable materials, inflicting
them upon posterity as well as upon the contemporary generation. After
all, the public are the real arbiters of the fate of architecture, though it is
a truth which architects themselves do not, or it may rather be suspected
Taking their motto from Horace, they say with him, " Odi
trilt not, see.
pro/anum vulgus, et arceo." They seem to be of opinion that the more
ignorant the public, all the better for them
and so, indeed, it may be
well for them, yet deplorable enough for the Art.
;

;

until

T = i, when

this it

it

remains con-

The second diminishes continually throughout the whole extent of

the stroke.

The tcork done in the nth stroke will be obtained by integrating the exprossions (2) and (S), tlie first from x
a to a=4, the second from aa to
=0, subtracting the second integral from the first and adding to the result
the product

=

=

,!

15

*x« = 15R''-' ak

M

corresponding to the constant pressure against
after the opening of the
valve C.
Thus we have, if W^^ represent the work done in the nth stroke,

V

/*

w^^uR'.-.a.jwy
=

15

R'

dx S-A /"'^i^-—)}
-.—
y -^-^(

ai\ l-(n_l)

log

H+

1

S-Al

ATMOSPHERIC TRACTION.
By

F. S.

Haydon, B.A., Jesus College, Cambridge.

Inteatigation

of Power Lost by the Preliminary Exhaustion.

Giving (n) the values 1, 2, 3, &c. up to n in this expression, and adding
the results, we find for the whole work done in n strokes, remembering that
"
r
=R, the expression

S-A
—
—

It is proposed in this paper to investigate the relation which subsists
between the power expended and the useful effect obtained on an Atmo-

15ai/^l-HR + R^ + ... + R«-'') /'i+^_J^,„gR'\

spheric Railway, in which the dimensions of the exhausting and working
apparatus and the working pressure in the train piston are known, the

_ Al + 2R^-. ...n~^R«-'\ logRJ

effects of friction

and leakage being omitted.

The construction

of these railways

is

known that any description
would be superfluous.

so well

of the machinery used to produce motion

The diagram represents the air-pump and part of the branch-pipe conBecting the top and bottom of the barrel of the pump with the main.

A B

is

the barrel of

the air-pump

;

C,

F valves opening outwards

-(»'o^-<^^#-")'-«)
— suppjse the ru.uerical vaines those

To tiike an example
Railway, namely

'..
of the Dalkcv
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A = 134 65 cubic feet
B=I76;-76 cubic feet
C = 8771-33 cubic feet
C+C
TbeaR = A + I3 + C

S-A

B-i-C

A ~

A ~

o = 66 inches = 55 feet
*= 3421-2 square inches

10073-74

V=

134-65

79 nearly, log

R = 0'0043.

pressure of
(«) suppose the exhaustion carried on until the
have
tlie air in the main is reduced to 5 lb. per inch, then we

To determine

R" =

;J

..raxO-0043 = -4771

.-.

n=lll

nearly.

Substituting in (A) we find, after some troublesome arithmetic, the work
(4)
done to be equivalent to 15,947,068.
After the train piston has slatted, it is clear that in order to preserve the
have
must
we
exhaustion
rarefaction obtained by the preliminary

[Noykmbkr,

mu!t carefully consider that the investigation, though necessarily presented in a ma'hematical form, is not an abstract theory but really and
The dimensions of the air pumps have been suppractically true.
posed in calculation the same as the actual dimensions of the air
pumps on the Dalkey Railway, the dimensions of the main pipe and
connecting tube have been supposed the same, the pump has been
supposed to be of the same construction as that of the Dalkey line,
namely, double-acting; the working pressure has been taken at 101b.
per inch, and where numerical calculations have appeared they have
been carried to several places of decimals.
The object of the present paper will be to explain, as far as possible, that which precedes it, in language divested of mathematical symbols, so that the general reader may judge of the accuracy of the in-

vestigation and ascertain how far he may place reliance on the results
few word.s may, however, be perhaps admitted to show
obtained.
that no effort has been omitted to ensure accuracy. The obliging
(5)
lts = k's'
offer to furnish the calculation which I had myself intended to attempt
Where s, s' are distances simultaneously described by, and i. A' the areas
was gladly accepted, from a conviction that the task was resigned to
So that if m be the number of
of, the pump and train pistons respectively.
one who would give it more value and authority than I myself could
ttrokes made by pump while the train piston travels over a distance s', and
It was a great satisfaction to find that the sepapossibly command.
have
we
pump,
the
stroke
of
a, i% before, the
rate steps of the calculation resembled those which I had taken in my
(b)
.•.»! =
own rough notes, except that the investigation assumed a degree of
m a = s=—rK
a k
simplicity and elegance which could scarcely have been anticipated
In this case the pressure in the direction of M's motion is constant, and
from the complexity of the subject. The numerical calculations were
The pressure against
varies until the valve which
equal to 5 lb. per inch.
repeated _;fl-e or s/:r /(»i£S, and since have been put into my hands I
comunicates with the atmosphere opens, after which it remains constant.
have gone over thetn again by myself, and where there was any disWe have
crepancy the whole was examined and re-examined until the cause of
Pressure at beginning of stroke ( = 5 ilb.)
Pressure against
I am thus minute in giving the liisthe difference was ascertained.
tory of the paper that the reader may not imagine it to have been
.•. Pressure against
inconsiderately written or hastily published.
= 5A-lb.
The air pumps used on the Dalkey line are double-acting that is
arrives at H, where A H = 'v,then i = 5 a.
Supposing C to open when
to siy, the effect of the piston is to pump out the air when moving
The work done in any stroke when the train is in motion is therefore
either forwards or backwards.
It is clear that this arrangement is a
source of economy ol power. The pump has also valved covers at
/» dx
to
be
relieved as far as possible from the resistance
both ends, so as
= 5
* log 3
to its motion from the pressure of the external atmosphere.
The
eonstiuction of the pump is sufficiently explained by reference to the
diagram
the
preceding
paper.
in
The woi k done while the train piston travels over a distance s' is thereIn comparing the power expended with the useful effect, we may
fore
&' s'
conveniently classify the former under two heads.
1. The power ex= 5 a»>*Iog3 = 5
-r log 3 by (6) = 5 k' s' log 3.
pended in getting a vacuum before the train is started. 2. The power
expended in maintaining the vacuum after the train and train-piston
Suppose, for example, that A' = 176-7 square inches and s =7147-5 feet
are in motion.
= 5 x 1767 x 7147-5 x 0-477 nearly = 3,012,167.
Then
(7)
I.
will consider the power expended in effecting tlie prelimiFrom (4) and (7) we see that the whole work done in order to enable (he
nary exhaustion. To do this it will be necessiry to estimate the numpiston to travel through a distance of 7147 5 feet is equivalent to
ber of strokes of the pump necessary to rarify the air in the main and
18,059,235
(8)
branch pipe to ird its original density ; for supposing the atmos|>heric
The work done by the piston in travelling over 7147-5 feet is equivalent to
pressure 15 lb. per inch the pressure in the tiilie must be reduced to
10 X 176-7 X 7147-5 = 12,678,225 nearly.
5 lb. per inch in order to a pieponderating external pressure of 10 lb.
(9)
per inch. Now it appejrs that on the Dalkey line the capacity of the
From (8) and (9) we have the power lost = 18,959,235 - 12,678,225
Beariy = 0,281,010 nearly.
air pump is about y\1\\ of the capacity of the main and branch pipe
Hence the proportion of the work done to the useful effect obtained is
together.
Let us then suppose tlie pump begins its work. After the
about 3 2| so that about ^rd of the power of the engine are thrown away
first stroke the same air which preiiuusly occupied the main and
without producing any useful effect. In other words, the power lost is more
brand) pipe occupies the additional space of the pump also; that is,
than 33 per cent, of the whole power expended, and this loss is independent
its bulk is ^jth more than it was before, and its density is therefore
of friction and leakage.
decreased in the same degree, or is now fjtlis of the natural density
After the second stroke the rarified air of the tube suffers
of the air.
a further dilation, ;iii it will be easily seen that, as in the first stroke,
the air w,i» rarified in the proportion 78:71); this rarified air is in
the second stroke again rarified in the same proportion: or,as ff exPHILOSOPHY
ENGINEERING.
pressed the density in the first case, f§
'| expresses the density
II.
After the third stroke, likewise, the density will
in the second case.
be Tu ^ ':3 ^ fS> '" Ciyl"! •'I''' after the fourth stroke the density is
Loss OF Power on At.mosphepic Railways.
expressed by f| multiplied by itself four times, or (ffj". In this
It is now about twelve montlis since I ventured to publish in this
way it is found tliat after the llltli stroke the density is (ff)'",and
Journal some obsfrvalions on an objection to atmospheric traction
as this fraction is found on calculation by logarithms to be as nearly as
which seemed to have been previously overlooked. The observapossible equal to i, we conclude that to reduce the air to one-third
tions which I have offered from time to time on the subject, have exIts original density 111 strokes of the pump are required.
cited an opposition due rather to the important nature of the conHaving ascerlamed then the number of strokes necessary on preclusions arrived at than to their invalidity.
liminary exhaustion, the next step is to find how much work is done
The present paper will be preceded by one which may be confimaking these strokes. For this purpose we must find the power
in
dently ranked among the most valuable that have ever appeared in
exerted Tor each separate stroke, for it will be observed, th.u the
this v\'ork.
The conclusion of Mr. Haydoii's paper on Atmospheric
power
exerted differs in amount for each stroke; the first strokes reTraction deserves the most attentive consideration " Hence tlie proquiring much less exertion of power than those made when the exportion of the work done to the useful eflert obtained is about 3:2;
haustion has been nearly completed. In the first stroke ol all, very
so that about one-third of the power of the engine are thrown away withlittle more effort is required than that necessary to overcome the inout producing any uselul effect.
In other words, the power lost is
Fur the air in the pump
ertion and friction of the pump piston.
more than 33 per cent, of tlie whole power expended, and this LOSS
being the same density as that in the main, the moment the piston
IS INDKPeNDENT OF FRICTION AND LEAKAGE."
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The calculations, from which these grave results are deduced, are
founded on data exactly according with actual practice. The reader

moves the valve opening
suppose the

friction

to the external air rises (that

is

and weight of the valve neglected;.

to say, if

we
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To

tlie ni;inner in wliicli

Rive some idea of

the miitbemntitMl c.ilcu-

bv each stroke is ni;icl.-, we will take a
suppose that at tl.e beginning of a cerbeen carried to siicli a point that the
has
tain stroke the exhaustion
lOlbs. to the inch, that is, the density
pressure ofthe ail- in the main is
We have then, on tlie
ext.-rnal
air.
of that of the
lition of tlie newer exerted
will
particular instance.

We

is

two-thirds

of lOlbs. per inch in the direction of
starling of the piston, a pressure
in other words, the same amount of pressure
in its favour
"its

motion
on the other side of the piston
;

but it will be observed on exthis latter pressure conatmospheric pressure.
external
to
the
equal
stantly increases
piston is to compress the air in the
For the elTect of the motion of the
is, till the density in
open,
that
valve
V)
Dump till the valve C (or the
*.xists

;

amining the construction of the pump, that
till it is

Now, we suppose
external air.
the pump slightly exceeds that of the
ied to two-thirds; it is clear then that
the exhaustion has been can
piston perform
the
r.quires
that
of
speaking
are
we
the compression
is advanced thus far, the
one-third of llie stroke. Wlien tlie piston
only
two thirds
occupies
whole
pump
the
air which before occupied
the pump is increased from lOlbs.
of it and, therefore, the pressure in
seen
then, the
will
be
rise.
It
begins to
to 1 Jlbs., and the external valve
a certain point,
pressure resisting motion gradually increases up to
of
the first
average
and then remains constant. Now if we take the
equal to one-third
pressure, and multiply it by the number of inches
muliiplied by two-thirds the
the stroke, and add tlie pressure of 151bs.
the piston in terms of lib.
stroke, we get tlie power exerted against
average pressure
we'taketlie
And
if
inches.
many
so
through
moved
whole length of the
on the other side of the piston, multiply it by the
clearly h .ve the
we
first,
from
the
product
subtract
this
stroke, and
total work actu illy performed during the stroke.
each stroke
for
calculation
analytical
This is in effect done in the
together, give
the amounts of work done during each stroke, addid
It is found
the whole work done to effectllie preliminary exhaustion.
that this total power is equivalent to lib. moved through 15,047,068
;

;

inches.
In the second part of the calculation the train-piston is supposed
exhaustion may reto have started, and in order that the degree of
main unchanged in the main, it is clear lliat for every cubic inch of
cubic
inch of space.
describes
one
train-piston
the
out
pumped
air
The averages are here taken as before to ascertain the work done by
add
is
This
'd to the prethe
train.
passage
of
the
during
the pump

liminary work ; the useful effect or pressure on the train-piston multiplied by the distance traversed, and the preponderance, is, as has
According to experiments
been stated, one-third of the whole.
actually made by Mr. Samuda and Mr. Stephenson, and published in
the last number of this Journal, the actual loss of power averages 8 J
per cent. It will be seen then from the above what proportion of the
loss

is

due

to friction

and leakage.
n. C.
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and the theorist finds that his specul.itions, to produce any beiielicial
results, must be combined with the experience of practice.
have a large number of treatises of natur.d philosophy in our
langu.ige, but none which handles the subject both mathematically
and popularly. In this respect we are fir behind our continental neighbours, whose works on science are models of simplicity and elegance.
Among the best works on natural philosophy recently published in
(ierrnanv, is Peschel's Elements of Phvsics; it is divided into twi
the first division treats on the physics of ponderable bodi's,
divisions
The former is
the second on the physics of imponderable bodies.
The first two sections contain a dethe only part as yet translated.
and
of
physical
inaleri.ils,
forces in
properties
of
scription of the
This part is
general, embracing molecnl.ir attraction and gravitation.
illustrated by a variety of apposite experiuicnls. The laws of motion
and a sketch of the modern doctrines ol chemistry follow. The third
section is taken up with the properties of solid bodies, including the
pendulum, the elements of machinery, and friction. The theorems in
this section are clearly and satisfactorily proved, and contain besides
a great number of numerical illustrations, which practical men will
The remaiidng sections contain the doctrine of
lind verv useful.
non-tHastiu and elastic fluids, vibrations, and acoustics, all of which are
most luminously and perspicuously treated. The translator has shown
good judgment in substituting the methods of Baily and Littrow for
determining the b.irometric measurements of altitudes in the place of
the author's, which is both long and intricate.
The following extract gives a good general view of a subject
most important to the engineer— the strength of materials.

We

:

" In consequence of its great tenacity, iron is the most important metal,
According to Tredgold's and Dulean's exa technical point of view.
periments, a piece of the best bar iron I square inch across the end would
bear a weight of about 77,373 lb., while a similar piece of cast-iron would
It is worthy of
he torn asunder by a weij;ht of from 16,213 to 19,46t lb.
remark, that thin iron wires, arranged parallel to each other, and presenting a surface at their cxtreudtj of 1 square inch, will carry a mean weiglil
in

of 120,340 lb.
for
of the same name, however, is not of uniform strength
in mouDtainuns districts are, in ihis respect, inucli supewhich grow in a champaign country and in the same individual there exists a great diirereiice in the trunk, branches, and roots. A
piece of well-dried pine-wood {Piiiiis sylL-estfis), presenting a section of I
sipiarc inch, is able, according to Ejleliveio, to support a weight of from
15,046 lb. to 20,408 lb., whilst a similar piece of oak will carry as much as
•

All

wood

;

such trees as grow

rior to those

;

25,8.'J0 lb.

" Theoretical investigations and actual experiments alike lead to this
a parallelopipedou of uniform thickness, supported ou two
points and loaded in the middle, the luteriU strength is directly as the pmduct of the breadth into the square of the depth, and inversely as the length.
Let \V represent the lateral strength of any material, estimated by the
weight, h the breadth, and d the de|ith of its end, and I the distance be=zfd'b-^l.
tween the points of support ; then
" If tlie parallelopipedou be fastened only at one end in a horizontal
=fd''b-i-H.
position, and the load be applied at the opposite end,
" It is to be observed that the three dimensions, d, A, and (, are to be
taken in the same measure, and tiwi h be so great that no lateral curvature
arise from the weight ;/ in each formula represents the lateral strength,
wliich varies in dillerent materials, and whicli must be learnt experimentresult, that in

W

W
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There has been long wanted a manual of jihvsics, whicli should
embrace something more than a mere detail of the facts of science,
although arranged in a systematic order, and yet d.stiuct from the
purely mathematical treatises which have at different times emanated
from the universities. The study of physics haa become of late a
VI TV important branch of education, arising from the practical application of scientific principals in the details of almost every department
To civil engineers, arof manufacturing and agricultural industry.
chitects, surveyors, &c., a knowledge of physics is of the first importance, and yet their ideas on scientific sulijects frtqueiitly displ.iy
incertitude and inexactness, which we think are traceable to the want
of sound mathematical knowledge. Practical men, generally, do not
feel disposed to subject themselves to the preparatory amount of
preparatory mental labour, which the acquisition of even the elenn'ntary mathematics implies; they imagine the toil ni ly be avoideil and
a sufficient acquaintance with science obtained from the study of
popular treatises. Wirks of this nature may do well enough for the
mere schoolboy tyro, but are totally inadequate for the education of a
scientific-praciical man.
Scientific knowledge to be available must
be based on mathematics and chemistry.
are happy to see that
jealousy
wliicli once in no small degree existed between practical
the
and theoretical men, is now fast disappearing. The practical man
begins to see that Iheoreticd knowledge is not visionary knov^ ledge,

We

ally.

" A beam having a rectangular end, whose breadth is two or three times
greater than the breadth of another beam, has a power of suspension respectively two or Ihree times greater than it; if the end be two or three
times deeper than the end of the other, the suspension power of that
which has ihe greater depth exceeds the suspension power of ihe other four
or nine times
if its length be two or three times greater than the length of
auolher beam, its power of su'-pension will be j or j respectively that of the
oiher; provided that in each case the mode of suspension, the position of
Hence it follows that a
the weight, and other circumstances be similar.
beam, one of whose sides la|iers, has a greater power of suspension if
placed on the slant than on the broad side, and that the powers of suspenso, for instance, a beam,
sion in both cases are in the ratio of their sides
one of whose sides is double tlie widlh of the other, will carry twice as
much if placed on the narrow si<le, as it would if laid on the wide one.
Ajiplication in the beams of ships' decks, shoring houses, &c.
" In a piece of round timber (a cylinder) the power of suspension is in
proportion to the diamelers cubed, and inversely as the length ; thus, .i
beam with a diameter two or three times longer than that of another, will
carry a weight 8 or 27 times heavier respectively than that whose diameter
is unity, Ihe mode of fastening and loading it being similar in both cases.
" The lateral strength of square limber is to that of the tree whence it is
hewn as 10
10 nearly.
'I'iie laieral
strength of a beam supported at both ends, whatever be
Ihe stction it presents, is least when Ihe whole weight acts at the middle,
and greatest when placed near the ends ; hence the rule that considerable
weiglits are to be placed not in the middle but near the ends of Iheir supliy an equal distribution of the load over the entire length of the
ports,
timber, it can be made to bear twice at great a weight as it would ha\e
:

;

:
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borne had the load been placed in the middle, and four limes as much as
it could hare borne had it been fastened at one end only.
"A considerable advantage is frequently secured by using hollow cylinders instead of solid ones, which, with an equal expemliture of materials,
have far greater strength, provided only that the solid part of the cylinder
be of a sufficient thickness, and that the workmanship be good, especially
that in cast-metal beams the thickness be uniform, and the metal free from
flaws.
According to Eytelwein, such hollow cylinders are to solid ones of
equal weight of metal as 1 212
1, when the inner semi-diameter is to the
outer as 1
2
according to Tredgold as 17
10, when the two semidiameters are to each other as 15
25, and as 2 : 1, when they are to
each other as 7
10.
" An extraordinary meihod of increasing the suspensive power of timber
supported at both ends, a meihod, however, which has been confirmed by
repeated experiments, is, to saw down from
to I of iis depth, and forcibly
J
drive in a wedge of metal or hard wood, untd the timber is slightly raised
at the middle out of the horizontal line.
By experiment it whs found that
the suspensive power of a beam thus cut 1 of its depth was increased ^'jth,
when cut J it was increased ^'gth, and when cut ji^hs through it was increased jSf'h.
Resistance to pressure is taken into account chiefly when a body, as, ex.
?r., a column of stone or wood, has to withstand the pressure of a weight
acting in the direction of its longer axis. The consi'queuces of this compression are various as the body is long or short ; if the former, the material when overweighted will bend and break
if the latter, the body be:

:

;

:

:

:

;

comes shorter and thicker, its parts at length separate, the upper pressing
through the lower, and by mutual friction reducing the subslauce to powder.
** The
force required to crush a body increases as the section of the body
increases ; and this quantity being constant, the resistance of the body
diminishes as the height increases.
"According to Eytclwein's experiments, the strengih of the columns or
limbers of rectangular form in resisting compression is, as
" 1. The cube of their thickness (the lesser dimension of their section).
2. As the hreadlh (the greater din.'ension of their section).
3. Inversely
as the square of their length.

Of the Weights
1.

required

to

Crush some of the most Important Materials.

(Eytelwein's Haudbucti der Statik fester Korper

2r.

ll.'^Sl.i—irr'/'Oih.

on
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Mefals.
C.i8t-iron
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the contiguity of the courts with Westminster Hall, and the interference
with the light of the Hall, which makes it utterly impossible to reconstruct
the courts at M'estminster upon a good practical plan.

Proposed Site

in

Bridge Street inapplicable.

Supposing that the south side of Bridge-street was removed, and that
Palace Yard was converted into a quadrangle, by extending the present clock-tower of the Houses of Parliament along the present site of the
south side of Bridge-street, might not accommodation be there found for
the courts of law, in connection with the present courts, by extending the
buildings already stand ing along the west side of New Palace Yard, so as
to form a complete quadrangle of the whole?
Additional accomniodatioo
undoubtedly might be obtained bj that means, but not I fear upon any
good plan. In consequence of the quadrangular form of the addition that
it would be necessary to m^ke for enclosing New Palace Yard, it would
not lend itself to a convenient arrangement of the courts as a whole
and
therefore I think such an addition to their accommodation would not be
advisable.
In enclosing New Palace Yard, it is assumed that it would

New

—

;

be desirable to make the principal entrance to the new palace at the corner
of Bridge-street and St. Margaret-street, facing the north-west. This gateway would render the north side of the proposed quadrangle, enclosing
Palace Yard, unavailable for the purposes of the law courts, inasmuch as it would be cut off by the gateway from all connection with the
courts and the proposed addition to them. The available addition, therefore, would be from the north side of the present stone building to the galeway, and as it would he necessary that that portion of the building should
not exceed the depth shown upon the plan, namely, 35 feet, such an addition
to the law courts would not lend iiselfto any convenient arrangement of
them as a whole ; and I question very much whether by such an addition
the increase of accommodation which is uecessary could even be obtained.
Would not the space admit of the enlargement of the courts? Unquestionably it would, lo the extent I have mentioned, namely, to the gateway
at the norlh-west angle of the proposed quadrangle formed by enclosing

New

New

Palace Yard.

Would

it not be possible to provide sufficient accommodalion on the
f<>r the counsel, for the witnesses, and for the professional gentlemen of different classes, reserving the upper story (by whalever name
you may call the lower one) for the exclusive purposes of the courts of
law, and would you not (the whole being nearly upon the same level now)
thereby gain more than double the space which you have already in the
exi>tiug buildings?
Such an arrangement could not be made without
blocking out the light from the windows of W estminster Hnll, and even
then, I do not consider that it would afford to any material extent the convenience and additional accommodalion required.

lower story

—

Tin, molten
Lead, mollen

..

..

..

l.-i4'i8

..

..

..

7728

..

..

..
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Woods.

Oak

..

Injury of present Courts to Westminster Hull.

1!)28
1(506

1284

Gneiss
Saadstone. Rothenbnrg

4!I7I)

Brick, well baked

1092
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wish before closing our review to notice a

page 24,

ratlier serious error

prob.ibly accidental, is very likely to misauthor is giving illustrations of the method of
measuring moving power by the product of the m iss and velocity, and
he says, "A porter carrying a loud of 100 lb. with a velocity of 2 feet
miisl apply a force of 2 X 100
200 lb.
h( rse walking at the rate
of 4 feet per second and bearing a load of 250 lb. puts forth a force of
4 X 250= 1000 lb."
If the reader were to conclude hence that the
muscular strength exerted throughout the first experiment was 2001b.
measured statically, and throughout the second experiment 10001b.
measured statically, he would certainly have a wrong notion. The
conclusion ought we think to be this
that the (fficiuicy or work done
is in the first case not 200 lb. but 200 units of icork, and in the second
1000 units of work, where the unit of work is defined to be one pound
moved through one foot per minute.
wliich, tliougli

lead the student.

The

=

The present courts being nearly upon a level one with the other, and
with their respective adjuncts ? The present courts are uot much above the
level of the ground, with the exception of the Rolls Court, which is in the
front of the stone building, on the one-pair floor; but as ihe courts could
not he raised to a higher level without blocking out the light from Westminster Hall, any alteration of their level would be objectionable.
In what way would they affect the light of Westmins er Hall, inasmuch
as no window exists at present in M'estminster Hall at less than about 25
feet from the ground .'—Several of the courts are now above the cills of
those windows, and if they were raised, the light to Ihe windows on that
side of the Hall would be entirely blocked out.
The existing front is a
building that is very shallow in its depih ; that it encloses, as it were, a
large area, in which area are obtained all the courts upon a low level.
If,
therefore, those new courts were to be raised to a level with the external
front of the stone building, it would effectually stop out the light from the
windows on one side of the Hall, and the story that would thereby be obtained below the courts could not well be lighted. The cills of the windows
on the west side of the Hall were originally 21 feet above the ground in

—

Stones.

A

—

New Palace Yard, and were raised to 2G feet above that level when the
present law courts were constructed. The Hoor of the courts is about two
feet six inches above the ground, and Ihe roofs of several of them are
already above the level of Ihe top of Ihe window cills, on the west side of
the Hall.
The stone building, towards St. Margaret-street, is about 54
feet high.

PROPOSED NEW LAW COUHTS.

Conversion of present Courts into a Record

EVIDENCE BEFORE THE COMMITTEE OF THE HOCSE OP COMMONS.
Evidence of Mr. Barry.— lo conducting the building of the New Houses
of Parliament, I have had occasion to pay much attention to the present
courts of law at Westminster. Speaking the opinion of the public in general, as far as it is interested in the matter, and my own, the present
courts of law, are not convenient.
In respect of want of space ; of want of
proper rooms attached lo each court for the judges and their clerks ; of
barristers' rooms, robing rooms, solicitors' rooms, witnesses' rooms, and
rooms attached to the law courts for juries to consider their verdicts. This
kind of accommodation should, in my opinion, be attached to each of the
common law courts, and a considerable portion of it to the equity courts,
which is not the case in the present conns.
Is it not possible, in your opinion, to reconstruct the present courts of
law so as to provitle the required accommodation on the same sile? The
space in itself 13 inadequate to the purpose, and there are dilKculties as to

—

Office.

If the courts were removed from their present site, would you be very
much embarrafsed as to what purpose to apply the space lo ? Certainly
not
I conceive that there are many purposes to which it might he very
advantageously applied. 1 would mention amongst others a new Record
Office, for which, in my opinion, the site might be made available, and
would afford ample and very convenient accommodation. The remrtinder
of Ihe proposed quadrangular addition to the palace might be appropriated
either for some of those Government offices which it is not necessary should
be immediately connected with others, or for rooms for commissions and
ot>)er (jovernmentdl purposes, or for what is, in my opinion, very much
wanted in the new Houses of Parliament, rsfreshment and other rooms for
the convenience of the public.
In your plan of converting the present sile of the courts of law into a

—

;

Record Ofhce, do you mean to place any space between that and Westminster Hall? I meant Intake means of completely isolating ihe building
which is to contain Ihe depositories for records from the Hall,

—

Improvement of Entrance

to Ihe

Pahtcc of M'cslmiiisliv.

desirable for the architectural appearance and the convenierce of
the new Houses of I'arliamcHt at Mestiuinster tliat tlie courts should be
removed, and that an addition should be made to the building upon the site
now occupied by them ^ Their removal would I think promote \ery materially the elfect of the new Palace at Westminster, as well as its conveIs

it

—

The elevations towards Old and New Palace Yards and St. MarDieoce.
garet-street will be very defective, owing to the irr.-gularity in plan, the
dilTerence iu levels, particularly the low level of Mestminster Hall, and
the necessarily inharmonious character of the design, owing to the incorporation of Westminster Hall in those elevaiions. This defect would in a
great measure be removed by the proposed quadrangle, and by causing
Westminster Hall to form a part of it, as was formerly the case in the anSo that on the whole, I think the gain in the external etl'ect
cient palace.
of the building would 1)6 very considerable. There is another point also
that I might observe upon, which is, that at the present moment there is no
'Ihe only
principal or striking entrance to the new Palace for the public.
great entrance is the state entrance to the Hous.? of Lords, reserved exclua main
in
which
situation
no
There
is
JIajesty.
the
use
of
Her
sively for
public entrance could be so convenient, or have so good an elFect as at Ihe
northwesi corner of the proposed quadrangle enclosing New \'alaceYard.
If the quadrangle were adili d to the building, it would only be necessary
to secure this entrance gaieway, in order to render ilie building more secure from external atlai k in case of public commotions. The building, as
designed, could be elfectually protected towards the river, but it will
be very much unprotected on the other sides. It might be as well 1 should
slate, that in case the law courts were removed from Westminster, and Ihe
site of them were made available for other purposes, Ihe value of it, in my
1 ii.ean that if it weie
opinion, cuuld nut be staled at less than t'bO,(i40.
Eold for any building purpose it would be worth that money In the

mw

market.

Do you mean the committee to understand that that is an element which
ought to be taken into their cimsideralion, that, in immediale connection
wiih the New Palace at Westminster, you would allow the space at pretcni occupied by the law courts to be applied to any other than congenial

—

Certainly not.
jiurpiises?
will you state how far
I hen

can

fairly

be within your calculaiion to
a sum which could not be oh-

Victcria Tower.
not staled on former occasions that the Victoria Tower
tl e .spot to wliicli jou proposed to transfer the records of the kingdom,
have jou not s aied thai it was eminently adapted for such purpose ;

Have you

such purpose, will jou stale
nut
— 'Ihe
or ginal purpose of the Victoria

lo

for

what purpose

Tower was

it is

lo

was
and
and

be applied

(

for the Parlianienlary

records alone ; it has since been considered that it might be made available
I was therefore consulted as to the
fur the public records of the kingdom.
a'comniodation that it would atlurd for that purpose, and from the best inf.jrmalion which was afl'urded lo nie at the lime as to the accommodation
required for the records, I have no hesitation in reporting that the Victoria
'1 ower would be suflicieut lo accommodate the whole of them.
Since that
time a very minute suney has been made by the ollicers of the Record eslablishnient of the whole of those records, and apian has been proposed
by them of a p iiticular UiOde in which they should be arranged, which
plan diU'ers altogether from the plan which I had formerly acted upon,
and now causes me to doubt whether the capacity of the Victoria Tower

purpose.

ii suflicieut for the

Ronfs of

New

Houses of Parliament.

had proposed certain accommodation

in other parts of the building,
as in the roofs; hut that species of accommodation has been discountenanced entirely by the INlaster of the fiolls, and I believe is now
cuDsidered as uiia^ailable.
I

urU

Have you made preparation, either by floors or windows in the roofs, for
the recepiion of the records ? The only preparation I have made is in
itrengiheniog the roofs; the dormer windows in them I consider to be necessary for the convenience of ihe building.
Have you not floors in Ihe roofs adapted for the purpose of the records,
aid windows opening in such apartments? Ther« is a fireproof floor in
tlie roof, which is necessary for the warming and veutilating arrangements
of the building; and there are windows also.

—

—

Space required for the Records.

According

arrangements proposed,

it is questionable whether the
cubic capacity of the Vicloria Tower is suflicieut for their accommodation ;
but if the records were to be arranged in the Victoria Tower as closely as
possible, I believe the tower itself would be sufficient to hold the whole
of them.
At the time when yon gave evidence of the suflicient capacity of the
Victoria Tower for these purposes some years a^o, a previous measureincut of the records had been made?
A subsequent measurement of a
Biure minute description has taken place within the last two years.

lo Ihe

I'pon lliat re examination, the quantity of records, and consequently the
was
space required to deposit them in, was found to be much greater than
anticipated at that time?— Taking the quantity of records and the arranj;elueiils considered necessary for their location together.
Has the aclual bulk of the records been found greater than it had before
been estimated lo be ?— No, it is found to be less ; but much larger allowaiuesare now proposed for the arrangement of them and for the annual inand those allowances make the entire cubic space to be
crease of them
;

provided much greater.
Of course it wiiulJ be desirable to provide not merely room for the
exisling records, but for their gradual increase, and also room for the nse
of the readers who may desire to consult them?— Yes; taking the ullowof
aiicc that is now proposed for that purpos<',aud Ihe proposed increase
facilities for searching the records, the cubic qimulity of space required is
very considerably greater ihan it was in the first estimate.
absolutely
1 propose that a uiucli larger site should be obtained than is
required fur the new law courts, in order that there niisht be a very considerable return ill the shape of ground-rents for chambers, in diminution
I have gone over the
of the expense of purchasing the site in question.
whole of the property which I consider it would be advisable to purchase,
Willi a genlleuian whose local knowledge of the property is unquestionable (Mr. Cadogau, who has his oflice in Pickett-place), and I have every
reason to believe that the estimate which that genlleman has formed, and
which 1 ha\e had an opportunity of checking by going over the same
ground, may be relied upon. The amount that would be required to purchase the » hole site considered necessary to carry into effect the alterations, would amount to £075,074.
It will be bounded on the north by Carey-street, on the east by ChanceryInne, on the south by the Strand and Fleet-street, and on the west by
Clement's lane and Plough-court.
The length will be from east to west, about 700 feet ; and from north to
south about 480 feet.
About 7^ acres. I should propose to place Ihe law courts in the centre
of the site, or nearly so, and the proposed chambers east and west of it.

Law Chambers —Deductions from Costs.
any residue out of the space which you propose to take, and
which you have estimated in the calculation of £07.5,074?— A very considerable residue, which 1 should propose to appropriate to the purpose of
building chambers, as shown upon Plan (B), which exhibits two quadrantowards Ploughgles on ench side of the law courts, and a row of houses
The value of the grouudrents that might be obtained for the pifocourt.
posed chambers alone is, in my opinion, worth the sum of £310,500.
Leaving the expense of the actual site for the law courts £S38,574.
judgment of such groundI have made a calculation lo the best of my
Is there

it

assume as Ihe marketable value of the site
laiiitd by any mode which you would recommend, or which you would
think consistent w th the propriety of the case?— 1 have said that ihe site
mii;htbe made available for a Kecord OfTice, which exierually mitiht be
made lo appear as part of the new palace, and the value of it so applied is,
in my op niun, what I have stated, bli,ii40.

if
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—

would be obtained for buildings in that locality of the description
mentioned, supposing the law courts lo be in the ceulre of them.
0(/ier Deduction.

rents as

deduction from the expense of
I should slate, as amongst the items of
of
the site, that a certain number of public ofiices attached to the courts
purposes
if the law courts are
other
available
for
become
would
equity
removed to it, and that the value of those offices, if let for other purposes,
would be about £100,350. Those oflices are the Accountant (leneral's
the Affidavit-office in Syniund's Inn, Chancery;
the Public office in Soulhampton Buildings ; the Enrolment office
Lunatics' Ofiice in Mitreiu Chancery lane ; the Clerk of Custody of
court Buildings ; the Great Seal Patent offii e in Qualitycourl, Chancerythe Masters in ChauceryInn
Fields;
Lincoln's
Line ; the Lunacy-office, 45,
the PatentOflices, 1 1 sets of Chambers, &c. in Soulhanipton-buiidings
office, 4, Old-square,
;the
Presentation
Searle-street,Lincoln's-lnn
oflice, 13,
Lincoln's-lnn ; the Record and Writ Clerks' Office in Chancery-lane ; the
Registrars' office in Chancery-lane; the Report-office, Chancery-lane; the
Taxing
Secretary of the Lord Chancellor's Office iu Quality-court, and the
Masters' Office in Staples lun, in addition to the site of the present law
also
are
There
at
£86,000.
courts at AVestminster, which I have valued
other
olher offices attached to the courts of law which might be let for
the
Corporation
of
If
the
valualiou.
purposes, but of which I have no
central
City of London were disposed to enter into the arrangement of
Guildhall-yard
in
the
courts
present
the
proposed,
courts upon the site
might be let for other purposes.
building might allord acI believe it lo be probable that the proposed
commodation for all those oflices.
judges
In your proposed plan for the courts of law have you included
chambers?— Yes ; I propose that the judges should be accommodated in
I have not gone so much into detail with the plan of
Ihe new building.
be the case ;
the new building as to say with certainty that such would
that
but 1 imagine from the immense size of ii, anil the number of stories
accommodation
and
other
offices,
all
the
that
would be available for oflices,
which I have nienlioned, might be obtained.
Deducing these set-ofls from the expense of purchasing the ground,
youwould make out, the purchase of the ground would uot cost above
exclusive of the value of the offices attached to the courts of
iE 172,224,
'
Office, in Chancery-lane

hme

;'

;

law.
If you were to make no deduction
would be £258,224.

And

this includes the

to the site

?

formation of

for the

new

value of the present

streets

site it

immediately contiguous
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the clearing

away

reputable ueigbbourhood

of a very unwholesome, unsigbtly, and dis-

7

Architecture of the S'ew Buildmgs.

The plan would be very much like Ihat which I proposed some years
ago for a building lo occupy the centre of Lincolu's-lun Fieliis it would
be upon the same principle
the accommodalion would be for 12 or 14
courts, each with a judges' room, a clerks' room, and ante-room, barristers' room, and solicitors' room
and iu the common law courts, in addition to this accommodation, a room for the jury.
It would include also,
a room for the grand jury, a law library, consullation rooms, a refreshment
room, a great central hall, commnnicatiiig with the whole of the courts
and their appurtenances, for the accommodalion of the public and private
lobbies, and communications for the convenience of the judges and the
bar.
The courts would be arranged around the great central half, and
towards the e.\terior of the building, surrounding the courts, would be
arranged all the private accommodation connected with the court respec-

The

;

;

;

The elevations would be much higher than in the plan proposed for
Lincoln'slnn Fields, which was formed on the consideration that it would
be desirable to keep the buildiug in that situation as low as possible, in
order to obstruct as little as possible the air and veniilation of that neighbourhood, and with that view, the buildiug was designed in a s'yie of
architecture which admits of low proportiuns.
The style of architecture
that I should propose for the new building would be altogether different
from that proposed in the first design.
J should say that it would be
desirable that it should be iu the iMediieval style of arcliiteclure, and that
the loftier the building is made, provided no practical inconvenience results from the height, the belter will be the external cti'ect.
In the exterior of the building I should propose four stories the centre
of the building would be lower, and the great hall and surrounding courts
would be lighted entirely from above.
That area
;ili that elevation would supply the means of transferring

great call

is for

another artery,

.

—

uncertain
but I have very little doubt Ihat the size of the building and
the power of increasing the number of stories in it, will afford every aceummodation that can be required.
It would include also the late Six Clerks' Office, now in Chancery-lane
;

can

stale, in

courts, or all the buildings that would stand upon the site that would be
?
The courts alone.
Where would you propose the front of this building to be ? The front
should be lo the Strand and Fleet-street.
Do you conlemplate in your plan so widening the Strand as to give easy
access lo the building ?
propose Ihat the Strand should be widened s o
that it should not be less than 100 feet.

cleared

—

—

—

I

Temple Bur.

Do

you propose

to get

rid of

Temple Bar

use the expression, east

—

branch ? Vp
on the other.

the terminus of the proposed street of the left-hand
to Fetter-lane on one side,aud into the wide part of Holborn

Accountant General's

Office.

—The office w.as built about 70 years
was only intended for four clerks in the
and one division. The whole property was

Evidence of Mr. S. Parkinson.]

ago; when

it

was

built

it

Accountant CTcneral's office,
about six millions. Since Ihat time the office has been obliged to be divided into four distinct offices, so as to divide the Alphabet. The consequence is that Ihe rooms have been much cut about, and we do not know
where to put the books and papers securely. Last year the properly transferred and paid in and out was £19,900,000.
So that an office which was formerly intended for four clerks, has

now

26.

Formerly Ihe public got their dividends passed on the ground floor ;
they are obliged to clamber up and down a very bad staircase in
order to get their drafts passed by tlie Hegistrar.
Wuh regard to all those offices, very much increased accommodation is
required
the Exchequer business has been removed into Ihe Court of
Chancery, and we viere obliged to make provision for it within the same

now

;

walls.

Increase of Business.

When

you speak of Ihe great increase of business which has taken place
courts lately, what year are jou compariug the present
with ?
I am compariug the year 1775 with Ihe present jear.
Iu the year
177.'5, when the offices were built, the whole of the property in court was
£0,000,000, and last jear the amount of slock and cash paid and transIhe Railway Bills
ferred into and out of court, was about £19,000,000

in the diflerent

—

;

bringing an immense deal of business.
The cash received and paid into court
I can stale what it was in 1828.
was about £1,000,000. The stock paid in then was about £1 l(iO,000.
The cash paid out was £4,359 000, and the stock transferred out was
£3,322,0(10 ; making a total of about £15,000,000.
What is the amount of property to which those books have reference
which are contained in the offices of the Accountant (ic-neral ? I should
think Ihe value would be about £00,000,000, The stock last year was
£4G,530,.'j77 that included East India slock and Bank slock, and a great
number of valuable securities, so that the value of the whole would be
nearly £00,000,000.

—

Cost, Frontage.

round numbers, what I believe would be the cost of the
new building. It would, I think, be about £300, OUO. It is impossible
for me, however, to give an answer with certainty, inasmuch as I have
not gone into the details of the plan.
Does the estimate of £300,000 cover merely the new buildings of the
I

may

Where would be

;

to that central locality all the public offices now in the Temple, and iu
other plac<s connected with the administration of the law.
1 have every
reason to believe, from the information I have at present, that such would
he the case. It is most probable that many of those offices would require
to be new modelled, and the ex'ent of accommodation is therefore a little

if I

and west.

;

tively.

[NOTKMBKR,

west end of St. Paul's Churchyard will be more than Ludgafestreel or Fleet, about 1 in 30.
The hill, as marked on this plan, would be as steep as Ludgate-hill.
These plans are now iu contemplation.
Several of them will be begun, but which portion I cannot say.
at the

.'

— That

v^ould not be ne-

;

Petition for Removal of Present Courts,
Evidence o/ Mr. R. Macghan. There was a petition to the House of
from the solicitors of London and Weslminster, signed by 632

—

Commons

different solicitors.

Do

they reside

iu

different parts of the metropolis

?

— In various parts

;

a large proportion in the City some at this end of town and particularly
and about the inns of court.
Including the most considerable solicitors in London.
The signatures to the petitions include almost all the agency houses.
All those persons think it would be a great convenience to themselves,
and their clieuls, if the courts of law were removed from their present
;

;

in

cessary.

position.

Will you stale to the Committee how far Temple Bar could be pre
served, consistently with the frontase of the street at that spot, as designed
on your plan ? Temple Bar can stand as it is shown upon that plan ; it
would not be in the centre of ihe street, or of the area in the front of the
building, but it would be attached to one side.
It would be like the arch of Titus f
Yes, in some degree.
Evidence of R. L. Jones, Esq. Vou are the Chairman of lbs Committee
for City Improvements ?

The total number of professional men in Ihat department, residing in the
metropolis, is I think about 2,500.
About one-fourth of that number have signed the petition in favour of
this plan.
Has any one on Ihe part of Messrs. FreshQeld, signed ?— Two of the
Messrs Freshfield have signed, and Jlr. Edward Lawfurd, and Mr. John

—

—

—

Law ford.
Of the solicitors at the west end of London, can you specify some of the
?
I observe that Messrs. Clarke and Fynmore have signed ;
Mr. Clai'ke is just appointed solicitor to the Ordnance.
Did Ihe clerk call upon any of those three-fourths who have not signed ?
He called upon many who did not sign, not being at their offices he infiirmert me that none he called upon objected to sign.
Did he state that none upon whom he called had refused to sign ? None
leading houses

AltC7'ations of

Temple Bar.

With

reference first to the question of Temple Bar, do you believe that
the alteration of Temple Bar would form any objection on the part of the
City to the plan that Mr. Barry has proposed I
I think they would require boundary gates.
I do not think there would be any strong objection
against removing the present gates and substituting others ; bnt I think
they would insist on boundary gates.

—

—

—

;

—

whatever.

Vou were

rather in a

hurry with the petition?

— Yes;

the time

was

short.

City Improvements.

The City contemplate some improvements in the direction of the inns
of court.
It is proposed to commence from the corner of Cheapside, at the west
end of Cheapside, and to take down the whole block of building on Ihe
notth side of St. Paul's, and thence going across the Old Bailey, through
the site of the Fleet Prison, crossing Farringdon-street, up to little Newstreet, and thence up to F'etterlane, which joins the Kolls estate, taking
another diagonal line into the wide part of Holborn, which would be the
means of relieving Holburn-hill, as to which a loud complaint has so long
been made, because we have ascertained that the aclivities from the point

—

Gas Works in the Colonies. The inhabitants of our moat distant
colonies are becoming alive to the advantages and comfort of gas lighting.
A company has been formed for this purpose at Cape Town, (ape of Good
Hope, and tlie contract for the supply of the apparatus has been taken by
Messrs. Barlow and Co., the engineers and contractors for gas works of
The total outlay will not exceed £7,0('0. Mr. Alex.
39, Biicklersbury.
Wilson, late of the Imperial Gas Company, is engineer, aud the design*
and arrangement of the work do him great credit.
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the Booksellers be, as Johnson said of them, the best p itrons of
literature— as no doubt they are whou its inten sts happen exactly to
they show themselves to be
coini-ide willi and promote their own
about the very worst patrons of architecture, for they have just patronized a most wretched design for their Provident Retreat, at Abbot's
Langley; the first stone of which was laiil ou the 3rtl of September
Ibe better and more sensible part of the ceremony on tlie occ isiou
being an early cold dinner, called, for gentility's sake, a breakfast.
There was, of course, the usual dose of speeches to be swallowed, as
well as eatables and drinkables, yet, somehow or other, nothing was
said with respect to the intended building; nor did the Earl of Clarendon, in return for the compliments paid him, venture to compliment
the booksellers upon thi- t.iste they had shovvu in their selection of a
admit that the matter is not one of any great moment
design.
in itself, yet the Booksellers might, for the same outlay as they contemplate, have a building very far superior in architectural quality to
many that are very much larger, and which now stand as so many
lamentable records'of opportunities thrown away. The getting one
paltry thing the more may seem a mere trifle, but then it is no trille
to tiiid a number of paltry and ridiculous things stuck up all over
the country: the items are insignificant, but the ainount is a fearful
" Take care of the pence" is a very good maxim in architectural
one.
matters, as well as in money matters: if we study good taste in our
buildings generally, let them belong to whatever class they may, there
will be no danger of either bad taste, or want of taste, being shown in
our public edifices and monumental structures; whereas, although
there is no lack of excitement and talking whenever a competition
takes place for something worth scrambling for, as holding an unusually
lucrative prize, ordinary competitions are passed over as matters of no
interest or concern to any one except the parties actually engaged in
If

—

We

them.
People have a right, it will be said, to please themselves; true
yet, even this right must be understood, ctuu grario salis, or it might,
in time, be extended to the privilege of pleasing one's-self by putting
The right is a qualified and
one's hand into another persun's pocket.
a man is perfectly at liberty to go into a shop and cull
limited one
out from the articles oH'ered for his selection one of the very worst
but no set of men, let them call themselves what they
patterns of all
may, have any right to invite architects to send in drawings to a comor,
petition under the pretence of intending to choose the best design
if not the very best of all, still, one of real merit, and then select the
very worst or what must be considered such by those who do not
know that there was something slill worse offered. At airy rale, it
would be merely honest were committees to say to competitors, "
do not pretend to be judges of architecture we do not pledge ourselves to select the best design that may be sent in ; we only want to
have the opportunity of rummaging over whatever you shall think fit
why, in that we
and as to choosing a design from them
to show us
mean to pltase ourselves." Had the booksellers thus forewarned the
competitors, we could have admired their sincerity, if nothing else.
But what is the position in which the Booksellers their committee at
Whether it was knowingly, nr
have placed themselves?
least
through sheer ignorance, they have chosen such a despicably maudlin
and wretched design, that it proclaims either their injustice and bad
faith towards the other competitors, or their own utter incapacity and
bad taste. That choice is so far an injury to others who may be
known to have engaged in the competition, as the natural, though irrconsiderate inference is, that bad as the one chosen may be, not one
Even granting for a moment that such
of the others was so good.
really was the case, the only way then left for the committee, if they
bad a grain of taste in them, was to reject the designs, one and all, as
being every one of thera far below the mark, and as manifesting complete ignorance of style, and of every architectural quality.
should very much like to know upon what grounds the committee
justified to themselves the choice they have made; or are we to
suppose that the sckclion was conducted alter the manner of a rajjk,
and that they left luck to decide for them ? If so, they certainly cannot boast of their good fortune, though the author of the design has
uo reason to be dls>atistied with his.
should, too, like to know
any one of the committee could dare
if, after choosing such a design,
to look any of the other competitors in the f.ice?
Committees may not be formally responsdjle to any one for their
proceedings, or li.eir decisions, but they ought at least to be made to
leel that they are in some measure responsible lo public opinion, ami
should be taught that if they refuse to jiay deference to it, they must
expect nothing else than its hissings and its hootings. The BookSellers' committee Lave fairly exposed themselves to derision, because,
:

;

—

—

We

;

—

—

—

We

We

allhongh they themselves say nothing, the choice they have made
do not pretend to
T/im is our lasle!
proclaims aloud for them
sav why we have come to such conclusion, but this is, in our opinion,
So
the best and most suitable design among all that were offered us.
long as il satisfies us, we care not who may be dissatisfied; and it is
sheer impertinence in other people to inquire into our reasons.
Admitting that the power of acting just as they please, confers on
committees ami other bodies the right of exercising, « discnlion,
similar power gives public opinion the undoubted right of expressing
itself without restraint so that at any rate there is right pitted against
right, though on which side mighl lies is not yet decided.
Some may
think the particular case hardly calls for such animadversion, yet it is
[irecisely owing lo the practice of winking at the arbitrary proceedings
of committees on ordinary occasions, that the general system of competition has grown up to what it is
a notoriously corrupt one, stamped
by chicanery, favoritism, and intrigue, by shameless bad faith towards
competitors, and frequently by the most shameless bad taste on the
part of judges, who seim to have b^en appointed on account of their

We
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;

—

stupidity.

COAL FIELDS I\ CHINA.
I5v K. C.

Tavlob.

{i'rom tlu Journal of the Franklin Institute.)
In the East Indies various depots of European coal have been established, for the service of the British goverumeut steamers.
This fuel, for the
most part, it is uri<lerstood, consists of the anlliracitous and partially bitu-

minous coals of South Wales, of course obtained at great expense. It appears that 5000 tons of English coal, at a freightage of about il. per tun,
are annually imported into Bombay, for the Company's steamers.
Bituminous coals have been derived from much less distant sources; among
which the Burdwan coal (ield, in the vicinity of Calcutta, may be uauied.
Mergui Island, also, in the Bay of Bengal, has lately furnished some steam
coal lo Singapore.
The sleam ships ou the China seas, during the war
with that vast country, were supplied from these various sources.
It is probable that coal was discovered, and was in common use in
China, long before it was knowu in the western world. It is mentioned
by a noble traveller of the 13lh century, as abounding throughout the whole
province of " Cathay," of which Pekin is the capital, " where certain
black stones are dug out of the mountains, which stones burn when kindled,
and keep alive for a long time, and are used by many persons, notwiih.
standing the abundance of wood."
Among the people of Pekin, three kinds are in use.
1. That emplojed by the blacksmiths.
It yields more flame than the
other qualities
is more tierce, but is subject to decrepitate in the lire
ou
which account, probably, the blacksmiths use it pounded in miuute par;

;

ticles.

2. A harder and stronger coal used for culinary purposes, giving out
more (lame than tlie other sorts so employed it is less quickly cuusuuied,
and leaves a residuum of gray ashes. There are several gradations of
these.
The best are bard to break, of a fine grain, a deep black colour,
soiling Ihe hands less than the others. It sometimes is sufficiently siliceous
to give the lire with steel.
Others have a very coarse grain, are easilv
broken, and make a bright lire, leaving a reddish ash. Another specie's
crackles, or decrepitates, when first placed on the fire; and falls down,
almost entirely, iu scales, which close the passage of the air, and stifle lUo
;

fire.

3.

.

A

soft, feebly

burning coal, giving out less heat than the 2iid class

;

consuming more quickly, it breaks widi greater facility, and in general is
of deeper black than the sorts previously mentioned.
It is commonly this
description, which, being mixed with coal dusi and a fourth part oiclay,
is employed to form an artificial and economical fuel.
This being moulded
iu the form of bricks and balls are sold in the shops of Pekiu.
Wa^oii
loads of coal dust are hrouglit to that city fcr this sole purpuse.
Nearly the whole of Ihe pioperlies and applications are now in everyday use in the United States, and are familiar to all. They are, in fact,
the natural results suggested by qualities possessed iuconimun by the combustibles of remote parts of ihe same globe.
Even ihe modern method of
warming all Ihe apartmenls of our dwellings, which we view as tlie result
of sui)erior practical and scientific investigation, was in use with very
liule deviation, centuries ago, by ihe Chinese.
Many a patented artificial
fuel compound, both in Europe and America, has been iu practical
operation iu Cliina, at least a thousand years.
4. Anthracite. Anotherdescriptionof coal abounding about 30
lea"urs
from Pekin, but which was not then iu such general use there as the o°tlier
kinds, is called by the Chinese Che-tan.
Che means a stone, but Ian is
the name they give to wood charcoal. Therefore, according to the
'enius
of Ihe Chinese language, lliis compound word signilies a substance resembling or having the common properlies of stone and charcoal.
There can
be little difiiculty here iu recognising the variety of coal which,
in our
day, has been denominated anthracite, a compoiiud word of similar
meanlug.

a
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The Chinese glance

remarkable exception

unfavourable conclusion prevailing against Orienial coal ; and, accorJins to more
recent authority than those vtr before cited, deserves to rank at llio head of
aliliough, in specilic gravity, it
the list, in respect of its purity as a coke
does not come up to the cliaracter of tlie Fenns^lvania or V'elsh fuel;
neither has it the spongy texture «hiuh contributes much to the glowing
combustion of the lalier.
So late as IS-IO, a Russian officer has described the coal formations of
the interior, as occupying the western mountain range of China, in such
abundance tliat a space of half a league cannot be traversed without meeting wilh such strata. The art of raining is yet in its infancy among the
Cliinese; notwitlistanding which, coal is thought to be at a moderate price
in the capital.
Anthracite occurs iu t!ie western range of mountains at
about a day's journey, or about 30 miles only from Pekin. The coal formation is largely developed, in which thick beds of coal occur. Tliey appear to be of various qualities. Some of this coal occurring in shale beds,
is singularly decompc^eil, and its particles have so little cohesion, that
they are almost reduced to a slate of powder. Beneath these coal shales
are beds of ferruginous sand stone, and below those occur another series,
consisting of much richer seams of coal than the upper group.
In this range are seen also both horizontal and vertical beds of coDglomerale, accompanied by scams of coal, which have ihe conglomerate for
As might be expected,
the roof, and diorite or greenstone for the floor.
this coal very much resembles aoihracite.
It is shining, of compact texture, didicult to ignite, does not flame in burning, or give out any smoke.
Every thing respecting it leads to
Its suiistance is entirely homogeneous.
Ihe belief tliat there had been a great development of iieat at the period of
The horizontal coal beds are the most imits formation, or subsequently.
portant and vnluable, and are denominated large ; but no greater lliickness
than three and a half feet is quoted. Tlie blacksniithsaud those who work
in copper, prefer this coal, on account of the intense heat which it gives
coal forms a

to the

;

out.

Throughout the whole of this mountain range may be continually seen
the outcrops of this combustible, where they have never, as yet, been
touched by the hand of man.
In those parts of China where wood is very dear, coal is worked on a
great scale for the Pekin market ; but the process of mining is very little
understood by those people, who excel in the preparation of uliarcod.
possess evidence, tliat extending over large areas in China, are beds
of tertiary or brown coal, of cannel coal, a dozen varieties of biluuiinous
coal, of anthracite, glance coal, and graphitic anthracite ; all of which, for
ages, iiave been in common use in this remarkable country, and have been
there employed for every domestic pui'pose known to civilized nations of
all times, including gas lighting, and the manufacture of iron, copper, and
ulber metals.

We

Mode

of

mining Coal

in

China.

might be expected that in China, where most of the practical arts
have, from time immemorial, been carried on with all the perseverance of
that industrious people, the operations of mining coal would he conducted
with some regard to science, in relation to sinking, drai[iing, and extraction.
M'e liave, however, good authority, especially in regard to the environs of
Pekin, for stating that the process is still in a very imperfect state. Machinery there to lighten labour is unknown. They have not even an idea
It

of the pumps indispensable to draw off the water. If local circumstances
allow, they cut drainage galleries ; if not, they abandon tlie work whenever the inundation has gained too far upon them.
The mattock and
shovel, the pick and the hammer, are the mining instruments
the only
The water
ones, iu fact, which the Chinese employ in working the coal.
of the mine is emptied by the slow process of tilling small casks, which are
brought up to the surface by manual labour. Vertical shafts are not used.
In working horizontal coal seams, the timber is expensive, and the materials cost about 2 copecs per pond, =: 8 dollars 50 cents per ton, English

;

of flame.

One cannot

but be struck with the singular counterpart to this employin the Valley of the
Virginia. Tne geological origin ; the means of supply ; the
a]<plication lo all the processes of manufacturing salt, and of the appropriation of Ihe surplus for tiie purposes of illumination, are remarkably
alike, at such distant points as China and the United Stales.
Those who
have read, even wilhiu the present mouth, the account of the recent extraordinary additional supply of gas, and tlie services it is made to perform
at the Kanawha saltworks, must be impressed with the coincidence of all the
circumstances with those which are very briefly stated in the previous
paragraph, in relation to China. In fact, the parallel is complete.
To the coals and combustible minerals of China, I cannot further advert
here.
But wliat a conviction irresistilily presses upon the mind, as to the
incalculable uiility of the Ruilvoad system, and coal mining improveineals
in such an empire!
If ever there were concentrated at one point all the
circuroslances especially and unequivocally favourable to that system, and
imperiously calling for improvements of the character suggested, it seems
to be presented in the ease of the ciiy of Pekin.
Here, with its enormous
population of 1,500,000 souls, it is situated only at a day's journey computed at thirty miles from an immense region of coal, comprising several
varieties.
Yet its inhabitants cannot purchase the best qualities of this
coal, brought from the mountains on the backs of mules and camels, under
11 dollars CO cents per ton, and the very worst for less than 7 dollars 75
cents per ton.
Borneo, " the largest island in the world," which is only twenty degrees
due south of Canion, has lately come into repute for the great quantity of
coal which it contains, not only accessible to ships along the coast, but exMuch iufurmatioa
tensively occurring in the mountains of tlie interior.
has also been acquired from the natives; and the facts which are already
elicited are regarded as of considerable importance, in respect to the facilitating the steam navigation of the China seas.
[NoTK. The prices and admeasurements, which are quoted in the foregoing article, were reduced to the United Slates and English currencies
and measures, from the Russian, as furnished by the Engineer Kovanko
who, in like manner, converted them into the Russian from the Chinese
standards.
In consequence of this triple conversion of standards, additional care has been taken to avoid error iu these calculations.]

ment of natural gas, which may be daily wiiuessed

Kanawha,

in

wood being sold by weight in China.
The coal, when mined, is put into

baskets, and drawn upon sledges,
Kach basket contains
raised to the surface by manual strenglh.
about three pouds of coal, and one man can raise about eight baskets in a
day. This is equivalent to 1032 Russian pounds, or to 12 cwt. English,
per day. The miners' wages are at the rate of 30 copecs a basket which
is equal to 240 copecs (copper currency), or 46 cents of Uuited States currency, per day
being 76 cents U. S. per Ion.
At the pit's mouth, this coal is sold for 60 copecs per
Prices iit Pekin.
poud,=4 dollars C3 cents per ton of 20 cwt. It is then conveyed on the
backs of mules through the mountains, and thence on camels to Pekin,
where the price is J rouble, =] J francs, =29 cents United Slates per poud
which, if our calculation be correct, is equal to II dollars CO cents United
We perceive, thereStates, or 21. 8s. 3d. per ton of 2240 pounds English.
fore, that the best of fuel is expensive at Pekin, and hence the necessity
for resorting to the artilicial compounds and substitutes to which we briefly
;

;

—

I

;

alluded.

There is, however, a kind of coal sold in that city at a much lower price,
when it is mixed with one-half of coal dust. This coal, in
1840. sold for one rouble per poud, which is at ihe rate of 7 dollars 75 cents
equal 1/. 12s. 3d. per ton. It is of indifferent quality, however ; giving
out but little beat, and is quickly cuasiiuied.
particularly

Coal Gus Lighting in China.
Whether, or to what extent, the Chinese artificially produce illuminating
gas from bitumiDous coal, we are uDcertaiu. But it is a fact, that sponta-

—

—

—

TIDAL HARBOURS' COMMISSION.
Analysis of the Evidence.

—

which are

[November,

neous jets of gas, derived from boring into coal beds, have for centuries
been burning, and turned to that and other economical purposes. If the
Chinese are not manufacturers, they are, nevertheless, gas consumers and
employers, on a large scale and have evidently been so, ages before the
knowledge of its application was acquired by Europeans. Beds of coal
are frequently pierced by the borers for salt water; and the intlamniable
gas is forced up in jels, twenty or thirty feet in heiglit. From these fountains the vapour has been conveyed to the salt works in pipes, and there
used for the boiling and evaporation of the salt: other tubes convey the
gas intended for lighting the streets and the larger apartmentsand kitchens.
As there is still more gas than is required, the excess is conducted beyond
the limits of the saltworks, and there forms separate chimneys or columns

Improvement of Thames Navigation.

C.£.— The Report on the Thames of 1842 stales
is the worst iu the river, and might be removed without
be deplored that so important a measure as the removal
of the shoals in the ri\er should, for the want of 60,000;.. be left untouched. The Report in 1843 enumerates 14 shoal places in the river, and
that all might be removed, and witness has had no reason to alter his
opinion, and contemplates an nuiforni depth of 12 feet allow water springs
from London Bridge to Ciravesend ; dredging may be done at from 9d. to
Is of opinion that there should be one superintending
Is. a cubic yard.
power over all harbours to control all operations where navigation is concerned. Considers that local trustees, with proper professional advice, are
the most likely persons to be vigilant conservators of their rivers ; a general
surveillance would be uuobjectionable on public grounds.
Is of opinion
that there ought to be a plan of every harbour in the United Kingdom, but
would not interfere with the present efficient system of the hydrographer,
There should lie eflicient conservancy over
iu having each port surveyed.
the harbours, but it will require great caution as to the party entrusted
Has reported that the eiubaukiuents at
with the exercise of that power.
Southwold Harbour are an evil, but it must not be supposed that in all
cases Ihe embanking of land is an evil. The Tliaines, lor instance, was
once six times its present width, and many thousand acres of marsh land
have been taken from it with advantage, reserving always an adequate
breadth for a channel. The evil in Southwold Harbour arises from the
tidal estuary having been diminished, so as no longer to contain backwater
No reason to suppose that the shoals at the moutfi
to scour the harbour.
If the Penryn
of the Thames have increased, or that they v,'M increase.
Dock were made, does not apprehend any dangerof silting up in Falmouth
Harbour. It would be advisable to call upon the parties to give security
The balance is iu
for the completion of the works, or for their removal.
Evidence of J. Walker,

that

Barking Shelf

difficulty

;

it

is to
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With

tlie proposed dock ratber tlian evil.
i,>pect to the improvement of the Thames, is of opinion, that a Coniinisshoubl be formed, in which the dilferent iiiterests are represented ; as
the City of London, the Crown Lands, tlie Admiralty, and the Trinity
House, and they should carry out the requisite improvements, wliile tlie
two former bodies are at law, rcRardins the ri!;ht of soil ; has reason to
believe that this would have been clone, except for tJie change of iMinistry.

favour of good being done by
siiiu

lu the mean time the navigation of the Thames
merce interrupted.

is

neglected, and

com-

its

EriJcnce of Mr. Fisher, Priiicipdl Unrbour Muster of the Port of London.
Has been harbour master 2I« years. The dry bank formed by old London Briilge has been removed and a depih of 11 feet water pained. Has
deepen it
lighters generally at work in the centre of the river in order to
the navigable channel has increased in depth slightly from the
to 14 feet
;

After the shoal in Limehonse
action of the steam boats at low water.
Shelf, which is a great
Heach the next considerable obslruction is
nuisance to Her Majesty's ships that come up to Woolwich ; on account of
not having given the proper direction to the set of the tide all attempts to
clear Woolwich Ucach have hitherlo failed; a deposit is also formed in
front of the Dockyard, to remedy which, Mr. Walker, in 1S12, recom-

Ham

Fnlly concurs in Mr. Walker's
mended that HookXess should be cut
recomnienilatiiins in 1P12 to the Port of London Committee ; atiended that
approved
of the lines for the side of ihe
llullock,
and
Captain
survey with
off.

Is aware of irregularities in the bottom of
river drawn by Mr. Walker.
the river above London Hridge, but his duties are strictly confined below
IJecommended the Navigation Committee to deepen the river
bridge.
from London Bridge downwards, but is not aware why this plan has not
been carried out ; it rests with the Committee; has pointed out the ob-

I'ormerly people took sand
etructions, and advised them to be removed.
and gravel w here they pleased from the river above bridge in some places
they liad made holes of 1 foot, in others 5 or G feet this was allowed,
under the authority of the Lord Mayor, by the water bailifl'. Excavations
are now made under special directions of the water bailifl". Since lS-12
there has been considerably more waier in certain places, but they have
not nia<le an uniform depth in the channel. Those w ho are allowed to dig
above bridge are directed by the water bailill' where they are to work.
The only ditlicultics in widening the river would be the expense, and that
Those at the side
it would allfct many interests in water-side premies.
of the river should be called upon to pile and defend their property jetties, barges and craft are now runout from dilfiTcnt private landing-places;
during two-thirds of the tide these barges are aground, stop the free current of the tide, and cause a deposit. The Navigation Committee reconimeuded the removal of all these nuisances, and ohjicted to the manner in
which licence has been irregularly given. No sieps have been taken since
some of
that report to prevent the accumulations which have taken place
the jetties have been removed, but the most objectionable still remain.
One of these is at Greenwich, run out from the Garden Stairs. To improve the river elfectually all these jetties ouijht to be removed is of
opinion that others might be run out for pul)lic benefit, under proper auNo representation has been made by witness
thority, and of open piles.
since the Keport of 1842.
Witness removed the pier at Greenwich that
he complained of as a nuisance, but the Lord Mayor sent him an order to
The change of Mayors, &c., is very unfavourable to syslet it remain.
tematic work on the river a coniniiltee of sailors, under one acknowledged
Since Lonrlon
authority, would soon carry out the requisite works.
Bridge has been removed the tides have risen higher and fallen out lower
in spring tides it is occasionally 3 feet higher above Ihe
than before
Trinity standard than it used to be.
Hardly any mud is now found in the
river, the steamers wash it all away.
Uu the \\ biting Shoal has raised
100 tons of soil aday the hard part, resembling plum pudding stone, is
blasted with gunpowder. Trinity dredgers raise 120 tons in 35 minutes.
The clay under the gravel offers great impediments to drdging expense
ii the only objection to clearing the river as recommended in the Report of
1842; the present irregular S5stem is directly contrary to that Ifeport:
the Trinity Board will only take up material that is tit fur ballast.
Six more vessels sunk within the l.ist year lie between Northfleet Hope
and Sea Reach two near the edge of the Bligh Sand, where the Due de
Nemours grounded in 1843. No immediate measures are taken to remove
vessels, some lie 18 months.
The Barking Shelf delayed the royal yaclit
for two hours on her passage lo Woolwich
it is of clay, peat and gravel.
Cold Harbour I'oint, the shoal in Erith Reach, Dagenham Shelf, Bugby's
Hole, and the Middle Grounds between Blackwall and Greenwich, still
remain as in 1842. With the machinery at present in use there wouhl be
no difficulty in making the Thames of one uniform depth as recommended
in the Report of 1842.
The mud still fills up in front of M'oolwich dockyard. Agrees with Mr. Walker that the only remedy is to cut olV Hook
Ness. Either shingle for ballast or mud dredged up might easily be deposited on the Isle of Dogs or elsewhere.
Ill Udolwiib Reach steamers
are obliged to wait two hours at times to pass Ham Shelf.
If sufficient
depth of water, by judicious dredging, were niainlaiued on the face of the
quays both at Greenwich and elsewhere, there would be no necessity for
projecting piers of any sort.
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

Eridence of W. English, Mil'uright anil Contractor for Drcilging.
been engaged dredging parts of Ihe Thames, and is now at work on
the Whiting Shoal, a sort of concrete or plum-puilding stone in Liniehouse
Beach. Cost of dredging it is 1». a cubic j ard gravel is lifted at id. per
.

Has

;
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cubic yard, of 20 cwt. ; lighterage is a separate charge, varying from 9d.
to Is.
Is not allowed to raise gravel below London Biidge, it is monopolized by the Trinity House for ballast.
No directions gi»en by the
water baililV or other person to deepen a channel in the river, only not to
go within 101) feet of the shore on each side. There would be no dilliculty
but the expense in deepening an uniform channel of the river lo
feet at
low water, from London liridge to Gravesend. His two engines, of 10
h. p. each only, can take up .'>00 tons daily in 10 hours.
Supposing the
qnanlity of soil lo be removed from the Thames lo be 1;J million of cubic
\ards, it could be done in four years, with two engines of 21 h. p. each.
The Whiting Shoal is about half a mile long ; witness is culling a channel
through it of SO yards in widih ; the soil is composed of gravel about (i
inches, then clay 2 feet, then a substance between a clay and stone, and
thill stone.
Permitted to deepen above bridge 10 feet below low water
mark, except when near a bridge formerly has dredged to 27 feel in some
jKirls.
No difliculty, if required, in dredging the Thames, from London
Bridge up to Wandsworth, or from London Bridge downwards to Gravesend,
;

Severn Navigation.
I'lidcncc of IT. Cubitt, Vice President of Inst, of Civil ICngincers.

Knumcrates the dill'erent harbours and rivers he has examined professionally and reported upon.
Knows of no general rule for improvement
applicable to rivers. Crookedness of channel and nnevenness of depth are
the chief obstructions to the propagation of the tide.
Depth in rivers is
chiefly due lo tides as far up as neap tides reach, above that point to
freshes.
More to be feared for our harbours from silt brought in from the
sea than from detritus brought down by freshes.
Has improved the
Severn upon two |>riiiciples first, as a tidal river by embanking and deepening ; secondlj, above the infiuence of the tide by making the river into
a series of level or ponds connected by locks and weirs. By means of four
weirs a constant and uniform depih of six feet has been obtained for 20
miles where formerly were only 18 inches, and navigation entirely at a
slop
and ihe san'.e improved depih is nearly completed for 30 miles in the
tideway above (Jloucester. If wilness wire instructed to improve the
navigation of the Severn for seagoing vessels he would make a ship canal
across the isthmus at Hock Crib with double stop locks at both ends of the
cut, I'-aving the river to go round by Newnbam as at present ; would also
emliank many thousand acres of the Nooze Sands just below. If Ihe tide
were stopped altogether at Hock Crib it might be better for all the lands
abo\e and the navigation belo^v, There are tlifliculiies in controlling the
tide ; it would be easier to stop it, and pass the flood water over a weir.
A depih of 15 lo 20 feet of quiet water to Gloucester would be much
belter than having a roaring furious bore all the way.
weir of 3 inches
thick would carry off the heaviest floods, and a perfect navigation might
be completed lo Slourport, from GO to 70 miles.
;

;

A

Rye Hareoi'r.
Evidence of Messrs, Hiclis, Manser, and Slocks. Chairman,

Cleric,

and

Harbour Master of the Rye Harbour Trust.

The western and

eastern groynes at Rye have been run out according to
the opinion of the majority of those who happened to be silling as Commissioners.
Mr. Cubitt was consulted as to improvements, but the (.'oinmissioners did not concur in his Keport, and would not act upon it. There
are 43 Commissioners, who attend toleratdy well. There are three sluices
across the three rivers about a mile above the town, which entirely stop
tlie flow of the tide.
If these were removed the tide would flow 10 miles
up the Rother and 7 miles up the other rivers. The sluices were erected
50 years ago, and re-erected 10 years since. Scott's Float Slnic>! was
broken down by the tide in 1813, and was down for two years ; the (ffect
upon the bed of the river was to deepen ii, so that a boat couhl go up to
the town at low water spring tides.
'J'he indraught was so great that the
flood stream continued to run up the river after the water had fallen two
feet at the pier head.
Dredging would be a great benefit lo the channel,
but cannot do it for want of funds. Average revenue about 1,.300/, last
year only l,050i.; amount of debt 1,500/.; expenses of management about
4()0(. a-year, leaving GOOi. lo be laid out in improvements.
An area of
734 acres of marsh on the banks of the river, below the sluice, has been
enibanUed since 1833, by consent of the Harbour Coniimssioii' rs. lu the
event of a railroad crossing ihe river at a quarter of a mile aliove Ihe Iowa
it would prevent the passage of 112 sailing vessels annually that now go
up lo Scot's Float Sluice. Barges go 15 miles higher up the Kollier to
Bodiham Castle. At times great freshes in the Rollier. Width of river
at low water, at a quarter of a mile above Ihe town, 102 feet ; any bridge
across would be an impediment lo navigation. The eddy tides makes ihe
case more difficult
the tide rises 23 feet in the bay, and 14 feel at fprings
It
at the town. The Nook was embanked in 183!) without any authority.
exchiiled 10 million cubic feet of water on every spring. Tiie Admiialty
('ommissioner did not report it to Ihe Admiralty, because he thought the
Nook without the jurisdiction of the Harbour. Scot's Float Sluice was
pulled down by the people, in 1830. as a nuisance, hut was rebuilt by Act
of Parliament.
The Rye Hdrbonr Commissioners were consenting parlie* :o, and received 0,000/. for ihe 734 acres of marsh embanked in 1833.
These lands were covered with 3 feet water at high tides, and thus 30 million of cubic feet of water were excluded, and its scour over the bar lost
at every spring tide.
All Ihe Commissioners who consented to this arlangemcul were influential proprietors iu the neighbourhood.
;

41*
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glas?,

Clyde Navigation.
Evideuce of J. W<tlker, C.E.
The proposed weir on Clyde is lo be placed on (lie level of the low-vpater
Tide now falls out from 2 to 3
in the river before improvements l)ej;an.
Tide (lows feebly 2 miles above the proposed
iVet lower than formerly.
does not depend upon the
Glas;^ow
at
Clyde
of
ihe
Depth
site for vreir.
Every fresh carries away more soil than it
tide, but on the river freshes.
Rate of tide at Glasgow 1 mile, of a fresh 4^ miles an honr.
brings down.
I'racticallv the weir in the Clyde does not impede improvements of the
Just below the weir is a [jully of 1.5 feet deptli. Before the deepriver.
ening of the river above bridge by the trustees, its bed was nearly dry.
If it could he done, is quite ready to lake upon himself professionally the
whole responsibility of removing the weir up to Dalmarnock. By this the
it would form a large
river near Glasgow would be materially improved
If the weir were
basin, and would extend the harbour 2 miles higher up.
removed the river in a fresh might so scour the banks and bed, as to bring
down Kutherglen Bridge. Would wish anything done to increase the flow
and ebb of the tide lo the utmost, but the opposition would he too strong to
attempt to carry such a measure now. Has contemplated a plan for removing the weir, by having a ppe from Dalmarnock to the factories m the
citv.
Cranston Water-works might be united with the Glasgow Water^vo'rks.
If the change of channel could have been made completely from
the north to the south side of Newshot Isle, it might have been desirable
work,
to do 50, but under the circumstances it was wrong to begin such a
as the weir could not keep two channels open. Saw the resident engineer
<m that occasion, but as liennie, Telford, and Logan, all preferred the north
channel, he saw no sufficient reason to change it. Since 1839, has been
frequently consulted as to improvements, but not as lo the mode of carrying
IMr. Logan gave Ihe lines of parallel dykes which have been
out works.
or to
slightly modified.
It would be mischievous to remove the dykes,
widen lo any great extent Clyde has been more improved than any river
in the world; in Smeaton's time, only 3 feet at high water at Glasgow
<iuay
but by the skill of Golborne, Rennie, and Telf.ird, it has been
if Clyde had been made too wide at first, the
brou-l.t to its present s'ate
rejireseiit depth would not have been obtained, nor the consequent large
venue by widening it now lo nearly double the former width, great inDepth in upper part of river due to
cicase of dredging will be required.
freshes; in the lower to tides; all the lower dykes should be half-lide
d\ke3. Considers it would be waste of money to close the channel north
;

;

;

;

;

Newshot Isle, and lo open the south side. The gain in distance would
be 130 jards iu 2 miles. If the section of Ihe soulh channel made by Mr.
Aird be correct, the removal of half a mile of solid rock would cost tea
times Mr. Bald's eslimate. There is a longitudinal section of the river
from (Glasgow to Greenock. The removal of the weir at Glasgow llridge
has so deepened the river, that Stockwell Bridge is in danger of falling,
and as the deepening is to go on, it seems fair that Ihe river trustees should
pay the additional expense, caused by founding the piers so much deeper,
and by removing the weir 1100 yards higher up the stream. Sir John
M'Neil and witness reported that 8,100/. would be a fair sum to be paid
<if

for this purpose.
to carry a line of
15 feet wide, to be built in the middle

The Glasgow Junction Railway Company purpose
rails across the

Clyde upon two piers

Glasgow Bridge height of middle arch to
The Glasgow Bridge has G piers, average
wide, taking up 51 feel of the water-way. The railroad might

of the river, at IC yards below
be 35 feet aljove high water.
V,\

feet

;

cross a quarter of a mile above Rutherglen Bridge.

Evidence of Gray Turner, Esq, Deputy Ckairmnn, and Mr. Turner,
Secretary to the Clyde Trust.
Cannot speak exactly as to increased depth, as the only soundings in the
iMr.
river that the trustees would be responsible for, were taken in 1839.
liald was instructed by the Committee lo deepen the Port Glasgow Bank.
Has no knowledge of the Board having forbidden the removal of boulder.
treasurer, did
It appears from the Minute produced, that Mr. SpreuU, the
Many Reports
issue such an order, but he had no authority to do so.
iu the
improvements
recommending
Bald,
have been received from Mr.
upper part of the river. Mr. Walker has been consulted as to improveIt is
within five years, but not as to the plan of carrying them out.
proposed that the Clyde Trust shall pay SUOOi. towards erecting the Stockwell Bridge, upon condition of the piers being founded deep enough to admit of deepening Glasgow Harbour. Foundations and weir at Stockwell
Bridge slrcngthened a few years since it was necessary to do so, as the
Water Company complained of losing their water; and it was done by
driving a row of piles across the river, under an order of the Court of

iiients

;

Session,

Ecidence of J. Milhr, Engineer to the Glasgow Junction Railway Company.
The proposed railway will cross the Clyde at a height of 39 feet above
high water mark, with three arches, resting on two piers 15 feet wide eachThe clear water-way of the river here is 430 feet span of centre arch 180
feet.
The objections to taking the line above Glasgow are— 1st, The iuoreased distauce of six miles 2udly, That it would not be a thorough line,
and so breaks up the traflic, as iu witness's opinion, to be of no public
;

;

benefit.

Whiteiiavi!n and Furness Junction Railroad.

Evidence of G. Sterenson, C.E.

Proposed line goes along the coast from Whitehaven to St. Bees, Raven-

and across the Duddon Sands

No

iron-stone.

to

Furness

part of the plan, at present,

[November,
;

is to

Ihe object is to carry the
cross Morecanibe Bay,

may be next year. Proposes to cross Duddon Sands by an arched
embankment IJ mile loug. Would probably cut off 5000 acres of the
Duddon Sands, at 4 miles below Broughton. Means to make an outlet for
but

it

Duddon, but this is not in the Bill mode of proceeding would
then to lay a wooden railway at top 6 feet above high water
mark, and drag wogons to and fro loaded with stones to be dropped between the piles, and thus gradually raise all parts above high water. The
bed of the river above the embankment will become land, claimed by the
Crown and the neighbouring proprietors. If this line were obtained it
would be a reason for asking for a line, next year, to cross Morecambe
Bay, Complaints against Ihe embankment have come from Broughton,
and it is intended to give that place a railroad instead of the present naviW^ould not propose a swing bridge the current of water would
gation.
To cross from Shaw
be so strong that no engineer would undertake it.
Point lo Angerlon would carry the line a long way round. The present
proposal is the only line witness would undertake.
the river

be by piles

;

;

;

Evidence of II. 31. Denham, Commander in the Royal Navy, and F.R.S.
Has been engaged 30 years in the surveying service. Enumerates the
coasts and ports he has surveyed either in command or as assistant, among
Opinion as to
others the river Lune and Morecambe Bay, in Lancashire.
the dilliculty of maintaining a deep-water entrance to the Lune ; discovered
deep-water channel from Lune Deep to Poulton Ring, iu Morecambe Bay,
Proposes to make docks at that place, distant only ij miles from LancasF"ar preferable
ter; the ground is level, and easily connected by railioad.
River may be
to any attempt at improving the navigation of the Lune.
deepened to IG feet from Glasson Dock to the ne^v bridge. Expense of
culling canal (including breast-work and basins) from Poulton to LancasThis would give 12 feet of water at pier-heads without
ter, 130,000(.
deepening ; Harbour at Poulton would avoid the delays of navigating the
river ; has known ships of 17 feet detained six days bound to Glasson.
Compared his survey of 1844 with one projected in 1826, is of opinion that
the latter could not have represented the features of the banks, from the
From common report, since 1820, the sands
great dissimilarity of the two.
have not advanced. Tide flows up the Kent within half a mile of Leven's
Bridge, 12 miles above Poulton ; navigable only for flats up to Milnthorpe.
The enclosing of the bay would create a large tract of land, and facilitate
If such a
railroad communication between Lancashire and Cumberland.
project were carried out, a harbour at Poulton could not be maintained,
unless by Ihe Kent and Keer rivers being brought down on the south side
Is of opinion that present depth at Poulton Ring depends on
of the bay.
the flux and reflux of tidal water. Depth of water at high-water springs,
over the lop of the sand called Cartmell Wharf, 9 feet, across on the western
edge 13, three miles farther 9, then 13 feet below low-water level in the
channel ; 2 miles farther, 17 at high water. Full 57,000 acres of tidal
water would be excluded if project were carried out. Every enclosure of
sand would lessen the depth of Ihe bay. Is of opinion that any enclosure
would be prejudical to the outer channel; but inside would embank all
From time immebights and sinuosities, and straighten the river course.
morial, there has been deep water off Poulton Ring, ensuring a permanent
harbour. If 10,000/. were to be expended on the improvement of the Lune,
would do so on lights and buoys, and perching the channels and shallows.
Is not of opinion thalTOOO/. is sufficient to deepen the river lo 16 feet up to
Advises a floating light lo be placed ou the south-west spit
Lancaster.
of the Fisher Bank Patches, and tidal lights in Sunderland and Chapel
Points, or Abbey Scare, by which means vessels could anchor in Sunderland Hole, or proceed over the 4 miles of flats or bars to Glasson by night.
Arrangements for lights are local, the Quay Commissioners possess the
light of M'aluey, erected in 1789, paying general toll ; it is imperfect in its
action ; and they have 3 or 4 buoys placed in an irregular way, under the
superintendence of a buoy master. Considers that local trustees should
have no control over the navigation beyond the high-water mouth of the
Walney light ought to be a channel light; it lights vessels from
river.
Liverpool to ihe .Sulway, and all vessels entering the bay pay loll. It is a
very important light; it consists of a tower 80 feel high, with 3 argand
lamps and reflectors revolving, obscured every 5 minutes, showing bright
but one minute. Navigation of river Lune deteriorated within the last 20
System of
Is of opinion that dredging would have little effect.
years.
harrowing better and cheaper, such as was used in Victoria Channel,
but is of opinion it could not be used successfully in the Lune.
Liverpool
The extension of the sand is the cause of injury to the navigation. Rise
at Glasson Dock, at high spring tides, 24
of tide at foot of Lune 28 feet
Depth of
feet, 21 at ordinary spring tides ; at Lancaster Bridge, 11 feet.
water between the present bridge and intended viaduct, 15^ feet at high
water ordinary springs, at low water Gj. No possibility of any vessel proceeding above the tirst buoy at foot of Lune, 11 miles below Lancaster
Quay, and 5 below Glasson Dock, without the aid of a pilot, owing to the
want of a light, and a proper system of buoyage. Is of opinion that if the
whole of such estuaries were placed under proper independent authority
on Ihe part of Governmeut, that the navigation might long ago have been
benefited.
Has observed the same neglect in navigation under other l.ical
;

;

authorities, particularly seaward of the mouth of the river, and considers
that some conpetent authority, not local bodies, should direct the placing

Harbours would then evenof buoys and other necessary improvements.
Pertually be much improved, and the dues on shipping not misapplied.
sons at present employed are not supported by the local aulhorilies, and
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on the subject. Undertook
the latter do not possess sudicient knowledge
but immediately after resigned a
to scour the Victoria Channel. Liverpool,
lucrative appointment, owing to the vexatious dinicullics that arose. Confeet, d>kes or walls would
siders that in the Lune, where the tide rises 18
be necessary to direct the current. The upper surface of dykes shoul.l
dykes on the Clyde were
case
the
In
level.
come 3 feet above high water
would confine the stream
pulled down to make way for half-tide dykes, it
sailing vessels.
safe
for
be
not
would
Is of
it
as
to steam navigation,
opinion that banks in the estuary of the Clyde require all the tidal ualer,
raised
above
high-water
be
should
level.
dykes
river
the
within
but that
The last half of the tide-scour is necessary to keep the channel deep, also
as great a flow of the tide upwards as can be got for the sake of the oulcr
Considers that the descending tidal water would not have the
baifka.
within the river. For improving the
elll'ct of keeping the channel clear
port of Lancaster, recommends abandoning the Lune to its present course
Ponllon, to enable a ship to apin Mo, and by establishing a harbour at
proach within 3 miles of Lancaster at low water. Should an embankment
be run across Morecambe liay, would recommend that the sea reach of the
Lune oier Sunderland and Cockram Sands be assisted by more buoys, and
the interior of the estuary straightened to define the outfall of the river.
V.irious plans for embanking Morecamhe Kay have been suggested. Con-

Comfort feasible and advantageous,
slopping present dangerous indraught into the 15ay. Does not consider
Depth of water at embankmischievous.
would
be
embankment
such an
ment would vary between 41 and 9 feet. States his opinion as to the plieuomenon of the Lune Deep, where the depth jumps from 3 toli4lcet;
thinks that the mouth of JMorecambe Bay, now 8 miles across, was origiLune Deep was then the outlet of all the rivers, but
nally only IJ miles.
thatit is now tilling up, as the bay widens, as may be judged by the submarine spits which all point at it. An embankment of pile-framing and
rubblc-slone might be built from I'oulton, across the bay, sudicieut to reIs of opinion that the
sist the action of the sea, and to carry a railway.
embankment would uol destroy the entrances of the harbours of Lune,
siders the line from I'oulton to I'oint

lu
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An

embankment across Morecambe Bay would have a beneficial efl^ect ou
Ihe sands at nioulli of Lune, by diminishing the scour of the bay, and con-

deposit of sand.
If Cartinell Wharf were walled up, the same
would be produced on the channels of the Kent and Leven as on the
Lune. Lune Deep was the original outfall of all the waters of the Lune
and Morecambe Bay. Conjectures why it has not been Oiled up by the
sands.
In case Morecambe Bay be cut oil' by an embankment, the sands
would immediately break in, and the Lune Deep very slowly 011 up.
sccjiienl

ellect

THE WATER WORKS AT EXETER.
A

great and manifest improvement in the supply of water to the city of
Exeter is alforded by the water company, a joint-stock corporation, formed
under Act of Parliament in 1833 ; from a large reservoir made by Ibein
under the direction of the late William Anderson, Esq., C.E., it may be
said that an unlimited supply of this most necessary article of life is afforded. This reservoir, which occupies a spot to the north of the city
known by the name of Dane's Castle Field, is now 200 feet squ-ire and
17 feet deep, and is supplied with the water of the river Exe, taken from a
mill leaf, two miles from the city, and above the junction of the Creedy ;
it is, therefore, in great
measure free from any adventitious impurities.
The qualities and chemical cumpositioa of this water have already been
given.

Engine Power,

buoys, or beacons, to maintain a channel so as to make the Duddon even a
Embankment at Salthouse Pool was made in
limited refuge harbour.
1830, to redeem 260 acres of marsh, over which the sea ranged two feet at
high-water springs, thereby excluding T J millions of cubic feet of water.
railway might be carried along
There are several other embankmenls.
shore to the southward of Jlillom Hill. Numerous objections to constructing a railway from PouUoii to Cowper Point, to Chapel Island, and thence

The first erected engine is worked by a breast-wheel of 23 h.p , with 48
buckets, 13 of which are equal to one stroke of the pump; it has three
pninps, each of which gives 18 strokes to a minute. The water thus delivered in this space of time at the reservoir is 37 cubic feet or 438 gallons.
The reservoir is lliO feet above high-water mark, but the water could be
raised by the stand-pipe, which was 150 feet above the level of the river
at Pynes Weir, to the further height of 180 feet.
On ordinary occasions,
however, the number of strokes in a minute at which these pumps are
worked is 1 1 each, to force the water into the reservoir, and 10 to Ihe
higher level of the stand-pipe. It was early found, notwithstanding the
great extent of the supply thus afforded, that it was inadequate to the wants
of the inhabitants ; therefore, iu 1841, a new wheel and pumps were added,
the reservoir was enlarged to its present capacity, acd llie stand-pipe considerably elevated.
The new wheel is of 17 h. p., and has 40 buckets, of
which 11 are equal to one stroke of the pumps. The new pumps are three
The
in number, and each gives 14 strokes in a minute at its usual work.
height of the stand-pipe is now 13^ feet above the level of Ihe water in the
The higher
reservoir, and its valve is weighted to raise the water 50 feet.
pressures are supplied independently of Ihe reservoir. The advantage derived from these additions and improvements will be fully appreciated when
it is staled that, ou a trial being made by working the new and old pumps
together, the water flowing through the safety valve of the stand-pipe and
falling into Ihe reservoir, each set of pumps making 11 strokes per minute,
Ihe quantity of water delivered into Ihe reservoir by gauge was 23,748
gallons in one hour; on another trial, the water being delivered to the
lower level of the reservoir, the new pumps making 17 strokes to the
minute, and Ihe old
J, Ihe quantity of water forced in was 33,122 gallons in one hour; so that the higher level of the stand-pipe decreases the
power of the pump by about one-third. By experiments made in dill'erent
places, it was shown that water could be delivered from Ihe pipes 30 feet
above the highest levels of Ihe city. One cause of failure in the old pumps,
and which liad not been foreseen, was excessive floods " tailing" Ihe wheel,
By an experiment on
to such an extent as to cause material obstruction.
the new and old wheels, during some high floods, it was found that while
the old wheel was two feet in tail water, and the pumps making but 10
slrokes per minute, the new wheel had only six inches in tail water, and
the pnniiis were making 21 slrokes per minute; so that the new wheel
will be only ufl'ected by severe floods, and then but for a few hours.

mainland on the north-easteru side of Morecambe Bay. It would
shut up ten rivers or streams. With the exception of the proposed pier at
Poulton Ring, considers an embankment across Morecambe Bay of public
advantage.
Is of opinion that the shutting out of so large a body of water
would silt up the dillerent channels in the bay ; yet would not be injurious
to the early tide ports, the Lune, W'yre, and Piel, but destroy all above,
with the proposed port at Poulton Ring. Observed several encioachmenis
on the banks of the Duddon and Morecambe Bay. All ebbing waters do
All ebbing waters do
not scour a bar, some deposit on it, and increase it.
keeping open a channel, but as that is kept open the bar works out seaward,
Where a bar has extended
rendering the entrance like that of Liverpool.
to the limit of the velocity of the ebb tide, it will go on accumulating, and
is hopeless ; if it lie within the range of a rapid ebb stream, artificial means
may be useful. Extent of bar depends not so much on depth of water as
on reaching the fair channel stream, the W'yre for instance; the Duddon
sands wdl project till they reach the fair set of tide in the Irish Channel.
An estuary that presents the form of a prostrate cone, with its base outwards, is hopeless. All esluaries do not present the same features distinction drawn between the Dee and the Mersey.
If the Burbo and ICast
Hoyle Bank between the Mersey and Dee did not exist, the channels of
Ihe river would not be kept open. To improve the Lune sea reacli it would
be necessary to embank Sunderland Point both iu its river uud sea face.

now supplied to the inhabitants of Exeter and its
hogsheads daily, (about twelve gallons per head of the
population.) the cost of which lo Ihe consumers, according to the amount
of rents paid, is little more than one farthing per hogshead, and at this
trifling price it is supplied lo many bouses at a considerable elevation. The
waste consequent upon this vast consumplion is of the greatest service ia
preserving the health of the city, by cleansing and washing out the sewers,
itc.
The mode in which Ihe water is distritjuted over the city is through
iron pipes, and from them by leaden supply pipes into cisterns furnished
with ball cocks. In some particular cases the cisterns are supplied diOf the 5122 houses of which Exeter is composed
rectly from Ihe mains.
the number of customers, however, is about
the water is supplied lo 3400
2(J00, the deficiency of 80U beiug made up of tenements closely packed
together, which are supplied, never from the stand-pipe, but from one common cistern, usually at the landlord's expense, who is charged by the company at the rate of from 2s. to 4s. per annum for each family. This supply
is so easy and so generally furnished, that it is only iu a few cases Ihe
people have recourse to pumps or draw-wells, and in still larer instances
do they beg of distant renters. That this supply is duly appreciated may
be learned from the fact that 98 families out of every lUO who consume

Wyre, and

Piel.

Surveyed the estuary of the Duddon water, on the coast of Lancashire.
solid embankment across it, would slop vessels that riow go to Hrougliton
but is of opinion that it would be more beneficial than otherwise,
ijuarries
as the estuary presents no refuge capacity. At the proposed line, 3 miles
below the Burlington slate quarry, there is 20 feet depth in the channel at
high-water ordinary spring tides vessels drawing G feet reach 4J miles
higher open punts go up to Duddon Bridge, and the tide flows | uf a
liale of tide at proposed place of embankment, 3 knots on the
uiile above.
flood and 3.J on the ebb, which would be stopped by Ihe embankment.
Considers that it would cause slight privation of water-carriage to the
surrounding country; a railroad is iu progress of formation from Kirby
Pool to Piel Harbour. This estuary is the outlet for the waters of the
Duddon and Kirby Pool, but is not aware of any trallic upon them. Duddon estuary drains the lakes, Kirby Pool, Simpson's Beck, and Salthouse
Pool. And the embankment would entirely destroy its navigation. Would
exclude about 1300 millions cubic feet of water on every tide. In order to
dispose of Ihe waters above the proposed embankment, either sluice gales
or a new channel must be made. The seaward side would no longer be
Consideis that the railway might be carried out by a circuit
navigable.
of eight miles, and so avoid the embankment, and all interference wiili na-

A

;

;

;

IJeconiniends the crossing to be by an embankment with arches.
Depth of sand is nine feet, then clay ; piles and rubble-stone wall (orMi Ihe
embankment. Contemplates shutting out entirely the flow of the lide,
both here and in iMoreiambe Bay. Considers that owing to the long Hat
of two miles, extending olT shore, it is impossible, either by dredging,
vigation.

A

1

1

to the

;

Quuntidj Supplied,

The

quantity of water

vicinity is (j'JiU

;
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the water now have it in their houses ; in fact, in some of the very poorest
there may be seen in the corner of the room a small cask, with ball-cock,
to receive the supply, and Ihey invariably speak (if it as being the ;;reatest
comfort, and as well vvorlh (he money it costs Ihcm.
Nolwitlistanding this
apparently very favourable statement, there is yet much room for improvement; for if we assume, in the absenceof any such statement in the census
of 1841, that the number of families in Exeter are in the same proportion
to the population as they were in 1831, we state them to amount to 7000,
so that there are only, of the whole population, about one-lhird who have
it in their houses, and only about half who are consumers of it.— Second
Report of I he Health of Towns Commission.

ON LOCOMOTIVE AND ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAYS.
Sib,— Before proceeding

to a consideration of the comparative merits of
the Locomotive and Atmospheric system of railways, it may be as well to
mention that the chief causes of loss of power in general may be classed
under three different forms. The first au<l most obvious cause, and that
which is the most generally known, is friction : the second, loss of heat
and the third, the escape of an elastic air, gas, or vapour from a greater to
a less density; the two last causes not being so universally known as the
first, and often overlooked.
One obvious defect of the Locomotive system
is tlie force which is required to move the engine and tender, which in
light trains amounts to a considerable share of the actual duty performed,
a defect which cannot be classed under the head of loss of power, but is
more properly power employed unprofitably When we compare their
merits as regards friction, we shall find the Locomotive system vastly
superior: first, there is the friction of the different parts of the engine,
which is common to both, but would be found perhaps rather more in the
Locomotive than iu the Stationary but, in addition to this, the Atmospheric system has the friction of the air punijis, and last, though not
least, the friction of the travelling piston in the long pipe.
But the friction of the pumps is proposed to be done away with by the patent plan of
Messrs. Nasmyth and aiay but when I come to a consideration of the
second and third causes, I think I shall be able to prove that their system
has defects as great as tliose it proposes to remedy.
As regards their merits under the secoud cause, or loss of heat, the
Atmospheric system has the advantage, in consequence of our being able
to use condensing engines, and thus save a great quantity of heat which in
the Locomotive is blown away into the atmosphere in a latent stale.
But
according to Messrs. Nasmyth and i\laj's plan there will be a loss of heat
in two ways; first, by having such an extensive surface exposed to the
atmosphere, as there would be by having four enormous cylinders 150 feet
in height and 10 feet in diameter; certainly they propose to counteract
this disadvantage by having the cylinders coated inside and out with wood,
which they describe as a very simple afiair, but which I am inclined to
think would not be so easy in practice but that some of the heat would
escape. The other way in which heat is lost is one which I believe has
been entirely overlooked, or at least has not been adverted to either by the
patentees or any one else that I am aware of, and it is, that when they
admit the steam into the cylinder it is full of air at the temperature of the
atmosphere ; now it is asserted by the patentees that the steam will gradually force out the air, but it appears to me that when the steam conies
in contact nith air so much colder than itself, instead of forcing it out
would be itself condensed, giving to the air its latent heat until it was
raised to a temperature corresponding with that of the steam, which, supposing it to be the case, would be no small loss of heat, and consequently
of power.
Under the third cause, or the escape of an elastic air, gas, or vapour
from a greater to a It-ss density, we siiall find that both the systems are
subject to defects, the amount of which would not be easy to calculate
R'ith exactness, at least until it is understood better than at present,
la
the Locomotive system it acts by means of contracted steam passages, and
the great velocity of the piston, causing the pressure in the cylinder to be
less than in the boiler, and the steam that is blowing out of the cylinder to
be at a higher pressure thiin the atmosphere, even when it is worked expansively, and when that is not the case the difference will be still greater.
In the Atmospheric system the stationary engine is subject to it in a less
degree, but it comes under its influence by the leakage of the long valve
;
but Messrs. Nasmyth and iSlay propose to remedy that, in a great degree,
by means of a large store vacuum, so that when a communication is opened
with the pipe it may close the valve at once, and by that means diminish
the leakage; but the employment of a store vacuum is attended with a
very great loss of power, to prove which I will suppose that it is uf the
same internal capacity as the pipe which it has to exhaust, then, if the
store vacuum be perfect, it will reduce the pressure in the pipe to 71 lb.
per inch ; but suppose the store vacuum to be made into the form of a pipe
of the same length and diameter as that which it has to exhaust, and that
it has an air-tight piston at that end near the pipe to be exiiausted, then,
when a communication is opened between the two pipes, the piston will be
driven onnard with a force of 15 lb. per inch at first, which will diminis-h
to TJ lb. at the last, therefore it follows that there is a loss of power which
is sutiicient to drive a piston with the above-mentioned forces,— no small
matter indeed, greater I should thiuk than the loss from leakage which
;

;

—

it is

proposed

to

remedy.

A Working
Newcastle-on-Tyne, Henl. 2G.

Mechanic.
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DREDGE'S SUSPENSION BRIDGES.

—

Sir,
Notwithstanding the evident proofs I gave in my last letter of
having nothing to do with Mr. TurnbuU's treatise, Mr. Bashforlh still endeavours to make me responsible for it, and then by specious reasoning on
an erroneous proposition in the argument, he concludes my principle is
wrong. He has in consequence of Mr. TurnbuU's papers voluntarily come
forward to attack my invention. But because those papers are not mine,
nor the invention a consequent of them, I do object to his reasoning, for it
is fallacious
and will not allow sophistry to confuse the ohject, for as it
bears no reference to the subject it would be averse to a fair spirit of
scientific enquiry, and only tend to prevert the truth.
I beg Mr. Bashforlh will therefore at once set aside this treatise, and discuss the subject
on its own merits.
To the best of my belief, t have not referred any one for answers to 'heir
objections to Mr. TurnbuU's papers since they were published, and therefore the charge of making them an authority is unfounded.
The letter I\Ir.
Bashfurth quotes was I think printed about the same time as the foot note,
and previous to the publication of the papers, both were announcements
that such a work was about to appear, but I do not conceive that either
;

of them makes me responsible for it.*
The oblique direction of the suspending rods necessarily involves much
complication in the investigation, but not sutiicient to place it beyond the
resources of analysis.
Mr. Bashforth complains that I unfairly charge him with misquoting,
I gave an example, and placed the full senteuce by the side of ids quotation ; as I read them, they have a distinct meaning, and how can he
assume that a portion of the sentence gave my real meaning, if the whole
conveyed a different one.
I thought I had set aside the objections which were so distinctly pointed
out by disavowing the treatise that contained them
but this does not
satisfy Mr. Bashforth, he wishes me to answer objections to proposi'ions
manifestly impossible. I can only reply to this by saying they are erroneous ; and if the author were really as ignorant as the proposiiions considered by themselves lead us to suppose, he would deserve the foil censure Mr. Bashforth has measured out to me.
But in my opinion he was
not ; and my reason for this is obtained from the 4lh page, part of which
was quoted in my last letter. I had not any idea of attempting by specious reasoning on this quotation to prove an impossibility, though I did
mean to say that in my opinion it clears the author from the charge of
such gross ignorance.
A\'hat are we to understand when a person tells us that " most unfortunately not one of these writers even professes to have any knowledge of
mathematics, and consequently all their opinions are worthless," but this
that every opinion except that founded on mathematical experience is
worthless? This deduction is perfectly fair and obvious, and how can Mr.
Bashforth presume to say that " the authors of the letters could not have
had time and opportunities for gaining practical experience." Is he personally acquainted with each?
Mr. Bashforth now alludes to the bridge that has lalely fallen in India,
and passing in this case the opinion of the mathematician by merely observing it was a laudable desire to ensure success, doubting tlie express
statements which have accompanied all the accounts that have reached
England, he comes to the conclusion that there was another weighty
reason.
I presume he has premises for this opinion ; will he slate them ?
This would be a legitimate object of discussion. I can tell him the reason.
The parties erecting it did not sufficiently understand what they were
about, and if Mr. Bashforth had been contractor, a similar accident would
have happened to him, and then no doubt he would have been enabled to
appreciate the value of practical experience.
1 gave the aulhoiity of my statements respecting the Mtnai bridge ; the
quantity of iron 1 should require I obtain by calculation.
I see nothing very surprising in the fact that Telford did not adopt the
modification of the oblique bars, nothing very extraordinary in his not perceiving it, but I am astonished at Mr. Bashforth's surprise.
If it be impossible to obtain the solutiou of a problem without data, Mr.
Bashforth's remarks were worthless ; for he did think he had written
enough " to show the principle was wrong," and with acknowledged insufficiency of data; but, as he says, " I do not see the force of his ergo,"
let us analyze the construction of his opinion.
In a treatise entitled " The
Mathematical Principles of Mr. Dredge's Suspension Bridges,'" a fundamental proposition is erroneous, aud such of the argument as depends on
that proposition is also erroneous, but Mr. Bashforth carries his reasoning
further, and concludes that the principle is wrong.
Before by such argument he can do this he must accomplish two impossibilities first, he must
;

—

:

* The

intimation I had of Jtr. Turnhnll's treatise was in June, 18-11, when I rt.
ceived a let'er from the author asltiog me to purchase some papers he had just compiled,
which I decl ned. A few weelis alter ttiis he called upon me in London, and told me Mr.
Weale wo'ild buy them provided hecould obtain aarawing and specification of some pr.actie had his MS. with him, ut I did not read it, though after a few
ttcal example,
minute:,' coiiversalion I promised to give him what he required, and caused an announcfinieiit to be printed at tlie foot of some of mv detached circulating papers. As nearly as I
ollect about the same lime I was engaged in controversy Willi Mr. Fordham, and
nd had written several tracts
Itnowing that P.lr. TurnbuU was a teacher of mathema!
lent confidence in him to refer
illnstratiiijf mechanical problems algcbraicary, 1 had £
had no idia of tailing the rethat gentleman to the work that was about to appear
eaders will now be enabled to
sponsibility of what I had cot seen upon myself. Vi
nues the argument on these
judge hiiw far Mr. Bashforth will be justified if he
grounds.
first

I

:
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demonstration teas »nine— which, not beinK the fact, is iniand then he must prove that the inveniion teas the conseqticiit nf it
absurd failing at eilht-r of these and Iris arijunw iit fails, and
If Mr. Hashforlh had
115 bolh are impossible his remarks, are worlhless.
.inly iiiUnded to undermine the argument, he should uot have extended
v/i(iif

thill Iht'

(c.^siblc;

— which

;

rtinarks lo the principle.

1.

I

is

you that a pound weight placed upon the table caused a
Let a
I should have staled a manliest absurdity.
weight of 1875 tons be attached lo the point 15, lig. 1, then there
^''l• !•
will be 1875 Ions of tension in the cord A 15, and 187.5 Ions of
This is an example to which
passive resisliiuce at the point A.
A
Jlr. ISashfortli ought to have applied his comparison, and not to
that I gave in my previous letter, to which if you refer you will
see that I supposed the cord to pass rouiid a pulley C,and a force
or weight equal to 1875 tons attached at each end, A and 15
there is. therefore, 3750 tons of pressure, lb7.> tons of tension iu
the cord, and 3750 tons of passive resistance.
O
But to take an example which will directly bear upon my first
n
expression. Suppose the poini A and B, fig. 2, to be in the same
be suspended from them,
horizontal line, let a wire (^void of weight) .A.
if I

I

hud

itssun- of

told

two pounds,

—^

;

CB

Fig. 2.

339

the compression, Ihe platform itself may be
the centre, thus separating the bridge into two independent
it wouhl still he us strong as ever to resist passing loads.
l!y Ihe sentence " transferred lo and distributed, &c.," I do not mean
that the tension is lessened, this would be evidently absurd, excepting in
as fur as the reduction of tension from lessening the weight of the structure
is concerned.
What I meau by " transferred" is this, ihat the horizontal
force, which is a constant quantity in the polygon of pressure, is transferred
fr.jin the chains to the plutrorni ; and by " distril/utcd," that the whole section of the roadway is active to resist that tcnsiou.
Those points must
necessarily be iliscussed if a controversy ensue with Mr. Bashforth, and
if it do not, then I will give you the particulars in a subsequent number.
J. D.
sufliciently strong to resist

diiiiled

iu

biiulcets,

and

[Ue have inserted Mr. Dredge's letter at full length, that he might have
no reason to complain of injustice on our part. J5ut we must now beg to
remind him that there is a limit beyond which a controversy like the present ceases to have any public interest.
The discussion commenced with
the avowed object of eliciting the mathematical principles of Mr. Dredge's
bridges but we have now, on the one linnd, the expressed opinion of Mr.
on
Basliforlh that the problem is not susceptible of an analytical solution
the other, we have from IMr. Dredge a specimen of inathemalics, which,
to say the least of it, is totally dillereut from any thing iu standard works
on Mechanical Philosophy.
The tension referred to in fig. 2 is wrongly determined. The horizontal
parts of the tensions of A C, B C respectively are T sin
and T giu
C B D, and the sum of these forces is 2 T sin o. Consequently
:

;

CAD

—W

T=:;

2

be applied at the centre C, ,i= Z D
and let a weight
and T^lhe measure of tension in Ihe wire A C H Ihen

W

AC=:

C,

;

T= J

\V cos o.

W

=

a, the tension excited
projection at an Z
At the point
see if this is not the case.
cos a, and
a resistance must be applied in the direction of the ariow i
sum of these
the
and
o,
required
cos
resistance
is
B
a
at
aimllarly
J
resistances (which are solely caused by the action of the weight W,) is

be supported in a
But if
must be=W cos a. Let us

5

=

W

=

W cos a + W cos a = W cos
J

Consequently the tension must be \V cos

a,

half of

it

,

a

instead of " i
^

W cos

a.

W

DB

/

sill

This error pervades the subsequent remarks. The expressions "T=;
" llie tension must be
cos o" are inconsistent with each
i M cos a" and
other.
The notion of half the tension " acting in each direction" is not to
be found in any recognized treatise on statics.
The " proposition" of fig 3 seems, as far as we can make any meaning
No demonstration of it is given,
of it, as incorrect as Ihe preceding one.
."
cxcppt what may be supposed to be contained in tlie words '• I say that
'ihe most important part of Mr. Dredge's letter is, however, the postscript.
It is now put on record, by i\lr. Dredge himself, that a bridge on
his principle consists of " fu-o independent brackets ;" that •' the central link

A

W

a,

—

may

be taken airaij u-llhnnt uffcriing the stability of the structure;" that
the pliilform itself may he divided in the centre."
It is now, thereVore, a question for the practical engineer to decide,
whether the roadway of a bridge can be made sufficiently rigid to act as
'

(or J

W

cos o) acting

IN each direction.
anything is
I believe 1 have now fully replied to IMr. Bashforth, and if
passed it is an error of omission which does not proceed from a wish to
avoid discussion; I have no fear of the ordeal he talks about, and beg to
band you a proposition for his consideration.
PkoPosition.— Let
C, fig. 3, be a cord or string void of weight, and

arm of a bracket perhaps 200 feet long.
This question we sliall leave entirely to the solution of practical expewe cannot devote our space lo the particular kind of mathematics which Mr. Dredge has originated.]— Ed.

the

rience, for

AB

ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAY.S.
ABSTR.iCT OF

THE EVIDENCE BEFORE THE COMMITTEE OF THE HOCSE
OF COMMONS.
fConlinued from page 317.J

—

suspended freely between two fixed points A and C, lake B Ihe origin.
Suppose pressures applied to this curve, and let I'j U be a line representing the direction of one of these pressures, and (i/^ — y)=« ('"i— ^") i's
equation, where .r and y are co-ordinites of the poiut 1' through which
it passes, draw P, T a tangent to the curve at the point P, so that
rf

(!',-y)

Now I
P

poiot

;

=

;,

(t,

— x)

say that the smaller tan-'

and

the equation

finally,

m

is,

the less

when tan-' m=tan-'

d y
becomes (yj—i/)=-r^

{x^

m = IV^V

where tan

0, or

is

Ihe tension beyond the

— x)={y, — y\,

—J, and
d X

that not any tension

P

at all exists between the point
and the point at which the axis
tersects the curve, and consequently the segment P B may be
without at all ell'ecling the equilibrium of the segment P C.

<if

.r

in-

removed

I remain. Sir,

Your obedient
Banbiidge. Counttj Armagh, Ireland,
October 4, 1845.

engine is an advantage in throwing the impediment over the
compared with the atmospheric train, which is much lighter. I
would be more than counterbalanced by many other circumstances
of safety; and I th^nk it would be very easy to construct the front of the
piston-carriage so as to throw any obstruction of that sort on one side, and
to (liiriinisli very much the chances of its falling immediately in front and
But I should observe that those things are very rare I
being run over.
only linow of one instance on the Great Western Railway where any accident would have resulted, or did result, from running over an animal."
Suggestions as to the mode in v\-iiich the trains should
Passing of Trains.
pass one another on a single line of railway ; amount of delay that will be
Incciniotive
rails, as

think

it

;

P,.

tan-' a=lan-'

The piston carriage might be constructed so as to remove
Obslrnctions.
{lirunet.)
obstructions from the line
" In the case of any impediment, upon the line, I think the weight of the

servant,
JJki'dge.

James

P.S. In your remarks page 307 you observe it can scarcely be supposed
but that there is some limit in the reduction of the central bars. There is
10 limit, for in any bridge on my plan, however large, the central link may
be entirely laken away without affecting the stability of the structure,
niiich is evident from tie above proposition ; nay more, if the roadway be

—

[Vubitt.)
occasioned by this passing
" One train can pass another by instructions to the train arriving which is
to be passed, by a telegraph for that train to be detained on the platform till
As soon as the train is in from those inthe express train has passed it.
structions, the lever would be turned to bring the coming-in train through
tlie crossing into the other line ; it would then pass into the next pipe without coming into contact with tlie train which is stopped. The train so passed
would be delayed only during the time that it would take to get up the vacuum in the next pipe three or four minutes. And the time that it would
.\ltogether about eight minutes, perhaps.
require to run through the pipe.'
Just
To what extent would that delay the train beyond its usual time
half that time, four minutes; because one of the operations would have to
Suppose that the train so
be done for that train, namely, pumping out.
passed did not recover its lost ground by greater speed afterwards, it would
have the effect of delaying the train it met, would it not.' To that extent;
therefore I think the thing is not so well adapted for express trains: excepc
;

—

.=

—

—
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there is sufficient time between the stoppages for the express train to get a
considerable distance, not much would be saved on a single line. On a double
line it would be necessary to send express trains, and tbcy could overtake
and pass other trains,"

immediately in front of the train should he at work at the same time, and
that the force of both should operate upon the train
(Brunei.)
3. Loss of Power in each Mode of Traction.
In the atmospheric svstem
the only loss of power, apart from imperfect machinery, arises from the attenuated air in the tube being heated, and having to be compressed by the
air-pump, by which, however, the loss of power is not 10 per cent. Experiments have been tried on the Dalkcy and Kingstown line to protect the
pipe from the external air, but no such plan would pay
(Brunei.)
Resistance offered by the compression of the rarefied warm air in the airpump previous to its expidsion into the atmosphere this might be obviated

—

—

Pelerlorovgh and Xorthamplon Raihvaij. Arrangements that are made
for working this line, being a single line with the exception of five miles
number of trains that might be run in the course of a day (Slephenson.)
" The proposed arrangements are simply these
that an engine is to run
from Peterborough to Tbrapstone, and back again from Thrapstone to Peterborough. There will consequently be only one engine upon each section of
;

— (Robinson.)

the railway at the same moment, therefore a collision is absolutely impossiBut in addition to that we propose erecting an electric telegraph, which
will convey intelligence from station to station as the train passes, and therefore the whole line will be informed of the progress made by the train
and
consequently risk from collision, even supposing we worked the engines
through, is almost impossible. I conceive that, without the most gross and
wilful neglect on the part of the engine-men, it is impossible that any accident can happen. You might work eight trains a day each way, from Northampton to Peterborough. For a traffic of that kind you could safely recommend a single line upon the locomotive principle ; but upon a much more
extensive traffic, you would not recommend a single line, even though the
atmospheric system were adopted? No; but a single line upon the atmospheric system would have cost as much as the locomotive line has cost
for
the Peterborough line has not cost more than 7,000/. a mile for the engineering; therefore, taking Mr. Samuda's estimate of 6,000/. a mile, it would
make it ruinous, the traffic being small wherever the trafSc is small, the
application of the atmospheric system must result in ruin to it ; it is inevitable.
Can you give any estimate of the cost of a single locomotive line on
the same principle as Mr. Samuda has adopted in giving the cost of a single
line atmospheric, viz., assuming the country to be as level as a bowlinggreen ?
I can
I have taken the Yarmouth and Norwich line
I happened
to have all the facts before me in detail
the actual cost of that line, exclusive of the land, which is common to both plans, is 150,000/.
Phton.
It is proposed to have an expansive piston on the South Devon
line to accommodaie itself to the varied size of the tubes
(Samuda.)
Power 1. Production of Power under the two St/>;tems. In an ordinary
train the power exerted to move the engine and tender bears a very large
proportion to the power to move the train with passengers explanation in
detail showing this fact
(Stephenson.)
" I find that a locomotive engine will absorb nearly as much power as
about 15 loaded carriages so that the actual quantity of power expended
with an ordinary locomotive train of eight carriages ; say in point of power
(I am now speaking not of cost, but I am speaking upon the abstract question of power), is equal to the expenditure of power upon 23 carriages
and
I find that in the same proportion, take the engine, say at Camden Town,
the friction of the rope, and the loss by other circumstances, is very nearly
as much, except with light trains.
Then the proportion, of course, as you
diminish the weight of the train, to the locomotive engine, becomes more
and more unfavourable to it, because the resistance of the engine itself still
remains constant if you have only one carriage behind it, it will be the
same as though you had IG, though there may be only one beneficially employed."
Calculation showing that though there is more economy in the means of
;

—

—

;

:

;

Deductions to be made from the power of the atmospheric engine; first,
on account of the force required to draw the air through the pipe and, secondly, for the friction of all the valve apparatus
(Robimon.)
" The French engineer, i\I. Mallet, who came over to make experiments,
in his report has given the result of the different experiments which he made
with the piston carriage it was at a velocity of 20 miles an hour; he deduces, that he required, to overcome this friction, and also to lift up the
valve and seal it again, a force amounting to a total of 35 lb.
that is so
small that I did not reduce it to horse power.
And I must add to that
another, the evidence of which has been established by experiment
one may
say in general, the atmospheric system is like drawing by a rope which has
no weight, which is perfectly elastic and is capable of transmitting almost an
;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

power by a stationary engine, there is a greater deduction to be made
consequence of the unemployed intervals instance of the Dalkcy line

raising

;

;

(Stephenson.)
" On the atmospheric system it is cheaper to move a given number of passengers by a larger number of light trains than by a smaller number of heavy

But when I refer to the question of power, and the expense of producing that power, all my answers have reference to the time during which
is being produced
that is, during the engine is in motion.
A
stationary engine, under those circumstances, is very much more economically worked than a locomotive (that is, during a certain time, while producing a given quantity of power) but in regard to all stationary power, the
loss of fuel, and the loss of money, in fact, during the time it is not in action,
is far more than equivalent to the disadvantage which the locomotive engine
labours under during its actual motion
and consequently, practically, if you
take the question as applied to the whole day, the stationary system becomes
the most extravagant. At Dalkey, when I was there, there were 10 trains a
day running each way; the consumption of fuel then was upon the train
mileage 266 lb. a mile. I understand from the evidence given by Mr. Nicholson, whose papers I had an opportunity of perusing, that the consumption
of fuel when 27 trains a day are running is 1151b. per mile per train, which
is less than one-half
that is the consumption of fuel to useful efl'ect.
On
the Blackwall, where the trains are three times the weight of the Dalkey,
and where they run bi trains a day each way, the consumption of fuel is
only 661b. per train per mile, which is one-half; therefore, comparing the
Dalkey as it was with 10 trains a day with the Blackwall with 5t trains a
day, the one is 2661b. per train per mile, while the other is 661b., being
trains.

;

;

;

;

2. Application
ciple.

much

—

;

per mile of useful effect."

of Power on the Atmospheric and on the Locomotive Prin-

— On the atmospheric system the amount of power

is always used which
necessary for the work.
The power can be adjusted to the load by producing a greater or less vacuum, and consequently a greater or less pressure
upon every square inch of the piston (.Samuda.)
On the South Devon line it is intended that the engine next ahead of thta

;

;

;

fully four times as

;

little

;

the power

velocity
but the velocity has a certain limitation.
It requires a
force when you begin to exhaust the tube to draw the air through it to
the pump.
In some experiments that were made for the purpose, holding
the train by the break, working the engine and having two chronometers
carefully compared, looking at the gauges at the ends of the line, and noting
at each successive series of 15 seconds the height of the gauge, you got a
comparison of the difference of the two gauges, which is the pressure at the
two ends of the line, and then the train was allowed to start, and the barometer was still observed. Y'ou cannot observe, with that precision, the height
of the barometer in the piston carriage, because it goes up and down so
much but still, as far as it could be ascertained, there appeared to he the
same difference of about three-quarters of an inch of mercury ; an inch of
mercury is half a pound that will be three-eighths of a pound, which was
the force required to purop the air through the pipe to the air-pump ; then
take that three-eighths, and then allow for the friction of the piston, which
will be little more than another eighth, and you will have the pressure on
the mercury, that v\ill be half a pound on the square inch of the tube's diameter, for the friction of the piston apparatus, and the force required to open
the valve, and the friction of the air."
Different kinds of power available for railway purposes are the stationary
engine with ropes, applicable to flat or hilly countries ; the locomotive system ; and, third y, the atmospheric. Loss of power under these different
systems in the first case the friction of the rope in the locomotive the
weight of the engine when moving from a level, and the resistance of the
air
and in the atmospheric the leakage. Witness made an experiment by
which be found that the quantity of power lost by the friction of the rope
in the case of the Euston plane, from Euston-square to Camdeu Town, was
as nearly as possible equivalent to the loss on the Dalkey line by leakage.
The waste of power on the locomotive and on the atmospheric systems is
pretty much the same.
On the atmospheric plan there is a loss of power in
getting up the vacuum in the tube ; on the Dalkey line this is almost entirely lost; this is a loss of the same kind as getting up the steam in the
locomotive engines, but not to the same extent
(Steplienson.)
" It has been stated that with a vacuum of from 18 to 20, from 60 to 70
percent, of the power generated by the steam-engine is wasted.'
I must
say that at present I am not in a position to believe that
I do not think it
(Cubitt.)
is so"
Ralls and Slecfierg.^On the atmospheric plan the rails and sleepers may
(Samuda.)
he lighter than in the locomotive lines
On the Great Western railway the rails are 7011). per yard; on the South
Devon, 50 lb.; the latter will probably last the longest (Brunei.)
Less deflexion would take place on the rails of an atmospheric line, even
if they were considerably lighter; a 501b. rail would be much stronger than
(Robinson.)
a 70 lb. rail on a locomotive line
The engines used on the Dublin and Kingstown railway are ss heavy as
infinite

;

in

—

cess."

;

:

;

" The only difficulty which, theoretically speaking, occurred to any one
who thought on the subject, but of which no one had anticipated the full
effect, was this, that during the expulsive strokes of the air-pump, that is,
when the air that has been drawn from the main is expelled into the atmosphere, a considerable quantity of heat is evolved by the condensation of the
rarefied air; the amount of this far surpasses what I at least had anticipated
from the existing theories. It increases the elasticity of the air so condensed,
and, therefore, increases, beyond what theory would assign, the resistance
to the motion of the air piston.
Do you contemplate that anything might
be done to abate that loss of power by the heat evolved in the condensation
of the air ?
Unquestionably; modes of exhausting can easily be conceived
which would be free from that. Vvill you state what those modes ai-e.'
am, perhajis, scarcely at liberty to do so, because I derived the idea from the
researches of a friend who is engaged upon the subject ; 1 will name the gentleman, the secretary of the Dublin and Kingstown liailway, Mr. Bergin; he
showed me the results of his experiments ; I therefore do not feel at liberty
to mention them.
I consider that thej are likely to be attended with suc-

ble.

—

[NOTEMBER,

is

'
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Western

long lines in England, with the exception of the Great

{liergin.)

—

Lines.
On short lines where tlie traftij is very large, when the deof trains are very numeroiH, ami 'vlicre there is no intermediate

S/irirl

jir

tlie

lin's

accommodate, the atmospheric would be a very convenient arrangewould not he more economical than the lilackwall, and not so
(Sfr/ihrnsoJi.)
convenient where there is intermediate trallic
;

ti)

;.[•.]]

It

I'..

The atmospheric system
number of passengers

is

large

Siilinr/s.

particularly applicaljle

to sliort

lines

with a

(Cubitl.)

— At the sidings and points carriages would

he equally as liable to
on the atmospheric as on locomotive lines; tliere is nothing

get olTthe rails
more to hold them

(Stephenson.)

— Most of the

slips on railways are caused hy the vibrations of the
Slips of emhanknifnls
locomotive.
occur on an atmospheric than on a locomotive line. In
Apart
from other eon.
replaced.
be
easily
the event of slips the pipe could
dilions. a slip is more likely to interrupt traffic upon a single line than upon

Slips.

trains,
will

t)e

which

is

principally due to ibe

less likely to

a double line

(Hninel.)

—

Sou/A Devon Itailuay. The South Devon railway, a line of 52 miles, is
being executed on tlie atmospheric principle ; 20 miles of the South Devon
(Samuila.)
line will be opened in July
About 20 miles of the Exeter and I'lymouth line will be ready to receive
The South Devon line has been
the atmospheric apparatus in June or July.
laid down entirely for a single line of rails, which makes peculiar arrangements necessary at the stations {Brunei.)

—

Means of varying the
the Atmospheric Principle.
power of the engine and the speed of the trains by working the tube to a
(Sani^da.)
higher or lower degree of exhaustion ; illustrations of tliis power
" Uesiiles adopting as we do in extreme cases a varied size of tubes, we
have means of varying our power very considerably, hy working to a higher
We carry this to such an extent, withor to a lower rlegree of exhaustion.
out varying the size of the tube, that on the Dalkey line it is a very common
to
with
trains
weighing
only 16 tons and we have with
for
us
run
practice
the same apparatus run with trains of 73 tons up the incline, which is an
We have the means of regulating that by regulating
average of 1 in 11.").
the period at which the steam-engine shall start before the load that is to
S/ieed attainable on

;

;

if we have a very heavy load, and we wished to work with a vacuum of
20 inches upon the piston, we should start the engine sufficiently in advance
of the train ^it would be a matter of about four or five minutes) to obtain
that vacuum before the train arrived at the section at which it was to be
and if on the other hand
propelled hy the engine stationed in advance of it
we were starting a light load, we shouhl start the engine a proportionably
This will he regulated by means of the
less time in advance of the train.
electric telegraph, which is fixed along the line, and which affords a means
of communication to every engineman of what vacuum will be required for

say,

:

the ordinary

AH

trains

tratlic

of the day."

would be carried

at the

same

velocity, because the

power would

{Saniuda.)
be adjusted to the load
" Under ordinary circumstances, all trains would pass at the same velocity
heavy train would have an increased vai-uuni produced for it. Your proposition is to carry all trains at the same velocity
Yes; I should observe,
we do not contemplate carrying those immense luggage trains which they
carry on the locomotive plan; on the locomotive plan it is desirable that
because they interfere with the passenger traffic,
they should carry them
therefore they go very slowly, they stop at the sidings, and they remain there
for the quick trains to pass them, and they often lemain a considerable time.
We propose to snbrlivide the loads so as to keep our trains, generally si>eaking, of such a weight tliat we should he alile to send all our trains at the
greatest spe^d, and that would be one of the greatest advantages in point of
•eeuriy which we should have; we should have a continuous chain of trains
running on all at equal speeds, and not at variable speeds, as in the locomotive sysem, in which one train is always approaching to overtake the preI'pon the atmospheric system it is no more expensive to run
ceding one.
quickly than slowly."
The speed, excluding stoppages, would be about -iS miles an hour, in(Sarmida.)
eluding stoppages
The Djlkty line, from its curves, is very unfavonralile for an experiment
I'ifly-nne miles an hour, which is the rate at which tliey have
of speed.
travelled on the Dalkey line, is more than safety WMuld allow
(Field.)
The whole distance from Exeter to Plymouth could be traversed at a speed
of CO miles an hiiur^(limnel.)
On the atmospheric system it will not cost the railway company more to
carry the putilic at a quiik rate than at a slow one
they will have no temptation to limit the speeil of travelling within any bounds that ought to satisfy
Extr.norilinary speed was attained by the piston-carriage on the
reason.
Dalkey line, delarhed' from the train; Mr. EIrington stated it to be at an
average speed of 84 miles an hour on a long line of 200 or .JOO ndles one
or two light trains might be sent eai'h day with letters at the rate of 100
(llotfinson.)
miles an hour
" Mr. Stephenson lays down in that report an extremrly singular criterion
:

.'

—

;

;

;

of the maximum velocity being arrived at.
In that, or in his evidence before
the Croydon committee, be states that be is certain the maximum velocity
was attained, because the barometer gauge did not rise now an extreme
Suppose the tube were perfectly
cat* will show that that test is incorrect.
;
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—

from air perfectly exhausted, then the piston would sustain on one
side the full atmospheric pressure of 1,5 pounds to the square inch, and no
pressure on the other side; it is clear that the motion of the piston and the
train would go on accelerating, because there would he nothing to cheek it.
It would go on accelerating as long as the piston was in the tube, until the
resistance of the air to the train balanced the pressure.
Now you see that,
in this case, the gauge must remain at 30 inches, notwithstanding the extreme acceleration. That will show at once that the stationary condition of
freed

the gauge has nothing to say to the velocity.
The real criterion of the
maximum velocity being attained is, that the dilfercnce between the external
pressure of the atmophcre and the prc;,sure of the air in front, shall be
greater than the amount of the resistances to Ine motion of the train.
So
lung as that is the case, so long the motion will continue to be accelerated,
even though the gauge may he sinking. The sole argument by which Mr.
Stevenson endeavoured to prove that the maxiinnm velocity was attained,
viz. the stationary condition of the gauge, is therefore an evidence that the
motion was still accelerating, unless it be also shewn that its height was
such as to indicate a pressure equal to the resiatance."
In experiments on the Dalkey line witness found the smallest height of
mercury in the guage gave the greatest velocity the maximum velocity was
the height of the mercury about 15 or IG
rather under -10 miles an hour
inches.
As the vacuum increased there was an increased loss of power and
Explanation of the ditl'erence of opinion existing bediminution of velocity.
tween Dr. Robinson and witness as to the circumstance stated in witness's
;

;

report, that the

greatest velocity is attained
(Stephenson.)

whcu

the position of the baro-

meter becomes uniform

" Can you explain the difference of opinion which exists between Dr.
Robinson and yourself, as to the circumstance stated in your report, that
you had attained* the masiranm velocity when the position of the barometer
can, and
should be glad of the opportunity of exbecame uniform
I
Dr. Robinson puts a position, by way of illustrating what he
plaining it.
be supposes a perfect vaconceives to be an error which I have fallen into
cuum to be made before the piston in the pump; he says, therefore, that it
would go on accelerating till the resistance of the atmosphere to the carriage
here, he says, the velocity will deexactly equalled the power of the piston
pend upon the resistance of the atmosphere, which has nothing to do with
tl'.c barometer; eri/o, the barometer can have nothing to do with the velocity.
1 was perfectly aware of that view, and I will explain to the committee how
I endeavoured to guard aeainst any error arising from that circumstance.
I
quite anticipated, when the experiments were made, the objection which Dr.
Robinson has now started ; because, if you observe the experiments which I
tried, von will see that one or two in the first instance overran the tube
they did not get a steady height of the barometer, they ran much more
but they ran more quickly merely from this cirquickly than we wished
cumstance, that they employed the engine in pumping the vacuum before
to
produce
any beneficial effect upon the train therefore,
allowed
it
they
during the time that the carriage was passing over the Dalkey plane, it was
not only receiving the power given by the pumping from the engine during
the time it was moving, but it was receiving the result of the previous working; it was receiving the expenditure of the working that had been husbanded
Now if that accumulation of power befoie the train was
before it started.
allowed to start was so great as not to be exhausted before the carriage gets
to the end of the plane, it must go on accelerating, and the barometer of
course will not indicate the velocity ; but if you take care to generate only
so much power before the train starts as will exhaust itself before the car.
riage reaches the top of the Dalkey plane, then you get the true result, because then you go on accelerating until the resistance equals the power as
soon as the'resistance equals the power, the velocity must be uniform, and
the barometer must be stationary, because it cannot be stationary unless the
If the air were drawn away more quickly than the pisvelocity is uniform.
.'

—

I.

;

;

;

;

;

ton could follow it, an acceleration would instantly take place if it were
not drawn away, there would be more compression, and therefore the barometer would f^all therefore, though I do not say that the height of the
barometer is actually a test of the velocity, yet 1 say that it is a test of the
uniformity of the train, and the position which Dr. Robinson puts an impossible one
he supposes a perfect vacuum made, which is not the fact, and
;

;

;

cannot be the fact."

—

Reasons for
Relative Speed of the Locomotive and Atmospheric Systems.
considering that no greater speed is likely to be attained, as a general rule,
upon the atmospheric than upon the locomotive system ; cases in which the
(Stephenson.)
locomotive would beat the aloiospheric
" I compared the working of the Dalkey line on the atmospheric system
with the working of the Eustmi Plane from Euston-square to Camden lown,
bv means of a rope, and 1 found that the quantity of power lost by the friction of the rope in the one case was, as nearly as possible, equivalent to the
loss in the other case by leakage; and that is given in my report at length.
I give the amount of duty done by each machine, and the comparative power
Yes.
of each. You stated that at 1 mile in the one case to 1 5 in the other
At what vacuum was that.' I assumed the vacuum to be from IGto IS
inihes.
I made a calculation upon the Dalkey, with trains, which I contherefore the cases
sidered equivalent to the trains upon the Euston Plane
were very neaily the same. At what rate of speed did you calculate the
Eighteen to twenty miles an hour; that is the rate in
train to be going?
each case. At a rate of from IH to 20 miles an hour the friction of 1 mile
of lope was equal to the leakage of 11 mile upon the atmospheric liue ?
.'

—

;

—

—
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the rnpc at Euston-sfiuare is peculiar, it is not a single rnpp, but an
endless rope; theiefore it is 2 miles of rnpe as compared with 1 J mile of
What is ihe utmost speed you have known to he attained upon a lopipe.
comotive line ? I have not myself gone more than 55 miles an hour that
1 have done upon the Great Western and the Northern and Eastern.
Upon
the Great Western I have gone 53 and 55 miles an hour several times, heYe!>, Init

;

tween Bath and rSristol. In all the experiments I made upon the Dalkey
with very light loads, a greater speed was attained upon that plane than
could have heen attainpil hy a locomotive engine; but with heavy trains a
locomotive engine would have heaten the atmospherin upon that identical
plane.
What kind of weight do you mean liy heavy trains .'—The trains I
made experiments with were from'27 tons to 64 there was one of 70 tons.
And you think, with trains of thnt nature, a greater speed would he attained
hy the locomotive engines?— Up that gradient of 1 in 115, most decidedly,
because then the atmospheric leakage begins to tell, a train of Gl tons requiring a vacuum of something like about 22 or 24 inches: whenever the
vacuum gets to that height, the loss of power by leakage is so great, and the
velocity so nuuh diminished, that the locomotive engine exceeds the atmospheiic in speed most cnnsideraldy.
1 have here a table of the trains which
1 tried, varying them 2" tons.
With light trains, the locomotive would have
heen at fault ; but with heavy trains, it would have been better than the
stmosphfric.
line

;

It is quite possible to go from London to Exeter as fast by the atmospheric
as hy the locomotive principle.
Higher velocities can be acquired and maintained on the atmospheric than on the locomotive system— (C«J//A)
Judging from the reports and from the opinions of those in favour of the
atmospheric system, there is no reason to suppose that it has any advantage
over the locomotive with regard to the rate of speed— (iocic.)

Facility

of allainiwj a high Rate of

aim an Increase of Speed,
S(c.
Result of experiments as to the speed attainable upon an atmospheric
Jine
the velocity can he determined upon with accuracy— (Z?«y/(;j,)
" Have you made any exper'ments as to the speed attainable upon an at-

—

Speeil, anil

;

_

—

mospheric line ?
I noted a consiilfrahle nuniher of trains with great
I have
accuracy, and I have selected a few for the purpose of mentioning them to
the committee.
On the 18th of November 1813, I noted a train which con.
sisted of six passenger-coaches, which were all well tilled, being something
;

30 tons gross weight the first quarter of a mile was passed in 44 seeonds; the second quarter in 29 seconds; the third in 28} seconds the
fourth in 28j seconds, and the fifth in 22J seconds.
During this journey
Hie greatest speed attained was 45 miles per hour; I may perhaps add that
that weiglit of 30 tons gross, on that inclination, was equivalent to a load of
87 tons on a level. Again, oi. the 21st of November 1843, (Mr. Brunei was
present at the time,) I noted tlie time of a train consisting of 12 coaches and
wagojis full of passengers and loaded with iron, the total weight of which
was 71 tons 19 cwt., bring equivalent to 208 tons on a level the time occupied by that train in traversing the first quarter of a mile was 88| seconds,
in tra\ersing tl:e second quarter of a mile was 49^ seconds; the third quarter
of a mile 47^- seconds
the fourth quarter of a mile 50| seconds
the fifth
qu-.rier of a mile 4SJ seconds, and the greatest speed attained was 20 miles
per hour up an inclination of 1 in 129.
What was the amount of vacuum
I h;n-e not the record of that
Mr. Brunei, I believe, took it 1 took these
speeds for Mr. Brunei, or in company with him, while he noted the vacuum,
and I neglected to get a copy of his notes of the exhaustion, hut speaking
from recollection (and I am pretty sure I am right), it was between 25 and
26 inches. You tiied to attain the utmost vacuum ?— I think so; it was
Mr. Brunei who directed those experiments. We can get 27 inches vacuum
on the whole line without much difficulty; hut we do not like to get it, because when you get to the degree of exhaustion, it increases the expenditure
of engine power very much
hut I have raised the exhaustion upon the
whole line to 27^ inches frequently. Did you at the same time take any
note of the horse power .'—No ; I had no means of doing so at that time,
but that will n-it make a difference in these figures: it only makes a difference in the original power exerted in obtaining the requisite exhaustion it
like

;

;

;

;

;

.'

;

;

;

;

takes a pro[inrtionally much longer time, in the first instance, to raise the
gauge to 27 inches, than to raise it to 20.
The increase of speed is contingent in a very small degree on the pressure
upon the piston in the pipe (V/t/noles.)
"The velocity in the atmospheric system is due to the proportion between
the pipe and the air-pump.
The speed of the stationary engine is a constant
speed of, we will say, three miles an hour.
We will suppose, and in fact it
is the case, that the piston of the air-pump moves at that
same velocity of
three miles an hour.
Then the proportion between tlip area of the pipe and
the area of the air-pump is the exponent of the velocity the velocity of the
piston of Ihe air-pump being multiplied by the number of times that the
area of the air-pump is greater than the area of the pipe, will give you the
Velocity of the train theoretically.
Ilipre is a certain amount of deduction
to be made from that, on account of leakage and other matters
liut the
velocity of the piston regulated entirely by the velocity with which the air is
drawn from the tube by the air-pump; that is the reason why the velocity
is independent of the load
the velocity being independent of the load, the
pressure upon the piston does not form an element of the velocity at all. I lay
down this without fear of contradiction, that the load to he carried on the
atmospheric railway is as the diameter of the pipe, and the pressure created
by the rarefaction of the air; that gives you the load to be drawn. The
velocity is as the proportion between the area of the air-pump and
the area
;

[November,

of the pump, and is totally independent of the load. There is a certaia
amount of power to he calculated in order to work the air-pump ; the number of strokes per minute must be so many, and the duration of them must
he for a certain time, in order to get a higher degree of pressure ; hut that
has nothing to do with the question in the way you have put it, as to the
increase of pressure upon the piston, because the increase of pressure upon
hut it is the increase of the
the piston will enable you to carry a larger load
size of the air-pump, and the increase of the proportion between the pipe and
the air-pump, that regulates the velocity."
;

—

Stationary Engines. 1. Nature of the Stationary Engines; their
On the Croydon line there is a
Operations; Cost ; probable Duration.
double set of engines, so that one engine may perform the exhaustion before
another train can arrive. The same effect is proposed to be produced on the
South Devon line by a tank of water, which, on being emptied, leaves a rarefied atmosphere.
There will be double sets of engines on the London and
Croydon line, which can be brought to bear upon the trains at pleasure
(Samuila.)
It is not at all necessary that these fixed engines should be high pressure

—

{Field.)

Those on Ihe Croydon Railway are low-pressure condensing engines, working the steam to 251b. upon the inch to commence with
[Samuda.)
On the South Devon line one pair of engines will be suffitienl to draw the
trains 50 or 60 miles an hour.
If more power he required, there must be
larger engin"*.
Doubtful expediency of increasing the distance between the
engines- {Brunei.)
"there are advantages in having them numerous as well as disadvanby working two engines, one in front of the other, you get all the
tages
advantages of double power of engine, and the probabilities of delay and interference are less by having numerous engines, than by having larger ones
and fewer in nuniher and except the mere cost of attending to those engines, 1 do not think that there would he any material saving."
In the event of an increase of traffic, it would always be practicable to adJ
{Samuda.)
a stationary engine at each station, to increase the power
Cost of each pair of steam-engines on the London ami Croydon line, including the exhausting pumps, the expansion gear, &c., is £4240.
Such engines would continue iu good order for 20 or 30 years, as we see in the
;

;

waterworks

{Field.)

—

The average annual cost of repairs would not exceed
Cost of Repairs
10s. per horse power, or 50/. a-year for two engines of 50 horse power. The
cost of repairing the engines on the Blackwall Railway has been under thii
proportion.
The ordinary rcfiairs to keep the engines in good working order
might he done at night, or in the intervals. The estimate of 10s. the horse2.

power would include the repair of the pumps {Field.)
Number of days the Dalkey line has been stopped during the 11 monthe
to what these
previously to 1st March, from fractures to the steam engines
fractures are attributable
{Bergin.)
" What was the weight of the heaviest train you ever carried ?
Seventy,
but could not get it
four tons and a half.
I once tried 78 tons 17 cwt
,* where it stopped, in the sharp curve of 570 feet.
more than
Upon
;

—

,

the Dalkey line there were 337 days during which we were at work we
were stopped for eight and a half entire days, from fractures to the steamengine.
The stoppage upon the 28th and the greater part of the 29th of
April arose from the pedestal of the fly-wheel shaft of the engine breaking,
and it was of course quite impossible to work the engine until that shaft wa»
repaired.
And we had to stop again from the 15th to tht- 19th of -August,
being five days we were stopped then in consequence of the great crank
having broken, which in its fall damaged the parallel motion and the cylinder
cover; it took us five days to repair that acciilent, during which we could
not work the engine.
Again, in last December we had another delay of a
day and a half, from a different cause there had been a great deal of rain,
and one of the banks fell down, ami obstructed the trains fur a day and a
We have never, from the
half; it took that time to remove the m.iterials.
running of the fir^t train to the running of the last train upon the line, had
any accident to the valve, or any part of its apparatus."
;

;

;

—

Stations.
Number of stations on the South Devon line {Samuda.)
" There will be a station at Newton, which will be the extreme end of the
20 miles, and we shall have stations at Dawlish, Teignmouih, Saltash, and, (
believe,

be,

I

two

others, at places the

I do not know
20 miles."

names of which

believe, five stopping stations in the

;

there will

By the nmoval

of locomotives the complication, extent, and unsightliness
of railway stations would he very much reduced.
It is propirsed to move the

carriages and add them to the train hy a small capstan, as in the goods shed
at Bristol— («iunc/.)

fTo be continued.)

;

So

in tlie original.

— Ed.

;

The city of Paris has voted the sum of 41,600 francs (£1604) for paintings
on glass for the churches of St. Germain I'Auxerrois, St. Gervais, St. Eustache and St. Laurent.
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Mr.

THE GREAT BRITAIN.
fConlinutd from Page

32-1

— Tlie boilers consist

of one oulside ease 31 feet long by 31
inches bigli, ami this is divided inio three distinet
They have an apparatus
boilers, by miaiis of two lunsitinlinal pariitions.
for regulating the discharge of brine, and also a hot-water jacket, around the
lower part of the funnel, into which the feed water is |minped and whence
In each hoiler there are four furnaces at the after,
it flows into the hollers.
and four at the forward end ; therefore there are tnenty-four (ires in the
Each furnace has its own distinct course of flues, terminating in one
whole.

The

lioilfrs.

feet wide,

ami 21

fict 8

take-up in the mid<ile.

The total area of the surface of the grate bars is 3G0 square feel. The
total area of furnace surface exposed to the direct action of the fire is 1248
•quare feet, and the total areas of the Hues are- of upper surface 1CU8 square

—

square feet, of bottom surface 171U square feet.
the form of the engines was Arst decided on, it was intended that
should
be
80 inches in diameter; but they were afterwards
the cylinders
increased to 83 inches, with the view of working the steam very expansively,
rease
ijii
of power at a reduce<l expenditure of fuel.
obtaining
an
thus
and
As far as can be at present judged, this appears to have succeeded, but in
consequence of the rougli weather on the voyage round, in was not possible
to weigh the coal consunicil.
feet, of side surface CJO-I

When

— When the

" Great Britain" was comhad taken up the subject of widening the duckgates of the port, with other improvements, so warmly, that no duulit was
entertained that, before she should he completed, there would be no difficulty in her going out ; accordingly she was designed 5 feet 6 inches wider
than the existing locks.
Various causes led to the abandonment, for a time, of these improvements,
and the ship when ready for sea was not only discovered to be a prisoner,
but likely to continue so, in consequence of the personal liability which it
was assumed the Dock Company might incur, if, by permitting any disturbance of their works, not provided for by Act of Parliament, any injutious
consequences should ensue to the port.
This state of affairs lasted for several months, until at length, by an agreement between the two companies, permission was accorded to remove, first
so much of the masonry and gates as would allow the ship to pass from the
floating harbour into the outer basin, next to restore these, and then to adopt
the same course with the gates and one side uf the lock communicating with
the river Avon.
Trial i'oi/ai/e.
The " Great Britain" quitted the port of Bristol for Lon.
Difficulties in gellinri out
menced, the city of Bristol

of Dock.

—

don on the evening of January 23.
During this voyage the engines made 52,773 strokes, consequently the
distance di »cril)ed by the screw was G39 knots, and the actual distance traversed by the ship, as computed by Captain Hosken, was 567 knots.
The
ratio of the speed of the sliip, to tliat of the screw, during the entire voyage,

was as -887 to T; or in other terms, the total slip was 12^ per cent. The
time the ship was undir weigh, was 5yi hours, so that the averagespeed was
upwards of 'J^ kni>ts, and if allowance he made for times when, on account
of the bearings becoming warm, the engines went slowly, the average speed
may be fai.'ly reckoned at 10 knots per hour. On several occasions the
author watched the screw, and he does not think it ever rose one-half of its
diameter out of the water, and standing by the engines during the worst of
the gale, he could only observe that there was occasionally a slight acceleration, during perhaps half a revolution, hut there never was any check to tlie
UDJform rale.

Observations.
Mr. Barnfs said, that in bis original calculations, given to Mr. Guppy, he
had erroneously assumed the pilch of the screw to have been 8 feet. He
had since cidculated the esults accurately, and found the mean number of
revolutions per minute 32'8, and the mean speed in knots 10 OSIJ.
10'16 lb. per square Inch.
The results of llie iiuMcator were ..
.,
..
I

Deducting

lor Irielion,

and more ample allownnee

tlian

was

required fur entjiiies in good order, wliich ivhs not, perhpps, too uuich for engines which were quite new, aud of
which ah the moveuieutu were sliir
..
..

Remains

..

..

..

..

..

l.'.S

8C0 = 95-6

li.p. for

each

engine.

Mr. T. R. Guppy stated, in answer to questions from the President and
Members, that during the whole voyage the throttle-valve was only ^rd open,
and that the steam was cut off at ^th of the stroke. It was not possible to
take any accurate account of the coals consumed, but he estimated the coatumption at about 40 tons in 24 hours.
Captain Sir Chaulf.s Napieii inquired, whether (he " Great Britain"
steered well, and whether it was not found she had a tendency to fall off to
leeward in a cross sea?
lie shoubl have supposed that the action of the
screw propeller being so enlircly in the stern it would act upon the ship like
•culling a lioat.

— Captain

Hoskkn

replied that the

"Great Britain"

steered

and that there was not any tendency to fall off to leeward.
was ewdent that the propeller was not easily injured, for since his arrival
in the Thames he had found, coiled round the shaft, nearly 9 fathoms of
chain cable, whi li bad been apparently torn away fiom the mooring of a
buoy in coining up the river.
extremely well
It

;

3J3

MiLi.KR said, be bad noticed particularly the difference of the speed
of the en.:ines, on hoard the Uoyal Mail Company's vessels, at the commencenieut and at the end of a voyage.
At starting, with a full complement of
fuel, the paddle-wheels were plunged so deep, that the speed of the engines,
which ought on an average to be 17 strokes per minute, was reduced to 8 or
9 strokes, and at the end of the voyage the paddle floats had scarcely sufficient hold on the water.
A vessel with a screw propeller would not be so
J.

alTccted.

Mr. Gi'ppv said, in answer to questions from members, that, at present,
he believed the average speed obtained by vessels with screw-propellers was
below that of paddle-wheel steamers. A new screw, of larger diameter and
greater area of palms, was being made for the " Great Britain," with a view
to increasing the speed.
Four chains, weighing together about 7 tons, were
employed for conimunicating the power from the upper drum upon the main
shaft to the lower drum upon the shaft of the propeller.
They worked
smoothly and without noise, and at present had not shown any tendency to
wear or to lengthen. From the form of the link, he conceived the chains
would only lengthen on the slack side, under any circumstances, and this
would not aft'ect their working, as the projecting ends of the links would, on
the driving side, always fall into the recesses prepared for them, so thatthesrccesses must be much worn, before the chains would ride out of their proe
per direction upon the drums.

Mr. R. Stephenson observed, that the chains very nearly resembled thost
Used in the early locomotive engines, and which were discarded on account
of their lengthening so much as to render them useless.
It was true that
the links of the locomotive chains were much smaller, there were many more
traversing pins, and the speed at which they travelled was probably greater
than the large driving chains of the " Great Britain," which would, therefore, he less liable to injury than those he had mentioned.

Performance of the French screm

vessel Nnpoli'im

—

Mr.

P.

Taylor

said,

that great ditTcrence of opinion existed among the officers of the French navy
It had
been asserted, that with
as to the capabilities of the " Napolcjn."

the peculiar build and great proportion of power to tonnage of that vessel,
Mr. Taylor was not of that opinion,
greater speed should have been attained.
although he fully appreciated the build of M. Normand's vessel, and the exHe had paid much attention to the result
cellence of Mr. iiarnes' engines.
of the voyages of the "Napolein," and found them, on an average, more
The screw
rapid than those of the paddle-wheel vessels on the same station.
did not generally make such good way in smooth water, but with a sea or
wind sufficient to lay a paddle-wheel ship at all over, the screw gained immensely, and hence its average superiority. After the trial voyages, and the
run from Havre to Marseilles, with the cast-iron screw, which had been
mentioned at the Institution on a previous occasion, it was found, on putting
the " Napoleon" into the graving dock at Toulon, that the outer journal of
and that the cast-iron screw was much
the propeller-shaft was much worn
affected by galvanic action ; a new bronze screw was therefore cast, and was
At the same time the
highly polished and varnished before it was fixed.
hearing areas of both the outer and the inner journals of the shaft were increased, and a jet of col.l water was arranged so as to be constantly applied
;

to them.
Since these alterations, there had not been any undue wearing of
the journals.

Mr. Barnes would not venture to state the relation of power to tonnage
on board the " Napolein," as the methods of measurement of vessels were
The vessel was 148 feet G inches
'ihe engines were 130 li.p.
long, and 27 feet 4 inches broad at the water line, drawing 11 feet 10 inches
aft, and 7 feet 5 inches forward, and the area of the midship section at that
draught was 144 square feet. By the ordinary rules of measurement the
tonnage would he 490 tons, and the displacement 3G5 tons. He had made
many engines for vessels built by M. Nurmand, and he knew their capabilities.
He was of opinion that if the feathering paddle-wheels, invented by
M. Cave, had been adapted to the " Napoleon," as good speed would have
been attained, as with the screw, in all weathers but that with the commoa
paddle wheels, such results could not have been arrived at.
quite illusory,

;

—

Mr. F. P. Smith had
Material for the hearings of the propeller-shift.
found, with reference to the journals of the propeller-shall, that steel was
the best material for the bearing of the toe or extreme end, where the destruction was most rapid, and that the form was that of two hemispheres,
working under a constant jet of cold water. The experience upon the ' Rat.
tier' tended to show, that it was advantageous to reduce the hearings as much
as possible; for tliey bod always worn down to certain dimensions and then
had ceased to wear.' On the contrary, however, on board the Great Britain'
and the ' Napoleon' it appeared, that an increase of the size of the journals
had been advantageous. On this practical question, the manner in which
'

the thrust of the propeller-shafts was received in the toe bearing, must be
From his previous exwell considered, before any rule could he laid down.
perience of the performances of the ' Rattier,' in smooth water, Mr. Smith
propeller
should he tried.
large
'hat
a
Admiraliy,
bad recommended to the
The recent trials at sea bad proved the correctness of the recommendation,
upon.
acted
which was now being

On the accuracy of the log.— Mr. J. G. C. Curtis remarked, that it was
necessary to be extremely cautious in using the results of the ordinary log,
common purposes of navigation, he did not
to enter into the computation of a vessel's
The velocity
velocity, where the " slip of the screw" was to be determined.
for although very useful for the
think they ought to he allowed

46*
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of a s)iip being deternilnpd with the ordinary log, hy ascertaining how much
of the line, attached to the log, ran out in a given time, it was essential that
hnth the time and the distance should be correctly measured but that was
seldom tlie case, as the sand in the sanil-glass, which measured the time, was
atTected by every change in the atmosphere, and the line which measured
the distance was alternately wet and dry, anil being stretched unequally, at
diiVerent parts, it was impossible that the marks, or Unots, could remain at
distances winch tliey were intended to indicate.
These difficulties, when the
vessel was going less than 8 or 9 miles an hour, might be partially surmounted, by counting the recpnsite number of beats of a good watch, instead of
using tl'.e sand glass, and by actually measuring the quantity of line which
ran out, instead of counting the distance by the knots.
Cut in heaving the
log at higher rates, it was difficult to prevent the log from being dragged
after the ship, by the friction of the reel, and whether the line was " taken
olT" or " paid out," there was always a degree of doubt, whether the correct
;

length had been allowed to go off the reel.
It was also nearly impossible to
measure the time to the requisite degree of accuracy, hy the 14 seconds sand
glass, which was generally used at high rates.
For instance, if a vessel were
going 14 kno:s, the quantity of line representing one mile passed through
t!te hand of the observer in one second of time
and hence, in order to obtain the speed to the eighth part of a mile, it wo\dd be necessary to measure
tlic interval lo the eighth part of a second.
In like manner, to obtain a vessel's speed to the eighth part of a mile, when she was going lU knots, it
would be necessary to measure the interval, to the sixth part of a second.
As these small portions of time could not possil)ly be measured hy a sandglass, persons unacquainted with the subject, would not be surprised to learn,
bat Jlr. Cuitis had heard it expressed, as an opinion, by most naval otTicers,
and had found by his own practice, that the rate of a ship, going more than
10 knots, could scarcely be obtained within a mile, under unfavourable circumstances. As Mr. Curtis was convinced, that the difficulty of accurately
measuring the speed was one of the greatest causes of the discrepancies
which existed in the accounts of the trials of vessels, he ventured to suggest
an expedient " for detf rmining a vessel's velocity at any given instant," which
be thought would he more accurate than the common log. He proposed,
tliat the time which a vessel took, in passing through her own length, should
be measured, from which her velocity per hour could be easily ascertained
by proi)ortion. For this purpose be would fit, in convenient jdaces, at a
short (listance from either end of the vessel, two rods, one vertical and the
;

[November,

must necessarily be regarded with much interest, and next session, the Institution would look forward to receiving from Mr. Guppy an account of the
first few voyages, and, if skill and experience could accomplish them, they
might he considered safe in the hands of Captaia Hosken, whose success in
the Great Western' had been so decided.
'

ARCHITECTURE IN GUERNSEY.

— Having

lately visited Guernsey and observed one or two pecuchurch architecture of that island, 1 tiike the liberty of sending you a brief description of them, leaving it to jou to determine whether
or not they are worthy of a place amongst the mass of valuable facts of
which your Journal is the medium of communication, and premising that
I do not attempt auy sort of classification, merely collecting them from notes
in a diary.
1. In the town of St. Peters, there is a church of the same name, consisting of nave, north and south aisles, transepts, tower and spire (at their
The southern transept projects considerably further tiian
intersection).
the other. At the west end of the nave the arches which separate it from
the aisles on either side are so low as to be intercepted above their springing by the caps of the piers, the sides of which are then continued to the
paving, following the curve of those arches ; so that the piers are broader
at top than at bottom.

Sir,

liarities in the

I

Fig. 2.

Fig.

1.

Level of Paving.

other horizontal, so that each pair, when seen in coincidence, should point
in a line perpendicular to the direction of the vessel's keel.
He would also
have a buoy painted white and black, or any colours that would show well,
when in the water; to this he would attach a line considerably exceeding
t!ie length of the vessel.
This buoy should be passed forward, with plenty
of spare line, to the bowsprit end, the end of the line being made fast abaft,
ready to haul it in when done with.

Fig. 3.

—

Sc'ifliUnff.
Ca])tain Hosken stated, scudding well was a point of great
imprriance, and was entirely a seaman's question.
No point required more
judicious management, and correct judgment, than as to when a ship could
nM srud longer with safety, and ought to he " hove to." He had very often,
in the
Great Western,' been scudding past very fine ships of from 500 tons
to 1000 tons, not very deep in the water, " laying to," because they could
'

not scud with safety.
There were now several steamers longer than the
Great Western,' and he had never heard, that any difficulty had been ex
perienced with them, on this important point.
'

Mr. PiM mentioned an advantageous application of the combined power
of the screw and sails, which had been practised by his relations, Messrs. Pim
of Hull.
They had adapted to two fine trading schooners, screw propellers,
driven by small engine power.
The result of this experiment had proved,
that in cases where extreme speed was not an object, but in which regularity
was essential, this plan might he advantageously adopted, especially for commercial purposes, in which it was requisite to combine economy and a certain amount of dispatch.
Sir J.

Rennie, President,

after expressing to

Mr. Guppy the thai.ks of the

meeting, for the communication which had given rise to so interesting a discussion, said the construction of iron sea-going vessels was a subject of peculiar inlere-t to the Institution, as to one of its early members must be
ascribed the merit of their first introduction.

The

first

iron

the Hiirseley
Maiiby,' after
Uuck, took in
landed it at

steam vessel that ever went to sea was built

in

1820-1 at

works, near Birmingham.
It was named the
Aaron
the constructor, and being put tngpther in the Surrey Canal
a cargo of rape-seed and iron castings, in the Thames, and
the Pont Royal at Paris without transhipment.
This unique
voyage was performed under the command of Captain Sir Charles Napier,
R.N., who was largely interested in the undertaking, and devoted much lime
and his usiiiil skill and energy to the enterprise. The engine was put togethcr, and was worked duiing tlie voyage, by the present Secretary of the Institution.
The propellers were the feathering paddles which were invented
hy the late Mr. ,lohn Oldham. Both the engine and the paddles had been
superseded by more perfect machinery, and the boilers had been frequently
renewed, hut the bull of the vessel had required hut little repair, and was
still at work upon the Seine, as were several other iron vessels liuilt bj Mr.
XIanby, about the same time, at Horseley, and at his works at Chareuton,
near Paris.
iron

'

The introduction of iron, as a material for ship-building, was now becoming so general, that th< result of the great experiment, the 'Great Britain,'

mn
Somewhere near

the cenire of the island stands Calel church, consisting of nave, chancel, north transept, north aisle, west porch, tower and
M hat most parliculary struck me in this church was the design of
spire.
They each consist of four small
the four pinnacles at the base of the spire.
rounil columns, without cap or base supporting a square mass of stone
which forms a base from which to spring the pyramidal part of the piuuacle, octagonal on plan.
3. St. Martin's church is near the eastern coast, about 2 miles from St.
Peter's, it consists of nave, chancel, north aisle, south porch, and a toner
and spire, situated at the east end of the nave.
There is a peculiarity in the section of Ibis church, viz., that the aiste is
mnre In/ly than the nave, the chancel being of the same height as the aisle.
That the least lofty division of the church is indeed the nave is attested by
these facts
1. It is in the same line with the chancel
2. The tower and
spire are placed over its eastern end
3. The pulpit is situa'ed in it.
The chancel projects no further on plan than the aisle, from which it i»
separated by a cuspated arch, whose iiead is uot, however, pointed but
2.

—

—

—

round.
be observed, that bolh St. Martin's and Catel churcles have only
a north aisle; it m^iy perhaps also be worth noticing, that
each are similar and are of a peculiar kind, resembling
long narrow boxes turned on one end, so as to stand perhaps about 3 feet
in height, the money being admitted through a small aperture in the top.
I remain, Sir, your constant reader,
G. W. R.
October 2, 1845.
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STATUES IX THE I'ALACE AT WESTJIINSIEK.
The CommissiDners on

tlie

Fine Arts

in their fourlh report, just

puh-

tlieyhave found in the course of inqniry that many sitnations for staiues consist of niches only, which, in arcordance with the
style of Gothic architecture adopted, are uniformly narrow, not exceeding
two feet in widih; that there are ulso situations where insulated statues
might be fitly placed ; and that, with a view both to ronvcnicnt inspection
and the expediency of aflfjrdins opportunities for di-p!ayins (he abilities

lisheii, slate that

Some
of the arlisia, the last-named situations are ihe most important.
nituations, though not fit for the display of statues, would be well adapted
busts
tliat
might
opinion
he
we
are
of
conand
busts
reception
of
;
for the
sidered among Ihe means before referred to of doini; hi n )ur to eminent
men. Willi respect to nionuuK nts in painting of Ihe description indicated,
whether such monnments be understood to refer to portraits or to other repres^eutatiuns, Ihe report is at present postponed.
It is recommended that six insulated marble slatues be placed in St.
that 10 such statues be placed in St. Stephen's

Stephen's porch, and

That statues of Marlborough and Nelson be placed in St Stephen's
porch; and that slatues of Selden, Hampden. Lord Falkland, Lord Clarendon. Lord Soniers, Sir liob, rt Wal pole. Lord Chatham, Lord Mansfield,
Uurke, Fox, Pill, and (irattan be placed in St. Stephen's hall.
That the following three artists, viz., William t'alder Marshall, John
Bell, and John ILnry Foley, whose works in the last exhibition in Westminster Hall were consiilered by us to be entilled to especial commendation, be at once commissioned to prepare niodels for three of Ihe aforesaid
slalnes, viz., Ihe slatues of Hampden, Lord Falkland, and Lord ('larendon,
and that Ihe execution of sucli statues be allotted lo the said artists rehall.

spectively as

we may

hereafter decide.

That 2,o;i0/. of public ui'ney be granted on account towards Ihe payment of such works, and we humbly request the sanction of your Majesty
to

our present report.

Distinguished Persons lo whose Mcmnries Slalues m'ght he Erected.
The committee appointed to " prepare a general list of disiinguished persons of tile I'nited Ivinadom lo whose memory statues might with propriety be erected in or adjoining tlie new Houses of Harliament," submit
two lists; Ihe first (-V), of names to which they agreed unanimously ; Ihe
second (H), of names on which they were not unanimous, but decideil by
greater or smaller majorities.
The coMMuiitee express their unanimous opinion, that the attempt to
execute any great number of these statues simultaneously would not be
ooDducive to ihe interests of art.
iNLAiioN.

Hr.NRY Haliam.

T. II. iVrACAI'LAV.
IfoBERT Harry Inglis.

SAMI'rL RoGERS.

London. March II,
Alfred,

184.5.

Thomas Wyse.
B. Hawcs, JiiN.
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and among many noble, but scarcely very historical persons, none appeared
more eligible ihan William de Mowbray, ancestor of the Duke of Norfolk,
the oldest peer, and that in the three ranks of duke, earl, and baron, in the
William de Mowbray is also ancestor, not only
existing House of Lords.
of the various noble families which bear the surname of Howard, but of
that of Berkeley.
Sucii, I apprehend, are the reasons which have induced the committee,
ns they have myself, to recommend the 18 names, of which you possess a
list, to be commemorated as having borue a share in obtaining the great
charter of John.
I

am,

my

dear

Sir,

very truly yours,

HKMIV HALLAM.

C. L. Eastlake, Esq.

Memorandum respecting Places for Statues in the Palaces at \yestimnsler.
The commissioners having at various times inspected the new Houses
of Parliament with a view to ascertain what situations would be adapted
for the reception of insulated statues, and having examined the principal
Jocaliiies ou the 25th of April last, for the same object, were then of
opinion
Thai, as the entrance to the Houses of Parliament by St. Stephen's
porch will contain statues of distinguished statesmen, warriors, and other
eminent suhj.'cts, the entrance b> the grand staircase, tlie landing-place,
guard-room, Victoria gallery, and lobby to the House of Peers, should contain the statues of sovereigns.
The statues of Egbert, Edgar, Canute, and Edward the Confessor might
be fitly placed on the first landing place.
That the principal landing-place should contain the statues of the sovereigns from William the Conqueror to Edward IV. '1 hat the statues of
Edward V. to Richard HI. might he placed in the guard-room.

That

in the Victoria-hall the series

should be continued, beginning with

Henry VII

, and ending vriih Queen Anne.
That the lobby to the House of Lords* should contain the statues of
the Sovereign of the House of Brunswick, beginning wiih George I., and
ending with her most gracious Majesty.
In This proposed arrangement it appeared that one pedestal in the lobby
A resolution was
to the House of Lords would still remain unoccupied.

referred to (recorded in the minutes ou the 21st of April, 1843), to the
effect that a statue of his Royal Highness Prince Albert would be appropriately placed in the Victoria gallery (of which the lobby in question originally formed a part).
Thus the situations for statues in the slate aparti-aents and the approaches to them woulil, in the event of Ihe above resolution being confirmed, he entirely occupied.
According to the above proposed distribution, the number of statues on
the landing-places and in tlie guard room would be 22 ; in llie Victoria
gallery 12 (William 111. and Mary being both represented); in the lobby,
including the slatue of Her Majesty, seven.
It was considered that the statues in Ihe robing-room might, according
to a resolution proposed by Mr. Gaily Knight with reference to another

[NOTEMBER,

three premiums of 200/. each, will be given to the artists who shall furnish
oil paintings which shall be deemed worthy of one or other of the said
premiums, by judges to be appointed to decide on the relative merit of the

works.
2. The paintings are to be sent in the course of the first week in June,
1847, for exhibition, to Westminster hall.
3. The commissioners reserve to themselves the right of excluding from
public exhibition works which shall be deemed by them not to possess
sufficient merit to entitle them to such a privilege.
4. The paintinTs, not to exceed two in number by each artists, are required to be prepared for the occasion.
5. The subjecis are required to come under the general classes of religion, history, or poetry.
6. The dimensions are left to the choice of the artists undcrthe following
conditions: The figures are not to be less than two in number; the size
of the nearest figure or figures, in at least one of the specimens by each
artist, is to be not less than that of life ; but the size of Ihe figures is altogether left to the choice of painters of marine subjects, battle-pieces, and
landscapes.
7. The judges appointed to decide on the relative merit of the works
may, if they shall think fit, require any artist to whom a premium shall
have been awarded to execute, under such conditions as Ihey may think
necessary, an additional painting as a specimen of his ability, and in such
case the premium awarded to such artist will not be paid unless his second
painting shall be approved by the judges.
8. The names of the artists are not required to be concealed.
9. The paintings will remain the property of the respective artists.
10. Paimings which may combine appropriate subjects, witli a high degree of merit, shall be considered eligible to be purchased by the nation, in
order to be placed in one of the apartments of the Palace of Westminster.
11. Religious, poetical, or allegorical subjecis, which by judicious adaptation or treatment may have reference to the history or constitution of th«
kingdom, may, as well as strictly historical subjects, be eligible to be so

—

purchased.
12. The judges to be hereafter appointed to decide on the relative merit
of the works, with a view to the award of premiums, will consist partly of
ar.ists.

13. The competition hereby invited is confined to British subjects, including foreigners who may have resided 10 years or upwards iu the United

Kingdom.
Various applications having been received from artists, candidates for
fresco-painters, respecting the mode in which specimens
of fresco-painling may hereafter be submitted to the Commissioners on the
Noiice is hereby given,
Fine Arts, without reference to public exhibition.
that such specimens may be sent to Westminster-hall for Ihe purpose aforeThe subjects
said from the 1st of March to the 1st of May next inclusive.
and dimensions are left to the choice of the artists, but those arlists who
have not before exhibited cartoons in Westminster-hull are required to send
specimens of drawing together with their fresco-paintings.

employment as

locality, consist of allegorical figures.
It was further proposed that the lower waiting hall should contain eight
statues of celebrated scientific ineu ; that the upper corresponding hall

should contain eight statues of celebrated poets, and that the panels in the
latter should be adorned with paintings.
The lower hall has no panels
available for paintings.
It was further remarked that, if required, statues could be placed in the
open air in many of the courts, and tliat some of the larger corridors or
passages on the ground floor would also admit of such decorations.
The consideration of the place for the slatue of Alfred, and of precise
number and sitimtions of other statues in the central hall, was postponed
till that part of the building should be more advanced.
Whitehall, April 20, 1845.

Letter from the Right Hon. the Secretary of Slate for ihe Home Department.
Whitehall, 9th May, 1845.

—

Sir,
I have received Her Majesty's commmds to notify to you that
has been graciously pleased to approve the repoi't of the
Commissioners of the Fine Arts dated the 25th of April, 1845. And Her
Majesty has directed the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury to submit
to Parliament an estimate for the sum of 2,000/. ou account, towards the
payment of the expense of statues of Hampden, Lord Falkland, and Lord

Her Majesty

Clarendon.
I

have the honour

to be. Sir,

your obedient servant,
J. U. G. GRAHAM.

C. L. Eastlake, Esq.

Competition in Oil Painting.

The competition in oil-painting which, by an announcement before issued,
was to take place in June, 1840, is postponed till June, 1847. All other
conditions, expressed in the announcement referred to, remain unaltered.
1. Three premiums of 500/. each, three premiums of 300/. each, and
* The names of various apartments have been altered and tinallv determinetl since the
date of this memorandum. The principal lanrtinpplace is called the Norman Porch ; Ihe
Victc.ria Gallery is called the Royal GaUery, the lobby to the House of Loriis is called tlie
Victoria Hall.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF GAS METERS,
By Alexa>dbr Angus Cboll,

Assoc. Inst C.E.

The use of gas for the purposes of illumination, has now become so general in Ibis country, and involves so much capital iu its produciion and
distribution, that any invention, by means of which gas can be more accurately measured than heretofore, becomes of importance. It is well known,
that as much as from 30 to 40 per cent, of the whole quantity of gas produced, is sometimes unaccounted for, and this great aud positive loss has
generally been attributed to leakage. That there is a certain constant
amount of leakage through the pores of the metal, of which the mains and
pipes are composed, is undeniable. The fact of such leakage is proved by
the saturation of the ground in which the mains are imbedded, though it
would appear to have been somewhat hastily assumed, that such saturation would furnish a complete explanation of the whole of the known toss.
The erroneous character of this opinion can be readily demonstrated by
The most minute jet of gas can be detected by the smell ; for
expi-rinient.
instance, any escape of gas which can scarcely be discovered by its igniting upon the application of fire to the spot, is instanly perceived by tba
oliensive odour.
In the author's own house a very small escape of gas
took place. This was so oliensive that its continuance would have rendered the room uniuhabitable ; but when estimated by the meter it was
found to be only one per cent. Further, escapes of gas in the streeis hav«
been detected by the smell, which when traced were found to be incredibly
small when the nuisance they had occasioned was taken into consideration.
These fads show that it is impossible to account for even 5 per cent., instead of upwards of 30 per cent., of the ascertained loss, which is the
utmost allowance to be made for loss from bad joints and porous metal in
the mains.

The amount of gas daily distributed from the works of the Chartered
Gas Company alone may be taken at about 2,7o0 000 cubic (eet ; the loss
of 30 per cent, upon that quantity would occasion 810,000 cubic feet of
carburetltd hjdiogeu to be set free daily in a comparatively limited dia-
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lliat Uie gas e?cBpins
no smell is observed

oljocted,

tlurefore
in the soil becomes decomposed, and that
hydrogen would he
but this h>potliesis is inadmissible, as in tliat case the
soil ; therefore
formed inio water, and the ciiibon wouNl be deposited in the
supposed escape
the
from
sod,
the
niiantity, by weisht, annually left in
;

the
This is from the works
of 30 per cent would be upwards of 3,000 tons.
enormous additional quantity
of one company only ; and if we consider the
companies, we
that would be" produced from the other ten metropolitan
cnnnot avoid pronouncing it to be utterly impossible.

}Vuler Meters.
is necessarily placed in the basement, in order
water which, risiuR as vapour out of the meter, is condensed
The meter is therefore almost always in a dark cellar or an
in the (iitings.
obicure corner, and in some instances fraudulent methods li^ve actually
been in existence without detection during the inspection by the company's

The

ordinary wet meter

to receive ilie

oflicers.

It is well

by Crosslev,

that the water meter invented by Clegs, and improved
The
subslaniially the same as that now generally in use.

known
Is

The gas is introaction of the \va!er gas-meter is generally understood.
duced at a central opening of the measuring drum, which is sealed with
water; the pressure is exerted upon the surface of llie water, and the
diagonal divisions of the revolving wheel, which is the measuring chamber
of the water meter. The revolutions of the wheel, caused by the passing
the elftct of this meter can be
of the gas, are shown by the index.
Tlie correctness of its measurement
easily evaded by various methods.
depenils entirely upon the water in the meter being kept at the proper

the top of the piston, forcing it Ihroagh a certain space ; the supply is cut
off, and the action is reversed,
the bulk of steam occupying the space
through which the piston moves, is thus measureil for presuming the piston to beof B given area, and the distance through which it moves at every
stroke, to be constant, it can readily be conceived how the actual quantity
of steam employed could be indicated or calculated.
The meter in ques;

tion bears a strong resemblance to a double engine.
It consists of a cylinder divided by a plate in the centre into two separate cylindrical departments, which are closed at the opposite ends by metal di*c> ; these metal
discs serve the purpose of pistons, ami they are kept in their places by a
kind of universal joint, adapted to each ; the space through which the discs
move, and consequently the means of measurement, is governeil by metal
arms and rods, which space, when once adjusted, cannot vary. To avoid
the friction attending a piston working in a cylinder, a band of leather is
attached, which acts as a hinge, and folds with the motion of the disc ; this
band is not instrumental, to any extent, in the measuring, S'l that if it were
to contract or expand, the registering of the meter would not be affected,
inasmuch as it would only decrease or increase the capacity of the hinge,
the disc still beMig at liberty lo move through the required space; the
leather is also distributed in such a manner, being curved, and bending
only in one direction, that it prevents any wrinkles or creases from forming,
and renders it, therefore, much more durable. The arrangements of the
valves and arms are somewhat dillerent to that of a steam engine, altliougU

similar in principle.

Now

forward

an

for instance, if the case of the meter be tilled
.5° to 13° (according to its construction), and a proportion of
the water drawn oil", so as to nnseLiI the outlet of the measuring chamber,
the gas passes through it without affecting the index, and without being
During the winter, the water contained in the wet meter
registered at all.
is sometimes (ruzm ; and then it is necessary, in order to enable the gas
The bad
the
fittings, that the meter sliould be removed.
through
pass
lo
example of avoiding the measurement of the gas, until a fresh meter can
be substituted, is thus set by the company itself. The numlier of new
meters required on such occasions is so great, that a considerable period
often elapses before the frozen meter can be replaced.

height ; thus,
angle of from

to

Dry Gas Meters.
these admitted evils, various kinds of dry meters have been at
different times invented ; but hitherto they have been open to such serious
The lirst
objections as to prevent the general adoption of them in practice.
machine of any importance was that of the Dry Meter Company. The
material of wliich liie measuring chamber of that meter was formed was
If the meter is
leather, which has been found liable to several objections.
.nred only occasionally, at intervals, the action of the gas upon the leather
produces coneiderable contraction and causes a registration of an increased
proportion against the consumer. On the other hand, when the meter is in
CODS ant use the leather is expanded, whereby more gas passes into con(uinptiun than is marked by the index. This of course operated unfairly
against the manufacturer of gas. These imperfections have therefore rendered this meter obsolete.
The only other dry meter of sulTicient importance to be mentioned, is
that constructed by Defiies.
In this instrument, each of the tliree measuring chambers of which it is composed is separated from the others by a
flexible partition formed of leather, partially defended from the chemical
action of the gas by metal plaies.
This flexible partition is expanded by
the pressure of the gas, and in the alternate expansion and contraction it
forms a cone. Now as a cone is one-third part of a cube, one-third part
Independently
.of the surface only is available to the pressure of the gas.
of the loss of power thus occasioned, a further loss arises from the sides of
the flexible partiliun being fixed, and the centre only being moveable, and
registering by its motion the gas consumed.
I'urther, if where the leather
is attached to thf sides of the case there be a play of -^'h of an inch between the plates and the line of attachment of the leather, in the backward
and f(H-\v»rd motion, it passes through Jtli of an inch; thus, when by
Mse an exposure to the atmosperic air, the leather has contracted only j'^nd
»f an inch, ilien in its motion it passes through this ^^ih part of an in'h, the
cfiect of whii h is, that the measuring chamber is uiniinished by this /jih
of an inch, over tlie uliole diaphragm.
Now since it meafuies merely a
conical space, it must be evident that this loss of ^'h of an inch over its
surface very much lessens the measuring chamber.
In cases where the
meter has been some time at work, it is stated tliat it has thus registered,
against the consumer, as much as from 9 to 11 per cent
The reverse of
this occurs «hen the meter has been some time in use, without any admission of air, and then the manufacturer incurs a loss.
Each fiexihie partition consists of four triangular divisions, each of which is protected by a
metal plate, and between each division and all round the outer rim of the
partition, where it is atlarlied to tlie case of tlie meter, there is necessarily
an uncovered surface of the leather, lo allow the partition lo move freely
backwards and forwards; this leather is consequently liable to be acted
pon by the gas. This circumstance must be an objection to every meter
iu which tlie tiexible material forms part of the measuring diaphragm.
C'roll and Uichards' meter avoids these objections, wliich have hitherto
prevented the general use of dry nieteis. The machine will be more readily
understood by imagining a steam engine measuring its steam, as it really
docs, in all cases. The steam enters the cylinder, from the boiler, on to
.
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Meters

leith

Three Chambers.

Mr. Defries
which he could

said, there were some points of Mr. CroU's paper, with
not accord, although he perfectly agreed in the statement
of the general deficiencies of the wet meters, and the facilities they afl'orded
for fraud.
Being aware of the objections against all meters with only two
companmenls, as being liable to canse oscillations of the lights, he had, in

the construction of his meter, adopted three chambers, in order that its
action, like that of a three throw pump, might be continuous.
In practice
this was found to he the case, and at the Thames Tunnel, the House of
Lords, and in many private establishments, where very large meters made
by him were used, and their measurements were tested daily, none of the
contraction or expansion of the leather hinges, or any alteration in the size
of the chambers, hail occurred.
The leather used was prepared expressly
for the purpose, and he believed, that the theoretical objections, both to the
use of leather hinges, and to the form of the chambers, were not wellfounded ; at all events, no ill effects had been found to result from either
ill a period of seven
years, during which tune upwards of ten thousand

meters had been made.
He contended it must be evident, from the form
and the arrangement of the chambers of his meter, that it would work correctly under a low pressure
indeed at less, he thought, than if the disc
moved bodily forward but that point could only be ascertained by actual
comparative experiments.
;

;

Mr. J. Farf.y said, the meter wilh three chambers appeared at first sight
most likely to keep up an equal How of gas, and he did not think the dimensions of the chambers would be subject to alter so as materially to
all'ect the capacity.
The meters with two chambers were somewhat on the
principle of the diaphragm pump, patented by Benjamin Manin nearly a
century ago, but which did not succeed in water. The same kind of pump
was more extensively used for the " Carcel" lamps, and in oil it was very
durable

;

but

I'e

was of opinion,

diaphragm would crack, unless
resist this

when working in dry gas, the leather
was prepared in a peculiar manner tu

that
it

tendency.

Leakage by the Porosity of the Pipes.
Captain W. S. Moobsom said, that a point of much interest connected
wilh the subject was the leakage of the gas through ihe metal pipes. He
understood the same efl'ect had been observed on the atmospheric railway,
where the leakage through that portion of the main which was composed
of close pipes was as great in proportion as in that part with the continuous
valve.

Mr. J. T. CoorF.R said, there could not he any doubt of the porosity of
the ordinary metal pi pes, so that the process of "endosmose and exosmose"
occurred to a great extent, particularly wilh soft iron pipes. This subject
had been discussed at length last Session. If harder iron, of a greater
density, were used, there would be less porosity.
He was astonished to
hear the statement relative to the leakage of the air through the nielal of
the pipes in the main of the atmospheric railway; but with respect to the
pipes in the streets, it was not surprising that carburetled hydiog.n "as,
which was very volatile, shoiiM traverse the pores of soft iron. The method
of exhibiting the " endosmose and exosraiise" process, by means of jars
covered with a sheet of India rubber and filled with gases of various density, was well known to chemical students,
Mr. Farey believed, that if the gas pipes were made from belter matethey would not be so poroiisas to be in any way prejudicial
but now
sake i>f a low prici-, they were cast from any sort of coarse bad iron,
and they could scarcely be expected lo be sound. Much also depended
upon the method of casting them. If they were cast in moulds placed
vertically, with fountain jets, tlie thickness of the pipes would be more
uniform, and the metal would be less liable to be spongy.
Mr. LowK said one source of loss arose from the destruction of the
wrought iron service pipes, by oxydation under ground. It hud been asserted, that in opening the ground in the streets, it was not uncommon to
find, that the whole of the metal of the service pipe, was gone, and that Ike
rials

for the

;
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ANCHOLME, LINCOLNSHIRE.

Sir John Rennie,

C.E.
The level of Ancholme consists of a. tract of low land, situated on the
south side of the river Humber, about 10 milis below its junction with the
river Trent, and contains about 50,00U acres of laud, of which oiily about
17,000 acres are subject to taxHtinn. This district is bounded on the east
by an elevated ridge of chalk hills, extending from the Humber, for a distance of nearly ai miles north and south
about 100,000 acres of the land
of this ridge drain into the Ancholme.
Oil the west, there is an inferior
ridge of oolite and sandy limest<me hills, which divides it from the valley
of the Treut about 50,000 acres of this rid^e drain also into the Ancholme.
On the south it is bounded by a low ridge of diluvial hills, which divides
it from the valley of the Mithani, and on the north is situated the river
liumber; so that the total quantity of land draiuiug into the Ancholme
I'res. Inst.

;

;

may be said to be about ^00,000 acres.
The river Ancholme takes its rise a little to the north of Lincoln, and
Kfter a course of about 35 miles, passing through the centre of the above
itself into the Humber, about a mile to the west of the
The valley varies from 1 mile to 3 miles in width.
called Bishop's Bridge, about 20 miles from the Humber, and
at the southern extremity of the level, the Ancholme is joined by a large
brook, called the Kaseo, which takes its rise 4 miles north-east of the town
of Market Ifasen, near the village of Lealby, aud brings duwu considerably
more w ater than the Ancholme.
Cubic Feet.
The streams oil the east side produce .
4x-<.lil4.0»0
.
.
Those on the nest side
:!J..'>(l(l.tKll)
The Aucholmo and the Uasen
:ii;.(lOI»,llUO
Sundry small slieams
Bl>,llOO,000

district,

discharges

Tillage of Ferraby.

At a place

....

Total In one day's flood
.
the whole level about '2} inches

This would cover
This valley, for the most part,

.

140,614,000

deep.

below the level of high watermark
of spring tides, in the Humber.
Near Ferraby, it is 3 feet under highwater ordinary spring tides
at Brigg, it is nine feet below
at Black
Dike, 15 miles distant from Ferraby, it is 4 feet 6 inches below and at
Uleutham Bridge, 18 miles distant, it is level with high- water spring tides.
It is probable, that at no very distant period, it was overflowed by the tide,
until by the gradual deposit of the alluvial matter, with which the waters
of the Humber and the adjacent coasts abound, it became sulHciently
raised above the low-water level, to form a grass or salt marsh, leaving
the feeble waters of the.\ncholme to force their devious way to the Humber in the best m.inner they could
but inasmuch as the Anchohue and
lies

;

;

;

;

its tributaries bear no proportion to the Humber, the mouth would frequently be blocked up by the deposit of alluvial matter, aud thus the
drainage water from the interior would be obstructed, so that, at times,
the level would be completely inundated, aud even under the most favourable circumstances, would never be properly drained, aud necessarily
became a vast stagnant marsh, more or less intersected wiih streams and
pools of water, according to the particular state of the season, and the ever
varying condition of the adjacent channel of the river Humber, into which
it discharges its waters.
In that state the tract of laud was unlit for
tillage, all'ording but a precarious pasture for cattle, during a few months
and, in the winter, it became the resort of innumerable flights of wild

fowl.

History of Ancholme.

however, was not altogether lost sight of, for the
great Roman road, called Ermin-street, from Lincoln to the Humber, ran
along the west side of it, and was partially protected, by banks, from the
Hoods and tides of the Humber, as well as from the Aucholme.
The level also must have been in a flourishing stale at an early period
•ubsequent to the Uoinaus, for we And in Dugdale, that Thoruholm, or
Thornham Priory, was founded for canons of the order of St. Austin by
King Stephen, and dedicated to the Holy Virgin, in 1493. The priory
is situated in the parish of Appleby, about 5 miles N.W. of Brigg.
The
»tjle is in the florid Gothic peculiar lo the period.
Also the priory of Newstede, or Newstead, near Brigg, founded by
King Henry 11., 1 173, for the canons of the Gilbertiue or Semperingham
order, and dedicated to Uie Holy Trinity.
Revenue £55 per annum. In
the reign of Henry VIII. it was dissolved, and the lands were granted to
Robert Heneage and there is little reason to doubt, but that the monks
wlio possessed all the learning of the times, and were generally alive t'
imp ovemeni, and everything which would augment the revenues of the
This valuable

district,

;

church, did uot lose sight ot the valuable tract of the Ancholme level, but
that they employed all the resources of the day to drain and cultivate it, to
the utmost extent. 'I'here is not, however, any specific record of works
eneculed by them, in that district, except the curious old work called
Bishop's Bridge, consisting of two Gothic nrches, of 12 feet span, erected
at the southern extremity of the level, across the Ancholme, and over which
the road between Gainsborough and INIarket Rasen now passes.
According to the plan of the level made by Francis Wilkinson and
John Folherby in 1U40, and published in Uugdale, it appears, that the
Ancholme was straightenetl, and drains were cut at right angles to the new
channel, and another drain from the main river at Horkslovv to the high
lauds near Elsham.
la the jear IBOI the late Mr. Renuie was applied to, for his opinion, as
to the best plan fur improving aud completing the drainage and the uavi.
gatioQ of llie level.

3VJ

Inrrnlion o/" Catch-iraler" Drains.
These works lie estimated at £(i3,'JliO. These drains, whicli Mr. Rviini*
termed "catch-water-draius," involved a very important, and at the same

time novel principle
for it should be understood, that according to the
;
Hutch plan, of simply cutting a series of straight drains, to tonic conveuieut point, where the water could be discharged,
and then fixing a
sluice upon the main drain, or river, all the
high-land and low-land wale 8
were mixed together, and the highland waters, couiin- from a higher level,
necessarily had a greater fall and velocity, and rushing down
upon ihc
low lauds, forced their way lo the outfall, quicker
than the less r.ipid
waters which fell upon the level, and which were thus left to stagnate
there; the sluices being unable to discharge bolli the
high-laud as well aa
the low-land water, during the period, when
the tide in the Humber
enabled the doors of the sluices to remain open. It was therefore impo Bible for the level to be drained by the old svstein,
but by separating the
high-land from the low-laud-waters, by the catch-watir drains, as proposed
by Mr. Rennie, each body of water would have been etfeclually
discharged,
by an indepeudeut sluice, into the Humber, without interfering
with the
other.
The catch-water drains were also well adapted to answer the important purpose of supplying the lands in the level with
fresh water; for
It must be remarked, that
generally speaking, in the management of extensive districts of low-lands, it is not only necessary
to have the means of
draining them ellectually, but also to have the power of supplying them
with fresh water, during summer, for Ihe want of which, in dry seasons, the
low lands suHer as much as they are injured in winter by the floods. The
catch-water drains being laid at a higher level, they would therefore serve
to collect and to retain the fresh water, during the summer,
so as lo admit
it into the low-lands during dry
seasons, for the purposes of irrigation,
stock, or navigation.
The great object to be obtained, in managing a district of low-laud, is not merely to get rid of ihe
water during ihe floods ;
but to have a perfect command of waier during all seasons, in order
to
provide for the drainage, irrigation, and navigation, all of which are equally
important for without eHicUial drainage, the lands cannot be cultivated
without irrigation, they cannot be occupied to advantage during dry seasons ; and without navigation, the produce cannot be well disposed of;
neither can the district import the various necessaries, without additional
charges, which amount to an additional tax upon the lands occupied. All
these grand objects would have been efl'ectually provided fur by I\lr.
Rennie'splan of catch-water drains, which he was then carrying into
ellect, on a similar, but more extensive district, called the East, West, and
\l ildmore Fens near Boston.
This work was subsequently completed,
and now forms the most perfectly drained district in the empire; aud it is
only to be regretted that these principles have not been acted upon to a
greater extent in similar localities.
Much has laiely been said about the principle of separating drainage
from uavigation, and it is stated, that the merit of the invention, if such it
can be called, is due toothers; their claims are not, however, well founded,
for the late Mr. Rennie proposed the plan, on the Witham, near Lincoln,
in 1803, and the works were finished by Sir John Renuie in 1827.
It was
unnecessary, in that case, to preserve the navigation up to Liuculn, and at
the same time, to provide for the drainage of an extensive district of lowlands above the city. This was done by making two drains parallel to the
M ilham, called the North aud South Delphs, which discharged their
waters into Ihe Witham below the locks at Horsley Deeps, about
miles
from Lincoln.
The principle is recognised also, to a certain extent, in the catch- water
drains, which were proposed by Sir John Renuie, in 1830, for the improvement of the Whittlesea district; by carrying the main drain under the
navigation of the old Nene.
The propriety of adopting this principle, depends much upon local circumstances and convenience. M'here old navigations exist, it would b«
both expensive and inconvenient to disturb them, the drainage m ly therefore be carried on by independent aud separate channels ; but where an
entirely new district is to be drained, if the main drains be made low
enough, and catch-water drains are formed, there cau be nj reason why
the drains should not be made navigable, because it saws the cost of
double chanuels, as well as the expense of keeping them open hereafler.
old

;

Report

bij

Sir J. Rennie.

In 1824, the complaints of iusutficient drainage became universal. The
principal proprietors of the level, the Duke of St. Albans, Lords Varborough and Mauson, Sir M. Cholmondeley, Messrs. C'orbett, Wyun,
Uppleby, Skipworth, and others, determined to apply to Parliament for
another Act, to amend their former AcIb, to increaie and cul.irgo their
powers and to enable them to raise additional funds, for the purpose f
carrying into eti'ect the necessary woiks, required lo complete the drainai^n
and the navigation. They accordingly applied to Sir John Rennie for the
necessary report, plans and estimates.
His report recommended, that the plans of the catch-water drains, »8
proposed by the late Mr. Rennie, should be carried out to their full exteul.
I'httt the main river Ancholme should be straightened, widened, deepened,
and enlarged, to double its then capacity ; thnt a new sluice should la
feet lower than the old one,
constructed at Ferraby, with ils cill laid
together with a new lock 20 feet wide, so as to serve the double purpose
of accommodating larger vessels aud of acting as an additional discharg*
That all old hridgv«
for Ihe drainage waters, during periods of flood.
should be removed ; as during floods they keep bait Ihe waters, auvl
i
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formed serious obstructions

to tlie drainage.

conslructed, at a place called

Haarlem

That a new lock should be

Hill, about 18 miles above Ferraby

sluice.

That as during floods, the Ancholme and the Rasen brought down a
considerable quantity of sand from the adjacent hills, so as sometimes to
block up the main river and the drains, and thus to prevent them from
discharging their waters and causing inundation of the adjacent lands ; it
was further proposed, to construct a large overfall and weir, wiih an extensive resersoir on the lower side, to catch all the sand and mud, which
was brought down from the upper part of the country, and thus to prevent
From the reservoir, the mud and sand
it from falling info ihe main riier.
would be occasionally removed, at a trifling expense. It was also subsequently recommended, that there should be similar overfalls, weirs, and
reservoirs, at all the minor streams, and brooks, where they united with
the level.
An Act of Parliament for these objects was obtained, in the year 1S25,
the works were commenced directly and were completed, so far as regarded the navigation of the main river Ancholme, up to Bishop's Bridge,
by Ihe ISIh of June 1828. This was with difficulty eliected on account
of the limited time allowed, and it was of the utmost consequence that
this period should not be exceeded, because the lime specified by the Act,
fur the completion of Ihe navigation works, expired within three days
afterwards; but as no time was specified, in the Act, for Ihe compleliou
of Ihe drainage works, the Commissioners determined to proceed with
them, more leisurely.
The next important object, was the west catchwater drain ; ihis, it was determined to carry into ellecl, only as far as Castlelhorp, about 9 miles above Ferraby, and in order to save expense, it
v\as kept within the level skirling the high lands near Appleby.

The new

sluice

Works commenced in 1842.
was proposed to consist of three openings, each 18

having their

cills

8 feet below the

The stones
diately below the elliptical arches which form the roadway.
forming these mitred arches, consisted of large blocks finely dressed, and
bonded into the main body of the work. The usual mode of effecting this,
is to make a framing of wood, above the gates, against which they
abut. The wood, however, is subject to decay, and is not so strong as
stone.

After the sluice was considerably advanced, it was considered advisable
to make a communication with ihe west drain, by means of a side cut, in
order to give to the district draining by the old west sluice the advantage
For this purpose it was decided
of the increased fall of the new sluice.
to separate the western opening of the new sluice from the other openings,
by means of a draw-door, which could be raised and lowered at pleasure, either for the purpose of turning the whole of the river Ancholme
through the three openings, or only through two, as might be deemed adAnother door, or gale, was constructed on the opening, between
visable.
the west drain and the river Ancholme, to be raised or lowered according
The opening, between the two drains, was formed by
to circumstances.
an inverted arch, resting upon piles, cills, and planking, in a similar manner to that described for the rest of the work, and the gates, which were
nicely balanced, were lifted by means of double purchase crabs, with racks
and pinions. Over the opening between the Ancholme and the west drain
a stone arch served for a roadway to communicate with the west bank ot
the Ancholme.
Thus the principle of the west catch-water drain was still preserved,
and the extra width and depth of the new sluice and cill was rendered
The whole of the sluice was covered by
sufllcient to drain the level.
elliptical stone arches, 18 feet wide, rising 4 feet 6 inches, and surmounted
by a simple cornice and plain block parapet, 3 feet 7 inches high, perfectly level from one end to the other.

Lock-gates.

feet

of the old Ferraby sluice,
or from 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet below low water of an average spring tide
in the Humber.
The lock was to be 20 feet wide in the clear, and 80 feet long, between
the gates, so as to give a clear water way of 7 1 feet, with an additional
fall of 8 feet, which would discharge above four times the quantity of
water in the same time that the old sluice could do.
The work, which was directed to be built wholly of the best Yorkshire
stone, was commenced in the beginning of March, 1842, by forming two
whole-tide cotfer-dams of limber, one on the Humber, the other on the
Ancholme side, so as to enclose a complete space for the sluice, including
also Ihe old sluice, but not the old lock, which was still left open for the
navigation.
In older to provide for Ihe drainage, in the event of floods,
in width,

cill

Bolh openfeet wide, was made through each cotl'er-dam.
titled with liliingdoors, working in grooves, to be raised by
machinery, whenever it was requisite. The old lock also served as an
additional opening for the drainage.
The excavation for the foundations
of the new lock and sluice, was made in alluvial silt and clay, in which
piles from 24 feet to 28 feet long were driven, at intervals of 3 feet from
centre to ceuire
Ihe piles averaged 12 inches diameter, in the middle,
and were of beech, elm, or fir timber, wilh wrought iron hoops and shoes,
of sufHcient sirengih to prevent Iheni from splitting whilst being driven
iheir heads were then cut off and levelled
the earth was excavated 2 feet
deep, below the pile-heads, large blocks of chalk were rammed in soundly
between Ihem, and Ihe whole was well grouted wilh lime and sand. Upon
the lops of the pile-heads, cap-cills, 12 inches square, of IMemel fir, elm,
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lock, which was 20 feet wide in the clear, and 77 feet long, between
the points of the gates, with a lift of 10 feet at high water, was provided
with four pairs of gates ; two pairs of which pointed seawanls, and were
high enough to exclude the highest tides ; the other two pair, pointing
landwards, were high enough to regulate the navigation level. These
gales were wholly constructed of the best English oak, well fitted toThe lock was tilled and
gether with wrought iron straps and bolts.
emptied by means of side culverts in the piers and abutments, which were

The

constructed of solid and finely-worked masonry, set in pozzolana cement,
They were provided with cast iron sluices,
perfectly impervious to water.
working upon brass faces, and were raised and lowered by wrought iron
The whole of the lock was constructed of solid
pinions and screws.
masonry, of the best description.

an opening, 16

Neiv Bridges.

ings were

;

;

;

or beech, were then nicely

filled, bolh in the longitudinal and transverse
and were firmly spiked down with jagged spikes the spaces
between the cills were then solidly filled up wilh brickwork, set and well
grouted wilh the best Roman cement, and the whole was then covered
wilh a flooring of Baltic fir plank, 3 inches thick, closely jointed and well
spiked down to Ihe cills below, wilh jagged wrought iron spikes 9 inches
long.
This flooring was also well bedded in lime, pozzolana, and sand,
in the proportion of two parts of lime, three of sand, and one of pozzolana,
well ground together.
Upon the top of this platform, inverted arches of
stone were laid, of solid masonry, 18 inches deep at Ihe crown. The quoins,
where the gates shut against, were 2 feet
inches deep, and were made
perfectly waler-tight.
The piers were ihen carried up of solid masonry,
set in pozzolana moiiar, wilh ihe beds, faces, and joints finely dressed
and set. When the piers were carrit-d up to the requisite height, they
were covered with elliptical stone arches to form the roadway.

directions,

;

Draw-doors fnr regulatijig the Navigation Lcrel,

Each opening

of the sluice was provided wilh double gates one pair
on the laud-side, with diaw-doors which lifted in a water-tight groove, by
means oi wrought iron pinions, working in screws attached to vertical
rods. These draw-doors were for the purpose of regulating the navigation
level, which is 13 feet 8 inches above the cill, and so as to enable a depth
of 8 feet 9 inches to be preserved at Brigg, which is 9 miles distant, and
C feet 6 inches at Haarlem Hill lock, which is 18 miles above the sluice.
On the outer, or Humber side, there were also gates to prevent the tide
from entering the level. These gates were self-acting, shutting by the
force of Ihe tide, and opening by the head of fresh water, as soon as the
tide had fallen below the level of the water inside
they rested against
stone mitred cills, carried down through the solid invert, and faced with
segmeuis of cast iron, run in wilh lead. At the top, the gates abutted
against stone mitred arches, projecting from the face of the work, imme;

;

Nearly all the old bridges, which were built chiefly of wood, with
several small openings, the piles of which materially obstructed the passage of the water, particularly during floods, were removed, and were
replaced by others, spanning the river wilh one opening. Commencing
at the lower end, a new suspension bridge was built at Horks'ow, one
mile above the new sluice ; the span was 130 feet, wiih stone piers. At
Saxby, three miles higher, a wooden bridge was placed, consisting of a
series of circular ribs bolted together, forming an arch 96 feet 6 inches
span, with a versed sine, or rise, of 10 feet 4 inches. The roadway,
which was also of wood, and curved 2 feet, was supported by a series of
diagonal braces resting upon the arch below. Both arches rested against
The roadway was 12 feet 4 inches wide, and the whole
stone abutments.

was very

substantial.

Three other bridges, of corresponding construction, were placed at
Caduey, 76 feet span, and 9 feet 3 inches in rise at Hibaldstow, 74 feet
and at Minutes Farm, 74 feet span, and 8 feet 9
span, and 9 feet rise
inches rise. At Bondby there was another bridge also of wood, but of a
different construction, being framed in the form of a truss, the outer part
;

;

being 7 feet

in tlie

middle.

At Brigg another bridge was built, consisting of a single stone arch, the
segment of a circle, whose radius was 63 feet span, and the versed sine,
or rise, was 1 1 feet. At Brandy Wharf was a cast iron bridge of a single
arch, the segment of a circle, 55 feet span, with a versed sine, or rise, of
The bridges of the west
5 feet ; with stone wing walls and abutments.
catch-water drain varied from 15 feet to 20 feet span, all of semi-elliptical
arehes, wilh a rise one-fourth of Ihe span, and built of brickwork.
The whole of these works, which were completed on the 22nd of May,
1807, were opened, wilh considerable ceremony, by the Duke of St. Albans,
the Earl of Varborongh, Rlr. Uppleby,the Chairman, Mr. Skipworth, iMr.
Corbetl, and a large body of Ihe Commissioners.
Thus, after a lapse of 43 years, since the late Mr. Rennie's report, and
556 years since the drainage commeuced, these works have been finally
completed, and the whole of this valuable and extensive district now receives Ihe benefit of a perfect, natural drainage, without the adventitioira
aid of mechanical power. The sure principles of drainage,
catch-water
drains for the highland waters, and improved rivers aud drains for the
lowland or fen waters, have been established, and the whole of the
Ancholme level is now converted into a rich arable district, capable of
producing Ihe finest crops of every kind.
The whole of the works have been completed under the direction ol

—

—

Sir

of

John Rennie, the principal engineer, assisted by the able co-operatioa
Smith (M. lust. (J. E.), the resident engineer, whose great ei-

Adam
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perience, unwearied zeal, and perseverance, accompnnied bj no ordinary
The laie inilefiilinaljle clerk. Mr.
ability, entitle him to great praise.
Nicholson, and his successor, Mr. Hett, deserve ulso particular mtatiun.

Odsfrvations.
it would be observed, that in tlie
paper he had brought prominently forward some leading principles of
drainage, which he thought were very important.
There were, Ist, The formation of catch-water drains, which separated
the highland from the lowland waters, and conveyed each to independent
This system was, he believed,
sluices, at the lowest practicable outfalls.
first practised by the late Mr. Kennie, about the year 1801, in the W'itham
Sir

John Rennie,

President, said,

'

'

draiuage.
2nd, The straightening, deepening, and general improvement of the main
river, separating, as much as possible, the navigation from the drainage
;

aod3rd, The formation of over-fall weirs and reservoirs, for arresting the
sand and mud, and preventing the drains from being choked.
The advantages of these plans must be evident, particularly for a flat
He was opinion, that the defects,
district, surrounded by high lands.
complained of in the Bedford level, might be attributed, in a great degree,
to the nc gleet of these principles, and the continuance of the old Dutch
plan, of simply cutting a series of straight drains to the nearest point in
the river, without suHicient regard to the outfall, where only as much of
the water was discharged as was allowed by the time the sluice gates
could be permitted, on account of the tide, to remain open. This plan
alone was, he believed, still pursued in Holland. 1 he attempts to drain
the Pontine Marshes, under Pius VII., had been conducted on that principle, and even M. Prony, who v^as sent to Italy by Napoleon, for the
purpose of reporting on the drainage of those marshes, made no other

suggestion.
It had been asserted, that the Carr Dyke, which was constructed at the
foot of the high lauds between Peterborough and Lincoln, had been intended, by the Komais, for a ' catch water' drain and for a canal ; but
(Jiere was not any distinct evidence of the fact.
The works of the Nene Outfall, which were executed under Mr. Telford and Sir John R> nnie, had cost about £100,000. By that great work,
the low-water mark had been lowered 10 feet 6 inches, and in conjunction
with the North Lever drainage works, which were executed under Mr.
Telford, nearly aO0,0O0 acres of land were most ed'eclually drained, which,
previously to that time, had been almost without cultivation. A further
example of the effect of drainage might be given, in the Thoruey estate,
It was slated, that
of 20,000 acres, belonging to the Duke of Bedford.
at times, previous to the drainage, scarcely any rent had been paid ; but
now, in consequence of the improvement of the land, from the system of
drainage, towards which his Grace had contributed about £100,000, an
annual rental of nearly £25,000 was paid. The navigation of the Nene
up toW isbeach was also so much improved, that large vessels now arrived
At Sutton Bridge, about
there, and the trade had been nearly trebled.
8 miles below Wisbeacli, where previously only moderate-sized colliers
could arrive, even at spring tides, vessels of nearly 700 tons burthen could
now be brought up, at ordinary spring tides. The flow of the tide, which
formerly seldom exceeded between 1 feet and 12 feet, now attained a
height of upwards of 21 feet, besides securing al low water a depth of
between 5 feet and G feet in the channel down to the sea.
Mr. I{. Stephenson said, that the system of ' catch-water' drains would
not be generally applicable in Holland, on account of the flatness of the
country, there being little high land, except near Utrecht.
SirJoEiN Rensie, President, thought the Dutch, with all their talent
and patient industry, had been somewhat too strongly attached to their
old plans. In his opinion, if they had done more by warping on their
coasts, they would have succeeded better, and would have saved much
eipense of embanking.
Overfall Weirs.
1

Mr. J. Smith (Deanston) said, that possibly the farmers were satisfied,
because the present stite of the district was so much superior to its former
hut if the level of the water was reduced still more, they might
condition
perhaps be better satisfied. With respect to the overfall weirs and reservoirs for arresting the sand and mud, there was no doubt of their actual
In
utility, and every district would be improved by their introduction.
the present system of surface drainage, large quanti'ies of the lighter
particles of the soil were carried by the water, along the open furrows,
thus lilling them up, and at the same time depriving the
into the drains
This would, however, be in a great degree prevented,
fields of their soil.
when subsoil drainage was more extensively introduced. The surface of
the land would then be so arranged, that the rain woukl filter through into
the drains, and it was now found, that even in very {rainy seasons, the
water from subsoil drains was but little charged wiih sand, or earthly
particles, and that it could be used for luauy purposes, for which the
drainage water had previously been unfit.
Mr. GiLi'S must contend, that there was no necessity for placing the cill
It was not
of the outlet sluice lower than 2 feel below low-water mark.
and no extra
possible to drain to below that point, by natural means
mount of discharge would be obtained by going deeper. But, on the
other hand, there would be a considerable deposit of silt agaiust a cill
placed deeper than 2 feet, and the gates would be prevented from shutting
;

;

;

accurately.
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Mr. J. M'alki.r said, although it was true that natural drainage could
below low-water mark, yet in order to drain down to that
should be placed as much lower as was
practicable.
It should be recollected, that the gates only remained open
fur a short time, during which period it was desirable to discharge as
much water as possible then as the quantity, passing through the gates,
could be appreciated by multiplying the depth of 2 feet down to the cill,
into the width of the opening, and by the time the gates remained open,
it was evident that if the cill was fixed at G feet or B feet below low-water
mark, the greater depth, multiplied into the same width, would give a
greater sectional area, for the passage of the water, in the same time.
'Hie friction of the water would also be less when dowing in a mass of
good depth, than when it ran in a comparatively thin stream over the
not be carried

level, the cill of the outlet sluice

;

cill.

Drainage near Scarborough.
Sir George Cayley observed, that he had been for more than thirty years
one of the directors for carrying out the provisions of the Muston Drainage
Act, including about 10,000 acres of laud near Scarborough. This drainage
was effected under the direction of the late Mr. William Chapman, of
Nivvcaslle-upon-Tyne, who had great experience in such matters. The
drains appeared to combine in their just and most economical proportions
the two adverse principles at issue in the previously expressed opinions.
In that extensive and gently rising marsh, the dead level principle was
adopted from the lowest outfall, till the surface of the water in the drain,
at ordinary times, was within about four feet of that of the soil, which
level was found suHicient for the purpose of draining the adjacent lands.
From this point, the drains took the average rise of the marsh, and continued it for several miles; thus furnishing, at the cheapest possible rate, a
very useful and ellicieut drainage, to all the lands under the Act.
the dead level been continued throughout the whole length, the expense
would have been enormous, w ithout rendering the drainage more complete,
and had the dead level not been brought up to the point named, many
hundred acres of the lower portion of the swamp would not have received

Had

any

benefit.

The
of the Muston drainage might be thus stated.
Hartford and Derwent, with several brooks, held their courses
of
heavy
rain,
they
in
times
overflowed
and
marsh,
extensive
through an
No expense whatever
their banks and flooded the land to a great extent.
was incurred, for cutting channels, deep enough to convey away the flood
waters of these rivers, or brooks, but they were allowed to keep their ancient levels, and embankments were made near them, on each side, 'y
cutting deep back drains, for carrying the dead water from the lands, and
casting up the soil excavated from them, on to the sides next the rivers or
By this process, all the great body of waler was conveyed, in
brooks.
to the lowest outfalls, and the
tinieso'f flood, within these embankments
•' sine
qua non" of an efficient
deep cutting, which he considered the
drainage, and the expensive part of it, was entirely confined to such moThe general plan

small

ri'vers

derate sized drains, as were suflicient merely to convey the dead water
from the land. Another practical advantage, of the deep back drains
being contiguous to the embankments, was, that when they received any
or the burrowing of moles and
injur'y from cracking, after long droughts,
water rats, and thus permitted the flood-water to pass in some degree
it, and preserved the land from
interrupted
through them, the back drains

Theori^inalcost of

this

draiuage was about £40,000; and the annual
The improved rent was obtained at about

repairs averaged about £800.
four or five years' purchase.

The expense of

this

drainage had been

much

,

,

,

,

.

increased by local circum-

in any other cases
stances, and which could scarcely be supposed to occur
and therefore it was unnecessary to detail them ; but these circumstances
took place at a distance from the marsh land, and in no way invalidated

,...,,,,.,.,.

the state of the case.
Telford, in his drainage works,
Sir John Kennie, PmirfcH*, said, that Mr.
had as nearly as possible acted upon an uniform system, similar to that
which had been described; but that, in particular cases, it was necessary
It was certain, however, that in all cases, it
to adopt peculiar methods.
was essential to commence the drainage at the lowest point of outfall, and
head of the marsh. In the Bedford Level
the
towards
iuwards,
work
to
circumstance Sir John Rennie
that system had been neglected, and to that
attributed much of the difficulty that had been experienced.
the rivers to their natural
restore
to
importance
It was always a point of
At Boston, in the year 1820, he restate,of main drains for tliecounlry.
at
the time of what ought
dry,
nearly
river
the
bed
of
collected seeing the

have been high water. Since then, tlie outfall below Boston had been
improved, by making a cut across Burton's Marsh, and improving the
the effect of
channel of the river upwards, upon a plan proposed by him
ihese works had been such, that vessels, drawing upwards of 14 feet of
to

;

waler,

now

arrived at ISostou.

The Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburgh is prepariag an edition of the
liuler more complete than any hitherto published, for it will con-

works of

tain several

Dor-isat

tracts deposited in

MS.

in

the library of the University of

which have never yet been printed, besides others preserved ia
The edition will form thirty volumes.

various libraries of Germany.'
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TABLE OF BRITISH AND FOREIGN STEAM VESSELS, WITH THEIR PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS.
For

llie

following table we are Indebted to a young friend, who has collated It with grt-at labour from all the published lists, n
euquiry. Kvery effort has been made to ensure its completeneaa and accuracy, ti will be found to be fuller than any yet published.

,

obtained b; personal

ABBREVIATIONS.— O, Peninsular and Oriental Company,— G. Government.— E. I. C. East India Company.— E. I. C. East India Company War Steamers.— W. I. M. West
Iniiia Wail Company.— Tug or T. Tug Boats.— S. Screw.— U. Kiver Boats.- C. A. orC.A. M. Cunard's American Mail Steamers.— W. War Steamer belonging to a foreig«
country.— Q. Y. Queen's Yacht.— A. Y. Admiralty Yacht.— H.P. Hone Power.
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ENGLISH AND FOREIGN GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE
COMPARED.
BY SIR JOHN AODI.EV.'
attributed more pure simplicity auJ boldness of comMy acGothic architecture in England thaa elsewhere.
slight
but
quaintance with Continental models is (I regret to say) very
right, and can point out one or two leading
I think I can see that he is
two
external
pore,
one
or
and
more
is
architectiiie
our
points in which
the genius or the
circumstances which, though they could not create
work out the unadulterated result of
taste might leave them more free to
period, during
Romanesque
the
their'owu principles. I do not speak of
time, bewhich our Norman architects were probably, both in art and in
account
of my own
nor
(on
Continent
hind their countrymen on the

Mr

Rickman has

position to

;

;

must think that
ignorance of the Flamboyant) of the latest period, when I
and luxury, after
architecture, however increasingly subservient to use
For the
decline as an /Esthetic art.
the day of ^^ykehaIn, was on the
in whose obserpeculiar principles I only refer to the Master of Trinity,
when, but not before, I have
vations on Rickman I shall strictly concur
added to them, that it was himself who inspired with a living soul the
oascent body produced by the patient and acute inductious of Rickman,
and which has since advanced so far towards adolescence.
The favourini' circumstances which strike me are, first, the comparathe comtive freedom from private war and locul disorder, and, secondly,
Private war and local disorder would
parative want of Roman works.
have far greater tendency than public, even though they were civil conmonuments, and consequently, to cause
flicts to waste and destroy local
that sense of insecurity, which will prevent their frequent and familiar
construction hence, to prevent the art from becoming inbred in the minds,
and apparently indigenous in the soil of the country. One who twenty
jears ago h.id the early thin edition of Rickman in his pocket wherever
he travelled, has a right to say that every little village church, which has
been spared by time and churchwardens, proves such to be the case in
:

England.

The same insecurity which would prevent the frequent construction,
would thwart that construction when it took place. Protection would be
necessary, even to the detriment of their architect urn ends. This requires
no proof, but I imagine it to be illustrated in passing along the high road
through Herefordshire and Western Shropshire— borders countries, where,
I fancy, I see more than their proportion of rude and naked bulk in early
but where, when the victories ot
English and early-decorated towers
Edward I. had given free scope to the arts of peace, I certainly observe
more than I have myself been elsewhere used to of the prevalence of
quiet and humble structures of the decorated style.
It may be objected that the turbulent reign of Henry III. was that
which produced the glory of our native art, the early English, so preeminently, if not quite peculiarly our own. The reiga of Henry III. was
but not so much so as it appears to posterity, in whose eye its
turbulent
Nor were
half century appears as a unit by the side of shorter reigns.
its wars private, whatever human intermixture of Iprivate violence they
may have involved. They were wars of public principle. A weak reign
alibrded the opportunity, whilst it succeeded to one whose united weakness and violence called forth the necessity of claiming that increased
public liberty, for which the social improvement of the nation was ripening it. The age of Magna Charta is no less appropriately the age of early
English art, than the matured excellence of decorations coincides wfli the
settlement of our Parliamentary constitution under Edward I.
Th-i student of Hallam and Kortescue, the best concise expositors of our
laws and liberties, and our consequent national greatness, will probably,
with me, divide the actual production of our happier state of things between Norma prerogative and Saxon liberty the superincumbent pressure
of the crown having prevented the well-compacted social economy of the
humbler frames from being broken up as elsewhere (if elsewhere it existed)
by the all-pervading violence of the military tenants. It being important
to me to assume the fact, I may be excused in thus digressing to account
for it, in order to make it credible to those impressed with a general idea
I

;

;

—

of the lawlessness of that age.
The favourable eU'ect of the absence of Roman works of art will be twoThe eye will be less distracted by a beauty depending not only on
fold.
different butou antagonist principles and the architect will not be tempted,
or required by his employers to impair the free and full development of his
own style, by the use of materials (particularly old columns) too precious
to be rejected, yet difficult to be adapted.
These two drawbacks have effectually prevented the formation in Italy
(except, perhaps, at Naples) of a school, though there was long a fashion
of pointed Gothic architecture in that country. This is conclusively shown
by the splendid work of Gaily Knight, the more conclusively, as it was
not his object to draw the conclusion.
I must not be considered as undervaluing, except in the single particular of the purity of Gothic art, the
edilices of other countries.
I can tolerate those who may consider the
French or German, who make nearer approaches to purity than the Italians,
as on the whole our superiors in great edifices; and even in Italy I cau
;

admire sometimes even more than my judgment can approve and I may
both approve and admire a work not Gotliic. but stil generis. The matchsplendour of Milan pleases a cultivated taste the less because it is
;

less

* IteuU at llje late Wincliester Meeting.
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manifestly intended to be, what yet it 'is not, purely Gothic. That gem
the Capella della Spina, at Pisa, wants in its outlines the truthfulness of
Gothic art ; but he rauBt be such a master of language as I am not, who
can find words adequately, yet soberly, to extol the cathedral of Florence.
It is DWther classical, nor Romanesque, nor modern Roman, nor Gothic ;
but, with much of the bg:adth and expansion upon earth of the school
founded on classic art, it carries the eye and the mind up to heaven, and
onwards towards the unseen, in the truest spirit of the romantic. Me
scarcely need be told that its wonderful cupola is the first, in order to look
upon it as the must admirable of its kind which the country produced.
^ et we must come home to Salisbury, Beverley, M'estminster, Tintern,
I place them in the chronological order
Lincoln, York, and Winchester.
of the style to which (of the many which most of tliem contain) I attribute
Early English pure
in each the leading effect,
Early English, with all
the later styles admiiitbly harmonized to it
Early English, verging on
Decorated
Early English, passing into Decorated, Decorated and Perpendicular.
I must not be supposed to be laying down rules without exceptions,
that what I have been impressed with on the prevalent taste ought to be
admitted by othera to be so. I have nut time, nor indeed materials to prove
perhaps I may be wrong, but if I am not, it is still a chance— whether
their recollections of objects seen without any such idea having been suggested to them, will bear me out, or whether if my observations should be
honoured with a place in their recollection, they will be confirmed by their
In English .Gothic we have scarcely any where but
future experience.
at Canterbury the column substituted for the pier.
Now, in [every one's
eye and mind, whether he have expressed it in words or not, the pier is
subordinate to the arch, but the column cannot be made subordinate to the
iutercolumniation. The column, where it exists, is always the thing dwelt
upon, and the intercolumnialiun, be it arched or not, dwindles into the mere
form which the column does not fill. This is contrary to the primary canon
that Gothic is the architecture of interiors, in which the supporting parts
are subordinate to the coutained space.
In the eastern apse which our pointed architects scarcely ever constructed except at \Ve3tminster, or even adorned except at Tewkesbury, I
am inclined to admit that where it does not lead to narrow and wiredrawn proportions, our continental neighbours have an advantage over us;
but in the long west window, so comparatively rare in the French west
it makes our great front more
fronts, we have an immeasurable advantage
oue, more ascending, more indicative of the contained nave than the window either circular or in which the circle is the prominent object.
Some of the most admired French fronts have also a great prevalence of
Notre Dame is a known
horizontal lines carried through the two towers.
instance, as far as I recollect, Amiens, Abbeville, Troyes, Sens, and many
I am by no
others may be referred to, to show the prevalence of the taste.
means disposed to treat as a fault the almost Grecian ground-plan of many
the
profile of
produce
a
form
in
certainly
tends
to
buildings,
but
it
of these
which horizontal lines shall be conspi<;uous. Now in the great breadth of
the west front of York, though some may disapprove the low pitched roof,
or others the general proportion, yet the lines of buttress and window preclude any such effect. Salisbury, though without towers, is in some deLincoln is worse than any French building, but the fault
gree open to it.

—

—

—

—

—

—

the Norman work.
In richness and depth of moulding, and in the progress of roof tracery,
believe that foreign buildings are of'teuer behind what would be suitable
Canterbury has much
to the general advance of enrichment than English.
which I do not think English in character.
given
to French fronts, an
directly
been
often
has
horizontal
eftect
If a
opposite cause has in some admirable German buildings impaired the elfect
of the division into bays vertically divided. The office of the buttress with
pinnacles not only to be the truthful index to the essential support of a
Gothic building, but to carry up the eye according to its enclosed parts, as
inchester, cannot be overrated.
admirably arranged on the north aisle at
is in

I

M

if from its too great projective proximity, and
buttress form to the eye the outline of the building, as occurs in the glorious Cathedral of Cologne, it veils instead of exhibiting llie form and character of the contained spaces.
The great height, and consequent relative narrowness, of the parts of this
structure, has much tended to this effect; but where there is much fiat wall
often full of highly enriched parts, but still one wall with many enrich-

But such is its office, and
want of setoff, the line of

ments instead of a series of bays grouped into one harmonizing whole.
This often, with a narrow strip of window, too insignificant in breadth to
give individual character to the several bays, is, I believe, seen to prevail
It is more necessary to be guarded
10 the architecture of Nurenberg.
against, as it is the very fault into which many of our recent attempts have
windows, they have sometimes
pierced
with
walls
They have
fallen.
three windows under one gable, which never can satisfy the eye, though it
may not know the nature of the objection.
celebrated
I must regard the ostenlatious disproportion of the most

Germany to the rest of the building as a fault. I cau harflly
Clm has never been carried up, yet who can object to Freyburg, completely as it overpowers the church.
Yet more questionable is the gorgeous open-work of Strasburg, and
A pinnacle, which is au excrescence, may be
others of these structures.
steeples of
regret that

open, but not a leading member of the edifice itself, which ought to resist
and there is a further objection where
the weather and shoot off the rain
the tower is crowned with a spire— a spire, whose silent finger points to
heaveu, has that silence broken over by the beautiful addition of crockets.
;

47*
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Hon much

more by a enrface brokeo up

these points

tlie

in all its parts.

I believe in all

prevalent taete in English architecture has the advantage
my object to attempt any comparison in point

It is no part of
ia purity.
of positive excellence.

SEWERS OF WESTMINSTER AND PART OF MIDDLESEX.
AVERAGE DISCHARGE OF SEWAGE.*
Stairs' Office, October ^rj, 1845.

In compliance with the Order of Court of 6th October, 184S, to report
the average discharge of sewage from the foJlowing outlets, viz.
Church-lane and Smith-street, Chelsea Ranelagh, King's Scholars' Pond,
Crosvenor, Horseferry-road, Wood-street. King-street, Norlhamberlandstreet, Durham-yard, Norfolk-street, and Essex-street, under ordinary and
I beg leave to present the accompanying
*;xtraordinary circumstances,"
tabulated results of some experiments at the above-mentioned outlets, made
during the months of May, June, and July of the last year.
The Plan of the district of this Coramission shows the comparative surface drained by each of the above outlets their total area being about 7000
As the obseracres, of which nearly one-half may be considered urban.
vations were made during fine weather, tlte results will only indicate the
discharge under ordinary circumstances.
The general conclusions deducible from these experiments are,—
That the mean discharge per acre, taking the whole surface
1st.
drained, urban and suburban, is about 25G cubic feet in twenty-fonr hours.
2nd. Considering the dryness of the weatherduring these observations,
the above quantity of sewage may be assumed as solely derived from artisupposing therefore the entire
ficial sources and due to house drainage
surface to be urban, we have 540 cubic feet as the mean daily discharge
per acre. If, however, the average be taken of the first eight outlets, viz.,
from Essex-street to Grosvenor-wharf inclusive, which drain a surface
wholly urban, the result is 1200 cubic feet per acre in the twenty-fonr
hours. This excess may be attributed to the number of manufactories and
but, as indicative of
the densely populated nature of the locality drained
the general amount of sewage due to ordinary urban districts, the former
ought perhaps to be considered the fairer average.
3rd.
Assuming, (as regards the relative proportion of urban and suburban.) the district to which the accompanying observations refer to be a
fair type of that included within the whole of the Metropolitan Commissions of Sewers, and taking the extent of tlie active jurisdictions of those
on the North side of the River Thames at 43 square miles, and the jurisdiction of the Surrey Commission at 15 square miles, the ordinary daily
amount of sewage discharged into the river on the North side would be
7,045,120 cubic feet, and on the South side 2,457,000 cubic feet, making a
total of 9,502,720 cubic feet, or a quantity equivalent to a surface of more
than 30 acres in extent and 6 feet in depth.

" on

;

—

;

—
—

;

;

—

(Signed)

George Hawkins,

Assistant Surveyor.

Discharge from the Principal Outlets in the Westminster Commission of
Sewers, being the Mean of Seven Obserrations taken during the Summer
«/1844.
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effects and motion is prodnced, continually io
account of leverage), not
one direction. Again you say, " The lowest point of a driving wheel
surely must not be considered the fulcrum of a lever, for then the centre of
the whole would move in the arc of a circle, whereaa its motion is rectias the wheel is only a continuous lever, your stricture
lineal."
seems to me to have more plausibility than weight, for tlie centre of the
wheel could only tend to move in the arc of a circle, the wheel's rotation
continually hearing it up, so as to move in a right line.

—

— Now

I

am.

Sir,

Your obedient

servant.
J. G. S.

In his first letter our correspondent proposed certain views on the theory
of Locomotive engines, from which we dissented, stating our reasons.
Hut, says our correspondent, in a second letter, I have repeatedly made
such and such an experiment which exactly proves my case. To this
we replied, by showing where we thought the experiment failed in analogy.
In the present letter this want of analogy is acknowledged, and at the
same lime stated to be
.\re we to suppose the theory of that compliant nature, that both analogy
and the want of analogy in the illustrations alike confirm it
The usual method of considering the centre of the wheel the fulcrum of
If the lowest point of
the lever seems the most simple aud satisfactory.
the wheel be considered the axis about which the moments of the forces
on the spoke are to be equated, the reactions on the centre of the wheel
must be taken into account ; and these, we should think, would so complicate the problem as to render it incapable of solution. Of course if the
solution be correct the result must be the same for either method of in-
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The line next crosses on a level the district road number 13, from Paris
to St. Owen, and turns round the declivities at the base of Montmartre,
with an accending gradient, which briu|is it to the level of tiie Belgic
railway. The royul ruad nambrr I, is crossed also on the level, about
2r,0 feet from La C'hapelle.
Continuing its course within HOU feet uf the circuit wall, the line proceeds to the right-baud bridge uf the royal road Huniber 2, fruai Paris to
Haniborgli uu the Canal S,. Deuid, which itc^ls^eson a level. The canal
St. Onrcy will be crossed by a moveable bridge.
There will be a tunnel
under Belleville 7,U20 feet lung to the road to Charonne. Again crossing
the district road 23, the line next reaches the Avenue de Vincenues. After
passing over the .A.venue de Bel-Air, the line reaches Fecamp, meets the
Seine at the Quai de Bercy, and recrosses the river to rejoin the Orleans
line.

REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.
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vestigation.
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may

head are piven abstructs of the

tliey are enrolled.

Any
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addltiuiial

LAXTON

speclljcittioni of ull the most importXj
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MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR.
WiLUAM Gadcsden, of Woburn-squ«re.

dlesex, gentleman, for

Jan. 16, 1845;

'•

Impromtenls

county of Mid5«5ar."— Granted

in the

in the maiiiifacturc o/

Enrolled July K'^o.

The object of this inrentiuu is to effect the evaporation of syrups, at a low
temperature, by cauking cylinders to revolve in llie syrups trliile being evaorated which cylinders do not communicate any boat to llie syrups, but
I
being partially immersed therein, by simiily revolving tliey carry up the
;

RAILWAY UOUXD PARIS.
The Journal ((<•» Chemim de Fir gives a long account of the project to
encircle Paris by a railway, crossing and connecting all the existing lines
which radiate from the French metropolis. Me translate some of tiie
principal passages of the description.
The necessity of an encircling line round Paris has been long felt ; the
from one station to another, the expense
of carrying and warehousing goods, and the duties demanded octroi for in
entering Paris, render this railway indispensable.
Three projects have been proposed the first passes between the circuit-wall of the iictrvi and the continuous circuit of the fortifications ; the
second between the continuous circuit of fortification aud the detached
forts ; the third is exterior to the forts.
Examined on their strategic merits, there is little difference between
these lines.
line connecting the detached forts would be of no more
service than one interior to the line of rircumvallaliou.
It would be very
expensive, moreover, to carry the railway over heights, such as Mont
Valerien, Romainville, &CC., and long tunnels and inclined planes would be
required.
The railway will not require a locomotive department, since it can be
supplied with engines by the lines w hich it unites ; aud as it will generally
serve for mere conveyance from one line to another
from the Northern
line, for instance, to that of Lyon
the traffic will be carried on by the
locomotives and carriages which arrive from the Northern line. The establishment of the railway round Paris will consist only in the construction of the road and laying down the rails.
Examining the three projects which have been proposed, economically,
loss of time occasioned in passing

syrup out of the general body of the liquid containeJ in the evaporating
vessels, and thus facilitate tlw evaporation. The cylinder is mounted on a
shaft, uhicli turns in bearings at the ends of ilie evaporating vessel, and receives motion from a steam engine, or other first mover. In cases nhere it is
desired to remove the steam Irom the apartment which contains the evaj^orating vessel?, a cover may be placed over the top of each vessel and cylinder
»ith a pipe leading from it to a chimney or otlier outlet; care being taken to
maintain such a draft as nill causa the heated vapours to be qaickly removed
from the evaporating vessels.

:

A

—

we

—

have

First— An encircling line, connecting all the existing and projected
railways, and passing from the Hatignolles station of the Rouen line to the
Orleans line in the commune of Ivry, opposite Bercy, continuing thence
to Versailles railway, on the left bank of the Seine, and crossing the valley
of the Bievre, aud finally rejoining the Rouen railway, crossing the Seine
Length 19{ miles;
at Point-dn-Jour, and passing the Bois de Bologne.
£720,000.
Second By the

cost,

—

line

passing by the forts would be 37 miles

;

cost

£1,040,000.

Thirdly— The line bepond the forts— length 47 miles ; cost £920,000.
The second and third lines, though Ihey make use of parts of existing
railways, would require a length of new line to be much greater than that
of the line interior to fortifications.
Moreover, supposing either of the
lines adopted, it will be necessary to travel a certain distance
along the existing railway, which would be a source of constant accidents.
The traflic on these railways being always very great, tliere would
be great danger in using them for an additional line of traffic. In laying
down the interior line, it has been made a point that it should merely cross
the old lines.
The object has been to connect the depots of merchandize.
VVe proceed to describe the manner in which this object is effected.
The new line branches off' from the Rouen railway by means of a curve
of 1,300 feet radius opposite the workshops of the St. Germain line, and
crosses the site appropriated to the goods-depot of the Rouen line; it passes
beside the nhattuir of BatignoUes, and goes over the district road number
43 of the
14, from Paris to C'lichy, at a short distance from the curtaiu 41

two exterior

—

fortifications.

MANUFACTURE OF
/jrovements in the

CHIjORINE.

county of Devon, checist, for " Jm manufacture af Chlorine." Granted Feb. 20, 1845; Enrolled

Robert Oxlanp, of Plymouth,

in the

—

Aug. 1845.
This invention is for a method of manufacturing chlorins by the decomposition of hydrochloric acid by atmospheric air. The hydrochloric acid gas
and atmospheric air ore mixed in the proportion of one measure of the former
and the mixture passed through an air-tight furnace
to two of the latter
kept at a bright red heat. The hydrochloric acid is preferred to be obtained
by decomposing common salt by sulphuric acid, in a furnace or retort, so
heated that the products of combustion do not mix «itli the acid gas evolved ;
and the acid gas should be dried (previous to mixing it «ith the airj, by passing it through a vessel filled with pieces of fire-brick, over which a small
stream oi sulphuric acid is constantly .flowing. The requisite supply of atmospheric air is kept up, by pumping it into an iron reservoir, furnished w ilh
;

a stop-cock or valve, for regulating the discharge of the air. The decomposing furnace, through which the mixture of hydrochloric acid and air is
but it is so conpassed, resembles an ordinary reverberatory furnace in form
structed as to admit of the fire passing over the arch and under the bed ; by
;

which means the furnace is heated without the fire passing into it. The furnace is filled ttith pieces of porous pumice-stone and the gas and air enter
at the end farthest from the (ire, and pass out at the other end, through a
pipe at the upper part of the furnace. That part of the furnace nearest the
;

the smoke
a bright red heat, by a fire acting externally
over the furnace into the chimney.
and
acid
atmosThe products resulting from the admission of hydrochloric
pheric air into the decomposing furnace consist of chlorine, associated with
undecomposcd muriatic acid, and any excess of atmospheric air and nitrogen.
This mixture is cooled, by passing it tlirough a series of earthenware tubes
fire

should be

ke[.t at

passing through

;

flues,

surrounded by water after which the hydrochloric acid is effectually sepaand, finally the chlorine is obrated, bypassing the m'xturc through water
tained, and chloride of lime produced, by passing the residuary mixture into
where
the
chlorine
is absorbed, and the nitrogen
the ordinary lime condenser,
and atmospheric air remiining arc allowed to pass into the atmosphere.
The patentee does not confine himsilf to the above details, so long as the
peculiar chaiacter of his invention be retained; but he claims the mode of
manufactming chlorine, by decomposing hydrochloric acid by atmospheric
;

;

,
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pared

ARTIFICIAL FUEL.
Hills, of Deplford, in the County of Kent, Manufacturing Chemist,
Certain improved jftcans of proiltichi;; or mnrMfactnriTi^ Artijicial Coal or
Fuel and other useful products connected tlierewith. Granted February 17
Enrolled August, 1845.

Fkank

for

*'

—

The invention

consists in

an improved method

;

of manufacturing artificial

in

the

manner

[NOVEMBBR,

described, are both caused to flow from the chests into

thence on to the wires attached to them, thence to the marking
the sewers
dandy, and then in the usual manner to the couch rolls, where the test or
coloured sheet, with one or more white or delicate sheets, surface or surfaces, now unile in a compact body. The sheet of paper thus united and
;

formeil, then passes on

the felt,

to

and

is

pressed, dried, and finished in

producing or obtaining from those substances naphtha or pyroligneous spirit, and acetic or

the usual manner.

pyrotigneous acid in the following manner
Dried peat, either pressed or unpressed,

being tampered with by chemical agents employee to obliterate writings
and to prevent the using of any sharp instrument or rubbers for scraping or

coal or fuel from peat, jieat moss, or peat hog,

and

also in

:

put into cylinders or retorts,

similar to those used in the distillation of wood, connected with a refrigerating apparatu.s. These cylinders are kept at a heat a little below redness by

under them, and after they are charged with peat the doors are
tlic distillation of the peat is carried on, and in the course of
the process the volati'e products of the peat are driven off, and the peat charcoal is left in the cylinders. Tb.e volatile products, consisting principally of
weak pyroligneous or acetic acid, naphtha or pyroligneous spirit, and tar,
fires lighted

luted up, and

are condensed in the refrigeratory apparatus in the same mamicr as though
wood were employed, which is a well-known proc-ess, and the naphtha and

by distillation in the usual way. The tar is
and whilst in a hot state, is
distilled or concentrated, until it becomes pilch
drawn from the still into a shallow iron vessel (perferably kept hot by a fire
underneath, )and there mixed with it the peat charcoal, eitherwith or without
The charcoal, if not sufHciently small, must be ground or
small coal.
crushed, and as much of it mixed with the pitch as will combine with it.
It may then be taken out of the vessel with a shovel and be put in lumps to
Coal tar, made into pitch, may be
cop', when it will become dry and brittle.
acetic acid are then

The

object of the invention

is,

to protect the test or colou«ed sheet

from
;

is

rectified

-,

added whilst hot to the peat pitch, if desired. The claim is first for the
manufacture of artificial coal or fuel, by the mixture of charcoal obtained
from distillation of peat in cylinders or retorts, with pitch obtained from
the same material, with or without the addition of mineral pilch or of small
coal secondly, the manufacture of pyroligneous or acetic acid, and of naphtha
or pyroligneous spirit, by the distillation of peat or bog earth.
:

As. should any chemical agent be employed, the test or
coloured sheet would be so changed as to alter conspicuously the former
appearance of the paper and the white, or delicate sheet would be likeerasing writing.

;

wise imbued with a stain or colour produced by the action of those chemi-

The result,
agents on, and thence from, the colour of the test shea,.
therefore, would destroy the appearance of both, viz., the outer white or
delicate-coloured sheet, and the test or [coloured sheet. Tliis beiag done,
it
would be impossible to make the said Safety and Protective Paper
assume its original appearance for, if it be attempted to whiten or renew
cal

;

the delicate colour of the outer sheet or sheets, surface or surfaces,

it

would

thereby completely destroy the appearance of the test or coloured sheet
and if attempted to colour the test sheet, it would likewise produce a
darker colour on the white or delicate onter sheet. The one is a protec-

;

tion to the other.

IMPROVEMENTS IN MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS.
AViLLiAM Peter Piggott, of No. 11. Wardrobe-place, Doctors' Commons,
in the city of London, mathematical instrument maker, for '' Improvements in
mathematical, optical and astronomical instruments, and in the mode of manufacturing dials and other graduated plates." Granted April 17; Enrolled Oclo-

—

ber 17, 1845.

The

specification is as follows

:

—These

improvements in the construction

of mathematical, nautical, optical and astronomical instruments, and in the

mode

PAPER TO PREVENT FRAUD.
Arthur Varnham, of No. 61, Strand, stationer, for " Improvevients in the
manufacture of Paper in order to prevent Fraud, which I intend to call * Safety
and Protective Paper." Granted February 4 Enrolled August, 1843.

—

;

This invention consists of a coloured or test sheet of paper, covered with
a white sheet or surface, or a delicate coloured sheet or surface, on one or
both sides, as follows :— The rags for the coloured test, having been reduced
into half stuff, and,
gine,

necessary, bleached,

if

which should have

is

steel or brass bios

then filled into the beating enand fittings, according to the

colour required for the coloured test, or middle sheet.
half beat, colouring matter, as hereinafter set forth,

When

the engine

is

is to be added.
The
engine is then reduced to pulp, and emptied into chest called No. 2. The
colouring matter for the coloured test, or middle sheet, mnst be prepared
with the utmost' care
vessels only of glass or earthenware must be employed
in order to prevent the delicacy oi the colour being impaired. The colouring
consists of any matter usually employed for colouring paper, and also of all
others susceptible of change from chemical action. The rags for the outer
having been reduced into half stuff, and,
sbeetsiare of a more tender kind
if necessary, 5 bleached.
They are filled in the beating engine, and if the
paper be required engine-sized, a resinous size is added to the pulp, together
with a small qantity of alum. When reduced to pulp, the engine is emptied
;

;

into chest called

No,

1,

and

calour, ihenjadd the colour.

employed

in the

if

the outside sheets are tu be of a delicate

It is

manufacture of

necessary that two vats be simultaneously

this paper.

Vat

called

No.

1, is

to be fur-

nished with stuff from a chest called No. 1.
Vat No. 2, is to be furnished
with stuff from a chest called No. 2. The vatman will first make a white,
or delicate-coloured sheet on a mould of the usual form employed, from

and deliver the same to the coucher, who will couch the same on
the first or bottom felt. The vatman will then make a coloured sheet, on
a mould [of the same size and form, from vat called No. 2 {the colour vat J
and deliver the same to the coucher, who will couch the same on the wliite'
or delicate-coloured sheet or suJface, made frcm vat called No. I. The
coucher will then place a felt upon the table thus made. But should the test
or coloured sheet be recjuired to have another white or delicate-coloured sheet
or surface, the vatman will then make a sheet or surface on the ffrs: mould
from vat called No. 1 and No. 2. thereby placing the coloured or test sheet
iii the centre of two while
or delicate-coloured sheets or surfaces.
The
coucher will then place a felt upon the paper thus made. The vatraan and
c'oucher will then continue to complete the post of felts in the same manner.
The post having been well pressed, the pack pressing, parting, drying, sizeiug (if necessary} is tu be performed in the usual manner, and with the
modes of iSizeing usually employed with coloured paper.
The pulp intended for the test sheet, and outside sheet, having been pre-

No.

.

1,

of manufacturing dials and other graduated plates, consist in the ap-

plication of the electrotype process, whereby I

am

enabled to produce certain

parts of such instruments hereinafter described in a

more expeditious and

economical manner than by the ordinary process. Before describing the
particulars of my invention it may be well to state that the present mode of
manufacturing or producing graduated plates such as those employed or used
for barometers, thermometers, quadrants, compass sun dials, clocks, and such
like instruments requiring plates accurately divided or graduated, is by the
ordinary process of engraving or dividing, or dividing and engraving, and by
which process it is very probable that after having produced two or more

some of the
and as it is of great importance that gradaated
employed in reducing and laying down me-

similar plates that on close inspection a material difference in

graduations

may

be detected,

plates nr scales such as those

chanical drawings, and also the scale of chains used for surveying purposes,

named should be

correctly divided, and

moreover
and every plate or
employ some other process
than that at present [iractised, in order that each and every plate or scale
produced may be a perfect iac-simile of the original, which may be effected
by the improvement that constitutes the first part of my invention, which is
as follows
that is to say, in order to produce graduated plates such as those
already named, I, in the first place, prepare a plate of suitable size for the
purpose intended, and engrave upon its surface such graduations and figures
or designs as may be necessary to render the same useful and ornamental
this pri cess, as there is never but one of each sort required, should be done
in the first style of art and as correctly as possible, especially as regards the
divisions and subdivisions
having done this. I next obtain a matrix or mould
in a composition of wax. and from this mould I obtain by means of the electrotype process, wdiich is well understood and need not therefore be described,
any number of similar plates in copper or other suitable metal capable of being
or in place of obtaining a
deposited by meai.s of the electrotype process
mould in wax or other suitable composition, the same may be made in copper
from the original engraved plate by the afores.aid electrot;|ie process, which
will be more durable, and from which mould almost any number of plates
may with care be obtained. After the plates have been produced in the manner hereinbefore described, I afterwards finish them in the ordinary manner
by silvering, which may also be done by the electrotype process, but 1 prefer

together with those already

that the several divisions or graduations should in each
scale be the

same one

to another, it is desirable to

—

;

;

It
it may be effected with less expense.
be observed that by the application of the electrotype process
obtain the follow ing important result, namely, that each and every plate so
produced must necessarily be fac-similesof the original, and therefore correct,

the ordinary process of silvering as
will, therefore,
I

proper attention has been paid tu the production of the first plate, which
always preserve for the purpose of obtaining the mould or moulds from
which I afterwards obtain the plates, in the manner and for the purpose hereif

I
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inbefore described,

and

may

I

of manufacturing
be produced at coniiderably
hitherto practised of engrav-

here add that by this

mode

and other graduated plates, the same may
and more correct, than by the mode
ing anil dividing or dividing and engaving. Having thus descrilied the first
part of my invention, and the manner in uhich the same is to be [lerformed,
I would have it understood that I lay no claim to any part of the apparatus
known by the name of voltaic or galvanic battery, neither do t claim ilie

dials

less expense

eleclrotyiie process, unless the

same

be

employed

for the

purpose hcreinUfore

what 1 claim with regard to this the first part of my in>ention
the production of graduated plaU's for malhematical. nautical, optical and
astronomical instruments by means of the electrotype proccs!', instead of the
ordinary process of engraving or dividing as heretofore.
The second part of my invention which relates to improvements in mathematical, nautical optical and astronomical instruments consists in a new
mode ol manufacturing the compass box or case containing the magnetic
I would also observe with regard to this part of my invention that
needle.
described, but

3fi9

they claim the manufacture of naplitha or pyroxolic spirit, acetic or pyruligneous acid, ammonia, and the other inflammable matters, by distilling peat,
[icat

moss, or bog earth, in retorts or vessels

made

of stone, or iron, or of

fire-brick, or clay.

UIPROVEMENTS IN PRESIRVIXG SUBSTANCES FROM DECAT.
(iiAcoMO .'^IL\ESTR1, of Naples, physician, for " certain Imprmemenis in preanimal and eegctable substances from decoy."— Granted, AprU 7 ; Enrolled October", 1845.
screitif!

is

the objections to the present mode of manufacturing compass boxes, or cases
containing the magnetic needle, arises from local attraction, caused in most
cases by small particles of iron, which in the present mode of cas'.ing or ma-

nufacturing such boxes, become amalgamated and uneijually distributed, whicli
have the eHect of causing a variation io the needle. In some instances I have
observed the needle to vary from one to four or more degrees, in consequence
of small particles of iron having been contained in the metal from w hich the

compass box or case has been constructed; under

sucli

circumstances

it

is

drill a small hole or holes in tliat part of tlie ease supposed to
contain the particle or particles of iron in order to remove the same, which
hole or holes are afterwards to be plugged up and finished off so as to form
a perfect box or case, the object of this part of my invention is therefore to
obviate the above process, which is not only expensive but attended with un-

necessary to

certainty, by the application of

tlie

electrotype process, whereby I

am

enabled

to obtain a oompa>s box or case of pure and unalloyed metal free from any
particles which may h.ave a tendency to attract the magnetic needle. These

boxts or cases

I

produce by the electrotype process

in the

is.

I

quired strengh aud thickness, which case is afterwards to be finished in the
ordinary manner of making such cases or otherwise. I would here remark
that I sometimes make such cases by first depositing pure copper in the form
of a shot or block and afterwards work the same into the form required, my
object being to obtain a compass box or case of metal free from any magnetic

do in the manner hereinbefore described.
Having thus described the nature of my invention, and the manner in
which the same is to be performed, I would have it understood that 1 do not
confine myself to the precise details herein mentioned so long as the peculiar
attraction,

which

character of

my

I

invention be retained, but what

I

claim as

my

invention

of this invention

is to

preserve

human

bodies, »o as to give thetn

which is effected by immersing such bodies, or inor reptiles, for a certain time in a solution composed of the following ingredients that is, 100 parts of bichloride of mercury (corrosive sublisects, fish

:

mate). 100 parts of powdered silex, 100 partr of subcarburalc of lime, 25 part*
of liydrochlorate of ammonia, IT parts of chloride of lead, and 17 parts of
chloride of zinc
these ingredients, alter lieingwell pounded, are to be passed
;

through a silken sieve, afier which they are to be put into a basin, or other
suitable vessel, and a sufficient quantity of water added to form them into a

syrup

the

;

body intended to be operated upon i.s to be placed into
body is always covered with the solution,

care being taken tliat the

purpose

it

will

be necessary occasionally to add a

little

this bath,

for

which

water to supply the

place of that evaporated during the oiieralion. The inventor here observes
that the vessel made use of should be lined with platinum enamelled, ot made

of strongly varnished earthenware, so as not to be acted upon by the above
In order to obtain a more complete mixture of the above sub-

substances.

same may'be|sliglitly heated, which may afterwards be left to the
atmospherical influence according to the progress of the operation. The
effervescence of the bath may be increased occasionally by adding a few drops
of sulphuric acid. The time required for the operation will vary according to
the size, nature, and essence of the bodies, as some will absorb the conserva-

stances, the

matters with greater facility than others thus those bodies which conmore disposed for absorption, and the human body will also
more time than an insect, therefore, if 5 or C months which are generally required to obtain a general solidification of the first, as many days
15daysare required
«ill be sufficient to obtain the same result on the latter
for fish, one month for mollusques. and 2 months for reptiles.
To preserve the natural shape of a fish the inventor introduces into its interior some solid substonce in powder, such as sulphate of lime or other like
substance with which the conservative liquor is disposed to enter into combitive

;

tain grease are

following manner

prepare a mould of the required size of wax or other suitable cimposition and deposit upon it by means of the electrotype process copper or
other suitable metal capable of being deposited, until I have obtained the re-

that

The object

the appearance of marble,

is,

the application of the electrotype process forthe purpose of producing certain
parts of mathematical, nautical, optical and astronomical instruments as

require

;

nation.

Another mixtuie consists of 50 parts ef hydrochlorate of soda, 50 parts of
phosphate of soda, 100 parts of pounded silex, to which may be added some
alum to prevent the fatty matters of the body passing through the
skin, and in order to prevent discolouration of the
bodies some cinnabar or
other colouring matter may be introduced into the first or second bath hcreinsalt of

efore described.

hereinbefore described.

MA NtJFACTURE OF NAPHTHA.
Thomas Drew,

of St. Ausiell, Cornwall, chemist,

and Edward Stock tR, of
in the production and

the same place, merchant, for " Certain improrements
manufacture of Xapiiiha, pyroligtieous acid, or
Granted March 18, 1845 Enrolled .Sept. 1845.

oilier

inflammable matter."

—

;

The improvements consist in obtaining the above matters by distillation of
bog earth, previously dried, or deprived of the greater
its moisture, in iron, stone, fire-brick, or clay retorts.
Each being

peat, peat moss, or

RESISTANCE TO SUSTAIN BANKS OF EARTH.

—

In page 242 of the August number of the Journal, there is given
Sib,
a construction and an equation for finding the resistance to sustain banks
of earth. As the construction is without a demonstration, would the inventor, or one of your correspondents, give one !

A

YOCNC £^GINBER.

Dublin, October 20, 1845.

portion of

connected by a short pipe, with a series of pipes, which form the apparatus
employed for condensing the volatile products driven off from the retorts.
The heat applied may vary from a low dull red to a bright red. In the re-

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF

frigeratory apparatus, the patentees preferred, where locality will allow, not

to pass the volatile products from

all

them separately through one line of pipes, naving at certain intervals (commencing at about ten feet from the retort), descending pipes, through which
the condensed products may pass into a receiver beneath. Eaoh line of pipes
should be placed in " shutes," about two inches wider and two inches deeper

than the diameter of the pipe at the joint the pijies should have a fall of
about one inch in five feet, in the direction from the retort towards the end
of the condenser the shutes should have an inclination to the same extent
in the opposite direction
by this arrangement, on cold water being caused
to run through the shutes, it will meet with the coolest part of the pipes first,
and will therefore be most advantageously employed for absorbing the heat.
The product of this distillation will consist of water mixed with naptha or
pyroxolic spirit, acetic, or pyroligneous acid, ammonia, tar, oil, charcoal, and
an incondensable inflammable gas these matters may be separated from each
other as in llie treatment of the like products of the destructive distillation
of wood. The patentees do not claim tJie distillatioa of peat generally
but

BUITISII ARCHITECTS.

Session lb40.4(l.*Ordui&rT Meeliuga.

the retorts into one pipe, but to conduct
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;

;

;

;

The town of Montband is about to erect a bronze statue to BufTon.
The King of Naples and the sovereigns of Northern Italy are actively eoa
couraging the spread of railway communication through their respective
dominions. It is expected that ere long all Italy, except the States of the
Church, will be covered by a network of railways, but no one line is allowed
to cross the hallowed frontier.
The most strenuous endeavours have failed
tg overcome the Pope's resistance to the railway system.
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Imioktant R.iawAV AMAiGAMArioN.— An amalsoraalion of llif Loinlon
and Birmingham Railway Company with th«t of ths Grand JuncUon, lias jusi bten con
On a unlculation of the respective iaU-reats of the paatles, it appeared, that whileluded

the London and Birmingham line yielded the full diyldsnd of In per cunt, the Grand
Junction was in a condition to pay 1:.' per cent., 90 that the eoualiialon of the two proa
shares should beperties, for equal dividends in future, required that the Grand Junction
' written up" ->0/.'per share and it was therefore ajreed that new shares of -'u/. each
should be created, free of cost, to bo added to the original shares, and th« whole formed
It has
into common stock, eu.ltled to common dividends from the 1st of October Insl.
been determined, also, we understand, that on the Sondoo and Birmingham line the com-

Thomas Woor; Gray,

now commence being their own carriers, and that a eonsldorablo reduciion will
at once be made in the charges for the conrenleace both of goods and passeugers, so as to
render the calculations upon which any project of competing lines may bo baseii extremely
unpromising. By arrangements in progress, the consolidatwl company will proceed to
will

what has long been considered a desideratum,— a complet« system of trunk lines
from London to Glasgow (via the Carlisle and the Caledonian), and I'rem London to Holyhead, and across Ireland and they have decided eo encourage In every way ths foJwatioD,
into such trunk lines, of the most direct lines subserving tha trade of the country.
Exi-KRiMK>T3 IN Woolwich Mabsiiks, Ocr. 24.— Kxperimcnta wero mads
on a newly-erected one-gun battery, constructed, under the superintendence of Lieut. -Col
Barney, on a nrinclple suggested by Col. Abbett. The battery was mB<ia 1," fwt in thickness, by about il feet In front, and 8 feet high, with tha embrosure f«<.ed with stone inside, into which was flied an iron boll attaching a traversing platform 111 fe-H long, on
which an 8-inch gun nn a ship or garrison carriage was mounted. Tbs basa of tha embrasure is very high, on Col. Abbott's principle, being within half an inch of the under
part 0, the gun wtien nin out for firing, and directed against au object about sll feet high
St 25U yards' range. The firing took place with hollow 8-luch shells, weighing 481b. aud
56;b., and ths charges of powder were in the first instances alb., and afterwards HHb. to
each round, and the last shell lired burst from Ihg sffect of the large charge, although it
did not contain any explosive materials Inside the metal of which It was forinsd 17 rounds
were tired into the mound, and the shortest recoil of the gun and carriage on tha platform
was 11 feet 1 inch, the whole giving an average revoil of 7 feet t>^ Inches. The masonry of
the embrasure appeared to answer very well and proved very secure. The wheels of the
traversing platform are supported on circular pieces of Iron screwed down upon wood
imbedded in the earth, similar to railway sleepers and about the same dimensions. Thv
other parts of the ground are left In the usual stott wile a small quantity of sand and
gravel packed upon it to render it dry.

establish

;

:

—

movements." October 9.
Henry Francis, of Wardour-street, civil engineer, for " Improvements in tha manufacgas."— October 9.
Edmund Morzaa. of Tenby, Pembroke, gentleman, for "an Improved envelope for

like

ture of

;

pany

[November,

Ccmmercial-roail, plumber, for " Improvenieiits In ports, and apparatus for opening and closing ports of ships or other vessels, also applicable in opening and closing windows, and other instruments having the
of M'orkworth-terrace,

letters."— October

0.

Edward Patrick Emerson, of the City of Dublin, doctor of medicine, for "Improve
ments in the manufactiirp of paints, pigments, cements, and other plastic compositions
aud in thu machinery or apparatus to be used in such manufacture, parts of which improvements are also applicable to themanufattureof artlticial stone aud marble."— Oct. it.
Thomas Holiingswortli, of Birmingham, cigar roerclunt, for "a certain Improvement
or certain improvements in the construction of cases for holding cigars."- October 'J.
Joseph Edward Judson, of Aahton-under Lyne, Lancaster, saddler, and Edward Banton, of Walsall, Sufibrd, commercial traveller, for " A certain improvement or certain
Improvements in covering rollers used in spinning cotton and other threads, also in covering mill straps."

— Oct.

It.

David Wilkinson, of Potttrs-pury, near Stony-Stratford, gentleman, for " Improvements
obtaining motive power."— Oct. lU,
Edward Lesley Walker, of Foley-place, professor of music, for " Improvements in
pIano.fortes."^Oct. 10.
Joseph Clisild Daniell, of Tiverton Mills, near Bnth, clothier, for "Improvements ia
dressing awd tinishing woollen and other cloths."— Oct, lu.
George Fergiisson Wilson, of Belmont, Vauihall, gentleman, George Gwynne, of Putney, gentleman, aud James Plllans Wilson, of Belmont, aforesaid, geatleraan, for " Improvements in the manufacture of soap." Oct. 10.
Alexander Jamieson, and John Frederick Lundholm, of Tothill-street, Westminster,
manufacturing chemists, for " Improvements in dressing ores requiring washing."— OcIn

—

tober lo.

John Whit«he(id, of Letds, for " Improvements in machinery for combing, hackling*
and straightening wool, flax, tow, and other fibrous substances." Oct. lu.
Frederick Harlow, of Paradise-street, Rotherbiihe, carpenter, for "Improvements in
atmospheric railways."— Oetober 10.
Charles Nossiter, of Lyndon End, near Birmingham, for" Improvementa ia the manu-

—

facture of leather."— Oct. 10.

MBW

XiXST OF
GRANTED IN ENGLAND FROM SEPTEMBER
Six MontJis allowed for Enrolment,

25, TO

ttnless

OCTOBER

24, 1845.

otherwise expressed,

Alexander Bain, of Hanover-«treet, B(''uburgh, engineer, for " Improvfiuentg in elee
and telegraphs, part of which Improvements are applicable for other puppeses.*
—Sealed September '2'y.
Alfred Vincent NeMon, of Chancery-lane, mechankal draughtinian, for " certain Improvementt in machinery for manufacturing screws." (A coiuiBunication.) S«pt. *Jo.
Alfred Vincent Newton, of Chancery-lane, taechanical draaghtsman, for *' certajn Im
provementa in machinery for manufacturiug metal pipes or tubes." (A commuiilcation.
September 'lb.
Z
John Reed Hill, of 28, 3tamford-»tre«t, Lambeth, civil engineer, for "cortaln Improve.
ments in atmospheric propulsion applicable to water aa well as land carriage." (A com.
niuuication.)— October 2.
George Roberts, of \VelI-stre«t, Crlpplegate, miner, for " certain Improwmeot* in the
construction of lamps for Illuminations."— October 2.
trie clocks

—

—

^

John Kershaw Ramsbottom,

of Lancaster cotton-spinner, for "certain ImprovemeBts
in machinery or apparatus used in the preparation of cotton or other tibrons Bobstaaces
for spinning."— October *_*.

Frederic Rosenberg, of Kingston-upon-Hull, gentleman, and John Mahun. ©f the same
place, gas manufacturer, for "certain ImproTements in, or apparatus for \rAtertng, ma*
nuring, and drying trees, plants, seeds, and roots, and for accelerating and Improving
the growth and produce of tree*, plants, seeds, and roots." October *_'.

—

Alfred Hall, of Coisackie, America, brick-maker, for "certain Iniprovements hi machinery or apparatus for making, moulding, or manufactnring bilcks, tiles, aad other
October
articles from earthy or plastic materials."
George Daniel Bishopp, of Edgbaston, Warwick, cItII engineer, for " Improv«nenta io
certain engines or machines used for obtaining mecbanicel power, and ti)r raising and
impelling fluids.'*— October 2.

—

t.'.

Robert Clark, of Newburgh, ship-painter, and Alexander Plmle, of the
ship's-amith, for " certain ImproTements In steering vessvls." October J.

—

John Simpson,

of Langton Rectory, York, ilerk, for " certain

—

same

Improrements

place,

In obtain-

ing and applying motire poner." October 3.
John Hale, of Leicester-square, Middlesex, esq., for " certain ItnproTementa in guns. *
•—October 2.
Graziana Cont^, of Regent-street, Middlesex, merchant, for "Improvements in ma.
chinery for cutting, earring, and sculptnriug marble, stone, wood, and other like subctances." (A communication,)— October 3.
Moses Poole, of the Patent Bill Office, tiondon, gentleman, for '* Improvements in rails
October tJ.
for railways." (A communication)

—

Gabriel HIppolyte Moreau, r»alding at No. IS, Boulevard Bonne Nouvelle, Paris, gentleman, for " an improved ste&m carriage." October ',
Augustus Julitn Van Oo«t, of Gesbruffe, near Ohent, but now of Osnabupgh-street,
Regent's- park, " Improvemeuta la treating seed, aad in preparing materials u«^ for fertilizing land and for aiding vetjetfttloa."
Octobec »».

—

—

Thomas
ments

James Hardcastle, of FIrwood, Bolton. le-Moorp, Lancaster, Esq., for "certain Improvements in the method of conveying water."— October 10.
Charles Hanson, of Huddersfield, watch-maker, for "certain Improvements in clocks
watches, or time-keepers." October lo.
James Knowlea, junior, of BoIton-le-Moors, coal-merchant, and Atonio Buonaparte,
Woodcock, of Manchester, engineer, for "certain Improvements in machinery or apparatus to be employed for raising coal, or othw matters from mines, which improvementa
are also applicable to raising or lowering men or auimals, or other similar purposes."—
October 10.
William Hodgson Gratrix, of Nuneaton, Warwickshire, ribbon -weaver, for "certain
Improvements in looms for weaving ribbons and other fabric«."— Oct. 10.
James Taylor, of Lochwinnoeh, Renfrew, carpet and rug manufacturer, for "certain
Improvements in ths manufacture of carpets, rugs, and piled fabrics." Oct. h).
Bdraund Parker, of Trlng, Herts, decorative painter, for " certain Im{<rovementa in
graining and decorating in oil, distemper, and other colors, aud in Imitating marbles,
granites, fancy and other woods, and in the apparatas and instiuments to be used therein."— Oct. 11.
Benjamin West, of Saint James* Walk, Clerkeowell, bookbinder, for "certain Improvements in covering or stoppering the tops of bottles, jars, pots, and other similar veseela."

—

PATENTS.

Russell Crarapton, of Soqthvtu-k-»qneM^, fiUrrey, eagi^eer, for
tugines and railways."— October t>,

"Improve-

in locomotive

—

—Oct.

I'i.

Stephen Reed, of the town and county of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, gentleman, for " cerImprovements In railway rails and chairs," Oct. It>, 1^4.>
William Elliott, of Birmingham, button manufacturer, for " Improvements in the manufacture of buttons."— Oct. Ifj.
John Barsham.of Long BIflford,Saflrolk, manufacturer of bitumen, for "Improvements
in the manufacturd of mattresses, cushions, brushes, and brooms, and in machinery for
preparing certain materials applicable to such purposes."- Oct. I'i.
John Marshall, of Seuthampfon-street, Strand, tea-dealer, for ** Improvements iu preparing cocoa and chocolate." Oct. !'•.
William Betts, of Smithfield-bars, dlatiller, for " Improvements in the manufacture of
brandy, gin, and rum, and other BrlUsh spirlls and compounds."— Oct. I'J.
James Webster Hall, of Fltzroy-square, gentleman, for " Improvements ia machinery
for cleaning or freeing wool, and certain other hbrous materials, of burrs, and other extraneous sobstances,"— Oct. I'i.
Hippolyte Pierre Francois Desranges, of No, I, Skinner's-place, Size-lane, City of London, gentleman, " for an Improvement or iroprovementa in the mode of manufactuping
corks." (A communication.)— Oct. 17.
WTUiam Henry Ste^-eneon, the of town and county of Nottingham, merchant, for "certain
Improvements in machinery, or apparatus to be used in dyeing or staining."— Oct. 1".
Joseph Orzi, of Plmlico, geutleman, for '• Improvements in sleepers, orblocka, for supporting railways."— October 2.iThomas Taylor, of Manchester, cabinet maker, for " certain Improvements applicable to
machinery or apparatus employed for sawing timber." Oct. 2^.
Thomas Worsdell, jun., of Stratford, Essex, railway-carriage builder, for "certain Improvements in apparatus to be attached to and employed ia connexion with railway carriages."— October 2a.
Arthur Smith, of St. Helen's, manufacturing chemist, for "certain Improvements in
the manufacture of soda ash."— Oct. 2^!.
William Coles Fuller, of Browniow-street, Holborn, cabinet maker; for " Improvements
October 2;^.
in the construction ot carriages for railways."
Wiliiam Thomas, of the City of London, merchant, for " certain Improvements ia the
CQUBtruction of umbreliaa aud parasols,"— Oct. 2^1.

—

tain

—

—

—

Thomas Howard, of the King aod Queec Iroa Works, RAthecblthe. Surrer, Iroa Manu" Improvementa In rolling iron bars for saspeusloB br!d^«« and otber purposes."— October t>.
facturer, for

Joseph Quick, of Summer-street, Southwark, engineer, for
engi nee. "—October y.

John Luke,
—October 9,

of

ApsWy, Herts,

civil

engineer, for

*'

lMiprovemeaI«

in

stean-

" certain ImprovemeBtsin propelling."

Isaac Hartes, of Ilosedale Abbey, York, farmer, for "certain Improvements in mochlaes
or machinery for rowing, sowing, and naanrlnff laaH.^ October 0.
Edmund Morewood, of Thornbrldge^ Derby, mercbant, and George Ro^rs, of Steamdale, gentleman, for " Improvement* in the manufacture of Iron into sbeets, plates, or
other forms, ia coating iron, and in preparing iron for coating, and other purposes."—
October 0.
Alexander Parkes, of Birmingham, artist, for •• Improvements In coating or cov^-ing
certain metals «t-ith other metals and raettillic alloye, an<i for orrramenting the surfaces of
various metallic artlcloa."— October 9,

—

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
E.

H.— We

will

endeavour to ava'l ourselvesnext month, of the courteousloflTer respect-

ing the communicatiou seut to us.

iBI.— Tha principal works of Mr. Basevi besides the Fitzwilliam Museum were|3tockport Church, Belgrave Square, St. Saviour's Chelsea, Pelham Crescent, Sydney Place, aud
Thurloe Square.

ERRATUM.— In

page 353,

col. 12, for

•

I

depth" read

"meaa

draught."
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PLAN OF THE PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO THE NEW HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.
Great

Peau't Vmrd

The
REFERENCES.— A.

;

Cloisters.

George

Additional Buildings proposed are defined by a broken

NEW LAW

COURTS.

Queen's Bench,

In our last number we gave an analysis of the evidence before the
Committee of the House of Commons, appointed to examine as to the
propriety of removing the Luw Courts adjacent to Westminster H^iU
and building others affording increased accommodation. Great complaints have from time to time been made respecting the inconveniencies
experienced by those whose avocations require their constant attendance at Westminster Hall. The site of the present courts, never too

even wlien comparatively uninteresting cases are

tried, is

found

totally inadequate fur the sittings at Nisi Prins, and during trials of

They

who

frequently present on these ocgeneral interest.
casions can have an adequate idea of the inconvenience and confusion
arising from the excessive crowding and from the deficient arrangements of the building. The heat is frequently intolerable, from the
defective ventilation, those present are constantly re-breathing a
only

vitiated atmosphere, and even

move

this evil,

thus

Royal Court.— B. Stir Chumber Court.- C. Speaker's Court.— D. Palace Landing Place.— E. Palace Landing Place.— V. Victoria Toner

PROPOSED

large,

line,

it is

are

where attempts have been made

to re-

only by producing strong draughts or currents of

which are even still more prejudicial to health.
Another great and apparently irremediable defect of the present
Never
is the imprrfect manner in which they are lighted.
were Sir John SSoane's peculiar notions as to lighting buildings displayed more characteristically than in the present case. There are
sky-lights and lanthorn-liglits of every conceivable form, borrowed
lights stuck into all sorts of out of the way corners, odd little panes
of ground glass stuck into still older places, but with all this contrivance the present Courts are over-wrapped in Cimmerian gloom even
when the sun is shining most brilliantly out of doors. There is one
of the principal passages, in particular, which leads to the Court of
air,

Courts

No. 99.— Vol. VIII.— Decembeb, 1845.

St.

—

C. T. Clock

Tone

which, to a person entering from the street, every
thing is indistinguishable till the eye becomes accustomed to the obscurity, and as this passage has two or three steps in it, it is a general
recreation of the "briefless" to watch persons coming in from the
street, as, unless among the initiated, they are sure to stumble and
afl'ord great amusement by their rapid descent.
heard not long
ago a barrister plead in court, as an excuse for not attending to a certain notice, that it was hung up in this passage, and was therefore unreadable. In the lower oftices of the building there are no windows
at all, and lamps are kept burning the whole day.
The lover of architecture will consider it no unimportant argument
for the removal of the present Courts, that they block up and disfigure the finest hall in the world— Westminster Hall. In consequence
ot their proximity, the upper windows of one side of the Hall have
their lower halves blocked up, and consequently no more than half
the light they were originally intended to give.
In Mr. Barry's design, given above, New Palace Yard is converted
into a Quadrangle,.by a range of buildings nearly parallel to Bridge
These buildings, he
Street, and another range nearly at right angles.
proposes, shall be depositaries for the Record OfTice, as the Victoria
Tower is found too small to hold the Records, or rather to liold them,
"taking the allowance proposed for additions, and the proposed increased facilities for searching the Records."
It may perhaps be doubted whether we should be jrstified in incurring so great an additional expense as that require J for the building of the New Quadrangle, after so much money has been devoted
to the building of the Victoria Tower, for the purpose of holding the
Records. The arrangement also of the entrance to the corner of the
in

We
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Quadrangle seems also very ungraceful. It will be observed also that
the now buildings do not make the Court a parallelogram, the side
next the Abbey being drawn parallel to the palisading on the opposite side cf the road, instead

which

CANDIDUS'S NOTE-BOOK.
FASCICULUS LXVII.

of being at right angles to the side in

the entrance to Westminster Hall.
The plan involves the removal of all the houses on one side of
Bridge-slreet, and also of St. Margaret's Church. Of the latter proposition we shall have something to say hereafter, but as it does not
immediately concern us at present, it is better that it should be considered by itself. Mr. Barry states, that in forming New Palace Yard
into a Quadrangle, he is adopting a plan suggested by the form of the
ancient Palace, in which he states that the same area was enclosed by
buildings.
have examined a great nomber of very old and very
scarce engravings in the British Museum, particularly one by Hollar,
and find ranges of buildings in a line with the front of Westminster
Hall, apparently of Perpendicular architecture, bat have not been able
to find any representation of a Quadrangle, such as that proposed.
Mr. Barry is, however, doubtless the best authority we can have on
the subject to which he has devoted so much study.
The situation proposed for the New Law Courts is an area, bounded
by the Strand, Fleet-street, Chancery-lane, Carey-street, and Shirelane.
The rectangular marked A, B, C, D, in the engraving below,
shows the position of the Courts themselves, the deeplv shaded parts
immediately below the line A, B, and above the line C, D, denote the
situation of the Law Chambers, and other accessurv buildings.
Temple Bar is a little above, and to the right of the letter A.
By the increase of the street to nearly double the present width, the Bar would
be left on one side of the street, which would amount to virtual abandonment of the Palladium of the City of London. For if the Sovereign were at any time to pay an unexpected visit to the city, it would
be easy enough to slip round by the side of the barrier without the
ceremony of knocking at the portal, so sedulously guarded by the civic
corporatioD.

" I must have liberty
Withal, as large a charter as the winds.

is

We

[December,

To blow ou whom

I

please."

Chambers' Journal presumes upon the ignorance of its readers
too impudently, when, speaking of the Clubhouses about
it tells them that those buildings exhibit " every order of
architecture, from the severest Doric to the most florid Composite,"
and that a stranger might mistake some of them for " restored GreI.

somewhat
Pall Mall,

cian temples," the mistake being in fact entirely on the part of the
writer, unless Scotch second-siglit has enabled him to discern that
very striking and illusive Dromiosort of resemblance to Grecian temples, which seems to strike him, but vshich no one who is not equally
Even when he comes to matter of fact, he
gifted can possibly detect.
is hardly less imaginative, for he characterizes the Athensum Clubhouse as " gorgeous," and singles out its staircase for especial notice,
although there is nothing for notice about it except its extreme plainness.
With similar judgment and accuracy, he describes the Hall of
the "Conservative" as "a circle (broken only by the staircase and
gallery) surmounted by a cupola"
He therefore literally muiat
quadrata rotundis, and turns a square apartment into a round one. It
is true, the large opening in the ceiling of the lower hall and the floor
of the upper one is circular, but that no more converts the liall itself
into such shape than a round table placed in the centre of it would do.
As to " temples," though in accordance with a very common license,
he speaks of them in the plural number, perhaps he means only the one
in Pall Mall East, viz., the Tempte of Esculapius, a/!us the Cottage
of Physicians, which though not exactly a clubhouse itself, is linked
with one in architectural matrimony, namely, with the " Union;" now
exhibiting with bitter facetiousness the union of black and white, the
fair and better half of it belonging to the Club, and the grave and dismal portion of it to the Doctors, of whose trade as purveyors for the
undertakers, its complexion is epigrammatically expressive. As to
the temple part of the aff'air, it will not bear contemplating at all: the
very columns looking ashamed at being tacked as a portico to such a
piece of dowdiness. And a propos to porticoes, as if we had not
quite enow of them before, considering what humdrum sort of things
they for the most part are, one of the weekly papers has just bestowed a portico, or rather a couple of porticoes, on Sir Robert Tayanother instance of the
lor's "Stone Buildings" in Lincoln's Inn,
accuracy and nous displayed in architectural description, by those wlio
employ at random the few terms they have picked up, as innocently
unconscious all the while of blundering as Mrs. Malaprop herself.
II. The mention of porticoes leads me to observe that one of the
very best we have in regard to its being a specimen of the Grecian
Doric ilyle, and not merely of the order of its columns and entablature
alone, is precisely the one which is never quoted at all as an example
of it, is that of the Colosseum in the Regent's Park, not only on account
of its scale, but also of being free from any admixture of those incongruous features which, notwithstanding that they almost always occur
even where they might be avoided, are incomin modern examples
patible with, and therefore detract greatly from the classicality aimed
at, or at least affected by the external elevation of the portico itself.
Now that the interior of the Colosseum has been converted into a
" Gbjptotheca,"
and a most charming Sculpture-gallery it is, the exterior might be made to express the present purpose of the building
very significantly, by the portico that is, the metopes of the frieze
and the tympanum of the pediment being enriched with sculpture.
have as yet not a single instance of a Grecian Doric so embellishAll our modern examples of that style, even those which are
ed.
otherwise unexceptionable and they are but very few exhibit it
only in its undress, though it might be supposed that even for the sake
of a little variety and of some degree of character to distinguish one
design of the kind from another, Doric decoration would sometimes be adopted. Happily the mania for Grecian Doric, and for
"PcEstan columns six feet high," has subsided, since of all the
ancient orders that is the most obstinate and unmanageable,
the
one which requires a severity and dignity of manner that frequently
unfit it for general purposes.
simple
It is so expressly adapted to the
temple form, and to culumniation merely, that fenestration is fatal to
It rejects all alliance with nwdtrniam ; yet nevertheless has, with
it.
singular perversity, been applied by us to buildings of every class, and
some of them of the most ordinary and vulgar kind ; and accordingly
the most o«^r(' and tasteless combinations have produced,— even such
vile monstrosities as bird-cage-looking verandas, supported by Doric
columns as Athenian as Stuart's "Athens" could supply them. WilI

—

—

—

—

—
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—
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removal of the old crowded tenements adjoining Shire Lane
would L>e a great advantge in a sanatory point of view. It will be
seen by reference to the Plan that Carey Street and Chancery Lane
would be widened; this would be a great convenience, not only to the
attendants on i!ie Law Courts, but to the public generally. From the
analysis of the evidence already given, it will be seen that Mr. Barry
anticipates a deduction from the cost of the improvements on account
of the rental derivable from the Law Chambers.
Tiie.
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kins was guilty of some absurdities from wliicli it might be supp<ised
that his reverence for classical antiquity, if not his judgment anil his

would have withheld him.

taste,

for Mr. Foljambe,

is

The house

built by

him

Oxbcrton,

at

a striking instance of utter disparity of character

between the building and the portico attached to it, the former being
a moderate-si/.ed house of the plainest description externally, without
even dressings to the windows, while the other is a Grecian Doric
tetrastyle, of which the columns are 4 ft. in diameter, therefore as thick
as the windows are wide. So far from bestowing dignity on the
house, such a portico causes it to look all the more insignificant by
comparison and on the other hand, the house quite destroys he digInstead of composing together, they display two
nity of the portico.
quite distinct modes of building, and the most antithetical taste.
Artistic ;)ro;;or/iOH was there completely violated; and ihere meI

;

chanical proportion as to separate parts avails notliing, if the respective
parts be not proportioned to each other, and appear to be expressly
adapted to each other, so as to constitute a well-proportioned whole,
and that whole with^d of consistent, if not perfectly unitorm character.
the work on
It would have been taken for granted that the author of
" Migna Graecia" could dram a Doric portico, without his erecting
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not classic. His columns upon columns, his attached and clustered
columns, his stilted, post like columns, his broken entablatures, his
numberless pilasters, straggling and unequal intercolumniations, inappropriate and inelegant ornaments, circular pediments and the like,
are blemishes too numerous and too great to be passed over, because
Such is
of occasional elegance of prop<jrtion, and beauty of detail."
the great master, whose works have been cried up and extolled as
hardlv less than the ne plus ultra of art, and not only by the oi 7ro^Aot
of tourists and bookmakers, but by Gcethe, Forsyth, Beckford and
others, capable, it may be thought, of judging and thinking for themselves.
But that they really did so, may very strongly be doubted,
because their laudations have always been general, or even when they
h.ive been in raptures about particular buildings, they liave never ex-

What

not least strange of all is,
not ever have taken the
slightest notice of any of the works of his modern imitator Cahlerari,
which, save that they are somewhat better, might very well pass for
being by Palladio himself. In fact, " the sublime genius" of Palladio
jilained their particular merits.

is

that snch ultra-admirers of Palladio should

is

the merest cant and twaddle that ever was uttered.

one as an example of the ordir, betraying at the same time how little
be understood, or else how completely he disregarded the genius and
Grecian Doric style. Oxberton, however, seems to have
had its admirers, for it forms one of the subjects in Richardson's
where it was, no doubt, introduced on account
Britannicus,
Vitruvius
spirit of the

pure Grecian! am, since, the portico excepted, or rather the portico also included, there is nothing whatever of design, nor a single
idea in the elevation. Neither is the portico of CoventGarden Theatre by any means a very satisfactory or dignified specimen of the
style, uotvvithstanding that in regard to mere dimensions the order is
upon a more than usually noble scale. Considering the purpose of the
building, sculpture both within tlie pediment and in the metopes of
the frieze, would have seemed almost matter of course, more especially as some sculptural decoration is bestowed on other parts of the;
facade ; nor would the addition of it to the portico have been a very
expensive matter, as that is only a tetrastyle; consequently, as the intercolumniation is monotrighjphic, there are only six metopes in front.
perhaps would
Still, even such decoration would have helped little
only have rendered, in contrast with such classicality, the interior of
the portico all the more at variance with its external elevation. Being
merely moiwproslyle, the portico neither does nor appears to afford
sufficient shelter at tlie entrance into a theatre, for it is both short and
shallow, whereas could it have been recessed also within the general
line of front, so as to render it twice as deep as it is at present, besides the greater convenience that would have been so obtained, by
being set further back, the inner elevation (which is cut up by doors
and windows of very anti-Doric physiognomy) would not have been so
observable; and at the same time the whole facade would have been
greatly relieved by both depth of shadow, and the appearance of something like spaciousness within the portico. To return to the Colosseum, though its portico be only monoprostyle, it does not consist
merely of a single range of columns, but forms a boldly projecting
mass of which the depth is about three-fourths of its width in front;
which circumstance and the absence of windows render the portico and
the exterior of the Colosseum generally almost unique among modern
examples. In character, if not in material and construction, that edifice may be termed "monumental;" while some that have been built
for durability, and which derive their merit from the stonemason, more
than from the architect, are so unendurable in the taste which they
display, that it would be a satisfaction to know they were only of lath
of
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and

plaster.

III.

Barry

meant to relieve the drudgery
when he asked Mr.
Arch of Titus, when the whole

Sir Robert Inglis must surely have

of "committee work" by a
if

little

Temple Bar would be

facetiousness,

like the

of the ])resent line of houses on the north side of Fleet-street and the
Strand, between Chanciry-lane and Clement's Inn, come to be pulled
down and set back. Very like the Arch of Titus, indeed
Though
Barry does not care to raise a hubbub among the citizens by formally
declaring war against the Bar, which might spirit them up to resist
bis invasion, and fight manfully for the preservation of that architectural Palladium, he is no doubt perfectly satisfied that as soon as his
new Law Courts are built up, the Bar will have to come down. Were
it to be left standing, jutting out just mid-way into the street, which
will then be double its present breadth, it would cut a most ridiculous
figure indeed, for its own ugliness would only enhance the absurdity
of suH'ering it to remain to block up and disfigure the street on that
However, Barry will willingly enough erect another barrier
side.
a Bar in somewhat less 6ar-6urous taste than the present one.
IV. Professor Hosking's estimate of Palladio is more just than
flattering.
"His porticoes may be Vitruvian," he says, "but certainly

—

I

—
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contemporary has dispatched its notice of this volume of G75
closely printed pages in columns, with equal facetiousness and brevity
brevity being the soul of wit, for all that he said about it was that
" Abati" was the hrst article, and "Gyrosleus" the last, the former of
them being an Italian painter, and the other a fossil fish. As to all
that lies between, it may be questioned if the hasty "railway" critic
ever looked at a line of it. He certainly paid a very poor compliment to his readers in supposing that they did nut care to learn anv
thing further about the publication, notwithstanding that it differs from
preceding works, in consisting almost entirely of fresh matter that has
accumulated or arisen not only since the publication of former crcloHowever
pffidias, but during that of the Penny Cyclopeedia itself.
well executed a work of the kind may be, it must inevitably reipiire additions to be made to it from time to time, more especially in an age
when fresh discoveries and inventions are taking place almost diily.
Accordingly so far from the present Supplement being superfluous,

—

—

another will be required some ten years hence, if not sooner. Many
who have taken in the Cyclopsdia, may not choose the Supplement,
yet we think that quite as extensive a sale, or even a greater, may
be looked to for the additional volumes, because though intendi-d expressly to match with the original series, they are in a manner independent of it, inasmuch as their contents are equally supplementary
to any other work of the kind, and also of interest and value to those
vvlio possess no work of the kind at all.
It will not be expected that we should enter into an examination of
for that would be a most preposterous attempt
the work generally,
we accordingly confine our
on our part. iVt sidor ultra crtpidam
notice to the architectural articles, which, as may be supposed, are
cliioHv biographical ones; and some of them might in fact havi' been
given in the "Cyclopa;dia." They are nearly all, however, of comand those of English
paratively recent date, and only one or two
have found their way into English biographical works.
architects
Among them are Bouonii, Bonsignore, Cagnola, Calderari, Cantoni,
Carr, Colonna, Dance, (father and son), Delorme, Dnraud, Fischer,
Foschini, Foulston, Gaertner (father of the present eminent Munich
architect), Gandon, and Gasse (Liugi and Stefano) ;— all of which appear to have been carefully drawn uj), and by no means mere ordinary
compilation, for instead of a jejune recital of facts, they are occasionally enlivened by critical and other remarks. In the article on Colonna,
for instance, the writer has noticed Prolessor Cockerell's exuberant
commendation of that very singular production the "Polifilo" remarkable enough as a literary curiosity, but a mere galimatias in regard to architecture. The article on Delorme, again, corrects! in a very
emphatic manner the opinion that has hitherto passed current in regard to that " worthy," by inforjning us that so far from possessing
the superior talent hitherto ascribed to him, he was in reality little
more than an audacious quack, who with equal meanness and baseness, robbed his own brother, taking to himself all the credit of works
itter had had by far the greater share.
The infamy,
in which the
therefore, which must henceforth attach to the name of such an impostor, ought to be in full proportion to his former celebrity ?
Foulston, who is spoken of at considerable length, is estimated more iustly
than flatteringly and to say the truth lie was more of a builder than

—

—

—

—

—

—
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an erchitect, scarcely any one of liis works rising above dull and deYet even if he should be thouf^ht to have obtiiined
cent mediocrity.
an undue share of notice, the article itself is interesting on account of
the observations it contains.
The architectural articles of a different class, consist only of sudi
as bad been passed over in the "CyclopEedia," wliicb in the earlier
volumes was not quite so full, in respect to them, as it afterwards became. Those now introduced are: Jlizani (a city in Asia Minor, of
which the temples and other monuments have become known to us
Uirough Texier's wurk),- Chimney-piece,
Clubhouse,
Cologne Cathedral, and the works now in progress for its completion,
Cottage

—

—

Architecture,

—

—

Door, Elizabethan Architecture,
and Gallery, all of
them perfectly new subjects in a Cyclopedia, and which are touched
upon very brit-fly, and drily also, even in architectural treatises and
other publications of that stamp. Those who are acquainted with
tbe ariicles Portico, Staircase, Theatre, Window, &c., in the Penny
Cyclopjedia, some of which we noticed at the time, will deem it sufficient recommendation when we say that those in the Supplement are
treated in the same full and interesting manner,
though when we
say "full" we mean comparatively, for notwithstanding that they are
as long as can reasonably be expected in a work of this nature, we
could wish that they had been further extendeJ, as they probably
would have been, had the author of them been left to treat them entirely according to his own views and inclination, without regard to
the space they would occupy. There is, however, one article of the
kind, or rather one architectural article of a different kind, viz., that
on Exchange (the new Royal) which plainly enough discovers itself
10 be by another pen. Not only is it little more than mere dry compilation, but poorly put together: as to the peculiar character of the
portico, nothing is said; to make amends for which, however, the
Encaustic painting within the arcades is spoken of as producing a
very novel, rich, and agreeable effect; yet those decorations are certainly in too light and fanciful a taste, to suit either the architecture
or the place.
The index to each letter shows at once what articles belonging to it
are given, and among these which come under D, the omission of Daguerrotype is rather a singular one, the subject being one of considerable interest as regards both science and art.
Ecclesiology— which
now iorms a particular study, might also have furnished matter for an
article unknown to other CyclopEedias, although it is not as yet so
formally recognized as a distinct pursuit that the passing it over
amounts to an omission. Let us, therefore, be thankful for such a
valuable accession to the stores of popular information as this Supplement provides, and we only have to express the hope that it will
not be hurried on in the last letters of the alphabet, should it be found
impossible else to complete it within the compass originally contem-

—

—

—

plated.

AMALGAMATION AND LEASING OF RAILWAYS.
your excellent periodical for October 1845, you did me the
favour to insert a few remarks on this most important subject, wherein
were shown the opinions expressed by the Railways Companies, the
Board of Trade, and the Houses of Parliament, in' which an account
is given also of the lines which had ceased to exist as independent
undertakings. I now, with your permission, intend to continue the subject, and will endeavour to show as briefly as I can the present position of affairs, and the effect produced by the new undertaking of the
Session of 1S45, in continuation of the amount of amalgamation preIn

viously noticed.

The Great Western propose (but one offer has been repudiated by
shareholders of the Exeter line) to lease the Bristol and Exeter in a
capital of 1,080,000/. and after January 1, 1849, on two millions at 6
per cent, or 5| if a narrow gauge line is sanctioned by Parliament between London and Exeter.
The London and Birmingham and Grand Junction have agreed to
" Great London and Liverpool," the latter
j oiii stocks, undef title
Company to increase their shares 20 per cent of the common fund the increase is 100,000/. for 18 weeks, as compared with last year.
The Brighton alid Croydon line amalgamated, and the shares are to
;

be consolidated into stock, the former at 60/. and the latter at 18/. lOs.

per share.

The Dundee and Perth have leased the Dundee and Newtyle at
1 p-r cent, on 1 1 5,000/., and propose a new line, the Dundee and
Stralhmore Junction.
Tiie Eaitern Counties and Northern and Eastern have amalgamated
with the proposed Camtridge and Lincoln, and have also proposed to

unite with the intended
decline to accede.

London and York, but the

[December,
latter at present

The Edinburgh and Glasgow have amalgamated with

the Balloch-

ney railway and the Scottish Central Lines.
The Glasgow and Greenock have arranged to work the Glasgow,
Barrhead and Neilston Direct.
The Cheater and Holyheadhave united with the North Wales.
The Bristol and Exeter with the Exeter and Crediton.
The South Western with the Guildford, Chichester and Portsmouth.
The Great Western with the South Wales.
The Sheffield and Manchester with the Great Grimsby.
The Ulanchester and Leeds with the Liverpool and Bury.
The Grea/ A't.f/A o/^Mg/ani with the Middlesborough and Redear.
The Newcastle and Darlington have offered to purchase the Pontop
and South Shields at par, and tlie Durham and Sunderland at 3/. 10«.per share, but both arrangements are as yet incomplete, although the
Durham and Sunderland have consented.
The Caltdonian have amalgamated with the Clydesdale Junction,
and guaranteed 6 per cent, to the latter, including 120,000/. paid
for the Pollock and Govan Railway, and are to participate in the profits above 6 per cent, on the united stock.
The Xorth Wales with Chester and Holyhead.
The Oxford and Rugby with the Great Western, as also the Monmouth and Hereford.
The only remnants of the new infusion of last Session which are
left with any degree of independence, are
the Kendal and Windermere, the Cockermouth and Workington, the Newport and Pontypool, the Wear Valley, the Southampton and Dorchester, the Richmond (Surrey), the Leeds and Thirsk, the Shrewsbury, Oswestry and,
Chester, the Lynn and Dereham, Lynn and Ely, Ely and Huntingdon,
the three latter having a common source and interest.
The lines of the Session of 1845 for Ireland are, Irish Great Western, Londonderry and Coleraine, Belfast and Baliymena, Dublin and
Belfast Junction, Dundalk and Enniskillen, Cork and Bandon, Great
Southern and Western, Waterford and Limerick, Newry and Enniskillen.
These being unexecuted have remained comparatively independent, although attempts have been made to form alliances of the
Dublin and Belfast with the proposed Great County Down Company,
the Dundalk and Enniskillen with the proposed Irish North Midland
and Belfast Junction and Dublin and Drogheda line, the Great Southern
and Western with the proposed Irish Grreat Western (Dublin to Galway), Wexford, Carlow and Dublin Junction, Killarney Junction, and
nnmerous other projects in embryo. The Ulster takes an interest in
proposed Newry, Banbridge and i3elfast Junction.
The lines of Session of 1845 for Scotland were, the Caledonian and
Scottish Central, Aberdeen, Clydesdale Junction, Edinburgh and
Northern, Glasgow, Barrhead and Neilston Direct, Scottish Midland
Junction, Dundee and Perth, Edinburgh and Hawick, Glasgow, Paisley,
Kilmarnock and Ayr, many of which were promoted by old companies,
and have since come into the combination, which is yet in progress,
as the Caledonian propose to purchase the Glasgow and Garnkirk, to
lease the Caledonian and Dumbarton Junction to amalgamate with tlie
Clydesdale Junction and Pollock and Govan Railway. By a reference
to my former remarks in the previous paper, it will be seen that the
views of the different Chairmen have been more than carried out, and to
an extent that could not then have been conceived to be at all possible.
The opinion of the Board of Trade against the amalgamation of the
Liverpool and Manchester, although overruled by Parliament, is
shown to have been dictated by sound sense, and the passing of the
Act to restrict the powers of selling or leasing, contained in some of
the railway bills, is a matter of imperative necessity; and now that tlie
Lords of the Council are to act for themselves, and not to leave this
most important affair to those who are leagued with the interest in
which they have to adjudicate, may have a very different effect than
is anticipated by the new chairman of the Eastern Counties, when he
exclaimed, " thank God that we have a House of Peers."
The reason of the one member who voted for the London and York line may
not yet be futile, "that one individual possessed the control of tjOO

—

miles of railway."
The spirit of combination has also affected the new projects, and
many have united their interests. This union is not always for good,
The following
but serves to cover the retreat from abortive schemes.
are some of the new alliances :
the West Riding composed of Leeds
and West Riding Junction, West Yorkshire and Huddersfield, Halifax
and Bradford Union, to become stock of Manchester and Leeds if tba
Act be obtained. Tiie West Lancashire amalgamates with Suuthport
and Euston Junction the Boston, Newark and Shetlield with Nottingham and Mansfield; the Evesham Valley with Warwick and
Cheltenham Junction; the Birkenhead, Manchester and Cheshire v?ilh
Birkenhead, Lancashire and Cheshire Junction ; the Leicester, Tam-

—

—
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worth, Coventrv, Birmingham and Trent Valley Junction is composed
of the late Leicester ;ind Birmingham and Leicester anil Tamworth
the Northumberland and Lanc;ishire Junction is composed of the late
Newcastle, Durham and Lancashire, and Manchester, Liverpool and
Great North of England Union, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Edinburgh and
Direct Glasgow Junction are amalgamated or composed of the lute
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Hawick, Edinburgh and Glasgow Junction, and
Newcastle and Carlisle and North Tyne Junction; the Cheltenham,
Oxford and Brighton Junction amalgamated with the Cheltenham and
;

Oxford; the Scottish Western and Scottish Grand Jiwiction have
c<>alesced, the former to receive lUs. per share premium, or option of
remaining in the united company; the Glamorgan Central, late Daffryii, Llysar and Port Cawl unite with the South Wales.
In reference to the position of the established companies previous
to the year 1640, when the tirst act of combination took place bv the
gale of the Chester and Crewe line to the Grand Junction, it is to
be observed, that they were content with arrangement of a less permanent character, which simply consisted of two classes, viz., tollpaying and toll-receiving; the latter was adopted by the Grand Junc-

London and Croydon, Manchester and Birmingham, North Union,
and Bolton and Preston, and the former by the London and Brighton,
London and Crovdon, Manchester and Leeds, Manchester and Birmingham, Slieflieid and Manchester, and South Eastern. These arrangements continue in practice yet, and are in my opinion much preferable for the public and tlie shareholders than the present extensive
fever fur amalgamation, and issues of new stock for the benefit of the
directors and large capitalists, at the expense of the small holders. I
have no doubt but that the inhabitants of Caledonia have shown their
nsual caution in entering into arrangements less permanent than
amalgamation. In the case of the Glasgow, Barrhead and Neilston
Direct, the Glasgow and Greenock work the line, and the Glasgow,
Kilmarnock and Ardrossan are to pay toll.
The position of the railways at present has been compared to the
Houses of York and Lancaster, in the battles of the Red and White
Roses, and indeed there may be said to exist only two companies, the
East and West Coast Lines. The capital expended on lines open is
70,327,2()4/., and south of the parallel of London we have the South
Western, 95 miles, 4,853,000/.; South Eastern, 92 miles, 9,000,000/.
nearly; London and Brighton, 41 miles, 3,000,000/. nearly; North of
London, the London and Birmingham, 370 miles, 144,000,000/.; the
Great Western, 95 miles, 5,000,000/. ; Eastern Counties, 130 miles,
6,000,000/.; Midland, 403 miles, 101,000,000/.; the Manchester and
Leeds, 704 miles, 3,000,000/.; the Sheffield and Manchester, 40^
miles, li,000,000/., and the residue is made up from the following,
Chester and Birkenhead, Stockton and Darlington, Newcastle and
Carlisle, Maryport and Carlisle, Lancaster and Carlisle, Preston and
Wyre, Norfolk, Taff Vale, Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarnock and Ayr,
Edinburgh and Glasgow, Glasgow, Paisley and Greenock, Dundee and
Arbroath, Arbroath and Forfar, Dublin and Kingston, Ulster, Dublin
and Drogheda.
The following old lines may be said to be oot of the market for
speculation, being guaranteed dividends by other lines, Northern and
Eastern (London and Greenwich); Bristtil and Exeter ; Bristol and
Birmingham; Great North of England Hull and Selby; Lancaster
and Preston. There is another class of line to which the old contribute a portion of the capital, the Lancaster and CarUsle; Caledonian; Trent Valley; Manchester and Buxton; Manchester, Bury,
and Rossendale: South Devon; Chester and Holyhead; Newcastle
and Berwick. As to the effect produced by the ne.w lines of 1S45,
The
it has only drawn the old combination into closer alliance.
territory of the South Eastern is apportioned, the Great Western and
South Western have their limits assigned. The Midland and the
Wancliester and Leeds have agreed to au armed neutrality. The
Great London and Liverpool, with a capital paid up of 15,000,000/.
yearly, has been formed out of discordant elements.
The pugnacious
Trunk Line (the Croydon) has been swallowed up in victory over its
more extensive neighbour the Brighton. Those changes have not
been effected without some instances of special injustice ; and the
chairman of the Eastern Counties says, "he was not afraid of the
monetary system of the country money merely passed from hand to
hand ; but the system was one which tendetl to the ruin of the little
and exaltation of the great." What think you of this, after the cool
proposal for the abrogation of "The Eastern Counties Pekpetual
Five per cent. Stock ?" It is a great pity that no directors have as
yet moved for an equJl division of what was in hand, and allowed
tlie shareholders to seek their remedy, they (the directors) retreating
tion,
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But the " crowning mercy " of
field was the return of the deposit by the Birmingham
and Gloucester Railway, after a guarantee of 5 per cent. and wi>
niav exclaim with Shaksperc. "What's in a name?" when we find
The
this example really called "The Worcester Deviation Line."
directors, on being remonstrated with, reply, "there was no alterAmongst the other means of annoyance to the small holders
native."
of shares, are those with preference or guaranteed dividends on the
quarter shares in Tafi" Vale, 3 per cent stock. The Glasgow, Paisley,
and (treenock ; London and Croydon, thirds Midland, filths; Preston
and Wyre, halves; and the Clarence " Government preferential loan
shares."
The above are a preference class of shares in each company. Those wherein the whole shares of a company are guaranteed bv another have been previously noticed. Another source of
annoyance is the consolidation of shares, after being issued into a
lower nominal amount, as in the London, Brighton and London, South
Western, and London and Croydon companies. In conclusion, one of
the effects of the great number of new companies of the session of
1845 is to cause the old companies to create shares with deferred
interest and deferred calls, as the Manchester and Birmingham, and
Manchester and Leeds, and Great Western, to issue shoals of scrip
In f.ict,
for extension, as the South Eastern •2^9,000 in one lot.
policy, not honesty, is the present order, and what can a shareholder
do in an account of 15,000,000/, as ascertaining whether a dividend is
bond fide or not. The playing off directors or shareholders against
each other, as in the London and York case, is injurious to both, and
will probably end as did the fight of the famous Kilkenny cats.

after being guaranteed G per cent.

Worcester

;

;

O. T.

ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAYS.

—There

one part of the Evidence given before the Parliamentary
Committee on Atmospheric Railways, which I wish to notice I mean the
contradictory opinions of Dr. Robertson (710), and Mr. Stephenson (1588),
Sir

is

;

on the

maximum

Recent experiments seem to show
Mr. Stephenson expected has been obtained,

velocity qusstion.

that a greater velocity than

but of that I shall not at present say anything, I merely wish to show that
both Mr. Stephenson's evidence and Dr. Robinson's are partially true, in
respect to their theoretical views, and that Dr. Robinson
his principles, but has led

is

quite right in

Mr. Stephenson wrong by taking a most un-

fortunate example.
the accelerating force on the train of which the mass is M.
pressure of the atmosphere oo the area of the piston.
pressure of the air in the partially exhausted tube on the same

Let/be

P = lbe
p=the
area.

Ri=that part of tha resistance which is independent of velocity.
Rj^that part of the resistance which does depend on velocity.
The reason for this separation of the resistance into two parts will appear directly.

;

Then we have

When

M/=P — p— R, — Rj.

the velocity

the velocity

is

is

a

maximum M/=:0,and R^

constant),

is

a constant,

(bccaiifee

P — R,_R,=p.

...

mnst be constant, or the gauge is stationary.
velocity is constant, the gauge in stationary.
Mr. Stephenson says—" when the gauge is stationary, the relocily

And

therefore p

Therefore when

flte

is

constant; but this, the converse of the preceding deduction, is not true;
and he was led into error by supposing the proposition to be convertible ;
for if

p be constant,

M/=P— — R, — R^r; a constant — Rj, and
;)

a function of the velocity, we know that
lows, as a necessary consequence, that the velocity

where Rj

is

the equation of motion of a body falling in air

M

d'2

Lf — f — ftf^

-i

I

or

here,

by no means fole. gr.
is uniform

it

is

M/= a constant — K (velocity)*

:

of resignation, or ceasing to be qualified,
having parted with their shares. Among the instances of injustice
that now occur to my mind are the Midland Counties 20/. shares, or
amalgamation with the North Midland being cut down to 2/. shares,
tlirough the loop-hole

And

in this

case

we know

Mr. Stephenson then

is

the motion

wrong

in

is

accelerated up to a certain point.

concluding from a stationary gauge

maximum, though he was quite right
in expecting that when the velocity was maximum, the gauge would be
stationary
it being evident that the gauge may be stationary when the
velocity is increasing
but it must be so when the velocity is greatest.
Dr. Robinson staled what was perfectly true, but unfortunately took an
that the velocity of the train is at

its

;

—

unpractical case, (he supposed ;)=0), and this
to notice

;

but

if

he had said

— suppose

Mr. Stephenson did

not

fail

the air in the tube to be kept con.
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gauge indicates 25 inches then it is
till the opposing resistance, which
to be equal to the remaining part of

stantly at such a pressure that the

clear

tliat

the train will be accelerated

increases with the velocity

is

such as

the effective forward pressure, and therefore while the train

is

being thus

accelerated, the gauge will have been stationary.

If you think this worth insertion in your valuable Journal, I shall be

very glad.

It is a plain instance of

a case where the mere turning the rea-

soning into the form of an algebraic equation and applying the most simple
principles of dynamics,

we

are enabled to see clearly the reasons of dis-

agreement between two such distinguished men as Dr. Robinson and Mr,
Stephenson.
I remain, your obedient servant,
M. CowiE.
College for Civil Engineers, Putney, Oct. 29.

[December,

and if so, it will operate in our time as much as at any
This being granted, the truth is no longer merely speculative and

universally true
other.

;

—

assumes the greatest practical importance it becomes a
matter of the highest and most direct interest to the architect to ascertain
what change is likely to be produced in architecture by the change of
popular feeling. For if we have succeeded in convincing the reader that
the premises here assumed are something more than mere fine-spun
theories, and actually contain practical and homely truth, it will be seen
that the permanent fame of the architect really and truly depends on
theoretical, but

applying the theory

way, while

may

he

existing circumstances; for if his taste run one

to

the public spirit is inevitably

be quite sure that his fame,

if

moving

in the opposite direction,

he get any^

and will

transitory,

is

certainly soon be forgotten.

Take,

The adulation

works of Sir John Soane.

for instance, the

academies, the compliments of kings, the popular plaudits, have

The people cannot now

ceased.

discover that excelling beauty in a style

that entranced the preceding generation.

indifference,

THE DECADENCE OF CLASSIC ARCHITECTURE.
Humano

who has

to

make way

for (it is

we have assumed,

hoped) a

better,

because a

purer, architecture.

The change of feeling which has produced
Soane bad only begun

of

observed the modern history of architecture in this

growing preference in popular
estimation of the mediaeval to the classic styles, whereas in the last age
all great public buildings were erected, or were professed to be erected,
after the Grecian or Roman models.
At the present lime, those forms of
construction are perpetually supplanted by pointed architecture, and
seem in a fair way to fall into desuetude. It will form by no means an
unprofitable inquiry to examine how this change in the public taste has
been brought about, and to consider whether the effects which it promises
will be advantageous or disadvantageous to the true interest of archi-

The

progress of

more

definite taste,

As

era had one leading characteristic, which

marked

alike

That distinguishing feature was a hideous, unmeaning formality. The
same feeling that produced the rythmic precision of Pope, the polished

day

men can judge

far as

say that the present age

it

;

works

has acquired more

own

of their

times,

we

by far the most generally reflective and in-

is

been

tellectual that has hitherto

known

in the world.

There

is

now a widely

spread knowledge of accurate self nee, or at least a love of
there

age

is

it, and withal
a strong feeling of poetry, a love of the beautiful. The present
there is, on the contrary, a general

is

not a merely utilitarian one

—

— only

the

advancement of science has taught

people to apply severer tests to

all

the arts, including architecture, than

reverence for the fine arts
they have hitherto done,

tecture.

the literature, fine arts, politics, manners, and even religion of that age.

in his

it

a greater love of philosophical accuracy than they have

heretofore possessed.

may

to operate

this disregard for the

may be predicted, gain still more hereafter.
education among the people has given them a purer and

strength in ours, and will,

country can have failed to notice the

The Georgian

Admiration has lapsed into

contempt, and the works of Soane, at the

in

write, are exemplifying the principle

and are being destroyed,

capiti cervicem pictor

Desinat in piscem mulier formosa superne,
Specutum admissi lisum teneatis amici ?

one

moment we

very

equinam
Jungere si velit, et varias inducers plumas,
Undique collatis membris, nt turpiter atrum

No

and then sunk

of

now

and

to

demand

that they

be philosophically

accurate.

Now,

both Grecian and Christian architecture possess (when exhibited
purity) this philosophical accuracy.

in their

Neither, therefore,

is it Id

and the studied and laboured barbarism of

from gratifying the taste of the present age on this score.
feeling which we have mentioned (love of beauty)
is also satisfied by both styles alike, so that we may safely conclude that
neither iutrinsically contains anything repugnant to the spirit of the age.
But if we can show that one of them, at least, has never been philoso-

In an age like the present, not only unmarked by this state-formalility,
but avowedly and distinctly opposed to it, it is not to be wondered at
that architectural taste has been affected by the great and general change

made to impress ou the
Grecian the characteristics of the mediaeval modes are essentially impbilosophical, we shall have at once assigned a perfectly satisfactory
reason for the decadence of classic architecture.

lieartlessness of Chesterfield the sesqitipedalia verba of
itself

with equal distinctness

in the artificial,

Johnson exhibits

ungraceful extravagancies of

court costume, the polished inanity of court sermons, the cold, unfeeling

despotism of court

politics,

phically treated in this country, that the attempts

court architecture.

in the " spirit of the times."

What

a clear, unambiguous reflex of this

spirit of the times is uniformly exhibited

effective lines of

style

adding

Period

by

its

architecture

!

—

Norman

to the

laboured ornament

The

severe

architecture
the simple majesty of the lancet
boldness of the preceding style the graces of more

— the polished and

perfected beauty of the Decorated

— and the over refinement of the Perpendicular, iu which
— what are these

art, losing

the freshness of youth, lapsed into formalism

but

itself disqualified

The other great popular

mutations
exact transcripts of the genius of the successive generations that

The distinction between the two styles of architecture recognized in
modern Europe is marked with suthcient clearness. The one soars to a
great height, and abounds in lofty vertical lines; the other attains but au
inferior altitude, and abounds in prolonged horizontal lines.
The one
loves the complexity and combination of dissimilar parts, the other, simplicity, symmetry, and unity of outline.
The one exhibits itself by deep
shadows, the other by strong lights.* The one is essentially picturesque
word), the other is statuesque. The one is

(in the artistic sense of the

produced them? They are, so to speak, of so many chapters of monumental history, written in stone, the mason and cunning artificer being the

the offspring of a wild and fertile fancy, the other

faithful chroniclers.

lectual

In like manner do we trace the successive changes of the feelings of the
Greeks in the successive changes of their modes of construction. The
pages of Aristophanes do not give a clearer insight into the Grecian mind
than do the Temple of Theseus and the Parthenon. The imperfect imitation of the Greek styles by the Romans again is exactly characteristic
of a less refined and intellectual people.
The monolithic structures
the cromlechs and cairns of the Druids, the eternal pyramids of Egypt,
the fantastic minarets of St. Sophia, the idol-caverns of Elephanta, the
aboriginal temples of Yucatan, all tend to confirm the same principle, that
the pervading genius of nations finds an exact and trustworthy exemplar
in the spirit of their architecture.
It is unnecessary to multiply proofs of this ; they will naturally suggest
themselves to every careful observer ; and besides, it is very easy to find
reasons for the national feeling being thus typified by the national architec-

ture.

There will therefore be no

difficulty iu

conceding that the principle

is

disciplined and scholarlike art.
;

The one

is

is

the production of

imaginative, the other intel-

the uncontrolled sweetness of Shakspere's vei'sification,

and the
modes

studied perfection of Milton's metre, do not differ more than do the
of expression in Christian and classic architecture.

In

all

these characteristics (and the professional reader will suggest

more) the

spirits of the

two

thing mure than different
other.

We

The Pointed

must

styles are widely different

;

many

but they are some-

— they are antithetical — directly opposed

to

each

architecture is the exact antithesis of the Grecian.

therefore, if

we have succeeded

in

convincing the reader thus

* It is not liere meant to be denied that the Greelcs produced elfects by alternations of
and shadow, but their alternations were not nearly so great or so frequent as those
ot the Christian architects. They have no|projecting transepts with dark angles, uo huge
buttresses —their mouldings and the capitals of their columns are convex, and never have
the deeply-cut recesses of our own styles. Their alternations of light and shadow are not
abrupt, they avoid rapid transitions, sudden contrasts, bold projections, and salient angles; the shadows melt away into light by softened and delicate shading.— Respecting
the characteristic distinctions of mouldings, it might have been added in the text, that
vnrtical mouldings are almost (perhaps entirely) unknown in true Grecian architectore,
whereas in Gothic they greatly predominate, and the horizontal, where they occur, take
their character and form from the vertical.
light
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far, bring bim to this important practical conclusioD,that any attempt lo impress on the one style the characteristic features of the other is inconsistent

we have

with what

termed philosophical accuracy

in architecture,

fore is not calculated for the taste of the present age.

If

and there-

a building

dim

recesses, and a

upon

religious light,

the features of a style in

it

it

its

certain that

is

vertical lines

we

cannot impress

which none of these characters

exist.

So

determine on producing efl'ect by combination of varied parts,
by the complicate groupings of numerous towers and transepts and buttresses and pinnacles, by the composition of architectural members of difbIso,

if

we

and form, we must give up all idea of producing edilices disby simplicity, unity, and perfect congruity of design the

ferent sizes

—

tinguished

expression, as

it

were, of one single idea, developed by

itself, distinctly,

And this is what we meant by calling
separately, and completely.
gothic architecture picturesque, and Grecian archicture statuesque.
On these grounds, it seems incontrovertible that the Italian style, and
the uanie of Louis XIV., whatever other merit Ihey posdo not claim that of philosophical accuracy. In them we discern an
is, in the very nature of things, impossible— to

known by

that
sess,

attempt to do that which

one of the two great styles of architecture the characteristic
Now this attempt arises from the natural idea,

to

„'ivc

beauties of the other.
(hat

if

we combine

we produce

the beauties of both styles,

a result more

if it had happened tliat the two species of
and not absolutely antagonistic, then, indeed,
but as it
it might perhaps have been possible to succeed in the attempt
i>, it seems literally beyond all human power, because it requires the
combination of principles which are essentially discrepant.
Another reason which may be assigned for the comparative failure of
the modern semblances of classic architecture, and which may likewise be
attributed to the want of philosophical accuracy, is the employment of

thau either; and

beautiful

beauty were only

dill'crent,

;

members

archicturul

for

services which,

The

they were never intended.

ment shows
the roof. It

at once
is

its

it

evident from their forms,

is

slightest examination of a

original purpose

— that of

head on a huge leg, the other members being got rid of. A gigantic
column standing by itself, appears no less ridiculous than the building of an

is to

must
be characterised by its
Again, if a building
be, so to speak, subdued ; both cannot predominate.
is to be distinguished by strong contrasts of light and shade, by deep
prolonged horizontal lines,

Grecian pedi-

forming the gable-end of

obvious from every feature of the pediment that that was the

architectural leg in the air, and the slicking of a pigmy column on the
front
midway between the roof aud the ground, seems as philosophical as the attachment of a dwarf resemblance of a leg to the breast
or
of a building,

back.
If these views be correct, and they are not hastily adopted,
we must
come to the conclusion, that much of what we call our classic architecture
more resembles the distorted fancies of a feverish dream, than the cohe-

rent thoughts of a healthy mind.

Camden

as the

that

London.

in

things

To do

—

so,

he must be prepared

or else that the building

is to be pronounced Grecian, if particular
bers of that style be employed irrespectively of their proper uses.

applied to purposes for which they were never intended.

we at once see that it is not a main and essential
and is, therefore, totally out of place; or if it be
used to support a pigmy statue at a great height in the air, we see that it
is applied to a purpose for which its strength and dimensions are ridicuUoor of a building,

quotation by which the present article

The

is

headed, though very

trite,

main object which we have now
human head were united to the neck of a
in view.
horse, and the plumage and members of all soits of animals were colThe
lected to form one figure, the result would be a ludicrous absurdity.
is chosen as accurately expressive of the

says the motto, the

If,

application of the quotation to the subject before us seems perfectly apposite.

An
ance

anatomist will
for the

tell

you that the human leg

use to which

it

are an ioSoile

number of

quate for

purpose, but

this

is

applied

is

an admirable contriv-

— the support of the body.

beautiful coulrivauces to render
its

beauty wholly depends on

human arms aud

were

it

There

perfectly ade-

its litness fur

the

change places,
if the former grew from the hips, the latter from the shoulders, they would
have lost, we intagiue, all claims lo admiration ; and yet, surely, we are

place

it

occupies.

If the

guilly of equally great absurdities,

legs

to

when we place columns, which ought

is in

us

when

will,

set rules

the trammels of usage are overcome, be applied to the examiworks of art. The criticism will be applied by the great mass

and independently of

all

but, being based on the natural faculties of the

mind, will lead
which, as far as they extend, will be as incontrovertible
as those of the profoundest aud most mature judgment.
;

to conclusions,

The

practical conclusion of the

woidd

whole argument

restore classic architecture to its

made up

edifice

their

original

members

of

purpose,

is

architectural Frankenstein.

no

is

— that

this

if

we

purity, we must adopt from
modes of applying them. An

first

the Greeks, not only their forms, but their

heaped

together

better than

The combining,

a

in

utter

defiance

monstrous abortion

of

an

or rather confoundin'', to-

gether of columns, pilasters, cornices, pediments, windows, and balustrades, to make up an elevation, is a method with which we may be familiar, but the

Greeks knew no such indiscriminate process.

may produce

we have

said,

it is

a gorgeous, but

is

incapable of pui-e

only by purity of effect that

Such conAnd,

effect.

we can hope

to re-es-

tablish a national taste fur classic architecture.

Me

edifice,

culoualy dispruportioned.

There

an universal admiration of fitness, consistency, aud order, which arises
from the contemplation of the works of nature ; and this inherent faculty
all

as

first

mem-

There never was a fallacy more injurious to architecture than the
sophism— " Cc g-u.s(i7)iis nun est disputandum." There may be, indeed,
a wide range aud liberty allowed in matters of taste, but there
must be a limit somewhere.
AVhere can that limit be better placed
than as a barrier to overstepping all reasonable analogy, and the "
modesty of nature." The great mass of the people may not, perhaps, jud"e
of architecture by the abstract principles which we have here feebly
attempted to express, but the impressions produced on their minds, thougti
independent of logical deduction, will be adverse to all architecture in
which antagonistic effects are combined, and individual members are

column be emplojed as window-mouldiug, or
support of the

one of these two

either that there is some building in London of classic
archiwhich the pediment is obviously the gable end of the roof
which the roof is supported from the ground by the columns

in

nation of

be hoisted on to the

lo assert

tecture, in

and

of the people instructively, unconsciously almost,

it

do

We

men

of this opinion,

ii

are in a position to

m

for this use

;

we

condemn the classic styles
tola,
ridiculous, for the great majority of the people of this country
have
never yet seen a pure specimen of Grecian architecture.
do not suppose, for instance, that any one will assert that tliere exists such
a speci-

struction

for

To say

Society have done, to

is

which it was designed. It is admirably and perfectly adapted
and no other. And did there exist a doubt as to the accuracy
at once cleared up by the fact, that the
it would be
original inventors of the Grecian pediment (who might be supposed better
acquainted than ourselves with the true design of their invention) uniformly used it for the purpose alluded to, and for no other so that ne
are irresistibly brought to this conclusion, that if a pediment be stuck
upon the flat square front of a building, or if anything be built upon the
pediment, or by the side of it, to destroy the idea of its being the end
of the main roof, or, if it be used merely to cover a single door or window, it is applied to a purpose for which it was never intended.
Again, we see, from the form of the column, that it was intended by the
designers to support and bear up a building from the ground. Its base
seems clearly made fur the purpose of eliective support upon the earth,
Bad its capital to bear safely and couveuienlly the parts resting on it.
The whole form is exactly suited for stren^tU and supi'ort, so that if a
purpose

3G7

be the main supports of edifices, in situations where they cannot discharge that odice. The building up of a huge column to support a little
statue seems no less an absurdity than would be the supporting the human
to

in

again repeat boldly, that this purity has not been hitherto attained
our own country. The lover of architecture who looks for the first

time on the Madeleine, at Paris, feels at once that he has found what he
hitherto sought in vain— a pure speciman of Grecian art.
There is an in-

— we

know

—

what name to give it a certain adis always produced in a reflined
sight of an edifice of perfect architecture. That im-

definable sensation

not

mixture of awe aud admiration, which

mind

at the

first

is infallibly produced by the first sight of the Madeleine.
The
chastened simplicity of the design, and the perfect cougruity of the parts
produce that feeling of numixed pleasure which in our own country is
aUorded by media;val architecture alone. We have, indeed, buildings of

pression

pseudo-classic architecture, (that

is,

buildings in which certain features of

mingled together irrespectively of the proper anwhich, by their magnitude and elaborate confusion, produce a
certain feeling of amazement; and, coupling with this feeling the prejudices of custom, and the rather vague architectural notions of our fathers
classic architecture are
plication,)

we come
least, we

persuade ourselves that such buildings are beautiful, or at
After the Madeleine, the edifices which perhaps come nearest to tie Greek form are the
to

profess as much, for the sake of orthodoxy.
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VValhalla, at Ratisbon

mingham.

Hut

in

aad

;

in

our

own

country the Towu-hall, at Bir-

both these buildings the disproportionate magnitude of

the sub-structures on which they are raised, or rather hoisted, shows that

they were built rather ia imitation of Grecian art tbaa from generous

sympathy with its real spirit.
If we would rival the Grecian architects, (and why should we Dot
not hope to rival them ?) we must do it, not by servile copyiag of individual forms

—

not by slavish adherence to precedent, but by becoming
thoroughly imbued with the very essence and feeling of Greek art. We
must think and feel as felt and thought the architects of the Acropolis.

Me must make our designs as simple and uncomplicated as were theirs
(leaving the efl'ects of beautiful complexity to mediasval art).
We must
put back our columns and pediments into their right places above all,
we must make our knowledge systematic and exact we must reduce
our practice to the accuracy of a science by first learning, and afterwards
exemplifying, the philosophy of classic architecture.
;

—

December,

To our brethren of the press we appeal, to assist our efforts in making
Mr. Gray's case known. Neither of Mr. Gray, nor of Mr. Wilson, of Haarlem (the writer of the pamphlet), have we the slightest personal know,
ledge.
The pamphlet of the latter bears intrinsic evidence, however, as
highly favourable to the heart of the author, as it ia compUmentary to the
genius of its subject, Mr. Gray.
The author of the pamphlet has spent the greater part of his life abroad ;
and in Germany, Holland, and Belgium, finding the name of Gray quoted as
a high authority on the continent, naturally, on revisiting England, after a
lapse of some twenty-six years, expected to find that Gray, if he had not
made a fortune, was at least looked up to as a consummate railroad authority.
On the contrary, he finds him in the position which he thus describes.
With great difficulty Mr. Gray was traced to Exeter. "There," says Mr.
Wilson, I find him still writing upon railroads, although he can no longer
afford to publish.
The author, inventor, of the railway system is actually
condemned to waste his invaluable capacity, his energies and information, on
the uncertain, scarcely compatible, occupation of dealing in glass on commission, aud trading with glaciers.
His good wife may, probably, have
often had occasion to repeat the queries she formerly addressed to him,
when so deeply and exclusively occupied with his railway cogitations,
" What good will result to you from your scheme for travelling by steam,
with the civilisation of the world, and the benefit of human kind, which are
to be the consequence
After giving a variety of details, which alike confirm our view of Mr.
Gray's comprehensive and prophetic genius, and of the ability and judgment with which he digested all the details of his vast plan, and which only
make us regret that he had not consulted some practical man of business to
introduce them earlier and more effectually into action, the pamphleteer
thus concludes his remarks
" 1 learn, with deep regret, from himself, and so I think will the public,
that a man such as I have briefly described, a man of whom it may be said
in railway science, as of Sir Christopher Wren in architectural,
.'

THE NEGLECTED FOUNDER OF THE RAILWAY SYSTEM.
(From

the Railway Reviexo.)

In our last number, we published a letter from a highly intelligent corcorrespondent, on the subject of the neglect with which Thomas Gray, the
founder the great genius, who not only originated the railway system, but
pointed out the mode by which it might attain perfectibility, has been
treated.
In consequence of the appearance of that letter, we have received
sundry communications, together with the pamphlet above referred to each
and all proposing certain steps to be taken, with the laudable oliject of resCuing from undeserved indigence, and from the still more depressive feeling
of neglected desert, the declining years of a man, the bold and vigorous
conceptions of whose genius have been the source of wealth to thousands
of employment to millions; and who has laid the foundation of a new
scheme of industrial prosperity, not only ia this country, hut in every other
region of the civilized globe.
We have been much struck by the perusal of these communications, and
give them in their original shape
but, from a conviction that as their
authors wrote with a greater degree of knowledge of Mr. Gray's claims than
is shared by the railway public, we fear their somewhat indignant reclamations would have an efiect the reverse of what they intended. Nay,
must we confess it? We ourselves, though, in the dim vista of past years,
remembering the name of Thomas Grey, as the pioneer of the railway
movement, were until lately wholly unaware that he was not only unrewarded, but that he added one more melancholy example to the long list
of men of genius, whose prophetic spirit meets with contumely and neglect
in their own day, and whose transcenilant talent is only appreciated when a
life of poverty has closed in a premature grave.
Too often does it happen, that " the dull cold ear of death" is for ever
shot to those praises which, if early bestowed, might have stimulated the
energies, not merely of luckless inventors, but of hundreds of others, who
now, from prudential motives, avoid a divergence from the beaten commonplace tracks of life, lest they also share the fate of those predecessors to
whom monuments of marble have been awarded when dead, though bread
has been denied them when living.
But, whilst we admit this to be a lamentable truth, we at the same time deny that there is any want of liberality or generosity in the British public.
It is true, many a man of original genius has seen fortunes reaped from his ideas, whilst he himself has
gone wholly unrewarded but it has generally arisen from the circumstance,
that he has not possessed the mechanical or commercial ability practically
to carry out those ideas, and adapt them to the existing state of society.
This latter qualification, in the eye of the historian and of the reflective
man, will necessarily be of inferior merit but, in the eye of contemporaries,
it is obvious that it contains within itself the elements which command
business and pecuniary success.
Each qualification deserves its reward, and
an ample reward; and it is not altogether fair that the creative power, which
gave the impulse to all, should he left to perish without its proportionate
return either in fame or in pecuniary recompense.
In these days, all is
accomplished by a subdivion of labour; and were the claims of Thomas
Gray fairly known, we are sure that no mean petty jealousy on the part
of engineers or projectors of railways would interfere between his deserved
claims and their long-protracted remuneration.
The British public is essentially noble in its impulses
liberal and generous to the last degree in its
actions ; though properly cautious and prudent in forming its decisions.
We submit the claim of Thomas Gray as it is submitted to us if it will
not bear strict scrutiny, we shall be the first to protest against it ; but
if it will
if it be, what we believe it to be, undeniable
then are we sure
that the railway public, who have hitherto shown themselves the most
liberal and generous of the various sections of the British commercial community, will not suffer the great founder of railways to close his eyes in
poverty, leaving his family to those rougli chances of life from which the
genius of their projector should fairly have rescued them.

—

:

;

;

;

;

*'

that such a

man

Monumentum

si

q'lseras

circumspicei"

vegetate how and as best he may, in obscurity,
no less precarious than scanty, in the midst of those

is

left

to

and with means
magnificent works which have
and of which no man living,

arisen,

and are

still

rising,

all

around him,

believe, can truly say but himself, I am
1
the creator of all.
Independently of the great railway system, of which he
is
the author and inventor, of the years painfully spent in bringing it
to perfection, he expended years more as a railway teacher, writer, lecturer, in his own country, informing the public mind, combating public
prejudices, achieving public convictions, and enlisting public sympathies
in favour of the railway system and railways
and all this unaided, and at
his own cost of time and means.
He has laboured incessantly for more
than a score of years, but what has he gained ?
As I have before observed,
he has sowed, but others have reaped profit, honour, and all. At least I
shall have the satisfaction, as this pamphlet sees the light, of vindicating
his rightful possession of the honour; but how, where, by whom, is he to
be reimbursed what should have been the lion's share of the profit
Iq
my conviction, it is the bounden duty of the government, of which you, sir,
are the worthy head, to repair its own neglect, and the wrongs of fortune,
to a subject whose name and fame are public property, and will be claimed
as such by posterity if the present generation remain passive.
I think,
moreover, that the obligation upon railway companies and their proprietaries is no less stringent.
Every pound invested, and every dividend received, bears the coinage of Thomas Gray.
The railway mine is his discovery, and they but the workers, who should be too glad to pay toll aad
;

.=

seigniorage.

Mr. Rowland Hill has been rewarded munificently for his Penny Postage
scheme. The public gained a million, but the revenue lost so much, by
this reform.
With all its advantages, the policy of the reform is still a
question, though I need not discuss it.
But what are the advantages of
penny postage, in comparison to the railway system
but as the mole
hill to the mountain.
The latter creates millions upon millions, and gives
bread and employment to hundreds of thousands directly, indirectly to as
many more. It assists revenue instead of discounting it. It accelerates
the march of mind, no less than of industry.
It is the creator of wealth,
whilst it economises its use.
It tends to equalise conditions, to redress the
overbearing ascendancy of great capital and capitalists
to raise the humble
and the labourer in the social scale, whilst from rank and station it detracts
none of their due. Of agriculture, commerce, manufactures, it is already
become the corner-stone of the economical fabric; of national safety and
defence, the right arm.
.'

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

—

Roman Remains. The remains of a Roman villa, of considerable cstenl,
have been recently discovered near Wheatley, Oxfordshire, and some exciivations have
been made under the direction of Dr. Bromet, a member of the Committee of the ArcbreoDrawings
All that has yet been made out is a hypocaust and a bath.
of these have been made by Mr. Jewitt for the institute. These remains are distant about
a mile and a half from the Bishop of Oxford, at Cuddesden his lordship has taken much
interest in the excavations, and has requested Dr. Buckland to superintend tlio continuance of them.
logical Institute.

;
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TABLE OF

COLLEGIATE AND OTHER HALLS.
In some of ttie various notices of the New Dining Ihill of Lincoln's
Inn which have lately appe.ired, one or two other structures if the
kind have been referred tu by way of comparison, and for the purpose
of tlierehv affording a better idea of its magnitude, and showing what
rank it is entitled to hold on that account alone, independently of its
have endeavoured to improve upon the
architectural merits.
liint so thrown out, by drawing up a tolerably full list or table of the
principal " Halls," with the addition of one or two that are now in
ruins, and also a few modern banquetting or other public apartments, which rival or approach the others in spaciousness.
have given them precedence, not according to chronology, but accoriling to their respective knglhs, as being the simplest and most
Their united dimensions, (length and
convenient arrangement.
breadth), or areas in square feet, are exhibited in the fourth column
of the table. These areas, it should be observed, include the space
behind the screen (wlif-re there happens to be one,) at the lower end

We

We

of the

hull,

but

is

Westminster Hall
Christ's Hospital

Windsor Castle
London

St. George's,

Guildhall,

New

Hall

Christ Church, Oxford

Arundel Castle
Trinity College,

in our
power to fill »p the last column of particulars, as could be wished.
Probably some of the readers and correspondents of the Journal
will
ml in supplying deficiencies, or will correct such inaccuraci«s as
they may happen to discover, for, though we have been at
no sm.iU
pains to ensure exactness, errors, though unimportant ones,
there may
nevertheless be; or, should they be able to furnish information
as to
the examples here omitted, the communication of
it will be a favour.
This Table might be considerably extended, not only by other home
examples, but by several foreign ones also.
give, however,
only one or two of the latter, as deserving notice,
on account of their
extraordinary vastness as single rooms when roofs are not supporleil
by any columns.

We

W.

Cambridge

Hatnptoa Court

16184
9537

180
153
120
115
115
110
106

5760
6840
5400
4600
4025
4400
4240

Waterloo Hall, or Gallery, Windsor

New College, Oxford
Lincoln's Inn, Old Hall
Gray's Inn
Crosby Hall
Warwick Castle
Bishop's Palace, Wells

Ime timber

roof, large window at N. and S. end, and windows
on sides.
with arched timber beams. Windows (nine) only
on
south side.
Screen at east end.
A tlattish arch ceiling, (nine) windows on south side.
Partly modernized.
Large window at E. and W. ends.
Fine timber roof.
Two oriels, E. and
at N. end.
Fiae timber roof.
Oriel.
Two lire-places.

A

W

Timber

Rich timber roof, in Elizabethan
end.
Screen at E. end.

78
71

68
69
62
115

1863
2170
6785

95
90
82

64
38

Exeter Hall, Strand
Vurk Great Asseuiblv

Room

Banquetting Room,

now

Chapel

New

Victoria Hall or Gallery,
of Westminster

Palace

Freemasons' Hall
I

gyptian Hall, Mansion

House

lldiiquetting Hall, Goldsmiths' Hall

Moscow, Great Exercise House
Riding House

St. Petersburg,

Padua, Salone

di

Ragioof

rnof.

Oriel

on W.

Timber

style.

Oriel on

N. and

S. tides, at

W.

side.

Style partaking of Elizabethan.

Clerestory.

roof.

Oriel on N. side.

Restored.

See Pugin's Gothic Examples.

4000
1792
2128

Second

Series.

IN RUINS.

Fine timber (chesnut) roof.
Two oriels, N. and S. at
other windows on N. and S. sides.

See Pugin's Gothic Examples, Second Series.

Timber roof with plain arches.

MODERN HALLS.
161
140

George's Hall, Liverpool
Birminghsm Town Hall

oriels.

Timber

100

St.

Two

3594
4370
3240
2870
2730
2272

3636

Ragland Castle
Croydon Palace

roof.

,

Fine timber roof.
(Five) windows on N. and S. sides, and oriel at S. E.
angle.
Screen at VV. end.

DESTROYED OR

Richmond Palace

Hattish ceding,

4400
the Library)

Raby Castle
Watiham College, Oxford

Height,

238
187

Middle Temple

Lamheth Palace (now

Wliitohall

H. L,

exclusive of oriels.

Breadth.

Lincoln's Inn,

The third column is incomplete, for we have not been able to state
the height of the hall in every instance: neither is it just
now

West end, and £Te
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tricks of architectural " shabby gentility," are strangely inconsistent

ST.

SAVIOUR'S CHURCH, LEEDS.

with the anxiety about "sedilia," "piscina," "lecterns," "floriated
"moveable open benches."
A local paper states that 260 clergymen in white surplices attended
at the consecration.
The following is from the Standard: "The
church itself was to have been named "The Church of the Holy
Cross ;' but the Bishop refused his consent. It was built in the
form of a cross. The chancel, in which thej Communion Service is
separated from the rest of the church by " a carved oak screen of
the most elaborate workmanship;" the people being thus shut out
from one part of the service. " The altar is raised on three steps."
"In the wall on the south side are the sedilia and piscina, of carved
stone, of the most chaste and elegant workmanship."
The windows
alone are to cost 7,000l,, a sum which would have sufficed to build
apother church
crosses," and

We

copy from the Leeds Intelligencer an account of the new church
recently erected in Leeds
we have, however, made one or two omissions in the extract.
The original abounds in scriptural allusions,
makes a vast parade of the piety and humility of the founder, and
:

contains a redundant description of the window paintings.
These
passages are superfluous in an architectural notice, and need not be
reprinted. The language in which they are couched certainly tends
to confirm a suspicion that the founders of the new edifice liad in
view the propagation, not of the doctrines of the church simply, but
of a particular form of them, and that form too which is least acceptable to the great majority of the members of the church.
With this
opinion, whether accurate or inaccurate, we ourselves have little to
do except in examining how far the motives cf the founders have
tended to the introduction of architectural features which are not required by architectural propriety of the institutions of the rubric.
St. Saviour's Church, Leeds, of which the foundation was laid on the 14th
of September, 1842, was consecrated on Tuesday, Oct. 28, the Feast of St.
Simon and St. Jude, by the Lord Bishop of Ripon.

The style chosen is that which is acknowledged to be the most perfect
form of Gothic architecture the decorated style. The plan is uniform. The
chancel is 42 feet long by 16 wide. The nave is 60 feet in length, by 20 feet
in width.
In the centre are four piers, from which will spring, when the
church is completed, a central tower surmounted by a spire, rising to the
height of 280 feet.
The transepts are short, in order to bring the whole of
the congregation as much as possible within compass of the voice of the
reader.
There is a lofty porcli on the north side, which contains the font.
Besides this entrance, there is a western door, and a door to each of the
transepts, and the small priest's door, giving access to the chancel.
The
chancel is separated from the rest of the church by a carved oak screen of
most elaborate workmanship. There is an ascent of one step from the body
of the church into the chancel, and the altar is reached by three more steps.
On the elevated part, are inserted in the wall, on the south side, the sedilia
and piscina, of carved stone of most chaste and elegant workmanship. The
details of the former are principally chosen from the Percy shrine, in Beverley Minster.
The piers of the nave, dividing it into five bays or compartments, are plain, but exceedingly light and elegant. Above them is a clerestory, with five triple windows.
The roof is of plaister coved and consists
of five compartments. The whole of the internal carving is not finished.
The stone blocks are left, which will allow the church to receive the subsequent enrichment. The same may be said of the exterior, which presents
at present rather a naked appearance, from the absence of pinnacles, and the
long corbel tables left in plain blocks. On the gables of the chancel and
transepts are three beautiful floriated crosses
and the western end is surmounted by a bell gable, with very elaborate details, which has been finished
as a specimen of what the whole of this kind of work throughout the church
will be when the design is completed.
The object of the founder, it is understood, was, as far as the limited means allowed, to do well what was able
to be done, leaving the work purposely unfinished, to be completed either by
himself, if God should give him the means, or perhaps by another genei ation.
The doors are of massive oak. The pulpit is of the same material, and the
prayers and lessons are read from an elegant lectern, bearing upon it the
emblems of the Four Evangelists. The seats are of deal, stained and varnished, and are all in the form of moveable open benches.
They are secured
in their places by large pieces of cork let into the feet of the bench, which
by friction prevents any pusliing of the bench from its position without the

—

—

;

application of considerable force.
It is intended that
filled with stained glass of the richest description.

all

the windows shall

be

The

chief merit of the church consists in its proportion and general effect,
which, though it is not of very large dimensions, give a grandeur to it totally
different from the effect produced in so many modern churches, which have

great pretensions to beauty, but are rather pretty models of churches than
noble and imposing edifices. It reflects the highest credit on the architect,
J. M. Derick, Esq., of Oxford.
The painted glass was executed by Mr.
O'Connor, late of Bristol, now of London and the screen is the work of
Mr. Vincent, of London.
;

Respecting the architecture of the edifice, not having seen it, nor
possessing any information materially more explicit than that given
above, we can offer no decisive criticism. One or two points may
however be noticed. In the first place, it is clear that the object of
the architect has been the construction of a building in exact imitation of the ancient Christian model.
To this feeling only can be attributed tlie introduction of Ihepisctna and sedilia, members nowhere
mentioned in the rubric, as far as we are aware, used in our churches,
and of which most churches are deficient without any perceptible
difficulty in the due performance of the liturgy.
And yet with this,
to say the least, unnecessary adherence to precedent, we have stained
and varnished deal imitation-oak seats and plaister ceilings, two of ihe
vilest disfigurements which could possibly exist in an edifice professedly of Pointed architecture^
These sham deceptive materials, these

—

!

IRON AND M^OOD STEAMERS.
Within the last few days some interesting experiments have been made
on the Thames, tending to elucidate the question of the comparative merits
of iron and wood steam-vessels.

We

lately noticed the experimental trips of the iron steam-ship Vigilante,

by Miller, Ravenhill and Co., for the Spanish governto be employed as a auarda casta.
Since then a wood
same dimensions, and designed as a sister ship, called
the Alerla, has been launched from the yard of Mr. Wigram, and fitted by
Miller, liavenhill and Co., with a pair of oscillating engines of 120-horse
power. The Vigilante having been sent to Cadiz, the Alerta, in the recent
built at lilackwall

ment, and intended

steam-vessel, of the

trials,

could not be laid alongside of her, but she

Madrid, a

new

was

pitted against the

and fitted with beam-engines of
140-horse power, by Miller, Uavenhill and Co., for the Peninsular and
Oriental Steam Navigation Company. The latter performed, in still water,
the Alerta, though a beautiful
at the rate of nearly thirteen miles an hour
vessel, and made up with great care, was considerably slower; in fact,
But the most interesting
slower by fully a mile and a-half in an hour.
fact developed by these experiments is, that the speed of the iron sister
ship, the Vigilante, having the same quality aud amount of engine power,
and intended for the same service, is from two and a-half to three miles an
hour greater than that of the Alerta. This is mainly attributable to the
diflerence of material, iron and wood; but in part also, doubtless, to the
superior form and proportions of the Vigilante, which is one of the noblest
ships of her class that ever left the Thames.
Supposing it possible to
fine

iron steam-ship, built

;

augment the power of the Alerta, without addition of weight, so as to give
her the same speed as the A'igilante had when tried under similar circumstances in the river, it would require an addition of at least one hundred
and

fifty

horse nominal power.

riority of iron

With regard

over

wood

This shows, at

all

events, the great supe-

for river vessels of right

form and proportions.

to sea-going vessels

up

a certain tonnage,

to

men that iron cau be made in all
wood, aud we think so too but as we have

of practical

;

it is

the opinion

respects as seaworthy as
said before,

we have our

doubts as regards heavily. armed ships of the largest class.
The Madrid, as our readers have been already informed, will be placed

by the great and interprising company to which she belongs upon the station between Ceylon and Hong-Kong, for which she is admirably adapted.
She is a splendid vessel in every sense of the word in form, strength,
fittings, aud embellishments.
Her burden is 441 tons builders' tonnage,
o. M.; her length over all is 170 feet; between the perpendiculars. 160

—

feet; breadth at the paddle-boxes, 24

depth of hold, 15

feet

power

instead of 140

nevertheless,

;

feet;

draught of water, 10

;

gretted that her

is

that she will perform the

not greater

we

;

we

extreme breadth, 2S feet;
feet.

Perhaps

it

may

be re-

think she should have had 160

are persuaded, after a close inspection,

work her owners

intend her for, and

add

to the

well-earned reputation of her contractors.
In speaking of this vessel
clusion, that

it is

it

is

only an act of justice to remark, in con-

an additional proof, after the many others afforded by the

Meteor, the Prince of Wales, the Ondine, the Elberfeld, Vigilante, ice, of
the correct perception as to form, and the good taste and mature judgment

who designed the whole of these noble vessels, and who is
who are silently but materially contributing to the improveThis is a class of men who make no parade

of Blr. Pasco,

one of those

ment

of naval architecture.

and render the
Railway Director,

of their services, but yet are valuable promoters of science,

most important services

to their

country and the world.
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That company pay

ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAYS.
ABSTRACT OT THE BVIDENCE BEFORE THE COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE
OF COMMONS.
("Continued /rom page 312 J

—

On the Great Western line five minutes are lost by stopping
Stoppngei.
at a station, besides the lime during which the train is stationary. Instead
of a delay of five minutes, a stoppage on an atmospheric line would not
amount to more than a minute and a half. The dill'erence between the
fast and the stopping trains on the Groat Western Uailway consists not so
much in the actual speed as in the loss of time and speedy stoppages
(Urund.)

Immense delay which would be caused by stoppages on a long atmosdouble
pheric line, running frequent trains, with a single line of tube.
set of engines would go far to meet the difliculty, a double line of tube
Average length of the stopicoulil iimuve icitness's ohjection allugetlur.
pages at (he Grst-class stations on the London and Birmingham line

A

ISteplunson.)

" At the first-class stations upon the Birmingham line, the average loss
of time in stopping is about five minutes that is, not that the actual
stoppage is five minutes, but the time lost in stopping, and also in gaining
the velocity again, is five minutes. To take two engines, one running by a
station without stopping, and the other stopping, they would be five
minutes apart at the end of their journey ; the practical eflect of every
stoppage is a loss of about five minutes."
Upon the atmospheric principle the speed is recovered more rapidly
than the locomotive, after stopping, if the vacuum be raised (Stephenson.)
Each train must stop a short time at every crossing station, to allow the
;

vacuum

to

be

made

{Cubitt,}

—

Stopping of Tndns. On the atmospheric plan, if a train overshoot the
Experiments were
station it can be brought back by a small capstan.
made in pulling up a train rapidly and within a short distance ; it can be
effected more readily than with a locomotive train— (Sami/Jii)
In the case in which the piston carriage on the Dalkey line started
Gibbons )
without the others by accident ; it was stopped by the break

—

—

On the London and Birmingham line about 2,000 tons are
Traffic.
carried daily ; on a sinsle atmospheric line over the same ground 7,900
(Samuita.)
tons could be carried
On the Dublin and Kingstown line, the result of a greater frequency of
While the
trains has been a greatly increased number of passengers.
number of passengers has doubled, the expenses have only increased onefourth— (Berlin.)

The atmospheric system could not he adapted to a railway of considerIraflic, say the London and IJirmiugham line; main objections to
such application of the system {Bidder.)
"Mr. Samada commences by takuigthe costof working \!> trainsperday
now upon the London and Birmingham the number of passenger trains is
14 trains at this moment, and there are three goods trains besides, thereand on the
fore there are 17 trains a day, of wliich three consist of goods
London and Birmingham the passenger trains take 120 tons, and the
average of the goods trains is 160 tons. One hundred and twenty tons
useful weight? That is the weight of the carriages and passengers, not
1 would observe that tliat is the weight of the
including the engine
passenger trains, but there are large goods trains which have to be proopening
On
the
of parliament the traffic is almost all towards
for.
vided
London the trafiic is all coming in one direction, and the balance is therefore destroyed. The same takes place when Parliament is adjourned
the traffic all travels in the opposite direction the consequence is that Ihey
have frequently lo send up 50 or CO empty wagons to eslablish the
balance. Or during the Doncaster races? Yes; but here Mr. Samuda
assumes that 15 trains will only do the work, and those trains are to work
Now one man to large trains
night and day, and only one man to a train.
nor do I think it would be sufficient on the almospheric
is not sufficient
principle for an ordinary train, because one man, having no assistance
from the engine to stop the train at the station, or in case of obstruction
upon the line, could not stop the train in all cases by means of the break.
I know a case in point when I was at Ualkey they used three breaks,
with the rails in the very best condition for stopping the train, and wlien
the vacuum was applied the train was all but starting olf it moved once
and to suppose that under the circumor twice and then stopped again
stances you could send a train with one man, and ensure the stoppage of
that train in case of emergency, is an opinion which I sni sure no person
therefore I should
practically acquainted with railways would entertain
Then Mr. Samuda takes the contreble that number lo commence with.
sumption of coal for the 30 trains, 1] tons a day. As I stated before, on
tbe Ualkey Railway itself, the consumption for the day trains was I J.
Now, as regards the London and Birmingham line, you could not carry on
the traffic of that railway by day only, you must have night trains inevitably
therefore, instead of I {(/. per train per mile, you shall assume the
consumption of the engine at three tons per engine. If you trike it, without
adding anything for extra expenditure, at three tons per engine [ler diem
for 3'J engines, that makes a consumption per annum of 40,000 tons instead of 18,000; and I say that that must be the consumption of coal in
respect of the multiplicity of trains. Then Mr. Samuda takes his coals at
9s. a too.
Now where is be to get his coal at 'J«, a ton I do not koovv.
able

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—
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24*. for coke ; whereas, if they could get coal at <Js.,
they could make their coke at IGs.
Therefore, if you take Us. as the price
at which they can get coal, you ought
to give the company credit for coke
at lUs.
But if you take it at that which I consider is the price of coal,
and you take my quantity of coal, you will find, that instead of 8,000;., the
cost of fuel upon the London and Birmingmara
will be 28,000/. per annum.

Ihen this estimate is based altogether, so far as I can comprehend it, upon
the assumption that on the London and
Birmingham, engines of the same
power as those on the Dalkey would work the traffic of the line. Now I

think I can show that that Is quite out of the
question ; if you run 15 trains
a day, whether you run them every hour, or
at whatever interval you run
them, you must be subject to the same inequality of
trains that you are now
subject to, and you must therefore have a power
adequate to convey between London aud Birmingham the heaviest trains that you may have lo
convey, combined with the worst stale of circumstances,
that is, a high
wind.
Now, assuming that you must provide for passenger trains of 120
tons weight, you must be able to take that 120
tons weight up the steepest
incline on the line, and be adequate to meet
the resistance from wind,
l-rom the experiments which I have tried myself,
I have ascertained that
tlie resistance may be increased
upon the London and Birmingham Railway to 401b. per ton, that the engines have had to overcome that ; if you
take 401b. per ton, and take ihe gross load as 120 tons,
you must have a
tractive power equal to 4,H001b.
Now assuming that you had the power
to raise the vacuum to 24 inches, and
will require a tube of 22 inches
diameter, instead of 15, and require an engine of 500-horse power,
thai is,
2a0 commercial power, instead of 80 or <.»0, and with less power than that
yoii never can carry on the traffic of the London
and Birmingham line ; but
the moment you increase the engines, and increase
the tubes, you increase
Ihe fixed charges
you increase all the fixed working expenses to a certain
;
extent coinmensurately. And if you were to make any addition commensurate with the scale of working expenses, you would find, even taking
this as the basis, that that would make the actual current expenses of the

London and Birmingham altogether, upon the lowest calculation upon the
atmospheric system, very much exceeding what they are now paying for
their whole locomotive establishment.
But the question has been mooted
of carrying the enormous traffic of the London aud Birmingham Railway
upon a single line. Now I have considered that; in fact I have had it
before me for the last 12 mouths, and the conclusion that I have arrived at
is, that no person acquainted with the
nature of that traffic, with all the
circumstances attending it, would entertain that opinion for a moment, for
this reason, they have 14 passenger trains per diem, and the amount of the
goods traffic is about 800 tons per diem. They have just commenced a
new system ; they have now arranged to carry coals at \d. a ton per mile,
aud they expect 500 loos a day from one colliery only ; they have elfected
a great reduction in iheir traffic, not only as regards passengers (which it
may be reasonably anticipated, aud in fact they doanticipate, will produce
a corresponding increase in their traffic), but they have also reduced their
tariir for goods, and any system which will provide for
a less tonnage than
2,000 tons per diem upon the London and Birmingham, would, I think, be
altogether admissible. You have then to consider that you have to provide
for 2,000 tons a day, in addition to I4or 15 passenger trains a day.
Then
again they are going to open new branches.
The Northampton and
Peterborough is about to be opened. The Leamington branch is just
opened. The Trent Valley Railway is to come in at Rugby, and another
will come in at Coventry, and there is a branch coming iu at
Hampton.
The London and Birmingham line will therefore have five or six railways
working iuto it, all of them bringing in traffic of different sorts requiring
different treatment, and all that traffic would have to be arranged upon
a
single line of railway.
It would be impossible in this place to point out
how all those trains would clash with each other ; but if you took any time
table and endeavoured lo work it out, you would find that you could not
carry on this traffic without every train upon a single line making 10 or
12,
or 20 stoppages, aud the consequence would be, ihat you would make
the
London and Birmingham, instead of a fast railwaw, one of the slowest in
Ihis country, besides which, the question of collision would come
into the
account.
It is perfectly true that I see no difficulty iu having the trains lo
meet where the stations are, but there is no means that one can contrive,
there is no means that it is possible for human ingenuity to contrive (if it is
a self-acting apparatus, so much the worse), but which must depend at
last upon the train arriving at a particular moment, and at that moment
in
Its right position.
Now that regularity has never yet been attained on any
railway iu this country."

;

;

;

rniias.

—

It is

the direct interest of the owners of an atmospheric line to
all the expenses are the same whether they

run frequent trains, as nearly

do so or not

{Samuda.)

The number of carriages to each train would be reduced, rather than
number of trains, to suit the traffic. Trains might be run on the South
Devon line conveniently each way every half-hour— (iirunei.)
On the London and Croydon line trains will be started every half-hoar
the

—{Cubitt.)

Tubes.— The diameter of the tube on the South Devon line is 13 inches.
the London and lipsom the diameter is 15 inches.
On the South
Devon hue the tubes vary in size aud the engines in power, according to
the nature of the country— (.S'umiido.)
Means by which a train could pass at full speed from one part of a tube
to another of a diflerent diameter— (finint-i.)

Upon
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Detailed statement of the length, diameter, and cubical contents of the

main tube aud branch

[Dkoembkr,

If the pipe lying along the railway were hermetically sealed,
it, and no leakage took place, that position
perfectly clear
but inasmuch as between the power exerted by
the engine, that is, the air-pump, and the power given out to the train,
there is a valve, which is the prominent imperfection of the system ; howdifficulty.

and the train put alongside of

{Beri^in.)

Contract and present prices of th» iron tube. Length and weight of each
Mode of supportinj; aud fixing the tube (Samuda.)
pipe.
" The contract prices we entered into for the Croydon Railway were
The length of each separate pipe is ten feet
71. 15s. per ton for the pipe.
A foot is cast on the pipe, underin the clear ; it weighs I cwt. a foot.
neath the socket, and that is laid on the same transverse sleeper which
supports the chairs of the rail at the spicket end of the pipe ; the pipe is
turned, and is fixed into the board part of the next socket, so that the pipe
is supported every 10 feet."
The distance of the engine from the tube on the Dalkey line is a great
disadvantage. It is more prudent, perhaps, to begin with sections of three
If the
miles, but the alternate engine at six miles could do the work.
leakage could be prevented there would be no loss of power in a section of
six miles, but more time would be expended in producing a vacuum."

—

Vacuum. Economical vacuum to work at is at a pressure of 71b. to the
square inch (Gibbons.)
Explanatiun of the process by which it is proposed to produce a halfTacum in the pipe by means of a large tank rapidly emptied. There
would be no danger of the tank falling in from the pressure of the atmospheric {Brunei.)
" I propose to build, in masonry, an air reservoir, about equal to the
contents of the whole section of the pipe, and to pump the water up into
that reservoir by the engine power, which I have, and then allowing that
reservoir to empty itself with a bead of 20 or 2.5 feet of water, \\'ill, of
course, exhaust the pipe at once to half-vacuum, or seven pounds upon the
inch, and that will enable roe to fill the pipes more quickly, and will save
a great deal of the first leakage; it will enable me to fill the pipe more
quickly, and will also enable me, if I wish to work it again at the same
time as the engine, to exhaust with twice the rapidity that I could do with
If the reservoir were equal to the size of the pipe, the
the engine aloue.
emptying of the reservoir would produce what is commonly called halfvacuum, supposing there were no leakage. I should make the reservoir
a little larger. I propose making the reservoir a third larger than the pipe.
reservoir of about 26,000 cubic feet.
Of very rough materials ; the
sides of rough masonry, and the top of brick work.
There will be no
danger, from the pressure of the atmosphere, of its falling in; that pressure
is equal at the most to 30 feet of water, and there will be no ditliculty in
making a reservoir that will stand a pressure of 30 feet outside of it. I
think it is an affair of 300/. or -100/. All the engines upon the Hlymouih
line have also small auxiliary engines, of lO-horse power ; our engines
consisting, in fact, of a pair of 40 and a pair of 10 ; all those lOhorse
engines might be at work constantly, both pumping the water for the
boilers and pumping the water up into the reservoir, and doing the ordinary work at the station."
Witness found his objections to the asmospheric system from the fact of
the power required toobiain a higher vacuum increasing in a much greater
ratio than the vacuum produced
{Stephenson.)
Have you drawn up any table upon that subject? The number representing the power would be 4 J-horse power upon the piston. What horse
power on the engine? The pressure would be in proportion to the horse
power; when the barometer stands at 9 inches the mean resistance upon
the air pump is 4 1 pounds
I may state that that is not a theoretical calculation, but one made from actual experiments; therefore there is no
hypothesis involved in this. From practical experiments we are told that
57-hurse power is necessary to produce that result; viz. to raise the
vacuum 9 inches?— It is very probable. Take 18 iuches, what is the resistance in that case '—There the average mean pressure is 6-3, therefore
the horse power will be
the ratio of 4 5 to 03.
Eighty-seven is the
horse power that is put down in the table which has been given in, therefore you double your power without doubling your horse power?
Yes,
up lo that point. There is no loss there ; on the contrary there is a gain.
If you go on to 20 inches; the resistance of the air-pump is 9 7.
There
again you have acquired a greater result with a less proportional exertion
of power ?— Ves, that is the exertion of power upon the pump, and so you
go on till yiiu get near the end of the scale ; you gain in point of power,
so far as the mere working of the pump is concerned, but the power expended in the pump is not the power given out to the train, and that brings
me back to the same position which I took originally ; this is not the
quantity of power that is given out to propel the piston in the tube which
draws ihe train along, this is merely a representation of the quantity of
power necessary to drive the pump ; but the second question follows, w hat
proportion of that power is given out to the train, and that is the whole
question, upon which I believe I differ essentially from other engineers.
I think the difference arises from confounding the power generated with
the power given out.
By the power given oui you mean the power usefully exerted?— Yes, the proportion betwren the power necessary to work
the pump and the proportion of that power applied to the train gets worse
and worse as you go on increasing your vacuum. Between the vacuum
pump aud the train all the leakage exists, aud there it is that I dill'cr from
those who maintain that ihey gel all the power generated for the propelling of the train ; it is perfectly clear that, if there be any leakage at all,
the power represented by the air-pump does not give you any true
representaiiun of the power given out to the train, because the whole length
of
the valve exists between the one and the other. The 18 inch
vacuum
will carry double the load that the nine inch vacuum would
?— That is the

A
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—

;

m

—

would be

;

ever beautifully in theory it may be overcome, still there it stands as the
prominent imperfection, and one which affects all calculations made upon
this; and any opinion therefore based upon the power given out by the
pump must be fallacious, because it takes no account of the leakage.
Supposing the valve to be propped open just before the train, the pomp
would require the same power to work it, and ihe train would not move at
all ; the same power, therefore, would be exerted upon the pump, and the
train would not move an inch.
Supposing yon had a train 10 tons weight,
and a 9-inch vacuum was sufficient to carry that train forward at the rate
of 10 miles an hour, if you increased the weight to 20 tons and obtained
a vacunin of 18 inches, would not the sustained vacuum of 18 inches continue to carry forward that train at the same speed per hour?
If yen
sustain the vacuum at 18 inches it would, but the difficulty is in sustaining
that vacuum, because as the vacuum rises the leakage is increased.
When Ihe barometer is standing at 9 inches the leakage is a small amount,
but when you get it up to 24 or 25 it requires the full power of the engine
to maintain that vacuum ; it requires 1000 per cent, more than it requires
at a smaller vacuum.
According to this scale it requires 56-horse power
to produce and maintain nine inches of vacuum, and it requires 87-horse
power to produce and maintain 18 inches of vacuum ; you have there
double power produced in spite of the leakage of the valve, without a
doubling of the horse power being requisite ?
Yes, but that double power
would not produce the same velocity, because the leakage has increased.
Though the same amount of power is expended in the air-pump it is not
for as you increase the vacuum, you, as it were,
given out to the train
sever the connexion between the pump and the train. You mean to say
this, that if you can maintain in the atmospheric main a vacuum measured
by 18 inches of mercury, that gives double the power to Ihe train that you
have when the gauge stands at nine inches ? Clearly. But you say that
that increased vacuum cannot be maintained without an exercise of more
than double the power, inconsequence of the increased leakage?
PreThe leakage, as 1 understand, remains the same; that is, the
cisely.
number of cubic feet of air that you get into the main in a certain time
remains constant? As the density of the atmosphere. But owing to that
air expanding you have a loss of power from a certain quantity of air
of tlie atmospheric density entering into the main, which quantity rapidly
increases as the mercury rises in the gauge?
That is precisely my view.
As 1 understand, the main objection which you have to the economical
working of the atmospheric power is this, that when the vacuum was at
that degree of height which is necessary for moving large trains, the expenditure of power would be so great that the system would become very
expensive? Just so'. Otherwise, the power applied very directly to the
work to be done, and is economically aud usefully exerted? At low
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It is difficult to say at

atmospheric line
Valves.

;

it is

— Statement

what vacuum

not yet ex ictly

it

is

most economical

known

to

work an

{Cubitt.)

of the dimensions and of the outlet valve in the

engine on the Dalkey line {Bergin )
In consequence of the large size of the outlet valves, when there is any
degree of exhaustion within the pump tliey are composed lo so much
pressure from the external atmosphere, that their edges are forced into very
close contact with the plate of leather on which they ilrop, the effect of
which is, to require a force equal to about 1 I lb. on every square inch of
the air-pump piston to lift these valves, in adodilion to the force necessary
to drive the air out; the final result is, that a force of about 8 J hor»e
steam-engine power is absorbed in opening those valves a! Tt. in addition
In the Dalkey pu. :p:> there are
to the power necessary to expel the air.
two very large valves, 20 inches in diameter, opening by a hinge at one
side, which must be forced up a considerable distance to let the air out
the Croydon valves are several in number ; 1 do not know how many, but
they are small valves, seated in the covers of the air-pump ; they have to
rise but a small space, and when down form a completely smiioih surface,
both above and below ; they have not an edge resting on a plate of leather,
to which they would adhere ; they are simply conical valves, seated in the
air-pump cover, counterpoised, so thai 1 expect they will present only a
portion of the resistance of which I have spoken.
So that two or three
horse power, instead of eight, will overcome that resistance?
Probably;
certainly much less than in the Dalkey pump. There is another evil aocompanying those large valves, arising from iheir gieal magnitude ; they
shut with enormous violence, so great, that upon the very first evening we
started, some of them were broken within three or four strokes, and they
shut with such violence as to shake ihe whole mass of the puiup and its
framework, which weighs se\eral tons.
Either Mr. Clegg, or Mr.
Samuda, or both, were present at the time, and saw this efi'ect, and they
added an ingenious apparatus at the back of the valve, which has diminished the violence of the shock, at the same time that it has increased
somewhat the resistance of wliicli I have spoken. The valves which were
originally constructed, we have been obliged to replace by others two or
three times, and subsequently we have removed them altogether, and put
very much stronger, made of Iron. Those valves we have now worked
for five or six nioiiihs without any inconvenience. The steam-engine which
is now working, is that which is known as a high pressure expansive and

—
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condensing enginp, without a beam the steam piston acts directly on a
crauk aflixed at one end of the Hy-wheel shaft. At the other end of the
The dimensions of
shaft is another crank, which works the air-pump.
llie area of the piston
the engine are a S4} inch cylinder, 5 J feet stroke
the mean speed of the engine is 22^
is therefore !I21} square inches
double strokes per minute; the steam is intended to enter at 4Blb. pressure
above the atmosphere, and it is cut oil' at a variable leiiglh from one-flfih
to nearly one third of the stroke, according to circumstances
it is cut olf
at a fourth on a mean of all its workings."
Weight o/ Trains. Allusion to the statement made by Mr. Stephenson,
that the velocity decreased very rapidly on the atmospheric system upon
{Cubitt.)
the increase of the weight of the train
' Have you seen Mr. Pdhrow's application of the atmospheric plan?
did not go to see it, because I
No; I am aware of the principle of it.
did not think that I could deri\e any practical information from it.
I was
not desirous of being seen there, lest I should be made use of to pulTolf
Mr, Stephenson staled yesterday, that the velocity inthe invention.
creased very rapidly on the atmospheric system upon the increase of the
weight of the train, and he gave the committee many details on the subject
have you any statement to make on that jioinl? The hea^ ier we
make a train, the more power it tdkes to move it. If you attempt to move
R large train with the same power as a light one, of course it will be reYes, if we take a locomotive engine
tarded. That jou can overcome?
and a double-sized train, we must fire the engine and water it very dillcrently to what we should do otherwise ; it is just the same in either case
a train twice as long as ordinary will take a greater force to move it. With
a locomotive engine you can keep increasing the ti'ain till tlie engine cannot move it the wheels will run round, and not move over the road at all
you must then put on more power to take olf some of the load, and having
done so you will get on. When you require increased power from a locomotive engine, do you increase the expense of that power as much as upon
Quite, aud I think rather more, because it
the atmospheric principle?
can go up any incline it must be remembered too, that you have to add
all the power nece.ssary to propel the engine itself, besides the load which
That never happens upon the atmospheric
it has to draw behind it.
system; whether it is up or down the moving force continues the same
while the moving force in the locomotive varies accordiug to the inclinalion,
and the power actually may be all absorbed in moving the engine up an
incline, and no moving force may be left to draw the train
whereas in
the other case the moving force will always keep the same, aud you may
increas the power to any extent you please. Thet is a very ditticult thing
todefine; but the moving force which moves the train, and the power
which impels it, are two eitirely different things. With respect lo the
estimates that have been delivered in, what do you think would be the
cost per mdn of the buildings which are required for the housing of locomotive engines?
I take 1,000/. per mile for workshops and tools, and
8,000/. per mile per plant; that is what I estimate for the London and
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3,000/ in all."

—

IVuoden Rails. .Supposing the price of iron to keep up, witness would
be induced to put down the wooden rails they would be perfectly applicable to the atmospheric system
(Ci/ii//.)
Yarmoutli and Norwich Ruilu-aij
Calculation showing the much greater
expense that would be incurred in working this line upon the atmospheric
;

—

principle

—

(Slepltensim.)

" The working of

this line, the

Yarmouth and Norwich,

is let to

a con-

amount of 7,000/. per annum those are the whole of the
expenses. I will take olf from that 7,000/. such items of the expense as I
know he must incur: for instance, the government duty amounted to 800/.
a year; that has been actually paid. Then there is maintenance of road,
I assume that at 70/. per mile, that amounts to 1 ,400/. ; the salaries of the
clerks amount to 8U()/. ; the working of the carriages is let to Mr. M right,
the coach builder, who maintains them at so much per mile ; I believe he
has Id. per carriage per mile ; that would be 600/. those are all the expenses which I assume the contractor is obliged to incur, and which he
does in fact incur, and that amounis to 3,600/. therefore ihat leaves fur
the costs of the locomotives 3,400/. a year, and his profit ; but I will assume that he gets no prolit at all ; he has to do the working of this railroad, 20 miles in length, for 3,400/. a year.
If you divide 3,400/. by li«
miles, it amounis to 170/. a mile for working the line by locomotive eu
gines: now this line is through country as flat as a bowling-green all the
way ; there is one cutting of sand near Keigham, and that is all, aud tliat
was made because we wauled ballast; therefore the whole 20 miles may
be considered as level as this table, being land recUimed from the sea
chiefly; the cost of working that traffic is 170/. per mile.
The works
would not have been reduced Id if it had lieen conatrucled in the first instance for an atmospheric line; it was laid down upon the surface of the
country all the «ay
therefore assuming the cost of an atmospheric line at
6,000/. a mile, or at 5,000/., the simple interest of that money, at 5 per
cent., is 2:dl. a mile, without the expense of working the line at all
now
the cost of working the locomotive line is 170/. a mile ; therefore, there
would be the loss, if you worlted the atmospheric system, of the difl'erence
tractor for the

:

;

;

;

:

between 2i0/. and 170/."
In making the calculation of the expense of adopting the atmospheric
system, witness did not take a tube of any particular diameter. On a
line of this description, and with the same amount of traffic, a tube of six
or seven inches would be quite sufficient— (67e;)A<;ns«n.)

—

3.
"A Report on the Fire-Damp of Coal
Mines, ami the Means of preventing Accidents from ita Explosion," was read
hy Professor Graham. The author had some years a^o examined the gas of
these mines, v\ith the same result as Davy, namely, that it contains no other
combustible ingredient than light carburetted hydrogen.
Hut the analysis
of the gas of the coal mines of Germany, sulisequently published, showing
the presence of other gases, particularly of olefiant gas, rendered a new examination of ibe gas of the English mines desirable.
The gases were, (1)
from a seam named the Five-Quarter seam, in the Gateshead Colliery, where
the gas is collected as it issues, and used for lighting the mine
(2) the gas
of Hepburn Colliery, which issues from a hore let down into the liensham
seam a seam of coal which is highly charged with gas, and has been tne
cause of many accidents and (3) gas from Killingworth Colliery, in the
neigbbonrhood of Jarrow, where the last great explosion occurred. This
last gas issues from a fissure in a stratum of sandstone, and has been kept
uninterruptedly burning, as the means nf lighting the horse-road in the mine,
for upwards of ten years, witlinut any sensible diminution in its quantity.
The gases were collected personally by Mr. J. Hutchinson, with every requisite
precaution to insure their purity, and prevent admixture of atmoFphenc air.
The usual eudiometrieal process of firing the gases with oxygen was sufficient lo prove that they all consisted of light carburetted hydrogen, with the
exception of a few jier cent.
It was observed that phosphorus rcm:iins
strongly luminous in these gases, mixed with a light air, while the addiiioii
of one four.huiidredth part of olefiant gas, or even a smaller proportion of
the volatile bydro-carbon vapours, destroyed this property.
Olefiant gas itself, and all the allied hydro-carbons, were thi:s excluded.
Another property
of pure light carburetted hydrogen, observed by Mr. Grah,im, enabled him
to exclude other combustible gases, namely, that the former gas is capable
of entirely resisting the oxidating action of platinum black, and yet permits
other gases to be oxidated which are mixed with it even in the smallest proportion, such as carbonic oxide and hydrogen, the first slowly and the last
very rapidly air, or oxygen gas, being, of course, also present in the mixture.
Now platinum black had not the smallest action on a mixture of the gas
from the mines with air. The gas was also inodorous, and clearly contained
no appreciable quantity of any other combustible gas than light carburetted
hydrogrii.
The only adilitional matters present were nitrogen and oxygen,
or air; the specimen collected in the most favourable circumstances for the
exclusion of atmospheric air, namely, that from the Bensham scam, still containing 0'6 per cent, of oxygen.
The gases also contained no carbonic acid.
Attention was directed to the result that nothing oxidable at the temperature
of the air was found in a volatile state associated with the perfect co:il of the
Newcastle beds. The remarkable absence of oxidability in light carburetted
hydrogen appears to have preserved that alone of all the combustible gases
oiiginally evolved in the formation of coal, and which are still found accompanying the imperfect lignite coal of Germany, ot which the gas has been
examined. This fact is of geological interest, as it proves that almost indefinitely protracted oxidating action of the air must be taken into account in
the formation of coal
air finding a gradual access through the thickest beds
of super-imposed strata, vvhctlier these strata be in a dry sta-te or humid. In
regard to measures for preventing the explosion of the gas in coal mines, and
of mitigating the effects of such accidents, Mr. Graham confined himself
to two suggestions.
The first has reference to the Iriigth of time which the
fire-damp, from its lightness, continues near the roof, without mixing uniformly with the air circulating through the workings.
He found that a glass
jar, of six inches in length and one inch in diameter, filled with fire-damp,
and left open with its mouth downwards, continued to retain an explosive
mixture for twenty minutes. Now it is very desirable that the fire-damp
should be mixed as soon as possible with the whole circulating stream of air,
as beyond a certain degree of dilution it ceases to be explosive.
Mr. Buddie
has stated, " tliat immediately to the leeward of a blower, though for a con-
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may be highly explosive, it often happens that after
a greater distance in the air-course, it becoines perfectly
air, so that we can go into it with candles;
liati llie use of the Davy lamp, we intentionally make
long

the current

travelled

blended and mixed with the

hence, before we
mixing the air." It was recommended that means
be taken to promote an early intermixture of the tire damp and air; the
smallest force is snlficient for this purpose
as a downward velocity of a few
inches in the second will bring the light gas from the roof to the floor.
The
circulating stream might be agitated most easily by a light portable wheel,
with vanes, turned by a boy, and so placed as to impel the air in the direction of the ventilatioii, and not to impede the ilralt.
1 be gas at the roof
undoubtedly often acts as an explosive train, convcjing the combustion to a
great distance thnmgh the mine, while its continuity would be broken by
such mixing, and an explosion, when it occurred, be confined within narrower
limits.
Secondly, no effective means exist for succouring the miners after
the occurrence of an explosion, although a large proportion of the deaths is
not occasioned by (ire, or injuries from tlie force of the explosion, but from
suffocation by the after-damp, or carbonic acid gas, which afterwards diflTUses
itself through all paits of the mine.
It was sugL'csfed that a cast-iron pipe,
from eight to twelve inches in diameter, be permanently fixed in every shaft,
with blowing apparatus above, by which air could he thrown down, and
the shaft itself immediately ventilated after the occurrence of an explosion.
'

runs,' for the purpose of

;
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It is also desirable that, by means of fixerl or flexible tubes this auxiliary circulation should he further extended, and carried as far as practicable into
the workings.

FLAX.MAN, CANOVA,

[December,

AND THORWALDSEN.*

England, and Canova in Italy, carried Sculpture on in the diand their example has exercised a most beneficial
rection it now has taken
influence.
Both enthusiastic admirers of the antique, and both educated in
the study of its beautiful remains, their works are utterly distinct in character,
In some respects, Canova judged more indeexpression, and treatment.
pendently for himself than Flaxman but no modern sculptor has entered so
deeply into the spirit of Ancient Art as our countrymen.
His style was
founded upon its principles, combined with the simplicity of the revivers of
the art in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
Canova adopted the antique in a modified form, but he also looked out upon Nature.
It may be
doubted whether Canova's standard of beauty was sufficiently pure to combine thoroughly with the more simple and severe excellence of Greek sculpture.
It has been objected, and not without reason, that there is a fantastic
and somewhat meretricious character about his sculpture, which is not quite
consistent with true, beautiful Art.
Canova delighted in execution and no
artist has surpassed him in richness and luxuriousness of workmanship.

Flaxman

in

;

DURATION OF RAILWAY IRON.*
There has been a great deal of discussion and speculation during the
last two years, as to the probable duration of railroad iron when exposed
to a heavy tratiic
and there are few subjects on which the opinions of
practical men have differed more.
;

Me

have, however, at last, the means of forming a very safe estimate of
the durability of a 56 lb. to the yard edge rail, when well laid, on an even
and well-adjusted track.

The

first

ten miles of the second track of the Lowell road was first
in 1838, after the " fish-belly rail" had been found inaderail was of the
pattern
the form now most generally

brought into use
quate.

—

H

The new

The following Table shows the number of tons which passed over the
road, in each year, from 1838, when this rail was first used, until July 1845,
when the company commenced making extensive repairs:
In 1838, about
1839,
1840,
1841,
1842,
184a,
1844,

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

1845,.(to July,)

60,000 tons.
70,000 „
"3,000 ,.
86,000 „
91,000 „
118,000 „
150,000 „
75.000 „

Which makes

the aggregate tonnage about

..

The works

Flaxman have gained for him an European reputation. His
from the Greek poets, and from Dante, taking them
him beyond comparison with any designer, ancient or modern.
His greatest historical work in sculpture is a colossal group in marble
of " St. Michael subduing Satan;" and Mr. Westmacott said he believed he

840,000

Is thejrail visibly injured

it?

relieved us of the necessity of all speculation on this
point, by taking up several considerable stretches of this rail in 1144 ; and
they are noiv making still further changes one about a mile long;, near the
three-mile stone, and the other about half a mile, near South-Woburn.

—

They

will be compelled to make additional renewals this year, and probably to change the iron on the whole of this ten miles in the next year. The
durability of this rail may, therefore, be set down at 500,000 tons. The
lowest estimate we have ever seen of the power of a good edge rail, is
1,000,000 tons.

In 1841 and 1842, the LowellVompany took up 20 miles of the " fishbelly" rail, and laid down a new iron of about 56 lb. per yard ; some portion of it was 60 lb., and that which they are now using is 63 lb. iron per
yard.
This change of iron cost 121,559 dollars, after deducting the proceeds of the old iron, or about 470U dollars per mile.

The new iron was heavier than the old, which, of course, increased the
making the change but, on the other hand, the new iron was purchased while railroad iron was admitted free of duty, which reduced the
;

cost.

If

—
—

—

'

;

'

:

:

;

'

we make

the proper allowance for these two circumstances, we will
up one track of 56 lb. iron, and replacing it by
track of the same weight, is very nearly 5,000 dollars per mile.

find that the cost of taking

anew

should be borne out by the best judges of Art in declaring it to be the finest
historical group of any modern sculptor ; grand in perception
simple, yet
its composition
marked in character choice in its
forms it realizes all the requirements, all the ideal qualities appropriate to
one of the most sublime subjects upon which the art could he exercised,
Flaxman was also a most accomplished master in the different classes of relievo.
Some of his works of this kind are pre-eminent for treatment of subject as well as for technical skill.
Among the productions of Flaxman, so
distinguished, his illustrations of the Lord's Prayer, in Micheldevor Church;
some of his monumental subjects in Chichester Cathedral, and other
churches and, in the classical style, his well-known
Shield of Achilles,'
and his exquisite composition of Mercury bringing Pandora to Earth,' were
particularly described. Casts of some of these were exhibited.
Tlie lecturer
observed, that the successful treatment of relievo was one of the most difficult acliievements in Sculpture.
Flaxman was a master in this department
of the art
Canova eminently failed in it Flaxman, too, often neglected the
executive part.
In his admiration of the beautiful and expressive in sentiment, he seems to have overlooked, or perhaps underrated, the advantage
and, indeed, it may be said the propriety and necessity in Sculpture, of expressing beautiful sentiments by forms of corresponding quality.
Among the great names which will always be honourably identified with
the history of Sculpture, is that of Thorwaldsen, a native of Iceland.
His
works are characterized by a firm, energetic style. They are totally free from
affectation in point of taste
and his sculpture always clearly defines its purpose.
Thorwaldsen's practice extended over a wide field. One of his first
works was a statue of Jason, in which he showed a pure feeling for the simple expression and grand forms of the Greek school.
His statue of Mercury
is also conceived in the true spirit of ancient Art.
His celebrated relievo of
the Triumph of Alexander' abounds with excellences of a high order.
The
human figure and animals are well grouped, and the style of form and the
treatment show a thorough acquaintance with the best models.
There are
few who are not acquainted with his charming compositions of Day' and
'Night.'
Among his larger works, the series of figures for a church in Copenhagen are particularly deserving of notice. Thej consist of Christ and
the Apostles. The statue of our Saviour, of larger dimensions than the other
figures, is marked by all the qualities appropriate to the sublime subject.
Dignity in the ^ose of the figure, an affecting calmness of expression, a grand
style of form, great bre,idth of treatment, and well-man;iged contrasts between the naked and the drapery, stamp this as one of the triumphs of
The .\postles are remarkable for appropriate character, dignity,
Sculjiture.
and a happy disposition of drapery. The influence of these three artists has
been very great. That of Canova seems to be tlie least securely established ;
while the style which characterizes the works of Flaxman and Thorwaldsea
Much of Canova's excellence and charm arose out of
is gaining ground.
his own individual taste, which cannot be communicated, his mode of treating his subjects, and his perfect mastery in execution, in which latter he is
Flaxman and Thorwaldsen have restored Sculpture to its true
unequalled.
principles, and have shown in their own practice that those Iprinciples are
catholic, universal, and equally applicable to deeply-felt subjects of modem
interest as they were when employed in illustrating ancient mythology.

—

The company have

cost of

of

skilfully arranged, in

Aa// of this quantity only has passed over the second track, which,
to this time, therefore, has sustained 420,000 tons.
The question is

has this tonnage produced?

'

as a whole, place

One

effect

Theseus,' some of the Danzatrici, and
especially his monuments of the Popes Ganganelli, Kezzonico, and Braschi,
exhibit feeling, grace, fancy, knowledge of form, and exquisite execution, and
establish Canova's claim to be classed among the truly great artists who have
made Sculpture their study.
this master's productions, the

illustrations in outline

Total frtight,
..
720,000
In addition to this quantity, there has been transported,
annually, about 16.UU0 tons of passengers and baggage,
or in seven and a half years
.
.
120,000

by

;

Among

approved.

up
now, what

;

'

If we then divide this sum by 500,000 tons, the amount of trade which
will have destroyed it, we shall obtain one cent per ton per mile for the
value of the wear of iron on this road. This is a larger result than we

should have looked for ; but as the company receive more than five cents
per mile per Ion for all the freight they carry, they can afford to re'uew their
iron and still make reasonable profits.
*

From

the Boston ;U. S.) Courier.

Connection of Ltght and Electkicity.— Mr. Faraday. Ins announced at
a meeting of the Council of the Royal Institution a very remarltable discovery; which
appears to connect the imponderable agencies yet closer together, it it does not indeed
prove that Light, Heat and Eieclricity are merely modiljcations of one great universal
principle. This discovery is, that a beam of polarized light is deflected by the electric
current, so that it may be made to rotate between the poles ot a magnet
and, as we
understand, the converse of tlds, that electro-magnetic rotations may be produced by
the agency of light. Thus the problem, which has disturbed science for a long period as
to the power of magnetising iron by the sun's rays, as stated by Mrs. Somerville, Morrichini and otheis, receives satisfactory elucidation from the indefatigable
industry of
Mr. Faraday. Already has he proved the identity of machine, chemical, magnetic, and
animal electricity; and now, advancing a step higher in the inquiry, he finds the most
ethereal principl« with which we are acquainted capable of producing phenomena which
Dave hitherto been regarded as the exclusive property of ponderable bodies only. Light,
tbe sublime agent of vision, tfce source of all the beauty
of colour, is now shown to have
»»aie close relation with electricity.
;

'

From Mr. Westmacott's Lectures

at the

Royal Institution.)
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ANTIQUARIAN DISCOVERIES AT LEWES.

We

Strange, indeed, are the chanpes wrought by time and man's ingenuily ; for these relics of nearly eight centuries since have been upturned
and
the construction of n railway
in a work peculiar to our own times
this by a circumstance purely accidental, and but for which the relics

—

;

might have rested for many more centuries. The ])rojected line of railway from Brijjhtou to Hastings, it may be necessary to slate, runs lhrou};h
a portion of the town of Lewes, or rather through the grounds of the
and, although it will not materially disancient Priory of St. Pancras
turb the walls, there will yet be a cutting 40 feet wide by about fj feet
deep, traversing in a north-eastern direction from the western boundary
;

The urn, with its leaden case, and a few small relics, were
Mr. .Melon's the case, iu form, resembles a kitchen boiler, uud has
a projection from the lower part resembling a tap.
Nearly in the centre of the west end of Ihe nave is the memorial, or
It is a slab of black Norman marble, sculptured
collin-lid, of Gundreda.
Willi foliage iu a fine early style, and bearing around its edge, and up ihe
Soulhover.
left at

:

middle,

tile

been removing the
earth from the side banks of the western ruins of the Priory, without discovering anything of interest; but, ou Monday week, they commenced
clearing a driftway on the bank of the west side of the remains of the
Priory chapel, on the high ground. During the day, the workmen found
a leaden coffin, 5 ft. 4 iu. long, containing the remains of a female skeleton, and portions of cere cloth the coffin was surrounded with Caen stone,
and the lead was muck decayed. Slill, there was nothing to aid the idenand their discovery was chiefly interesting as a
tifying of these remaios
good presage of wbatmight beexpected. Accordingly, on Tuesday morning,
the workmen exposed a leaden cist, or coll'er, surrounded by a few Caen
stones ) After clearing away the soil, the cist was carefully removed, and,
on being opened, was found ',o contain human bones, proved to be the
remains of Gundreda, daughter of William the Conqueror, the name
" GVNI)REUA,"as it is spelt, being cut upon the lid. The size of the
the
cist is about S feet in length, a foot in width, and 9 inches in depth
lid, sides, and ends, are in excellent preservation, but the bottom is much
corroded. The lead is oroamenlally cast in beaded compartments of the
lozt-nge form, 5 inches by 3
and the lid fits on, or rather laps over the
Soon afier the finding of this cist, and at a short distance from it,
sides.
the workmen found a second cist, precisely similar in form, character, and
material; being, however, slightly longer: the bottom is much decayed,
and on the lid is inscribed" WILLMs," an old but usual way of writing
Gulielmus. This has been readily interpreted into the name of William of
Warren; by this means establishing the fact that these cists contain the
remains of Gundreda, the founder of the Priory, and of her lord, the first
Earl of Warren and Surrey. Ancient records prove ihat Gundreda died
in 1085, and that both were interred in the Chapter House of Lewes Priory
the latter being, as it is stated, " buried in the Chapter House, in a tomb
adjoining that in which his Countess was laid. The cists were found lying
about 2J feet below the surface in two square coniparlments, formed, apparently, by the foundation-walls, or under the floor of what is presumed
to have been the Chapter House.
Thus far the circumstances of the discovery of ihe relics. The ground is
the site of the great Cluniac Priory of St Pancras, in Soulliover the origin of
which is traceable to the piety of ihe Earl of Warren and his lady Gundreda,
who, in the year 107G, set out on a pilgrimage to Rome and receiving
great kindness from the prior and monks of St. Per, at Cluny, they were
induced to entertain a greater regard for that order and house than any
other which they had seen.
Being already determined, by the persuasion of .-Vrchbishop Lanfranc, to erect a religious house for the pardon of
their sins and the saving of their souls, they requested of ihe abbot at
Cluny three or four monks for Ihe intended monastery. The abbot consented,
and the grateful baron returned home to carry into effect his holy project.
In about six years, the work was completed the brethren took possession of their magnificent residence, and grants and benefactions, to an
almost incredible extent, enriched the increasing fraternity. Some idea of
the extensive scale of the monastery maybe formed from Ihe well-ascertained fact, that its walls embraced an area of more than 32 acres. The
great church was rebuilt in the reign of Henry II. lis length was 130
feet
its height, (jO feet
it was supported by 32 pillars, S of which were
not less than 42 feet high, 18 feet thick, and 45 leet in circumference the
remaining 24 were 10 feet thick, 25 feet in ciicumference, and IS feet in
The roof before the great allar had an elevation of 93 feet. The
height.
Chapter House and Ihe Church were by far the most splendid parts of
this stately pile in the former were interred the remains of tlie founder of
the monastery and his Countess (as we have explained), several of his
the latter was
successors iu the barony, and some distinguished nobles
richly adorned by the painter and sculptor, and was distinguished by the
magnificence of Ihe funeral monuments, with which it appears to have
been crowded. We quole these details from Mr. Baxter's forthcoming
" Guide to Lewes."
AVe should add, from the Sussex Express, that, in 1828 and 1829, workmen were eniploved to level the ground about the standing walls, when
the turf was taken off from a great portion of the land, and the foundations of many walls wei-e exposed.
A plan of them was made by

•'

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

Mr. W. E. Baxter,

the publisher, in whose possession it now is.
Iu
1836, the frontage to the north of the Priory grounds was laid out for
building a crescent and row of houses. To Ihe south-west of the ruins
stood, till lately, a portion of the immense pigeon house belonging to the
fraternity ; it was built in the form of a cross, and contained recesses for
more than 3,000 pair of doves. A mansion of Ihe Dorset family, which
was destroyed by fire about 150 years ago, stood adjoining the churchyard, and haji given the name of Lord's place to the site.

;

Stirps Ciundreda Ducuni, decus evi, nobile germeo,
Intulit Ecclesiis Anglorum balsama roorum,
Martha fuit miseris, fuit ex pietate Maria;
Pars obiit Marlhe, superest pars magna Marie.
pie Pancrati, testis pietatis et equi,
Te fecit heredem, tu cleinens suscipe niatr
Sexta kalendarum .lunii lux obviu carni

O

:

;

following inscription, with blight conjectural suppleineuis, iu

Anglo-Norman characters

to the north-eastern wall adjoining the Mount Field.
Nearly upon this spot, workman bad, for some lime,

;
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On our late visit, the spot was crowded with wonder-stricken inquirers.
there learned that, ou the discovery of the relics, they were carefully
preserved by Mr. Aclon, the chief oliicer of the Lewes and Hastings
Railway Police, who had them removed to his own house, and the greater
part of them from thence to the Church of Saint John the Baptist, at

Ifregit alabastrum."

following observations ou the discovery, communicated to the
Sussex Express, by Mr. lilaauvv, one of the committee, are entitled to

The

special attention

"

;

obvious, from the length of these receptacles, that the bones of
and Countess have been transferieil to them from some previous
tombs and it is not difficult to suppose that the Chapter House, not being
built at the time of their deaths, the founders were buried elsewhere until
its completion; and that the bodies were then found so decayed, Ihat
their bones only remained for removal to a more distinguished siliiatiou,
and were on that occasion placed in these very leaden chests. A rebuilding of the Priory Church was begun on the anniversary of William the
founder's death in 1243, and from the antique form of the letters G and M,
It is

the Earl
;

the inscriptions cannot he fixed at a later period. The characters, indeed,
more resemble the form used in the 12lh century. Of the genuiue antiquity of these relics there caunot be Ihe slightest doubt."

SOCTHOVER CHURCH,
wherein the relics are deposited, is an heterogeneous but interesting
and the
structure, built upon the northern verge of the Priory grounds
discovery of great quantities of bones near this spot, a few years since,
led to the inference that it was the cemetery of the church of the monas;

tery.
It consists
Still, the present church of Southover is, in part, ancient.
of a square brick tower, in which is the principal entrance doorway,
You pass beneath, or through, Ihe tower,
lately restored in good taste.
into the nave, which is separated from the only aisle (south) by arches,
three of which are circular, supported by cyliudriciil columns, whilst the
remaining arches are of about the 16th century. The, edifice was originally
for it terminates with the chancel
of much greater length than at present
midway in one of the arches of the later period. The stone windowframes, of various design, some of them very fine, are stated to have been
brought from the Priory ruins, but the original bases of the cylindrical
columns carry us to the Norman age. The interior has lately been repaired and in the windows are some good examples of old stained glass,
a few fine specimens of yesterday ; the emblem of the Trinity, in one of
We are happy'to learn that the
the northern windows, for instance.
chancel is shortly to be restored, and its large altar window to be displaced by one of appropriate design. Above the allar is a painting of the
Last Supper, by Mortimer, who was a native of Eastbourne; and high
above this, filling the gable of the roof, hangs a large but ill-executed
painting of St. .John the Baptist, lo whom the church is dedicated. The
roof of ihe nave, too, has open timber-work. There is a gallery at the
west end, with a small organ ; and in the south-west corner is au unsightly
wooden inclosure, lighted by one window, and used a* a veslry-ioom.
Here we saw the remains of the woollen gown of a monk, and a portion
of his shoes, the materials of both readily crumbled at the touch.
The tower of the church was built early in Ihe last century, in place of
The former bears the
the tower and steeple, which fell down in 109S.
date 1714 in its west face is sculptured in stone the shields of the Karls
of Warren; in the soulrli, a rose and ducal crown; and ou the north, iu
;

;

;

.-\uglo-Saxon characters, T. A. D. K. (Theobaldus Archiepiscopus Dedicavit Ecclesiam), commemorating the dedication of the church by 'I'heobald. Archbishop of Canterbury, who was translated to the see, a. d.
1 138.
In the ground, at the eastern end of the church, are some massive
remains of columns and arches, which may bespeak the original extent of
the fine old castle.
The relics have been preserved by these means. The land on which
the Priory stood, and through which the railway passes, belongs to a lady
named .lackson, and who stipulated with tlie contractor for the railway
works, Mr. Wytlies, through her solicitor, Mr. Hoper, of Lewes, that all
Accordrelics which might be. discovered should be reserved for her.
ingly, they have been saved from falling inlo the hands of persons who
might have been unable to appreciate their real interest, but who might
have caused tlieui to minister to their cupidity. Illustrated London A'eus.
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THE BROAD AND NARROW GAUGE COMMISSION.
Evidence of Nicholas M'noD, Esq. Mr. Wood staled that he is engineer of the Newcastle aod Carlisle Railway, aud had siven much attention to the construction of locomotive engines, and familiar with ihe improvements which have been made in them. In the year 1H38 he reported
on the Great Western, with reference to the comparative merits of the
sjauge.
Great inconvenience would arise from changing the passengers
from one carriage to another, which ought to be avoided. ]t would be
impossible to have carriages adapted to the trucks. The transfer of pas
sengers aud goods would be inconvenient aod expensive.
It would
occasion a great loss of time. It would take from Kve to six hours !o
transfer a load of goods, which would also be mixed.
Goods at present
were carried for a penny a mile, which could not be continued with a
break of gauge. He estimated the cost of loading at 3d. per ton, and 3d.
per ton for unloading goods, which would be equivalent to their carriage
at the present rate for six miles.
That would not be very material on a
long line. That estimate would apply to general goods.
In the case of
minerals, the parties themselves eli'ecled the transfer. The cost of loading
and unloading he estimated at from 2d. to 3d. per ton. He had seen the
a|>paratus at the Great Western station for transhipment ; but he did not
(^insider it applicable.
The loose box system could not be carried out.
There was a great objection to using them for the transport of agricultural produce, and the transhipment of coals, was very objectionable,
from ihe loss which was occasioned by breakage. The small coals
Sold for eight shillings a ton, while the other coals sold for 20 shillings.
It exposed them to this loss, besides the additional labour which it necessitated.
The transhipment of 40 or 50 wagons caused expense and loss
of time. The transfer of timber would be very difficult.
It was now
carried at a low rate, which would not continue to be the case if it was
subjected to the process of transhipment. The elfect would be either to
drive the timber traffic entirely off ihe line, or greatly to enhance the charge
for carriage.
There would be also great inconvenience in transhipping
cattle,

which were often

restless

and

difficult to

remove, from one pen

to

another. They carried 1200 head of cattle weekly on ihe Newcastle and
Carlisle Railway.
With a break of gauge they would have to remove
passengers, minerals, and timber. The loose box system would not suit
them. They had tried it in the north, and found it so difficult to get the
boxes to fit the trucks that they abandoned it. In the coal pits they had
different gauges, because they had not space in the cuttings for the large
wagons. The wheels of the smaller carriages were 12 inches, and those
of the larger 2 feet 4 inches.
In the large collieries, where they had the
command of capital, they found it their interest to reconstruct all the
wagons with an intermediate sized wheel, in order to avoid the transfer
of the coals, and they found, by adopting this plan, that they saved from
one-fourth to one-third of the original. The size of the intermediate wheel
is fifteen inches.
He could supply a detailed account of this saving,
which had been made by reference to the report of the viewer. The
bodies of the small trucks were carried on the larger ones.
Respecting
the breakage of coals by transhipment, and the depreciation per cent, on
that account, the estimate on the iranshipment to London was 7 per cent.
That was the transhipment into the ship and out again in London. If a
break of gauge was inevitable, it would be better, with regard to the transhipment of minerals, to lift them by machinery altogether than to adopt
the loose box systemi
With regard to other minerals such as iron, for
instance, the olijections would be the same. The dead weight is a great
disadvantage. He saw no particular advantage in 4ft. 8i in. There
would be no peculiar advantage in the half inch. That gauge was taken
by Mr. Stephenson from the Killington line, probably because he lived in
the neighbourhood, and that it was the one he saw in operation.
He
adopted it for the Siocklon and Darlington. In the lines of the Marquis
of Londonderry and the Earl of Durham, they had different gauges, but
they made them uniform ; the difference was about 12 inches. The length
of that line was about 20 miles ; they were all now on the 4 feet 8j inch
gauge; both were changed. The greatest distance the coal wagons travel
on the railway is to York, about sixty miles. The length of of the colliery
lines was about 24 mile.s.
Looking to the different gauges which were
contemplated by projected lines, he considered that any interveution of
gauges would be most inconvenient. It would not he advisable to change
lu such a case the broad gauge to the narrow, nor the narrow to the broad,
but lie thought a line of demarcation should be drawn for either gauge.
The coal wagons went as far as York. They sometiim'S go as far as
Scarborough; in fact, they go as far as the coals are carried. They
would go through the whole line. As to the interlacing of railways to
the west and south, between Southampton and Plymouth, there would be
shifts of gauge, without giving an opinion that one gauge is so superior
to the other.
He thought they must now retain the broad gauge. The
Barrow gauge on the whole was preferable. He would noi, however,
change the bioad gauge lines to a narrow gauge, but he was of opinion
that a line of demarcation should be drawn, aud that it should be fixed
where there was the minimum of labour. He could not undertake to say
where that ought to be. It was an important question, and too difiicull
with the limited information he possessed on the subject, he would not
•ffer an opinion.
It had been suggested, in order to adapt the carriages
of the small gauge to the broad, that Ihey might use loose wheels. They
had tried tliem, but they found that they ran off the rail. The wheel
tbould be fixed to the axle without turning, He accounted for c»w' 'ges

—

:

[December

,

with loose wheels running off the rail in this way, that any alteration
which diminished the firmness of the wheel on the ,xle, had a tendency
to turn above the ledge.
If both wheels were loose, it would be worse.
Deeper flanges would prevent that, but would b- objectionable in other respects.
He would state the advantages and disadvantages, comparatively,
of the two gauges, first, with regard to safety
he had given great attention to that point, when he made his observations ind experiments on the
Great Western in 1848. He got instruments iiiade, so contrived as to
register the motion of the carriages.
It appeared to him that the motion
might be regarded as threefold the rocking, the pitching, and the oscillating motions.
The witness then described, with the help of a diagram,
the instruments which he used for the purpose of precisely defining these
motions, and also exhibited a drawing of ihe marks which these instruments registered on paper disposed for the purpose of being marked.
Mercury in tubes, adapted in each case to the object to be attained, was
the moving agent used to cause the several registrations of the motion
indicaieil on the paper.
The result of these experiments was to sa'isfy
the witness that the motion was altogether irrespective of the width of
gauge. The only difference indicated was in the horiicoutal oscillatory
motion. That depended on the adjustment of the wheels. He made an
exact register every quarter of a mile.
He found when they went slow,
the oscillation was less.
He considered that the ofbillation depended on
the velocity.
M'hen they went at the rate of nine or ten miles an hour,
the oscillations were from 13 to 14; aud when they went at the rate
of 30 miles, the oscillations were from 40 to 50.
The oscillation arose
from the speed. At a high speed the cone of the wheel did not adjust
itself to a straight line, and it was to that cause he attributed it.
He
observed a sinuous motion, but he had not measured it. It arose from
:

—

between the Hangs and the rail. Regarding the effect of the
motion produced by shortening the carriage, the farther the wheel was
from the centre of motion, the greater was the sinuous motion. The length
of the carriage diminished it.
He considered the long carriage better
as reganled safety.
He considered both gauges equally safe with respect to the oscillatory motion.
If there was a rocking motion on the
broad gauge, as there was a wider base, there would be more safety ;
but that is not the case; there is no difference in the motion on either
gauge. He thought that on the broad gauge there was a greater tendency to jump the rail. To make an exact comparison between the gauges
both should have longitudinal bearers.
He had made his observations
since they had adopted piling on the Great Western.
He had gone on
the Great North of England Railway at the rate of 60 miles an hour.
He
thought the motion smoother on the narrow gauge. That was with transverse sleepers.
The gradients are favourable on that line. The trip wag
from Darlington to York. They could run on the narrow gauge up to 60
miles an hour; but he thought that 45 miles an hour was the highest
speed which ought to be used. The narrow gauge was as safe at a high
speed as any other. The engine on that trip was one constructed by Mr,
Hawthorn, with outside cylinders. The diameter was 3 l<"et 7 inches.
The length of the boiler, 11 feet 6 inches, and that of the fire box was 39
inches, and 42 inches high.
It was mounted with 6 wheels.
The driving
wheel was 6 feet 7 inches. It was better than a 7 foot wheel
It was a
new engine, and had sufficient space for the gear for a high velocity.
The improvements which had been made in engines rendered the gearing
simple.
Outside cylinders were more economical ; inside cylinders he
considered perfectly adapted to a rate of speed of 4.i miles an hour.
He
thought there was a little more oscillation with the outside cylinders.
The safety was the same with both at a rate of 45 or of 60 miles. The
safety was equal ou both lines.
A high speed was not expedient the
public did not like it.
Iron Times,
the play

—

—

The Liverpool Assize Courts. The v^'ork continues still to make a very
slow progress, Ttie sound of the tiammer and chisel is to be heard at everv angle; and
we have no doubt, from what we saw and learned on our visits, although the walls are
bare, and the building Itself is neither roofed nor floored, that a very considerable portion
of the preparatory part of the workmanship has been accomplished. The twenty-four
granite cuiiimoa which are to adoin St. George's-hall have arrived from Aberdeen. The
columns u-ill have an extremely grand iindimp'jBing effect, the granite being of the richest
vein we ever before had the opportunity ot inspecting. The only other columns in tha
kingdom wliich bear any comparison to them are the tour in the British lUuseum in London. There the columns are each hewn from the one block, and present to theeyeofa
beholder a very elegant appearance. Here, in order to save expense, each column will
consist of five or six different pieces, aod the joinings must necessarily detract to some
extent from the general effect. Still, viewed from either end of the magnificent hall,
which will be l'J9 feet in length, the gruiideur and massivenrss of the sight will be un-.
equalled. The colu.-nns for the front entrance are also nearly completed, and so are the
sixteen Corinthian capitals. The capitals are from the design ot Mr. S. C. Ketsey, of
London, who has been superintending their execution ; and some idea ot their massiveness will be gathered from the fact that each of the circular ones weighs 9 tons, and each
of the square ones 11 tons. Many of the internal en. bellishments, though not yet tixed
in their respective places, are either completed or in a state of great forwardness ; and we
may add, as a proof that Mr. Elmes, the architect, is availing himself of the present tine
weather, that he has at present 170 workmen daily employed. There appears to be very
little dilTerence of opinion, honever, on this important point,
that it will take from ttto
to three years, at the very least, to finish the building. But, however distant the period
of its completion may be, it will, when finished, be such an ornament to Liverpool as i<i
other town in the kingdom can boast of possessing. Its extreme length will be 498 feet.
The length of the hall, as we have said, will be 1911 feet ; its width 72 feet 9 inches j its
height 87 feet 6 inches. The length of Ihe courts will he 69 feel 9 inches; their width b»
teet H inches ; their height about lUi feet.
The concert-room will be 70 feet square by
about 4U feet high.— 'Liverpool Albion,'

—
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The above

DREDGE'S SUSPENSION BRIDGES.

We

have

to direct attention to the following

Sir,

was accompanied by

the following

:

can perfectly understand the reason why the alteration in my
was made— but cannot admire the imprudence of risking an
exposure. I request that the accompanying advertisement be inserted
uitliout any riinarks in the body of the Civil Kngineer and Architect's
Journal, and the hearer will satisfy your demand fur it. An announcement that this advertisement is to appear, is sent to the iMechanic's
Magazine, aud, I have no doubt, printed iu that journal of to-day.
You will see I have communicated with Mr. Bashforth on that subject,
so that he cannot take advantage of the blunder."

I say you made the error, because in the original draft of
and as I myself made the copy that went to
it does not occur
and took particular care that it should be correct, I feel convinced
that it is not in that. The part I allude is written, and should have been
" Suppose the points A and B lig. 2 to be in the same
printed thus
borizootal line, let a wire (void of weight) A C B be suspended from them,

to the letter.

;

press,

I

I

:

Rg.

377

father's letter

Correspondence.

Sir,— In publishing my father's reply to Mr. IJashforlh, in the November number of your Journal, you have made a very ridiculous error,
which is the more to be regretted in consequence of the remarks appended
the letter

—

letter

have the boDonr, &c. &c.

W. Dredge.
To

1.

the Editor qf the Civil

Engineer and Architect's Journal.
not intended to be published, unlets you

P. S. This letter is
not then as an advertisement.

please,

and

Bath, November Sth, 1843.

a weight

»n(i let

W be

applied at the centre
in the wire

T= i

W

Ca—iBA C= / BCD

ACS;

aud T=tbe measure of tension

then

vertisement, the money sent in payment is returned. The editor
reserves
himself the right of reply, and of explaining what appears
to .Mr.

W cose a.*

to

=

But if
be supported in a projection at au i
a, the tension excited
must
cose o.
Let us see if this is not the case. At the point A
cose a, and
a resistance must be applied in the direction of the arrow J
•imilarly at B a resistance is lequiredzzj
cose o, and the sum of those
resistances (which are solely caused by the action of the weight W,) is

be=W

i

W cose o + i W cose o W cose
=:

tension must be \V coae a, half of
in each direction."
flit

it

W cose «)

acting

The first part of this proposition is to be met with in every treatise on
statics; the latter part is self-evident, and is quite distinct from the principle of action and reaction.
If you doubt it, take a more general
example.

A

From
let

an

the periphery of the circle
B' B A'
nninber of lines descend at

angle

converging in one
point, C.
From this point let the weight \V
be suspended, then will the tension in each
line be represented by cose a.dW; but to
obtain the full force excited by the weight,
(a), all

W, we must integrate this
we shall have the amount
the action of the weight, W,

intentional typographical error.

Dredge, Esq.

The following

letter

was

sent with the corrected proof sheets

:

New Palace Yard, Nov. 22, 1845.
sending me a proof of my letter, which

Herbert's Hotel,

I

was

silting

dinner.

down

to

In order that no time might be lost, I called upon the editor in
Fhidyer-street, that I might show the errors you have again committed.
V ou will, of course, understand my object for callinj;
upon him personally
was, that no time might be lost in conveying an answer which you
wished
to have by return of post.
What I had to communicate, I therefore send
you in writing.
I sent it to appear as an advertisement,
you have published it as a
letter; you will therefore please insert these short
remarks, which are
referred to in the proof.
Tlie letter at the foot of the proof was private
;
I have not any objection to its being published,
it was not written unadvisedly, nor in a hurry.

—

Fig. 2-

infinite

the same

'\V.

Sib,— I thank your courtesy for
was only put into my hand this morning, just as

o,

(or \

Dredge an

W

=

W

Oonsequenlly

(Copy of Answer.)
No. 10, Fludyer-stteel, Whitehall, Nov. IC, 1845.
The Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal.
The Editor begs to inform Mr. Dredge that his paper shall appear in
the ensuing number of the Civil Engineer and Architect's
Journal, with
all the correspondence relating tm it, and that
a proof sheet shall be sent
to Mr. Dredge for his correction.
As the paper cannot appear as an ad-

Yours, &c.

W. Dredge.

expression, when
ofiension due to

had written the letter in London, but neglected posting
occasion to write tome, address, Bath.
I

it.

If you have

Corrections

f=

ydw ==W

cose

The typographical errors are pointed out in the proof;
inserted, in addition, is as follows ;

cose a

which 13 the same as we obtain by the above proposition.
Therefore
a general rule (which cannot be disputed), multiply the weight

as

suspended
by the cosecant of the angle of suspension, and the
product will give the
whole amount of tension excited and if this be divided
by the number of
;

sustaining lines the quotient will give the tension
in each

This

is strictly in

'

accordance with accurate mechanics, and with

mv

father 8 proposition.
If it does not agree with your pre-conceived
notion
1 cannot help it.
If jourefertothedilTerentialand integral
calculus, by the Rev T
Hall, third edition, pages 113 and 96, you will find
that the pure mathematics of the proposition fig. 3 is perfectly correct
;
its application to the
mechanical problem under consideration is
equally demonstrable, but
that was left for Mr. Bashforth to dispute.

G

You

will find

it

on record

many

times before the 1st of

November

that

roadway be sufficiently strong to resist the
compression. Ihe pUl1 he words I have put in italics are omitted iu your remarks
I deny the correctness of Mr. Bashforth's
opinion, and corroborate my
father s statement, for " the problem is
susceptible of analytical solution."
/ hare done it, and have my MSS. by me ^
As this is an advertisement, for which the bearer will pay you I
r»quest ym, will insert it vvithout any remarks. I have
forwarded a' copy
to Mr Bashforth, that that gentleman might
not be able to take advaota"
of the typographical error so opportunely laid
before him."
tf the

form, &c.

Yours, &c. &c,

Bath, Norember 7tb, 1845.

'''"'"" ^'''""''

^'''''

^"S'"^^-

Co«

(co.ec«,l)

=„^

ifrad -1, lli« cose

=-^cQntq»emly

J

W cose »

I

want

•
The steps of this deduction would have been sent at length, but for
the limits of advertisement, which it was intended to be.

Your expression

of Mr. Bashforth's opinion would have been farther
for the same reason.
possible objection can be made to any remarks you please, provided you give an opportunity for reply.
* This letter was private, but is published by your choice
I have not
;
'

remarked upcm but
'^

No

the least objection to

W. D.

it.

The typographical error which forms the subject of
we readily acknowledge. It arises, we find, on referring

the above letters

to Mr. Dredge's
manuscript of his former communication, from his having written the word
it is, we believe, uniformly expressed iu mathematical books by the letters "cosec," or " cosect."
It was therefore
concluded that in Mr. Dredge's paper the word " cosine," or its usual
"
abbreviation
cos," was intended
and what we now find to be an " e "

cosecant " cose," whereas

;

was taken

to

be no more than a mere mark after the " s." This, we think,
matter, without any supposition of intentional

satisfactorily explains the

alteration on the part of the compositor, or dishonesty on the part of the
editor.

Allowing Mr. Dredge the full benefit of this acknowledgment (which
here most explicitly do), there still remains enough to warrant us in
retaining our opinion of his mathematical knowledge.
In his letter now

we

whiih has been corrected by himself, he
measure of the tension in the wire A C B then

before us, the printer's proof of

says,— let "

T =

the

;

W cose o," and the same sentence he says, " consequently, the
tension must be W cose o."
Now, one of these assertions must be incor-

T
•

where

=

in

J

rect, for

otherwise

half of itself— ere

we must
is

conclude that a thing may be equal to the
no need to tell the mathematical reader that the

former of the assertions

is

the correct one.
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be " cose a d W."

In the CESS referred to in fig. (2) the tension is said to
This assertion is not accompanied with any proof. It is incapable of one,
that there can be but six equations for the equilibrium of a system (three of translation, and three of rotation), and in
the present case there are an infinite number of tensions to be determined.
We presume that Rlr. Dredge knows that simultaneous equations are
for this simple reason

—

[December,

let them be made to stand out from the wall at E, being also
suspended
by oblique strings as in the diagram.
if this fragile structure be in
the slightest degree disturbed so as to present the following arrangement

Now

soluble only when their number equals that of the unknown quantities.
The problem is, in fact, an indeterminate one.
Mr. Dredge next refers to the " pure mathematics of the proposition
fig. 3," in our last number.
Now, as we said before, we can discover no
demonstration whatever of the proposition, except that which may be supposed to be contained in the words, " I say that." This'i;(S£ dixit appears

argument employed for, as far as we can make out, it is
not even professed, that any use or application is made of the pure mathematics here written down. It may be very true that the diflerential exto be the only

;

pression for a tangent

" Differential Cal-

correctly copied from Hall's

is

culus," but here no use seems to be

made

of

The "

it.

proposition" ex-

language, freed from analytical symbols which have
nothing to do with it, seems to be this that if a chain hang iu a curve
between two points, and be acted upon by any forces applied at different

pressed

in intelligible

—

the

whole must

fall

together.

In

fact, the structure is

no securer than a

child's house of cards.
It is very true, that if the platform be made perfectly rigid it can never
assume the position of the second diagram. But then if it have this
rigidity it becomes a girder-bvidge, and the increased strength of the main
chain requisite lo support the increased weight of the girder would be so
great, that it would be belter to dispense with the chains altogether, to

two independent girders which we suppose banging over the
and when they are connected at the centre, to let the whole rest
upon abutments on either bank.
The |only bridges which we have of Mr. Dredge's, those in 'the Eegent's Park, certainly have not the rigidity of girder bridges
they have
quite pufticient flexibility to produce the etlect explained above, supposing
they were divided at the centre. We do not tliiuk that any one who has
seen them, except, perhaps, the inventor, would like lo stand on them
while the experiment was being made.
It is to be remembered, that the bridge at Calcutta gave way by breakunite the

river,

:

points, that then, if oue of these forces be tangential, the tension of the

chain

This

curve.

where

zero between the point of taugency and the lowest point of the

is

is

may happen for a particular case,
between the amounts and directions of the
But Mr. Dredge

It certainly

not true.

certain relations hold

pressures, that the tension in question becomes zero.
asserts this as a general

and necessary proposition, which

it

most decidedly

" the horizontal force is a
It seems scarcely too
severe to characterise this as perfect nonsense and it may almost be suspected that here mathematical phrases are used without any apprehenIt

was

also stated in the former paper that

constant quantity iu the polygon of pressure."
;

sion of their meaniug.

On

we

these mathematical points

unprofitable.

If

Mr. Dredge

suppose he must be allowed

certainly think

further

discussion

what has just been said, we
but he must excuse our giving any

will reply to

to

do so

:

further answer lo his mathematical observations.

We

ing at the centre,
Ou the whole, therefore, it seems clear, that Mr. Dredge's system of
lessening the thickness at the chain at the centre has a limit.
are
convinced that no practical engineer of reputation would consent to construct a suspension bridge without a very ample provision in this re-

We

is not.

Mr. Bashforlh in this determination of giving up further argument, and nothing will induce^ us, to alter our resolve, unless
Mr. Dredge can bring the written declaralioo of some really competent
follow

mathematician, explicitly confirming his mathematical notions.
Let it not, however, be concluded hence, that, because we condemn
Mr. Dredge's mathematics, we consider his invention a useless one ; on

which we consider very valuable, and
We will briefly state
that is, the varying thickness of the main chain.
our reasou for this. M'hen a heavy chain hangs in a curve between two
and the less the inclination
points, the tension is greatest at these points
the contrary, there

is

one part of

it

;

of the chain to the horizontal, the less the tension.

lowest point of the chain

is

the

Consequently, the

point of least tension, and therefore less

The
is required at this point than at any other.
same remark holds good where the chain is equally loaded throughout
equally,
platform
distributed
and
is
at
that is, where the weight of the
strength of the material

equal horizontal distances along the chain.
Unfortunately, however, Mr. Dredge, like all other inventors, has
Because the lowest point of chain is the
carried his principle too far.
point of least tension, he concludes that it may be arranged that there
shall be no tension at all at that point

:

that the chain

may

actually be

severed there without danger, and that the two parts of the platform will
stand as two independent
pression.

He

brackets, if sufiicienlly strong to

lays great stress ou

the words "

if

resist

com-

the railway be strong

to resist the compression ;" but the fact is, the railway must, if the
bridge be cut into two, be strong enough lo resist not only compression,
but the slightest bending also. For if it be conceived that a bracket, composed of several parts hinged together, is suspended half across a river by

enough

one piece of the flexible bracket
be displaced in the slightest degree the whole must, so to speak, collapse.
experiment; let a number
simple
following
illustrated
the
by
This may be
ofbeams A^B, B C, C D, D E be hinged together at B, C & D, and

chains from the bank,

it is

clear that

if

spect.
The other distinguishing feature of Mr. Dredge's invention is the
On this point we will not speak posiobliquity of the suspending rods.
tively, but our present impression is, that this arrangement does not permit
any saving of material in the main chain. On the contrary, it seems that
the obliquity of the suspending rods demands a greater strength iu the
main chain than would otherwise be required.
Our reason for this
opinion is as follows, though it is tu be understood that we do not in this
place speak with abslule certainty.
It is clear that with either arrangement the vertical parts of the tension
of the main chain must be together equal to the weight of the platform
(neglecting the weight of the suspending rods)— that, is the upward force
exerted by the main chain must, on the whole, be equal lo the downward
force exerted by the weight of the platform, however it may be suspended.
know that if a man raise a weight attached lo two strings,
he must use the same exertion, whether the strings be parallel or converge
to a point.
If, then, the upward parts of the tensions of a main chain of a
given curvature must be the same for both Mr. Dredge's and the old plan,
it seems to follow that the strength of material must be at least as great
iu his plan as the other.
And when we add to this the consideration that
the obliquity of the chain necessitates an increased amount of the horizontal part of the strengih of the chain, and also that the platform niust be
made stronger to resist the horizontal parts of the action of the oblique
rods, it seems that we have two items to add to the account in estimating
the requisite strengih of material, which would not appear if the rods

We

were supposed vertical.
We have thus, as well as we were able, stated what appeared the merits
and defects of Air. Dredge's plan. It were much to be regretted that
any remarks here made should impede the introduction into general
practice of the valuable part of the invention.
We again repeat, that the
diminution of the ttiickness of the main chain towards its centre is a most
useful aud philosophical method of reducing its necessary weight ; but
we must couple with our commendation the opinion that Mr. Dredge has

carried this principle beyond its just limits.
One point more we have to allude to before quitting the subject. Mr.
Dredge commences one of his letters by saying " I can perfectly understand why the alteration iu my father's letter was made." This, if it mean
anything, implies intentional dishonesty on the part of the editor. Surely
»o grave a charge ought not to have been made without some reason, however trifling, being alleged in confirmation. So severe an allegation might
well provoke an angry retort
but a scientific journal is not the proper
medium of expressing personal feeling, however justly it may have been
aroused. The discourtesy is not only gratuitous, but excessively ungenerous : for, throughout the discussion, we have treated Mr. Dredge with
every consideration
we have allowed him ample room and verge
enough for the discussion of points of comparatively personal interest
we have publicly acknowledged his candour and readiness in supplying
us with iiiforniatiun— we refrained from any expression of opinioii till
compelled by the extraordinary nature of his doctrines and we have the
satisfaction of thiukiug that even in the present reply, himself will be unable tu discern any traces of vindictive feeling.
;

—

—
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RAILWAY RETAINING WALLS.
[The following extracts are taken from a valuable paper by Mr. Demps«y, just published amonK the papers ou subjects connected with the
duties of the corps of royal enginters. Tlie author has honoured us by
frequent quotations from the C'ivil Kogineer and Architect's Journal,
which, of course, are here omitted.]

The only cases in which artificial retaining walls appear desirable are
those in which it is actually or nearly impossible to interfere with the
surface, which would otherwise be required, lu order to substitute cutting or embankment at the natural slope of the material of which they
may be composed. Many instances are recorded of the failure of these
structures, which has commonly resulted from the saturation and consequent swelling of the earth behind them ; and these effects have occurred
frequently despite the most judiciously selected forms and materials, and
Indeed, unless the material
the best attainable system of back drainage.
be adapted to stand by itself, be thoroughly impervious to water, or so
completely drained that very little reaches the back of the wall, it is certain that this uncontrollable agent will make its way through the work,
and produce sooner or later the disastrous conse(|ueuces which have
already marred the designs of railway engineers.
As applicable to cuttings, artificial retaining walls, unless they can
be constructed under the most favourable circumstances, are best secured
by arches thrown between them, or by other intermediate resistance-,
vrhich are required to act as abutments between the two walls, and preTent their forward movement towards each other.
With this addition,
it is evident that the structure becomes a bridge, or nearly assimilates to
one, and is palpably inapplicable to very long walls, except at a tremendous

cost.

As applied to the feet of embankments, where the material is of that
cohesive but slippery nature that a simultaneous movement of the entire
mass may be apprehended, low and strong retaining walls are useful,
and present frequently a judicious expedient, though in many cases less
advisable than piling or wattling. As protections against the sea, retaining walls to cover the lower or entire face of the embankment, the stability of the work ; but in such and other cases, if any thing more than a
mere breakwater or rude collection of heavy stones, the wall, sloping back
to the embankment, 'becomes rather a facing of masonry than an independent construction, and contributes to the stability of the work only by
its artificial cohesiveness and greater weight.
Applied to the height of
embankments formed to a steeper slope than that at which they would
stand independently, retaining walls may be considered never advisable,
and would be infinitely better abandoned for a cheap construction of
viaduct.
M'heo their adoption, however, becomes imperative, the stability of
retaining walls will depend upon the nature of the soil behind them, and
the means taken for its drainage and upon the form of wall adopted, and
the manner and materials of its construction.
The amount and kind of pressure of the earth against the wall which
retains it are evidently affected by the angle of repose, or natural slope
of the earth; also by the quantity of moisture it will imbibe, the proportion of this which it will retain, the extent to which its absorption of water
will cause expansion of the mass, and by other circumstances.
The natural slopes of some kinds of earth have been observed experimentally, and are thus recorded :
;

35° 30'
37°
39°
46° 50'
4.
ditto,
5.
slightly damp
54°
G. Earih, the most dense and compact 55°
1

.

2.
3.

Of

Fine dry sand
Gravel (dry ?)
Loose shingle, perfectly dry
Common earth, pulverized and dry

1
is the mean of experiments recorded by RonBarlow, and Hope; No. 2 is on the authority of Lieut. Hope;
recorded by General Pasley
Nos. 4 and 5 by Rondelet;aud
by Barlow.
According to the specific gravity of these substances, it appears that
the weight of the triangular section (one foot thick), which is bounded
by the vertical back of a wall 10 feet high, a horizontal line level with
the top of it, and the natural slope af the material, will be about as

these results. No.

delet.

No.
No.

3

is

;

follows
1

.

2.
3.
4.

Sand

6800

G ravel

6;i 50

Shingle
Earth, dry,

5. Ditto,

damp

6. Ditto,

dense

lb.

fcGOO
4.^00

3700
35S0

The mere weight of earth to be sustained thus appears to vary very
widely according to its constitution and state of dryness or moisture;
but this comparison of weights, forming only one element of the calculation, does not furnish any estimate of the actual resistance which the
wall is required to exert. This will evidently be reduced by the cohesion of the moving mass, and by the friction between this mass and the
natural slope of that portion which would remain stationary in the absence
of the wall; but, on the other hand, it is increased iu a great degree by
the action of water within not only this moving mass, but also the otherwise quiescent mass beneath it.
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In a slate of perfect dryness, and disregarding the withholding elfert
of cohesion and friction, the maximum power required in the wall would
be represented by the actual weight of the retained earth, supposing this
weight to act against the vertical plane of the wall with the same force
that it would exert upon a horizontal plane that supported it.
And the
power thus required in the wall might be immediately calculated for each
section of its altitude; but the moment that water is introduced wilbia
the retained material, a multitude of other considerations arise, which no
theory has yet furnished the means of estiinaling, and which require a
series of experiments to enable us to predelerniiuc with any chance of
accuracy.
Upon the methods of draining retaining walls, reference may be made
to the account of the Blisworth cutting, given in tlie second section of this
paper ; also to the description of the mode of repairing the walls of the
London and Birmingham railway, contained in the seventh volume of the
Professional Papers of the Corps of Royal Engineers.

Among the various considerations to be entertained in the desigouDg
of retaining walls, that of the influence of scaton should not be disregarded.
wall built during a dry season, or after a long drought, will
incur an augmented pressure when the earth becomes saturated with
water ; and on the other hand, if built during a wet season, and backed
up with wet earth, it will be subject to a shrinking away of this backing
when subsequently drained. The engineer can provide against injury
from these circumstances only by making the wall as far as possible selfsupporting, so that any retiring of the earth behind shall not endanger its
stability ; and at the same time, oll'ering every facility for the water to
find its way through the wall, and for discharging it thence into the foundation drains. The most perfect wall would be that which should be
throughout its whole surface completely permeable by water, so that no
accumulation of that fluid could occur behind it, and which should yet
effectually retain the particles of earth.
Upon such a wall the ellect of
the earth would be reduced into that of its mere weight, and experiments
would be needed only to determine the best arrangement of bricks and
mortar, or other materials, for resisting this action.

A

As to the best and most economical forms for these walls, we are
enabled to describe some which have been constructed, and have fulfilled
the purpose of their construction, and we may also refer to the objections
against some forms which have been suggested and adopted ; but on this
part of the subject experiments are also much wanted, and under this
conviction, all must regret the premature loss of Lieut. Hope, whose
skilful labours in this department promised so many valuable results to
civil as to military engineering.
Of plane walls, five different forms have been constructed
first,
having vertical faces; second, having one vertical and one inclined face,
converging towards the top, and presenting either of these surfaces to
the retained earth ; third, having both faces inclined, and converging
towards the top fourth, having ime vertical face, the other inclined and
converging towards the bottom ; fifth, having its faces inclined and
:

;

parallel.

Each of these forms is sometimes varied, by curving the inclined
then, the second form will present a concave surface to the retained material, or otherwise a concave exterior surface ; the third will
have a concave surface ; the fourth form will have a convex surface
against the earth, and a plane vertical surface externalU ; and the fifth
form will present a convex surface to the earth, and a concentric concave
surface externally.
()l these forms, the first three are evidently adapted to stand alone ;
while the fourth and fifth will depend for their stability partly upon the
outward thrust which the retained material will exert against them.
lines

:

It is frequently found that the middle or upper part of a retaining
wall fails first, and will be thrust some inches forward, while the lower
part of the wall remains firm. This occurrence, which, considering the
greater weight opposed to the lower part of the wall, cannot be attributed
to the mere weight of the earth, is probably owing partly to the superior
strata being less dense, and therefore more rapidly saturated with water
than the lower strata. This would lead to the necessity of proving especially for the complete surface drainage of the retained district.
In other instances of defect, the whole wall is moved bodily forward,
and sometimes with very little fracture. This was the case with a portion of the wall built on the line of the Birmingham, Bristol, and Thames
.lunction Railway, which, for a length of 40 or 50 yards, was pushed
forward off the foundation, to a distance of 8 or 10 feet, the wall still
standing. The failure was pronounced by Mr. Vignolles, who examined
the works at the time, to have resulted from the accumulation of water,
which, " having no outlet, had settled the earth against the back of the
retaining w:ill, turning the clay into mud, and by the great additionai
weight forcing it into the position in which it then appeared."
There is no doubt that the ultimate stability of retaining walls is
affected by the state of dryness of the masonry when the earth is filled
in behind it; and also by the manner in which the filling in is conducted.
Reverting to the forms for retaining walls, it may be remarked that
a preference has been shown towards the tifth, with some little modifiBy railway engineers tliis form is nsually reduced in thickness
cation.

by steps on the inner face. The experiments made at Dublin,
uniler the direction of Sir J. Burgoyne and the Board of Public Works
of Ireliiud, are quoted by Mr. Vignules as fully proving that the " parallel
batlcnng-waU'' is the one which uUers llie most support, with the least
at the top,
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And one of the results deducible from the experilate Lieut. Hope, at Chatham, is in favour of the
Lieut. Hope "conceived that the face
counterforts."
of the revetment might be a mere shell, hardly exposed to any pressure,
supported
by
its friction against the sides of thin
being
chietly
the earth
but frequent counterforts."
quantity of material.

ments

instituted

by the

" leaning wall wilU

" These results cannot, however, be admitted as conclusive against the
several other forms which have been, in some instances, adopted. Thus
the second form appears well adapted for stability, and has the advantage
of an enlarged section below, and a reduced one above, from the same
amount of materials as No. 5. Again, the third form appears to be very
strong, and well adapted to escape injury from any extra pressure resulting from the absorption of water by the retained bank.

" But it must be observed of the first, second, and third sections, that
the inner face of all of them departs more widely from the natural slope
of the earth, and therefore sustains a greater pressure than the inner face
of section No. 5. Section No. 1 is evidently inferior, by reason of its
uniform thickness, which must be either excessive at the upper, or deThe defect of uniform thickness
ficient at the lower part of the wall.
is parly compensated iu No. 5 by its inclined position, which gives it a
tendency to fall back upon the earth, and thus resist its pressure.
" The value of

form of retaining wall appears to arise from the
thrown beyond the centre of the base, thus giving
this line, the efl'ect of which weight increases in proportion to the height of the wall and its divergence from
the perpendicular. The angle of this divergence remaining the same,
the height maybe supposed to be reduced till the line of direction falls
within the base, and the active weight of the wall becomes reduced to
nothing ; or, on the other hand, the height may be supposed to be increased until this active weight shall equal any pressure of the retained
earth.
And this consideration will, perhaps, partly account for some of
this fifth

line of direction being

a preponderating weight within

those instances of movement in the middle or upper part of retaining walls
thus formed, which are well known in practice, and which we have
already had occasion to notice. In these cases we may imagine, that unless the construction of the wall is such as to insure a superior cohesion
among its parts, the upper part of the wall will have a tendency to fall
backward, while the lower part (of which the line of direction falls withThe upper part, obeying this
in its base) will have no such tendency.
tendency, becomes dislocated from the lower, and will be forced forward
by the pressure beyond it.

"The

great importance, in works of this class, of judicious construction, not only in design, but also in practical execution, will justify
the introduction of a few hints upon brick-work and bonding generally,
especially as iu all cousiderations upon those works we have to assume
the perfect cohesion aud entire rigidity of their parts ; and our conclusions will, therefore, be more fallacious in proportion as these conditions
are neglected and non-realized in practice.

" In the

first place, the arrangements of the bricks should be that
as English bond ; viz., one course of headers and one of stretchers
The bonding of the plain part of the wall should be
secured by introducing a half brick for every alternate outside header
on both sides of the wall, so as to connect the outside headers with the
bricks in the interior of the same course. At every fourth course, or
thereabouts, three or four bands of iron hooping, laid parallel, and bedded
in the joints, assist the bond.
At each returning wall or counterfort,
quarter bricks are required, in order to avoid straight joints on the face
of the wall, and preserve the bonding at these angles. In all battering
walls it is especially necessary to insist upon narrow joints perfectly
filled with mortar, and truly pointed.
This is the only means of guarding against, or rather deferring, that penetration by wet and frost which
is so detrimental to the stability of the work.
The bricks, too, should
be thoroughly wetted before and during the setting, so as to detect any
injurious quantity of limestone which may exist within them, aud also to
cleanse them and render the mortar thoroughly adhesive. In all cases
the work should be brought forward simultaneously, or as nearly so as
possible, throughout the whole length in hand, otherwise the shrinkage
which invariably occurs will be unequal, and produce internal dislocations
of the wall, which will accelerate, if not produce, ultimate failure. Similarly, all counterforts must be erected along with the wall itself, for all
subsequent connections of these parts will be necessarily imperfect.
" The concrete and lower courses of brick-work or footings should be
If
deeply notched into the solid ground on the inner side of the wall.
this be carefully observed, and all spaces in the excavation or trench cut
for putting in the foundations be well rammed, no movement of the
foundations can take place without it be actually lifted to the extent of its
in a simientire depth, or without crushing the solid ground before it.
lar manner, all the courses of bnck-work should have a dip downwards
from the outside face of the wall, and, in short, every possible means be
adapted of connecting the entire mass of wall and foundations indissolubly together.
' All reductions in thickness should be made in steps, keeping the
intermediate sections of the wall parallel ; for if any attempt be made to
reduce by tapering lines, the restriction to proper sized bricks and parts
of bricks is necessarily disregarded
bats, and pieces of every variety,
size, and shape, are thrust in, so as to preserve the outside lines only ;
and good bonding and narrrow joints are alike unheeded. And this
ms a great practical superiority of the fifth form of wall over the

known

alternately.

:
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second, third, and fourth. The fourth section, indeed, is otherwise so
objectionable, that it can be selected only under tlie absolute necessity
of preserving a vertical face, and a back inclined towards the natural
slope of the retained earth.
"
practical rule for a section of retaining wall which has in many
cases proved sufficient, and has yet been deemed economical, is as
follows :
let the batter equal one-sixth of the vertical height of the
wall; the thickness of wall at the bottom equal one-fifth of this height,
and the thickness at top one-tenth the height, or one-half the thickness at
bottom
and for the reducing of the thickness, divide the entire height
into as many equal parts, plus one, as there are half bricks in the ditierence between top and bottom thickness. Thus a wall 30 feet high will
batter 5 feet, be 6 foot thick |at bottom, 3 feet at top, and be divided
into nine different thicknesses, each 4^ inches less than the lower adjoining one, and each 3 feet 4 inches in height, measured vertically.
Under ordinary circumstances, however, economy of material may perhops be effected, or greater stability be secured, by reducing this thickness, and introducing small counterforts at frequent intervals."

A

—

:

Average Items of

of a Mile Railway,

the Construction

" The average quantities, per mile, of the several items which are involved in the formation of a double line of railway, of the 4 ft.
8J in.
gauge, up to the completion of the permanent way, and exclusive of the
stations and buildings, and locomotive and carrying stock, may be computed as follows
" The quantity of excavations in 342 miles of double line of railway
(comprised in ten railways) amounted to 35,338,000 cubic yards, giving
an average of about 103,330 yards per mile, or 58 71 cubic yards of earthwork for each yard forward of the line. Assuming the width of the
formation level to be 10 yards, or 30 feet (which is about the average),
with an additional width of 5 yards on each side, for ditches, hedges, is.c.,
the slopes at IJ base to 1 of height.
and also assuming the whole line
to be, either in cutting or embankment, of an average depth of height of
feet,
we shall require 5(i73 cubic yards of earth-work per yard
forward of the line. This is sufficiently near to the actual average of
68"71 yards ta answer the purpose of this general calculation. The average
width of land required will thus be
:

—

—

H

Central width

Base of Slopes.

Ditclies,

r^

«
,

I

&c.

-i*-\

=

+

16-5
30 -f- lG-5
15 -f 15
93 feet, or 31 yards,
-f
which will give about 11 J acres of land per mile. Allowing for severance,
iec. this may be assumed at 12 acre.
" The quantity of ballasting 30 feet wide, and 18 inches thick, will
equal 5 cubic yards per yard forward, or 8800 cubic yards per mile.
" The sleepers, transverse, 8 feet long, and 10 inches by 5 inches,
placed 2 feet 6 inches apart, will require 11,733 cubic feet, or 235 loads
of timber; or 4224 sleepers per mile.
" The chairs required, supposing the rails to be rolled in lengths of
15 feet each, will be 1408 joint chairs, and 7040 intermediate ; and their
weight, reckoning each joint chair at 20 lbs., and each intermediate chair
at 15 lb., will be 12 tons 11 cwt. 1 qr. 20 lb., and 47 tons 2 cwt. 3qrs.
12 lb., respectively, or 59 tons 14 cwt. 1 qr. 4 lbs. together.
" The rails, assuming the weight at 5B lb. per yard, will weigh 176
tons,
1408 lengths being required.
"If two oak trenails and two iron spikes be required for each chair,
16,896 of each will be wanted per mile, with 8448 wooden keys for fix-

—

ing the rails in the chairs.
" If felt be interposed between the chairs and sleepers, and the former
be assumed at 10 X 5 inches bearing surface, 2933 square feet of felt
will be required per mile.
" The timber in the side fences, formed of posts 8 feet long,
inches, 9 feet apart, with four rails 5 x 2i inches, and intermediate up1565
inches, will consume as follows : 1174 posts
right stay
269 cubic feet;
cubic feet; 4696 fails
3666 cubic feet; 1174 stays

6x4

3x2

=

=

=

or a total of 110 load
" Of the masonry, timber, iron, &c., &c., in bridges, viaducts, culverts,
drains, retaining walls, &c., scarcely any estimate can be formed. Taking
the average of a few cases, the masonry would appear to amount to about
110,000 cubic feet per mile ; but in some cases from 30 to 50 per cent,

of this quanlity

is

substituted by timber

Railways made of wooil were first used
and made of iron at Wtiitehaven In 17;W.

IR.'i.S,

and

in

iron."

Northumberland about the year

The

lirst

iron railroad

was

laid

down

at

Colbrook-dale in ITBS. Steam power to convey coals on a railwiiy was first employed liy
Blenkinsop, at Hunslet, near Leeds, and alterwards on the Stockton and Darlington
Railway.

iliaught of water of the respective brigs composing the Experimenfal
Squadron on their arrival at Plymouth Sound, Dec. 6, IS44:
Aft.
Forward.
15 ft.
in.
llft.Sin
Osprey
14
13
7
FlyinnFish

The

Espiegle

12
12

6

Mutine
Daring

It

Cruizer

Waterwitch

12
10

Pantaloon

11

8J
2
3
6

2

14
13
16
14

8
ID
7
6

14

9

13
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EXPERIMENTS ON THE STRENGTH OF CAST IRON GIRDERS.
In a paper read by Mr. Redman, at the Institution of Civil Engineers, an
account was given of some experimeuts on the strength of the girders which
We cannot avail our'support the platform of tlic Terrace Pier, Gravesend.
selves of the whole of Mr. Redman's paper, as the auhjcct has been already
noticed in this Journal. The following particulars will however be accept,
able.
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depth and breadth top and bottom, and the long girders are cambered 1|
inch in their length ; they are all provided with projections on the top fianch
to receive the joists.
The weight of these girders is very materially reduced,
by making the sectional area of the ends about one-half of that at the centre
(figs. 2 and 3).
The smaller girders were proved to 20 tons on the centre,
with which they dLllcctcd, on an average,
inch, and the large girders
were proved to 45 tons on the middle. Their deflection averaged 1^ inch,
and the results, as shown by the table of experiments were very regular.
The section at the end of the abutment girders is marked a, the section at
the centre b; c h the section at the end of one of the top girders, and d

^

the section at

its

centre.

The

girders are secured from lateral twist and vibration by wrought-iron
2 inches diameter, with clip ends, embracing the top flanches of the
outer girders, and keyed to them ; they are screwed up to a casting fitted
and keyed upon the centre girder. These ties are fixed over the centres of
ties,

p^
CD

C~)

the abutment girders and those of the T head on the N.E.,
;
N.W., and S.W. sides (which are most exposed) are secured in a similar
manner, the ties being, however, shorter, and secured to the joists which
form the tie.
To test the quality of the iron, bars I inch square and 3 feet 3 inches long,
were cast horizontally from the ladles from which the castings were run,
and were broken across with a hearing of 3 feet. The average breaking
weight, of sixteen experiments, was 7H2 lb. ; the highest result was 896 lb.,
and the lowest G72 lb. ; in this latter case the bar was barely of the prescribed
size, and two small air-holes appeared in the fracture.
The other cases that
yielded the least amouut of resistance were also, generally, barely of the proper dimensions, or there were air vacuities. In most cases, where air-bubbles
occurred, the bars did not break at the centre, but they discovered the faulty
place nearest to the centre, in some cases as much as 2 inches from it.
the main spans
S.E.,

^3.

.2.

^£-

.

Table of Experimental Tests of the Strength of the Cast Iron Girders,

showing the deflections at their centres

ABUTMENT

^1»

4&-I

tE>

The columns of the pier are held together at their tops by means of eastiron cross-bracing frames, fitted between the caps and bolted to them (fig.
I)
they were provided with a projecting clip at each angle, to support them
;

while

fitting,

before the bolts were placed in.

A

B represents one of these braces at right angles to the length of the
The columns supporting the platform are arranged three by three,
its centre and two ends.
consequently the brace is attached in three places
The figure aKo shows truncated portions of the lougitudinal girders (A, B C,)
and some of the cross joists of the platform.
The three girders which support the platform over the esplanade, from the
ahutments to the first tier of columns, and those of the T head of the pier
the nine girders forming the three main
are east to one section (fig. 2)
openings are also of one section (fig. 3) six of them are 54 ft. 9 in. long,
and the three next the T head are 55 ft. 9 in. long; they are all of a parallel
platform.

—

;

;

Fig. 3.

and

in iuches,

T-HEAD GIRDEnS.
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Ft.

Extreme length
Between the bearings
Depth at centre
Width of bottom flanch
Thickness of ditto
Ditto of body of girder
Width of top flanch
Thickness of ditto

In.

60
jo
2

Ft.

in.

80
73

8

gage in the trade because of Ihe dangers to he apprehended in rounding
Ceylon while the mere length of the voyage, by multiplying the wages
of crews, and the interest of capital, necessarily raised the prices of comIts general eflect, however, was to confine the coasting trade
modiiii'S.
chiefly to small vessels, which by the slow and laborious process of lightening themselves, by landing a portion of their cargoes during the passage
of the Strait, and afterwards re-shipping it, could reach their point of
destination through the Gulf of Manaar and the Paumban passage.
;

18
10

34

10

2f

3i

on

2

3

6
2.J

7i
IJ

Mr. Redman has subsequently communicated to the Secretary of the Institution of Civil Engineers a letter from Mr. Fairbairn, in which he says,
" Since the receipt of your note of the 13th instant, I have gone into the
calculations of the strengths of the girders composing the Gravesend Terrace
Pier,

and find tliem as under:
Breaking weight of the large bearers, 50 feet span
Breaking weight of the small hearers, 22 feet span

.

.

.

.

8I5 tons.
35 tons.

am correct in
I have computed these weights, on the assumption, that
the distances between the supports, and that the other parts of the section
You
case.
the
nearly
are a proportional of tJie middle, which I find to be
may therefore consider the whole perfectly secure if not luaded beyond 80
the
over
distributed
tons in the one case, and 30 tons in the other, equally
surface or whole length of the bearers."
"

I

IMPROVEMENT OF THE PAUMBAN CHANNEL.
Between India and Ceylon.

any more gratifying proof of the triumphs of modern
There is
engineering and practical science than the facilities which have within
these few years attained in the communication between this country and
scarcely

India. The engineering operations recently undertaken at the instance
of the Indian government, for widening and improving the passage between Ceylon and the main continent of ludia, form an important part of

the efibrls

made

for shortening the travelliug distance

from England

to

The following account of these operations is
Calcutta and Madras.
taken from the " Foreign Quarterly Review." The effect produced gains
additional vmlue from the fact, that the voyage round Ceylon is almost
The distance saved by
always delayed by strong opposing currents.
the improvement of the Paumban Channel is nearly 3,000 miles.
Before the survey of the Chagos Archiepelago had been completed, the
government of Madras made an application to that of Bombay, for a surveying party to examine the Gulf of Menaar. The idea of this undertaking originated with (jeneral Monteilh, chief of the Madras engineers,
who, having been wrecked on the shores of this gulf in 1S09, had from
that time forward felt ihe strongest possible desire to see its coasts, and
shoals, and sunken rocks, examined and laid down, in order, as far as
In consequence,
possible, to diminish the obstructions to navigation.

Lieutenant Powell was ordered to detach himself from Captain Moresby,
and with Lieutenant Elhersey under liis orders, to undertake this serAt the same lime a party of Madras engineers was engaged,
vice.
under the direction of General, then Colonel Monteilh, in cutting a navigable channel through two formidable ledges of rock, extending from the
island of Kamisseraiu to the coast of Madura, on the continent of India.
The passage through these rocks, while they remained in their natural
state, had a depth of at most six or seven feet, while on the great horse-

shoe sand bank, a little to the south, there was scarcely a depth of five
Notwithstanding these obstacles, however, numerous
feet at high water.
small craft enaaged in the coasting trade had long made use of the channel, though always compelled to land a portion of their cargoes on entering the strait. The object of the Madras government was to widen aud
deepen the passage, so as to obtain a sufficient depth of water for vessels
of moderate burthen, and for the steamers from the Red Sea to Calcutta,
when they should be established.
In order fully to comprehend the value of the works projected by the
Madras government, certain facts, not perhaps gent-rally known, must be
borne in mind. Up to the year 1837, when General Monteilh commenced
his enterprise, all vessels beyond the smallest class were compelled, in
passing from one side of the Indian peninsula to the other, to beat round
the Island of Ceylon, sometimes in the teeth of heavy and contrary winds,
and always agajnst currents more or less powerful. The addition thus
made to their voyage consisted under the most favourable circumstances
but as it was oflen necessary to run down ten deof at least 2000 miles
grees of latitude before they could open the Bay of Bengal, they had to
The craft
sail full 35l>0 miles ere they recovered their proper course.
exposed to this inconvenience and loss of time were engaged in conveying
the produce of Malabar, Travancore, and other fertile provinces, to
;

Madras.
easy to perceive how very materially such a state of things tended
enhance prices on the coast of Coromandel. Fewer persons would en-

It is

to

[December,

It is well known that the dangers and difficulties of the Faro of Messina have called forth on that point of Sicily Ihe energies of a hardy race
Someof pilots, who subsist by the inhospitable character of their coast.
thing similar has taken place in the little island of Ramisseram, where the
village of Paumban owes existence to the intricacy and shallowness of
Circumstances, it will readily be perceived,
the neighbouring channel.
may occur which would render the impractibility of this route a public
calamity.
Of this, an occurrence which took place in 1839, may be regarded as a proof. The " Enterprise," a well-built and powerful steamer,
bound, with treasure and arms, for Sinde, during the war in Ati'ghanistan,
was completely beaten back and detained for weeks by the force of the
south-west monsoon, vihile numbers of coasting vessels were passing and

repassing daily through the Paumban Channel, completely under the
From the detention of the " Enterprise," no particular
shelter of land.
as it happened, arose ; but had the fate of India depended on her
progress, she could not have overcome the resistance of the weather.
The attention of government was directed to this suhject as far back as
1828, when some eflbrts were made towards removing the principal obFor reasons which
stacles to the navigation of the Paumban passage.
are not stated, these labours were discontinued, and not again resumed
In Ihe February of that year, Colonel Monteilh sailed from
till 1837.
Madras with a party of sappers and about fitly convicts. His journal of
proceedings, though too voluminous for publication, is, from its very miHe describes, with soldier-like simplicity,
nuteness, highly interesting.
the aspect of things at his arrival, which was sufficiently unpromising.
An immense congeries of rocks, many of them rising to the surface of the
waves, at high water, the small and venturous craft of Ihe country steered,
Through the
as we have seen, their tortuous, if not dangerous, course.
politeness of General Monteilh, a section of the rock is now lying before
us, together with a plan of the canal through the reefs.

evil,

The geological structure of the strait is curious. First, commencing at
the north, we have coral and limestone, to which succeeds shingle, mixed
with granite boulders, but not loose. Having passed these, we come upon
a breadth of blue soft sandstone, mixed with lime and madrepore. Then
follows the great northern reef, composed of hard red sandstone, and extending east and west almost in a right line. Having traversed this, we
reach a broad belt of broken sandstone, interspersed with boulders of
other substances, and then come upon the southern reef, consisting, like
A bed of
the former, with which it runs parallel, of hard red sandstone.
the same rock, but less indurated, then stretches southwards to the site of
the great sand bank.
It is not very surprising that persons taking only a cursory view of
this formidable mass of obstacles, should have pronounced it insurmountable, and been disposed to turn into ridicule the sanguine colonel of engiNor ought we, perhaps, to
neers who was about to encounter Ihem.
wonder that the Court of Directors at home should, at first, have put
little failh in the success of the enterprize, and felt no way disposed to
sink a large sum of money among the submerged sandstone, shingle, and
boulders, we have above described. But Colonel Monteilh was all along
perfectly confident.
He maintained that, if the requisite means were
placed at his disposal, he could cut through the interposing reels a channel of fourteen feet at low, aud sixteen at high water, and at Ihe same time
of sufficient breadth to allow of its being safely navigated at all seasons.
He located his gangs of convicts on the Island of Ramisseram, where he
large diving bell, five tons in
likewise erected barracks lor the troops.
he purchased or constructed various
weight, was sent him from Ceylon
catamarans, and with the least possible delay commenced operations.
Perhaps the most laborious work was removing the huge fragments of
rock when they had been detachsd. This was effected by raising and
swinging them to the sides of Ihe catamarans, or large boats, by which
they were carried away and dropped into the sea, with the view of forming a sort of breakwater on either side of the channel. Sometimes the explosion under water took place beftire the men could get out of the way,
and on one occasion a large catamaran was overturned with six persons
Another time, when the fuse had been twenty two minutes
upon it.
without exploding, a diver was sent down to withdraw the powder, but
found the fuse burning fiercely, and had scarcely eirected his escape
before immense fragments of rock were projected above water, and scattered with tremendous force on all sides.
During the whole period in which operations were carried on, however,
few casualties occurred, while the deaths from sickness were scarcely
greater than they would have been in any ordinary service. This must
have been chiefly owing to the excellent system of management pursued
by General Monteilh, who treated all those under his care with remarkable humanity. At first, many unnecessary difficulties were added to
those offered hy the nature of the ground ; but these were at length removed, aud a powerful steam-dredge was sent out from England, which
cleared away the loose rock at the rate of about 2000 cubit feet per day.
Nevertheless, the channel has not yet been excavated to the depth re-

A
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quired, having only ten feet at low, and twelve feet at high water, with a
Its edfies are carefully marked
breadth varjiui? from 90 to IJO jards.
throuahuut by buoys. It may with truth be said, liowever, th^t the unnot
only do all the country craft
siuce
successful,
proved
derlaliiuK has
use the channel, but the Calcutta steamers also. The " Nemesis" and the
" Pluto," on their return from China, came this way, and thus in coal, &C.
But, perhaps, the most striking illusellccled a saving of lOU/. sterling.
trationoflhe value of the I'auaiban, or, as we should rather call it, the
Mouteith Channel, is supplied by the fact that whereas, before the works

of any building, yard, court yard, or
land, within the coiirtilage of any
building, and of any ground, cultivated
as a garden, included within the
limits of deviation.
1 hese enlarged plans are so frequent
a source of error, as to render it
usually expedient to draw the whole plan to the enlarged scale.
The plan is to exhibit thereon the distances, in miles and furlongs,
from one of the termini ; if the plan is not lithographed,
the distances will
he best marked in ligures of red ink, to
distinguish them from the tigures
of the field-, which will be in black ink.

were undertaken, the amount of tonnage that traversed the

of the radius of every curve, not exceeding one mile
in chains where ihe curve occurs.
tunnel is intended lo be constructed, it must be marked by
a dotleil line on the plan.
Each distinct properly, divided by any visible boundary from another
property, should have a separate numtier, with this exception, that any
collection of buildings and grounds wilhin the curtilage of a building belonging to one person, and in one occupation, may be described under
one number-thus, " Farm house, yards, garden, barn, and sheds."

from 20,0110
100,000 lous

to

23,000 tons a year,

in the

it

has

now

strait

was

increased to upwards of

same period, or four times the amount

of

what

it

was

before.

CARROW RAILWAY BRIDGE.
This massive structure is fast approaching to completion, and in the space
of about another week. Varmiiuth and London will be connected by one
continuous Hue of railway. This bridge presents rather a novelty in railway engineering— it being the first swing-bridge which has been thrown
over a river to serve the purpose for which drawbridges were formerly
used. It is made entirely of cast iron, and is supported upon a pier composed of 10 piles, sunk in the bed of the river. The roadway is 10(i feet
long, and projects at an equal distance im each side of the pier. The
whole weight of the bridge rests on a bed plate, which weighs 20 tons,
and from this plate is suspended by 8 rods another plate, the object of

which

is

to carry

the centre for the spindle.

The

spindle works

in a

water-tight casing. ()u the top of the bed-plate is the roller frame, which
consists of b wheels; and so easily managed is this immense carriage way,
which projects 53 feet on each side of the pier, and weighs upwards of
160 Ions, that by the machinery attached to the pier, the " girders," or,
to speak le.ss technii ally, the whole bridge can be moved in the space of
one minute, by a single man. There is a peculiarity in the construction
of this bridge which distinguishes it from others on the same principle,
which consists in the weiglit not being supported, as in the old bridges, by
the rollers alone, but resting partly on the spindle, and partly on the

The carriage way is to feet 6 inches broad. The approaches on
both sides of the river are 20 feet long, and they rest on 3 rows of 4 piles
each, which are graduated to a level with the line. These piles vary
from 2 to 3 tons in weight ; and some idea may be formed of the immense
quantity of iron used, when it is stated that there are 24 of these piles
supporting the approaches, 10 forming the pier, and 10 cut water piles.
There are upwards of 2li0 tons weight of cast iron altogether in this
f)u the lop of the bridge two beautifully constructed lamp-posis
bridge.
are erected, which will display red or green lamps, according to the poIf the girders are swung across lor the trains to
sition of the " girders."
pass over, the green light wiU be used ; but if the connection is taken
away, a red lamp will intimate that circumstance. The pier on which
the bridge rests is IG feet in diameter, and is about 20 feet from one bank.
rollers.

The water way which

is thus given is 45 feet ti inches, and it will
always be kept open for the navigation, unless when it may be necessary
We understand
to swing round the girders for the passage of the trains.

that it is also contemplated to construct a basin close to the bridge for
the lauding of goods, which we have no doubt will be hailed with consiIt is expecled
derable satisfaction by those for whose use it is intended.
that the works in connection with the bridge will be completed next
week. Norfolk At us.

CODE OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR SURVEYORS,
Deduced from tlie Standing Orders, Sfc, adnfiied for central Utility in
preparing the Plans and SeeUons of Proposed Kailuayfor Parliamentary
Deposit.

Tht plan mnst be upon a scale of at least 4 inches to a mile, and must
describe the line or situation of the whole of the proposed work, and the
lands in or through wliith the same will be made ; and also any comniuuication intended to be matie with the proposed work.
The (ieneral Act enables the company to divert their Railway 100
yards on either side of the line shown on the deposited plans excepting
where the line passes through towns, or continuous houses, and then to
the limits of such deviation on each side of
the extent of 10 yards only
of the line of railway must be defined upon the plan, and the lands included
within them must be shown.
It is not essential that the limit of deviation should always extend to
100 yards where circumstances {e.g. the existence of a farmstea<l, or
turnpike-road, or a park), render it advisable to restrict the power lo
deviate within narrow limits.
Upon this latter supposition, the line of
deviation will be drawn so as to exclude the excepted propeily, and the
lauds beyond that line, although within 100 yards, need not be described
or numbered.
If the plan is on a scale less than a quarter of an inch to every 100
feet, there must be an additional plan upon that scale ( ^ inch 1000 feet)
;

;

A memorandum

in

must be noted on the plans

length,

Mhere

a

When

it

is

necessary to interpose a number, a duplicate number should

be added, thus, 8» 4a.

The numbering should commence

in every parish.
All lands include<l
witliin the limits of deviation showtf by
lines drawn on the plan, and all
lands which those lines touch, must be numbered and described if the
limits of deviation are not deliued, all the property shown un the plan
must
numbered and described.
roads should have a separale number, in each parish, where
1 ublic
they appear on the plan.
I'rivaie or occupation roads should have a
separate number, if fenced od from adjoining land so footpaths, if re;
paired by Ihe parish, or if fenced oil', should be numbered. Navigable
streams, and mill streams, must be separately numbered.
The section must be drawn to the same horizontal scale as the plan,
and to a vertical scale of not less than one inch to every 100 feet it must
show the surface of the ground marked upon the plan, and traversed by
the proposed line of railHay.
It must exhibit by a line the intended level of the upper surface of the

rails, and it must show an uniform datum horizunlal line the same
throughout the whole length of the work and its branches, and referred
lo a Sxed poiut near cue of the termini,
and stated in writing on the

section.

This fixed point should he some marked unvarying object, easily accessible 10 the public, e. g. a tide-mark, chiselled in a dock gate, the
plinth of a pillar, or other public building.

The surface water level of a canal at a particular spot would not be
good, because ihat level varies; the surface of a road, without stating
the particular point, would also be bad for vagueness.
The distances from one of the lermini must be marked along the datum
line in miles and furlongs, to correspond with the distances marked on the
plan.
This rule allord a frequent test of inaccuracy.
A vertical measure from the datum line to the line of railways must
be marked in feet and inches at each change of the gradient or inclination, and the proportion or rate of iucliuation between each and such
change must also be marked.
AV'herever the railway is intended to cross any turnpike road, public
carriage road, navigable river, canal, or railway, is intended to form a
June tion with a railway, the distance of the surface of those objects from
the upper surface of Ihe rails must be marked in figures upon the section, at the point of crossing or contact; and even it the levels coincide,
that fact should be slated upon the seclion.
Where a railway ciosses a road or navigation, or is crossed by a bridge
or viaduct, the height and spaa of each must be marked.
The extreme height of the surface of the railway over the surface of
the grounil must be marked in tigures in the case of every embinkment,
however trifling and likewise in every cutting the extreme depth of the
railway below the surface of the ground must also be marked in tigures.
If any alteration is intended to be made in the present level or rale of
inclination of any turnpike road, carriage road, or railway, ihat altera,
tion must be staled on the section
the road or railway must be num;
bered, and there must be a cross section (with a reference to that number,) on a horizontal scale of one inch to every 310 feet, and oo a verticl^
scale of one inch to every -W feet.
The cross section must show in figures, as well as by measurement, the
present level and ;lie intended level of the road.
Intended tunnels and viaducts must be marked in the seetion, and
special care must be taken that the lengths of the tunnels on the plan and
section agree.
A horizontal and vertical scale roust be given on the plan and scctiOD
The scale and datum line, as well as the otiier foregoing requisites
must be shown upon each plan for deposit with Ihe parish clerks.
It must also lie borne in mind, that, where tiie levrls of any road is
altered, the ascent of any turnpike road must not be more than one foot
in 30 feet ; and of any other public carriage road, nut more than one

—

foot in

20

feet.

The pattern plan and section annexed to the standing orders was drawn
several years ago, and cannot now be considered as a safe guide alune,as
the standing orders have since iindergoue much alteration.
published map upon a scale of nut less than half an inch to a mile,

A

with the proposed line of railway laid down, must be deposited before the
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Board of Trade. From the Noremher number of
new uell-arranged magazine of information respect-

ing Public Companies.

[December,

—
—

22d. Wednesday afternoon, commenced coaling immediately, and cargo
next day.
o'clock Sunday morning ;
All coals, near 1,000 tons, in by
26th.
cargo all in Monday night.
Started at 2 p.m. on Tuesday, with low steam, cut off at 13 in.
28th.
ship in good trim. 18 ft. 8 inches, 17 ft. 6 in., and going well until 11 p.m.
Ihe 30th, when we found something wrong with Ihe propeller, and striking
the stern-post very hard ; reversed the engines, and, after two or three
good thumps, the arm broke off.
Went on with very low steam, cut off at 12 inches, steered by the sails;
wind north-easterly ; ship making very good way, seven to nine knots,
until Friday, the 1st, about 3 p.m., when another of the arms of the propeller broke, leaving only one, I think the repairing one, and the half of
another, with a small plate we had put on the end of it.
Wind hauled to the southward and south-westerly ; made the most of
our sails, and very fair way, just keeping the propeller from dragging, at
times going 10 knots.
Nov. 3. Wind fell to a calm on the evening of the 3rd, making 5 knots,
and in the course of the night came a-head, a moderate breeze from the
eastward, and little swell, ship making 3J knots against it.
Have been economising water and provisions since we broke first
4th.
arm off, and estimate we have at least 30 days, from to-day, of everything,
without going on short allowance.
Very fine weather, with N.E. swell ; wind veered round to the
5th.
N.W. and squally, then to N.E. and easterly.
6th.
Made use of our sails, whenever there was a chance, within three
points of her course ; she feels them directly, and has, I think, very supeEvery appearance of westerly winds the last three
rior sailing qualities.
days, but have been disappointed so far; yet we have made, under the
circumstances, very good way indeed.
The propeller, or what is left of it, has done wonders, at times making
four knots against a moderate easterly wind, and N.E. swell, rather high.
Wind hauling fromeastward to southward this morning, and, I think, looks
well for a south-wester very soon ; making 8^, close as she can lay, with
fore and aft sails, reefed topsail and mainsail ; this is good decidedly.
Abont a quarter past 5 Ihe remaining arm of the propeller broke, leaving
only a half-arm, and the small piece of another, about two feet from the

—

NEW THEATRE AT

LISBON.

The architecture of this great work is of a most creditable character.
The building occupies one whole side of the most splendid square of Lison, commonly known by its ancient name of Kocio, and stretching along
the heads of the three principal streets in ihe lower part of the city, usually
' Cloth-street."
called by the English " Gold-street," " Silver-street,'' and
In approaching the square
It is built on the site of the former Inquisition.
advantage.
It has
to
great
theatre
is
seen
the
from any of these streets,
received Ihe appropriate name of the " Theatre of Oonna Maria Segunda."
as
magnificent.
even
described
be
and
may
attractive,
very
Us facade is
The entire building has the advantage of being constructed of the native
Lioz stone, which, in fineness of texture and purity of colour, far exceeds
even Portland stone, and very nearly approaches to marble. The building
Palladio-classic
is of the Ionic order, constructed in accordance with
ideas, and is adorned with a fine portico of six handsome Ionic columns,
crowned by a bold pediment, which is lo be filled with a sculptured altorelievo in marble representing Apollo surrounded by Ihe Muses, and to be
surmounted with an appropriate marble statue over each of the three
angles. The columns of the portico are raised upon massive bases, and
In
further thrown up by being placed over seven easily receding steps.
front of each exterior

column

rises

a second basement, surmounted by a

rich lamp, and two other lamps are thrown out with fine effect at the end
of the side-steps ascending to the atrium. The extent of the building may
be inferred from the fact that its front contains two rows of 17 windows
each, surmounted by bassi relievi and upper semicircular windows. The
windows at the sides are thrown into very rich and ellective groups, to
which a fine Ionic character has been cleverly imparted ; and at the %vest

end a covered arcade, extending to the length of five boldly-turned arches,
and relieved by an elegant balustrade, affords to the visitors to the theatre
the great advantage in wet weather of being set down and taken up in
In this respect there is no theatre
their carriages under complete cover.
ID London which can compete with the new Lisbon theatre. The entrance
hall and staircase are likewise very commodious and elegant, most certainly not surpassed, and probably not equalled, by anything in Europe.
The roof is supplied with what is termed iu Portuguese a terracn, ansvirering to the azotea of Andalusian and Buenos Ayrean houses, and presents a large space for cool promenading to enjoy the fresco of this southGreat forethought and provision for universal convenience
ern climate.
and comfort have evidently presided both over the design and its execution.
The architect is Senhor Lodi, brother-in-law of the Count de Farrobo, and the work does him very great honour.
The theatre was commenced in the spring of 1843, and its cost it
SO.OOOi. The rapidity and completeness of its execution, as well as the
moderate cost for which so brilliant a work has been produced, do great
credit to the Portuguese.
The interior of the theatre even exceeds its exterior splendour. Nothing could surpass the dazzling magnificence of the decorations, unless,
perhaps, the pure taste and elegance which presided at their distribution.
The house is about the size of Drury-lane Theatre, and internally of
nearly the same form, the stage well up and forward, and the facilities for
hearing perfect. It preserves its national character iu this respect, that
there are four tiers of boxes, with the royal box iu the centre, occupying
a portion of nearly three tiers, and surmounted by a rich crown, with an
extensive gallery all over head. But the jealous old Portuguese, halfMoorish system of shutting up each box from the inspection of all its
neighbours, has been happily replaced by the interposition merely of light
arabesque columns of white and gold, which enables every one to see
every one else in the theatre. The ceiling and chandelier are most superb,
and the stalls are judiciously arranged in a single row all round the pit.
The entire internal decoration is in white and gold, and the royal box is
supported on each side by handsome caryatides.

—

—

—
—

centre.

Cut steam down as low as

possible, going all night, with a fine southerly

breeze.
8th.

— At Ih. 20m. p.m., stopped the engines, with the half-arm vertical

moderate southwesterly winds ; all sails we can carry set. Wind freshened gradually to a gale from the westward reefed topsail, and off bon;

nets of spencers ; sea rising fast ; increased breezes lo fresh gales, and
hard squalls and high sea; mainsail, topsail, and one spencer set, ship
scudding and steering beautifully, taking a spray on larboard-quarter and
beam occasionally, but as easy, or easier, than any ship I ever knew.

—
—

10th.
Passed a large ship hove to with maintopsail and foresail ; dirty
rainy weather; dead lights all closed, scuttles, Sec, well secured.
llth.
Wind moderating and hauling to the northward; made all sail
on her; wind lo the N.E. and E. Noon. Saw two ships ahead, and
came up with them, at the rate of two miles an hour, closs hauled. This
is wonderful with our little spread of canvass, and more than I expected,
well as I thought of her sailing qualities. Wind variable, and getting

—

light.

12th.— Light breezes inclined to the N.W. again
are coming up with as fast as those yesterday.

we

;

a ship

in sight that

— A light

breeze from the N.W.; increased to a moderate breeze
and fine weather ; a ship astern at daylight ; ran her out of sight by noon.
Wind fell light again in the evening.
14th.— A breeze sprang up from S.W. ; made all sail ; at noon increased
to a gale ; double-reefed topsail and off bonnets of spencers ; dirty rainy
weather, and sea rising fast; moderating, and hauling lo the W.N.W. in
13th.

Ihe evening.

15ih.— Moderate and cloudy; high N.AV. swell; made all sail; 8h.
30m. lighted tires; increased to strong breezes, and squally, southerly, very
thick, dirty, rainy weather.

16th.— Daylight; cleared off, and saw the mizen-head ; a fine breeze all
day running 10 ami 11 knots.
i7th.— At Ih. SOm. passed the Tuskar ; 11 off Holyhead; 1 p.m. off
Point Lynas; 8 p.m. got a pilot and steam-tugs off N.W. light vessel
;

waiting for water.

DESTRUCTION OF THE SCREAV PROPELLER OF THE
GREAT BRITAIN STEAM VESSEL.
The Great

During her passage

Britain arrived at Liverpool, Oct. 4.

she was partially disabled by the breaking of her propeller, and in consequence the principal portion of the passage was performed under sail.

Some

extracts from her log given below cannot

engineer.

They seem

to fully

fail

to

be interesting to the

prove the capabilities of this important ves-

a sailer.
Oct. 18th. Saturday noon went on sectional dock ; found two arms
gone close to the boss, and one blade shifted the blade of our remaining
arm to the opposite side, and secured the other blades ; the rivets were
nearly all loose ; came off the dock.

sel as

—

;

Captain Hosken, Ihe commander, had the gratification of receiving a
most flattering address from the passengers, testifying the zeal and prudence
with which he discharged his duties under the difficulties of the voyage.
The following passages from the address amply confirm Ihe opinion expressed in the log of the excellence of the Great Britain as a sailing vessel
" The Great Britain left New York on the 28th ult. with every prospect
It is true that on her outward trip she met
of making a good passage.
with an accident lo her propeller, which rendered important repairs necessary before leaving on her return to Liverpool; and these were done in a
manner which was hoped to be efficient and substantial.
" Scarcely, however, had she been at sea 48 hours when an accident occurred similar to that which befel her on the previous passage the loss of
one of Ihe arms of the propeller. Again, and when but a few days longer
at sea, two more of the arms of the propeller were carried away, and the
ship was now so far disabled that her commander deemed it prudent to

—
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discontinue the use of tlie cnninps, and to depend entirely for llic remainder
of the passage on the good qualities of his ship as a sailing vessel. FhTourahle weather soon gave us the opportunity of testing her ability in this
character, and from what we then experienced we have no hesitation in
saying that, in our opinion, her ahility as a sailing vessel \i not inferior to
overtook several vessels at sea sailing the same course,
any ship afloat.
passed. This fact we deem as the hest evidence of her
all of which we
ship.
sailing
a
as
qualities
" On the 10th instant we experiencfd a very heavy gale from the northfor nearly 24 hours, and we then had an excellent
continued
which
west
Par fnun
opportunity of judging of her strength and ability as a sea-boat.
encouraging any of the ill-founded prejudices against the Great Hritain,
she on This occasion, strengthened our confidence, and won the adiniratiiin

We

of all on board.
" Those of us wlio have experienced severe weather on the Atlantic canthe superiority of the (ire^t Brinot refrain from expressing the opinion of
venture to predict, that if she should ever
tain in a heavy gale; and we
encounter worse weather than she has already, she will sustain her characmodern naval architecture.
ter as one of the ablest triumphs of
" In conclusion, we take pleasure in making public the statement that
For safely,
Briuiin in every respect.
Great
with
the
pleased
well
we are

speed, and comfort, she

our opmion, unsurpassed

in

is,

;

and during

not sull'ered th« slightest diminugood and well suphad been only the usual period.

tion of comfort, and, in particular, our table has been as

we

plied as if

is
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suppo'ied to be for an improved machine for

manufac*

and pi|>es, which »e hare no doiht will be sulficiently
understood by the following descripiiim.
The machine in question con«
sists of a frame mounted upon four wheels; this frame supports at each end

*iiring bricks, tiles

two semicircular cylinders, similar to a (Q) retort. Between the cylinders
there is a rod. having a piston at each end. made to fit the cylinders; this
rod is actuated by a lever and ratchet wheels, so as to force the piston
alternately into one or other of the cylinders, the motion of the lever being
similar to that of pumping or working a fire engine.
I'hc cylinders arc
mounted upon an axis, or trunions, so as to be capable of being moved from
a horizontal to a Tcriical position. The object of this is that, during tlie
operation of forcing or expressing the clay from one cylinder, >vhich p.asses
dies, and which cylinder is in a horizontal position.
The other
may be placed in a vertical position, for the purpose of beinjj
wiih clay ; and in this manner the cylinders are alternately filletl

through
cylinder
re-filled

with clay, which is forced, in the manner described, though suitably formed
purpose i>f making bricks, tiles, or pipes.

for the

this

we have

passage of unexpected length,

This invention

AT.MOSPIII^RIC

RAILWAYS.

William Prosser, jun. of Pimlieo, and
for

'•

J.tcon BRrrrr, of Hanover-square,
Improvements in railways, and propelling railway carriages^ Granted
18, 18M; Enrolled June 18, 1815.

—

December

We

have giien two drawings of

this

invention, which, with the following

descriptiun, will be sufTicieni for must of our readers to judge of its ori-

REGISTER OF NEW PATENTS.

Figs. I and 2 show sections of the valves and portions of the
upper part of the tubes. The mode of propelling is the same as that proposed by Mr. Pinktis, in the specification of his last patent, as will be hereafter described. In fig. 1, a a shows a jiortion of the tube, or propelhng

gmalily.

given abslrac's of the specificntiODS of all the most iin|H.
(Under this heail
Any aiiditionnl information rwiuireil as to any \r.
jlleil.
patents as they
at the OjHce of this JoailNALJ
ay be obtsined by upulyiug to Mr.

LAXTON

Fig. 1.

BLASTING ROCKS.
William Josph CoNRAti Marif, Baron de Lif.bhabkr, of Paris, for " hiproveients in blasting rocks amd other mineral substances for mininff ami other
enused in such worts— Granted March 27
jses, and in apparatus to be
i

Mile September

27, 1845.
&c. is similar to llie
I'hisinve tion for improvetne t» in blasting rocks,
mode hitherto practised, with the exception of boring or forming the holeio
this inv^ntjon is ma ile
contain the charge of powder, which, according to

bottom or lower end,

Jarger at the

to

;

let

rt

(J

represent a Iiule bore

the required

depth

;

in

then,

same perfectly
mode of eileeting the nticnc
means nour in die, SAii

place of having the

The following

cylindrical, as heretofore.

object

is

ths

in the .'ordinary

in

order to enlarge the size of the
ole at the lower end, which the
inventor edecls by dissolving certain porti.ns of the stone by means
of muriatic acid, diluteil with about
three times

tube

is

its

main i
tinuous

A

weight in water.
the hole

at the lower end

with S'jme suitable composilion, so
as to prevent the froth or vapours
the acid passing between the
outside of the tube and inside of the
bored in the

rocli.

which

the

number of round or

oljlong holes, with

This piece of Iron, which is iiitcndeil to
line of pipe.
support the under-side of the flexible material, is perforated with a number
and is in appearance like a honey-comb. Fig. 2 sho^sano

of small holes,

rig. 2.

Within

his tube ih-'re is a smaller

through

or opening, consists of a

stripes of metal

whole length of the

from
hole

slit,

between them.
The object of this is to make
stronger pipes with a less quantity of metal ; the two pieces of leather, l b,
are also secured at the upper edge to a projector attached to the pipe; c«
are flexible rods uf wood, which, by means of springs, d d, force the two
pieces of flexible material together: / is a bent piece of iron, extending the

narrow

to be inserted in

and sealed round

ar two pieces of leather, or other flexible material, bolted on each
opening in the pipe, which in this case, in plaoe of being one con-

side of the

tuUi,

acid

passes

the hole.
These tubes are
bent at the top, and terminate in
containing
the acid, and
a vessel

into

which

ve.-.sel

receives the froth that

passes from the hole through the
annular space formed by the two

The inner tube is bent at
tubes.
the lower end, so as to prevent the
pisi'm through
sulTiciently Urge

tn .;; This op? ration is continued until the
purpose intended
after which, the content
of the hole arc remured by means of a syphon, or pump, and the same, wel
washed out and dried with low, or other absorbent material, when it will be
ready to receive the powder, which; is discharged in the ordinary manner.
It will be finind necessary in some cases to employ other acids than muri-

froth

hole

atic,

is

tli-

s

for the

;

according to the nature of the rock to be dissolved.

MAKING

TILES.

RiciiARn Wki.ler, of Capet, near Dorking, Berks., for " Improrements in
the wanufacture of drain and other tiles and fijjcj,— Granted March 27 ; Eq'

oiled

September 27, 1815.

ther modification of

fig. I

;

the olijoct of the inventors in this case being to

prolyl two lines by one line of pipes, which
lines of rails.

The mode of propelling

is

is to be placed between the two
by a hollow arm, flattcnei at one

end, so as to pass freely b(>tween the flexible material, or lips, forming the
Talve. The other end of this lioUow arm is connected with the eduction

an ordinary locomotive: thus, by exhausting the air
main or traction pipe, a piessure will be exerted on the pistons of the
The hollow arm is provided with a
small roller, that runs upon the bent plate/.
The inventors propose to have a cylinder or reservoir attached to the locomotive, and connected with ihe cylinders of the same, the object of which is,
part of cylinders of

in the

locomotive, that will propel the same.

that when the train is descending inclines, the pistons of the engine will at
every etroke condensi; or force air into the reservoir, and thus act as a brea

SI
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to the train.

;

the train out cf the

r

thus condensed

iidings, or

is

intended to be cmpIoyeJ in movin g
line of rails to the other at tha

from one

WASHING AND MANGLING MACHINE.
machine,

to

he

called a patent

Granted April i"

The novelty

;

washhtfy,

mecdianic, for

"A

pipes for conveying water or other fluids.
.'*

ARTIFICIAL FUEL.

enrolled October 14, 1845.

one, whereby a fjreat saving in room and expense is effocted. The washing
machine consists of a semi-cylindrical Uix, in the centre of which there is a
shaft supporting a frame consisting of a number of bars of wood, or suitable
metal, such as brass. Motion is given to this frame, so as to cause it to
vibrate backwarils and forwards in the same cylindrical trough, by means of
a handle keyed on the end of the shaft the process is therefore eflected by
placing the clothes, with suitable washing liquor, wjthin the trough, about
equal ijuanti ties on each side; the vibrating frame thereof, which is to be
worked to and fro until the clothes are sufficiently cleansed after which,
they may be wrung by passing them through the wringing and manglin„
machine, wdiich consists of a pair of wood rollers, suppcrted in a framing ai
the end of the washing machine, so that the clothes may be passed directly
from the washing micbine through ihe rollers for the purpose of wringing
In order to efil'cl the mangling process, the top roller, which is weighted
by an arrangement of levers, is capable of being raised from the lower by
means of a cord attached to the weighting lever, and made to pass round an
axis, upon which is a ratchet-wheel and fly-wheel, so that by turning the
alter, the top roller may be raised from the botiom one, round which th e
c'othes are to be folded by tuitablc mangling cloths. The top roller may
;

;

tatory moti

in

is

to press

on the under one containing the clothes.

Ro-

then given to the rollers, by means of a handle, until the

clothes are sufficiently mangled.

of the Strand, engineer, for "Improvements in the mamifac

inre of pipes for conveying water and other fluids''

Granted 22 April;

E.i-

22 October, I84j.

lolleii

FEEnnaiCK R.vnsO'ME, of Ipswich, engineer, for "/m/jroirmCT^s in eombinim;
smalt coal and other matters^ and in preserving tvuody Granted May 10
En-

—

rolled
Tills

November
invention

10,

This invention consists of manufac'.nring pipes, for conveying water ami
other fluids, of glass, in place of iron, as heretofore. Tlie invention propos es

be

10 prepare the glass by means of a hot air furnace, after which, it is to
manufactured into piping in the following manner. In the drawing annexed

a shows a pot or cauldron, made of, or lined with clay or other suitable composition; h is a hollow iron mandrell, covered with baked clay, the diameter
of which is to be somewhat smaller than the bore or calibre of the pipe intended to be made. This mandrell passes through a hole at the back side of
the end of
the pot of Ihe same diameter as the mandreli, and luted therein
the mandrell also passes through a bole at the front side of the pot, and is
a
the
of
such
hole,
so
as
suitable manner in
centre
supported in
to form an
annular space through which tbe metal passes, as will be hereafter explained
re is a boUow mould in two parts, attached to each other by means of a
lunge joint, so as to be readily turned over, and thereby form a complete
mould for the pipe when required rf is a hollow rod enlarged at the end e
to as to form an enlongated cup behind this cup there is a circular projection
or enlargmcnt of the rod, which keeps the same in the centre, or propef

;

1845.

consists in a

method

if using a solution of silica with small

and wood, for the purpose of cementing th'm together, and in some
Tbe solution of silica is made by dissolving 100
lb. of sub-carbonale of soda, known in commerce as soda, in so much water as
will make the solution of tlie specific gravity 1150 at a temperature of 60'
Fah., the carbonate of soda is then rendered caustic by adding lime or in
place of carbonate of soda the inventor sometimes employs 501b. of carbonate
of potash. This caustic alkaline solution is then put in an iron vessel with
about 100 lb. of finely broken flints; the above mixture is then to be submitted
to a temperature of aboutSOO" Fah. for 10 or 12 hours, ami well incorporated,
after which it is to be passed through a sieve to free it from tbe grosser particles, and finally evaporated till the specific gravity is about I'oOO at a temperature of 60° Fall., afier which the mixture is rendered fit f r use either by
adding finely ground flint or sand, or by adding water, depending upon the

coal

cases for preserving wood.

;

consistency required.

In cementing small coal, the inventor takes 100 parts of coal and from 10
above siliceous part or cement, and after mixing them to-

to 20 parts of the

same are

to be pressed inio blocks of suitable size

by hydrostatic
and afterwards dried ready fur use. The inventor
pieces of wood in the form of a case, into the
moulds so as to form a hole or holes through the blocks to render the combustion of the same more perfect.
In cementing timber the inventor proposes to saturate or impregnate if
with a solution of silica in such manner as to cement the fibrous part of tbe
wood so as to form a solid and durable mass. For this purpose tbe timber is
placed in a suitable vessel or receiver, from which the air is to be exhausted
by means of pumps the above solution of silica is then admitted, which will
enter in a great measure the pores of the wood, but in order to do so more
effectually, force pumps may he employed
after this process the timber is to
be immersed in a solution of muriatic acid and water, which will render the
same insoluble.
The inventor claims the use of the above solution for the purpose described ;
also the making of block of fuel with holes through them to render the combustion more perfect.

gether, ihe

or mechanical

pressure,

proposes to put one or

IMPROVEMENTS IN WATER PIPES.

Tkeeman Roe,

afterwards removed to the ana-

certain

wringing, and mangling machine

of this invention consists in combining the three machines in

then he lowered so as

is

lising oven.

The specification, after showing a number of modes of joining the pipes
by means of brass or iron cuplings, claims the manufacture of or from glass,
or of or from the vitreous materials of which glass is or may be made, of

several stations.

Samitl ^ylLKl^soN, of T3al1oon-street, Leeds,

mould, and thereby forms the pipe, whicli

[December,

more

;

;

;

;

;

place.

THE COMING DECISION— THE GOVERNMENT COMMISSION ON THE GAUGES.
We

have abstained, on principle, from all interference with the progress of the investigations of the Royal Commission on the Gauges
we
have abstained from all commentary on the evidence as it has proceeded
we have even abstained from publishing any extracts from, or abstracts of
tiie evidence, although we have been made acquainted with the progress
A\'e do not mean now to anticipate
of that evidence from time to time.
the probable nature of the decision ; we disclaim the slightest pretence to
are advocates of neither gauge,
knowing what that decision may be.
in the abstract, for we cannot see any mysterious or cabalistic power
either in the numbers 84 or 57, which represent in inches the respective
are not sure that some intermediate numbroad and narrow gauges.
ber, such as GO, 72, or 75, might not prove more magical than either.
Practically, we believe that an ill-conditioned, ill-managed line on the
broad gauge would be about as much worse than a well-conditioned, wellmanaged line on the narrow gauge, as a good broad gauge line would be
better than a bad narrow gauge.
Practically, also, it does not appear, as
far as we happen to know, that any broad gauge line has hitherto achieved
much more than the narrow gauge line. The precise optimum gauge we
presume, therefore, to be a subject on which it would be idle to theorise,

—

We

We

In

pot

making

a,

and an

pipes according to this invention,'the glass
air liydrogen jet director either

issuing from the

p(it.

The

upon

it,

glass having been put in

is

in

to

be put into the

the put, or whilst

the pot, the enlarged

end of the hollow rod d, which has previously been made hot, is inserted
into the annular hole, when the glass which adheres to the end is drawn
tbrough such annular space by the aforesaid rod, which reserves, during the
process of drawing, a rotary motion. During the operation above described^
a current of air is directed through the hollow mandril and rod by suitable
machinery. At the other end of the rod there is a stop-cock, or suitable
valve, which, alter the glass has been drawn into the mould, and the half c'
turned over to complete the same, the current is suddenly stopped by closing
the valve, which lias the eflect of forcing the glass against the sides of the

and absurd to dogmatise.
There is one point, however, which it is entirely within our province lo
submit to the Commission, which it is indeed our duty to represent to
them, and which it is not likely that, in the conflict of the opposing statements by mere partizaus of either gauge, they have had fairly presented to
them: a few words on this subject we take the liberty, with perfect deWe conceive it therefore to be most imference, to place before them.
portant to Ihe public interests, we know it to be anxiously desired by the
great railway interests of the country, that we should have a decisive
at issue :
uot a rehearsal of balancing opiuioDS,

JUDGMENT OQ the case

—
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IRJo.]
not a
bail

evidence, all of which we havealreaily
nearly tutUlem rcrbis, in the evidence on the rival

rechiiujTaire of conteiulins
till"

benetiti,?)

of,

gaupe lines last session what we do want is some plain practical docisiun which can be fairly and readily worked out by such means as are
In short, the railway ijiterest requires a decision,
easily within reach.
:

not a discussion, on the long-pending question of gauje.
Next, we want to know of you this: Do you tiiink the broad Raujje so
better tha[i the narrow j;i'"ri'^) '''at we should take up all the narrow gauges and lay tlieni down as broad gauges? If you do, don't be
Many railways have already taken up their rails and
afraid to say so.
The Liverpool ami Manchester, for example ; also tlie
laid down new.
in the act of doing so, as all travellers know.
now
If
is
Western
Great
you think the broad gauge so much better, pr.iy say so ; and when, in a
change
in
strength
kind
of
rails,
or
and
new
ones
is
a
there
years,
few
arc about to be laid down on any narrow gauge line, let it be then cuiiLet us have this decision, if it be your honest
verted into a brond guage.
cirupiuiuu, and we now, iind our successors after us, will thank you
possibly also for your
taiuly for your honesty and decision of character
wisdom and foresight. Thus, at least, your decision will tend to confer
onus and future generations the great benefit of uniformity of systejii
which we think very important, and likely every
of a national gauge
day to become more iraportaut; and whether you take 81 inches or 57, we
for a decision.
grateful
be
shall in either case
But there is another alternative for the Commissioners. You may be of
sullicient superiority over the other to
has
gauge
neither
opinion that
render it desirable that either should betaken up for the purpose of naopinion
that the broad gauge is better tlian
of
be
may
You
benefit.
tional
the narrow, but neither better nor worse in a sutliciently high degree to
Tins is a
justify the extreme measure of supplanting either by the other.

much

—

—

—

probable enough alternative.
Permit us to say that tliis has been suggested as a decision not only
if this be your ultimate decision, we beg to
possible, but even probable,
point out the iulluence which that will have on our property. Suppose
Western line has advantages over the
Great
you to have decided that the
narrow; suppose you to to have thus decided, that the advantages of
the narrow, as to countervail all the
over
great
so
the broad gauge are
disadvantages and inconveniences of diversity of gauge suppose iliis lo
on two gauges, llien we wish to call
keep
to
are
we
that
be your decision,
your attention to the enevitahle consequences of your decision.
You have before you, in this event, tlie following practical alternatives.
The lirst of these has, we hear, been propoied lo you, viz., to tie u|i the

—

—

guages each into a district of country— to give as the boundary of demarcation, which shall separate the broad gauge district from the narrow
and the contest, in that case, will merely be as to which line shall have a
;

given district of country.

Now, we wish
of such a decision.

strongly to direct your attention to the practical eflVot
We take leave to assure you that a theoretical snlienie

oftyingnpthe broad gauge into any particular distric.', leaving
rest to the nurrow, would on such grounds be grievously unjust
broad gauge would be inevitably injurious to the public would

—

—

all the

to

the

be, in

the end, impracticable, and therefore foolish.
If the broad gauge be, as you shall deride, the better gauge ; and if it
be so much belter that its superioriiy shall countervail all the evils of
diversity of gauge; and if we are to have both; and if your opinion in
tills respect be adopted by Ihe Legislature ; then we beg to submit to you
that all attempts to tie it up into any given district are not only wrong, but
absurd and impossible. Having decided that the broad guage is so much
the superior of the narrow, are you to say lo the authors of such gn-at
national improvements, that they are not lo enjoy its benefits over the
Is one gauge to be
whole country, wherever people wish to enjoy them
.'

Would you allow
the better for Urintol and the other for Birmingham !
a man to take out his patent fur some valuable invention and improvement,
and then say his invention must only be used and sold in Cornwall, but
should be contraband in every other country ? Such legislation would ho
iniquitous— unworthy of a just nation unjust in the highest degree to
the broad-gauge party. Such a restriction, therefore, being wrong, could
not possibly last.
Moreover, if you decide the broad-gauge to be the better, and so much
better as in its excellence to overbalance all the disadvantage of diversity
of gauge, Ihen why is one part of England only to have the benefit of it
If you decide that we can travel faster, cheaper, safer by it, why should I,
who reside in iManchester, who ovin works in Slall'ordshire 1 who have
manufactories at Leeds and coal mines at Newcastle be debarred I'ruiii
tile same benefii, in briuging my commodities to market, as the miner of
Cornwall, Ihe ironmaster of South Wales, and the merchant of Bristol,
If, therefore, the broad gauge be thus much the better, 1 too am surely not
to be shut out from repainug ils advantages in my own district!
To Ihe
general public, therefore, as well as the broad-gauge party, the proposi-

—

.'

—

—

tion is unjust.

Suppose, however, on your recommend«tion, some imaginary bouudary
to be laid down, some theoretical line to be assumed, we will underiai.e
that, in a very short time, the restriction will show ilself impracticable
and absurd. The broad gauge would in that case have an easy task lo
break Ihrongh ils restrictions. It will ouly be necessary for that parly
that it should fill its district with branches, occupy as expeditiously as
possible every acre of that ground given over to it, and rapidly push
orward numerous branches to every practicable point along its boundary,
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slopping short always at this imaginary line of the C'ommissione s
-re
Jand who
say the broad gauge would only require to play this game well
doubts their playing it capitally .')— to overwhelm the boundary by demonstrating its own great practical inexpediency, and enable it, lik; a giant,
to lireak through the wretched cobwebs of a legislation so feable aud
:

—

foolish.

We
able

place, therefore, most respectfully, before the commission the inevitof their decision on people and things out of doors. There aro

cllect

—

two great questions now

to be decided
the capabilities of the gauges,
Their decision, if for the public
on Ihein personal credit and enduring gratitude; if
otherwise, it will overwhelm the commissioners with never ending disgrace. Th» public at large care little, perhaps, which guage is the better:
only, if there be but little diflVrence between them, pray let us only have
one; if there be a great dillVrence, suflicient to countervail the disadvantage of two, then by all means let the whole country have tiie benefit
of the latter; as undoubtedly it ultimately must, whether present legislation choose it or not.
Such are the questions before the commission. We leave our interests
with confidence in ils hands. In saying thus much, we have discharged
the responsibility laid on us as representatives of railway property.
Henceforth, we leave the commissioners in peace to deliberate and to
decide on the interests committed lo their charge, as well also for the
public benefit as for their own personal reputation.
Railway Chronick:

also

and the capacity of the commissioners.
interest, will reflect

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.

—

XXV. SESSION. I. MEETINO.
The Annual General Meeting of this Society was held at Edinhnrgli, on
Monday, November 10, ISib, I'rofessor More, President in the Chair.
The President opened the Session with the following address
:

" before resigning this chair, to which you so kindly advanced me, permit
to return my best thanks for this honourable distinction, and to congratulate you on the clieering prospects with which we enter upon the 2Jth session of this Society.
I rejoice that a Society, which has already done so
much for the advancement of the useful arts, should be going on with increased progress, and tliat during tlie last session as many, at least, and as
valuable couimunications were laid before you as during any previous session ;
and I sincerely trust that every future President, on retiring from the chair,
will he able to nuke a similar, or even a more gratifying statement.
"Many societies which have comiuenced as vigorously as ours, have, after
a time, languished and decayed ; but I anticipate no such result lo our Society.
Its constitution, by whi.;h even the humblest efforts of genius are
fostered, and by which our operative artizans are called lo nsiist us by their

me

contributions, give it a principle of stability which will ] res-rve it from sucli
a fate, and which, I trust, will long enable it to flourish in undiiaying vigour.
Nothing can be more conducive to the improvement of the arts than that,
free interchange of views and suggeslions which takes ])lace at our meetings,
and to which we liave to ascribe several of the most valuable communications
with which we have been favoured. Without intending to disparage any
other Society, I hope I may boldly say, that there is no ether institution in
this

country'which

is

better calculated to foster and stimulate all the useful

arts,

congratulate the Society on our past success, and on our future
have to lament, with you all, the losses we have sustained by
death during the last year. In particular, let me mention the names of two
distinguished naval officers, both of wh.un took a warm inteiest in this Society, I mean the late Admiral Sir David Mdne, who at one time acted as
one of our vice-presidents, and the late Admiral Tail, who when his healtli
We have also to lament
permitted, was seldom absent from our meetings.
the death of our honoured member Dr. Abercrombie, whose numerous avoin our meetings a»
inteiest
an
such
taking
cations alone prevented him from
he would otherwise have done. Two other members who took a deep inlate
Mr. Hunter of
the
mean
I
overlook,
terest in our affairs I must rmt
Thurston, and Mr. Robert Forsyth, advocate. I hope that the places of
new
members ;
accession
of
by
the
supplied
these eminent men will soon be
and this leads me to mention that the number of our members at present oa
Allow
the roll is 3G3. of whom 21 were enrolled during the last session.
me to add, in conclusion, that no member can either render more essential
friends,
than
by
inhis
on
benefit
greater
to
confer
a
service
the Society, or
ducing such of them' as are likely to become useful and efficient members to

" While

prospects,

I

I

join this Societv."

At the request of the Council, an Experimental Exposition of some of the
recent applications of Electriclly, particularly of the Electro-Magnetic Machine, to Silvering and Gilding, was given by George Wilson, M.D., F.R.S.E.,
F.R.S.S.A.
Dr. Wilson commenced by stating, that although different observers had
noticed that the decomposing action of electric currents might be applied to
the reduction of metals for practical purposes, the art of Electro-Metallurgy
must be considered as dating from Daniell's invention of the Constant VolHe then mentioned, that in the year 18^9, Messrs. Jordan
taic Battery.
and Spencer, in this country, and Jacobi, in Petersburg, coutempnraneouily
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announced their prncesses for making metallic casts of bodies by electricity.
Soon after, Mr. Mason devised an improved battery for the purpose. Mr.
Murray showed that non-metallic might be made to receive coatings of meMr. Smee introduced a great imtal, by covering them with black lead.
provement on the voltaic apparatus in use. Mr. Elkington discovered and
Lastly, Mr.
to electro-plating.
silver
salts
and
gold
applied a new class of
\Voolrich of Birmingham, substituted the magneto-electric machine for the
Dr. Wilpredecessors.
by
all
his
employed
been
which
had
voltaic battery
son stated that he had brought Mr. V.'oolrich's method before the Society,
plans
the
all
supplant
it
would
that
reason
to
believe
every
was
because there
at present in use in electro-metallurgy.
The magneto-electric machine consists of a large

magnet

laid horizontally, in front of

rounded by

which a bar or keeper of

covered copper wire,

coils of

compound horse shoe

is

made

to rotate.

soft iron, sur-

—The

electricity

a copper
is obtained from these wires, in virtue of the following law :— If
wire be approached to a magnet, a momentary wave or «urrent flows in one
If the wire be withdrawn from the magnet a sedirection along the wire.
cond wave or brief current passes along it, hut in the opposite direction
from that which showed itself when it was approximated to the magnet. In
a series of alternating electric currents, in ojiposite directions, may
this principle the magneto-electrical machine is constructed.
keeper which revolves in front of the horse shoe magnet becomes a temporary magnet whenever its rotations bring it in front of, and in
the same plane with the permanent one, and ceases to be one when it has

this

way

be obtained. On

The

soft iron

turned so as to be at right angles to the horse slioe. Every time the keeper
becomes a magnet an electric current flows along it in one direction, and on
each occasion of its ceasing to be one, a second current shows itself in the
These currents flow along the wires surrounding the
opposite direction.
keeper.
In the course of the revolutions of the latter, moreover, each extremity comes to be alternately opposite the north and the south poles of the
permanent magnet. This also occasions a reversal of the direction of the
In consequence of these alternations, the magneto-electric
electric currents.
machine without some further equipment is useless for the purposes of the
electro-nietalhirgist, as the counter currents necessarily destroy each other,
and no permanent chemical decomposition can be effected by them. Mr.
Woolrich obviated this difficulty, by attaching to the magneto-electric machine a very simple and ingenious break, or contrivance, by which a uniform
current is obtained. This cannot be explained without a diagram. A drawing of it will be found in Shaw's Electro. Metallurgy. Its eff'ect is to provide
a new circuit for each current, at the njoment that its direction changes, so
as to carry all the positive Electricity by one channel and the Negative by
another.
Dr. Wilson " exhibited a Matjneto-Electric MaeJiine." fitted up with Mr.
Woolrich's break, and showed, by the uniform direction in which it moved
the needle of a galvanometer, that the originally alternating cnrrenls were
convened into a continuous one. Its application to Electro-Metallurgy was
further illustrated by employing the current from it, to plate with silver a

copper medal.
It was further mentioned that Mr. Woolrich had successfully substituted
for the expensive Cyanide of Potassium, which was previously in use, a much
cheaper salt, the sulphate of potass, as solvents of the silver and gold employed in Electro-plating. Dr. AVilson concluded hy stating that tlie superiority of the Magneto-Electro Machine, over the Voltaic Battery, as a source
of Klectricity, was great. The expense of maintaining the keeper in rotation was the only outlay neciled to secure the efficacy of the instrument. So
that, though originally more expensive than the Voltaic Battery, it was, in
the end, much less costly. It is also much more cleanly, and quite under
or diminishing the magnetism of the keeper, which
can be effected by altering the distance at which the horse shoe magnet
stands froni it, and by other methods, as well as by varying the speed at
which the keeper revolves, the quantity and intensity of the Electricity can

control.

By increasing

he varied williin wide limits, accurately adjusted to suit the exigencies of the
Electro-Metallurgist.
The Report of the Prize Committee, awarding the Prizes for Session
1844-45, was read and the Prizes were delivered by the President to the
;

successful candidates.

Interesting Discovery at Hartlepool. Di'eiiam,

—The

site

of an an-

ancient chapel at Hartlepool, dedicated to St. Helen, was recently discovered by Mr. J.
Yeal. It had long been supposed that the ruins of this chapel weie buried under a large
mound in the Farewell-field ; and in IS13 an attempt was made, but without success, by
Sir Cuthbert Sharp, to discover some remnant of the building. Mr. Yeal, however,
beneath wh-ch
<1irected some workmen to remove theeanh near the centre of the mound,
was discovered the base of a beautiful Gothic pillar. This having placed the mattet
beyond a doubt, he was directed by the corporation of the town to pnrsue his researches,
and exhume whatever portion might remain. The base of three other columns, t: portion
of the north and south walls, a part of the east end of the chapel, and a flagged pavement
at the west end, have already been brought to light. A considerable quantity of bt'autifully
carved stone, in a state of excellent preservation, and two mutilated images, have also
been dug out. From these it is evident, that this was at one time a Gothic building of
great architectural richness aod beauty. It is imiiossible as yet to ascertain the form and
dimensions of ihe chapel, but a few more days will probably throw light on the matter.
ThB building, of which only the ruins remain, is believed to have been erected by William
de Bias, who died in the 'eign of King John. Among the relics which have been since
turned up is a stone coffin— complete, with the exception of a piece broken off the lid,
which was a single large flat stone, shaped the same as the coffin ; inside of which were a
perfect skeleton, measuring fi\'e feet ten inches, that had evidently, from its position, never
been moved since its interment, and a consideiable number of very small human bones,
all lying tocether, in a separate place from those of fuU-grawu iDdividuuU, and which

—

cmed

to

have been the receptacle of infants only.

[December,

ENGLISH HARBOURS OF REFUGE.
At the

sitting of

M. Mathieu
paper

Monday, Nov.

in the

chair.

17, of the Royal Institute of France,
Baron Charles Dupin read the following

:

It is

now 28

years since

I laid

before the

Academy an account

of great

works undertaken by the British Govtrument, with a view of making
Plymouth the finest port of defence and refuge for the royal Navy and
merchaut vessels. These works carried on with a remarkable activity,
altliougii begun oO years after those of Cherbourg, have long siuce been
coBipleted.

At this present moment England is projecting the making of new ports
of agression, or. if you prefer it, of defence aud refuge, nearer and nearer
Under more than one point of view these works
to the coast of France.
inteiest tha arts aud science; and such is the reason which leads me to
communicate them to the academy.
In IS43 a select committee of the House of Commons, appointed to inquire into the accidents to trading vessels off the coast of England, in its
report recommended to the government the establishing of ports of refuge
The committee, acting most judiciously, abstained
in the British channel.
from pointing out any particular situations for such ports; it, on the contrary, gave it as its opinion that the subject would be much better treated
by scientific persous having practical knowledge, and specially appointed
for the purpose.
With a vievr of carrying out this recommendation. Sir
Robert I'ffl, the Prime minister, first ascertains that the persous the most
capable will undertake the inquiry just mentioned.
Having taken this first step. Sir Robert Peel obtained from the Lords of
the Treasury the appointmwut of a commission, consisting of Sir Bjara
Martin, who was for many years chairman of the Navy Board, and who,,
during the war, had been a member of several important commissions of
inquiry as chairman ; Lieut.-Gene.ial Sir Huward Douglas, formerly
High Commissioner at the Ionian Islands, and previously Governor of the
IMilitary College at Sandhurst, author of several very valuable military
works ; Rear-Admiral Deans Dundas, an ofhcer of great experience ; Sir
William Symonds, Surveyor General of the Navy, and successor to the
celebrated Sir Robert Seppings; two naval captains, Juhn Washington,
and Fibber; Colquhoun, a colonel of artillery ; Alderson. a colonel of enaud Mr.
gineers ; Sir H. Pelly, deputy-mastea of the Trinity House
Walker, President of the Institute of Civil Engineers of Great Britain,
aud worthy of such an honour from the importaut works of which he has
had the superinlendeuce.
Here is the formal instruction given by (he Lords of the Treasury to
this grand commission as to Ihe objects to be forthwith more immediately
;

considered

:

"

First. To deterermine whether it be advisable to have a port of refuge
the British channel, with a view to the public benefits which such a
work shall hold out; aud, on the other hand, what would be the cost of
executing the work* to he recommended.
" Second. To determine the spot which will be best suited for a port of
thie description, so as to combine, in the highest degree, the three followin

ing capacities

"

1.

That

:

it

may be

entered with ease at any state of the tide by vessels

in danger from bad weather.
"2. That Ihe port be such as to be suited to a naval station, in case of
war, and may at the same time serve for purposes of defence and attack.
" 3. That it may offer ready means of defence in case of attack from an

enemy."
This is not all should the commissioners not find that all these requican be olitaiued by only one port of refuge in the British channel,
they are authorised to extend their surveys in consequence, and then to
report on the advantages peculiar to the differeut siluations they shall
deem advisable to reccommend, pointing out such as Ihey may cousider
the most eligible.
These remarkable instructions ore dated the 2d of April, 1844.
These commissioners lost no time in setting about the duties imposed
on them. The Euglish coast and ports on the British channel were surveyed. The commissioners had the assistance of the informalion possessed by persous of special knowledge. They examined the most experienced pilots, the officers of the coast Guard, the most celebrated enginears— such as Mr. Brunei, Mr. Rennie, Captains Samuel Brown and
Vetch; learned geologists— such as Mr. ISeche, President of the Board of
the Geological Map Mr. Philipps, President of the Society of Geological
;

sites

;

Economy,

Sec.

early as the 7th of August, 1S44, the commission had got through
Fiits labours, aud presenti-d its report to the Lords of the Treasury.
nally, in consequence of an address to the Crown on this subject, the
First Lord of the Treasury laid on the table of the House of Commons
the commissioners' fiuul report.
I shall, in a succinct analysis, lay before you the chief results of their
labours, looking at them with reference to hydrography and nautical

As

arts.

At the first view it might be thought that the south-west coast of England, liberally provided by nature, and during a long period seconded by
art, offers a suflicient number of ports of refuge, possessing all requisites.
have already mentioned Plymouth, to which must be added Falmouth, tlie situation the farthest to the westward. Returning eastward,
vre successively find Dartmouth, Southampton, Portsmouth, and the

We

Thames.
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Not only

iliJ

sufficient, but

it

llie commission not find these chief ports of refuge to be
found that the addition of one great port to the preceding

would not suffice it recommends works, and an outlay for four new stations, which I shall successively mention.
The commissioners made a survey of the whole line of coast between
Falmouth and the port of Harwich to the nortli of the Thames, and beyond the limits of the ISnlish Channel.
They look new soundings for the purpose of ascertaining whether the
depth of water at the principal naval stulions alonj; this whole line of coast
had not varied since the publication of the most recent maritime charts.
All this was effected under the skilful direction, at the ports of the eastern
part, by Commander Sherin<;hani, and at the ports in the western division
under the superintendence of Captain Hrown, one of the members of the
;

commission. Besides this, the commission received all the assistance
which the Lords of the .Vdmiralty could allord it, and was further assisted
by the knowledge possessed by Captain Keaufort, the cliief hydrographer
It availed itself
of the Royal Na>7, and correspondent of the Academy.
of the opinions of tlie two great societies of Lloyd's ami of the shipowners,
as to the selection of naval stations, w hicli may be or become the best as
to places of refuge.

A special commission, appointed in 1810 (this is a period worthy of
first, to
remark), gave the preference for creating now ports of refuge
Dover, secondly, to Beachy Head, thirdly, to Foreness. near the North
Foreland.

—

The

following are the particular instructions to the Commission

of

389

A naval odicer, employed on the hydrography of the coast, has
found that the sand-bank called the Brake, had shifted nearer to the land by
700 yards, or 040 metres. So soon as the corporation of Trinity house
became acquionted with this fact, it altered the situation of its buoys frum
the sooth and the miildle on to the Brake sand-bank
at the same lima
;

publishing, fur th'- information of all seamen and the public
accuut of this very remarkable change.

in general,

aa

The commission

o? 1840 had already rejected the plan of erecting a
harbour at the Brake. The commission of 1S44 comes to the same conclusion founded on the ground, that a port in such u situation could only
be of service to vessels having already escaped all the dangers of the
narrow part of the British Channel, or to vessels leaving the Thames to
begin their voyage by a course to the Southward, (irounding themselves
on these motives, the commissioners reject the very exjiensive proposition
of a harbour at the Brake, and they are strengthened in this resolution
that the Downs in their present state possess an excellent bay. This bay
may be said to be contiguous to Ramsgate harbour, which can already
contain 400 vessels at tlie same time ; a port about being rendered capable
of holding 000, if not more. Continuing to advance from the north towards
the south, the commissioners arrive at the most important situation
at
that which they prefer.
It is the situation of Dover, a point at once the
nearest and the most threatening for France.

—

In ray works on the naval and military forces of Great Britain. I have
pointed out the great importance of Dover for one and the other of these
and the vast werks, whether of the port for trade or the fortifications of this town.
Since the publication of my first descriptions, Dover
has become of greater importance, as being the terminus of the railroad
which comes from London to this port, and embranching on sundry other
lines. In two hours' time corps of troop ships' stores and muuiiion, and an
entire train of artillery, may be brought down to Dover from London,
Deptford, Woolwich, and I'ortsraoulh. Dover has a dry dock suited to
the repairing of merchant vessels, a great extent of large quays, and extenBesides its outer basin, the lloating basin has an area
sive warehouses.
of more than six acres superficial measure, and works are going on for
doubling this extent. There is also a third basin (called the Pent) which
might be put iuto a state for containing a great number of sloops of war
and gun-brigs a basin which is now undergoing considerable improvements.
forces,

1840:
' To survey the coast from the mouth of the Thames to Selsea Bill
to
examine the ports with reference to the shelter they may be capable of
affording in case of bad weather to vessels sailing in the British Channel,
and as to their being places of refuge for merchant vessels chased by armed
Tessels in time of war, and more especially as to their becoming stations
for armed steamers, in order to protect British trade in the narrow parts of
;

the Channel."
Foreness, nearer than Margate to the extreme point of the southern
coast of the Tliaines, is a line situation, which was recommended by the
commission of 1840, but only as a third place, for a port of refuge: it
recommended in preference two other points first, Dover; second, Beacliy
Head. Most certainly, Foreness, converted into a port, would often present a very faourable anchorage, whether for trading vessels sailing froms
the Thames, and whichencoiiuter gales of w iud when oB" Foreland ; or fore
Tessels returning to England, and which are detained by contrary winds.
The new commission observes, that the same advantages may be more
fully and conveniently obtained by improving the port of Harwich, on the
other side of the Thames, as the point of the coist where the Nortli Sea.
begins. lu fact, this port, which will be the natural station for a fleet of
war-steamers, will afford the best refuge for merchant vessis ; whilst the
neighbouring anchorage all'orded by the hay of Hollesley will suitably
in consequence, it does not appear that the seconreceive ships of war.
dary situation of Feoreuess is to be selected for making a port of refuge.
One is strengthened in coming to this conclusion on looking to the adTancement in a commercial point of view of Ramsgate, which is hut a
very short distance from Foreness.
In 1748 Ramsgate was no more that
a small creek au open bay without importance ; it is now a harbour of
sufficient extent to receive a considerable amount of shipping.
The following is the increase in numbers of merchant vessels having
«ntere<l Ramsgate harbour in the following year:
Years.
No. of Vessels.
29
17S0 time of war
21.5
1785 time of peare .
.
.
.
17'JO time of peace .
3S7
.
.
.
.
1,513
^1841 time of peace ,
.
.
1842 time of peace .
.
.
1,652
.
Four years ago the 31 largest vessels which entered Ramsgate
harbour measured on an average 457 Ions a greater tonnage than that
of two-thirds of the British merchant vessels in foreign trade.
Id 1832 as many as 434 vessels were at the same time in Ramsgate harbour; if the new basin about to be formed to the westward be added,
Ramsgate will then be capable of containing simultaneously GOO vessels.
Sir John Felly, deputy master of the Trinity-house, had proposed, as a
place for constructing a port of refuge between Ramsgate and the Thames,
at the anchorage ground called the Brake.
In support of this proposition, he produced plans made by Sir John Renuie, the second sou of the
celebrated engineer Rennie, of whose works at I'lymouth, Sheerness,
laOodon, ^;c., 1 have given a description. Sir John Renuie, jun., proposed
to erect on the top of the longitudinal sand-bank, within which is the
anchorage called the Brake, a breakwater, or jetty, similar to that at
Cherbourg, but only CO centimetres (23 inches) above the highest water.
His plan would lead to an expense of 80,000,000f. (3,200,000(.), including
the necessary deepening of the projected anchorage-ground, which would
not have been less than five miles in length.
If so large an expenditure were objected to. Sir John Rennie would
reduce to 1,500 yards the proposed length, in which case the cost would
only be 85U,yuO/., that is about 21,000,OUOf. Finally, Sir J. Rennie, as a
mid<lle course between these two extreme plans, proposed a third, which
would have led to au expenditure of l,200.00l)i. or 30,000,000f.
Among the reasons adduced against the adoption of auy of these plans,
and, and several others proposed by Captain Vetch and Sir S. Brown,
1 ninst mention the strongest.

—

—

....
—

—

the time the celebrated Mr. Pitt was carrying on a mortal struggle
between England and France, he strongly wished to form au enclosed
roadstead in front of Dover, and he had plans made with that view
the

At

;

Ordnance department found them in its acliivcs, and communicated ihem
commission whose labours I am now noticing.
Two kinds of objections have been started against resuming the

to tne

It was contended that the bed of the roadconsideration of these plans.
stead has a constant tendency to rise, owing to tlie deposit of alluvions.
lu order to test this latter
2. That the anchorage grouud was bad.
objection Captain Washington superintended experiments, which have
been deemed conclusive, by anchoring in the roadstead a steamer of sOi)
After having cast anchor in the most iniportaiit
tuns and 120horse power.
parts af the roadstead, the whole force of the engines was made to act on
a sufficient length of cable run out, without this powerful action having iu
any way loosened the anchor from its hold. No action of the wind on a
This experiment
vessel without sails could equal a similar impulsion.
must appear conclusive as to the excellence of the anchorage in Dover-

roads.

In order to ascertain what is to be apprehended from the deposits by
the gaters iu front of tne present port of Dover, samples of the waer have
been taken at the times of the highest tides, selecting calm weather ;—

Samples of Water, taken July

2, 1844.
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NOTE ON ATMOSPHERIC TRACTION.
On

le-examiniiiK the papers which appeiiied in this Journal last month.

power on Atmospheric Railways from the preliraiBarv exiiaustion, I find two numerical errors, which, thougli of little conseuiience as regards the general result, had better be noticed for the
informaliou of those who have sufficient industry to go over the arithmetica
estimiitinK the loss of

computaliou indicated.
The numerical values of log 79 and log 3, have been given
10, instead of base e, making the two necessary alterations,

base

to the

will

it

be

Hence the
expression marked (8) becomes 19,138,419.
power lost =:G,4C0.224 which is rather more tlian I (irst estimated to be.
This makes the loss almost 34 per cent it was before staled to be rather

found that

tlie

:

more than 33 per
If

we suppose

pose of

cent.

the whole of the branch pipe

loconio'.ion,

we

made

shall find for the expression

available for the pur-

marked

(7) the

amount

December,

towards that quarter. In order to cb'ain loth uneastirn portico and an
eastern altar the fuUouing arrangement is adopted. The main doorway is
formed in the middle of the front under tlie portico; by this, access is
to apply church language to a heathen building
obtained not to the navi
but to tlie large gallery which runs completely round the chuicli. On the
inside of the door north aid south spring staircases, which embrace as it
were with their crooked arms a spacious chamber, fenced at the sides by
the stair walls and covered at the top by the organ and seats for children.
This chamber is the vestry, and a very luxurious one it is. Outside its
western partition is placed the altar, in a chancel formed by two pilasters
supporting the organ. This chancel is about the smallest we have seen.
It is less than three feet deep, so that an easy " altar-chair" placed against
The only article in the place
the eastern wall projects in;o the nave
which bears any reseiiibhince to church furniture is the clerk's desk. This
is something like a simple lettern; hut it certainly struck us as a little cruel
that, while the reader and the preacher have each their snug box respectively, like a cellaret and a wine-cooler, the poor responser, who has never
been taught what to do with liis hands in company, should be exposed in
plain clothes to the criticism of so large and so well dressed a congrega-

—

!

tion.

Ecclesinlogist,

7,580,014 and (8) and (0) become 19,714,129 and 15,173,229 respectively.
Kence supposing the whole of the branch pipe made use of, the loss inde-

pendently of leakage and

must be added that

more than 23 per

friction, is rather

the supposition

makes

the loss less than

cent.
it

;

out

it

could pos-

sibly be in practice.

Perhaps it would be more accurate to call this loss not " loss of power"
but " power uselessly expended." It is employed in constantly altering
the constituent arrangement of the molecules of air among themselves. The
action of the air pump is to alternately draw apart, and bring together
the particles of the air « ithin il, and these operations absorb part of the
force exerted.

The fo'lowing are familiar instances of the loss sustained by communipower by an elastic medium.
If a min raise a weight by an elastic string, he has to stretch the string
before he can raise the weight. The longi r the string the greater the

cating

By

additional labor required.
the greater

is

the

analogy, the longer

amount of power

atmospheric main,

tlie

lost.

If a weight be raised by a flexible lever,

— for instance,

if

a

fire

bestirred

by an elastic poker, a great proportion of the muscular ell'ort is absorbed
in bending the instrument.
In a Bramah's press the work required to produce a given effect would
be enormously increased, if air were pumped into the machine instead of
water.

H. C.

NEV/ CHURCHES.
Holy Trinity, Haibonic, Slaffoulshire,

is an odious structure rendered
once offensive by pretence, and ridiculous by failure. The sprawling
nave and transepts, the mis-proportioned tower and spire, and the little
apsidal chancel (which is about the depth of a buttress), and the whole
stuck over with pinnacles' what shall we say of them? ihey are quite in
character in a new church. The style, we scarcely need say, is Early

at

—

—

English.

S.—Hundsicorth, Staffordshire, is a trifle better in plan, having no
transepts and more of a chancel; but in detail is as bad as can be.
had
Early English building with a bad Perpendicular east window; a bad
early tower with bad late buttresses will be allowed to merit condemnaThe modern "Olothick" buildings of this neighbuiirhood really
tioi).

A

make one

regret that their architects have

wandered beyond

their proper

pro\iuce of Anglican paganism. It is a consolation, however, to know
that Pilr. Carpenter is gaining a name here.
, Oldbury, Worcestershire.
S.
We. wish we knew the name of the
architect who is answerable for this design : he really ought either to be
tixed for a week iu the stocks, iu vievv of lus own church ; or else never to
be allowed to meddle again with ecclesiastical work. High red brick
walls and low roofs, overgrown couplets all down the sides and triplets
placed about anywhere in the ends, an Early English whole, with Perpendicular details, sufficiently demo.nstrate his incompetence to build a
church.
Walton-on-the-HiU, Surrey. A Norman buildS.
, Kitigsuood,
ing; as bad as anything cau be. The nortli side has a series of sham

—

—

windows.
iS. John Erangclist, Clnpham Rise, Surrey.
This is a pagan structure,
and therefore beyond our province but we notice it with a view to expose
the aboiniiiuble arrangement of the altar.
\Ve have said the structure is
pagan, and our readers will have already concluded for themselves that its
blreet-froiit is adorned with a tetrastyle |)orlico.
Now it happens that this
front faces the east, and some of the subscribers to the building were
actually old fashioned enough to desire that the altar should be placed

—

;

CHURCH

RESTORATION!.

—

iS. Mary, Morpeth.
From the chancel have been ejected the high pues
and the gallery, which usurped the place of the rood-loft and double
rows of benches erected lor the choir. The walls have been freed from
whitewash and plaster, preparatory we hope to the introduction of distemper painting, A new roof has been put up, of the original pitch,
covered with lead, aud terminating iu a gable cross. The lloor of the
sacrarium is laid with encaustick tiles with good effect. In the nave open
Lettern and
sittings are substituted for about one half of the clo'ie pues.
;

litany desks (from the Instrunwiita Ecclesiustica) are used.

The

font is

proper place. The church-yard cross, we are glad to say,
e wish the energeiick rector God speed in his labours.
UlitJ'iird, Durham, has bean altered for the worse.
.S'.
Doors aud
blue cushions decked with scarlet tape, make the pues more offeusive than
before.
However, the old font has been brought back to the church
from the squire's llower-gardeu, where we trust the font lately used has
not taken its place. This church alloids an example of the nionstrousness
of the monument system.
The greater part of the south transept is railed
off for a tomb.
S.Andrew's Cathedral, Wells. Commendable vigour is displayed ia
the works, which when completed we hope to describe in detail.
The
scraping is carried on with zeal throughout the nave, while the west-end
and the roof are being painted. The tablets are all remoied into the cloisters.
We cannot suflicieutly praise the complete, the faithful character
whicii marks the attempt to restore this glorious cathedral ; nevertheless
we watch with extreme anxiety the proposed alteration of the stdlls.
Funds are said to be wanting; but we will never believe that the men of
Somersetshire, where church restoration has made as great advances as in
any part of the kingdom, will withhold their contributions now, when it is
Why
in their power to make their mother-church the glory of the laud.
are not collections made iu every church in the diocese towards the restoration of the cathedral ?
Why should the poor be debarred the privilege of
offering out of their little for the honour of God's House?
A small Perpendicular churcU
S. Mary, ]\cst Lydford, Somersetshire.
has lately been taken down, and built again upon the old foundations and
after the original design.
Such a plan, if not ingenious, is at least safe.
The architect employed was Mr. Ferry. How many cathedrals, churches,
chapels, we wonder would satiate a first rate London architect? or is his
There is need here of
willingness to undertake jobs absolutely illimitable!

removed

is

to its

restored.

U

—

—

reform.
It is most annoying to learn.
iS'(. Peter, Evercreech, Somersetshire.
that in a church where so much has of late years been dune, and well
done, as in Evercreech, the authorities should shew themselves so destitute of taste as to nut up iu the newly erected south aisle, a gallery to
match the one constructed in the north aisle, in 1825. Save in these
The font aud the pulpit
galleries, there are no pews in the church.
were carved by tlie hand of a former incumbent. The chancel roof is
painted or, azure, and gules. This parish is fortunate in retaining a fair
village cross.
would suggest to the parishioners the wisdom of setting the fine old church of St. Peter free from the disfigurement of galleries, and erecting a chapel of ease in a convenient situation, for the
accomodation of the large population. In such a case, perhaps, as the
mother church is St. Peter's, the chapel might be oousecrateu under the
invocation of St. Paul.
are glad to find that
St. Giles, Little Malvern, Worcestershire.
\1 e arc
steps are being takeu for the restoration of this beaut. ful church.
informed by a circular that '-The nave has altogether disappeared, the
transepts and side chapels are in a ruined and dismantled state, while
the tower and chancel, which are alone available for Divine worship
although comparatively iu a sound and good condition, are most lamentably disiigured by injudicious repairs, mutilations, and neglect. As
a step towards the complete restoration of this church, it is proposed to
put the substantial part of the fabrick into a perfect state of repair, to

—

We

— We

—
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remove the soil which has accnnmlated around the walls, to re-ope» tlie
original wintiows, to thorouKhly scrape and cltranse the walls of the
interior, to substitute open oak sittings for the present irregular puts,
and, as far as possible, to restore this part of the cliurch to its former
beauty, and render it more becumiug the worship of God."
St. Siclwlas, Great I'tinnoiith, iVor/o//c.— This church is cue of the
It consists of a chancel with
largest parachial edifices in the kinKdom.
north and south aisles, a nave with norlli and south aisles, and a
transept, over the intersection tif which and the nave is erected the
tower and spire. Its great peculiarity is, that the nave is considerably
smaller than the aisles, both as regard.-i iiei^ht and breadth. The church
It has suOered dreadfully.
of Cheux, in Normandy, is somewhat similar.
Among other things, tlie east wall has been taken down, with about nine
feet of the side walls, by which means one of the three windows on each
side has been totally destrojt'd, and the east wall re-built in the most
Some other
ordinary manner, with an ofl'ensive carpenter's window.
noble windows have been partially blocked up, and the remaining space
The spire has
tilled by a barbarous imitation in wood of (iothick tracery.
been considerably shortened ; tasteless battlements have been substituted
for the ancient parapet; and the whole of the south side and west front
It is now
(as well as the to\ver,1 covered with most unseemly plaster.
proposed thoroughly to restore this church, and to secure the poor remains
of the priory (whioh adjoins it,) from its present use as a stable. The
It looks well for the
architect is I\!r. Hakewill: the estimate is oOUO/.
Reeling of the College of Arms, that Kouge Dragon should be one of the
secretaries for the restoratiim.
have received the following account of St. Michaers, Clifton, Oxon,
from a correspondent. The only thing which we tind to object against
this restoration, is the panelling, &c., of the altar and the character of the
" The whole interior and a great part of the exterior is entirely
spire.
new, Bnd it is only the massive, low, round pillars which mark its ancient
date. The restoration has been carried out at the sole expense of the lord
of tiie manor. The front is new, square, and very richly carved. The seats
are all open, of oak, with plain square ends, free and unappropriated,
excepting two seats which are cushioned and stand in the most convenient
place in the nave, and are reserved for the poorest and most infirm
people in the parish. The pulpit is of stone, with rich carvings ; the
letlern good.
There is no risible division between the nave and chancel
outside ; within there is erected a handsome oak screen. The chancel
has an extremely rich appeaeance.
All tlie wiudows are tilled with
stained glass. The altar is of stone, and solid, paual.ed and ornamented
with carving ; the top is a thick stone slab, ou which stand two
handsome gilt candlesticks. On the north of the chancel, stands a very
fine canopied tomb, with a recumbent elligy of the refounder*s brother,
who died about three years ago, clad as a merchant. There are two
rowsof stalls in the chancel, which is paved with encaustick tiles. The
church is lighted by two large coronie with wax candles. There is daily
service.
The porcli on the south is of sione and very spacious. The
roof is of a rery high pitch, filled with dark oak. The whole eilect is
most religious. The bells, five in number, are hung one over another
in a small spire
they can only be
I have not seen one before like it
chimed. There is a floriated east gable cross. There is also a very
good new lych-gate of dark stained oak with seats in the interior, very
high pitched ; surmounted by a gilded cross, and appropriately carved
with texts from the burml service. The poor are proud, as they well may
be, of their little chixixh."—Ecdcsiologist.

We
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CoNSUMmoN
made

OF Iron in France.

— A great

many

Prance in the improvement of working torged iron
in wliich It is generally useri by the trade, which, in

experiments are being

and cast iron, !n tlie
produced to the value
iron bars or rods, split iron, iron wire, cast iron,
tin, and cast metal.
The quantity of lurge iron used in tlie same period amounted to
the value of SO.UH/.
The total producuon being annually only 154,073 tons, there
would remuin for the trade 'Jl.tifW ions of large iron. The quantits of moulded iron
amounts to i>'t,'2:"A tons; besides there were 2,;J4;i tons of cast iron, which were used in
the steel forces, from which it will be seen that France cannot produce sufficient iron
for her (orges and other lactories, so that, to make up the deficiency, she is obliged to
import it from foreign countries, particularly England and Belgium, the German States,
SJaYoy, &c.
In 18-13, the quantity consumed was 2ji;,*JU tons. The Government is giv.
ing every encouragement to the improvement in the making of iron and steel, and the
working of the iron mines by the local authorities rendered every facility they can to the
ironmasters. The Chambers of Commerce in the different mining districts or depart,
menls have also, within the last few years, distributed prizes to those who have not nil
produced the greatest quantity of metal, but made improvements in amalgamating or
casting it. It will be many years to come before France will be able to meet the demand
for iron now making for ;he numerous railways being constructed in nearly every point
of the kingdom, as well as lor iron ship-building, and manufactories where steam machinery* Is Hsed in the building of residences, &c., where iron is employed as pillars, rafts,
and frontage, so that she must import it fr'mi Wales, the north of England, and Scotland, or else Belgium ; but, as her iron is far inferior to our metal, and nearly as dear,
and having an extensive demand for her own consumption, the iron trade of this country
is becoming one of the most lucrative enterprises, not only for our own railways now
beiug laid down, and will be for three or four years hence, but for exportation. "Winin

manner
of

l,:.7l»,17;{/.,

bars,

\8-\:i,

composed of small round

—

ing Journal."

The Gatge Commission has resumed

its

sittings after

an interval of more

than a month. The brond gauge part of the inquiry was entered upon by the uxumination of BIr. Gooch, locomotive superintenrlent of the (Jreat Weslein. IHr. Brunei aud
Sir. Saunders, the secretary of the Great Western, will follow.

Iron Stkamkr.

— On

.Snturdav a

2f)l

now

in-n steamer, intended to ply hoiween
this port iinA Dublin, and built for the City of Duldtn, and built for the City' of Dublin
Stcum-packet Company, was luuucbed from the buildinjiyard of .Mr. IVter ( ato, Brunswick Dock. She it Intended for the cattle trade, and may be considi-Ti-d one of the
strnngest vessels cvvr constructed. She has been built entirely of Suiffordshlie iron. Her
length is 173 feet, her breadth J4 feet, her depth 14 feet, unU Iwr measurement (old)
about SO tons. Her build throughout is very plain and subatanthd and ahould her
engines be ot suHicient power, which is somewhat donbitul, her »pi>ed It U thought will
be above the average rate of cuttle Bt^-amern. Her draught of water, wlien her engines
and masts are fitird up. will I.e abtvii eight feet. She was launched In splendid style»
about hair past U o'clock; but, unfortunately, owing to the wetness of tlie forenoon,
the number of spectators was considerably less than It would otherwuys have been. She
was named the Itoscommon, after one of the Irish countleit, from which the principal,
materials of her traHic are expected to be brouglit. The steamer sat grueefi.tly upon her
native element, and was towed round by a steam-tug to tho Clurence.dock, where her
hollers will be put in and her masls supplied.
It is thought rhv will be ready for sea lu
about a monih. After the launch about 8i> ladles and gentlemen sat down to an elegant
dejeuni- in Iho moubllng-room.
Mr. Grantham deliverefl an excellent speech ou the
I

;

occasion, illustrative of the superiority of iron over timber for shipbuilding-.
It was
remarked. In the course of the proceedings, that there are not hnlf u d. zen wooden
steamers in course of enction throu^ihuut nil England, f'o rapidl/ and generally
has the use of iron been ndopted ut the several ports, and that Mr. Cato was noiv building
four additionul iron steamers, the first of which, intended for the City of Di-bbn Company,
and to ply between Dublin and London, will be ready for launching in about a mouth.
' Liverpool Albion.*

UoMAN

A^TIQUlTl^:s

—Tlie remains of a Roman

villa,

of considerable extent,

have been recently discovered near Whealley, Oxi'ordshire, and some excivallons have
been made under the direction of Dr. Bruniet, a member of the A rcluL-o logical In.-«titute.
Drawings of these liave becri
All that has yet been marie out is u hypocaust and a bath.
made by Mr. Jewitt, for the Institute. These remains are distant about u mile and a half
from the palace of the Bishop of Oxford at Cuddesdcn.
Tlie various returns continue to prove tlu'ca^erne.ss wi'h ts-Iiich the labouring classes accept the boon of the bath and the \vash-house,— and the consequent progress of the good spirit of cleanliness throuKhout the land. D'lring the last season, the
Committee of the Houseless Poor voted the sum of 100^ for the titting-up of a washing'
and bathing apparatus, lor the inmates of the eastern iisylum ; and, in the short space of
nineteen evenings, 9f>7 individuals availed themselves of its advantages. Un the closing
of that asylum, the apparatus was placed nt the disposal of an association for promotioe
cleanliness amongst the poor; which association commenced its operations by allowing
necessitous persons to wash and bathe gratuitously in the buildings. The iiumb'4ro£
those who hnve benehtted by this permiidiuu amounts now, ut the end of iweuty'two

weeks, to

lM,0-'7.

—

KxcAv.XTioNS AT PoMPEii. The fnllowinj; extract pivini; an account of
recent excavations at Pompeii, on the occasion of the Italian Scientific Congn-ss Meeting
" The ground now to be
at Naples, is taken from a letter published in the Athenieum.
opened had already been prepared, that is to say, the outer crust UuA been taken away to
the depth of ten or fifteen, or in some cases, twenty feet, leaving a crust of only three or
about toiu- feet. Below this lie all the treasures which have been crushed to earth, howe%*er massive, by the snpi'rincumbent mass of ashes, and this lort er crust is never touched
It was im anxious moment, 1 assure you, when,
excoiit in the presence of the authorities.
the lirst stroke was given to the soil— every eye was set, and every neclt outsirutched in
expectation of seeing treasures of Art turned up every moment. Several houses, however,
were excavated without anything being discovered— indeed, sometimes they weie abandoned without being one-half cleared out— the parties engaged appearing to know as if by
a kind of instinct which sites were likely to prove pvoductive. Eveninally. many articles
of artistic value were brought to light, amongst which I may mention a fountain adorned
with mosaics, arul close to it a marble table supported by lions' paws beautilully cut j in
bronze, some vases extremely elegant; several and ditferent coins of a small size belonging to the reigns ot Gulba and Vespasian, an oil jar, with handles representing two
extremely beauiilol human figures embracing the neck of the vase; small tripods sustaining candlesticks; in creta many amphorie and vases of ditferent forms; ;ni:l, in marble,
hve stiitues of ditferent sizes and subjects, of which one well-draped ligure of a woman haa
the peculiarity of representing a skeleton with a flame near, intended perhaps for Canidia
on Envy, or as Cav. Avellino suggested .tt the Section the lolloping .-iay, «ne of the
Piircu?.
These objects of interest wtre placed on the table in the Tcin|de ul Augustus lor
the curious scrutiny of the multitude. In this manner were excavated nearly twenty
houses and, alter a day of intense interest, with the most delighttul weather, we returned
towards the evening to Naples."
;

Thk GAZF-Trr of|Agusburg mentions the death, at Florence, of iho Nestor
of modern archieologogists, as it describes him. James Millengen.— after a short illness,
and just when he was preparing to pay a last visit to his native cumtry. For twentyfour years past he has resided principally in Florence. ** It Is to pr;ictic.d nrchienlogy in
particniar," says the very laudatory correspondent of the 'Gazette,' "that his lafjours
have such great importance— thoujih its science had never before him.a man of experience
so rich, (.act so sure, or criticism so correct." Mr. Millingen is best knonii '-ty his work,
* Ancient Unedited Monuments of Grecian Art,' begun some twenty years since, and discontinued for want of pulilic patronnge,— The French pa|)ers mention the ileutli, in thai
capital, of Juan-Earia de Maury-Pleville. a member ot the Spanish Academy
The
'Journal des Debates' gives a list of works chiefly poetical, publislicd.ir written by
him, both in Spanish and in French,— with which latter language he had acquired a,
perfect familiarity.
He has left behind him two unpublished poems— about to be included in a complete edition of his works uudertaken bv a Spanish boolcseller, and
announced before the author's death ; and an inquiry, of great interest, says the Journal,
into the principles of versification in all languages
portions of which have olituioed the
high commendation of tha Spanish Academy. The Paris papers report the de;<th, at;
Algiers, at the df^e of 56, of the Doctor Antouini
charged with the itispecimn of that
French settlement— in whieh he has resided since the conquest. Dr. Anto- ini h.id collected an immense body of valuable particulars relalive to the country; which he was
preparing to arrange and classify, on his approaching return to France— when he fell a
victim to his necessary exposure amid the intolerable heats of the summer months.
Park at Baitersta. The Cummissioners uf Wuuds and I'orests
havo given notice of their intention t« apply, during the next Session oi Parliament, for a
bill to form a new pnrk at Battersea— on about ;!.'iO acres of lanti, stretching trom the
banks of the Thames, between Battersea and Nine Elms, as far as Wandsworth.

—

;

New

—

—

AV'ellington Statue at Glasgow. The Glasgow i-apers inform us iliat
the Wellington statue in that city has been subjected to a further mutilation one of ihtbas-reliefs on its pedestals baviog been injured— happily, it is said, to nu very serious
;

extent.

Melrose Aubey. — In consequence

of the

uanum

d;im:i,L'e

(lone to

the

tourists, and other vi^itors, in chipping and lU'tacing its beauliuil
carvings and stone-woik, and carrying otf the fragments as ru-lics, its n.blr? owner, tht
Dulie of Buccleuch, has felt himself torai-elled to exclude the public, for the lulurc, tiom
the inspection of the ruins.

Abbey of Melrose, by

TuRNPiKK-Ko.\ns ani> Railroads.

—There

roads in this country, and there are at present

A

(J.UbO

are 30.000 miles of turnpikemiles of railway.

monumetit of very elegant design lias bciM rcccnily erc'c'ed in Saint
George's churchyard, Biroiingham, to the memory of the Kite 3Ir. Itickmun, architect.
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lilST OF WEVtr PATENTS.
ENGLAND FROM OCTOBER 27, TO NOVEMBER

GRANTED IN

uel

—

'

—

.

:

31.

Charles Hf^nry Colli
railways."— October a 1

Henry

;,

of Lambeth, engineer, for " Improvements on atmospheric

Rede
s-street, Cripplegate,
in the preparation of materials t

Clark, of

provementa

oil merchant, for " Certain imp
nployed for producing illumination.'

London,

— October 31,

James Hardcastle, of Firwood, BoIton-ie-Moors,
ethods
fabrics."

e

scouring, bleaching, preparing, dying,

ot

— October

Palrymple Crawford, of Birmingham,

"Certain improvements in the

woven

Certain improvements in sigpplicable to the working of railways.
and for certain other improvements

,

for

*'

,

gentlerrii

for

"

nprovements in sluice-cocks.'

tober 31.
Richard Archibald Brooman, of Fleet-street, gentleman, for
Impn
ing and figuring silk, cotton, and other textile fabrics." ^communication.)Richard Archiba'd Brooman, of Fleet- street, gentleman, for *' certain Improvements in
gas-meters." (A communication.) November 3.
'

—

Richrad Biddle, of Leadenhall-street, surgical mechanician, for "Ceitain improvein dri^'iug mills and other machines or machinery by the power of the wind."

ments

3.

Christopher Binks. of Friars' Goose, Durham, chemist, for *' Certain improvements in
menuracturing certain compounds of nitrogen, particularly cyanogen, ammonia, and
their compounds, and the use or app!ic;ition in these manufactures of a substance or
substances not hitherto so employed."— November 3.
Cbandos Hoskyns, of DubUn, gentleman, for " Certain improvements in trusses."—
r3.

Thomas Edwards,

of Islington

Foundry, Birmingham, engineer, for " Certain Im-

provements in steam-engines."— November 3.
Paul Ackermnn, doctor of medicine, of Skinner's-place, Size-lane, for "Certain improvements in harpoons and other similar instruments."— November 3.
Georgt Eaart, of the New-'Odd, zinc manufacturer, for " Improvements in the manu-

;

facture ot chimney-pots."

—

*

impn

1

com-

Joseph Ramon Yfilesias, of Mark-Iane, London, merchant, for " a new mode of application and combination of mechanical arrangements, (or of mechanical and hydrostatical
arrangements,) already known and in use for the purpose, by such application and combination of augmenting the power or moving force of fiist moving machines or engines'
(A communication.)— November 15.
Thomas Palmer, of Tavistock, in the county of Devon, currier, for "certain Improvements in mine-lifting machinery, which are also applicable to other purposes."— Nov. li
John Ayre, of Tynemonth. in the county of Northumberland, sail-maker, for an " Improved fabric for sail cloth."— November 15.

Edward Hall, of Dartford, Kent, civil engineer, for
densing engine." November 15.
Stephen K. Parkhurst, of Liverpool, merchant, for

"an improved double

—

*
I

cylinder con-

method of propelling ressels."—

November 17.
James Boydell,jun.. of the Oak Farm Works, Dudley,

iron-master, for " Improvements
manufacture of hinges and handles of knives, and other instruments."- Nov. 17.

in the

James Boydell.jun., of the Oak Farm Works, Dudley, iron-master, for "Improvements
issels."— November 17.
the building of ships end othi
\\'illiam Newton of Chancery-lane, civil engineer, for "
proveme ntsi
"
types and other similar raised surfaces for printing." (A
immunication.) Nov. 17.
Middlesex, gentleman, and Malcolm William
Frederick Oldfield Ward, of Corlcstret
gentleman, for "Improvements in the conHillei, of Henrietta-street, Covent-garde
Btruction of railways, and in machinery a d appaiatus for working carriages thereon."
November 18.
for
Richard Wright, of Hermitage-terrace,
Improvements in refining
November IS.
sugar.*'
gentlt
gentleman,
for " Improvements in apparatus or maChristopher Vaux. of Brighton,
1,
carriages
accident
to
and
preventing
passengers
chinery lor
on railways, parts of which
improvements are apjilicable to ave lives and property in other places."— November 18.
Henry Dircks, of Nicbolas-li ;, London, engineer, for " Improvements in the means

—

,

,

—

and preparing extracts from certain vegetable matters, and in the apparatus
connected therewith, which apparatus may bs also applied to other similar purposes."
of obtaining

— November

John Finlay, of Glasgow, Ironmonger, for "a certain improvement or certain improvements in raising and lowering gas and other lamps, lustres, and chandeliers."

November 18.
Henry Buckworth Powell, of Pennington House. Southampton,
in the grenadier guards, for
November 18.
other roads.

—

—

Edward Augustin King, of Warwick-street, Middlesex,
in obtaining light by electricity."
Novembe

—

ments

gentlei

Richard Atha, of Walton, near Wakefield, engii
pheric engines."— November 4.

for

**

Improve-

rail

and

constructed."

— November 1«.

Moses Poole, of the Patent Bill Office, London, gentleman, for "imprcvemeat i
ng and transporting earth and other heavy bodies." (Being a communicatioL,)-*
iber 18.

Laming, of Mark-lar
ferrocyanides of pots

London, merchant, for " improvement In makia the
sium and sodium." (Being a communication.) Novem
?,

:

—

her 18.

Thomas Hunnybun and E
ments

in that description of p

ard Venden, of Cambridge, coachmakeri
ssenger carriages called omnibuses." November

—

np roveJO."

Frederick Gye, of South Li..nl)eth, Surrey, gentleman, for "improvements in moulding
sugar." (Being a communication.)— November 2<?.

Thomas Samuel Parlour, ot HoUoway, in the county of Middlesex, gentleman, for " improvements in propelling vessels." November JO.
Nathaniel ChappcU, of Arcadian Villa, Cumberland-road, Bristol, gentleman, for "improvements in the manufacture of worts." November 20.

—

nprovements in atmos-

—

Charles Sandt-rson, of West-street, Sheffield, manufacturer, for " Improvements in
steel and iron into bars for tyrea for wheels and for o:her purposes."— No-

combining

Samuel Carson, of Norwood, gentleman, for
nprovements in treating eggs for the
purposes of food." November 5.
Henrv Blumberg, of Camberwsll-grove, Distiller, for *'
of spirits for the use of brewers, distillers, and rectifiers.
George Scholfield, Agent, of Manchester, for "certai
nprovements in machinery c
apparatus to be employed for lithographic printing."— November 5.
William Thomas, of Cheipaide, merchant, for ''improvements in apparatus for impregnating liquids with gasses." (Being a communication.)— November b.
Laura Laughton, late of Plymouth-grove, Manchwster. but now of Everton, Nottingham,
Edmund Lau£;hton, of the same place, gentleman, for '* Improvements
the
manufacture of soap." November 6,
Uriah Clark, of Leicester, Dyer, for "certain improve;
nts in the manufacturing and
making looped fabrics."— November 6.

—

^

—

Robert Burton Cooper, of Swinton-street. Grays inn-road, gentleman, for ** improvein the manulacture of taps or cocks, and in stopping bottles and other vessels."—

ments

6.

John Soloman Bickford, George Smith, and Thomas Davy,

all of Tuckingmill, Camborne, Cornwall, patent safety fuze manufacturers, for "certain improvements in manuliicturing the miner's saiety fuze."
November 6.

—

John Campbell, of Bowfield, Scotland, bleacher, for "certain improvements in the
pparatus or machinery for drying and finishing of bleached cotton and other goods."—

Armand Le Cu

John Depledge, of the Thonicliff iron works, near Sheffield, draughtsman, for " a certaia
improved metallic broacher."— November 20.
William Johnson, of (Farnworth, near Bolton, Lancaster, agent, for ** certain improvements in macliinery or apparatus fur preparing cotton and other fibrous substances
for spinning."- November 20.
William Corscaden Thompson, of Liverpool, master mariner, for " certain improvomentB in machinery or apparatus for propelling vessels on water."— November 2u.
James Donaldson, of Hasleugdon, Lancaster, woollen printer, for "certain improvements in the processes of scoviriug, bleaching, and washing wool, cotton, silk, and other
fibrous substances, both in a raw or manu-actured state."
November 20.
Ernest Elge. of Manchester, mechanic, for "cei-tain improvements applicable to the
wheels and Bxles of engines, tenders, carriages, waggons to be used upon railways."

—

November

20.

George Skinner, of Stockton-upon-Tces, in the county of Durham, merchant, and
John Whalley, of South Stockton-upon-Tees, earthenware manufacturer, for " certain
improvements in the manulacture *of earthenware pastes and vitreous bodies; and
also a new composition and material for the same, with certain new modes of combination thereof, which improvements, compositions, and combinations arc applicable to the
manufacture of earthenware pastes, vitreous bodies, slabe, tiles, and pavement, and
various other useful and ornamental purposes."

— November 20.

Eugene Francois Vidocq, of Galterie Vivienne, France, for "improvements in combining materials to be employed in the manrfacture of tea-trays, boxes, trunks, tableid other articles, to be used in place of the materiasl now employed
ch anufacturea.'

-Nov.

place. Size-lane, for "certain

jmprovenieuts in prodi
Bryan Donkin, of the Paragon, New Kent-road, civil
wheels as applicable to railway carriages, and on the n
railway carriages are made to cross from one line of rails
are generally called sidings."

lieutenant and captain

"certain improvements in carriages to be used on

William Malins, of Mansion-house-place, London, and West Bromwich, Stafford, Ironmaster, for " improvements in constructing roof* and other parts of buildings of iron aa
other metals, and in the preparation of the materials of which the same are or q ay

—

,

18.

Edward Brown Wilson, of Leeds, engineer, for " Improved apparatus applicable to
swivel bridges and turn tables." (A Communication.)— November 18.

— November 3.

Alfred Watney, of Wandsworth, gentleman, for " Improvements i
thE manufacture
of horseshoes, and in applying shoes to horses and other animals. "- -No /ember 3.
George Minter, of Gerard-slreet, Soho, patent chair manufac
and Jonathan
Badger, of Walworth, carpenter and builder, for ** Improvements
e construction of
easy chuits," November 4.

Peter

" ^"'pruvememImnrovements
for

ment in the preparation of silk." Novembi
Jacob Brett, of Hanover-square, Middlesex, esq., for "improvements in printing
munications made by electric telegraphs." (A communication.)— November 13.

Thomas Bell, of the Don alkali works, South Shields, Durham for " Impro\'ements in
certain processes in the manufacture of alkali, which improvements are applicable to the
purposes of condensation." November 3.

November

for

bi nppH-d to piano fortes."— November 11.
i-street, Norton Falgate, dyer,
Robert James Hendrie, jnn., of BI

'

arresting the progress of railway

Henry Waller, of Vauxhall-road, engineer,

November

[December,

Romsey, Hants, teacher of music,

]

Forsyth, of Salford, Lancaster, engine
nals or in the method of giving signals which are
and which are also applicable to maritime purpos
working
the
of railways."— October 31.
in
for,

for

lud finishing piecs goods or

;j1

Thomas

or machinery

;q.

of

in apparatus to

20, 1845.

Six Months allowed for Enrolment j unless otherwise expressed,
Benjamin Nickels, of Vork-street, Lambeth, mechanist for " Imorovements
in ^
oian
*^
fortes."— Sealed October L'7.
Reginald Orton, of Villiers-str«et, Sunderland, surgeon, for " Improvements in life
boats, iile-buoys, and apparatus for conveying persons ashore from wrecked or strands
October 27.
vessels.*'
Samuel Childs, of Karl's. court-road, Kensington,
t chandler, for
nprovements
in the munutacture of caudles."— October 27.
Dennis Jonqnet, of Chateandun, France, for " Improvements
machinery for preparing skins for tanning and dressing." October 31.
Robert William Brandling, of Low Cosforth, Northumberlai
esq., for " Improvements in railways and "
y carnages fur the sscurity and convenience of the public."

—October

Thomas Cromwell,

:alion)— November 6.
gineer, for

— November 11.

William Henson, of Skinner's-street, St. John-street-road, civil engineer, for "improvements in machinery for weaving."- November 11.
Christopher Vaux, of Frederick-street, gentleman, for "Improvements in machinery
"r apparatus for tilling land."

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

"improvements on

-•hanical contrivances by which
1 to another line, or on to what

"~~

E.

H.— You w

pierian logarithn

mouth.

,

see by the present number that the error in using common for Nahas been observed. It it be deairttd, the paper shall appear next

—

Alpha. Your ohj.'ction fails, because the
in the tube, after the train hi
passed.
not the same air (though of the same dens
as that which was in the lube
h, us there was not time to piepare
Dr. Shoklizh (Lemberg, Austria). Next
engraving for this number.
have not heard whether Mr. Basbforth wishes to have bis communication pub-^
is

—

We

Charles Frederick Bielefeld, of Wellington-street. Strand, papier mache ma nufacturer,
for" Improvements in the manufacture of embossed or pressed
paper,
.
r r- . calico,» 1leather,
i and art'cles."— November 11.

1

:

,

lished.

_

GeorL-e Hill Dutton, of Dutton, brewer, for " certain improvements in conveying Intelligence from one part of a railway train to another."— November 11.

END OF VOLUME
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Aix-la-Chappele, church of Notre
Dame, 81
Royal Acapower, 161
frescoes at, 96
demy, 165, 213
Alabaster mines of Castellina, by W,
railway, obstructions on, Bernan's history of warming and venHamilton, 287
glossaries, by P.
tilating, 92
Hill, 72
Alarum for fire damp, 80
passingof trains Bessemer's patent gold paint, 55
novelty, 140
Hevvlej's patent door and window
Alecto and Rattler steam ships, 163
Algiers, rain in, 151
Society of Oxford,
fastenings, 171
Pilbrow's paAlleghany river, bridge across, 195
tent, 28
Bidder's objections to keeping the
Alloys of metals, Fenton's patent,37
works, employment
same time at dill'erent places, 250
Pinkus's paof military engineers on, by ZoI'arkes's patent, 264
tent, 205
Billings, on the geometric tracery of
phorus, 41
Altars, history of, 88
.atmospheric railway, Prosser's paBrancepath church (review), 179
Amalgamation and leasing of rail- Architecture, ancient and modern,
tent, 226
Birkenhead, rise and progress of,257
ways, 317
by M. Jules Garlhabaud (review),
Samuda
pa- Birmingham, monument to Mr. Rick(important) of rail58
tent, 119
nian at, 391
of France in the reign of
ways, SCO
and rope traction railways, Blackfriars' pier, 221
Amalgamation on leasingof railways,
Louis XIII, 3U2
P. Barlow's experiments on, 322
Blast engine, immense, 161
364
(diimestic) of France in
traction, paper on, by F. J. Blasting rocks, Manf's patent, 385
Amsterdam and Rotterdam railway,
the middle ages, 88
Haydon, 335
Bloonifield's Fanner's Boy, &c. (reby F. \V. Conrad, 74
(Gothic), English and
railways, report on, 280
Aiew), 270
Ancholme, works commenced at,
foreign compared, by Sir John
314
Blowing up of a shoal in the Thames,
Audley, 355
1842,350
Atmospheric railways, by M. Cowie,
208
drainage of, by Sir John
of Guernsey, 344
365
Blytlie's river navigation, 326
Renoic, 349
history of, by T. L. Dorailway, Prosser and Bret's Boilers, preveuiion of incrustation
draw door, for regulating
naldson, 57, 67
patent, 3S5
in, Malteen's patent, 172
navigation level, 350
in
Ireland, by Philorailways, report, 371
proportions of, by A. Murlock-sales at, 350
Hibernicus, 130, 217
traction, note on, 390
ray, 217
new biidue at, 350
and geology in Ireland, Attached buildings, rules for assignRitterbaniit's patent, for
history of, 349
by G. Wilkinson, 92, 144
ing ilie rate of, 15
preventing incrusiation, 220
Ancient church, fall of, 163
in Manchester, 129, 158, AuiJIey, Sir John, on the comparison
tubular, causes of exploand modern architecture.
292
of English and Gothic architecsion, 112
by M. Jules Gailhabaud (review),
a new order of, by H.
ture, 355
of the Tagus and
58
Wilson, 08
Auld's patent for regulating the presBraganza steam ships, 102
fresco in East Wickham
and architectural desuperiority of, 268
sure and generation of steam, 172
church, 32
scription, Hope's, by Lector, 136, Average items in the construction of Bombay, railway to the (iliauls. 127
pictures, causes of perma221
a mile of railway, 380
Booksellers' provident retreat, 333
nence in. 39
Architecture (classical), decadence Axletices, Milichap's patent, 264
Boracic acid works, Mouti-Cerboli,
Anderson's patent soap, 225
of, 306
Azimuth
and
steering
compass.
299
Anglo-Saxon masonry, notes on, by .\rsenical green. 163
Boring apparatus. Bean's patent, 50
Dent's patent, 9
T. G. Waller, 301
Art, (Decorative), Society of, 88,
Bourdon's expansive gearing, 57
Animal substances, petrifying of, 131
Back light in portable diorama, me- Bowman, on the properties of water
Annular scupper-mouth for ships' Artificial fuel, H ill's patent, 358
thod of adniittiu)
and other fluids (review), 182
decks, 122
Ransome's patent, 380 Bailey's compensation pendulum, 86! Bojer's steam valve, 162
ner,
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Smith, law-
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Business of the Royal Mint, 86, 180
Byrne, Professor, on trigonometrical
on the supply of
surveying, 310
water f'>r fires, 176
letter to T. Bermingham, 02
Brake, the, or Small Downs harbour,
Bystander, on competition, 79
94
Brancepatb church, geometric tracery
Calcutta, fall of a suspension bridge
of, by Billings (review), 179
Brande, Professor, on the business
near to, 304
of the Mint, 80, 186
Caledonian canal, works on, 258
Bray, W. Brayley, on the Ouse Cambridge Camden Society, 8, 9,
bridge, 280
71,88, 190
Breakwaters, report on the construcmagnetic and meteorotion of, 95
logical observations, 199
Bremner's report on the town and
mathematical
journal,
harbour of Pulteney Town, 20
199
account of casks for floatobservatories, expiration
ing large stones, 21
of grant fur, 200
patent for constructing harobservatory, 199
bours, 53
progress of science, in
Brick and tile machine, Worby's pa199
tent, 127
Camden Society of Cambridge, 8, 9,
Brickwork, asphalted, 250
71,88, 196
expansion of, 207
Caiiidenists, the, and the church, 80
notes on, with examples of Canada and the United States, coal
tall chimneys, 110
fields of, 300
Bridge across the Alleghany river, Canal, the Caledonian, works on,
195
258
the Ouse, on the Hull
of Exeter, memoir of, 320
and Selby railway, 2&0
Candidus's Note Book. Fasciculus
building, expeditious,
I-XI— LXVI, 2, 65, 97, 134, 197
on
Dredge's principle, 95
334»— LXVII, 362
suspension, Dredge's, 221, Canova, Flaxman and Thorwaldsen,
2-19,271, 313, 338,356
374
Huogerford, 165
Carlton club-house, designs for en^— fall of, at Yarlarging, 279
mouth, 194
Carriages, locomotive, Reynold's panew, at Ancholme, 350
tent, 225
Bridge on Carrow railway, 383
Carrow railway bridge, 383
Brighton and Chichester railway, Cart, improved, by E. Levack, 156
drawbridge on, 209
Carter's patent slate cutting machine,
British Archaeological Associa100
tion, 319
Carving, Pratt's patent machinery
Bp.itish Architects, Royal Instifor, 121
TCTE of, 27, 88, 125, 157, 193, 231, Casks used for floating large stones,
263, 359
by Jas. Bremner, 21
Association, meeting held Ca-jsel's patent materials for paving,
at Cambridge, 227
223
Sir William Cast iron bars, table of the strength
Herschell's inaugural address, 199
of, 154
enterprise, 32
Mr. Fairbairn's observaAND Foreign Institute,
tions on, 80
Casiellina, alabaster mines of, 287
303
steam vessels, Casting, bronze, 64
Cast iron girders, experiments on the
table of, 352
strength of, 381
India, introduction of railCasts, museum of, by C. H. Wilson,
ways to, 181,221
138, 157
Broad and narrow gauge commission,
Catch-water drains, invention of, 349
376
Brockendon, on the errors arising Cathedral of Cologne, 64
from variations in the length of
of the Oriental Church, 188
penduluiis, 250
ofStrasburg, 95
patent
India-rubber Causes of permanence in ancien
covering, 159
pictures, 39
Chahet's
Bronze castings, 04
patent
composition
for
moulding, 160
Broom paper, Poole's patent, 119
Brown's ornamental tiling, 81
Chains, improvements in, Seebohm's
patent railway wheels and
p..tent, 297
carriage springs, 264
Changes in electric conductor wires,
Brunton's patent apparatus for dress103
ing ores, 171
Channel, the Paumban, improvepatent mining shovels, 159
ments of, 382
Buckingham palace, pavilion at, 261 Chanter's movable fire-bars, 122, 159
Budge's Practical Miners' Guide (re- Cliarlottenburg, mausoleum of, Gj
view), 184
Chemical lamp furnace, 157
Buffing apparatus, Rayner's patent, Chicliester and Brighton railway
330
drawbridge on, 269
Bufl'on, town of Montband, and his Child's patent improvements in horse
statue, 359
power, 100
Building act, new, by a suirerer,12,80 Chimnev, 125 feet high, repairing
—
arts in Manchester, 129
of, 108
Higginson and Coles's patubes, Gen. Geo. Wilson's
tent iniprovemeuts in, 224
patent, 120
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China coal gas lighting in, 334
Competition fraudulent, remedy for,
mode of coal mining in, 334
135
Chlorine, improved manufacture of,
in oil painting, 340
Oxland's patent, 357
of the Oxford choristers'
Christian iconography, by Prof. Doschool, by James, 7
naldson, 215, 247
Composition for mouldings, Chabet's
Church, an ancient, fall of, 103
patent, 160
at Novogiorgieosk, 301
Conclusion of the report on harbours
of Notre Dame, at Aix-la95
Conference, magnetic, 200
Chapelle, 81
Connecting crank, Galloway's pathe, and the Camdenists, 80
tent, 54
Restorers, a tale, by F. A.
Conrad's Amsterdam and Rotterdam
Paley, (review) 9
railway, 74
Churches new, 390
Construction of buildings, Higginson
restoration of, 390
and Coles's patent, 224
metropolitan, 127
transitional, 137
of gas metres, by A. A.
Croll, 340
Cills for drainage, by F. Bashforth,
of harbours, Bremner's pa277
tent, 53
Civil Engineers, college of, at Putand proportion of boilers,
ney, 143, 259
by A. Murray, 217
Civil Engineers, Institution of,
and regulation of railway
20, 42, 03
station clocks, by B. L. Vulliamy,
Clamp fur joiners, improved, 122
255
Classification of observatories, necessity of, 201
of a mile of railway,
average items in, 380
Clay's report on iron ores, 158
Clerkpnwell.St. John's gate, 109
Consumption of iron in France, 391
Continental and scientific meeting, 72
Clocks, electric, 131
for railway stations, by B. L. Conversazione, Sir
John Reuuie's
first, 194
Vulliamy, 255
Club, Carlton, designs for enlarging, Cooper's remarks on endosmose and
exosmose, 175
279
Clyde river, navigation improve- Coote's patent for caulking ships, 120
ments, by Wm. Bald, 234, 325, Copper ores, Ritchie's patent for, 168
Cornish engines, 85
336
Coal, evaporative power of different
kinds, 242
fields of Canada and the United
States,

300
in

China, by R. C. Taylor,

333
formation of Nova Scotia, by
Jno. Dawson, 299
gas, application of its products
to agriculture, 174
on the preparation of, 173
lighting by, in China, 334
Mr. IMuir's remarks, 175
on the purification of, by
A. A. Croll, 173
on the purification of, by
Mr. Lowe, 174
mining in China, mode of, 334
Coating iron with tin, ^:c. More-

wood's patent, 31
Cockerill and Culonna, by
Sense, 73, 131
Code of instructions for

Correspondents, notices to, 132, 196,
286, 300, 332, 300, 392
Corrugated iron roofs, Spencer's patent, 264
Courts of law, new, 361
Cowen's patent gas retorts 90
Cowie on friction in the beam and

direct acting engines, 190

on atmospheric railways, 365

on the strength of wood and
cast iron, 245
Cramp for joiners, improved, 122
Croll, Angus Alexander, on the construction of gas metres, 346
Cross, form of, during the middle
ages, 216,247
Crossings, level, on atmospheric rail-

ways, 314

Crown

glass, Ewing's patent improveinenls in, 159

Common Crojdun

surveyors,

383

pumps, 329
the Royal Mint, by Prof.

Cofl'yn's patent

Coining at
Brande, 186

College of Civil Engineers at
ney, 143, 259
Collegiate and other halls, 309

railway, slips on, 42
Currents, sub-manue, 61
Curtis's objections lo keeping the
same time at dilferent places, 256
Cutlery, 103
Cuttings in clays, by Prof. Hosking,

209
Put-

Cuttings and embankmenis, slips

in,

24,42

and embankments, on the
Great Western railway, 46
Collingwood monument at Newcastle,
railway, drainage of, by Thos.
259
Hughes, 280
Cologne cathedral, 04
Cyclopedia, penny, supplement to,
Colonies, gas works in, 340*
363
Colouring Daguerreotype pictures,
mode of, 127
Daguerreotype oictures, mode of coColourless ink, 103
louring, 127
Colours, Hay on the nomenclature of,
Daniell, Prof, death of 201
(review), 189
Colthurst on repairing a chimney, 120 Davison on the materials for pendulums, 256
feet high, 108
Columns, stone, on the strength of, Dawson on the coal formation of
Nova Scotia, 299
by Eaton Hodgkinson, 259
Commission of the gauges, 370
Decadence of classical architecture,
Common Seu-se's letters on Cockerell
300
and Colonna, 70, 131
Decision on the gauges, the coming,
Comparison of English, French and
386
Belgian railwajs, 245
Decorations of the Royal Exchange,
by Mr. Dwyer, 112
Compass, Dent's patent, 91
Compensation pendulums, rendered Decorative Art Society, 88, 126
free from hygrometric influence, 80 Dee river, navigation of, 327
Defence and refuge, harbours of, by
Competition ol designs, 321
Mr. Rooke, 309
by A Bystander, 9, 79, 136

errors arising from tlie
variations in tlie lengtb of pendu

Dent on the

lums, 25G
Dent's patent azimuth and steering
compass, 91
Deotou's patent draining tiles, 89
Description of an atmospheric rail

way and valve, 80
Desertsof Africa, 100
Designs, competition of, 321
by I'rofessor (Jarlner, 95
for enlarging the Carlton
club house, 279
Di'lached buildings, rules for deter
mining the rate of, 15
De M'interton on the national exposition, 81

De

U'interton's

apology

for

Sii

Joshua tieyuolds's diary, 4
Diirercntial steam engine, Greves
patent, 170
Diusdalc,

W.

Morris, on the preparation of lime, aso, 311
on oils used in paint-

No. II. 38; No. III. 209
Diorama, portable, method of admitting the back light, 80
ing.

Discovery, singular, 32
Discovery at Hartlepool, interesting
388

and
Knglish's patent, 204

Distillation

of tar

turpentine

Dyeing, M'allerand's patent improvements in, 330
Dymchiirch, restoration of, 296

Evaporative power of dillorent kinds
of coal, 242
Ewing's patent improvements in

Earth, banks of, resistance necessary
to sustain them, 359
Eastbourne harbour, 94
Eastern counties railway, slips on,
42
accidents on, 293
East Wickliam church, ancient frescoes in, 3'2
E.
Ecclesiastical architecture, by

Excavations at Pompeii. 391
Expanding centrebil, 122
Expansion of brickwork, 207
Expansive gearing, Bourdon's, 57
Expeditious bridge building, 95
Experiments on atmospheric and rope
traction railways, by Prof. Barlow, 322
on the force of waves, by
Thus. Stevenson, 324
at Woolwich, 172
Expiration of the grant for the Cambridge observatories, 200
Explosion of Gre damp, 373
Exposition of France, 1814, 57
national, by \V. De Win-

crown

Sharpe (review), GO
F.cclesidlogy, architectural drawing a
handmaid to the study of, 88

Edinburgh, buildings and improvenients'in, by Jas. Tod, 25S, 293
-^^-^^ proceedings of the Koyal
Society of, 332
Eflicieucy of shingle traps, 309
Egypt, engineering in, 52
Electric clocks, 131
for railway, 255
telegraphs, Heighton's patent,
Electricity

and

light,

connection

of,

374
of steam, 163

Elements of physics, by C. F. Peschel (review), 337*
Elevated sea beach, 95
Elizabethan furniture, Fildc's paper

Distinguished persons to whom sta
tties might be erected, list of, 315
on, 15
new, under the metropo- Elliptic oblique arches, Jas. Morice
on, 277
litan building act, 13
Diving bells, on the employment of Embankments and cuttings, on the
(ireat WVstern railway, 40
oxygen in, 150
Dockin's patent hemitrope, 91
embankments and cuttings,
slips in, 24, 42
Dodson's account of a hydraulic tra
versing machine, 23
Employment of military engineers on
Domestic architecture of France durarchitectural works, by Zophorus,
ing the middle ages, 8S
41
Donaldson's, Professor, history of Endosmose
exosmose
Mr.
and
architecture, 57, C7
Cooper's remarks on, 175
Professor, on Chris- Engine, atmospheric, Parsey's patent,
tian iconography, 215
298
Door and s\inclow fastenings, BewFarcot's, 57
ley's patent, 171
Stoltz's, 37
Dover bay, harbour in, 94, 309
liower of, at the Exeter
Drainage of Aocholme, by Sir John
water works, 337
Keunie, 349
Cornish, 85
cills, F. Bashforth on the
locomotive, cost of, 315
proper depth of, 277
on the motion of, 293
—
near Scarborough, 351
329, 357
of railway
cuttings,
by
-stationary, on atmospheric
Thomas Hughes, 286
railways, 342
Draining tiles, Uenlr>n's patent, 89
Engineering, notes on the philosophy
Smith's patent, 203
of, 273, 336*
Taylor's patent machinery
No. 1,011 the lead of the slide, 273
for, 30
No. II, on the loss of power on
Drains, catch-water, invention of. 349
atmospheric railways, by H. C.
Drain pipes and tiles, Ford's patent,
336'
119
Engineering in Egypt, 52
Draught of water of the experimental
professorship of, 63
brigs, 380
Engineers, military, on the employDrawbridge over the river Arun, 259
ment of, on architectural works, by
Draw-doors for regulating the naviZophorus, 41
gation level at Ancholme, 350
English and foreign Gothic architecDredge's suspension bridge, F. Bashture compared, by Sir John Audforth's remarks on, 249, 313
ley, 355
reply, 338
French, and Belgian railletter
from, 221
ways compared, 245
disMvownicnt of Turnbull's
patents, lists of, 32, 61, 90,
treatise on, 271
132, 164, 190,232, 268,300,332,
note on, 356
360
English's patent for the distillation of
Drcs<len, Villa Rosa, near to, 197
tar and turpentine, 264
Drew's patent improvements in the Enterprize, British, 32
manufacture of naphtha, 359
Errata, 268, 300, 360
Dungeness harbour, 94
Errors arising from variations in the
Dunkiii's patent screw propellers, 90
length of pendulums, by Mr. Dent,
Duration of railway iron, 374
256
Dwellings of the lower class, Girdle- Essay on aerial navigation, Mac
stone's letters on (review),
Sweeny's (review), 92
Dwyer on the decorations of the Essays, report on, for the medal of
Royal Exchange, 112
the Royal Institute of British ArDistricts,

.

chitects,

glass, 1.59

tertun, 81
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consumption of iron in, 391
domestic architecture of,
during the middle ages, 88
expositions of, 1844, 57
renaissance of, by

M. E.

i'Anson, 157
iin the preparation of lime for,
by \V. Marris Uinsdale, 250,311

Fresco,

painting, modern (jreek, 307
Frescoes, ancient, in East Wickham

church, 32
at Berlin, 90
Friction, comparative loss by. in the
beam and direct action engine, by

Mr. Pole, 101

beam and direct ac>
by Mr. Cowie, 190

in the

tion engine,

Frith of Forth, harbour of refuge in,

Failure
«f,

in

modern

pictures,

causes

40

86
Fuel,

Fairbaiin's observations on cast iron,

86

55

France, architecture of, in the reign
of Louis XIII, 302
arts and manufactures of,

Fairbairn on iron ores, 151
and Hetherington's patent
steam boiler, 50
Fairy steam yacht, 103
Fall of the Ashton viaduct, 296
of the Bailee Khal suspension
bridge, 304
of an ancient church, 163
of a suspension bridge at Yar-

artificial. Hill's patent, 358
Tellej's plan of economising,
123
Fulton on obelisks, with remarks oa
Egyptian architecture, 141

new order of architecture, 68
Fumific impeller, Gordon's patent,
331
Furnace bars, Chanter's patent, 159
Furness and \V'hitehaven junction
railway, 336

Fulton's

mouth, 194
Faraday, Professor, on the liquefaction and solidification of gaseous
bodies, 87
on the ventilation of mines,

Gadesden's patent sugar, 357
Gailhobaud's ancient and modera
architecture (review), 58
Galloway's patent connecting crank,

Farcot's engine, 57

Gas

u4
(Partner's, Professor, designs, 95

Fareham's railway switch, 22
Farcy's, Jno. remarks on the permeability of cast iron pipes, 175
Farmer's Boy,
view), 270
Farrell's patent

by Bloomlield

Archimedian

new

(spiral)

iron

steam

Fcntuu's patent alloys, 31

improved air

pump

.Murdock's pa-

metres, construction

of,

by A. A.

Croll.346

Cowen's patent, 90
works, in the colonies, 340*
or vapour engine, Perry's patent
'

161

Gale,

St. John's,

Clerkenwell, 109

Gauge commission,

Filde's paper on Elizabethan furniture, 15

damp alarum, 80

on the means of preventin
explosions, by Prof. Faraday, 115
explosion of, 373
Fire in dwelling houses, remarks on,
by Jas. Tod, 157
Fire engines, application of manual
power to the working of, by Jas.
•

Braidwood, 178
on the supply of water for, by
Jas. Braidwood, 170
Fixed breakwater, plan of forming,

123

sittings

232

Force of waves, by 1'hos. Stevenson,
321
Ford's patent drain pipes and tiles,
119
Foreuess harbour, 03
Fornialion of the town lands of Musselburgh, by Jas. Hay, 23
Forth rivtr, navigation of, 327
Fortification of Havre, 190
Founder of the railway system, neglected, 308
Fountains of London and Paris, 133
Fountains in Trafalgar-square, by
Anti-Ziiilus, 190; remarks on, by
the editor, 191

of,

re-

sumed, 391
(railway), 210
Gauges, the commission on, 386
Geological, chemical and niecbanical
action of water, 43
Society, Uuartarly Journal
of (review), 92
Geology and architecture of Ireland,
by G. Wilkinson (review), 92, 11-t
as a branch of education,
by Professor Ansted (review), 237
lecture on, 254
practical applications of.
<

254
not speculative, but

Fire-proof buildings, 112
Flaxnian, Canova, and Thorwaldsen,
374
Flaxiiian's shield of Achilles,

l-'araday

on, 87

or water

engine, 157

Fire

in,

Gaseous bodies. Professor

103

Ferrier's

improvements
298

retorts,

railway, 120
Faugli-a-ballagh,
slilp,

(re-

334

(coal) lighting in China,

tent,

siraiive,

demon-

254

George's (St ) chapel, M'indsor, 161
Germany, philosophy of, 203
Gigantic locomotiv-s, 64
Giles, F., on the materials for pendulums, 256
Gilders (cast iron), experiments oa
the strength of, 381
Girdlestoiie's letters on the lower
class of dwellings (review), 275
Glasgow, Wellington statue at, 391
Glass quarries, Powell's patent, 121
ventilation, Baillie's patent,

224

Glossaries, architectural, 72
Glossary of architecture, Harford on,
130
Glynn, on railway axles, 109
Goethe's Italian travels, by J, Lhotf ky
3U8
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paiut, Bessemei's patent, 55
Gordoo's patent funiiBc impeller, 331

Gold

and Foreign, compared by Sir J. Audley,
353
mouldings, manual of, by F.
A. Paley (review), 180

Gothic architecture,

Ent;lis,h

plan for preventing the abstraction of letters, 157
Graham's (Professor), testimony on
CroU's method of purifying coal
gas, 174
Granary, patent revolving, 85
Grant for the Cambridge observatories,
expiration of, 200

Gravesend terrace pier, 132
Gray, Thomas, founderof the railway
system (neglected), 308
Great Britain steam ship, 63, 322, 343
Britain's screw propeller, destruction of, 364
Southern and Western railway,
Ireland, 295
Western railway, cuttings and
embankments on, 46

Greek fresco painting (modern), 307
Green (arsenical), 163
Greenwich time proposed to be adopted throughout the kingdom, 255
Gregory on railway cuttings and embankments, 24
Grieve's patent differsntial steam engine, 170
Grissell on scaffolding for large erec-

104
Guernsey, architecture
tions,

of,

344

Gwilt's glossary of architecture, Harford on, 130

Heme

steam ship, 131

Herschell's, Sir M'illiam, address to
the British Assooiation, 199

Bigg's improved monochord, 123
Higginsoo and Coles's patent for the
construction of buildings, 224
Hill's, Edward, patent railway axles,
30
Frank, patent artificial fuel,
358
P. architectural glossaries, 72,
on C61onna and Cockerill, 73
131
History of altars, 88
of Ancholme, 349
of architecture,
by Professor Donaldson, 57, 07

and practice of sculpture.
by Mr. Wesimacott, 222, 207
Hodgkinson on the strength of stone
columns, 259
Hope's architecture and architectural
-

Iron lock gates at Montrose, by J.,
Leslie, 150
and steel. Low's patent improve-

J. Murray, 49
Lime, on the preparation
90
M. Dinsdule, 250, 311
Osborne's patent improve-

ments

in,

ments

in,
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Rushton's patent improvements
in, 54
ores, W. N. Clay's report on,
152
ores,

W.

Fairbairn's report on,

151
ores,
on, 132

Mr. Hague's experiments

ores, reduction of,

153

pipes, Mr. Farey's remarks on
the permeability of, 175
pipes, Mr. Simpson's remarks
on the permeability of, 175
(railwaj), duration of, 374
railways when first used, 380
steam Roscommon, launch of, 391
tubing, by Mr. Ledru, 61
Goethe, by J.
Italian travels of

description, by Lector, 136, 221
Horbury school, 307
Lhotsky, 308
Horn on the origin and progress of
the railway system, I
on the fixing and oiling of James on the Oxford choristers'
school competition, 7
clocks, 255
on error arising Irom vari Jobard and Seguier's pneumatic railway, 333
ations in the length of pendulums,
John's (St.) gate, Clerkenwell, 109
236
Horse power. Child's patent improve- Johnston's plan of forming a fixed

Home

breakwater, 123
ments in, 160
Hosking, Prof, on deep cuttings in Joiners, improved clamp for, 122
Jones, Mr., present to, from the Royal
clays, 209
Academy, 132
Hourly variations of the thermometer,
Junction of the Atlantic and Pacific
by Mungo Ponton, 156
Oceans, 191
House of Lords, report on the selec-

on iron ores, 152

Hallam, Mr. letter from, 345
Hallet's atmospheric railway, 148
Halls, collegiate and others, 309
Hamilton, K. on Brown's ornamental
tiles,

81

Mm. on the alabaster mines
of C'astelliua, 287
Sir Graham Eden, patent
paddle fastenings, 100
Harbours of refuge, English, 388
abstract of report on, 284]
report on, 93
observations on report, by
"

Kamond's,

H.

Barrett, 135
defence,

and
Kooke, 309
•

by

John

334
construction of Bremner's
patent, 53
Harford on Gwilt's Glossary of Architecture, ISO
Harris's, Sir William Cornwallis, pro•

tidal, report on, 325,

•

ject for transporting vessels across
the Isthmus of Suez (review), 92

Hartlepool, public works at, 86
interesting discovery
I

at,

388

Harwich, report on harbour of refuge
at, 93,

326

Hatfield's patent machine

for

com-

Houses in New Coventry-street, 233 Kaunstadt in Wirtemburg, 95
Hughes, Thos. on the drainage of King's scholars pond sewer, 99
Kollmann's railway improvements,
railway cuttings, 280
by Observer, 72
Hull and Selby railway, Ouse bridge
on, by W. B. Bray, 280
Lacy's patent railway chair and
Hungerford suspension bridge, 165
sleeper, 200
Hydraulic traversing machine, acLandslip in Ashley cutting, on the
count of, by A. J. Dodson, 23
Great Western railway, by J. G.
Thomson, 23
Iconography (Christian), by ProfesLaunch of two new steam ships at
sor Donaldson, 215, 247
Liverpool, 195
Incrustation of boilers, prevention of,
of the Terrible steam ship,
Ritlerbandt's patent, 226
131
Watteeu's patent, 172
Law Courts (new), evidence on, 338*
India, railways in, 328
361
ludia-rubber covering, Brockendon's
Law of tides, on the, by G. B. Airy,
patent, 139
Indicator for railways, 64
89
Lead of the slide, 273
Ink (colourless), 163
Leasing and amalgamation of railInstitute, British and Foreign, 303
ways, 317
Institute, (Royal), of British Architects, 27, 88, 125, 137, 193,231, Lector on Hope's architecture and
architectural descriptions, 136
203, 359
Institution of Civil Engineers, 20, 42, Lecture on geology as a branch of
education, by Professor Ansted,254
63
Lectures on the history and practice
(Royal) 86
Instruments (mathematical), Piggott's
of sculpture, by Mr. Wesimacott,
patent, 358
222, 267
Instructions for surveyors, code of, Ledru on iron tubing, 61
Leeds, St. Saviour's church at, 370
383
Insulated buildings, rules for deter- Legendre's oscillating steam engine,

mining the rate of, 15
puting interest, &c. IGl
Introduction of railways to British
fortifying of, 190
India, 184
on marble brought from
Ireland, architecture in, by PhiloXanthus, 89, 99
Hibernicus, 130,217
Hay, D. R. on the nomenclature of
Great fiuuthern and Western
colours (review), 183
railway, 293
Jas. on the town lands of
marbles of, by Mr. WilkinMusselburgh, 23
son, 83
Hajdon, F. S. on atmospheric tracpractical geology and archition, 335*
from
Sir
tecture of, by Mr. Wilkiuson, 92,
memoranda
B. U.
144
Joshua Ueynolds's note-book, 3, 40
Heath's patent for healing ovens and Iron and wood steamers, 370
consumption of, in France, 391
kilns, 172
bars, cast, table of the strength
Heighton's patent electric telegraph,
of, 154
55
Hemitrope, Dockin's patent, 91

Lincoln's inn,

203

Lenses, improvement

Hawkins

Leslie on Ihe iron lock gates at

of,

of,

by

W

buildings
o in, 294

,

rail-

short ones, convenient on the
atmospheric system, 341
Lisbon, new theatre at, 384
List of new districts and surveyors
under the metropolitan buildine
act, 13
of railways classified according
to their gauges, 247
of English patents, 32, 64,
96,
132, 164, 196, 232, 208, 300, 332,
,

300

new

of

patents, 392

Litharge and oxygen, 2T2
Liverpool, assize courts at, 376
launch of two steam ships at,
195
Lock-gates at Ancholme, 250
iron, at Montrose, by James
Leslie, 150

Locomotive carriages, Reynolds's patent, 225
and atmospheric railways, by
a working mechanic, 338
engines, cost of, 315
on the motion

of,

293, 329,

336
Locomotives, gigantic, 64
Logic and philosophy, increased at-

203
and Birmingham railway,
42
interiors, a grand national ex-

tention to,
slips on,

hibition, 12

and

local time shown on the
clock, 233
and Paris, fountains of, 133
Loss of power on atmospheric railways by preliminary exhaustion, by
F. S. Haydon, 333*
of power on atmospheric railways, by H. C. 336
Lough's statue of the Queen, 164
Louis XIII, architecture of France
during his reign, 302
Lowe's remarks on the purification
of coal gas, 174
reply to Mr. Simpson's remarks on the porosity of iron pipes
175
Low's patent improvements in the
uiauufactuie of iron and steel, 90
Lysides, the Athenian, returned from

same

Thrace, 133
Maberley's patent railway break, 298
for computing interest, &c.

Machine

Hatfield's patent, 161
for cutting slate. Carter's
patent, 100
for planting

ton's patent, 101
for sweeping

seeds,

New-

chimneys, by

A. Scott, 157
Machinery for carving, Pratt's pa-

57

Havre,

new

.
329
Lines of rails on atmospheric
ways, 314

Loudon

tion of effigies for, 345

Hague

Lighthouse on the Godwin, 267
at Sunderland, removal of, by

Mon-

tent, 121
Mac Sweeny's essay on aerial navitrose, 130
gation (review), 92
Levack's description of an improved
cart, 156
Magnetic conference, 200
and meteorological observaLei el crossings on atmospheric railways, 314
tories of Cambridge, 199
needle, on the variation of,
improved, by T. Stevenson,
by W. Peace, 138
52
Lewes, antiquarian discoveries at, Magneto-Electric machine. Professor
Page's, 300
375
Lhotsky's Goethe's Italian travels, Maintenance of road, on the locomotive and atmospheric systems, 310
308
Liglit and electricity, connection of, Makiug tiles, Weller's patent, 383
Manchester and neighbourhood >build374
iugartsin, 129, 158, 292
•

Manner

in sculpture, 207
B]aniial of golliic nioulJiugs, by 1'.
A. I'aley (review), 180
power applied to the work-

ing of

(ire

engines, by Jas. Braid-

wood, 178
Manufacture

of

sugar,

Robinson's

Wontband, town

and

New

order of architecture,
Fulton, OS

Buflon's

park

iron lock-gates
Leslie, 150

103
at,

Collingwood,

Royal Exchange, and modern
monumental buildings, 33
and windows of the mer-

by Jas.
at

New-

castleon-Tvne, 259
Marbles of Ireland, by Mr. \Vilkinto Mr. Rickmont at Birson, 83
mini;hani, 391
brought from Xanthus, on, by
Monumental buildings, modern, and
K. Hawkins, U9
the New Royal Kxchange, 33
Marifs patent for blasting rocks, 385
Monuments, on, 82
Marseilles, Roman tunnel at, 1G4
existing in the Valley of JeMaryport and Carlisle railway, open-

,

chants' area, 08,

of, 0(i

Masonry, Anglo-Saxon, notes on, by
Mr. Waller, 301
railway, 93

hosaphet, by J. J. Scoles, 27
Morcvvood's patent for coating iron
with tin. 31
Moriee, Jas. on oblique elliptic

liams and
97

Oscillating engine, Lcgendre's, 57

Ouse bridge, by W. B. Bray, 286
Ovens an<i kilns. Heath's patent, 172
Overfall weirs, 351
Oxford architectural society, 124
choristers' school competition,
by James, 7
Oxiaud's patent manufacture of chlo-

357

rine,

Oxygen and
by

272

litharge,

employment
bells,

CI.

of,

in

diving

Wilson, liO

theatre at Lisbon, 384

Newton's patent machine

for plant-

Paddle-wheel fastenings, Hamond's

Nineveh, ruins at, 85
Northampton and Peterborough railway, 340
North's patent slated roofs, 172
Note book, Candidus's, Fasciculus

patent, KiO
Page's (Professor), magneto-electric
machine, 300
Painting, oils used in. by Marris
Dinsdale, Nos. II., 111., 38, 208
Palaces at Mestminster, statues iu

ing seeds, 161

ar. lies, 277
LXI, lAVI, LXVII, 2, 05, 97,
Motion, mechanism for multiplying,
134, 197, 334*, 302
by H. C, 69
on atmospheric traction, 390
of locomotive engines, on
on the causes of explosion iu
the, 293, 329, 357
tubular boilers, 112
Motive power, Talbot's patent imon the Cambridge Camden Soprovements in, 331
ciety, 8
iNIouldings, composition for, Chabet's
Mausoleum of Charlottcnburg, 05
on Dredge's suspension bridge,
patent,
160
Mechanical properties of air and
356
Moveable fire bars, Chanter's patent,
steam, 233, 294
on railways in India, 186
122
theory of steam, by the ArNotes on Anglo-Saxon masonry, bj
Muir's remarks on coal gas, 175
tizan Club, 200
T.
Waller, 301
Munich,
G.
Pinacoth=ca
or
picture
galmotion,
multiplying
Mechanism for
on brickwork, with examples of
lery of, 333*
by H.C.,09
tall chimneys, 110
Medal of the Royal Institute of Bri- Murdoch's patent improvements in
on the philosophy of engineergas, 298
tish Architects, report on the essays
ing, 273, 330*, 392
Murray, And. on the construction of
for. 89
steam boilers, 217
on railway tolls, 289
Melrose abbey, 391
Memoir addressed to M. Arago on Murray's, Jno. account of the removal Notices to correspoudeuts, 132, 190,
of .Sunderland lighthouse, 49
280, 300,332, 300
the navigation of the Clyde and
Museum of casts, suggestions for Nova Scotia, coal formation of, by
Seine, by Mm. )5ald, 234, 23G
forming, by C. H. Wilson, 138,
Jno. Dawson, 229
of the canal of Exeter, 320
Novelty, architectural, 140
157
of the late H. R. Palmer, 126
Novogiugieosk,
Musselburgh,
Modlin, church at,
formation
of
the
Reytown
Memoranda from Sir Joshua
lauds of, by Jas. Hay, 23
301
nolds's note-book, by B. R. Haydon, 3, 40
Memorandum for statues in the pa- Naphtha, Drew's patent improve- Obelisks, with remarks on Egyptian
ments in the manufacture of, 359
architecture, by H. Fulton, 141
lace of Westminster, 340
Metals, improvement in the manufac- Nasmith's patent steam condenser, Objections to keeping the same time
at different places, 250
109
ture of, Mali's patent, 297
Metaphysics iu science, necessity of, National exposition on, by W. de Oblique elliptic arches, Jas. Moriee
M'intertou, 81
on, 277
203
Method of showing London and local Nautical and colonial observations, Observatories of Cambridge, 199
201
expiration of grant for, 200
time on the same clock, 255
Navigation of the river Clyde, immagnetic and meteorological,
Metropolitan buildings act, 12
provements in, 320
199
by Alfred Bartholomew (reClyde
physical,
200
234,
325, 336
view), 93
Dee
necessity of classifying them,
327
ehurolies, 127
Forth
327
201
improvements, 03
Seine
Observations on the drainage of An
230
improvement society, 89
,Se\ern
335
cholm, by Sir John Rennie, 351
Milichap's patent axle-trees, 264
Tay
nautical and colonial, 201
320
Millengen the archaeologist, death of,
Observations on deep cuttings in
Thames — 334
391
clay, by Prof. Hosking, 213
Military defences of harbours of re- Navigation level at Ancholme, draw
Observer, on Kollnian's railway imdoors, for regulating it, 350
fuge, 95
provements, 72
engineers, employment of, on Nebulous hypothesis, 202
architectural works, by Zophorus, Necessity of classifying observatories, Obstructions on atmospheric railways, 339
201
41
Oil boxes, Reid's patent, 101
Milne's, Jas., pile driving machine, Necrology, 348
painting, competition in, 340
Neglected founder of the railway sys73
tem, 308
Oils, used iu paintiug, by W. Marris
Mines, .ilabaster, of Castellina, by
Dinsdale,
Nos. II., III., 38, 208
Neville,
287
Jno.
the
resistance
to
on
Wm. Hamilton,
Ondine steam ship, 131
banks of earth, 242
on the ventilation of, by ProNew
Opening
of
the Maryport and Carbuilding
Sufferer,
80
act,
by
A
Faraday,
1
fessor
lisle railway, 96
Mining shovels, Brunton's patent, New buildings and improvements iu
Ores, apparatus for dressing, BranEdinburgh, 258
159
ton's patent, 171
in Lincoln's Inn, 294, 329
Miscellanea, 103, 195, 391
cojiper, Ritchie's patent, 168
Nevvcastle-on-Tyne, the Collingwood
Mizar on achromatic telescopes, 81
iron, Mr. Clay's report on. 152
monument at, 2.59
Mode of colouring Daguerreotype
paper on, by Wm. Fairbuiru,
New churches, 390
pictures, 127
151
of constructing breakwaters, New Coventry -street, houses in, 233
Vewhaven harbour, 94
Oriental church, cathedral of, 188
95
New houses of parliament, progress Origin and progress of the railway
.
of mining coal in China, 334
of, 200
system, by Jno. Von Horn, 189
Modern Greek fresco painting, 307
monumental buildings, and
i\Ir.
Barry's report on the Ornamental tiling, Brown's, R. Hamilton on, 81
present state, 120
the New Royal Kxchange, 33
Osborne's patent improvements in
law courts, 301
Monochoid, HiRg's improved, 123
market at Bli kenhead, 257
steel and iron, 331
Monster bell, 131

Materials for paving, Cassel's patent,

223

pendulums, 250
used in sculpture, 222
Mathematical instruments, Piggott's
patent, 358
journal of Cambridge, 199
for

''p-

1 12, 241
at Messrs. M'ilSowerby's, Oxford st.

show rooms

•

ing

by H.

at Batlersea, 391

projected railways, 01, 90, 132,

299
Montrose harbour, 320

Monument,

patent, 108

of,

statue, 359

Monte Cerboli, boracic acid works,

•

.

1

•

'

120,345,346

Paley's manual of gothic mouldings
"^
(review), 180
tale of the church restorers,
(review), 9
Palmer, H. R., memoir of, 120
Paper for the prevention of fraud,
'

Varnham's patent, 358
Papers on subjects connected with
the Corps of Royal Engineers
(review), 60, 93
Paris, Academy of Sciences, 348
Paris and London fountains, 133
Paris, railway round it, 357
Parke's patent alloys, 264
Parsey's patent atmospheric engine.

298
Patent law case, Bunnett & Corpe
'
f. Smith, 26t
Passing of trains on atmospheric rail-

ways, 339
Patents, American, specifications of

Computing
field,

iuterest, &;c-.

Hat-

101

Gas

or vapour engine, Perrv

161

Horse power, Childs, 100
Measuring surfaces, Uoss, 101
Oil boxes, Reid, 101
Planting seeds, Newton, 101

Propelling vessels,

Schmidt,

161

Rotary engines, Stewart, ICl
Patents, English, lists of, 32, 61, 96,
132, 104, 196, 232, 208, 300, 332
300, 392
Patents, register of specifications of
new, 28, 53, 89, 119, 159, 108, 223,

203,297,329,357,385
Agricultural machine, Vibarl

120

Alloys of metals, Fenton, 31
Alloys of metals, l'arkes,204
Artificial stone,

Atmospheric

Ransome. 169,
engiue, Parsey

298
railway, Pilbrow, 28

Pinkus, 265
Prosser 6: Carcano,

226

Samnda, 119
Axle-trees, Mdicliap, 204
Azmiuth aud steering compass.
Dent, 91
Boring apparatus, Bearls, 56

Brick and

tile

machine Woroy,

120

Broom paper,

Poole, 119
Buffiug apparatus, Rayner,330
Carriage springs. Brown. 264
Caulking ships, Coote, 120
Chains, Seebohm, 297
Chimney tubes, Wilson, 120
Chlorine, Oxiand, 357
Coating iron with tin. More-

wood, 31
Composition
Chabet, 160

for

mouldings,
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ConDecting crank, Ga1loway,54
Construction of huildiogs, Higginson,
Construction of harbours, Brem-

Patents
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ner, 53

Copper

ores, Rilcliie, 1G8

Corrugated iron

roofs,

Spencer,

201

Crown

glass,
Diirirential

Ewing, 159
steam

engine,

Grieve, 170
^)i^ti[lation
tar,

of turpentine and

nglish, 2o4
Door and window fastenings,

I'

newl.-y, 171

Draining engine, Taylor, 30
Draining tiles, Denton, 89
Sniitli & Jolly. 2C3
Drain pipes and tiles. Ford,
Dressing ores, Bruntou, 171
Dyeing, Wallerand, 330
IClectric telegraph, Heighton,55
KupI, Hills, 358
Fumitic impeUer, Gordon, 331
Furnace bars. Chanter, 159
Gas, Murdoch, 298
Gas retorts, Cowen, 90
Glass quarries, Powell, 121
Glass ventilation, Baillie,224
Gold paint, Bessemer, 55
Incrustation in boilers, Ritterbandt, 220
M'alteen, 172
India-rubber covering, Brockendon, 159
Iron, Rushtun, 54
Iron and steel, Low, 90

Osborne, 331

Locomotive

Rey-

carriages,

nolds, 225
JNIaterials for paving, Cassel's,

223
Mathematical
instruments,
Piggot, 358
iMetals, Wall, 297
Mining shovels, Brunton, 159
Motive power, Talbot, 331
Naphtha, Drew, 359
Ovens and kilns. Heath, 172
Paddle-wheel fastenings, Hamond, 100

Paper for preventing fraud,
Varnham, 358
Preserving substances, Silves359
Pressure and generation of
steam, Auld, 172
Propelling
machinery, Seaward, 297
tri,

Propelling vessels, Spencer,297

Pumps, Cofl'yn, 329
valves, Poole, 159
Railway chair and sleepers.
Lacy and Buck, 206
Railway improvements, Pros-

Pump

ser,

171

Railway wheels, &c.. Brown,
264
ScaflTolding,

Winter & Lane,265

Screw

propellers. Hays. 90
Slate culling machine, 160

Slated roofs, North. 172
Smoke combustion, Bedington,

119
Soap, Anderson, 225
Sleam boiler, Fairbairn
Iletherington, 56

and

Sleam coodenser,Nasmith,169
Steam engine, Petrie, 89
Sugar, Gadesden, 357
Robinson, 168
Ronald, 226

Window

shutters

and

blinds,

Quincey, 160
Artificial fuel,

Ransome, 386

Atmospheric railway, Prosser
and Biet, 385

Patents (continued)
Blasting rocks, Marif, Baron
De Liebhaber, 3S5
Making tiles, Weller, 385
Washing and mangling machine, Wilkinson, 386
Water pipes, Roe, 380
Patterson on the application of colours,
124
Paul's (St.), cathedral, 155
Pan mbaii channel, improvementsof,382
Pavilion at Buckingham Palace, 201
Peace, W., on the variation of the
magnetic needle, 158

Pendulums, materials for, 256
Permanence in ancient pictures, 39
Perry's patent gas or vapour engine,
161
Persius, the German architect, death
of,

348

Pesihel's elements of
view), 337*

physics (re-

Peterborough and Northampton railway, 340
Petrie's patent steam engine, 89
Petrifying animal substances, 131
Philo-Hibernicus on the architecture
of Ireland, 130,217
Philosophy of engineering, 273, 336*
of Germany, 203
Physical observatories, 200
Physics, Elements of, Peschel's (review), 337*

Societies

(cnntinueil.)

Royal institution, SO
Roval Scottish Society of Arts,
19, 86, 124. 156, 192,231
Royal Society of Edinburgh, 332
Society of Arts, 124
Process uf coining at the Royal Mint
Professorship of P^ngineering, 03
Progress of the new houses of parliament, 120, 200
of science in Cambridge, 199

Project for transporting vessels across
the Isthmus of Suez, by Sir W. C.
Harris (review), 92
Propelling, Schmidt's patent, 101
Seward's patent, 2tl7
Spencer's patent, 297
Properties of air as a mechanical
agent, 205
mechanical, of air and
steam, 294
Prosser's patent atmospheric railway,

—

Railways— (cotif ;««(>(/)
India, in, 186, 328
Indicator, 64
Introduction of, to British India, 184,221
Iron, duration of, 374

KoUman's improvements, 72
Locomotive and atmospheric,
by a working mechanic, 338
Masonry, 93

New

132,

Origin and progress of, by Jno.
Von Horn, 189
Peterborough and Northampton, 340
Pneumatic, Jobard and Seguier's,

333*

Prosser's
ments, 171

patent

improve-

retaining walls, 379
Round Paris, 357

South Devon, C3
Speculation, 206

220

patent improvements in railways, 171
Public works at Hartlepool, 86
Pulteney, town and harbour, by J.
Breraner, 20
Pump valves, Poole's patent, 159
Pumps, improvements in, Cotfyn's
patent, 329
Purification of coal gas, by A. A.
Croll, 173
Picture gallery, or Pinacotheca, of
by Mr. Lowe, 174
Munich, 333*
Putney, College for Civil Engineers
Pictures (ancient), permanence in, 39
at, 143, 259
(Daguerreotype), mode of Pyramids, the, eclipsed, 195
colouring, 127
Quarries (glass), Powell's patent, 121
(modern), failure of, 89
Pier, Blackfriars, 221
Quincey's patent window shutters and
Piggott's patent mathematical instrublinds, 160
ments. 358
Pilbrow's patent atmospheric railway, Railway, accidents on the eastern
28
counties, 293
Pile-driving machine, Milne's, 73
Acts obtained in 1845,290
Pinacotheca, or picture gallery at
Amalgamation, important, 300
Munich, 333*
and leasing of. 317
Pinkus's atmospheric railway, 205
Amsterdam and Rotterdam, 74
Pipes (iron), porosity of, 175
Atmospheric, abstract of eviPlan, studies of, 209
dence on, 280, 314, 339
Plate glass, table of prices, 232
Cowie on, 365
Plating on steel, 95
Hallette's system, 148
Pneumatic railway, 333*
Maintenance of road on, 310
Pole, on beam and direct action enPilbrow's patent, 28
gines, 101
Pinkus's patent, 205
Pompeii, excavations at, 391
Prosser's patent, 226
Ponton, on variations in the thermoProsser and Brett's patent,
meter, 156
385
Poole's patent broom paper, 119
Report on, 371
Samuda's patent, 119
patent pump valves, 159
Stationary engines on, 342
Porosity of iron pipes, 175
Portland and Weymouth harbour, 94
Axles, Glynn on the causes of
Powell's patent glass quarries, 121
fracture, 109
Power, atmospheric, 161
Hills's patent, 30
Bombay, from the Ghauts, 127
Prait's patent machinery for carving,
Break, Maberley's patent, 298
121
Buffing apparatus, 330
Pressure and generation of steam,
Calcutta, from, to Mirzapore,
AuM's patent, 172
Princeton's new gun, 163
184,221
Problems in surveying, 310, 336
Carriage springs, Brown's patent, 264
Pboceedingsof SciENTinc Societies,
Chairs and sleepers, Lacy's
19, 42, 80, 124, 156, 192, 227, 263,
patent, 260
332,359
British Archoeological AssociaClassified according to gauges,
tion, 319
247
Clocks, construction and reguBritish Association for the Advancement of Science, 227
lation of, 255
Cuttings, drainage of, by Thos.
Cambridge Camden Society, 88
Decorative Art Society, 88, 125
Hughes, 286
Institution of Civil Engineers, 20,
and embankments, by. C.
H. Gregory, 24
42, 104
Metropolitan Improvement SoDublin, from, to the port of
ciety, 89
Galway, by O. Byrne, 02
Oxford Architectural Society, 124
Great southern aud western,
Royal Academy of Arts, 27
Ireland, 295
Royal Institute of British ArchiGauge, 246
tects, 27, 88, 125, 157, 193, 231,
Hull and Selby, bridge on,
286
263, 359

projected, 61, 90,

163

Switch, Fareham's patent, 22
System, the founder of, neglected, 308
Tolls,

288

M'hilehaven and Furness junc336
Railways, amalgamation and leasing
of, 364
Rain in Algiers, 151
Ramsgate harbour, 94
tion,

Ransome's patent

artiiicial stone, 169
patent arlificial fuel, 386
for determining, 15
Rattler aud Alecto steam ships, 163
Rayner's patent buffing apparatus,

Rate of buildings, rules

330
Refuge, harbours

of, English, 388
and defence, harbours of, by
Jno. Rooke, 303

Harbours
135,284

of,

report on, 93,

Register of new patents, 385
Reid's patent oil boxes, 161
Relative speed on the atmospheric
and locomotive systems, 341
Remedy for fraudulent competitions,
135
Renaissance of France, 157
Rennie's, Sir Johu, first conversazione, 194
report and ohservaiions on
the drainage of Ancholnie, 349
Repairs of slalionary engines, cost of,

342
Reports

Academy of sciences, on M.
Hallette's atmospheric railway,14!)
Atmospheric railways, 280,
314,339, 371
Drainage of Ancholme, .'549

Harbours of refuge, 93, 135,
284

Railway from Calcutta

to

Mir-

zapore, 184, 221
Selection of effigies for the
Hou-e of Lords, 345
State of large towns, second
report, 251

Tidal harbours, 325,334
Requisites for determining ihe rate
ol buildings, 15
Resistance required to sustain banks
of earth, 242, 359
Restoraiiou of churches, 390
of Dymchurch, Kent, 296
Retaining walls of railways, 379
Retribution steam ship, 15
Retrospect of the British Association, 204
Reviews of Books

Ansled's Geologist's Text Cook,
237
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other tales,
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Boy, and
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Bowman's

Properties of Water,
in reference to Steam Boiler Explosions, 1S2

Budge's

I'ractical

Miners'Guide,

Ibl
(jiirdleslou's Letters

on the lower

class of dwellings, 275
Guilliabaud's Ancient and Modern
Architecture, 58
Harding on the Gauge Question, 238
Harris's, IMajor, project for transporting large vessels across the
Isthmus of Suez, !)2
Hay's Nomenclature of Culours, 193

London I nteriors,partsI — XX X V
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